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PAO wondering if the crew had given any commands to

apectro (garble) xray astronomy experiment on the ESA experiment,
part of the astronomy and solar physics grouping • Ulf Merbold
replying that he could not really recall that he had been
commanding but he would check the computer files, the experiment
team reporting that they had been noting some, some changes in

:dlf^a;;'
:<^^^^^^^^^^ ;;C%^:hg:ii'^^^M MMi ,<3h''i»f f. jp;!^^^ ^had;:: .been;

observing in the past. Just beiwi;e we went LOS, a malfunction
procedure was called up for experiment number 1, that's a NASA
experiment, the imaging spectrometric observatories, sometimes
referred to as the ISO, by its initials. That experiment is to
measure the air glow spectrum in wave lengths ranging from
extreme ultraviolet infrared, its located on the pallet, and has
five spectrometers for imaging the optical signatures of
Iprdcesses and the upper levels of the atmosphere and (garbleV
ionisphere. The experiment was to have been turned on by the
computer automatically and there is a command acceptance
discrepacy somewhere in the software at this time that they are
looking at. The computer did not turn on as commanded,
commanded, as so the crew was asked to perform a malfunction
procedure, specifically, number 1.7, which is manual turn on and
operations. That procedure is to enable the crew to manaually
turn on and operate the ISO experiment. About 19 and a half
minutes remaining before^ we reaquire communications with the
spacelab. At 3 days 19 hours, 22 minutes Mission Elapsed Time,
this is Marshall Spacelab Operations. This is Marshall Spacelab
Operations, at 3 days 19 hours 36 minutes Mission Elapsed Time,
we're about 5 and a half minutes away from passing over the
Orroral Valley ground station. We'll have about a little over 6
minutes when we do get there to establish commune iat ions and to
have that 6 minute AOS period with the spacelab. In the meantime
troubleshooting does continue on the high data rate recorder used
to record the scientific data for a number of experiments onboard
spacelab. This recorder is so called hi«fh data rate because it
does record at extremely high rates of 32 megabits per second.
Meantime engineers at the Mission Control in Houston and at
Huntsville, Alabama's operations support center are accessing the
anomally and in the meantime data is being recorded on an orbiter
recording. An orbiter recorder which is operating at a much
slower data rate, 1 megabit per second. This data will be dumped
from, time to time at real time at the slower rate. This will use
up much of the TORS downlink time but this will not produce the
real time high data rate capability^ The effect of the loss of
this hign rate recorder on spacelab experiments are still being
accessed. As status has learned of that we will be passing that
on to you. 3 days 19 hours 38 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this
is Marshall spacelab Operations.
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PAO Mission ContiroX Houston, 3 days 19 hours 41

minutes, standing by for acquisition through the Orcoral tracking
::iteat|on/;:::B^^

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 5 delta

CAPCOM Negative. Numbers 58

SPACECRAFT 58. Got that.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. 19 hours 5 niner minutes.
Execute Oi roalfunciion 10.

SPACECRAFT Got that.

CAPCOM And also be advised for the ABPI run for you at 19

hours 23 minutes you should use data from run 22 in the ops log.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And a reminder that towards the end of the
experiment that you are close to the terminator,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll watch it.

CAPCOM And, Ulf just 30 minutes left. The next sample in

the IHF when the ops arc flush has number 304, 304. Also make
sure that the fluid physios module is cleaned carefully. Fluid
(garble) could get into the end plates.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We have (garble) set up and I will work a

little bit overtime to (garble).

CAPCOM Thanks very much, and we're close to LOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM We'll see you again at 19 40.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days 19 hours

16 minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia is out of the range of
the tracking data relay satellite on orbit 62, near the top of
its ground track. And, systems onboard the Orbiter are doing
well. The one exception, being worked, one of the spacelab
systems actually the high data rate recorder used to record
information coming from the experiments onboard spacelab and then
its dumped to the ground at high speed. That recorder was shut
off earlier to due to a power surge or when a power spike was
seen. And, the troubleshooting is going on with that. Also,
some work around procedures to link up other orbiter recorders
for that use although they are much less efficient than that high
data rate recorder, and we'll keep you advised as to how that
goes later on this morning. This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days
19 hours 17 minutes mission elapsed time. We have about 24
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minutes ceroaining before we reacquire our communications link

Si?h the spacelab. About 39 minutes before we Pifk it up through

the TDRS satellite. And, during this last acquisition of signal,

Bob Parker reported that he had been accomplishing the

photographic requirements for experiment 25, the (garble)

experiment. And, Ulf Merbold reporting that he had conducted the

anti-spread applications on the discs for Madame Borteaux

experim'?nt number 326. And, that having been accomplished, he

would Chen begin to conduct the experiment. Crew has also asKea

to perform experiment 34 which is the microwave "^e^o^®
f®"^^"^

experiment, which is to develop in all a microwave sensing

system. During the setup of that, they had oPPff ^unity to

speak to one of the members of the experiment 34 team, Df,-
Marian

?errlier, and exchange that lasted a number of
^J^f .^Jf.^^®^

was also given an inquiry from the experiment 23 investigation

team, wondering if the crew had given
JS*ft„ ana

experiment in the last several hours. That's the spectrosity and

exray astronomy experiment an ESAC experiment. Part o£ tne

astronomy and solar physics group

END OP TAPE
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PAO - - to aid in the development of an

microwave remote sensing system. That kind of system could be

used for -

CAPCOM Okay, Spaoelab. Marshall OPS for Ulf. Can you

give it - - try and start.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, can you just try and start the IHP with the

start IHP 1 enter. Over.

SPACECRAFT IHP 1 enter. Start IHF 1 enter. Will do that.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, and also, you can go ahead and finish off

the 326 (garble) of those experiments.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well we didn't really run the experiment.

We are still in the setup,

CAPCOM Yes Ulf. We do understand. I'm sorry.

SPACECRAFT IHF OPS (garble) is running.

CAPCOM copy.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS for all. Be advised,

the MCC is doina an MMU buffer dump and^^^^

contention problem if you try to use tne uuu.

when it's free.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, say again.

CAPCOM
^ l^tJ>^lr'r t^dolna a^Sf fe5'aumraia'''itJ s p?obab?y

remind you that the MCC is doing « puffer

not a good idea to use the DDU's until we aaviae you.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Maitshall OPS for Bob. Over.

SPACECRAFT POCC.

CAPCOM Yes Bob. We need a tape changeout. The AVI - -

SPACECRAFT AVl.

CAPCOM Ves. Okay. Thank you.
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SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl.

Go ahead PSl.

For information, the (garble) that's cprnplete.

Say HDT complete?

Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

Go ahead Marshall.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Ulf, we've got about 5 min left in this pass and we

have a number of things we'd like to pass up to you. We'd

probably like you to write them down on a piece of paper in case

we run short on time.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf. We're standing by.

Okay, go ahead Chuck.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf*. first of all, a malfunction procedure
for ejcperiroent 01. We'd^ like you to run malfunction page 01

malfunction niner at MET 19 hr, 15 min. Execute - -

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Hold it for a second, Chuck, let me write it down.

Roger

.

Okay. Go ahead.

Okay. At 19 hr, 15 min, execute step 6.

What malfunction was that?

Malfunction niner.

Mai 019. Okay.

MET 19 (garble)

.

Go ahead

.

Okay, at
;acf:l;JtX::;

SPACECRAFT Say again.

::eA|<|OMl|:::^;:

MET 19il5, execute step 6 and the values
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Charlie.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

YY equals 57.

YY 57, go ahead.

Also, at 19 hty 51 inin execute step 6. XX equals 7

Go ahead.

YY equals 58.

5D, 5 Delta

Negative. Numbers 58,

58. Got that.

That's affirmative. 19 hr, 5 ninec minutes.
Execute 01 malfunction 10.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

i CAPCOM And also be advised that

END OF TPAE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) is 16 tiroes 5, reflected power is still

zero and (garbll) power reads 106. Okay the metric camera has

stopped and things are much easier now. 0"^ce again the high

Dower amplier status is up, (garble) voltage 10.4 killowatts

!g«Dler3.0^ body currents 17.3 million, reflected Po^J^.O f
plwer 116, yaw goes to -17, its pretty erroneous for the time

being and I'm talking about the (garble) power.

CAPCOM Ulf is the (garble) waa it still 10 killowatts?

SPACECRAFT 10.4.

CAPCOM That's okay, give me only the output power now.

SPACECRAFT Output power reads 74, 63, 74, okay we had a body

current of 16 it is now back to 17.3 millions and the reflected

power is changing from zero to one and the output power is

;;s:ittingra:t:v63>;:^^^^^

CAPCOM I copy. Please monitor another minute the output

power, we are not in low key (garble). Okay, now we coming look

and we can see the data ourselves here on ground, thank you ui£,

that was a good support and by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall for Ulf with a urgent question

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Ulf, 23 is interested in finding some, finding out

whether you folks have done any commanding to their experiments

since 3 days 12 hours and 50 minutes. The reason is that ^^hey've

noteiifd severfli
their power status and one with respect to their command

register. They're trying to troubleshoot it and it vfould help

them to know whether you've done any commanding since 12 hours 50

"minutliv;;:"

SPACECRAFT Negative, I think we didn't (garble) 23 let me

think *^:.ather we did something to the (garble) recovery. It

might be, I have to look back into the ECOS recovery procedure,

whether th^re is something we did to 23, could be.

CAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 0^
us do that and assume that if its not in the ECOS crash recovery

;:;:|jto<39dw)ce:;^^

ixpif imentiv ikrt iii^

liliil |«a|ur#8 of cbsmi^^^^
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time, of a 23 expeclinent Investigation
^f"*^??^^'?

been Placing any commands Into experiment 23 In the last fj^eral

hoS?s becaule of certain status changes that had been noted on

?Se grouSd by the team, ylf Merbold will go back and check some

compGtet records. He stated f^V^^^i^ "°^,ff^J^.fthe
commands In the, in the experiment, but he will check the

computer file. A few minutes ago the «xpeclment 34,

roiSvestlqator Dr. Marlon Ferner was voice enabled to speak

dl ectly SttS'tSe crew. They discussed the
^^^^^i"?^;;^^^^

?he mlcLwave remote sensing «'^P«i™^?^«iS\S tie develSpmeSrof
34. That experiment Is designed to, to aid In the development:

an all weather microwave remote sensing system. That k^nd of

system could be used for...

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf. Can you give

It a try and start. .

.

SPACECRAjPT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, can you give, try and start the...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I'm with you.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, first of all, we'd like a very brief
status on FPM if we could get it please, and then we have a

couple of other questions for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I did the, on this spreading and I'm
basically set up for (garble), that I should int<%rrupt you to

take care of 34, just for 2 minutes.

CAPCOM Okay, we're ready for that and when you being thit
we'll have the 34 PI enable to talk to you,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And if you have a minute we've got another
question.

SPACECRAFT Symmetric camera started to run and that is very

bad because (garble) and you aren't loud enough to read you.

CAPCOM Understand.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops this is PSl. I have (garble) of the

high power amplifier reading 3 amps, but currently it's reading

.0 amps minim's, selected power is still, (garble) power -147,

(garble) we're receiving power from the (garble).

CAPCOM Go ahead 30. Ulf can you please give me the
reading of this stopples of the high power amplifier.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, okay. High power amplifier (garble) 04m , 3

amps, body is millimeter amps, (garble) power -147, temperature

CAPCOM That's correct Ulf. And now the experiment mode.

SPACECRAFT Again.

CAPCOM The (garble) of the experiment mode.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the high power (garble) , high power

amplifiers setters is still a pause, (garble) pause is 0 (garble)

3, 40.0, reflected power 0, (garble) power -147.

CAPCOM Ulf what is the temperature of the high power

AinpMf-ie

SPACECRAFT 22.3 degrees centigrade.
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CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT I'll come back with you as soon as the high powec

amplifier status goes to off.

CAPCOM Okay, that's right after the body, after the break

current returns from 1.7 amps to 0.

SPACECRAFT Once again I 9b;e you the
^f.^^JJfJ^aftga^bU) is

pause, (garble) is 00 volt, ^^^^K^SiLhii^ it s -147, and
:o milli amps (aarble) is 0, at the (garble) it s 14/, ana

temperature is 22.3.

CAPCOM Okay I copy. The first reading of the body

(garble) is the roost important one, UlE.

«!PAri?rRAPT Okav the body (garble) reads 50, no body (garble),

^hat^s^ffar, I think we are doing the (garble) mode.

CAPCOM I'ets, I copy here.

(garble) is 105, temperature still 22.3, and cne axpna f

still nUative, but is coming cxose ^oj^ero now, it s now
^

positive, and I start from scratch. We have 10^4 kiio ,

Sraps, filaments, body currents is 16.5, reflected power

zero, and outward power reads 106.

CAPCOM Okay, the metric camera has stopped and things are

much easier.

END OP TAPE
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PAO A period of reaoquiaitlon of signal with the
TDRS. We'll have about 46 minutes remaining in this pass. We
should learn something about the AEPI which was scheduled to have
been conducted during this recent LOS, About 40 minutes
remaining in this acquisition of signal period. We are scheduled
to be on the TDRS satellite at this time having just a little bit
of difficulty in locking up with the TDRS satellite. It's
pointed over the tail of the Orbiter and as soon as we lock into
the TDRS, the Spacelab ^»ill have communications once more and we
can learn some states on the various experiments going on now.

CAPCOM CIC?, Capcora.

CAPCOM yes, they couldn't get TDRS so you're going to use
air-to-ground 1 at Santiago here.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops AOS.

SPACECRAFT Roger PtZC^ we're with you,

CAPCOM Yes, and Spacelab for Bob. We're not sure whether
you're very busy in the next period else we have a nice job for
you to do which is a recruitment curve. Over.

SPACECRAFT Standby, say again.

CAPCOM If you are more or less available between 18:30 and
19:20, than we have a job for you to do which is a 104
recruitment curve. Over.

SPACECRAFT Alright, Right now I am in the process of doing my
TV for experiment 25 and after that I've got to do my TV-17 »ietup

for the (garble) unless that's been cancelled.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Bob. Spacelab, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston.

CAPCOM Roger Spacelab, at this time we'd like you to
activate your experiment inverter and just a reminder, you'll
need to op your experiment ADS. Over,

SPACECRAFT Okay you want the experiment inverter op, is that
correct? What's the reason we're doing this for, Bill?

CAPCOM Okay, Bob we were thinking of experiment 104, I

understand that that won't be being done right now so you can
delay all that. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if and when we do 104, I'll keep track of
that.
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r>Aw>mA Okav- olf firsfc Of all, we'd like a very brief

END OP TAPE
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PAO During that brief pass, CIC Chuck Lewis was _^
speaking with Ulf Merbold and Bob Parker and advised that they

did have an AEPI run coming up. That's the Atmospheric Emission

Photometric Imaging experiment. For this Pf'^ticular run of this

AEPI, the functional objective number four is to be 'fuyne*^'

particular PO is a general purpose FO. It is for looking at

aurora and air glow and low energy electron beams. Chuck Lewts

was also asking for status from Ulf Merbold in regards to the

fluid physics module experiment. The oscillation of semi free

liquidSphere in space. That experiment number 326 w;^.^^^"^*^

hoJr and a half ago, it's suppose to have t>e«" P"Pf f'^^J^L
operation at this tine. The preparation was with a" an^i spread

treatment. Of course a number of things were haPP®"^"^ about

that time, with the roaster timeline having gone down and other

things having occurred, Ulf Merbold was only at this point

getting the anti spread procedure accomplished with

physics module, but following that he wixl iff^^^^i^ P^^f °"

with the experiment. That anti spread material, by the way
'

^or

the fluid physics module is a very important application because

IhS whole point of the fluid physics module is to established a^

liquid colSmn between these two disks. The fluid f^^ws out from

a reservior through a center opening of one of the disks and it

connects with the other disks by a kind of capulary action and as

the two disks are placed further and f«»^ther apart, this liquid

column is held suspended between the two disks. This Particular

fluid that is used would have a tendency to spread as it came out

of the opening, it would have a tendency to spread across the

disk and as it touched the other disk it would do the same of the

opposing disk. And this is not the intent of the fluid physics

module, the point of the module is to have the liquid column

expended and not to have the shape which is trying to be obtained

in a given extra»id experiment, not to have the fjape of that

liquid column to be distorted by the spreadir? that J t
might

do; That anti spread substance is now being JUt on the disks by

Ulf Merbold so that he can begin (garble) 326 experiment of the

oscillation of liquid physics. Troubleshooting continues on the

high data rate recorder and as so as anything is learned about

that situation it will be past along immediately.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days, 18

hours, 7 minutes and we have moved into a period of reacquisitlon

of signal with the TDRS.

END OP TAPE
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PAO There was another material science experiment which

employs the fluid physics module. That is the oscillation of the

semi-free liquid spheres in space, (garble) Bordeaux of France

at the national center for scientific research of France is the

principal investigator of that. And the purpose of that

experience is to study the effects of vibrations on liquids

spheres in contact with solid surface. The fluid physics
experiment is as of this time is not known to have started yet

because we are ' it was to have been started approximately 5

minutes before loosing the signal. Ulf Merbold had just been

finishing up repairing the IHP. At 3 days 17 hours 55 minutes

mission elaps© ^ ime. This is Marshall spacelab operations,

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Air-to-ground one.

PAO We are now within range of the guam tracking
station.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Now with you air-to-ground, how
;;copy?:(:::::;j^

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and lear in spacelab, Houston.

CAPCOM Columbian spacelab, Houston. Just a short note to

let you know that our UHF line is going to be tied up for about a

minute and a half while the teleprinter faults and messages comes

on board. We also have a state vector coming your way, and will

turn air-to-ground one over to roarshall ops at this time.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston. This is spacelab. Any words you can

give us on the (garble) yon are going to be getting HRD (garble).

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston. That's the big topic of

conversation right new Bob. We're working on getting something

to you as soon as we have the information, we'll get it up to

you. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And all I have looked at is the outside
part. I have not raised or looked back behind the back of the

tape drive, just the front of a tape drive, ordinarilly the

acceptable place,

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, We copy that, and we'll get to you as

soon as we have an answer. Over.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead POCC.

CAPCOM Bob, looks to us as though you have got an ARB run
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coming up and if you haven't got it in youc hand already, there

is a teleprinter message number 49 and what it's going to tell

you is to use the filter sequences from run 21 where this

contamination run from APIE.

SPACECRAFT Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, POCC. Is there going to be another one of

these runs in the lock, well payload bay one camera one is it?

CAPCOM No this is in the locks, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you want to tell me what filters, &re you

going to tell me what filters or should I go looking for a

teleprinter message.

CAPCOM you can use the log sheet Bob and use the filter

sequences from run 21 in the log sheet.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf. We are about 1 minute

away from LOS and before we go over the hill, Ulf, if Y^fJ^aje
a

status on the PPM, you might give us a quick jingle. He s off

putting on the antispread, and when I go to run 21, all I see is

a filter 2600. Is that the only one you want me to run?

CAPCOM Stand by. Okay, that's affirmative Bob. 2600 and

a PCA 2470.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got it.

CAPCOM we'll see you at 18 + 25.

PAO And we've passed out of the range of the Guam

tracking station. Still about 17 minutes to go before we require

communications with spacelab through the TDRS. During that brief

pass, CIC Chuck Lewis was speaking with 01 f Me rbold anjj3ob

Parker and advised that they did have an APBI run coming up.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...I think it says Oks. Okay, that's in work,

(garble) zero,

CAPCOM And Ulf, from 300 ops please also put the dununy

connectors on the (garble) in this process over.

SPACECRAFT Say again, what is, what shall we do with the

dummy, put the... is that correct?

CAPCOM Affirmative.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 3 days 17 hours

45 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is out of range of the

tracking data relay satellite. Spacecraft is on orbit number 61

and we're about 12 and a half minutes away from our next contact

which will be through the Guam tracking station. During this

last pass conversation with the Orbiter involved some discussion

on the high data rate recorder and their activities, the high

data rate recorder was turned off after a high current flow

indication and then there is some troubleshooting underway, also

some work around procedures, inflight maintenance that might

envolve of plugging other recorders in that could handle the

payload data such as the spaceshuttle ops recorders. Also the

regular payload recorder which has a much less capacity than the

high data rate recorder is being used to record payload

information at the present time. This is Mission Control
Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days 17

hours 50 minutes elapsed time, currently we are in a fairly long

LOS, it'll be about another 34 minutes yet before we regain
communications with the spacelab through the TDRS satellite and

we have been LOS for several minutes out of TDRS. As we went LOS

UU Merbold had completed repairing the ISO thermal heating
facility, once he had dislodged the, the sample which was in

itself a accomplishment which was congratulated by the 300

operations manager in the science user rooKs of the Payload
Operations Control Center. The final steps were taken by Ulf

Merbold to repair the, some of the mechanical elements of the

port where the sample had been located. Upon pulling the sample

out he had found that the access of the sample was about 2 or 3

degrees off of its linear, thereby causing it to have jammed

inside the port. We might mention again that the master timeline

since we returned to communications on this last pass with the

spacelab, the master timeline is up and running. That timeline

now operating properly and turning on experiments configuring
them, turning off other experiments, which was another bit of

good news in addition to the sucess of repairing the IHP, There

was an ISO thermal heating facility, experiment 309 which was to

have begun during this last AOS period but of course it could not

be accomplish because Ulf Merbold was still attempting to repair

the IHF but now that the facility is repaired, experiment 309
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can, can proceed. Following that, that materials science
experiment was ^, that materials science experiment using the

IHPr there was another materials science experiment which employs
the fluid physics module, that Is the oscillation of semlfree
liquid spheres In space, Madame (garble) of Prance at the
National Center for Scientific Research In Prance Is the
principal Investigator of that and the purpose of that experiment
Is to study the effects of vibrations on liquid spheres. In

contact with a solid surface, the...

END OP TAPE
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PAO Its pcoper working order so that those Jnetallurgy

experiments to be worked inside the XHP can continue. Another

bit of good news, the master timeline is now up and running, has

•been for: severai :mtnute •

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl. I'm ready to copy.

r-APrfiM Okav. Ulf. So, what we have here is - - okay.

sSy. (GarSle)! Yes Ulf', I'm sorry. I thought it was alarm

procedSre, but ifs only insert those flanges, then resume IHP

enter. Wait until IHF OPS BITE comes off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wait a minute Wubbo. Hold it. Hold it.

ItSp h^e! we caXiot insert the forward 2 flange because the

little pin is still extended. It's protruding "P«f ^' ^^^^J^^"
you have to give us the software patch or we have to dismantle

the whole thing a second time to overcome the - -

CAPCOM And Ulf, from Marshall OPS, the 300 OPS say that

oufo? experieJSe you'can, with a little ^^rew driver, Puf ^^wn

the safety pin and then get the flange in. Over. And Ulf
,
be

aware that we lost downlink so this is all in the blind. Over.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We have you

back again.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall OPS. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, according to (garble) it is possible with a

small screw drivel to push down the safety pin and then get the

flange over it. Over.

SPACECRAFT Now a question I'd like to cai^e here, shall we

leave the kill block installed in the flange or take it out

before we install the flange?

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, leave the insulation block in. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Roger.

SPACECRAFT Wubbo, we have it installed.

CAPCOM Okay. That sounds good, ulf, and what you have to

do now is resume IHF enter. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, but you know that the left pod is now also

CAPCOM We know that, ulf, and that seems to be normal now

in this time of the game.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Resume IHF enter.
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CAPCOM And then, UU, after a while the IHF OPS 1^9*;^ will

gS off and then please start IHF 1 enter. And a^^Of

ItKe fe<> know^^^w^

aniiiprtaC o^^

SPACECRAFT Okay, not yet. I'd like to do my dome rotor

without it.

CAPCOM Okay, the 300 OPS, Ulf, says that you have to put

the antispread on. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Ulf, Marshall OPS. Could we get you to copy

something down for us before we go 1,08?

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm ready to copy.

GAPOOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ G^^^

getting up a little higher than
Yf;^.^^'*\r^Hr!lrj«^Slf^^n5 Set

for you to count that we think will turn the heaters off cm« get

mm back down. The STL name is Siarra S^SSffilk^'voJ io do
ce£erted to in MAt procedures 34 roal-5, and we'd like you to do

:;;:;ttti::^-ai^^^^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay. I can do that right now, but say again the

:>^r:itil:||ii;Ra»t:^^^^^^

CAPCOM Yankee - - Yankee.

SPACECRAFT S 34 Yankee Yankee 0 0.

CAPCOM Negative. One Yankee. Sierra 34 Yankee 0 0.

SPACECRAFT Yankee 0 0. Okay. Okay, that's in work. Command

timeline count at Sierra 34 Yankee 0 0.

CAPCOM And Ulf, from 300 OPS, please also put the dummy

/•/co^n|6t^^^

SPACECRAFT Say again. What shall we do with the dummy?

(Garble)

.

crncOM Affirmative.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And, Spacelab. This is Marshall OPS. /e have some

update on what happened to Bob when he was trying get the XTLM

SPACECRAFT Trying to get the which working?

CAPCOM Yeah. You had some problems over displays

vanishing when you were XTLM when you were looking the problem

of the massive timeline in hold. And, the massive, apparently

the massive timeline was corrupted and that caused the Problem.

A second time you got the same problem and that was caused by a

duSp! Sn MMO dSmp that took place or a correction ECOS dump. We

will have another ECOS dump between 17 hour 28 and 17 hour 35.

Suring Ihat time, you will have the same problem that you cannot

call up displays Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand that, we just freed the report 2

of the IHF, and we have a somewhat (garble) cartridge to show

CAPCOM Hey, that's very good Bob. That's very good

news. Thank you very much. That's about what we needed this

Now, let's see if we can put it back together

Okay, thank you.

Some good news just voiced down from spacelab to

Spaoelab. This is Marshall OPS. We could engage

SPACECRAFT
again.

SPACECRAFT

PAO
the POCC.

CAPCOM wt"*"***— ^. . K^^^
the 300 opa to celebrate what you have achieved here.

SPACECRAFT Stand by. We don't read you.

PAO That good news bein that the isothermal Seating

facility is apparently repaired. And, now the material science

experiment! ?hat are scheduled for this shift can be rescheduled

SPACECRAFT Okay, Wubbo. This is spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we fixed the (garble) together, and we can

tell you what happened. There was one samle which is now a

little bit distorted. The axis of the sample at an angle wiii oe

CAPCOM I do understand Ulf. Did you look in the cooling

|^||il|il||ei||i^^
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SPACECRAFT in the cooling chamber, and as you look inside

using a flashlight then you notice that the cooling chamber has
not made it all the way to the front side of the furnace. And,

the little looking pin is still up now. We had to push it down
in order to open the right port which is port 2. For some
reason, the pin on port 1 is now also engaged so we cannot open
port 1. we think that is probably a result of the software patch
we did.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf. Probably you have to get a pen and paper

because I have the procedure that was sent up earlier by voice

how to proceed. So if you are ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let roe get rid of all the tools I am holding

in my hand first, and then I'll get back with you.

CAPCOM Now that Ulf Merbold has the sample dislodged, he

will proceed with the rest of the recovery actions that were

voiced up earlier and I believe Wubbo Ockels also has some
additional ones to give to him to complete the process of getting

the isothermal heating facility back into its proper working
order so that those medilergy experiments to be worked inside the

IHF can continue. Other bit of good news, the master timeline is

now up and running. Has been for several minutes.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...have a few droplets of water In each of theae

(garble) to keep the soil inside.

CAPCOM Understand. And...

SPACECRAFT ...put some,

CAPCOM And Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I 'TO proceeding as, go ahead.

Yes, I have hear also a last attempt to recover the
CAPCOM
IHP, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready to try it. What can we do here?

CAPCOM well disconnect the thermo (garble) from port 2,

just the cable and then remove...

SPACECRAFT Okay (garble).

CAPCOM And then remove the circlettr
J^?^^^®Jf^S^fa"}"^

which is, you can remove that using a special tool wh ch is in

the spacilab tool kit. The tool with the two (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes okay. I'm going to try it right now,

CAPCOM And Olf, what that does is it allows you to unscrew

the inner part of the flange where such that the...

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM ...such that the ring comes out with the three

haiifl and after that you can assess the safety pin. And with the

mill sSreSlriJer you^can push the safety pin down and that

should loosen up the whole flange over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Stand by for that. Okay, Wubbo we have that

ring taken out.

PAO Ulf Merbold, and Bob Parker telling the Payload

operations Control Center that they did run the experiment 102,

the functional objective 2B, and they did run the functional

SKLifrVue rather incompletely however, because after 3 runs o£

?he Igwbll? pSrtiSS therthen went to th^ eye movement portion

Suh^?Sf(9irE?e) movement ard that
^^^ment'Sas'le??

provocative and that portion of the experiment was lejt

incomplete. We have about 27 minutes ^25*^"^;?/," ^^^^-^ the
acquisition of signal pass through the ^DRS satellite and the

spacelab crew currently engaged in the «otivities wnicn nave ^«F

them away ficom voice contact for the moment with the Payload

operations Control Center. Ulf Merbold was given another
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aamole that has been jammed In one of the potts tot a """o®^
sample tnac n«» J

. thouaht to be engaged now in the
houcs now. And Bob ParKer is

J" "I He was scheduled
mass dlscrimatlon experiment, ^'^P®^^;®"^

.J^' that experiment, that
approximately this time to the working with that exper^^^

experient which he ^^^SPJ^tt/Jn S«L I sLiectivfjud^ as to

^hlcf^reri^jr^P^fars^irh^ee^trarSl^rra^rin L^eightless

environment of the spacelab.

Columbia, Houston with you through Ascension for 3

CAPCOM
minutes.

CAPCOM Got you loud and cloar John, we'd like to clear up

XTLM working.

SPACECRAFT Trying to get the switch working.

^»T,^AM Yea. vou had some problems over this (garble)
CAPCOM xes, you ° 5 . looking at the
vanishing when you had XTLM and ^^^M when you were x y

problem of a massive timeline in hold. And the...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Yes Ulf, we copied. As soon as you finished and

ready to copy, just give me a call.

SPACECRAFT RogeC

.

PAO That exchange between Wubbo Ookels and Olf Merbold,

Ulf Merbold saying he's just now finishing up experiment 19, but

he says that he has not seen a great deal of electron flex.

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall Ops, for Bob, you there?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, go ahead.

CAPCOM Yeah, have you a question from the Chuck Olman, 102

whether you have a report of some of the sensations during the

SPACECRAFT DO that again, please.

CAPCOM Whether you have a report on the F02A, 102 P02A,

ovef;-,;; •

^

^
:

SPACECRAFT TC, you're breaking up badly.

CAPCOM spacelab for Bob, a request for report on 102

•f02A*^ • -^(^^

SPACECRAFT Okay, we accomplished the first three rotations,

the dumping ones, and when we began the oscillatory one, Ulf

found it significantly provocative, so we stopped at that point.

CAPCOM understand. Bob, ^Jind can you elaborate on whether

the sensation during dumping was different then on the ground,

vovif:*;^: D

SPACECRAFT Well let me take over that topic, because I was the

subject. No there was not really so much difference In

comparison to the sensations on the ground. It's very much the

^;:sdge-/ltiti^^

CAPCOM In other words, Ulf, dumping works also In space,

^;oye:p'^-;:-^'"r:^^

SPACECRAFT You have the same feeling, you stood up and also
whiii big the rofea*;id^

Ibliiibii ftri^ mbei

down, well It's very difficult to verblllze that, the kind of

::ttjhilildSiiiec'^:^:^il|bt^Kie^^
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if you do it on the ground. And the oscillations, they are

really (garble), I didn't like to do it.

CAPCOM Thank you for that report, Ulf and Bob. And as you

pJobaSltv know, there's a bad message and ^^J^^'s
the loss of the

high dff'ca rate recorders since 16 hours and 30 minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay 16 hours, 30 minutes, we don't « J^f^/*^*
rate recorder anymore. Is there any possible way to fix It?

Another tape in it for instance.

CAPCOM We don't know yet, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM The MCC is...

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me report on the other
^^^^Jj^J^^^^J^'iJ^e

did 19, but I didn't really see many
.".,Xc, the

?indom there was no continued ^^f^ *fo?Sers^had So
rina where I got some, was ring number 1 all the otners naa

elSct^oSs whatsoever. And third of all, I did the seeding, there

SirSnr?i?2le'p?oblem with the ^^'/^f^e wate? In6
'

the material In the little pots had lost some
^^^^^^J^J^^Jloat

whenever I tried to seed, the whole stuff had a tendency to riw
Jp!" so what I did, was to have a few droolets of water in each

of these pots, just to keep the soil inside.

CAPCOM understand. And.

SPACECRAFT Was just to put some...

CAPCOM And Ulf,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm proceeding from... Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, I have here also a last attempts to recovery

the IHFs, over,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm happy to try it. What can we do here?

CAPCOM well, disconnect the thermo copule from port 2,

just the cable and then remove...

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's com...

CAPCOM ...then remove the surclip, it's the little ring,

which is, you can...

END OF TAPE
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onn which has been reported by Mission Control, this

!fpart of the'sp^cefab systems, wSich is handled by M ssion

nr^r^^rn^ it Is a device which records data at a very "^y"^**.

ITlllk dU' it . very high tate. ''"" U down and If It

Remains down'^lt will have some effects on some of out

experiments. How many exP"!"'*"'^ !„"orthe elpetlments
»i- thece Is no definite word that any ot tne enpoi-

looKea at, tnece is
^ problem Is also

to any degree will be atfectea as yei, "I'-i,^.. remains
belna looked Into. The ISOL thermo heating

d^S'wlth the 319 experiment sample still lodged 1" the port.

^^^^
^^nsnu'-^f^i^M^^^
SL'^f'thrttufd ;S?stcr«^flmS?«! exp«!m,nt 326 was to have

r»1r,'p;red if.fin antl |r.-d tre^

ltZ[XoT.n%T. -t'Sr^r??^^^o coVl-e that but It Is

hTiS-^wbif!L.1^iow--uWgf^^^^^^^^ «ini:gs3^^^^^^
pcooeducfts have been ^a^^'^^^^/IJJJfrirJSitlna reacguisltion
Ihe Payload ?Pf«ti;"?,<^tSo^^p?5Sed«res S^Je bS2n sSc?ess£«l. a
of the S4f«»l to ^« ifi JSf^ Si? f«nt uo to oocceot the master
last and pir0|>ec configuration «*f,/«"^„^P-^^ At 3 days, 16
timeline proSlem jujt f i°f,iS«2S MSl thU Is Marshall SpJcelab
hoars, 3I» "ifi?" ihSrtwo SinSJes tl To leioxe m
?faifn^cSmttnicationS Ittt ^he SpaceTiS and when we return we
regain c<>'t»«**>^^<'*'^*™

„^ri^^att situations no^ on going in
will learn s«ie status of

if»»2^f g"heduled for
i-h* aicKiule one of fetie experiment! which is scneauxea loi

jSl^SSiSit^y tSis time frame in f«ct, should PJJ^aps be
ai#if*^*Aiii»»«^*j

t^^^t: is aohedulad for that is

i;MSt'!.!''?h'ai'?rthe iorU^grgjfJon flex ex^

It?8 u«ed to, its purpose ii to use artificially
^i^jj^^^feL^SS lis'tracJ paJticles for electric fields that are

parallel to the Earth's magnetic field.

CAPeOM gpacelato, Marshall Ops, we are with you for 49

smCWCmm Okay Jlarshall Ops this is Spaoelab.

CAPCC*', And,: •

*5PACEeRAW Marshall Ops?

CAPCOM Yeah, go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT Okay (garble) finishing 19. I have seen really

much electron Clex.

CAPCOM Yes Ulfr we copied. As soon as you finished and

ready to copy, just give me a call.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

PAO That exchange between Wubbo Ookels and Ulf Merbold,
01 f Merbold saying he's just now finishing up experiment 19, but
he says that he, he has not seen a great deal of electon flex.

END OF TAPE
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pan ...If they were to wait til later in the flight.

Most of the systems onboard the Columbia are woi^king very well,

Solander JohJl Young noted that he looking back at the OMS PODs

noticed a sort of an oscillating glow which
J® ^^^^""^^J^^J" f

t-o the oriain of that. And also speculated that he might ii^e

perhaps to2o?row to tirn on one of the video tape recorders and

?eco?d some of the ground track that he has remarked on several

tiroes in the flight as being very interesting. This is the Cirs^

time that we've flown the Columbia or any of the spaceshuttles at

lias o?Sital ground track, typically operates within 28 and a

half degrees north and south latitude, g'^<>"nj track covering a

fairly Harrow band on the Earth's surface, this flight oP«"ting

a >i7 Larees covering most of the Earth's surface. At 3 days 16

houL 14 S!nu?es MiS^ion Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control,

Houston.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops through Guam, lOR for about

3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, (garble).

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall LOS in one minute. We'll see

you at 16 51 through TDRS.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days 16 hours

31 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, we had a brief contact with

commander John Young through the Guam station, just about a

minute ago and he reported that he had filled the drink

containers as requested and (garble) ....

...3 days 16 hours 32 minutes Mission Elapsed Time,

and currently two problems are ^^e^n^J^^*"^®^ ^
Payload Operations Control Center. The master timeline which is

that progcam of the, the experiment, computer ^Pffting system.

The mastSr timeline which turns on and turns off the e*Pe^*;^"ts

and configures the experiments, that master timeline for reasons

unknown at this time has gone down and because it has gone down,

a? leSSt in one oithe experiments which was to have been run by

iL master timeline was asked to be started manually during

last pass, when we had communication wita the spacelab. That was

experiment 33, the metric camera, the metric
*^^if

high resolution mapping camera, is placed the optical window

of the module. The experiment 33 investigation team asked that

the spacelab crew go ahead and manually begin operation of that

earner;, they did s2 and just a few minutes before we went to LOS

they were requested to stop the experiment, stop the metric

camera because it had reached a point where had the master

?iS2iine been operating it would have shutdown that expe^Jj^nt as

scheduled. And so that was alos done by the crew. The crew was

also involved in experiment 2A, F02A functional objective 2A of

experiment 102, sometimes called a (garble) dumping- experiment.

And in performing that functional objective they were coming
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close to the point where they were to have performed experiment

25r the masss aiscriroation experiment and realizing that they

were going to conflict In time and trying to accomplish both

those, the Payload Operations Control Center told them to

continue on with P02, P02 alpha, P02A, until they had that

completed and then they could start on the mass discriroation

experiment. The crew is running a bit behind because of the two
problems, one of them I just mentioned, the master timeline, hold

which the crew is trying to troubleshoot In which got them a bit

behind schedule and the other problem the high data rate recorder
which has been reported by Mission Control, that is part of the
spacelab systems which is, which is handled by Mission Control,

is is a device which records data at a very high rate and then
dumps it at a very high rate. That is down and it does have, it

if remains down it will have some effect on some of our

experiments, how many experiments and to what degree is still
being looked at...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Switched it off just now.

CAPCOM Okay Bob. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT DO you have a timer to switch off the power in a

few minutes or not.

CAPCOM Stand by Bob.

CAPCOM Okay. Now would you say again please.

SPACECRAFT Yeah. Does it have a time light in the computer

that is going to switch off things like it's power, because it s

power is still on.

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT All we did was turn off the power.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob. Now you can probably copy for 19J for

PCAP, use full energy range. Step energy is force, step (g&rbie)

over.

SPACECRAFT Say that again. You want the full energy range.

CAPCOM Roger. That's affirmative. And a step of the

energy 4, and a step of thti range 2.

SPACECRAFT Energy 4 and range 2. Correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Over.

CAPCOM And, Bob. If you remove the 33 ECOS, it should do

a standard power down. And we'd like you to do that now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll do that. In the meanwr ile,TOCC, we

have not got started on 2 alpha because we've had Problems

getting the tape (garble) for some reason which I talked to you

about could not get back to the computer to start the tape

recorders. And, so we now find ourselves at 16i05 and do you

prefer we do that or prefer to do 2A now or 25?

CAPCOM Stand by. We'll get back.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We thiUK you ought to go ahead

and stick with the timeline Bob. We'll gut back with you as soon

as we can. Looks like we're going LOS in 20 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You want us to do 25 instead of 2A huh.

CAPCOM correction. Bob. We'd like you to finish 2A.
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SPACECRAFT Again

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Finish 2A

CAPCOM Finish 2A, affirmative, affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 3 days 16 hours
11 minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia on orbit 60 just
passing out of range of the tracking data relay satellite. Now,
at the highest point in it*s groundtraok at about 57 degrees
north latitude out over Asia. The, during that last pass,
communication with the Orbiter involved a discussion of a
shutdown of the high data rate recorder, a piece of equipment
that records experiment data for dumping to the ground at a very
high rate. It's a very important piece of equipment to have to
fully operate the experiments that were shut down due to a power
spike high current load. They will be looking at that trying to
troubleshoot that a little bit later to restore it. Also, in
communication with Commander John Young, Capcom Bill Fischer
advised him to fill 16 drink containers with water and store
those in a trash container underneath the galley for use on entry
day. Prior to entry, the crew is required to intake a large
amount of fluid to help restore some of the fluid that they loose
as part of the space adaptation process and they try to get that
back just before entry. He is asked to store that fluid, or that
water so that, to take it out of the water storage tanks now
while there is not a build up of hydrogen gas to avoid or reduce
the amount of hydrogen gas that the crew would actually intake if
they were to wait till late In the flight. Most of the systems
onboard the Columbia are working very well. Commander Young
noted that he, looking back at the OMS PODS noticed a sort of
oscillating glow which he was uncertain as to the origin of
that. And, also, speculated that he might like to

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, well I secu»^e system 1 oscllated around the

right side and not around the

SPACECRAFT Oscillation is kind of like a neon tube (garble)

only you have to imagine that there is hardly anything in the

tube.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for one of you. Con you

just flip the timer on experiment 33?

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston. A raessage for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob. As you know we had to shut down the

high data rate recorder and we'd like you to do a^i^^le quick

troubleshooting on it for us. If you could open the cover on the

high data rate recorder. First tell us if you smell anything.

Take a general survey for debris tape etc. Give us « genefaj^

status and then go ahead and close the cover. We'd appreciate

it. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's in work.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. That's accomplished. First of all

no particular strange odors. And you might not expect to find a

tape recorder anyway. No obvious debris and ^he tape looks to be

in perfectly good shape and the tension is o both tension arms.

CAPCOM Roger, spacelab. We copy that. And, we'll get

back with you.

SPACECRAFT And, Houston. We also just got an experiment

while, we have a 02 on (garble) now it went away.

CAPCOM Roger, spacelab. Bob, we'd likejou to 9© ahead

and ignore those messages and just be advised that we shut down

the high data rate recorder because of the high pur rent splKes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I wasn't aware of that.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Communication

wtih payload or rather mission specialist Dr. Robert Parker and

Mission Control over troubleshooting of the high data rate

recorder which was shut down a little bit earlier. That system

records information from some of the payload experiments at a

high data rate and is an important piece of equipment for

recording and dumping data from those experiments. That was shut

down due to a high current spike and they are attempting to

determine what the problem is with that unit. Little earlier on

the UHP contact, we talked with John Young. He was advised to

fill up 16 drink containers
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SPACfiCRAPT We did do the pilot (garble) lights are on, but

how do you set this thing to start.

CAPCOM Say again Bob, We dropped out.

SPACECRAFT What time do you expect 33 to start?

PAO This is Misison Control. Young will fill those

containers and stow them for use during entry. This is Mission

Control at 3 days 15 hours 57 minutes mission elapsed time.

CAPCOM Spacelab, for Bob. Yes, start right now on
experiment 33. Time is start. Over.

SPACECRAFT (garble) start again.

CAPCOM That's affirmative Bob.

PAO The spacelab crew has just been given the go ahead

by the payload operations control center to start experiment
33. That is the metric camera experiment. That's a high
resolution photography mapping experiment.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay. This is spacelab.

CAPCOM Yes. This is Marshall OPS. For the next run on
19J for PCAC we would like full energy range, energy step 4, and

range step 2 for at least part of the time. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Why don't you call us back when the camera
gets done. Because it is very hatd to hear you when the camera
is running.

CAPCOM Okay. You think, Bob, you can go ahead and switch
it off the camera right now.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And, spacelab, Marshall OPS for Bob. Did you
switch off the 33 camera?

SPACECRAFT Switched it off.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - high rate Is what Is says down at the bottom of

the display. Socry I bothered you since It went away. I guess

there's nothing to fix. So long.

CAPCOM Roger, John, and we've copied down here a high temp

In the high data rate recorder and we've shut It down as a

result. We're going to have to go to a lower data »^fte and we

think the messages you've just relayed to us are part of the same

problem. We're looking at It right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And spacelab, for information, be advised that the

master timeline Is recovered.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Wouldn't be surprised.

CAPCOM (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Could be. Could be. I, you know, couldn't guess

either at the moment. (Garble). Yes, presuming we're foj;;^

or less tall forward, nose forward and not go on with right wing

;iorward.: v ^ V':':;^^

CAPCOM (Garble)

SPACECRAFT One Of the things the people have talked about Is

using some of the experiments to try and measure what the glow is

being caused by.

CAPCOM Loud and clear. (Garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay. I've already seen one there and let me ask

you a question. This ground track Is so Incredibly beautiful,

and you'll can think about it, maybe tomorrow I could P«t on

il}^«<> fcapf ^ <^

Into Turkey, and all across Hlmalayans Into "Tlbeten Plateau. You

wouldn't believe It. It's just unreal. Okay. Mjy'^®

when we have some free time c-r something when we're, yo«J"
just set It up and let It rua to record maybe 30 mln on one of

the video tapes. I think we're going to have plenty of at

fhe rate wd«*# golwg.^^^^^^^^ A^^^

believe. Here's another question I've got, when we're coming

across at night looking out the back of the window and being

night adapted, there's a sort of a glow around the OMS pods, you

know, were tail forward here just going HJe the J^^kens, but out

the right side underneath it it's an (garble) that you can hardly

nolice-ft gpw 0^
far more pronounced and it's sort of an oscillating glow and I

was wondering if that might not be the N24, N204 leaking out of

iav^ lo b<^ datk adap
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you can just barely 3«e that at dil. Although I see, I'm In the
daytime right now and I can see a glow around both the OMS
pods. That's no joke. (Garble). Okay, if you just want* me to
fill up a bunch of (garble) glasses, I'll be glad to do it.

SPACECRAFT POCC, Spaoelab. Over,

CAPCC^ Go ahead, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Yes, what have you guys done to my compter? I

can't get any displays out of it except the false summary page.

CAPCOM Ah - -

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, but I have to open tank A inlet to
get the stuff to — we've been opening tank A inlet every time
we take a drink. Vou don't want to do it for this?

SPACECRAFT POCC, Spaolab, Okay.

CAPCOM Yes, Bob. We copied that last and we're smoking it
over down here.

SPACECRAFT That MOM was using TLM or TMN, or something.

CAPCOM Unfortunately, nothing that simple.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. 16t28 at Guam. Okay, well I was
curious as to why it oscillated around the right side and not
around the le - -

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay and alpha 13 alpha U now removed.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Also PLZC, we've tried the open/close system on the

IHP with uo success.

CAPCOM we copy that Ulf.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Alright Jon.

CAPCOM Go ahead Olf.

SPACECRAFT Jon, yes, go ahead. Okay, copy that.

SPACECRAFT PLZC, we're you calling Ulf?

CAPCOM Negative Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble), Was that a negative?

CAPCOM That was a negative Bob.

SPACECRAFT Vou also ought tell Mom and Pop

i7tiv\t:i srSaa ji%sr3r?i'rhLrrnfaSLi^rn'isi we

Sxacu; Sords tgarble) . We thought that was a new

world's record.

CAPCOM We copied that.

nob Parker Is referring to the storage limits of

SiSS?i-"nSlS? ?rSSS;uSer;J f without runaln,

:^;:::Sv|t:l|h<6^^::^

CAPCOM Spaoelab, Marshall, If you have a second Bob, we'd

panel status on experiment I If you could please.

cit»ArECHAFT
' Okay. Okay, we have the DBP power on, *^he (garble)

?^5er Stfthe ^gSrble) on and It says FO running under ISO, under

CAPCOM Roger that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this Is (garble).

CAPCOM Go ahead Olf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we completed the seedling operation for 101
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and I removed (garble) that was necessary before we can really do

the (garble) because the whole thing is in the way of DRS and we

are set for P02A now but we are running late. My proposes that i

do these anti spreadin^^^^ as soon as I'm done with 25.

CAPCOM We copied Ulf. Okay, yes Ulf, we concur r, do it

the way you propose, over.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'm ready to be R-set. Okay, why don't we

just tell INCO about that one.

CAPCOM (garble)

SPACECRAFT I know.

CAPCOM (garble)

SPACECRAFT Tell INCO. Go ahead because we're not doing

anything, we're just setting up for this 102 thing.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Columbia on air-to-ground 1.

( CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes I just got up error and now it's gone away on

the high rate markeplex on spec 214. So if it's gone away, I

don't guess I have to fix anything? Over.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT There's an overflow on item 12 there. Excuse me,

overflow on 12 high rate is what it says down at the bottom of

display. I bothered the sensor, it went away, I guess there's

nothing to fix for long.

CAPCOM Roger, we've copied down here, high temp in the

high data rate recorder and we've shut it <3own as a result*

We^re going to have to go to a lower data rate and we think the

messages you've just relayed to us are part of the same
problem, we're looking at it right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Now before that, at a time of 06:26:36, we got a

memory management 02 message, which says we tried to load

something and couldn't make it. Said the memory was too full. I

called up XTLM and investigated with the (garble) 33 alpha 43

time (garble) since we moved it. 13 was no longer running, and

in of course, is just a timeline to eliminate 33 so we counted it

from step 2, eliminated it. Went on then to look at the master

time line to see what else might have caused a problem because

the were in fact 1, 2 or 3 bumpers there to begin with. So, it

wasn't clear why it went into hold, and after doing the item 7, i

then did an item 14 to get to the next entry so I'd know where in

the master timeline I was on. And the screen blanked. Item 14

apparently is serving as an exit item.

CAPCOM Stand by Olf, Bob. The last sentence we did not

copy.

SPACECRAFT To calling up the master timeline with an item 7, I

then went to try to find the entries that would be of interest,

with item 14. The item 14 proceeded to blank the entire screen

apparently serving as an item 15 or an exit. I then reran XTLM

tried the same procedure again with the same result. And so I

then again reran, this time I called them to make sure in fact

that XTLM had been removed, and it had been. This time I called

XTMN. No, I'll take that back. For the third time I called XTLM

(Lela Mike) , I used an item 13 space 40 just to get somewhere up

in the timeline so I'd find a familiar time. This also served a

blank screen. At the present time when you guys came up, I just

decided I*d try XTMN. And, I haven't done anything on that yet.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob. We copied all that, and we've tried to

keep you informed of what we pick up.

SPACECRAFT I guess you guys have been doing something, because

I see now the 13 timeline has been removed.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, we did that from the ground.

I guess I'll let you guys worry about it.

And, Bob. Are you guys running 13?

Are we running experiment 13.

Yes that was the question.

Say again.

Whether you were running experiment 13 over

SPACECRAFT (garble)
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CAPCOM Spacelab* Marshall OPS* We we'ice broken off. The
question was whether you did run the experiment 13 over.

SPACECRAFT NOf we had nothing to do with experiment 13.

CAPCOM Okay. In that case^ Bob, check, if necessary
remove the alpha 13 alpha GCOS. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me check on that too. I'm going to dump
XTMN since you guys have obviously taken care of the timelines
anyway.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Can v;e presume that there were some entries missing
from the massive timeline which would have gotten rid of 13 alpha
and 33 alpha. They didn't show up. Such as the one that never
showed up account 33 alpha 43.

CAPCOM Yes I Bob. That is correct. There were some
entries missing in the massive timeline. Over.

/ SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And alpha 13 alpha is now removed.

CAPCOM Roger

.

END OP TAPE
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PAO we later heard him ask Ing^^ q^^^^^

cleaning up th^ equipment about how to remove the substance to

close up the experiment. That fi"i?,^^Xjif ^f^SfJ^si^volt
(garble) silicone. 1,'here are actually three <3lfferont reservoir

ifthls fluia that are used with the
^f^i^^^^^fltle a little

us^ It any om time but ««fJJJ^'^^^^^^^^S^Jf Jf^fJre o« a
mace than a litter about 1.3 litters. These *

Silferent (garbl*) and «««»® have tracers, one l^s tracers,^

aoesn't. The test chamber Itself that Ulf
^^'^'^Jt"?.

^YJh in fcaikla<3 with Dr. Petty, that test chamber was ai£^4f- '

?hi?e'ls':i'af? Siroulailon J 'a liquid
^-f^^tLf?lo«l5 SJSge

orovlded to cle«n out the test chamber should that ilquld bridge

gjelk down While Ulf was carrying out that experiment you heard

him talking about the camc^ca. The
"J« J^"^ HT'^II

ports, there's one for the operator In this case ^t^*^^®

Merboid and there are two oth^t
rif«i"2nS?f«LJ*'Lfh fJ^m^thf

cameras which are photogtap^iiw this f'^Pf i«^^"^^V2iL in this LOS
front and from the sides. About 29 minutes remaining In this

period before we regain communioatlons with ^he spa^elab. At 3

days 14 hours 48 minutes Mission Blapsed Time, this Is Marshall

PAO ^is i* Mission control Hous^^ •^
hours, 16 mimtm Mission Biapsed Time. The Columbia is Jbout to

oaas within range of the tracking data relay satellite. Ana

5e^?e expeStiSg Some communications with the Spacelab crew. AH
Systems appear to continue to perform

JJJ'^^iiy ^^^d to repeat an
SSlSmbla. »e ^^^Iter syfemj w<>£SJ5| 5?^^ SSnfereSle tha?
earlier anisouncement , that Change o^^^hitt press

«°yt^'-rue off-
was scheduled for 1x30 this morning Central ?f
going Plight Dit*«tor Larry Bourgeois was cancelled, ^his Is

;Mi#8ion G©fti«i

CAPGd*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
is Mffshall ops, we are AOS her

: for ::50 mih«-t»::-

SPACECRAFT Okay PRCC, might tell MOM to listen up because
_

we've got a ln^.erestlng case here, f?t ^.Tafn I? aS io yoS
and (garble) it you've got a

f^^Jfje
J'l} ^Jfja^" ^'^ ^^^^

because I «iwen't got^^^^^^(^^

CAPCOM^

SPACECRAFT It appears that I'll give the einar results
,

tgarblS^ell you some of the things that «PP"«fJjJtJ^^'^tren?
il. At a time shortly heiore 070153, the massive timeline went

Into hold, at thi^t time we had In the timeline butters -

fSnoStig timelines. 033 alpha
f3,

.hlch was In Jhe ^^^^'^J^J^
entry number 1, and It had been In h >ld in entry n""***®;

^J"^*
O620I3? Se had'a 1, (garble) I. i<3^^^^^) Ifi?Ui5 'we iSS *
counting at step 7 next expected command 0^^^?^*. *

^faicller 13 deila 00 in hold at step 2 had been lit hold sin«ie



40, 4 t&xo, with a time In ita registetr of off?;*' ^J^n-
b#|oc« that at a tlm of 062636, we got a meniocy roanagament 02
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PAO Ulf Mecbold had noticed that liquid as he had

completed his setup, but John Padday
fJf^f^^J.J^J^^aS formed

Dcoblem. The experiment was begun. A fluid bridge was r"Jtm«u

be?weeS the two disks and for nearly hour, for about 45 min

the two scientists worked together on that experiment, jl^J^^^^ .

^KJy were separated by thousands of miles. As
J^,^?„J^5oSn

of the period of the acquisition of signal, we wet e getting down

?o ill pSmt where the Hellanthus Annuus e^Pe^
J^f ^warf

scheduled. Ulf Merbold Is to plant some seedlings of the dwart

sSnf lower. There are procedures to be done on various ^l^ot
the mission. That experiment which studies the ^^^"^^ P^J^^^^J^
of sunflowers In the rolcrogravlty of sP^ce that the Spacelab is

),.,..ronHv in The experiment Is to attempt to answer the

lllllTo^. hS; ar^U^rLow which way 1= up when th.y;re growing

on Earth. There is a question whether gravity is a
"°^°^.f""-

?hafis why these plants are being Sfown In the mlcrogravlty of

aoace They are also being kept Isolated fcom light. Jhe onxy

?gercan b^^Sservod, eithlr In storage
°f .Jf^J^f "^Src^uSJlJ

on Motors which mechanically «"PP^y *^^i!J°ifUlox wSere
the plants are ready for movement to an observa jox wnere

they can be looked at and photographed for late tudy. mey «
kept in darkness because that factor is to be e.xaunated. It Is

the force of gravity which is in question.

-If normal lighting were made available to the plants, the

question might be raised, would plants know to grow the

direction of the light Itself. That factor Is h«J«/^J'JiS*''®^
and only the force of gravity then Is

^J^iy^f-.^J^al science

d«%:c^?"it''?oS"s?r;a[^i; in llri^i^^
is fitted with two disks that are parallel to ff^J.Jther and that

can serSp vib?a?lSns iS the disks. He can supply temperature

g?2dlents^ eiec?ricSl potential. , There are
J
variety of things

that can be set up within the module. Once It has been

established with Its disks and the types of speeds they will

rotate at, and so forth, the module then begins to establish a

fluid brldqe. In some of the experiments, it's called the

floating zln4. It's the suspension of fluid between the two

disks ^Na?S?;ilJ, m microgfavity, the ^1"^^ f "Jj^^^^^.^e
hP»-we4n the two disks but remains suspended between them. The

ffSldJhat is studied is Injected through a center opening In one

of ihe disks and that disk ian be moved along an axis of the

Z^'^^^ -^^^^^^
END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...Still working at the SPM to clean it up.

CAPCOM I do understand, Ulf, we just don't want to get

things back to back, wc also have a P02B scheduled for you after

101, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you want me to leave the SM module as it

is and go to 101?

CAPCOM (garble) you can do F02A some other, you know, in

another hour or so, it's no big hurry on that one. Okay Ulf, why

don't you clean it up later and go ahead with 101, over,

SPACECRAFT Roger that,

CAPCOM And Ulf, from Marshall Ops, the first step of the

checklist A3 was already performed, so you can skip that one,

:|^/:dveE>vv:-;;-

SPACECRAFT Come again?

CAPCOM And Spaceltib, hOS in 1 minute and a half. We'll

see you again at 15 + 17. And spacelab, Marshall Ops, can you

count the 33 timeline, over,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM GO ahead. Spacelab, Marshall in the blind, we'd

like you to count the two timelines in hold if you can.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 3 days, 14

hours, 37 minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia has passed out

of range of the tracking data relay satellite on orbit 59 out

over the Asia Continent. All systems onboard the Columbia are

continuing to look good and we are in the mist of a handover here

in Mission Control with Flight Control Teams, off-going Flight

Director Larry Bourgeois and his team having been here for the

latter part of the day, being replace by the Plight Control Team

of Chuck Lewis. To repeat the earlier announcement, the change

of shift press conference for the off-going Plight Director Larry

Bourgeois, which would have been held a little bit later this

morning, has been cancelled. There's no significant Orblter

systems problems and everything continues to go well and not

apparently enough interest or need to hold a press conference, so

that press conference is cancelled. This is Mission Control

Houston,

PAO And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations. We have

lost contact with Spacelab and will not be back in touch with

them for about another 39 minutes, but during this previous pass,

we learned that the ECOS was up and running still following the

recovery. That the everything seemed to be operating nominally
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and Ulf Merbold had preceded on experiinent 329 as

SSs completing his set up of the experiment test as we joined him

In LOS. In AOS. That experiment was runned with voice 1^"'^"?.. ^
f?om dJ. John Padday, who Is the Principal Investigator from the

united Kingdom. And the experiment, It required a special set of

dlskf tSa? went iS^lde the ?luld Phy^i°%«<^;J«- ,^5^",^^? ^f"
a question from Ulf Merbold about the end P^^^e at the rear of

the module. He had noted that there was some liquid

exoressed some concerned about It, asked a question, whether It

shSuld'bt ?eSovX but Dr. Padday
««i<^„J5«5,JS,If.Jf

to just proceed with the experiment. Ulf M«^^°^^^^*^p;^^t° g-^a
that liquid as he had completed his set up, but '^o*^n.?*f°*Lldae
that It was no problem, the experiment was begun, a fluid bridge

was formed between disks and for nearly an hour...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
057466 enter

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACBCpFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

;:;:spACieRAFT^

CAPCOM

...we've got the steps here for you to do that.

Okay, go ahead.

Okay, first one Is open, 174346 enter.

I understand 174346 enter.

That's affirmative, close 004000 enter.

00400 enter.

Negative. 4 and three zeros.

That's what I mean't to say.

Okay, open 057466 enter.

057466.

Affirmative. Close 011610 enter.

011610.

Affirmative, weight 30 seconds, 3 0 seconds. Open

057466 enter.

Affirmative, close 6 balls.

All zeros.

Roger. Open 174346 enter.

174346.

That's affirmative. Close 6 zeros, (garble) and

Okay, we'll get that.

Thank you.

(garble)

.

;:;Qo-::ah«iidt>i:^^

sp/^iCiAFf a
pretty smooth and easy so that is the c?»RP3,ete story but I have
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understudying baerior whether he wants me to clean off of the Sun
surface of the srear end plate with (garble) wipes.

CAPCOM Yes, I've been copying you, you may. But could you
please when you use the alcohol wipe end up before with a dry
wipe before applying the antispread.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Okay, (garble)

.

CAPCOM Perhaps even dry wipe once, throw the dry wipe away
and then a second dry wipe. It is important to get that surface
clean and dry.

SPACECRAFT And what if you use (garble) for the Sun (garble)
for the titanium cone, leave it right as it is?

CAPCOM No, I would like you to dab it very carefully but
not rub it, if there is a little bit of liquid left or vH mono
(garble) liquid left, this does not matter. But please do not
use the alcohol wipe on that end plate, only dry wipes on the
cone end plate please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger that. Okay its on the cone end, there
is it already clean with dry klennex wipes.

CAPCOM Excellent, what does it look like, does it look
shiney or dull?

SPACECRAFT It looks extremely shiney but dry.

CAPCOM Excellent, well that can not be stored and the real
end plate can be stored as, or as you please. In about I think
two hours you'll be treating Madame (garble) end plate, it may be
that you wish to ear mark this for treatment then.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that together with Madame (garble).

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf, remind 101 for
decap.

SPACECRAFT I can do only one thing at a time. And I'm through
working at the STM to clean it up.

CAPCOM I do understand Ulf, we just don't want to get
things back to back, we also have a F02B schedule for you after
101 over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you want me to leave the STM out here as
it is and go to 101?

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Not the surface of course, and there should be

enough antispcead barrier to do this.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have your antispread material «P here and

we'll do that for you probably using the oven in the orblter mid-

deck to warm it up a little And then we'll treat (garble) the

same thing for ray (garble) successfully.

CAPCOM The other thing too is that it is essential that

when you treat the rear end plate to make sure that all the

silicon oil is absolutely off and clear before trying to apply

any new antispread.

SPACECRAFT We will probably, we could use some of your alcohol

wipes we used for the blood test to clean it as best as we can

and then put the antispreading material on it.

CAPCOM Excellent. Well, thank you very much Ulf. I think

probably now the best thing is to try to get the experiment

closed down. You may have to do this not by procedure, because

we have had to depart from procedures, and you will do it

probably by eye with the settings set to the normal set closing

down values*

SPACECRAFT Okay. I will try to do my best here.

CAPCOM Thank you ulf. Thank you very much,

SPACECRAFT Okay Chum. Maybe you can still stay ou the loop

and if I need your help, then I will call you, but I will try to

do it on my own judgement if at all possible.

CAPCOM I'm of course staying on the loop, and I will

monitor and comment if necessary.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Thanks alot,

SPACECRAFT And, TOCC, Spacelab. I've done blocked 6 and as

you can see the temperature is quite a bit above a 100 and

increasing. Do you want me to go ahead and do block 9 to point.

CAPCOM Negative Bob. We can leave the experiment on. It

will be used again at 14 hours and 35 minutes. Over, thank you

very much.

SPACECRAFT Okay. So I just leave it as it. Thank you,

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Bob. If you have time and if it

will not impact 102, we suspect you may've been working on the

set up already, we've got a string of procedures and a little
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explanation of what we think is happening on the IHP.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Bob Is on his way upstairs and I would like

to talk to you about the IHP.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. Be advised, you've got a seed planting
of 101 at 14:25 so we don't want to disrupt that, but If you can
listen while you're cleaning up on the fluid physics module, and

then copy down some steps. If you think we can do that In time,

I'll be ready to do It for you.

SPACECRAFT (garble) the metric (garble) I'm unable to read

you, but maybe you try again to call Bob upstairs.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay PMDC, It's spacelab.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear Bob. Have you got time to

listen to this. Don't want to disrupt you.

SPACECRAFT Have time to what?

CAPCOM We've got an explanation of what w© think Is going

on In the IHP and about 10 lines of procedi"-es for another
:recov«ty-^/attei«ptv

:

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by while I find < paper.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. First is the brief explanation of what we

think Is happening inside the chamber. Some of it's new and some

of it's old. you probably already heard that we suspect the

sample Is bulged In the middle and If you recall, the chamber Is

a dual diameter chamber. We think that the smaller diameter
portion of the chamber Is binding on the bulged portion of th«

sample. When the chamber was driven forward toward the panel,

the samle itcelf has stressed the locking pin In such a way that

even though the cdllonoid is activated, the pin cannot release
the sample because it has a load on it. Whiit Yergen thinks Is

that If Its, If we can reverse the direction of motion of the

chamber, thereby pulling It back away from the panel, we can
unload the pin, and It might out of the way on It's own accord.
And we've got the steps right here for you to do that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, the first one is open 174346 enter.
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SPACECRAFT Understand. 174346 enter.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Close 004000 enter.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand 25.0 and 15.4.

CAPCOM 19, 19.4. We are now stretching the (garble) the

breaking of (garble).

the *cai«err(garble) Vcanera's running and here comes the

JranslStiSnl Okay that Is really stretching the heart of the

(garble)

.

CAPCOM IS It showing any signs of weakening.

SPACECRAFT No. I have the feeling John that the (garble) okay

?hfd?SSeLr at the smallest spot git * little ^jailer but I have

the feeling that the oil In a way detaches from the outer parts

of the cone. That Is to say the sun stays basically the same as

far as the diameter Is concerned but Its set by volume which was

originally on the (garble) ?late.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT In other words you pull out the (garble) plate from

the, from the one end of the oil column,

CAPCOM well this Is, this is f^ta^J^^^^Jfy ^'fh 4
well capping not expected. Have you achieved the point 25.4 19.

«

completely now?

SPACECRAFT NO, that's where we are right now.

CAPCOM Change now to 27.4 21.4.

SPACECRAFT Your count is 27.4 21.4. And that is only two

millimeters and 20 frames should be plenty of film and we've got

fhi% ram^ra* vou can see camera start and here comes the

t?JnsU?i;A,^i?s''bSslcally the same ^^ing. The inner diameter of

the sun is still more or less unchanged, its now «^o«fnly
^

centimeters but it is does not appear that we
P^i^J^^^J^® _

opposite end plate out of the old column, there is def inantely a

change in angle (garble) . Thera is the cone itself and then

there is the (garble) off the oil.

CAPCOM Okay, I think I've, I'm "nf®"?,?"*^^!!?/^;^^^^ i-
what's going on, to give you an «xplanftionUlf, the, there is

probably a very thin film on the titanium plate and the l;^"i«/»

Sliding back oier that, that very thin film. Clearly. ..this is

the alternative to humping that we discussed in training and so

we rarely now have a completely new experiment.
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SPACECRAFT Yes, that's my feeling. I think there is probably

a very thin layer maybe a (garble) layer left on the titanium and

that is probably out to the edge but the column which is

controlled by surface tension is a different story.

CAPCOM I think the time for the experiment is getting near

the end so what I suggest you do is to close down but with a very

special references to certain points. First of all, when you dry

off the 2nd plate, the cone plate, be very careful not to

overshoot the edges and damage the antispread, with the rear ends

plates I think there is a need for retreatment of the edges of

the (garble) plate not the surface of course and there should be

enough antispread barrier to do thJs.

SPACECRAFT (garble) antispread ing material up here and we'll

do that for you, .probably using...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I think there Is a very thin oil film creeping out

to the edge but as far as the liquid (garble) is concerned, I

still think it doesn't really go.

CAPCOM Okay. I copied you. This is actually very

interesting. Can we hold there and apply electrical potential

bat with 40 frames instead of the nominal one, 40 frames.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Here comes 40 frames, and you want to run

them on 2 seconds interval. Is that correct?

CAPCOM No. We'll go to one second intervals, and we will

also apply potential and then after about 20 frames, will you

change the direction of the potential application.

SPACECRAFT Okay, certainly. Here comes the camera stop. I

guess you're at 3 frames and here comes the potential
propoganda. That should be not good enough, and I changed it to

the opposite. Neither commander, there is no change. The zone

stays absolutely the same. It's no (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, this is very good news.

SPACECRAFT Back to the opposite, and again, it has no

effect, TO summarize I left it without potential for

approximately 4 frames and I put the pressure on 100, then 10-15

frames later I switched it to -100 and after 10 other frames I

went back to +100 and neither of these potentials changed the

tape;:;

CAPCOM Well done. This means we can go forward now. The

other thing too we must check is the aging effect. Now, can you

tell me if there is any sign of change on the wetting film on the

front cone plate please.

SPACECRAFT Negative, John. The whole thing is steady in the

stable already for a long time. The low velocity of the oil
wasn't (garble) so bad.

CAPCOM Okay, now to go to the next point which is point
(garble) sorry we will go to point 21.4, sorry, I beg your

pardon, 21.4 front end plate and, and I'm sorry, I've got to

check this. 17, 15.4 rear ends plate,

SPACECRAFT 21,4 front plate, 15.4 rear end plate, and we are

on point 2 miliroeters per second so to speak.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Check the frame is at 20 and running on 1 second
interval. Is that correct?
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CAPCOM That is correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Here comes the camera ops and here comes the

translations for 2X.4 and 15:4. Okay. The zone gets shorter,

and that is the end of the translation. It is still pretty sick

as far as the neck is concerned. Roughly 4 1/2 to 5 centimeters

diameter is the smallest diameter.

CAPCOM Okay. Can you change the translation setting now

to 23.4 and , no 25.4 and 19.4?

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand 25.4 and 15.4.

CAPCOM No. 19 19.4. We are now stretching the zone and

we're going to follow the breaking of the zone.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM ...either m€ pl«t«,
' 3mt a sionient, hav# to

do a quick calcwlation. Y*®, UlC* we go to point for

Eric, 24.1 front plat®, rtar «snd piat« 1?.0, Sorry reaervlor

17. Ot correctioR*

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand , front i^late 24.1 m4 r*ar plata

:17.0*>
'

•

CAPC€»« Could you also oh««k craw quiat conditions on

approaching point E, Eric.

SPACECRAFT say again, Joftn.

CAPCOM could you please ensure, at this point there*© no

vollent laoveraent anywhere b«caus« t*n not s^re wiiat's goin^ to

happen when we get to this point E, it should be fairly unstable.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we* 11 do that, Tlt«y both don't move. And

TOCC, when I go to block 6 on page 17, firat thing I do is iaaue

a 3514 so the pallet power does fiot c«Re on. It stays off, over.

CAPCOM we copy that Bob, and lets sm what we will do.

SPACECRAFT And you will know, that if you look at the (garble)

that the module fire is off.

CAPCOM We copy.

f 'ACECRAFT Okay John, we are on our way to, okay we are there,

but the first.

APCOM And Spacelab for Bob, sorry about that, you also
Slave to issue, or do block number 5, over.

SPACECRAFT All right. John are you still with me?

CAPCOM I'm with you now, but I have received nothing over

the last one minute.

SPACECRAFT It might be from the telemetry, we are at 24.0 and

17.0. And the next column is still pretty sick, the order of 5

centimeters in diameter.

CAPCOM Okay, now is the zone stable, have a careful look.

SPACECRAFT To me it appears really stable.

CAPCOM Sorry, we will now translate to 24,5 front end

plate and 17.5 reservior. This is extending the zone by .5

without changing the volume.

SPACECRAFT 24.5, 17.5 and we are still on 2 seconds interval
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tim>, 15 (garble) translation which la plenty of film. Because

tJir tapes are only 2-1/2 seconds to go there.

CAP^ - - ^ Okay.

#PAeg0RAFT Here come the start pt the camera

.

CAPCOM Thank you. Okay, go on with the translation.

SPACECRAFT And here comes the
.3^^?JiJ'?S?act^S!;d

complete, camera still running, and the film Is still mtacc «

still looks pretty stable.

CAPCOM can you please, Olf, describe the
°f

cone or the front end plate. Is It going right to the edge?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, to me, we have the cone ratted t^ the edge,

but I have tgarble) the celling,
^"ink ?Sere Is the very (garble)

Trll^lX is III il|ef?it .1 ^SJ"LlhTlJ?uJd%oluL !s

concerned^ I still say.*e

END OP TAPE

mm^-w^msm mm-^ ^^^^
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SPACECRAFT (garble) 5 seconds, for 20,000 frames. Now the

coS is necking and the actual dimension is increasing, that is

toltv the column gets elongated and I expect "O';'^^^?
^^^J

- no, it doesn't really go away from the outer «^i;g^i^8elf
.

We

are at the target find here, that is Charlie 1. The

Suii rSnSin"^ in fact, th4 hour is still sitting on the ring.

CAPCOM Don't worry about this. That ring is symmetrical

SSS^Se're doing an experiment now with a
^i^^^^J^J^.^ha^e^to*

I'm not going to worry too much about it, though I 11 have to

recalculate when we get the data back.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, now what is next?

CAPCOM Next, I would like you, Pleas« ' ^"fP®*'^
cone, or front end plate and tell me if the liquid is creeping

out towards the edge.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me take a look at that. I doubt it

because I can tell it ends maybe about 1 <=t"'^^"'**^JLr;Lfe ?s
edge, but it is very hard to tell because the contact angle is

very shallow.

CAPCOM I shall have, now, to change some of the settings

that you're going to do because the volume of 1^^"^^ ^as now got

to be increased in order to get the settings, the volume of

liquid to accommodate the wider end plate of the rear, so we

will now go instead of to point D, I would like the position of

the front end plate to remain the same but the rear end plate to

be changed now to 15.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand, to 150. 15 tiroes 0.

CAPCOM Ifes please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and what about frames of the interval?

CAPCOM The frames 15 and the interval 2 please.

SPACECRAFT Frame 15 , interval 2, camera start and here comes

the start of the translation,

SPACECRAFT POCC, this Is Spacelab for Wubbo. Which procedure

do you want me to run for 13?

CAPCOM Yes, Bob. For 13, it's procedure on page 13 mal

17, starting in block 6. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Got that. Hey, John, we have "^ej^hed that

new point and I'd like to check the symmetry again and start an

iso rotation*
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CAPCOM Copied.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It looks P^^tty symmettical
«f J

feeling it's now reaching the edges of the cone, of the cicanium

cone.

CAPCOM Okay. I think we've got back onto line Can

«on ^Aii me Olf! when you did the rotation, did you see any

ITgnl^lt ecieStrlciSro? the mounting of the front end plate?

SPACECRAFT No. It's Still rotating and it is really (garble)

and surely aligned.

CAPCOM Okay. NOW the next thing is, are there any surface

SaJes or wrinkles. This is most important because we're about to

approach the crew quiet stag^j.

SPACECRAFT Negative. There are no (garble).

CAPCOM Okay., we'll now go to what I'm going to have to

estimate is the new point D with the f now
moment, I'll have to do a quick calculation. Yes. Ulf, we now

go to point E - -

END OF TAPE
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CHPCOM ...but (garble) puff two.

SPACECRArP Okay, and what RPM nuwboc do you suggtat here?

CAPCOM 10 should be okay.

SPAGBCRAPT I bet we can really go 5 or higher than S.

CAPCOM Yea/ I said 10, one icero.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM 10 RPM, have you copied me, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Cs?y, lO* Okay/ we have the ISO rotation, the

liquid film ia fully syinetrical.

CAPCOM Thank you, now 01f before we go to point Charlie, I

would like to ask you about the problem you saw of the rear end

plate when setting up, as I understood it, you s;i<;J^ere was

some liquid present on the rear end plate. Could you say at

which position?

SPACECRAfT yes, when l saw the rear end^plate, I noticed the

dropplets particulary on the wing around th«- tear
J^J^® J";

^

donH know whether that was water or (garble) oil, that was the

reason why I asked whether you want roe to wipe it off.

CAPCOM I did not want you to wipe it of f for fear of

damaging the antispread barrlor but as there is no Hm]^
hardware its difficult to see where this cawe froin. Olf...

SPACECRAFT And John there is Still one Other coroment^^^l^

to make and when X (garble) checked the oil, all «/"JJ*"
there was a bubble about a half a cubic centimeter oil ana

meanwhile I lost this bubble and my assumption Is that wjen the

bubble was hitting the surface It caused the kind of ?!f^f«o« .

(garble) and that might be the little mechanical (garble) which

finally spilled over the edge of your floor alurolum rear plate.

CAPCOM Okay, Is there. Is the (garble) now still wetting

the (garble) specs backing plate of the rear end plate?

SPACECRAFT It wets the whole thing, It wets the aluminum plate

and also the ring around It,

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, would you now please go to point

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll do that. Okay, John, we are at the

folnt alpha I and you want to go directly from alpha to char lie

8 that correct? (gacMe)^^
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CAPCOM That i» coctoct,

SPACBCRAPT (g«rbl«) 24.8 and 19,5,

CAPeOM Gotreot.

SPACECRAFT And you want m« to uae now the (garble) for both

(garble) that la 15 plus 12 would be 27.

CAPCOM Yea, you might as well to keep the frame counta
aQucate, thank you.

SPACECRAfT Okay, ao we' 11 get you 26, 27 tapea. And I have

one queation, what Indoor a, 5 aeconda for the flrar. I nc I a Ion and

2 aeoonda «or the Incialon from bravo 1 to oharlle 1, now I £ you

go diceotly I'd like to get another Indoor time from you.

CAPCOM I auggeat 5 aecondSa

SPACECRAFT Okay, here It cornea. Okay, I atopped the rotation

and here cornea the tranaltlon from alpha 1 to charlle 1. Indoor

time la 5 aeconda (garble) 27 tapea. Now the (garble) and the

accel dlmenalon la Increaalng, that la to aay the column geta...

END or TAPi
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SPACECRAFT ...dumps to transition, from (garble) to Al,

PAO Ulf Merbold continuing to work with the fluid

physics module. Dr. John Padday the PI is voice enabled and is

speaking with Olf directly. Ulf Merbold is spinning those disks

with a fluid bridge between them in this micro gravity.

CAPCOM Ulf, could you give me a description of what is

happening while the translation is place, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it appears to me, as the liquid removed, is

going away from the far out edge of the fun plate, and its

running down the front, which appears pretty much symmetrical,
it's wetting the small opposite end plate up to the very edge o£

the outer ring and it's forming, which looks almost like a yoyo.

CAPCOM Yes, I understand exactly what Is happening. The,

have you reached point alpha yet?

SPACECRAFT I'm at alpha one right now.

CAPCOM Is the front plate, the front face of the rear end

plate actually deforming the mismaniska in any way?

SPACECRAFT Again, Chum.

CAPCOM Is the front face of the small rear end plate

effecting the mismaniska in anyway whatever?

SPACECRAFT Let me take a look.

CAPCOM Sorry I didn't, could you repeat, please?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll give you another description of way the

column loops from the outer looks like. Okay, I have the camera
set for 95 seconds interval time and again, on the front plate

the liquid is wetting the outer ring and of course also the inner

aluminum part and it is wetting the cronical (garble) plate, but
also not really to the outer limits. It is a little larger, the
diameter of the column is a little larger on the cronical side
than on the rear plate, but it looks pretty much symmetrical if

you mirror the all column in the middle of it's height.

CAPCOM Okay, I've copied you well. Now can you see by
using the (gamble) reflections of the black lines on the rafter.

SPACECRAFT Okay on the rafter. I really didn't catch you, I'm
not sure what you want roe to do^ Chum.

CAPCOM If you look at the rear., the front end plate, the
cone end plate, you should actually see reflections in the liquid
of the black lines of the rafter.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, let me try. No that is not really true, but

I could tell you the following thing. The end of the wetting is

roughly at position where the diagonal line, the rafter line

coming out of the edge, its the rear, front end plate.

CAPCOM Okay, I've copied you.

SPACECRAFT But I don't, I don't see any of these black lines

mirrored in the, on the surface of the aisle.

CAPCOM Okay, could you give then 5 RPM rotation, ISOL

rotation and inspect all side of the maniska, with a rap of 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and what RPM number do you (garble)

.

CAPCOM 10 should be okay.

SPACECRAFT We can only go 5 or...

END OF TAPE
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PAO principal investigator.

SPACECRAFT Marahall OPS, this is spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Olf.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Is John Padday on the line?

CAPCOM Ulf . John is here. Can we standby for about 3

minutes for Wubbo to get something up to Bob please?

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab f Marshall OPS for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes Bob. We would like to do that 102P02B in the

following way. If you could work on setting it up then at about

14 hours 40 we'll have to spend about 20 minutes to do that

experiment for 1 subject only. The subject choice Is at your

discretion. And, then we stop at about 15:00 and leave you guys

about 25 minutes there for your lunch break. Over.

SPACECRAFT Say that again. You want to set up for 1

subject. And whose the subject.

CAPCOM That we leave over to you because originally we

have the both of you as subjects, and just take one of you,

whoever feels for it, we've tried to reschedule the other subject

In later on.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand, 14; 40, 15v00.

CAPCOM Roger

.

CAPCOM And, we have one more thing for you Bob, and that

Is we'd like you to do or to check for experiment 13 on page MAL-

17 block 6 and If necessary continue. And, that Is to switch off

the coolant.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Standby. I'll get back to spacelab In a

minute and give you a call on that one.

CAPCOM Roger.

JOHN PADDAY John Padday 329 here, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yeah. This Is Ulf. John, how do you read me?

PERRY Out loud and clear. Thank you very much. Could

you give me first please a status report at to which point you
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are and any problema In the setup procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The aetup procedure went fine. I'njJjo^ sure

whether I did It In time. It normally takes a
J^^J^ ^^l^f^^JJ

anticipated in therogy. We have it set up and ^i9ht now at point

SI, that is the starting point, it is directly from the telemetry

th4 front plate is sitting at 16.0 and the reservior is sitting

at 3:9? ShiSid be at 4.o! but we have already one Ptf^^™; T^e

nil which is (aarble) creep over the edge of the small rear place

aid Is Sow wet?iSg also th? plastic ring. It was too much volume

for the start here, and I need your advise what to do.

PADDAY Right, now you have got to point sugar, ^ think the next

thing to do^s to go to point Al and f^serve. We may have a

problem here, but the rear end plate is not the main problem. At

the moment, what we obviously have the same
P'^^Ji®™.?^ ^J^^^iS^ e

(garble) . So the next thing now is to go to point Al but please

observe and then we will correct from point Al.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand you don't want me to move the,

to replace the oil into the reservior. You want to press on and

go to Al which is 16 from the front plate and 11 for the

reservior.

PADDAY Correct. And this will actually reduce the volume of

liquid considerably.

SPACECRAFT That is correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Here comes the transitions from SI to Al.

PAO Olf Merbold continuing to work with the fluid

physics module. Dr. John Padday, the PI is voice enabled

END OF TAPE
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PAO Dr. Petty hopes to achieve as Olf Merbold works
with the fluid physics module and specifically with Dr. Petty'

s

experiment. During this previous pass some recovery procedures
were discussed between the CIC Chuck Lewis and Ulf Merbold on the

ISO thermal heatiny facility which still has a sample lodged

inside it. The first set of recovery procedures that were
described to them did not prove sucessful and at the last few

minutes following the ECOS crash, a second set of recovery
procedures were voiced up and the crew is expected to be

attempting that during this LOS. At 3 days 13 hours 10 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, we're over
Hawaii, we're about 6 minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is spacelab (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, for you a reminder to go to point SI

with a reduced speed instead of point 2, we'd like to have point
1 over.

SPACECRAFT Stand by.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Bob, on t-he ECOS crash, it was a

ECOS crash, probably somewhere in the depth software and do
expect lots of CDT excess errors, we're working on it. Over.

SPACECRAJ'T (garble). Okay, (garble) trying to talk to him.

SPACECRAFT Well CAP push the wrong button and understand PLCC.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob and we also have a reschedule for the

experiment 102, P02B for you if you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Alright Stand by» I'll get with you in a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, say again now.

CAPCOM Yes, for Olf, be reminded to for a translation to
point shara 1 to reduce the reduce the speed from point 2 to
point 1 over.

SPACECRAFT (garble) roger that. And I have one comment on
some Petty 's experiment. I installed all of his special gear but
on the rear endplate there are (garble), I'm not sure whether
that is oil, or whether that is water. Has the rear (garble)

: 'b®<9h;' :U9€)d;^ b^
;

CAPCOM Copy, Ulf. There's no problem with that Ulf.

SPACECRAFT No problem, leave it as it is or wipe it with
kie'tinex?;:

^^^^^^^^
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
call him at your call

Do not wipe, negative wipe, Ulf, over.

Okay, copy.

And Spacelab we are one minute from LOS over.

Roger.

Spacelab, Marshall lOS through TDRS for 54 minutes.

Okay, Marshall, this is spacelab.

And Ulf, we have John Petty on the line, you can

PAO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Dr. Petty is principal investigator.

Marshall Ops this is Spacelab.

Go ahead Ulf.

Okay, is John Petty on the line?
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PAO The ECOS Is back up, however, and the situation
pcesented now is that the few minutes that were taken to bring
the ECOS back up have resulted in there being not quite enough
time to finish functional objective 2A of experiment 102, That's
a series of vestibular experiments. F02A is described as an eye
movement and an (garble) stopping experiment. It's performed
with a blindfolded subject seated in the body restraint system
which is a chair-like device which fits down onto what's known as

a center aisle cage in the Spacelab module. However, the seat
can also be unfastened and can be allowed to float free while
tethered to the sides of the Spacelab and moved about by the
operator. The experiment does require several minutes to

perform. There had been a little over a half an hour set aside
in the payload crew activity plan to perform this functional
objective but there was not quite that much time remaining when

.;we did recovery the ECOS. Just about half the amount of time and
So the Payload Operations Control Center asked Ulf Merbold and
Bob Parker to delay the start of that P02A and that perhaps we

may be able to fit it in at a later point in this shift. They
were asked to go ahead and begin experiment 329 a little early.
That was scheduled to follow the P02A vestibular experiment, but

they have moved it up and the crew, as we went LOS, was beginning
to work that. That is a material science experiment. It's one
of seven that use the material science double racks fluid physics

module. It's entitled capillary forces in a low gravity
environment. The principal investigator of that Is Dr. John
Padday of the Kodac Research Laboratory In the United Kingdom.

We are in an LOS and we can only assume at this point that Ulf
Merbold has begun working with the fluid physics module. It
requires going to the material science double rack and pulling
the rack out from the bulkhead of the Spacelab and there Is some
setting up to do of the selection of certain sizes of rotating
disks that go Into the facility. Once the particular equipment
for 329 has been chosen, the experiment can then begin. The
purpose of 329, by the way, Is to Identify and to measure the
strength of forces between solids and liquids In contact with
eflch other. On Earth, the force that causes a drop of liquid
suspended from the underside of a solid object to remain attached
to the surface of that object, to stick to the object rather than
fall off Is due to capillary action. The capillary force between
the liquid and the solid Is something that many material science
Investigators would like to better understand but the capillary
force between the liquid and the solid, that force that causes
that drop to remain attached to the underside of a table Is
Impossible to measure on Earth because of the force of gravity
that overwhelms any sensing device, in space, however, with roost

of that force of gravity removed. It's possible to make such a
measurement. That's what Dr. padday hopes to achieve as Ulf
Merbold works with the fluid physics module and, specifically,
with Dr. Padday* 8 experiment. During this previous pass, some
recovery procedures were - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, thank you Bob. And you can go ahead and

close the cover back up Bob so we can try to run It again.

SPACECRAFT Cover's closed.

CAPCOM Okay. And Bob, be advised that we copy the
information from Byron and congradulations all around on the
crash recovery, that was about as smooth as we every done it.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I tried to follow your (garble) recovery
procedure, I opened and closed with the numbers you gave roe, but
the outer ring does not come free. I really don't know what we
can do here.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll see.

SPACECRAFT It is, the right one is really different from the

left one. If I unscrew the left port, that is port 1 then the
outer ring comes loose immediately whereas, on the right port, it

stays in position. And I don't know whether we have a jammed pin
or whatever that means.

CAPCOM I copy Ulf, and also be advised that we're skipping
now the 102 F02A and like to have the 329 started in time, and
hope that after some time Bob can possibly do the TV16 setup.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall for Bob. Just for
information, we're going to load a dummy timeline 017 LEMA 01 to
protect the roaster when 13 runs. And Spacelab, Marshall Ops. We
have one additional thing here, please . ignore the CDT access
error messages which are caused by probably experiment 13. We
don't have the patch in there yet from RAU-21, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 3 days, 13
hours mission elapsed time. Currently the Spacelab has passed
out of communications link with the Payload Operations Control
Center here in Houston. It'll be approximately 25 minutes before
we regain communications. During this last pass, the most
significant thing that happened was that the experiment computer
operating system went down temperarily. It was down for several
minutes and there was some concern for basically three
experiments that could have been critically effected by it, but
the ECOS was brought back up with in just a few minutes after it
went down and of the 3 experiments the ISOIi experiment.
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experiment numbec 1, the Grill Spectrometer experiment 13, and
the LEMA Alpha experiment number 17. 0£ those 3, there was some
concern about the protective cooling system of experiment 13, it
was still running when the ECOS went down, but after the Payload
Operations Control Center voiced up the procedures with some
modifications to recover the ECOS the computer did come back up,
was running and the Payload crew was successfully able to shut
off the cooling off the grill spectrometer. Scheduled was a
battery charging action for the SJ3PAC, but the SEPAC asked for
that until the ECOS was recovered that the battery charge not
take place. T'ae ECOS is back up however, and the situation
presented now is that the few minutes that were taken to bring
the ECOS up has resulted In there being not enough quite time to
finish object...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand you don't want us to trust the

SBPAC battecies.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we forgot that. Did you get soroe

information.

CAPCOM And Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yes, go ahead.

CAPCOM I have here 2 step procedure in addition to the 300

IHF for recovery if you're ready to copy.

PACBCRAFT Okay, just a second. Okay, Wubbo go ahead, I'm

Eeady.:
:

•

CAPCOM Okay try with the insertion tool to tie the flange,

in port 2 real tight then give an open 174346 enter. And a close

003.

SPACECRAFT Wait a minute. Repeat the open and '^^eaj'

could you repeat the open and speak slowly, we have a little comm

problem. Open what number?

CAPCOM 174346 enter and then a close 003000. And after

that, try again to open the flange, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, tied it in, screw it in tight and then open

174346 and close 003000.

CAPCOM Read back correct Ulf and after that you can try to

open the flange again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try that.

CAPCOM And for Bob, we will pursue the 13 continuation

down here.

SPACECRAFT Okay meanwhile we've gotten obviously your (garble)

some of the time we were supposed to be doing P02A, however I ^
think there's plenty of time later on in the day, we can catch «P

on that one.

CAPCOM Stand by.

PAO Bob Parker referring to functional objective 2A,

CAPCOM we're working on answer for you, we'd like you to

kind of timeline, please.
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PAO ... Of experiment 102.

CAPCOM It's already in the buffer, it's sierra 17 lema 00.

SPACECRAFT Okay I thought we did count that one. (garble),

what was it hung up on its last step?

CAPCOM Must have, thank, you.

SPACECRAFT (garble), okay we've seemed to have used up too

much of our P02A time, I suggest we can do that later on in the

afternoon without any problem of all and I also have some

comments to report from Byron for his P06A that he did before he

went to bed. If 102 's ready, I'll read the comments.

CAPCOM Okay stand by^ob, we'll make sure they're up on

the loop. And 102 is ready^

SPACECRAFT The report is follows: Byron did steps 1, 2, and

5. He started at a scale of 2.5, ended at a scale of

approximately 5. Eyes open versus closed on forehead to knee

were not (garble) different, (garble) pitch, aurora motion were

more provacative then forehead to knee. Be right with it, Jon.

He was unable to touch his forehead to the knee due to his

stomach muscle tentative. He has a full report on tape. Time

course is delayed back to a ration of 2.5 was about 10 minutes,

over.

CAPCOM Break, Spacelab, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we're having trouble getting dumps from the

high data rate recorder, we suspect there might be some debris or

something in there. We'd like you to give a look and see if you

see any kind of debris or dust in there.

SPACECRAFT I got to open up the cover by itself.

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like you to open up the cover and look

in there.

SPACECRAFT Is a part from actually trying to clean or

something like that. I don't see any obvious dust and debris in

here, no.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Bob. And you can go ahead and

close the cover back up Bob so we can try to run it again.

SPACECRAFT Cover is closed.

CAPCOM Okay and Bob, be advised that we copy the STS-9
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InCorniatlon from Byron and congratulations all around on the

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM We're looking at them.

SPACECRAFT We think you have to do something about (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT And as £ar as we can tell, we have finished the
recovery procedures

•

SPACECRAFT All fun across, and can you confirm from the ground
whether the 13 cooler is now switched off, otherwise we go
through the malfunction procedure for that experiment to make
sure that it's really off,

CAPCOM Standby, and Bob and Ulf, that was great, x'hat's a
record time on that I believe.

SPACECRAFT We practice these th/.ngs so often.

CAPCOM Roger that. The cooling is not off. Apparently
the man was not accepted.

SPACECRAFT Okay, probably because we have to (garble) our
power off. We'll do that another time.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We're watching you on your
scratchpad line down here. We're trying to get a good one for
you. And, Spacelab, for whoever is working on 13, we can try a
recycle of the power on the palet electronics. We have an
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT No more for now. I did not copy.

CAPCOM Apparently Ulf, the commanding doesn't work to turn
the cooling off, we can try a recycle of the palet electronics

SPACECRAFT (garble) right (garble)

CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf. Please try recycle palet
electronics power with an 1102. Over.

SPACECRAFT Try the module power recycle or the palet power
recycle.

CAPCOM Palet power recycle.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Roger that. What is the (garble)
Evidentually we are looking at

CAPCOM Still showing. Okay, spacelab, am informed the
cooling is off now, you were successful. Thank you very much.

CAPCOM We copy that Ulf.
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SPACECRAFT So the cooling Is off.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, that's great. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Why don't you let us take a look

SPACECRAFT Sounds great Houston.

CAPCOM And, spacelab, just a note. The data set in AOPD
is stale. We'd like you not to run AOPD until we get it fixed.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS.

SPACECRAFT Copy AOFD is down, and you'll let us know when to
run it.

CAPCOM That's affirm Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall OPS (garble) the air. Our data
recorder's off now. It was very nice , we didn't read you very
well. Slightly better now. If you have something let us know
now.

CAPCOM No, we have nothing for you right now.

PAO And, so the experiment computer operating system is
back up and running.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we can tell the cooling power is off here.

PAO And the cooling power for experiment 13 is shut
down as required.

SPACECRAFT I figure you guys are going to chase the rest of
whatever problem there is on 13.

CAPCOM Yeah, Bob, we're working that now and I assume
that's correct. I'll get back with a good answer for you in a
minute if you'll just standby for a second.

SPACECRAFT AS far as I'm concerned, we've finished our part of
ECOS crash procedure unless you tell us otherwise.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is TSl.

CAPCOM GO ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are ready now for the battery charging, i
guess you want us to do that.

CAPCOM Negative, battery charge. No battery charge. And,
actually, we will not, have no battery charges anymore. Over.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand you don't want us to charge the

SBPAC\ batter ies.:::'V^^

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
300IHF

That's affirmative.

Okay, we've forgot that.

Did you get some information.

Yeah, go ahead.

I hv^ve here 2 step procedure in addition to the

END OF TAPE
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PAO the (garble) spectrometer ESA experiment 13 and the
(garble) emmision experiment ^ ESA experiment 17.

CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall, looks like you could just count
CR99 whiskey zero, three now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, first (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay. Okay, and you^ll have to do that twice
because it'll go to hold right away.

SPACECRAFT DO it another time okay. Complete. Okay, (garble)
02, okay and it (garble) its appears it working.

PAO On going discussion between Chuck Lewis and Ulf
Merbold and the recovery procedures o£ the EGAS. As we mentioned
experiments 1, 13 and 17 are the experiments that are of concern
at this moment with the EGAS down and of those three the POG is
perhaps most closely experiment 13 which is the gross
spectromenter. The gross spectrometer has a protected cooling
system and employs a liquid, correction a gaseous nitrogen
system*

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops note, that we have a power
problem with 13, (garble) that is anyway an experiment that you
will work on pretty soon.

CAPCOM Copy. And Olf be advised we just checked and it
looked likes we* 11 have good S-band communications until 12 57 so
we've got plenty of time on the S-band.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger that.

SPACECRAFT We have all the depth ops, I would presume you
would want us a (garble) right?

CAPCOM Stand by.

PAO The reason for the concern about the protected
cooling system is not that the cooling system will go off because
of the EGAS crash^ it will in fact continue but there is only so
much of the gaseous nitrogen for the mission.

CAPCOM We think we missed step golf which is to run the
A24 EGAS.

PAO And the investigation team for experiment 13...

SPACECRAFT I don't believe so (garble) ran A24 romeo.

PAO ...desires to save as much of the gas as they can«
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CAPCOM Thanks, we're a little behind on our display down
here that's all.

PAO Once the ECAS is back up and running

SPACECRAFT The question now is whether you want us to knock
AEPI?

;

PAO They will be able to turn the cooling system off.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, no op, no op for AEPI.

SPACECRAFT Complete.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're looking at (garbl) I persume you can do
the same thing and it looks at least nominal, roughly nominal to
us as far as we can tell.

SPACECRAFT And the one problem, (garble) has a problem. We
can take care of it if you like as soon as we are done with the
(garble) but you can do it also, but let us know.

( CAPCOM Roger, what problem is it Ulf?

SPACECRAFT Anomally (garble). The tail end of this stuff, the
pallet power is on and the (garble). It's certainly not serious.

CAPCOM Yes, I copied that Ulf, stand by on the 13. Okay,
and Ulf on 13, leave the pallet power on and try to switch the
coolant off with a SID 3513 over.

SPACECRAFT We copy, 3513.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT DO a back in to the string of (garble) access
messages, we don't have that pack apparently in the ECAP at the
moment.

CAPCOM We're looking at them.

SPACECRAFT We think you have to something about (garble)

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - gave procedures to get the experiment computer
operation system back online and running the experiments back on
schedule.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston. Bob did you copy that you've
got a go to enable the state vector?

SPACECRAFT' Okay, Houston^

CAPCOM Say Again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Spacelabr Marshall. We've got further information
on the completion of the crash procedures.

SPACECRAFT We are working on that. Standby.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. We've got particular steps we want you
to do and others we wish you to delete, and we've got that for

)
you now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. We assnme you're working on 4 Alpha now. We
would like you to execute 4 Delta Echo Gulf Lima Mike November
and Oscar and we've got timeline load and count information for
you when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand. Delta Echo Gulf Lima Mike
November Oscar

^

CAPCOM That's affirm.

CAPCOM When Oscar is complete, we would like you to count
Sierra 1 7 Lima 0 0.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sierra 1 7 Lima 0 0.

CAPCOM That's affirm. We would then like you to load Mike
Mike Alpha Alpha 1 2 at entry 8 I'm sorry, just load it and
start it at entry 8.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Standby. (Garble).

PAO Payload Operations Control Center by a way of Chuck
Lewis sending up various alterations to the recovery procedures
to get the experiment computer operating system functioning
nominally again. Of the experiments that are run by the ECOS,
the three that are - there are three ©xNtiment^ that are - -
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SPACECRAFT Macshall OPS. This is spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We are executing 4 (garble) o£ this timeline count

as (garble) x-ray 0, For some reason the timeline went into

hold. It is in buffer 1 and we don't understand why that

happened.

CAPCOM We missed the procedure (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). That is procedure 4 Echo, That is

enable exception monitor for (garble) the timeline
*'®^*'ff® ^,

counting is S 99 x-ray 0 1. It went into buffer 2 and is holding

at entry number 1.

CAPCOM Roger. We see that. Understand in procedure 4

Echo Sierra niner niner x-ray 01. We're looking at It.

SPACECRAFT That is not complete.

PAO There are three experiments that are of most

concern until the experiment computer operating system, or ECOS,

is back up to full speed.

SPACECRAFT We Will try to count the timeline to the end and

try another pass.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM What we'd like you to do is to count Sierra 9 9

Whisky 0 3 at 9 9 9, and then recount Sierra niner niner x-ray

01.

PAO Those two experiments are the Imaging spectroroetrlc

observatory, experiment number 1, a NASA experiment.

CAPCOM Negative Ulf. Negative. Sierra niner niner Whisky

0 3.

PAO That grille spectrometer, ESA experiment 13, and

the Lyman alpha emission experiment, ESA experiment 17.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. Looks like you could just

count Sierra niner niner Whisky 0 3 now.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT All right standing by. Marshall Ops, while you are

checking with SEPAC, a question related to the IHF.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are unable to pull out the flange from

port 2, and that is, as far as I^ra concerned, because the little

pin which keeps the outer range of the port flange in position is

still not retracted in spite of port 2 onward light on, I

noticed that if I take the port 1 flange off, then the outer ring

comes out very easily. If 1 did the same thing for the port 2

flange then the outer ring stays inside and doesn't move a bit,

so it must be load (garble)

.

CAPCOM Understand that, copy that, and if we have some

news we come back on that Ulf, thank you. And Ulf, we concur
with your decision on the battery charge to go ahead with it and

we'll except the messages that will come later.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I have to charge the (garble) here and the

next step I'm going to do is put both on and put the battery to

charge.

CAPCOM Ulf, we just heard from SEPAC. They do not want
their battery charge started.

SPACECRAFT Aga i n

.

CAPCOM SEPAC back room says that they would rather wait
until ECOS is back up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I have it already on now. Okay, I can

switch it off again, if you like.

CAPCOM Standby. Roger, Ulf, please switch the battery
charging off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, battery charging goes off, so battery is

going off and both chargers off and charges inhibited, so we are
off again.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you for that one and sorry about the

miss cue.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Okay Houston, we completed SSR6, just

complete step 13 and ECOS should be up and running again now.

How about just calling up a display or two down there for me

please. Or until we see if we're successful. Okay, we've got

the GMP, it's updating. I'm calling for summary DEP. Okay and
did the dinger stop. Dinger stopped, you bet. Okay Houston, I

think that takes care of it from here. As far as you and I are

concerned, I'm going back down and we'll work the ECOS crash
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irecovery procedure with the POCC. Thanks.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Bob, good show,

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops.

J?AO The experiment computer operations systems, or

system, or ECOS, temporarily down.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

PAO And attempts being made to bring it up now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, We've got the ECOS back. What do you want me

to do now, to go through the ECOS crash recovery first or to
start the SEPAC charging?

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like for you to start the ECOS crash
procedure at step 4 alpha. Begin at 4 alpha, Ulf.

( i
SPACECRAFT Okay, which is on page 9-15, correct?

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECRAFT Okay and Houston, Spacelab, do you want items 10

and 12, state vectors, do you want those reinitialized coming
across on spec 212?

CAPCOM Standby Bob, I'll get an answer. And Ulf,
affirmative on 9-15.

SPACECRAFT To work.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston. Bob, you've got a go to enable

;

\/ : : :state^' vector.
:

PAO Ulf Merbold and Bob Parker now about to proceed
with the ECOS crash recovery. That is the procedures to get the
experiment computer operation system back on line and running the
experiments back on schedule.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, Bob, I understand you're down to step

8 In that procedure now and waiting to see If we can dump it.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm, I did not do the intermediate stuff

to put on the recorder, I knew you were coming up soon, enough I

didn't bother.

CAPCOM Okay, understand.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that looks fine to me, 210 (garble) is that

right?

CAPCOM Columbia, Bob, we're in low data rate here and

we're not going to get high data rate til next time around at

Hawaii, so we'd likS foe you to go ahead and use the procedure to

: durop"'it

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's in work then.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT NOW does that involve the do in steps 4, 5, 6 and

7, but also 8, 9, 10, and 11?

CAPCOM Standby, I'll check. That's affirmative Bob, he's

got to do all those steps.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I hope we can get back into talking to a

substance of computer then. Okay Houston, I'm going back

downstairs, I see that Ockels took care of all the reconflg cor

my, I'm going downstairs and trying to get the SCOS to talk to

CAPCOM Okay copy Bob, and down there in the Spacelab we'd

like a keyboard resist on the Spacelab DOS.

SPACECRAFT Franklin I can do that for you. Okay, that is the

keyboard reset for DDS 1?

CAPCOM Roger. Thank you, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Process is the same for DDS 2.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Houston, we think you should be able

to get an ECOS display now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll be (garble).

CAPCOM And Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm, they got the ECOS. Okay, we have

the ECOS up yet.
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the bCAP, over.

thafe:- was \nothtng;^

CAPOOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT MCC this is Spa^^^

CAPCOM Go ahead 01£.

SPACECRAFT I'm calling MCC. Franklin we did the dump ^^6

dIS a?^8, 9] lo, U, Ind 12 of the 23 0 step procedure on page

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Olf. And spacelab,Ulf, Houston,

«^T?ike for you to go ahead and press on with the IPL the ECOS,

: ihtir: st#;::13y.^

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob is already on his way upstairs to take

care- of :
that.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay Prank, I'm back up on the flight deck and

about to press on with SSR6.

CAPCOM we copy Bob.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
^^^^^^m'^Sf.^p^^^^

ITIIIIX SSrch'^tnSsTheTxq'tiSS monitor we are

unable to do that because the system is down, but I ^^ink I li

jStt go ahead and do the rest of the setup here» And we 11

probably get some error messages later.

CAPCOM copy.

SPACECRAFT Can you confirm that (garble)

CAPCOM It's in work, mt.

SPACECRAFT I'm Standing by. Marshall Ops, while you're
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Checking with SSPAC, I have a question related to the IHF

CAPCOM Go ahead.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... are carried out successfully. This experiment

too will be postponed until the sample currently in the IHP can
be dislodged and removed. Experiment 307 is one of the material

science experiments. It is entitled Reaction Kinetics in Glass

Melts. The principal investigator of that experiment is Dr. G.

H. Frischat of the Technical University of (garble) in Germany.

Just a little bit more than 27 minutes remaining until we
reacquire communications with Spacelab at 3 days, 11 hours, 32

minutes mission elasped time this Is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO This Is Marshall spacelab Operations. 3 days, 11

hours, 59 minutes mission elapsed time and have just entered an
acqulslton of signal period with the Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT We're Still at this op system and Input "and there's
nothing on op (garble) probably on the ops system side,
nothing. Let mo go over to the other DDU. Okay. The other DDU
Is also blank.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT We got a fault somewhere there remember before the
V op became up. There's no fault suitimary coming up on neither of

the DDU's yet,
'

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We got your AOS through TDRS

for 56 minutes. We understand you're working a DDU problem and
we're looking at the fault summary page on the ground,

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this Is spacelab and we have an

equals crash up here and I would be suprlsed If you could see the
fault summary page,

CAPCOM Yeah. It's an old one.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me talk to the MOCR please.

CAPCOM Standby.

CAPCOM GO ahead.

CAPCOM Spacelab here's Houston on air-to-ground one.
:

; : :
r^^

SPACrCRAFT Okay Houston. We appear to have a crash on our

hands. According to SPEC 210, the subsystem computer seems to be
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we're able to talk to the subsystem computer, but I'm not quite

sure about that at the moment.

CAPCOM Okay, standby Bob, I'll get a reading for you.

CAPCOM And, Bob

SPACECRAFT I'm watching, looks like Gus, t^^® subsystem

computer is working okay. We just loaded some ENCO stuff through

it.:;:^^':v

SPACECRAFT Okay. And I'm working malfunction procedure 2.10

Charlie and we waited at least 3 minutes. We were about, that

Sas jist SSout 10 minutes ago, I knew y?":<3 come ur soon so I'd

he so instead of trying to dump it to the ops recorder i waitea

fVt SSu so! I'm down to step 8 and at the moment we're having

J?oub?e*ca??ing Sp thS SRW dilplay. I don't know if you can dump

it directly without us calling up SRW or not.

CAPCOM Okay, standby.

SPACECRAFT (garble) it appears to me as DDO units are froze up

right now.

SPACECRAFT Upstairs they say that they are all ought.

SPACECRAFT I cannot sign on and I wanted to call up the

summary.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand. That's why
^Jf^^l'H^^^^

get them to do a read right. If you want to look at the

malfunction procedures downstairs, it's on page 2-9.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM In spacelab. Bob, I understand you're down to step

8 in that procedure. Wait to see if we can dump it.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm. I did not do the intermediate ^stuff

to put on the recorder. I knew you were coming up soon enough

END OF TAPE
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PAo - - which currently has a sample that Is lodged In

one of its ports and which the crew thus far has been

SSsuccessful in removing. When Chuck Lewis began the procedures,

he offered the first step which was to remove the cover and Ulf

M^bold ?esDonded with a had tried that and were unsuccessful,

Tut'SinelhefeStrtS proceed with the rest of the instruct ons

which Chuck Lewis did. Currently, the scheduled calls for uir

SerSSld to complete his daily planning.
J^J.fneafSiSe second

for the mission specialist, Bob Parker, f they begin the second

hoar of their shift, the Red Shift, which will continue tor

SnSJher ulSursl'^During this last PJ^^'
the crew was advised

that a decision had been made to go from the scheduled ajtenoea

operations of the FAUST to unattended oP«"tions. The FAUST is

III wit Ultr^iviolet space Telescope, '<!;o«n,;%^t"fJ?J.jJ°i^t
It's designed to observe and photograph very faint ultraviolet

emissions from distant astronomical sources, ^n^f^^
«?"Jf«%j2o

the galaxy, quasars, and stars, and the like. Chuck Lewis also

voicid up soSe good news to the crew that experiment 13' the

Grille spectrometer, on a recent run had achieved some very good

?esil?s. Subbo Ock4ls reporting to Ulf Merbold that experiment

13 had worked better than it ever had br.fore f^d that the

investigation team was pleased with the data that it had

received. There was some discussion between the POCC and the

SpIceHb crew about a possible test for the AEPI which currently

is in a lockdown position. Has been for quite some time now and

ihilS it is iHhlt lockdown position it cannot be used to its

fullest potential. There is a great desire to find a way to

bring that AEPI out of its position and use it in its Pointing

caobilitv and there are some test that are being discussed now

aSd tie crew was advised of that. During this last Pass, we also

received a video tape recorder dump the SEPAC operations that

had been performed earlier. At «PPfoximately this time, the crew

was scheduled to be setting up sample number 307, or rather a

sSmple in the isothermal heating f^o^ity for experiment 307 but

unless those procedures which were given to Ulf Merbold by ChucK

SSwis are car?ied out successfully, this experiment too will be

postponed until the sample currently in the IHF can be dislodged

and removed.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM ...connector rod for pulling.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Roger and we got one minute til LOS. We may have

to get this, the rest o£ this later. Use pliers at cartridge

evacuation tube. Giggle and use connector rod for pulling. ?nd

SpJcelab? this is Wu6So for Ulf. Just try to get the cartridge

out, that is the message here.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Got that.

CAPCOM Then to continue, they want you to insert both

flanges, resume the IHF, wait til OPS light off and then start^

again. If you cannot get the cartridge out, try to break off the

cartridge rod to be abX€! to close both wrenchs, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that. And the, you want to install the

flanges without any cartridge, is the correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Ulf. And Columbia, Houston.

We're about 30 seconds to LOS, long LOS, next pass will be

Botswana at, 12 + 40.

SPACECRAFT 1240 and Botswana, I'll see you there.

CAPCOM Roger

.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, Loss of signal

through Indian ocean station. The Commander aboard Columbia,

John Young, was given a consumables summary by Spacecraft

Communicator here in Mission Control, Franklin Chang. The

consumables on the spacecraft are in extremely good condition are

head of margins at the present time in most cases. Earlier on

the Goldstone pass, successful patch to the computer to correct

the RAU, the RAO skip was confirmed and, confirmed loaded, and no

skips were experienced, hopefully that will hold together. And

we instructed to isolate tank A to prevent a buildup of hydrogen,

suspended hydrogen in the water. And just prior to LOS at Indian

Ocean station, Guy Gardner read a news summary up in the style o£

Paul Harvey, For a summary of the science conducted during this

just completed tracking satellite pass we switch now to the

Payload Operations Control Center.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days, 11

hours, 25 minutes mission elapsed time. We have about 34 minutes

before we regain coromunclations with Spacelab and just as we lost

communications with Spacelab, just a few minutes before going

LOS, CIC Chuck Lewis was voicing up to Ulf Merbold a series of

procedures for correcting the ISOL thermo heating facility which

currently has a sample that is lodged in one of its ports and

which the crew thus far has been unsuccessful in removing. When
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Chuck Lewis began the procedures, he offered the first step,

which was to remove the cover ana uit...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...to pull It out without cleacly applying a lot of

force but go on with your steps.

CAPCOM Step 2i At ceo press OPE 3 4 0 5 7. Stand by.

Clarification on that Ulf. OPE means 34. Let me start over. At

ceo press OPE 0 5 7 4 6 6 enter. Echo is 340005070406
0 6 14.

SPACECRAFT Okay Chuck. Please give this echo and I willr I

think it's better if I read it back to you to make sure that I

get the right numbers. I can figure the out myself.

CAPCOM Okay understand. I'm not sure I understand what

you mean. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

Okay then go ahead.

Roger. The readout is 000000. 6 balls.

How many ijeros?

Six.

And that is for the closed is that correct?

no; that's still for the open. That's a readout.

CIC Chuck Lewis voicing up recovery procedures on

the isothermal heating facility to Ulf Merbold.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
0 enter.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

:;.|ip^|icii^T^

you do not want the echo numbers?

I don't want the echos. That's correct.

Okay. Step 3. CLS close which is 4 4 0 116 1

(Garble).

Did you copy that Ulf.

I copied. That's affirm.

Step 4. Wait until forward motion stops.

(Garble)

.

Step 5. Open 0 5 7 4 6 6 enter,

copy.

DO you need the readout? Readout is...
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

The readout la 0 1 1 6 1 0.

Say again.

0 116 10

Okay, copy.

Step;;6,\ .;C108e:i\\^^^

What?

Step 6 Close. 7 zeroes.

What?

6 zeroes. Enter.

Copied.

Severn Use pliers at cartridge evacuation tube.

Say again.

Marshall OPS this is Spacelab. Go ahead.

Spaoelab, Marshall.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Yes this is spacelab. Go ahead. We were at step
SPACECRAFT
:7.-:

:
Please; .repeat; -s^^^

:;- :::V;vv;:;:: -r \

nnornm Roaer . Step 7» User pliers at cartridge

e!)^«tlon t«br"l99?"?t and use Sonn.otot rod for pulling.

SPACECRAFT Will you read out step 7 another time.

CAPCOM Roger and we've got 1 minute till LOS. we may have

?o get this, the rest of this later, use pliers at -

BHD OF TAPE

• e *
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SPACECRAFT Alright I'm ceady.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by, I'll get them up and we'll see what

we can do.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, It appears that the 10, the xoi People

hilve been able to direct commander instrument and find out what

they needed so we won't have to do that one.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And spacelab, Marshall, be advised we have turned

off the horizon sensors to advoid interference with experiment

SPACECRAFT Can you explain to us why alwjy^^J^'^"
?f

horizon sensors whenever you're on 13.
fJ^?"|Jf^f^.^^^i^?^^

sensors give the most aouarate (garble) information o=f ^ne

(garble). We are a little bit confused that you turn them off.

( CAPCOM Olf, it has to do with the RAU 21 problem, we are

- trying to avoid sending incorrect and spurious data to 13.

SPACECRAFT Okay, coping, we understand.

PAO The RAU 21 remote acquisition unit is that

interface between some experiments and tha, the experiment

computer onboard Spacelab, it also interfaces between the horizon

sensors, at the computer. RAU 21 has ^een operating well for the

last day or two but in recent hours has been occasionally

skipping. AS previously reported,

CAPCOM And Spacelab Marshall, with a note, a^'^®'"^"^®^^,,^^

during the period from 11 hours and 58 minutes to about 12 hours

and 15 minutes. Its possible that some 13 error messages may

Sccur. we'd like you'^to ignore those and do not « ^he,,

malfunction procedure. This only applies to the times from 11

hours 58 minutes to 12 hours and 14 minutes.

I SPACECRAFT And what sort of air messages are you talking right

I CAPCOM Any of them Ulf, any air message that relates to

SPACECRAFT Okay, air messages related to (garble)

spectrometer. Copy that.

CAPCOM That's affirmative and Ulf, we've got some

;
procedural information on MSDR if you will stand by, we'll try
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and collect that, we may have time to get It In before the end of

• ^;,thta;:pa«a. :

;

SPACECRAFT Okayr I'm ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're gettln 0^;«;^f,«^S;/^,i''?^ltlwinq"
^"

the contact with the ground, I assume you guys are following

those*

r^proM I'm looking at the false summary page. Bob, I got

a ofLasago tLSoiHt 246 but I haven't seen anything more

recent than that.

SPACECRAFT We got a 01 depth power message.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, 01 depth power message, what time was

r
;;

^
; it^

SPACECRAFT 03 06 48.

CAPCOM Copy that. Thank you. Spacelab Marshall for yif

,

tSu is a fairly involved procedure Olf, I've got It In front of

me and l?s probibly going to
'

think we have time before LOS to f^lt and Its fairly time

critical, so If we can 1 propose that we go ahead and try ana s<et

I
: :^

;
this^^

SPAC;ecrapt Okay, go ahead I'm ready to copy.

PAproM Okay, Ulf, this Is a IHF recovery procedure. There

Sm 2e a numb« of "Us here and I'll give you each step In

I sequence a^ step numk)er.

I CAPCOM Step number 1, remove flange from port 2.

i SPACECRAFT (garble) there's already *

??lSd to do thit already and we^ace ""«ble to^pull It out.

Without really applying a lot of force. But go ahead with your

I • steps.

l:::::^::^:^:-:-;;:-:;^-^

2:,::::at;:::CCo::;pjr^tss
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CAPCOM uif could you now depress dark box.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here coroes dark box. Okay, that is the dark
box. I see from what you have spotted Its not a steady (garble)
image, it rolls from below, from the bottom to the top of the
(garble) monitor on the 101 (garble).

CAPCOM I see the same thing Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Okay but you depress the dark box again Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Dark box again okay. Here comes dark box again.

CAPCOM Alright now one more thing we'd like you to do and
that's if you can just open the VTR hatch and give us a (garble)
counter reading at this time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, give you the (garble) counter reading and itis 291, You copy. ^

(
r CAPCOM I copy, 291. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT That is correct.

CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall, that's all we can do right now
from the ground, with the video troubleshooting, if you will

onrtimJ.' ^^^^ '^^^ ^^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay, I have one more question to the 101 (garble)
i ?Vf2S®"*^'^ ^ could also show them the image from the left, the

lights and (garble) of the lights and camera because we stopped

1$

SPACECRAFT And here comes the (garble). And here coroes the
(garble) so that is...

CAPCOM I see it and there's the module in front of me.

SPACECRAFT (garble) that is modulo 28, it is in the left
(garble) and that is the selection camera from the left area

: oecsiiwaieo ith^^^^ >
:v „;

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.
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SPACECRAFT That ia module 24 and yo"

video image is. It's Utecally impossible to use it.

CAPCOM Yes, I can understand that. Okay, Ulf we'd like

you to depress start now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm closing the left t^jrble) door and I'll

titart it up again. Here comes the start. And I give you tor zn^

last time (garble) which looks pretty good right now.

CAPCOM Okay, we see tha^t. And we want to thank you very

much.

SPACECRAFT Okay, but I'd like to tell you that the (garble)

signal is not always stable sometimes its also really shakey.

CAPCOM I dopy.

CAPCOM Okay, UlC it you're through
^^^^J;

^hat for the

we're set UP and ready to give you a call on air to

g?SSSS'l ?o check llt lL PAO link which we will use for the

German press conference tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, stand by.

Spacelab this is JSC press center with a
^

check, how do %Tclpy? spacelab this is JSC press center with a

voice check, how do you copy?

SPACECRAFT loud and clear JSC.

We have you 5 by, thank you,

SPACECRAFT That's great.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, we're happy with that too y^"'^

stand by, let me know If you've got time now to do alittle

activity or you or Bob, a little activity for experiment 1.

SPACECRAFT Alright I'm ready.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by I'll get them up and we'll see what

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, it appears that the XLl Peopl® *»«v«^5SS2

ible to direct coiiandei inst?Sment and find out what they needed

so we wonH have to do that one.
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SPACECRAFT Macahall OPS, this is PSl. How li, the TV signal on
the ground?

CAPCOM We don't have any right now. You're going to have
to:>:prear^

CAPCOM Spaoelab, this is XlOl. Did you copy?

CAPCOM Spacelab, XlOl. Can you read me?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes Ulf, we'd like you to press the select right
button £or us.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Olf. Did you not copy
XlOl? He's calling you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm in front of the 101-

CAPCOM Ulf, we'd like you to press select right.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Select right is coraiag.

CAPCOM Ulf, are you sure you're depressing select right,
or are you pushing select right and HK data?

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm pushing again select right. I was
trying to look in the housekeeping to find out whether the right
rotor has been done. Okay. That is definitely the select right.

CAPCOM
,
Okay. Pine. We should be getting video shortly.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) was to look in the housekeeping because I

cannot get a steady video image on the little monitor.

CAPCOM Unfortunately, we're not getting video downlink at
this time so I can't concur.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me check the VXD, and as far as the VIO
tells us, the video analog switch is configured properly. We
have the 101 signal going to the Ku signal to the Ku-band. You
should have it.

CAPCOM Okay. We have something now which appears an open
video channel with nothing - - with no video information. Can
yow confirm? Is there anything on the monitor?

SPACECRAFT Wait a minute. I didn't copy. Say again.
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SPACECRAFT I have a blank monitor now.

^'^f^?". .
yif (garble), would you open the right rotor door

and jput a^^^^i^^

llpi t|f^|titb|e^^^ |«j<lr is Qi,i you have one module in
:;fci>nt- of ;^fch€i/:A$eM^^ - -^.'^ ^^^^

CAPCOM What do you see on your monitor, Ulf?

iplSpAif ?i<»|hi.^if have line v the monitor but no vi
,:ifi#al^^^^ .';g|t 5vi;4tp;ng;,-;^^:"^^^

Speaking with ulf is Dr. Alvendeti.

SPACECRAFT There's nothing on my monitor

.

Alvendeti is with the iOl investigation team.

SPACECRAFT Now I have the housekeeping data on my little

Sa2irLf2^*.^?LJl?^ H't^ ^^.^^ ^^""^^^ ^5*^"' and I pushagain select right and for a fraction a second, I could see
something.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. It's obvious to me that the right rotor
camera is not receiving sync or the sync system is bad. Wouldyou now close the right rotor door.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It's in work.

CAPCOM Okay. Depress start.

SPACECRAFT Door is closed and here comes the start.

CAPCOM And depress select left.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Select left.

CAPCOM Ulf, could you now depress dark box.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Here comes dark box. Okay. That is the

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM is the sa£« thing to do, over.

SPACECRAFT Wubbo or (garble) let's come back to the ihp. what
is your estimate until we get some recommendation what to do with

: :
i t ?

:

> ^\'>' "
'

CAPCOM yes Ulf. Stand by. They're working as hard as
they can to get procedure out of what to do next and as soon as
we have it we'll come up Ulf with it. l do understand that you
are impatient to work that but we jus^u have to wait at the
moment, over.

SPACECRAFT Copy,

:^;^;CA)^OM::^v

SPACECRAFT We copied you. We are waiting and standing by.

CAPCOM Okay, Go ahead and break through.

CAPCOM Columbia...

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM .,,wlth a message on the DAP,

SPACECRAFT And with a message on the DAP over,

CAPCOM Okay John, We'd like you to check DAP bravo 8,

,
'^^^^ * brief exchange between alternate Payload

Specialist Wubbo Ockels, alternate Payload Specialist Wubbo
OckeiS and Paylv'^ad Specialist Ulf Merbold discussing several of
the experiments. Ulf Merbold inquiring as to the status of the'
thought processes going on here in the Payload Operations Control
Center regarding the isothermal hectlng facility, still
apparently with that difficulty witsv the sample stuck in one of
the ports. And Wubbo Ockels mentioning to ulf Merbold that
there's still some thinking going on about testinq the AEPI to
see if there may be some way to pull it out of the locked
fosition it's currently in so that it can be used as was
.^lie^ndfd

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston we see you reconfigured DAPthe way we wanted it and there are a couple of stars - 36 and 59
- already selected and we'd like you to take them and do tV^ imu
SL*^l!?®®r5J;®'^?.**^

opportunity and along those lines we don'tneed the, IMU alinement at 3 days, 11 hours.

fSt^'^^Jifl ^ Okay, you want me to start, you want me to startthis attitude and then go to the other attitude at 11 10. is
that what you want to do?
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CAPCOM That's affirm John,

SPACECRAFT (Gakble) 18.

CAPCOM And the next attitude should be on time at 11 18.

lelec^'^A? Al Tl'llT ' '''^ ^" this deadband or you want to

CAPCOM We want you to select DAP Al at 3 11.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston,

CAPCOM Good morning Bob. i got a note...

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

I Sasfmemorv damn^«L\h?*'®. ^^^^ ^^'^^ ^® a Spacelab
I mass memory dump and this is to do some checking on timeline

knoS:
transparent to you but we just Wanted to let you

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS. If you quvs are canfianr^A

fSLTA '1'*'^"'^ ^^'^^ ^^'^^"5 it here^and^we?re"ead? Jf'^^turn the loop over to XlOl.

SPACECRAFT Say again please POCC.

like^to turn ^hf^• ^® ^''i"" getting TV down here and we'dlike to turn the loop over now to 101 for the. TV troubleshooting.

SPACECRAFT Right, Okay I'm moving over here.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is XlOl. Do you copy?

IfSSnd?^'' ^^^'^'^^ '^'^ TV Signal on the

S'^ress some SSt^SS^'fSr'^lsr
'''''' ^^'^'^^ '^'^^

CAPCOM • Spacelab, this is XlOl. Did you copy?



^ / .
^APCo.v ^^^'^^

on you . ,
\ til, L,

•

V CO 9»es, ,
"^^ ^fffon-e

„ .

°'' "eea
t Wubb„, ^° Put

<^^C0« «°9er. '"XB o^^^'^AS^l^i^no, „^
°'
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Ul£. I have you a few things.

SPACECRAFT Good morning Wubbo,

CAPCOM Thank you. I have you a few things, which I think
is worth mentioning. First, experiment 13, the grill has
jjieasured the few of the trace species in the nasaphere, the water
ozone in the...

SPACECRAFT (garble) can you take a little slower, that is not
easy to read you.

CAPCOM Okay, I will try, how about this? Experiment.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Experiment 13, measured several species in 't:he

nasosphere in the range of 1 part the million to 1 part the
billicn. Allows models to verify, which not yet were possible,
very interesting (garble), they measured 1 sunrise and 1 sunset
after each other and therefore got a simultatious measuirement on
50 degrees north and 50 degrees south, which is definitely not
possible with ballons. The instrument worked better than ever
before on the ground or on a ballon.

SPACECRAFT Sounds great.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, and a little overview of what was still
accomplished with the hundred, your problem solving with the IHF
allowed to still do about one half of the samples. The GHF and
fire step went as scheduled and the HDT got 2 out of the 3
runs. Run number two was interrupted. Over.

SPACECRAFT Copy. \

CAPCOM The SBPAG was a little more successful in your
shift than it was in trte shift after that, in your shift the
SEPAC got the models 3 and 9 done with the MPD successful, the
EBA's fires in model 2 and model 8 were successful with good MTV
dita. We 108$ a^^^^^^^ bu| in tbtal the«e
session. A little update on the AEPI. We are presently looking
into whether it would be still a possible test to be done, like
Sulling out the locks one after the other, but there's no
ecision made on that yet. But we're working on it and we still

hope that we can do something for it. Over.

SPACECRAFT Happy. We are certainly in favor of pulling AEPI

CAPCOM Well I bet we all are, ulf, if that is a safe thing
::|0:;;;d0^
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SPACECRAFT Wubbo out. Let's come back to the IHP. What is
your estimate until we get some recommandation what to do with

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM got their link configured and if everything
works, it should be a very quick comm check and then we'll be
done with that. That should happen sometime prior to the end of
this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay. Now if you'll go to hour 16, please.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM On hour 16, you've got Ulf doing experiment 25. We
would like you to do 16 ram and 35 mm photos of Ulf doing
experiment 25 instead of doing them on the Orbiter crew at 17
plus 40. You're to do a (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay. That was already on the it was already
in the teleprinter. Chuck.

CAPCOM Okay. Yes, I'm taking some of these teleprinter
messages and just verifyin.j that we're all together on the PICPAB
down here.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I got that one.

CAPCOM Okay. Turn the page to hour 18 and I've got
another one for you.

SPACECRAFT All right.

CAPCOM Okay. For Ulf at 18 plus 43 to 18 plus 53, we
'

would like him to do an 034 crew opex-ation. 043 crew and I think
he knows what to do with that.

SPACECRAFT He'll know all about that.

CAPCOM Okay. Hour 19.

SPACECRAFT Yes. We've got a dome run that starts at 19:55.

CAPCOM Yes, and prior to that Bob, we'd like you to do a
TV 17 setup at 19 plus 20, and you've got the entire time from
then until 19 plus 55 to do it.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, and we already talked about the 102 P03 dome
run. YOU probably already got the TPR message 44 Alpha for that
one. we got the times for the subjects in the dome and the
changes if you think you need them.

SPACECRAFT Standby on that one. What's that message number?
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CAPCOM 44 Alpha.

SPACECRAFT NO, we don't have, but we'll go look for that one
between now and them. Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, if you want, just briefly, the first subject
should be in the dome at about 20 plus 05, 06. Change about 20
plus 22 and the second subject in the dome, about 20 plus 22.
I'm sorry, 27.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy that.

CAPCOM Okay. Now there was a 390 IHF ISO run of 309 at
around 20 plus 43. That has been moved to 21 hours and 3 minutes
until 21 hours and 8 minutes, and it's moved to your side of the

.^PICPAB.
:

-

SPACECRAFT Okay, Chuck, and then you also changed the one down
there about 9.1 hours and 25 minutes.

CAPCOM That's affirm and it's still sample 309 and still
Foxtrot 600 in the procedure.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

CAPCOM Also on your side of the PICPAB at 21 plus 45, just
picking up something from the CAP, you've got an SL C02
changeout.

SPACECRAFT Roger on that,

CAPCOM And that should run to about 21 plus 50.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM
.

Okay. If you stay on that same page, look up at 21
plus 25 on the PS side for Ulf. He's doing an IHF stow of 309

SPACECP?^FT Roger. That goes down to 21i 55 for roe.

CAPCOM That's affirm. And also on Olf's, the 30 Foxtrot 1
is now that was at 21i48, is now an EKG setup operation. EKG
setup operation procedure is 30/Foxtrot Charlie.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we know that.

CAPCOM
, Okay. I believe that's all I've got for now.

Bob. We may have some OCR's coming through.

SPACECRAFT Got an early guess that some of this IHP stuff is
contingent upon finding a way to fix it. Right?
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CAPCOM Yes, ana in addition to that - -

END OP TAPE
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... in just a few seconds.

S™?? ^
Marshall tdrs AOS for 53 minutes. Goodmorning to the red crew.

SPACECRAFT Good morning CSCC, Chuck.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Chuck.

CAPCOM We read you loud and clear Bob.

SPACECR/vFT And Chuck this Byron. Just wanted to say hello and
good morning to you and I'll be turning it over to Ulf here.

CAPCOM Okay Byron. Good morning to you, good night. Have
a good sleep.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do. Talk to you later. Thanks.

CAPCOM And Byron just a reminder for the postponed F06A
and we think you also might want to leave the BRS configured onthe cage for the subsequent runs.

ft? . .
^^^y restraint system. That's a chair-

like device used in vestibular experiments.

CAPCOM And Byron question whether you've logged the
results of the ARU scope checkout from last night.

SPACECRAFT <Garble) he's not on a loop yet. He's coming, back

CAPCOM Okay Bob. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS this is PSl. Good morning,

CAPCOM Good morning Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Chuck I've had one problem. Somebody took care of
it from the ground. It was the timeline (garble) message
(garble) was a problem with supporting the timeline in buffer 2but that IS already freed as I noted here.

CAPCOM That's good news. And be advised we've been
working on that from down here too. And we're trying to get the
STL out of buffer 5 right now. And Spacelab be advised we're
going to (garble) the 01 DEP shortly. You can ignore a message,
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irlina f*. ^«
Spacelab, Marshall. Just a note, what we're

afte?\Se fSi r^^n" l""'
""^^ P"^^*' 50 minutes

f^^ fni
recorder dump is complete is to do a checkout ofthe 101 video system. We're hoping that vou auv<? m?nhJ -kito conf iaare i-httt- frir » ..««T*.i™l^ ^ , . .

"? 9»ys might be able
have the 10? pt f

downlink for us and we Intend to

sc ! tatkinn fL^.^^h^"? ''^u?° f^®"^ ^ °°"Pl« °f minutes - 10 or
Bob if voi'L ?

troubleshooting procedure with you. And
of tifse P/cJp undati Sf' ?f ^t^'^ted on some
TV starts!

^^^^^^"^ probably get that done before th»3

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

?ocf?rom time\'?^S.'"'"''"'"''"''^ ^^'^^ ^^-PP^"^ out of

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Spacelab.

S?™? . clear that time Bob but we'redropping out of lock intermittently. Go ahead.

?hf!ofrealtime^^;.i^r?H" ' ^^^^ ^ ^^ur comments offtne xux realtime and at the end of the AVI dumo anasome more comments like that for the p/Sap upSate? ^
^''^

CAPCOM Yea, that's affirm and if you're readv for thosA

lot sSm^ti no tSJf '""'^^ ^" we'coSffu^?ess'?oS'vegot something that's more urgent. ji »

SPACECRAFT I'm not doing anything else.

CAPCOM Okay. Let's start with the page we're on now our
^^f""*® ^'^^'^^ al^out changing the P?Ss? crewoperation to an unattended one and also just a reminder L ?«L.«any 05 door messages during that period.

reminder to ignore

SPACECRAFT Roger, ignoring 05 door messages. Understand.

xfSlnutes and°5r;e're'?uckr S^?J/refJhiL'oh'^yJS It't

a comm check of pao press hookup, we're going to have a oeraon

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OP TAPE
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PAO - - constitutes a portion of the white blood cells

and they're important in maintaining immunity against infection
In the human body. Spaceflight, it is believed has effect on
this production and the purpose of the experiment is designed to

take an indepth look at that. Despite a few problems with, or

difficulties with a coupld of the experiments today, the payload
operations controller. Beau Channel from the Blue Shift reported
that the crev finished everything that they had attempted to
accomplish and that was scheduled today and that they finished
the day on time. At 3 days, 9 hr, 46 min Mission Elapsed Time,
this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO And this is Mission Control, Houston. A few
contacts made with the Orbiter crew during this last pass across
the states through the OHP stations at Goldstone and MILA.
Brewster Shaw inquired as to what would be a good remedy for
removing greasy kid stuff from the windows of Orbiter. He
thought it was probably hair oil on the windows fogging them up
slightly and there was some discussion on whether alcohol wipes
or wet wipes would be the best way to remove that grease. MCC
instructed Shaw to begin boiling off water fiom water tank B.

/ Later in that pass through S-band and TDRS on air-to-ground 1,

the instructions were passed to attempt to reinitialize the RAU— 21 which is acting up again, and apparently there's again some
skip in its performance. Later on, the MCC will uplink commands
from the ground to reinitalize that particular RAU, try to get it
settleu down and do its proper job. Next contact with the
Orbiter crew will be at Goldstone in some 36 min. The handover
aboard the Spacelab is underway at this time and a new crew will
be doing the science and a new pilot in the front seat. At 3

days, 9 hr, 49 min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days, 10

hr, 20 min Mission Elapsed Time. Our next spacecraft television
will be a video tape recorder dump. SEPAC manual operations
comes at Mission Elapsed Time of 3 hr, 10 min, about 8j26 pm.

That's 8:26 pm Central Standard Time, a Mission Elapsed Time of 3

days, 10 hr, 26 min. It's about 5 min from now. And we're just
a little bit over 1 min away from reacquisition of signal with
the Spacelab spacecraft. In the meantime, the Red Shift is

relieving the Blue Shift team. Tom Riceo has relieved Clark Owen
as the payload operations director. Chuck Lewis of the Red Team
has relieved Bill Bach of the Blue as the crew interface
coordinator. Wubbo Ockels is the alternate payload specialist in

place now on the Red Shift position of the APS, relieving Mike
Lampton. Anticipating reacquisition with Spacelab signal in just
a few seconds.

" CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. TDRS AOS for 53 min. Good
morning to the Red crew.

END OP TAPE
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SFACECRAPT Okay. Last night they struck fice, some of the
fg«tble) about half way through the nightr it was like a shotgun.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days, 9

hours, 41 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss o£ signal
through the tracking and data relay satellite with Spacelab,
ruXatively long loss of signal period with the Lab, Anticipating
reacguisition in just over 40 minutes. Oh and when we reacquire
the R#d ««hift should be on duty here in the Payload Operations

:,iift|i^r,,;*:i:vS:::l^ acqui«l:ti:on: vthe: :Crew early on to .

; :;'t0:^^ «iv-timeli:ne::|:roin^\

one thae was used in operating experiment 1, the Imaging
-^i^iilcijiiiirliei^- ;p;0her ;of :sever ai:-

.

Following that, Byron reported during the SEPAC operations that
;:|||«li^.W^|»., 'h

:;:<lia|hi>stl:c;\

::8iiiiior::,,tei^^^^
Bpger Williamson from Stanford University was enabled to work

:::iiithS::iher:Cr

v|l|l;:^:;:|iVO ^ has been giving :

^iii|tualli^::^wh beam to-:

-^liJiiih'-^ftWas;:;'^^^

:.;j|iiilei::Mi t:hft::il^^

;::iiil:||i:|:ei::^":i^^^

-|i^«iEe:::'^:itt^^^

;
^iiiibli:::v:rjj<ski:-'h^

tifeoti 9f weightlessnests on the Proliferation of Lymphocyte
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blooa cells ana they'ce important in maintaining erorounlty against
Infection in the human body. Space flight, it is believed has an
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SPACECRAFT ...what I said before that chamber number 2, when I

injected the (garble) starch, the pistons seemed to be a little
sticky and a small amount of the (garble) leaked out from the
rubber septum as I was injecting it into the chamber, over.

CAPCOM I copied that, did you wipe off this leaking
liquid?

SPACECRAFT Yes, when I (garble) the (garble) block I wrapped a

tissue around it to, while it was bet.ig shut the liquid came out
off onto the tissue.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you and have a good night.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, its sure nice to have one
experiment completely, completely completed. It seemed to work
beautiful, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Marshaj.l Ops, Spacelab (garble).

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, pi 11^ we'd like to delay the 102 F06A
experiment probably for an hour or so and have a little presleep
activity first if that's approved.

CAPCOM That's okay with 102, Byron,

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you much. And we'll give you a report

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And Ulf was in here a while back for the IHF, the
ISO thermal heating facility and he looked at the problem also
and concurred with my initial assessment that it seemed like the
sample in port 2 is the one that's stuck and if there's a way to
maybe drive the furnance back to its furthest rework position, we
might be able to get that sample out but I don't know, you guys
have to think about that some more.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Byron, and 300 copies,

SPACECRAFT Okay, a second thing, were you guys able to get
that ISO timeline out of count. The CR 1 sally victor zero 1.

CAPCOM We're working on it, you'd be surprised how
difficult that one is.

SPACECRAFT I know what you mean, I tried XTtM, and I tried to
update the timeline, get an update status and put it back into
hold but I couldn't even get it to update.
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CAPCOM Yes, I'm not sure we can even sim that one with our
simulator.

SPACECRAFT We've had one similar to that in the VCT sceen and
we've always been able to put it in a update mode and then get it
back into hold (garble)

.

CAPCOM Yes, I guess we need a better simulator.

SPACECRAFT And the (garble) run, I didn't do to much of that,
we just weren't pointing anywhere in particular. I noticed the
tape recorders in stand by also that was suppose to be recording
the data. We've run out of teleprinter updates on what to do for
the (garble) and the log sheet.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. I'm sure you're going to get a
pack of stuff for the next shift.

v ^ ^

SPACECRAFT I suspect you're right.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops. We've got you for
about another minute and a half and the red shift will see you at
about 10 plus 22.

jr «

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds real good, well I think we'll probably
be (garble) hand it over by then. Thank you all for the hard
work today, it's been a long one.

CAPCOM Yes, I'm sure and you guys really should be patted
on the back, you really worked your, yourself to death.

SPACECRAFT We heard there's a lot of hubub going on down in
the POCC also. However, Bill you guys have a, you know (garble)
Houston to look forward to, right now I'm looking out of the tail
of the Orbxter looking down at the Earth go by and its just one
fantastic view, over.

CAPCOM Yes, we'd like to trade places.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm sure you would. I don't think you would
have like it two days ago.

CAPCOM And we're working on some live TV Byron, to see
.;tli«t:;::|tainf\rVi.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it is truly phenomenal.

CAPCOM ' And Byron this is Wubbo. Hello, well don't make me

SPACECRAFT (garble) good to hear your voice again.
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CAPCOM And SEPAC raallv doas appreciate all the good work
that you and Owen did today and so do all the 300 Pis and 31
people and the life sciences give you a big pat on the back and
ffi' ' have a good night sleep. We'll have more...

SS'^CECRAFT Okay, will we'll try to. Okay, last night they
took (garble) about halfwf»,y through the night, it was like a
shotgun...

PAO This is Marshall spacelab Operations at 3 days 9
hours 41 minutes. Mission Elapsed Time....

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...spacelab, one of your counters down there want
to know some (garble) numbers, you want them now?

CAPCOM Rogor.

SPACECRAFT Okay,- Bill the last one that was taken off of the
?3Corder was tape number 9, it was removed from VIPR number 1, at
3 days 5 hours and 25 minutes, up on the flight deck, they had
been running on the 3rd date until very recently and they may
still be on the 3rd date, but if Brewster's changed! it, ha can
let you know.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT There going to end up with blank and never used at

CAPCOM Yes, hopefully we can find some good uses for them.

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is...

SPACECRAFT ...you guys see that we got another loud skip.

CAPCOM ^etj, we copied them Byron.

CAPCOM we se^ that Byron thank you very much* The time
for the next GH sample change is on your shift Byron, that's
sample number 319, and the HTT will not show on your p-cap its in
the early part of the red shift, in about 10 hours and 20
minutes.

SPACECRAFT I got that.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Spacelab, we're seeing some of your RAU skip
messages and we'd like you to reop the RAU.

SPACECRAFT Wilco. Franklin our VPM displays shows RAU 21

CAPCOM Roge, Owen, we copy that. And Spacelab Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Franklin.

CAPe^OM • Roger, Owen, what we want to do on that RAU is to
stop it^ wait four minutes and then reup it.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.
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'-^^^^
This is Marshall Spa opirations, apptoxlinately

19 minutes remaining on thU acquisition, meanwhile here In the
^^^^^^^^^^^^ is just gettin unaer

way. ft^^^^^

DiMctt^)r Clar k , c<i>rrectiOh Tom Ressio coming on duty and tne

blue shift Tom, Clark Owen and his team going off duty.

SPACECRAFT Houston Spacelab over

::hL:MCf^Q^^ ':GO:vahead;^ :

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just up It and then up It again and Instead

:

• :dtAGiCRAff:;- ^ :;vti<pv:;of> them ; . :
,^

;
^

GApOM And SpaGelab Matshall Ops * for Byron , haye you

ee»um# Maisham Opt a© tt»e^^ G^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

SPACEilU^ Okay> £in^^^

CAPCOM Okay, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops I'll be (garble) for discussions

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.
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SPACECRAFT , , ,We can unscrew the sample flange but we can't
pull the sample out so my first conclusion is that the sample
somehow is stuck in port 2.

CAPCOM We copy that yes, your sample in port 1 came out
with no problem and looks okay but that the sample in port 2 just
won't come out. That it's stuck.

SPACECRAFT Right and that's the one that had been heated and
was cooling cr was cooled and there's a possibility there that it
has bulged or warped and is stuck in the furnace.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy. Okay. 300 copies also.

SPACECRAFT We're not sure whether it would be smart to try and
back the furnace back off out of the thing or not.

CAPCOM Yes, I don't know.

SPACECRAFT For SEPAC, do you... For SEPAC, did you want me to
do MAIi 2.9?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay I'm not sure we ever got that MTV shutdown
complete message. I thought it was just FO complete.

CAPCOM Okay. We need mal 2.9 run to turn the MTV off. We
just need the manual mode ops begin step 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Roger Williamson in the SEPAC user room getting
some additional data from Owen Garriott.

SPACECRAFT I think I see what you're asking now Roger but I
had already in manual control moved it to 180 and 0 so I think
that it's right the way it's supposed to be at the moment.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy Owen. Very good. And Owen, back on
the previous FO when we had that MPD shutdown I've got a question
for you on the EBA. We were suprised that you did not get an EBA
shutdown when the MPD shutdown occurred and we wonder if the EBA
shutdown was inhibited at that time.

SPACECRAFT No, we had no software shutdowns automatically
inhibited*

CAPCOM Okay. Well, that's a surprise to us Owen that we
did not see that EBA shutdown message.
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SPACECRAFT . , .W« can unscrew the sainpJve flange but we can't
pull the sample out so my first conclusion is that the sample
somehow is stuck in port 2.

CAPCOM we copy that yes, your sample In port 1 came out
with no problem and looks okay but that th^ sample in port 2 just
won't come out. That it's stuck,

SPACECRAFT Right and that's the one tha«! had been heated and
was cooling or was cooled and there's a poi^isibility there that it
has bulged or warped and is stuck in the furnace.

CAPCOM yes, we copy. Okay. 300 copies also.

SPACECRAFT We're not sure whether it would be smart to try and
back the furnace back off out of the thing or not.

CAPCOM Yes, I don't know.

SPACECRAFT For SEPAC, do you... For SEPAC, did you want me to
do MAIi 2.9?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay I'm not sure we ever got that MTV shutdown
complete message. I thought it was just PO complete.

CAPCOM Okay. We need MAL 2.9 run to turn the MTV off. We
just need the manual mode ops begin step 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Roger Williamson in the SEPAC user room getting
some additional data from Owen Garriott.

SPACECRAFT I think I see what you're asking now Roger but I
had already in manual control moved it to 180 and 0 so I think
that it's right the way it's supposed to be at the moment,

CAPCOM Okay. We copy Owen. Very good. And Owen, back on
the previous PO when we had that MPD shutdown I've got a question
for you on the EBA, We were suprised that you did not get an EBA
shutdown when the MPD shutdown occurred and we wonder if the EBA
shutdown was inhibited at that time.

SPACECRAFT No, we had no software shutdowns automatically
inhibited.

CAPCOM Okay. Well, that's a surprise to us Owen that we
did not see that EBA shutdown message.
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SPACECRAFT Some of our simulator activities the way it always

ran over there was with the HPC it took the EBA with it. But the

MPD did not so it could be that our sim model is wrong.

CAPCOM Roger, Owen.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS with a question
for Byron. We're wondering if the cooling chamber on the IHP

display line 3 lima shows a 1 or a 2.

SPACECRAFT That was a Michael.

CAPCOM Did you say a 2?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative - 2,

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks very much. So what you did see in

the lefthand port was the furnace and not the cooling chamber.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And be advised pretty soon I'll be starting a GHP
sample change here. We also have HTT ops light flashing.

:;;:Ci^cow;|:^

PAO And in user room 2...

SPACECRAFT (Garble) give the 21 message Mike.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy that also.

PAO in user room 2 the material science team discussing
the situation with the isothermal heating furnace,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Byron. The 300 team

says they're going to have to study this IHP problem and don't

want you to do anything more on that but they would like you to

keep onto the P/CAP schedule for the GHP changeout which comes up

pretty soon and the HTT sample changeover *^hich is also in your

SPACECRAFT Okay. I don't see an HTT one on our shift. Maybe
sll'l:;¥OiiKlhr^

CAPCOM Okay. I'll check.

SPACECRAFT Tell Roger, that was my intention to keep up and
we'll follow the nominal GHP ops.

\
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SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, Spacelab. One of your counters down
there wanted all this tape log numbers. Do you want them now?

CAPCOM Roger ,

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill. That last one that was taken off. of the
liecorder was tape number S. It was removed...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM The DEP for 01. And Owen, would you go to gain
•witch on ion on MTV for these last couple of flashes?

SPACECRAFT Okay John, it's coining up. Last I knew it was op,

CAPCOM Is that oscar poppa?

CAPCOM Okay, we got a little drop out Byron, we did not
copy yOttf lit|t transmission.^^

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacelab, how do you read?

CAPCOM We copy you now Byron, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want quick temp on ISO before we get to

CAPCOM Roger, we need to know what the DEP status is on
.:is©.:;:::^.^

SPACECRAFT Okay the DAP is OP. 0 P, OP.

CAKIOM Roger, we copy,

SPACECRAFT Okay, the problem we had was th^it the timeline
•ltrr« to one, charlie vector 01, we were unable to count out.

wee« unable to put it in hold or do anything with it.
(9«sbl«) 1.9, and that left us with the power dep light on which
•aya contact the POCC. That's were we stayed until the next
tintline FIF delta 06 came rolling in from the roaster.

CAPCOM Byron, did you (garble) the DEP before trying to

SPACECRAFT Affirmative Bill, we tried it twice.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy,

SPACECRAFT And then the DEP was (garble) because the
|nii|pii#nfl sf ld^^^^^ t
tlmtlines came in to run it, they went into hold because the DEP
Wat Bfclll (garble). At that point, I went ahead and (garble),
(tllplil fiii PEP Ind
ittiinitf «^.s^tt^
oem&nH but that's up and running, I think.

illiiCRAif?^
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT I think it should be running. We just have a
problem when it tries to count in that other Charlie victor 01

CAPCOM We copy, thank you. And CPAC for Ow^n, have you
started the off sequence start procedure for MTV?

SPACECRAFT The whole CPAC has gone through our sequence
starter and is now (garble) so I'm just turning everything off.

CAPCOM And did you do the page 02 of the MAL-9?

SPACECRAFT Negative, I'll go back and take a look at that.

J^JO Roger Williamson is the CPAC newsroom discussing
the last operation of the 02 experiment with Owen Garriott, the
operator onboard Spacelab. This operation was with the MPD arc
jet only and it was reported they were able to see the emissions
of argon. Those were both visible to Byron who was looking out
the aft viewport and to Owen on the monitor TV system.

CAPCOM

Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

Yes, go ahead Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Okay Michael, .just a minute I want to talk to you
on the IHF problems.

CAPCOM Yes, go ahead, what do you have?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think we've got some problems. I followed
Instructions and I took the sample out of port #1 and it came out
just fine. I inspected it, it looked okay, it didn't look like
it was warped or buldging. I then looked inside the furnace and
the furnace is about 3 inches or 4 inches from coming all the way
to the front. The inside of the port 1 part of the furnace looks
just fine, I then attempted to remove sample 2 with no joy. I
was unable to pull sample 2 out, we could unscrew the sample
flange but it would cancel the sample ops. My first conclusion
IB that the sample Is somehow is stuck in that port 2.

CAPCOM We copy that yes that your sample in port 1 came
out with no problem and looks okay but that the sample in port 2
just won't come out. That it is stuck.

SPACECRAFT Right and that's the way it's been heated and it
was cooling and was cooled and there's a possibility there x^.hat
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^

y;^$^::.mm ^ 'v-\-:^:::; :
:>:-

;::^l|^::;;-;;:;;::-^^

i^i^iii^iiiii;;:

i^ili^ii:^^:-'-:;^

ij|p|ll§l^::^^»^i^ '•::::::::::::'::::-
:^^-::^:::':

"I^IM^ICiitT Xo»' ^>al3^ hava seen us %.mkn ikfo.. ^'ffitrs vera

|Pili^|:^:'!jf-:::^ r

||plililii?:'i:::i::S«t^-:^-^
tita one co*int out as»d I ic^w on* of tfce» ^ga^ble) free as sooa as
:yiftflilli^::^:ttii:|e<i*:-:-^^^
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'^ektBCM Roger. We undetstand. It looKs a

SStf W»'t« down to just three In the buffer. We have Spacelab

S S«(2«"n,^e have SEPAC enabled for 0«en.

CAFCOM And Owen, this Is SEPAC. How did It go that time?

HAeseSAP* 0..y. i" "f'air (gariej '?et rifthrch'"'

iSSwf:.'Shrsi;inron°?n\r;a?K.i'Sa5!

ckfQoyL Okay. And are you seeing any MPD firings?

(Garble).

Say again, Owen.

iftxeiisefti^tfi' We're looking. Just a moment please. Ok&y.
JJ®

KfSoSfntings. Byron's'up.at the aft window and getting dark

Fantastic. And Owen, are you in manual MTV ops?

No, we're in auto.

CliieOM spacelab, this is Marshall OPJ^*?in;rk^whicrwe
5SnS?lR9 Where you stand with respect to the IHP work which we

mdseam okay. W.* have some inf<>'^SJji°" " "^'^^

we've ha<l trouble getting the (garble) timelines
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Byron. Could you
look afe the DPM display and look at the status of the DEP for 01,
and Owen, would you go to gain switch high on MTV for these last

SfACESftAyT Wilco.
know, it WHS 0 - -

1)}D 0? fAPE

Okay, Bill. It's coining up. The last I

I
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9h0 ...electron beam excellerator. Meanwhile Steve
Mtn^y from Lockheed Pallet Alto Laboratories in California, also
V«ft unabled and spoke several times with Byron Lichtenberg about
tht operation of his low light level television camera. Also
outing this pass, Mike Lampton, here in the front room of the
Ptyload Operations Control Center passed a procedure developed by
thft Material Science Team, to Byron Lichtenberg to attempt to
ttoubleahoot a problem that's develop^id witht he ISOL Thermo
Httting facility. There was some indication that the facility

not rotating as it was originally suppose to do and the team
ht?ft In the Payload Control Center indicated that possibly there
WAS one of the samples was bent or scored and that was possibly
what was causing the problem and Lichtenberg was going to take
«na troubleshoot that. Additionally, Jon Vreeburg, Principal
Investigator on one of the fluid phsysics experiments debriefed
Byron Lichtenberg after several attempts over the past couple of
houica was successful in hooking up with Lichtenberg in debriefing
him on the operation of the fluid physics module yesterday. At 3
d*y»» 8 hours, 12 minutes mission elapsed time this is Marshall
Spare tab Operations,

fAO Mission Control Houston. Acquisition expected in
10 seconds at Yarragadee. An extremely brief pass. Any of
conversation with the Columbia crew will likely be very brief.
Just soet of hi and bye.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, standing by through Yarragadee
foe about 3 minutes.

SIfAasCRAPT Okay Franklin. And all four of those top error
/;/«W»tfeS^»ade

:

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. And Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds
to LOS* Next pass GoldstonSf 8 54.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there Franklin.

9^0 Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at
Yarragadee. 34 mintues reacquisition at, 29 minutes, I beg your
l^rdon* Reacquisition through the tracking satellite. Columbia
and Spaeelab ending orbit number 54. Mission Control Houston at
3 daysy 8 hours, 19 minutes.

J^O This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 3 days, 8
hours* 47 minutes mission elapsed time, just under a minute and a
haif remaining prior to acquisition through the tracking and data
t«lay satellite. And we should be getting both communications
through S-band as well as data through the Ku-band. During this
ipas^ the crew scheduled to be continuing with space plasma
phj^sios operations, operating NASA experiment number 2. This
tim^ the «rew is scheduled to operate it only with the MDD, the
Ifcatn^ao plasma diagnostic package, the release of ionized argon
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light television camera to attempt to aocument this activity,
this despite the fact that they are in a down lock position
looking at over the edge. Investigator Team for experiment 3
hoping to gather some data with their experiment. The monitor
television systtsm for experiment 2 also scheduled to be operating
during the HDD releases. And experiment 20, should be gathering
data as well as during this pass, experiment 23, the spectroscopy
in X-Ray Astronomy experiment scheduled to be doing some
commanding from the ground to adjust their instrument. Standing
by now for reacquisition of signal.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Spacelab, how do you read?

CAPCOM We copy Byron, how you? Spacelab, this is Marshall
Ops, we have you for about 45 minutes. And Spacelab, Marshall
Ops in the blind, we need you to count SIS dog 06 at 999...

END OP TAPE
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...apply the anti (garble) barrioc that's one thing
the new treatment which antl (garble) barrier material that you
take, did you take it from Jon (garble) tube or did you take it
from Don (garble) capsule?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I took it from (garble) capsule, a little
aluroium capsule and I followed the instructions on there, I

warmed it up in our galley oven and T put it on with a soft
kirowipe over.

CAPCOM Okay, did you put it on the whole surface or did
you make (garble) on the surface with untreated material in
between?: ^^f^

SPACECRAFT I only treated the area outside of the 40 mm depth.

CAPCOM The outside you, the whole surface?

SPACECRAFT That's right I went to almost the far edge. And I

tried to cover the same surface area that was appeared to be
covered from before when you people did it on the ground, over.

CAPCOM Did you clean the surface first, or did you put a,

put it on as it was?

SPACECRAFT I had wiped the surface dry from the excess of
(garble) oil that was on there so it seemed to be a dry surface.

CAPCOM .And Spacelab we have you for about 4 seconds and
we'll see you at 8 plus 47.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll let you know what comes out of the IHF

CAPCOM And if you can in the blind do SOS on schedule.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days 8

hours 7 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, we have loss of. signal with
Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite.
Anticipating reacquiaition of signal with the satellite in
ipp^oitiiaM
ocbiter is approximately 8 minutes away, through UHF ground
station Yarragadee. During the last acquisition onboard Spacelab
the crew devoted much of their time to space plasma physics
experiments. There was an attempt to operate experiment to the
SEPAC experiment with, in conjunction with experiment 3, the AEPI
low light level television camera, the SEPAC experiment was
scheduled to have two sets of operations, the first combination
of smos, or SEPAC manual operations which were to be electron
beam firings controlled through the computer by Owen Garriott,
the second portion of that was to have automatically computer

,;::c?dnttoilel :::;:e|^
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with the neutral gas plume, and they were, the ones that were
accomplished in darkness were to be accomplied by the monitor
television camera documentation. Durin<: these operations, they
were originally scheduled to be high power electron beam
excellerations however, because of the dif f iculities experienced
earlier during the blue shift today, the SEPAC elected to attempt
the same operations using the lower power. Owen Garriott
indicated however, that he had no indication on the monitor TV,
th.'.t the eleanron beam excellerator was omitting these beams, he
wa0 looking for a glow in the area of the excellerator and
reported seeing several flashes, however, he was able to coalite
those with thruster firings on the orbiter and lighting on the
ground. During the pass the SEPAC coinvestigator , SEPAC
coinvestigator Roger Williamson, worked with Garriott onboard the
spacecraft as they attempted to sort out the situation with the
electron beam excellerator, meanwhile. Stove Mende from Lockheed
Pala Alto laboratorys in California also was enabled and spoke
several times with Bryon Lichtenberg about the operation of his
lov light level television camera.

END OP TAPE
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SPAC8CBAPT Quick note Marshall for the AEPIs, those 3 people.

CAPCOM Yes Byron we're ready to copy, m fact they're

SPACECRAFT Okay. We did record their data on video tape
rtoorder number 1 and I'm afraid we didn't get too much. We were
fninarUy looking at the star field. You may have gotten a
JtU© bit of thruster firings, i alternated between 3914 an.

5977 ttnd at one point I threw it over 7200 just for good luck.

f??^^? ^ ^^t^' ^^^^ Byron. Thanks. At some point we'd
liK© to do us a favor and tell us the status of which tapes have
•Jrtady been run through VTR number 1 and 2. During this last
•nlft you had a couple of changeouts and we've not copied the
nuwbecs. The other thing we'd like is if you can get in touch
With Brewster sometime. Find out the number of the VCR tape
wniph is presently in the orbiter machine because we haven't been
S!SISi;"?hiS?^ f!?*^ ^^J® 5? the present tapeBwmber that's at work up in the orbiter.

SPACECRAFT Okay give me the number of the last analogued video
t«po recorder tape that we have given you please.

SffS^^'Sr!!!;'^!
^^^^^"3 you that question actually. The

nURlDdr OC the last VITR tape change. The last 2 actually,

SPACECRAFT Okay (garble) the last 2. Okay.

S??^?? ^^^^^ Vle'te concerned about the MTV
pointing direction.

SPACECRAFT MTV pointing or MTV - TV.

SS!*^?2 4 4.1 T^^ ^'^'^ worried it might be pointing at the
•un II it's not stowed,

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll go look at it.

. ,^
And Byron Jon would like to talk to you on the 300

txp«eimont if you've got a moment.

Ki^l?«Sir r/^H^f ^K^^'t H^^'. '^'^^ ^« directly at the
ISA roger. is that satisfactory?

CAPCOM No. We'd like it to move.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Do we have to crank up the lu depth to do

CAPCOM That's affirmative. MTV enable and then delta
t«n90 I 8 in only step 4 we would need followed by MTV inhibit
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and depth off.

SPACECRAFT Stand by.

PAO SEPAC investigator asking Owen Garriott to move the

monitor television that was used to observe the last SEPAC

operations into a stowed position and inhibit it. It's a

sensitive television and as the orbiter moves into daylight the

television c;..ild be damaged if it were pointed at the sun.

CAPCOM And Owen if you can we'd like an azimuth of 180 and

a COAL of 90.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's moving now. Okay it's in that position

now. V

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall OPS, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Spacelab. This is Marshall Operations.

SPACECRAFT Roger Michael. We're ready to talk with Jon

Vreebupn if he's still e

CAPCOM Okay we'll check with the 300 room and I think we

:^hay:6::;a:

CAPCOM, And Byron we need somebody to do on experiment 1 as

a result of the 01 message timeout we need to 'do a MAL 1,9. And

the timeline number to go with the step 3 is victor 01. But

anyway we have Jon for you Byron. Yes, go ahead Jon.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, do you read me?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear. Go ahead Jon.

CAPCOM Okay. My first question is how did you clean up

SPACECRAFT Say again please. How did I clean up the oil In

CAPCOM Rights There was some oil spilled that was not

completely retracted I understand.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I took one of our dry wipe tissues and
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CAPCOM Okay. Then again, how did you apply the anti
(9«ffble) barrier that's one thing the new treatment and which
•nti (garble) barrier material did you take. Did you tak it from
John (garble) tube or did you take it from Madame (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay. I took it from Madame (garble) capsule, the
little Aluminum capsule and l followe<^ the...

SNO OP TAP6
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SPACECRAFT That's correct, Mike, peter delta.

CAPCOM And what was the EBA, is it still running?

SPACECRAFT I think every time the MBD is shut down, that
automatically kills the EBA with it. So I got all the message on
BBA, but I believe that tmt takes it with it.

CAPCOM - All right.

SPACECRAFT (garble) let me correct that, it vuay be that it*s
already HVC that takes the Zhh, so it*s possible that the EBA
could still be running with the MBD shutdown.

CAPCOM Roger, We were just a£ter whether you had an EBA
shutdown message.

SPACECRAFT Negative, no such message.

CAPCOM And Owen, I believe it does cause an EBA shutdown
and I guess you still have no MTV glow on the head.

SPACECRAFT Correct, it's still, it's not showing any signs of
:being: bright^down;:h

CAPCOM And Owen, we'd like you to do a shutdown on the
/:'-:v:r::v:C^ ;

.

v;
•

SPACECRAFT Okay. All?

. CAPCOM All. All Shutdown, Owen.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead there Michael, read you loud and

CAPCOM Hey, real good. We've been working with the 300
people and they've looked at that problem on the IHP, that

;::;:::'>:;:'>§iif|l^ : that-: ther './

furnace traveled did not complete its motion. And they suspect
that one of the IHF samples that's in there, has been scored to

ym'^^^^^^ for
:^t';''v'^^';^3fOU'^^^t^^^^^

::pobiem.-^-:\VH^^

:-:|H?IiS:ECJRI^

>flW?C(»«:r:::;^-v;-^
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remove the sample fcom the flange and perform a mechanical
inspection of it by pressing it against any flat surface and
colling it around to see if it acts in any way peculiar, they
suspect that the sample that's right now in port one, is the
problem. Whatever you get, they want you to unstore that sample,
since its processing is complete. The second step is to inspect
the interior of the chamber, port one chamber to see if it's been
scored or damaged in any way by a bent sample. The third step is
to replace the sample flange on that port number one and connect
the dummy connector to it. The then the fifth step is to repeat
the above four steps, on the second port, that is to say to
remove that sample and inspect it and replace it. Step number
six is to press resume IHF enter, and that should allow the
furnace travel to bring the thing to a reasonable shutdown. Step
number 7 is to wait for the IHP, ISOL OP lamp to go off. And
finally, step number 8, is to continue with foxtrot 600-10, step
1.6 onwards, this will do a complete restart of the furnace and
the samples of which you are to start off with are, 313 bravo and
315 bravo. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike, got a good copy, but I want to correct
you on sample in port one never got going. That was sample 307
bravo, was put in at 6 hours, 5 minutes and it hasn't been
processed at all. The sample in the port 2, which is 309 bravo
which has been processed, over.

CAPCOM Thank you very much for the correct. Milbrooks'
says that he understands that. I guess that I just had a
misunderstanding there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll be able to get to it pretty soon and we
had an ISOL 01, the message time out.

CAPCOM Yeah we see that Byron, and we'll do our best to
otike:><3a.ce-^^^^

PAG Alternate Payload Specialist Mike Laropton providing
some instructions from the material science double rack team here
in the Payload Operations Control Center.

CAPCOM And Owen, this is TPAC. We'd like to turn off the
control panel switches as well.

SPACECRAFT That's already complete.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT A quick note Marshall, for the AEPis, threes
people.

CAPCOM Yes Byron, we're ready to copy. ^ Matter of fact
they're listening.
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recorder number one, and I'm afraid that we didn't get (garble)
primarily looking at the star field, you may have gotten a little
bit: :0f t^^ ^aleO* . V •

•

•

BNO OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT (gamble) is the (garble) around there occasionally
but the, I'm not quite sure where those little flashes are coming
from. Could just be a reflection from a (garble) or something.

CAPCOM But you see no glow from the EBA heaO?

SPACECRAFT That's correct. W«'ve .JDt the MTV pointed, Byron's
got the MTV pointed right at the coordinates you gave us, now
there is some flashing occurring all over the pallet. Now, look
(garble) if there was or not, that's something of a discharge in
the pallet surface or perhaps just a, even a lighting discharge
could (garble) it. It doesn't look like that though, it looks
almost like a discharge someplace in the pallet.

CAPCOM Yea, that may be either a thruster firings, that's
probably a thruster firing you're seeing there.

SPACECRAFT I wouldn't be surprised and okay some of these
coalite with the thruster firings but other of them appear to
coalite with lighting on the ground, near the ground, Roger, so I
don't think we're really seeing any discharges in the, that
Payload bay.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy. And Owen can you tell what the
:,h«atec - current

-

SPACECRAFT Stand by. Do you know what parameters that's at.

CAPCOM That's 34.

SPACECRAFT 12 (garble)

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT The light that we iiee in the Payload bay comes from
the thruster and then it tails out gradually because It induces a
glow on the tail which decays with several second time (garble),

CAPCOM Yes, that looks like a thruster alright and could
you do an item 9, 45 enter and check the PCF 45 for zero?

j SPACECRAFT-

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAiS'T And (garble) PI from the spacelab how do you read,
Sfeeye:.::;' :

.v V

CAPCOM Yes, this is experiment 3.
'
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:|l»|^#RAf
T

. Rogei: ^ :jse!?€»^ :l :Sfe0ve:^ it looks ; afctltude^

nOW| our wln^s a?© at Xeaete a minute ago were power of the

.iit «• • aurlice all. ve^vt Me^n i sf st^fl:lel^ out -

;

th1

1

^:i»itttii|i-ftt/#l^^ rto^;:r:ii»;;

:00Q<My:' • :^-tliatrs
; iifficmjiti,:^^^^ wh«t we^:wtre .interested ^

^ii:i^-iwriltihem^ we:^^^^^^^ 4he: :eleoitrbW': tee aiavReturn '^'^^^ like'

iiii'^li:' rt V

-i^dinf ^';laft wigh-t -^on -I
tBe : :poii|l^;r :

^ TV.
:

and
;
I wanted to

ill widfeber pu se#^^^ i light, ybti shouldn' t see it a;«^

l|{:fliiuld^^rs^^^^ ::39| :14; i:£-:its there;.
.

; :

iiACECRAfT We're not seeing anythinf either with your mtv or

• • » •

OAK!OM Okay, I usderaitand.

StACISCRAft SEPAC, the MTV really has a good view of the, the
all

whiit»8 the probably th^t that heater is really delivering 12

;:;(:||||ie):;; o^

CAiiOM We^rll worried about that Owen, we're sure lo<3king
::.^i|iit • what td^^^^^^^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I want to this mode now and set

Cifcpl<»l We concur. And Oweh wottld you cheGk pGF 35 and

;^|6^(3*4:-; r<X: -^'^ : ROg©r:.;

SW^CRAi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ (^^^ shutdCwh

vClktCiff:^--:-^^^ ;v ;,R^ge=l,i,: ;cc^

y^^i0^$hif::- : MPD .^t^^^ : i S:- ;:C<>fflpie p-i:^^^ :5httt.dow cpraplete* • ;
^

:^ilia|'||&lly^^::clQi#^
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GUPCtii Rdger. wt^ re monitor th«t

SPJ^JiCRW »<3f«^^^ just
fcilii €>«^^^^^ ^hite alio/ bit ey^^ a black

CftiC^ Ana, mem you have M in auto or in manual for

:j5iACigiA»fr:V auto* botft; tbe' if is:^-^

V

:iini';:;:i

iiei^nd» i t lo<^^ looklncf at the grourta going by
;::j|ijiir;;not^^

CAPCOM And, Owen, this is SEPAC Would you go to manuftl

mv and point it down at the BBA.

CAPCOM Byron, we've got a timeline we need you to load and
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CAFCOM Sierra 17, Whisky 00, and count it at 999.

ttACBCRAFT Okay. Sierra 17, Whisky 00, and 999.

•::;^CAW^

8FACfiCfU\^PT Do you want me to count it anyway?

CKfC<M We want you to load it and then cou it.

SfACBCRAFT Okay. It's loaded and now you want me to count it

CAKOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT I take it back. It is not loaded. It's got a

CAKKM That's what we needed.

CA9C0N And Owen, this is SEPAC.

CAl^COM At the beginning of this next PO, the MTV in auto
1kOd« would be looking at the EBA. Those azimuth is 229 and coel

CAPCOtI Azimuth is 229er and coel is 95.

CAKlOil And Owen, after SMO, we need the PCP back to 1, VCF

:||||ilH«^c^^
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SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll do that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Here's the first SMO preceeding this FO.

PI^O Garriott starting his manual operations for the

^:»iicond:^:run^|o^

CAFCOM And Owen, do you see any beam or indication on the

SPACECRAFT We're looking right at it and unfortunately we
don't see anything that really looks like any filament or beam
emission coming out of the electron DEP.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT We see — there's some little flashing around
there occassionally but I'm not quite sure where those little
flashes are coming from. Could just be a reflection from a
tbruster or something,

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...procedure over.

CAPCOM We're looking at the... Why don't you go ahead and
ti8« the tape recorder. And we're getting a yes, so go ahead

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds good, it's running, thank you.
Qkay we need about a 50 percent (garble) cycle on these (garble).

CAPCOM very good Owen. And is it, if it's dark out cau
you see the EBA and MTV?

SPACECRAFT It's dark, we'll certainly look, it's not quite
.that.

:

V:
: :

5?A0 Roger Williamson from the SEPAC user room on the
loop with Garriotfc. Garriott manually operating the electron
beam accelerator through the experiment computer keyboard.

CAPCOM And Owen this is SEPAC. We've got realtime
dynamics explore this time. I'll give you a call later with the

::::e«SUitS.:::: :

SPACECRAFT Very good. Thank you.

CAPCnM Byron, this is experiment 3. You are I presume
running an arti£ical aurora on nominal accordin(j to the API, log

:/»h«etr -

: It: that:^correct?
:; ; ;

:

CAPCOM And Owen, did you change contingency to zero?

S?IM?BCRAF1!' I 'll aay agaih^ t^^^^

CAPCOM Say again Owen. You broke up.

SF^pRAFT Changed pafameter 32^M Was there . •

.

:/CAPCOM:;:.r

;;S?ACBCtU^FTV '-^^

•'.iioaiiniil (garble) -^^^^

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS. How copy?

CAPCOM Space
Spiceliib, this is Marshall OPSv How copy? spaceiab, this is
Mi|fhil| 0P%^^^^^^^ H^^^
oopy? spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. How copy? spacelab, this
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SPACECRAFT (Gacbl<d) Bill.

CAPCOM Okay. Dr. Mende has some questions for you Byron.

CAPCOM Byron, you are running...

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's fine. I'm off,

CAPCOM Byron you are running API according to (garble) log
sheets. (Garble) number is 17 and 18. Try to use filters from
19 » one eight. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Understand, Filters from run 18 instead of run 3.

CAPCOM Affirmative. Instead of one seven, instead of one
seven. You are running run number 17 and 18 and you should use
filter numbers from run number one eight.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). The experiment officer on SEPAC.

Qfij^GQ^ :;::;^l'::^GO;yahead-^^^

SPACBCWVFT^^^^^^^^^^^^^

CAPCOM Roger and what was the call on PCF 45?

:,:S^AC|K:RAFT::':-;
;

Par,ameter:::-is:. l;

CAPCOM Spaoelab this is Marshall OPS. Those timelines 0 0

CAPCOM Roger we copy. That was affirmative wasn't it
Byron?;:=v-v^

SpACBCltAp
/^Ijlft.'fcli^^i timel.ine8,:y^

:

CAPCOM Okay, Thank you. I didn't think so.

SPACiCRAFf A^^
getting any MTV signals. It's finally coming in now.
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PAO The ceXay satiUlte, during this acquisition of
signal* the crew is scheduled to be performing an additional
8BPAC operation, this operation originally scheduled as a high
power operation, however due to the difficulty with the high
power test earlier today, the crew will be operating at a low
operating SEPAC at a lower power for this particular run.
Presently the Orbiter is in the roidth of 54 earth orbit and also
scheduled during this acquisiton is operation of experiment 3

AEPI atmospheric commission for metric: imaging camera. Standing
by now for the reacquisition of signal.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, we have you for
about 48 minutes.

SPACECRAFT You sound find and I'd like to get an update from
SEPAC on that satillite conjunction again, I believe they said
720 to 724, would that Roger update?

CAPCOM That's affirmative,

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, I'll be sure an have this mode
running very closely to that time.

PAO Owen Garriott in reference to SMOs is SEPAC Manual
Operations where he operates the —

-

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacelab, how do you read, over.

CAPCOM We copy you solid, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's really good, I don't know what
happened before, I was transmitting fine, and my sldetail was
okay, but I guess I was getting (garble) before.

CAPCOM You broke up a little bit then Byron.

CAPCOM Give us a test count.

SPACECRAFT Test 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 testout.

CAPCOM Oh, that's perfect. Okay.

SPACECRAFT Per information I've put in a pitch angle of 30
>:dtgrees ;c^^^ .

;

:v

;

PAO And for those SMOs

SPACECRAFT Spacelab, for INCO people we looked at VI D, and
thought they were routing the 02 monitor TV to the ground and not
to the flight deck of the VTR, is that right or wrong?
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CAPCOM Would you repeat that Byron?

SPACECRAFT Roger, on the VXD display we noticed that the SEPAC

monitor TV signal is being routed only to the KU signal

processor, not through the flightdeck to bo recorded on the VTR,

in addition to that I went to the flightdeck and while Brewster

recorded the VTR, when it comes up.

CAPCOM I think your saying you can not see the monitor, is

SPACECRAFT Negative, can you read me any better?

CAPCOM Yes, that's better,

SPACECRAFT I was repeating for Byron, he was just saying that

the vast configuration had the monitor TV for SEPAC arouted to

the ground only, and not to the flight deck, so he's added the

flightdeck along with the routing and we'll try to get it on the

flightdeck VTR.

CAPCOM Okay, that's good Owen. Owen, can you see it also?

^
SPACECRAFT Can I see what?

CAPCOM The monitor TV.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we've got it routed down to display also,

yes. Not at the moment, we have it inhibited because were still

In daylight, but we plan to turn it on at sunset.

CAPCOM Okay, we understand.

SPACECRAFT HOW do you read? Your pretty slow in winning right

now.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Operations, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT We'd like to record some of the small activities on

the VTR #2, which has got the 02 analog data on it. According to

out P-cap we're about 10 extra minutes on it. Does that check

with your guys?

CAPCOM we're looking at it Byron.

SPACECRAFT Bill, when you say your looking at it are you, do

you mean your looking at the data, the TV, or the ole

;:(:::;] ;Hproiedure>- r'''^^
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CAPCOM We'ir« looking at letting you go ahead and uae the

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's sound good. It's running, thank you.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
111.

CAPCOM
data 0 5 6 15 4,

0 5 6 1 7 2.

0 7 1 and 1 7 7 4 0 0.

We copy 17 7 4 0 0.

And those last 3 digits occasionally bounce back to

1 understand. Okay, the final datum we ne^d is

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
ninutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

We showing 0 0 0 3 7 7.

We copy 0 0 0 3 7 7, thank you very much, Byron.

And Spacelab, for Byron. We have Juan foe a few

Very good, I'm ready, standing by. Go ahead.

Okay, Byron, do you read? Byron do you read?

Byron are you coping Juan?

Byron, do you read me?

Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops transmitting in the
blind for Owen. We will need the MTV on for nighttime
operat:ioris^,V::;:-Ay

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

Roger

.

And we have Juan for you Byron.

Byron, do you read me?

PAO Material science doublerack investigator Juan
Vreeburg atteratping to —
CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Byron, do you read me?

Juan, can you read me, this is Owen, over.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. And I have a few more questions.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) having trouble transmitting, you'll have
to wait just a moment.

CA3?CC»i
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PAO Dr. Juan Vreeburg of the Netherlands, one of the

investigators on material science doublerack physics experiments
attempting to contact Byron Lichtenberg who's having a little
difficulty responding due to some communications difficulties.
Juan Vreeburg going to as time permits to gather some additional
debriefing data from Lichtenberg on per physics operations.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Operations, Spacelab. How do you read?

^Over .v;': :

•

CAPCOM We copy, do ahead Juan.

SPACECRAFT I'm ready to copy. Go ahead.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we have for just 12 more seconds and

we'll see you again at possibly with S-band at 7 plus 15. If
not, we'll see you back over the states at Mila at 7 plus 25.

SPACECRAFT Understand, Bill.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 3 days 7

hours 2 minutes, mission elapsed time. Loss of signal through
ground tracking station. And we're anticipating reacquisition of

signal possibly through tracking and data relay satellite. About
13 minutes, otherwise we will not reacquire till we - till
Spacelab gets over the states. During that last pass there was
some communications difficulties that prevented Byron Lichtenberg
from accomplishing a debriefing in the material science
doublerack, however, the crew did - was able to report the
results of their last SEPAC apparation to the SEPAC co-
Investigator here in the payload operations control center, Roger
Williamson and he was - he then passed some instructions to
change the upcoming experiment operation. At 3 days 7 hours 3

stinutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 3 days 7 hours
14 minutes, mission elapsed time. About 1-1/2 till reacquisition
anticipated through the tracking and data relay satellite.
During this acquisition of signal the crew is scheduled to be
performing an additional SEPAC operation, this operations
originally scheduled as a high power operation, however, due to
:.the^

END OF TAPE
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afwhich time ii^^SfyJoad^o^L^M ^^^'^ 5 minutes

or because or nScessuJteS by ?he dJificSl^v t'^Tt
^^^^^

with the firing of the ace«»iL«?L i.!5- occurred
Additionally ?;iiowina ?hft ?An

""""^^ a previous operation,
scheduled to be enablld ^o attLn? nn^f investigator team was
Lichtenberg on some eirlier nn!??h°"°® debrief Byron
Director Clark oSen has Jloor^Pd ^h^J^^k

Payloa6 Operations
satellite outage dSe to the^Sfr nrLf^® ^f*f.J5"^ ^«ta relay
far not affecting PayJ^ad Sp^^^fonl ATi^i?;^?^ t^f^ •^^"^

onboard, on onboard tape recordarr^An til \^
Of that data to the g?5und ?a?er sS^.? < J? '^""F

^^'"^
impact to Spacelab science oSAr^M^fe t JJ^^

time there is no
the tracking and da?a reJay slJen??f ^Lf^^ °f
Standing by now for reacauL?M«i

during the last pass,
seconds!

»:or reacguisition of signal in approximately 10

2lnS?es and 3o'?fcoids.'''' """^^^^ ^^S- We have you for 7

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill, loud and clear.

SeS^'^or 2 minSteL''^'"' '^^^ ^^^^^ P«<^Pl<* you've got

CAPCOM And Owen, did it run?

to why we didn't see It last^LhJ .^i'? • Ji" Pazzlea as
next hlght time run we uarJh2 u2„ f ,^ S"99«sl: o" the

0.6. That's aS item 9 32 e««^ 5?J tn'n^*^"'
reduction o, a current' f'n ?h"e'^S^aL*r"a^d° ?j|m^Sl5.J°ii?:r^f 1 a

You
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SPACECRAFT Okay I copy that. Your PCS bcavo. What was it you
wanted to drop to 6 tenths?

CAPCOM The beam factor voltage.

SPACECRAFT Okay I understand. Beam factor, i now put those
in before the PO prep

CAPCOM Roger and we'd like to <lo it for both of those FOs
and since we appear to have gotten a success on those previous
FOs we'd like to do- a SMO this time. We've got a realtime
dynamics explore pass from O720 to 0724 and we'd like 5 kilohertz
SMO.

SPACECRAFT Okay 5 kilohertz and in front of both of those
model numbers or just one?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM ^ _ ^
IHF problem from the Material Science people.

SPACECRAFT Very good. I'm standing by. I've got an iso ops
light flashing and both ports on lock lights.

CAPCOM Real good Byron. To help troubleshoot this the 300
team would like you to read out the data using the data button.
The first variable they need is data 056252 enter. What do you

Just one.

Okay, .the one that around 720.

Affirmative.

Okay wilco.

And Spacelab for Byron. We've got some copy on the

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
that. •

•

SPACeeRAFT

:qApcoM:::^^'i^^

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
*

END OF TAPE

I got 000220.

Okay, we undertand that you see 220 showing, is

Affirm and that's on the display data line.

Real good. The second of the three is data 056172.

Showing 17 1 and well it's 177400.

We copy 177400.
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CAPCOM The MTV Should be pointing at the EPA at this time
Oweii:.

-
;

PAD Had a brief exchange between Roger Williamson, co-
Investigatoc foe the space experiment with particle accelerators
and Owen Garriott in Orbits

•^CAPCOM::- V::V^

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roger, I (garble) to 12 ampers and what wus
your last comment to me again? (garble) ground (garble) stop.
Ma?ph8ail:0pa:.spacelab:v,: •:-v^;:^^

-

CW»cpMf-
; ;

; 'Go ; a^ead.::' ' -^^^
'

; :

SPACECRAFT I»d say we've got an another (garble) stop on the
:aFl;.::

:

That's: ai;8top-l"07:,: :

CAPCOM ' Roger, we copy, you've got to stop on 107 and we've
got you foK abottt 15

;. SPW:ECRAFT :^ / A

CAPCOM (>wen,have^^^y^

SPACECRAFT Negative, you told me not to turn the heater out
;:ther^.,,:;wha^

SP^^RAPT Okay, i^ve got a faed^^
:;ch«nge,:;and;:it»^s::

This is Marshall Spaeelab Operations, at 3 days, 6
hours, 18 minutes, mission elasped time. Relatively a brief pass
tbtough Aaeenaion. some coii^
Owen Garrlottv relating to the^^^^^^^^s

next tun which are scheduied to begin occuirc^in^^^
« inattee of a couple »i^^^^
tifing, and than a seco
lost about 3 days, $ houta, iO^^^^^^m

batwaen the Payload opara^^^^ and Spacelab is
a^hadulad to occujT appsfoximat^^
Silver, waanwhiiaK^t^^
tar#agade« beioee tha
aii Bill Bo^

if liatut^^^
19 iftinutaa^
;0pa)CatiOn8^#;;^'\;:v"^ ; •:';v:: :,^:;::V

FAO This is Mission Control Houston, 50 seconds away
|C«» a^^



SSa. C'=»l«»»**** mnmtm U with Y^.mm^^ for 7 1/2

SPACECRAFT {qmm%} ioi«i «fia cl«ar,

SmCECRAW OI«,r/, 9aod

SP^ECftAFT oicay, Aima, am fou thmn.

CAICOM s## you th«n Bf##«ter.
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SPACtSCBAF* (garble) testing, (garble) go to UFH.
,

PiWI fhls is Marshall Spacelab operations, at^3 days, 6

ho«e», 2 minutes, mission elasped time, we have loss .

with Spacelab through Bermuda. And anticipating reacquisition^of

aianal through Ascension in approximately 10 minutes. During tne

last .equisition, Payload specialist, Bryon l'i<=^t««^«"^f

'

that he had completed termination and stowing of^experiment 31,

European Space Agency sponsored experiment from Switzerland, ^
designed tb look at the, and study the effect of weightlessness

on Lymphocyte activation. Shut down and stowage was 2 step

processing, which he injected HBS into each of 4 chambers

Containing a activated Lymphocyte and then took the incubator off

the rack which is situated on the starboard side of module in the

core segment up front, transferred it through the Spacelab

transfer tunnel to the middeck, and placed it In a cool down y^

freeaer. The experiment will be kept frozen now until return

«arth, when the effects of weightlessness on lymphocyte for
^

©cepasation can be studied by the investigator team, (garble)

Owen Garriott indicated that the battery charging had been

completed on SEPAC batteries and preparation for an upcoming

SBPAC operation, that operation will use the electron beam

accelerator to operate it at low power on this run and it is

designed to be made with the simultaneous operation of the nutro-

am plume. At the study the charged neutralization by the _MGB.

And to observe the electron beam characteristics by Payjoaf
.

specialist, with, prepare a monitor
J^^''*^

also part of the SEPAC experiment. For this cun of the

«periments, the diagostics package, a series of diagnostic

imttimmta mounted out on the pallet, will also be fP««^aj«;-

Bxperine*^ : number 3, designed for joint operations w^^J^SEPAC y
^

will be oo#rated in this case to look at air glow and the Orbiter

should be^ituated in such a attitude that the camera even though

it»» locked down will be looking through the if«ble)^_of^the_

eatth, to gather that data. Owen Gaririott
^J^Xf JhS

received a m^JSa^a from experiment 19, which
°f.^J^^ad

plasma ^ysics experiment of the pallet that the high voltage had

Shut off, and was able to bring that back pn 1^"®
^'i^^^"^. ?fL^„

problems, wece Just under 7 minutes now, from the reacquisitlon

of signal through Ascension, at 3 days, 6 hours, 5 minutes,

misaioft #Uap«d time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

SPACSCf?AIT —the little bit that I put on the last couple of

minutes is ^ust some pictures of, the tail, the glow on tne tail
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" CAPCOM spacelabr thia is Mairshall ops^ we've got you for 4

minutes through Ascension, we have the SEPAC PI ready to talk to

you.

PAO We picked up voice a little bit early through
Ascension, Byron Lichtenberg, CIC, Chuck Lewis

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, on air-to-ground
X, we hi%ve £%PAC ready to talk to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that,

CAPCOM Good afternoon Owen, SEPAC with you,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just changed with Owen, (garble), I'm

qoaing up on some other changes here in just a minute, Roger,

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And Owen would you tell us what

tlie, that the heater is still visible after each change.

SPACECRAFT One minute is hardly enough time to get up there
and back, Roger , let me just, wait until I make this last step,

I've just increased it to 10 ampera and another 30 seconds, I

ahall increase it to 12 and then go back and take a look.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy,

CAPCOM The MTV should be pointing at the EPA at this time,

.Owen.-

PAO Had a brief exchange between Roger will iaroson, co-
investigator for the space experiment with particle accelerator
«nd::^Owenv<^

j^o^^^^or:.TAPEv;V : > 'v
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^ CAPCOM .for SEPAC Ovfen. tet roe get this up if possible.

SPACECRAFT All right I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay. We may have a little dropout here due to the
keyholt effect. We*ve got, we need yov ;o do one before po prep
on model 7 for this next run coming up. We want you to do an
item ? 34 enter. Item 10 7.0 enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand

.

CAPCOM Okay. 1 minute after PO prep start we want you to
do an item 9 34 enter followed by an item 10 10.0 enter and we're
going to have a keyhole effect here for about 20 seconds and
we* 11 be back with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear .

CAPCOM Okay. And 2 minutes after PO prep we want you to
do another item 9 34 enter followed with an item 10 12.0 enter
and keep the heater current on 12 amperes.

SPACECRAFT I understand.

CAPCOm Okay and this is for the next run on SEPAC after
P06, that's model number 7 is completed we want you to do another
item 9 34 enter followed by an item 10 12.0 enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay what was the timing on that last one after,
I'm into the second model number but it's during the prep phase
or when do you want that extra, that last parameter readied?

CAPCOM we want that done during the prep phase Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm doing the prep phase for the second model
I put it back at 12 amperes.

CAPCOM That's affirmative,

Xi^mOH And we' ve got you for another 4 minutes so we' 11
:::
:copy ^:;yQ^l^:;: trsf£M

|i| tpi tht hifh^^^^
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going to inquif « about it •» SMO, l would sugg«»t probably no
SMOa on thaae activitiaa right hara. i think parhapa SEPAC folks
would like that battar. Would you agraa?

CA]?CQM wa conouc Owan*

SPACBCRAPT Okay. Thank you*

8PACBCRAPT Marshall, spacalab Pa2.

CApeOM Go ahead Byron*

SPAGECRAFT TO Bill, I naed a quick bit og infocwation from
Steve Mende and the AlSPI folks. Would they like ne to turn on
ABPI and see what's out there during thia night time pass or do
they want ne to use the iroage intansifier or go up to the
payload, the aft flight deck and use the payload bay caneras,
•over?

:
;

•

CAPCOM Okay, the experiment cawftra is going to b# looking
at the air glow on the horiaon Byron,

SPACECRAFT ooes he want me to take a look. Okay use Ar5PI.
I've got some quick time for experiment 31 if you want to copy,

CAPCOM Roger. We

V

SPACECRAfT Okay. Tha aft injection occurred on sample number
Ij 3 days, 5 hours, 26 minutes, 00 seconds. Sample 2t 5 hours,
27 minutes, 00 seconds. Sample 3i S hours, 29 rolnutas, 00
seconda. Sample No, it 5 hours, 30 minutes, 00 seconds. How
copy?

:
. :

:

CAPCQM We copy that.

8PACECRAPT Okay and another quick note. On chamber number 2
some of the hotel echo sierra, that's the HE8, leaked out through
the rubber septum. It was very difficult to inject into that one
chamber. The piston appeared to be somewhat sticky. We got I'd
say about 83 to 90% of it inside the chamber however.

cyijB^^ Okay,

SPACECRAp? " A^
hours, 31 minutes, i continued on for the shutdown and the cell
culture^ block^ is, has been shaken vigorously. Is now stowed in
thf cooWoww freeser i

:::hcui:i;#::;:|0:;m
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8PACBCRAPT Th«t SEfAC b«tfc«ry ch«cg« U toning ttewlnated

CAfCOM Aitd did you gut 307 bcavo ttart«d Ow«n In th« IHP?

mm^mhX^C^}^^ w«»vt not 90fc that in y«t*

CAPCCm Okay, w«»va got you for about anothac 50 saconds
and mm st^ you again at Aaoanaion at about $ plua 12. Wa'ra
«till down with Whita Sand*

SfACfiCRAT? Okay. 7 bcavo's going on the IHP.

Thia is Marshall spaotlab Op«rationa at 3 daya, 6
houca, 2 ninutaa miaaion aXapaad tima, m have lota off signal
with^spacaiab.:/;
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CAPCOM Young, Vreeburg, wants to talk to Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, Byron be in just a moment.

CAPCOM And we've got just about 10 aeconds left Owen, at
naxt 5+44, White Sands is now down, if not we'll see you 5+55 at
Burmuda.

SPACECRAFT Thank you Bill.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 3 days, 5
hours, 18 minutes, mission elaaped time, we have loss of signal
with Spacelab crew through the Orroral ground tracking station.
We originally anticipated during that brief task, that Dr. Jon
Vreeburg, onrt of the investigators on the material science double
rack fluid physic module would be debriefing Bryon Lichtenberg on
his activity with the module yesterday, unfortunately the length
of the pass was not sufficient to accomplish that, here in the
Payload Operation Control Center, arrangements are being made to
arrange that debriefing for a bit later on, perhaps during the
next acquisition of signal. Also, during that period, the crew
was advised to change samples in the Isothermal Heating Facility
as soon as they get the flashing signal indicator light, pulling
out one sample and installing sample 307 bravo in port one of the
facility. Next acquisiton scheduled throught the tracking and
data relay satillite system at approximately 24 minutes. At this
time 'since power is apparently down at the White Sands, were not
certain whether we'll be receiving that link up in 23 minutes, if
not the crew advised we'll be seeing them at 3 days, 5 hours, 58
minutes through Bermuda. At 3 days, 5 hours, 20 minutes, this is
Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we will not
acquire voice or data in TORS pass, the power outage that we
reported at White Sands which occurred at mission elasped time, 3
days, 5 hours, has had or have their devastating affect on
computer memory at White Sand facilities. Accordingly we've lost
atenna pointing capability at that sight, white Sands, estimates
it will take about an hour to recover that system. And get the
TORS back up and operating. Of course, we'll have to rely on the
chief station system until that time until the next acquisition
will be through Bermuda, the ground station of Bermuda in about
1« minutes, At mi saloh^^^^^^^e

minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, you'll notice the
absents of air-to-ground at this point, where we normally have
acquired through the TORS system. The power outage recorded at
White Sands hi4 the «f fe<!ts^^^^^^^^o from the ground
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' - computer at that facility, accordingly they have lost antenna
pointing capability, and we'll not be able to access the TORS
system during this pass, white Sands expects to recover It In
about an hour. In the meanwhile, we'll use the ground station.
The next acquisition will be thru Bermuda In 7 1/2 minutes we'll
have both S, K ability for the spacelab and UHP for the
Orblter. For a period of. about 7 minutes. A mission elasped
time 3 days, 5 hours, 47 minutes, this Is Mission Control

''Bouston,: „/.'..

CAPCOM Spacelab, Mardhall Ops, we have you for a few
iftlnute^^

SPACECRAFT Okay, a couple comments for you Bill.

CAPCOM Go ahead. We've got some hot stuff for SEPAC,
Owen, let me get this up If possible.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, we may have a little drop out here due to the
key hold affect, we've got, we need you to do a before FO prep
on model 7 for this next run coming up. we want you to do an

:

v; /item: d, 34 :enter.

END OP TAPE
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-'-the v«bicl«, Ann* rl3h«r
initiate a spec 1, which Bcewstec Shaw peEfoeins by k«yatcok«a ana
that enables PfS officer hete to u|»link commands to the <mck
which he did to pat a software patch into the aysteraa manage -
teas onboard the ship. And Just before we went LOS, there was an
acknowledge power failure at White Sands, the gravity of that
power failure isn*t to us yet. To the (garble) at White
Sands but it occurred in time when we were lust going over the
hill and there wasn't a need to do a lot of fine tuning with the
antenna pointing at White Sands, so it didn't effect the data %c
communications during the last part of that AOS, we'll keep
monitoring that to see if they recover the power at White Sands
or if you that may in fact be a problem when we reacquire through
themm system. At mission elapsed time 3 days 5 hours 7
minutes this is mission control aottston.

PAO
,

This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 3 days 5
hours 14 minutes, mission elapsed time. We're standing by now
for acquisition of signal through the Orroral Valley ground
tracking station with Spacelab. During this pass, we're
anticipating that Dr. Jon Vreeburg of the Netherlands, one of the
investigators who has experiments in the fluid physics module of
the material^ science double rack. We'll be continwing his
debriefing with Byron Uchtenberg on his operationst of the fluid
physics module of yesterday. Standing by now for that
£«*c3"i»ition of signal in just a matter of a few seconds as the
?ff:Jf*^

c^?*^^*^?, the end of orbit number 53 on this nine day
flight, rirst flight of Spacelab.
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Thank you.

CAPCOM We need you to execute format 24 which is already
loaded and turn the recorder on. In the blind. And Space,,

.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days, 5
hours, 1 minute mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellit«. Our
next acquisition through the SATLAT is approximately 41 ani! a
half minutes away. Meanwhile we're *4nticipating in about 13
minutes to reacquire signal through Orroral Valley and that grey
acquisition should be for about 2 minutes and 45 seconds. During
our last acquisition of signal the crew spent much of their time
working with Space Plasma Physics experiments experiment 20 which
is phenomenon induced by charged particle beams - A European
Space Agency provided experiment from Prance designed to study
v;h« effects of charged partide beam injections into the earth's
upper atmosphere and during 2 periods during that acquisition of
signal we had 2 firings of the electron beam accelerator from the
experiment 20 instrument. During that period also. Dr. Steve
Mende of Palo Alto Research Laboratories principal investigator
for the atmospheric emmission photometric imaging camera mounted
out on the pallet spoke with the crew advising them not to use
the camera during the operation because the camera's in its locks
and would not be pointed in the proper direction to document the
activity. Additionally however, he asked the crew to attempt to
use a 35 millimeter camera with special lenses from the aft
flight deck to attempt to document any interraction with the
plasma surrounding the spacecraft. However, experiment 20
indicated that probably would not be visible. Indications are
that both, for a period of time both Byron Lichtenberg and Owen
Garriott were on the aft flight deck During the acquisition
Gar r lot t reported on the shuttle glow he observed and how it
changed inraediately following spacecraft thruster firings. We're
now approximately 11 minutes from reacquiring through the Orroral
valley ground tracking station. When we reacquire signal there
we're anticipating some additional information from the payload
crew on the status of some of the material science experiments
that have been conducted during their last blue shift and we
anticipate that members of the research team here in the payload
operations control center will be able to discuss those
experiment activities directly with the crew. At 3 days, 5
hours, 4 minutes mission elapsed time this is Marshall Spacelab
•Opfrations:,.-:^^^ • y y - : :\

PAO 'Phia is Mission Control, Houston. Couple of items
catch on as regarda to orblter status^^ o

the water storage in fuel tank B bravo. The determination was
made to stop that tank dumping. The vehicle la using the flash
evaporator system presently to diss Ipate heat from the cooling
syftenta That's pc^sently being done by using ^ water tank bravo.
There is a indeterittlhant awownt 6t
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tank i a being vent«d oir being used for the flash evapocator
aystem the water leaves the tank first before the gaseous
substance so the water tank, the dumping procedure was stopped
and the tank water was routed to the FES. During that pass the
CAPCOM, Anna Fisher, caaie up on air-to-ground 1 at the request of
th« Flight pirector to satisfy a data processIng sya terns offleer
requirement to get into general purpose computers onboard the
vehicle. Anna Fisher asked Brewster Shaw to initiate a spec 1
which BrewSiter Shaw per forns by keystrokes and that have • *

•

mo OF TAPE
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— PAO ... charge particle beams will be looking for
return. Additionally experiment 19 which Is low energy electron
flux and its reaction to active experiments. We'll also be
gathering data over these - this Is a pallet mounted experiment
as Is the active package portion of experiment 20.

CAPCOM Byron, If you have a chance the 300 PI has a couple
more questions for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill, (garble) here. I'm up In the flight
deck, I'm trying to see If we can see from the payload bay
cameras with 20 (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay. Roger, we copy that.

CAPCOM This Is experiment 34 Owen. I'm sure that you are
using the time for some advantage even though you can't (garble)
20 beam. Over*

SPACECRAFT That's correct. As a matter of fact one thing
rather Interesting the glow on the tall, when the jets fire the
flow Is not enhanced until the jets quick firing at which time
the glow then on the tall immediately brightens up. This perhaps
(garble) over some cloud established your (garble) spacecraft
during your thruster firing and then after the firing Is complete
then the ambient atmosphere can't Inblnge upon the tall. Now
that Is just a quick quess but at any rate, the glow does not
Increase until the jet firing is complete*

CAPCCMi That's a very Interesting observation, thank you.

SPACECRAFT We do not seem to have as much light In the payload
bay this time when PiCpAC was operating as we did before. I'm
not quite sure. Should the PICPAC filament eliminate the bay?

SPACBCRAFT (Garble) .The cold (garble)

.

CAPC€»1 Owen, the 20 electron emitter is a cold cathode
emitter where it so you shouldn't s«e any light fro^
20 active package when ^^^^t^^ doing an electron operations.

CAPCOll That r«p«irt you gave us on^ shufctls glow is
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ A and

so«heii«# in Jh# some

;;v:: ::\ a-vtr^

mfi^/S^^ pretty well from the payload
biy avAilable rather tha
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and so he could see the whole transition from preatact, prethruat

and then decay at the end.

SPACECRAFT Sute, I can do that.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3, they are - 20 still sending

electrodes (garble). According to them, they just told me.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it»8 just not visible. Looks like the ta'l

is glowing a little bit, Owen.

SPACECRAFT And I'm recording some of this, it's got a good
glow o£ the tail.

PAO Another 6-1/2 minutes remaining in this acquisition
through the tracking and data relay satellite. Byron Lichtenberg
on the flight deck using the Orbiter cameras to attempt to
document any activity as a result of the experiment 20 electron
beam efficients. Owen Garriott —
SPACECRAFT Okay, looks like sunrise is coming up.

CAPCOK Columbia, Houston on air*>to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT GO ahead, Anna.

CAPCOM Yeah, Brewster, we'd like to request SM spec 1 for

variable parameters.

SPACECRAFT SM spec 1, okay coming up on CRT 1.

CAPCOM CRT 1, we copy and air-to-ground 1 is going back to

;MarshalX Qpa.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we're through with SM Spec 1,

thank you much.

::::;-;|I?ACBCRI«?T'^

C1U?CQM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ A^^^ this is Marshall 0^^^ we've got you

for about another minute and a half and we'll see you at Orroral
our next otation at 5 plus 14 and we'd like to finish up our
debriefing on experiment 300 at that time.

GAPC<»t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ruii, We'need^^^^^ y^
•":ahiV;:twi'n:^:^
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Ow«n, die} you (^jarble) Byron?

SPACECRAFT (Garbltt) that was a...

SPACECRAFT Is that a beam oc the (garble). Can't tell from up
here.

(Garble). '

CAPCOM Spacelab this is experiment 3. Is Owen in the
Spacelab module at the window or is it (garble)?

SPACECRAFT I'm under the bag at the back window right now
Steve and I unable to see any beam firing although there's a
good deal of Shuttle glow and air glow visible all around but no
indication of electron beams.

CAPCOM Okay. Would you be able to aim the camera so that
you could see the node of the electron beam which is about 40
meters above the Spacelab in the minus z direction or along the
magnetic field of course.

SPACECRAFT I can't point to the minus z. I'll just take a
pictuce tip as high as I can.

CAPCOM Okay, okay, I presume you are in the window
looking towards the pallet.

SPACECRAFT I'm in the back window of the spacecraft. It's a
baok rear dome.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 to Owen. Please take long
•stposures like 8 or 10 seconds so that even if you can't see the
beam vou might be able to see it from the photograph.

SPACECRAFT I understand except I'm having to hand hold the
camera but I'll give it a try.

PAO Mission Specialist Owen Garriott conversing with
?irtnoipal investigator Steve Mende on expeciment number 3 wh ich
# the ABPI expeirlment . However , in this case he is actually

..|iiin^^:;ii..h«iid^^^

(Garble)

.

:,|k;»cu»ent:: .th«^:: :'b«^^^^^

:iip«riien^»^v::*::::;^

#XIHifimeBt. The lie
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8PAGKCRAFT Macahall OPS.

CkWCm Go ahead Byron,

SPAC8CRAPT Bill for th« 20 people we have a question. Our
data shows that that was a sub-block number 6 which would be an
ioti b«a» and not an electron beam, is that affirmative and it's
alJi# t^bii Mxt one o

ttl« PI.
We copy that it is an ion run and we'll check with

SPACECRAFT Well I'm asking you if it's an Ion run. That's
wliat our data shows up here.

Roger

SPACECRAFT And Marshall from the Spacelab. i guess one of the
reasons I have a question is because one of the preflight notes8&ys the modules were incorrect and that you all would have the
correct description. I don't know if that one's changed yet or

CAPCOM And Spacelab from Marshall OPS for Byron. Don't be

Is^it^iSTbeam?**
^^^^ know is it electron beam or

S^*'** ^^^^^^^^^^^.^^ team^toii «nd it is electron©.^
ganged b«cs<iu$e Of some ^^ m^
iiLf?2li^!^

yo"' «i«t«P block number 6 will contain someelectron runs and that's what we're after for this PO.

SPACECRAFT Very good thanks.

- - 4
''^1?** ^® Marshall Operations, We're coming up in

20. .These will be electron beam flrlnga
^Ir^to-ground loop as to whether they were electrons or ions -
jeincipal^investlgator here
Center Indicated that originally they had planned on making this
«n ion beam acceleration tun. However, that they had changed the

iCientlfic airlock the passive package lEor the phenomenon
produced by charged particle beams wlll^^^^^b for a
return.^ Additionally experiment 19 whi<sh is low energy electron

reaction to active experiments will also be
9«therlng:^:data:*: ••^Both:^
mm OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, this Is Marshall Ops, through S-Band,

SPACBCRAFT Okay, we got you real good.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. That data I gave you on 300 on the
328 experiments, let roe give you the procedure, in 300 it's
volume 2, pages 328 bra^^^^^^^

SPACRCRAPT? Okay, I understand on those (garble) speeds should
:v,,be'. .2:8p;vinstead^^ ^-.y^:

CAPCOM That's affirmative, we have the 300 people that
would like to talk to you, but Dr. Mende has a couple of
questions for you first.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, this is Steven Mende, on experiment 3,
I just wanted to check with you that you got the update on the
procedure in which you were calling for the image intensifier
observations of the (garble) 20 beam?

SPACECRAFT Well we got the update for (garble) operations in
;:th(|-;. :-iO€!K*-.':;

;

CAPCOM Mo no, negative. We had an OCR which was supposed
to have been linked up to take pictures of the BSA 20 beam with
the image intensifier as per (garble) use no —
SPACECRAFT Okay, I think I got that, but I have the grading on
at the moment, I'll take the grading off and take it with the
intensifier straight is that what you want Steve? .

CAPCOM I believe so, try to get a picture of the no with
no filter and perhaps with the 4800 filter if the no filter is
successful. Thank you.

SPACBCRAFT Okay, I understand. »o filter, if that is
successful, then 4800 with it. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Steve, from Byron, do you want me to (garble) at
:a:ll?-:;-v::: :':r.v^ :^

\
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CAPCOM Say again*

SPACECRAFT Roger, do you want roe to power up and (garble)

CABCXSiA Negativer Negative, no orientatio

SPACECRAFT (garble).

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops. We»re going to
delay the conference with the 300 Pis till about 4 plus 55.

SPACECRAFT Okay we got you Bill.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, here shortly
we should be getting our first run of experiment 20, one of the
space plasiua physics experiments. Originally scheduled to
operate with the AEPI experiment, NASA experiment number 3, a low
light level television camera, however, principle investigator
Steve Mende in the payload operations control center advised the
crew not to use the AEPI camera because of the, it being in the
locks and would be pointed in the wrong direction. However, he
did ask the crew to use some special filters on the 35mm camera
to attempt to document the beam firing from experiment 20. First
bean firing should be coming up in approximately one minute. The
data should be either recorded onboard and were anticipating
(garble) data will be coming to the ground and that the
investigative teams here in the payload operations control center
would be (garble) data in this particular run of experiment 20
c«f«fctd to as PiCPAP, ths^^^^

beams the electron beam accelerator will be used. The orbiter is
not pointing toward the Earth, but is point away from the
EArth. And in the scientific airlock another portion of
•xperiment 20 the passive package expected to be gathering data
on the return from this beam firing. Add itonally, experiment 19,
another of the space plasma physics experiments will also be
operating during this period of time.

SPACECRAFT
. (garble) right now.

CAPCOM Okay can you (garble)?

CAPCOM Owen, did you start (garble)?

SIMWMECRAFT That was a

BHD OF TAPE



thlSk^?jrK-o-T°*Pf2^i"^ Isolation frequen<;y. so Ithink the b«8t I could do, was able to start out verv lowfrequency and watch the phase of the fluid and about thrtime itchanged ph«sewa^

CAPCOM That's affirmative, i did wet wipe the containers?

fhi^uSyS^Li-J?!,^^?*^^^*^ ^^^^'^^^^ filling, and it was due to

S the front nilfi^ i^i^Sw^^Jf^?^
the reservoir, which was Sackto the £ront plate, and the fluid would shoot out in (garble), soIt formed a real point, once the fluid had stabilized, and thirl

JSheJicSrShape! rounded aid SSre

au?COM Thank you, Byron, the next question is was there
antispread

l?lpri#^^^

ClrSt fl2t nnSSi;!'
to work properly with the

S5JS«? SJSS H?;"?"".?! V4?*» ^''^ already been wetted, but uied the
^iJiJSiS^* iiA^r^^^ "ff^ ^^'^ ^^^^'^ And that all went

SS^tSnSSiJ^/nf LT^ able to f ilm both the contact spreading
«iio cne rupture of th% zones (over) . •

SEtion bfte*n«!^«.*'!!S"!fA^??i
'"^yb^.that also answers the next

2^l«SI;i.?^^?Ki-?^^^*^^^ you install and examine the 40

;i^i^CRM1?:V:;;;^^ :can :;dO::.:tha^^^^

S^Slon fh**. J.f*^
eight now, but that is the
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SPACECRAFT Okay r Standby

.

CAPCOM Okay# you have 20 seconds Spacelab, and Byron we'll
get those pages to you on procedures 300 when you come back up.

SpACBCRAfT Okayr we're about to do the (garble)

CAPCOM Yeah, and wtil ase you in about three minutes
through S-^Band*; •

PAO Or. Jon vreeburg here in the Payload Operations
Control Center just receiving a debrisfing from payload Specialst
Byron Lichtenberg on the experiments involving the fluid physics
nodule that were conducted onboard the Spaoelab during the blue
«hlfit: ysstarday. :

CAPCOM^^^^^ T^ Control Houston » were LOS from
Hawaii, and Spacelab will reacquire through TORS in about a

minute. It's about 23 minutes before we (garble) on to UHP pass,
and can talk to the Orbiter crew. As they flew over^H
CAPCOM and (garble) advised Columbia Pilot Brewster Shaw, that
they killed away observatory, advised the rupture of that
volcano, and the crew is planning on taking some photo on reel
58, at which time It will be in darkness. The daylight prevents
the crew from take good snaps, however, today, presently,
Brewster Shaw, did look out the (garble) windows of the vehicle
and verified he could see smoke of that portion of the islands
He will have voice contact momentarily with spacelab through
TORS, at mission eiaspsd time # 3 days, 4 liours , 10 minutes , this
is Mission Control Houston,

PAO^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ T^^^

for reacqulsltlon through TORS. During the last pass, Michael
tampton, alternate Payload specialist, advised Byron Lichtenberg,
that his wife Lee was in the Payload Operations Control Center,
and (garble) POCC and she past her regards to hsc husband, who is

one of the first non-career astronauts, to fly aboard a space, a

American 'Spacecraft.;-:

SPACECRAFT (garble) Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron. Spaoelab this is Marshall Ops,
thru S-Band, we have you for about 41 minutes.

SPACBCRAFT Okay, Bill we got ypu teal good.

END OF TAPE
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PAO .. .Hawaii, Brewster Shaw has had to make 7
aaneuveca of tha ship in the past 4 hours to support experiment
requirements and each of those (garble) the course involves
selection of digital auto pilot modes and it really represents a
fairly busy time form. Overall throughout the data it will be
about 20 maneuvers during this current shift performed by the
flight control team. I'nis is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations standing by
now for reaoquisition through Hawaii during the next hour or
so. The ccew will be busy^
exper iments . Aftd we 're standing by now for reaoguis ition through
Bawnii just a matter of a few seconds

,

CAPCOM And Specelab,^^^^

minutes through Hawaii.

8PAC3GRAfT (Garble) , Bill. lioud and clear #

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. We've got a couple item. If you get
any foul (gar ble) jiessages disregard

.

:;;SfACECRAFT^ :^

CAPCOM But if you get any during LOS, we'd just like for
you to let us know that you got some. You have no action if you

--:g«ftt;::any«'f:;;::^^

CAPCOM Okay, we have one more guicky for you to copy on
ejeperiroent 320 alpha and 328 bravo* Change the RES speed from

::;&.|2S;.tO;:::(>.:2M^

ijpACixjRAst

CAPCOM And we have Lee sitting here at the console with us
monitoring everything that's going on.

SPACECRAFT Alright, that's terrific, we're doing (garble) like
that. Things are going very swell up here.

(MKXM : Yeah r;;Lee' says- hi^^^^^^^^

SPACECRAFT Say hello to her. Send (garble) give her a hug and
kiss for me, Mike.

CAPCOM Okay and the 300 Pi's are waiting to talk to you,
"Byron.; v: ;: ;

:;^^

SPACECRAFT OXay, I'm standing by.

CAPCOM (Garble) to PS. Byron, do you read me?
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SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Cgarble) , Go ahead.

CAPCOM Byron, I have a few questions on ray experiment
yesterday, (garble) Mike Haines experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, can I get the first question?

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

CAPCOM My first question is could you ask them the time
required to Instow and install the (garble) plate and the
container of flying experiment and then to store them again.

SPACECRAFT I would say (garble) problem here and I would say
it took maybe 15 minutes or so to unstpw and install the initial
deyioes and cpntainer.

CAPCOM. Okay, thank you. The second question is the
hydrostatic shape in this little container and found that there
was a bubble and not a maniscus, but did you observe the same
shape in the (garble) cavity in the combination container because
as you know, there is a smaller cylinder in there. v

SPACECRAFT Roger, that affirmative. I did have a bubble in
tne middle^of the cylinder in the combination container as well
as the cylinder, the large qy^^^^

CAPCOM Okay, so there was no difference in behavior in
:;;both.;:cyli^^^

SPACECRAFT Affirmative. I didn»t see any difference.

CAPCOM The third questions is what happened to the
spherical container. We didn't discuss any of that.

SPACECRAFT The spherical container had a babbla in the middle
of it the whole time so there's really a shell of fluid.

CAPCOM Okay, did the results look good in this spherical
container also?

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

CAPCOM We're you able to generate a (garble) frequency?

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's also the (garble) mode. Could see
wiggling of besides the sickness of the shell of fluid retained
depending on the (garble) frequency. So I think the best I could
do is able to start out with very low frequency and watch the
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phase o£ the £luid and about the time It changed phase was my

I
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SPACECRAFT ...over.

CAPCOM Were you, was the MTV in the direction of the

noszle; later?
:

^

SPACECRAFT Xes, from time to time it was and X did not s©e any

glow coming from the nozzle. I believe it was the nozzle I was
looking .atV ^:.--^ :

'

CAPCOM We copy. Thank you Owen,

SPACECRAFT Doesn't your telemetry show what the filament
curcent ' was?. ;

'

^

\ -

'

CAPCOM We should have that. Just a second. Owen we
unfortunately had no link during that period so we did not have
the observed heater current. It should have been 12 amperes at
the beginning increasing to 14.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I probably should have called it up as a

parameter change just to see what the value was but I did not do
that on the display.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS.. We've got you

for 30 seconds. Owen, we want to give you a go for the IHF. Go
ahead and change out the sample and we'll see you at Madrid at,

correction we'll see you at Hawaii at about 3 plus 59.

CAPCOM And we would like to debrief the PPM at that
time. W« will have the PI's^w^^

SPACECRAFT Okay. 1 '11 tell Byron.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days, 3

hours, 47 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
through Orroral ground station. Anticipating reacquisiton of

signal through Hawaii in about 12 and a half minutes. During the

last acquisition of signal Mission Specialist Owen Garriott
provided a report on ByrinLichtenberg's progress with experiment
31 which is the effect of lymphyo^^^yte, or the effect of
weightlessness on lymphyocyte proliferation. This is an
experiment provided by the Swiss and it is sponsored by the
European Space Agency. On the first day of the flight an
incubator was retrieved from the middeck and installed on one of
the racks on the starboard side of the habitable module and this
incubator has 4 pistons or chambers in it in which the
lymphocytes were allowed to proliferate and at this pol^^^^^ the
mission thymidine is injected into each of the pistons which is a

radioactive tracer basically that will enable this process to be

studied once the experiment is returned to earth. Here s
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atudv Lvmohocytes constitute about 30 percent °=
/^"f 7"

research team, affects the
^od^ immune system,

not vet totally understood. Changes in the
Aaatn.

Sf coSrse? would be of interest on long ^P!^^.;,^^;^*'^^;-.^??;;'

*l Thil limohocvte proliferation experiment Payload specialist

orior to actually inserting an inhibitor wnicn 7™,:' qJI^
the experiment pi lor to freezing the 3*!f?l-««-,^?*^fi^i;^*^Hlc
oS^rtXt'JeportSd to co-investlgat^^^^

user room some additional
J"^*'*^'"*?*?". J" ^"L crew was ready to

that was just ^'J^^^^t'tSotSetmafLaStng ?Luity, the
change f?Jj*!^ ^Jf3 dS?8, 3 hiS?s, 50 mlSites

K^SliS'Jl^sS't^^^^^^

This Ml«fon^ontro^^^^^^^
57 minutes

J^Jgf1 Ji^Jlg^SunfS2twe^ the mission
much dialogue on J'^?oYu«^^ it»8 been a busy
control center and flight <3;c«^

Sfik pilot Brewster Shaw has
period of time onboard the

l^^^i^.J^f^'the pSst 4 hours to

';u;of :;;c»yrse;*'.,*
: K') -

;

''^ -^y^^--'^^^^
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J " SPACECRAFT Okay the first one is Byron's report on experiment
31, the times for the (garble) into the first chamber and then

I

injection of the (garble) follow, I'll give you 4 times;
I obviously 3 days and 3 hours 33 minutes, 30 seconds 3 hours 34

minutes, 15 seconds, 3 hours 35 minutes 00 seconds, 3 hours 35
minutes and 30 seconds. Completion time, is 3 hours —

?4i

CAPCCWi You broke up on the completion time Owen.

SPACECRAFT The completion is 3 hours 37 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger, and we got all of that. Solid copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and another comment. On the IHP is now
showing an (garble) slashing ready for a change, you want us to
wait, or go ahead and make that change as soon we can get to it,
.ovecr : / : ;

V : . ^; -
:

CAPCOM Okay, hold on.

CAPCOM Owen, this is SBPAC, could you repeat please the
heater illumination that you observed at the beginning of the FO

SPACECRAFT I could not copy, say again.
i i

! CAPCOM Could you please repeat your observation of the
j heater illumination during the beginning of the FO?

i SPACECRAFT Okay, when the first MTV picture showed up, it
looked like the nozzle was glowing brightly, then either the
camera moved or the intensity was changed, (garble) closing or
something to make it appear to disappear, and after that first
initial indication I don't recall that I ever saw the nozzle
glowing brightly again, over.

j
CAPCOM Were you, was the MTV in the direction of the

"f
:\ : :^ latec?-:

SPACECRAFT Yes, from time to time it was and I did not see any
glow coming from the nozzle, I believe it was the nozzle I was
looking at.

CAPCOM We copy, thank you Owen.

SPACECRAFT Doesn't your telemetry show it

mo OF TAPE
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PAO — In a ratio that contains too much hydrogen ana
that may be producing gas In the water storage tanks, the fuel
cells pass oxygen and hydrogen on either side of the inembrame
which chemical reaction which of course produces electricity and
water is produced as a by product of that action, and is stored
in those tanks. The consumption level of hydrogen if it in fact
is an excess of nominal is far from problematic, there is no
impact on the cryogen budget, in fact, consumption of the
cryogens has been less than pradic»8d* Remote action control
system thruster R30 is still leaking, propulsion system officer
for the orbit 2 team has advised the flight director of the
history of leaking RCS thruaters that we've experienced in the
previous 8 flights turns out that there have been 6 prior
episodes of leaking thrusters and each of those cases leaking has
subsided through the utility of the same procedures that we are
using now, the suspicion Is that the teflon seat that seals that
system is somehow contaminated. Pressure to that system has been
increased in an effort to assist that valvlng system in feeding
the leak rate being observed right now in R30 is about 1 pound
per hour which is considered to be acceptable. Mission elapsed
time 3 {3ays 3 hours 40 minutes, this is mission control Houston.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got you for about
4 minutes, and the 02 PI Is enablecU

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC on air to ground one. How
do you read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear SBPAC, go ahead.

CAPCOM Could you confirm that you started battery charge
please ; :

•

:

SPACECRAFT I have Started the battery charge, I have all the
numbers logged.

CAPCOM Say again please.

SPACECRAFT I have started the battery charge, and I have the
numbers logged.

CAPCOM Very good.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, I have a couple other Items for you
here>

'

CAPCOM Go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT with the (garble) hold, like it's suppose too.
And I then tried to item 13, and it did not accept that either.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC, on air-to-ground 1, we're
trying to figure out how to shut us down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) records, roll out the E-gas.

CAPCOM Spacelab, we have just 40 more s

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'd like a suggestion on how you want me to
shut :;it: down

CAPCOM Yes, Owen, please try rolling out the E-gas.

apACEC^RAFT : \ :Qa,a:^^^^

CAPCOM (garble) Owen, we have off sequence (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine, thank you.

j
CAPCOM And Owen, we'll see you at 3+41, SEPAC thanks you

:-Sp|^cWu?T^;;v^^

CAPCOM And Spacelab if your still copying, we have a
aessage ftom Byroii. tee is here and is copying your

SPACECRAFT (garble) cutting

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 3 days, 3
hours, 28 minutes, mission elasped time, we have loss of signal
with the Spacelab, through the tracking and data relay
satilllte. Next acquisition through TORS will be approximately
41 and 1/2 minutes. During the last acquisition, the crew spent
much of their time working with space plasma physics
investigations, specifically Owen Garriott conducting a run of
the ^pace experiments with particle accelerators, Japanese,
American endeavor, much of that equipment, provided by the
Japanese, designed to investigate the earth magnetic envelope,
th« m*gneti8phere and th6 earth ^^^^

how the solar wind affects the atmosphere. That run originally
planned to include high power firing of the electron beam
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accelerator. A piece of equipment that (garble) being of, or a

stream of negative p6r ticlea, electrons , and that was to be in

conjunction used in conjunction with the MPD arcjet which

releases a plume of ionize argon gas and the neutral gas plume
generator/ which releases neutro-nitrogen gas. This gas is

designed to neutraiize the positive charge picked up by the

^

Instrument as it's intermits the electron beam. We received down

link television, live from the monitor TV camera, which is one of

the SEPAC iUagnostic instrument, however, while the raagnetoplasma

diagnostttt arcjet did release ionize argon gas which was visible

as flashes on the monitor TV« The electron beam accelerator did

not fire during this operation. Toward the end of the

acquisition period, co-inveatlaator, fo^^SEPAC, Bill Taylor, _
worked with Owen Garriott to shut down the SEPAC package. It did

not shut down as scheduled because the electron beam had not

fired prior to loosing signal. That shut down process was^
occurring. At 3 days, 3 hours, 31 minutes, mission elaaped

tiaie. Thia is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, everything is

fairly q[uiet out on the flight deck on the Orbiter Columbia.

During the OfH passes there has been some discussion of the
^

Inoldent of gaseous substances in the water storage tank on board

tiie vehicle, and Brewster Shaw has beea
tank dowi to d> in an effort to relieve that systetn of .building

op of gas in there. The suspicion is that the fuel valves are

con«umlng the (garble) Inter-ratio which contains too much

hydrogen/ and that may be producing gas In the water 8toca«e^ _
tanks. The fuel cells pass oxygen and hydrogen on either side of

then, meabrar^ which chemical reaction which

StIO O? TAPE
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CAPCOM Owen, we acknowledge your movement of the MTV. Go
ahead. ^ -

.

;

•SPACjSeRAFT: ;: ; Temperatwce.

CAPCOM Ana SpiOelab this is Marshall OPS. Be advised
; we ' ve- just ;:put th«;;jniiiter: • in hold^'iiiid: :we:.- . .

:

CAPCC^i op^in Up th iria a little
l>it:.^^pf increasiv the- sensiti^^ity; •

SPApaJRAFT
,
Qk9^, Vm^^^ •

GhB&(M Good-;:««tting^O^^ ;

-

CAPCC^ 0**iin pitas* itw#ease thi senaitiyity a little bit.

SPACECRAfT ijosft iiiy piotur^^
^::ldc*l«'in#^^;a^^ ---^^

Phx> .Contintting :tovC€0eiv«».
;

•

,

ClkJfCQH Owen please increase the sensitive a little bit

'mimmmm OKay.^;-::^- i.Qok:ing--oat •
th«^>biick;' i^t •:8-:-a,: very : be ight' : :

•

j^asi: :ii'::vi#ii«wing:: *

:'.:tiii:=^niigi«.-

l^W^fkXSI^^m^ ;
: :^«f y«:,'; -htih* In

^

::-'cAiiiy:-^v^

it nould b# aotttg it were under autoraatfc control so we're not
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SPACECRAFT Okay you're cbcrect. It was in auto control. I

was using the iris in the manual and not the system in manual so
I got it back in manual control.

CAPCOM SEPAC copies.

i
CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC, on air-to-ground for

]
SPACECRAFT All right. Down the MPD. Okay.

i CAPCOM Roger. Owen for your information, the reason we're
1:

•

:

.

• :doing^- :that y wit:h;::the:-

I

«i<s<5troih beam w# Want to save the MGP gas for later . we wouldn' t

I

be able to do anything even if we did emit some MGP gas.

I SPACiCRAFT Oka^^^ Be adviaed
i

^^^^^^^^^^ I

I

have a EBA firing there wasn't much electron jus^fe

1
CAPCOM Okay we copy.

1/ CAfCC^i Spactlab t^
jt:;-:/; .^^:^:^ We;'re >sMii:::;iosingvgi

SPACECRAJPT Okay, it^^^^^^*^

after doing the item 14. I'm not sur«! why.

CAfCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

#i g#t an MJPD shi^
•;;9|«vl<>uiiiy:^^^ ttm IA»

SiACECRJUSI^ It^esn' t tmii like it ttccepted t!iat

:e;iiip^,: ^: \^
;

• • ;•v•;;::;'^: • : >
;

CAPCOM Try an item 12 hoia followed by an item 13.

SiJiiiCRAt'T Give

•^iiiiiiiiait^ va|^^^

illilsiiilidyJia
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j PAO test the electron beam accelerator.

j

SPACECRAFT Okay, thi ;i.W«D looks like it's padding around the

j

payload bay right now, (garble).

CAPCOM That's good, Glag to hear that. We can't hear it,
- ^ -^we^ can' t ^ see ::it#'^Owen. ^:^

SPACECRAFT Okay# it was looking right at the EVA I believe and
now it is (garble) around looking at some of the portion of the
payload bay which I can't immediately identify.

CAPCOM Thank you.
i

'

^--^ the —
i

I
SPACECRAFT (Garble) that would be power supply and (garble)

j

high voltage comes on full bed and then the power supply goes

I

down and comes out, knocks out the high voltage.

i CAPCOM We're well aware, Byron and and the 19 Pi's working
j

it* we'll be bacfe^^^^^^ we^ need anything.

i( ^ SiACSCi^ Okay. (Garble) some of the (garble) I want you to
j^'^--':":^::

V eeiad; should .relasue^ item- 3v i ^. v

i
SPACECRAFT And (garble) zoomed in on the EVA, I got the
aperature right now, it looks like. (Garble) test point number
1, Marshall we issued the item 3 high voltage on again for 19

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that high voltage is staying on for



i^paadteki*) .fsasc ^saife "mim. «mr -Hw* ii\

»oiHM^^ ^^wftii^ 'life «•» ^^iWMs %l>fe, ""^-rf ^^lit'Xyv

l^itct)!^ t«<^iiiMt^ ><?aia^1t'4^<.

wwaitof TV which It p*t% feh« tpet tnj^«iifc«ttlil ^H^h pt^ljeilt
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i?AO Phil Taylor confirming that the Clash©a are
released ionized argon gas every 15 seconds. The beam however
^ias:^:not: b«en ^:«irin^^^ • ^ '

:
• ; l^- -

- - --

CAPCOM
Owen.

Spacelab, this is SBPAK on air-to-ground 1 for

CAPCOM would you please see if you could move the MTV over
:::thf;ievj(ipD;^^^^^^^

CWOM^^^^^^e^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ A^

CAPCOM Owen, we*ve acknowledged the movement of the MTV,

^•:Bil&JOr::-W»:'
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PAO —and the (garble) diagnostic (garble) in

neutralizing the vehicle charging. Both of these instruments
were checked out during the blue shift yesterday successfully.
The MPDR jet releasing ionized argon g«^s which was visible as
small flashes of light during one televison downlink yesterday.
The MOP neutral gas plume releasing a nonionized neutron gas.
During these operations the electron beam will be accelerated
through first the ionized argon gas and then toward the end of
the series of firings thorugh the neutral gas plume. Onco
started the run is expected to take approximately 16 minutes, in
that will include the entire series of runs which include an
increase in voltage and (garble) gradually (garble) followed by a
second series of firings with gradual step increase. And at this
tim>9 we're receving some additional downlink television that was
not scheduled this is a re run of the pre recorded ABPI televison
that was dumped just a few minutes agor the investigator was a
bit concerned about the quality of the last downlink, and so it
is being sent to the ground once again. Meanwhile, in the SBPAC
usee room, that team also preparing, not only preparing for it*s
run but also keeping an eye on the experiment 3 video as all of
the space plasma physics experiments are related in one way or

::another:*'' -

CAPCOM PMC this is SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab with & comm check,

CAPCOM Go ahead Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we're
reading you loud and clear Byron,

SPACECRAFT Well real good Mike, I'm just changing the WCUs
unit and I wanted to check it out.

CAPCCM Yes, evidently the, you got a lot of range there,
cause your Signal ta per feet^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay that's good, I'll stay with this one then.

SPACECRAFT SBPAC are you Intending to get the MTV direct to
the ground on us?

CAPCOM That is our intent. Links gone right now, but we
::«hope;:vt<»^^:get:'i

SfAiiClW^T^^^^^^^^^^^^^

reassigned the 02 MTVR to scope up here, you ought to make sure

CAPCOM That's very good, please start at nominal time.
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SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab,

CAPCOM Go ahead Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops.

SPA^CRAPT Roger Mike, what is the timeline say on 99 (garble)
does it call any (garble) I'd like to run both the 19 (garble)
looks like I've got enough room to do it. (garble).

CAPCOM Yea, I'm told that you are correct, you can run
both.

SPACECRAFT Good news, thank you.

CAPCOM Righto, vre aim to please.

SPACECRAFT. Well, you're doing a pretty good job, believe roe.

PAO And Owen Garriott reported to SEPAC co-investigator
Bill Taylor that preparations for this operation of the
experiment are now underway, being controlled by the spacelab
computer. And in the user room here in the payload operations
control center (g*irbie) of Japan principle investigator for the
SBPAC experiment standing by for the start up of the high powered
test oC the electron beaTfl accelerator.

SPACECRAFT (garble) looks like it's panning around the payload
\m tights

CAPCOM Oh that's good, glad to hear that, we can't see it

SPACECRAFT Okay, it was looking right at the

END OF TAPE ,
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SPACECRAFT Copy Mike? I left the original tape on there.

CAPCOM Okay, that's good Byron, we're dumping that right
now* And thanks for taking care of that tape.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

CAPCOM Spacolab, Marshall Ops, we do have the SEPAC, Dr.

Taylor is fsnabled for the rest of this run.

SPACECRAf^: V :'Roger,:;;'

SPACECRAFT Marshall have you got any knowledge that you
Statted with 219 Alpha iftessj^

CAPCOM We copy the messages, we have good K-Band Byron,
and were looking at them.

^

SPACECRAFT Okay, Stand by on earth. The battery charges

(gacbley at this time all th« battery elements look llke^ *
up and in really good shape.

CAPCOM SEPAC copies.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, samples 301, has been removed from the

IFH and 311 brought in and now installed in port #1.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy Byron, Thank you.

CAPCOM And of course, we would like a time of that

removal and installation. Okay, we have it, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, right now.

PAO And meanwhile continuing through to receive

prerecorded down link television, from the AEPl camera. This is

data television. This down link was recorded on board just prior
:A-tOi;:;3^:: days,V2:;:hburs>/^

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab, do you want me to go ahead

and start up the IFH, or do you want me to wait until right till

CAPCOM Byron, we're checking on that, be right back with

ii|p<3<»|:^
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SPACECRAPr C^^^^^^^ Bill.

CAPCOM Could you please conficin that SEPAC DPE is op
::piease. •

: _ , /

SPACECRAFT We just did that it is 0 P, OP.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much.

GAPCtMl spaoelab^ thia is Marshall^^^O^

SPACpRAFT'-^- :
Go: ahead.^;--

CAPCOM Yes, right at, the 300 team agrees. Why not just
start the sample 311, which you*ve installed, there's no need to
wait till 50 minute. You can do that now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good, we just got another 19 (garble)
/message^;

:

:

CAPCCm Yes, Byron, we're aware of that, and the PI has
command capability, and he's taking cans of that from the ground.

SPACECWtt'T Okiiy, I rea
hours, 47 minutes, 20 seconds.

CAPCOM Okay we copy, at 2, 47.

SPACECRAFT SEPAC rth^^^^^^^^^^^

is just a little bit vag there* It's a little difficult to read
there, but I think the (garble) is 002 Alpha, 03, just to confirm
tha 03, is the correct (garble) with model #4.

PAO This is Marshall Operations, we down link of pre-
ifecorded video, fcow th«
crew is continuing with their setup of the next (garble) to be
ipace experiment wliih^^^

litohttiibelf; pven the^^^^^g^

iasoiiated with Ihe^^^^^m

pejflod heri in^^^ t
:
xces^alch::;- tiftit li^<^
^ex^«l:iieiita:V

':::::senli'iB|^'^:ioi0?^^^^^

That (garble) now completed.
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SPACBCRAtT SBPAC * Spaqeiabr no PCF chjihgea correct?

capgom;:-

PAO Preparations continuing onboard Spacelab for a

level 2 eleqtron beam power t

ihveetigate the vehicli chargint eifectr Wit^
eleotrdn bearo injection, an^^^

neutral gae piuioe ahia the
netttrallzittf the vehicle
were checked oat dur ihg the blue shifit yestera«iy , suqceasfuliy

,

::Th«.^ MPo:' arciei: ifeleaaei--^

Em OF TAP2:
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CAPCOM ...hav« the 03 PI enabled here for a few more
nlnutes and then the 02 PI will be enabled.

CAPCOM Okay Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good.

CAPCOH Can you report to us on the star shoot. Row did It

SPACfeCRAPT j?©ll it went pretty terrible Steve because the
attitude we were in had the port wing looking at the earth so all
1 saw wa$ some air gl^^^^^

CAPCOM That's okay. Did you see the air glow then and did
you try to change filters?

SPACECRAPT That's affirmative. We cycled through 7200 55

I
77 6300 39 14 — pretty much moat of them — try to get some

! data there and the camera looked like it behaved pretty nicely,
i I also completed the horizon sensor calibration about 15 minutes

j
ago but that's about it for AEPI right now. Everything seems to
be okay except for the attitude, over.

CAKIOM 'ihanks very much Byron.

I SPACECRAff Okay.^ M^^^^

:::^:v,^^^^^ Go:--ahead-Byron.r^

I

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

CAPCOM And Spacelab. In the blind. We've lost the
! downlink for a second. Stand by Byron.

PAiO That 1^^^ the

b«tthning of this adquisltiott reported to^^^^^^^t «xper iwent 3
investlfjatlrig teaift here ift^^^^^t^^^^^

oelglnaUy planned data collection on star field was not
p^sslbiift. ae Was^^^^ u
which the AEPI low level black and white TV camera looks was
ft-|iinted;x:iaithw«rdS,j

::|iarthali:5;Cinlei;^::

Aispi oi»|«(Ofi^e ia^^^^^^ t

I . CAPpOM And we didn't copy your last downlink transmission.
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j^.,,^^ SPACECRAFT Roger. 1 was. making some comments to the INCO
,|

people on the video tape recordei: number 1.

! CAPCOM Qo ahead.

I
SPACECRAFT Okay, Tape recorder number 1 was in a rewind mode

i
just about the time that I finished up running AEPl's star shoot

j
which was really an earth shoot, I looked over there and looked

j
at the diisplay and the time remaining was jumping around

i

considerably. It was not increasing back up to 55 minutes. And
) I after several minutes I heard some funny slapping noises and I

I

got the MAI* light on so I took the cover off and the taperecorder
! had rewound fully off of the take up reel so it was back on the

) I

supply reel. So I rethread it and got it all set up and it's

I
ready to go again but the other question I had was the tape

! recorder was in the assign mode and not the instrumentation
) i mode. In the instrumentation mode and not the TV mode for the 03

I

data. Is that what you wanted, over.

) I
CAPCOM Stand by. lNCO*s looking at that.

I

i

PAD And in the...

^
X CAPGCW spaoelab# this la SBPAC on air-to»ground l for

ciwwSOM Owen. Could you please check to 8«e that the SEPAC
d«pth is op^d^^^ a
ch|^^ge::•^^

•SJW^C^A^

CAPCOM Now receiving downlink TV from the AEPI camera.

SPi«?iCWw?T Okay r^o^

we are still battery charging right now. When would you like to
s:h«vl^--^:t*fainated?-

thsi we wiih^
analock not TV right now. And thanks for taking care of that
;itii|i§;||or|:Ur
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PAO Voicte ot CO- Investigator Bill Tayi^^
expecimehti with particle ac^^ in the Payload
Op^tationa Control eentec* Prepatations underway for a high

:;;;inten!jity; beanl^^a

CAPCOM si>acelabr Marahall OPS^^^^^^fi

did you leave that tape on VITR number 1 or did you put a freah

SPACECRAFT I copy Mike. I left the original tape on there.

CAPCOM Okay that's good Byron. We're dumping it right now
and thanka for ;;akirtg care of th

SPACECW^BT?^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ I^^
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PAO Designed to learn more about Earth raagnetosphec€f,

the magnetic envelope that surrounas and also protects the Earth
from such things as the solar wind and also learn how high energy
particles entering the upper atmosphere. Particles of the solar
wind interact with the atmosphere. In this particle operation of

the experiment the camera was going to be collecting data on
(garble> and the upper atmosphere either (garble) Austra house or

(garble) and the experiment was being operated in the locks.
Normally the experiment camera can be moved about and pointed.
However, because oC some difficulties earlier with the experiment
locks it was deteraiined here In the payload control center that
operation of the experiment would be done with the camera in the

locked position. However, the principal investigator team still
as it (garble) about getting date: because even in the locked

position the camera does get a field-of-view over the edge of the

Orbiter. At 3 days 1 hour 59 minutes, mission elapsed time, this
is Marshall 8$^^

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. During the TDRSS
pass the capcom came up on air-to-ground 1 at one point to

discuss with Columbia Pilot, Brewster Shaw, drop out of the

digital display unit in the flight deck. There was a switch of

the exp«ciment power converter through which the Orbiter pifovides
, , ,

power that supports Spacelab experiments and during that switch
the digital display unit malfunctioned. CAPCOM Mary Cleave

I
advised Brewster Shaw to cycle power to that unit^^

i and that had the effect of recovering the system. At mission
elapsed time, 3 days 2 hours even, this is mission control
Houston. •

• ^
'/^^^

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days 2

hours 33 raintttes mission elapsed time. We're standing by for

reacqulsltion of signal through the tracking and data relay
! satellite in just about a minute and a half. During this

f| ! aoqpsi^ion of signal we ahticipat* some television fr6m th«

f I spacecsraft that was recorded earlier^ on the AE
i axpeeiroent number 3, that recorded as we lost signal a while,
V I ago^ Ik shottid be staef ield doouiaented^^ that black and white

caneea. we also later on in the pass anticipate some live
television of some electron be
power electron beam accelerations from thaSBPAKe

j
number 2* teat of tha high powec

i mode of $Ef^
5 last coupl* of hoars their^^^^^^^^h^^^

I 5f
! naatby appO galaxy^^

aWay. luid als data on hydra, a gro«p of galaxifs

.
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|.:SijM3iCRA^

On« of the material aclence experiments, procedure
provided by the material science team here in the payload control

:::centec:,;;;:::-

CAPCON Byron, this is experiment (garble) arid have you,

SPiWiSRAfT R^
iwiS we're ready to^^ 4^^

Steve Mende from Lockheed Palo Alto, California
«iJ«inf Byron^

CAPCOM Spacelab, we»ve got you for about another 30
ninut««, we'll see you at about 2 plus 33, about 45 minutes from

CAPCOM Okay that's not 30 minutes, that should of been 30
;;:««cohd»,/:aiid;;'h

This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days 1
hour 54 minutes, mission elapsed time, we have loss of signal
witb 8l»*oe3!,ab through the^^^^^^T^^^^

system^ we should reacquire through TDRSS in about 40 minutes,
that's 40 minutes for a voice (garble) and just over a minute
longer for the Ku-Band high rate data downlink. During the last
acquisition of signal, the crew was quiet much of the time,
however onboard busy conducting various experiment activities.

::j|o|i:|iiivtadd|tlon^

'•^Ipsind-:;:shock:s:«j^
fiilmttlwtloii ::-por:tlo^^^^^^

^:#jtiOtiodesi-;.the;y^

:::|l>|d«iti:l^s:w

:#«5alf*fti::«'hicl»*s::h
^;|Mtliie|pi;^:inveitlgat^aiw
.:#Orttro*'^

:l>4lieraOii*;:'ls:;.M"^

104 experiment. During that period there was some communication
::ibi«|:^.i«iill*y:-::4ri^
normally done in that experiment, subject pulled to the floor by
bungee cords during the stimulation. However, because the 300
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secies experiment, the material science experiments were
operating and additional motion might disturb those experiments,
it was decided here in the payload control center that the crew
should not go ahead with the actual drops. Additionally, because
there had been earlier a glitch with the vacuum gas system which,
evacuates many of the facilities in the Material Science Double
Rack, one of the facilities, the high temperature "chermostat

(garble) off Byron Litchenberg was in the process of restarting
that facility with one of the samplef^^ installed sample 606, and

just as the payload control center lost communications as
Spacelab and Columbia passed out of the range of the Tracking and

Data Relay Satellite, the crew was preparing to begin operating
NASA experiment number 3, this is a pallet mounted experiment
which has some controls inside the habitable module and in fact

has also received some of it's controls in put by the crew
through the digital display system, one of two computer terminals
inside the habitable module. This experiment is a low light
level television camera that is mounted out on the Spacelab
pallet, it is one of several experiments in the Space plasma
physics discipline designed to learn more about the Earth's
(garble) the magnetic envelope that surrounds and also protects
the Earth from such things as the solar wind, and also learn how

high energy particles entering the upper atmosphere, particles of
the solar wind interact with the atmosphere.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, vi.ew point 1 — 5.5; view point 2 — 6.1?

CAPCOM Spacelab, 104.

CAPCOM Ana Spacelab, Marshall OPS. How copy?

SpACECRA^

CAPCOM Okay. We had a temporary dropout. We lost
everything. Repeat fro© view point 4 on.

SPACECRi^^fT-:::.:^

8.0} view point 6 — 9,0? view point 7 — lO.Of view point 8

CAPCOM Spacelab, 104 copies and thank you very much,

SPACECRAFT Roger and It was an excellent looking recruitment

CAPCOM Thank you very much Byron. This. Is Dave.

PAO Payload Specialist Byron Llchtenberg providing a
report on the data that was gathered during that portion of the
experiment 104 hop and drop run* Of course, during that portion
of the exr>eflroent no^^

ai^op and shock experiment. Correction, L04 Is drop and shock but
iK> dtopS
Anderson of the University of Michigan one of the co-

.::lj|irea*:l^^

ttteptlgure^ ©lit what cauae^^
explain It to me. what I know Is the work around. You should
Iteve a stop light on for the an? and what they'd like you to do

;:sf|ghtv::aVay?:

:2t^ii::,,:^K>^^.thir<s«gh^^

SFACECRAPT A34 01 00 04 05 07 04

^^6I^P<^sS:::^-^-:::-^^^



CAPCOM And then close 000 406.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I read beok 44 00 00 00 04 00 06

B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
1. 8 end i. d and yoo

should find that the HTT coinea on normally and runs.

::^:;S|AC§Ciy^

CAPTION Thank you very much.

^:;'8PACECj^lT?:/

CAPCOM That's right. This Is code number 606. This will
f.be;^::yOUr:;;/

l^APCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ A^^ the star Shoot for
::::::tbf:^AS»I:::peopl^

g?A|BCRAf^
;.;.fo|:::.the;:^

:;;:StACj8C|i^

I'liieiiiiv-oiMj::^

fi:|(^:;;:;||ii|Sl|iS^^^^^^^^^

SpaoelAb through the tifackins end <f*t« relay satellite. During



Bycoit 1^^ aasiit him in

I SPACECRAFT Ro^Qtr. I ae« you guys have the VXD aet iip. Vou*ve
I ^

: : : ^ixfofe:;;th#-r 03:^
: KJCC: fOl-nf feoS tapi: •

: fcictifl«e.-^^^*- but-you:;- iiava ^; 1 1; : •s«t; up ^y- ^

Ai)^;-.wt;*xa;. about^^^ .hare,' ; .

:i»o"cfVfAp»^^^^^
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CAPCOM ^and Byron, we need to get the HTT started, our
data on the ground indicates It's not on.

CAPCOM What happened there Byron, when the VGS went down,
it took the HTT with it, and now that the vacuum gas system is
back up we'd like you to right away to do a HTT tftiirt up, which
is page foxtrot, 200-3. We'll need 1.3, 1.8, and 1.9.

SPACECRAFT Okay, would you repeat that Mike, we got to copy

CAPCOM Okay, sure. We need you to do a HTT start up, now
that VGS, and that is page foxtrot 200-3* And the three steps we

;;:rieed/;«w:e:s

SPACECRAFT Copy. Okay Mike, now the reason we didn't start
that is because Ulf said that you guys on the ground brought HTT
is what caused the VGF to go down. You tell us to just to go
ahead with it normally, huh?

CAPCOM Okay, standby (garble)

CAPCOM Yes, Byron, w<i talked to the 300 people, they've
been getting data and they think the vacuum gas system ia doing
fin« i»nd the aa,^

Houston^ Columbia.

:;::S|ACecri^<)t

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, when I put the experiment AC (garble)
lMi<?k oil tbt au

CAPCOM Rog^r, we copy that Brewster, and we'd like you to
go «heat and do a p^
:;:|S»|tc^lab«;,::;;:::^

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by, (garble) I'm listening, go ahead.
;:Okiy^::sii:i*l:vb«eki<^



Spaoelab this iu 104.

Ofeay , Bstwater yoiJt way, okay her© w© go w« got 1

,

swWJBClourt Okay , lhanK you^ Marshall , S|»ac©lab heri , we * v«
»if:r:;lh#: -ilff

;

• 3^::4aya:#:::;::l^:ho« , :^ 37:: iwiniitea » ;
;20;-^

:,

Roger, copy 1^^^^

:Okdyi::::I:.rhaveft

Spaoelab this is 104, how copy?

Itogei:> ex^^ loui and clear

au«3<)IS tes iyw^^^
jcepor fe on how the reoruitiaent curve^ 1^ ana if fetwe p«r«it«

^•:«tt^i':^|ob/^--«nt- :eve

Thank you.

Okfy:i^ : |4ar8hill;4<||^ 'V:

CftfCON
by*

•|yfOh|Swif
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d«2iflna^ 4.« -./S*^®'^*^^®?"^^^ Germany and that experiment is
measure the Influence of space on various biologicalspecimens. It»s situated on the European Space Agency bridge

»Srf\KL°;nJ*'S
directly behind the habitable module andmore than 300 hundred samples of test materials are packed in a

square^.container and situated on the pallet where they are beinqexposed to space and various wavelengths and (garble) ultraviolec

l^Aulit2 Ini iS^L^Si^r^"^
the flight, these^peciiens win boevaluated and compared to control samples on the ground.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops in the blind. How copy?

StSi M .
7**® payload operations control team here in thepayload control center has been advised by mission control thacwe may have intermittent comm.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops in the blind. How copy?

^h^^i, t^J^^tl
Interface coordinator. Bill Book running acomm check intending to communicate with the spacecraft,

(garble) again this is nothing unusual what we here in payload
control has been advised we could experience some difficulty incommunicating with the crew due to the present s-band link.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
Over;

: Space lab>>^'-/^:^^

Marshall operations, spacelab, how do you read?

CAPCOM we got you Byron. We've had a little bit of
antenna blockage problems but I think we got you silent now,

• Byron,v we:> b|id:::a::^
And

SPACECRAFT
Ovsr.

Marshall Operations, Spacelab. How do you read?

CkPC<M Byron, we copy. How copy?

;;^PiM2l3^A^^^

CAPCOM Okay, we got a little antenna blockage problem and

«!^h|v- *^

SPA(?BCRAFT

SPACEGJRAfT:::;

CAPCOWv--^::::':

(Garble) I'll check it.

sAjridv::whens

Copy that.

It is in reference to SEPAK and we want you toperform it on day 3 hour 9, 00 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Ok«y, standby. We'll look foe it. (Garble) as I

run down into the inidaeek hece.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy you* re going down to the middeck.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops. We wonder if
there's anybody in the moclule?

SPACECIlAfT , No, we're
^^

i^^^^^^^^^

;eAPCOH-;'::::;^^

PAO This is Mission Control Houston* We had some comm
dropout and loss of data briefly during this TDRSS acquisition
period ^^^^^A^^^^

antenna pointing becomes kind o£ difficult and it's very tenious
look aiiigle for the TORSf siitellite and^^^^ i

we get occasional blips and conun and data when the Orbiter is as
those extremes and transitioning from ascending to descending
nodee or that the other end of feN^^^^^ globe transitioning to
descending to ascending nodes. That's air equipment failure but
•Just a chronic high inclinations that we're flying in this
mission. Mission elapsed time is 3 days 1 hour 32 minutes. This
;|.«; »i«#lon;:;GOht^

JWIO And this is Marshall Spacelab operation
lf-l/2 minutes remaining with potential (garble) between Spacelab

:;iHid>:]^

vswM2iBcaAPT^:V:: :::okay,-^:'^'iiii:.^^^

85PAC a but it says it only (garble) a (garble) 2, 18 hours 25

CAPCOM Yes, we want you to use it at 3/9 0 0. And Byron,
we need to get the HTT started. Our data on the ground indicates

dcwh ii^^^ t^
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SfACICRAPT

CAPCOM

—— undeirstand , w«»H knock It ofC.

Okny.

(garble) do you read roe now."

Owen» we do copy you.

8PACBCRAPT Okay, here comes the pc^.ac on mark, right there
(garble) you can see the 104 power cable.

CAB'COM.

CAPCOM

SPACBCRAPT

CAPCOM

SPACK5RAFT

CAPCOK

>SlACi^Ri^

CAPCC^f

:;itoger"'::weS'copy,;^^

'Spaoe3.ab'pthl8 is; .Mair#hall^ .OpS'i;:::-

Sp«cel«b this is Marshall Ops. How copy?

::LQiid : awavClear^

Yes, did you all perform any drops?

:/ilBgattvev;:v:>^-^^

::Oluiy,::;;-we^;.«

vMS2:;:thi«:^;^

;:G!o';:ah««d:*^-:;^^
•

'j:^'^;:;-J-'':t';'^

;:-we:^l|;ii:jia

CAJPCOM YOU did, 4 drops at each view point?

:'v<giici&}^);gsee^;;^

104, the drop and shock, discussing some previous drop and shock
:,iiiivi:||titaW|(|l|;

;:«|f^:,iis,:SOh«NSi^
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bl laiittisqible all#i^

-iigi^ii;.ay|t;p,:c^^^^ luai:: atiiuiatton:::
pofl^4ona of that axparimtnt with that aubjact atandlng on tha

tha Icsaa. Tha caaaon tha ptmi waa aakad to not conplata tha
v:

/
: mm WfiMmr^:Q$-/mmmX^ on ^

:

::«jg:|#t:-:a^^^

:::::^fAl?CGM:^^

:-:.:;;iliit:::w<?n4^^^

I fhock axfaeiwant. Aipcoiitiwitaiy 3i winutaa rawainlng in thia
I aoq«iaition of aitnal with Spaoaiab whila tha oraw ia buay inaida

I
t»aJ.Xatt^that ar« a»c|;uaiv«Xy pallet, not at axparl«ant , Ana
ai9ont tboaa th«i:a ata aoma a«paei«ianta that opaeate pretty mch

I la^axpariiaant %S profvldad by the lotopaan Spaoa Agency and tha
faaeiral S^^lic 0< QariMuty, ana that aapariment la deaignad to
maaaara tha infi«aoca of apaoa on varioua biological apaciwana.
lt*a altimtaa on tha Ittropaan Siwica Aganoy bridge, which ia on

:^:;-i*has^pallai^:i-d*Wtlii:i^^
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SPACECRAFT (garble) getting some (garble) down there but we

Ci#<:ow Okay
bii le ilao^^^^^^^^h^^ enabled and wheneve W: you ' ee ready you can

S. Will you confirm that that is the correct one on the inboard

CAPCON That's affirmative^ Owen.

I turned it on 33 minutes past the hour.

CAPCOM :;Siy;lig|lgy-o^

t:hs flight deolc* The port ODO tias it's no longer operative and
siiiitifiir:^jia<3&.'t^fCi

CAPCOW

CJipCQM

SPACECRAFT

yiiiilliiiililii

:;|pii|Lai|-'^^^

;<iliiiitkKu:iuififihi^^

g«t frow the systems people, they'd lik9 to get a reasOftably
iiiiii?iiiiiliifig#^

f -
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SPACECRAFT We've already turned off the SIO. I presume you
mean the povKir switch on the panelV*

CAPCOM Yes, I guess I mean the power switch on the panel
since these people are interested in^^

:;::throughtKSjp«^

CAPCOM Spacelab, 104.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Neil.

CAPCOM Yea, we'd sure appreciate those drops from Byron if
you could go ahead and get then.

v'-SPACBCiiAFTi^-^^

CAPCOM And at the same time, we'd like some information
from you when you've y'>t some time concerning the drops that you
did on day I. The d»ta dump that we got looks pretty good but it
- looks like we only got 1 drop per viewpoint, we'd like that
concerned. Spacelab, 104, Did you copy that last transmission?

CAPCOM Okay, spacelab, this is Marshall Ope. Spacelab

any drops with the activity that they've got going on at this

SPACECRAFT Understand, we'll knock it off. Marshall Ops, do

::c^|CGpi;';:^;;:^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay, here comes the power on.
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PAO -also toward the end of that pass, ccew was advised
that the Isothermal heating furnace was now working perfectly.
And on NASA select, at approximately 10:30 am CST, there will be
a replay of the science update by Dr. Rick Chappell, NASA's
Spacelab 1 mission scientists, and Dr. Karl Knott ESA project
scientist at approximately 10:30 am Central time, and that is a
replay of that report which was recorded earlier this morning.
At 3 days 13 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall
Spacelab -Operations. i::^

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days 53
minutes mission elapsed time were standing by now for
reacquisition of signal through the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite with Spacelab in less than a minute. When we reacquire
signal, the crew is scheduled to be performing some additional
experiment 104 drop and shock activities, this to get a
recruitment curve on Byron Litchenberg where the back of his knee
will be stimulated with very small electrical stimulus and the
reaction will be recorded. Dr. Mel Reschke from the Johnson
Space Center scheduled to be enabled to work with Litch«nberg and
Garriott during the conduct of this experiment. Additionally
there is some ongoing material science activities, we should
;Cf^«qulifewaf .w^^^

CAPCON And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for
^|b<Jtt*:^.;§«^vittinu

SPACECRAFT Okay, we finished the recruitment curves, we are
both working on the IHF replacement, and Byron wants to give Mel

,,:a;::'C0«p3t«v:0f:v drops:-
to get set up for the next run. And we unfortunately missed some
g«i<)d Oifcofai shots f^^^^ t^^^

CAPCOM Okay we copy that Owen, we have some traffic, but
w# ala0 have Mei^^^^^ e^
him a call.

BHD OF TAPS
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^PCOM Okay, Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, thank you
very much for the press conference, that concludes the European
questions as well. And were delighted to get this chance to talk
over to you guys with the press looking on.

PA< This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, that
concludes the live down link television of the Spacelab 1 press
conference from Orbit, including the entire Spacelab 1 science
crew. Due to some technical difficulties and the questions had
to be relayed to the Spacelab crew. That relay was done by
alternate Payload Specialist Mike Lampton, in the front room of
tha Payload Operations Control Center. Approximately 8 minutes
remaining on this acquisition signal with Spacelab thru the
tracking and data relay satillite.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Spacelab, Marshall Ops.

Go ahead Marshall.

CAPCOM Byron, when you all take the blood samples up, the
101 PI would like to remind you all, you probably won't forget,
but to take his plants and put them up in the freezer.

/ .SPACECRAFT Roger, Bill that's all completed, everything is in
I ) the freeaer that we can figure and the plants are frozen.

That's super Brian.

Brians outs, im, Byron.

Well I know. Sorry about that.

Spacelab this Houston, on air-to-oround 1, with a
coram check, how do you read.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Spacelab reads you loud and clear, ovej:.

CAPC0r4 Roger, and we read you loud and clear too, thanks.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Houston, with another corom cheek,
how do you read, air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM

:::||Ai)ii)i^i:;

CAPCOM

(garble)

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
(garble) .over.

Xioud and clear, Mary.

Okay, thanks alot, we Won't' bother you again.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for anybody

.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM We ha^ii an answer to Ulf's (Question, Ulf wanted to

know what to do with the sample number 307 which he removed, from

the IHP, and the answer is he will just have to stow that. It

should not be reprocessed, Just bring it home cold, okay. Thank

you very much. By the way the IPH ie.now working perfectly.

^W^?:v¥^'^bee^^^^^^^^

':iooIt:$i50|tt

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM-

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
team noticed
conference.

CAPCOM

;^-:Oood^.v

Spacelab, this is Marshalls operations for anybody,

that Ulf had not been wearing his ARO on the press

fcf>||(||0|l-r^^

We understand, thank you very much,

wondering if he brought on board any spares 104,

CAPCOM Oh thanks alot Byron.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we have you for about another 30

•lou«sf<:-n»^^sfiion<:^^

Spacelab through the tracking and clat relay satillite and

anticipating reacqulsitlon of (garble) S-Band and K*Band, high

^idii^iali^ttMlSlii^^^^^^
minuteai. During the last acquisition much of the time was spent
in a press con^ernce with gueations: i5Soming tirom -m^^ at the

Johnson Space Gent^Vr in- Houston aaw«ll- as a couple of questions
fcom eolgone (garble) in Geifmani?. Th6 questions were relayed by

aiternaiive paj^load S|)eotalist Mike tampton. Also tom^rds the

furnaoe waas npwr; working petfeotly,

mo OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT We're just looking through the panel hatch here
which you can't see and John's feet were going at a very fast
(garble) on the treadmill up here. And so John and Brewster are

:

:

:
icehes: ::have :Voatied • out' for : them- tiv bev;preseht • just li'ke th^i s^: om
eot example. Didn't require their presence here and so they're
doing fine, doing a great job and fe**llng fine.

-:j:r-': ': -^^^^^ Okay and Lynn has another ques tion . On an ear lie

r

fM^ht^^^^^^^^ft^^^^

record. Do any of you guys want to take a stab at describing

SPACECRAFT This is Byron and I'll take a crack at that. I'm
not^^^ we're the

CAPCOM Okay Byron. Thank you very much. Okay guys. That

^**^-v::,,:Golleag

CAPCOM
to you Owen.

Bill, can you read me with a question?

Yes. Mike tight now is getting to relay a question

SPACECRAFT vmile he's getting ready I want to ask you at my
,«iio:::- zefo- 15^ houes^^
that I'm not supposed to do that. Has that been deleted?

CAPCOM ^:1?k«y#c-!we':lt

;ifi4;i4,Il:r-yow-g

CAFCOK

touch witn fiSA vho h«8 the question from Heidi Drough at Porz
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ly# acQ your main pcob have
•

tiea^^l^^^^ lijtfe to Hrtow tjhat ptobiems^^^ a
" they 9^^^^ you seem to be a little hlt^^^

SPACECRAFT Oh, I think I'm not more tired than anybody else,
ycju have Bob Parker
have worked here for 12 hours but to come back to the problems.
There are minor problems and the real complication ia to stick to
the timeline. VJhenaver there i* thing popping up which is not
really scheduled then you can ruu into trouble with scheduled
activities andt that is as far as my feelings go the moat

CAPCOM ' " Thank you very much Ulf. Good we copy.

^:'-:thlifc^:-OOrop^ •

short. They wonder if you could hold out in spacelab for 100 or

200 days or do you think you would have problems with that, over.

SPACECRAf'T I thirsk that is highly, well highly speculative but

a little latgtic than this but it's really quite adequate volume
SO tliele ' s no^^^^^^ p

:^--:^'^^-^:::.^hivei*:-:to^^^^^

everything is prepared to last that long. Obviously shuttle
^^^^^^^^^^^^ d

at the end of its limited time based upon the amount of

eieetii^ioaJ. powel we^^«

b

CAPCOM Thahks i lot^ 0

CAfCOM Okay Spfoeiabw^^^^^^^^^^^^^T^^^

^^vetyv:-rouOh:" I'oK'^^

qulifeloi^^
over to you guys with the press looking on.

^;ooneludei-^^tehesJlvi:^^ ol-^iSev^ipaieiMb^^^ :

^

,

^cew» Due to*#6me technio^J. dit:f iau^ties the questions had to be

relayed to .tbf -Spacelab crew. '-:T.ha;|r<^ay wap- done t>| altetnate
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Payload Specialist Mike Lampton in the front row at the Payloaa
Operations Control Center. Approximately 8 minutes remaining on
this acquisition of signal this last through the tracking and

:::dala;:::^^

'4

I
A.

I

• li

V

i

I
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CAPCOM Next question Is, does Owen intend to do any

further operations of the amateur radio 2 meter equipment. And

also, how the - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) reception up here is pretty weak. I was

not able to pick out as many stations as I wanted but certainly

(garble) was hearing them all the way from Califoruia to Mexico

City and then a little bit later that into Chile and Argentina.

And so yes, I was trying to - as time permits l certainly will be

back on the air. It's just that these first few days are pretty

busy and a lot of days that will have higher (garble). The

(garble) number of opportunities for hand contacts.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I'm please to know that the signals we'r6

loud and clear on the ground because I didn't get any very good
^

feedback as to how (garble) were received down there.

CAPCOM I see, Owen. Okay, Roys' - thanks for pointing

that out. Yes, evidently it was loiid and clear on the ground.

Roy had another question - you think that might have an practical
applications for uses on Space Shuttle flights?

SPACECRAFT Well, I don't know. Our communication systems are

quite reliable up here, S-band, ku-band and UHP. We've got lots

of backups but aa commander John has pointed out though what If

your backup (garble) as a matter of fact, it might even be able

to talk down to some of our remote sites later on in the

mission. I hope that we can do that.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen, thanks a lot. Okay, Spacelab. Our

next question is for Byron Lichtenberg asked by Howard Benedict

fr<>in Aisdcl^ted Pre»^
tli^ itfi seiettoes expr^
provided any olues yet as to the cause of space motion sickness

and also wonders If any of the crewman have had any symptoms?

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we think we got a pretty comprehensive
set of experiments here and I feel we've learned a lot. It's not

only - it's easy to downlink everything, but we've got all our

dikia ibgpd^ u^
rotating dome experiment which is a visual vestibular interaction

experiment and the initial early findings which I think Larry

ioung could probably talk about Is that the sensations about the
£:aoie':v:igeiS^rli:¥^^

ground, we anticipated some more - we talked (garble) that is in

-^:iiopiiifanl:-if:-l^

tilink our head motion monitoring experiments, one of which you
^^•^ii^v:iii?-©nb'^^

designed to record out head movement. We'll ^how that it's

::^lci|^ilShi^::>fAisi;^
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> head motions - I think - I think in general the experiments are
going to hopefully shed some light on the (garble) and space

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. Thanks very much. Next question is
^

r^^;-: t :^Gati©::Newa^:Net -wanted:: to -^ask -Owen
do you believe that the tightly planned timeline is having any
-ira^ q(Ui^lilty;- ::o£-.:th^^^ the mlsalonK is

:::::::t:::c;:;'J\m
to do extrar we've not been able to do and so we (garble) as much
as wa would have liked to, I've got my own flight plan marked up
with some extra things that we wanted to put into it and I said
we haven't been able to do that but I think the quality of the

SPACBCfiAFT (Garble) with wonder we (garble) stars yet at all,

wants to know how our commander and pilot are. How are they

SI^ACBCRAFT Just looking through the tunnel hatch here, you
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which even is of how success Cul hho :nisBion has

gone,

SPACECRAFT Well I think v/oWe coveirea just about 1/3 of; t:h<^

science that we expected to do. But it haa been concentracted
heavily in the area o£ life science to begin with. We've haa

relatively opportunity to get starte(3 on this space physics and
nothing on solar (garble) and that sort of thing, So in terms of

life science r I'd say were well beyond the 1/3 way, and for tb;

most part everything has gone quite well. Some of the data liKe

the hop and the drop and shock we v;ere talking about r thor^e kind
of data looking extremely good. So I'd say we v^ere pretty close

to schedule, even though we haven't gotten into as many of the

physical science as we would like. We're not up to 1/3 there^

CAPCOM Okay, Ov/en real good. We're trying to reestablish

calm with Al Roester, I think he might have had a second
question, we got our contact broken here.

CAPCOM I don't want the personnel office. How's come this

always work when Clark Kent does it. Give me the number again

please.

CAPCOM (garble) Second question is for Bob Parker, he

showed some annoyance this morning with the folks in science

control, I'm asking him if he and his colleague are being pushed
to hard, thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab^ this is Macshall Ops, we have a second
question from Al Roester, for Dob Parker. The question is do you

guys feel that you are being pushed to hard with activities that

are scheduled to close together? Or is the pace about right for

this mission?

SPACECRAFT No, I think things are about as you expect, the

first day was very hard. That's because all the medics want to

get their data on the first day. Other than that (garble) we've

got a chance to look at it and see how the rest of the mission
go* Certain days of the mission are not crowded^ and certain are

crowded. They average out^

CAPCOM Yes, I do have a question for Dr. Garriott, noting

that Project Officials, are considering having an extra day to
the mission, I would like to know v/hat you feel towards the idea,

more science to be done.

CAPCOM (garble) Brev^ster Shaw was.

CAPCOM OKay, our third question in for Owen Harriott,
Project Officials, have been discussing the possibility of adding

a day to the mission, and v;hat do you think about it?
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SPACECRAFT Sounds like good nev;s to me, if we can do that, why
I think thcit ease thing^i off, I'm sure we will find noiae plenty
of things to do in an extra day,

CAPCOM This Is Mort Dean at CBS news, if you could pass
this message along

SPACECRAFT Bill (garble) are you v/orking that 19 message,
alert 41,

CAPCOM We copy, Owen,

CAPCOM Okay, Mort Dean, from CBS, question for anyone is
that lab worth the billion dollars, is it a comfortable well
planned, well organized v/orkplace»

CAPCOM Spacelab the next question is from Mort Dean, who
would like to /Know is Spacelab worth the one billion dollars, is
it a comfortable and effective v;orkplace in which to carry out
research.

SPACECRAFT Thi
that» Mort yes I

vehicle up here,
Spacelab lives up
able to conduct 1

plasma physics ex
these experiments
crew members. Ve
think it*s going

s Byron Ljchtenberg, and I'd like to answer
really think it is. It's just an amazing

sitting inside Orbiter Columbia, and I think
to all of its expectations so far. We've been
ife science, material science, (garble) physics,
periments, and there are times when some of
can be going on simultaneously with different

ry versitle, very easy to work in here, and I

to be very successful of it.

CAPCOM Question #2, (garble) we're running out of time,
let's move on to NBC.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you Mort, this is Roy Neil of NBC, and
I have a question for Owen Garriott, first of all I'd like him to
know that this transmission v;hile flying over California were
received as far east as Houston, Texas, loud and clear last
night, without the
there and what are

background, we'd like to know
his plans to keep the amateur

how was it up
radio operating.

CAPCOM Okay, our next question, is from Roy Neil, v;ho

points out that Owen radio transmission last night, from the
center over California were received loud and clear from places
as far away from Texas. And Roy's question
to do any further operations of the amateur
equipment.

is does Owen intend
radio, 2 meter

CAPCOM Also, how was (garble)
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J
SPACKCRAPT The reception up here is pcotty w^ak, I'm not able
to pick out as many stations as I v/anted, but certain was hearing
thera all the way frora California to Mexico City, and then a

little bit later down into Chili and Argentina, And 30

END OF TAPE

I
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^y>y. ^' .••'./^•v- •^^•\„
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^'^^ ''y^: ^^ '^".'i' • v.

^CAPCOM And, for Coluinbici, relearu-^ the display on the
subsystem alarm. And, eorrrootion, that*n Cor spaaelab*

SPACECRAFT We clicln*t 'uavG anything connected to the sub^^»yp>tem
computr-^r. %'''hOY wec*5 both on experiment computer, and both given

advise you on the^ expetiuient 104 opecation that's cominc| up at
00:30* Don't turn the equipment on before that time,

S^mCECPAFT Okay*

CAPv'OM Aadr aino, we anoth^'^i r ^r^t r ic^;lon on that.
Don't turn it on after 00:35. So yon havo 5 iriinute (c|arble) tO:
report the time nv;en*

CiwCOn we got a small qliche the last lilmo 104 operated^
;^nd:^,:W4^^ /•^'v:;,:

eiVPCOM And, vm're going to push the pr^ss conference dov;n

SPACfiCKAFT Ready to copy,

06 message might *ve been erroneous. But, from /.ow on, they woulfi

message. They expect its most likely at turn off of 13 runs^ but

the experiment 20 team, they no^ want any fault messages
worked* Early on they suspected they might producing some

if get any messages ftrorn experiment 20, they^d like you to k
them at your earlieot convience. The third message is from
Faust Team, experiment 5, they're just reminding you that blI
crew operations have become STL Ops and that you should ignore
any door ^po-^^ition 15 messages from oxnerimont 05. That will be
an ECOS consequence from this STL mode of operations* You can
ignore those.
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SPACECRAFT You cut out of part of that, but I understand
ignore door messages relative to Faustt

CAPCOM That's oorroctr ignore door niesf5agc?3 relative to
Faust. The fourth thing we have are some times v;hich you might
be able to get Orroral data. We have some geomagnotic activity
this week, and times at which you might be able to see Orrorals
are as follows: GMT 335 14 hours and 58 minutes, and for 2

minutes follov/ing that. And then at 1^ hours 28 minutes, and for
2 minutes following that, and then at 17 hours and 58 minutes and
2 minutes folloiwng that,

SPACECRAFT You were cut out Mike, you Ml have to repeat that,

CAPCOM Okay, I'll repeat that, Orroral data can be seen
at GMT 335 14 hours and 5B minutes, and then on the next orbit at
16 hours and 28 minutes and then at 17 hours and 58 minutes. Now
we are coming up on the press conference.

CAPCOM And Spacelab,' we have press people now standing by
in Houston, and Por3 Cologn to talk to you.

My first question for Ov/en Garriott, as he is 1/3
of the way into the mission now, what is his assessment of the
mission, hov; has Spacelab worked, and how has he and his
collagues done ^o far.

CAPCOM Spacelab, we have a question from Al Ross iter to
Owen Garriott, Al points out that we are 1/3 of the way through
the mission and they want to know what your assessment is of how

SPACECRAFT Well, Al, I think we have covered just about 1/3 of
the assignments that we expected to do, but it's been
concentrated heavily On the area of life sciences to begin
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Yes that's, ami v;e'll want you to ansisfc on that

Owen. We'll talk to you about that after the press conCcronoe.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to be off! on another, some other

things irainediately thereafter but give me a call.

CAPCOM Yes. And Ov/en you'll alf?o notice a P/CAP change

The crew opeatecl PAOST runs have been changocl to STL driven

because our ECAS simply can't cope v?ith the RAU 21 problem that
v;e've been having.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so all of the manual (garble) are now STLs.

CAPCOM That's correct. There are not longer any FAUST

crew runs. They're all done by STL. It's kind of a shame but

the ECAS just -won't cope with the RAU 21 problem.

CAPCOM For Owen Garriott, this is Al Rossi ter, Jr. of the

United Press International, You're one third of the way into the

mission now. What is your assessment. How has Rpacelab v;orked^

and have you and your colleagues done what you hope to do by this

point in the mission?

CAPCOM For Owen Garriott, this is Al Rossi ter, Jr. of the

united press International. You are one third of the way into

the mission now. What is your assessment. How has Spacelab
worked and have y ou and your colleagues done what you hope to do

by this point?

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we're still having voice problems.

Hopefully we'll get them corrected shortly.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll be at the end of the pass here shortly

SPACECllAFT Bill, this is Ulf.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT As long as people work the comm problem let me

raise the question. We took sample number 3 OVA out of port
1. That was the sample which was being processed when we had the

problem, VJhat is going to happen with that sample. Can (garble)

reuse later or is that now the end to that particular experiment,
over,

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, I'll check with 300 operations. I

don't know the answer but I'll get back to you with that right
after the press conference.
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
check.

Okay. Thank you tUke.

Columbia, this is Houston a ii:- to-ground 1,

Columbia, this is Houston air-to-ground 1.

Columbia, this is Houston on air-to-ground 1.

And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS v?ith a co-nrn

SPACECRAFT (Garble) this is Spacelab. (garble).

Okay. We copy you loud and clear. We're going toCAPCOM
relay the questions from the press, stand by~

CAPCOM And for Columbia, release the display on the
subsystem alarm. And correction that's for Spacelab,
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I This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days 23^ nours 14 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by now for
ceacquisition of signal through TDRSS with Spacelab.- During this
acquisition wg anticipate a live televised oross conference from
onorbit with the entire Spacelab science crew with question**,
coming both from here and Houston and from Cologne Pores,
Germany. Standing by now for reacquisi tion of signal.'

'

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops. We have you for
about 55 minutes. Spacelab, this is • urshall Ops. we have vou
for about 55 minutes,

'

SPACECiWT Marshall Ops, this is Columbia. Those guys will bA
right with you. They're busy setting up cameras,

CAPCOM Okay, v/e copy, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab, go ahead,

CAPCOM Good, uif. We don't have any uplink traffic.
We're just getting set up for the press conference. Do you hav
any downlink traffic?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) that we finally managed to read up the IHF
\ and instead of (garble) 3 0 1 and hit the resume at mission
/ elapsed time 2 days 23 hours 12 minutes.

CAPCOM .

again, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT
(garble)

.

OKay, we copy, ulf and the — repeat the time

I hit the resume at 2 days 23 hours 12 - 00

CAPCOM Break up, ulf on the minutes.

SPACECRAFT Minutes are 12 minutes and 00 seconds.

CAPCOM Copy, 12 minutes 00 seconds.

SPACECRAFT That is correct. That means the sample is in the
(garble) valve for 5 minutes and 30 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy 5 minutes and 30 seconds and Ulf, is
it In the left port or the right port?

SPACECRAFT That is in port number one.

CAPCOM Thank you very much. We're getting data and it
look good, Ulf. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, Richard.
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, please advise us 'when you're ready
for the pr^HS conference. And Spacelab, v/e are ready to start
the press conference. Are you?

SPACECRAFT Still setting up, Bill,

CAPCOM Okay, we copy you're still setting up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill. We should have both cameras on now.
I'm not sure we got them oriented just right for you. You cai^*

take a look at them and see what you like.

CAPCOM Okay. And we do have people standing by here in
Houston and also in Ports Cologne for the press conference and we
do have you on TV now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got to go collect the rest of the crew
here, too. We're scattered all over at the moment.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) pointing at the ce^moras look for you, all
right?

CAPCOM Cameras looking great, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Yep.

PAD ' This is Marshall Operations. Onboard Spacelab the
crew just finishing up their setup of the cameras and should he
ready for the press conference here very shortly.

SPACECRAFT Bob will be coming along in a moment here., Bill so
why don*t ycu go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, are you ready for our first question?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Go ahead. Bill*

CAPCOM Okay, standby.

SPACECRAFT (garble) too much, Bill*

CAPCOM We* re working the problem. We* re having a little
bit of comm problem.

SPACECRAFT Can you relay it to us so we can gat on? Bill, for
your information we got (garble) chance to make (garble) updates
to the flight plan so there's some things that came up on the
teleprinter. We may not be aware of the intended change in the
schedule, I do understand there's an extra crev/man (garble) on
Byron stuck in here in a bit and I less confident than Byron is
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J that we'll be able to get that better right {inpact together • %

J CAPCOM Yea, we'll vvant you io assist on that Ov;en, We'll
II talk to you about that after the press conCeirGnce.

I SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll be up on another (garble) some other 5

S things that the media are after, but cjive me a call.

CAPCOM Yes, —
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Let's see, jet mimber R3D, leaking thcuster, the
suspicion of the propulsion system oCL'icor here In the Control
Center that there is sonie contamination on theteflon seal, that
the good (garble) valving system in that line in the RCS jet, and
by increasing the back pressure behind that valve, it may
encourage that valve to more affectively neal. Tiooking at the
data here, on the Control Center displays that it doesn't appear
tnat being effective although wo don't get data on this channel
through yarragadee, but there may be some discussion on that
issue when we go AOS. Mission elasped time right now is 2 dav^,
22 hours, 47 minutes. This is Mission Control Center.

CAPCOM (garble) this is Houston, with you through
Yarragadee for 6 minutes,

SPACECRAFT Hello, Mary.

CAPCOM Howdy, Brewster, I've got some good news to
discuss with you when your ready to listen to us.

SPACECRAFT Well it that followed by bad news?

CAPCOM That's a negative, so far. Do you got anything
for us?

SPACECRAFT Nope

CAPCOM Okay, well because you guys are so efficient we've
got an ever increasing consummable marqin, and they're tossing
around the idea of giving you an extension date. The POCC
evaulate the options then, are also checked in along with
Intermission weather, and the vehicle status, but it is probably
take a couple of days to make a final decision, but It looks like
you guys might be getting an extra day In space.

SPACECRAFT Okay, gee that sounds Interesting and probably a
good like a deal. I do hope they do check all those good things
though.

CAPCOM Roger, that, they're checking that real carefully.

SPACECRAFT Mary, I notice on one teleprinter message, that
your watching the H2 and the N2 to try and to figure out which
one it of these are showing up in the water. Have you had any
luck of that?

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster we're looking at It, but we
haven't figured that out yet.

SP/.CEGRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston, we're about 40 seconds
LOS, we'll talk to you again over the states at UHP at 23 34,

SPACECRAFT 23 34, over U.S. of A* Okay see you then Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster, see you there.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we've lost signal
through the UFH station at Yarragadee. We'll reconfigure mission
audio now to enable you to hear the Soacelab Marshall Opr

,

communication through the TDRS system which will reacquire in 16
ipinutes. Mission elasped time 2 days, 22 hours, 59 minutes. This
is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshal Spacolab Operations, at 2 days, 23
hours, 14 minutes, mission elasped time, standing by now for
reacquisition of signal through TDRS with Spacelab. During this
acquisition we anticipate a live televised press conference from
on Orbit with- the entire Spacelab Science Crew.

END OP TAPE
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PAO during the payload's specialist Lichtenberq
essentrical pressure and also drawing blood for vvock and

evaluation both onocbit and later on the ground. There are

actually life scientist experiments that involve blood work
activity. One to collect data on the changes in the distribution
of the body fluids and the balance of water and minerals this

provided by the European space agency. And, the Republic of

Germany. Additionally, the JSC has an experiment onboard. This

to look at the influence of spaceflig'^t on (garble) and man to

measure the changes in circulating rec. blook cell mass of people
exposed to v/eightlessness. And another experiment provided by

the University of Illinois to look at prolong v;eightlessness on

the body immunes response or the abiity to resist diseas. During

that downlink all 4 members of the spacelab 1 science crew,
payload specialist Byron Litchtenberg and Ulf Merbold and mission

specialist, Owen Garriott, and Bob Parker were in the module.

Also, Pilot Brewster Shaw spent some time in the module on a

working visit documenting the blood work activities. V7e

mentioned the platfo-rm, or began mentioning the platform to which
some of the equipment was attached. Dual purpose platform
designed not only to hold the equipment, but also to bo used with

a special pair of shoes which can anchor the astronauts in one

position so they can better work within the module. This is an

adjustable platform. It happened to be set up on the handrails

next to the workbench rack. Hov/ever, it can be set up in any of

several places throughout the module to assist the crew and

working with the various experiments. And, towards the end of

that pass, we saw Ulf doing some work with the material science
double rack. And Merbold also confirmed that he had completed
the seeding for NASA experiment 101. That experiment (garble) of

Helianthus Annus in zero gravity designed to look at growth
patterns of movements of dwarf sunflowers under zero gravity
environment. When, in a 1 gravity environment, these flowers

tend to nod as they grow. And scientist are interested In

finding out v?hether that is duo to the effects of gravity or

perhaps v/hether it's due to the way the cell structure is formed

and layed on the stem as the plant grows up causing it to
spiral. Researchers hope to get an answer to that question as a

result of this experiment being conducted in the life sciences
double rack in the aft section of the starboard side of the

habital module. Here, in just a matter of a few minutes, at

approximately 8:45 a.m., we will have a science update from the

payload control center with Rich Chaple, mission scientist, and
Carl Canought, ESA project scientist. Normally, we would conduct
a full press briefing over in bldg 2. However, because of the^

spacelab press conference on orbit coming up shortly this morning

this will be a report from the payload control center. At 2 days

22 hours, 39 minutes mission elapsed time. This is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We are a few 4

minutes away from acquisition of signal from Yarragadee. This is
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»a UHF only pass so we'll configure mission audio to hear the

flight crew talking to the cancel communicator here in the
mission control center. Time to acquisition is 4 minutes 30

seconds. The duration of that pass is going to be about 6 1/2
minutes. The only significant item being worked onboard at the

moment is troubleshooting of RCS vernier jet, jet number R3D
leaking thruater of the suspision of the propulsion systems
office are here in the control center

END OP TAPE
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-SPACSCRAPT 0000 001.

CAPCOM Excellent ceadback Ulf, the purpose of these

instructions is to initiate helium flooding of the IflP which
should give us a rapid cool down and allov; us to recycle it.

After you've done those four steps, the 300 team v;ould like you
to wait 5 minutes, at which time the furnance would be reaay for

a restart and you do that by entering start IHF 1 enter. And

that ought to put us back more or less in operation.

SPACECRAFT One question to that. Is it necessary to have the

dummy connector connected to the port 1 plugs?

CAPCOM Okay, let me ask 300, but I believe it is. Oh Ulf,

could you please duck down, you or nrewster is on a sort of

blocking the view of what was going on there in our blood work,

just a minute, I'll get with 300.

CAPCOM 'And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, for Ulf, You are in

the way of the camera.

SPACECRAFT Ops, say again?

CAPCOM You are in the way of the camera. The camera that

is photographing the blood work. Thank you Ulf.

SPACECRAFT I'm working at the end (garble).
'

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, the MSDR people say that yes you can

leave that dummy connector on the thermal couple cable, that will

be fine, it is probably already on. And you can just leave it

there.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, I did the (garble) that uplink

procedure, that is the first open and close and the second open
and close.

CAPCOM Thank you very much Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Confirm 300 systems want me to wait approximately 5

minutes now.

CAPCOM 300 ops wants you to wait approximately 5 minutes
after the 4th step, that is to say after typing in close
000001. What that 5 minutes does, is allows the IHP to cool down
to a point at which the restart should be successful.
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SPACECRAFT Okay^ thanks a lot, I'm waiting,

PAO And Ulf Merbolcl working with Material Science
Double Rack, Bob Parker now moving to the module, toward the
front end of the module,

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we have you for about
another 20 seconds and we* 11 see you at about 23 plus 10, and
we're going to have a big press conference.

PAO All 4 Spacelab 1 science crew members now in the

Spacelab module,

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, thanks a lot for all
that terrific video coverage, it looked great,

PAO And that concludes are live television from
Spacelab on blood v;ork activities, on this the beginning of the
crew's actually, the end of the second day, full day on orbit,
beginning of the,-- end of the third day on orbit, preparations
to begin the fourth day on orbit,

PAO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 2 days 22

hours 33 minutes mission elapsed time, we have loss of signal
with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite. The
next acquisition of signal will be for the Orbiter crew and
mission control only. As it will be only a UHP acquisition, it

will be through Yarragadee in about 16 1/2 minutes. We're
anticipating reacquisition through the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite in about 40 minutes. During the last acquisition of
signal we received some live downlink TV of morning blood work
activities. Mission specialist Owen Garriott measuring Payload
specialist Litchenberg ' s central (garble) pressure and also
drawing blood for work and evaluation, both on orbit and later on
in the ground,

—

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM This is Marshall Ops. I see you guys are examinq
your venus pressure wavo forms. We're kind' of v/ondering what
you're seeing on the ocreon. It looks great down here. We're
getting still our TV camera a broad view of all the goings on.

PAO This experiment provided by the Federal Republic of
Germany to collect data on changes in the distribution of body
fluids and in the balance of water and minerals in spaceflight -
during spaceflight. This is an important experiment because
astronauts on previous missions have experienced a shift in bouy
fluids from the legs into the chest and the head and they've
undergone some changes in fluid and mineral metabolism and the
causes and the physiological mechanisms of these changes are not
well understood. In reference to the fluid shifts yesterday,
Byron Lichtenberg reported that they looked like a bunch of
chipmunks up there. This is something that is very normal in the
zero gravity environment but researchers are interested in better
understanding the phenomena.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Operations, We're now
looking at your display oscilloscope which shows us Venus
pressure v/aveforms. Looks like Byron must be doing a valve
salva. I can see his central venus pressure rising and rising
and rising. Now it's falling back down. The physiology people
say super. And SMA says outstanding.

PAO Strapped to the workbench is the one of the blood
kits.- There are several stored onboard and the equipment
indicator is organized for easy access and retrieval. Owen
Garriott now in the portion of the blood draw portion of the
experiment activity. Here in the payload control center the
controllers and the science monitoring area of researchers
watching closely this experiment activity onboard Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Operations for Ulf if he
is ready to copy. Byron, I see you have your hands full and we
got some really outstanding venus pressure data on you. Also a
comment for Owen, if we've not run venus pressure on him, Carl
(garble) should (garble) some more (garble), but Carl points out
that he would like Owen's arm as straight out as pos6ible. The
other item was for Ulf if he is ready to copy a message,

SPACECRAFT Standby a minute, Mike.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf.

PAO We mentioned earlier the work platform to which the
oscilloscope is attached of being dual purpose mentioned to use
to hold equipment but also the triangular grid in the platform
can be used with special shoes and to anchor the — "
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SPAGfiCRIvrf ' iGafblt) iki like to t^ll yoiu I completed the
{fatblal and I aix^locjl^^e that I didn't ^'^o it before bub I was In

th€ iprtiddle oi thkn. 101 proc^aure. W-e had all sorts of
pr0l>leitts^. We lost po^t 4 (garble) and we ^v;ere - worked pretty
;h'i^#;f ^^^^^^^

ChPCOn Okay, Ulf* m und^rstana that you coaipleted the
s^edin<3 and delighted to heat: that, if you' re. ready to copy wo
do have now the Instruotionrs from the '^00 team about how to q^^t

the Xli-P put -in.to it*s t^xpid cool down t^iod^^ which will enable us .

to do a restart, ht^ yoy. ready to copy th^^t?

CaPCOM' Excellent'* The first i-ristraction is to open 0 5 1

.:iou,r::^''':t:h|^^^^^^^ •7v\J;:.',fv'l:;^^ a^iid;'^', you t;/

fourth instruction is to close 0 0 0 0 0 1 enter, C^m you read

SlViC-gCRAFT open 0 5 7 3 4 6, clost^ C 7 0 3 7 7, open 0 5 7 3 'A.

CAPCOM Excellent temd back^ Ulf^ The purpose of these
ine-itructlons is to initiate hc^lium flooding of the IHF which
waa"^^^ give us a rapid cooldown and allow vJS to recycle it. After
you^ve done those 4 steps, --^^

END Of TAf>S
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i SPACECHAPT --to air (garble) That's all I -have Cor now.

'
:

: \SPh&mm0't : •

• Ml.,:- i-Ol ,> have :on«; mm& queS'tlon .: Ju&t fco;
•

verify. Admisf^ion, day 2, there is no voGcUng going on, is that

.:-y:;;!e-^PCC»4:^^ • .yes- thee©: is^. Dia : you S:ay 3€jating?.
;

\

CAPGOM Hank, wait one. (garble) Yes, v;e are suppose to

^ $J&MM^^ do-- that :<3;MiGkly •• Let
,

rfi;#:

CAPCOM (garble) the POCC veriftes that someone is running
•

: :^the- c3a»^^^^
;

CAPCOM spacelab, this is Marhaall Ops, Bob did you have a

;:/ ':y<^&^^ :£«?f:: oiir ;:Tr^ :i;;diaf>»t;:b you Ma.;
,

SPACSCRAFT Yes, Ulf and Syron, was wondering v/hether the TV
cameras are being managed from the ground.

CAPCOM Yes, the TV cameras are now being managed from the

ground. Evidentually V7e do have some command capabilities for

zoom and the est of that. And the question about that cable, I

guess 'was a bit erroneous, they didn't realize they had that
capability up, but they now seem to be getting their commands
through. Thanks a lot for helping us check that out. W^'re
taking care of the cameras,

SPACECRAFT All right,

CAPCOM Spacecraft, this is 101, clarification on that

seeding. The seeding was to be done, under message 22, it was to

be performed in the black and red module, with the elongation
covers, do you copy, over?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll do that (garble), it will be done in 10

minutes. '

CAPCOM Thank you very much.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, due to this

mornings Spacelab Press Conference from Orbit, the science
briefing today, will consist of a televised update from the
Payload Control Center, with Mission Scientist, Rich Chappell,

f'"' \ and (garble) Project Scientist, Carl Knott. That briefing
'

;::.;:::scti<ld^ c#'^--*^l:^v---^:"
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CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations, if you guys
are ready to let us have some down link TV, we nov7 have
everything configured and would like to have a look at your blook
draws on live television, so as soon as you give us the word,
we Ml switch on our video down link*

PAO That science update scheduled for approximately
8:45 a.m*

CAPCOM I understand, we're go for live TV down, thank you
Bob*

SPACECRAFT Yeah*

PAO Standing by now for some live down link television,
from Spacelab, some of the blood work activities*

CAPCOM Be advised that we're looking at you with the
bloodwork*

PAO Mission Specialist, Ov;en Garriott, performing some
bloodwork activity on Payload Specialist on Byron Lichtenberg, at
the workbench area of the (garble) segment of the Spacelab
Habitable Module* Pilot Brewster Shaw, paying a visit to the
Spacelab Habitable Module. There are several blood work
experiments in the life science area being performed during this
mission. Many of them require drawing blood from the crew at

various points in the mission. This particular experiment is
actually designed to measure the central veneus pressure*
Brewster Shaw actually paying a working visit to Spacelab, he's
documenting these blood draw activities or in this case, the
measurement central venous pressure on 35 milimmeter camera.

CAPCOM Spacelab, we're getting excellent video, we also
see Brewster's busy taking flash pictures of all the going on.

PAO The crew now looking at the reading on a small
oscilloscope, sitting on a work platform. Adjacent to the work
bench area, at the dual purpose work platform used to strap
equipment and hold it in place*

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, I see you guys are
examining your venous pressure waveforms. We're kind of
wondering what your seeing on the screen. It looks great down
here, were getting still our TV camera a broad view of all the
goings on.

END 0? TAPE
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CAPGOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for Ulf. We have
the PI for 101, would like to talk v;ith you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM PS, this is 101, I want a status of the
experiment. Number one, were you able to perform those R - 101
and 102?

Did you copy. Ulf?

This is 101, did you copy Ulf?

This is 101, I'm trying to get a Comm check with

Do you copy, PSl?

This is 101, do you copy PS?

PSl, this is 101, do you copy?

Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, Comm check.

This is Spacelab, loud and clear.

Okay, now we finally got 101 on the line^ we had a
little comm problem Ulf, bear with us, he's ready to talk.

CAPCOM PS, this is 101, the items I want to cover are the
status of the experiment with the dark box camera, and the right
roter camera, and the procedure that you were doing under message
22. Wish was (garble) some plants and (garble)

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
PS.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
101.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM I want a status of the dark box image that you were
able to see, I also want you to describe the problem that you had
with the right roter camera during the plant changeout.

DO you copy? Spacecraft, do you copy? This is

I copy part of it.

We'll try again.

Okay.

i
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SPACECRAFT Okay, let me talk about the problem with the eight

roter camera first. Whatever I did, I was unable to get a

synchronized video signal on the little monitor in the

experiment, and we tried to use the Spacelab video monitor and

that didn't work either. So my assumption is, the camera
(garble) really synchronized. The video picture of the image

looked like snow. And, I tried to use the left roter camera and

that is also looked quite good except that it is better. So I did

the selection with the left roter camota. And the dark box, let

me take a look, (garble) checked it. It is also not absolutely

satisfactory, but I think it is an image you can live with. I

(garble) keeping also really (garble) on the monitor yet.

CAPCOM I copy, Ulf, did you try adjusting the monitor to

see if that had any effect?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Say again.

Did you try adjusting the monitor?

SPACECRAFT Yes, we, the question was, whether we had tested

the monitor, certainly. Each time we are trying to improve the

image quality by adjusting the monitor by 10,000 (garble).

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for any of you

guys. Tne television Ops people wonder if you changed out the

orbiter cable from TV camera 2, to be a Spacelab cable for TV

camera 2, they find it's still unable to command the TV camera 2

in this blood work.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

Well, we changed it out.

Thanks a lot Bob.

Ulf, v;ere you able to perform the procedures under

message 22, that we uplinked prior to the plant changeout?

SPACECRAFT If your question whether we implemented the

procedural changes which came up on the teleprinter, the answer

v-:£s::'ye8;i>;^;h

Thank you very much, I appreciate your help,

(garble)

.

That's all I have for now.

101, I have one more question. Just very slight.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACESRAfT

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM also In the futuce runs of faus, we're going to be
getting a door position message, which v/e'd like you guys to
ignore now and henceforth. It will just be a door position 15
message from afest. Please ignore that and don't try to work it,

SPACECRAFT We have seen this message already, but we were so
busy that we could not work on that problem.

CAPCOM Good. The afaust team copies, -rhanks alot,

SPACECRAFT Okay. And once again I urge you to ask the 300
systew people or maybe I could talk directly to them in order to
face the IHF.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, we'll see if we can set you up with
that. In the meanwhile, 300 has copied your comments, and is
working on them,

SPACECRAFT ' And (garble)

CAPCOM Go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We're changing out VTVITl at the present
time. Remember when we (garble) VTV1T2 at the time it was in the
tea kettle about 2 hours ago because it adds so much time on
it. But I'm wondering if now you want them both changed out.

CAPCOM Standby.

CAPCOM Bob, We like what you've done. That's a negative
on doing both of them.

SPACECRAFT Hear that.

PAO That exchange between Bob Parker and Bill Vock who
is the blue team CIC replacing Chuck Lewis as handover continues
in the payload operations control center with Clark Owen
replacing Tom Resio as the payload operations director. Entire
switchover from the red team, the exiting red team and the
entering blue team takes over the (garble) operations control
center. Expected to continue for another 20 or 30 minutes or

SPACECRAFT This is spacelab. (garble) related to our
question. Okay. What can we do Cor the ACD. The ACD operation
stops also, and our report at that one already that was standby.

CAPCOM , Okay. We're looking at that Ulf. Standby.

SPACECRAFT (garble) 37 which ocurred already hours ago, and x

wonder whether we could freeze out the old system maybe for the
::nex't;: sample,
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CAPCOM Ulf. We've been talking with the 300 OPS team and
they point out that right now that the furnace is still probably
hot from the last sample, so we'll refuse to restart for a little
while. What they're doping out is, they, and open instruction
and a closed instruction for you to type in there which will give
you a helium flood and a rapid cool down v;hich will allow you to
recycle that and get started on the next IHP sample. Rut, we
don't have those keystrokes ready for you quite yet. They're
still working that out. So, if you standby a few minutes, we'll
have that and we can get rolling on the IHP operations..

SPACECRAFT That sounds great. I'm waiting.

CAPCOM Right, and so are we.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The vampire, the blood guy wants to know
what they are suppose to do with the gluderaldehide samples?

CAPCOM 'Okay, Ulf, we'll Ulf, we'll check with the 103 team
and see what they are supposed to do with the gluderaldehide
sample.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM How may of those do they hav««.

SPACECRAFT If I know them, they won't use them today. But
they. would like to get it verified.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. The 103 team would like those
gluderaldehide just placed in the ambiant storage which is in
your blook locker there. Those don't go in the freezer.

SPACECRAFT In otherwords, they want the gluderaldehide blood
samples stored in the ambiant storage.

CAPCOM That's an affirmative. Ambiant storage for the
gluderaldehide samples.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS for Ulf. We
have the PI for 101 who would like to talk to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM PS, this is 101. I want a status of the
experiment. Number 1, were you able to perform those RR's 101
and 102?

END OF TAPE
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i SPACECRAFT Go ahead, over.

CAPCOM Roger, John, We got 1 step we'd like you to do.
Try and troubloshoot that leaky jet. We believe it's a tefline
field contamination and we'd like to tri to put pressure on it to
receive it and I would like to do that before we have to go into
a stage repress situation so we'd like you to go ahead and take
the right RCS manifold 3 ISO to OPEN, talkback OPEN and leave
that jet deselected until our call.

SPACECRAFT Do what? Over.

CAPCOM Roger, John. Take your right RCS manifold 3 ISO to
OPEN, talkback OPEN and leave that jet deselected until our call.

SPACECRAFT Leave jet deselected until your call. Over.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Open the manifold and leave
that jet deselected until we call you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's okay to do it then. Stage repress with
a (garble) pressure being what it is?

CAPCOM That's a - John, that affirmative. (Garble) looked

I )
at it ana he aays It's fine.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1 hope he's right.

CAPCOM Roger, we're believing him.

SPACECRAFT (garble) this is PSl,

CAPCOM Standby, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's repressed. Say again, Houston. It's
repressed.

CAPCOM Roger, John, We're looking at the data. And
Columbia, Houston. The props says we've used this fix before and
it's wrong to try it again.

SPACECRAFT We'll discuss it when we get back,

CAPCOM Yes, sir.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) this is PSl.

CAPCOM . Ulf, Standby. Houston has (garble).

SPACECRAFT Jeff.
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CAPCOM
ahead now.

Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops,' Ulf, you can go
We have the loop back for the time being.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'd like to get the IHF going and I got a
message from Bob, don't collect the dummy collection on fault 1
and stop the IHP 1 enter but what the system did is to give me a
stop ID104. And we're so far unable to restart the IHP and I'd
like to get some word on that in order to get this thing running.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. We understand you did hook up the dummy
connector and you did give it a start IHF 1 enter and you then
got a stop 104. We're going to get with the MSDRP uif, and try
and get an analysis. Can you tell us about what time you did
that. They'd like to know for looking at their playback data.

SPACECRAFT
minutes ago.

That was easily (garble) so that should be about 30

CAPCOM -Real good, Ulf. Thanks a lot for that time
Information and I'll get back with you on the work around that
we 11 need there. Also we got a question from the 101 team. Do
you know about what time you did that taoe change b^^cause their
data shows at least when you were doing to plan selection, the
tape had not been and they were kind of curious about that. I
don't know if you happen to remember but they would like to know
If you do.

SPACECRAFT Wait, a minute.

You're listening to an exchange between Mike
Lampton at the News CIC, the blue shift CIC, replacing Chuck
Lewis of the red team as handover takes affect in the pavload
operations control center, y «

SPACECRAFT I changed that approximately at mission elapsed
time 19 hours 25 minutes.

CAPCOM Thank a lot, Ulf. That'll help the heflex team in
understanding their playback data. I'd appreciate that fact. We
also have two messages from the (garble) team experiment 5. They-because of the RAU 21 problem, will be doing their operations
witnout ECAS or crew attendent thing so we are changing your -
we're going to ask you by means of the teleprinter messages and
" conversation to modify your PCAP to allow a faster run

unattended, when you reuse the (garble) DCAS we expect it won't
work because it will detect a RAU condition off nominal (garble)
it would try and take corrective action which we don't want.
Also in future runs of (garble) we're going to be getting a door
position message which we'd like you guys to ignore now and
henceforth, it will just be a door position 15 message from
(garble). Please ignore that and don't try and work it.
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SPACECRAFT (G«ble) mesaage, already but we we're so busy that

END OP TAPE

r

i
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' PAO as long as that OPS light was on, the contmand of
course could not be given. And the sample's could not be
removed. But, such is not the case any longer, the light has
gone off, the command was given to restart. And, Ulf Merbold has
said that he believes that he can change out those samples on

,
time. Or did say that he could change them on time. That time
has now passed approximately 10 minutes ago. The isothermal
heating facility by the way is called isothermal, which means one
temperature. Because it heats the entire sample at one
temperature, as opposed to the gradient facility which can heat a
sample at three different temperature profiles, we're expecting
now in just a few seconds to be picking up communications with
the spacelab spacecraft, the spacelab. At 2 days 21 hours 40
minutes, mission elapsed time. This is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations. How do you
copy?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear. I would like to talk to you. We
used to have (garble) 13 A cooling methods, we're presuming that
you have told a half or hour ago to ignore those because somebody
is working on them. Right?

\
CAPCOM Yeah, that's affirm. We have also seen a couple of
messages and we're going to take a look at those, and good
morning to you guys. How comes your progress?

SPACECRAFT Yes, yeah Mike.

CAPCOM Yeah, we've a number of messages we need to get to
one of you guys, if anybody's ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Do you think the messages we can copy down easily
enough or do you need to (garble) and do it,

CAPCOM Say again, please Bob.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Yeah, Bob. we did not copy your last transmission.

SPACECRAFT Do you think the messages that Ulf or I could copy
down or do you think you need to talk directly to Byron and Owen.

CAPCOM No. It'd would be fine if you'd take care a few
little things for us. For example, experiment 101 Keflex needs
their tap^ changed out. They'd like their white tapes put into
their video recorder. Evidentially that was not done during the
plant selection.

SPACECRAFT Standby
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SPACECRAFT Okay Mike. Let me talk to you. We changed the
tapes already.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot Ulf. Happy to hear that. We
have Wubbo who would like to say a couple of words about your
caloric run. It's very interesting data. I think I will put
Wubbo on for a moment.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Yes, spacelab. Marshall here's Wubbo.

OCKELS Yeah, this is Wubbo Ockels. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, spacelab. For Ulf and Bob, here's Wubbo. The
result of the last run was that you showed estagma's during the

steady part of the run which is very interesting, and the
stagment reversed with the reversing temperature. So it looks
like (garble)

CAPCOM Say again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'd like to comment on that. When my left

ear was cool, I had also a little warm feeling to the right. And
when the left ear was warm, the (garble) to the left ear.

CAPCOM Roger. I hope he copied that. It is confirmed by
Sagmus. So, what we want to say Is that it was very nice to get
2 runs down. One for Bob, and one for Ulf. Scientifically, this

gives a very interesting result. On top of that I should mention
the nostogmas on the ground in Ig for both of you is much
stronger. So we have 2 effects.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy. Very interesting.

SPACECRAFT This where also my two points. I wanted to comment
on the sensations I had during that run. It's very hard to do
that during the experiment because it's so noisy, and also the
contest is not good for the test object, I find

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston. Air to ground 1

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, John. We got one step we'd like you to do
trying to troubleshoot that leaky jet. We believe it's a teflon
seal contamination, and we'd like try to put pressure on it to

receed it, and we'd like to do that before we have to go into a

stage reproach situation. So, we'd like you to go ahead and take

END OP TAPE
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PAO —will occur on time at 7:30 central time today^
Mission olapsea time is 2 days 21 hours 23 minutes^ this is
mission control Houston*

CAPCOM Columbia^ this is Houston, we* re 30 seconds LOS,
we* 11 talk to you again over the states at 22 plus 03.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there

•

PAO This is mission control Houston, we*ve had loss of
signal through Yarragadee, and we'll reconfigure now, so the next
mission audio will carry the Spacelab communications to the
ship. The handover has occurred here in the mission control
center, and flight director Chuck Lewis has been relieved and, he
will be available to change of shift briefing at 7:30 am central
time,, in Bldg 2, room 135 at Johnson Space Center The (garble)
will be the mission manager for Spacelab One, Harry Craft*
Mission elapsed time 2 days 21 hours 28 minutes. Onboard
Columbia, the blue team is awake and breakfasting at the moment,
and handover from the red team to the blue team will occur
shortly. WeUl acquire signal through the TDRSS system for
Spacelab in approximately 11 minutes, this is mission control,
Houston,

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, and a little
over 4 minutes to go before v;e pick up communications again with
Spacelab* And a few minutes ago Ulf Merbold was to have changed
out the samples in the Isothermal heating facility. He was to
set up sample 301 and take out sample 315. Sample 301 experiment
301, is the Solidification of Immiscible Alloys. Dr. H. Ahlborn
of the University of Hamburg in Germany is the principle
investigator of that. Purpose of that is to gain more knowledge
about the influence of surface tensions, and the causes of
separations and alloys. It's an attempt to find an answer as to
why zinc lead, and zinc (garble) alloys don't mix in zero
gravity. Normally, on Earth these two pairs of chemicals which
are of different weights separated at layers very quickly v/hen
their mixed as liquified metals. They are Immiscible, meaning
they do not combine to form an alloy as do copper and zinc, in
forming brass. The works in the Immiscible Alloy has been said
are by some, actually a mutual exclusive term, since an alloy is
never formed if the products are immiscible or un-mixable. The
more proper term is emulsion. In any event. Dr. Ahlborn has sent
these two emulsions, the zinc lead and the zinc (garble) into a
zero gravity before the sounding rockets, having expected them to
mix in zero gravity in those sounding rockats, however, they did
not, and Dr, Ahlborn suspsects that the non-mixing is due to a
difference in the surface tensions of each of the metals when
they are liquified. For this experiment, the sample cartridge
contains the metals mixed in powders, and they'll be melted and
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then solidified for later study on Earth. As we mentioned, those
Bampleo will be placed into the Isothermal heating facility,
which apparently is now operating again, Ulf Merbold has noted
that the operations light is off and as we said before, there are
a series of steps before samples can be changed out, the ops
light must go off, and then the facility must be given a command
to restart. And, as long as that ops light was on, the command
of course could not be given and the samples could not be
removed. But, such as is not the case any longer, the light has
gone off, the command was given to restart and Ulf Merbold has
said he believes that he can change out the samples on time, or
did say he could change them on time. That time is now passed,
approximately 10 minutes ago.

END OP TAPE
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'Phis IS {Mission Conttol^ Hou.aton. We're cau\in^ «->
on a pass over tho aojo st&tion ae Yetragacieef on the v;est coast of
Australia. in as roach of racfa<|adee UHF only caf ability, we are
going to configure foe th*-i fligbt ccew alr-ta-gromd, so during
this pass, we'll J^e lietesUng to the capcom Btlan O'Conner and
mission commander .John Your. |. Maximum el«:;vation on this pass
will be a 16 degrees over tm horizon, and we should b» In
contact with the ship for a little over 7 minutes daring this
pass, and following, we shall reconfigure for » spacelab audir>
when W6 acquire at TORS. Mission ©lapsed time is 2 days 21 hoursand IS TOinuteii. V

CAPCOM CiMumbi 1, th •! is n. ••:ton vti t. h you nhro«an
Yar?: iqade- for ^ov.'<n ii^'ti..,.

"

CAPCO;-". :::oluffi*jia, tala is Houfttfm with '-ou t:h'ttu-jh
r:a«ad€;Q fts^r sovsn rainutef-

SPACECRAFT 'Okay, Houston, read you loud and clear, over.

CAPCOM You're loud ard elsar too. ',^hen you are te;9dy

you^'
changes for youe dapfc select times to pass «p to

SPACECRArF OUay. Go ahe$d.

CAPCOM' Rogsi , And this is to chop down thn atnonnt of time
you hdve to remain 1p the tight deadhands and cons-erv^ a littl*'*
moc0 £«f'l and the attitude timeline hais chanoed. MET tlm^
^.{21s55 changed m 2:22{29. Change MET time 2:23:1'^ to 2-:22jB2
fiex dapt alpha om> . ta tAWV time 2s 23: 41 to 2:23;5« ATI, oage
5-/, One change on tnat page. Change time 3jOCh40 to read
3f:Gls27:. CH/«r.:.

SPACECfmrr okay, Houston, how iboat cunnlnq through that whol#
thing a^^ain. I broke my p^mcil. '

*

CAfCOM
anoth-er one.

Sorry about that, stand by bill you find

SPACECRAFT Qot another om. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. On page change m:T tim# 2:21:55 to
2:22:29. Change time 2:23jl2 m read 2s22:52 and that's flexdapt alpha 1» Ch/mge MET time 2:23i41 to read 2:23:5a. and on
the next page, on© change. Chan9# time 3 j 00: 40 read
3:^5:27. /; 0ver. r

SPACECRAFT Okay, Change 2:21i55 to read 2:22:29, Chanfft
2:23:12 to read 2:22:S2. Change 2:23:41 to read 2:23:58. Change
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%.-.GAP^^ - Okay. : Second/;:

you like"this°aS'' W^nrjl /ti''
''''' •^^'''^

updates. ^^^^^ ^^"^ them up in the CAP

^

/mmmmTy^ okay,- ' Thank you.

:

obviou.iv no^ IriL'n.'^^^^'''"
Control, Houston. Capcom is

SllXL aicfw^s" pnTlk.si:t S and responding in

Control Center. Fliqht director fho fn^^+T ^
"xssion

today. Mission elaoqf>ri ¥iro^ il
time ac /:J0 central time

is Mission Con?rolf^louston! ^^"'^^ minutes. This

END OF TAPE
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PAO For flight day 2. Warm air and cool air being
blown through air to two tubes into the ears of Ulf Merbold^ The
same experiment which Bob Parker went through yesterday. Wubbo
Ockels had made mention some minutes ago of how fortunate it was
that a second person had gone through this experiment because it
gave a wider baseline of data to v;or k from with two different
human beings of being subjected to this - to these stimuli and
the investigation team receiving the data. The point that also
he was making was that there has been a hypothesis that gravitv
has in effect upon the astagmas movement of the eye* That
quickening movement of the eye that happens when the ears are
subjected to these various caloric stimuli • After Bob Parker
yesterday wa:. given that caloric stimulation with the ear
tubes. Ulf Merbold is the operator of that experiment then moved
Bob Parker back and forth in the body restraint system chair in
the X-axis movement and it was reported that no astagmas was
detected in Bob Parker *s eye while he was stationary. Being
subjected to che caloric treatment and remaining stationary,
there was no indication of a stagmas movement. However, when the
phair was moved back and forth and thereby simulated to some
degree, gravity, a slight amount of the stagmas was noted.
Approximately 11 minutes remaining in this loss of signal period
with the Spacelab and the collection of data on Ulf Merbold today
will be added to the data collected on Bob Parker and will be
analyzed. The hypothesis of nonstagments of nonstagment movement
being eliminated when the force of gravity is eliminated. That
hypothesis is being studied and will continue to be studied. Bob
Parker yesterday indicated no nastagmas in the static position
but when moved, as we just mentioned, some nastagmas was then
noted because of the perhaps because of the simulation of
gravity. Today those same results did not occur, they did not
occur with Merbold and so that hypothesis will continue to be
looked at and analyzed. In the meantime, the crew is scheduled
at this time to be finishing up the caloric experiment and be
cleaning up all of the tool (garble) equipment that they had to
pull out and to attach and fit and mount and so forth and all of
that equipment has to be put away. They will then resume some
other activities. In just a few minutes , Ulf Merbold is
scheduled once again to start working with the isothermal heating
facility to remove sample 301 and (garble) correction, sample 315
alpha the first sample of experiment 315 and to set up a sample
in the IHF for (garble) 301. While this is happening, Bob Parker
is scheduled to be performing AT removal and installation of a
fresh tape for audio video recorder , analog video recorder number
1 in the module. At 2 days 21 hours 9 minutes mission elapsed
time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO . This is Mission Control Houston. We* re coming up
on a pass over the comm station at Yarragadee on the west coast
or Australia and as much as Yarragadee's UKP only capability
we* re going to configure for the flight crev; air-to-ground so
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during this pass, v?e' 11 be listening to the CAPCOMM Brian
O'Connor and mission commander John Young.

END OF TAPE
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PAO It's apptoximately 17 degrees at this room*9nt.

Accoraing to data being received here. Again, as these
temperatures are changed Olf Merbold is getting the cyclical
movements in th# X axis

,

CAPCOM Break. Columbia^ Houston. Chock your dapt
please. We think you should be in dapt B.

PAO Ockels a few minutes ago mentioned that it was good
to have had a second subject.

CAPCOM Break. Columbia, Houston. Check your dapt. We
think you should be in dapt B now.

PAO The 201 investigation team continuing to receive

data from the chloric portion of the experiment. Ockela
mentioning again a few minutes ago. He's referring to the fact

that Bob Parker yesterday was a subject for chloric and he was
referring to the fact that the nostagmifi movement.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, Marshall OPS. Before we go LOS
which is in about 4 minutes, wo would like you to do an eye

calibration, thus, shall wo have the calibration together with

'the'emit.; V
:

SPACECRAFT All right.

PAO , Ockels had pointed out that when Bob Parker was the

subject yesterday of the chloric experiment that his nostalgic
movements

SPACECRAFT Say again what's up?

CAPCOM Yes, Bob. We go LOS In about 3 minutes. Wo still
need a calibration together with amler. If you could do It now,

that would be nice.

SPACECRAFT Calibration we just gave you along with what?

CAPCOM Oh, that was still with the amler signal. That's
okay now. You are finished with the experiment. Just finish It

up. Over.

SPACECRAFT That was with the amler signal we gave you, just
gave you, what else do you want?

CAPCOM That was what we needed Bob, So, just continue the
experiraept, over.

SPACECRAFT All right. That's what we were going to get into
the procedures In the first place.
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PAO Ockols asking tot calibcation there. Calibration
of the oye Is what h<i was referring to, meaning that Ulf would be
given several commands by nob Parkor to move his eyes to the
left, to the right, up and down, and in each case, moving back to
c*»ntGr, That is left back to center, to the right back to
center, up, back to center, and so forth. This calibrates the
emior at, this allows the 201 Investigation team to judqe the
maximum movement when It's of the eyes of Ulf Merbold. "The
limits to what they can niove without .stimulation from an external
source. The natural movement of the eyes, the natural extreme
movement of th@ eyes.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We're one minute from LOS,
before we go over the hill, Bob, some info for MSDR. Urgen would
like you to connect the dummy connector to port one. Do a start
IHP enter and then after one or two minutes, remove the dummy,
and continue with 301.

CAPCOM; ; : :

;

SPACECRAFT Stand by.

CAPCOM And a correction, Bob. That's a start IHFl enter.

SPAGECRAPT (gacWe)

CAPCOM :
^ -

^ ; GO -ahead

PAO Thts is Ma^^^ We've once
again entered into an LOS period. We should be back with
communications with the spacelab in a little less than 17
minutes. As we loft the spacelab team, they were performing the
chloric portion of the 201 subseries of experiments for flight
date to. V7arm air and cool air being blown through air, through
tubes and into the ears of Ulf Merbold. The same experiment in
which sob Parker went through yesterday, Ockels had' made mention
some minutes ago, about how fortunate it was that a second person
had gone through this experiment because it gave a wider baseline

END OF TAPE
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PAO Ulf Merbold was also wearing a number of
physiological monitoring devices an electro moculargraph electro
series, these are electros around various skin areas around the
eyes • He's also wearing a blood pulse sensor and a respirator
monitor • The temperatures in these tubes are being raised and
lowered to various levels . The air in both tubes are begun at
body temperature and then are lowered and raised from that
point. The air in the left ear is lowered to 30 degrees celcious
and the air in the right ear is raised to 44 degrees* After
those temperatures have stabilized, t^e temperature in the left
ear is moved to down to 20 degrees celcious • The left ear
remains at 44, the temperature is later lowered to 15 degrees and
the right ear remains at 44. After each of these stabilizations
the temperature set however , it should be noted that the subject,
in this case Ulf Merbold is given a series of movements by Bob
Parker in the X axis, 10 cycles, at 3 seconds per cycle.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, Bob we loosing now the
AMR recognition, please have Ulf open his eyes a little further

,

over.

SPACECRAFT Again.

CAPCOM That Ulf should stress his eyes a little further
opened then we could analyze the eye motion with AMR, over.

SPACECRAFT Say again the first part of your sentence.

CAPCOM Open the eyes of Ulf, Bob.

PAO AMR, the acronym for eye movement and infrared , the
device which is monitoring Ulf Merbold 's eye (garble) torsion at
this moment. The movement of uis eye as it reacts to the
differences in temperatures. As we mentioned a moment ago, Ulf
Merbold is moved in the X axis for a number of cycles after each
change of temperature and then those temperatures are reversed.
And the cool air in the left ear is raised and the warm air in
the right ear is lowered.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Bob. V7hy don^t you
ask Ulf some of the capitols of major countries in Europe or so,
his (garble) will show better up, over.

SPACECRAFT I wouldn't know whether the answers are right or
not

.

CAPCOM That's probably not so much (garble) Bob. Over.

PAO ' A few minutes ago Wubbo Ockels, the alternate
Payload Specialist who has been talking with the crew during this
series of experiments mentioned that some good data had been
received on the nastagmas movement, that's the quickening
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movement of the eye back and forth when It Is subjected to such a

differing stimulations as is being done now.

CAPCOM Bob, his eyes are closing again, this time you
might ask hiro for some U.S. capitols, State Capitols.

SPACECRAFT We're not doing anything, at the moment we're just

waiting for the temperature to come up.

CAPCOM 44 left, 17.4 right.

PAO The payload crew now in that second half series of

temperatures, now reversing the temperatures such that the left
ear is at 44 degrees and the right is being lower at
approximately 20. According to Chuck Lewis, the CIC, it was
approximately 17 degrees at this moment. According to data being
received here. Again as these temperatures are being changed,
Ulf Merbold is getting the cycrolic movements in the X axi(?,..

CAPCOM Break, break, Columbia, Houston, check your DAP
please. We think you should be in DAP B.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Also without the amier , it's voluntato on orbit,
and the amy data is redundancy on the EOG* Over*

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO And the series of (garble) experiments being
carried out now. It v;as discussed between the POC and the
payload crew about linear VOR and the chloric which are the other
2 portions of today's 2 or 1 experiments.

PAO Linear VOR stands for linear vestivio ocular
reflex. AS opposed to the linear threshold experiment which Ulf
Merbold eye's were closed, here he has his eyes open and they are
monitored by the eye movement and infrared device, the emier*
That is the small television camera inside the helmet which he
wears and v/hich, for just a short while we saw on the live
downlink. That is one of the distinguishing characteristics of
linear VOR. Perhaps, the primary one,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS. We do get our amiar now»
We also see that the battery charged is running now. Rob, can
you advise Ulf to keep his eye's a little more open then we can
analyze the eye motions.

PAO In addition to the fact that Ulf Merbold keeps his
eyes open as opposed to closed in the linear threshold
experiment, in linear VOR he keeps his eyes open. He is given
the same number of cycles. Correction, he is given 1/3 as many
cycles. He's given 10 cycles at 3 seconds each, and each of the
3 axes which is another distinguishing characteristic betvreen
linear VOR and linear threshold.

CAPCOM without response required. Can you give us a
balance.

PAO Another distinguishing feature is that the cycles
are done as vigorously as possible. As this is being done, Ulf
Merbold would report any sensations of mot ions • Sensations of
motions verbally to Bob Parker. And the interest of time Bob
Parker and Ulf Merbold have been alerted by the POC not to change
subjects

•

SPACECRAFT VOCC where you wanted,

CAPCOM Yes, Bob, can you give us a balance and also a
little report if anything is to report,

SPACECRAFT No sensations.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.
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PAO To save time, the subjects were to have changed
after the completion of linear VOR and Bob Parker was to have
been the subject of the chloric portion of this experiment.
However , it has been requested and it is being carried out that
Ulf remains the subject. Also in the interest of science because
in this way, there are 2 people now who will have undergone the
chloric portion yesterday. Bob Parker v^as the subject of the
chloric experiment. This portion of the. experiment is called
chloric because it refers to the temperature of the air that is
being blown into the ears of Ulf Merbold by vmy of the ear tubes
that have been inserted. In one ear, through the air tube is
blown warm air, and the other tube is blown cool air. Ulf is
seated in the body restraint system and Is wearing the helmet.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS. The signals we get on
the ground are good. It is also interesting to see that we have
different response in stetic phase here on Ulf. Therefore,
scientifically, it was nice to see two different subjects. Over.

PAO Ulf is also wearing a number of physiological
monitoring devices and electronocular graph, electrode series.
These are electrodes around various skin Areas, around the

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT You guys recognize, you guys recognize that there
are two people of here trying to get all your stuff done, I think
you might be quiet until we got one or the other of them done.

CAPCOM Well that's true Bob, hov/ever we thought you were
waiting for our Cuban acquisition at the moment and ...

SPACECRAFT Would you guys please tell. us exactly what you want
done when an'^ we'll forget about what else we're doing at the
present time. Do you want us to get Ulf out of the seat and
we'll go and do all things.

CAPCOM Negative Bob. We want you now to.

SPACECRAFT Please hang on. PLZC, this is Spacelab. Is it
time to start over again and tell us what you want done because
we are 15 minutes out of schedule, I'm not quite sure why it was
so right to keep the same subject in there and save time. But do
that as It matters, please continue and tell us what else you
want done that's a higher priority than the choloric.

CAPCOM I understand Bob, very good. 1'he no subject change
was partly for time also partly for getting the choloric down on
to different subjects. We got some unexpected problems of Ku-
acquisition. Otherwise, we would have not led you into this
confusion. Also if you don't mind, we would appreciate if you
could do the battery start of the charging start of CPAC at the
meantime while we are waiting for Ku-band acquisition.

SPACECRAFT The battery charge of what?

CAPCOM That's of CPAC which is on page 02 delta tango -

10, - 15, correction, 15.

SPACECRAFT Okay, be advised, we now have a I HP stop. The
start IHF did not work.

CAPCOM Roger, we copied Bob.

SPACECRAFT Alright we have the CPAC battery charge started.
2030.

CAPCOM 2030, roger, thank you sir. And Spacelab Bob, we
are actually still waiting for our Ku~band acquisition which is
still unsuccessful. Could you in the meantime, look at what kind
of a stop we got on the IHF? Over.

SPACECRAFT Say again, your last sentence.
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SPACECRAFT You guys recognize, you guys recognize that thereare two people of here trying to get all your stuff done, I thinkyou might be quiet until we got one or the other of them done,

CAPCOM Well that's true Bob, however we thought you werewaiting for our Cuban acquisition at the moment and ...

SPACECRAFT Would you guys please tell, us exactly what you wantdone when an*^ we'll forget about what else we're doing at the
pre.3ent time. Do you want us to get Ulf out of the seat andwe'll go and do all things.

CAPCOM Negative Bob. We want you now to,

SPACECRAFT Please hang on. PLZC, this is Spacelab, is it
time to ste*rt over again and tell us what you want done becausewe are 15 minutes out of schedule, I'm not quite sure why it wasso right to keep the same subject in there and save time. But do
that as it matters, please continue and tell us what else you
want done that's a higher priority than the choloric.

CAPCOM I understand Bob, very good. The no subject change
l!'^^^??^*'^^

^^^^ partly for getting the choloric down on
to different subjects. We got some unexpected problems of Ku-
acquisition. Otherwise, we would have not led you into this
confusion. Also if you don't mind, we would appreciate if you
could do the battery start of the charging start of CPAC at the
meantime while we are waiting for Ku-band acquisition.

SPACECRAFT The battery charge of what?

CAPCOM That's of CPAC which is on page 02 delta tango -
10, - 15, correction, 15.

SPACECRAFT Okay, be advised, we now have a IHF stop. Thestart IHF did not work.

CAPCOM Roger, we copied Bob.

SPACECRAFT Alright we have the CPAC battery charge started.
U <^ V .

CAPCOM 2030, roger, thank you sir. And Spacelab Bob, weare actually still waiting for our Ku-band acquisition which is
still unsuccessful. Could you in the meantime, look at what kindof a stop we got on the IHF? Over.

SPACECRAFT Say again, your last sentence.
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CAPCOM Could you have a look at the stop number of the
IHF? Over.

SPACECRAFT (garble), 104, one zero four.

CAPCOM Roger, we copied, 104. Yes, we do understand. And
Bob, that stop number is expected,

SPACECRAFT Of course it's gone now but I called it up.

CAPCOM Okay in Spacelab Bob, in addition, just ignore a
message which would come up for experiment 13 which is cooling
still on 06. Just ignore that message, it's expected, over,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, on air-to-ground 1,

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Roger John, you're very weak. 1 can hardly hear
you. I'm assuming you can hear me okay. The Marshall Ops folks
would like you to go ahead and do the maneuver called for at

^ ^ 20s 37 now. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble).

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, v;e see you have started the
maneuver. Thanks very much and we'll hand air-to-ground 1 back
over the the Marshall Ops folks.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (garble) was even talking on air-to-ground

CAPCOM That's affirm John, if you were not talking on
air-to-gcound 1, we heard you but it was very, very weak,
probably bleeding through the system somehow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, perfect.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is from Marshall, Ulf we can
just now go ahead and do the choleric experiment if you're ready.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM We're expecting it each moment but the 201, decide
to just go ahead because we don't know long we have to wait for
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SPACECRAFT All right. That means we didn't EMIR with Linear
VOR which is a requirement,

CAPCOM The 201 people were glad to have the VOR, also
without the EMIR, it's all on tape on Orbit, and the (garble)
is redundancy on the EOG, over.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

EtJD OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And, Spacelab, Marshall 0P8. Without directly
reply neceaBiijry, aa soon aa you finish your linear VOR^ we would
like to have a little report on linear threshold exnd linear
VOR. Furthermore^ be advised thcJt we would like you to continue
with caloric on the same subject v;ith PSl, which Ulf» Over*

SPACECRAFT Caloric on Ulf Instead of me?

CAPCOM That's affirmative*

SPACECRAFT How come?

CAPCOM The rationale we got here is it will save us some
time, of the time of the change of subject. Over*

SPACECRAFT All right*

PAO Some Instructions being voiced up there by Wubbo
Ockels to Bob Parker. Just a moment ago - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) do caloric on him*

CAPCOM Roger r and Bob, can you report on the linear
threshold?

SPACECRAFT Linear threshold (garble) linear VOR. I don't what
else to report at this time*

CAPCOM Yes Spacelab, you were a little broken up but we
think we copied (garble)

•

SPACECRAFT (Garble). I*m not sure what you want us to report
since it*s all on the tape really. I can't - -

PAO In the POCC User rooms, the 201 investigation team
is following this 201 experiment closely as Ulf Merbold receives
instructions from Wubbo Ockels*

SPACECRAFT (Garble). That's all I really can tell you about
at the moment.

PAO Correction, as Bob Parker receives instructions.

CAPCOM (Garble) and just keep us a little informed on
where you are* We are not having AMIER yet at the moment, but as
soon as we have it, we will tell you, but you don' t need to wait
for it. Over *

SPACECRAFT Do you want Lc start with or without AMIER data?
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CAPCOM DO not wait for AMIER data, Bob.

JfACEGRAfT\ Whf;?

CAPCOM That's because the caloric is interesting without

the AMIER. They don't need the AMIER data for that. Over.

SPACBCUAPT You'll have to explain that to mo later.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, no reply necessary. Be advised 0:i. is

commanding. You may get a DEP message which you can ignore.

SPACECRAFT And POCC, did you notice the high temperatures on

the horizon sensor?

CAPCOM Yes. We copy, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Bob, we caused the high temperatures by turning the

horizon sensots off, and you can ignore it,

SPACECRAFT You shut them off. Okay. Ane what's the status of

the IHF?

CAPCOM While we're waiting on that, Bob, we need to get
the SEPAC battery charging started.

CAPCOM Yes Spacelab, Bob, the IHF can be restarted with an

IHF X enter

,

PAO Wubbo Ockels giving instructions there on

restarting the iso thermal heating facility,

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We would like

you to still standby for looking for some AMIER data before we
continue now with the caloric,

SPACECRAFT (Garble) two things. First of all, did you say I

could do a resume IHF?

CAPCOM Negative. Do a start lEIF 1 enter.

SPACECRAFT Understand. Start IHF 1 enter.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Do I nov/ understand, you want me to wait until we

get AMIER data before we start the caloric?

CAPCOM ' That's affirmative. Bob, however, at the same time
we have some Ku acquisition problems, so just standby for a

second here.
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS. Wo can also, in the

meantime, stact the battery charge for SEPAC which is on the 02

Delta, Tango 10, page 10 (garble).

SPACECRAFT If you guys v/ould recognize that there's two people

up here trying to get all your stuff clone, I think you might be

quiet until we got one or the other of them done,

CAPCOM well, that's true Bob, however, we thought you were

waiting for a Ku with acquisition at the mora'^nt.

END OP TAPE
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PAO • . , and linear threshold^ the subject's eyes are
closed and his ears arc cupped and supplied to the masking white
noise^ t!\e subject in this case is Ulf Merbold, And while UlC is
in this situation where he is not seeing and not hearing,
effectively isolation from a visual and oral environment he is
further instructed not to speak during this experiment. He's
seated in the body restrength system, which is a chair like
device which is for some experiments attached to the center aisle
cage within the module but in this p^-^^ticular intense is detached
and floating free and being held by the operator Bob Parker*
Tethers are attached fromt he chair to the wall of the spacelab
and Bob Parker is now standing between those tethers as he holds
the chair and he's moving Ulf Merbold in several axis at about 30
cycles, at 3 seconds a cycle for each of those axis^ Bob Parker
is using the same motion each time namely forward and back motion
of his arms to move the chair and the axis change as Ulf Merbold
changes his position in the chair itself • The point of this
experiment is thac Ulf Merbold is to report two things for each
of those axis. His preception of motion and his preceptlon of
direction. When he is in the X axis, Ulf Merbold takes an
instrument called a joy stick, which is a lever which he can move
to indicate both motion and direction. We are in fact scheduled
to receive some live downlink of this experiment of 201, this ESA
experiment of vestibular studies. And scheduled to come down at
6:07 a*m» Central Standard time which is about a minute and a
half from now. And all three of those axes by the way, Ulf
Merbold is to use the joy stick to indicate direction and to
indicate the preception of motion itself without specifically
naming the direction, A little less then a minute now before we
are scheduled to regain our signal with the Spacelab. At 2 days,
20 hours, 6 minutes mission elapsed time this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Operations were AOS for about 49
minutes through TDRS and vve're expecting realtime TV on this pass
on your cue. And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, no response
required. If you don't mind, we would like to go ahead and start
with the realtime TV coverage, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay go ahead.

PAO Now receiving live downlink of the linear threshold
experiment. We see Ulf Merbold in the left of the screen, he was
being pushed back and forth and we saw him just til a moment ago
in a backward and forth motion and now he has changed his axis.

SPACECRAFT Yeah.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, without directly reply
necessary, as soon as you finish your linear VOR we would like to
have a little report. Linear official and linear VOR, rather
more be advised that we would like you to continue with cloric on
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STS-5 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT t329j 335: 1.1: 53 12/01/R3 Page 1W PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations an^i we are in
a AOS pocioa with the Spacelab but at this time, the nayload
operations control center would prefer not to corninunicate with
them because the crew is at this time doing linear threshold
which is a part of the 201 experiment that was mentioned
earlier. The linear threshold experiment in particular requires
quiet and lack of any kind of disturbances because of the natureof the experiment and therefore the crew, rather the pavload
operations control center is just going to hold off for a DAP
before communicating with them and maybe catch them at the nexrperiod which is really only a very few moments away. We should
be picking them up again when we go LOS in about 7 or 8
minutes. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations again and we have
now passed out of that sector where we have elapsed time. We are
now LOS again, we have a little more than 8 minutes to go before
we communicate with them again and we do reestablish
communications with Spacelab, we maybe learning some further
status about the isothermal heating facility and whether or not
in fact that indicator light has gone off or not, Ulf Merbold
was going to exchange experiments and sound that the operations
light of the isothermal heating facility had not yet turned
off. The exact nature of the problem is not yet known, it is
suspected perhaps that it is in the commom system of the vacuum

,

and gas system, the VGS system which is the, one of the common
systems of the material science double rack which supports the
other facilities besides the isothermal heating facility and
various common elements.

.
This is Mission Control, Houston, 2 days, 19 hours,

50 minutes mission elapsed time. The spacecraft is now passinq
over the Orroral station (garble)

.

,
VGS is one of them, others are cooling in power

supplies and accelerometers , data conditioning, monitoring
control and so forth, uif Merbold cannot change out samoles
again until that light goes off and until he can get a command to
the isothermal heating facility to restart. That is what thatexchange was about between the CIC and Ulf Merbold, The IMF hasto be operated m steps. The light, the ops light has first togo off; indicating that the experiment inside has concluded, that
•fu^^u^-'-P cooled to the point where they can be touchedwith the human hand without injury. And then a command must be

'^^^.P^ before the samples, before the IHP can beentered and the samples exchanged, when last we left the
' the light was still on, perhaps will get further statuswhen we come ba^k. A little more now than 5 minutes remaining

l^^l-
^^e^cquisition of the signal with the Spacelab and as womentione^, the crew is at this time involved in the linear

\ f,^^?^^'^^'^
portion of the 201 experiment for flight day 2. Thereparlous experiments, some experiments rather under experiment

ZnA'r^.t c^'^^*'!
^''^ performed on day 0 and day 7, on day 1and day 5, and then some for day 2. Today being flight day 2,
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they are performing linear threshold. And linear threshold, the
subject eyes are closed and his ears are cupped and supplied with
a masking white noise. The subject in this case is Ulf Merbold
and v;hile . .

.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM had to perform. The payload operations control
center here in Houston was concerned that too much time had been
spent in trying to resolve the DDTU problem, and they had
originally decided in the interest of starting the next
experiment on time, which is experiment 201, another live science
experiment involving a rectal and erie accelerations and optic
and cleric stimulations. An experiment which does demand a good
bit of effort and time on the part of the crew. In order to get
201 started in time, the poc was going to recommend experiment 28
be eliminated at this point and be rescheduled later on in this
mission. There was an intermittent dropout of communications
while we had this AOS period with the crew and when we did regain
communications during this period of AOS that we have had, it was
learned that the crew had finished the experiment 28. They had
gone ahead and had performed it, and had finished it according to
Ulf Merbold on time, which is about the 19 hour 10 minute
point. So now, the crow is ready to do experiment 201. The
experiment v;hich investigates the festibuder functions of the
inner ear and particular the autoleft organs which normally help
to maintain an upright posture. Experiment 201 is actually a
number of sub-experiments that are under a single number 201, and
the 201 experiment is performed throughout the nation. Different
subsets of the experiment are performed on different days. Today
is flight day 2, and on flight day 2, the sub-experiment area is
to. be performed over the linear threshold, linear VOR and
chloric. The chloric stimulation subset. A little less than 7
minutes remaining now until we gain communications with the
spacecraft. At 2 days 19 hrs 45 mins mission elapsed time. This
is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAD This is Mission Control, Houston. The Columbia is
not out over the northern part over Austrilia. About 2 minutes
away from possible communication through the stations at
Ocroral. That's the (gargle) site. We could have some space
communications at that site. Although v;e wouldn't have any UHP
or Orbiter communications. Spacecraft is on orbit number 46 and
all systems aboard the Columbia appear to be performing normally.
Occassional minor exceptions, but there are no major orbiter
problems. The Red team well into it's day, and the Blue team is
about 1 1/2 hr away from it's normal scheduled sleep period. And
we're standing by for acquisition in about 1 1/2 minutes. 2 days
19 hours 50 minutes this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. We are going up with
teleprinter message here at Orroraf and we'll give air-to-ground
one back to the guys in the back.

CAPCOM - And, Spacelab, Marshall. We're with you another 5
minutes or so.

CAPCOM This is Marshall Spacelab operations and we are in
an AOS period with the spacelab, but at this time, the payload
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Operations control center would prefer not to communicate with
them because the crew is at this time doing linear threshold
which is a part of the 201 experiment that was mentioned
earlier. The linear threshold experiment in particular require

END OP TAPE
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PAO - - number 8. It fired an ionized argon plume into

the area outside the Orbiter spacecraft. The purpose of this
functional objective was to investigate the propogation, or the

manner of traveling of the argon plume. The arc jei: was fired

into the environmental plasma and it excited an atmospheric
airglow. The plume having been energized thusly, continued to

glow for a period of time long enough that as it passed by the

Orbiter spacecraft, the AEPI was able to, observe it and perform
its eunction-^l objective. The AEPI is one of the complimentary
experiments used in a series of space plasma physics
experiments. Whenever the SEPAC performs its beam injection
experiments, the SEPAC does have its own detecting instruments,

but other instruments such as the AEPI also participates and is

used in the analysis of these gas plumes, these ionized argon
plumes. It was learned, however, that once the AEPI had run this

experiment, Ulf Merbold reported that there v;as a DDU problem,

DDU standing for Digital Display Unit. That is a video monitor

type device inside the module which displays data and is used in

giving commands to some of the experiments. And because of this

DDU problem he was experiencing, he could not give a command to

the AEPI to shut it down. The power is still on the AEPI. That

DDU problem is still being troubleshot by Ulf Merbold at last

report and the fact that the AEPI is apparently still running

does not appear to be a significant problem. It is drawing very

little power in its current mode. In trying to troubleshoot the

problem, however , the crew began running, somewhat late in its

schedule, to perform the list of cardiograph:', the life sciences

experiment, the full title of which is Three-Dimensional
Ballistography at Weightlessness. That's an ESA experiment and

it normally takes about 20 min or so to perform, perhaps a bit

longer and the crew, in working with the AEPI DDU problem, had

run over into the scheduling for experiment 28. For this

experiment, there is a bit of equipment that they must don. It's

essentially a backpack that's fitted with a number of small

accelecoraeters and electrocardiogram and it requires a bit of

time because there are a series of breathing and physical
exercises which Ulf Merbold as the subject, in this case, had to

perform. The payload operations control center in Houston was
concerned that too much time had been spent in trying to resolve

the DDU problem - - <

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall in the blind. We've seem to

have lost the return link and while we still have you

interwittenly and at least with a forward link, we would like to

let you know that we recoimmend that you run 201 on time as your

primary priority, and we hope to see you v?hen we get downlinked
coverage* again with some good news on 201.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, this is TSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Did you every get a word from Urgen Schuron

concerning the iso OPS lens for the IHF.

CAPCOM Negative Ulf, we did not get any answer yet. Also,

we'd like to have confirmed with you, heard what we uplinked with

experiment 28.

SPACECRAFT . Yeah, we are doing 28.

CAPCOM Well, we were asking you, Ulf and Bob, if you had

no time to cancel 28 because vje want you to start 201 on time.

Can you brief ua on your situation now?

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll finish 28 in time.

CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS. You're going LOS in about
3 1/2 minutes from now. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Maybe like over the MF corner there.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS, Be advised for 201 you
don't have to wait for AOS before you start (garble). Just start
leading official. Over

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copy that.

CAPCOM This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days 19

hours 34 minutes mission elapsed time. We have about 17 minutes
before we regain communications with the spacelab. During our
last acquisition of signal, when we first came back into
communications with the spacelab, we learned of the status of the

AEPl. The functional objective 6 of AEPI that had been started
around the 18 hour 5 minute point. That was the functional
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objective that was to be v/ocked jointly with the CPAC experim^int
and it's functional objective number 8. The experiment, we
learned, when we regained communications was that it had been
performed, that the plasma beam propagation of the CPAC had been
performed which was the arced jet. Specifically the magnido
plasma dynamic arc jet. And in the functional objective number 8
it fired an ionized argon plume into the area.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - from the EGAS overflow caused by dividing by 0
and they're self correcting*

SPACECRAFT Okay,

SPACECRAFT Wubbo*

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT I'm back with you* You want me to reconfigure
SEPAC or what for that?

CAPCOM We had the feeling that you did not coniplete the
shutdown of SEPAC and API and we v;ant to have the SEPAC shut down
according to the checklist* Flip the switches on the panels*

SPACECRAFT (Garble) all switched off*

CAPCOM Roger , Ulf, and do you see any problem in
continuing with experiment 28? Over*

SPACECRAFT Let me raise the question another time* You want
to switch on SEPAC* Is that correct?

CAPCOM Yes* That is correct* The SEPAC and API are to be
switched off according to the PICPAB and then you can continue
with experiment 28* Over*

SPACECRAFT Okay* Will do that.

CAPCOM Houston r in POCC, this is Spacelab here.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Bob*

SPACECRAFT For both of your sakes, it ^ s now working oroperlv
down here* I'm not sure what caused it or what really fixed it

but both of them seem to be working properly on both computers.

CAPCOM That •s good news. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

SPACECRAFT Say again, Houston.

CAPCOM Spacelab r Houston. Did you call?

SPACECRAFT I said they're all working properly now.

CAPCOM * Okay*
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SPACECRAFT There were a series of DOS to 02 messages ^ however ,

which may have had - -may reflect something of what happened.
You might ask your (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger* We saw thobe^ Bob* V?e're looking.

CAPCOM And Spacelab^ Houston, We lost the return link- I

think we still have good uplink*

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS* This is Spaceleib.

CAPCOM Go ahead I Ulf*

SPACECRAFT Okay* (Garble)* We have the iso ops lamp of the
IHF still on in spite of the hold IHF 31 enter* (Garble)* I

have another question related to experiment 101. 02 is clean our
system*

CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf* Ulf r could you tell us whether
youWe got a stop code 131^ please*

CAPCOM Spacelab^ Marshall OPS for Ulf and Bob and be
advised that w^a cancelled experiment 281 that's that you can
continuer but start the prep for experiment 201 in time. Over.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM WeMl get back to you ia a couple of minutes //'th a
r ecomnaenda t i on •

SPACECRAFT Qkay, well we did the be^st wo could under the
circumstances, we also had a propel Ian t thermo pod message done
the rotation that we started troubleshooting and it came out to
be an instrumentation error , It was a trans tedder oi^s one and
looks like an instrumentation error although it started to come
back down riqht now. And Houston, Spacelab v/hen you have a
moment

«

CAPCOM Roger and John we see that also and we think maybe
the B'-heater is setting a little higher than the A-heater was and
ifiay have caused that problem.

SPACECRAFT No I'm fine Houston, that's all* Okay, sorry for

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, go ahead

•

SPACECRAFT It was up to 96 degrees when I checked it.

SPACECHAi^^T Okay, We saw a pair of CRT failures, both of them
in th0 jRodule and I'll give you some of the character ists of it,
to have you troubleshoot it, I'm not quite sure, I have my own
conclasions but I'll let you think about it too. And that is
that w^, the (garble) computer is still running, the file
counter's still talliating^ The system stopped at 2001, with the

It, When I fii'^t get upstairs and looked on spec 211, both of

Okay we're standing by.

t:§$^MgMt0M'^. :\:::;:::^'fhe:::::^expt^^ In
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CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Pressure to 350 systems, foe the IFS/ the ISOL
(garble) is still on. Do we need to set it down before we
t&Btdtt. it?

:

\
:

:

CAPCOM standby. Spacelab, Marshall, we passed the
question on Ulf, and Yurgen says it'll take 2 or 3 rninutes, we'll
get back with you as soon as he has an answer for you.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
enter.

Okay, roger that.

Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

Go ahead.

Ulf, we think what you need to do is halt IHF31

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf. Could you also
send down the CPAC by flipping the switches according to the
checklist. Over.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
ate^Mpped.:

Dave, I come back to you.

Spacelab, Houston for Bob.

Go ahead.

Bob, right now our telemetry says that the DDS's
Are you still showing that they're not?

SPACECRAFT On spec 211 I'm showing reoped but last time I did
this and went back downstairs and tried to use them, they
apparently knocked themselves ago.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay Bob did.

Give me two minutes.

CAPCOM We're going to look at the times, we know the times

look at our playbacks and see if we can find a power glitch,

SPACECRAFT Okay, wo in fact never got his message. Hey Bob.
Either upstairs or downstairs. Bob, one quick question. Okay.
And one answer, subsystem (garble) is dead, but the (garble) is
working. >
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CAPCOM Okay, we copy that Ulf, thanks.'

SPACECRAFT That's vecy confusing. All right.

CAPCOM Okay. We think the system's stop error cocles you
got are old messages from the EGAS overflow caused by dividing by
zero. And they're self correcting.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT I'm back with you, do yo want me to reconfigure.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM After that, you'll have to reactivate' also the IHP,
(garble), (garble) 1 enter. And forget the 307 experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay. But (garble) three 107, it was right at the
beginning,

CAPCOM Yes, therefore you certainly had to stop. And then
again it may be oppressing problem.

SPACECRAFT You are saying that 307 accomplishes the problem?

CAPCOM No, no, no, it's related to the HTT.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, so report please when the vacuum gas system
is up again and after (garble) the activation of CIHF, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I will reactivate the VTRS, empty RHF, and
then talk to you later.

CAPCOM Yes, thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Wubbo, this is Ulf.

CAPCOM Yes Ulf, on the experiment 28 which you start right
now, the colors in the procedure refer to colors of the
alligators clips not of the wires and 1 will give you the
allocation again. The black goes on the left, the red goes on

SPACECRAFT 10/5, 10/5, 10/5. Things aren't really active up
:^^^:|g^:^:f^^bb^:,;^^^

CAPCOM understand Ulf but we have scheduled experiment 28
fa*:y;3L:8;:t:4|

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do our best. Make sure and take care
of active. Okay, Wubbo, we lost the DDU's, both of them right
now. I'm unable to lock the upper deck here so I'll leave it on
and I'm ready to copy it down what you're telling me.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, this is an experiment 28 and you will see
a little. figure in there where you have the electrodes connected
to the cables and it gives you certain colors. The colors are of
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CAPCOM And second is that you have to speed up the
exercise a little bit. Otherwise the heart rate gets not high
enough. Should be about close to about 120, over.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
of API.

SPACECRAFT
one back.

CAPCOM
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, we'll try that.

And Ulf, v/6 copied. You could not know of the DAP

Because both TVs are down right now. Okay, we got

And we'd like to leave AEPI on until you can know

X know the DAP all ready know.

Okay.

Satellite, that's the reason I'm working here.

Okay, you guys are doing a good job, we're watching

Houston, this is Columbia on air-to-ground 1, over.

Columbia, Houston, go ahead John.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, when we stopped that maneuver, we had
a right RCS #3 leak, we isolated the manifold and sure enough,
it leaked down.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
leaked out.

CAPCOM
that jet.

SPACECRAFT

to you In a couple of minutes with a recommendation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we did tho best we could under the
circumstances. We also had a propollant thermal POD message
during the rotation that we started troubleshooting and it came
out to be an instrumentation error, it was a test heater ox 1
and looks like an instrumentation ... \

Roger, we're looking at that right now.

Okay, that's R3B was a leaker and manifold is

Roger, we're looking at the data on the ox side of

That's it.

And you're in a safe configuration. We'll get back
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r CAPCOM Do you have a depth ready Bob?

SPACECRAFT Everything is fine. Everything is fine this time
like it was last time. I don't know what happened the first
time.

CAPCOiM Okay.

SPACECRAFT I don't know if that is what we are suppose to
do. That's y-nat it says upstairs. I guess that's what we're
suppose to do.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall LOS is 1 minute. We'll see you
again at 18:34 TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, we have once
again lost communications with spacelab. We'll be regaining it
in a little less than 18 minutes from now. And, when we do
return, the crew is scheduled to begin working with CPAC again.
Functional objective number 6, F06 which is a sub-experiment to,
in which the use of nuetral gas, pluoies, specifically nitrogen, a
neutral gas, or one without charge, wili be used to neutralize
the vehicle. The gas will be fired out around the spacecraft and
then the electron beam excelerator will beam through it to ionize
it and then as the vehicle passes through this now ionized gas it
should neutralize the vehicle which as it passes through the
space plasma becomes positive and the neutral charge of the gas
should draw the gas should draw that positive charge off.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through TDRS for 48 minutes.

CAPCOM That's Chuck Lewis forcing up to the Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT I copy, PSl. We (garble) could you bring the
(garble) people on the loop, we lost the (garble)

CAPCOM Roger, stand by.
*

CAPCOM In the meantime, could we get a status on the joint
::;'v;^:ot^:'.Vy:V::^•^

PAO One correction should be noted here, it was
announced earlier that the crew would be working with CPAC
functional objective 6. That is incorrect. It was going to be
working the AEPI functional objective 6, the bean plasma
experiment working jointly with the CPAC. The CPAC portion of
that, the CPAC functional objective number 8.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS, we've got Urgen Scheron on
the line.
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:VSpacec:rapt::
:

\:^^-\ \-y":r

SPACECRAFT We have a series of stops here. It started with
stop ID 437 which is an HCT stop and after that we go stop 010,
that IS the VTF stop, and we have also stop 137.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT What I would like to know is what I should do. i
think the first thing is to bring up ^:ae vacuum plasma again.

CAPCOM Okay. At first, you have to set down the vacuum
systems, that means you have to enter start VGS2. Enter. Thenyou have to

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Start, VGS

Go ahead ,

Start VGS

2

Enter

Enter

Complete,

Then you have to wait, enter the OPS limbs off.

(garble)

Yeah, but you have to bring it down completely.

Okay, we have the TMB rundown light on now.

.^«ah, that's correct. And it's running down now.
After a certain time, it the limbs are going up, you have to
reactivate the (garble) system that means this is start VGSl

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM After that, you have to reactivate also, the IHF,

END OP TAPE
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...the plants by the way that ace kept in those
rotors under artificial 1-g until they are selected for the dark
box, It should be pointed out that those plants are also kept In
infrared lighting as well as the plants that are maintained in
the dark boxes in weightlessness. The plants from the time thev
are planted as seedlings in the sample soils and placed in rotors
or boxes are kept in, kept isolated from normal lighting. Ulf
Merbold was also asked about experiment 13 during that last brief
run that we iiad over the ground station, he was asked if the
pointing of experiment 13, the (garble) spectrometer had been
confirmed, it had been. Ulf Merbold said that it was pointing
properly, confirmed okay. He said that he had received a message
on the cooling system, a newer message on that but he checked it,
turned off the cooling system which is a gaseous hydrogen cooling
system and he says there is no problem, experiment 13 is now shut
down and in a nominal state.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Spacelab Marshall, AOS through Guam for about 6

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM Okay, and Ulf for this next run of AEPI which is
F06 plasma beam, we'd like to conduct that as specified in the
•log:' sheets v-:^ ^ :^^ :

-^^^

:

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
but we're anxious to know whether the, the MSpR got off on time.

SPACECRAFT Again. .

We're anxious to know if the MSDR got started on

(garble) that in the log sheet?

Roger, as specified,

(garble) in the log sheet?

P06 in the log sheet, run 10, P06 plasma beam.

Run 10, okay.

And Spacelab, no response necessary, if you're busy

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(garble) say again.

we would like to know if the MSDR got started on

SPACECRAFT
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CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT We corrected the MSDR problem but we have, we have
problem with 101, that takes an enormous time to select with that
VDR system, it is also not real good on the left rudder.

CAPCOM Roger

PAO Chuck Lewis asking if the MsDR got off alright,
that referenctj to the material science double rack containing the
ISO thermal heating facility. Because of the shortage of time...

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, just a reminder to you to cue
the orbiter crew to start the orbiter tape recorders for the
SEPAC run at 18 25 TO.

SPACECRAFT Unable to copy right now.

PAO Because of the shortage of time of that last pass
there have been no inquiry by the payload operations control
center as to the status of the most recent sample to go into that
ISO thermal heating facility. It was experim^mt 307, a reaction
kenetios and glass melts, that was to, to be set up and sample
314 was to have been taken out. It was set up to the 1300 hour
point, that was about 5 hours ago. 314 is (garble) growth and
microsegregation that was removed, says Ulf Merbold and the
sample was, was placed in the ISO thermal heating facility, it
was done on scheduled.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall, if you've got time could
you tell us whether the FO setup went properly?

SPACECRAFT FO setup?

CAPCOM FO setup for SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT Talk to Bob.
.

SPACECRAFT Repeat my FO setup.

q^PCOM Do you have a DEP ready yes, Bob?

SPACECRAFT The only thing is fine, everything is fine this
time like it was last time, I don't know what happen the first

CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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BERTAUX It's twice heavier as hyarogen. It behaves
differently in the upper atmosphere of the Earth.

OCKELS Upper atmosphere is 100 klllometers and above.

BERTAUX . That is right. Yes.

OCKELS So you did measure that. First question is how
much deuterium is out there?

BERTAUX Well, there is about the same ratio of deuterium to
hydrogen in the upper atmosphere as the sea level, in the sea
point, but you have a lot of the same ratio, that is to say 1

(garble) in 10,000.

OCKELS And, is there any immediate conclusion you can put
on that the fact of the ratio is the same in the upper atmosphere
and in the ocean?

BERTAUX The conclusion is that this probably also holds
also for other planets like Venus and Mars, and so what we could
perhaps see in the future is that we could measure this deuterium
to hydrogen ratio in the atmosphere of other planets by remote
sensing, like using the space (garble) and then it would give us
this ratio for the whole atmosphere and for the whole planet

:;:itself .o;--^^

OCKELS What kind of role does deuterium play in the sense
that suppose I give you now the data on how much deuterium we
have in Venus' s upper atmosphere. You say, okay, then I know
what it is on the surface, but what would that give. I mean,
what would you do with that answer?

BERTAUX There are some indications - - there are some
indications that the ratio could be much higher in Venus, like a

100 times higher than on the Earth and it could be explained in

terms of differential escape from both isotopes because hydrogen
escapes more easily than does deuterium and it could mean that

there were a 100 times more water in Venus at the beginning of
the atmosphere of Venus from now, and there could have been up to

100 meters of water in the atmosphere of Venus, of liquid water

perhaps in the beginning of Venus, but now there is only steam
and only a very few left water.

OCKELS Say that the ratio of the deuterium to hydrogen is

an Indication of how much water was originally on the planet?

|Bip-'!'^UXf-:f;P

OCKELS Well that looks very interesting. Does it mean
that you can observe this deuterium from all ^he other planets we

aiiaVii^fteief-"^^
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BERTAUX Most interesting are Venus and Mars because here
these are the only planets in which there could have been at sometime liquid water and life, because life would require liauid
water. ^

OCKELS So, knowing all this and seeing the success of your
ng you're going to do next? I meanare you going to send out your experiment to Venus?

BERTAUX Well, if there are an opportunity, certainly wewould send it to Venus, but the other thing is that we could be

thil^subject'"^'*^
observations with the space telescope to persue

OCKELS Okay, so with the kind of equipment you have, you
SS^i ^" va^^o^s ways. Could you probably shortly indicateWhat It really is, what your equipment is, out of what it exists?

BERTAUX Well, it measures light and because hydrogen atomsand deuterium atoms are illuminated by the solar light in the UV,and this instrument is measuring the light which comes from these
is equipped with two filters, one which can isolate

?V 1 ^P""
deuterium and the other one which can isolate the

if?? .f'^^"'
doing, by playing with these twofilters we can discriminate the two emissions.

OCKELS IS this method been used before, I mean, did we

like ?his?
^"^^^^^^^^^ before Spacelab 1 where we had equipment

BERTAUX No, it has never been used with (garble) associateddeuterium filter and hydrogen filter.
«»sociacea

?f™f^^ V w ^^"t^^ "^l^ running almost out of
" ^^"^^ ^° ^^^^ or next communication

With the spacecraft. Thank you very much Dr. Bertaux.

BERTAUX Thank you.

PAO And that was a live science update by Dr. Jon LouieBertaux of experiment 17. He's the principle investigator of thiinvestigation on atmospheric hydrogen and deuterium through
S!«!4™!?!2*^

°^ Lyman-alpha emission. Lyman-alpha is adessimates a radiation of a particular wavelength from theultraviolet range that's emitted during a specific transition
nnS^f. . f J""""^ to that science
t^1:t^tL

mentioned about the experiment 101 and the problemwith the right rotor camera. There apparently had been some kind
m*'^S^^S*L""®^*'^!^f°^°^y optical sensing with that camera and

hf^^i^ri^^^^*^ ""If
'"^^^^^^ ^^^'^ ""^^^^ l^ft rotor camera sothat he could begin making hie selections. The plants, by theway, that are kept in those rotors under artifical 1-g until they
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ace selected for the dark box. It should be pointed out that
those plants are also kept In Infrared lighting as well as the
plants that are maintained in the dark boxes in weightlessness.
The plants from the time they are planted as seedlings - -

END OP TAPE
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PAO Interface unit of the dedicated experiment
processor. The interface unit is that device which interfaces
between the dedicated experiment processor which is the

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

(garble) Marshall for Bob.

Roger ; go.

CAPCOM Bob, our housekeeping data on MSDR shows us

somethii.f oti'«r than cor samples. We
wondered if you would check that and correct it if you could.

First number is 0112, second number 2868, I think that's what
you read back to me, but we're not showing that down here.

SPACECRAFT That's what we've got in the book, and 112 and Z'868

is all we have in the book and that's what we're trying to put in

: unsuccessfully

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

Understand.

Am I suppose to get an error 102.

Error 102, thank you.

Correction, that is a fauld ID 102.

Copy, fauld ID 102.

HOW can we recover from that?

Standby.

Spacelab, we're checking. We've got a minute to

LOS. Next opportunity, Guam 18+8.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. There is a misprint in the

procedure. The correct number is 0122, zero one two two, and

2868. Second number is correct, first number 0122.

SPACECRAFT Copy that.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 2 days 17 hours
53 minut;es mission elapsed time. We a.^ out of the range of the
tracking data relay satellite. During the, what would have been
a normal pass of about 45 or 50 minutes. • We only had about 10

minutes of acquisition through tors at the end there. There
being a configuration problem with the ground equipment. Before
wo entered that pass area, we did have some communication through
:l^:Ss^lfpi'ol*:iiiihiS^
Ascension Island, the Dakar, and the Madrid stations, and then
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switched on to TDRS at the end. Ocbitec systems appear to be

working well. We have no problems working at the present time.
This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days 17

hours 59 minutes mission elapsed time. VJe briefly had
communications with the spacelab for just a few minutes in which
primarily what was discussed during those few minutes was
experiment 101, the Helianthus Annus .xperiment. Ulf Merbold
reporting some problem with the right (garble) camera and as we
left the spacelab and went into LOS, he was still attempting to

make his plant selections of four plants from the roders into the
dark box. We anticipate getting more information when we regain
communications. Our next television event is a science update.
It will be live with Dr. Wubbo Ockels the alternate payload
specialist interviewing Dr. Bortoux who is principal investigator
of experiment 17. Experiment ^17 is the Lima and Alpha initiation
experiment coming up at approximately 4:00 a.m. Central standard

WUBBO OCKELS I'm Wubbo Ockels and we're here next to the

Payload Operation Control Center, mission day 2 at 18 hours
MET. We're sitting here with Dr. Bortoux who is the investigator
of one of the experiments who is not really operated by the crew
onboard but is operated by the investigator on the ground. So,
you have not attended that experiment from the ground, got
through data first question of course is how does the total
amount of (garble) to what you originally expected.

BORTOUX Up to now, we were suppose to have 16 elevations, and
we would go through all 16 except for one, except for the very
first one that we did not go.

OCKELS Can you tell us in easy terms what you measure.

BORTOUX We were willing to measure deter lum in the upper
atmosphere of the Earth. Deterium is the heavy isotope of
hydrogen and because it is twice heavier, hydrogen, it behaves
differently in the upper atmosphere of the Earth.

OCKELS Upper atmosphere is 100 kilometers and above.

BORTOUX That is right.

OCKELS So you did measure that first (garble) is how much
deterium is out there.

.

BORTOUX . Well, there is about the same ratio of the deterium

BHD OP TAPE
^
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CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM And, olf , before we lose through Madrid, can you
^^t;^:i:i:v:us

: how;: ,the-:|>lant ::went ,' Jjiease?::;:^;^-'^

It ifa dltficult becauae we have to take the modules from the

CAPCOM That's affirm. That oger

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall, m order to prevent damage
to experiment 23 from some SEPAC firings, we'd like you to issue
on PTC an item 17 before 1800.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
8 min.

Spacelab, Marshall AOS for 3 min.

AOS (garble)

.

AOS Ulf. We've got you through TDRS. It lasts for

SPACECRAFT Okay. Pine.

CAPCOM And, Ulf, we'd like you to issue a PTC item for us
in order to prevent experiment 23 from being damaged by SEPAC

fomeJfm^ b^f^re'JsoSr °' ^^"^"^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll do that right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and payload thermal control page and an item
17, Is that what you want me to do?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

Okay. High voltage power is shut off.

Roger. Thank you.

;5:Th||«j|s:;-i^

That's affirmative. Experiment 23, high voltage

Okay, that's complvite.

Thank you.
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PAO Some SEPAC firings ace coming up in the next hour
following the 2 to 18 hr point and Ulf Merbold just advised to
shut down the high voltage power on experiment 23 which is
spectroscopy in x-ray astronomy. That's an ESA experiment which
is studying detailed featuies of cosmic x-ray sources. Some of
the equipment involves a detector system. It's a gas
scintillation proportional counter. This type of counter means
that when x-^rays come from an astrophysical target, such as our a
pulsar or a super nova, those x-rays are received and their
characteristics are recorded by the way they excite the xenon gas
within this gas scintillation counter.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Bob, could you make a couple of procedure changes
for us? It's .relative to something we voiced up to you before
for a unique operation and we'd like you to make it to all the
celavent procedures involved. If you recall, we told you on
SEPAC it would be wise to remove the EGAS before issuing or
before turning the lU DEP off and there are four places where it
should be made. One of them is to the nominal ops checklist and

I
another time for the 02 nominal ops cue card. Then again for
delta, tango 14, and also for the 02 mal 11. Same thing applies
to all of those. Remove the EGAS before sending an lU DEP off.

SPACECRAFT 10 DEP Off. Right?

CAPCOM Yes. Remove EGAS first and then lU DEP off.

SPACECRAFT GOpy.

CAPCOM Thank you.

PAO That exchange between CIC Chuck Lewis and Bob
Parker, Bob Parker being advised by Chuck to remove the
experiment computer application software on the SEPAC experiment
before the lU DEP was turned off. The lU DEP, an acronym for
Interface Unit of the Dedicated Experiment Processor. The
interface unit is that device which interfaces bet - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Macshall through Ascension for about 25
min with an occasional dropout.

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yes Marshall. This is Spacelab. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Well, I may have called for the wrong guy, Ulf. I

noticed Bob is doing the sample changeout. Whichever of you id
doing it, just a reminder to change crt 314 and replace it with
307 alpha, and I've got the numbers here if you want them,

iSPACECRAFT Okay. We have 307 alpha already here waiting for
the changeout.

CAPCOM That's good.

SPACECRAFT And v;e have also a GHP ops light flashing. We can
do that as well.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl. We have a problem with
the right rotor camera on. It gives us a real time signal. Do
we have the video downlink real time?

) CAPCOM Not at this time, Ulf, but I'll pass that on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what I will do i^, I used the di lection
camera of the left rotor to make the plant selection for the
right rotor because the right rotor camera (garble) synchronize.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT POCC, are you telling me that the numbers in the
book for 307 alpha, namely 112 and 2868 are no longer correct?

CAPCOM Those are correct numbers. Bob. We said we just
have them if you needed them.

SPACECRAFT I got them. Thank you.

CAPCOM And also. Bob, we don't want you to start that
until 3 days, 9 hr, 25 min as scheduled.

SPACECRAFT We'll Start what?

CAPCOM Radiant heater furnace, GHF.

SPACECRAFT You don't want the GHP started yet.

CAPCOM Okay.
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SPACECRAFT Okay to, go ahead with 307 and 314 In the IHS,
Correct?

;

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

PAO 307 is one of the materials science experiments
entitled Reaction Kinetics in Glass Melts. The purpose of that
experiment is to determine the diffusion profiles in glasses in

the nearly convection-free conditions of space that the Spacelab
is currently I'lying in. The sample for experiment 314 which is

the Dendritic Growth and Microsegregation experiment has been in

the isothermal heating facility now for about 4-1/2 hr. Ulf has
been directed to remove - -

CAPCOM Ulf, we think you did the right thing using the
left rotor camera.

SPACECRAFT That's what I'm doing,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for PSl.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Marshall.

CAPCOM Ulf, we copied what you said about the problems
with the right rotor camera. Did you notice any similar problems
with the dark box camera?

SPACECRAFT Lately, the dark box camera works okry. We had
that problem with the dark box camera too, but it worked pretty
well the last hour.

CAPCOM Okay, and did we copy you correctly that you
noticed a loss of synchronization on the left roto the right

SPACECRAFT I (garble) the 201 problem. We see only snow on

CAPCC»l Roger.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We've got about 2 min left
through Madrid. At that time, we'll try to switch back to TDRS,
but we may not acquire, so if that's not the case, we'll probably
see you again at Guam at 18 plus 8.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy that.
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CAPCOM And, Spacelab, we don't have any data in the POCC
right now,, but the MCC fault messages indicate a string of errors
relative to experiment 13. You might take a look at that for us
if you would.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS. We had a cooling problem with 13. I

went through the malfunction procedure. It should be okay,

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you. And, can you confirm the
pointing was okay, Ulf

,

SPACECRAFT Confirm. The instrument required the Sun. We
checked that and after the run, there was a cooling jrror
roeasage, I think it is 83 or something like that, I've made
suro that the cooling was switched off.

CAPCOM Roger.

END OP TAPE
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PAO As it absorbs radiation from the sun. Therefore,
the positioning of the sauna is important as the absorption mode
is put in effect for the spectrometer. The initiation mode,
which will bo conducted later is the study of the atmosphere as
it emmits radiation which has previously been absorbed. Tn that
particular mode, that study is done when the Sun is not directly
behind the point of view of the camera through the horizon.

CAPCOM SSME on air-to-ground one,

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 2 days, 17
hours mission elapsed time and our next spacecraft television
will be a live downlinked coming at 3:09 a.m. Central standard
time. Test live downlink will be concerned with the Helianthus
Annuus Experiment, experiment 101 which is the dwarf sunflower
seedlings plant experiment. The purpose of that experiment is to
observe the growth movements in roicrogravity,

PAO -This is Mission Control, Houston at 2 days 17 hours
18 minutes, mission elapsed time. We've had a delay in the
acquisition through the tracking data relay satellite because of
some ground configuration problems. But they are getting that
straightened out. We will probably have some communication over
the Ascension Island station, either through the Ascension
station's capability or through the TDRS, one or the other. So,
we'll be standing by for that. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM This is Marshall Spacelab operations. We're
anticipating as was previously mentioned to be resuming
communications shortly with the Spacelab a little bit behing
schedule. At this time, no substantial impact on the experiments
for Spacelab because of such lateness, except for possibly a
little bit of lost time in communications between the principal
investigator for experiment 101 and the spacelab crew. At this
time, the spacelab crew is scheduled to b6 working with the
Helianthus Annuus experiment. Ulf Merbold is scheduled to be
making some plant selections from those roders that maintain an
artificial Ig environment for the plants until they can be
selected at various stage of growth, and placed into a dark box
where their growth is photographed by infrared. There had been
some time set aside for the principal investigator to be voice
enable to talk live with the spacelab crew, specifically with 01f
Merbold, and to talk through the experiment with him as the plant
selection was made. The chance of that happening maybe at this
point dimenished, and that situation will become more evident
when we finally do reach some communications with spacelab. At 2
days, 17 hours 21 minutes mission elapsed time this is Marshall
iS^ii@iib;,::op(sratiih

END OF TAPE
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- - Insetted the sample and then closed and looked

S^acUjt, and 1 e Into the^c^^^^^^^ - -fj- .

XJiri 'siiep j ao
. ^.l^TlT.'o. l^t spaoela.

^oln't'o^tSfdIp fs'lndlpende'nt of *he mass memory unit

Currently, the AEPl Is be n| tun
"""^."IJ^^^^^ oi. Thll

run £ot functional objective OIB. V ,„ =l,4atlQns. and it is
Experiment is to monitor tor magn.sxumlo^

«Sn^rst :5d ^-.33 mln -ainin,^be.o»
_

ISS^Sy'If^ltmrrpoinr^n a vri ht 2, mm Mission

liapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab operations.

This is "«!'-",^|-«^l^,Tfte"re ^fevtoSrtol?
SEPAC, when we came ^aok to the Spa«J;|° attempted the
we learned that the SEPAC experiment had again a -

functional objective 7 V''^?J.^Lj*'!u!ij?|.fargon which Is, in

Parker indicated that
_

functional
^^fff Jt^pS^^Ser is expected

just about thU time IS when the grille sp^^
Application

to be turned by the EGAS, the experiment co t^

software. The grille spectrometer is ESA expen^^^

intended to study on a global
l^^i^^^^^^f^^^^^^Sent! that's between

150 killometers aj-titude. ln_ English mea^uce^ , infrared
9 and about 93 miles and the technique it

^^^^
"^e

spectroscopy. It ^^^mines the atmosphere along cn

horizon and vhen this spectometer is turne^^

'"dlfthant'h;s'\he'otS:r'£e Jg ?Sl'eSission mode. The

rbfo?pSfn mod^U fh: study Of that - ^^of^^ri^SS? ""It'^tt^e

^pSforiSg^of^^hfsrts^e^^
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into affect for the spectrometer. The emission mode which will
be conducted later in this mission, is a study of the atmosphere
as it emits radiation which has previously been -

END OP TAPE '
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pan The purpose Is to see how much better metallic

ooSposltes could -^ade in space There will be ajar^ of

metallic composites examined. In each
^'Jff P^^^^°J;®^,f,;®

suspended in a metal that has a lower melting ^^"^Pe'^ature than

?he material which comprises the particles' themseleves. The ISO

thIrSirheaJing facility by the way is Somatic, once the

specialist has inserted the sample and then cjo^ed^and locked the

facility and inputted the data into the computer to start the

fjper mL?? thffacility which as
'^^"^^^^""LLr'thf

'

materials science double
f^^*^'

°«1«°^P"^^^'
^^tt of the

programming is in the, originally in the
^'^f ""J^^^f

aoaoelab in the progam, loads into the dedicated experiment

p?Sceasor or dIp or DEP, at the beginning of the mission but from

?hS? pSint on the DEP is independent of the
J««f,"'fHL^2^run

currently the AEPI is being run once again at, it is being run

for functional objective 01b, correction 01, this experiment is

ES monitor for magnesium ion (garble) and J^^^Pff If'
for aooroxlipately another 10 minutes before it is shut down and

s?owefand lacked. About 33 minutes remaining before we resume

communications with the spacelab, when we *3o resume, we

anticipate that experiment number 101, the NASA experiment

entitled helianthus annuus,

END OP TAPE
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PAO ...hours, 21 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston,

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations and the
Spaceiab has passed out of contact with us, we will be resuming
communications with the Spacelab in about a little less then 39

minutes from now. And during this last time of communication
with Spacelab, we learned just as v/e resumed contact with them
that the AEPI, the second run of the AEPI, in the fourth
functional objective in which the AEPI was to look again with
their instruments at the air glow, but this time with an increase
in the number of filterings, to looK at the information we
learned that that had gone well, the AEPX had been used in
conjunction with the CPAC for that run. And Ulf Merbold did
remove the 313 alpha sample from the ISOL thermo heating
facility, that particular sample of experiment 313, the
Solidification of Near Monotectic Zinc-Lead Alloys was placed in
the ISOL thermal heating facility, a part of the material science
double rack, that sample was put in about 5-1/2 hours ago and
then it was removed. And sample number 315A was placed in the
ISOL thermo heating facility, 315 is the Melting and
Solidification of Metallic Composites. The purpose of that
experiment is to gain information on the usefullness of micro-
gravity in the production of metallic composites by casting. And
to increase knowledge of the behavior of solid particles in the
liquid metal. The experiment is similar to another experiment,
being runned in this mission in the ISOL thermo heating facility
which is experiment 302, The purpose is to seeing how much
better metallic composites could be made in space. There'll be

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) Well, can you give us any explanation why
you do that?

CAPCOM Stand by, it's coming.

CAPCOM Okay, and Spacelab, Ulf the horizon sensor is
switched off because otherwise it would interfere with a run of
experiment 13, the grille, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger that and reignore these temperature
messages, I think they are, they are coming from that (garble).

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Again. We didn't hear (garble).

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops and everything looks
good on the API's. We could as well take out the A03A ECOS,
over. '

SPACECRAFT Say again,

CAPCOM The changes to the ASPI are correct and therefore
we could remove the alpha 03 alpha ECOS, over.

SPACECRAFT We could.

CAPCPM And Spacelab, we're about a minutes from LOS, we've
got a 13 run coming up, we probably need to get A03A and AOPD

SPACECRAFT It's in work.

CAPCOM we'll see you again at about 17:01.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you got to give more than (garble).

CAPCOM That's great Ulf, thank you.

CAPCOM And Ulf before we go over the hill, congratulations
on the good run for MSDR.

SPACECRAFT Nice run.

CAPCOM (garble)

SPACECRAFT It's okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM ' That's from (garble).

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, 2 days, 16 hours,
20 minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia on the ascending note
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Of orbit 44 just passing out of range of the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite. Now passing up over the Asian continent. Orbiter

systems continuing to go well although during the last TDRS pass,

we had an indication onboard of a failure in one of the reaction

control system jets similar to the indicated failure that we had

yesterday. Again after a hot fire test, it proved to have been

something similar to what had occurred yesterday which we believe
was a bubble in the line, in the fuel line going to that jet.

The firing cleared that and the jet was reselected for normal,

operations. That was jet designated R5R. Various other

miscellaneous housekeeping functions discussed between Mission
Control and commander, Ofohn Young during the last several minutes

but the other Orbiter systems are continuing to go well. Two
days, 16 hours, 21 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - so we got; decent pictures and for 72 (garble)
we got fantastic (garble) from the OH.

That's great, Ulf. We're very pleased with that.

I'ffi supposed to, according to PICPAB to
we hav# 41,6 win left on VITRI and 30.4 min

4$jn'^%mit an^'my ««e«fct^on i& whether you really want me to change

»mtl@t call it«^ Bob and th6 omc*s wockiiig lt» He'll get back
" m m ari^ J* It givt It to you as $oon as I've got it.

SPAWRAfT

$9AC|iCRAfT
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CAPCOM Roger, John. You're very weak but we understand
that you've completed the hot fire. The jet looks okay to us
here. You may toggle RM and we will stand by for your RAD
stow. Over.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, PSl.

CAPCOM Standby Ulf

.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, answer to you' question. You can scrub
the tape changeout at 2 days, 16 hr. Do not change AV2 at 16 hr.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand we skip that tape change at 16
hir::^: •

-^^^

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT I have one more thing in relation to API.

CAPCOM He's listening. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I did the (garble) update, the (garble)
number for mission day 2 and we changed now also four addresses
in the DAP. Three which are given in the procedure and the other
one which was uplinked by Wubbo, and now I'm really curious to
find out whether the dap gives us the correct coordinates. So
far, we always had a big discrepancy between latitude and
longitude given by OPT display and the (garble) data coming from
the API DAP.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf. You should be able to get a good
comparison now,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob is in the process of preparing the next
checkout. We'll find that out very soon,

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yea Wubbo, go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes Ulf, we want to switch off the both halves
of the horiaon sensor by displaying the HRZ display and doing an

SfA0ECRAFT (Qarble)

.
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SPACECRAFT
that?

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Wubbo, can you give us any explanation why we do

Standby. It's coming.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) we have some for 3 and 15A in part 1 of
the (garble) heating facility.

CAPCOM That's very good. Thank you. And we hope you guys
are taking an opportunity to have some lunch,

SPACECRAFT Marshall.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) comments from 3yron, I mentioned those
earlier, if the life science or the PDM guys are around.

CAPCOM Okay. Standby.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. We've got life science folks and 300
OPS listening on the loop, and we're also recording,

SPACECRAFT Okay. Byron says that at 13 hr met, (garble) today
13 hr MET he checked both AIU's (garble). Both was off by 0.1
volts and they have to readjust it. Byron said (garble) at
all. Over.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and on 327, he says that he recovered the 40
ram disk antispread and redid run number 1 using already wetted
disk number 5. He photographed both the joining and rupture all
right. That film magazine has about 400 frames left and a
comment he makes is we need to move at the slowest speed when
injecting fluids for all PDM experiments. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that and we assume you guys got
that note, too, and we'll pass it on.

SPACECRAFT Right. Now two questions, three questions: (1)
Are SEPAC people considering rerunning 5, 6, or 7 some other time
::::^:|§|e|thf3sey::i^f

CAPCOM We'll check on that, Bob, and let you know.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and in the more immediate future, I'm doing a
API magnesium plot and if we really think we're going to do that,
"l.^ ' ?^^^ ^?^^ ®^ (garble), we're going to have to seriously

modify the attitude of the Orbiter I suspect, coming up to 1610.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll get you an answer on that too.
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^ SPACECRAFT I just need to know of a run I'm going to make at

16:iO, Okay, and the other question is tapes, do they want us to

continue ju to change the tapes out as per plan even though, we

have less o.- fiera at the current time? A current one shows VTRl
with 42 min and VTR2 with 30 min.

CAPCOM Copy that. We'll get back with you.

SPACECRAFT One other thing for the SEPAC folks which I didn't

think anything of and still don't really imagine has anything to

ao with the Earlier problem, was when I set up for M number 5,

the first of that set of 3, for some reason, let me see which
switch it was for some reason, I left the charger switch in

inhibit. (Garble) when after I got the DEP ready okay and the M

numbers, I got some VAT NO/GO' s, etc, and in troubleshooting,
found out what the problem was, put it to enable, and everything
looks fine thereafter, and I did not notjice at that time in any

way that the DEP ready went from YES to NO. I think the

Initiation and the prep all started on time, but there was, that
did happen, so they might just keep an eye on that if there's
something tricky about that.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll pass that on too.

f:;::>sPA<5B<5i^

SPACECRAPT Okay, I have one question related to API. The
problem is that I did that DEP update, but one of the entries is

probably wrong in the procedute and I'd like you to take a look
at that. I did * - on page 03 alpha, that is the standard API
PICPAB page, in item 6 and called (garble) 045047 and updated
that one according to

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia. Transmitting on air-to-ground

one. I see your signal strength if you can read me, I'd like to

report that vernier kit (garble) at 15:10, 15:11:09, it looks

like the same kind of sayer that the other one had. We'd like

for ya'll to look at it,

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. John, we copy that, and we have

had a problem reaching you, but we just got good luck at the time

of your call. Our plan will be the same as for the failure

yesterday, w<; 11 get a playback of the data, and probably do a

hot fire test later. And before I turn the air-to-ground over to

the folks in the back, I've got a switch for your. The

SPACECRAFT Okay, right over.

CAPCOM Okay, the high data rate recorder is filling up and

needs to be dumped, and I would like you to go back to AIR and

take the payload recorder switch, it's the payload recorder power

switch, it's guarded to the on position. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the payload recorder power switch, the

guarded switch, to R that's on marked.

CAPCOM Roger, John. We'll get back to you on the R5R and

we'll turn this over to Marshall OPS at this time. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT All right.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall with you for another 40 minutes.

CAPCOM Good morning.

SPACECRAFT Good morning. *

.

SPACECRAFT TDRS reports that the F07 ran exactly as they were

CAPCOM That's good news.

SPACECRAFT So, that makes me feel, say again,

CAPCOM That's good news. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Makes me feel something must have a configuration
problem, but I sure don't know what it was.

SPACECRAFT It ran perfectly. It (garble) familiarize car eyes

and air glows more than 6300 and 72QQ. The AOH is realy

CAPCOM Copy that. And CPAC doesn't know the answer to

that CPAC problem either Bob, but their still looking.
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SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is CSl.

;:dpcQM;:^^:^^?'^^

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have (garble) 3 and 15A in port hole o£
the eye (garble) reading facilities.

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

That's very good thank you.

1

I
I

I
I
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PAO This particular experiment involvea- the pulsing of
this electron beam accelerator. TUere are 5' second pulses at 15
second intervals and a monitor TV or fathometer is used to
observe these injections. Five B which is similar to five A
pulses much shorter in duration and also these pulses are closer
together. That is the functional objective five which will
attempt to be reaccomplished at a later time. Functional
objective six is similar to five A except that it uses a neutral
gas pleurum in this case nitrogen. Once this neutral gas plearum
is |ir|d about the or bi ter , it is tfttn neu trali zed , it is the^'
ionized rather when the electron beam accelerator fires throu^gii
it. Once this pleurum becomes ionized then the vehicle passing
through it which has gathered the positive charge will then
become neutralized. Throughout this pass. Dr. Roger Williamson
was voiced uplinked with the Spacelab crew as they worked with
the AEPI and the CPAC. And is expected to remain voice uplink
when the crew is once again put in c-jmmunicaton with the POCC and
continues with the AEPI experiments, with the CPAC experiments.
Two days, 14 hours, 55 minutes mission elapsed time, this is

.;;Mat:Sha:ll:\S|>«of^

PAO This is Mission Control at 2 days, 15 hours, 6
minutes miosion elapsed tlmss. Columbia is out over the Pacific
<?p«^h »t |hi
spacecraft continue to look ver^ good with no problems of any
significance being reported or worked by the flight controllers
here in Mission Control, we are about 20 minutes away from our
next acquisition of signal through the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite. About the middle of the South Pacific and we won't be
haying Orbiter communications until our next AOS over a UHP site
which will be ascension in about 47 minutes. But we would be
hearing from the Spacelab in about 20 minutes through S-band.
This is Mission Control, Houston.

JAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 2 days, 15
hours, 26 minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia is about a
minute away from reacquisition of signal through the Tracking
Data Relay Satellite out over the South Pacific at about 140degrees west^longltute. we may have S*band communications with
the spacecraft at that time or it may take us a little while to
ponfigure. Orbiter systems are performing very well and have
been for this entire shift with no new problems and no items of
any significance being worked here in Mission Control, standing
by for acquisition of signal, this is Mission Control. •

'
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^ CAPCOM ••porter and put 5 minutes on AV2*

SPACECRAFT Okay^

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab operations at 2 days 14
hours 48 minutes Mission Elapsed Time and we have a period of LOS
now with the Spacelab* We'll be out of communications for about
38 minutes* During this last rather lengthly pass which lasted
nearly an hour: g there was a great deal of work that went on with
the AEPI and with the SEPAC each working jointly^ The AEPI was
carrying out its functional objective number 4 which was a
general purpose functional objective for looking at the air
glow* The AEPI team indicates that they received a good data on
the air^ on the air glow and they are satisfied with the way that
that experiment was conducted. The AEPI being a monitoringr
monitoring experiment. It is to observe faint optical emissions
that are associated with natural and artificial induced (garble)
on the upper atmosphere and it is one of those complementary
investigations that helps to monitor the beam injection
experiments for the SEPAC. And several functional objectives of
the SEPAC were used during this last pass in conjunction with the
AEPI. Specifically the functional objectives that were attempted
with SEPAC were 5/6 and 7 because of a software processing
problem^ 5 and 6 were not yet accomplished but a attempt to

J rescheduled will be madef. At this time F07 is^ is being
attempted by the SEPAC investigation team. Functional objective
7 envolves the firing of an arc jet^ specifically a (garble)

fl.asma dynamic arc jet. This arc jet|. this arc jet fires a short
ast plume of ionized gas around the or biter and it is to^ to

test the affects of the ionized gas in neutralizing the orbiter
which as it passes through the space plasma^ it becomes
positively charged^ the negative gas plume would then neutralize
the orbiter. The particular gas that is used in functional
objective 7 is Argon^ and it employes a relatively low power in
the series of functional objectives^ it is infact the functional
objective which marks the end of flow power experiments prior to
the high pow^r experiments which begin with functional objective
8* Functional objective 5 is divided into two parts^ 5a and Sb,
it as was mentioned was not yet accomplished^ it is hoped to be
rescheduled at a later time in the mission. 5a uses the electron
beam excellerator only which was previous tested in the
verification flight testing^ within the last couple of hours.
Except in this particular functional objective^ the electron beam
excellerator now was closely at the electrons th^t are ejected
into the Earth's (garble) and ionisphere. These injections set
up waves :and haromics of waves in the atmosphere. These, this
particular experiment envolves the pulsing of this electron beam
excellerator I there are 5 second pulses at 15 second intervals
and a nionltor TV or a (garble) is used to> to observe these

\ injections* 5b which is similar to 5a pulses at much shorter in
/ duration, also these pulses are closer together. That is the

functional objective 5 which will attempt to be reacommplish at a
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later time. Functional objective 6 is similar to, to 5a except
that it uses a neutral gas plume in this case nitrogen. Once
this neutral gas plume is fired about the orbiter it is then. .

.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM We're looking at it Bob, standby just one.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Space lab, this is CPAC for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Bob, we're not sure what happened, we want to just
gg^ ahfM arid |>c©^^

'5'il ?ou'v%%'o?'rproblJr
'° ^'^^^"^^ -<^ntinue iith

SPACECRAFT Okay, it Shows that, in this case you would have
hid Wf g^he back and r^cyGl©^^^^^ awl tcjh, the iODip swi tch a

SPACECRAFT All right. So you would have me reload the DEP,
all right. Also, Marshall, you noticed that we stopped the VTRs

see if you want to change your dump and ASOP load.

?h««f ut ?*^°PP«J VT^s during, the viPRs during

^« SL^^^^Xk^?" "'J^^J ^?°^ whether or not the data people wantto change their playback and unload unlcad the teams.

S^H^??!*- ,
with them and let you know.

CAPCOM Yeah, we want to hold off on doing an MMU load,we're running nominally now. We'd like to press.

^^T^^.,.*. ,

^® ''^^^ ^o**'^ at the present

the FO?!
^'^""ins nominally and we'd like to continue on to

I
alJ^eady figured you don't want to do it now, but

iaSfhLSJf,f the hill I get another DEP readi now

JSu K« K?:^*'^®;
"^^^ "^^"^ "^^ to do again? Wait for
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SPACECRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM And spacelab, Marshall, If you've got « time you can

put 5 minutes of CPAC on AV2, we don't have command capability.

And your VAS is configured,

SPACECRAFT Okay, say you want 5 minutes of CPAC on AV2, when

during the run?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's affirm, and the VAS configured.

Right now.

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Wait a minute, I expect the VAL to be configured to

show in the PCAP. So what do you want me to do the (garble).

CAPCOM Negative. We've got the VAS configured just the

way we want it.

SPACECRAFT Okay then what was your first comment?

CAPCOM The VAS is configured correctly, you can start the

tape recorder and put 5 minutes on AV2.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) ready and waiting and going up until very
close to TO, and then at the TO and nothing happened, I looked
and noticed that the DEP ready said NO, and there's no way out of
it except by removing it, apparently, but nothing else seemed to
move It on to I tried to move on to P07, but it wouldn't do

CAPCOM Okay. We have data now, Bob, and so we can give
you a hand,

SPACECRAFT Do you want me to load for F07 early then?

CAPCOM Standby, Bob.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC for Bob,

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Owen, the model number is set up. If you
get a DEP ready NO, did you do that procedure on step 5?

CAPCOM Affirmative, it's on 02 Delta Tango 4.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). I had a DEP ready YES. I saw it just

point, if that's what you mean. It passed - - we had passed 20
before I noticed that we had (garble) on a DEP ready YES earlier

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We had an error message 19A (garble) 84, and
I looked at the contingency procedure and issued the high voltage
relay to off. it relayed at (garble). It was 3565.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. Repeat what you did after high voltage
to oft* Over. Did you copy?

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Thank you,

:i,|ic|Cli;p

was last time. You'll be gone from us again by the time we start
firing but I'm not sure what to do about it. Did reloading the
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SPACECRAFT If the API people are watching/ I have a couple of
comments from Byron regarding the questions you asked earlier
when he was going to bed. If the life science, the fluid physics
people are ready to listen.

CAPCOM . Standby.

CAPCOM And, Bob, this is SEPAC. We show F07 running now
and everything's looking good now.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) I show the prep period some way in the

future, but it's ready to try and do that prep. Right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) we were there last time, and (garble) I

don't why and when the DEP went - - DEP ready went to NO, but

when that happened, I lost all communication with the ECAS as

^will.;^;;;;*^

CAPCOM I see. Okay, we copy. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Would you really want me to go back and reload the

DEP from the MMU in that case?

CAPCOM NO Bob. We do not want to reload.

SPACECRAFT Okay. In case it happens again, do you have any

augge'stions as to how to get to the ser^ond M number once it's all

chewed on the first M number?

CAPCOM We're looking at it Bob. standby just one.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT TO remove ECAS ^nd do CPAC back' up low, but that
;iiuti| ::get:'::S ra*iii«r--- ' atidl .wanted -yoU' -guys look at : tt :

:^i§pce)i#::v':: ;B0b
:::^Riiiiib^E ^ oug
check depth ought after that an«l we'll go back and do a manual

SPACECRAFT Okay, standby. Okay, which one do you want to now,
^W^Mt» -^y-;^

•

CAPCOM We'd like to do 02 delta ta»go 14. And Bob, is the

"|||y|i€;iiAPT:;; : vSay.::agaii»
^

-^^ s^^:mii<Biim^:/ r^:

CAPCOM ©ob^ we'd like t<s» know i£ the itt dei^th Is on or

SPACECRAFT The depth is on. We had a depth ready yes?, and m
:^goit: ihe-M^^ naffibet
and ir«rifled that lOr depth w«^ still in fact on, and it is "iid

::Mf':di^iW : iS: <^ "

:|?|kPCGM-/\^;^ ;^

Cr^0Q^ a:: :remindfr. -Ulf-of

:?i§|||';||ifi#|>"^ afa|:iable>vH

:;;illil:;-:thatv

s|||f|ii:|^d:':;;uii:l^^

SPACECRAFT Okay, That's what we did but AEPI was up and
running but CPAC wasn't working, so the only thing which I could

:CiiiCOJ|^::^^

question. Do you think you have enough breaks to get your food

:#PACEfRAFT
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CAPCOM Ulf, this is expeciment 03. Do you copy?

SPACECRAFT I copy loud and clear.

CAPCOM We appreciate the run and on the next night pass,
we would like you to perform the camera sequence under the log
sheet for sequence number 3. We would be looking at the air
glow, ,

.

SPACECRAFT - Okay. The chance to make sur6 that I get
everything right, say it again slowly. Sometime's the com is a

little bit static and for that reason, not easy to read.

CAPCOM I copy. We would like you to perform the run
sequence number 3 for the next 2 operations on page CLIO on the

• ;i,pg- sheet.;; ^v^^V^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sequence number 3 on page CLIO for the next
;(S|><l:Eat:t;on«

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is CPAC.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Go ahead.

CAPCOM Bob, we'd like to execute steps 4 and 5 in the

ieAtiQM:-:'.::-

i'» ^ t pm leasing up th<ire# in qase you
„ ii f^m mm-thim ^^'^^^ wo«M ten you »om«thing that woul^ tell
s^^ethirt^. It aidn»t tell m *nytbiaf, but, the thing was

d«|iiiit:4ly -feady m^' mltim^,- m^: going up until very eloae to T
th#ft after f mm it^thin^ h*pp#ned I looked aiid

ti'^im^ t^feat fch«- $&ppM Jf:tad-y mi4 m* ^n4f there wa» no way out
of x-e ^except, tmoHng i* ^fpertnfely* !tofshing seemed to mov« it

o(i tdr I trifd fe« i»ov« to F07 but it would not do it*
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SPACECRAFT (garble) or anything.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob CPAC's looking at that. CPAC for Bob.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations and we have

slipped into a brief period of LOS with the Spacelab, should be

back with them in about 4 minutes. During the past several
minutes when we did have acquisition with the Spacelab, the AEPI
was being run in conjunction with the CPAc* and that should
continue when we resume our acquisition of signal in a little
over 3 minutes. We're anticipating reacquisition of the signal
with the spacelab in just a few seconds, at which time when we

rejoin the crew with the Spacelab, they'll be continuing with the

AEPI in conjunction with the CPAG. They are also further

scheduled to be working with more material science experiments.

SPACECRAFT SCC Spacelab, how do you read?

CAPCOM Read you Bob, how copy? Spacelab, Marshall, we

copy if you want to give it to us,

SPACECRAFT SCC, Spacelab, how do you read?

CAPCOM Unclear Bob, how me?

SPACECRAFT Okay, SCC, we aren't receiving you, but we've got a

signal strength out on the blind. We're still stuck in CPAC, I

can't (garble) cannot (garble) and with the DEP no ready. It

won't accept the hold, it won't accept an off frequence, it won't

even accept the manual shutdown. So we did not do 7 and we're
not prepared to do 6 either, unfortunately. Houston, call me on

air to ground, transmitting in the blind, we see your signal

strength is 3.7, so maybe you've got some uplink problem if

you're not receiving us. We're going to hang in there until we

get the good old Botswana.

CAPCOM Roger, John, we heard that, we're working on the

problem. Spacelab, Marshall, AOS, we've had a little late delay
in the voice there Bob, how dp you copy us now? Columbia,
Houston, air to ground one, how copy?

CAPCOM Roger, John, we've got you 5 by here. Our previous
problems with comm have been traced to ground problems, we seem
to have them fixed now. And just want to give you a reminder,
you look like you're a minute late for the free drift. Over.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, Bob has got so much problems with CPAC, he
said he didn't want to go to the free drift.

CAPCOM Okay, roger, John, we copy that and we're going to
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turn air to ground one back over to, the Marshall Ops now.

SPACECRAFT Did you hear me when I was calling you before, we
did signal strength being up like that?

CAPCOM That's affirmative John, we did hear you, we didn't
have an uplink.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's what I thought you might of. The POCC
;:'::'St

CAPCOM We copy, Bob, we've got AEPI and CPAC on the loop
ready to help you. Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what happened was, we got this stuff ready
now, apparently very close to T zero, delta T on the display went
to zero, nothing started, when we found out we had that problem
we tried to do a number of things like trying (garble) 11 to hold
it and then doing an off sequence to hold it, it wouldn't respond
to that, we tried item 1 to proceed, it wouldn't respond, and
item 14, all, they won't respond to that either. So the only
thing I could left was to remove ECAS and do a CPAC backup roll,
but that stuck me as rather drastic and I wanted you guys to look

^^::::at ; it

- CAPCOM Bob this is CPAC and we'd like to go do a model
number off, that's 02-...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 27 seconds, correct them. This they can do, 13
hours 27 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger. A read back what the current value is after
you gave the item 6.

SPACECRAFT After item 6, the address is 004151, is that the
one.

CAPCOM Affirmative. That's affirmative,

SPACECRAFT Okay. The address is 000401.

CAPCOM Roger, Thank you very much Ulf. And please remove
the 03 Alpha ECAS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, We have a problem with (garble) before I

removed it. The PM is update, but the OFT longitude and latitude
is not the same as the longitude and latitude displayed on VIV.

CAPCOM Ulf. This is experiment 3. Did you perform in

step 11 the 3 item entry sets that are listed on page CL3?

SPACECRAFT Standby. You are talking about item 11 off the
checklist which is page Charlie Lee 3. Is that correct?

CAPCOM The three item entry's that are listed on page CL3
should have also been performed although the check values that
are currently in those locations are not as indicated. But the
items 7 and item 8 should be performed,

SPACECRAFT Yes, I performed the item 6 and item 7 and item 8.

CAPCOM I copy.

CAPCOM We will review the data after we get it down from
the n^xt run and follow up on the next update. We should proceed

SPACECRAFT Is the TORS from (garble) from item 7 that I used
today is 000401.

CAPCOM That's correct. That's the correct entry for the
step 11 as voiced uplinked. But the other steps in the original
procedure on page CL3, the other 3 item entry should have also

:#fehH::p^^

SPACECRAFT Okay. Then, I have to go back and do that another
time because that was what really get to me that I am suppose to
do that also.

CAPCOM Okay, we know, we can check it the next time.
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SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Okay, break. Ulf, this Marshall OPS.- Can you make

sure to remove the 03 Alpha, and all the other things. Item 7 s

will be done later. Over.

Okay. Roger that. Marshall OPS, the AO 3 alpha is

We copy.

TOCC spacecraft.

Go ahead.

yeah. We apparently had a depth ready up until

^ we apparently have a depth ready no °""«"tly. We

came to Tzero to record it, but nothing, but the thing did not

fire. Even though, as far as I can tell all other conditions

were met. Some reason depth ready went to low and it did not go.

SPACECRAFT
removed.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
that point

We copy Bob.

What do you guys see down there?

Bob, this is CPAC, Is DEP OPS?

Affirmative. It's OPS.

Roger.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

model number, model number 7. LOS 20 seconds.
CPAC for Bob. Let's go for the preparation for our

SPACECRAFT I take it you lost numbers.

Model number 7, just the same one in sequence.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the thing is, it's not sequencing. I don t

believe or recognize in (garble) I do not recognize (garble) or

ENO OF TAPE

Okay, Bob. The CPAC is looking at that.
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PAO ... was perforitiing several of its functions during
this timeframe when we have had communications with the
Spacelab. Just prior to going LOS, one of the last
communications was an exchange between the crew interface
coordinator, Chuck Lewis and the payload specialist, Ulf Merbold
in regard to model #5. This is one of the series of the CPAC
experiments that are to be carried out, that in particular is the
electron gun beam experiment. This experiment attends to study
the effects of vehicle charge build up and plasma wave exitations
due to the beam injection from the Oi:>:>rations of the CPAC.
Especially the electron beam accelerator in its level one
operation which is being carried out in this first operation.
During this live pass, the voice enabling is put into affect so
that Dr. Roger Williamson of the CPAC team, Dr. Williamson of,

Stanford University working with the other investigators of CPAC
was able to communicate live with Ulf Merbold and Bob Parker as
they carried out these CPAC experiments. There are a number of

CPAC runs to come. The next one is scheduled for approximately a

half an hour from now. At 2 days, 13 hours, 12 minutes mission
elapsed time. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations,

PAO One of the final conversations held aboard spacelab
with the payload operations control center concerned experiment
314, that was just briefly mentioned. It is scheduled at this
time to be placed in the isothermal heating facility and the crew
is, as we left them, the c^ew was going to carry that out. That
experiment is dendritic growth and microsegregation. It's one of
the material science experiments which is to study the influence
of convection on dentrite structures and %o evaluate what is

known as microsegregation under different conditions, in this
ejiperiment, the influence of convection on the formation of
dendrite structures is studied. Dendrites and metallurgy are the
formation of tree-like branching structures that have
crystallized within another m6tai and here ah alluminuro/copper
alloy is going to be studied and there are going to be a number
of samples in this experiment. Each sample is going to have
different copper contents, varying r.atios of copper to
alluroinum. Microsegregation itself, that's a term that describes
the clustering of metals, clustering in which metals and mixtures
separate out to join with eachother in thus obscure the desired
evenness of the final solidified material and that condition of
microsegregation will also be studied and evaluated in this

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, go ahead.

CAPCOM • Yes Ulf, you want to check and run the 03 alpha and
^h^C!ji^--|tero;^
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SPACECRAFT Okay I'm going over.

CAPCOM And also a question foe 01 f whether you've started

314 on time.

SPACECRAFT (garble) on that one at mission day 2, 13 hours, 27

seconds. Correction, mission day 2, 13 hours, 27 minutes.

GAPCOM Roger, read back what the current value is after

you gained a item 6.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Say again the sample number please.

CAPCOM . 314, sample 314.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay. ThanX you, and we'd like Bob, if you've got

a minute to call up DPM and check the state of the SEPAX^DEP

which is SID 4665. It should be OPT'd, should be operational.

We think we've got a procedural problem to work. If you 11 do

that for us, we'll get busy on it.

SPACECRAFT SEPAC is showing naught. I wonder if that happens

when I turn the lU DEP off.

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECRAFT My recollection is I got a DEP message at the time

which I iust presumed was an ISO message. Looking at the fault

summary page, you can see that I had an PO complete. Then we got

the 001 command for our (garble) DEP messages at DEP 00 to DEP

CAPCOyi Roger. We see them too. Okay, Bob. We agree and

we think it's a procedure which we'll get up to you as soon as we

get it and we'd like you to opt the DEP please.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It's in work.

CAPCOM And Bob, for this next run of SEPAC, just prior to

the beginning of model 5, in the dark, we'd like you to enable

SPACECRAFT Enable the MTV, and are we going to fet enough of

(garble) stuff to put down on the VTR up on the aft flight deck

;::|::|l§|o|^^^^^

SPACECRAFT Still want us to (garble) tc the VTR on the aft.

v::^::^AP^Op:ia^

CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf. This is Marshall OPS on a

correction of what you did with an item .7. Over.

PAO • This is Mission Control, Houston. 2 days, 13 hr, 7

min Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia just passing out of range of

the Tracking Data Relay Satellite. We had some communication

through the UHF stations over Botswana and Indian Ocean.

Commander John Voung reporting that he was taking some pictures
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Of the landscape over the southern African coast and some

discussion of the water dump procedures. This is Mission

control.

PAO And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days,

13 hr, 8 min Mission Elapsed Time. We have lost communications

with Spacelab but we'll be regaining it in about 40 min ana

daring this last run, in which we did have communications with

the Spacelab, there was quite a bit of live downlink TV activity

from the interior of the module, from the interior of the

Spacelab, as well as live television from the pallet. The live

television, which was the first to come down, was that of the

SEPAC, the space Experiments with Particle Accelerators series of

experiments and the SEPAC was checked out on this initial run.

It was a verification flight test of some of the eq«ipn»ent and,

in particualar, of the electron beam accelerator which was noted

to Be performing a number of flashes that was coming down by live

downlink, and the experiment appeared to go well.
^^^^J^^'^^^f-hAir other comolimentarv investigations that monitor tne

beSm iSjectlon'expe^fmeSIs alXng with Ihe SEPAC and among those

complimentary experiments is the atmospheric emission photometric

imaging experiment. That's NASA experiment 3. I'iJethe SEPAC,

it Is among the space plasma physics experiments that are carried

onboard Spacelab for this mission and It was performing several

of Its functions during this timeframe when we had communications

with the Spacelab. Just prior to going LOJ, one of the last

communications was an exchange - -
,

END 6W TAPE
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CAPCOM Read that correct. And Spacelab, Marshall OPS foe
Ulf. We've got a correction h«re, the last number IH should be

SPACECRAFT Okay. On page 8, that's 13 unto 15. Is that it?

CAPCOM yesy;:read:: that,:cortect. :

PAO still continuing to receive live downlink from the

dedicated experiment processor and numerous updates

CAPCOM Marshall OPS for Cob.

PAO for the AEPI.

:#PACECRA|T;:l--^^

CAPCOM Yes Bob. Request from CPEC to have no SMO on model
5 and model 6. Recorrection, model 7, but after model 7

completes you immediately start with SMO which is actually on
model 6, but the request is to have the SMO immediately after 7

:«oapi«tt;:;Whi<5h

SPACECRAFT Let me go through that one more time. You want no
SMO for model 05, you want no SMO for model 07, but you want me

CAPCOM Yeah, that's affirmative, immediately after 7

sioUes«-Hial:f:Miklrti:^:du

^#eliiipj?ii^ttterR
of them is message 17, that's the AEPI contamination run. And

:^^-:ih*fi<»ih!eie€on^^^
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SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is Ulf, say again.

CAPCOM Just a reminder ulf of 2 teleprinter messages that

should be up there now. Message 17 which is for AEPI

contamination run. Message 21, changes to AEPI manual OPS

:|>coc#dures.:V-v:^ -^-'^
:

-

SPACECRAFT I've got the message 27. But I have (garble)

CfPCOM 'Okay, we had a little com drop out there, ^If, but

I think we copy that vou received message 27 but you've not found

message 17, is that affirm?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm missing message 17. I'll take a look.

CAPCOM Okay. We understand it was uplinked yesterday,

about the middle of the day.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll check it.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall, For Ulf, just a Reminder

you're go for experiment 314 in the IHF at this time and for

Whoever can do it, we'd like the camera's turned off after we go

LOS which will be in about 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Have you got a sample number please

ftMarfhall?-; ;-
: ;v:-

-:^''^

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall, Ulf. Did you copy that last?

SPACECRAFT (garble) getting a sample number please.

CAPCOM 314. Sample 314.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copied this time.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. We'd like Bob, if you've got a

minute to call up DPM and check the state of the sepat

%m OF TAPE ,
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11^
"^^^^^^^^^^ ABTI tnyeat igatIon tearo is also

CAPCOM (Garble) real time TV and would like a confirmation

vthat^-y'ou^ V

SPACECRAFT Confirmed. We have the television set up.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you.

PAo Crew is scheduled at this time to begin an update

of the dedicated exper'aient processor for the AETI, experiment

tiuiflbef 3i a NASA experimeht . It • s one of several space plasma

;
ph|?8ics^-:;expa^^^^^

SPACECRAFT (Garble) command F02 and a DAP 00 command. I

;a«Stta#-:- *>^:«:' W P®^ t;' of;: :01. ;

:

;

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM Standby, Ulf.

CAPCOM Ulf, we've got a good video down here in the POCC.

pj^O Receiving now some additional live downlink.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Ulf, what we're going to do is

Instead of the DAP update, we're going to have a modified DAP

:;:vcheek0Ut;(:p

siiicoijgi».^^'t(S:^-^:thini:t^^^

;Sipiii|i='^-l'p;thi^ •i^

SPACECRAFT Okay. Vou want me to go on page 3. Standby.

^iiiteAyit^^'^^^ecfOcta^^^^^^^^

curtent values and give them item 6 00451 and check 00451. Item

7 00401. Item 8 00401.

CAPCOM Read back correct, Ulf, except item 6 is 004151,

and then after that, check current value being 000402. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Item 6 004151 and check current value 00402.

CAPCOM Roger. Current value starts with 3 leading O's.
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SPACECRAFT So it is 000402. .

CAPCOM yes. Read back correct, and then after you've done

this modified step 11, we go to an (garble) update which is on

page detailed -8. Follow step 10 through 15, 1 5, and use a

(garble) for day 2,

SPACECRAFT Slowly, slowly. Slowly. 1 (garble). Okay. After

that, go to a (garble) update with switches on page detailed -10,

or 8. I did uot copy that.

CAPCOM That's on 8, and then follow steps 10 through 15.

SPACECRAFT Do Steps 10 until Steps 15.

rAPCOM And Olf, use (garble) values for day 2. Over.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) values for day 2.

CAPCOM Okay, Olf, and after you've done that, then we

return to the DAP checkout on page CL-3 and follow step 13

through 18 and that completes this message.

SPACECRAFT After that, go back to DAP checkout, page Charlie,

Lima -3 and do steps 13 through 18.

CAPCOM Readback correct. And Spacelab, Marshall OPS for

UXf. we got a correction here. The last number IH should be - -

END Ot TAPE
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: Antr B<»b we}-:-itnf I iiB- ;
ahy feao**i«

Roger, Bob, yo«! vety wuch.

SJ5.''th« groand?' iSSre's J .light P^J^^l^^X se^ tSL
ol »e»»«i« time out, you can ignore both it you see thero.

SPACBC.^iAfT

SFACECBAPT

CAfCOM

^••SPACECHAPT

Okay, :Cppy::;-thafe*:; |;

••pfe#fe:f«:;:a^:;^^^^^



iff! iS^**"! ®^ 1°°^^ in primary on* for a

Si^k^L^^'flf;!''^
it wasn't a sequ^noing probUn. that gave usyou know, aomethmg out of sequence here today. y i»

ffm not for^th?s oX;. ""^"'"S °"

-ifACiitei#T ;okay.

step update and aXsto the (garble) update, is that correct?

^ »^m :m:i §^ on :th0: tfart^

CAPCOM Stand by Ulf, we just checking you.

fhJ^SSw^L- (garble). The message number is 010 alpha. That'sthe only one we have and the message 27.

upiinked yesterday at 01 day and then 20 hours over.

8imol?SuLtlnn'*2^^ A^^^""
that but What do you want me to do, my

?ie'^(ga?S?lrSpdr?l/'*
rne to do the depth (garble) and^

iflh^ "P' I'm going to do here, I have a copyof the message and going to read you through it.

SPACECRAFT Please stand by until i have something to copy.
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PAO And In the user rooms, the AEPI investigation teams

:;|i:;^:«t!L-iO':mo^

CAPCOM ...time TV and we'd like a confirmation that you

Confirmed, we have the television setup.

Okay., thank you.

PAO The crew is scheduled at this time to begin an

v^ia^iidaie vof Vthe;Td^

If?

i

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf. O^.^J^^iP^?'
we'd like for you to modify the upper energy level from 63 to 30,

.pleas-e:.:-'; ^^^^ -

1

SPACECRAFT 19 alpha, energy level from 63 to 30.

caPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay CPAC do you want me to go do, maybe if we just

do a manual MTV Inhibit right at sunrise.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. ^

SPACECRAFT I think that's right, too.

CAPCOM And Spacelab.

p^PAC03iUVPT-';-^^

CAPCOM A message for Ulf, we see the energy level at 30

and we're happy with that, Ulf, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm absolutely fascinated how much

cyxuation tshesi el^^
-ssoiBjetiine-"^

sOipe^s^l--^^::'^^^^

SPACECRAFT Just fine. We're 108, 107 seconds from finishing.

CAPCOM And CPAC for Spacelab, the changes you see are

pSihaps from different currents and^dlfferent voltages that we

wir^ emitting where th
milllamps. And CPAC for Spacelab, thank you vj^V

great. The charging looks very Interesting, the MTV photos

showing the glow is going to keep us busy for some time.

-SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this Is PSl, Is that good enough for

CAPCOM Ulf we'd like for you to go to energy step 8 and

;ip]^pecvientpgy:''i«v^

:5^l»Ai3ECM^-

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, we're happy with that, thank you sir.

And CPAC for Bob. Are you going to do our manual OPS turn off oc

=s^:::SPACECRA^

CAPCOM we'd like you to go ahead and do the manual OPS
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turn off of MTV, step .4 on the checklist as 02 delta tango, 18.

SPACECRAFT I just left the manual in inhibit I, alright l»ll
do that to it. We don't have a light on left yet, they're all
gone. 2 delta MTV in inhibit or enable.

CAPCOM you'll have to put it in enable in order to do the
manual OPS turn off, and then back to inhibit.

SPACECRAFT The procedure on 18 has me start off with it in
inhibit*

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall, a good job for everybody,
and for you Bob and Ulf, the MOM is going to hold a master as
soon as he can and ©xpliment a replanned timeline, so be changing

:=oufc:;';th«\^;master be; ^alarmetl..^::

SPACECRAFT But coming back to this, the procedure on page 18
has MTV starting out in inhibit on step 2, and then step 4 we do
all the actions, which I did, and step 5 has you put it back on
able. Is that what you wanted?

CAPCOM Yeah, Bob, we needed enable, just to do step 4 and
th«}'n back in inhibit, we understand and we need enable, step 4,
Xnhibit «

:

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going back to inhibit on it then.

yiWC(£»l:^^;^^ RogerV '

ffiSPACECIAFT:--:;; thiS:. .IS:; PSl.::yt

SPACECRAFT Okay, is 19 happy with the information he got,
;;*lghfc:v-now: 'there •»

CApe<»4 They're very happy^^^^ U^^ thank you very much.

?^yiPCOM;::-:;>^ Marahal^lv.; tlmeiih :ls;:;:;finishtd':;-

•
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CPAO ... a portion of the CPAC series of experiments.
Now receiving the live downlink.

CAPCOM (garble) looks good. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, you can ignore any experiment

SPACECRAFT ^ (garble), we don't see any (garble) messages for

CAPCOM If you get any, you can ignore them.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And we see the beam. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Good, I think I'm the only one in the whole vehicle
that's not alJowed to look at the beams, everybody else is at the

windows.

i PAO The CPAC investigation team monitoring the downlink
tha^ team for experiment 19,

that experiment working in conjunction with CPAC on this
particular run, that investigation team monitoring along with the
CPAC team members. The live downlink now being received. Along
with the CPAC investigation team, principle investigator is Dr.

^^^^

iii^ 1 if yo» haven^ t dont 80 already ^ v/e 'd 1 ike you

SiiiSiSCRAfT (t^

/pallet - -of

V' vihi;:^-;jpA^^^ expefeiroiht-:in :':;C«^ with:.
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Bob, it looks like we had a thruater firing
just then.

SPACECRAFT We went to free drift (garble), I'll check with

CAPCOM The MTV is showing a thruster burn.

SPACECRAFT The conmiander says it's a big 10/4. We've been in

free drift for some time.

CAPCOM And we copy 19 running Bob, thank you,

SPACECRAFT (garble). Okay. PLZC, we just got another iso DAP

CAPCOM 'Roger, iso DAP 05, we see it too.

CAPCOM And Bob, this is CPAC, it looks like what we're
seeing is the beam firing, it looks alot like thruster firing.
We're at 200 milliamps right now, 5 kilovolts.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO The brightness that appears periodically in the
screen is the series of beam firings now taking place.

CAPCOM And Bob, this is CPAC, when we come towards
daylight, we're going to want to do a MTV manual ops and turn off
using step 4 in the checklist, 02 delta tango 18.

SPACECRAFT Okay, It looks to us up there though, we will still
b9 in darkness at 35 which should be at the point that it turns
it off, is that not correct?

PAO That exchange a moment ago between Or. Roger
Williamson of the CPAC investigation team speaking with Bob

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf on 19 alpha Ulf,
w«'d like you to modify the upper energy level from 63 to 30
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PAO That preparation for this functional objectional
has been accomplished and the experiment should be carried out on
schedule during this next pass. Standing by now for

reacquisition..

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we're AOS for 41 minutes.

SPACBCRAPT Bob, this is, Ulf, nice to hear you.

CAPCOM Yeah, nice to hear you ^'If , just a reminder to you
for 19 Alpha, in support for CFEC, and Olf, if you have a minute,
and if It not's already pointed at the right direction, we'd like
tv camera 1 aimed at AEPI, aimed at the AEPI panel if it's not
already there, please. And don't forget 19 Alpha.

CAPCOM Okay, I'll do that.

CAPCOM Roger, we're expecting realtime video at 12 plus
15, we'll let you know when we got it.

SPACECRAFT (garble) for (garble) what tv is

CAPCOM Nineteen alpha is the low energy electron flux
experiment. It's an A6 experiment, the purpose of which is to
«a<fr artifiolaily exceletated electro^^
electric fields that a parallel to the Earth's atmosphere.

CAPCOM And, Ulf, we've got our come back now, and did you
•:^;have'Va-vq^estioni

SPACECRAFT Ulf wanted to know what particular tv set up that

CAPCOM The position, the mounting position Bob, is as it

exists now, and I believe that was for tv 10. we'd just like it

pinned so it's pointed at AEPI.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're a little on schedule, unplanned tv
r;othir!cwords,: , r ^

^'^:

::-'':r^

f^»CAPC0?4:v'^

SPACECRAFT YOU going to get that realtime what are you going
to do about the MTV from CFAC in roaltime as well,

CAPCOM Yeah, the MTV is soher.uled on it's realtime CCAP of
12x15, I believe, and the other one is for 12:51 on a dump.

SPACECRAFT Oh, the stuff at the AEPI is for later on, huh?

CAK:om That's affirm. We want the MTV(to run
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT When ace you going to tape it, the analog from, ok/

MTV wants you to run, the analog is going to go on AV2 and that's

what you're going to dump poster on I gather, but what are you

going to do with this tv from of the 80TI panels.

CAPCOM Yeah, looking for general coverage in the module of

the crew men working Bob, it's PAO.

SPACECRAFT Okay, but what's it going on? It's not coming down

realtime, and it's not going on AV2, and no one's answered to put

CAPCOM It's a realtime post dump of the AV2.

CAPCOM So, we want it on AV2 during the run,

SPACECRAFT Okay, but right now, my CFEC's got to be abrupt 02

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, that's affirmative. And, we'll

configure it from the ground, at the appropriate (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble) I won't worry about it.

CAPCOM CFBC for Bob.

SPACECRAFT GO ahead CPEC.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob. We'd like to do MTV enable any time

SPACBCiElAFT It is, Tv's enabled, and it's system is in auto.

::t<J^l»co^^•^;;:

PAO Bob Parker now setting up the tv camera for the

live television downlink expected momentarily. In the POCR's

room in the CFBC area. Dr. Roger Williamson is standing by to be

voice uplinked to the crew as they run though this electron beam

excileirator p^
:s^lfi|iv|ngr:-::

CAPCOM Sure look's good Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO ...is the phenomena proauced by charged particle
beams at some time referred to as the PICPAB for short, it is the

EAS experiment number 20, the purpose of which is to study the
effects of charged particle beam injections into the Earth's
upper atmosphere. That experiment has been placed into the

s/?ientific airlock, which is part of the verification flight
testing procedure of this maiden flight of the Spacelab to test
out the various subsystems of the Spacelab. And 2 days, 11

hours, 33 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Micsh^ll Spactlab
Operations.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 11 hours, 33

minutes mission elapsed time. We are a couple of minutes away
from beginning the change of shift press conference for the off-
going Flight Director Larry Bourgeois occuring at approximately
9$ 35 p.m. Central time, building 2, room 135 here at the Johnson
Space Center. Columbia right now just crossing the equator at
beginning of <Srbit number 41. We had an att3rapt to contract the
spacecraft Commander John Young on UHF a few moments ago through
the Indian Ocean station, but signal was not getting up to the
spacecraft. We have had handover here in Mission Control Center
with the Flight Control Teams and Flight Director Chuck Lewis now
leading this group of Plight controller. 2 days, 11 hours, 34

minutes mission elapsed time this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations and to add to
the previous comment about experiment 20, the PICPAB, that
experiment is in the scientific airlock, as was noted before, it

is part of the verification flight test to test out that
scientific airlock, but at the same time to enjoy the bonus of
having the PICPAB itself work while it is in the scientific
airlock. It is a passive package, it is the passive portion of
this experiment, there is an active package of instruments as
well on the pallet, but the passive package is deployed into the
scientific airlock. This again is a part of the verification of
the airlock and that it is to be tested for its ability to carry
an experiment into the exposure of space. Experiment 20,
•however, was reported just before we went LOS, not to be
operating, it is suspected to be minor, it is suspected to a
simply a untility cable and Ulf Merbold was asked to check some
of the cable leads going into experiment 20 to get that
operating. At 2 days, 11 hours, 38 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days, 12
hours, 6 minutes mission elapsed time. And our next live
downlink, television will be on the CPAC experiment, the space
experiment with particle excellerators, that is a NASA
experiment, NASA experiment number 2. And that live downlink of
television scheduled for mission elapsed time for 2 days, 12
hours, 15 minutes. That computes to about 10:15 p.m. Central
Standard time. We're expecting reacquisition of the signal just
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any moment now and when we come back up with the Spacelab w©

anticipate that they'll be working in earness with the CpaC. The

grid which Cotfms electrons in .a heating mode, which is used for

the actual firing of the excelleratoc, that preparation for the

functional ejection has been accomplished and the experiment

should be carried out on scheduled during this next pass.

isSljaMlng-^^b^^^^

ENn OP TAPE
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CAPCOM ...in order to cover Ulf at the fluid physics area

so that we can get good coverage of him real time at 2 days 12

?ours 51 minutel, jGst pan right slightly to cover Ulf at the

fluid's physics module.

SPACECRAFT TV 1 to the right.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we set that up early just to get the 101

stuff, we can move it back. Sow when you are going to get that,

do yoi want us to record that stuff or you guys going to get real

time when you come back up with us?

CAPCOM Stand by. Real time Bob, Yea, you don't really

need to move the location of the camera Bob, just P^int it

towards the right slightly and we'll see you again at 12 plus 17,

12 plus 08, 12 plus 08.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days 11

ho-.s 27 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We have lost ...^^^
communications with Spacelab but will regaining communicati^^^

in about 40 minutes or so. And during this last acquisition oc

signal the Spacelab crew initiated a number of things. Ult

Se?bold was Lie to, to repair
,
the <=«bl«

CIC
thermal heating facility. It is now operating no«>^jally and CIC

Chuck Lewis voiced up appreciation of the experiment team.

cS?5entl? the?e is a saSple that is in the ISO thermal heating

facility and also there is a sample in the gradient facility.

Bo?h of thSse operating now but, but being brought down to a

vaccuro perhaps a little slower than ususal because of the entry

Ifthl lample into the gradient facility by Ulf Me^^^old a little

earlier than scheduled. And both those samples, both those

lacilitierboth the gradient and ISO thermal f^rnances rely upon

the common vaccuming system of the materials science double

rack. There have been several samples processed thus far in tne

ISO ihermal heating facility. And within the next hour or two,

there are other samples as well to go unto the ISO thermal

heating facility. Some exchange between the P^yload Operations

Control center and Bob Parker in regard to experiment 28 which

Bob Parker had been performing. Experiment 28 is the (garble)

experiment. And in that experiment a, a harness is wof"' «^ . ^
backpack of sorts that is fitted with many «^cellerometers and a

electrocardiagram lead connectored to a mmature tape recorder.

Bob Parker was to wear that to perform a series of breathing and

Physical exercises and this backpack would then record vfi[io^s

bodily accelerations to vibrations. Those vibrations associated

with the heart, with the respiration and with the exercises that

Bob Parker was performing. The three dimensional (garble)

Recordings are very difficult under the influence of gravity on

Earth and therefore its value doing it in the weightlessness of

space. Bob Parker was asked a number of questions in regard to

that experiment 28 asked if he had performed fhe tape change in

the recorder, he replied no, there was no reason that there was
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sufficient tape remaining. He was also asked if he was able to

have gotten his heart rate to a 120 beats per minute and he

responded no, he was judging that his heart rate went to perhaps

a 100. The crew is informed that experiment 20 was not
operating, experiment 20 is the phenoma induced by charged
partical beams, its sometimes referred to as the PIC PAB for

short, it is the ESSA experiment number 20. The purpose of which

Is to study the effects or charged partical beam injections into
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SPACECRAFT is Tommy Lema dash 8 and 9, and there was one thing

with the shutter (garble) and couldn't copy the rest of it.

CAPCOM Yes, Marshall for Ulf. Other shutter light, if the

shutter light does not come on in stet 12, one two, then

proceed. Also as to step one seven, a filter is 6,300 and high

voltage is 2, turn on calibration light. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in step one seven, if filter is 6300 and our

voltage is 2, turn on calibration light.

CAPCOM Read that correct, and in addition, do not try to

close the shutter. Over.

SPACECRAFT Cannot close the shutter, and what time will it be

when we run the AP?

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. Stand by on that question, and confirm
when you foun^ the teleprinter uplink. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll take a look. When did it come up,

already a long time ago or in recent time.

CAPCOM Just very recently, Ulf, and it should be message

number 27.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me go find it.

' (garble) to see the 01 message, time out, 48

message.

CAPCOM Roger, the 3+16, thank you.

PAO And, in the Payload Operations Control Center

Rooms, the 300 series investigation team is monitoring the data
as it returns from the various heating facilities that are

operating in the Spacelab at this time.

CAPCOM And, Bob, it looks like they were late on their

commanding for that one, and that's why you got the 01 message
time out. Good call, thank you.

CAPCOrt Thanks.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Marshall.

CAPCOM • Ulf, we're noticing that the experiment 20 is not

operating and we think there are two possibilities for this, one
of them is that the DC utility breaker on panel Romeo 4 Victor is

not on, and if that's not the problem, then we suspect that



perhaps the data cable and the airlock is not ©onnecte^. But,
we*d like you to check the DC utility breakec on |i4V verify

That is (garbl«^)

Roger, thank you.

And, I picked up message 20^ Byron froa the

Rog^tv

PCM l€, ftogeE.

SPAOBCRAFT

CAPCGM

SPACECHAPT
lei^tprinter

.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCaM hu<i, Ult, Spacelab Matahall tor Bob* we need « PC
of 65) which Is not in the procedure for this run. And, 6S e<juals

sseco ,, V ^

SPACEICRAFT

: C#PCC)M ;"
'

Okay# yovt want 69 to go zero,

0© #heai«
'

hnd, Ult, toe advi»ed that the flange fix was
successful for the MSDR. C3ood show, and you §&t an atta boy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that s good news.

CAPC€a4 And, tJlf, b««k to the experiment 20 quest ion. When
you have cime, v»-e*d like you to r«s@t that breaker, turn it off,
aiidi then bmk on again.

SPACECrlAFT

SPACECRAFT

GAsmm

CAPCOft

SPACECRAFT

CAPCC^l

#kay,

^tjrn off , back m*y i:

Thanit fou.;:

;

A^ thank you for th# PCF Bob<

Olc#y ;•
•

, V
:

/

And spacelab, Marshall, we've gat »i>out minute
before l^os for whoever is availabie. if you have a chance, we'd
like you to pan the TV cAntira one to the right in order to cfover

Olf at thf fluid physics area so that we can get good coverage «if

hiro realtime at 2 days 12 hour* SI minutes. Smt pan right
iii|itiy^-li' :si^ -ati'-:' the^'- :P|uii^ phyiiii:- 'WaiW^^ . ^

:

^

OF TAPE
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*CAfCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Mar ihall, go ahead.

ChPcm Okay Olf , answer to your question on the IHP
sat^les which have been processed so far. We have processed 311

Mlpi* 312 Charlie ahd in^^ t^ furnace now is 330 alpha,

SPACECRAFT IS not correct. In the furnace is 313 alpha.

§mcm : That's affirmative Ulf

y

SPACECRAFT Correction, 313, three-one-three alpha.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

313 alpha,

(garble)

' Roger

.

That discussion between CIC, Chuck Lewis and Ulf
Merbold as to the isothermal heating facility sample processed so
far in that furnace. And responding Chuck Lewis noted that it
was 313 which is in now. The sortif ication of near monotectics
zinc/lead alloys and that in the last several hours, 311 bubble
reinforced materials, a sample for that experiment and a sample
for 312,* the nucleation of utectic alloys has been processed as a

matttr of fact it is the sample, the third sample for 312 which
was ir5 the isothermal heating facility that was scheduled to be
e#aovea nnd stowed just as the sample for 314 was being placed
:wlihin:^ tW fur nace^, :

:

CAPCC»1 And Spacelab, Marshall, we confirm battery
tisrmination down here on C-PAC, battery charge termination.

SPACEGRAfT Ok«y, 05 message.

^CAPCOM-; 'Roger, we seeV it^.^:
:

v^;_V^

iPACE€RAPT Marsha 11 Ops, (gar ble) veloc ity , Can you con f i rm
that th« (garble) is not (garble) ghf (garble) and the pressure
;:|i;::.aoinew,hai 'life t limes i0*l/3,: 6;::time8:;:^

MpcOM And Olf , tha t
' s fine. We con fir that and for Bob

,

^tPAiiCBAFf;:; Wf ; .'Blstolie:; :|S0^^:^:^

PAO The acronym ISO to which they refer is the imaging
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spectrometr Ic observatory that's NASA experiment #1.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Ulf, if you're
ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, stand by a second. Marshall Ops,

(garble) , I'm ready.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, there has been a teleprinted printer

up. That is on experiment 003 OCR #6 which asks you to replace
the scheduled FO which is 4 bravo by length low which is 4

Charlie. And that is for FO runs 5, 6, 7 and 8 and you will find

the operations procedures to be on the page charlie lema-8 and

-9, In addition, sometimes it could that the shutter light does

not come on <n the open position in step 12. If that is the case

then add to step 17, if the filter is 6300 and high voltages too,

turn on calibration, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay and I copied the following, (garble)

experiment, double 0 3, and you (garble) replace F04B by F04
Charlie and the procedure page is charlie lema-8 and -9. And

there was thing that was the shuttle light, (garble) and I didn't
;:COpy-:the :

rest .

of ;:;it.^^;^ ^

|..;:^::} •end; OF tape
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SPACECRAPT Okay, roger that*

CAPCOM And Spacelab, for Ulf^ But you can go ahead ^ can
go ahead to do a resum IHF, over. Spacelab, Marshall Ops for
Ult, please go ahead then and do a resume IHP, over,

SPACECRAPT yes wait a minute I'm going to find the number for
the IHP. Tell you what I should do here is^ data in our (garble)
3333 enter and data in IHFr second entry is data in IKF 1252
enter and after that resume my adjust, confirm that pleaue.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, that's a confirmed, your numbers are
corirect* Over,.

SPACECRAPT Okay, thank you* Okay^ Marshall Ops, this is
mission elapsed time 10 hours and 57 minutes and that was the
resume of the IHP for sample number 313 alpha, which is in port

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, Marshall^ the copy is confirmed and that
Is correct* Over*

SPACECRAPT Roger.

PAO A few minutes ago, there was an exchange between
alternate Payload Specialist Wubbo Ockels and Ulf Merbold in the
discussion of experiments 317, desolldif icaton of the Butectics
Alloys. Ulf Merbold had set up that sample at the 2 days, 10
hours, 30 minutes point. It was a bit early, it was not
scheduled to go into the grating and heating facility until about
an hour later and both the grating and heating facility and the
ISOL thermo heating facility draw upon the common vacuum system
of the material science double rack. That facility which
contains both the ISOL thermo heating facility and the grating
heating facility as well as the mirror heating facility and the
fluid physics module. All of those elements have a common
vacuuming system and because Ulf installed the sample a bit
earlyr it will take just a little longer for the ISOL thermo
heating facility to pump down to a vacuum before it can begin its
processing of sample 317* However, that is no problem, Ulf has
been given a resume for that experiment.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, for Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Bob, weWe got a couple of things for you here if
you're not too busy.

SPACECRAPT Never too busy to help out.

CAPCOM That's good, we know that. We'd like to know.
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we«ce a little anxious to know at this point how many Orbiter

tape recorder cassettes have been «sea and in conjunction with

that, we'd like for you to be advised that you may now put

discretionary TV on the Or biter tap© recorder per the guidelines
coordinated pre mission. And if you would, make sure that Owen

understands that because he certainly going to be interested in

\heartnt : lt.\^V
:

SPACECRAFT OKay, I think I'll keep that a secret from Owen,

the rest of us use it for our own purposes.

;::capcOm::;\;- : :

^

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1*11 check with them upstairs and let you

know about the numbers and I'll also tell them what's going on.

CAPGOM Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Marshail Ops r this is^^^^P^^^^^^

\;CAPCC»4 y :

- GO; ahead;.^

SPACECRAFT Okay can you check what IHF samples has been
: processed so far-. \

CAPCOM Standby Ulf. Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, go ahead

.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, answer to your question on the IHF

samples which have been processed so far, we have processed 311

alpha,::;312-. ..:

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab for Ulf. It sounas really good that
you havt poft 2 connected. You can put in a sample which is 313
alpha, ovisr.

,
.

;

SPACECRAFT 313 (garble) or alpha?

CAPCOM Alpha, 313 alpha, over.

SPACECRAFT 313 alpha, okay. Thank you.

CAPGOH That's affirmatlv©,

PAO About 36 minutes remaining in this acquisition of
signal period with the Spacelab and Ulf Merbold has been
inntructed by the Payload Operations Control Center to go ahead
and begin settina up sample 313a, 313 alpha, the first sample of
experiment 313 which ia the Solidification of Near Monotectic
Zinc Lead Alloya. it's one of the materials science experinenta
using the isothermal besting facility which now appears to be in
very good shape. Ulf Merbold reporting that he seems to have
accomplished the cable hookup that had been looked for and ulf
Merbold also reporting that he has begun setting up samole, the
first sample for experiment 317 which is the Solidification of
Eutectic Alloys. That too is a materials science experiment.
However, that is a gradient heating facility experiment as
opposed to the isothermal heating facility. The gradient heating
facilitte's primary difference being the ability to apply a range
of temperatures over a given sample whereas the isothermal
heating facility applies the same temperature generally the same
tempetature to the same sample.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
tor him.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

POCC, Spacelab,

Go-ahead, 'Bob.
;

;
• / y

(Garble) interested in talking to Byron.

Yes if he's available Wubbo's got a question or two

Okay.

Hello Marshall OPS, got PS2 again.

CAPCOM Okay Byron I hear you lowd and clear. I have 2
quwstiohs^ One is on experiment 28. First question of
expff Iment 28 is whethet^^
question is whether the exercise you do with 1 bungee is
ipifcoprilat® to get y^

SPACECRAFT Okay was your first question on the tape change?
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CAPCOM Whether you performed a tape change, over.

SPACECRAFT Negative I did not. The tape still is over half

full Wubbo.

CAPCOM understand. You did not change the tape and tape

was still helpful, and what about exercise, over?

qpACPCRAFT Okav. yeah, the tape was over half full so I did

f«hnh«n;« it Secondly I don't thi'nk I got my heart rate up to

1?0, 5 plobibiy weS? up'^to 100 or so, but lhafs about the best I

could do.

<3PACECRAPT Okay, we copy Byron. Then, I had another

ouestion. About a little ovei an hour ago, a question came to do

2S Stter and U AIO calibration on both AIU's because we expect a

iSrger drift ?han expected on the excelerometers. Did you copy

that;,: ; over \ ;

^:v;: :f^: :

SPACECRAFT Roger, I copy that, and I have not performed it

yet, but I will do that before I go to bed.

CAPCOM We copy that, roger, and over and out.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks. We'll talk to you later and we'll

be back in a little bit.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, this is Ulf.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, on the IHP, you started the GHF,

therefore, it will take some time to bump <3own the IHP. we

expect to know by about 11:2, whether or not the port 2 is

successful. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roger that. .

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Ulf. But you can go ahead to do a

^:;^fes^me;:lSAPi;;;-

END OF TAPE
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°" activity for Ulf, we're extending
in? An? i 'nH .^^^ including replanting requests
101-001 and -002 where it should be on your teleprinter asmessage (garble) 22, message two-two on the TPR.

n^?Mn^!! .'^^tl ^^f,^''
cutting up the plants andputting them in the viles.- Right?

CAPCOM That's affirm and in conjunction with that, you can
Sm? JsL^r'^tf® workbench and the red, the blue crew willput them in the freezer simultaneously with the blood at 2 days,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay then ...

SPACECRAFT Okay we copy that.

CAPCOM Alright then hour 19, one niner.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

10^060
^^^^^ ^^"^^^ ^^"^ corner, minimum ECOS is now

SPACECRAFT Okay, got that.

^v^^?*^ ,
Alright then the only other thing is that youShould also have a replanting change summary on the teleprintermessage number 23 alpha which was sent at 2 days, 6 hours. -

SPACECRAFT 23 alpha?

CAPCOM That's firm.

SPACECRAFT We'll be right back. Okay and let me see if iunderstand our situation. It looks like rau 21 has fixed itselfwe worked around it, is that correct?
itself,

CAPCOM That's firm.

SPACECRAFT £,ook8 Ijke we're going to give up on the 201 VTP?

h^«S2'^r>« ^in*"*^ ''L®" ^^^^ sob, the latest we

ItolLm Iht lll/fl ''^kPu^^^ ^^'^^^ ^'^y to fix it. The
head is dirty which we cannot really clean and

donr«?Jhon? Pif^in''""^
'^^^ "^'^t experiments on 201 will bedone without the VTP as right now. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and API, we're not going to take out of lock.
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CAPCOM That's the way it stands now, Bob and then Spacelab

for Ulf. The 300 Ops asks you the following, as you understand,

do not try to rotate the feedthrough in the flange but you could
possible without any tork try to rotate the connector on the

-cable. Over.

SPACECRAFT No, that's not possible because the aft inside the

cable is almost in the 12:00 positioru now and that means the tork

is in a clockwise direction on the lemo connector.

CAPCOM Yes Ulf, we do understand it was just i matter of

that sometimes the connector at the cable can be rotated with a

little tork but if you try it, just put only a very little tork

on;4t.v ;
Over . •

SPACECRAFT 1 will do my best.

PAG That exchange between Wubbo Ockels and Ulf Merbold

discussing once again that cable lengthening situation with the

isothermal heating furnace.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is (garble). I have the port-2

of isothermal heating facility open now and I'd like to know what

sample I'm supposed to process in that box.

CAPCOM Stand by Ulf and we'll get. Spacelab, Marshall Ops

for Ulf. Just try first whatever you can do run at all with

port-2 closed and the cable connect without any sample at all.

So don't put a sample in there at the moment.

SPACECRAFT Let me (garble) whether I can connect the

:V--c<>nn«ctors. ;
'

;

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, by pulling out the cables, we were

able to connect the lemo connector into the ports 2 feedthrough.

CAPCOM Sounds excellent Ulf and stand by for a remark from

300 Ops.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Ulf. Sounds really good that you

hvae port 2 connected, you can put in a sample which is 313

;:;sSPA<?BCfAF

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we're AOS for 52 minutes and

good morning to the Red crew.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, also good morning from

Wubbo. Is Byron still there, I have two questions for him.

SPACECRAFT No, he has left the module, he's in the raiddeck.

Marshall Ops this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay. At mission elapsed time 10 hours, 30

minutes, we put in sample 317 in the VHF and resume.

CAPCOM Roger, 317 VHP and resume.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm.

CAPCOM And Ulf, probably you could rely the two questions

which I had for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what could I do for you (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay the two questions were first on expetiroent

number 28, whether the tape change was done and whether the

exercise was good enough for heart rate of 120, and question

second, is the question was for a ARU calibration. The reason is

that the drift is suspose to be larger than expected and the

question is whether Byron on the stute that he had to do those

calibrations on both ARUs and reset them 20, over.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Byron did the calibration both ARUs, (garble)

28 whether they are for sure tapes in it, but I don't know what

the heart rate was when they did the experiment.
^

CAPCOM We copy Ulf and if you get a chance to ask him

relay the answers for us. And also we have a question of course

on what happened with the ISOL thermo heating facility, over.

SPACECRAFT Say again the last sentence. What happened, what?

CAPCOM With the ISOL thermo heating facility, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the ISOL thermo heating facility is now ready

for a SEP exchange. And v;e have the port 2 on localize, on, and

I pulled out the cable about 50 millimeters and I will now try
whether f can connect the connector to the feed through.

CAPCOM Sounds good, Ulf, over, \
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SPACECRAFT Did you copy Wubbo?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Olf, we did copy, you have the

cable lengthened a little bit and will try whether you can make a

cable connect and at the same time get the fiance in work too,

over.

SPACECRAFT Okay and if that doesn't work then 1 (garble) to do

a reposition the RMO connector in the flange,

CAPCOM We copied Ulf, and as you know we stand there and

waiting for a decision on that so don't change the flange

position yet. Over. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger that

CAPCOM And Ulf, if Bob is handy, we've got some daily
planning info for him.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay Bob, just a few updates to your PICAPS
starting on page 17. Hour 17.

SPACECRAFT Wait till I get there.

CAPCOM Okay and Spacelab, for Ulf. The 300 OPS has

decided that we should not go ahead with trying to change the

position of the feed through in the flange. So the longer cable

should work and if it doesn't work we go to continue with only
with one chamber. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy. But I'd like to let you know that we

need about 20 mmilimeter extra cable lines install the connector
and I will do my best on it, but anyway there will be some talk

on the led MAL, the position it has now. At the position it has

now.

CAPCOM We copied Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, zero-g (garble) hour 17 on the PCAP.

CAPCOM Okay Bob, on the 101 activity for Ulf, we're
extending that to 1731, 17 + 31. And we're including replanning

;,refu#s-M^

END OF TAPE
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PAO • Lichtenberg on some previous operations of the
Cluid physics module, Mike 'Staines with the University of Bristol
and the principal investigator on experiment 327 Kinetics of
Spreading of Liquids on Solids. We should be coming up shortly
on handover onboard Spacelab. That^s scheduled to begin at
approximately 2 days^ 10 hours mission elapsed time* At 2 days^
9 hours^ 55 minutes this is Marshall Spacelab Operations,

PAO And this is Mission Control Houston. Next contact
with Orbiter will be at Goldstone in 38 minutes through UHP. A
minute or two after the satellite acquires the Spacelab crew
through S-band, currently the Columbia and Spacelab are in an

orbit 132.6 nautical at apogee and 138.8 at perigee. All systems
aboard Columbia in fine shape. A similar handover will start
here in the Control Center with the next team of flight
controllers within the next hour. We're looking at change of
shift press conference with off-going Plight Director Larry
Bourgeois at 9:35 Central Standard time in building 2 briefing
room. This is Mission Controli, 2 days^ 9 hours^ 57 minutes.

(garble) antidote support.

PAO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days, 10

hours r 29 minutes mlssio elapsed time and we are about 2-1/2
minutes away from picking up communications once again with
Spacelab. Handover between the Blue shift to the Red shift is

now just about completed with Tom Rizzio the Payload Operations
Director stepping in for the Red shift and replacing Clark 0*Wein
of the Blue shift* The Red shift crew interface coordinator is

in place, that's Chuck Lewis, he had replaced the Blue shift^s
Bill Bock. Alternate Payload Specialist Wubbo Ockels is sitting
in place now for the Red shift for the next 12 hours replacing
Mike Lampton of the Blue shift. And during this next pass, where
when we regain communications with Spacelab, we anticipate
hearing the crew discuss their further workings with material
sciences areas, especially in working witht he ISOL Thermal
heating furnace. Several samples coming up in which the IHS has
worked with as well as the grating and teding furnace. Currently
the Red shift team in Spacelab, Ulf Merbold the Payload
Specialist and Bob Parker the Mission Specialist are scheduled
now to be involved in their daily planning for the next 12 hour
shift and should be concluding that within the next few
minutes. About 1/2 minute away for the scheduled reacquisition
of communications with Spacelab, standing by for that now. At 2

days, 10 hours, 31 minutes mission elapsed time this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we're AOS for 52 minutes and
good morning to the Red crew.

SPACECRAFT (garble)
mo OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill, just for your info., the tape that's

coming off of VTR number 2 will have the number 6, it will be the
number 6 tape and about 17 minutes the tape we nade on the end of

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. Thank you Byron.

CAPCOM And Byron, if you have a chance to take a picture

9f that sprtiRding drop, we* d^^^^^^a^^^

SPACECRAFT Will do, Mike and I'll see what I can do about it.

CAPCOM Many thanks.

CAPCOM And before we lose you Byron, is Owen's SAL
operation proceeding satisfactory?

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, he's right in the middle of it.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Owen, for the (garble) down to the point 02 bars.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, point 02 bars.

SPACECRAFT Okay, he says the lights on now so its all okay.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, the lights ace on.

And break, Spacelab for Ulf, this is (garble).

Okay, then in the blind Ulf, what we were talking about is the

two little screws which are on the panel in between the two wires

which come out of the IHF panel. If you loosen those screws, it

allows the flapping parts to go backward and if they (garble) , if

they are loosen up then they will go out of each other and loosen

;up /the cable^,:^^^^^^^

SPACECRAFT (garble) try and say again, we copied just only
/halfv\-yout/ trans

CAPCOM What W0 are talking about is the two screws which

are in between the two blue cables, they should be loose and then

you can out the clamp backward.

hours 52 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. We have loss of
communications with the Spacelab through" the tracking and data
relay sate 11^^

period, giving the crew's here in the Payload Operations Control
Center a little relief as they hand over from blue shift to red

sh i ft , biic ing tliie , thii loss of iighal per icjid scheduled to IMt
about 40 more minutes. Here in the payload Operations Control
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Center shift handover well under way. Onboard Spacelab, Ulf

Merbold is up and in the module. And has been, has been

discussing some troubleshooting procedure possibilities with

(qarble) a representative of the Materials Science double rack

systems organization. This is continuing discussions to remedy

the diff iculities that were experienced early this morning when

Merbold on his last shift as a matter of fact attempted to

activate that system and was experiencing a apparent pressure

leak through one of the flanges in one of the two ports of the

ISO thermal heating facility of that double rack. The, during

the blue shift, a change of that flange enabled the experiment

operations to proceed and the crew is now discussing a procedure

to further increase the operational use of that facility at this

time while one of the ports can be used, the other port is not

usable because in replacing the flange, the flange that was

replaced on port number 2 is a flange identical to port number 1

which has a cable connection that protrudes in the wrong

direction and the cable running to that connection is too short

to make it around the hook, the hook end to that cable port.

However, thus far that has not inpacted science operations with

that facility. Additionally, during this acquisition of signal

Byron Lichtenberg continued to work with Mike Hanes on operation

of experiment 327, much of that was envolved in debriefing and

Hanes debriefing, Lichtenberg on some previous operations of the

fluid physics module. Mike Hanes with the University of Bristal

and the principal investigator pn experiment 327 kinects of the

spreading of liquids on...

END OP TAPE
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CAFCOM you have done that. What I want to propose to

$Q, to try on the center flange. The problem is just, if thia

doesn't work and if you are not going to do it very properly on

th« good flange, then w© are losing everything. Over.

spft<SMRArr ; ^
::Okay. •

•

;

CAPCOM Just Standby.

SPACECRAFT (GaJ'ble) .

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand your concern. Maybe we can

then try the old flange, the one which had the leak and see

whether that was (garble)

.

CAPCOM Ulf, just listen. The problem is not the seating,

but it's the feed through itself.

SPACECWiPT Okay, so, you're saying it just would not fix it

if I tightened that (garble) inside the flange.

CAPCOM Please, Ulf. Wait for a decision here from the

ground. The scientific guys have to make their decision. We
have to wait (garble). That's the solution, I would propose to

do for you, but we have first to wait for a decision from the

: sciencey'people. ' y-"\y

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM The problem (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT One additional (garble)

.

CAPCOM Say again.

SPACECRAFT I'd like to ask you one other question. Do we have
a spare feed tube.

CAPCOM NO. No. No.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The other question is, can we make the

cables a little longer, where the blue cf^ os would come up the

front plate. That's that it could be con. cited in a different
position.

CAPCOM ' For this, you Luve to open on your right side in

front of the front panel IHF front panel. These bolts, screws,

and then move both parts from the clamping, harness clamping
device backwards inside the rack and then open the four screws
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fof the hill fft^^ the harness comts^^^^^^^l^^ try

to ffflwive: littlt --fe^^^^ :har^riejss .
.

:
You /understood?;

;

SPACiiRAFT Yes>^ <3o. If we gain about a

Gepiiit^r

CAPCOM Yes. That's true, but you have to open on your

right side this clamping device.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we'll try that immediately.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) 00 to MMO. Are you guys playing with them

;::down;::there?V::^/

CAPCOM That's a MOM. Just disregard that, Byron.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) ahead of time, okay.

CAPCOM Okay. Sorry about that.

CAPCOM spacelab to Byron if you're there.

CAPCOM Byron, we need you to start on the AV tape recorder

;::changeoutV v

;

SPACECRAFT That's been in work, Bill, and I'm just about^half

way through it. I'm standing by. What I've done for Mike Haynes

is to grow the same size drop as his first run and it was sitting

there, it must have spread out over the antispread by now.

CAPCOM • Okay. If you can just do (garble)

.

CAPCOM If you can do both, just continue Byron, with your

/conversation.:; :
-

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yes, I was telling Mike that there was a

lovely drop sitting there and now I came back and it's spread out

all over the 40 mm disk, all over the antispread and everything,

and it was very small (garble) cantact (garble) was about 40 deg.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. We copy that', Mike Haynes. 1 think

we'll have to withdraw the kodac patent on the antispread

barrier .'; '

:\\

'
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PAO Byron Lichtenberg in the process of another 327

run. Briefing investigator Mike Haynes on the progress (garble)

and also in his spare timer changing out the audio visual tape.

CAPCOM Spacelab, we've got you for 2 more min, and we'll

V:Se6-^yQU:.'at- abpu

SPACECRAFT Very good.

CAPCOM We have you for 2 more min, Byron, and we'll see

you at 10 plus 32.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill., Just for your info, the tape that's

coming off the VTR number 2 will have the number 6, so it will be

the number 6 tape and it had about 17 min of tape remaining on

the end of it,

CAPCOM Roger. We copy. Thank you, Byron.

CAPCOM And Byron, if you have a chance - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
later,

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
line.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

Okay, no I don't need a page number, I'll get it

Roger.

Hey Bill, this is Ulf speaking, how do you read me?

We copy Ulf,

Can you connect me with the 300 system people?

Ulf, we can't copy you, you're too much hiss on the

Is that any better?

.It':s: d'-'little better. /
'

:

SPACECRAFT I'm using the (garble) communication system station
and it's probably not as good as (garble). My question is
whether I can talk to the 300 systems people.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

You want to talk to 300 systems?

That's affirm.

Okay, stand by.

Ulf Merbold.

327 PI from the PS2.

And Ulf, Yurgen will be on the line in one minute.

Thank you.

Marshall Ops, to the PS2.

Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay our comments for 327 PI, Mike Cains, I put in
his next setting but there's only a difference of 2.2 millimeters
and it's barely enough to coat the front surface of the 40
millimeter disc but I still don't have a. bubble here. Maybe we
should go back and use the numbers that I used for his first run.

PAO Ulf Merbold is awake and in the module and has
asked to talk with each systems for the material science double
rack. He was doing some work with the bad phalange that had been
removod from the IHF, the isothermal heating furnace earlier this
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morning. Meanwhile Byron Lichtenberg and Mike Cains from
experiment 327 fluid physics module have been continuing their
debriefing. Nine more minutes or nine and half more minutes
remaining In this acquisition of signal through TDRS.

And Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf. Yurgen Is on

Copy that, (garble)

Hello Ulf, this Is yurgen.

: ;yes\:Y«rgen:» y ^ ^ -^v :

/^
^-^

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
the line.

SPACECRAFT

YURGEN

SPACECRAFT

YURGEN

SPACECRAFT I have a question. I like to correct that problem
on the Isothermal heating facility and I used th# lunge which
(garble) has a leak. I'm able to observe that ';he lemo connector
to any position and I thl nk we should do the same thing for the
other one.

YURGEN

SPACECRAFT

YURGEN

Can you repeat please. It's too (garble) here.

Stand by a seqond.

SPACECRAFT Okay Yurgen, can you read me?
do you read?

(garble) system, how

YURGEN Ulf, I can hear you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now listen, we took the old the phalange
connector which has possibly a leak and tried whether we could
reorient the lemo connector and I was able with a little help
from Byron to loosen from the back side the screw of the lemo
connector and now I'm able to turn It around and I'm also able to
make It tight again and I think we should do the same thing with
the phalange we are possibly using for port-2 In order to use the
second side of the Isothermal heating facility.

YURGEN Okay Ulf, I understood that you have done what I

want to propose to do to try on the old sample phalange. The
problem Is just If this doesn't work and If you are not going to
do It very properly on the good phalange, then we are using ...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) Spacelab.

PAO This is Marshall Operations. We have appronimately
18 more minutes in this acquisition of signal through TDRS.
Byron Lichtenberg just finished a debriefing on experiment 327
and other experiments using the fluid physics module today,
D«briefed by Mike Haynes, investigator with the University of
Bristol, on experiment 327 which is Kinetics of the Spreading of
Liquids on Solids. Meanwhile here in the Payload Operations .

Control Center the red shift is beginning to arrive and shift
handover just now getting underway, Payload Operations Director
Clark Owen and his team in the process of turning the helm over
to Payload Operations Director Tom Rizzio and his red team,

CAPCOM (Garble) to Byron, Mike Haynes.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mike,

CAPCOM Okay Byron, We have some numbers for you for this
run on 327, The front plate position that you drive towards
should be 29 decimal 9.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I got a front plate position of 2 niner
decimal niner.

CAPCOM Affirmative, And a reservoir position of 27
decimal 7.

SPACECRAFT 27 decimal 7.

CAPCOM Affirmative* This should grow you a hemispherical
dropv Having grown the drop then the advanced contact positions
corresponding to step 2.3 in the procedure the positions are 19
decimal 9 and 17 decimal 7*

SPACECRAFT Okay^ copy*

CAPCOM Okay. That should form you a nice hemispherical
drop which ought not to spread over the barrier* I have one more
question concerning the spreading over the barrier on the feed
plate. Can you give me some estimate.

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

CAPCOM Byron ^ can you give me some estimate of the angle
formed by the drop of the edge of the 40. millimeter disc when
spreading took place, when it transgressed the barrier.

SPACECRAFT That's pretty hard Mike. I think it was somewhat
more than 90 degrees but I'm not sure. I really wasn* t expecting
it to spread and I was just kind of keeping an eye on it and all
of a sudden it went bloop right on over.
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CAPCOM I know how you feel. Okay, somewhat more than 90
degrees That's reassuring anyway* Thanks a lot Byron,

SPACECRAFT Roger • Now If we have the other MSDR people around
there we have taken the bad sample flange ^ in the IRS and Ulf was
able to unscrew the bracket around the limo (garble) be able to
reposition it so I think we might be able to reach the connector
in the good flange also*

CAPCOM Okay, I think Mel copied that.

SPACECRAFT Okay* We'll stand by on that one.

CAPCOM And Byron y this is Marshall OPS. How did you turn
that flange?

SPACECRAFT Okay, Ulf took a pair of plyers and went in the
backside of it and there's, it's like just a small nut in there
and he was able to loosen that and readjust the position of the
limo connector, over.

CAPCOM Were you able to then turn the nut back up?

SPACECRAFT Affirmative*

CAPCOM Okay, we copy affirmative. Thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now he hasn't done it on the (garble). The
other one is still in the port number 2 but looks like it's
possible to do it here.

CAPCOM Okay and the PI thanks you for that Byron*

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we're trying to do what we can rather
than just give up on that sample.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy. Thank you very much. And Byron when
you get a change the 102 PI would like to have you do an ARU
linear calibration.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)*

CAPCOM And MUM caused the memory management 06 error so
disregard*

SPACECRAFT Another one?

CAPCOM ' And do you need procedure arid page number on the
linear cal on the ARU?

SPACECRAFT We just did it John when I came^ in 2 days ago*
They want me to do it again?
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' CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay. NO, I don't need a page number'. I'll get it

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACi3CRAPT Hey Bill, this is Ulf speaHing how do you read me?

CAPCOM We copy Ulf.

END OF TAPE

0
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CAPCOM This Is symmetric, for example.

SPACSCRAFT Yes. Right in the beginning when those drops first

started forming, it came out chronically. There was really

pretty much pointed at the end.

CAPCOM Okay. That's of major interest, and maybe we can

watch out for that in future runs as well. The next question

concerns the advance to contact stage of the run. Did this

proceed normally once you'd formed a drop?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. What's your question about the advance

to contact stage?

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, The question is, did the advance to

contact proceed normally? Did the - - once you'd formed a

(garble) drop, were you able to advance it towards the other

plate without, anything unexpected happening?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative. Yes I was. I was able to get

it to come up right close and it seemed to spread just about the

time it touched. There was very little time waiting to push the

air out of the way. Over.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, That's great. Now the next question

concerns the bubbles which you noticed. Can I ask you how many

they were, how large they were, and when in the drop formation

: they' appear edr:';\

SPACECRAFT There were two and they were about 5 to 6 mm in

diameter, and they came out right near the beginning of the first

droplet formation.

CAPCOM Understood. Two large drops right at the beginning

of the drop formation. Next question

SPACECRAFT Affirm.

CAPCOM Okay. Next question concerns this transgression of

the antispread barrier. Did this occur on the feed plate. I

understand it did in the second run, and did It spread over the

edge of the spreading disk as well?

SPACECRAFT No. It just went over the antispread barrier. It

did not spread out over the entire edge of the desk, you know the

entire - - oh, what is it, maybe a 10 cm desk.

CAPCOM • Say again. I didn't quite copy that.

SPACECRAFT Roger. When the drops spread out over the

antispread (garble) go around the edge of the desk. It stayed on

the major part of the desk, but it did go well beyond the 40 mm.
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CAPCOM Understood it went well beyond the 40 mm. Almost a

final question. During the recovery phase, were you enable to

complete this successfully without withdrawing the bubbles back

into the reservoir?

SPACECRAFT Roger. The bubbles went somewhere. I'm not sure

they didn't finally (garble) and must have migrated to the

surface because I didn't see them as I withdrew the liquid. When

(garble) reformed the drop the second time, I did not see any

bubbles in it.

CAPCOM Byron, that was broken. After the drop after

the bubble migrated to the surface of the drop. Could you just

repeat the next sentence.

SPACECRAFT Roger. The second drop that I formed, I did not

see bubbles. Repeat. Negative bubbles.

CAPCOM Understood. No bubbles in the second drop. Okay,

the final question from me is specific to my experiment. You

mentioned at the beginning that you noticed that three of the

spreading disks had a centered appearence. Did I read you

correctly, centered?

SPACECRAFT Roger. The one disk, I guess it's disk number 5

has a centered appearance on it. It is not smooth like the other

CApCOM Okay. I understand, disk number 5 has a textured

appearance on the surface. It may be interesting if we get some

spreading data on that disk later on. There's a question here

(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM I understand that disk number 5 has a textured

appearance on its surface and it may be interesting, therefore,

to study spreading on that disk when you get the opportunity.

SPACECRAFT Okay. What I'd suggest is it's in there now and

I'm ready to go, and fortunately it has (garble) very first

drop. What I'd like to do is I've got a little bit of time to go

run one more run of your experiment, but I want to know what size

drop and what numbers you'd like to (garble) the large size

bubble that you had for your second run.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. We'll come back to you with some

numbers on that in a couple of minutes. Just give me time to

work on it. Meantime, can I ask you a question from Mel? We

have no data down here. Did you get the 312 C experiment started

in the IHP?
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SPACECRAFT Yes, I got the 312 experiment and I used, what is

it, 4801 and 1803, whatever those numbers are.

CAPCOM 4801, 1803. We copy. Thank you. I'll come back

in just a couple of minutes with numbers for the extra run.

Thank you very much indeed, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Spacelab.

PAO This is Marshall Operations. We have approximately

18 more min in this acquisition of signal thorugh TDRS. Byron -

END OF TAPE

v..
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CAPCOM ...stowed and in theres, but because they have to

use either the manual stow or the ball stow procedure management
just wasn't happy with that. Kind of a shame, but that's the way
it stands, so we're reworking at the operation to allow use in

the locks. And that's, by the way not on your shift. It's the
oncoming Red Team that'll be operating this for the first time.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Byron, w^^'re ready to start with the

debrief with Mike Haines, we just want to make sure that before
the end of the hour you get the AV recorder 2 changeout completed
and give us a tape number.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do. Some problem in A327 DI from the
0S2 of Spacelab, that he read, over.

CAPCOM (garble), I read you well.

SPACECRAFT Okay,' Mike, I went ahead and was able to resort
them, the drops, on your plate number 1 and able to get it on
there, I think I missed the initial part of the joying because
this cameras (garble) to pick up the (garble) , (garble) get the
breaking on there, cleaned It up and was going on to run number

2, I was getting set up with the big drop in plate number 5 when,
just before the drop was finished building, it spilled out all

: OveC:- the
:
antlsp^^^ <

CAPCOM Okay, we heard that in an earlier conversation.
While you were over the horizon we had a little conference down
here, and first of all I'd like to say how much we appreciate
your efforts in this first wet run on the FPM, but we have a

number of specific questions that I'd like to ask you and then
perhaps you could just give me a filling in on anything else.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, the first question concerns the SINY camera,
did it function normally and was it audiable, did you here it
clicking away in its usual fashion?

SPACECRAFT Okay, say again, you came in a little broken.

CAPCCM4 Okay, the first question concerns the functioning
of the movie camera, was it operating normally and audlably?

SPACECRAFT Okay, in your runner it's functioning normally for
the second run the unfraburg, It was straining a little bit but
It seemed to keep working. I was able to see the LED blinking on
and off. So I think Its In reasonably good shape.

CAPCOM okay, I guess we'll just have to keep watching that
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from run to run. The next question, concerns at the beginning of
my run, when you went through the step manually filling the feed
tube after you installed the reser vior , Was this the stage at
which you began noticing ejection of drops from the feed tube?

SPACECRAFT Roger, that's a direct affirmative. I didn't see
the drops come out, I was very careful and the next thing I knew
I looked back at your plate and there was a drop of fluid on it.

CAPCOM Okay, in that case a possible.

SPACECRAFT It turned out.

CAPCOM in that case a possible explanation may be sticking
at • the

- old ' ring in:::a' new/ reservior:. v

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm not sure what we can do about that.

CAPCOM Okay the suggestion here is that when you go
through that step with a new reservior, that you put your hand
with a kimwipe in It over the end of the feed tube and catch any
drop that may be ejected.

SPACECRAPt;^;: .-^

CftiPCOM Simple to the
formation of the drop on the feed plate. Did you notice ejection
continuing, was it still spitting at the other plate during this
stiige? : ;

•

SPACECRAFT Sorry Mike, try to say that again, please.

CAPCOM During the formation of the drop on the feed plate,
did it continue to eject drops and spit at the opposite plate?

SPACECRAFT Okay, now you're still coming through broken,
please-: try again,

CAPCOM Okay, I'll repeat. During the formation of the
drop on the feed plate, did you notice that It was still ejecting
and spitting at the opposite plate or was it proceeding smoothly
and normally at "that .stage? /

SPACECRAFT Okay, on the second run, as I put it out, it seemed
to behave normally. What happens when you put the drop out is*
it doesn't form a little drop at the end, it spreads out over
your entire, wetting surface, the entire 40 mm DEP. So it's not
clear just exactly when you got the fluid right there at the edge
of ;;:the

;

feeding: plate^^^^

CAPCOM Okay Byron, that's good, that's the way that it
should behave. Next question, during the formation of the drop,
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aid you notice any depacture from spherical shape. Did the drop

appear to be conical or non-axis in that treak for example?

SPACECRAFT Yes, right in the beginning when the drops first

started forming, it came out conically, there was really much

pointed at the end,
^

CAPCOM Okay, that's a major interest, and maybe we could

watch out for that in future runs as :*ell. The next question

conc^rnSv.'>:;\
-

'^ --"^ •^/r:^^

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Right now the tape recorder's at 680. The VTRN off

light been on for the last several hours and it's off now.

Right, it looks like when I call up the dark box it's very

difficult (garble). It looks like there's a very wide horizontal

band, so it looks like it's really a horizontal sync problem.

CAPCOM Okay. Is it right in...

•SfAeEGRArT ' (Gapbi®i;;;stand::;^^^ r

.

CAPCOM IS it right in the center of the screen. You just

have owe- horizontal- *

/

SPACECRAFT NO, it's a couple of problems together. Using the

vertical hold adjustment here I can get the band up right near

the top or the bottom eif the screen and (garlsley some funny sort

ot diagonal linfs ocoasionaily coming^ a^ we' re not

|#;ft#in^y;a vicy:^ \ :

^CA|»C^C«*. :
V ; Okay: Byron.

SPACECRAFT And I'm not sure maybe you'd like to try and

; cAteoii •

:

; • Repeat /Byeon:.-
:

;

•

:

; ;^
: 'r '

; : :
^

^

:

SPACECRAFT Roger. I said maybe you'd like to try and downlink

|k f this lOX TV if we ever get a pc^

'C^l^mi:-'- Okay , that 's a good suggest Ion. ^^^^^^^^^^^^W^ lootc Into

SFACECRAfT Okay now the housekeeping data I can bring up on

^l|pcjc»4 Okay we c<?py that you can get the housekeeping data

^il^iciiii^'-v^
diijp^lay the housekeeping data and then go back to the dark box,

the daek box Tf la all fussy. I guess it needs a vertical sync
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SPACECRAFT Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall. We're ready for Mike Haynes again
unless you guys have anything more for me.

CAPCOM We got one more quickie for you. Stand by. Our

quick question is this guys. Have you received instructions on

h6w to operate AEPI in its locks?

SPACECRAFT Let's see. Hold on. It's not back here in the

module now Mike. Maybe it's up in the teleprinter and we haven't

brought it back yet. The only thing we have, the only thing we

have'is^sfrojn •

:

CAPCOM Yes. Byron, this would be from yesterday. It's a

markup of the usual manual ops checklist. What Steve Mendy has

doae is to go over the manual ops checklist, pages 8 and 9 of our

flight data file, and just line out certain items that have to do

with getting things out of the locks in order to allow it to be

operated in the locks. And we suspect that that may have been

voiced up to the other team, the other crew, sometime yesterday

and would be in your flight data file. If it hasn't been marked

up we're just going to send you a teleprinter version of this

cevisidn. .

•

.

'

SPACECRAFT Let me check it. Hold on.

CAPCOM Thanks a lov Byron.

SPACECRAFT We jUst got an MSDR <5rew att#nti<jn, Let me see

wi|S heeds to be done ov^r heri. Hold on. I don' t see
anything. No faults or stops or anything on the CCO. And Mike,

would that be under the normal checklist or in the detailed

CAPCOM We believe it should be page checklist 8 and
^e^iecka^i^t- 9'^ wiiih:
o^ecklift which are the saro* thing. It Involved Steve crossing

,d||i»:fe:,'-:;ii'^ti?

SPACECRAFT Okay. Somebody may have copied it down but it's

CAPCOM Okay real good Byron, In that case we'll get busy

^::iiii;;:ihes:ieii!pi^^^^^

::-ii|(ife^'-ihi'-lTO

to be done in the locks. It's not a very difficult operation,

checklist as it presently stands. So that will be coming up m
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coarppRAPT Okav, copv that and that's really too bad. I

fhSSgS^l had It ail sq-u«ed away tnat they had It back In

CAPCOM Yes, they did get it back, stowed and in there but

because they have to use either the manual stow or the bail stow

orocedure Management just wasn't happy with that. Kind of a

irml tlt TJb the way it stands So
^J'^J/^^J^^^^^J

operation to allow use in the locks and that's by the way not on

your shift. It's the oncoming Red Team that will be operating

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... Mike Cain should be enable to respond and to
discuss that experiment with Byron Lichtenburg. Upcoming officer
during this pass, Owen Garriott scheduled to depressurize ...

CAPCOM This is Marshall Operations, how do you copy?

PAO ... and extend the scientific airlock.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Operations, Spacelab here, got you xoud

CAPCOM Loud and clear, you too Byron. How's everything
going up there?

SPACECRAFT Oh Michael, t'll tell you it's like this. There's
an interesting phenomena up here, Mike Cains (garble)

.

Marshall, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Yea, go ahead, we're having some dropouts, I think,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we just got another DAP 05 message associated
with the iso-aotivities going on now.

CAPCOM Okay, we can't verify that. Our POCC support is
not up at the moment. We'll be sure that the, okay that's
nominal. Mum says that we shouldn't concern ourselves with
that. We have a little traffic for you but first how about your
traffic to us?

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we've bisen working away on Mike Cain's
experiment and I finally managed to get it dropped and get it
filmed as a contact that is almost filmed, the camera takes about
a second or two to warm up and get going so I think we might have
missed a little bit of it. We were able to induce breakage with
that film and when I rejoined, got all the liquid cleared up,
pulled it out and got his (garble) in position so when I tried to
grow the size drop that he wanted for his second run, it spread

CAPCOM Okay Byron, we copy it. Went all over the
antispread barrier, that's sort of a shame. Look we've set about
15 roinutQS for you to debrief real thoroughly to Mike Cains. If
I may, I'd like to get a few items up to you and then turn it
ovdr to Mtke, how would^ that be?

time, -I'm all set up here ready to go to try and do whatever he
wants to do on this disc number five. So I'll be standing by.
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thing that I have for. you Byron Is that the ""SDR people have

decided that the MHPR operations for the time being only make

since using port-1. That is the left hand port of the IHP and

they'd riSI you to please get sample number 312, that's sample

ti!?ee, one, two installed in P^^^-l and get that sample

Inlated. That's done using a din IHP4801, a
JJ" i

resume IHP after you have that 312 sample Installed in port-1.

SPACECRAFI' Okay, I'll start on it right now. -

CAPCOM Thank you very much Byron. And Spacelab, this Is

Marshall Ops, Owen can you copy?

SPACECRAFT Owen's up in the flight deck for a second, he may

not have his radio on, hold on.

CAPCOM Okay, well Byron, it's some things that we can give

yolZt go ahead aid do the IHF stuff first and let us know.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the IHP work Is complete and I've got a

steady light ops on that.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that that'
f

«^n;Pl«te and 9°^^
^^^ftAtf iiaht Okav# we've got 3 little qulcKies nere tQf

yoSf Joi'Seei som^^ilpes, yoa can find them In oscar 8 alpha,

Jomio 7 jullet, or lema 1 nancy. Any one of those three, the

wipes could be used for that job.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good we got them. Thank you.

CAPCOM Okay, the other thing Is that do have the w^ong

cable on TVC2, that Is an Orbital cable and
^f'^

li;J«.^o have you

change that oit. We'd like to have you drag It back Into the

midweek area when you go off shift. The cable that we want Is In

;5,;-lepa:i2^;::K^^^

SPACECRAFT We Cppy.

CAPCOM And the thing, we would like a <3esfif^^^SSr^and
101 TV sink problem. If you get a chance, you mlgbt go over and

look at iS. we don't knoi if you have a horizontal or a vertical

s?PACPCRAPT Okay, I've got the 101, I ran out of tape recorder

680? the^R (gamble) lights been on for the last several hours

an It's off now. it looks when I call up the (garble) box. It's

END OP TAPE

mM
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PAO Of the fluid physics module of the MSVR, the, this
run was with experiment 327 which is provided by the United
Kingdon, principal investigator for that experiment Mike Hanes,
of the University of Bristals spent much of the time discussing
the experiment with Lichtenberg and providing suggestions to
Lichtenberg on various options in operating that experiment.
Additionally, onboard Spacelab Owen Garriott, spent part of his
time conducting an experiment that was actually two experiments
operated jointly. The diagonstic package portion of SEPAC
experiment 2 and in combination with that the active package of
experiment 20 which is the European Space Agency space plasma
physics experiment. Experiment 20 emmitted a beam of charged
partl:3als and the diagonstic package on experiment 2 is used to
gather some data on the inneraction of those particals with the
plasma surrounding the spacecraft and the Earth's (garble). The
monitor TV camera from which we've got some video earlier, on a
early run of SEPAC was also used during that experiment, however,
there was no data that came to the ground during this particular
experiment operation. During the conduct of that investigation
however, Dr. Roger Williamson spent much of the time discussing
and providing guidance to Owen Gar riot. Williamson we reported
earlier was with the Marshall Center, he is, now he is with the
University of Stanford. At 2 days, 8 hours 20 minutes Mission

i
)

Elapsed Time, this is Marshall spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, 30 seconds from
acquisition or brief pass at Yarragadee, Australia, UHP. To the
Columbia crew on the flight deck, standing by at Yarragadee.
Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at Yarragadee. One brief
exchange there in which the pilot on the blue team Brewster Shaw
was advised that all of his efforts in setting up 70 mm and still
picture and 16 mm motion picture cameras for photographing
scientific airlock operations from the flight deck windows was
all in vain, because the next operation they will be orbital
darkness. Next acquisition of Columbia and Spacelab will be
through the tracking satellite in 27 minutes, next orbiter
contact, UHP will be through Goldstone in 32 minutes. At 2 days
8 hours 31 minutes. Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab operations, at 2 days '8
hours 57 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, standing by for
acquisition of signal with Spacelab through the tracking and data
ISi^LfS^f4^5®, ^2 i!"*^?'^ ^^l^ « minute. The onboard spacelab.the crew scheduled to have been cleaning up and stowing the fluid
physics module experiment 327, Dr. Hanes experiment. Owen
Garriott scheduled to be running another . contamination monitoring
operation with NASA experiment number 3 using an orbiter camera
n^t the AEPI camera. Additionally, coming up now Byron

. % Lichtenberg should have completed or be in the process of
I

j
completing that sample change in the ISO thermal heating furnance

investigator Mike Hanes, here in the POC on the status on
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experiment 327. Mike Hanes should be enabled to f
e^pond and to

Siacuss that experiment with Byron Llchtenberg. Upcoming also

during this p4ss, Owen Garriott scheduled to depressurize.

CAPCOM

END OP TAPE

...this is Marshall operations, how do you..
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CAPCOM ...just be the nominal op procedure, and then

restart the battery charge.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab to Byron. Mike Haynes again.

SPACECRAFT What have you got Mike?

nAnrnM Okav we have a suggestion down here that those 2

SSbWea in the Uquld it you ca^avoid retracting them into the

reservoir and maybe mop up that liquid and w^ste it it might be

advantageous for later experiments.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger. Understand.

CAPCOM Right.

SPACECRAFT See when I get it, see when I get it back in

contact here what we got.

CAPCOM And Byron, Marshall OPS. You can find kimwipes and

08 alpha if you need them.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Where abouts are they in there, Bill? I

'v^looktdr^^^^^

CAPCOM They're not wet wipes. They're dry wipes.

SPACECRAFT Okay and the only thing I saw was 2 GHS containers

and a trash bag. In the trash area?

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger. I (garble).

SPACECRAFT SBPAC.

CAPCOM Go ahead Owen.

SPACECRAFT You (garble) off now.

CAPCOM And Owen,
y°YvP^rp'?«d'^o'f«?h

did the nominal op procedure with DGP and so forth,

tttttLf^PonAV^ Well I put them back to (garble) and I don't really

^'o«'Z« tJllLl^^ «e but it ceturnea to see location and

::«o;f:\peM«!n»,it;:ia: i^
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CAPCOM Okay. We didn't have much data. We had a patch!

so we'll have to get playback to see what was happening.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well you ^ad nice stars ^tho whole time and

you can see the thruster firings and that's about all.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks Owen.

SPACECRAFT And Mike it's still quiet up here. I'm still

trying to get the 2 columns to join up here.

PAO Byron I,ichtenberg continuing to describe experiment

activity with (garble) module to investigator Mike Haynes in the

Payload Control Center.

SPACECRAFT Okay SEPAC. We have your battery charge initiated

and it's .1 amperes on each charger.

CAPCOM 'Roger Owen, sounds good. And what was the time of

SPACECRAFT 14 minutes past.

CAPCOM Roger, 14.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we've got you for another minute and

we'll see you at about 8 plus 57.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good Bill.

CAPCOM And Spacelab to Byron, Mike Haynes just a quick

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mike.

CAPCOM Okay, we have an opportunity
^J. ^^J'^^^^tion Sfthe

AOS and we're interested in several thing$. The formation of the

. Srop bubbles from the reservoir, electrostatic effects and axil

sjmmetcy. so we'll be asking you about those things.

SPACECRAFT Rog«r, that sounds okay. Now we've got an axes

swetric drop hire that finally connected but *^e've broken over

IhTanti-spreading barrier. I'm trying to get back to some sort

CAPCOM Okay, we'll leave you mopping up^

CAPCOM And Byron, don't do anymore to the IHF until we get

in touch, we hava some additional steps for you to tj^^

we've thought about, we're going to run samples in port i trom

ij|siiiioii':i^
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SPACECRAFT Okay Mike. I'll be standing by.

CAPCOM Real good. I'll get back to you wlth'the details

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This la Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days, 8

hours/ 18 min

nf JhrPluld Physics Module of the MSDR. This run was with

eLeSlmeiS 32? wSlch Is provided by the United Kingdom.

??lnclpal investigator for that experiment Mike Haynes...

.VbNO-vOP'-TAPB;:^^^
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SPACECRAFT - - azimuth and coelevation info, ,

CAPCOM That azimuth is 180, coelevation 90.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. Here comes the drop. It shot right

across, Mike, and it (garble) right from the beginning.

CAPCOM I didn't copy that. Again, please.

SPACECRAFT Again. Okay, Mike. As soon as the drop started

coming out, it took one big blurp, jumped right across to make

contact with the DAP.

CAPCOM Understand the drop went right across to the rear

: plat*'.:

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, Got 2 big bubbles in it also.

CAPCOM That's very interesting.

SPACECRAFT Not very good, but interesting.

CAPCOM The best things always are.

SPACECRAFT I think what we would have suggested, we'll have to

back it way out and come in real alow with the fluid for the

reservoir, we've got a lovely (garble) in here. (G«^J«J..^
compound works like a trouper. I filmed a little bit of the

filling, Mike, so we've got about - - I've used about two or

;:>thce«- /hundred ;:fri^

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT .
And, I'm open to suggestions if you want to go on

CAl»COM Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm over now on step 2.7, induced

instability. I'm ready with (garble) dosimeter frames on the

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, I've got two big air bubbles right in

3a|hl-lenfeirv:ot^^

CAPCOM (Garble).
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SPACECRAFT A syiwnetric - - symmetric.

SPACiCRAfT
fluid now.

CAPCOM

Okay. Here we go with on the (garble) withdrawal
My finger is on the 6

; :':;;-Ye8>; ;: : 0

SPl^E<3IM»i'T^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^
Vaveo in there. I can heir

:i?iu:icwu?f^^

CAPCOM

And SEPAC, for Owen*

QO;;iiheaid;,:;R^

Right. DO you have a shut down?

SPACBGRAff I have the all ^ i^^^

waiting foe the fO^ a that

tiii video diiftfpear I ' ve at 1 11 not got the

::weaaage::JTO; :Cbmpl^^

CAPCOM Okay. It was running a few seconds behind, ao the

fO complete should come up right about now.

SPACBCRXpt (Garble) ought jjo mod ify all the procedures to
^

ie*ve ihe charger8 enabled ^^ w^
ail the other pfeocedu^ if youVll checlf that pleaae.

SPACECRAFT

•;:we::::C<n?y*:::';:r

Okayr >iarshall

:::R0gfc'V:':::l!ot:-^

spacecraft Mike, (garble) a zone rupture here and (fafb?-«>:^

11 happened re|ilii <^
^^:iifliidi^::al«iiad5'ltti

SPACECRI^FT

p^iliiiiiiil

CAPCpM

Okay, Byron. That was a bit broken. Could you

Okay.

was unreadable^
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if :

-y^...-" vSPi^^ Okay. What/ :i ^8€ild:> was'\the f inalvbt«akage::oeQw :

I very rapidly on the going back tub«r and i failed to get it on

i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
t reestablish the zone, and

;|;:;
.cv::y: ::::.r, y

; ;v-
v;^/" k^

1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ give it a couple more roinutea^^,^^

t^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ noratnal off procedureV and then

I CAPCOM Spaoelab, to Byron. Mike Hayes again.

:SSU^EGRJ^T^y ;

rCMl^^--^^^^^^^^^^ auggestion down here that those
;:two-::^bubfe
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CAPCOM Byron, (garble) we'd like to encourage the mummble
mode if you could, just tell us which step you're at.

PAO Voice and principal investigator Kike Haines.
University of Bristol, United Kingdom.

SPACECRAFT CPAC from Spacelab, in the MTV, we have a stax
field, no indication of where it, how close it's pointing t>v the
beam. Did you want me to take ^aanual control or pataround..

CAPCOM That's affirmative Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO For the first time in Spacelab 1 mission, two
principal investigators here in, or representatives of principal
investigators here in the Payload Operations Control Center
enable to speak with the crew at the same time. Owen Garriott
working in operation with CPAC and also expetiment 20, the active
package mounted on a pallet. And Byron Lichtenberg at the same
time working with Mike Haines on experiment 327 using the fluid
physics module.

CAPCOM Owen, PICPAB is through with their operations.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I did see one flash a moment ago. I would
not have thought that was PICPAB,

CAPCOM It probably wasn't, they started, they only go 6
minutes and they started some time ago.

SPACECRAFT Okay I'll continue to pad around just a little
bit, I see, those are the vehicle's thrusters that are fired, I

L:sef
:
.a;vflash; vtow

CAPCOM Well that's good Owen, Mike Pond will be very
interested in those thruster firings.

PAO And in the CPAC user room, Thatcher Robert
Williamson of the Marshall Spaceflight Center is the investigator
enable to speak with Owen Garriott on the CPAC operation. We
told you a few minutes ago it was Bill Taylor. Bill Taylor was
enabled earlier, Williamson has relieved Taylor in the CPAC user

;;;r<?»oW;.^^^.y:;':::'\;^

SPACECRAFT We could ride a little TV to practice with in the
simulator, Roger and show you that the gimbal Is very very slow,
it takes a long time for the MTV to move anywhere.

CAPCOM We copy Owen. And Owen, when we finish about 8t05
we want to remind you to go to battery charge again.
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CAPCOM spac«l»l» to Byron, Mike Haines.

SPACECKAPT Go ahead Nitce, I'm right here.

mmm OJtay iryon, we'd like to know what step you're on

at the wcMRent In 327.

SPACSCKAFT Okay, I'm on step 1.37. We gat the setup here aniS

we're ready to oo.

CAPCOM 1.37, we read.

pjyo voice of Mike Ha 3, University of Sristol working

Payload Specialist Lichtenberg.

CAPCGN Spacelab, Byron, Mike Haines again.

' SPACBCmUFT / -GO afeead.

;

CAPCM Byron, Just in case of non-axis sywinetric wetting,

we'd like to encourage you to rotate both disks. ISOL rotate both

disks at nininua speed, just so that we can get a visual check on

the axial aynaetry of the drop.

SPACBCfUlfT Okay. Is that before you, after we go to the drop,

-rifhtf

CAPCOM That's during the entire procedure.

aPAClCRAFT Okay, during the entire procedure fro* ww* on?

CAPCOM correct, from start to finish.

SPACSCBAfT Okay. ISOL rotation of 5 RWI.

,

VCAPCCM : : : ^

AffixBative. V
;

CAPCOM And Owen, CPAC would like you to have, go to auto

on MTV again so it'll stow at the end of the sequence.

SPACICRAPT Okay. Okay, we're now coning back on SIP 2.1,

Atoppinq out 5 milliiaeters. Already to go a drop.

::;Ci^coM ;/:co^. • - : . f
SPACSCRAPT As you water the asthmes and coelevation and so.

:;ifPiM^Biwp
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CAPC^ Yes understand.
,

SPACECRAFT That's exactly how it happened but it ended up
there,

: -V '

.

;v;;:- /^

CAPCON Okay great. Reinember I'll have to push that film
when we develop it. Just nohe down as closely as you can what it
was set tc and we'll do ou^v best when we develop it.

SPACECRAFT I was at, it was between 8 and 11.

CAPCOM Ro^er. 8 and 11 we understand - in between there,

CAPCON I'm (garble) Mike Haynes, 327.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Mike. I'm just (garble) taking me awhile to
get this reservoir out and get all squared away here.

CAPCOM Sure, just a question in passing if you have an
opinion on the operation of (garble) camera apart from the
^aperture.

CAPCOM And Byron, if you're able to talk we're just
interested if you got any start on that IHF work or not.

SPACECRAFT Yes Mike we did and I see now we got a isolops
flashing and a port 1 unlock.

CAPCOM Okay, real good. Understand you have an isolops
flashing and port 1 unlock.

SPACECRAFT Roger. And if you got the FS (garble) facility
people around on the reservoir for (garble) 3 prongs look like
one (garble) here in the back of it. And Mike, never mind. I've
got them out now. It looks like it unscrews.

CAPCX»« And Byron we may have a tes^rary dropout.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I'll unscrew it away and I don't, not
getting anywhere with this launch lock guys.

CAPCOM Okay we copy you couldn't get anywhere with the
launch lock on the fpm. is that affirmative?

SPACECRAFT It's on the FPM reservoir. It's in the tail end of
it. There are 3 little fingers that are into a collar in there.

CAPCOM Okay. And you're having trouble is what we copy,

SPACECRAFT We ' ve go^^^^^

CAPCOM Okay we copy that you solved the problem.
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PAO

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
in the MTV.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Bill Taylor going to make a call to Owen Garriott,

Owen, this is SEPAC.

Go ahead.

We'd like to know if you can see the electron beam

Well the, oh you mean the (garble).

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Roger, you're not talking out SEP... Okay just a

moment. I'll have to go over and take a look.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
Raynes.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
on the line.

CAPCOM

spac®:raft

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, good Owen and we are talking about (garble)

.

Marshall OPS, Spacelab PS2 for the 327 PI Mike

Marshall OPS, Spacelab here for the 327 PI.

Marshall, how do you read the PS2, over?

We read you Byron. We're trying to get Mike back

Yes, I'm on the line now.

Okay.

Okay Mike, you there?

I'm reading you Byron.

SPAC©:raft Okay very good. Well, we got the reservoir in and

started to bring the fluid out. A little jet and it went all the

way in ai^ you have 2 types of discs. One is the flat (garDie)

and th« other one is sort of treated like it's (garble) and the

one that's (garble) I have in there is now somewhat^ pre-wetted

because this little drop when flying in there and bit the desk,

'Over."

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds very interesting. I'd like you

to maybe try isorotation of both plates. That's isorotation at 5

rpm.

SPACECRAFT Mo, what I'm saying is I'm still the setup phase

Mike and as I was injecting the liquid to the front edge of the

reservoir some of It must have gone kaplot right on into the

chamber and I'm also confused about your discs. I have looks
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ltk« aever«?. polished aXuminun ones and several that are sort of
(garble) that have some sort of a particular purpose out of them.

CAPCOM
disk*

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCm
mode If you could. Just tell"us'which%tep''you»re*'at!

Voice of principal investigator Mike Haynes...

:
OP TAPE :

•,

Okay. I think for this you should choose a smooth

Okay. I'll replace and put a smooth one in now.

Okay.

Byron, Mike Haynes. We'd like to encourage mumble
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CAjPCOM Okay, we're Still reading zeros for battery
voltages down here.

SPACECRAFT Battery voltages are reading zero. Think you'll
get good data back roger 'til you get charges to enable.

CAPCOM A££irfflative.

SPACECRAFT There I put in a new i:nable. We now have
reasonable data again.

CAPCOM Yesr looks good now and the bactecy temperatures
are fine. Okay, bow are we doing for F013? We'd like to do a
PCPt We'd like you to ignore the PCF69 changef the P-CAP.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1*11 not to do the PCF change.

CAPCOM Okay it looks like its too late, Owen. We have TO
time. :

•

SPACECRAFT There's 27 seconds left. I 'a sorry, yes, that's
counting up, I 'a sorry, (garble)

CAK;on Alright Owen, we* re showing that it's running. And
we'd like you to do the MTV on when you get in the dark.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO And in the C-PAC newero(»i here in the payload
<K»ntrol center, CO-investigator, Bill Taylor in the process of
assistinf Owen Qarriott in the deration of one of the . . •

CAfCOM Spaeelab, this is Marshall Ops to Byron, we have
dr. Nike Cains on the line whenever you're ready. And Owen, is
the OOP enabled? We dcm't have data now.

WMO And crew interface coordinator. Bill Bach here in
the payload ocMitrol center inforning both the principle
investigator tsem C-PAC and one in the material science principle
investigator I whose anticipating talking with the crew that we
have temporarily lost lock on the Spacelab through TORS.
Anticipate requiring shortly.

CAPODM haa Spacelab, Marshall C^s, in the blind, how oapy
Owen?

•
. :

CAPOijiji And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got you through
Mila. Spacelab, Marshall Ops, comm check. And Spacelab,
Marshall Ops, how copy? Spacelab, Marshall Ops, how copy?
Spacelab, Marshall thrcagh Mila, how copy?

SPAOHSRAFT hooA mnd clear Bill. Loud and clear.
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CAPCOM Okay, weWe got some ratty coimn at this time
hopefully we'll hang in and Byron, we have Mike Cains on the
llne.v

SPACECRAPT Okay Roger, copy and is Jon Vreeburg still there?

CAPCOM And Owen, we would like to have the C-PAC MTV
turned on if possible*

SPACECRAFT I turne<3 it on 2 or 3 minutes ago.

CAPCOM Okay thank you. W«'v« kind of lost our data Owen
•o i»«*r4i havini a little bit of troubla.

SPACBCRAFT
;

. Okay.;.;

CMfCm Byron, Jon vraetHirg is listening and he* s not
enable to talk but he's certainly happy to ncte any comments you
might have ft<»i his run.

SPACBCRAfT Okay/ well I « ve got a big apology to make here
when, I thought I set the P-stop on but when I got back and
l^ked at it from Mike Cains and it turns out that the P-stop was
up around degree 8 and 11 instead between 4, 5, and 6 which was
up 2 stops under exposed.

CAPCCm Okay, underst£nd that p-stop is between 8 and 11
instead of the somewhat faster setting in which he*d hoped to
get, understand.

BPhCWCMre That's exactly what happened but it ended up there.

CAiCOli Okay great, ftemember to push that film when we
develop it. Just note down as closely as you can irhat it was set
to and we'll do our best when we develop it.

SPAdSRAP? It was between 8 and 11.

CAPCOM 8 and 11, we understand in between there.

mm m Tmn :

'

• v,
:
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SPACECRAFT 11 now.

CAji'CC'M That-'n r-^T i rwative Brewster, we'd like you to do
all of Block 11 now.

SVt\CECmF-i: : Okay, thanks very much.

CAPCOM Okavc and jur b to let you knew v^hat we're trying to

do ;;ere. vv'e're try'.!;-; to ..o^ ,:, little big of time running with

the pnr.ary ;)er.-., witli t)- 2.

j>P^O This is iTsi>;.?iou cor.trol HouGton, at 10 days 3 hour;;

40 minutes, we'rrj about to yo LOS from the tracking data relay

satellite range. We have received sorae nev? times for deorbit

iginition, and touchdown from the flight dynawics officer And

the location of deorbit TIG. Time of ignition for the deorbit

burn, is 10 v?ays 6 hours 52 minutes 0 seconds. That occure. at

27.7 degrees latitude south, longtitudo is 78.2 east. Repeating

th.-> ignition time for the deorbit burn 10 days 6 hours 52

mini'tes, mission elapsed time. The location of that deorbit burn

at the start of the burn, 5oath latitude 27.7, longitude 78.

2

east. Projected touch dovn time, miction elapsed times 10 days 7

hours 47 minutes. The crew is; prepciring to traasis itio-^ from one

software package to the other from the Oos 2 software to Ops 3.

They have taken up the backup flight coi.puter to it's a:;tive

status and will use it to cloae the pay load bay doors, they

"received the go froru mission control ju-2t a few minuter. f;go for

pay load bay door closing, and they are at that point in the

timeline in the deorbit summary timeline for payload bay door

closing. They were read up so<ne items which bad been listed u

for teleprinter message unfortunately the teleprinter is out of

paper, just a couple of lines, that they were given times of^

maneuvers. Also, the Ku-Band antenna has been stowed, that xs

the High Data Rate r^ntenua used to relay data to the ground at a

very high rate of speed. Countdown clock shows 3 hours and 8

minutes to deorbit ignition. For entry we will be using primary

computers and the one that is failed, GPC number one, v:ill remain

off. And there is a plan to string the GPCs in a configuration

so that to minimize any impacts should GPC number 2 go down
during entry. We're 4 minutes av;ay from acquisition through the

Yarrcgadee station for UUP communications. 10 days 3 hours 44

minutes, this is mission control Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston is with you at Yarragadee for 6

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM Roger that, and your loud and clear also.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM couple v?ocds. Iminediately prior to the pviyload

bay door closing, perfona lines 25 to 2f> of: messnge 144 echo and

then do a flash .-^van config and R/W typasB page 1-20 of the

deorbit prep. The next itom, we'd like you to maneuver to align
and verification attitude at 10 days 04 hours 03* You star pairs
will be Gulf, two and Hotol tvv^o. And the lar,t change to the

deorbit prej), v;ill be to incineuveL to the top sun attitude of 10

days 04 hours 42*

SPACECRAFT Okay, maneuver to the £v \- pairs at 10 04 03, G2

and H2r maneuver to top sun at 10 0 4 hours and 42 minutes

CAPCOM Roger that, good read back.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, are we go for ku-band antenna stow and

payioad bay door closing once we get there?

CAPCOM Standby one, John. 1*11 get you an answer.

Columbia, Houston, we are go for the ku-band stow but not yet for

the payioad bay door closing.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, you are go for payioad bay door
closing.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM This is Mission Control, the crew has been given a

go from the Mission Control room for closing the payioad bay
doors. That activity takes place in the deorbit prep schedule at

3 hours 10 minutes before the orbit ignition.

SPACECRAFT Houston, do you want to wait till we get into ops 3

before we bring GPC 2 up or should we bring it up to run ahead of
time? Over.

CAPCOM Roger, standby 1 John, Dippr wants to look at it

for a minute. Columbia, Houston. In answer to your question we
would like for you to go ahead and take GPC 3 only to G3 and
follow that by bring GPC*s 2 and 4 into ops (garble) further
procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay. But one ST 1 turns GPC 2 on, John?

CAPCOM I understand, Brewster, we'll get it to you^ Okay,
Brewster, to answer your question we will want you to go ahead
and turn GPC 2 on, turn it on and bring it up to standby and
substitute it as the G3 freeze dried and then go ahead and take
the GPC 3 to G3 and then continue with the procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we understand.
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CAPCOM Rogeir that.

PAO I'his is Mission Conttol Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, wo'i-e going to be going LOS here

with TDASS in about 3 minutos. Yarragade« is down, we v.'on't sco

you there on this paas but we'll see you at Guam at 4 plus 02.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, as I told you that, I've

been told that Yarragadee is now bach up so we will see you there

at 3 plus 48.

SPACECRAtT Okay, Houston, do you want to go into 3 before we

do the IMU align or after we do the IMU align.

CAPCOM Standby one, John.

SPACECRAFT Jti Other words, John do you want us to proceed

through the. deocbit prep and when we get to tha DPS transition,

do it the way you said or go there first and then cone back and

pick up the rest of the prep,

CAPCOM Brewster , we want you to go thore first and then

pick up the rest of the steps in the deorbit prep.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's in work.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston. —

SPACECRAFT And John, do you want —

CAPCOM Go ahead, Brewster.

SPACECRAFT John, do you want us to do all of block 11 now?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Brewster. We'd like you to do

all ot block 11 now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks very much.

CAPCOM Okay —

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM —v;ere going to yo to the dip confic; Cor the

deocbit trap on page 1-6, and bring up GPC 5.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and how do you want those strings done on 1-

67 Houston Columbia, over.

CAPC0N5 roger, Columbia Houston, I'll get your answer to

you John, in just about 1 minute.

SPACECRAFT Do you want us just to bring up the BPS, or do t^e

whole thing, over.

CAPCOM At this point just the BPS, John, and I'm going to

tell you the next stop afterwards.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay standby for just one minute. Okay, the third

major area we would like you do i^ che dip entry conCig, will be

to take GPC 3 only to G3 and then oring GPC 2 and 4 into Ops 3,

per the procedure.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, we're going to have a drop out

here fos: just a couple of minutes as were handing over to

ascention.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston with you at ascention for 3 1/2

minutes anc we need you to deselect R3D.

SPACECRAFT Roger, deselect R3D.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston you are go for the Ops 3

transition.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you don't want the dump right nov;?

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead with the dump, we will take it.

SPACECRAFT It»s on it's way. Okay Houston, when we do the Ops

3 transition, don't you want to isolate the forward manifold or

;
not?-\:

CAPCOM Negative John, we have been talking about that at

length on the ground and we want to go ahead and use them. We

think they are okay and not related to your G*>C failure.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay Houston, the dump is complete and were

going to bring up the BFS now.
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CAPCOM Roger that^ and it sounds good John.

CAPCaM And Columbia Houston if you have somebody available
to take some changes to the deorbit prep I'll start calling then
up to you*

SPACECRAFT Go ahead John,

CAPCOM Okay Brewster • #1 delete the red bypass (garble)

checkout. #2 begin deorbit prep emotivities at 10 days 03 hours
25 minutes • 1 in 3 minutes and we* re going LOS here ascention in

30 seconds, we'll be handing over to TDRvS and 1*11 continue with
3 more short items when we come up TDRS,

PAO This is Mission Control. 20 days 3 hours 23

minutes, handing over from ascention to tracking data relay

satilite* Commander Young reporting he was bringing up the

backup flight system

—

CAPCOM Columbia Houston with you at TORS, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM Okay, if you have somebody there ready to continue

copying the changes to the deorbit prep, IMV read them when you

say you are ready.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, over, we're all listening we're ready to

go.

CAPCOM Okay. Immediately prior to payload bay door

closing w-^ would like you to perform lines 25 to 29 of message
144 echo* That's the flap evap^ flash evap config and red bypass

on page 1-20 of the deorbit prep.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston.

CAPCOM Okay and to make that just a little clearer I'll

read it to you with in additional couple wo^ds. immediately

prior to the payload bay doors closing perform lines 25 to 29 of

message 144 echo and then do the flash evap config and red bypass

page 1-20

—

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... on page 5-70, and you can skip step 1 and step

2 Alpha, and start on 2 Bravo, and we'll be able to, v^e'd like to

take a look at that dump over Bermuda.

SPACECRAFT Say again, over.

CAPCOM Ok, we're requesting a software dump on that GPC 3,

and that's usitsg procedure "*SSR2 on page 5-70, you can delete

steps 1 and 2 Alpha and start in tha proo-^idure at step 2 Brave

ami we would like to beable to look at thai data and dump it over

Bermuda. Columbia, Houston we'r* AOS with you here at Bermuda.

Did you copy our last transmissioi on the software dump?

SPACECRAFT You got data?

CAPCOM Roger, we have data.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we're du%iping our computer, mark.

CAPCOM Roger that, we see it.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Hour ton, we show the dump complete.

CAPCOM Rcoer/ standby one Columbia.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Houston the teleprinter is all ready to go.

(garble). Look? like we've got a message.

CAPCOM Roger that, its coming up message 161. And

Columbia, Houston. We'd like you to get on with another activity

now. Just ior your information, we did not get that software

dump, but we'll try it again a little later with you. We're

going to go ahead and go over to Ops 3 early, and we'll be

closing the doors with the BFS, and to help get on with this we

would like you to go to page 1-10 right now in the deorbit prep

and start with the dedicated dispaly entry config block 10.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. Houston, Colun.bia over.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Columbia.

fJPACSCRAPT Roger, we've got no paper and no message received

off the teleprinter, over,

CAPCOM Roger, copy that. Columbia, Houston, we will try

to send that message up to you again at Ascension.

SPACECRAFT Did you recieve Houston?

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we had some radio problems there

during the handover to TORS, but we have you loud and clear now.
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SPACECRAFT Ok, my message is we ace out of paper, Houston.

CAPCOM Rov3er, copy that, its a short roessago so we'll

probably be able' to read it up to you John, as soon as Flight

tells me I can do that.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

ChVCm And Columbia, Houcton. Fr answer to your question,

yes during the deorbit prep, we want vou to just follow on thru

there and do the SSMB hyaraulic reclasp prep.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I didn't ask anything about that, over,

CAPCOM Ok, I'm sorry John, somebody here thought you said

that.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and when should we take channel 4 to off,

over. Now or should we wait?

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, you can wait right now, and we

will t >11 you when to turn it off.

SPACECRAFT Ok

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, we would like a GNC SPEC 1

please.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I have it on string 1, CRT 1.

r-aprnvj Roqer, we see it. Columbia Houston, I have a

number of flight notes here when your ready and it will get you

going into the deorbit prep.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, over,

CAPCOM Ok, first step, you need to go to page 1-11 in the

deorbit prep, into the timeline at -2:08 where the SSME hydraulic

recess prep is. You must perform that particular prep.

SPACECRAFT Roger,

CAPCOM The second thing, after you do that we're going to

go to the DEPS config for the deorbit prep on page 1-6 and bring

up GPC 5.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is mission control, Columbia is out of range

at orroral. NoKt acquisition through TDRS, the Tracking and Da ,a

tolav SateUito in 24 minutes. Daring this pass, we sent up the

?Sic? iofSnd^yste. assi.n.en.. for the ^our^ re.axnxn, Gener^^^^

Purtiose Computers aboard Columoia. At lu aa^ o /. uuy.

mission elapsed time, thi'^ is mission control Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston with you with TDRS.

SPACECRAt'T Loud and clear, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, and your coming through about 3 by. We're

having a little downlink problem, but wo can read you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we did not get your teleprinter, over.

CAPCOM Understand John.

?S??vate..ouft:S^?in?e??'a:;a ^l^^l^ '^^^t ™.ssa,e.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And, when you get it on, we'll try to send that

teleprinter message up at Bermuda.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCaM And Columbia, Houston, if somebody has a minute

over by LI, I have a switch for you.

SPACECRAFT Say, that over.

CAPCOM Okay we need the Hi Lo Duct Heater to bravo.

SPACECRAFT Hi LQ Duct Heater to B.

CAPCCM4 Roger, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, do you want another fuel cell purge, over?

CAPCOM We do not need one John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and on my rad ^^P^^^'fS check out, we

checked out STS last time, so I guess we'll 3ust go direct to

bypass.

CAPCOM Negative, John, part of the message we're going to

bfsiding you up, the'first step is to delete the rad bypass FES
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM ^'-nd we're doing that to save some water.

SPACECRAFT Okay your not going to bypass the Rads then?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, and John, we're going to^be

requesting that you give us a software dump on GPC 3, that s

procedure SfiR-2 on page 5-70, and you ^an skip^step 1 and step 2

alpha, and start on 2 bravo. Anci we \.'=-uld liKe to ta^e...

END OF TAPE
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PAo ... at 10 days, 50 rainur.^s the fault messciges were

received on the incrtial inoasurement unit number 1. Malfunction

procedures were run on that IMU to no avail and shortly

thereafter IMU #1 was declared a failure anri wan turned oi.f. Iho

Cotumbia now operating with 2 IMUs instead of 3. Flignt Dynamics

Officer Greq Oliver is compiUng new updated deorbit ignition
^

tirn<-s and landing times and we'll give those to you as soon as ne

computes what he considers a reliable set o^ figures.

Concurrently, landing at Edv.'ards wouL: occur on orbit number 167

w??Sdeo^bi^ coming on orbit number 166. This is on. orbit later

ILn had been planned to give the backroom tme to, ^^^me

additional time to analyze the computer memory dump.

look at that dump did not provide an obvious answer as to what

caused GPC 2 to go down. So we're now going for a deorbi
.
on

orbit number 166. The landing at Edwards on orbit 167. 'hat

landing will come sometime between 5:45 and 6:00 p.m.

time, some time in that 15 minute psriod and we'll gee good

numbers to you as soon as they're available. At 10 days, 2

hours, 12 minutes mission elapased tine this is Mission Control

Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control at 10 days, 2 hours, 21

minutes mission elapsed time. Coluiubia moving within range of

Orroral.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston's with you through Orroral for 2

plus 40 and I have your string and GNC config'd for entry when

you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay your string. String 1 to GPC 2. String 3 to

GPC 3. Strings 2 and 4 to GPC 4.

SPACECRAFT Okay. String 1 to 2, 3 to 2, string 2 to 3 and

string 3 and 4 to 4.

CAPCOM NO, John. Let me read It again. String 1 to GPC

2. String 3 to 3, String 2 and 4 to 4.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Got it.

CAPCOM Okay and then a part of that configuration, of

course, will be FCS channel 4 off in both OMS primary TVC.

SPACECRAFT Okay both off with primary TVCs.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM And Columbia be advised we now have message number

161 onboard, which will give the changes to the deorbit prep that

you need for this new timeline.
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SPACECRAFT Rogv^r that,

CAPCOM And just anotheic thought for you here before we go
LOS. We are working up a plan for v;hat we suggest thr-t you would
do in case ofc the GPC 2 fail case with this string assignment,

SPACECRAFT Roger,

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston. We* re going LOS here in 20
seconds. We will see you TDRS at 2 plus 50.

SPACECRAFT Roger that,

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM ..timeline to support that, and v?e'll be sending

that up to you when it's built.

PAO This is misnion control. The deorbit iqr.ition time

tot orbit number 166 is 10 days 6 hoars 55 minutes -sion

PlaDsed time. That's about 4:55 pin CST, landing would occur

:p;?S;?vaatrii 1 hour late, as soon ^as v;e have good numbers on Lhe

orbit 166 and a landing entry, landing would be oa lo7, v.c 11

give those to you. We still have acquisition througn 'llRS, we 11

stand by.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM P.09er, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we soill think that the IMU 1, or the

GPC 1 and GPC 2 failures are associated with txrxng t^?^ fo^t'^f/^

^fvt<5 U's probably not likely, but it's possible tnat the 'MU

probiei; was^atso associated with that. And you may consider that

Into your planning,

CAPCOM Roger that Brewster. Brevjster, the dump data is

now in house, and we will ch^ck and see if there is any

correlation between the jet aiid the I^U.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and are you happy with having us in Tail-Sun

fox the extra hour and half?

CAPCOM That's a good question, Brewster. Stand by one.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM Roger, Columbia, Houston go.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, did you ever talk about the attitude,

whether you wanted to stay in Tail-Sun?

CAPCOM Roger Brewater, we have been talking about it, and

props still has some concerns he needs to.look at before
J

can

get back to you. Right now, you're okay m the attitude your in.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCCM Columbia, Houston, we're going to be going LOS TDRS

here in about 3 minutes, and as you know, we
.^^f 1^

!°

I'll let you know, I'13. see you, if we don't hear from you again

at 2 plus 21 at Orroral Valley.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, see you there.
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pjstO ^ :
: This is mi Ksion control , .

CoUsmbla' s out of range

at tl.o tracking <'.nd daca rnlay sarolJito, on
^
orbi t

^
nuraber 163

,

n:*xt .icqaisition thcough Orroral in just ur^.^or 13 icinutos. To

f.^cc^i* the silu;-ttior., aboard Col^xT^bii^, ftarly this morning. General
piiCpos- Couiputer Tu:!:r,ber One ^.•alcd, follovi.'f."! shortly thereafter

with a *\..ilure of; General Purpose Co^.^juter i.innbor 2. Computer

to the ground, and is being unaly:^.>3 now, GPC numbei one • s

aaaox y ca-nnot be duaped because of the hard f a i lure of that

computer. So ColuiriDia now has foiu Gu leral Purpose Computer's

operatinq, number one being aeclared failed. At a mission

elAP&ed time of approximately 10 days 50 minutes, fault messages

were rec:>ived an the Inertial Mea^iur. eiaent Unit number one.

Malfunction procedures v.'ere run on that IMU to no avail. And

shortly thereafter, IMO nuiiRber one was .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This in Mission Ccntrol. That conversation vjar,

between Astronaut Guv Cncdner at th^> CAPCOM conr>o.i.e here xn the

Mission Contiol Center and Astronaut Bob Cr ippen airborne m che

Edv;aL-dE Airforcft Dase area.

CAPCOM ... with you with TDHS and 1 have a flight note

when you're ceady to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a second Joh*". Let wo tell you what

else we saw in that IMU. We pushed the? spec key to freeze the

display a little while after v/e got the RMS fail and the

acceleration readouts were all big numbers like 14, in that

neighborhood, and tne angulars had suddenly gone to, the angles

had suddenly gone to much different than the otner 2 iMUs. So

when it went it went fast.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Brewster.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead with your note.

CAPCOM Okay, Brewster, GHC has a long shot procedure

here. Basically it amount to taking IMU 1 off. Waiting 15

seconds. Then putting it oack on. Wait 5 minutes and ry an 10

preset.'

CAPCOM Columbiar Houston. Radio check.

Houston, NASA (gaible) .,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM Roger, reading you loud and clear now Brewster.

... about 70 miles to the northwest and ...

SPACECRAFT Okay John. Do you want me to mode the IMU to stand

by first or just turn the power off.

... around 35 (garble) and 35 up around 70 miles

north but, ground will never even see those and as far as I'm

concerned ...

CAPCOM Brewster, what we want you to do is just turn the

power off. Wait 15 seconds and then tiirn tne power baclt on.

CAFCOa Okay, sounds great Crip.

PAO This is Mission Control. We've lost the downlink

on the TDRS. We expect to be locked up again shortly.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Radio check. How do you read?
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SPACECRAFT Got you 5 by now John.

CAPCOM OKay. We've been having soToe comm troablcsr,

Brewster but we're good 2 way no-; with S-band. Do yo,i have a

question on that IMU procedure or do you v;ant nie to f .ad it

again . : .

:

SPACECRAFT Well, we powered cycled it off: for 15 seconds.

Back on luC «-->"re'waiting 5 minutes now before we 10 reset.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks foe the update.

SPACECRAIT And John, how are you coming with the Gi'C dump?

CAPCOM Roger Brewster. There's a large group of folks on

an analysis team working on it and as soon as we have some good

information for you we'll pass it up.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Brewster, reference your question. The initial

results of the analysis will be in in about 5
f

time we're going to decide v;hethet to continue with the 165 TIG

or shift CO the 166 TIG.

SPACECRAFT Okay. W'^'re anxiously awaiting your word and I'm

ready for the 10 reset. And it's no joy.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. We think IMU 1 has failed. We

would like you to go ahead and turn it off.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston. The proble.n of what caused

GPC 2 to go off is not obvious with the analysis we've done so

far so at this time we're going to be going for the 166 rev TIG.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy that.

CAPCOM And we're going to go ahead and build a time plan

to support that and we'll be sending that up to you when it s

built.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM — the mission controls -

SPACECRAFT John, v;e haven't done anything about the PC

(garble) pass on the INU. Do you want us to do the mock up

procedure.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by one, Brewster , we're, have been
discussing that very point, stand by one.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, we have a question for you

Brewster, we just want to make sure. Have you done anything with

that IMU failure?

SPACECRA£*T No, nothing what so ever.

CAPCOM Okay, I understand, we thought you said that but we

need to make sure.

CAPCOM Okay, Brewster, what we would like you to do is go

to page 33 of the Orbit pocket and do the GNC BCE string bypass

procedure. / - -

^

SPACECRAFT Okay, I (garble) coming up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's a no joy.

CAPCOM roger, we see that Brewster. And Brewster, why

don't you stand by and we'll give you a go, no go if we want you

to continue in the procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Brewster we have another question for you, we'd

like to know on spec 21, what do you see as the operates status,

is it in standby or operate?

SPACECRAFT Alright, it shows operate, E selected, i^issing

data, and a plate. The temperatures okay.

CAPCOM Roger copy.

CAPCOM And Columbia Houston we do not want you to press

further with the procedure. We are expecting an IMU internal

problem, we're going LOS in 2S
, ,Ki^aka/SS 1^39

4 minutes, if not there, next station will be Dekar at l+iy.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAo This is Mission Control, Hawaii has loss of

signal. We expect acquisition through the tracking and data
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rniav satillite in about 3 minutes. Columbia on orbit 163 now.

The '(girbie) unit # 1 has failed, internal problem wxth tnat

ii-,»-forin i<- PXDectp>ii. Mai function procedurcG will not be
^ "nnL^i- ^his tinie we'll stand by for AOS through TDRS at

To ll^Tl Sour mirutestission elas^ed time. This is Missxon

Control Houston.

CAPCOM NASA 9 13 Houston.

NASA 9 13 This is NASA 9 13/ loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, we read you (garble) Cv'ip, got any news for

us.

NASA 9 1 3 (garble) Air borne to (garble) and we're climbing

north bound, stand by just a second.

CAPCOM Roger

.

NASA ^ 1 3 Okay, we're climbing up north toward lake Isabella

lTtL\l, is jS^; (garble) to the -de f far as I'm concern

There's a few scattered clouds around some 25,000 teet, duc tney

«e ve?y widely scattered, like 1 every 50 miles or so.

CAPCOM Roger copy.

NASA 9 13 And all that stuff we've got on the (garble) King

Valley, is broken up.

CAPCOM Roger, satillite photo's look like they ware doing

Uiaf Are you, do you.have his ^^ound track |omng n on this

rav script that is coming nght down on this scrra s, up

Mamraouth lake?

NASA 9 13 Yeah, I expected that pretty much what it was.

They're flying us into the (garble) end (garble) ground track at

tills time.

CAPCOM Roger.

NASA 5 1 3 Houston, have they made up, has Byron shown whether

were going to try for 165 or 166.

CAPCOM we're debating that right now Crip, they've given

them time, they are making up there minds in about "e next

SnStes. 'we're, they've just got their dump
ff « f ^P? ^ jnd

they are analyzing it now. They will decide at the nair nour

whether'': to' conti

/ ;NASA'-f-^;x:a/: okay.
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PAO This is Mission Control, that conv^ercation was

between Austronaut Guy Gardner at the C/iPCOM console here at the

Mission Control Center, and Austronaut Bob Crip, in airborne xn

the Edward Air Force baae are.

CAPCOM —with you, with TDRS, and I have a flight note

when your ready to copy.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control. Columbia is out of range

of the tracking and data relay satellite now. Situation is

unchanged. General purpose computer number 1 has failed. Here

in the Mission Control Center, flight director Gary Cohen and the

data processing systems engineer ^ Greg Harbaugh have been

discussing string assignments for the good computers still aboard

Columbia.' Those string of assignments concern which Spacecraft

functions and systems will be assigned to which computers.

Deorbit stil"" olanned for orbit number 165 with landing on orbit

166 at approximately 4:15 pm central stanrlard time. Next

acquisition through the Orroral Valley ground station in

Australia in 13-1/2 minutes at 10 days 36 minutes, mission

elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM

CAPCOH

CAPCOM

Okay.

(Garble)

.

You got voice, loud and clear, how me?

Roger, loud and clear (garble) on 2.

Got a voice on 2?

You're loud and clear.

Thank you very much.CAPCOM

PAO
elapsed time,

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFr Okay, John. Have GNC looked at the data and we've

got a BITE on TMU number 1 and we've got many of them. The first

one occurred around 10 days 35 minutes, over.

This is Mission Control, 10 days 49 minutes mission

Standing by for acquisition through Orroral.

Columbia, Houston is with you at Orroral for 3

CAPCOM
It.

Roger, we see that, Brewster and we're looking at

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we're going to be going LOS here

In 40 seconds at Orroral Valley. We'll see you at Hawaii at 1

plus 06.

SPACECRAFT 06 through Hawaii. Okay, John, see you there.

CAPCOM Roger that
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PAO This is Mission Control. Orroral has loss of

signal. During that pass, pilot Brewster Shaw reported IMU
number 1 is receiving sosae fault message^, from the built in test

equipment. That situation being evaluated here in the control
center now. Next acquisition through Hawaii in just over 13

iriinutes at 10 days 53 minutes mission elapsed time, this is

Mission Control Houston. This is Mission Control 10 days 1 hour

6 minutes mission elapsf-l time. Columbia approaching acquisition

through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston is with you through at Hawaii for

6-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. I guess you can see the next the last

two fault messages that we got.

CAPCCH4 Roger that, Brewster,

SPACECRAFT And we haven't done anything about the BC bypass on

the IMU. Do you want us to do the talkup procedure?

CAPCOM Roger, stand by one, Brewster, we're just —

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM we think the Reg 2 heaters bravo off.

SPACECRAFT Okay that's complete.

CAPCOM Roger thanks.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, I have seme new entry block data

for you if you woul^ like it.

SPACECRAFT What's it for again?

CAPCOM It's for 163, you have no landing opportunity

?Se?e? for 164, I have data for KSC 33 xf you want it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, the approximate TIG for 164 Is 10:03:57 KSC

33,

SPACECRAFT- Hold on John.

CAPCOM Okay I'll stand by.

SPACECRAFT Hold on John, you are br(.aking up.

^At>/-nM Okav, wp're back TDRS now, Brewster, I could wait

?m we get to B^t^w^na Ind have a good steady UHF if you'd like.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM Roger, Columbia, Houston, go.

eoarprRAPT Okay, John, you broke up, and then we Inst si9«al

st?engS ffter ylS'said ksc at 10 days slash, so repeat after

that please.

f^nT>ncm Okav. if You'd like Brewster, we may continue to

S^eafhere beforfie go'^HF Botswana, I'll wait about 3 minutes

and give you a call.

SPACEC^FT Okay, that'll be fine, John.

CAPCOM Okay, I'll do that.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we have good UHF through

Botswana now, when you are ready to copy the block data.
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CAPCOM Okay, for 163, no landiny opportunity, for 164, 10

days 03 hours colon 57, KSC 33, 3000 scattered, 7 plus, service

winds 360 10 gusts, 15, altimeter 30.20, perigee adjust TIG 10

days 03 hours colon 33.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John I copied all that, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we would like to get better comit.

on the Ku, so we'd like to change the tail 5un, attitude oroocron

to 90.

SPACECRAFT nine zero?

CArCOM That'a affirmative, nine zero.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and you want to do that now?

CAPCOM Roger that Brewster, you can do it now.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we have about another 3 1/2

minutes here with TDRS in case we lose you, we' 11 see you at

Oiroral Valley, at zero hours plus 49.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, see you there.

CAPCOH Roger that.
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PAO ... at 9 days.

SPACECRAFT Okay, v/e see it. Houston, this reg pressure on 02

system 1 keeps going up here. It's now 185 with all scale
high. You think it's just (garble) or drip. We closed, wa
closed the subsystem supply to system 1 and closed the crossover

valve but the pressure's stil"! going up v^hich is hard to believe.

CAPCOM loger. Copy that John. Let's, I'll have ECOM try

to answer you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Maybe we should read that line down.

CAPCOM , And John, we are not particularly worried about

that. We think the req is just creeping up a little bit but if

you ace concerned with it we would go along with switching over

;
to PCS ^ system

SPACECRAFT You mean if we switch to 1 it will fix it?

CAPCOM Roger that John. That's what ECOM believes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Just for your information we're

going to be sending you up teleprinter message #160 with your
^

^

: deorbit prep page. :

:

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're standing by.

CAPCOM And Columbia, I have a question for John when he's

ready to talk about it.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM John, we're not sure at this time whether or not

we'll get the GPC 2 dump analyzed for rev 165. If ^® .^g
we're just interested in your opinion on going for the 166 versus

waving off until tomorrow. The only change forecast in the

weather for Edwards for tomorrow would be clouds comparable to

what they are today and surface winds would be 2 3 0 at 10.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I have no (garble), I think I can get a

couple or 3 hours sleep here if we go 166,

CAPCOM Roger, understand. And we will work it based on

) iinutes. That conversation between CAPCOM John

commander John Young on the prospects
f^"^ °lf^„fi^^^j^i*y°*"?_3tion

opjortanity today. He was, Blaha simply relaying the information
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that if we did not successfully complete the analysis of the

computer problem in tirao for the first opportunity, what was

Commander Young's feeling in going for the next deorbit

oppoTtunity an hour and a half later or versus waving off until

opportunities tomorrow. Young said he felt if wc were to go to

the later opportunity today, he would go ahead and perhaps catch

af> much as 3 hours of sleep this afternoon while wilting for all

that to occur. His team has been up for quite sometime and

there's some concern that they'er goi . ; to be mighty tired by the

time we get around to landing late this afternoon. _ So that was

simply a question to him as to what his input was into the flight

planning process. We're still targeting for deorbit on rev 165

with landing on rev 166. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. I have a flight note when

you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Stand by John. Go ahead John.

CAPCOM Okay Brewster. Now that your tank quantities are

below 55% we need you to go ahead and turn 0 to tank 1 and 2,

heaters bravo off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's complete.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks.

END OF TAPE
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p;^0 —days 6 hours 55 minutes. Question was asked s to

the status of the consummables for the continuation of the flight

and waive off capability. Current report is that status ofthe

con^uiDHiables is excellent and the Orbiter has a full two day
^

waive off capability. That doesn't mean that we indeed to waive

off, but we do from this point a full two days operating

capability for waive off. That would not be a night landing

considered. And the primary landing site would remain when we

would use, tl.t is Edwards Air Force Base, California. We are

qoinq to be out of touch with the Orbiter, for about 40 minutes

here until we pick up again through the tracking and data relay

satillite, on Orbit 162. At 9 days, 23 hours 2 minutes, this is

Mission Control Houston.

^..-^O This is Mission Control Houston, 9 days 23 hours 38

minutes mission elasped time. We're about 3 "'i^lftfs
away from

acquisition through the tracking data relay satillite. Columbia

on the beginnings of orbit 162 and just to update the landing

opportunity that were aiming at the present time, would our fx.st

of two opportunities later today. This one would be on with a

deorbit ignition on orbit 165. Time of ignition in^n»ission

elasped time is 10 days 5 hours 21 minutes 12 seconds, that s

approximately 3:21 p.m. central standard time. Wxth landing at

10 06 15 or approximately 4:15 central standard time. That into

Edwards runway 17 as the primary, with runway 22 as the backup.

The coordinates for the deal of ignition burn, longitude 95

degrees 50 minutes east, latitude 33 degrees 35 minutes south.

That would be on the last portion of orbit 165 shortly before we

come up over the Yarragadee station. It wouldn't get data
.

through Yarragadee as that is UHP only pass. But we would likely

cet voice. Then as we cross the eqUl^tor, the orbit n^woer

Becomes 166, that is as we cross the equator just before Guam.

Ground tracking reaches it's maximum point of 57 degrees and then

bcqans descending down over the U.S. and then we would be having

an approach into runway 17 from the north rather than from the

south as we had been going with on a earlier landing opportunity

today. That first opportunity requires cross range flight of

about 695 natical miles. We have a second opportunity for

deorbit today, that comes on the next orbit after that a"J^hat s

orbit 166, wich ignition at 10 days 6 hours 55 ™i"»»tes, that one

requires across range of 87 miles. It also would put landing in

at Edwards about 50 minutes before sunset pacific time. To

review our current status with the computers. T^is morning we

had a report from John Young, as we were preparing entry,

that he had first lost one general purpose computer an*^ ^han

shortly after, had lost a second. We had, didn't have good oata

at the time, they put the information from those computers as to

what was occurring at that time on flight recorders, we dumped

, ?hat to the ground on the last TDRS pass, that is being analyzed

) by the computers experts here in Mission Control.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston's with you on TDRS.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, and your loud and clear and John we have a

little bit of good news. We have a good dump out of GPC2 now on

the ground and were processing the data.

SPACECRAFT Roger we thank you.

CAPCOM We will be upl inking a .^^te vcictor here to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, W8 see it. Houston, this (garble) pressure

on 02 system 1 keeps going up here, it's now 185 with off scale

hiah do you thlnh it is just ducer drift? We closed the

sibsjs terns supply, that's system 1 and closed the (garble) valve

but the pressure is still going, up which is hard to believe.

Eia> OP TAPE
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CAPCOM V- ; tha IPL.

SPACrXP.^'.L'T Okay. Wo ta!:r.'...-d thozc ot:'c befor;.* ue ovi;i Clid u:-y

oi: , that but v«v'i:i try i,t age- in. •

,

'

CAPCOM Ye;::; '.Ir.

GP7\CEC;'.AFT Okay, tlvzre'i; anochcr I'PL.

chpcm [ • /i^oser. :
^::

:
: /-r^^^-^

SPACiXR^i^'T VJc'ro taking !--:.'ts cn ho.-; you'i-e going to string it

'Jolm. How about 4 2 3 4? Kow does t!u^^

ChDCCiA Roger, copy that Jorr aii'l \;e • i e atill working that

and w-r' .11 get back to you.

P»,0 This is Mis.'iioii Conti ol, Housto-i, 9 a-ty«, 22

hcu"s, 32 minutfts ifiif-sion elapsed tim.-.' Vie fc.ti3.i have

acquisition through crackinq aata reluy satellite and v/e ' 1 1 pick

Commaiidoi: Young reporting: thu/ 'd tried
_

nu^uerou^; t; irnes ;^to^,bi: ing up

that «cnca'al purpose coitirjuter . 1 asv:'] still fail ini;.; to do that.

The nita 5v;-: towa Ofii c-r" ko r e indi • they rill, probab>::y vnl3

just leaveVth4.t ony off and- that they are gi-'/ing up on that

"particalai: eompatc.; . Flight Gontrollers here cositinuing to plan

the short extension here of saveral revs, several orbitr. until

the landing titaes thin aCteirnoon. Have about 8 hoars v?orth of

aGtivit ies- to^ go vtb cough .; v V \

CAPCOM Colunjbia, Houaton. With you through Maclrid for 4

jTiinufces.

SPACECiv'iFT Loud cand clear Houston.

C/iPCOW Roget John and we had no joy on your IPL as well

and we're qoing to go ahead with and concur with you and cieclare

GPC 1 failed.

SPAGEeRAPT .;;
Okay.;^^;/

CAPCOM And when you have a moment, I have 2 short flight

notes for you.

SPACECiUKFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay John. The first one, we'd like you to go back

to the tail/sun attitude now and the second one, change out the

LiOH cannister at 10 days, 0 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Change out the LiOH at 10 0 0. I changed

one out at 1600 today was that, that's what you wanted wasn't it?
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•vGAPCoM, Rog,.e t;' that

SPACECRAFT - .Okay . SO; you ^ant. another vchange; at' 1.0 ^^c^a^^^^'B^:^

houirs ^'iad;: id.

CKBCOyi: ,

And Co .1 limb i ci
^'y' Koiis to ri .

I
'

have /a xihang e;;:"to
;

t h'e

tciil/sun attitude flight rioce I jurt rv-vo yoiu

S'BhCEClihFT Okay* Give ine the change please.

CAPCO.M Okciy. We don't vnint you to {lo to tht\t iAttitude

'until 10 daya, 0 hours, 0 minutes.

SPACECK'irT Okay* Wc » 11 go at 10 0 0 0.

CAPCOM Roger tha^*

ChPCOH Coliiiabi a ^ flour Von , ' i o- ocri nvj to ho ha?uj i isg ovo r

to TORS in 30 secon-'ls. Ho :}oy thero. We'll isf-s you ij.yuch r^c

;::„
23 '^plus 42.;'.;

.

SPACECKnfT Okay John. 23 42 at DiyUaa.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Columbi'i, Houston with you with TDRS and I have a

tlight note for Ulf v^hen ho*s ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, over*

CAPCOM Roger. Locks like you* re running out of BOi'ae tape

on the recorder that you have on your belt so we'd like you to
switch i£ off and then turn it back on about 2 hours prior to

reentry,

SPACECRAFT Ulf's belt tape recorder* Is he wearing a tape
recorder on his belt?

CAPCOM That's what they tell me John. Is he?

SPACECR/vFT Gees, I haven't been watching that close. Let me
get back to you on that.

SPACECFiAFT And Houston, you might also look at the VFI
system. It's configured. Probably ucing more tape than you want

••x'i:ght''^:::^^

CAPCOM Roger that, We*il do that for you.
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CAPrOM Columbia, ilo-.ist.on . J have a ?->wUch for you to

mavS:. Good catch. Br.ck n.-, 014 wh.^n you're toady to coi>y.

eAPCOM an-t eolUK-bia, Houston/ In the blind. Back on

014. v;e would iiko you to i-.ikf^ the: tiaasicion mode on caw VFI

inhibit. And that's a good catch.

EKD- OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And wo did have to^ re uiit iall^o John beosune wft

lost the ptttlouni-h initxaii /-.i>:iorj s-.h -n LUc- GT-L?;; went t!'.-.'/,;.

SPACECRAFT Okay, SO this ia what's up there nov/. Oka

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECmFT';/ All right. /

CAFCOM Cclunbia, Hou- tnu. WoTe cjoino TO here in 40

Bcconds. we'll sea you at iitecn Bait in 3 mmuce^ for a J-hoit 2

mlaute- pass .

SPACECRAFT Okay, Green Belt tot 2 Kinutec.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Columbia, Hoiuitun. ^^e're with you a^^ain.

some entry
'

block data il: you ' re r6;xiy ;to copy tor 161 aivc. 162 i ..

you want it.

SPACECRAFT Go with you're block data for 161.

' CAPCOM ^ Okayr approxiraate TIG 9 days/ 23 hours i02 to \

Eciwards 17, And you have the data, the weather there so^l^won't

give it to you again John. And the nr adjust VIG is 9 2i:0x.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's the one wo' re coiaing up on rioht now

through really fast.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT All riglity.

CAPCOM And I have the 162 when you're ready to copy that.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, that'll be at 10 days, :00:31. Runway

Honolulu 08. 2500 scattered. 7 pluc. Surface winds variable at

5. Altimeters 3005. HP adjust: 10 days 00:3/.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. We lost you there for a minute

but we're back with you at Green Belt for 1 plus 20. Did you

copy the data for 162?

SPACECRAFT Roger. That was 10 00:36 on HP adjust.

CAPCOM 10 00:37.

SPACECRAFT Roger, 10 37.
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CAPCOM: Roger. ; 10 days, OG hours, 37 minutf?s. \

SPACECRAPT ::Gc,t it. rr

CAPCOs And if v;e don't picJ: you up as wo tr.insler hes e

back to TDRS; we '11 see you ; at Macii; id at 22.plus: 32.

SPACECilAFT Roget that.

CAPCOM Colunibia, Houston is vith you now :;t Tn:?;; and yr-ur

data looks gooi and we v:ouId like you to uo ahead ati-oi-r.t a

te"l'Bh on GPC 1 ^ uaing SSR 8;: page^ 5-75 . /
;
; ,

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Radio check.

SPACECiUvFT LovA and clear. We've alrcocly tried the IPL 3

times, we will try again.

CAPCOM Okay, maybe you ought to ctand by oriO h..-re aohn

except the DPS is getting so.tie yood data r-o.-; so he vrould Ixko to

watch it a5 ycu do it.

SPACECRAFT Ok ay , ( <j r b I ^ ) . It' s 1 P L ' i n 3 r.ow

.

CAPCOM c::ay, and vo'te lookimj at it.

SPACECRAFT And we're timing it. Okay, it is nol- r-'ade it in

close to 2 minutes. (Garble).

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT What we've s;eeu John, we've seen John each tiwe ir.

the IPL talk back comeo up and never goes away.

CAPCOM Ro-ier. Copy that.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. DPS would like to give that one

more try. When you're ready to copy I'll give you his, a couple

steps before we retry the IPL.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. What he'd like is an item 48 to both SM and

GN&C to try and clear out the cam votes. Then cycle GPC 1

power. Then retry the IPL.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we turned those out before we ever did any of

that but we'll try it again.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

END OF TAPE
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CPACf/XMAFT Dia you tJ.c: = r,-.au a... -v

:
atom 2? ^ Over.-;

CAPCOM I3C rar, I did not r-..l fo.: you Infotiaatlon your

SPAC^eR^fi? ^ -Okay thanks. And just for
^

your ^information have

you gotten any ouno on how tuo anu.yoxu ,
.i..!.... tuw...

•
CAPCOM • ^ ^ Rnae c , we don > t have an , real in tormat ion yet

, ,

7?hn but v-'ll net back t-,. you as ^=oon as we nave the

here in a b'>u c 6 i nu tes

,

: SPACECRAF'I' Okay .
;

;

:

CAPCOM And let me correct ir.ysclf, we will evaluate the

stars at Golds tone comlay up in about 6 inmuteft.

SFAGSCRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Colum!>:..a, llouBton if you have a minnf. J. have

two :othei: little notes for you.
^

. .

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Ovjou. Go ahead, Houstcn.

r^nrnM Roqr^r John, we would like for you to go ahead and

^Se the priS^^^runway f.o. -try to Eo..ara.^22 a^^^^^^^^^

advised iit Palmdalc TACAN channel 92 is not u,-AWbie aujv
.

/u,

?eet for the northerly track you'll be coming m on.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, just for
yf:-^^^^^^^"^^

ate trying to get the dumps off of the vehicle tnis TDR.. Pctss,

we have been able to get thera yet.

SPACECR..rr Roger that, "ouston we got ^ P^S^J,,,^
temperature high measage. Not went a\?uy. lu - &v t^t

this minute.

CAPCOM Roger copy that.

: SPACECRAFT r : • Can:: you -see /that?
;

;• Over .
.

^x«^^M Roapr We '^aw it and you can disregard it. V7e'reS so,.e o.lllll\.Tti.t «o«L a»,n. We'a like you to go

back to format on pcMU fr.rmat to fix.



for you to go pro^iran.

SPACING LiAK'i' Or; rt y , wc ' r (=; P 0:3 f .

•d like

CAPCOM Rorjn:r. A;kI cm iK.>>t. ,
,.rU-on. VioM

SPACECR?.f-T Okay, but vhy? Ojv, H V.

CaPCOW Okay, copv '.c-.v John. Tlu. /^>;i>,-' ^

have ^C; back

fjrouna support equiix..ent to get out o./.o that i:un..^y.

SPACECR/.ri' o;:uyr th.nnii.you.

CRPcny, Colur.hia n..u,-:ton . ;^ ^ ;;:;:v'i;^ SV^.^'J^^^^^

you arc- 90 to tcrqiu; tht^ JKn'r.

jKe- dia ana; vK»
;

(gar^ at : ?22 :1203; ao!ir>
. ;

'

.

Okay copy, thnnks. And wc have the number^; now,
SimCEeRAFT

CAPCOM
John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and the etar tracker has backtracked.

CAPCOM Roger that,

SPACECRAFT Houston, we are looking at
'^J^f^ <^^fJ^^iaed^'to

back of the ship and v^hen we are ^^oUm at it when
J, f^^fJ^J^,

go to stop - stop (garble) on the big ^ets and
^^^^^[^f^^^J^-

hoilers we were readinq 50 oercenl, now we're reading 60 P«^<^f';

and f Sas jusfLndering ' you guys (garble) a new quarry there?

CAPCOM Roger standby 1, John. And I'll ^^et an answer to

vou from Tom. And we did have to reinitize it John, becavjbe wc

iSst the p?eiaunch initialif.ation who.i the GPC's went down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so this is (garble) up there now, okay.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT All right.

END OF TAPE



audi., .V M.p..v,-ca t'v f'V'^^'.v. rv;,-;\':,.::- r-/

'

V o.^--..^-rc-l c'.'v.ui. a- I.'-.-: ^^ f^"'

truls is missi-'i^* control •

P^,0 Ana just to .epev^^^ji-: P,^ffi^;;tJ^;'^i
the f:irsi. opportunity tocUy, s^itn ^eorb t

^^^"^^i.^'" aft.ri.oon,
mi central tin.e, landing; would bo at 4:17 m '

take th.^

U.at is if v.a take the ^^-^^^^^^^f^^V^ ^^d a?f afte that,
second oppoctunity It woula bo about an hour una naii.

SPACfiCRArr Hoiiston, Columbia, you are kinds ^^^atch^r b«t we

know you a^e coming through, we can see signal sttenoith, over.

CAPCOM ColUTRbia, Houston's with you at TDRS.

SPACECRAPT Read you loud ana c^«ar, there's a 90

deqrf'e?:. target angles look pt'^tty good, so probably
f^^^"

^

fo?get where U wal probably didn't forget where it was, when we

:
::- v 'went ;'down': thereat awhile-. .

CAPCOM Roger, copy John, and I have a couple flight notes

. to send up to you when you are ready to copy them.
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CAPCOM Okav, John, wha'. v.e'.-3 liV.ft to c3:> first of all, is

clrta up yrr..u- PCvili c..v: i«ur at ion it. caro a sab'>nquent PC'.^'

a

^viif.-h is ro.v,.irecl, -.o do that, mq nc.d you t:> gn ahead uml taue

the 01 PC;4V£irmat s-.'ltch GPC. ar-ci on SPEC c2, it you yet us

SMCgCRfvFT Okr.y Hounton ic) . . . are still good aren't

:
;

• they?

CA.PCOM Roger , stand b/, I'll o-.M: a rea^Uncj for you John.

BPACGCRV.T Did you transmit r^ornc wore besides cloaning up,

doing itcni! 2, over.

Cftncna Negative, I did not John, just the 01 PCHMU format,

the GVQ and item 2 on SPEC 62.

SPACECRAFT Houn ton , Colunib i a , ovc r

.

CAPCOM Roger Columbia, Houstotu

SFACr.CR?.r'T Did you tran..,it additional inforr.ation bc-.id...; the

:
: item 2,;; over? :

;
: :

^

CAPCOM NO cir I did not, and for your infor;nation your

;Tf%a are -okay.

S2hCZCRI\P'l Okay thanks

.

END 01^ TAPS

o
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P/vo by 9 days 21 ho.srs 2f) winiites

.

CAPCOM Houston vjlth you at y.-^'cujadec for 7 minuter- ,
we'd

like to knov? v;hf!t your GK: conf ifjUi\:t:xon ic picane.

SPACEC'iAPT Okay, i7ohn, how do yc>u i:c;id?

CAPCCM P.ocjer, 3 ond atul clenr an l we'd like to know vhat

your GPC configuration is, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay w-'ve got GPC 2 baok on the line «,\n;3 it look;;

like GT^C 1 is on sails, but now we're in the process oi patr.i.n^<

the 'freeze dry into G?C 2. (gatble) bad for G^C 3 to hanale rhe

spec 201 and going to put tho Creer.p dry GPu 3 ancJ tnat b i:;

block, lots see what the block is, 24, of GPC (9ai:b..e) 2. And

wf>' re in an attitude "on the vernietB oscillation tail _unly pet
,

just laaL sure. I think it's, I think it wds up by, ^ets that

made thet-e things fail, I reolly ao> {gc;rblu)

CAPCOM (garble)

SPACECRAlT It roally hit the vehicle-: hard.

CnPCOM Roger, copy tb..l: Joh^i.

SPACECH'^FT ; And. we havo uisrnped the :tvJO GPC's and thare on

recorder- Arc you ready to copy v'Juhn.

CAPCOH Kc:ier, rei'fiy to copy.

SPACK-"F<hFT Okay, software down per GPC 4, is recorded to track

3, 90'^ at 9 days 19 hours 27 pinutec (garble)

CAPCOM Uocjar copy.

SPACECRAi^T And the hardware of GPC 1 was recorder 1 track 2

94%, 9 days 19 hours 35 rainutes.

:/::::gapcom^

SPACECRAFT 2 was recorder 1 track 2 74% 9 days 19 hours 40

CAPCOM rogec, copy, Brewster.

SPACECPvAFT We're back into (garbla) attitude, John.

CAPCOM Understand.

, SPACECRAFT All burnier jets.
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Roger , we undectttana ,
youc on biit niei: jeta, tail

CRPCOM
only

.

SPACECR;v::"X Hey do you want us to ccr.tinue v;.i.th tiiic?

CAPCOM
with you.

Roger, stand by one, Drcv.'stGr , i Ml get rio'at back

fiPACECRi'xE'T Okay , h-e '11 f. t and by

.

CJipCOM Coliiiubia, Colurr.hia Houston, we would like you to 90

ahead and pres. on with the PRP. If f . f^^^^Sp's""' An?? w
"

fr„^.,e drif'd, would like you to r.ray lu tuw Op J, /..k< we

?av; a^ruestion for you v.'b..n the co..:.ut-'.c faxlocl, dxd yoa oev tn.

bi9 X pole fail, on the Ci:r, over?

SPaCFXRAFT furthecmore, the — when v?e took up the r.tandby,

they stayed in run, both of thera.

CAPCOM Colunbia, Colu.^bia, lIoosL-.on, wc understand what you

ycnt said, but can you tell us whether or not yon goc tnc oiy a

pole fail on the CRT's.

SPACECRAF? (fja.blo) we got tli'i biy X pole fail on both of

them. (garble)

CA9C0K Colui.Voic. nou3lc>n, wo copy thanK you.

CAPCOM Columbia Co}u.r.bict Houston calling. We would also

as well like to get a read durap
To

. nr^r^ r*>r-r^rr?{^r . we are aomg LOS here at \ar r agaocc

SeSoSSs, f^'Ii see you'at TDRS a? 204-22, and if no 3oy we'll se

you at Mila at 20+42, over.

SPACECRAFT Good, 20+42, right now.

END OP TAPE
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PAO ... need further analysis before vie. can really

coramit to an enfcry. Earlier this niornitvj John Younci repot ted

through ground station contact that GPC 1 had failed and that

appeared to ho associated with an upCiring thrustor on the no.<^'e

oi: the vehicle. Shortly after that he qot a similar failure on

GPC #2. Also seemed to be asBociatod with an upfiring nose

thruster so we went to free drift vJhile tliey analyzed that as

best they could. The data was not good at that time and we have

been attempting to get data dcvm from the Spacecraft. Have it

recorded off of those computers J'l.ora .-d time that they failed t»o

that it could be analyzed' to determine what that is related to.

The crew put that data on recorders and Gome of that has come to

the ground. But given that we were vary close to needing to make

some critical decisions on door closingr^ and deorbit prep and
_

that the computer situation was not fully understood at that time

we decided to wave off for this rev 161 deorbit burn

opportunity. The flight controllers then were asked to review

their systems* and determine how to keep all vehicle systems

stable for the next 8 hours or so and we are looking at deorbit

opportunities on orbits 165 and luG later in the day today.

Weather projections continue to oe good for this afternoon and

tomorrow. The new deorbit ignition times that we are looking at

for orbit 165, ignition would be at 10 days, 5 hours, 22 minutes

which would be about 3:22 this afternoon central time. Landing,

of course, would be about an hour or 55 minutes later than
_

that. And for a deorbit an hour and a half later on rev #166 the

ignition time would be 10 days, 6 hours, 55 minutes again landing

about 55 minutes after that at Edwards. This, of course, on a

descending note of an orbit would mean theit we come m from the

north rather than from the south to land on the lakebed. Flight

Dynamics Officer reports that either one of those opportunities

Is a good one and we are considering which one to list as the

primary opportunity. Deorbit iginition clocks counting down m
the Mission Control Center. Counting down from about, to about 8

hours av^ay from now. We will update you as those numbers are

verified and as an actual deorbit time is selected. Now we will

momentarily begin replay of a piece of the air-to-ground that ^
came in on the UHF Yarragadee station a couple of hours ago today

that did not end up going out on the mission audio so we want to

replay that for you. That Yarragadee pass occurred at 9 days, 19

hours, 58 minutes. That was 9:19:58 and during that time Young

reported that his GPC 2 was back on so we did not at that time
^

then have 2 computers fail. That one had been lecovered. StiU
have one failed and that is being looked at. So we'll go ahead

and begin that replay of that Yarragadee pass. Again, keep in

mind this Is not actual air-to-ground occurring. This is

something that occurred about 2 hours ago, or an hour and a nait

ago on the Yarragadee pass and we want to replay that to put that

out on the mission audio. This is Mission Control at 9 days, 21

hours, 29 minutes.



STS-9 AIVGRO -m m'.::4HCRir-T tll44-j :i3: 24 'l2/0f/?'i

w>oLld li, e to ki. ; what your GxC oonf l jc-aii iz
,

•••'--u.

Ei-.n OF T.APK



CAPCO:^: ... seven to t-lqht .ilnute:-^ wlv-u v;e 'Mandover

SPAC;^:CHAFT O.ay. Okc-,-, John, ':.he Ku~b:,:n. activation is

tracking and we're going be coming ur, wtt:. lOo -.i>- ^^'•>'^'

aifiute. .^^^
^

^.^ .

^

SPACECRAFT Oka:', Houtx. "1 - „, % p,.... ^rn- f-u sun
came with either ?oin-, {-irble) t .aoir... i t>^'

hadn't woved an:^^ much.

CAPCOK Thar.'s a ',9 ten- r ,
>'f:,>hn.

: T-»i3 10 fvir.-icn Cov - ol. *
ban'.--, -''

/'^'vf,
^

'

. •„« ^ y'e.')>-.y nrit-'-i lite r-MVi?. ro IncU .n Oc^-an ; L .t.ion.
cranking aat^a reisty ^at. . ' t.j-i.(- <. .'..j

rAT*,>r« Columbia, nou=?tor. ; ?• witth yen at ICf- Coi
f .

mtn^U-'s. Cclmabi-a/ Houston with y,. throu-.h lOS Co; o .^:.nu.^

CAPCOM Cotobia, Houston with you at ICS for «^!jea

and I hev: two switches as part ot our c.e^u ..p w.th oci..y

when you'te r^vtsJy to ccp, .

SPACECPAP-y Hoy^ir, ahtad, over.

Okay, over on 11, the high lo;-^:! duot heat-r 0F"\
CAPCOM

SPACECR-xFT Oh yeah.

CAPCOM: And then

SPACECRAFT ?nat 'S off.

CAPCc>M OKciY, and on the other side, the cryo 02 tank 3

heaters A to OFF.

nt>&opr'!'?i»'-'*r ^? *" atnk ^ neater A to OFF.

CAPCOH kx^qet that.

SPACECRA-.T Houston, ve've also when the- IKU 1
^^^J^ ^^^"^ ^^^^

BITE, I S'.f-an a G?C 1 fail, we got a iilTS on Ih'j 1 (vjaible) il na..

since wen., away when we rrcfined tti' (ciarblc) .

CAPCOM Eoger, that was a false BITE that you got, John,

caSea by the salience arul it was th« GPC«. went down, the IMU x

is cood»
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SPACECRAFT Yeah, I know it's good, I just saw raaybe it was

some kind oC CPC IjMU interaction thing, but maybe not.

CAPCOM Understand. We'll get the GNC's and the DEPs to
think about that a little more.

SPACECRAFT I've had (gcirble) weie quite a joke to seo them

(garble) and the thing of it was was we're probably very

sensitive to 0 gravity, so maybe it w?sn't out of the ordinary
but it felt like a pretty hard or.e.

CAPCOM Roger I understand, John.

SPACECRAFT I think the ionics equipment is spec for 22 g's

impact and I'm not sure, wasn't more than that.

CAPCOM Roger understand, John.

SPACECRAFT Maybe it's 19 g's, I forget the exact number.

CAPCOM Roger, and if you could check your air to ait

switches to TR please, John. Columbia, Houston, we're going to

be going LOS here at lOS in 1 minute. We'll see you at TDilSS

next at 22 plus 00 and if we miss you there, we'll see you at

Goldstone at 22 plus 12.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're not going to do any (garble) command

or any of that stuff ii\ case we miss you, okay?

CAPCOM Roger, I understand.

SPACECRAFT And John, have you uplinked the state vector yet

since we got that GNC machine back?

CAPCOM We were talking about it., let me see Br^'wster

.

Columbia, Houston, we have updated your state vector.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

PAO And this is Mission Control Houston at 9 days 21

hours 24 minutes mission elapsed time. We've had loss of signal

through Indian Ocean station. And .it will be about 36 minutes

before we pick up through tracking and data relay satellite if we

do get that and 46 or 47 minutes before v;e pick up again over the

next ground station. The crew has deployed the ku-band antenna

again to achieve high data rate flow and it is now operational.

Just a review just in case you missed what has been going on for

the last couple of hours hare. We have waved off for the landing

opportunity this morning, that due to a computer problems and
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which need further analysis before we can really commit to an

entry. Earlier thin morning/ John Young reported through the

ground station contact that GPC 1 had failed and that appeared to

be —-:/>;•
:

END OF TAPE
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pp^O —controllers here in Mission Control have been

asked to review there requlroneiits for Keeping vehicle systems

stable over the next several hours. And we are looking at a

deorbit opportunity later this afternoon. Or rather early this

evening descending nodes Orbit 165 or Orbit 166.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston just to make it official we have

waived off the 161 rav and we are currently considering either

165 or 166 and I have the TIG tiroes for those if you want them

SPACBCR/i.i.'*T Okay, go ahead with the 165, 166 —

CAPCOM Roger, 165 is 10+05+22. 166 is 10+06=55.

SPACECRAFT Okay got them. 100522, and 100655.

CAPCOM Roger that, and verify for us please John that you

have the star trackers in track.

SPACECRAFT Verify that the start trackers are in track, that's

affirmative.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks alot John.

SPACECRAFT Houston Columbia

CAPCOM Roger, Columbia Houston go.

SPACECRAFT John is INCO going to power up the KO or do you

want me to do it.

CAPCOM Roger up, Brawster, INCO would like you to go ahead

and finish up the procedure and power it up.

SPACECRAFT Okay I will do the, we've got the KU deployed and

I'll complete the KU activation.

CAPCOM That's affirmative Brewster.

PAO And this is Mission Control Houston 9 days 21 hours

12 minutes. The orbit TIG times for rav 165 or 166 have been

read up to the crew. Read though regain here we have the deorbit

ignition for landing later this afternoon, will be on RAV 65,

ignition at 10 days 5 hours 22 minutes, and that's approximate.

There would be some seconds in there most likely, and on RAU 166,

10 days 6 hours 55 minutes. Landing on those of course occurs
about an hour after deobit ignition. Those are descending nodes

of orbits which mean that the landing groundtrack would be coming

in from the north rather than from the south. Flight Dynamic

officer says either of thcf:.. opportunities look good. And there

has not yet been a decisi - as to which of those will be taken.
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The crew verified that the start trackers arc
^.^^f

' ^^f^^^
means that they can get good navigation updates and will not have

to do an initial measureraent alignment, until called for m the

deorbit prep. They will use what they call stars of

opportunity. Star payers that appear withm sight
^

frarlters to recalibrate there position mformatiou. And Brewster

lhaS reporting that he is nomploting the KU-Band activations, so

Se^^ir/h^ielhe high data rale KU-Band
.^^f'the'"'

better flow data here shortly. We nearing the end
J^^f

trackinq data relay satillite pass in about 3 VJ^riut.^s, and we'll

hl?e a fai?l J long LOS as we swing down beneath Australia on the

q?oun? t?ack! Don't pick up through TDRS again for what would

probably be another 30 minutes I suppose.

CAPCOM And Columbia Houston, we're going to be handing

over here in tL next 2 mnutes fro.. TDRS to 103 and we'll be at

lOS for the next 7 to 8 minutes when we handovei

.

SPACECi^AFT Okay. Okay Ken, the KU-Band activates are

complete.

CAPCCM4 Roger that.

END OF TAPE
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. . • two way here and the item 38 work so the CRT
is yours.

SPACECRAFT Ok^ those 2 dovm arrows on 2 and 3 are some kind of

program lok, right (garble).

CAPCOM That's af f ir^nativer you can disregard those.

SPACECRAFT That step when they got the fail to cine failure in

GPC 5, got up in the BSS ok.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy^ John.

PAO Ok this is Mission Control Houston, at 9 days, 20

hours, 53 niinutes, m-^ have waved off for this morning landing
opportunity due to the problems with the coiaputar systCia. V7e

have reached a point where we needed to go one way or the other

with that decision and it was not felt that we fully understood
enough yet to proceed with the landing opportunity. We have
waved off, thece will be no ignition in 2 hours. We are looking

at descending rev opportunities later in the day today, Rev 165

or 166. Those, that final rev would have a landing time of about
time about 50 minutes before aunset in California. We'll be

informing you a little more as we got more iiiforraation, on that
here shortly^ This is Mission Cr^ntrol.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia would you like for us to go back

to PTC or stay at tail-Gun, over?

CAPCOM Roger, we are considering that right now, Columbia,
and when we have a good answer I'll get back to you, in a few
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok» We're thinking about it to, we' re thinking if

we go back to PTC we ought to it, use the small jets and do it at

2 or 3 tenths of a degree per second maybe.

CAPCOM Roger that John. We're considering that with one
our options. We'll get back to you here in a few minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok. Houston, Columbia, over.

CAPCC»i Roger Columbia, go Houston.

SPACECRAFT Ok, were you able to get the recorded data down, or

do you want some more dumps, over?

CAPCOM Roger, stand by. We did get some of the recorder

down, but let me make sure we got the last recorder down.

SPACECRAFT Ok.
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CAPCOM Ok, we have some of it dov;n, we do not have all of

it* We're going to try to durap the rest o£ it by IOS*

SPACECRAFT Ok, thanks. Ok*

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, what V7e like you to do is go
ahead and "^--^ploy your Ku"-cintenna according to 2--10 in the orbit
pocket* And also we would like you to go to PTC^

SPACElCiU^FT Roger that. Ok, you \^aut to go in the small jets

to PTC.

CAPCOM Affirmative,, stay on the vernier jets.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and you want it at 4 tenths of a degree per

seconds, or 2 tenths or what, over?

CAPCOM Roger, stand by 1, John. John, your idea is a good

one, we would like 2 tenths.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we^ll go there now.

CAPCOM Roger that*

PAO This is Mission Control at 9 days, 21 hours r 6

minutes. Still in communication thru TDRS, we have voice* And

in an attempt to get better data flow to the ground, the crew has

been asked to redeploy the Ku-band antenna and also go to the

Passive Thermal Control node, the slow rotation of the vehicle at

2 tenths of a degree per second. Flight Controllers here in

Mission Control have been asked to review thoir requirements for

keeping vehicle systems stable over the next several hours and we

are looking at a d3orbit opportunity later this afternoon, . . .

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Master 22 (garble) but it seemed that v;ay, it

looked like to me like GPC 1 is (garble) failed and GPC 2 is

okay.

CAPCOM Roger that, we copy John, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM And Columbia. Houston, we would you like you to

verify that the second GPC failing also occurred with an upfiring

jet in the nose.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we think so John, both of the happen with

nose... each one, we got a big (garble).

CAPCOM Roger that, thanks Brewster.

SPACECRAFT This is what we believe, all vernier jets like I

said, we got tail only jets fail and when we got to Ops 3, I

recommend we select (garble) RCS and (garble).

CAPCOM • Roger, understand Oohn.

SPACECRAFT It be a good thing, if you could look at some of

that data anyway.

CAPCOM Roger, that, we're trying to look at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT We are pressing on with in house configuration for

deorbit, do you want us to continue with deorbit prep or not,

;.ov2r? •

CAPCOM Negative, stand by, and I'll get you the summary

report.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think we got a decent pass into Edwards

today, if we can figure out what happened.

CAPCOM Roger that, we're considering that right now John

on Revs 165 and 166.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And John, for your information, the weather at

Edwards is okay for the rest of today's activities, and it 11

also be good tomorrow, we currently ar.- thinking along the lines

of the descending rev 165 or 166, if you don't have any sleep

problems with that.

SPACECRAFT .. .no problems with it.
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CAPCOM Roger f we understand.

SPACECRAFT And John it doesn't look like this MTU tcy is going

to- make it/v' :

CAPCOM ' Roger, wc agree with that, but we'd like to hang on

for a few more seconds to see if we can get it.

SPACECRAFT Alright.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we are not getting an SM

downlist now, because we are in the fixed format, if you could go

to the program format for us please.

SPACECRAFT Okay# John, we had gone back to GPC and we're in

program now.

CAPCOM Okay, Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, you want to retry this (garble).

CAPCwM Negative, we would like to do a time sync item 38,

and we have a minute and a half on this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, after you start that time

sync make sure you don't do any entries for 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And then try it again on the 34 or what John?

CAPCOM negative, Brewster the time sync will do it for

you.

SPACECRAFT Okay thank you.

CAPCaM And Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS here in 30

seconds, if we do not pick you up with TDRS, we'll see you at

(garble) at 9 plus 21, be advised, we have been receiving

downlists from you, we have not been able to get up to you with

TDRS and thats (garble) at 21 plus 17.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you mean we can transmit on the blind, and

you'll be able to hear what we're saying.

CAPCOM Roger, we may be able to John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, then if we have another problem we'll talk

about it over the radio.
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Royer ^
that. :

:

(garble) remember something like that.

Columbia, Houston, with you at TDRS, how do you

Loud and clear, over.

Roger, looks like we have two way here, and the
CAPCOM ^ .

item 38 work, so the CRT is yours,

SPACECRAFT Okay, those 2 dov;n arrows on 2 and 3, are some kind

of prograra note, it
:

just . . . .

;

CAPCOM That's affirmative, you can....

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, with you throuqh Hila and
Bermuda foe 8 minutes and we'd like to know what your computer

configuration is please.

SPACECRAFT Well, the GPC 2 is freeze c=lried with G3 in it and

mode 3 - GPC 3 is in run and ops 2 and 4 is in run and ops 4.

CAPCOM Roger ,
—

SPACECRAFT And (garble) 2 of them in, we dumped TSM - we go

GPC 4 again on the ops recorder and Brewster will give you those

go ole numbers.

CAPCOM Roger, ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Recorder 1 track 4, 90 percent in

reverse, 9 days 20 hours 17 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, Brewster. And when you get a chance

on a GNC computer, we would like for you to pull up spec 2 and do

an item 34 to get the GPC back on accumulator.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, what we've also done, we've gone back

to 4, the radiators juot stopped boiling the water there and we

now have a high load of vap off and the (garble) is on GPC but

it's not flashing any water now, X don't think.

CAPCOM Roger that, John. Good show. We concuc with that

configuration,

SPACECRAFT Also John, we turned the BPS on to see if that
machine was good and it is,

CAPCOM Roger, that. And thanks alot Brewster. And

Columbia, Houston, we request you don't make any other inputs

into CRT 1 where you have a spec 2 up for two minutes to make
sure it goes through properly,

SPACECRAFT Yeah, we're not touching anything right now.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) said it was up 5 (garble) that (garble)

both those GPC's and I don't know how, but it was really an

impact type of thing, probably high magnitude we've seen around
here in a long time. Maybe somebody can look at the (garble) and
say what it was, but it seemed that way. It looks like the bay
the GPC wanted heart fail, the GPC 2 is okay.

CAPCOM Roger that. We copy, John, Thanks alot.

END OF TAPE
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PAO And this Mission Control.. Houston at 9 days, 20

hours, 15 minutes mission elapsed time. During the last pass

over the Yarragadee station the crew was asked what the

configuration was of their general purpose computers. John Young
rf-T^orted that GPC2 was back on and #1 seemed to be hard failed

and they have dumped the data from those 2 GPCs onto flight

recorders and that will be played to the ground at the earliest
opportunity. Perhaps, wa may get a TDRS acquisition in about 6

minutes or so. If not, we'll pick up over Mila in 26 minutes.

The difficulty is that at about S day^-, 19 hours and 13 minutes

over the Mila station John Young reported that GPCl had failed

and that appeared to be associated with the primary thruster

firing. At 9 days, 19 hours, 17 minutes he reported GPC2 failed

and also seemed to be associated with the thruster firing so the

ground asked him to go to free drift attitude, that is not using

the thrusters, until they try to analyze what the situation

was. There were very few clues because there was not good data

at that time and they had to determine what the connection was

and if there was one and avoid any further computer failures. We

must or we are faced here with making a decision fairly soon on

whether or not to wave off today or at least for this particular

deorbit opportunity because v/e would not want to do an entry not

understanding this particular computer failure problem. Young

did report that he had the GPC #2 back on over the Yarragadee

station and there's some indication that they may be beginning to

g^t a few clues as to what the situation is on that but not

having good data and since we don't get it down over the UHF only

site in Yarragadee still a little bit away from being able to get

good incite into what was going on actually at that time, witn

the time situation being what it is, 2 hours, 44 minutes away

from deorbit ignition and at the time where they need to qet a go

from Mission Control for pay load bay door closing and begin all

the other preparations. It is approaching the point here where

we need to make a decision probably by the Mila station as to

whether to proceed or to wave or to a later opportunity. Tnis is

Mission Control, Houston, at 9 days, 20 hours, 22 minutes. We re

standing by for possible acquisition through tracking data ralay

satellite. Just to update on the weather situation at Edwards.

The weather continues to look good out there. Bob Crippen flying

a weather flight out there. NASA 913 reports very few clouds and

none over the landing area. Some up around the Bakers Field area

but nothing that would be of any significance in interfering with

landing as far as the weather goes out there Joday. Weather

forecast calls for clouds, scattered clouds at 12,000 feet.

Broken clouds at 20,000. And the winds aloft are fairly lignt.

Winds on the surface variable at 5. Tne primary attitude today

for landing deorbit on rev 161, landing on 162 would be into

Edwards runway 17, an overhead left turn and that would occur

with the landing at approximately, approximately 7:58 pacific

• time,::' -

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM we would like to what youc GPC configuration is

please.

CAPCGM Roger, loud and clear, and we'd like to know what

your GPC configut-ation is please, over.

SPACECRAFT 20 plus 42.

END OF TAPE
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GPC I in on M'-i : .
^
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.
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, at* -c

t-hr ;'r;-- zc v-'^ii- '-l
'^'"^

" ^, '
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'
. - t' ^ '

"

af ilu..e tht V. -rxi.^ '

max.. - ir^ . I t..: it ui '^l^J^v...
:

PAIL, : r^'aiii do.

Zh'^-'QVA-:
:

Roger

4 i3 r**corci.

CAPCOM Roger, reaoy ^"^PV

-

SPACECRftFT Okay, soCtu_/r. d.i--^on _
3, 90 percent at 9 niy in : •Mtj- •

•
i"^' "

CAi?COM kog.;r. , copy, .

SPACECRAFT /.nd tho u.rn^'.re GPC I is r.-order .
^.r«.

percent at 9 days 19 n -.uru ^5 minut-s.

CAPCOM R >^J ^1^' copy.

SPACECRAFT TWO was recorder 1 tt.ck 2, V4 pcrc««t ^

hours 4 0 minutes, over.

CAPCOH aoger, copy Erew-ter.

SPACECRAFT OKay , we're r>ack into h front .ftitude John.

CAPCOM Understand.

SPACECRAFT ^ M3. vernier Jets.
:

CAPCOM Koger, we understand, you're on vcnieL jets, t«il



--,v,:-0 If.. . .-t'-CK' til .r/ ... ;M2:ll:b& 12/0 ?'/?.:> PAGK .i

f,^..i'fn:.:..-'-'T it Y- .•!..!.,. -.u-.' to rt il-'- (garhJ : )
to conttnuo wif.

>'A l\r>-]':i I
st.t;v; one, D< . \;:;tc-i, . I'll gf-- i i.-.)ht b.>...k

tu V ua, over

.

j.r.XChfs \rT Okuv, we're ;:.t:;nJin9 by.

fVPCO*-' "olii;r!.i c, Olui.bLii, n:v.>-;on. •vn»ad H':--- you t.o

qj alKNK' ,nKi pi-oco on with lSv r'u;-. you do h.-.ve t:t> bring up

a ra,..:,MnH I'or vo-j w!u-:n tac c;..,,ii.Tav..M--; ;,J,l.cd, you <jot the b;.;;

:x:fo10 Fail on the CRT? Ovor.

SPACKCRArr (Garble) more of the - VJcll wo the.a to

ataadby, ciu-y stayi-a in run, both of tli -ni.

CAPCOM Colu;;bia, Hour.ton, we i:ndccitunr; \.-Uat: you }v..;t Gal--^

bnt can yoa tell uc whether or not yoa q?.t th< hix X Pole Tail in

; :

the;CRT'a. •

:

SPACECRAi'T (garble) wc got the \^'^< X ?c>l.v ^"c-.i l on boL'. of

them. (Garble}
*

wj.i another sail the ::.a;-va.

CAPCOM Colur;bia, Hoa:;ton, we cc-.-/, rh,,i-.;; yo'-i. Cc)luv.'r.a,

Hour.ton ralUng. We woui/i d^.o ay w.ll like La q.rt a reaa au-.n

froB yoa on the S'-'. ir-ichine cn the 0V3 recoraer ;a::.:bat .1. We arc-

going LOS here at y.rragacW in 30 seconds. We'll ^ee you at

TDilsl at 2 plu^J 22 and if no joy, we'll see you c.t Mi la at 20

plus 42, over . :
^ ^

;

SPACECHAr^T Good, 20 plus 4 2, write it down.

mu OF TAPS
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This i:-. Mi;''^-o-i control ? 9 clr^V-' l*)
I;"-''--''

station: And talk to . ore,-: tU.ou,h the. lu-ann.,. station

ir-h-t nnd th^-^n Wf"**ll <^iO back ^r.^rkin^ <^4rd C'-'M.n/

'^a Ultc: e are uSout 20 .unatr.. fro.^ .i;,.--ir,n C.nn:col

^evreiim their dat., mJcinc, .are thv.: th.y will p.-^-par..cl to

llllc. or di.mgL-ee with that 90 for <ioot clccxng V; - «

houta «nJ 49 minutes away tro.r. deorbi ..3 Kjni-o:.. Tais is

Mission control.

CAPCOi^ Colur.-biu Hou^-.ton's wi':'. you at Mila and F-crmua. for

a iDinates.

we had gouo to 201 v.-ith both computers on line.

:
CAPCOM Eoger, copy that.

CfiPCm -
• Columbia Hounton we would li^^e you to be on -th^^,

;

orbit pocKot check li-L :r.cr::c'Uuo on n,,e 3-4 it your not there.

a]x\CECKAFT
:

C (garble) / do you want us to briny up .the

(garble) .

CAPCCM roger, that's not necjsyary at thi» time.

; SPACEeRAFT Okay, then that puts us on 310 and that ' s what were

won King right now.

CAPCOM Okay, but we v/ould like you to give uc an item 44+2

on spec 0 please.

SPACECRAFT (garble) we also have a bite on IMUl

CAPCOM Roger copy, a bite on IMUl.

SPACECRAFT Should we reaelect it, are you all seeing all this

stuff.

CAPCOM Roger, your go to reseiect it.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston now we have to bring up the freezedry

because the thrusterfire juct failed the DC number 2.

CAPCOM roger, copy.

CAproM Columbia Houston we would like you to go back to

free drift and then continue with the procedures on page 3-4.
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SPA.CECKAPT That's a red:3~—

-

CAi'COM Roccr, uncl-^rsLana and t'udt'r. with GPC3.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston we're going to be going LOS

Bermuda in one rolnvJte. We're going to try to pick you up on

Tt^RS, if were unij.uccessf ul we'll see you at Yarragadee at 19+5 8.

SPACECRAFT Roger that

:

This is Mir.sion Control Houston, 9 days 19 hours 20

juinutf^'r-. During thjt coit'iounication througl! H/.-r-ruida, Co:-;:Tianclcr

John You'.q repoitinq failure of 2 Gi-C's appear to_ be ausociated

with thrunter firings. Flight Controllers analyKing tnat, and

they have ankod th'.* Counnander to (jo to free drift, Colur.ibia.

That is avoidinq the use of thrusters v^hile thc^y analyx'^ wliat*

how tiiat mav be ar.aociatu-a with thor.c two G?C's railures. They

ere attemDtlng to transfer over to acquisition with the TDHS now.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM KAG.^ 9 13 Koar,tcn

CAPCOM And mSA 9 1 3 Houston l.ov; do you read?

NASA 746 Houston Nasa (garble)

nrr>-r,' Poad vou loud and clear now, Chrlp, we're about A

^truSs till ima a?.S .ant to knov; if you had
.J--^/;-'^'*"^

^irds here or the weather before ve gxve toe;u go^ .or doo.

closing

.

7^6 Guy, just a little liurther exF:.nEion t>.:.t the
NAbA /'ib *juy»

-R-Wr. .-'Lpjd, VvO:>t, (qabJ.c) ciud

potentially on the ' ;f.^^^^^ /' i'/ .rotty v.uohbvokcn to
northwerst at Upper (^icirule) f^v . . . ^^.^^

overca.^w they got (garble) to abouc
^.oving

significant ^^^^^ ;i.^T'i^n^ ^^Uo.^ that wiXl even
over to tne (gar Die) ae.>*.i.w " mm-io foirble) and
be a fact to (garble) they've got a ixtLle (garble)

viJ>ab3iluy, they've got no probU,.a..

A,. ^ t-Vi- i.v^; LOG Chrip, we'll talk t'>

CAPCCM Roger, copy. And tU..!i,-... boc ^n.

you agaif. on the- ground.

KND 0? TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) for Houston. That's what you call a shoit

pass..:

CAPCOM Roger that and v.'e'll oee you ot TDRS at IB plun 48.

SPACECRAFT 13:48, roger,

p^O And thir. Hissioti Control, 9 days, 18 hours, 49

minutes. We have AOS TDRS not quite locked up yst. And this :

Mif.sion control, Houston, 9 day-, 18 hours, 53 ininutes. Vie havo

a weather report from the weather plan- jn the Kcn-.-ai-os area NASA

913 flown by Bob Crippen. He rcpo?:tiny just a r.oiuent ago trom

the Bakers Liald area Clyinfj out there. There Bowe light

cloudiness over that area bGt it v.-ould not be a lactor even x t it

drifted over the landing area. He repcrted no nlouds over the

lakebed and some high (garble) greater than 25,000 teat over the

LOS Angeles area. And this in Mission Control, 9 cdvs, x9 honrb

mission elapsed time. The RMU officer here in Ki. -M-on Control

reports that the radiators are stowed and latcheo on the

Columbia. Norraally those radiators are deployed away ftow tae

cargo bay doors so that they have niore. of their area expor-ea to

space and then they can be operated f roui the stowed poo ). i: ion wx c:h

Eorae less efficiency and of course, that is stowing them ana

1 -it-r-'V^-! nn nrfoaratcrv to closing our bay doorc, Vkj also uao

a?itler%S^ief?eport'frora pilot^ Bob Crippen in t^ASA^SO flying

a weather observation in the Edwards area. Be reportea f.y.rng

about 10 miles out of Bakers field that the clouds wore a bit

Heavier ac tw,: <:;i_»jJi.OAXjaav.e ^wf^j^o

seeing a fuel cell purge onboard the Colu^-noia.

END OF TAPE
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c/rS-9 AIR/GROUND TRA-3.hCKIP1 wi-LJ-O

" "
.....1 It -oan'l to turn it off when tho left and closed

thw door

.

CAPCOM Roger

.

S?^CECRAF•^ Houston, Coluvabia, over.

^ -1 „w •• iTrsMc-t-nii vlth vcu. Columbi a,

CAPCOM Koger, Colurabiu, uOJoLon

Houston, how do you read?

SPACECR/vrT Loud and clecir, over.

I i-r> b'- noiiio LOS here witVj you

TTL. 1 ,anS?irwe.!r^.ee^?rafc^;:o^-al V.Uey at IB . 3C.

SPACECRAFT Okay , Houston ,
(gar ble)

.

Mission control, Houston, .^f^^^^^f ,f^rnotesf
tracKing satellite,

,f f
at.on, Orro jl V.Uc.^

Ssi on
satellite again in

"^^^'^^f Vn-n v;ill be getting a final
control. Flight Di/^^^'^^f/f.^^.^^fControl wl^thc/ c^'-rxng

weather briefing f;.om tf ;i^^'^,^''?;,,::iates , this is Ml^^^on
this LOS p.'-riod. 9 oai -

,

Control Houston.

^

Colun-bia, Houston is vith you th;;o^|h^arragadee

?o;'6 minutes. Roger, copy John and -11 - - ^nT X'U -e
ideas other than what you %i "J gi ahead and r.tay on

what POCC says. <^?^^
f^'^' ^^^"^^ ^.0^1^ go a'noad and look at

verniers now for
V'^'^J'-'^^Ln ..-ne Co on TDRS to make sure that's

tho data real 900d when you cone up
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ou can go

still okay. ^^^^'"^^l^'lZif. '.c^^^^^
"^''^^^

ahead and stay on the ^^^^^^^^^^'-^l,, ^an go ahead and stay on the

reading you loud
ff/,,'^^^ 'the da?a when you. corne up Thrs to

vernier jets -"d v.o'11 look at t^^^

see if that's stilx okay. CoiutaDij,

your other question,
J?^" ' ^^^^^^^^''f.^U be going LOB here in 1

there and it's no problem and we will be 9^1 g
3^^^ ,

minute, wc- 11 see you at a short pa.s a ^,^0,

Tlo nrnSd"u!^'cSS?irHrsto;.s with\ou at Orroral

Valley for 10 seconds.

SPACBCBAFX O.ay. You-. e loud and clear Houston. That- « what

you call a shurt pass.

CAPCOM Roger that and we'll see you at TDRS at 18 . 48.

SPACECRAFT 1848, roger.

END OF TAPE
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F>?^.Ci.-l''h'\'-"l^ And Fr-fin'-.iin, we'i'? hoiiz lo.'.d the IGl and ?tO'>

in the PGHHU, fife you ctir/f; reitdy Cot; that.

CAPCOM Got you fil-ni. Bob, 90 aheao.

SPACECRAFT Okey.

PAO And with th- couiplt-tion of block 14 in the

deactivation check! ir;t, F-rac^'lub • ;J p .^"rec. dovm, all of ^tho
^

checiaist from block 9 through 14 were noua from the ;-..i.dQeck /.cr

.the\Rf t-r ;flight deck.;
:

SPACr.Ck.-.iT Houston, Bf.icolab, cloactlvation bock ir. complete-.

CAPCOri Okay, that's good news Bob, c!oin9 to band ove.:

to th<-. entry tea..\> ' and you 9 ays havo a €'"Xid cnfry.

SPACECPA.-.-"!' Okay, thank you, v.'e'll try. See you lftV;-v,

CAPCCM Rotjcr , we' 11 ,
See you :

later

.

PAO .vl.ocks 9 L-h. rough 1^ in p.--.oi, m.^, ckr.;n varlouo

Byst'-ias were c-via frora th-.- Orbit-'-r fliy-r.. u-.~k. After tunnel ant

air lock deactivation and closure. ^ We've goue completion of *..ie

Spaco'cw deactivation checkliat, all persons covering the fi^-sahl:

who have i> crew acti%'ity plan n>. -d to go to page 4-S4 t<^ pick up

the c.ccivicy onboard th:: Columbia. Kisaior, Control Houston,
^

deactivation of Spacolab ev.i; coxp: otc-d at elapsed ti;':- ol f» u-^Y^

17 houcf- 36 Fi'Inutes, the rnd tean i.s in their lunch break at .. >*;

tinv'Ttia/ biu'. .-Jtill a;;lcep untH roi-rhlv 20 hcurr-.,
_

floa.e 3

hours froH no., and they v.'ill be int-.. their b.-.-aktast o.-rioo

before all 6 of: them gat into deorbit prepErations.

CAPCOM Columbia Hou.-.ton, wa have a queotion for you, we'd

like to know wl\ather or not you are finislied with the 0:'l"J

systeui, ii yov are Ii\^CO v.'ill go ahead and turn it off.

SPACi-'CK.\t'T We're finished with it, its off on the flight deck

you mean the one in the cpacelab?

CAPCOM Rojer, thaak you.

SPACECRAFT /: Its 'the only one I know that'H off.

CAPCOH Roger, thank you, we'll do what INCO needs to do

it.

SmCECRhF'S Okay. Bill its hard to turn it off when they've

left and closed the door.

CAPC0j4 Roger.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

er.^rt^r^Ac-P Ar"-"' nun the window, its stowed to, I moan its

(garble)' is in 'the'antenna and Pvory thi n<j and you can it from

here.

CAPCOH Columbia HoM:.ton, we like your configuration.

p^O Mission ConcL-ol Hounton, Iose ot signal at Or roral

valley. 8 minute, avay fro.o --^-^-^^]:^\^\''^^^^^
satellite. John Younc; radio down tuat ne v/a., gr ttin, ..a

indication onboard. Display so called
^^ff V'"ln. V^-'no^ i?ion

showinq that the Ku-band antenna v;as m the deployou po^-^xtion

whe^e as on the ground hore the fligh. convrollcr over aa^

svstem said that the K-band antenna wan indeee stowed e^oPtr. iy

'nf ther ts end board position ..ho.. Ihe p.yloKd bay doors :aay

bA clo'^ed over it, Younq also coni: x cr..<-G tnat cnf cln,-.... wuL cr.

was ou^ of spacelao so in all likelihood they ' re
_

toward^the end

of the deactivation checklist in block 9, wnicn is the Cinal

cioscouts. 7 minutes r eacquisition through tne satel ite, this

is Mis^io^ control Houston. This is Mission Control Ho.scon,

rlacquisition of Spacolab, and ^,
^'^''^

seconds through the tracking satellite oa oi.-.t io/.

CAPCOM Colu.nbia, Houston, AOS through TDRS for 49 minutes

ana would like a status of your deact?

SPACECRM'T we're coming right along.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're down, we're f
^'^^'^

waiting for the (garble) separated so (garble) 15 minutob,

they've got about ejuother 10 rainutes to go.

CAPCOM Okay, so block 12, understand.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm. Houston, (garble) on (garble).

CAPCOM We copy, John, we concur.

SPACECRAFT I guess you can see the buffers are on time and

we' re on the intlrchangers, we're still in the payload AV

. changers.
'

CAPCCW Roger, John we see them.

SPACECRAFT And we're fixing lunch Oi» the middeck, but very

quietly.

CAPCOM Roger, that John. Columbia, Houston, I got a

couple of switch throws on panel Al.

-SPACEChaft: ;

go ahead.;;:
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CAPCOM Roger, wo need to 9>^t voice on tho taoe recordecs

so v/e want to go'audio centec, voice record select channel 1 to

intorcom A and'^channv^l 2 to infcefcom B.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1 is in intercom A and 2 is inte: cm B.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT And in bloc!: 12 i^ftec doin.;-.! itM\ 16 an'l item 18, I

have no RPM ciown there on status.

CAPCOM Okay. Okay, Bob/ they look good down hore^ you are

go to press ;on...
: ; /

SPACECmFT Okay, I guess maybe that's just a procGduce

there Okay I need to verify that IWCO hay, has moded the entry

focriUit.

CAPCOM And that's verified.

SPACECRAPT Okay.

ExND OP TAPE
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Curt-eistly CoJi.-vMa, Spav-.-lsb in a, slightly a
_

leptical orbit me^wMiring i;'''.9 .it pv:r in' .- by 13U.t. naul- ical mileG

apogee. The Orbitcr yraduully v/eari.tM out, rccurnitv^ to Orroral

Valley in 26 minute^;. This is Mat'nion Control Houston.

p;.^0 This is Mission Control Hoviston, here in the

Mission Ooeration Control roorr. handover taking plr-.ce between

orbit 2 t^.-am, going off: shU^r. for the final t.K.e, endea up by

Flight Director John Cox. The Entry 'iv ^.;.;-. with j lioht Director

Gary Com ta.rlnq the final shift for the landing ot STS~9
_

Space3ab. And as the Entry Teaui co..:: nication.; tysternr. oirticiei

Ed Fadel, called sign INCO, stdnding b.^hlnd Rl Pennington waiting

to take over. The final LOS of this tracking satellite this pap.t:

orbit, ha shouted v/hece everyone could here, he said all rigbc

flight, get the H off of ray console", what that all meanc was

that Al Pennington nulled his last r.hift as XKCO and we'll start

on Che job training^.3 a nev Flight nicector. N<«xt contact with

Columbia in 16 minutes at Orroral Valley, tracking satellite m
30 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

p^O This is Mission Control Houston, reacquisi tion of

Columbia and Spacelab in approximately 20 seconds through Orroral

Valley. The crew continuing in t!ie Spdcelab deactivation
_

checklist. We should get a status _ report from them over this

station, we h:ive acquisition at this time.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston AOS Orroral foe 3-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, you too, we'd like to know where you guys

are on the deact?

SPACECRAFT I'm out of the Spacelab, but when I last left the

gallo was still on in there, so I don't know about that. Should

I turn it off.

CAPCOM standby. And Columbia, Houston, the camera will be

powered on block 11 when those EPDBs get powered off.

SPACECiU^FT Okay. Roger that. Okiiy, Houston, I have Ku

antenna one talkback is monitor and one is reading deployed on

the stow there. And it's been reading that way for a long

time. I guess you all knew about it already?

CAPCOM Standby, John.

SPACECRAFT NOW they're both reading power pulled.

CAPCOM Okay copy, both power pulled.
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SPhcnCRhFT wait a minute , this is storing, jast hang

:ioose. ; :

CAPCOM Okay. And^Columbia, nouston, 30 seconds LOS, next

TORS pass wHl. be at .1715.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1750. The

n-^vloads are in the qood old latcnes nsru', but whci. wc na\c ull

SoSston is one Ka-b'Il antenna is b.rpol. and cue that says .cov.-,

and;I think i-'s stowed..
:

CAPCOM Okay, yeah we see the antenna stowGd, John.

SPACECRAFT I think it ' s talk back D on thr tean; ant enna^deploy

stow, the t:.ing is just a barpole failure, becaube i. .. bL^n

barpoleevec since I've been hece.

CAPCOM Okay, v/e copy.

SPACECRAFT And out the window it's
^^^^^^^^.^J'^'^'l J.^^^^ee

the little' pin is in the, the antenna and evecychmg. I can .ec

it ffom here.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we like your configuration.

• END OF TAPE
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SPhCECRhFT Weill I*m not here to meet her. You want rne to

call him? Houston, Columbia, how do you coad?

CAPCOa .
; GO: ahead .Colurabia*

SPACECRAFT (garble) r can you tell un what the (garble) so wc

can set up the CRT caiaera?

CAPCCM Okay, stand by* Okay John, if you're ready to

copy, I*ve got the deorb tape.

SPACECRAFT Go ahea-^, over.

CAPCOM That vdll be 9 flash 23 pollen 02 pollen 05,

SPACKCRAPT 9, 23, 02, 05, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger. And Spacelab, Houston.

SP.iCliCRAPT To go,

CAPCOM Roger Bob, we see our systems looking good. We see

it: finished up to page 2-7 except for the cabin depren*; valve and
you'll go to press on v;ith that and continue the procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you and we're ju^^t as you see picking
up littly loono parts around he^ra. When that's done, we will
open the deprcos valve ijvunediately

.

CAPCOM Okay, conceit'.

SPACECRAFT Stand by.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, 1 minute and 1/2 to TDRS
LOS. Next AOS will be again over TDRS at 17: 15.

SPACECRAFT (garble), Houston, Columbia, we'll ha^'e the Ku-band

(garble) stowed like it says in the checklist (garble), over.

CAPCOM Okay, yes John, we copy. Antenna stowed and LOf in

30 seconds. We will talk to you over Orroral at 17:01.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you do want the antenna stowed like it says

in the checklist if not correct me.

CAPCOM That's affirm, John.
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CAPCOM And Colu.abia, noaston. You go ^.^1^ '"^'''^

Coir the checklist, just: remind it to get the TV and the VIk.

SPACBCRAFT Okay.

Uour.ton. Lonf-; of. signal

Next acc|0. isition at 17:15 on dayp^i^O This is Mission Control,

fi-i-nnrh the tcacki'in GatcllitG. .,
,

9. Son^e 41 minute, f.oir. no.-; until reacqui..ition chroogh the

satellite Orcocal Valley, Australia in 21 minut-.. .^^.^"^ ^'

Spacelab going towa.Q block 7 in^the ^^^^^^l^']^^^ ^.^^
%e^r'<\i--t The n'?>:t block beyond that vull ba ..he tunnel ana

a rlSi ioactivatxon and thoir own .,r... ^-^^^^^ ^""'^

place they've had for the past 9 -^y^^':"^"T^S^.^^^^
Caocom read up to .fohn young, the ignition txiac fot the ..eoi bit

burn. 9 days, 23 hours, 2 irJ.n.:tc-3, 5 r.c::onds. Apnarently

at parogy by 130.1 nautical ;r,iXos of e;x..qy. Xhc oroit gicua^i-Ly

wearing out. Returning at Orroral Valley m 26 lumuces,

Mission Control, Houston.

this is

END OF TM"'E



SPACfi^CRAFT : And Hc.U::i,or,, if by inner cove i:'T tho::o sort of_,

thick yi:-i5s co.ers which ace fjeld by 3 screv-Ki, t:hey"v been in

place a 3.]. luif-nion.

CAPCOM That's affcirm Bob, we like youf conf icjufation now.

SPACiif'RArT Yes. Okay, Houston, I'jir'at (garble: 1 victor, nnd

it says R/.T cool inn valve to mini.u'''i, and tl--.r turc'e nb.oi.ces are

given, close, close, interuKKUate an;V-">pen. You want to pick

onc;?

CAPCOM st.audby, let roe get an answer. And Spucclab,

ilouston, (garble) 1 vicfco;: should '. o clo.ved

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, clo;-ed. Shut off valve alarms Lr.ea.

CAPCOH Columbia Ikvifrlon, did you call?

SPACKCUAFT Nenative. okay, that's proba'i>ly you then v7ohn,

don't worry about it. Look at 220, cpec 220. Okay, that's

okay. Yes, I'ra not exactly sure but I think that's oUay, because

we're shuttinq our shut ofl: valvea here which may do that,

(garble) get stuff going on it, the CiA'l should be inhibited but

you see ECOS Wc:s sending out that one, not the hardware PNW and

GPC. Yes.
^

SPACB^CRAFT Okay, HoufJton, ColurAbia, over.

CAPCOM Go ahead Columbia. Columbia Houston, radio check.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear now Houston, st wanted tc let you

know that that payload warning we believe is norraai bt;cause ot

lights 10 and 7 are shut ofC but part of the;,', are still, apparent.

CAPCO.M Okay, John, standby.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we're working on rack, block 6, Frank I don't

know i£ I told you,

CAPC^"' Okay, copy, block 6.

SPAC^C APT Houston. Our (garble) gc av;ay.

CAPCOM And Columbia Houston, John, we concur with your

assessjflent, they'll go away as soon as you i :.':n off the escot.

SPACECRAFT That's (garble) Dr. Bob tol« .0.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I believe I've dou;-...I believe I've

done block 6, you might have the folks on the ground check that

to see if they're happy with the configuration. I also noticed

that the experiment DDU AC is still on and I guess there is
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really no reason Cor them to be on, I don't know whether you want

to turn them off or not.

CAPCOM Bob, come back again, experiment CDU, what?

SPACECRi\rr Thfi AC circuit brea,»;'.'r s , AC! on pcinel I.GY v-tre on,

£ , I say, I don't know whethor there's any need for them to bo on

at th© troraeivt. Ana If you would ha^e the folks check and make

sure they aE.-=$ happy v/lth the power coa figuration except for

cli-auirxq up tafcler, and pieces and bits of hacuware, final
_

cleanup', stowage, bocK of stuff, we're ready to leave Bpacelab,

so while we're doing t!>at, thoy might juat review the systems to

make sure they're ready for us to close the hatch. Only two

things we haven't done so far would be cabin pi:esc the ccibm

depress valve open and reinstall the lock attitude, all the rest

will be just minor r>tov;aqe.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, wc copy and we'll take a look and we'll

get back with you. And Bob, tho^c breakers, the DDU breakers

should stay in.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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,pAO ... in about'' a minute '-and ' KU"-bam'i ';at
;

apf^roximately^

the came time* And we* re stand in;| by lor that signa l . The enl c:y

teata flight dirc-ctor, Gary Cohen who will b;^> directing the entry
and* landing operations ha-, arrived in the mission control center
and has begun tag up with the cue cent flight director, John

Cox. There of course will be no change of shift p.voGs conference
following thin exchange of: responaibilitit r> here in the mission
control center. And we'll have AOS through TDUS in just a matter

of seconds a>^'^ v;e're stranding by Cor the final episode of

downlink teles^ision of the Spacelab 1 mission. Mincion elapsed
time, 9 days, 15 hours, 43 minuter;, this is MiBsion Control,

Houston. This is Mission Control, Houston, getting ^i good crisp

dov/nlink video from Ku^-band and we're waiting lockup on S-b^iiid

for voice. Mir>;aon elapsed time, 9 days, IS hours, 46 minuter;.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, AOS through TORS for 4 6

minutes.

SPACECMBT Okay Houston, when Bob de^iCt ivated the Spacelab
(garble) went 0TCS2, I see we haven *t got any time on that one

yet so it would be a good one to look at. VJhat do ya*ll think?

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT You know, it's probably redundancy component check

or something like that. It probably won^t ever kick in right.

CAPCOM Roger John. And Columbia , Houston, we got good TV

from the module no.^. We'll be sv/itching cameras between the

Spacelab module and the middeck.

SPACECRAFT There isn't anybody on the middeck. Everybody's
asleep.

CAPCOM Okay^ that's good input, we'll stay on the

Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Maybe after they do the egress, is that going to be

a simultaneous thing?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT And if your looking at us then you can tell us, you

can tell we're getting ready to do the RAU deactivation, the word
lock': m'iK^\'.-/'^^

CAPCOM Okay lock six.
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CAPCv'JM Anri Sp'!C»'-l fM., just .-...i a re«r.in l-"^r , we v.-on't thos'.-

foot restraints in the (cjo.hie) pu lsion a^ii lork-^n i >.<]> t and th-i

floor bip pins and also th«j inner an<:i outer ccsvetrs on both view

• ports.
;

SPACECRAFT Say again the last item, Franklin.

CAPCOM The inner and outer covern on both view ports

installed.

SPACECRAFT Invier and outer covers, okay, wt' II look for

those. And Franklin, tho, something I think you guys neea to

worry about is what we're yoing to do with tl«o:» Lyo camntei-.;

that we removed about a day or so ago. We have no lyo canist'-'i.v.
.

in there as you may receO,! and we tieed to knov; v.'hat Lo do witli

those few canistecs.

CAPCOM Okay, let me find out.

SPACECRAFT I think we ought to stick theiu back in ihare sine-

the thing is essentially not wotdir;v] anynw... ...^ wo a..^

difference. Since ALGS has been av:tivitatf'd, it^s not scrubbing

the air so we might as wel 1 pat theni back i n the i r spot

.

CAPCOM And we concur.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, if by inner covers, you mean those

sort of thick glass covers which are held by 3 serews. They ve

been in place all mission.

CAPCOM That's affirm, Bob. Wc like the configuration now.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...1515 at Gucim.

p;.^Q This is M^snion Control nouf:Lon, we're LOG through

fho TDR^, reacquire through Guara in 15 minutca. Spacelab
,

deactivatiorgSing toutin^ay, early in tho AOS period Ussron

commander John Young requested the
^J^S^P^^^"'^^^^^^^^?,"^^^^?'

burn't^r i'='tG v;hich are the smaller RCS ^etu that don t carry

quit; thi explosive bang that the Icarge jets
f^^'^V^^f;;^^^'^^^ '^f"

young wa. concerned that the sleeping crew
3,^^^

the large jet firings and got a go f:rom cho KOCH to ^^^^ JuL
burnierL Mission elapsed i ime 9 days, 15 houra, 1 minute. Thib

is Mir.sion Control Houston.

p^O This is Misnlon Control Houston, 9 days, 15 hours,

16 minutes. Vs'e're at AOS.- Guam,

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, AOS Guam Cor about G-1/2.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear '^^^^
^^^^f ^^^^^^l^J^^C^

Houston, John I wa», I have an entry weathei data
lS^'^l^l\\l;!,

through 162 and I was planning to Dust give you

at a time. If you are ready to copy, I'll give you 157 and l.&.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAPCOM Okay, for 157, (garble) is still the same except

??e wind i^ picking up to r ght new it's 310, 18 gustmg to 32.

And tiL^the ?able will be 9 days, 17 hours, 15 seconds, ah

J? minStes? And the height of paxigee adjust is 9

ind IS minutes, and Cor orbit 158, tig will be 9 <3«y«'

34 minutes. It will.be KSC runway 33, the weather is 3000

scattered, 7 miles vis, surface winds are O^O^at 10,
f

ir3014rand the height of perigee adjust is 9 days, 18 hours and

39 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, got it all.

CAPCOM Okay. And Columbia, Houston, ^0 seconds LOS, we'll

nick vou up over TDRS at 1543. We'd like you to tell Bob to

secure the^V camera one cable at both ends with velcro strips.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Already done. That's already done.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And the SAL is secured finally.

CAPCOM Okay, wonderful.

SPACECRAFT When we get back, we'll discuss that with you.
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CAPCOM Okay.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we again, signal

aqain 15 minutes through TORS. Everythings quiet onboard the

Columbia, data indicates that Spacelab deactivation is going

routinely. Mission elapsed time, 9 days, 15 hou.s, 27 minutes.

Mission Control Houston.

PAO It's Mission Control Houston, 9 days, 15 ho*irs, '1

minutes mission elapsed time. Our last gas of STS-9 television

will be forthcoming at mission elapsed time 9:14:45. We 11 have

live downlink of the deactivation of Spacelab, the tunnel,

airlock deactivation and crew egress from that area. Tnj'f

that downlink aqain is 9 days, 15 hours, 4 3 minutes. V.e 11 have

acquisition of the TDRS signal in about a minute, and Ku-band at

approximately the same time. And we're standing by foe that

signal. The entry team flight director...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Housto^i, Columbia,

CAPCOM Go ahead Columbia.

SPACECRAFT OKay, one thing I fornot to tell you, T (garble)

cyro teinpecatUL-e (garble) at 12 45 because in this continued Sun,

its getting watnv up here in the flight deck an t i *m going to

leave it that way, all thing^s beiny rqual to (garble).

CAPCOM Standby. And John, you're go to leave it tho way

it is.
;

:

^

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Houaton, Spacclcib, the IN^COs runranM the HRM,

HRDR back and forth, nhould I wait until that tinishon or do ymi

want to get levels with that Eunninj.

CAPCOM Okay, stamlby. Okay, Bob, tho word U to hold off

on that reading until we're finished which will be in aoout 10

minutes.

SPACECRAFT (garble) anyway.

CAPCO! Okay, we concur. Okay, we copy block 3 complete.

Go ahead Columbia. Spacelab, Houston on UHF. Okay, yes we copy

that Bob we're having a little psroblern with the CCm here, we've

got a few seconds LOS Madrid, and then we'll try to recover the

satellite. And Columbia Houston, back with you through TDRS.

SPACECaAFT Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, John, you're loud and clear too. And

Columbia Houston, we're sendinc you a new state vector. Columbia

Houston, radio check.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM Okay, you're loud and clear too and the state

vector is coming up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we're getting ready to deactivate

the SAL, do you, what was the final word on the launch lock,

then.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, wo leave It up to your discression, wa

recommend doing it, but its up to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Hey Houston, I looked out the window p'-^ the Ku-

band antenna was pointing right at me.
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C/vVCOM' V
0><ay . . . \

SPACECRAFT (cjarbl(i) it wasi in (garble) and you couldn't have

any (garble-') .

CAPCOM / Hocior, John we copy.

p^O This i- Mission Control rioa£,ton, that is a view

f com the delta Cawor a looking right straight up the forward

bull'.head oi Columbia.

CAPCOM Ana Spi.celab, Flouston, we're finished with the

recorder you can go ahead and finish the sound rneasurefflents.

SPACECRAFT Okay , thank you.

CAPCOM And Bob, you're looking o-od on TV.

SPACECRAFT Good.

SPACECRAFT Bob, always looks good on TV.

PftO NASA select now showing Misnion Specialist Bob

Parker takMig the cound m«asu?:e?aent readings in'=:idp Spacelab.

Mission Elapsed Time was 9 days 14 hours 59 minutes and we're

just a minute away from loss of signal through the TDRS. Thib

picture should start to dissolve very soon now.

CAPCOn And Columbia and Spacelab, we're about a minute to

TDRS, LOS, we'll pick you up at Guam at 15 16.

SPACECRAFT 15 16 at Guam.

PftO This is Mission Control Houston, we're LOS through

the TDRS, we reacquire through Guam in 15 minutes. Spacelab

deactivation going...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay. You too, John.

SPACECRAFT Hons ton r I have a question on operational
philosophy. Over

.

CAPCOM Go ahead, John, I think you're a little broken*

SPACECRAFT Okay. The question is if I 3Vi;itch back to - is
it okay to stay in vernier v;hen I svn ' * h rate b.ick to 2/10
cleg/aec* Is that okay for auto pilot to do that? And v.*e'll do
something that we didn't want to do any vernier firings in excess
of 4/10, in excess of 2/10 deg/sec.

CAPCOM Okay, standby John, for an ansv;er,

SPACECRAFT The reason I'd kind ok like to stay in vernier is

because if they guys are sleeping, v;hcn they fire the big jets it

wakes thorn right up. I can guaranlce it.

CAPCOM Okay; John, we agree with that* You can go ahead
and stay in verniers*

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, I'm about to do the RAU deactivation
and you've probably been seeing 02 all week sitting down here
on RAU status for 21 I suppose.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, that^s affirmative. We understand
you're in block 2. Is that correct?

SPACECRAFT I'm On step ~ - no, I'm in the payload
deactivation. Deactivating experiment RAU's.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, you're go to press on.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, v;e get a couple of error messages down
here. I think that's normal now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, if you'd notify the POCC the payload
power deactivation is completed.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy. Bob.

SPACECRAFT POCC, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay Franklin, we have one unused gas collection
bottle. I think it's probably a good idea to use it now and fill

it with Spacelab atmosphere.
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collection txrae at 12:00. it you ^uxj-j-

caii go ahead and take one now.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)/ I
.

just f^e one extra one so I ouess

it's a good idea to bring it back full of gas.

CAPCCM Roger that.

SPACECRArr Ana Houston, «'re
^^°f;^«?Sj,':;,f gettlnr"'

computer.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, vve're seeing the alarms.

Spacelab, Houston Bob if those tone too^lou.

for the sound measurements,
J^"^;^^,. to have to get a

SPACECRAFT Complete in that case? I'm waiting for them.

CAPCOM say again. Bob -J^^bfbffurnefif f%hen
ariuiqed that YOur alarms will go dovm, or

Jou IxicStfblock 2 of the deaot procedure.

SPACECRAFT ORay, we Just turned them down and I'm pressing on

with the sound meter right now.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia,

CAPCOM Go ahead Columbia.

SPACECRAFT Okay, one thing I forgot to tell you, I - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO readying for the etc?, ct i vat ion ami thoy had
asked a question about the launch lock:, of the gradient heating
facility that, that furnace Cor the iTiaterial ncience doublerack
having found them not to he installed. They were installed, of
course, for the lavinch to add virginiLy to that faci' ty so that
it would withstand the shocks of launch. But for reentry, they
mush be reinstalled. The crew was asking if they had been but
upon checking , they found that they were not so they are doing
that themsel^'^s now. At mission elapsed time of 9 days, 13
hours, and 3> minutes, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 9 days, 14 hours, 10
minutes mission elapsed time, AOS momentarily through TDRS.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston talking to you through TDRS for
about 50 minutes*

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Franklin*

CAPCOM Roger John, you too.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Spacelab here»s also.

CAPCOM Roger Bob, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 2 questions here. First one is in doing the
payload deactivation in POCC, PLZC may want to be part of this,
VITRl, VITR2 were called to bo turned off* I thought we were
using that to record some of this TV this morning.

CAPCOM Okay, John, I mean Bob, let me find out. And
Spacelab, Houston, those VITRs can be turned of * The only TV
coverage will be TV25 which will be recorded on the orbiter and
also will be downlinked realtime*

SPACECRAFT Okay, I guess, okay thank you. And another
question was, the deactivation of the NBD, NASA Branching
Distributor, it wasn't clear to me if the PLZC wanted to watch
that or not so I delayed it at that point knowing we were coming
up on you shortly. You might ask them if they •re ready with c^ata
and want to watch me turn off the NBD.

CAPCOM Okay, yes Bob. Stand by. And Spacelab, Houston,
you are go to press on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. Okay, when we opped the RAU
Houston, we got 4 RAU skip 21 messages

^

CAPCOM Okay Bob, we copy.

SPACECRAFT With further instructions^ I»m pressing on.
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CAPCOM Say again. Bob. And Hpac-lib, fiou-ton. Bob, y<vi

were cut off just at the end of youf sentence. Cou'.t you t &:>(.>. ur.>

SPAGECRAFT I said with further instcuctions, I am pressing on

even thoucjh the RAU is not operational, fjivlng R<VJ skipn anyway.

CAPCOM And we concur with that Dob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll read up the PAH momentarily after I did

that, I got the 4 RAU skips agaiu and chey rnay have gotten a

snapshot. Let them, have them tell me what the situation is the

way they want it.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, stand by.

SPACECRAFT I drop stand by right before the next step.

CAPCOH Okay, you're go to press on.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we're switching back to S-

band system 2, you'll get an ennesty mesjuvje and a momentariiy

conim lost

.

SPACECRAFT Okay Franklin,

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we're back with you.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCCM4 Okay, yes you too, John.

SPACECRAFT (garble) a question on operational velocity, over.

END OF TAPE
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(garble)

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 9 days, 13 hours,

24 minutes. And just to recite the principals expressing
greetings to the crew, they were in this order. Prime Minister

of Italy, Prime Minister of the Netherlands, Prime Minister of

Belguim, Chanceller of Austria, and the Minister of Science and

Technology from Canada.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, this is Spacelab, are you still with us?

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Houston, can I help you.

SPACECRAFT All we have to do is to inctall some launch locks

here and we are completed with that, on the deact right now.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, we'll let them know for you, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Thanks alot Mary. See you later Mary.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we're moments away

from LOS through the TDRS system. We'll reacquire again through

TDRS, missing the G State and passes in the pacific. Mission

elapsed time is presently 9 days, 13 hours, 26 minutes.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 9 days, 13

hours, 35 minutes mission elapsed time. We have lost

communications with the Spacelab, but will be regaining (garble)

in about 35 minutes when we come with In range of the tracking
^

data and relay satellite. During this last acquisition of signal

In which there were brief conaaunicatlons with the Payload
(derations Control Center, the POCC, Chuck Lewis tne crew

interface coordinator was voicing up several changes to the

deactivation checklist to the Red shift team. The Red shift

Spacelab crew, Olf Merbold, the Payload Specialist and Bob Parker

the Mission Specialist. They were given confirmation by Chuck

Lewis that experiments 2, 3 and the 300 series have been

confirmed deactivated, furthermore that the 101 experiment, the

dwarf sunflower seedling experiment had been deactivated and then

reactivated in the previous shift and now required deactivation

again and that they were to do 3 steps, the last 3 which was

(garble) deactivate Into the computer to turn battery to on and

power to off and that would complete the deactivation of the

(garble) of this experiment. They were also asked to operate

RAU-21, the Remote Acquisition Unit Interface between the

experiments an<: the main computer Inside the Spacelab module.

That RAU-21 has been skipping at times, and at other times it has

been down completely and It has been on and off of working

throughout the mission. They want to take a closer look at that^

RAU, so they have asked the crew to operate It and If It does not

op then to reop It In order to get what was referred to as a

snapshot. A snapshot Is an Informal computer term, meaning to
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get a very quick sampling of the last status of data in the RAU,

80 that it can be examinea when the Oibiter returns to Earth this

morninf. About 32-1/2 minutes remaining before we reacquire

communications with the Spacelab, in the meantime, the crew at

this time is in the process of doing final procedures for

reaaying for the deactivation and they had asked a question about

the launch locks of the gradient heating facility that furnace

for the material science double rack.

BUD OF TAPE



the Spacelab crew. The ted shift crew of Ulf

Parker Advising them that fOT experiments 2, 3 and the 30U

se^iel: Those Experiments have been confirmed deactivated by the

principle investigators. The crew is also asked to deactivate

mi p.xD#riment. That's the helianthus annuus nutation

S^erSLrt'l^rSt^ps by loading f-^^ivate turning batter es to

on and power to off. They were also asked to oP^^^^e RAU 21,

that's the remote acquisition #21 which ^as on and^off proved

somewhat troublesoiw during the mission. It is the
^^^^tlin?

u^t between scmie of the experiments ^-d the main experiment

computer in the module.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at the beginning

of the AOS on this TDRS pass, there was uplinj«f^
^S?"^ European

iieries of prerecorded messages from some (garble) of 5 European

countries and the Canadian minister of science.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston, we read you load and clear, over.

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear too now John and we're 4

SiSutes LOS. we're going to sign off now and give you some time

?o get ready for you? entry. We'll give you a lot of Peace and

auiet. Pick you up through TDRS again at 14 plus 10, or as a

baeSui Iscension at 14 plus 34 and Anna and I want to say we had

f SalJiSr?i ?oS and Se're going to hand you over to Franklin

for deactivation in that pass, over.

SPACECRAFT Alright, ya'll have a good day or good jK)rning or

' cood evening, whatever it is.

I

CAPC(»4 Roger, we'll have a good evening and you have a

I
•

. food landing.
;

;

f SPACECRAFT Thanks alot, so long now.

PI^O This is Mission Control, Houston, 9 days, 13

liours, 24 minutes just to recite the ...

ESO OF TAPE
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CAPCOM The experimenters wants to express our appreciation

totZ crew of Columbia and Spacelab 1 for the absolutely surperb

lobs you have done. You've made one of the most ambitious space

missions ever attempted a tremendous success and provement to the

wo??d She I^er?can Space Shuttle and the European Spacelab make

an unbeatable combination for conducting science activities in

ILce we wish you god's speed and look forvard to seeing you

Hit in Hun?aviu2^ Alabama! You've really dene a great job.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. Thank you, Chuck. Thtnk you. Thank

you

.

TAPCOM And a note from the Sims team back at Marshall, a

specUl note for Ulf and Bob. You've got time f ';«<5^^"

computer A at 8:00 Monday Morning for the experiment of your

choice. \ .

SPACECRAFT Oh that sounds great. Does that mean we can get

out of Edwards, right?

CAPCOM^^^ N

SPACECRAFT Does that mean we can leave Edwards?

CAPCOM We copy that.

SPACECRAFT That sounds great to us and we bring the six packs.

CAPCOM Okay we've got a change to the payload deactivation

procedure beginning on page, deact-2.

SPl^CSAFT Okay, come back. Okay, we've got

CAPCOM Okay, looking at deact-2 Bob.

;>8PjicicajifT^ tm,

CKBCm Okay, a note right at the top of the page,

to deactivation procedures for ^xper iments 2 , 3 , and 300 .
Be

advised those have been confirmed, deactivated by tne fi.

SPACECRAFT I have a question to the deactivation of 300.

CAPCOM Go.

SPACECRAFT About the launch off for the GHF install.

CAPCOM Standby on that Ulf, we'll get an answer and get it

backT understand the question is, whether the launch locks on

SPACECRAFT That is the question, that is correct.
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CAPCOM Okay, while we're looking for that, on the
following page, deact-3.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCOM Box at the top of the page with the notes relative
to EJB off, and horizon sensor off. Those commands were sent by
the ground, at 10 hours, 1 minute. So that's complete, that box

is complete.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Prior to, NBD deact, we'd like you to op RAU 21.

Continue through that step issuing item entries for all of the

OPS CCBS and RPCs . If you don ' t see any response on the screen

co: tinue with that listing, issuing those commands in the

blind. When you get to the end and have finished with item 10

header, we'd like you to reop RAU-21 so we can get a snapshot of

what we've got.

SPACECRAFT POCC Houston, Franklin.

CAPCCm Go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay you fayed out there, I thought, I was waiting

for you to come back. The last words we heard were that we were

to continue through the NDB doactivation issuing commands from

the blind even if we've got no response and then after that you

just trailed off.

CAPCOM Okay Bob, after you've finished with item 10, in

the blind if necessary, we'd like you to reop RAU-21 so we can

get a snapshot of what actually happened.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so I'm going to op it, and just in case it

doesn't stay opped, I'm going to reop it, to take a look at the

final status? ^ ;
^

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And we're checking on Ulf's question relative to

i«tunch': locks

.

SfAC^RAFT l.et me miike you a proposal, I can quickly look into

the stowage location and find out whether the launch locks are

stowed or if not then they should be in the furnace.

CAPCOM «iat*s fine 01f» if you do that for us, that would



nice fc»^
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CAPCOM Read y«>« ^^^^ clear.

oiLn This Is Mission Control, Houston, we have

.,«iTnv mission elapsed time 9 day^ , 13 hours,

fSf?5?e^^WeaJ Telltul f/slin a mLent here. This Is a

LSSScr^f ?he passtv2 thermal control over the, the vehicle Is

in a Sing ove? Sing roll and the blockage sometimes occurrs from

the onboard antennas.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM Columbia, this Is Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Hey Mary, abu«t that message 178 alpha?

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT The way I read that was on page 2-4 the (garble)

cSeck?^^ we SeLte those following four lines. Isn't that

right?

CAPCOM Roger, we were asking because they were mentioning

Sat^ou had dSSfthe last steps 3 and 4 of that Item and INCO s

going to do those.

book. That's what the message says, Mary.

CAPCOM Stand by. And Spacelab, ^hls Is Houston, INCO has

sent those commands up but everything ^ort of got a little off

sink when we lost our comm last pass and w«nj«f^<^^ "^^^^

we were clear, everything was cleared up about this.

SPACECRAFT So we got our procedures book corrected and you

don'f25nt me tS do Iny more^teps, I think we're square.

CAPCOM we're square, that's affirmative, good. And

SlS^la, this is Houston, 'we have 2 entries for your entry

wSSr block updates for orbit 155 and 156 when you're ready to

Gopy* '

SPACECRAFT Stand by 1. Okay Mary, what did you ask to do

• next?

CAPCOM Roger Brewster, we got 2 rebs of entry weather data

:> for:;you.;:to.<^^ ;::

-m Okay,. • fo::^ead .
:

:
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CAPCOM Roger Brewster, the rest of this message will come

up to you at ascension but to hold you til then on orbit 155, TIG
9 days, 14 hours, 35 minutes, that's daylight. Cadina 05, 3000
scattered 7 plus, winds are 360, 10 gusting to 15, barometer 3017
and parogy adjust TEG of 9 days, 14 hours and 11 minutes. On
your orbit 156, your TEG of 9 days, 15 hours, 42 minutes and

that's a daylight. Zerogosa 31 clear 7 plus, your winds are 290,

12 gusting to 18, barometer 3000, parogy adjust TEG of 9 days, 15

hours, 41 minutes. Readback.

SPACECRAFT We got it all, Mary, thanks very much.

CAPCOM That's good news and we'll turn you over to the CIC
so they can finish up on the Spacelab deactivation deltas.

CAPCOM Columbia and Spacelab from Marshall Ops with a

message relayed from Harry Kraft, commission manager. Repeat of

a nessage said earlier to the blue team for the red team this

morning. "All of us in Marshall Spacelab Operations* ...

SPACECRAFT Brfeak.

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT (garble) , this is Spacelab.

Go ahead, ulf.

Okay (garble) relaying a message. We are ready to

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
copy.

CAPCCM Okay Ulf, this is a message to the red team from

Harry Kraft, the mission manager. "All of us in Marshall

Spacelab Operations, the (garble), the management team, the

experimenters want to express our appreciation to the crew of

Columbia and spacelab 1 for the absolutely superb jobs you have

done. You've made one of the moat ambitious space missions ever

attempted a tremendous success and proven to the world that the

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, here they come. First of all, on page 2-4,

block 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead

.

CAPCOM The first four items in that block will be done by

INCO, and secondly, in that same block, the VFI is already in

descent transition due to the clrc pump test, so you can delete

that; step there.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

CAPCOM We want to remind you to power down experiment

number 11. It was left on longer than planned so we could use

those accelerometers, and we'd like you to go ahead and

deactivate it any time before Spacelab deactivation, and that

would be procedure on page 11 Echo -2 of the Payload Operating

Frooedures . Over

.

SPACECRAFT. Okay. Page 11 of Echo -2.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. And one other thing, we would

like you to do a manual crash of the ECAS so we can get it dumped

to the MMO. This would be in your activation/deactivation

procedure on page 2-7 in block 5, and well, the block 5 is on

'page, 2-6. :

•

SfACECRAFT Do you have a time for that, or when?

CAPCOM It would be occurring at a (garble) of 1 plus 10

and it would be the (garble) a step ahead in - - it would be the

first step in that block 5 of DDU deactivation. We're on the

experimental DDU. First checking that your computer select was

experiment, you would command WCM blank one six three niner blank

FOX FOX Pourty, and then enter that, and you wouldn't have to do

any ECAS recovery because it's powered down right after that.

And Spacelab, this is Houston standing by for readback. Go ahead

Spacelab.'
;

SPACECRAFT Well, we're standing by Mary, and we'd like to get

iOie last entry, FOX FOX what?

Gii^CXM Fox Fox 40 Enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand you want us to crash the ECAS by

using one of the Spacelab computers that were (f^^le) Spacelab

OBS's and that the command right core memory 1639 Fox Fox 40

CAPCOM Readback 's correqt, and the only effect that will

have on the rest of your deactivation procedures
J-^

on block 11

of page 2-10, step 1 and step 3 of block 11 will not have any
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effect YOU can do theo or not as you - - whatever y°"

!? 1 \£ft%n5:^ l)?oi ^Isili: ^S«r" «o?lK'a?'tS?trs
HiSSiL ^l?". niifon"our"1r«>S coolant loop flowducer ohan,..

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Over.

fAx>rnu The Orbitec freon coolant lop 2 payload heat

lfo^n,.r flowrcefS« fi^^t.^rea .^^^r'S^'weTuarSantH-tr
picked that up and passed the tef t "^1?^ J™

«
2»JJ inhibit

"L;c;iSb d«ctiJrtloS, She fteon loop flow

^5SpS?iirntn^';a"l' fSrthfplriS^ position to the Interohanger

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's part of the normal deact anyway, is

to go back to interchanger . Right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, and you would have gotten an

alarm, but now with a TIMBU, you won't.

SPACECRAFT Okay., Good show.

CAPCOM one last thing for Columbia and we'll hand you over

?^CTC for a few more Spacelab deactivation additions, but this

\l llMll In^ w^thj blof update «e got to give you two

orbits cause we're getting the message «P

'

and let me know when you're ready copy. Over.

SPACECRAFT Guess this PTC is not doing too good. Over. In

terms of antennas?

CAPCOM NO. Once every 6 or 7 min, you're going to fall

out.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia. Do you read? Over.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

StSaion Elapser?JS^:^%3ni CTi-^ i2?L"SaSU^^ 3-t

ii"'^enfSe?e!'^?iil ifa'product of the Pf f
control where the vehicle is in a wing over wing roll and th«

blockage sometimes occurs - -

BHD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM CoXuinbia this is Houston, standing by for TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we're all on the middeck here, and ready

to go over.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy. Here it comes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia, over.

CAPCOM Columbia this is Houston, good to see you guys, vou

looR:good. :

'

SPACECWVTT We're^^a^ to^be h«re andjje^certainlr^ _
appreciate those messages from the various Heads of State and

S!SiS?era, of those coSntrys. I think it i« i»P?^J*"\J^J,;^
cooperate internationally and not only in fP«°«^b«J^«^5'yrS"« w«
else, and we're anxiously awaiting to get back to the Earth so we

can see exactly what type of (garble) a<=co?Pli»*»?«"5«
^i*^.*'^!

achieved and report them. Its been an exciting 10 days and we

think we've learned a whole lot about how to leave, operate and

work in space and its delightful and (garble). Not only, not

Snly just a little bit but 24 hours a day, for 10 days straight

and we, we think that we've accomplished about
^'J^^

we've set out

to do, learn about what humans can do in space, in the Columbia

and in the Spacelab, and both vehicles have performed in an truly

outstanding manner. I can always say that the crew that I ™

associated with I'm so proud of them, I can't believe it. because

thev have truly performed each and every one of them and in every

way possible, just beautifully. And I think we're going to be

very pleased with the results of this mission when we start

analysing all the data.

CAPCOM Thanks John, we copy that. And Columbia, Houston,

we sure do concur with everything you just said and we're ready

to get back on the timeline now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you all later.

CAPCOM And we've finished our TV take. And Columbia,

Boustonf we're ready for handover brief whenever you guys are

;ceadiy;,/
:

; ^ 'v-

'

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we'll be right with you.

Pl^ This is Fission Control Houston, we're standing by

for the crew to acknowledge there ready for handover briefing to

SPACECRAFT Mary, we're ready to copy, you can go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Brewster, stand by for a second.
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Q SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we've got a question for

Owen.

^ SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, we want to get some verification that you've

I had done two steps in the module which is lEECM control high rate

) on and off . JtwB ll and 12 over.

i SPACECRAFT NO, I have not done that yet, were is that in the

CAPCOM Brewster, that is not in the P-cap, it was in, on

the teleprinter message, 148 alpha.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll have to go check the message because I

have not done the IBECM step and is there a big hurry it,^or

shall I finish the handover briefing here and then go take care

^of it. :

CAPCOM Negative Owen, just do that before deactivation,

please. ;

•

\

:

• SPACECRAFT : / Wilco,
'

i CAPCOM Okay, for the handover, first of all, I would like

1 to tell you that you're looking at good weather at Eddi for a 161

I TIG with a REV 162 landing. The forecast is 25,000 broken,
•

\ 12,000 scattered, 7 plus variable winds at about 5 m^^J^ an hour

1 and (garble) and George drove the length of Eddi 17 and it looks

f
as good as its ever been, thex-e's no water on the lakebed, 15 and

\ 23 can be used it they have to, over.

I

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds great.

CAPCOM We have some changes to the Spacelab deactivation

procedures if you have those books available, we'll standby until

SPACECRAFT Give us just a moment Mary, its not quite ready to

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we've moved them in the middeck back to

the spacelab and we're ready to copy in the act-deact changes.
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O SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM The first four items in that block *fill be done by

INCO. And secondly in that sane block, the....

BHD OP TAPE
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industrial side, but apart from the excitment that »P«°«_^^.
,

generates among the general public, there are "aJo^/j^^JiJ^Ji-^
l^noSfs that ^^^^i'^g

much so in the United States and European Nations. ™
Jnxious, we have been anxious,

^t:' j;^^2°P«"j!?t?S;.^ty^^iJ there
continue to cooperate with our partners "
is ever an area where joint international cooperation is

iSD5?tSnt it has to be in the area of space which is the future

fS^JiSSind! And with this particular space
«^»»J;?',SJeS the'

1*1 pleaied to say that even there, Ctaada has Participated, the

ipZce XJtlon experiment being conducted is

cSSdlani; in fact we have two Canadian J^K^J'.i" jJi^^.^**
Eott!t^ who are monitoring the results o£ that experiment. So

aSSlnTc^sration and we look forward to much more of It.

CAiCOII Columbia this Is «o«stW* striding by for TV.

S«W;iCRArr^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ b we»re «ll on t^ and ready to

:::^go«:: ovef . : - f ''

WHO or TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, so we should acquire you at TDRS at 12i35.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston. W®'"JO,!**;,^?®^

w2mi talk fo vou air-to-ground 1 through TDRS at 12 plus 35.

Xly^probiems wi?h Sat, wl'll get you through Ascension at 13:04.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble) got abbut every third word of all

that (garble) TDRS at 12:15.

»A0 This is Mission control, Houston. We'jf,}^^*^
2 i.*.,«..«v» H««ati That pass over UHF vehicle still

signal through Hawaii. *"*^^»^**"* r.lT«* jivaiiAhia throuah

r«ii doina one complete revolution every 30 mln in order to

SviilydUtfibuSe thermal heating and cooling over the entire
^v^pxy "*r*"tv^ «>AKii^tA That attitude t that conf Igaration wixx

min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

This is Mission Control, Houston. We're a

SiSy from acquiSitilS oi signal on «ir-to-ground through TDRS at

Mission Elapsed Time, 9 days, 12 hr, 35 mln.

CAPCOM
50 min.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
.sift'*;,,':''

3PAC1CRAPT

CftPCOM
for us?

SPAClCitAFT

CAKOM

Columbia, this is Houston with you through TDRS for

(Garble) ;

Columbia, this is Houston with you for TDRS for 50

Ue're reading you 5 by, Mary. Kow us?

Got y<Mt loud and clear, Brewster. You got anything

Mo. We're just waiting around.

Okay. Well, w« got a special i»«»s«g« tm ysw.

mi l»9yl

StiSm 4i*f^5«f«-. mmtm:mm' imm ••'-'^^S**** ft i« wy
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pj^O Oi? NASA «xperi«ent number 3. That «xp«r latent Is

one of the plasiaa physics experiments being carded out J«inf. ^
this f'day mission, and it has »ome apparatus mounted out on the

pallet. It's referred to as AEfl, however, for this portion of

the experiment, that apparatus was not used. Instead, S^^jott
was to have moved to the flight deck and use one of the Orblter

cameras to look for particulate contamination, contamination

emlnatlng from and Into the vicinity of the Orblter. This data

will ultimately be coBf>Aeed with data gathered from the lEC* . tne

induced mvitmmmt Contamination itor out on the fiallet.

Ifs hopitd that this infoematlon c. >e used In future Spacclab

missioiM to determine the best method for packaging sens Itve

instrumentation. Approximately 4 mln now to reacqulsltlon of

signal through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite. During

that acquisition, crew scheduled to be continuing with basically

the same types of operations they've been doing. Harriott's

scheduled to continue with the cold teec operations taking

running temperature tests inside the module, and Llchtenberg

scheduled to be continuing with material science operations. At

2 days, 7 hr, 22 mln Mission Elapsed Time, this Is Marshall

Spsceiab :Operati<»is.

fjlO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations standing by

now foe reacgulsltlon of signal with Spacelab through the

Tracking Slid Data Relay Satellite, iust
;iSSu2;ino

At this tlms onboard Spacelab, Owen Garrlott «hould be conducting

another experiment using some of the experiment 2, the JIPAC

apbaratas. This will be a P***^^* nftti^SfuSini^lir
prSarily at the natural aural activity, and he'll be using oniy

the diagnostic instruments, none of the active package.

CA9CGM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS, and we've got

;:;::(giurbtet5. . V : -^V v

SPACBCRAFT Go ahead, and I have a question.

:<a««OM I yGQ: W^

SPACBCRAT: Yss. I was just bringing S»WJC and when
J
»•«

configuring the panel switches, I 90t a BATT 1 temp,
J

03 message

and looking at It on 02S, the temps of the batteries are all 150

SSg high oSter limits, and we (garble) any - X 2««V5*»*^'»
the right temperature, so I'm not quite sure bow to proceed.

Cj^COM Okay. Standby, Owen. They are enabled, Owen. Why

^j.d^^';t : i'^;:
Just-- potV:tliem:: m;- fcbe:,:ll»«: -h^^^^

;

;

^^^^

SPACECRAFT Roger.
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PAO C>v»en S«cilofct t«pocttng that the conputec had sent

a neasa^e indicating the battery tewperaturea were o«t of

lisita. Principal Inveatigator team here in —
CA9CCH Oifen, we want to do a ternination of the battery

;Chacfiaf ^

SPACBCKJirr Roger. Charger's eiiabJLed to inhibit, so

esaentialiy that terainatea the battery charge, and the battery

vm Coiwestigator, Bill Taylor, providing soaie

fuidai^^ ::to '0M«»';:6arriott«/::::;^^^^

wmaKMMt (Oarble) that way be the faat thit I don't have

citftcgera eaabledt That's right. On thia nodel 17, we've had

that problem before. IW don't get the right numbers out when the

chargers are inhibited aa they are called to me from model 17.

:e$mm::--r-:'^ :iWi-vrecall.>-:^--;:/
;

ppMECfUOPT If you'd like, I'll turn that chargers enable
•witch back on and see i£ that malras it any better.

CMCm And Owen, when we do FOl3, the PICPMI calls for €9

equals 0 for PTF, and we want to disregard (garble).

CAPCOM He' re still reading 0' a for battery voltages down

vhwie;./.:^^^
:

• ^ X;: :'
• V ;

•

•

• s^ttaciuwrT:' :

• lattery;-;voltagea-;^^

;BSI0;'0P:^TM^ ';^
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PAO ,,.coinciding with th« start of orbit 38 as the
spacecraft ccosses the eguatoe. - .

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, standing by at Guam for 7

ninutes

•

SPACBCftAPT Loud and clear Prank 1in.

OkPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

'

SPAlQICitAfT: V <kKs6 ixym Wtwn^in,

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, about 30 seconds to UiS, Next
: stop^''Mila at T .36. ;

•

mCBCRAPT 7 3€, okay. See you there, and Mr, Spoc knows,
he always tells us when you're coning and when you're going away.

.CAPOM; . Okay. •

. :;. \
VM> Mission Control Houston. Iioss of signal at Guam,
next OHP pass will be at Berauda, with the duty pilot, Brewster
Shaw in the front cabin of Columbia at 2 days, 7 hours, 3<S

•iautes. Meanwhile we're about 12 minutes away from acquisition
tbcough the tracking satellite. Brewster Shaw made the connent
tluit Nr. Spoe knows, when Franklin Chang gave him the next
Beraiuda acquisition time. This Nr. Spoc is not the pointy ear
gentleman of W series, but a small portable, shuttle portable
onbcNird computer from which oosnis the acronym, Spoc, SPOC. 11
minutes now away from reacquialtlon through the tracking
satellite. This is Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 7 hours, 14
iilinvtes*\

PAO This is Marshsll Spacelab Operations, it*s 2 days,
7 lM>urs, 18 ninutes mission elapsed time. During the last
aequisition of signal we wsre configured to bring you Orbiter
aic-ground, however there was some CGoimunication on an 8*band
between the 99^lomd crew and the Payload Operation's Control
Center. Basically that conversation consisted of instruct^.ons
fron the material science dk>uble rack temi here in the Payload
Control Center to Byron Lichtenberg for naking some further
adjustment on the ISOL thernal heating facility. That facility
experienced some difficulty this morning in initial activation
when flwige or seal on one of two ports on that facility
appscently leaked, making it iii^ssible to draw a vacuum on the
ehMiber. The crew earlier replace the flange and was able to
draw a vacuun, however a cable that needed to be hooked to the
flange was unable to be attached because of the way the flange
was situated. To resolve that problem the crew, Byron
Lichtenberg is going to exchange the flange on the one port with
the flange on the other port and that should reorient the cable
connector in such a way that the cable will now connect with the
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£l«ii9«« W»*t \f«« not « probl«iii during an «acli«t tun of th«

Caoility b«c«usa tht port to which th« cable would not caach was

not uaad foe tha aacliar run of that axpariraent apparatus, so no

raal probXen, just a mattar now of 8i#itching those two flanges.

ll4ditionally it*s been relatively busy onboard Spacelab, the crew

oontinning to proceed though on the tennon line. Owen Garriott

had been spending much of this afternoon conducting verification
flight teet activities in relationship to the scientific airlock

and cold test qperations that are underway. Additionally, he

operated, or conducted one of many phases of NASA experiwent

nisibee 3, that e«peristent is one of the plaswa physics
eiq^rinents beinf carried out during this 9 day nission and it

has MM ai^ratus nounted out on the. .

.
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fUngc. That waa ftot a problani during an aacXiec run of th«

facility bacauaa tht port to which the cable would not raach waa

not uatd for tha aarliar run of that axpariaant apparatus. So no

raal nro'oleWf juat a mattar now of switching thosa two flangaa.

I^ditlonally it 'a baan relatively busy onboard Spacelab, the crew

continuing to proceed though on the tennon line. Owen Gar r lot

t

had been spending much of thla afternoon conducting verification
flight teat activities In relationship to the scientific airlock

and cold teat operations that are underway. Additionally, he

grated, or ewiducted one of many phasea of NASA experiment

numb»r 3, that axparinent la one of the plasma ph»-sica
^

axperlmanta being carried out during this 9 day wlaalon and It

."laa aciM apparatus mounted out on the...
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pxo This is Marshall Spacelab operations, 2 days 6

hours, 44 minutes Mission Elapsei! Time. We have loss of signal

Clth spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite.

?hat a relatively long acquisition of signal through, during

Ihich mSS of the timi was spent with Wlo^'S Specialist Byron

Uchtenberg, conducting a second run of experiment 330, that one

of the expeilments In fact the first experiment to use the

materials science double racks fluid Phy»J°*
-.f the

throughout that acquisition and throughout Byron's conduct pf the

experliwnt, I»rlnclSNil Investigator Jo^
Netherlands was In continuous communications

Yii?,!:^!^^*!!!^!'
The two of them discussing In and accost ^t^,

^jJ^^^^^.^JJ^S
fashion. The conduct of that experiment

^^SSif^^S^PJJi?^}^;^;?
providing some suggestions and guidance. N«;J;^»«3^f*i"^°Jo,
iignal will not be between the spacelab

^'y^jf
center » it will be an In orblter only a?3?i«}iiS:- ^^^sfjyfiSb
boors 45 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this Is Marshall spaeeiao

Operations*: ''\ - '

pm This Is Mission control, Hou^^^

fraB «c«ttl«iti«»n through farragadee, Australia for aOTF pas^^ror

th?oJ?!ter crew. The overall orblter systems operatlons^have

been satisfactory for the past two days of only^mlnor ^problems,

none of which are impacting^ the cj»P^«tlon
J.^JJ* "^™\he 18

mission. Electrical S«««^iS*?LS^lh^? 5 aSd fhalfklllowatt level with spacelab loads 5 and &

klllowatts. At Kennedy Space Center the hatch on Challenger wiii

bi used In an attesipt to duplicate the oroblem on day 1
Jj?"

^he

night crew of spacilab Colunbla had a little trouble getting the

bitSh open. Crybgenlc con8««M»bJ«« e«auiin4ng J¥«Ji5^.™!?*b

power usage, m should have ao^lsltlon at this time.

CA9GCMI Colombia, looston, im throogh Yarragadee for 6 and

gPftjeiCR^ Bi -rranliiln. VV:: ;

'

CAPCOM Hi, firewater. We don't have anytime down here, you
;

'got' ^anything: for ;a«?

SBIiCm:mgt wo, I'm ju«t cutting and pasting the new maneuvers

pio -gava- us. ;

CAfCOM Qiiay. And Columbia, H<Juston, we're about 30

••CiOiids to LOS. we'll talk to you at. Ouam at 7 plus 05.

Miasion Control, Houston, loss of signal at

iraiecagadee. Guam In 4 ^^^^Jj^^hJlSah'^SBr Is
thtfoogh which air to ground 2 uplinks to the crew through OHF is
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•anloyed. During the «nd of orbit nawber |7. Mission Control,

aottston, at 2 days 7 hours. This is Mission Control Houston, 30

s«ioonas to Gua» acquisition of tha Columbia flight craif.

Coinsiaing with tha start of orbit 38 as tha spacecraft crosses

; thr^;a#iator, :;\ : ; :

'

:

CJUKXHi Columbia Houston, standing by at 6ua» for 7

:i»inttfees •v .
• : ; ; .

•

'

;
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CAPCOH (garble)

SPACK:tAPT Roger, fo «h«&d, Cgarbl.«y

SPACBCRAW Roger, fo «h«ad,

CAPCON Okay, Bryon. Tall you what particular obaarvable

phenomana bacauaa w« have to run all tha fil» at tha and

anyway, it 'a not iiorth atoringt If you aaa anything axtraroly

intereating yoii can either apend a little more film or try to do

s iv:at;the;end.

SPACBCRAfT Okay, I think nayoe I*d rather hold on and do it it

there's anything at the end. I don't aee anything really

aaectaeular, a change in nuaber end a little atrange behavior.

So I*«i going to go ehead and do the (garble) .55 herta le the

igarbler;!!.!.

CAPC^, •

• Hould you' ;:repeat ;
that?

•PAClClAfT Roger, SEP 12.1 is FO^^.S harts.

CAPCON I still didn't get it Ryron. Once »ore please.

•PACSCIlAfT Standby. The regular freguenoy he<e is 0.55.

CAPCOH I lesd back, 0.55, is that afflmatlve?

iPAdCRATT j^#*f|gitive, ^t^m mm*
CAPOM Tlwnk you Byron* that's very good value.

SPAClCliAfT Okay, and ne've gcit s ©1 tisieline SBP down wessage,

•nd that Just aeaits go baofc to aiaimsl, I think. Mika, I still

«bow an fO running light here on the OiP.

99m9Cmm fioger, I still thow an fO running light on the 01

HBP. And we |u«t got « 01 tiiwline SIP down Message.

iy^Mim»$:-: :
V think; thst •s

:
nofisi;, ;but -vwe '11 cheok . :

'

I^ACiCillfT (fAfble) a. It caws «r to
f**Jjffi*]^ fl!*L.f!f

I'll, thsl's Mil eos#lete« The tSC«. snitch Is back into the auto

CKgem Ok«y# Byron* could you p»Jt the mutual auto switch

•::-liv::the-;::itt^^^^^^^
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SPJUaSCiUiPT It*a cowpl#t«, Btl^^^^

CAPCOM And that's...

SPACECRAFT Or it»r complete Marshall, Ops.

CAPCOH And that *« why %fe gat that error nessafe, that 01

TV •hatdown, or tiweline shutdown iaess*ge. And the DEP. ..

SPACECRAPT Soger, copy thatr »n* tbaU'a all complete.

CAPCCm Okay and jast a couple of quickies, Well go ahead
with Jon and *te*ll catch you before MS, we've got about a
Inute.

SPACECRAfT Right. It's in the amnual chairtjer now, it's hard
to. tell.

:
;

:
:

•

SPACICRAPT Oh you know what I did Jon? Mixed the* up here,

and Jon when X did bhem before X did the amual c;ha»bec first, so
OR your data you'll tee that the aanual's are done before the
cyliniee , sorfy. \ ::

CApam Okay so you first did the cylinder and then, now,

you first did the aa»ualus and now you'reding the cylinder. Is

th«t -^tcectfy -

SPACICRAPT TiMit's affiriwitive, yes, that «s affirsMitiwe.

CAiCOli'::
:; ;

:\:^fli*fik:^you; i^^^

•PAOtatAfT I got a good cesid«iit in ttoout 0,7 berts on tliii

CAPiOlt-- --

y

Cl^pcaOii aigiies than you fomid Co? tlw asnuelus?

.gpJM3pii^:
;

CAPCOM And Byron we've got you for about 16 seconds and
wg»i^:;,;«ejit^^^^

CAPCOM did « beautiful job, Byron, thank you.

iPAdCaiyPf aoger, thank you, X think you'll be happen with
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lb«t of tl»

SPACBCRArr through th« fe«gu«ncy, you nay not be «bl« to hear

fiftet now, bat typical to (f«rbie) .

j^ia This la Matahall Spacelab Opetatlonw. 2 days, 6

hours, i4-iilnote» liiaalon elasmed tlwe. We have loss of signal

with ssmeelab throofh the trackInf and data relay satellite.
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CAPCON Terrific Byron. Thank* a lot. Appreciate your

hel^lnf «» out on th*t one. •

ePACECRAft .-
:;

(Gamble)

8PACBCRAPT Okay. 330 PI. I just finished up 13, 10-13 and

ifhen I spread it down to aero I was able to atop the container

broadside. The particles didn't quite finish jBoving by the time

the camera colled out so I ran about another 20 to 30 frames

(tarble) to try and catch the final motion of the tracee, over.

eAPCOil Weil thank you. That's really good Byron that you

were able t-o stop it in such a beautiful position but those last

30y 4u frames are not the most interesting so I wouldn't worry

spAaK:itAPT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOii--;;-:'^

,<mmm':':
: ::::

:capccm:':,; v:;

SPACBCRATT

CAPGON

(Garble) difficult (garble)

Byron, are you still there?

Okay Byron, do you read me?

Yes we share the PI air-to-ground 1,

X^oiid :ai^ cleer ;
(garble)

Okey Byron. I think when you get to the

preparation contelner I would like you ^^'ifS^Hni
*

Sifferenoe between the (f«rW.e) character l»tic« In the tube

«ii|6*^;ja^ity;::eb^

SrAOSCRAPT (Garble) understand . I've got It out notf^an^

looks like there are scew particles that «» ,?yi}?**?Lfl,
walla. 1*11 shake it ae best I can to try and get it all loose.

CAiCQII Okay, but the cylindrical cavity Is tteated with

(iiSle) surface iaterlal and therefore 'hj^^ fH!*'*"^
Cfsrble) angle than the (garble) cavity. Can you see that

.Mifei«aoefv\^^^

BPAClCiafT An<M^h one has the anti-spec compound on it?
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BWhCWCihTS Okay.
it in th« viewing, the VT 8 here. (Garble) there's too much

difference between the t%»o right now.

cmm : tm^
SPACBCRAPT One note for the MSOR people. I didn't find any

wet wipe* in 08 alpha.

akFCON ye» we ehould be air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM Okay Byron. Did you already put in the combination

:-:e«ituil«er,:;:;'.^ :

Sf*ClCRAft If« In right now and I'm juet getting it aet up so

that the cylindrical access is horlsontal here.

: (aifCOli: --'^^
^

:

(Garble) pi #: «lE-to-ground U

;:;8P»ClCll*fT "-'^^^^

CJj^COBI Okay Byror.. lie don't have any data at the aoiient

so tfoold you please ra*^ out what you find on the oscillation

ffre^eiicles.

;

gPltfffffBftFT ' Okay where would you like aie to read (garble)?

•:::;-ftepency for ^ th«;:cyiiiii«f

like het* we d^^^^^^

filled a lot wore folly fchsn the other

there's only about iwybe 1 fifth of the available volu«e Is air

bobble in this particular one than In the others you've been
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SPACECRAFT

SFACBCRAfT

mm Qr ; 7A>t

ES2 (garble) PI, air-to-ground 1.

Roger , go ahead 320 PI

.

OHay Byron,

fecjger, go ahead.

I^af 8yron.
"
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CAPCOM spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have a request

for Owen if he is handy.

SPACECRAFT He's not too handy right now.

CAPCOH Okay, understand.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's (garble) step 10.6.

CAPCOM (garble) copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mike what's your question?

CAPCOM Oh, right. We would like one of you guys, I guess

Owen to run Hal 1.6 for experiment 1. It shouldn't take you

long, what we need is XX-16 and YY-89.

SPACECRAFT Standby, please, the (garble) teleoperator told me

to go up to the Payload Bay camera to do some contamination

studies. DO you want me to do that, or stay here to run this

llal? :

CAPCCW Stand by.

SPACECRAFT said he can get the Mai. Said he can get the

Mai ao I'll go on up to the flight deck.

CAPCOM That's great, that way we can get both, thanks alot

guys. A;

:

SPACECRAFT Mike, you want me to do a manual, (garble) on F016

(garble 9) that right? •

CAPCOM That's correct, that's to interrupt the audio

sequence by going thru that value of XX1« yY89.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you ready for it now?

CAPCOH Yeah, were ready fO£ it right away.

SPACKRAFT Got it. FO running, (garble) PI?

SPACECRAFT I'll have to go 330 PI.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, can you be in a somewhat mumbling mode

and;:tell;what ;;you are-
^ :r

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have the box rotating now and there is a

lovely bubble in the middle of it and it's very difficult to see

::'any type of ; residants' right : now. \
;

• ;

CAPCOM (garble) mention, do the best you can.
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SPACECRAFT I think I'll try 1.9 hertz about the best we can

do.

CAPCOM I copy.

CAPCOM Yes (garble).

SPACECRAFT What?

CAPCOM Okay ay*on, can you tell roe what you estimated the

oscillation frequency was at 10.8?

SPACECRAFT Roger/ 1.9 herti about the best I can tell.

CAPCOM (garble)

SPACECRAFT- And Michael, you'll be pleased to know that there's

no California surf up here in the (garble) module.

CAPCOM (laughter) We're delighted to hear it. Also wonder

-J^^'ve seen an/eviaence of any electrostatic forces, liquid

aLS^ing c^Sl? to^surfaces or anything inside J. Vreeburg's

containers?

SPACECRAFT I really haven't. The only thing that gave me any

rSJ? pu«le was that Lular container and there had been some_

electrostatic forces there. I did wipe it and I tried to shake

!«in auite a bit when I took it out but very traces visible.

IS th2 li5uid seemed to behave very smoothly but it was H^^J^
S« ve?y vUcouS you know and It just didn't want to move around

very much.

CAPCOM I understand, you have slow motion on the liquid

surface inside the container.

SPACECRAFT I know, I would say that there «««
f^'J^i"^*^^!?®

motion in the fluid up til that one hertz of oscillation. It

stays there with, f^oes with the container.

CAPCOM Right, we copy, thanks Byron.

SPACECRAFT Wo 're sorry about that, 2.4 herts now on the ...

CAPCCNI And Byron.

SPACECRAFT (garble) RPM run.

CAPCOM Byron, the experiment one team would you to do

that MOW before 6 hours, 38 minutes. Let's say sometime in the

next 10 minutes.
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CAPCOM Yes, (garble) PI to ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, did I read correctly that you said that

the residence we (garble), step 10.11 was 2.4 hertz.

SPACECRAFT (garble), that's the best we could find.

CAPCOM How can you get to 2',% herta?

SPACECRAFT It was on the dial.

CAPCOM Vou mean the machine operates to high frequency

than to hertz.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, just like the trader does.

CAPCOM Yes, I remember.

SPACECRAFT Yes, break Michael, I already iniated the F01689

and it's running right now.

CAPCOM Terrific Byron, thanks alot, appreciate you helping

us out on that one.

SPACECRAFT Your welcome.

BMD OF TAPE
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SPAC UVFT It looks like for both of these the annuals and the

box, the (garble) frequency is higher than one might have

predicted, except that, 1 1/2 hz or more.

CAPCOM Okay, 1.5 hz at step 10.1?

SPACECRAFT I haven't quite gotten there yet, but it's pretty

close, (garble) the frequency slowly.

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab one, this is Marshall Operations for Owen,

if he's handy.

SPACECRAFT He's Stuck under a shroud right now. Can you hear

Be ^ Mlke?-'
;

/'

SPACECRAFT Mike, did you copy. Owen's up under a shroud in

the aft viewport. Glad to hear you. Go ahead Mike.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen. Let m« see. We just had a question,

we were trvinq to do some coaoaands to TV camera number 2 and were

unable to do that. We suspect we may have the wrong cable used

to connect the camera number 2 co its cable brackets. That s

overhead 7 LIMA, and if you happen to be near there, we d be

Interested in getting that cable number.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm under the shroud. Cannot get over

there, but I've not changed anything since our last run except to

turn the camera power off.

CAPCOM Yea. We had trouble during that run trying to get

some commands from the ground is all.

SPACECRAFT Well, they're all - - they're both
«?J . „

correctly, Mike. Guaranteed. Camera 2 is not working anything

but the floor right now.

CAPCOM Okay. We understand. There evidently is a

oosaibility of using a Spacelab cable or of using an Orbiter

ISble, and w° were just trying to distinguish which one happened

to be hook-Ed up. One of those two allows us to command the

camera from the ground.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's a very good point, and I bet I've got

throrbiter cable. There's a - - RCA 229 32 BRAVO 4-503 TV

csFible, serial number 002.

CAPCOM Can you read back that slowly, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay. RCA 229er, space 32 BRAVO 4-503 TV cable

serial number 002, and I bet that's from the Orbiter.
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CAPCOM Is this connected to TV camera 2.

SPACECRAFT Affirm.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT We can switch them out if you want.

CAPCOM Okay. We're going u- (garble). We're going to go

and try and identify that cable.

SPACECRAFT I'm almost positive I brought that in from the

Orbiter.

CAPCOM Thanks. We understand you're pretty sure you

brought that in from the Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT And, Spacelab for the 330 PI.

CAPCOM Copy, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm searching for a resident frequency in the

BACS and I'm really unable to get anything that •Y*" ^^.^'^
phase, up over 2 Ha, so I can get a pretty good amplitude at

about 1.6 to 1.7, but it's still pretty much in phase.

CAPCOM Okay, and that's 10. IV

SPACECRAFT Affiirm.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative. At 1.7.

CAPCOM I copy.

SPACECRAFT T«ll you what, I'm not sure you want to take 500

frames of this. It's not all that interesting.

CAPCOM HO, but - - okay. The thing is when you r- -

SPAC^RAFT We can do it, I mean - -

CAPCOM HO, but if you start rotating, then you won't be

able to see very much. If you think you - -

SPACSPRAFT If I what?
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CAPCOM If you Start rotating, you won't be able to see

very much for the later stages, so it may be better to spend it

on the things that you can see very well. But if you think that

the thincjs (garble) already (garble), there is no sense in taking

that many frames.

SPACECRAI?T Now that I look (garble), now that I lc»ok ct it,

you will be taking the spinup steady state and spin ;garble) will

be
;

(garble) .'
-^

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We heive a request

foe Owen if he's handy.

SPACECRAFT He's not too handy right now.

CAPCOM Okay. Understand. All right.

BNO OP TAPE
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CAPCOM ... Atlas 3

PAO Orbit 38 will start at elapsed time of day 2 7

hours 58 seconds with the longitude of ascending node at 140

degrees 140.81 degrees east. Acquisition in some 47 seconds.

PAO This is Marshal <. Spacelab Operations standing by

for reacquisition of signal iiom payload control with Spacelab
back of orbiter's cargo bay. During this acquisition ;>f si-aal
Spacelab crew scheduled to be continuing with (garble) materials
science experiments, specifically Byron Llchtenberg, scheduled to

be working with the materials science activities and Owen

Gacclott continuing with some scientific airlock. Activities and

relatloii to the verification flight teat and those activities are

associated with the cold test portion of the Spacelab testing on

this first mission. Llchtenberg should have all ready extended
the airlock table, the experiment table Into the module and

should be touching experiment 20. The plckpack one of several

space plasma experiments back on the table for reextenslon Into

-space.

CAPCOM (Garble) and It's possible to (garble) on the

cylinder and possibly similar effects (garble) on the (garble).

PAD Voice of principal investigator, Juan Vreeburg of

th« Netherlands. Dr. Vreebarg conversing with Byron Llchtenberg

about the conduct of his experiment.

CAPCOM (garble).

SPACECRAFT No, I dldn*t copy that one, say again Juan^ please.

CAPCOM Okay, (garble). I still have the (garble) shift In

9 millimeters. Did you copy that?

SPACECRAFT I copy that.

CAPCOM Did you get the same readout on the display that

your looking at?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) now.

CAPCOM Okay. (Garble) viewing aids it may run Into the

viewing aid.

SPACECRATT Roger, understand.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

PAD Dr. Vreeburg is one of the principal Investigators

with an experiment that uses the material science doublerack
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fluid physics module. His experiment, European Space Agency

experiment number 330.

SPACECRAFT OKay, the box is in there and I have a bubble in

the middle, well it's not quite in the middle. It's about 2/3

(glrbie) up towards the top with the (garble) front, 1 circular

(garble)

.

CAPCOM I copy that, Byron. (Garble) table bubble you

think or do you think that (garble) can be changed easily to

another failure?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) run the tape. Okay, Juan I got

(garble) I got the majority of the fluid towards the rear plate.

CAPCOH Okay.

SPACECRAFT- (garble) oscilation here. Another interesting

thing about the (garble) is It seems like most of the^(garbxe)

late? no matter how hard I shook it I was unable to
^Jj

them

free. But it looked like the case box initially tha^

now as I look at it the traces are quite visible so the box win
be good data with changes.

CAPCOM I copy that, Byron. Did you see a c***"?*^?;***!?

(garble)? Cause you could see electrical effects that the lines

(garble) particles and that goes (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I didn't understand that. Could you please

/ repeat? •

.

: : ;: :

CAPCOM Okay, (Garble) of the traces could be in the

electrical effects. (Garble).

SPACECRAFT Run that - looks like the boxes in —

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...television from outside the Spacelab looking aft

along the cargo bay towards the tail. That television was

interrupted periodically. However, the reason the television was

darkened and we were unable to see much of the laboratory was

because all of the cargo bay lights needed to be turned off for

the experiment operation, that being the SEPAC - Space

Experiments with Particle Accelerators Operation - so that the

low light level television camera mounted out on the pallet would

be able to documsnt the releasei of "ionised argon gas. That

particular experiment - a joint experiment provided by the

Japanese Government and jointly operated by the United States and

the Japanese Government - is designed to look at the earth's

upper atmosphere and to study the earth's magnetoaphere - the

magnetic envelope that surrounds the earth. The experiment is

designed to excite the upper atmosphere with an electron beam

released from an electron beam accelerator. Part of that

experiment an ionixed cloud of argon gas is released and it will

later be released to help neutralize the DC pack experiment

following the firing of the electron beam in this the first test

of that device. There were seveal releases of ionized argon gas

and again the purpose of that was to test the equipment prior to

using it with the electron beam accelerator. In the user room

now being congratulated na* by other members of his team is Dr.

Tatsuzo Obayashi and for those who are able to view NASA select

he is in the center of the field of view with his left shoulder

turned toward the camera and a dark coat. Dr. Obayashi is the

••nice or the principal Investigator on the SEPAC experiment.

While that was being conducted Dr. Byron Llchtenberg was working

with set up of the first sample and operate startup of the first

sample in the isothermal heating facility in the material science

double rack. We have approximately 10 minutes until acquisition

of signal. That signal will be acquired through the Orroral
ground tracking station and it will be a relatively short pass -

approximately 3 minutes in duration. At... At 2 days, 5 hours,

15 minutes mission elapsed time this is Marshall Spacelab

Operations.

PAO This la Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days, 5

hours, 24 minutes standing by for acquisition with Spacelab

through Orroral Valley ground tracking station/ Additionally on

WASA select in a matter of a few minutes we are attempting to

schedule a brief report by SEPAC co-investigator Bill Taylor.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days, 5

hours, 30 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal

with Spacelab through Orroral ground tracking station. During

that relatively brief acquisition of signal Owen Garriott was

provided aome Information on some verification flight test

activities associated with cold test. Cold test lasting for

several hours during this early portion of the mission to look at
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the effects of the extreme cold temperatures of space on the
laboratory facility during this its first and test flight. This
is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition
through the tracking satellite expected in about a minute and a

half. Columbia and Spacelab about 1 fourth of this way through
orbit number 37. Current orbit numbers: apogee 134.1 by 131.7
at perigee nautical miles period. 1 ^our, 29 minutes, 29

seconds And for computer buffs who are plotting their own
trajectory display orbit 38 will start at an elapsed time of day

2, 7 hours, 4 minutes, 58 seconds with the longitude of ascending
node at 140 degrees, 140. 81 degrees east.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM The 311 alpha sample started as well as soon as
possible^ we're trying to keep close to the timeline, thanks.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC on air to ground one, how
do you read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Roger,

CiiPCOM Could you give us a confirmation of battery chai^ge
(garble) please.

SPACECRAFT Okey, I've not started the battery charge yet.

ChBCOH SEPAC copies* ^^^

/ .

^

CAPCOM And Byron, if you have a chance, and you get up by
the tape recorder on 101, you might give us a read down this
pass. r'/'V,:':;^

SPACECRAFT Okay, Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall, we just gave that 501, we gave the
resume to Isol (garble) and ran a study iso ops mode, both
(garble) are off*

CAPCOM And Byron, you were garbled on that transmission.

SPACECRAFT Roger, resume the IHF was given us 5 hours and 1

minute MBTs, so it*s back in business running*

CAPCCm Roger, copy.

CAPCOM And Byron, I*m not sure if you copied my
transmission on the VTR on 101, give us a reading on that if you
have a chance, and there's no need to push any of the buttons on
the tape recorder if you have some unsual lights.

SPACECRAFT Okay I see 632 on the tape recorder for 101.

CAPCCM Roger, we copy 632, and we appreciate it, thank
you.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble) are reading 0*1 (garble)*

SPACBCRAIPT Marshall Ops, did you hear the last?
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CAPCOM We need you to repeat Owen, you are breaking up.

SPACECRAFT Okay both charger currents are 0,1-

CAPCOM SEPAC copy.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO And SEPAC co-investigator Bill Taylor reporting

the front run of the POCC that they're some pretty happy people

in there, reporting that it seemed to go very well, and it

appears that they got what they set out to get in terms of

data. And Owen Garrlctt just reported that the po&t operation

battery charging of the SEPAC batteries is now underway.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Marshall Operations.

CAPCOM Right Byron, I was just wondering, did you give us

a tape number on your VITR tape changeouts about 2 1/2 hours ago?

SPACECRAFT negative, I didn't that was tape number 5.

CAPCOM Tape number 5, we copy, thanks a lot.

PAD *nd in the user room 7, the Japanese and America

flags symbolising the joint operation between Japan and the

Onlted States In this major space plasma physics experiment being

carried out on this the first mission of spacelab.

8PACTCRAFT Marshall Ops, Sp»ic«lab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've got the (garble) I'm going to try and

catch up where I should be on 330, (garble).

(Mfccm V;: . ; :;yes/;go ahead.':; :

SPACECRAFT (garble) step 7-19, "h^ch }s the end o« tj*

(garble) ready to go on to section 8, which is the (garble)

. frequencies.:: .v:
';

;/;::^

CAPCOM Okay, and we're following the procedure down here

; OB : the ^;
ground. :v : . ,
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SPACECRAFT You might tell the (garble) people, that in the
beginning I had my visual (garble) all the time, and about the
first or second camera run, (garble) I'm not sure if it's blown
out or what, but I've got to use the camera on a very long
interval and brief exposure to get any illumination in there
whatsoever.. '

'

CAPCOM Where is the problem at we copy what you said,
but—

SPACECRATf (garble)—
CAPCCM The (garble) lamp seems to be out, hope you can
votk around that, using the camera lamp.

SPACECRAFT (gtrble) didn't worK.

PAO This 5.8 Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days 5

hours 11 minutes, mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
with Spacelab and the Orbiter Columbia through the tracking and
data relay satellite during that last acquisition of signal, we
received live downlink television frcMn outside the spacelab,
looking aft along the cargo bay toward the tail, that television
was interrupted periodically, however, the

BHD OF TAPS
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SPACECRAFT (q«cble) A in the left 312 cm the right. Do you

want Che duawny plug to stay on for now for the second port

(gatoie) you want me to put it on to the sample frange?

eAFCJiM okay» Byron, I copy. I think what we want is the

•herswi couple wire hooked up on the left and leave the dummy

plug on ifie rignt bat hang on, I'll just check with the 300. _

Okai , Byrort. connect both connectors , Remove both dummies and

hook jp bo'&t< wires.

SFJW^iCRAPT Will do.

PAO SBPAK tea* in the user room monitoring data as well

as the television pictnTe froH* orbit,

CAPCOM By on, the sample codes you ent€re<S, is the sample

code for the 311 alpha sample?

SPACSCRAFT (Garble)

.

PHO Meanwhile, Byron Lichtenberg working *fith materials

science doublerack receiving from some information from Micha#.

Ampton here in the front room of the payload control ct iite .

SPACaCBAP? (Garble).

aiofCCM ^'SSPAK copies.; • ^
;

V

IjHO Owen Garriott reporting that he begun the natural

QMi pl(»« releases. While we're continuing to receive downlink

television, we do not anticipate these release appearing in^the

fleld-of-view - as there should be no Interaction that would emit

itfiit.':

:

•CAPOOil: V, V (Garble)
; ,

--^

SPACBOaAFT Marshall Ops

r

/ CAKXM ;
' ao ahead, -Byron. ^

SPACECRAPT I have a question for (garble) people. I took the

sample out of the dummy connector out and as you know, Olf had

do some (garble) and it turns out the new sample plans doesn tv^

have the re.to connector oriented in quite the proper position to

fit in easily. I think I could glimpse a wire to make it cit mat

it's going to be a tight fit, over.

CAPCOM Okay , we' 11 check with the PI. And their message,

Byron, is try to make it fit if you can.

SPACECRAPT Roger. SEPAK I can see now from my procedures here

in the last minute, y«>3 and one dead second firing the MP6 I
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was looking out at the time and could not see any indication of

those firings. We are coursing off sequence now.

CAPCOM SEPAC copies.

pi^O Again receiving downlink television —

CAPCOM Spacelab, we got you again inside on TV.

CAPCOM And we have a message
f*^*^

Byron. If y?^'"
J^^^

able to get that connector to fit onto the flange, 300 suggest

that vou simply put the dummy back onto the cable and get at

iSlst ?he fi?st Sample st^irtJd. Of course, we hope you'll be

able to get that cable on there for us.

PAO Byron Lichtcnberg.

SPAdCRAFT (Garble) to get that whole connector inside the

sample (garble)

.

CAPCOM standby.

pjvo working to install the first sample.

CAPCOM Thanks vet, much for your help during this last

fO. Looks lili« tverything went alright.

gWlClCRAfT (SMblt) fine. I guess you are expecting the

thing from the IVA ir«i' t you?

/.
V-

;

;:::::^f • again, \Ow«a, :
;

;^ ^
;

§»mtCBKn MS •» f«t •» ^ ^nav perform just as

Ctmem certainly should, Owen.

1^ imA timt conclodea dewnliitk television.

Ci#COM (®«fl>l#t for ftmi, 300 r«coa»ends t^fj you try

STinstaU tmt clo#e t* orientat on
^^J/^^.^^^" f

"

<g4»t it in tmll, i««t firtt the dummy plug back on the cable anaM the 311 mmf start#4. trying to keep reasonably

close to ouc *^«Sul«d timeline of sample chaages

.

»jyO syrofi £.lcht«nberg working to install the Cir»t

SMipl« and to th« isothermal teeatins ««ciUty now that that

£«Uity is up an4 rtfrwing, B*celvinq guidance from ^ J
HMr««tigator and englfieeriig te*« here in the peyload operations

ccwtrol center.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops in the DEP or blind

to whatever your (garble). The 300 teams says the best thing to

try and do is install that with as close in orientation as you

can get it and use the dummy connector if the cable doesn't reach

and in any case skip the 311 alpha sample started as well as - as

soon as possible. We're trying to keep close to the timeline.

Thanks.

CAPCOM
you read?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Spacelab, this is SUhK on air-to-ground 1. How do

Loud and clear roger.

Could you give us —
END OP TAPE
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PAO 15 second Intervals.

SPACECRAFT They've got It (garble). It looks to being normal

down here.

CAPCOM Very good, Owen. Owen, this is SEPAC we have

indication of a first MPD firing.

SPACECRAFT You got the same iu;jlcatlon that I displayed,

right.

CAPCOM And nunber 2.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this Is SEPAC on air-to-ground for Owen.

SPACECRAPT";
;
; Go ahead.

CAPCOM Owen, we don't see no M TV down here, could you

conflrn that it looks like it should be on from up there?

SPACECRAFT Yes, (garble) while we were on the daytime side.

I'll have to go and put it (garble).

CAPCCM Byron, we just got it and its a bluish color

flash, a very short duration so it's, there's another one, and it

does not hold any film directional characteristics. It's more or

less just a uniform, hemispherical glow, bluish color, coming

from the general MPD arch. Here we get a next one.

CAPCOM Spacelab In order to allow you guys to verify good

M-TV data were going to route that M-TV signal to your monitor
bcavo.v; 'vv

'

SPACECRAFT It ' 8 already done Mike.

CAPCOM We hope you see your M-TV on your own monitor, now

:' were:; seeing it ix3mn imtm,

PAO »ow this evening, (garble) television

SPACECRAFT Seeing a bright pulse, there Is no Indication of

any field alignment at all.

CAPCC»f SEPAC copies.

PAO This television, theres" another firing, a PD
firing

SPACECRAFT About as bright as a beacon on an aircraft liner.

CAPCOM Owen, this is SEPAC, I can barely hear you through

the cheers In the background.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. It wouldn't surprise nm at all If people

could see that from the ground.

CAPCOM We're seeing it heie in the POCC.

SPACECRAFT I was quite meaning by eye, if they were in the

right location.

CAPCO«« Well I hope somebody is looking Owen.

pj^O And this is the black and white monitor television

camera. Of course it's an Orbitec darkness.

CAPCOM This is SEPAC, how big would you say the spear

^ was, ^' what diameter? .;

SPACECRAFT The »>fig»»test part which saturated
J".

JV^^all

I would guess about a meter in sixe, and then
^

deJinishid over another 4 or 5 meters «^*y fiJ?.?***^' Sver
real bright central flash, then just expendential decayed over

the next 5 or 10 meters.

CAPCOM What would you say the expedential decay length

" was?
;

,

SPACECRAFT How about 1 meter ^he decay rate, I can't see

any decay in the first meter or so, it's just ^oo much of a

siSgle biight flash, but oeyond that then I'd would, something

between 1 and 2 meters is the (garble)

.

ChPCOH SSBhC copies.

PAO The reason the screen aw^ars to be bJ«»J«' fj .

eourse this is a black and white television. And the Orbiter is

in Orbiter darkness at this time.

CAPCOM This is SBPAC on air-to-ground 1 f r Owen.

: SPACECRAFT :
^

Yea .
;

^

CAPCOM We bear nothing superlatives here.

SPACECRAFT Say again Roger.

CAPCCM It* a Bill Owen, and I hear nothing but here

superlatives here.
'

SPACECRAFT Great, it's all we'll it's all your equipment down

there, pleased that it's working so well.

CAPCOM
:
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PAO Another MD arch jet, argon jet gas release that

appears— v: ' /
'

-- ^ ' :\/ ^

CAPCOM We have about two pore minutes and then we'll go

to 4 NGP firings which we do not expect to be visible.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's fine and the air <9arble) cloudy

(aarble) as we get a little closer to sunrise, (garble) ? .

getting cl.:»ser, and closer, to the Spacecraft, so we got a lot of

good air (garble) There is a little (garble) exercise, an<3 that

fSSlly brilhtens up the tail glow on vertical stabiliser in the

right engine podd.

CAPCOM That copies.

SPACECRAPT Thank Marshall Ops PP2 for the other PR people,

ike. ; -
:

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT A quick question, I've got samples stowed in the

Garble) 312 in the right. Do you want the dummy plug to stay

on for now for the second support number 2 or do you want me to

put it on to the sample flange.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron I copy, I think what we want is the

thermo couple wire—

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, we have about 2 more minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT There is an interesting (garble) now as we

SSie at 25 rp«, and (garble) at 0.8 hz, and it sort of looks

like it's changing from an egg from on side to the other.

Interesting flow pattern.

CAPCOM Oh, that is very good Byron, so finally, we are

getting s<»iie (garble) frcwi this.

CAPCOM Byron, could you try to get frequency at 25 rpm

before you go LOS?

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'm working on it, it looks like about

(garble)

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we'll see you at 3 plus 52, you have

,
25 'seconds left./

SPACECRAFT Very good, how much time do I have left on this

(garble) run, quite a bit or not?

CAPCCM 17 seconds in the pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good, we'll
J«i!fiS%J° ^Snei^SJU

Looks like about .83 ht to be the oscillation frequency here.

CAPCOM (garble) okay I copy that, Byron. Thank you.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days 3

hours 38 minutes mission elapsed time.
i^J'^f'^J"* And

with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite. And

anticipating reacquisitlon through a ground station in

ISprSximately 14 2inutes. During the last acquisition, the

Savlo^ crew specif Icaily payload specialist, Byron Lltchenberg

^

?;Sd^ed 5!e first operitloil of the fluid
Pj;y»i°f

'

was working throughout that operation with the principle

iSIeJllgaSIr Sr. J. Vreeburg, Dr. Vreeburg and Lltchenberg were

iSnSgidvantage of the long distance working "l-tlonshlp which

Is made possible by the new mode of operation used In the

toaSJlJbrmade possible by the tracking and data relay satellite

system. And by the additional air to ground opportunities

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...mode of operation used in Spacelab made possible
by the tracking and data relay satellite system and by the air-
to-ground extra, additional air-to-ground opporunities which it
provides. During that acquisition of signal the flag over Or.
Vreeburg's head, the blue and white checked flag^ was a Bavarian
flag. The material science double rack which houses the fluid
physics nodule and was provided by the European Snace Agency was
developed in Munich, Germany. At 2 days, 3 hours, 39 minutes
nission elapsed tine this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS, we've got you through a
RAU for about 3 minutes and we*ve got some traffic for Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready to copy Bill. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. We'd like to have you set up the TV camera
per TV 22 in the TV OPS book. That's page 1-38 and this is so we
can watch you do the SBPAC operation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, before we do that of course we • ve got the
experiment 28 coming up but I'll try to get that set up. You
want to watch the inside activities on 28 I guess.

CAPCOM That's affirmative and Mike's got some other data
foe you.

SPACECRAFT Okay quick call. The image intensifier camera
works fine. I got the first roll during that last night's
pass. Just sort of a general survey toward the tail area.

CAPCOM lite copy, thank. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

CAPGOM «iat*s excellent news Owen. Thanks very much. We
have something for you on the Natetials Science If you're ready
to copy. The NSOR people tell us that we are ready for IHP
opvcations anytime you are and if you'll copy some numbers I'll
tell you what our first 2 samples are going to be so that you can
get to those as soon as you're done with experiment 28. First,
your ''gloves.. .

;

SPACECRAFT Mike, but after 28 comes SEPAC. I don't think I'll
be able to get to the rack.

CAPCOM Okay tine. Well perhaps Byron might be able to get
to it when he's had some assigned time for sample 311 alpha.

SPACECRAFT Please Say again. I missed that.

CAPCOM Perhaps Byron would be able to get to it when he's
assigned to sample 311 alpha.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I copied 311 alpha but what are the IE, is

that the IE (garble) number the only one you want me to copy?

CAPCOM That's one of the two. We were going to do the

installation of two samples. The first being 311 alpha into the

left port and 312 into the right port. Your procedure pages are

fox trot 600-11 and fox trot 600-12.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got that and we'll get at it just as

soon as we can break away from the other 2 or 3 experiments we're

running.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot Owen. And Owen one more quick

Item. We are going to be running the forward bulkhead cameras

alpha and delta in prep for the cargo bay and for looking at the

Spacelab and you might notify Brewster of that. And INCO's going

to b«.,. Okay INCO... Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, in the blind and INCO's going to be

controlling those cameras and we'll see you at about 4 plus 8.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill.

PAo This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days, 3

hours, 55 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal

through the Orroral Valley ground tracking station. Anticipating

raacquisition of signal through Hawaii in apptoximately 13 and a

half minutes. During that pass the crew interface coordinator

Bill Bach advised Owen Garriott that the research team here in

the Payload Operations Control Center Is rea^y to begin operation

o£ the Isothermal heating furnace. That one of 3 furnaces or

facilities within the material science double rack inside the

Bodule. Rack of equipment used In numerous materials processing

experiments. As a matter of fact all of them provided by ^ the

Buropean Space Agency. The go ahead was given following look at

the data on that facility - the IHF facility - and ...

BNO or TAPS
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PAO The European Space Agency, the go ahead was given,
following a look at the data on that facilities. The IPH
facility, and the decision, that facility, is now ready to

support operations following the change out of the flange,
performed by Byron Lichtenberg, so time ago. That flange
changeout enabled the crew to depressuriae the facility to draw
vacuum on it which Payload Specialist, OJ.f Merbold had been
unabled to accomplish back in his shift, during the set up of the
facility. Apparently, the member of the ESA engineering team for
that facility indicated that apparently a cable going to the
center of tha flange may have come loose causing the problem, the
difficulty in drawing the vacuum. Garriott also advised of the
setuo for some television cameras which will be used a little
later on in attempt to enable the Payload Control Center to
observe preparation for operations of the space experiments with
particle accelerators investigation. That investigation, one of
several space pl«sma physics experiments that will begin
operations here, towards the end of this shift, as we find out
ore about the possibility of that television we will keep you
advlsfMfl. At 2 days, 3 hours, 58 minutes, mission elasped time,
this Is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This Is Mission Control, Houston, 2 days, 4 hours,
9 minutes, acquisition, momentarily expected UHF thru Hawaii with
the front cabin crew.

CAPCOM Spacelab this Is Marshall Ops, we have you for
about 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Thank you Bill.

PAO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations, we have
another 3 minutes remaining on this acquisition of signals
through Hawaii ground tracking station. However we may not get
uch in the way of communications with the crew because at this
time they are scheduled to be operating one of the life science
•xpet iment« the Ballistocardiography experiment. That experiment
involves attaching several sensors to the subject body, the
stiblect wears a dorsal pack with some instrumentation and it's
designed to reoord some of the subjects phsyical parameters
during both rest and exercise. There will be just a few minutes
between the end of this acquisition of signal, reacqulsltlon
through TORS. Shortly after we reacquire through TDRS we're
expecting some (garble) television, from Spacelab. A preparation
for some Initial operations with the SEPAC experiments. Space
experiments with particle accelerators.
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PAO SBPAC is one of the space plasma physics
experiments being carried out on this mission. Situated
primarily out on the pallet, it has several components, one of
which is an electron beam accelerator. There is also a magneedle
plasma diagnostic object, which is system that releases ionize,
argon gas, and a nutro gas plume system which releases nutro-
nitrogen gas. It also has several diagnostic instruments
including a monitor TV system, a black and wnite low level TV to
document tht* interaction, both of the arc jet and the electron
beam with the atmosphere and the plasma surrounding Spacecraft.
During this first operation —
CAPCOM Spacelv^b, Marshall Ops we have you for 48 minutes,
Owen and we need to have you verify that you have TV one, TV C
number 1, or TV C number 2, Right now we think it*s 2, we just
need a verification on it.

SPACECRAFT Alright, I*ve got number 2 hook up, and that's the
one that^s looking over here at (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, and we're going to have you for the whole
pass on video. That's coming up in about 44*25, when we get
Band coverage. And we'll see you in about 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Correct me about the for the 28PI, we've pulled the
data cables to attached to Byron's electrodes and the procedures
call for a red, black and green wire. All we really have with us

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Ana we'll see you In about 20 jainutes.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) 20 API. We've pulled data cables out

(garble) bottom electrodes and the procedure show a red, black,

and green wire. All we really have with us is an orange, piirplf'

and gray wire, so we'd like the crypts thfemselves are red, black,

and red so if you could tell us where (garble) color we'd

• appreciate -It.
;

CAPCOM Roger, we'll do that. We'll see you in about 3

minutes.

pxo And we know have lost acquisition through the

Hawaii ground tracking station. Reacqulaition in *PPfo»^*»^;iy
2-1/2 minutes. During this operation, this operation of SEPAK

the crew is scheduled to use the Spacelab computer to fire the

magnetic plasma bag noptic arc check for approximately 3-1/2

minutes on 15 second at 15 second intervals and the argon ga»

will be release under 2 atmospheres of pressure and that should

be visible on the monitor TV system as a small cloud and then

after that initial secies of releases, the pressure will be^

increased to 3 atmospheres and that should continue for another 3

minutes or approximately 3 minutes also at 15 second Intervals.

That possibly will be a little brighter on ^^e monitor TV

Image. Following that the neutral gas plume will be fired on 15

second intervals out to about 8 minutes. That should not be

visible on the monitor TV system. This is an initial test of

both of these devices. Later these devices will be used to

partially to help neutralise the SEPAC instrumentation following

firing of the electron beam. That will be In future runs of the

SEPAC experiment. The Ocblter and the Instrument tenf to take

on a positive charge as the negative particles are ««*«itted^from

the elJctcon beam accelerator and its these^two devices, both
^

neutral gas nlumes and the magneeto plasma diagnostic arc check

are going to be used in an attempt to help neutralise that

instrumentation. SBPAC experiment is P'^jiS'^^Jy f*?*;^J*'.;!
a lolnt project between Japan and the United States. Some of the

ini?rumeStatlon carried on the pallet is provided by the Harshall

space Plight Center. Initial television from Spacelab. We're

scheduled to see the outside^of the module a^^
scheduled to be looking at the initial setup of the SBPAC

experiment from inside the module. Standing by^now for

reacqulsltlon of signal through the tracking and data relay

satellite. And during the operation of the SEPAC experiment

colnveatlgator Bill Taylor here In one of the user rooms -he

payload operations control center will be unable to talk directly

with the crew.

CAPCOM And Spacelab Marshall Ops we have you for about 40

minutes.

PAO A (garble)
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SPACBCRAPT I undecatand you are going to configure the

(garble) the way you want the video piped around and so that will

include SBPAC activity.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. We'll take care of the vass

and did you figure out the S028 wire problem?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACBCRAPT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

(Garble). We read it wt-id —
Let ufl give you the (garble)

(Garble)

Okay* we have —
(Garble) this is Byron but (garble).

You're breaking up now.

Okay, (garble) Marshall.

CAPCOM OKay, let ua give you the colors on the wires,

Byron. If you got —
SPACECRAFT

BHD OF TAPE

(Garble)
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SPJICICMAFT (Garble) tlis is Byron.

CAPCOl You'c« break irtf up Byron.

8PACSC1UIFT Okay, (i«rbXe) ilatehall

,

duPCQM i^ay, let tis give you t;he color* ow the wire*
Byron. If you got page 28 checklist dash 2 we'll give yoo ti»e

correct ulte color t.

SPACBCitAFT Go ahead.

CAFCOM Okay, farple ia • correction. Bed ia purple,
black i* gray am3 green is orange. And if if* don»t ^t a bli«k,

switcb tb« gray and the orange.

SPACBCBAPT Okay that's the way we had it set up.

ClUPCQM Ofcay great. We copied that's the way you had it

set up and Byron I suspect that the batteries on your caspact ar

getting a little waak. And Owen, S1I»AC is on the line and
waitinf tor your call.

;

SPAdCHUrr «^ay. I • ai just settinf up the peddle right now;

CAPCOM '
: : lie copy. •

: ; ;

8PACBCRAFP Marshall <^^^

CAPCOW
,

^

'
;

Go; abe^ad.

;

SPACECBAPT Roger for the 02B people it says change tape bjit

we've got (garble) and we're planning on running Owen with it

pretty soon so I don't really see that we need to change tape
yt»

CAPCOH Okay. He copy that you don't feel you need to

change tht tape..

v

SPACBCRP.FT My voltage is reading 45.2 and that's the highest
it can bi.' but still within bounds.

CAPGC»i Okay. We c«>py 35.2. ;

siPAnECRAir Macsaall did you (garble) .

I \PCO^i And you re breaking up.

PAO Here in the Payload Control Center Bill Taylor, on
.of the' CO; : ivestigators for Spacelab, with other iaeiili«cs of :tbe

;
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reae«reto t««« $tanding by to ccsawsunieate with the crew, as

fcb«y conduct the SEPAC expeei»«i»t, WeV»e had a tewporary dropout

on S-band coiwanications and antlcipati rtg reacquiring ahortly.

CAPCOH And Space lab w«*v« got yo^ back again. We've got a

little bit of a lock probla» but I think we»ll hold throughout

th«: re«t:Of th« •paaa.
;

SFACBCRAPT Okay Bill . Thos'^ low PCS ehang«8 are obvioualy no

Cgarble) aodel n«iiber 3 and I haw still a alnua 735 seconds

prior to T «ero. I tried to go ahead and get a ptep (garble)

with an item 1 Inner and It accepted it but I never got any

TOSsage back ' that .the
.

prep had really -been initiated

,

CAPCOM Okay we and the 02 PI ia ready to atep in.

€APa3N ^ m&^^w^hmm^ m for »yron that after h«*a :

finiahed the inatallation of sample 311 alpha la the IHP and got

that atar ted that he •a %#elcaiBe to go back to the aft window and

have a picture, perhaps take sone photography outaide and see

what the electf«» bea« looks like. The HBOR jet. Thank you.

mM^WCKkWT : I ^never saw m aaterlsk and- I -never got the line 1-9

pj«| now receiwin^ llw television frow the cargo bay.

CJUPCQH And Spacelab we haw live video. i?e're looking at

: the :tail of the/ vehicle. : \ . ;
;

SPAClCBAfT - Good. .,:

CAFCOH JMid we' 11 toe paraninf in on you pretty so^

.

Ci^KlM- this la SSPAC on air-to-ground 1. How do

you raad?

:

CAPCOM -C-r:: : m^el^ this is «PAC on air-to-ground 1. How do

r yii^^ read? :
^

:
^

pjlO TIlia is Marshall Spicelab Operations. We've had

another temporary dropout of live television frooi the

spaoeeraft. That initial television froa the forward cargo bay

camera looking toward the tail. How again receiving downlink

television from th« spaceccaft.

cmcm spacelab this is S^AC on air-to-ground 1. How do

j^;;re»i? "
;

.

SPMaiCRAPT ioud and clear. How do you hear me now, roger?
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CAPCOM Very good. Our inaication is that the magnetic
field at the beginning of the FO should be pointing above the
starboard wing so if there*s any deformation in the MPO cloud.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM ..need to change —
pj^O Again receiving downlink television from the

Spacecraft.\^ :

:

CAPCOM Spacelab this is SEPAC on air to ground one, how do

you .read? . ; ^
.

'

:

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, how do you read me now Roger?

CAPCOM Very good, our indication is that the magnetic

field at the beginning of the FO should be pointing above the

starboard wing. So if there is any defremation in the (garble)

it should be over the starboard wing, so you might be looking out

on the direction, or whoever is available might be.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine, we'll do that. Haven't got the low

sagnetic pointer out, I forgot to get it this morning, so we'll

—

CAPCOM Okay, I'd rather have data then, some sort of a

'-^prediction./

PAO Voice of SBPACB CO-investigator Bill Taylor,
coonunicating with Owen Garriott.

CAPCOM Owen, we're going to be panning inside to you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, Owen we're going to pan in

on you now, on video.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Byron, we're ready to have you install sample

311 alpha in the IHF port number 1.

SPACECRAFT Didn't work (garble).

CAPCOM Thank you, thank you didn't copy. How I do.

PAO Now receiving television from inside the module.

CAPCOM And Owen, we see both of you.

pjU) Byron Litchenberg waving at the camera,

acknowledging that from CIC Bill Bach.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacel^ib, (garble) correct?
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CAPCOM Byron, I talked with 300 about that, th« important
thing is to tjat sample 311 alpha into port 1, it doesn't really
natter what you do about port 2 yet, because they'll be a long
interval in which it's not in use. If you like you can just go
with the procedure on pages 600-11 and 600-12, which gets the
first of your samples 211 alpha into the, left port, and the
insulation block into the right hand port. If you've already
unstowd the igarble) your are certainly welcome to install that
at this tiiMs as well.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I have them both out.

CAPCOM Okay, good, in that case you might as well unstow
312 ilnto port 2,

PAO And mission specialist Owen Garriott now in between
the SEPAC operations panel, the panel with the g.ayish panel with
the switches on it. And the data display unit moving toward the
data display unit from which he does part of his control of the
SEPAC experiment. It's at the data display unit that he monitors
much of his data on the progress of the experiment. Payload
specialist Litchenberg working at the material science double
:rack—

,
:

•

:

SPACECRAFT
looks great.

PAO

CAPCaM

PAO

CAPCON
Owen*

(garble) experiments (garble) and the (garble)

Garriott indicating that preparations going well,

Okay Owen, thank you.

And it appears theIr onboard—

Spacelab this is SEPAC on air to ground one, for

SPACECRAFT Okay , Roger

.

CAPCON Are you going to be able to go up to the viewport
and look out over the starboard ring after you start the PO,
Owen?

SPACECRAFT I think so, that is what my plans are, we already
have a (garble) viewport ready to (garble) and so we'll (garble)
make sure everything is running right.

CAPCOM Very good.
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CAPCOM We'd be pleased if you could give us a commentary
on vbat you see, shape, size, color, etc.

SPACECRAPT (garble)

PAO Bill Taylor communicating up fros the user room
here in the payload operation control center with Owen Garriott.
There appears to be some artistic talent onboard Spacelab,
someone has configured the tunnel entrance into what appears to
be a shark. Perhaps jaws is onboard. And we've lost downlink
TV, this is what we believe to be just a temporary loss of
television from spacelab. Ne* re just about a minute now from
scheduled start of the MPDR jet firings, release of (garble) gas,
initially under 2 atmospheres of pressure each of those releases
just take a small fraction of a second, intial releases that 15

;
second ' intervals '

:

SPACECRAFT (garble) looks to be normal down here

.

CAPCOM very good Owen.

mm or tape
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Motion If they can proceed can proceed.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, and l*ia now (garble) at 5h«, and a
lovely annual has developed.

Dr. Vreeburg Byron, can you check the rotational speed? it
should be 5 rpm.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. It was moving pretty fast. Slowing
down now, (garble) coming into a bubble phase again.

Dr. Vreeburg Okay, are you going to start 2.7 now or what is the
(garble)? :

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, 2.7.

Dr. Vreeburg Byron?

spacecraft::;
;

Yes.; ^'^^^^^^^

Or. Vreeburg I think it's best to start with the oscillation
frequency around 1.15, the one you found before, other than the
.6 that is the procedure.

SPACECRAFT (garble) again, really don't understand what is
happening here. It looks like the (garble) doesn't vary much
anywhere from .7 to .8 up to about 1.2 hz. Checkout (garble) I
think you really want the out of phase portion (garble) when
(garble) for the (garble).

Or. Vreeburg Okay, do you see a lot of difference between the
previous ease? :

^

'

SPACECRAFT The (garble) doesn't change much st all, it's just
a very slow phase as we go up in frequency.

Or. Vreeburg I ^ see.:

SPACECRAFT (garble) when the (garble) is bubble is out a
:
phase?:

Or. Vreeburg Did you approach the rotation from the lower
frequencies? Did you see a progression in the (garble) of the
tHibble mtXon? ^ v

SPACECRAFT Say again please.

Dr. Vreeburg Can you repeat that please Byron?
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SPACECRAFT I did not copy your last trarismssion, over.

Dr. Vreeburg My question was, did you see a (garble) phase of

the bubble motion when you go to higher frequency?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I Still missed that, but you're talking about

the bubble motion as we go to a higher frequencies?

Dr. vreeburg Yes, do you think that the residents will be at the

higher? A little higher frequency than the .9 that you are

reading now?

or. vreeburg Oh disregard it Byron, I am reading out old data on

this thing.

CAPCOH And Byron, you copy —

SPACECRAFT (garble) Roger , go ahead.

CAPCOM YeSf Byron, are you copying us okay?

SPACECRAFT Yes, it is a good copy.

Dr. Vreeburg Byron, can you tell me what step you are, at the

^ ;«o«ent7 •

:
:

^ ^

SPACECRAFT Yes, we are still at 2.7 here, and (garble) phase

o€,the cylinder.

Dr. Vreeburg I copy.

SPACECRAFT That was a question, do you want me to photograph

(garble) bubble is out of phase—

Dr. Vreeburg Yes do that, and proceed.

Dr. Vreeburg Byron, I think we are running a little bit behind,

but we shouldn't worry about that because it is better to save

some film for later opportunities.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble) spending up now to 25 from 6 rpms.

Dr. Vreeburg I copy.

SPACECRAFT (garble) bubble now, and

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) in phase.

CAPCOM I copy.

SPACECRAFT And I'll tell you about it looks like it's pretty

much a (garble) oscillation. Difficult to judge. You'll have to

see that on the film. Ready to go to 0 on 0 hertz now.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT We're slowing down mark. It's still the same

mode. The mode looks the same right now. Okay, I didn't see

quite so much of a (garble) in the mode change as I slowed down

from 0 to as when I sped up from 0.

CAPCCm Okay, so did...

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we ' re steady as the camera stopped.

During the slow down I couldn't see any change in the mode of

:o8cillation. ;

•

CAPCOM I copy.

SPACECRAFT Mow to step 2.1. Okay, now the problem we have

here is as you know the (garble) is sort of well distributed

(garble) went into the chamber. (Garble) observation (garble).

You got the camera right on it 92 frame o. 92 second interval

now. (Garble) about .5 hertz.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Here we go.

SPACECRAFT Looks like it's higher than .5, We're still at

(garble) but it's higher than .6. Going now .7. We're out of

phase here below it. At .8 the amplitude is growing but it's

•till out of phase.

CAPCOM DO you have the idea that you are getting closer to

an oscillatitwi (garble).

SPACECRAFT (Garble). I think so.

SPACECRAFT It's .9 and it's still out of phase. Okay, the

amplitude hasn't grown too much John but the phase is slowly

shifting here so we get an in phase signal.

CAPCOM 18 it still essentially the bubble moving to and

fro. Is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Say aga in please

.
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CAPCOM It's essentially a bubble moving in or out of phase

as the oscillation. Is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Okay 1.1 hertz looks a little closer. Let me go up

a little more and see if we can find the crossover. The

oscillations are quite gentle. I'm seeing displacement of maybe

7 to 8 millimeters, maybe 10 millimeters.

CAPCOM I didn't copy that Byron. Could you repeat 2hat

'please. :
; V;

SPACECRAFT (Garble) ...and looks like we're closer to the

resident frequency but it's difficult to tell. There's no large

change in the amplitude.

CAPCOM Maybe that it takes a little bit longer to

resonant. Okay. Why don't you find the best fequency and

continue with step 2.4 then and maybe later on you can go back

and judge at the lower frequencies and take some more time.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Call up that 1.15 hertz.

CAPCOM I repeat 1.15?

SPACECRAFT Firm. Okay we're ready to start the camera and

start the (garble) for oscillations. And the entire bubble

(garble) about 2 to 3 seconds John and It becomes motionless in a

hurry.

CAPCOM Yes that's what I feel.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready for the rotation of the (garble) right

now, \ ;
•

;

CAPCOM Yes please continue Byron. Thank you. Maybe you

should wait a little bit longer, say about half a sninute, to get

very quiet (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, *#ell I just finished it and it was quiet when
• It started. /

CAPCOM Okay. You can see it probably best when you look

at the face emotion. If they are immobile I think you can

;
proceed. ^ V:

SPACECRAFT Roger that and...

BSD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Thank you. Spacelab, Houston, with an answer on

your airlock gragulant valve, when your ready.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Owen. We'd like to leave that valve closed,

just for a percaution against any possible nitrogen leak and only

open it for the Resalve repress,

SPACRCRAFt Okay, that's sound reasonable, and the procedures

just have elevation to lockpoint.

CAPCOM Roger, »#e understand, we do want it closed now,

SPACECRAPT Okay, (garble^ on the PI were abo'Jt to start the

rotation back to 0, ready, Marx. Rotation is slowing down, it's

still in (garble) Slows down, we still have an annual, and it's

alnost stop. Now it's caught in a bubble, ready, wark^

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT About 42 seconds.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT I have a bubble in the middle yard, it's not

(garble)

.

CAPCCM Yes, that's one of the difficulties, could you

induce motion to get all the liquid to one end. If need be you

can take out the container and collect all the liquid at one

end. Because it is imperative that you (garble) for the next

: step.
:

;

SPACECRAFT Okay, well let me try that other aide, try to

operate a little bit. Wait for the camera to stop here, it

shouldn't be long now. And now to the PS to (garble) looks like

there is no further motion. Instead of wasting film here. Okay

the isolation were doing has two weeks off so pull it back out

ai^ play it by hand, I think to get it back to the (garble)

CAPCOM Yes, please do that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops in the Spacelab, (garble) 330

PI. We've copy the 330 (garble) we've got (garble) to get in and

out about 2/3 of the liquid at the afton plate, were still about

1/3 at the top, it doesn't seem to matter what you do, it still

wants to form (garble) airbubble right in the middle, (garble)
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CAPCOM Okay, Byron, yes I understand. So that seems to be
the most stable condition. Okay, the best thing is to proceed to

the next step.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roger we're doing that.

PAO Dr. Young Vreeburg here in the Payload Control
Center exercising a long distance working relationship with 3yron
Lichtenberg onboard the Spacelab, who is in the process of
conducting his experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready to start the camera now, and point
operation, mark. I've got two (garble), slow amps.

CAPCOM Okay,

SPACECRAFT- As an inactive metric mode with the one side
coming up, the (garble) side ccming down down . Dropping more
and more. That's really the first (garble) metric mode, it looks
like were going to the higher mode, mark.

CAPCCH4 Byron, can you clearly identify that this was a

mode change?' :

'

SPACECRAFT That was quite clear. As now were in higher
modes. I^ks like were gettinti a even hymonic again at a much
higher frequency though. It looks like now were at a steady

: state. 'v: V

CAPCOM This is a simple mode, you think, do you think or

do you see a number of modes together?

SPACECRAFT (garble) There ifcn't much operating around the

circumference (garble) really along the axis. Let me check in

br out of phase. Iiooks like it's an out of phase mode. It's

really hard to tell.

CAPCOM Yes, I can imagine.

SPACECRAFT All right I'm looking at it, I see the end of the

bottom right view, and the top of the bubble is really towards
the center chamber, and the top and the bottcan of the bubble are

: operating
:
in phase./

CAPCOM I copy.

SPACECRAFT I take it back. It looks like its pretty much a B

phase ocullation, to the (garble). You'll have to see that out
on the film. I'm ready to go to

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Byron, we copy. And we're trying to bring

i««n vreebura on air-to-ground being able to discuss any

qSeStloSfJoS S^gSt have'with him. Spacelab niDHn
2ews for you, Byron. We've just get some data froa the MSDR on

ySu? biSS'and the GHF and the HTT are both pumping down

normally und are starting their operations.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're certainly glad to hear tha.. Marshall

Op-s, Spacelab. Details for the south (garble)?

CAPCOM GO ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, this is only for ^^^^alled on the ^
reoressurlzation of (garble) airlock. It's all the way pressea

up^nS^SSil" I do kilw however that the conclusion of the

?Lre8s valie steps as on page 7-7d, that is leave the air Jock

rllxxllz iSlIt opeS! I would have thought that they probably

;S2?dS?t'"g:Jb?l? hydrogen Une to the
ji-^^-^.^^i-lte'!? J^u

It's not a big deal but you might want to check to see it you

want it left open, the way I have it right now.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll check and see if they want that regular

inlet valve left 5pen the way you have it now instead of

closed. Is that what you wanted?

SPACECRAFT • V ^Correct. :

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Mike, you may want to get the mocker people to

look at that Instead of the ones you're (garble).

CAPCOM Exactly right, in fact we have a CAPCOM listening

In here. You can ask him If you like. Owen, we have the MCC

looking Into that right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, about to run the film meters through

here: on the camera.
,

v

CAPCOM Copy, Byron.

SPACECRAFT I got to get LD Indication of some test?

CAPCOM Roger we copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're about (garble) to the camera In the

1a5rble)part here And we're sitting down with a
^^"^ J^^J^'

iff kmSma sort of in the middle attached to the forward end of

?hl 33S pl. L^^s Uke we have a (garble) that in the

Itt part of the containers, there was pretty much like the

tgarble) right now. And if you are ready I'll go ahead and start
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It here shortly and give you a voice mark on start and then a

voice mark for the (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, and we're working to get Juan and (garble)

Byron, standby.

SPACECRAFT OXay, okay, here we go.

CAPCOM (Garble) Pi. This is (garble) do you read me?

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger. Read you loud »«<3 2"*" »7f
^

jist started you (garble) and I got my stop watch going. It's

fc«en 7 seconds. We got a (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, thank you Byron. Can you tell me what the

Btep number is?

SPACECRAFT No I took my eyes off of it right now, it started

to rotation of the cylinder.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Ifs coming up to a bubble (garble). <G«Jle>

going to a bubble stage, it going to an (garMe) now
.

^
like! Thafs pretty much fully developed, the b^J^^i®

i»

ends? we never had a real defeat changed to bubble (garble)

or groove from one end on out, Juan.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Very slowly in transition.

CAPCOM Is the shelf getting steady?

SPACECRAFT Say again please.

CAPCOH 18 the shelf getting steady?

SPACECRAFT Yes, the shelf is steady now, Juan, but that didn't

take very long at all to begin to steady.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. Can you see anything on the

tracer movement?

SPACECRAFT The tape is quite visible in here.

CAPCOM Very good.
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SPACECRi*i?T And 00 ahc -'3 ami sp" aad '. »v isolation down: because

it lookt liki *#€*re havinng a stead/ flo." still, '^kay, I started

the oper i ion and it's a 0 amplitud-i and t see no ning (garble)

whatsoev in the fluid.

CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCOM Sp*c«lab , Houston ^ wi th m answe r s>n youc a it lock

regulant valw wh<wi you*re ready.

SPACECRArr 60 ahead.

CAPCOie Rog«c, Own. We'd like to leave that valve

closed. .It's jast a precaution against any—

-

mm OF mm
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PAO —without an adapter* Next acquisition in 34
minutes through tracking satellite on the start of Orbit number
3S for Columbia and Spacelab. At 2 days 2 hours 9 minutes, this
is mission control Houston.

CAPCO?^ This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 c:ays 2
hours 42 minutes mission elapsed time^ just a few seconds now
from acquisition of signal with Spacelab through the tracking and
data relay satellite system. During this acquisition, we
anticipate the crew, payload specialist Byron Litchenberg/ to be
working with the material science double rack, among the
activities he is scheduled to finish activating the gradient
heating furnance and begin operations of experiment 316 which is
solidification of aluminum zinc vapor emulsions under micro
gravity one of several experiments to use that facility, he's
also scheduled to operate the fluid physics module and the
experiment he's scheduled to cotiduct in that module and that
facility is coupled motion of liquid solid systems in near zero
gravity* And that experiment is provided by the National
Aerospace Laboratory of the Netherlands^ Dr* J, Vreeburg is
scheduled to be talking with Byron Litchenberg during the
operation of his experiments, he'll be communicating from the
user room here in the payload control center.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

— for 53 minutes.

Okay Bill, loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Byron, we have J. Vreeburg enabled, and when
you* re ready on the 330 he's standing by.

SPACSCRAPT
i mcNueit.

Okay, I'm in the middeck right now, I'll be back in

CAPCOM Okay copy Owen, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacelab from PS2»^^^^^^^^

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT (garble) up to date on the VTR changeout was
complete on schedule, the GHP resume sensor was driven 2 (garble)
41 and it's ops site is on study now, and I've got the equipment
out and ready to start on J. Vreeburg 's experiment, 330.

C:aPCO« Okay Byron, and he is standing by.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) one little (garble) then it is up here
belicv<^

CAPCOM Repeat please Byron

«

SPACECRAFT I said it's a whole lot easier to make a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich on the around then it is up here.

CAPCOM We copy Byron*

SPACECRAFT There is no velcro on the bread.

CAPCOM Do you have any idea what it is that is producing
that odor in your food locker?

SPACECRAFT No, I sure don't, (garble).

CAPCOM Yes, we have

—

SPACECRAFT (garble).

CAPCOM We talked to CAPCOM and they don't seem to have any
ideas, at least I haven't heard anything from any previous crews
of (garble) load.

SPACECRAFT (garble) to worry about it, just a minor thing that
is noticeable,

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT I repressed the valve, it's holding up right now in
(garble)

.

CAPCOM And Byron, you're breaking up a little bit. Owen,
I'm sorry.

SPACECRAFT I was referring to the (garble) retracted and 3

pressurised to about .9 atmosphere and holding their for the
(garble) now.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that thank you.

PAO And in the user rooms here at the payload
operations control center Dr. J Vreeburg standing by now to
speak with Dr. Litchenberg during the conduct of his
experiment. Those who are receiving NASA select. Dr. Vreeburg is
situated in the left portion of the field of view, with him are
other members of the material science double rack research and
development teams.
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SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall from the Spacelab^ PS2 up to step
1.11 on the experiment 330.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, we copy, and we're trying to J.
Vreeburg on air to ground, to be able to discuss any questions
you might have with him.

END OP TAPE
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PAo ...on that camera. Initially had an Indication

that the inotor was not operating. However, that apparently was a

lose cable and reported (garble) that everything was working

fine. Ow«n Garrlott meanwhile scheduled to be off c^'J'^ucting

some verification flight test activities to get some data on the

space laboraory Itself .These ter r deslgned^to be both _
condensation and temperature «easurements within the module

during this relatively long cold test period.
.^^^j^^^^^^Jiy

' j.-

Lichtenberg accomplished the changeout of the flange on the IHP

facility of the material science double rack and apparently that

sSlved the problem of the vacuum leak. That facility "0«^P^

and running ready to accept Its next sample - actually ^ its first

sample which will be the fourth sample that was scheduled to^be

installed in the double rack facility. It was decided by the

principal investigator or correction the invest Igator^teara^here^

In the Payload Operations Control Center that rather than falling

behind they would begin their harness ^PJ^-tlona with sample

number 4. Additionally, there was some discussion auout starting

the GHF or gradient heating facility. That was brought to a

certain level of readiness to start it. However, due toj^e^

necessity to manage power consumption on Spacelab the decision

Cm Lde to hold off starting that facility "fi^i^ was actually

scheduled to start running in the timeline. In essence they had

gotten a little bit ahead of the schedule in ^^^"9^'?^^'^?

facility and so there was no rush in getting it
« on

decided to hold off until the appropriate time. Finally during

the next acquis I ton of signal, the fluid physics module is

icLdSled to be operated Ind we are anticipating that during that

operation of the module the principal Investigator for one of

those experiments that use the facility.
^J-

J;
^Jii

discussing the operation of the facility with the

providing guidance when necessary and he will
^V".*"*? r^!J!r

one of the user rooms In the Paylaod OP^'^^tlons Control Center

not only to talk with the crew but to receive Ji^^^^J^a from the

experiment as It's conducted by Payload Specialist I-io^t^nberg.

5«lng the loss of signal period here Lichtenberg
»<^»»«fjj^,^^, ,

chengSout one of the tapes on the AV tape recorder. He indicated

?hS2^as in work and Mission Specialist Owen 0?"^°"
to be conducting some additional verification flight t^st

llti^ilTes involving the scientific airlock Those act vities^

aa« in designed to look at the operation of the airlock in a coio

?21t condition. At 2 days. 2 hours. 7 minutes mission elapsed

tine this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAo
- And this is Mission Control Houston. The apparent

problem with the Ku-band antenna logic circuit ^o^'^'^

package where they thought it was in a cold r*oak c^jf^tlon has

?one away. An apparent so called gllche. Mow on this most

?ecent pLs the K^-band was up and feeding data and voice to the

ground and is expected to continue operation during the next

latellite pass. However, the INCO or the Communications Operator

here in Mission Control will watch the temperatures in that
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elftctronlca package over th« next several passes to verify tha

It was indeed a gliche. Brewster Shaw had a little bit of a

proble» locating an adaptor to join ? power cables together fo

the aotlon picture camera. He was instructed that actually th

cables were joined together without an adaptor. Next acquis It

in 34 lainutes through tracking satellite on the start of orbit

nuaber 35 for Colurabla and spacelab.
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CAPCOM sample B number 311 alpha and will go Into the left

Sand side which il poet 1 and we're going to try
tiauu

^i^^Mne, t-slre That time for you comes up at 4 hours

:SS'5f.^irtei? tS« t; ^Til/. 2 ^.ys ho«s 35 mmutes. Your

first sample 311A.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so you're skivving 304, hugh?

CAPCOM yes, that's right Byron. We "'^e ,f?i"f
^o skip

304: we're going to have our first sample as 311 alpha.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. I noticed coming up here in about

?0 to 40^ nutes w4've got a GHP (garble) so as you know we're

8?iU not I Sally in GO Itate with the GHF. Standby reception is

;

bad.

CAPCOM yes, we copy. And Byron on the GHF we just like

you to try it again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what do you mean by that? You want me to do

a resume GHF enter?

CAPCOM Standby, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And Byron we'd like to have you on the GHF at 240

to do 800-2. And that's the start GHF enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want that that at 240, correct.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay copy that. Did you
^JXf^'^^^^^^'fSj.SterGH?^"^

(garble) samples in here you got that - this is a (g«ol«>

Which said he would do a resume enter or a halt 31 enter?

CAPCOM Okay, we're losing a little bit of comm here,

Byton, could you repeat?

SPACECRAFT Roger, you know when Ulf did the GHF sample he got

whilh iald activation not c*>»Pi«^f »S%?^«nter or a
Sorrection says here that (garble) doing a halt GHF 31 enter or a

resume GHF 31 enter.

CAPCOM The resume Is correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want me to do that now, or wait till 240.

CAPC<»4 Wait until 240.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM Yes, Byron. We just got an explanation. The HTT

will be using the vacuum system and there's a kind of complicated

interleaving of all these research requirements. So we'd like

you to do that resume GHP ^nly at the scheduled time for that - I

believe it's 2 hours 4C minutes of today's shift. Just leave it

flashing till —
SPACECRAFT He's got it. (garble) tape change, then what?

CAPCOM We copy. And Byron, we got you here for about 20

more seconds and we'll see you at 2 plus 43 with S-band.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. Talk to you later.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days 2

hours 2 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal

with Spacelab through the cracking data relay satellite.

Relatively long loss of signal here - 42 minutes almost 43

minutes till we reacquire signal, no ground stations between here

and the next acquisition through TDRSS, make that about 40

minutes until reacquistion to TDRSS, the first ground station for

the Orbiter is about 42 minutes away. During the last

acquisition of signal, Byron Lichtenberg provided a report to

experiment 201 prinicpal investigator Larry Young of the

Massachussets Institute of Technology on the status of the dome

run experiment indicating that while they did not - were not able

to complete all of the runs, they were able to conduct all phases

of that experiment as scheduled. Lichtenberg during the

acquisition following the installation of the metric camera in

the scientific window of - scientific window of (garble) were

having a checkout on that camera. Initially had an indication

that the motor was not operating however, that apparently was a

loose cable and reported (garble) that everything was working

fine. Owen Garriott meanwhile scheduled to be off conducting a

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT total and 549 meg remaining. Right on her.

CAPCOM And Byron, we need you to get started on the 335
for the P-cap. It's about a minute or 2 away.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO Payload Specialist Li^htenberg, asked to shift his
attention frc»n the checkout of the metrix camera.

CAPCCm Byron, we may be able to help you out a little bit
here on 335, we've got the keystrokes, we can save you having to
going on to your procedure if you would like?

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's real good, yeah.

CAPCOM Do a data N, hotel, tango, tango, 808, enter.
And we'd like to hear your readback before you enter.

SPACECRAFT okay, I'm showing 24, 73, 08, 00, 08.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, and then do a resume hotel, tango,
tango, enter. Do your enter, and then resume. Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it didn't like that, it gave me a up
(garble) , standby.

SPACECRAFT I got my (garble) Michael on the last page of the

: line there. ' ^

CAPCOM Stand by. Byron, I told you wrong, I should have
told you start HTT enter, and then data N HTx 808 enter and then
resume HTT enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, start HTT enter.

CAPCOM That's your first step right.

SPACECRAFT When does power ON come on?

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Has to come on first, huh?

SPACECRAFT We got a stop. a place to stop on the HTT, and
there was 403 and I think probably says pilot switch wasn't ON.

CAPCC»1 Yeah, your right, hold on, Byron. We tried to

help, and we're getting the right data here.
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SPACECRAFT Harris, I've got the right procedure here. I'll

just go through it.

CAPCOM That's probably the best thing, we tried to help,

sorry' about that. Real good Byron, thank you.

> SPACECRAFT Okay, you guys about out? I studied HTT out right

now and that was at 1:50, about 50, ^ h?f ' ^1 mnutes 50

seconds. The HTT is up and running, I'll go back and finish 33.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy Byron.

M PAO Byron Llchtenberg reporting that the equipment,

special equipment associated with the material
J^^J^.'ify

' oSboard Spac^ab, for self defusion and interdefusion of liquids

I ; and solids investigation experiment 335, which is a high

temperature thermostat for HTT has now been
J"""^"?- ^^^^Jh.

temperature thermostat will be operating at least througn out the

> \ rest of this shift.

I
CAPCOM Byron, we copy that everything looks fine on 33.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative. Bill, and i^s^jreset the table

I to 0, so 548 in the mag regaining, I'm going on to step 22 w..-h

> 1 is the switch OFF.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy and PI thanks you.

^
i PAO And the Principle Investigator for experiment 33

- indicating everything fine with that metrix camera checkout

3 ! p?ovf3Jng\Sa? information to the front room of the Payload

control center. Officially the high temperature thermostat just

; llTrttl wtth its first sample scheduled to run through, to

> ' continue through 2 days, 12 hours, mission elasped time.

j
SPACECRAFT Okay, that's the end of the 33 checkout procedures

:i)
I

_ ; :
guy8. .

I CAPCOM we copy, and the PI passes up "Super Job*.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good.

9 i CAPCOM And Byron, I apologize for that HTT startup, what I

I

should have given you was a page number and nothing more.

3 ' SPACECRAFT I had to write it out here, but it would have been

simplier, but we got it though.

O CAPCOM Yeah, it looks ^^ood now.

O
i

.
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SPACECRAFT I've gotten a blinking ISO Ops light in both port 1

and 2 are unlocked, where do you guys want roe to go from here on
the IFH.

CAPCOM On the IPH, your next sample will be 311Alpha and
it will go into the left hand side which is port one and were
going to try to stick by the nominal time line there, that time
for you comes up at 4 hours and 35 minutes* That is to say 2

days, : 04 hours,------^'^^
;

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, this is Byron back in the Spacelab, Brewster
just went up there to q<yt some 16 milimeter stuff, (garble)
come back here we'll catch him in a minute.

CAPCOM Roger, these are both flight deck actions.
STS-9 AIR/GROUND TRANSCRIPT \.-40j 334:17:04 11/30/83 PAGE 1

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mary

CAPCOM Okay, Brewster if you'd look on R15 Charlie and
check the circuit breaker KU Alpha atenna heater.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's verified in the electric atenna heater
and the signal processes, they are all three cable in heaters,
out.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, thanks that is where it should be,

also, we'd like you to look out the back window, out the pilot
window, excuse me and check the KO-Band antenna, the gold
electronic box under the atenna and see if it is in a shadow, it

may be a thermal problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, I'm looking at it, and it is kind of
hard to tell but I guess I think, it is in the shadow.

CAPCCH4 Okay, Brewster, thanks, we think that is the
problem or the first line of attackle take in anyway.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And now we're going to power cycle it the system
now and your going to get some messages.

SPACECRAFT All right, I just got a BC bypass, KO.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, I got another APO messages and I checked

it again and it was number 1 was right up there by the limit.
Evidentally you hadn't timbered it yet.

CAPCOM That's affirmativr Brewster, the timbers should all

be coming up to you soon.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no sweat.

CAPCOM Brewster, we'r« finally getting off shift here,

sorry we had to bother you when we didn't expect to, here is Guy
• and Franklin. v;; V

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks alot Mary, see you tomarrow.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we've got you for

about 52 minutes, guys.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, that alright, I can read you

loud and clear, Bill, and you'll be pleased co know that next

timber is up, and installation is just about finished and we've
got a bui i h of good TV out of it, we think.

CAPCOM Okay, that super, Byron.

CAPCOM And the 33 PI passes up a big Thank You.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a few little biddies, no big problem,

but the color infrared magazine 2AF was in R4 mike, and not R4

juliet, :v;

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And that (garble) comments to that, and real
slick. It looks very good, the rubber light shade is about 3/4

inch away from the intersurface of the high quality window, over.

CAPCCWl Okay, excellent, thank you Byro

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're down to the end of step 33 here at the

end of P-100 portion.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

PAO Payload Specialist, Lichtenberg, reporting that the

metric camera Installation going very smoothly.

SPACECRAFT Marshall upon the Spacelab, I don't have my P-Cap
handy, it's floated off somewhere, Owen gone to change his
battery. Okay, here comes 0'*en.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. Owen got recharged.

SPACECitAFT He's just coming back to tuddle now, so I'll see

what Is next Is.

SPACECRAFT I understand that you guys want to wait until

Initial camera checkout until about ls35 thru (garble) coverage,

la that correct. J :

CAPCOM That's affirmative Byron.

SPACECRAFT Very good, (garble) all Installed and ready and

waiting here for the FT order.
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PAo Byron Lichtenberg reporting metrix camera

istallatlon is completed in the scientific window adapter. The

second course of the module.

CAPCOM Byron, you could start the flange change out a

little early.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good, what I do here is change the plan

on the IFH.

CAPCOM Right, and do you have the procedure and understand

It?

SPACECRAFT Stand by a sec. Okay Bill, what I like to

get the (garble) out, just one or two quick minute review here on

the IFH, I'll get the procedure out. Also, be advised we have a

GHF (garble) flashing light and I guess that is caused for

• resume.

CAPCOM Standby, I think that's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, u If is here.

CAPCOM DO nothing with that

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Byron.

END OF TAPE
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CAP<20M Stand >y, I think that*s correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well (garble),

CAPCOM Do nothing with that Byron^

SPACECRAFT You say do nothing with the geo stat right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well (i3arble) and he said we ought to stop
GHP. (garble) of the stop.

CAPCOM You are break in'^ up a little bit Byron.

SPACECRAFT (garble).

SPACECRAFT And that's where were sitting right now, the GHF is
in the (garble) and we're standing by.

CAPCOM Yes, we understand.

CAPC<X4 And we just want to make sure that you understand
the procedure on the IHV flange replacement.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that^s two of us that don*t understand it,
stand one, I'll get the book out here, and we'll go through it
'.together*'".

CAPCOM Okay, that's great. Byron, the procedure we're
talking about is the one that I voiced up to Ulf just before he
went to bed, involves keying in some numbers using the open
command and the close command on the CCO in order to unlr^^k the
flanges, and then unstowing the spare IHF flange, and in& ^ailing
that in place of the existing right hand flange on the IHF panel.

SPACECRAFT Roger, (garble) the right hand flange.

CAPCOM The right hand side. If you don't have that handy,
I can read it you again.

SPACECRAFT (garble) fault on the VTR then we displayed it,

(garble) 010, th^" been a while ago so that is not a new one.

CAPCOM That's right, it's an old 010 fault from the VGS.

SPACECRAFT Mike a question for a couple of hours down the
road. I noticed that the SEPAC MPD model number 3 is intended to
be run at 425, is there going to be a change in that?
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CAPCOM Not that we no of Owen. We can check if you like,

and qmt back to you on that.

SPACECRAFT Everything else has been completed ahead of that

message (garble) apparently it has.

CAPCOM Owen, SEt»AC doesn't have any plans to make any

changen in that run.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron, I'd be

happy just to walk you through these keystrokes if you like on

the CCO panel, in order to configure the IHF for that flange
changeout.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good Mike, I finally got my book here,

and I'm ready if you are.

CAPCOM Yes, real good.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead and call them out if you like.

i CAPCOM Yes, here all the steps. We need you to go to the

CCO and enter start, IHF, 1 enter, and that will get the furnace,

i
SPACECRAFT That is complete.

CAPCOM Okay thank you, and now, let's see, lat's wait

—

SPACECRAFT (garble) waiting a few minutes.

i pAO Byron Litchenberg beginning the changeout of the
I flange or seal —

SPACECRAFT (garble)^ that particular stop in the GHF calls for

i either all or resumes, and I guess I'll let ya'll look at it and

I

think about what you want to do.

! CAPCOM Right Byron we understand that, we just leave the

GHF alone because it is important that we sequence the operation
of these furnances so they're requirements on the support system
are valid. We're trying to get the—

SPACECRAFT (garble)—
CAPCOM — up and running first, and we're just going to

leave' the GHF in it's blinking mode until we're satisifed that
the IHF has got a good start.
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SPACECRAFT Okay that sounds fair. Mike, one more thing while
we're waiting here on the video tape recorder , we ran a little
bit past, we got through the change of the caniera and I've got
about 6 1/2 minutes left instead of 11 that I should have left
here on the VTR number 1.

CAPCOM No problem using that extra tape Byron, we* re going
to do a tape changeout after a while, that will take care cr
that« The extra five minutes won't matter.

Say that again.

Byron, our next step at the MSDR CCO is halt, IHP

(garble) in work now. That's complete.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
31 enter.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Thank you, next thing we need in fact I'll read it
to you, and you can key it in, but we'd like to get a readback
before you enter it, is open 174346.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
course.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

(garble) 34010704030406.

That's correct, you may enter. That's 14 of

Ccmplete.

The next is aldose 003000.r
Okay, I see 444 00 00 —
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CAPCOM 5 0 3 0 0 0.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I see a4400000300000 0.

CAPCOM Correct readback. Give that a (garble).

SPACECRAFT Complete.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron good. At this point you should be able
to remove the right flange using the IHF flange tool and replace
it with a replacement flange which you'll find stored in romeo 10

Charlie. It's in the lower drawer.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good. I'll try that. We just got an ATA
status not okay 80 message.

CAPCOM Yes, we'll work that standby.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). At the right hand port K rap looks like
a super

.

CAPCOM Real good.

SPACECRAFT And I got a watch (garble) here too. And you see
that other flag that says RIO char lie, right?

CAPCOM RIO Charlie is what I stored you people say. It
should be in the lower drwer of RIO Charlie.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) I got that and we've got another MSCRT2
attention gets that.

CAPCCM Yes, we see that on your display - your status lin*
there. Fine. That launch lock of course should be removed. We
won't be using that again till we land.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I think that (garble) with IHF stop.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Rick, I've got the lower drawer out and I see
- okay, hold on.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops. Sorry for that
dropout but we're back with you again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mike very good. I've got the new flange In

port 2 now.

CAPCOM Terrific. Since your down good and tight and when
you have it in position there, continue with a start, IHF 1

enter, that aught to begin its pumpdown process and I was talking
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with Mel Brooks about that. He and Yurgin point out that it
might help them the first few minutes of the pumping down if you
could apply a little pressure to the backs of those two
connectors that might help the flanges get a good tight seal as
the vacuum (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand you want to do a start IHP 1
enter? V

:

:

• •

.

:

CAPCOM That's correct. Once that flange is in place, we'd
like you to do a start IHP 1 enter. You can do that now if that
flange is in place.

SPACECRAFT Flange is complete.

CAPCOM Thank you. And Byron you can disregard the message
that on the payload status MSOR.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we figured out it was from that old (garble)
can't stop the (garble).

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT We do have another DAP 05 came up 3 or 4 minutes
ago. •

CKPCOH Yes, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Appreciate (garble)

.

CAPCOM That's nominal. Just disregard. And Byron we have
the 102 PI. We have about 5 minutes you can talk with him as a
result of the dome - let me say that again, as a result of the
dome run and you can talk to Larry, just call him when you
available.

SPACECRAFT Ulf and I standing by here.

CAPCOM Byron, this is Larry. I have a series of questions
for you. Are you ready?

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM First I want to inform you that we did receive dome
drastic data from the run you carried out on the previous shift
and that looks fine, thank you and Owen. Next, will you confirm
that you just completed all four dome runs.

SPACECRAFT I (garble) just completed only all 4 in fact as I
downlinked the LOS, due to time considerations on my second dome
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burn which Is TS2, the domer number 3 where the bungees on we

only did 5 out of 6 and that was due to time pressure problems

and we did get all six of Owens in there, over.

CapCOM Very good. Was there any outlasting circular

vextion after closing of the eyes.

SPACECRAFT In my case, that was negative. The vection went

away immediately.

CAPCOM Okay, break.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Byron, we'll be needing you to issue a (garble) as

a result of the 19A error message 3 5 6 4.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's complete.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM I copied negative outlasting vection after closing

the eyes for either Owen or Byron.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Byron, did you contact lenses stick?

SPACECRAFT They got a little sticky but I don't think they

were stuck terrifically. I tried not to break it off. I think

they should be okay.

CAPCCM4 Alright, let us know if there's any difference in

the - as you go through the mission difference in the earagation

effectiveness. Next question, would you —

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT terrifically • I tried not to blink at all so I

think they should be okay.

CAPCCM All right. Let us know if there's any difference^
as you go through the mission, difference in the irrigation
effectiveness. Next question - would you and Owen comment on
your recorder about any changes in subjeptive fluid shift from
day 0 to day 1. Suffy nose, veins in the face or veins in the
neck bulging.

SPACECRAFT Roger « I We been doing that routinely and I still
havo, we all have kind of a puffy face here. We all look like
chipmunks and 1*11 try to describe it. Mine is mainly in the
jaws, up around the ear, a little bit up near the bridge of the
nose but not too much right under the eyes,

CAPCOM All right, copy. Byron did you perform F06A on day
0 presleep?

SPACECRAFT Okay, that was a negative but I do have comments
that are similar to that. And I don't have the checklist here
but I was exhibitinc) some symptoms that I did not before. But
when I went down through the list I did make comments on the tape
recorder about the axes which were particularly sensitive,

CAPCCm Very good. Since the next AiX^i tape change for you
will occur during 028, you might give a vestibular report on tape
now and also ask Owen to give a retrospective vestibular report
on tape if he hasn*t already been doing that,

SPACECRAFT Okay. I will do that.

CAPCOM Byron or Owen, have either of you experienced any
osolopsia?

SPACECRAFT Negative from Owen and the only time I experienced
it there was a little bit of dizziness asssociated with the
hopping experiment during the hop and drop portion of itc

CAPCOM Understand but neither of you otherwise experienced
any swimming of the visual world when you mavie a head movement,

SPACECRAFT That's correct. We did not.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, would you at some time try to
document the position of the TV camera for eya recording using a

35 millipieter hand held camera so that we'll know how to set it
up for postflight 3DCF and for future missions.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that's already complete and I also have
measured the distance from the back of the dome to the mounting
hole in the camera and that's not in the dome checklist. I've
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made a mark on the paper since we don*t have a ruler up here of

all things.

CAPCOM Okay. Byron, that completes all the questions and

appreciate the answers that you and Owen have given us. If you

have anything else you'd like to tell us about the dome
experiment please go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I don't think there's much to add to what we
said before. The free-floating dome feels very much like the
(garble) case on the ground and at least in my case the bungee
run, the tactile cues, feels much similar to that upright. We
noticed, at least in my case, a little less suction, more
dropouts and a little longer time to start of action.

CAPCOM That's very good news. Let tells us that all the

work we've talked about on tactile cues seems to be working out.

CAPCOM Byron, this is Chuck. Any difference in your sense

of smell or taste?

SPACECRAFT One more thing for the 102 PI on the rotating
dome. During the free-floating times I did experience a little

bit of a body sway. I felt like ray neck was trying to (garble)

occasionally • Whether or not it's picked up in the TV camera is

not clear. I think going to the neck EMGs will definitely help
as long as we have a fairly sensitive amplifier, over.

CAPCOM Very goo<?. We have only half a minute left»

Anythin'i else you want to say about the dome please go ahead.

SPACECRAFT I think that's it for now. I think we got it all.

CAPCOM Any comments on changes in taste or smell?

SPACECRAFT We just lost you*

CAPCOM Do you have any comments on subjective changes in

taste or smell?

SPACECRAFT The only thing we have is in one of the food

lockers it's either chewing gums or vitamins or something that

just really smells kind of horrendous everytime we open the

locker up and we haven't been able to localize it. John thinks

it may be the chewing gum but it's not clear. Everything else
seems normal.

CAPCOM ' Visual acuity is the same as prelaunch?

SPt^CECRAPT Say again. You were broken.
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CAPCC»I
33.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay Bycon. We need you to go ahead and start on

Roger. It's in work Bill.

Okay. And we're following along.

I '87 evacuated the DCl EDST,

Copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, assume that you have a nominal 250 kilometer
orbit. Is that correct?

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) on 45 (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay Byron. We want you to assume a nominal orbit.

SPACECRAFT Ok^y, that sounds very fine. I'll have step 4 now
ready to run the A33.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCCm Okay Byron, we want you to assume a nominal orbit.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds fine, and got step 4 now ready to
run the A33 (garble) .

CKPCOH Roger we cojpy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got the power on the 33 experiment now,
I got the (garble) transport which is okay.

CAPCOK Roger, we copy, and we're just following right
along with you Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall, we've got (garble) running the
(garble) remaining counter and step number 9, I have a 531 in the
total picture count, over.

CAPCON Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT (garble) overlap?

CAPCOM Would you repeat Byron, you broke up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just said, (garble) A060 AD80.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, we're just talking with the PI and the
AD6Q 80 is correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good, I switched the timer on and off,
and the display on the GCAS went from run to stop to run to stop
and I didn't hear much in the nodule so whether the RORR vernier
is drowning it out or whether I just didn't hear it very well,

—

CAPCON Okay, we —
SPACECRAFT —Status and the EGAS came back okay.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy it is noisey in the module.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I didn't hear anything going on the camera
going on up there, I tried to do the motor switci, didn't sound
like anything ran.

CAPCOM We copy, it did not run.

SPACECRAFT That is affirmative, it did not run.

CAPCC»1 Okay, we copy, no joy on the motor running.
And Byron, one question, are you in auto or manual?
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SPACECRAFT I'm in auto.

CAPCOM Okay« we copy auto.

SPACECRAFT Okay, when I hooked the tinier switch, the display
in the ECAS went from stop to run to stop, but I heard nothing
from the caioera, over.

CAPCC»< Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Standing by.

SPACECRAFT While we're thinking about that, it looks like the
IHF is running okay, I've cot a (garble) but everything looks to
be okay over here*

CAPCOM That^s great Byron

—

CAPCOM That's terrific Byron, we also hear from the 300
ops team that their pressure readout's which we now have through
Ru-Band also look nominal, so we think that furnance is now
underway.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good.

CAPCCm Okay and the PI really thanks you for that good job
on the flange changeout Byron, and we* re working 33 problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've gone up and rechecked everything, wi 've
got the film transport drive shutter open, it looks like the
magazines attached properly and our little plug is pushed in,
they are a little tough on plugs.

CAPCOM Okay, we are looking at it, we understand.

CAPCOM We would like for you to repeat step 13 again
Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble) is on, and I don't hear a thing from up
there*

CAPCOM We copy, no joy on the mr^tor.

SPACECRAFT (garble) down and re check the connections.

CAPCOM Okay, we are scratching our heads down here Byron,
and we'll be back with you in just a moment.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) Okay, I think I foutid the problem guys.

CAPCOM That's great.

SPACECRAFT The film shutter opening really has to be tuicned,

there is a little (garble) at the very end, let me go try it

again now. Sort of went over center here now.

CAPCOM That's right Byron, we'll stand by.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Was that a wallah?

SPACECRAFT That was a Eureka.

CAPCOM We copy Eureka, we also detect motor

SPACECRAFT (garble) Roger, (garble) timer and I'm going to go

to step 12 and proceed on to step 13.

CAPCOM Boy, we are all breathing a little bit better

Byron.

SPACECRAFT (garble), that's what happens when we get to

^icUcfunder the reii (garble) I guess I didn't know about that

last little (garble)

.

CAPCOM We can even hear it running Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, steps 14 and 15 are good, and I've got 532

pictures now total, and 549 (garble)

.

CAPCOM Right on, and Byron we need you to get started on

the 335, for the PECAP.

END OF TAPE
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PAO .•that one of the material science doublerack
experiments using the isothermal^ . . We need to doublecheck that
information a little further on specifically which instrument
that experiment uses and we'll provide you that information
shortly. Additionally the crew given the go ahead to set up
experiment 33. That's the metric camera experiment. Experiment
is contained inside the habitable module and uses a high quality
scientific window installed in the ceiling of the core segr.nt of
the module. That's the forward segment of the module. It is a

very high quality optical window that was originally the backup
window for Skylab and it was the adaptor assembly for that window
was re-engineered by NASA to fit in the European developed
Spacclab module. This particular camera is designed to test the
mapping capabilities of high resolution space photography and
researchers hope to be able to use this technique to make better,
more complete maps of the earth's surface. The experiment is an
European Space Agency sponsored experiment^ a German experiment,
and it's one of two earth observations experiments being carried
out during this the first flight of Spacelab. Crew will be
removing that experiment from rack stowage and installing it in

the overhead window adaptor. Scheduled to begin that operation
at approximately 45 minutes past the hour. At 2 days, 0 hours, .

35 minutes mission elapsed time this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

VhO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations 2 days, 1 hour
mission elapsed time. We're standing by for reacquisltion of
signal through the tracking and data relay satellite S--band

communications and some parameter information on Spacelab systems
through that system. Just under 2 minutes now. Have rome
additional information on experiment 300 - the isothermal heating
facility. We originally told you they were going to change
samples in that facility. Of course that facility's not been
operating. They*ve had some difficulty in getting it to operate
getting the vacuum to draw down so they're going to use the time

that was originally scheduled for sample 312 bravo and use that

to change the right flange. It's a door or vacuum seal and

believe that a cable in that flange or that goes to the center of

that flange may have come loose causing the vacuum leak. So if

that works then that will enable the crew to pick up with the

fourth sample scheduled to be processed in that facility. Also
the crew should during the acquisition of signal be in the

process of stowing experiment 102 - the dome. Byron Lichtenberg
scheduled to do that. That actually should have been completed
by this time and the crew should be installing experiment 33 •

the metric camera - in the scientific window adaptor. That
process involved unstowing it from one of the racks on the

starboard side of the core segment of the module and there is

some assembly Involved with the camera prior to its installation
in the scientific airlock. Correction, into the scientific
window adaptor.
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CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Columbia, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we see a potential problem with the Ku-

band. I couldn't get it on in the last pass so we would like do

soiBe troubleshooting. You're probably going to be getting some

Messages and we'd like to get 2 tbfngs checked by you when you're

ready to help us out there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, this is Byron back in the Spacelab. Brewster

just went up there to get some 16 millimeter stuff. He'll be

going to the flight deck or coming back here. We'll catch him in

a minute.

CAPCCM Roger. These are both flight deck actions.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Well, what your saying then is that the

temperatures really are alright.

CAPCOM That's affirmative Brewster, and also we'd like to

request that you check TACAN 2 on 57.

SPACECRAFT All three of them are showing 57x with low antenna.

CAPCOM We got a data problem Brewster, we're spowin.. 97 on

TACAN 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you want me to cycle the (garble) wheel?

CAPCOM Negative Brewster, that's fine.

CAPCOM And Columbia, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS

and, the next team will talk to you over the states at 1 plus 14,

and we'll turn you over to Guy and Franklin, and Anna and I want

t. tell yoa we had fun taking care of you guys while you were

sleeping last night.

SPACECRAFT Sure am glad you did, and sweet dreams to you all.

ChPCm Okay, thanks a lot from the both of us.

SPACECRAFT See you later.

pXo Tnls is Mission control Houston, loss of signal

through Indian Ocean station. Next contact with orbiter Columbia

and spacelab will be in 36 minutes through the tracking

satellite, <\n6 with the crew in the front cabin in approximately

47 minutes, as it comes over the Goldstona station, in the

states. Everything going well aboard the Orbiter at this time.

Currently in an orbit measuring 134.5 by 131.9 nautical miles.

This is irisaion control, day 2, 0 hours, 27 minutes.

PHq Phis is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 2 days 30

minutes, mission elapsed time, during the last acquisition of

signal with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay
satellite system, crew spent much of their time conducting NASA
spoftd^ed exptriroent 102. Actually , a series of exper irojnts in

the life Sf^iences area, provided by the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, these experiments designed to study the causes and

ef£#ct8 ot space adaptation syndrome, as well as to study sensory
«otor adaptation to weightlessness. Basically these are
«sper iiNmts designed to tal.o a look at mans adaptat ion process to

^lie zero gtavity environment, specifically studying the system
%rf»ich assists man in maintaining his balance here on Earth. And
how that changes in Space flight. During that operation the crew
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deflected the filw portion of the experiment, it's a small fairly
small black box and a foot and a half by a foot and a half, and

inside thee is a cylinder which is covered with spots which is

rotated thvj crew reports their sensations as this is rotated and

a camera, in this case a television camera monitors their eye

movements, they conduct the experiment both free floating and

bungee to the the floor to look at the effects of (garble) to

their sensation of motion. As we lost signal, the crew was in

the process of changing subj#*cts. Byron was just finishing his

run in the dome, strapped to the floor and Owen w»»s in very
effecienh time was scheduled to begin his run. Hiai requirement

i was to end that experiment at precisely 2 days 30 minutes mission
elapsed time, so the crew should be at this time wrapping up that

experiment. Additionally, prior to loss of signal, crew was
instructed to go ahead with their sample changeout, that's sample

312 alpha and installation of sample 313 bravo that one of the

( material science double rack experiments using the isothermal

! END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble).

CAPCOM Okay Byron. Go ahead. We're running short on timeso appreciate your trying to squeeze in both runs. I understand
this next one Is Owen with bungee.

Principal Investigator Larry Young from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology here in the science
monitoring area associated with the jyload Operations Control
Center.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We would like
to have you terminate the operation here on the dome at 00 30

f? fV ^^r****
«t that time on TV 08. You can starton the installation of experiment 33 at 00 40 (garble).

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

^.t^lV^cc f!?**" of 312 that's scheduled
at 00 55 we would like to have you do the (garble) changeout
procedure and we would like to have you do that approximately
« t •

SPACECRAFT Stand by. Stand by 8111.

CAPCOM Yes we would like to have you do that at 1 plus
:"*,,!!*® that's scheduled for the 312 bravo. Move it
to 120.

SPACECRAFT Stand by Bill. Take a break. Please stand by
Bill*;

ffO ^ Payload crew should be now beginning to climb intothe harness which will hold the subject to the floor. It's the
same

J?'"'**"
used on several of the life sciences experimentsincluding 104^ the hop and drop or drop and shock and the 102.the nop and drop.

CAPCOM And Spacelab we've got you for 1 minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're in the middle of Byron's run down
Marshall OPS and we'll knock it off at 30 here.

CAPCOM Okay. We want to make sure though that you do the
(ftrble) changeout at 1 plus 20.

SPACECRAFT Understand 1 20.

CAPCOM Owen this is 102. Did you have an opportunity to
*« the bungee run yourself?

^

SPACECRAFT (iirble). We got full view on the eye Larry.
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CAPCON And Owen we'll see you at 1 plus 2.

CAPCOM Owen, this Is Larry. If I understand, you're now
full view of the eye with Byron as a subject In the bungee run.
Win you be a subject In the bungee run also?

PAO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 days, 20
minutes mission elapsed time. Me have loss of signal through he

tracking and data relay satellite. However, Mission Control has
another 5 minutes of acquisition through UHF ground station.
He'll go ahead and bring that up on the mission audio loop at

this time and summarize the last acquisition with TORS from the
POCC after we lose signal with the orblter. This is Marsall
Spacelab Operations.

SPACECRAFT And *<«ry In going through the MALF book, when I

looked at the APU .".^1 pump drain line numbers on spec 88 there
the numbers were 58, 70 and 62 and the limits are 45 to 90.

CAPCOM Okay we copy that.

CAPCOM Brewster have some words for you about that APU
drain line temp message.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary. Go ahead.

CAPCOH There was a previous message on the other system,
system 1, and we went ahead and TMBU'd it. They think that that
ducer might be a little too close to the heater so it gets a

little hot. We're going to go ahead and TMBU this one. Just
want you to know that you may be getting another one on system 3

if you get in the same situation there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well if we get another one I'll just call it

up and look at It and see what it's like and we'll let you know.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT What you're saying is the temperatures are really
all right.

CAPCOM That's affirmative Brewster and alro we'd like to

request that you check TACAN 2 on S7.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ok.y. I .1,1 Cos. »y .yes on th. „.,t rgr.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT I see the stagment.

JJ!^?!! *
<n the blind. I understand you clearlv

SmUuirv'fSsrrtiJJ*' 'I ' assume olJnrft ia;
''

out mi!^
inserting contact lenses so that f$ why ^ou went wfth

SPACECRAFT That's correct, (garble).

CAPCOH Okay, you have

eJoTgJ to estabfljJ'^JSd l^ll fJSJisthen adequate, you may discontinue use of the JJntact fliL^^iS"the remainder of the ..isslon. unless advised oJhJ^ Slsi!

Owen Garrlott reporting that he was getting
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SPACECRAFT Affirmative Larry. Affirmative.

Pf^Q Garriott reporting that Byron was able to get the

nark to contact Tense in his eye and that he ^'"S able to

definitely see the segments or the counter rotaticT of the

eyeball as it attempts to locate the rotating bell.

He indicated he was having difficulty the lense in

his eye and was given the okay-

—

CAPCOM Spacelab 102, Owen can you tell us whether on the

previous shift dome run. if there was any relationship between

exposure to the dome at any provocative effects? For either you

or Byron,

SPACECRAFT Okay. I only got a part of that, but I think your

interested In any relationship between any Jome PJ5;;°"*^?" ,

and it's possible. I'm not sure really but ifs a posslbilty that

It (garble) persistant effects. I'm really not sure.

CAPCOM I understand, and the previous shift there was no

obvious correlation, is that correct?

SPACECRAFT No obvious correlation, I guess.

CAPCOM Owen, this is Larry for our planting efforts.

We're behind somewhat now. can you tell us whether that was

primarily on your delay in getting back Into the lab. w^ich will

be oleviated when we no longer have to use contact lenses for

you?

SPACECRAFT On that experiment 102. PSl and PS2?

CAPCOM Go PS2.

SPACECRAFT Roger, has Owen (garble) camera. I suggest that

when we do the run with the bungy attached that we don't split

tJjJeruntll we go directly froi the eyeball thing, because there

tS relny nothing that you can see from the jpl t screen portion

of It. The focus field view is very critical with split screen

and you want to get that eyeball data you might Just go upon the

TV camera looking at the eye for these two runs.

CAPCOM Byron, I concur that's a good suggestion. Do you

feel that the focus is so critical that on the other runs the

analysis' might not be easy?
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SPACECRAFT I don't think that It is the focus as much as it

is the size of the image of the split screen. Remember your only

using half of the screen and that Is the biggest focus you get.

Not only does the (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, go ahead, we're running short on time,

so we appreciate yov trying to squeeze both runs. I understand

the next one is Owen with bungy.

END OF TAPE
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PAO system adapts and changes In the zero gravity
environment.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Space Ops, we got a DAP 05 message.

CAPCOM Repeat, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we got a DAP 05 message. Right now It's
1601.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) I'm not sure If that's it or not.

CAPCOM Okay, copy and we're working It.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Should be L102 PI, we're going to change the
order here just because It's very difficult to get the PD camera
set up so I'll let Owen do his firstrun free floating and then
I'll get In and do It free floating and then we'll reposition If
that' s okay with you.

CAPCOM Yes, I understand that the same way you ran it last
shift and that's Just fine.

CAPCOM Columbia, this Is Houston, on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster. In reference to your APU drain
line 12 message, we'd like you to go ahead now and perform In the
MALF book page 1-9 the MALF 1.1 HOTEL.

SPACECRAFT Okay. 1.1 HOTEL on 1-9.

CAPCOM That's correct and we'll give air-to-ground 1 back
to the guys In the back now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab Marshall Ops for Byron. Just
disregard the DAP 05 message, that's an experiment 01 message.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) say getting (garble) right?

CAPCOM Spacelab for Byron. This is Larry. You started
dome 1 yet?

SPACECRAFT Sorry about that, roger. Owen finishs his dome run
and I'm about to go in there, my fault.
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CAPCOM Okay, fine. And let us now, have them let us know

which run your doing when your on it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're start to do DEL number 4 now.

CAPCOM We copy.

PAO Byron lichtenberg rer ^ting to Larry Young and

until the finish the first dome run with Owen, their changing the

order a little bit, make things simpler, Byron is going to do

his first run in the free floating mode where he is not (garble)

before and then Owen will come back and do his run attached to

the floor followed by Byron doing his. Normally, one subject

goes through the whole thing and then they change subjects,

however, because they are using a television camera, it makes it

a little easier if they do one entire run that one of the free

floating sets than the bungecs have. The reason the crew does

one run with the subject strapped to the floor and then the other

free floating, that's because resejrchers also want to look at

exactly what influence PAKTALIN puts have on the vestibular

system. In other words, the feel of the floor or surface under

your feet just how much affect does that have in an individuals

atility to sense his position and maintain his balance.

Researchers will be looking at just how much influence that has

on the subject's sensation of rotation or vection during these

'tests. •

^ \
;

. •
.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Larry we're starting the tape recorder and

starting to run forward with Byron.

CAPCOM We copy Owen, and while he's doing that if you

could give us some discussion about your sensations during the

last OMS box and any effects OMS box had on any symptoms, we

would appreciate that.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Okay, he's in the middle of the first

run and the rotartory (garble) Is clearly visible on the split

screen as well as the m^^nitor. Split screen looks pretty good is

being recorded on VTR 1. As far as my (garble) is concerned. I

don't find that provocative and the sensations are very similar

to that on the ground. I would say I feel about 40 percent of

the dome rotations as a self rotation and the one thing that is a

little bit noticeable Is that ffter the dome rotation stops I do

have a cattor rotation persisting for maybe 2 or 3 seconds.

That's a little more stronger than It was on the ground, over.

CAPCOM Yes, : copy that. Owen, were you able to take the

opportunity to close your eyes once vection had been established

at any time and see if the vection continued longer after your

eyes were closed?
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SPACECRAFT I'll do that on the next time. I thought you
wanted us to wait until the last - next to the run at the end
do that?

END OF TAPE
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PAO Camera will be recorded onboard.

SPACECRAFT 102. Spacelab PS2

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Owen's back In here now. If you could, if
you'd like to go ahead and repeat your assumptions again, I'd
appreciate it. (garble) the first jne, (garble)

CAPCOM Right, I want you to perform the experiment just as
In the training, I want particular attention paid to the quality
and feeling of the (garble) to the outlasting (garble), and then
at the end of the regular runs I would like one more if you can,
one run of the dome in which you close your eyes after vection
has been established and report on outlasting circular vection.
Do you understand?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand that Larry.

CAPCOM Okay Owen, and the VTR is to be switched on only
during the actual dohie runit, we have 4 times 6 minutes of
recording capability.

SPACECRAFT We got that.

CAPCOM Okay, let us know as you make progress, and Byron
when time permits we would appreciate a vestibular number.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1.52

CAPCOM Copy.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, you'll be managing your VITR number
onu, start and stop recording unless you'd like some help from us
In which case we will hear from you when you want to start it.

SPACECRAFT We copy.

SPACECRAFT (garble) terrific land marks, (garble)

CAPCOM You broke up, you say he does have the lens In the
eye? Repeat please.

SPACECRAFT Negative, he is unable to put the lens in the eye
but he has excellent land marks. Clearly visible on the TV with
the naked eye.

CAPCOM Fine, carry on without the lens.
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PAO The crew Is in the final preparations now for the

first run of the rotating dome. Owen Garriott will be the first

subject, and for this ha will be free floating, as opposed to be

attached to the floor with bungees.

CAPCOH Byron, do you feel that the quality of the TV image

of occular counter rolling will pe-mit us to do acceptable data

processing on it?

SPACECRAFT Yes I do (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, that's fine, that's really good news.

PAO Litchenberg indicated that Garriott had not been

able to put the contact lens in his eye, which would enable the

experiment team to use that mark to measure the amount of

rotation of the eye during the dome run, howe¥er. he Indicated

that he didn't think that would be a problem, because there are

fairly good landmarks in his eye naturally that would enable that

data reduction. That eye motion created as the eyeball attempts

to track the rotation of the dome. And that is why the pheroonena

that Dr. Young Is attempting to study, the reference to that

particular phenomena is referred to as the (garble). One of the

things that Garriott will be looking for is the sensation of

rotation, the feeling that the dome is not rotating, however,

that he In fact i$ rotating. One of the things that the research

team is looking at is the relationship between visual cues and

Inner ear cues, and establishing and maintaining balance, how

these two systems are linked together to help an individual

maintain his balance on Earth, and then how that systems adapts

and changes In a lero gravity environment.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, (garble) we got a 05 message.

CAPCOM Repeat Byron.

END OF TAPE
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^APCOM Okay, and I also assume you tried to single shot
the camera with false further notroy.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that's affirinati\ .

CAPCOM Okay, so much for the camera. Go on with the
video. Give us the status reports as you work please.

SPACECRAFT Okay wilco. The dome is set up. We've got t*»e GD
cameras just about finished here and it'll be just a few more
minutes before he gets the run. Owen's putting his lenses in

right now.

CAPCOM Thank you.

PAO That exchange between investigator Larry Young and

the science monitoring area here in Houston and payload
specialist, Byron Lichtenberg about the troubleshooting of the

camera which is used —
SPACECRAFT ... 102, PI from the PS2 concerns that you do one
that puts the (garble) on (garble).

":APa»l That's affirmative.

PAO Used to document eye movement associated with the

dome experiment. Lichtenberg reporting that the dome is set up
on the handrail of the Life Science Double Rack situated near the

aft end of the starboard side ot the habitable module and that

he's just finished setting up the television camera, video camera
which will be used to capture the eye movement in liue of the 35

millimeter still camera. Video camera that he will use is one of

the standard Orbiter/Spacelab television cameras used throughout
the mission to provide televison coverage from inside the
module. And reference earlier by Larry Young to Lichtenberg
telling him to go ahead with the Lichtenberg video
configuration. That reference because Payload Specialist,
Lichtenberg prior to the mission was involved in developing that

system for documenting eye movements as a fall back in case there

was a ptroblera with the 35 millimeter camera.

CAPCOM Columbia and Spacelab, this is Houston with a

status report. First of all some good news, your consummables
ace now running about 2 kilowatts below predicted so you got
about 26 pounds of H2 margin. You '-uys are doing a real good job
conserving up there. There is no update to the CAP necessary and
you ojin see your PCAP updates which really aren't that extensive
on teleprinter message number 16. And just in case you're
wonderng what we're putting up with c^ovn here it's partly cloudy
;in Houston today and it's 65 degrees Pahreinhelt, real mild. And

what they're saying about you in the newspaper goes like this.

From the UPI Spacelab Scientist switched today from space
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sickness experiments to mixing cooling and melting and welting

glass and metals and test. could revolutionalize the

electronics and computers industries. The six man crev is on the

3rd day of the Shuttle Columbia's mission. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary I undirStand that. And I understand we

bad 26 pounds o£ H2 margin?

CAPCOM that's affirmative. That's real good and you

don't have any questions on the teleprinter messages, we'll and

you over to the CIC so he can talk to you to.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 102. Byron we're back with

you. Anything you have to tell us about the progress, we a

;

a^reciate it,-

SPACBCRAPT Okay, Owen looked at his lens an.l it takes a while

to get the TV setup. We should be in the dome right heie in

probably just a couple of minutes.

CAPCOM Very good. Afterwards in the debrief you can tell

us how long the TV's taking.

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

SPACECRAFT We're running the dome test now. Do you have

aowebody at Ku data?

CAPCOM Spacelab, no we're not receiving the downlink.

PAO Approximately 1 minute 15 seconds before we could

acquire Ku. Maybe a little longer than that. At that point we

should be again receiving the downlink of data - data only, not

video from Spacelab. The video picture off the television camera

will be recorded onboard —
BMO OF TAPE
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CAPCOH experlffient 300/ Did that pump down get started or
not?

Si>ACECRAFT ! (garble) Michael, we have a question for you,
Ulf w«i5 unable to get the IHF to run. He started the GHF after
(garble) gone hot and we had copied some of your transition
before about some open and close work with the MSCR but what I

show we have complete procedures so If you can give me about a

mlnutve or so I get Ulf up here and he can copy It there I think.

CAPCOM That would be great If Ulf Is still about. I can
five him tfiat procedure again 1 f you like.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Yes» good evening. Ulf. I understand you might not
have got all^ of that experiment 300 work around that we read
up. (Garble) was to do that open and that close on the st;ruct1on
and then change out the right flange with one which you would
find In stowage and then give It a start IHF 1 enter. We wonder
If you did that or If you did not do It?

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) off (garble) barely close. And then
you want us to replace (garble) fourth tube. That's what I

understood and (garble) tha/s the best (garble)*

CAPCOM I didn't copy all of that, Ulf. The transmission
was not easy to understand but yes» that's replacement flanges Is

stowed In romeo 10 charlle and what we had asksd you to do Is
swap out those flanges and then start IHF 1 enter. Did you do
that?

SPACECRAFT Okay* we copy that. How do you read me now? Over.

CAPCOM Much better, Ulf. Much better transmission.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm pretty close to the microphone now, Pm
it the mouth of the (garble) here because Byron caught my
accent. Meanwhile, because I wasn't sure I got everything. I

thought It was probably a good Idea to get the GHF valve running
and I throught of the GHF Is called pump 316 but we are also
vacuum problems with the GHF. I got the pump GHF (garble) « I

think I (garble). Walt a second, Mike. Like Owen, I bet we
(garble) 36 GHF and I also (garble) toward the vacuum (garble) Is

0 10.

CAPCOM' Yeah, we copy.

SPACECRAFT CAPCOM did you copy?

CAPCOM Me copy* You got a VGS 0 10 message. Is that
right?
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SPACECRAFT That Is correct. And we are also a sec 6HF and the
Idea Is 6 3 6.

CAPCOM Me understand a 6 3 6. Okay, Ulf, thanks very much
for your , ,

,

SPACECRAFT 6 3 6.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy a 6 3 6 stop. Thanks very much for
your help, Ulf. We're going to talk this over with a 300 team
and give the air to ground 1 back to Larry Young and the dome
experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay. 1*11 be (garble) pick up the device.'

CAPCOM Spacelab, this Is 102 for Byron.

SPACECRAFT All right, go ahead.

CAPCOM One last item on the Nikon troubleshooting. The
gray cable is connector is J305 it's the little one at the camera
front body itself. That's the one where you should have
disconnected the gray cable and shorted it out. (Garble)
confirmed it was the gray cable you shorted.

SPACECRAFT Roger, (garble). It's a standard dry one though.
It's the little bitty one that your started at the end of the
camera body.

CAPCOM That's right. That's the one that carries the
trigger signal.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand. The only think we got when we
shorted that out was the camera fire occasionally.

CAPCOM Okay, and I'm also assume you tried to single shot
the camera with also further (garble).

SPACECRAFT Roger, that's affirmative.

CAPCOM Okay, so much for the camera. Go on with the
video. Give us the status reports as you work, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wllco. The dome set up. We've got the GO
cameras Just about finished here and

END OF- TAPE
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CAPCOM Just standby.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg report to Larry Young about the
troubleshooting procedure on experiment 102 flash attached to the
35 mllllaieter camera associated with rotating dome experiment.
That camera Is used to document eye movement associated with the
experiment.

CAPCOM And Byron, we're having a little bit of COMM
problems here In the ground. We'd like you to Just go ahead and
proceed with the dome experiment. We're working to get Larry up.

SPACECRAFT Okay* do we have any tape recorders usage or not?

CAPCOM Four times, six minutes of tape available.

CAPCOM Byron, this Is Larry. Do you read? Spacelab, this
is 102 . Do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, 102, PS2, I read you loud and clear. Good
Homing Larry.

CAPCOM Good morning, Byron. Nice to talk to >ou. Can you
confirm that the In troubleshooting the nikon you attempted to
short out the J305 cable and still got no flash.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's the gray one that goes to the flash.
Standby here. That's J302 cable.

CAPCOM We want the one that goes to the flash connector on
the - from the lens to the flash connector on the camera.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) photogray is better Nikon cable and that's
•fflrmatlvf. I did try and short that out with a - and I put a

handle screwdriver and got negative flash.

CAPCOM Alright. John. Our diagnoses this. The flash tube
1$ Inoperative dispite presence of 300 volts, we'll carry on with
the Lickenberg video configuration.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger. I understand you guys did confirm we

had the flash power printer volt?

CAPCOM That's affirmative and we were getting a signal

from the CDS that was sending out it's relay clicks so we are
only remaining - diagnoses is flash 2. Carry on then with your
current' dome run where you have AOS for It and split screen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) dome is set up now (garble) three
(garble) TVI for this or just set it up block the hole?
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CAPCOM The TV is understandable being recorded for post

flight.

SPACECRAFT Understand.

CAPCOM Byron, I did not understand what you said about

blocking the hole.

SPACECRAFT I Just said that if we did not have TV recorder at

least we want the canere there to brjck the view of the

subject. Over.

CAPCOM Byron, we do ha 'e TV recording but use the recorder

only during the (garble) delmont.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. Till we got 44 minutes
recordings. Is that on VHM number 1?

CAPCOM Me do have 24 islnutes standby, I'll tell you which

VTR it is. Byron, that af firmati vt. It's VTR 1.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM And Byron, you have 4 times 6 minutes available for

tape VTR.

SPACECRAFT I confirmed that you do want the split screen for

the entire run. Is that affirm?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Byron. Other things to look

for during the run, I want you to at some point close your eyes

and see if you get a long outlasting vection. Do this at the

very end. See if you get outlasting vection more than in 1-g and

comments specifically of the quality and sensation of the

vection. Pass hat on to Owen as well.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the first part of your transmission was cut

out there 102, but I understand you want to know the whether

their was any change on the onset of actions from the ground are

any different from the quality of the vection. Over.

CA?COM The first. Byron, the first part is that at the end

0^ your run, you can run an additional say option dome run and

after vection comes on, 1 want you to close your eyes and see if

you get a outlasting circular vection beyond the time that you

had the stimulus input.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand. «e want us to cl ose our eyes

,

once we get vection then -- standby 1 here, I'm Just free

floating.
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Why it is to teat out the laboratory systems, and
one of the best ways to that of course is by conducting
experinents, so many of the experinents being carried out on theaission are also designed to help in the conduct of that test
facility. About 11 or getting closer to 12 hours now, into the
cold test. During this acquisition we may hear about the crews
progress with bringing on line Jgarble) from Isothermal heating
facility, one of the three furnaces in the material science
double rack. C.-.w also scheduled to be preparing if they have
not already begun conducting the rotating film experiment.

CAPCON Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we've got you
through S-Band for 55 minutes.

SPACBCRAPT All right, Marshall Operations, go a'aead Bill this
is 'Byron. .

CAPOOM Good morning, Byron, you certainly sound good.

SPACBCRAFT I certainly feel good today, thank you.

CAPCQM That's good news for all of as. We have some
traffic, unless you have some.

.*AC«CRAPT Okay, just a couple of quick things, first, on the
replanting we got up there on some of the OCRs.

vCAPCOM
.

- yes,
;
go : ahead, j; .

SPACECRAFT ON experiment 16, OCR 016-005, the intensity
calibratiM is that going to be done from the ground, over?

CAPOQN Yes, that got sent, that shouldn't have been, just
:<iisc<e9Ard' it.

y

CAPOOH ^^i^ot^t questions from the replanting?

. SPAClCRAfT ; ^
Harshall; Ops, : Spacelab. '

<^K30lt:
:

:: Byron. ;

CAPOON Spacelab, Marshall Ops, tht ground track this time
•ay be a little bit spotty.

SPACBCRAFT Roger , that, a question for you, was that 16
intensity calibration suppose to be that (garble) to the ground,
over?: -hi,"- ' / - . ;

fAPCOM That's affirmative, Byron, just disregard that note
;;in the :r«plan message., • /

,

:SPAGBC2AfT- Okay,^vv
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SPACECRAFT The second thing we've got for you for the one or
two upper 3 GIs are tarry Young, if he is listing, we went ahead
and did the troubleshooting procedure, and I*ve just finished
that with no joy at Jill, Tried the material flash manually, and
nothing happened, so we have to assume the flash is dead.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy the flash is not working, Byron, and
Larry is unabled and I'll have him talk to you here in just a
moment as soon as we pass our traffic.

SPACECRAFT Okay, standby one, and I'll be ready to copy.

CAPCOM Standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, this is for Owen, tell him that in the
southern hemisphere there is Orroral activity and that 1638 and
1808 zoolo, that's today, 334, he could see some Orroral activity
in the southern hemisphere.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that, just about an hour and 10
nutes from now?

CkPCXM Soger,

SPACECRAFT Okay, that*s a good copy.

CAPCOM We have a message here on, for experiment 338, if
you happen to get an experiment par status 0 niner message, vou
should not perform the Mai, and the Mai number is 338.1 until
advised by the PI. And the Mai page number, in the procedure is
;:338:m«i-2. V

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand John, negative performance on
that Mai, until a go from PI.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good copy.

CAPCOM And we have the 102 PI and here's Larry. Hey,
good morning, how are you doing?

PAO In the science monitorin^ area^ Investigator Larry
Young for experiment 102 standing by, to attempt communicate with
Byron Lichtenberg, regarding troubleshooting procedures on the

:-;;^a8h:::associate.

"Spacecraft (garble) we have some (garble) crew bits, that I

haven't talked to the 102 PIF, but I was briefed by Ulf about the
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iiw:, (garble), Micheal apparently had (garble) about the IHP, but
' not sure we got the complete message over.

CAPCOM well repeat that for youp just stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay

PAO Byron Lichtenberg to report to Larry Young about
the troubleshootiitt) procedure on experiment 102 flash attached to
the 35atilaaeter canera associated with the

BSD OP TAPE
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.^ACECRAPT a little bit on some of the front windows, just
^what we've always seen before.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster. *fe copied about the fog on the
windows. Thanks, we ran into seme nois'* on the loops so we
didn"- answer you right away and tie speck folks, after thinking
about what you said really can't figure out a way that you got
that message at all but they said you did the right thing and
keep thinking about the message. should be working fine now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well it's no big deal at all. Fpock has been
working fantastic. It's really a big asset to us, to know where
we are all the time and it's just a little funny I guess, no
problem.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. Columbia, this is Houston.
We're 30 seconds LOS, We'll talk to you again over the states,
23 no, 43 and we'll have a status report for you there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you over the good ole USA at 2343.

-VAO This is Mission Control Houston. We're out of
range at the Yarragadee station now. The mocker had no items for
the flight crew during that pass. An indication of how smoothly
the mission is proceeding from the Orbiter standpoint. The blue
team is clearly has acccmplished handover and taking
responsibility for the flight and Brewster Shaw on duty in the
flight deck. Mission Commander John Young at this time will be
doin^ some execerise in advance of his evening meal and sleep
period beginning in about 2 hours. Brewster Shaw reported that
unexpected indication (garble) and gray tube display in the
orbiter referring to it as a nitnoy. A nltnoy is a tie word
meaning something very small. Brewster Shaw is a veteran of
combat in Southeast Asia and flew fighters out of (garble) and
Thialand and doubltlessly picked up that phase during that
portion of his career. But guidance officer in the mocker,
(garble) is an unusual response to have been related by the
equipment and Major (garble) did the right thing by cycling that
switching mechanism. The emission audio will subsequently be
shifted air to ground one and Spacelab comm'inications as we
access the TDRSS system in just about 30 minutes. At mission
elapsed time, 1 day 23 hours 9 minutes, this is Mission Control
^Bouston. : :

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 day 23
liours 23 minutes missin elapsed time. We're standing by now for
Ireacquisition of signal with Spacelab through the tracking data
and relay satellite. Onboard Spacelab the cold test is
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^ntinuing. Orblter pointed Into a cold attitude which would
reduce the temperatures on the Spacelaboratory. Part of the
verification flight testing of the laboratory facility on this
first flight. A primary objective of this flight is to test out
the laboratory systems end one of the best ways to do that of
course is by conducting experiments and so many of the
experiments being carried out on the mission are also designed to
help in the conduct of that test facility/ test facility. Ab//ut
11, gettng closer to 12 hours now into the cold test

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO . . . which would give them an overage of 1
cannister in the launch of the flight. In response to a
discussion earlier having to do with the water dump and some
dialog over Yarragadee between John Young and the CAPCOM, Mr.
Young had been reported that the dump had gone to 49 percent,
which he reported as an overdurap, and in point of fact, it was
precisely what the Mission Control Team wanted. Initialy the
plan was to dump down to 50 percent, but that was ammended and he
was instructed to 60 percent just to make sure there wasn*t a*
alarm that would occur during the trim burn process and distract
the crew from its burn preparations. So the 60 percent figure
was decided upon, and it just happened to be a circumstance that
the Mission Commander left the water dump proceed beyong that
point to 50 percent, which was infact the original intention.
We'll have Acquisiton of Signal thru the UHP station at
Yarragadee in 10 minutes, a fairly high elevation pass, with
accufflulous voice for about 7>l/2 minutes, to a maximum elevation
of 13 degrees, over the horizon, at Mission Elapsed Time, 1 day,
22 hours, 50 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston. This is
Mission Control Houston, we're about a minute away from
Acquisition of Signal thru the UHF station at Yarragadee, the
mission audio during this pass will be configured to give air-to-
ground between the CAPCOM here in the MOCR and the flight deck.
In as much as this is a UHP only pass, and we're standingby for
voice mcMnentarily, the duration of the pass is 7 minutes, 16
seconds, and Mission Elapsed Time is 1 day, 23 hours, even.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston we're with you thru
Yarragadee for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Mary, loud and clear,

CAPCOM Good morninc, Brewster, your loud and clear too.
lie don't have anything for you so you get soive peice and quiet.

SPACECRAFT Ok, **ell I've got something for you then.

CAPCOM We're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Ok, this is a real nit-noy, and just something for
the SPAC folks to think about a little bit. After we did the
trim burn, I was going to put a new vector in the SPAC and I did
a code escape to get off the world map and to get into a state
vector update, and when I did it quit and it gave me the
following message: "CCOS EXCEPTION: OOIDELTA COMMON CODE NEEDS TO
BE LOADED". Over.

CAPCOM * Ok, we copy that Brewster. CCOS EXCEPTION:COMMON
CODE NEEDS TO BE LOADED, with an OlDELTA.
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SPACECRAFT 001 DELTA before the common code business. And all

I did was turn It off for 5 seconds and turn it back on and it

cane up and took the vector and is working like a champ now.

CAPCOM Ok, thanks, you fixed it yourself.

SPACECRAFT Oh, yes. I just let you know so those folks would
have something to think about.

CAPCOM Ok, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Other than that, things are going pretty well.

Tacan test is in process, we're doing a rotate with the tail-to-
sun, and everything is moving right along.

CAPCOM Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT There haven't realy been any surprised in the cold
test so far, Mary. We've got some fog on the back two windows
and even a little bit on some of the front windows, just what
we've always seen before.

EHD OP TAPE
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PAO for the computer system to go ahead and start to
furnance, he tried several things, made about 6 attempts all of
vhich were unsuccessful, however, the principle investigator
team, the research team here in the Payload Operations Control
Center has put together another procedure, that was provided to
the crew hiy alternate payload specialist Mike Lampton , which he
can either run in the next few minutes or otherwise, he* 11 pass
onto payload specialist Byron Litchenberg to attempt to correct
that pcobleniMerbold reported that had in fact completed setup
of the fluid physics module, he had difficulty earlier removing a
screw that WM difficult to remove however he was able to get
that out Mid reported completion setup of the fluid physics
iKiduie, wsotlief of the facilities in the European Space Agency
#t9eiiipid and provided Hater ial Sc ience Doi^ble Rack , wh ich is
deslfiMwi 1^ look at the procesain^ of the various types of
muteriatls in the lero ftavity environiMint • Merbold also reported
that lie h*d succeamiiilly started the Ccyo stat experiment 334,
pttjrpose of this experimint is to grow two different pairs of
piroteiii cirystals SMi (fiiyrble) solution using different solutions
9mdi uiwier different c^i^^ /i^e Cryo static experiment
permits the frowth of simple protein crystals by a process of
iitussion, wliile iKit actually a facility of the Material Science
mnible Rack it also providiHi i:^ the Biiropean Space Agency is an
associated facility* iteamihile, here in the Payload operations
Control Center, handover fran the red shift to the blue shift has
iMen c^pletedf ai^ onboard the blue shift should be at this time
in the pro<»ss of their daily planning activitieSir actually even
before their day started, payload specialist Byron Litchenbergv
and mission specialist Owen Garriott were scheduled to perform
one of the life sciences experiments under the 102 uiaiybreilaf this
expet iment position awareness, destined to determine whether a
ctmmmmkmt after a slMp period, and al^ sleep period
can determine after he^s had his eyes closed for a while where
bi# limbs are, it *8 been reported from some previous Space
flights that occasionally an astronaut after a sleep period has
lost tf tck of his limbs and was supr ised when he woke up and
realized that his body position was different than what he had
expected. In the coi^uct of this ex^ the crewmember is
asked in the presleep psrt to point to targets after he*s had his
eyes closed for about S minutes, in the post sleep portion of the
experiment, he is jMked to provi^'e the test operator which in
this cass liss missions specialist Garr iott , with an assessment of
his body position. At 1 day 22 hours 46 minutes mission elapsed
time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission control Houston, there was one
incident when the CAPCCm tiary Cleave had an air to ground one to
talk to the Spacelab ci^ew having to do with LiOH cannisters, and
0ha»piciNit cm board in response to Bob Parker * s request . The LiOH
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c«nnisters are the method In which the (garble) onboard the

Colubnian spacelab is scrubbed from C02, which has a tendency to

build up just as artifacts of the respriation of the 6

crewmcmbers. The two C02 cartridges or LiOH cannisters in the

Spacelab had net been changed out for 48 hours. The EECOM here

in the mission control center reported the instrumentation

indicated no build up of C02, in the cabin air. But, it was

nonetheless decided to go ahead and changeout one of those

cannisters. As a precautionary meas ne and which would give aa

overage of 1 cannister in the long (garble) of flight. In

response to a discussion earlier, had to do with the water dump.

BMO TA?B
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CAPCOM ... with that from stowage. If you have a minute I

can read up the procedure which Mel has recommended, you try and
implement or that you hand to Byron as you go off shift and ask
him to try and implement it as soon as possible.

SPACECRAFT I can wait untile if it is early for 10 minutes or
something like that, it*s no problem.

CAPCOM Real good, Olf. The procedure is as follows if
you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wait a second, let me write it down. Okay,
Marshall Ops, this is PSl ready to copy.

CAPCOM Real good, Olf, He have aboet 4 minute of AOS
left. The first step is to enter the CCO, start IHF 1 enter.
Second^ after 2 minutes, HALT IHF 3 1 enter. And then to open up
the flanges and unlock them, open 17 4 3 4 6 enter. Your echo
should read 3401 0 704030406 14.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Go ahead? Okay, then your close should be as
follows. CLOSE 0 0 3 0 0 0 enter.

SPACECRAFT What?

CAPCOM At that point your echo will be 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0

0 0 0 0 14.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me read back that (garble). I*m not sure
if I have all the^eros. CLOSE 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 is that correct?

CAPCOM Negative. You have an extra zero. What your CLOSE
instruction option reads is CLOSE 0 0 3 0 0 0 enter. And Ulf,
w€*ve about 2 minutes till LOS. At that point having done those
keystrokes you're ready to remove the right flange using your
usual flange extraction tool. From the storage in romeo 10 echo
in the lower drawer, you* 11 find a spare replacement flange.
It^s item number is 300.07. Take that replacement flange and put
it in the right flange position and continue with start IHF 1
enter and it may be of some benefit to apply a little force to
those connectors during the pump down. And Spacelab, this is
Marshall Ops for Ulf. First we do need to remind you to do your
experiment 30 electro check and battery check before you go to
bed and the other thing we gave you is the wrong stowage location
for that flange if correct location is romeo 10 Charlie.

SPACICRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Thanks a loc, Olf. See you nekt time.
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 day 22
hours 42 minutes mission elapsed time. We have lost
communications with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay
satellite system and is betting reacquisition through TORS in
about 42 minutes, however, shortly there will be Orbiter contact
through UflP ground station Yarrogadee in about 17 minutes.
During the last acquistion signal period onboard Spacelab,
payload specialist Ulf Herbold, continued to troubleshoot a
troublesome IHP facility, one of four facilities in the materials
science doublerack. That facility, the difficulty with that
facility was that in the startup he was unable to draw down the
pressure to lower the vacuum sufficiently or increase their
vacuum sufficiently for the computer system to go ahead and start
the furnace. He tried several things, made about 6 attempts all
of which were unsuccessful, however the principal investigator
team, the research team —
END OP TAPB
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CAPCOM Ulf we'd like to suggest that you put some
additional pressure on the two feed through connectors and try it
one more tine.

SPACECRAFT Okay, say again, try it one more time but do what
else?

,

CAPCOM Put some additional pressure on the feed through
connectors and keep it there for the whole IS minutes, or there
abouts.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what I tried to do is tighten the cords, on
cords 1 and 2 (garble) But I does think it makes sense to
reconnect the feed through connectors because (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, I think you must have misunderstood, Olf , we
want you to apply some pressure, try to hold it together until we
can get out vacuum on it, put pressure on the connectors while
your trying to pull a vacuum.

SPACECRAFT Okay, pressure on the connectors, we'll try,

CAPCOM That's good. This is one of the fixes we did at
the Cape and it worked fine.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I guess the IHF 1 enter.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Houston, on air-to-ground 1, for
Bob, about your C02 cartridges.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, they haven't seen any build up at all
in 002 either in the Orbiter or in the Spacelab, so what they
would like you to do is just go ahead and change D. That's only
one canister 0.

SPACECRAFT You want the position Alpha changed out correct?

CAPCOM Bob, we assuming it was the Spacelab canister you
were asking about and in that case it would be location Delta.

SPACBCR^JT YeiB, we're talking about the Spacelab. The
Spacelab we had positioned A and, position Alpha and position
Bravo. The position Alpha was suppose to be changed after 1 day,
«11 the other ones are on 2 day cycles, intermix. However, you
telling me I just have to change out the one that was suppose to
be changed tomarrow and not change the other one?

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, if they're called Alpha and Bravo,
that's fii»a, change out one of then.
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SPACECRAFT We have position Alpha and position Bravo called
out of the cue cards. The other question is the numbers of a
(garble) canister which are numbered and the Orbiter are not
numbered on ours. So I'll just put one in and nake marks. But
it's not going to be number 34, or 35 or something, because we
don't have such numbers back here.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, that's fine, just mark the ones that
you've used so you don't reuse a already used canister.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Olf, this is Marshall Operations

SPACECRAFT garble We have the same IHP stop light as
(garble) ID code is 136.

CAPCOM Yeah, we copy, I've just been talking to Mel Brooks
about that problem, and he has a procedure, that we think will
allow you to change out the right hand flange, which is our most
spec flange, and allow you to replace that with one from
stowage, if you have a minute I can read up the procedure which
Mel has reccMomended that you try and inclement or you hand to
Byron as you go off shift, and ask him to try and implement it as
:Soon as possible.

SPACECRAFT I can wait until

END OF TAPE
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SPACBCRAFT I'm talking about the Isothermal heating

facilities, we got the same problem again and again and that is

It stops with — means —
CAPCOM You're dropping out Owen,

SPACECRAFT — doesn't reach, and finally we managed to setup

the fluid physics module, we have that (garble)

CAPCOM Okay we copy, that you got the screw on the FPM,

thank you.

SPAC^RAPT I'm now waiting for the Isotherm (garble) off the

Isothermal heating systems to stop the flash, and after that I

will set up the gradient heating facilities.

CAPCON

SPACECRAFT

SPACKCRAFT

SPACBCRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy, and good job.

(garble) get in contact with

—

Marshall Ops, are you still alive?

Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

Go ahead 01 £.

SPACECRAFT Okay, one more thing, we started both of the cryo

(garble) and th«t was complete at 22 hours 00 minutes, so that is

basically on tine. Only 10 minutes delay.

CAPCOM

SPACBCRAFT

CAPCON

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACBCRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

This is Spacelab to air to ground one, over.

Go ahead Bob.

Who's this?

This is your friendly CIC.

I was looking for Houston, I didn't call POCC.

Okay Bob, touche', we didn't copy you, we'll get

thM on the line.

SPACBCRAFT 'garble) I didn't talk to them about a systems

things yet. ^:

:

CAPCOM Roger
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CAPCOM Columbia, this Is Houston Spacelab, Bob, we're

standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) we did not change, I
J id not change

« lot (garble) about 20 hours or whenever it was because,

SriSstifand Owen were working in front of the workbench rack and

I cSuldn't get on it. So, I left with the idea that they would

So it, and they said yes, if you guys started inquiring they

would do it. But apparentlv, you guys never in^^^'^**^'

realiae now that we have t. > cannisters we could (garble) 4^

hours, I suspect I ought to go ahead and change both of them. Do

you agree with that?

CAPCOM We'll check on that for you Bob, just a second.

SPAClCitArr Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCCm Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have that (garble) and I'm
j"?

J going to

display it now, at least the 5th time, it's the (garble) 36, and

I think it dees make much sense to (garble) probably k>«tter off

It I go to (garble) and give those Pis a chance. Can you talk to

30C people and give me their input?

CAPCOM they are talking to me in the air 01£, stand

by,

CAPCOM Olf, we would like to suggest, that you put

additional pressure on the 2 feed through connectors, and try it

one more time . .

SPACECRAFT Okay, say again, try it one more time? What else?

CAPCOM Put some additional pressure on the feed —

ESO OF TAPE
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PAO ••Spacelab, we will have AOS in 3 minutes, through
Orroral at mission elapsed time 1 day 21 hours 35 minutes, this
is mission control Houston.

CAPCQM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for 2

minutes through Orroral Valley.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops through Orroral
Valley, how copy?

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 day 21
hours 48 minutes mission elapsed time. We about a minute away
from reacguisition of communications with the Spacelab, and
currently, handover is beginning to take effect here in the
Payload Operations Control Center with members of the blue team
coming in to replace the red shift that has been on for the past
12 hours. Handover should take probably another half hour or so
before it is completed.

PAO This is mission control Houston, the absence of
coami is due to (garble) configuration which is now being
remedied.

CAPCOM •.approximately 30 minutes. Bob.

SPiM^ECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab, go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, the 300 people are anxiously waiting a
status on 300.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have status the (garble) least 4 times
already, and the Isotherm is on again.

SPACECRAFT I*m talking about the Isotherm heating facility, we
got the same problem again and again, and that..
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PI^O twelve was too (garble) • But because of the

situation with the troubleshooting with the fluid physics module

and with the isothermal heating facility, that particular
experiment has not yet taken place, 312 of course being the

(garble) experiment entitled nucleation of the eutectic alloys*
The purpose of that being to analyze the first step of
solidification which is nucleation of a crystal inside the liquid
phase. That is an experiment which goes inside the isothermal
heating facility and does require vacuum so that experiment is
temporarily delayed* At 1 days 21 hours 25 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. We've
reconfigured the mission audio so that when we acquire signal at
Yarragadee this time we'll be listening to the Orbiter air-to-
ground in anticipation of a call from capsule communicator Nary
Cleave to mission commander John Young inquiring for a burn
report. The trim burn was to have occurred 11 minutes ago and
was out of site of any ground stations through the TDRSS.
Yarragadee is UHP only so the only way we'll be able to determine
whether it was a nominal burn is to get the confirmation from the
flight crew and that will be the subject of CAPCOM Mary Cleave in
(garble) when were AOS in about 1 minute. Columbia is now on
descending node of orbit number 31 just approaching the northwest
coast of Australia and we'll be in touch through Yarragadee for 6

1/2 minutes, should be a good strong signal with the maximum
elevation of 10 degrees over the horizon. And we will stay with
the Orbiter on air«-ta*ground throughout the whole six minutes,
Yarragadee pass unless there are extraordinary events that are
onboard the Spacelab. And we should be getting voice commentary
momentarily in about 1/2 minute at mission elapsed time, 1 days
21 hours 27 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston. With you through
Yarragadee for 6 minutes, standing by for a burn report.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston. Residuals for 1/10 of your mostly in
the Z axis.

CAPCOM Thanks alot.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. The control team
reacting to tha exactness with which the burn was accomplished,
exact nature of John Youngs' reports.

SPJkCBCRAPT Okay, Houston. In the heater I overdumped (garble)
quantity A Is now 49 percent. Over.

CAPCPM Alright, that's perfect. Thanks John«

SPACECRAFT Perfect would have been 60 percent.
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CAPCOM Roger, John. We intentionally changed the numbers
so we*d catch you during the burn.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

CAPCCM PAYCOM is accusing you of being able to read his
nind £or what he wanted, John.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston. We're 20 seconds LOS.

We'll talk to you again through Mi la at 22 plus 13.

SPACECRAFT 22 13 at Mi la. See you there.

PJU> This is Mission Control Houston. We've lost air-
to-ground through the UHF station at Yarragadee and we'll
reconCigure mission audi again so subsequent transmissions will
once again fttm Spacelab. We will have AOS in 3 minutes through
Orrocal at mission elapsed time 1 day 21 hours 35 minutes this is
Mission Control Houston.

END TAPE
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PAO The Columbia crew and everything is quite onboard

the flight deck* The blue team, is now awake and going to

(garble) and should be reviewing messages and going thru their

post (garble) activities in preparation for breakfasts Should be

in about an hour from now, accomplishing handover activities with
the red team. The trim burn is coming up in about 4 minutes and
will be out of sight of any ground stations and the first
indication that we have of the quality of that burn will be when
we reacquire signals 17 minutes at Yarragadee* In the burn is

less than 4 minutes away* But will be out of sight fror. the
ground, or TDRS, so we won't know how it went until we get

affirmation from the Mission Commander at Yarragadee* Mission
elabped time is 1 day, 21 hours, 11 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston*

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 1 day, 21
hours, 21 minutes mission elasped time* We are currently in a
loss of signal period, with about 28 minutes to go before we
regain the S-Band throught the TDRS satillite. But we will be
passing over the Yarragadee, in about, a little over 6 minutes.
That ground station with UFH capability. In the meantime Ulf
Merbold still working* That fluid physics module problem of the
problem more correctly not with the fluid physics module itself
but with a restraining bolt which is holding fluid physics module
in the materials science double rack* The double rack of course
consisting of several furnaces plus the fluid physics module and
quite a bit of common equipment for all of those devices that go
inside the double rack. But the fluid physics module musL come
out of the physical structure of the double rack, in order for
fluid physics experiment to take place inside that module, it
must come out of the double racks so that the Spacelab crew can
have access into the fluid physics module. Currently Ulf Merbold
is looking for a tool which will remove that restraining bolt,
the tool that he has been using, is not effective, and he
continues to troubleshoot this problem to find a tool which will
take out the restraining bolt in order to free of the fluid
physic module* As noted earlier the vacuum and gas system is up
and running* That is one of the common elments to the various
facilities inside the double rack which require evacuation down
to a vacuum within the chambers* And the Isothermal heating
facility requires just that, evacuation down to a vacuum in order
to be effective for its samples* Although the VGS is up and
running as reported by Ulf Merbold, the Isothermal heating
facility has a tiny leak, which is permitting some air to come
inside, preventing the vacuum from going down as low £ point as
would be desired* That too is being looked at* Experiment 312
was to have begun* But because of the situation with the
troubleshooting with the fluid physic module and with the
Isothermal heating facility that particular experiment has not
yet taken place* 312 of course being the

BHD OF FILE
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SPACECRAFT Complete. It's a (garble).

CAPCOM And Ulf, if you look at the false sunmary stage,

can you read us off the messages which occurred at 11 hours 02

minutes and 59 seconds where it says code 43331 and get the

number?

SPACECRAFT Okay, the one message is step 05?34, fush 11 hours

02 minutes and 59 seconds, then that message reoccurted e« the

same time and then there is 3HA load D3 on the A, 43 at 334 days

11 hours 02 minutes 59 seconds.

CAPCOM (Garble) again. And Ulf, can you do another alpha

round number 14?

SPACECRAFT Okay, it took it.

CAPCOM Okay, Olf. That was all, thank you very much. And

if Bob is still there then I have his little update for him.

SPACECRAFT Okay, give it to me.

CAPCOM And Olf, just for you shortly, we also will brief

in Bob if necessary. Zero three ap^ it will remain in the logs

and it will do some runs where this in the logs even with the

joint ground together with SEPAC if we look at air glow and other

observables. For experiment 201, the decision is not to work on

the VTP. Their fine without slmulars, will do more lineara and

thresholds. On the valve 21, valve 21 has operated properly the

last 11 hours on a 1 hertz basis. The 100 herti data is

disabled. A software patch was used for this. Over.

SPACECRAFT Wait a minute, (Garble) repeat your message

concerning the valve 21.

CAPOMI Valve 21 has been operating properly for the last

11 hours on a 1 hertz basis. A software patch was implemented to

block 100 hertz basis which was causing the problem. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand (garble) 11 operates on a 1

hertz basis and the 100 hertz basis was lest by software patch.

CAPCOM That's read correct except for (garble) 21.

SPACECRAFT 21, okay. Okay, ^Garble) here's PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) sublight here.

CAPCC»I Roger, IHF Stuff —
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SPACECRAFT Stop by (Garble) is 136.

CAPCOM Roger, 136. Be advised, we're 30 seconds from
LOS. And we'll see you through Yarragadee at 21 plus 28. Start
again the IHF, Ulf. Over*

SPACECRAFT Pardon lae?

CAPCOM Response is start :^?ain the IHF.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I guess the (garble) IHF end is that okay?

CAPCOM Start IHF 1 enter.

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 1 days 21 hours
9 minutes mission elapsed time. Were*nt very many OHF contacts
available over the last pass, and there were less even air to
ground X Y available on an as needed basis here. Certaintly no
dialogue from the Columbia crew. Everything is quite onboard the
flight deck. The blue team is now awake and (garble) summary
timeline should be reviewing messages and going to their
postsleep activities in preparation for breakfaet and should be
in about an hour from now accomplishing handover activities with
the red team. The trim burn is coming up in about 4 minutes and
we*ll be out of sight on the ground stations and the first
indication we have of the quality of that burn will be

END OF TAPE
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CAPCON He got set up a little while ago with seme statuses
for EVI and some of the other experiments too, we subject you may
neei some additional information^ we* 11 %iork on it, and if you
need it, we* 11 have;; i for you»

; ,

PAO We still nave a little less than 14 minutes
remaining in this acquisition of signal period, and Ulf Merbold
continues to %iork the situation of setting up the miiterial
science double racli^ The three heating facilities are setup, and
the itew remaining is the fluid physics module* Ulf Merbold
need i ng to get ins Ide the fluid phfs ics module but need ing a
special tool to undo a screM c» the r ifht hand side of the
module. : He is i^or king 'that now.^^^^^:^: ^

;

SPACBCfy^FT

SP^ICRAFT

CAPCIM

„ igarbiei.;;;,;'

(garble) :\i|pacelab.

Go iiiiiad Bob. : - ;

SPACECRAFT C^ay , I see a message 14 Alpha heref describes the
Nikon troubles^oot inf i is Cgar bl«^ ) &,pmci f ies t ime • Obviously you
havn*t: specified that time to us yet* :

CAfCOM That^s rogitr^

CAPC^ Wubbo is here with a wrap up u.:rid ii syiimar y on mc«me

of the questions that you asked about, but before w# go Into
that, we* re concerned about whether Ulf has been able to find an
extension for his Bum socket. Bcib, in case he's still look inf ,

we think their are some sKtensioas in the same place he found the
8mm socket, Lema 2 Echo/1, and while he*s looking for that, I'll
torn it over to Wubbo to give you a work update^

SPACBCRAPT Stand t^, we have the extension already, the socket
has (garble

CAPCQM Copy.

CAPCOM Sp^celab, ifarshall , we * re back with you afft«r a
. short'. dr'op\. out.*

SPACeClAPT

CAPCOM

Okay*

Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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CAPCOM Yes, Olf, the word here is first of all, this

particular knot that if you talk about the right one is on the

right side just above the electronic panel, on the rail, and just

try to get it loose, with a pair of plyers.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Well we have that one, of thr. rail loose, that is in

each direction. But there is another one, which is about 200 cm

lower tlian (garble) goes in the Y direction, and that's the one

we are talking about.

CAPCOM I understand Ulf , do you see another kind of tool,

which you could use to loosen it up, over?

SPACECRAFT (garble) 8mm (garble) we could try that. But it is

pretty risky to do ic because we have (garble) to use the

(garble) checking no\» in the orbiter to find something better

than that. :

;

CAPC<»1 I understand, and if Bob is still there, then I can

give Bob a quick briof on the (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, fob is upstairs (garble)..

SPACECRAFT (garble) he can tell me,

CAPCOM Okay stand by Bob, because they also want Ulf to

look at the fault summary page quickly.

SfAClCRAPT;; ^. Okay. / ; :

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CUBCm Yes and can you.—

laWiaKJRAfT II hours 58 minutes.

amm ima please Olf, (garble) which is a DPA RA 14 OP,

: fllil0im#f
;

;
: ; (part>l« ) / :

;

Cmom ima ttlt it you look at the fault summary page, can

fm re*d tm &it the amssages which occurred at 11 hours 02

mimt^M and S# seconds, which has 43331 and get the number?

i^AdORAFT QkMfi tlM» cme message is DAP 05, 3

ms m 'mm ^
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PAO • . . and the fluid physics module are the
materials science double raci, now that the common . . .

CAPCOM ... Y-axis screw is approximately in the middle
of the support bracket, which is in the upper third of the panel.

PAO The common equipment for the double raci has now
been set up, the problem in the vacumming gas system appears to
have been corrected, Ulf Merbold reporting that the VTS is now up
and running and currently he is b'<itting up the various heating
facilities.

SPACECRAFT (garble) is on the right side, is that correct? On
the right side there are only 2 screws going in Y-direction, and
the question is it the upper one or the lower one.

CAPCOM Standby. Its the lower one, Olf, the lower one.

SPACECRAFT That's what I thouc,*>r,. but the lower one is almost
unaccessable with the tools we have Uere available.

PAO Olf Merbold has set up the isothermal heating
facility and the gradient heating facility, and currently is
working on the fluid physics module. A few minutes ago, the 300
series Operations Director Hans Schiran of Messerschmidt (garble)
was voice enabled to speak with Ulf Merbold and to give some
procedures in working with a plug which was to be connected with
the isothermal heating facility.

CAPCOM Marshall for Ulf, there is an 8-milimeter socked
wrench which we think may help you in Lima 2 Echo-1, near the
%fork bench.

PAO And was Ulf Merbold works with the fluid physics
module, he is reading it with experiment 333, that is the coupled
motion of liquid solid systems in near zero-gravity. The
Principle Investigator is Dr. J. Vreeburg of the Nation Aerospace
Laboratory in the Netherlands.

CAPCOM Ulf, we*ve got an IHF stop light, would you check
the Ops light on IHF, please.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we've got a IRF stop, and a VGS fault, let me
drive. IHF stop code is 136.

CAPCOM 136, roger. And what about an Ops light on IHF,
Olf.

SPACECRAFT The ISO Ops light was on, that is off now. And we
have V6S fault id is 004.

CAPCOM 024?
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SPACECRAFT q04, that U th« fault id Cor the VGS.

CAPCOM Roger, VGS fault id 004, thank you. And Ulf, we'd

Uke you to restart the VGS start sine, standby. Start IHP 1

enter.:

.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Start IHF 1 enter, and we have the ISO Ops

light on again.

CAPCOM And, Ul£, everything looitt? ok right now, we think

the problem was that the time was too short.

SPACECRAFT Ok. Be aware that the

fo^d in the tool kit is not usable to unscrew the y-screw

because it is too fat.

^>»/v^M Rna«r we understand that, and we're working. And

w o fJIJ Bob one tempoiary bit of information

?S:ri?aht SS!p oS ySSr*qu22;ionS^i tL teleprinter message
that might help you on your q statuses for an

S5 ^SndMSS ;fthS Sii^r'lx^SriSeSfs, we suspect you may need

S^e iddiJiSnal information. We'll work on it and if you need it

we'll have it for you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM P-100 camera installation procedure for 33, and

I'll wait on your call.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want ne to just copy out of the, copy it

into a new book?

CAPCOM Yeah, you can just pen and ink it Into the book.

SPACECRAFT All right. You guys I got 33.

CAPCOM Okay, page 33 Delta Tango-niner.

SPACECRAFT All right, I found it.

CAPCOM Okay, step 1, in the notes column, on the first

line, add tilt to 30 degrees or 60 degrees.

SPACECRAFT Add that one more time on me?

CAPCOM Tilt to 30 degrees, 30 degrees, or 60 degrees.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Can you ask three other assistants where I can find

: the Y-axis? v

PAO Have that exchange a moment ago between Ulf Merbold
and the

SPACECRAFT (garble) I understand that the first ^*-.ep to
(garble) check pivot glass and tilt the position, 30 or 60
degrees?

;

CAPCOM That's firm, and now add a step 1 alpha. Slide
locking sleeve back. And Olf for working an answer for your
question.

SPACECRAFT That is lA, Slide loot Ing sleeve back?

CAPCOM That's affirm. Spacel&b, Marshall Ops, for Ulf , we
were broken, I guess yoo were looking for the Y-axis a lofting
knot, and that is on the right side of the FBM and it's in the
direction into the racks, a horizontal knob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll try that.

CAPCCm Okay, Bob, on step 6, the end of the first sentence
add, slide locking sleeves over shafts.

SPACECRAFT Run that by me one more time.
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CAPCOM

spacecraft

cak:om
secra.

'

SPACECRAFT

CAVa)M

Slide locking sleeves over shafts.

Over shil, serra hotel indian lake?

Thank you, that was serra hotel alpha foxtrot tango

Shaft?

That's affirm. Okay, now if we had the tanks Bob,

you would have seen a small sketch here, which shows a sliding
sleeve or bushing, a locking sleeve. It ought to be pretty
obvious when you get in there to look at it. Apparently it's
something that you*ve not seem before, and these steps in the
ptoceclures simple, back that up, and explain it so your not
surprised,

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. And Chuck sometime and I don't

when you have the time, but sometime, I know at least an open eye
to a more part of the shaft yesterday, but we'd like a briefing
of what's going on 1, APIj 2, 201? and 3 RAO 21.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that, and we'll try to put sonething
together for you. ASAP.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is PSI.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Once again this Y-axis screw. Tried a live one,

there is one which is approximately a little line of the PBM
control panel. And there is another one which is about the same
line as all the, as many control knobs. Which one is the right

CAPCOM Stand by.

PAO A number of exchanges ccming down from Spacelab to
the Payload Operationf> Control Center. Ulf Merbold continuing to
set up and get ready for samples. The various furnaces and the
fluid physic module are the material scientists double rack. Now
that the coounon—

-

CAPCCM Ulf, the y-axis screw is approximately in the
middle of the support bracket which is in the upper third of the
'panel. ' • .

- •

PAD' The common equipment for the double rack has now
been set up, the problem in the vacuuming gas system.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM ...for .2, pitch 076.4, yaw 307.3, your delta V tot
will be 0003.0, TGO will be 00.12, VGO X - 0002.86, Y + all
balls, Z + 000.91, your target HA is 134, HP +132, and just a

reminder, this will oe a heads up burn, to stay in the COS CAS
attitude for your Spacelab therrao test. Read back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's a left start RCS for -X, it's an RCS for

(garble) , PG roll is 000, weight 234931, TIG time 12115 minus 3

feet a r«cond, burn attitude is 154.2076.4307.3, delta V total is

3 TGO 12 seconds, VGO -2.86, +0, 12.91 and 134 by 132, over.

CAPCOM Read back correct, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And we're signing off air to ground one.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Bob. Spacelab, this is

Marshall Ops for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Do go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, Bob, first things for the awareness of

position, we would like for you to go quietly to Owen at 20 hours
and 40 minutes, wake him up and tell him he's the operator on P04

on Byron as the subject, and also tell hi» we scratch the TV, so
no TV. Over.

SPACaCRAPT Okay, when am I suppose to wake Owen up?

CAPCQH At 20 hours, plus 40 minutes, over. '

^
SPACiCRAfT:: '/: All : right.

\

CAPCOM And also Bob if you have some time I have three

^•stions on ti.e dome ran, which was attempted yesterday.

mCBCRArr okay 90 abead, 1 can answer those while I 'm waiting
tlM ;10 minutes:: to .wake ;ap Owen.

'

CAPCOM Okay, there's 3 questions. First question is,

whether the dome did actually turn, whether you ever got to start
the dkxme and did turn? Second question.

SPACECRAFT Did the dome turn? The dome turned.

CAPOXf The done turned, okay. The second is, whether,
when the flashes failed, whether the camera did advance.

SPACECRAFT Yea the camera did advance
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CAPCOM Okay, third question is, whether you checked and/or

tried to cycle the dome power, flash power on the pallet, on the
panel, I'm sorry, over.

SPACECRAFT We cycled all the power we can think of. POCC you

copy, we cycled all the power we could think of.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob still another question, did you ever got

a start of a dome run or was it still in the phase of checking

the dome and checking the camera, over.

SPACECRAFT It's just the beginning of the first run. Because

the dome to run, we did a camera check, the flash never came on.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. Thank you. And Fpacelab,

Marshall, Bob we've got another update to a procedure if you've

got time.

SPACECRAFT Say yes.

CAPCOM We'd like to change a procedure, it's the 33 delta

tango niner, FlOO camera installation procedure for 33, and I'll

wait on your call.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want me to just copy it out of the, copy

it into my new book?

CAPCOM Yeah, you can just pen and ink it into the book.

SPACECRAFT Right.

BHD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
(garble)

.

Incorrect input, Ul£.

Incorrect input or correct input?

Tncorrect, incorrect, not correct over.

Okay, what do they want me to do (garble) 34 and

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab operations and currently
we are in an LOS period again with a little less than 6 minutes
to go before we regain conununications with Spacelab. . And in the
payload operations control center, the (garble) is visibly
studing all the data that is flowing from the spacelab. The
Payload Operations director is sometimes referred to as the POC
in short he is the senior member of the mission manager's
(garble) team in the POC and he directs the payload operations
team and payload crew in accomplishing spacelab one mission
operations. The payload operations director is Tom Recio.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
(garble)

.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPJyCBCSAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACSCRAFT

CAPCOM

Spacelab, Marshall, AOA for about 33 minutes, Olf.

Okay, Marshall, (garble) to the 300 system
I have a problem with the (garble)

•

Stand by.

Spacelab Ulf, the (garble).

Yes, (garble).

Okay, I understand,

(garble)

That is correct.

That's okay,

inuit's okay*

(garble)

Okay, that's okay,

(garble) okay.

Over

.

SPACECRAFT All set then
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CAPCOM Okay, over.

CAPCOM Spacelftb, Marshall, Ulf, If we've got a break

here, we need to let the MOCR update a pad fire to the turn burn.

(garble)

Columbia, Houston, on air to ground 1.

All right Houston.

Okay, John, we have your trim burn pad, if you're

Okay, go ahead with the burn pad.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Okay, John, this is for trim burn two,

innerconnect it will be a left oms to RCS, it will be a minus X,

RCS select, TV roll will be all balls, the weight 234931, your

TIG will be 1 day 21 hours 15 minutes 0 se<K>nds, delta-VX is

minus triple balls 3.0, delta-VY, delta-VZ are all balls, burn

attitude roll 154.2, pitch 076.4, yaw 307.3, your delta-V tote

will be 0003.0, TIGO will be 00.12, VBGO X....

END OP TAPE
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pj^) ... the various furnaces within the material

science double rack. A situation has developed, however, with

the VGS, that is the vacuum and gas system which is used in

evacuating and flooding the furnaces and in controlling valves

for evacuating experiments to vacuums. At the current time, a

stop light is en on the VGS and that problem is being troubleshot

by the crew. Expecting to regain s-band communication through

the TORS with the Spacelab in about. 33 minutes. This is Marshall

Spacel?'> Operations. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1

day, 20 hours and 2 minutes mission elapsed time and we have

about 45 seconds to go before we regain communications with the

Spacelab and when we do pick up the signal, we'll learn the

status of where the crew is on the establishment of the common

systems of the material science double «?P«;};i\y, J^J^^* ?3
the vacuum gas system and at this time, by this time Ulf Merbold

is to have activated the isothermal heating facility which is one

of four major metallurgy facilities on the double rack. The

Isothermal heating facility performs experiments in the

•etallurge area. Fourteen metallurgical experiments. And Just a

few minutes ago, he was also supposed to have begun setting up

thi SrSdUnt heiting facility which has five crystal growth and

metallurgical experiments.

CAPCCM Columbia, Houston with you through Aurora for 4

minutes. Columbia, Houston, we just want to let you know that we

are going to be waiting until our TORS pass to read up the burn

pad. They're recalculating the numbers.

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall through Aurora. We've got about

a minute and a half left with a question for Ulf.

^SPACICRAFT What?

CAPCOM OIC, we noted a couple of strange messages on the

fault suMsacy. One of them was at 10 hours, 53 minutes and the

oSiJ llTV/il hours, 2 minute; and 59 ••conds. "
J",* fjj

43331 on our PDU'a down here and we wonder If
J*^^

what they were on yours. Both messages followed 2^DAP 05^ ^
SJsaaSirSe thinkthey're related to the MSDR problem^ and If

«Hi«rJ still wrestling with the VGS system It might help us
Icotableahoot on this end.

8PACBCRAFT Okay, the VGS Is now up and running, (garble) was

023 and that la (garble) latest problems. Stand by.

CAPCOM Roger. Yes Olf, did you get the stof 023, just

follow Instructions as they are In the procedure and this Is from
(garble) , over.

SPACECRAFT Okay I did that, (garble) 023 wa? a total molecular
(garble) running down. I followed the Instruction and I started
from scratch and I have it up now and running.
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CAPCOM Roger, that's good news, Olf. And there's no rush
on that previous question about the strange codes. We just want
to know what they read on your DOU.

SPACECRAFT (garble) , I have one problea hare. I did that

update and the last one, that is this 44002427 enter, then I did
that, I got a symbol behind all the, numbers in line 2 of the
center console and the symbol is like a little c and opens to the
left side, what does that mean?

CAPCOM

SPACICRAPT

CAfCOM

SPACECRAFT

Stand by.

Incorrect input Ul£.

Incorrect input or corr<sct input?

Incorrect, incorrect, not correct, over.

Okay, what do they want me to ... with 34 and open?

END OF TAPE
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PAO Just prior to going to the trim burn maneuvers It's

necessary to leave OPS 8 and go to OPS 2. And Mr. Young was

concerned with leaving OPS 8 at a time when they would be

approaching Tacan data take over the ASORS. They Flight Control

Team and the Flight Director determined that the trim burn took

priority and instructed the Mission Commander to, in fact leave

OPS 8 and we will in all certainty miss the opportunity for that

Tacan take from the ASORS. The Tacan testing on STS-9 is fairly

ambitous because it gives us some opportunity for some extremely
low angle and some extremely high angle Tacan data cakes over a

number of stations. As a matter of fact of the high inclination

thft the Columbia's flying that during this mission. The
inclinaton over the ASORS would be in the vicinity of about 30

degrees, which is a pretty common Tacan angle. So the loss of

that Tacan data is not going to be anything significant and it

will be something that we can certainly replicate very handlely

at scwie other Tacan station at another date, in fact there's a

good chance that we've already done that at some, during some

earlier mission. Mission elapsed time is 1 day, 19 hours, 38

minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations. Some

minutes ago. Mission Specialist Robert Parker was explaining to

the payload Operations Control Center a situation that had
developed with experiment 1, that is NASA experiment 1, the
Imaging Spectrometric Observatory. It's one of the atmospheric
physics experiments, and the problem had developed an hour or 2

'ago, more than a couple of hours ago, as a matter of fact, in

which the ECOS and the dedicated experiment processor for
experiment one were not communicating. Payload Specialist, or
rather Mission Specialist Parker was attempting to follow a
procedure to correct that, was having no success, but upon a
passover a UHP ground station they were uplinked scxne further
commands from the POCC to the instrument and it appears to have
taken bold and the experiment 1 is now in a n<»Rinal status. It

has been in a nominal status for some time, in fact, but Bob
Parker wanted to go through the chain of procedures that he had
followed in attempting to correct the failure of the
eonmunication between the OEP and the ECOS, because having once
followed those procedures and it not having taken he preceded on
with other measures to bring back the communication. Currently
the crew is in the mist of setting for the material science
double rack, they are activating the common equipment, have been
activating it for approximately for an hour now, getting ready
to, having activated the common equipment, they are getting ready
to activate various furnishes within the material science double
rack. The situation has developed however with the VGS, that is

the. vacuum and gas system, which is used in evacuating and
flooding the furnishes and in controlling valves for evacuating
experiments to vacuums. At the current time a stop light is one
on the VGS and that problem is being troubleshot by the crew.
END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...now when again should we do this procedure, the

outdated ones?

CAPCOM That's to be done immediately after the step which

you just did and it starts the VCS and after this procedure, you

can continue with step 5,7 over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, after step 5.6, what will be the next step

then.

CAPCOM The next will be the uplinked procedures, which is

called experiment 334 and if you have finished that then you can

continue with step 5.7 over.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Marshall Ops, did you copy?

CAPCOM Megative Olf, say again.

SPACECRAFT He have a VCR Stoplight on.

CAPCOM Can you give us a stop number Olf?

SPACECRAFT The Stop number is 004.

CAPCOM Roger. And Marshall for Olf, just please check

whether all valves are open especially on the end cone, over.

SPACECRAFT Everything is open. I'm sending (garble) advise

'before I start to update the software, I'm waiting to hear what

: I'm /suppose :

to; do now. -
: /-^

CAPCOM Yes, Olf, Stand by, 300 ops is looking into the

; pCOblCli.
:;

V ;

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, on air to ground 1 with a

; Mssage for Bob Parker. :

;

SPACICRAPT,: • ::/go ahead. •

;

CAPCOM Yes, Bob, we have a flight note here to read up on

that VITR problem that you're having.

SPACBCRAPT Which problem?

CAPCOM The problems with the VITR.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we're suspecting that there's a tensioning

problem and basically what this note's going to say Is that they

want you to reload the same tape. They want you to verify that

the supply and take up reels are locked, and then using your VITR
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titpe changeout cue card, tfc»y want you ti do steps I, 2 «nd 3 and

then reinstall the t »pe dolrt j the steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, anc 6.

Aad paying apeclal attention to step 4. And finally tl ey want

you to report the status of the reel locks and tape rett reading.

SPACBCEAPT Can 1 ask you a question about that. It says In,

lets ««€ if it says it on this (garble), I juat put this card
up. Its (garble) takeup, taikeup reel, in the flight data file,
garble* ^et find the ops checklist. I believe it says do not

igftten, ^ini yet the reels are so tight that I took them off from
isMsing lawftcfeed^ that I hmd to use a wrench to undo the
t iifhtenera.

'Cjk&aan Bob, ISCC «ays it has to be on tig'^t.

SPACBCRAPT anderstaisd z'mt tight to hold the reels
properly, correct?

CUPCOM That's affir«at ve and (garlile) its been slipping
that would explain what we've been seeing on the ground.

SPACECEAP-r Okay,
^ _

CM<Xm -
--^^^^^ l^ air to gfownd l* V

SPACeCftAPT Okaf^. •

CAFCGW And Spi^elab, stersnall Ops, f«r 01f.

SPACIKIRAPT Okay, fo aliead, Igacble) this is Olf.

CAPCOM ' Yes, i0lmm W9 ops as^ked you fe© .do- is the
:

:

following. Start vm 2, eater.

SPACECRAPT Okay, Start VGS 2, enter.

CAPCQH ^
- Then im»edi«tely, res^uirie.

;

SPACKiiAPT' Okayr res^tiaws.

CAPCaK And then a: start VGB I enter. \

SPACKmPT Okay/ resu»e VGS,
:

what ccmesv after ,re^^ :

CAPCCWM I asked that too and apparently nothing, just
reauflse «iid tlie:** stst t VGS 1 sjnt#r.

,

SPACECRAPT Okay, that doesn't make sense to sw, iMit I give you
the trial. . _ ;

'

:

CJypCOM Okay, just give it a try.
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mMmCMFr (garble)

CAPCQM jyid Spacelsb for Olf. Di<3 you get the vacuum gas
•yst«i: star t««l:_ again?

; :

PAO t^is Is Mi*»lon Control Roustmit th«re wte not
vary aany UBP opyoctonitias during that AOS period so the CAPCOM
Anna Fisher took aavantage of sharing air to ground 1 with the
•jpacelab operations people and particulary in response to a

TOncern expres««d earlier b'/ John fouag having to do with sc»Be

tack end testisNji. The flight computers operate In a mode called
ops 8 dur ing tlie tack eiid tests # jast pr ioc to going to the tr i«
hum »aReuver8 it« necessary to leave ops t and go to ops 2. And
Mr. Young was concerned with leaving ops 8 at ati»e when they
would be approaching tack end data take...

»K) Of TA^
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<9«SJ?r ' '° t"" completed th.

SPACBCHAPT Okay. « checlc«a th«. ,„a they are off.

S>^^» x.ll ,o tac. to tH. .l«.cK xoo. .......
"»C0" I.. Olf. it .houw be there now.
8PACKRAN Okay, j-u fee back 1„ . ,i„„te.

"fSt"rKatc?^''^2\i^ ??;.r"^o^L:"'"", " »P">
Oo ahead «ith the water Su.S: ?5;rS?^f A„

(9.rble) stand by.
bravo to 0 Off at a 60 and^^'d^rJi^i; «s'':^»u^^i?"li;.?y»^«,

20 .i5lS.'^i?S',Ss:c'?iJ r"^ th.
.
beeauae that', doe tThavlno ST^J^-I^?? <" teaperature
on the panel no bravo, «2? InT^iyiS^'S. connector.
Olf. Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for

SPACECMFT Okay PLJC. he's op ,.ttin, that teleprinter

M*CO« spacelab Bob, ar. you bu.y at this mmtnt?

"JSSr"*r. bul^^rlr ">•»

SIS? the vac?!SV.'%?;t'J.*.\*a"?tr:<,?~' *• •

I'll let hi. ^\'tti: t^t.^nir^rr,: ^^Tt^.,""
CAPCOM Sure Bob, thanic you.

CAfCOM spacelab, Marshall Ops for Olf.
SFACECRAPT (garble)

CAPCOM spacelab for uif, correction on the last uplinic
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information, we want you just to continue with step 5.1 through

5.6 and get the vacuum gas system started and answer that
implement in new procedure, Ulf.

PAO Some 13 minutes remaining in this acquisition of

signal with the Spacelab. A few minutes ago, there was an
exchange between Robert Parker

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCON Go ahead Olf , Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT He are a little bit confused about the date here.

Could you give us the accurate date? It's November 30th?

CAPCQM That's affirmative Olf. It's November the 30th.

CAPCON And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops for Dlf, if you
did not copy, we'd like you to start but to get as soon as
possible' to the start of the VGS system which is step 5.6 and
then worry about the update according to the uplink procedure,
over.

:

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me, okay that's okay. Marshall Ops, this
is Spacelab, we have started the VGS.

CAIP20M Roger, Ulf good work and you can proceed then with
the update of the couple of addresses according to the uplink
.procedure, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's reported immediately this step or when
again should we do this procedure, the updated one?

CAPCOM That's to be done immediately after the step which
you did and it starts the VGS and after this procedure, you can
continue with step 5.7, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, after step 5.6, what will be the next step
then? ;

:

CAPCOM The next will be the uplink procedure which is
called experiment 334 ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...bid that was 4 minutes in the past and so coming
out of block one of the procedure, the answer was yes, its been
count. BlocK 2 do not have an entry (garble) and the answer to
that was no but it was still,, its in count, so I went over to the
DOM (garble) not ISO 4662. Then I cane back and tried to
eliminate SI charlie fox trot, unsuccessfully. It would not
accept a hold, would not accept a count with a 999 in it. It
would neither of those things. While that wao going on, the
(garble) timeline (garble) was proceeding on and saw a SI cht^rlie
hotel 22, was brought in, it imm.iiately went to hold, except 2
at 4816 and I think gave out some more messages like a timeline
message and a depth 12 message and then its 05 17, we got a SI
Charlie echo zero five, it also went into hold step 2 and also
(garble) some messages. So at this point, I decided I better, I
could not complete block 3 but I could elimate those that were in
hold, so I got rid of those that were in hold, because by that
time subordinate timeline that was beginning to fill up. And
went back and op the depth, so if the (garble) timeline continued
to call up command timelines at least we'd have some place to
send them to. It was some time after that we got a 01 message
checksum. This is probably after I even finished working with it
and it, we had an 01 message, did 016 on mod, 46 and we got
another message timeout. So clearly something is not happy at
least with charlfe fox trot, the others may just have been, and
almost probably ware a matter of my having not the depth where
they were called. But charlie fox trot did not allow me to put
them in hold, nor would he allow me to count them with 999, So
at that point I just left the procedure. And shortly after that
you guys came over the (garble) and I saw the timelines had all
changed as I figured you were busy fixing it. That's all.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you Bob, we copied all of that.

SPACECRAPT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

This is Mission Control of Houston, on air to
ground 1, a short time ago there was a exchange between Mission
Commander John Young and CAPClMl Anna Pisher having to do with the
trember coming up and conflict between the flight requirement for
that burn and for some tack end data that the crew is getting in
response to some detail test object ives, the tack end
requirements aecessitate that the onboard computer be in the ops
8 program. ^ :

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Olf, loud and clear.

SPACECRAPT Marshall Ops, this is spacelab.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, Ulf, I think we'ce back with

you again.

SPACECRAFT Marshall » go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, we heard you calling aeverai. times Olf, when

we could hear you and you could not hear us. And we're ready for

your message.

SPACECRAFT I just wanted to tell you that I've conplet-] the

(garble) load of the MSTL.

CAPCOM Roger. And Spacelab, Marshall, we'd like you to

check. • •

•

END or TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPC<m Columbia, Houston on air to ground on«.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia here. Ulf is looking for an OP

printer message concerning experiment 334. Have you all sent

it? (garble)

CAPCOM It hasn't been sent yefe John, it's going to be

going up at Santiago.

SPACECRAFT Okay, coming up to Santiago.

CAPCOM Yes and I have an answer to that question that you

asked, if you're ready?

SPACECRAFT Okay, go.

CAPCOM YOU cart, the step on page 2-9, once you set up

through 2012, you're GO to go back to OPS 2 and forget the

channel at the ASORS.

SPACECRAFT I don't mind getting a channel at the ASORS. What

I'm saying is, why do I have to stay in OPS 8 until 20:53, over,

CAPCOM Because you won't pick up the, you need to stay in

it til 20:53 to pick up the .»50RS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I'll stay there then.

CAPCOM Okay, that's you're fault, John.

SPACECRAFT I sea what you're saying. Marshall Ops, this is

CAPCOM Yes go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, waiting for that. Marshall Ops this is PSl,

oyer.:
,

CAPCOM Olf , this is Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we are waiting for that 334 update. Is

there anything important simple setup procedure (garble) , that is

the FlOO procedure.

CAPCOM negative, Olf, you can go ahead and proceed with

normal setup for 300. The updated procedure is an update which

starts at step 5.6, so everything up to 5.6 can be done

nominally, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's 5.6. We have received on the (garble)
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8one information on experiment 003.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT (garble), over.

CAPC<M Go ahead John.

SPACECRAFT Okay both these camera^, both the 250 mm and 100 mm
lens haQ filters on that I haven't seen before, is that what
they're suppose to have on them? I don't remember them as having
filters on our old cameras, maybe that's just the way they are.

CAPCOM We'll look into that for you John.

SPACECRAFT

to you.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
ahead Bob.

I'm talking about the lenses having the filters.

We're looking into it John and we'll get right back

Okay. POCC, Spacelab (garble).

Go ahead, Ulf, or Bob. This is Marshall Ops, go

SPACECRAFT You guys got about 2 minutes, I'll talk about what
happened to ISOL.

CAPCOM Standby Bob, we get the ISOL PI up.

VAO Thiff is Mission Control Houston, that exchange
between Mission Commander John Young and CAPCOM..

CAPCOM Bob and ISOI. is listening so go ahead with your
report: Bob. : ;

SPACECRAFT At 08:42:42, 42:48, we got a message, 01 message
time out, and so Z went to look at the (garble) and also went to
01 NAL-page, 01 MAL-11, which is MAL 1.9, and I had on the memory
management page, I had both the sequential and the console
timeline, they both were in count and the particular count
timeline which was FlC, Fl, Charlie, foxtrot 01, was waiting in
step 5, in count for a period that was 4 minutes in the path.
And so coming out of block 1 in the procedure the answer was yes,
it's in count, block 2 did have an entry in the (garble) the end
of that was no, but it was still, it didn't count. So I went
over to DPM display, NOPS, ISOL 4662^ then I came back and tried
to eleminate Fl, charlie, foxtrot unsuccessfully. It would not
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except and hold, it would not except a count, put a 999 in it,

with t«K> 998, neither of those things. While that was going on,
these sequential timeline up there, it was just proceeding on and
saw an Fl, Charlie...

END OF TAPE
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^er suDDiv wAUk**?!*! there's

tolJina^^iL J®
continue Spacelab' 8 on regulated supplyDoiting. And there's also an accelerometer as a ear- t-ht^

?S?:2"dtl?e?eSr.f'^J/^
measure indSc^d'^iSr^J ons in the

Jhe LfinM^T^^
directions. Experiment 20 which has been insidethe scientific airlock as a part of the verlf *TT«Ki Z Z

has been retracted back into the SSdSle. lid ?haJ exneJiment^hL
EJoLiSSSrfo'jr.J**^

experiment table ^nd has'Sjen's^oJeS!"'Experiment 20 is the experiment having to do with theinvestigations of phenomena induced by charged particle beams

sir ^^^^
Has^oth an

things h^ppTiJS^^J'^nlrSSif^JS^^^^th^r^ are there are two
scientific airlock, there is ^^rj r J ?° ^* ^nsi^e the
well as the verification of .S^:J*'!, 5?^"^ gathered by 20 as
Currently, however the 2rbf^^^^^*'^*"''^"?.•*'l««'« itself,
experiment 2^0* tSa? reaion hi«

^'^^^ attitude and
preclude it beina fS^J** removed and stowed to
from being ex^2ld ?r?Se eStreL^JnJr* ^^i*' '^^^ ^^^^^ ^est,
verification of the scieStifie J?r?S^S

further. The

aSiin but wTJSo.,!"* **^°?*^f
•"'^ back ou? i„?J space

thS table.
""^ instruments, without any experiments abSt?d

SPACECRAFT Okay, good enough and (garble) to see anything.

We are now back to in AOS.

JJIi^^ft^^w ^5°"^ (garble) as they might see some st-ffcome out when It comes out. So they might check that.

That's the voice of Bob Parker.

SPACECRAFT I know but it's got (garble) in the airlock, it's
not some fancy thing out in the tail.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Marshall Ops, this is (garble).

CAPCOM Yes Ulf and be remind , . , some information of a
new procedure of which adds to the 300 set up and is called
experime nt 334, over.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM It was uplinked'to you several hours ago Ul£« we
juflt wanted to verify that you found it, over.

SPACECRAFT Ve'll take a look for that. Wubba, it come up by
teleprinter or what was that?

CAPCOM Affirmative Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll take a look.

CAPCOM Okay. .

CAPCOM Columbia, Kouston on air~to~ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia's here, Ulf is looking for a
teleprinter message concerning experiment 334. Have ya'll sent
it? (garble)

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...sleep period presently. At Mission Elapsed
Time, 1 day 18 hours 6 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCCM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, you're AOS for about 9
minutes through Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marsha' Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Okay, OIC and we still have a question for B«_j,
what he did to the ISO experiment to solve the problem, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll tell him and he will call you as soon as
he's available. They want to know something about the iso
problem.

:

;

SPACECRAFT And POCP if you could wait for (garble) I'll talk
to you more about it but by and large I did nothing because the
one time (garble) he told us the problem was (garble) that I
couldn't either hold up nor (garble).

CkPCOH Bob, you were a little garbled up. Can you repeat
this once more?

SPACECRAFT If you guys could wait until I get done with this
(garble) by and large the control, the co/^and subordinate
timeline that was hung up, was hung up in such a way that I could
neither see it nor hold it.

CAPCQH You said you did see it? Over.

SPACECRAFT That I did not see it.

CAPCOM
. You could not see it. So you do not, you did not

do anything now or did you? And Bob, the MOCR will take you to
air to ground 1 over.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, on air to ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, we're in the middle of changing the SAL.

CAPCOM Yes, we wanted to talk to you about the procedure
for extending the SAL. We want you to verify that you are using
the procedure on page 7-9 of the Spacelab Ops Checklist using the
velcro to tie down the table as opposed to the bracket.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative.

CAPCOM Ve copy, thank you much. And we're going back on
: OHF.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Go a>5ad.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, I assume you're not busy at the moment,
are you? *

SPACECRAFT We* re doing plenty.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, if you have some time in the future, wehave you three questions for which we need some answers on and
they all related to what happened yesterday on the dome run. And
that is did we ever actually run the dome, did it ever rotate?The second queRtion is whether the camera did advance, and the
third question is whether...

SPACECRAFT (garble). I'll be with you as soon as I'm
available.

CAPCOM Okay, we're 30 seconds from LOS, we'll get with
these questions then to you then later, over.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

J^*^
^his is Marshall Spacelab operations, at 1 day 18

hours, 38 minutes mission elapsed time. Looking at a little bit
leas than 6 minutes before we regain signal with the spacelab and
currently the payload specialist, Olf Merbold is scheduled to be
activating the, the materials science double rack common
equipment, the materials science double rack which of course
includes the four major multiuser facilities of the ISO thermal
heatering facility, gradient heating facility and mirror heating
facility and a fluid physics module. But beyond the facilities
within the material science double rack is quite a bit of common
juipment which is to be activated and Ulf Merbold is scheduled
£ this point to be doing just that. The central services for

the material science double rack include a central console which
is used for data conditioning and monitoring and for control and
status display as well as a vacuum and gas system which is used
as evacuting and flooding a furnaces into control of valves. The
common equipment also includes a cooling system which is, which
c<Misiats of a closed water loop and an open air loop. And
there's a power supply which is to condition spacelab's on
regulated supply boltage. And there's also an excellerometer as
.part^ of ...

BfiiO Of TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) calibration. Marshall Ops, was that a
good calibration?

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf that' was good calibration and we thank
you for doing the experiment, we still would like to hear a short
remark from Bob on what his experiences were. We have about 5
minutes to LOS. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just asked h'.? the question and he said he
had absolutely no sensation, absolutely zero. Nothing, no
tilting, no yawing, no roll, nothing.

CAPCCm Probably a little back and forth, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, a little back and forfi, what about that.

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, we* re Ulf and
Bob. We thank you very much for this round on Coloric, it was
the first successful data we got on the 201 experiment, thank you
very much.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what about the (garble) we did yesterday?

CAPCQN Nell we cannot see that, that we recorded
onboard. I*m sorry, Ulf, I should not have made this
stat«Bent. It was the first successful data we got on the
ground. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, Ulf. We got about 3 minutes
more before we go LOS and just a reminder to Bob when he does
the, standby. When he does the VFT SAL operation to be careful
with the cable harness, and there is a picture in the SAL OPS
procedures on page 76 bravo and 79 showing details of that

78 bravo and 79 of the SAL procedure. Okay. So do

And Ulf, we* 11 see you again through Guam at 18 4*

Say again?

Next AOS is Guam, 18 +17.

Okay, thank you.

And also, Ulf, if we still have you, a reminder
back on experiment 28, if you didn't do it already the tape
cassettes need to be marked with a single digit sequence.

harness.

SPACECRAFT
that.

CAPQ3M

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
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SPACECRAFT Marshall I was juet off the loop, say again.

CAPCOM Just a t minder to mark the tapes for experiment
28, Ulf

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we put it on the same tape.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO This is Mission Control Hou; ton, at 1 day, 18
hours, 4 minutes mission elapsed time. H..d at pass UHF
opportunity through Ascension, Dakar © vd Midrid during this AOS
period, however there was very little dialog between the CAPCOM
and Mission Commander John Young . Jor n Young did acknowledge
that Tacan test was going on onboard as was planned in the Ch'B
and a remark that as they w«ve approachi. 3 Dakar the were
getting a little UHF interference, which the INCO advised was
originating from a television station in nakar which tiansisitfj on
our frequency, clost to the UHF frequency that w« use in the
Orbiter. It wasn't anything problematic but it was not«<S by the
crew. And everything else onboard the flight deck continues to
be very smooth and very quiet. The Hed Team is active in the
flight deck and In Spacelab and the Blue Team is it's titcp
period presently. At mission elapsed time, 1 day, 18 hours, 6
minutes. This Is Mission Control Houston.

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO The reversal is given a maximum of 3 min before the
X-axis mveaients are begun Following th is reversal of the
wari^/coci temperatures/ to 44 deg and 20 deg in the left and ear/
respectively. Following this reversal^ the temperature of :he
right ear is then lowered to 15 deg while the left ear remains at
44. In each case^ the subject reports any sensations of motion
in the cyclical motions that are given, the 10 cycles of 3 sec
p#r cycle as mentioned before. An inquiry was voiced up to Ulf
Merbold to inquire of Bob Parker if Bob Parker was experiencing
any tilting about the - - any perceived tilting about the x-axis
during this portion of the experiment,

CAPCOM (Garble) can you give us another balance?

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

•

CAPCOM And also, Ulf, be informed that the data now shows
that there is no (garble) during the aesthetic part and there is
a slight (garble) during the dynamic part which proves the old
theory about the cause of the caloric (garble). Over,

SPACECRAFT That's really good. Fantastic.

CAPCOM Okay. We're very happy with this (garble),

SPACECRAFT We had (garble) 44 and 20. Okay, Bob? Eyes open,

CAPCOM And Ulf, Marshall OPS, keep us informed about all
the sensations which possibly can happen which Bob has. Over,

SPACECRAFT Okay. I will get you a full report off the VA7,

CAPCOM Roger

.

PAO The team of investigators for 201 suspect that the
subject. Bob Parker, will receive, will percieve a body tilt
about the x-axis, and thus the inquiries about those perceptions
on the part of Bob Parker,

iiPACECRAFT Marshall OPS^ we set up for 4 -

CAPCOM mgmt^^^^^^

PAO Currently, only a little more than 2 min remaining
in this AOS period, however, the crew has been advised that if we
run out of time and go into LOS, they are to continue the caloric
portion of the 201 experimentation. They are to continue during
IjOS lintil th^^^ experiment is completed.

iPACf^lAi^ O^ the temperature. I*m ready for
the static for the - -correction, (garble)

.
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CAPCOM Roger, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) 39 39. Correction, 34 left and 39 right.

CAPCOM We copy, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and 34 39, That's good. Bob - -

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Ulf, just be reminded that the use
are not necessarily fully ecalibrated, and therefore have motions
and can be sensitive. Over.

SPACECRAFT Hubbo, say again.

CAPCOM It was just a reminder that the ear is not
necessarily are completely ecalibrated, and therefore have
motions and can be sensitive. Over.

SPACECRAFT Again. (Garble). We are doing the firing
calibation here. (Garble) Bob?

SPACECRAFT Not yet.

SPACECRAFT Not yet.

SPACECRAFT Turned down.

SPACECRAFT Ooops. You are gone. Give me your calibrations.
Marshall OPS, was that a good calibration?

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. That was good decalibration, and we
thank you for doing the experiment. We still would like to hear
a short remark from Bob on what his experiences were. We have
about 5 min still LOS. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I passed to him the question, and he said he
bad absolutely no sensations. Absolutely 0. Nothing. No
tilting, no yawing, no roll, nothing.

CAPCOM Probably a little back and forth, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yes, a little back and forth. What about that.

mo- Of TAPE : : :
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fn??^^^^*^
(garble) We completed the 3034 and we have (garble)2024. Temperature on the left ear is going down.

igaroie;

'''I ""^Ej®?
°" ^y^^ open enough toreally see the (garble), over,

SPACECRAFT Yes, (garble) another time.

PAO Bob Parker once aga : ...

SPACECRAFT (garble) is that any better?

'^ill be reminded to open his eye further.

?J«^se the c?e^„e'srol ^r.lSr^'Sie?!*"""'^
'°

:" obtain better data, the eye needs to beopened as widexy as possible. The next temperature set is nowunderway, Ulf Merbold is lowering the left Lr, co?rectioS ?he

o^S^for Bob.
^""^

SPACECRAFT That was the dynamics, right?

CAPCOM Affirmative, aif.

^^^'^ temperature set which they're in the midst
^?*L*" lowering the left ear air to 20 degrees celcius and

r.nJ^?
remaining at 44 degrees. Bob Parker will again

fSiiS^i in Js*'*^'
movements in the body restraint system and

5« *^
Ji^f

temperature in the left ear is to be lowered
r**^^!

^^^^^ During theirchanges and sets of temperature, a maximum of 90 seconds is

i^ToTs iVe SJgSn?^"
temperature to stabilize before the , axis

SPACECRAPT Okay Marshall Opa, the next thing is 15 and 44,

, *<'S
""^•"tand Ulf and we still have some problem

liiid"2f'?Se'lS!S^'iv:f.'^"*''^
"^^^ ^"^^ ^he

SPACECRAPT Okay, 1*11 remind Bob.
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— r fr. iK^V
Mer bold now lowering the temperature in theleft ear to 15 degrees celcius. Allowing 90 seconds . . .

SPACECRAFT (garb*e) the temperature is (garble),

CAPCOM Negative Ulf and also we see no (garble) durlnq thedynamic part of the (garble), over.
aurmg tne

SPACECRAFT Okay/ maybe the temperature la too low.

^ *
Spacelab, lilf can you ask Bob of any sensationsbe has during the motion part?

SPACECRAFT It's too loud for him now. I'll ask him to aive mea report after the run.
nim co give me

CAPCOM Roger.

, z
this final set of temperatures is reached, 15degrees celcius in the left ear and the right ear remaining it 44

s:\ev:rLd'*'rSr,^r
^••«^'<^ the„ the'iijrc^^i''

;^?ff^^.^ ii 5 l«ft ear temperature will be
Sk? * ''^^^^ rifht ear temperature's lowered to

iflK 90 seconds given for

SiJen a*Jl«?«.i''o#^f^°"! *^«»P«"ture change. This reversal isgiven a maximum of 3 minutes, not 90 seconds, but 3 minutes

2et^^*f^ 44 '^J"*"*^^
^^^^ completes the 15 and 44 and I've

CAPCOM Roger Ulf, we copy.

^* referring to the warm/cool reversal
? * reversal is given a maximum of 3 minutes before the
LlniJ-J^^*!*"!® Following this reversal of the warm/cool
•IJ^e^eM w *V??"?* .

2° degrees In the left and right
tti

^•;P«*'*=^*«}y-,following this reversal, the temperature ofthe right ear la then lowered to 15 degrees while the left .:.

END OF TAPE
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PAD .because no patterns or targets are used in the
video display in the helmet which is worn by the subject.

SPACECRArr Bob is putting the (garble) in his ears.

CAPCOM We copy, Ulf

r

8PACECRAPT And our temperature readings are 37 37.

CAPCOH Roger, copy.

PAO Bob Parker has now been fitted with the ear tubes
and in one ear is being blown warm air and then in the other,
cool air. 8e is seated in the body restraint system and he's
wearing the helmet with the emier and the...

SPACBCRAPT Okay, here comes (garble) 44 right.

PAO And of course the video display unit for the left
•ye, that's not needed for this experiment, its for all practical
purposes, inoperative.

SPACECRArr ...for wide open eyes, for the emier, over.

PAO Re's also wearing a number of physiological
monitoring devices, he's wearing electro (garble) electrodes
around his eyes. He's wearing the blood volume pulse sensor and
he's wearing the respiration monitor. There is a calibration
portion of this caloric experiment in which the tubes and the
temperatures of the air blowing through it are calibrated, they
ace checked out first before the experiment begins, calibration
has been ccmpleted and they are ready now to begin the
experiment. When they begin, they will begin by blowing air...

SPACECRAFT ...temperature is steady enough and 43 (garble) and
I think that is probably good enough but we give you a little
more time for the static 'talor ic.

CAPCCm Roger, Olf and can you ask Bob to keep his eye
really wide <^n. Over.

SPAClCRAfT Yes, Will do.

PAO The eye of Bob Parker now being monitored by the
emier . And being sent down to the 201 equipment here in the
Payload Operations Control Center user rooms.

CAfCOM . ..to increase alertness, can you ask Bob to do
mental arithmetic like a 100 and subtract 7*8, over.

SPAClCRAfT Will do that.
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CAPCOM What is happening now is that the air blowing in
through the tubes is set first at body temperature and then Ulf
is lowering and raising the temperatures for the left and right
ears. The temperatures are being adjusted now for the air in the
left ear being lowered to 30 degrees Celsius while the air in the
eight ear is raised to 44 degrees celsius. Bob Parker is to
remain quiet through out this experiment while these temperatures
are being stabilized. This first set of temperatures, t'le 30
degrees celsius in the left ear and 44 in the right has b "-.n

approximately reached by, by the spacelab crew and Ulf Merbold
will begin moving Bob Parker in the x-axis, 10 cycles at 3
seconds per cycle. And Bob Parker is to report any sensations of
aotion. Several more adjustments in temperature are to follow,
with...

CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf, without readback necessary, this
experiment downlink is stopped in about 13 minutes but you can
continue within a period of LOS.

PAO Bach adjustment in temperature is followed by the
same number of cycles and time per cycle. The 201 investigation
team is reporting now that they are receiving information that
the body restraint system is being moved in the cycle movement.

CAPC(M Spacelab, Ulf, can you ask for a balance, please.

SPACECRAFT Sure. This is 1, we completed the 30 44 and we are
set for 20 44, temperature on the left ear is going down.

CAPCOM He copy Ulf and eyes are not open enough to really
see the fullness segments, over.

SPACECRAFT (garble) another time.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Go ahead. This is Marshall OPS.

SPACECRAFT WeTe having an (garble) problem (garble).

ySr?Sr 40 min.*"**'
^P^'^®^***' ^^^^ ^« Marshall OPS. We're with

That's Wubbo Ockels.

SPACECRAFT This is Spacelab. Marshall OPS, hello.

CAPCOM Hello, uif. We read you loud and clear »nA

«,r. i„;««t?2S7"^'"
troubl.«hootl„5 on 28. C.n you

SSS fl^i5'|gfl«"'<»tin9 for «p«l».„t 001, or

. K *> onderatand, and please continueealotlc. Bob and you, to keep on the ti«elineT Olt.

SPACECBAFT Roger.
•

CAPCOM Okay, and Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Bob. If

M^nmSSt'oi! ' °" you did with

loJ^Sf^« befS;? ^* PO"*"*

CAPCOM You do understand, uif, that you continue withcaloric? And Spacelab for Olf, just for infSr«ation, w. Show thepanel as well as a track unit power off.

SPACECRAFT Say again, Wubbo. Which power is off?

CAPCOM For the panel and the unit on the floor, the CFOX.

SPACECRAFT Kow we have both switches off.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. The crew has
announced that they are successfully — that they have
successfully conpleted the balistocardiolography experiaent and -
- they are now setting up for the caloric experiment.
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SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is Spacelab SATCOM with the
calibration. We have very nice EOG signals.

CAPCOM Very good, Ulf. We copy.

SPACECRAFT HOW is the AMIER on the ground?

CAPCOM The AMIER is good, Ulf. Could have a little
better focus. •

^
^

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob, can you reverify the focus?

CAPCCm Oh, Olf, focus is now good enough.

PAO And this caloric portion of the 201 experiment.
IMIER is being used, that's the eye movement and infrared
device. The reason it is being used is that the problem
previously discussed does not lie specifically with the IMIER.
It lies with the video tape player which supplies patterns to the
IMIER, and those experiments which rely upon that video tape
player, of course, have had to be scrapped for the time being,
the optokinetic and the optokinetic with head tilt. That does
not exclude caloric because no patterns or targets are used in
the video display in the helmet which is worn by the subject.

SPACECRAFT Bob is putting the (garble) in his ears.

CAPCOM We copy, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT And, our temperature readings are 37, 37.

BNO OF TA^»E
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PAO And the Propulsion Systems Officer William
Kischenmeier advised the Plight Director of difficulty
encountered with L5L RCS jet which failed off in one of theprevious shifts, due to a suspected hydrogen bubble in one of thelines, and that Control Team had made a 2 second hot fire of that
Jk! S?f

that apparently solved the problem. Otherwise most of
"

the Plight Control Team n i: bers reported no new norainalies andthat everything was very quiet with their system specialitieswe're in an LOS period that's going to ling« for ^ut ar th;r
33 seconds, 33 minutes as Columbia comes across the Pacific onthe descending node of orbit number 28, mission elapsed time, 1
day, 16 hours, 38 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations and it
would appear now that some final information that we did receive
was that the crew is apparently not going to attempt linear
threshold at this time, but they are going to go ahead and
proceed on with the Ballistocardiography experiment.
Ballistocardiography is an E6 experiment, its full title is 3
dimensional. Ballistocardiography and Weightlessness. Dr. A.
Scano of the University of Rome is the principal investigation.
That experiment is to record a 3 dimensional ballistocardiogram
under weightlessness and ccwipare it with tracingii that are
recorded with the same subject on the ground. For the
•xpeciaent, crew member has to %fear back pack filled witn many
•xcellerometers, small excellerometers , and an electrocardiogram
lead that's connected to a miniture tape recorder. And wearing
this equipment he then performs a series of breathing and
physical exercises while the instruments record these bodily
excellerations and vibrations associated with heart activity and
respiratory movements and these voluntary emotions of the
subjects of the subject's limbs. Comparison of the data that's
received in weightlessness with this equipment will be then
compared with data obtained on the ground. This may be useful
for ascessing cardiovascular adaptation to weightlessness. The
subject in this case, who will be wearing this equipment and
Siii?!?};? ballistocardiography experiment will be PayloadSpecialist Olf Merbold. They are scheduled to begin that rightabout now, and continue on to approximately the 1 day, 17 hour,
10 minute point. That's about 30 minutes from now. Even though
with all these problems with the SMEAR and the video tape player
it does not mean that 201 is done for the day. The team is still
expected to proceed on with the coloric portion of the
experiment. That is scheduled to follow the
ballistocardiography, that is the experiment in which the
subject's ears ^re each supplied with a tube which runs hot air
and cold air, and the operator varies the temperatures up and
down- and records reaction of the subject. That will come up in
the next hour. At 1 day, 16 hours, 41 minutes mission elapsed
time this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM Okay. Are you talking to somebody John? Qo ahead
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this is Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT An MNS problem, ha?

END OF TAPE
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...and we do Infact appear to have gone LOSaccording to the AOS LOS clocks, we are now in a LOS period,indicating that it will be another 42 minutes yet before we

8itSi?ion'^?^i'';h'°"^*''^*'
Spacelab. in the meantime theSituation with the emier was left in that exchange between(garble) and uif Merbold, the situation was left at tn^t

experimentation for fliaht dav i .iz!.u ' .

was the optic kenetic i?th til Lr^i.???''^®''
experiment, which

experiment tS thS fi^sroSe ?o tSf f\llt " closely related
Which was optic ke;;"c tn^hrp^stur'irstSSc^'^^Sft'aihowever, employed the emier and so tS coSld no^ bl

infrared device and to trv ? i * **** movement and

occurred in the iisiioS JS^JJo? Sen?i^ "S??^?!'
?"<^o^« has

and the orbit 2 team haviSS some SrM«4 T^^ft^ Director John Cox
relief of lead Flight Dir22tS?r2niJ*?^^?

the control center in

ifttf 7ffL^iirsrs'b^sr'caS*c:i!;d 'a'nrii!rj,s;'occur
interest to the contrary The

dUcusJiofS5*?h
**** ^°«"<a between the fligSrcoXtrouSrs and

fiJSiJ; ^^^^ l««t in the controlcenters shows the past two shifts to have been remarkablv ?r*e

f;2:;.'5!:cuLfl'^'°?'''!J
"^^^^ Orbitert^^ThrS^JS^JJoSl^nt

fido, or the flight dynamics officer, Byron Jones, for the orbit
2 team advising the flight director that the trim burn isexpected to occur at mission elapsed time 1 day 21 hours 15Inutea with a delta-V of plus 2 feet per second which its
intended to make up the (garble) of about 30 seconds, the orbiter
Is about 30 seconds late conpared to the nominal timeline. The
C1MS command and data management systems officer, Dennis ffebb,
advised the flight director that the anomaly with the RAU which
was an issue the last time this team was in the mission control
center has apparently been resolved due to the discovery that
when the RAO is taken offline for about 4 minutes and then called
up ag^ain, it appears to run more reliably and that the control
teams suspect the problem to be thermally related and presently
the orbiter * 8 in a iK>re benign thermal attitude, provides a
cooler environment for the RAO and moreover the flight control
team will budget the RAO on line time so no more difficulity with
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that unit is expected. And the propulsion systems officer
Wllliaai Gustenayer advised the flight director of difficulity
encountered with I.5L RCS jet which failed off, in one of the
previous shifts due to a suspected hydrogen bubble in one of the
lines aru3 that control team had made a two second hop fire to
that jet^ and that apparently solved the problem, otherwise, most
ot the flight control team members reported no new...

BNO OF TAPE
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PAO 4.K

backward motioi'if'h!s"rL":s'he !:1t±T """'"'^ * ^^'""<'
of the SpaceXab between these tSfhlroJ?"?^"^ against the wall
chair. The operaforg?asp?nS ^Se cSL^^**^

attached to the
forth in front Of him? ISJ ln Srder Jo'c!^nn« ^^^^"^ ^^^'^ ««<3
Bob Parker changes his posiMon ?n Jhl subject,
achieve x, y and z axis Noi ?hi ri?*.*'^!^'' itself in order to
portion of the 201 "pl^imeS? Js tf^J^^K^^ ^Sf thresholl
two things for each ofthSsS aiis J^e subject is to report
he's blindfolded while his * "i^^'^ "^il*
noise. He is to ?ep5?t his wfceotlSn^S?^ "t^^ "'"''^"9
perception of dir^cVir.l Hi

Perception of motion and his

SPACECBAFT P£.«C, Spacelab.

CAPCOK Go ahead. Bob

tSu'(^le,/*i: i^rkld'Jir we can do about
i«>rkedV,i;raay afJSr^l^n for S???*''??^

«orning, i„ fact in
after that is wheS U b?Skef « «hot at P02B and then

^s^what to drib::t"?f"jr2o^f ^^f"'^ '•^^ -
you. " ^* a« have, we will Inform

SPACBCRAPT Okay.

PlSyer.. h.ads^ro:j':£ici'5?JfSlpi'^ui;^
recorder's, the tape

visual images to the helmet to%h!^-5?"' and provides those
Mentioning that to thSJirthoiS JSldi^ihnJi'fi'L"^^'**'^-It present, a problem because of the diffLS?^! 1 ^ cl.^n^e and
heads to clean them. The tape DlavJrlf

reaching those
the spacelab. There are two^fuJ^ it IS.!*^,!^!"*!were scheduled for this tiaSfSi. , 54 •^P^riment which
of signal period. One of tSf^L oi^.'^^

this acquisition
but It uses the yearn mirror dl«^SLfS .®^*'^° kinetic stimulation
which the eye mo^ISJn?, irinf?!r:rL:ir"*"\'«**' "y^tem in
upon the video tape plivJ? tS -JnJft, fJ**"® ""st rely« tape pAayec to supply^ those various Images.

*nd Spacelab, Bob, Marsh^
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SPACECRAPf Yes PLZC.
,

CAPCai Ymm Bob, perhaps there are some solutions like
eleaning the heads. We are still in some of the discussions in
hon to do that^ For the time being, we don't have a straight
answer so we'll come back to this later and we also are 40
seconds from I*OSt over

SPACECRAFT Okay. (garble)

PAO The other « «

•

CAPCOM Be informed, we are now looking for a way to first
switch off the power to that instrument and then open it and
clean the heads « But we are not fixing it completely yet so we
cc»ne back to this later, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (garble). We used bungles but I*m not sure
whether we used the right ones.

CAPCON That should be the extra bungle in the stowage
where 201, Ulf it could 'be that we are now AOS, LOS*

PAO And we do in fact appear to have gone IiOS according
to the AOS/LOS clocks. We are now in a LOS period indicating
that it will another 42 minutes yet before we regain
communication ...
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's good Ulf. Be advised all the TDR signals
are at the moment recorded on the AVs^ 1 and AV2, We don't have
a realtime downlink at the moment. Over.

SPAC»:raft Okay. Then lets do that and I think we can do it
very fnickly. :

:

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, and you also copied the comment about the
brakOf right?

SPACECRAFT I did. Marshall ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we showed you above now for about a minute
and a half or two minutes sideways, and I think we stop here.

CAPCOM Very good Ulf and we still have about another 10
minutes AOS during which period we could sometimes have no uplink
capability, we do have downlink capability, you want to tell us
something, that is okay. We understand that the next experiment
is in experiment 2B. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's affirm. And if you don't have uplink
capability do you want us to stop the recorders here?

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, that's not necessary. It is stopped by
a time executed command which has already been upllnked. Over*

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO About 9 minutes remaining in this acquisition of
si9nal period and the crew was not able to go beyond the
calibration of the BMARE because the video tape player which
supplies the background signals for that display monitor over the
left eye, against which the subject tries to center various
superimposed crosses and soforth, using the joy stick, those
patterns are not available because the video tape player is not
producing those patterns. Without those patterns the Optokinetic
experiment portion cannot go forward. That problem is being
troubleshot now, but in the meantime with only a few minutes
remaining of AOS and the 201 investigation team likes to stay in
direct live connect with the crew during the 201
experimentation. With only a few minutes left to go before we
are out of communications, once again of the Spacelab,
instructions have been voiced up to the crew to try to get in
some linear threshold experimentation. Linear threshold is a
port^ion of the 201 that was carried out yesterday and it does not
require an EMEAR. It does not require an eye monitoring
device. It does not require the video tape players supplying
signals. And they are conducting that now. In linear threshold
the baseline experimentation, we don't know how much of linear
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threshold they will be able to perform in the time remaining, but

in baseline linear threshold, the subject's eyes are closed and

in this case the subject is Bob Parker. The subject's eyes are

closed and his ears are cupped and supplied with a masking white
noise, which effectively isolates the subject, both visually and

orally. He is then instructed not to talk and he's seated in the

body restrength system which has been detached now from that

center aisle cage and is now floating being held by the

operator. There are some t-Jther' trhat are attached from the

chair to the wall of the Spacelab and while the operator stands

between the tethers and holds the chair, the subject is moved by

the operator, Ulf Merbold, the subject is moved and all three

axis, X, Y, and z, for 30 cycles for 3 seconds per cycle for each

axis. They employ a mettonome in order to keep track at the

times, accurately. Now the operator uses the same motion each

time, namely a forward and backwarJ motion of his arms as he's
standing up against the wall of the Spacelab between these

tethers that are attached to the chair, the operator grasping the

chair moves the chair back and forth in front of him. But in

order to change axis the subject. Bob Parker, changes his

position and the chair itself.

END or TAPE
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CAPCOM - - then a left head tilt for 1-1/2 mln, then
(garble)

•

SPACECRAFT You want to standby a little, it's too noisy.

CAPCOM Okay, Olf. I'm trying again. Hon do you copy?

SPACECRAFT There's some yahoo* s talking on the other loop.
Wait a s^::ond.

CAPCOM Roger. Just continue.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Now, try again, Wubbo.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. Can you ask, then, the subject to make
a right head tilt for about 1*1/2 min, and then continue with
your left head tilt for the other 1-1/2 min.

SPACECRAFT And, you want him to begin now, right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. Just a
correction from a mcment ago. That was not Dr. Jim Cass who was
voice uplink with the crew. Or. Cass is a member of the
investigation team, but in that particular case, it was Dr.
Thomas Post, another member who was speaking with Ulf Merbold.
Cuirently, the crew is attempting to calibrate he IMIER.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) toward the saiM deg to go left.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf» We understand.

PAO The INIBR must be calibrated before the experiment
can continue.

CAPCOM And also, Olf, to the dissipation of you guys,
a.^ter about 1 min, you could go and change the test subject, such
that you, Ulf, gets to be the test subject, sit in the BRS and do
about a 5 min provocation, but make sure that you get enough
break between that and experiment 28, which means that you should
not operate 201 any more after 16 hr, and 30 min. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Wubbo, I'm not so much in favor of doing that
because we all still feel a little queasy.

CAPCOM Okay, Olf.

SPACECRAFT On the (garble) . I wo.uld scare myself to fly
something like that.
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CAPCOM Roger, Olf. We copied, and so after this we
understand you both have a break, and you can eat or drink, or
whatever you need to do, and we see you later then after you've
done 28 which starts at 16:45. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Roger that, and what my suggestion is, is
that if we have continuing trouble with the vJdeo player, to do a
few more threshold measurements. I must admit while reading it
yesterday, I was extremely tired and it might be a good idea to
go over that another time. Okay, POCC, will that be good enough
with Bob?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Olf. That would complete and
the alternate for the posture, and, yes you could do some of the
linear thresholds if you want to. However, also, we do like to
have you this break before experiment 28. This other break
should be at least from 16 hr plus 30 min to 16 hr plus 45 min.
Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you. And, Wubbo, now a question I'd
like to raise. Can we try i:o fix that tape player by cleaning
the head, maybe?

CAPCOM Standby, Ulf. We get back on that.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS. Let me at him.

CAPCOM Yes, go ahead, Ulf, and don't worry about the
recorder. We don't need it for the caloric, which cones later
on, so we don't need it foe the rest of the day, and we're going
to lose (garble)

SPACECRAFT Again, when do you want us to do the (garble)
carlorics? ;

'

'

CAPCOM Just on the time scheduled, Ulf. Olf, and also our
uplink is probably going to be broken. The downlink is still
there. ,

,

SPACECRAFT Okay. We can read you. Question I've asked is
when do *re do the calorics later today?

CAPCOM Okay. You do the loric per timeline which is at 17
hr and 13 min. Over.

SPACECRAFT Roger that. We could do quickly figure is the 10
buffer on 90 deg. That's if you can see them from the side.

CAPCOM That's good, Olf. Be advised, all the video
signals are at the mcment recorded on the AVl and AV2. We don't
have a real time downlink at the moment. Over.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is (garble).

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we have the same problem, if you push the stop
button, instead of the forward button, it keeps running, it does
not stop.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, be advised the first stop does not
work. Sc.ae of the other stops sometimes work. Still we are
having a risk running out of time. You think we can start with
the pocture and optic kinetic?

SPACECRAFT (garble) if we found the right (garble) we'll try
that.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab operations and as we said
before this portion of the experiment called optic kenetic
posture, standing, is much like the functional objective that was
performed yesterday for optic kenetic except that the subject is
standing instead of being seated. 7he subject here is Bob Parker
the Mission Specialist, he's aft of the center aisle cage now,
facing the aft wall, or is about to be as he proceeds on with the
experiment and the joy stick lever is attached to his knee
however, he's not holding the joy stick in his hands. The lever
is attached to his knee.

SPACECRAFT ...same problem as we had yesterday, in the monitor
th^re is only snow.

CAPCOM Olf , you also tried to toggle the play switch,
over?

SPACECRAFT Yes, we tried to push (garble) and play the same
time, toggle the play switch and now the (garble) 30 seconds
delay and we'll see what that does. Maybe it'll stop.

CAPCCM Okay, because normally there should be some time
between pressing the start button and the toggle for play, about
5 seconds or at least enough to have cut the hat to the tape.
Over.

.•SPACECRAFT Okay, say again. Bob (garble) and 5 seconds later
play, is that right?

CAPCOM Roger. Ulf 201, Bob have a pattern in the monitor?

SPACECRAFT Say again.
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CAPCOM Does Bob see a pattern, a optic kenetic?

SPACECRAFT No, we have only srow in the monitor/

CAPCOM Copied

•

PAO That's Dr. Jim Kast of the 201 investigation team.

SPACECBAi^ It seems to me that we have a (garble) problem.
Maybe that's good, its the only way that we can correct that
problem. Marshall Ops, this is (garble)

.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ul£.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for PR201, we are unable to (garble) because
in the monitor there is nothing but snow. Whatever we do here,
we don't get a decent (garble) signal.

CAPCOM Okay, Olf, we have here a little backup to do, and
we* re not going to work with the video recorder in that case. We
just going to have a posture experiment where we'd like to have
the subjects just standing £or 3 minutes straight up and we give
you the next steps a little later and we're also going to start
with the AV recorders from the ground to get it on tape. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) and I'll switch to your tape, the
tape player totally off, we'll leave it in the dark.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. Oit could you please switch oi'f

th« (garble). Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT PI 201, what do you want me to switch off?

CAPCOM Could you please prass the off button of the VTP,
because the recorder is still ^running.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm rewindiiig. Wait a second, what was
that. Marshall Ops, we gave them (garble) 02 which is optic
kenetic, I believe that is the (garble) and the (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, very good aif, and I will then give you the
next steps that we want to do after having him in posture for

about 3 minutes, dc a, ask him for a right head tilt for about 1

and a half minute, then a left hee\d tilt for 1 and a half minute.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CMfCfM Okay, Ulfr I'm trying again, how do you copy?

SPACECRAFT There's someone talking on the other loop, wait a

second

.
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CAJPCQM Roger, just continue.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now try again (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, Olf...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay Ulf, excellent and we have the eye here on the
ground so this step proceed.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, the next thing we are going to do is
to check EMIR downlink.

CAPCOM Roger, we have the EMIR here on the ground, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that is £ine« Mow for the next thing comm
complication. I'm reading you loud and clear and I will convey
all the messages Bob tells me.

CAPCOM Roger and Ulf also ...

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCCM Can you and Ul£ . • «

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPC^ And Spacelab, Ulf can you also change the setting
of BMIR from bravo 5 to charlie 5 please and we discontinue.

SPACECRAFT Okay, bravo 5 to charlie 5. Okay we have charlie
5. Question is did you also read (garble)?

CAPCCMf And Ulf, can you also refocus the EMIR?

SPACECRAFT Bob says it looks good to hin.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf and please new setting is alpha 5.

SPACECRAFT Alpha 5, okay. Okay alpha 5, you got It.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, it looks good, we can proceed.

SPACECRAFT Say again. What was that again?

CAPCCm Please proceed Ulf. The data looks good from EMIR
so we can go ahead with the posture and the optic kinetic.

CAPCOM Spacel«U» 201, how read?

SPACECRAFT Okay, that was the completion of the EOG
calibration. Marshall Ops?

CAPCOM Yes we copied Ulf, thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab 201? Spacelab 201, how copy Ulf?

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.
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CAPCOM Yes^ go ahead

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelabe

CAPCOM Yes, 90 ahead Olf?

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Yes Ul£, this is Me ^ shall Ops, go ahead.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, conun check Ulf, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, reading you now a little better. I might
need a new battery. Wfi have problems with the video recorder.
The push button (garble) works. The recorder does not stop where
it* a supposed to stop. It runs continually with high speed.

CAPCOM Which recorder Olf? And Marshall, Olf, that's not
completely clear. What do you mean by high speed, is it just a
normal play or is it a fast forward? Over. And Spacelab for
Olf, can you repeat what the problem is with the 201 video play
back recorder?

SPACECRAFT I thought to get a new battery for my concept,
how's that?

CAPCMI That sounds better Olf and what was the problem
with the video recorder?

SPACECRAFT Okay, the video recorder gets started on top by
pushing (garble) forward and then it* s supposed to stop at SID
and starting position frcmi where you start when yoj hit the
(garble) play switch. But if I push the forward push button then
it keeps running all the time.

CAPCOM I do understand Olf. You think we can work around
it and just control it by the stop switch so we can do the
posture and start with optic kinetics stimulation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try it.

CAPCOM And also be advised Olf that you have to press the
start button instead of the forward button.

SPACECRAFT Okay the start button instead of the forward.
Okay, (garble)

CAPCOM Go ahead Olf.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we have the same problem. If we push the
start button instead of the forward button, it keeps running, it
does not stop.
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CAPCOM Yes Olf, be advised that the first stop does not

work. So»e of the other stops sc»netlmes work. Still we are

having a risk running out ...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM ...but you'll be interrupted in the setup.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll find that out pretty quickly.

CAPCOM Dave.

^'^^^ Marshall Spacelab Operations mt- i Am» ichours 43 minutes Mission Elapsed^ime! Thl"ay?Sad «ei is'
"

the subject wears this helmet with the emier and with the displavmonitor off over the left eye, which shows various patterns i?^
i^^S^yj^^''^^ mentioned that both the M?ss?on aSS pljfoadSpecialist carry out eye calibrations before the actual^
SSSfJi??^^

portion begins. This is done by the operatormonitoring the eye movement infrared detector while the sublectmoves his eyes at the command of the operator to establish limit-movement of the eyes of the^ubject. ZTthe^ identified by audio from the air to

2o
"^^"^ ^i9ht, center Uft ceSter

ao forth. Those commands are commands from
lift £ ^S''^*^*^ ^'^ ""^^ «"*'^«<'* his eySa f?Sm
is ^«i?KJi?^ Ik"^ °f back to center again in order
iSlf; S^*.*"}*''-^

'^^^ ^'P^*' kinetics stimulation with the

S^ir'atSrif S^giSulJd?^""' ' " ^«

wS^flh Am^. J"*^ ^'^^"^ ^^''^ information, we havethe high data rate of the emier here available in the POC.

SPACECRAFT That is (garble) . We are almost ready to go.

ani««
Marshall Ops, also be advised at,we are going to wait for your call and then we're going to startthe video recorders, AVI and AV2 to get the pressure optics

klnectics measurements recorded. Over,

SPACECRAFT Okay. This is Olf speaking, (garble) is my
indication correct that I'm suppose to start the recorders?

CAPCOM Negative Ulf, we are going to start the recorders
but we will wait for your call. So you just say start the
recorders and we will do.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger that.
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PAO Here in the Payload Operations Control Center user
rooms, the experiment 201 investigation team is monitoring the
equipient.

SPACECRAFT (yarble) trying to call you.

PAO ...which Includes various television monitors which
display the recording of the eye movements of the subject as the
vestibular experiments are cirrie*": out.

CAPCCM Report the subject has, otherwise we get to much
noise on the air to ground loop, over.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf, can you change the setting of the
emier to Charlie 5 instead of bravo 5 when you have some time.

SPACECRAFT (garble) be advised that we ccMopleted the checkout,
everything looks pretty good.

CAPCOM Okay, Olf, excellent and we have the eye here on
the ground so just proceed.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, next thing we are going to do is to
check cmier downlink.

CAPCOM Roger, we have the eraier here on the ground, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that is fine, now we do the next thing,
(garble) I'm reading you loud and clear...

BHD OF TAPE
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and ™o„itori„g'a;vi?::'?^/e%'crer'1"e1 1'""' stimulation
right eye and infrared and the oth!; Jl l '^^^J*'*

monitors the
patterns which are both movino «n5 f^^f^^" displays various
Another prominent p?^ce of eSSiSmfn? J^^^JJf^ ^^^^ ""^^ eye.
chair-like body resfrain? svl^lS f"""

^^^^ experiment is the
there's a seat^asIlibJi^as'Slu^tJarsit^ T^,^'one6^^^ore a^S
mentioned as sometime referred>«f! ^ ^"''^^ as we
contains the electronics for the exoJir"^*' *=*9e. Tt
equipment is an accelerometer w^^J'^? Another piece of
records the speed of the luhwJJf ^® his head gear and it
is Placed on I bite stick aSd U « U^TST^^^: ^^^^ alcelerSSeJer
«outh and the bite stick is made L At subject in his
that particular subject's den?ia»-^S ^^'t

Precise contours of
example Olf Merbold places fcS^ KfP* therefore, when for
stabilization of the acceLrSmeter '^^'''kJJthe exact dentistry to Olf MfrK«f5* '^ite stick is fitted
other types of equipment per3n?r^?"*^ '^'^^ v«IoSs
monitoring and thesiSe^rLrilf ^^'^

?^f^ pressure

r^SiowL%^\-.Sf-^^^^^^^^^^
These are some of ^hI ? ^"to the subleefc'A

^uoes

thj .hoct ones. M, don'? know 5h<S£ l°n9 ones and

SP*CBCH«„ Ok.y, «. u..a th. ion, .l.ctroa.'outl.t. y„t„a.y
Ok.y oi£. then pl.,s. u„ th. .hort on., today,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do *.h««.
X will ch«=k th. ionro;i.'s,fsrtS2'i;i.3~s.';.Ur""'

fi^h. .K.ty'bSi '°SSf%rSf"*"J ^"^ -ndecatand you don-t

SPACECRAFT Okay and we'll try.

fJ^n3« .1?"*' Spacelab, LOS in about 30 seconds. 39seconds. We'll see you again with Ku- and s4aS3 at 15 plus 35.
SPACECRAFT Fine.

ss^Tyou h„. K;^.l:r:l;:i^yoS°L^^f.:isrs^^^^^
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couple of more additional items for you.

SPACECRAFT Bob and I are both setting up 201. We ar. both
busy.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand you, Ulf. Why don't you just
go ahead and listen in the blind. The only comment I had at this
time is that Bob was asking a question on the video player from
201 to get that thing started correctly, you have to pres.- the
play button and then you have to wait a few seconds til the half
18 on the tape and then hit the play toggle switch over and out.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's how we did it yesterd*.y. We pushedthe, wait a minute, l«t me go over and tell you.

CAPCOM
^ ^ ^ It was just to remind you Ulf, don't let you beinterrupted today in the setup.

^

SPACECRAFT Okay, ve'll find that out pretty quickly.

END OF TAPE
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^'AO attention, but were taken care of in fairly
short order. A few hours ago, we had, actually at this point.
It's been several hours ago, there was a failure indication of
one of the Reaction Control System jets. That turned out to be
apparently a bubble in the line that caused that indication.
They did a hot fire test and that jet performed normally and it
is back online and there's no impact from that. The other item
was referred to as a problem with the SM GPC which is the Systems
Management computer, one of the computers in the Orbiter's set
that is assigned to housekeeping £unctions, and one of its jobs
is to keep up with Mission Elapsed Time and coordinate that with
the position updates that are periodically relayed up from the
ground. The computer was adding in a day to its Mission Elapsed
Time, and therefore, it was not syncing up properly with the
state vector updates. They did a simple patch' up to that
computer's memory and it is also performing noraally now. There
have been no other problems working. As mentioned before, the
Remote Acquisition Units are functioning normally now. The data
skips that they had been encountering earlier are in the past and
the one that had given the most problem, RAU 21, has been
functioning perfectly for approximately 6 hr now. And, to
repeat, we have cancelled the previously scheduled change-of-
shift press conference with the offgoing Plight Director, Chuck
Lewis, which had been scheduled for 2:30 am Central Time in the
building 2 press conference room here at Johnson Space Center.
There being no problems, we see no need, pressing need to hold
that press conference and will allow the Plight Director to get
hcwae early for some sleep. We always reserve the right to
reinstate one of those should there be any significant problem
crop up that needs immediate discussion, but our plan is, and we
have now announced the cancellation of that briefing previously
scheduled for 2:30 this morning. We're about o min away from
acquisition through Hawaii and the members of John Cox's flight
control team are beginning to come into the Mission Control
Center here, and are beginning the handover process. 1 day, 15
hr, 13 min Mission Elapsed Time. This is Mission Control,
Houston.

A little less than 3 min remaining before we
reacquire co«iunications with Spacelab and as mentioned before,
we should be coming up on the crew as they are unstr^wing and
setting dp for experiment 201 for the various things that they do
on th« flight day 1. Experiment 201, an ESA experiment.
Principal Investigator which is Dr. R. von Baumgarten of the
Johannes Gutenberg University in West Germany. 201 is a life
sciences experiment. It is one of three vestibular studies.
There are several objectives of this experiment, to learn about
the vestibular system, to understand the interaction of the
vestibular and the ocular systems, to learn what the threshold
with a certain stimulation Is in space, to understand how the
systems adapt in space and back again on Earth after the flight,
to understand how the interaction of the ocular and vestibular
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systems is related to motion sickness, and to learn how we can
solve the motion sickness problem. Many astronauts have
experienced space adaptation syndrome during their first few days
in space. A recent studies suggest that this syndrome may be
caused by malfunction of the inner ear's gravity sensitive auto
(garble) in the absence of gravity, so improved understanding of
these vestibular functions will benefit both the medical science
and the space program. A number of pieces of equipment are
required for this experiment. Prominate among them are a special
heLaent containing visual stimulations and monitoring devices for
each eye. One device monitors the right eye in infrared and the
other device displays various patterns which are both moving and
stationary to the left eye. Another prominate piece of equipment
for this experiment is the chair-like body restraint system,
which we mentioned before. There's a seat assembly as well,
which sits under it, as we mentioned, it's sometimes referred to
as a (garble) cage. It contains the electronics for the
experiments. ^

END OF TAPS
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. .
(garble) and placed in dark boxes where they're

wro'lravJtv '''m/S^'S'?^ 5° ^^I^"^
5^°*'^'^ pattern and

vlfS tit \ I'
."^^ Merbold stopped the rotor and enabled us to

°^ '^^^ '^^^^^^^ various samples and he was
pho?oQranhJ ^^?nl%n'°'" ^l?*'

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^hl dark box ?orpnocography. And to remove rejected modules to the «5frirar,«

K«.,5! ^ ' ^ running for about the last 5-1/5hours or so. And RAU-11, which is the, RAU-il is the interfaL
e™r?LiS%!5P*?^"*"*= computer and ex^erimeiJ iL TriiSJSgy
?StSnrSnexSfc?ir problems, but ihey w^re^Ltcocaiiy unexpected, they were corrected, rao-11 is nnt-

5uh"e?iSL'SAS-3ri?*kS'Jr^'SS- iive^S'problems
with the ?L?aTI2 ?! ^^'l^' return with communications

Jj«
SPacelab, in about another 19 minutes we will beain with201, that is one of the Life Sciences experiments. 201 il theEAS experiment entitled Effect of Rectilinear Acc4leratioLoptokinetics and Caloric Stimulations in Space* "hlSurSSa; of

l^*" S!i?f ir««Jig«tion the vestibular fSnctionI ?f tSe inner
^^"^ otolith organs which normally help to

Zi ltiZ gS?^""; Yesterday during flight day zerS, the
HF.'*?'^'^^*^ ^o** porker, went through nearly eierv

2J?So??«; ^5**^ established for that experiment wi?S the
^

sallllit^ fL^'fiVt^'/^^''^
originally some months ago hai been

!S5 ?S f f?f
£^^9ht day zero but was moved to flight day one,

SSJtioS if^'^iT^M^S*'"' ^''-y that p«rtiSu?«portion of 201 will be an unstowing and setup operation. TheMission specialist Bob Parker will be the subject. Thev' 11

S;?''°SS,*"f.J^;*^ ''"5 various equipment aid then they'llbegin 201 with Optokinetics Stimulation. This particular
Optokinetics Stimulation will not be quite the same as
yesterday. Yesterday the subject was seated in the body
restraints system, which is a chair like device located near the
Bid section of the module and it is attached to a cage like
device called, in some cases, in fact the center aisle cage and
the subject is strapped into to that literly.

This is Mission Control Houston, mission elapsed
tine 1 da^, 15 hours, 10 minutes. Columbia is about to follow
its ground course out over the Pacific, orbit number 27, we'reabout 9 minutes away from a brief acquisition through Hawaii.
Just to review some of the earlier Orblter activities this
serening, things are going very guitely, there are no major systemproblem on board the spacecraft. To explain two items that got
some attention but was taken care of fairly very short order. A
few hours ago we had, actually at this point it's been several
hours ago, there was a failure indication of one of the reaction
control system jets, that turned out to be apparently a bubble in
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the line that cause that indication. They did a hot fire test
and that jet performed normally and it is back online and there'no impact from that. The other item was, referred to...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab Marshall for Ulf, clarification on
that last, we just wanted to make sure that you put the unused
seeds back in the seedstrip and not in your pocket and second
part is the PI wanted to complement you and congratulate you on a
great job, we watched it all from down here and it looked super.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks alot.

PAO We just concluded t^e replay of the checkout of the
SEPAC cameras onboard the pallet. Where we saw a number 04!
sceens of the star field as seen from the cargo bay at the
Orbiter.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we're about a minute and 15
seconds from LOS, we'll see you again through Hawaii at 15 plus
18.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)

.

CAPCOM And a reminder for Bob on TV 15, at 1455, TV 15
setup.

SPACECRAFT Say again, OLC.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, for Ulf , just be reminded to also
record the plans which you did not select. Over.

SPACECRAFT And DLCC. .

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) that is confirmed, we recorded also the
rejected (garble)

.

CAPCOM Thank you very much Olf . Go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT The second comment about that TV 15.

CAPCOM No, I just wanted to clarify that it was a TV setup
•iK»t - a TV;; execute. ^

:

;

;

SPACECRAFT Yes, and Olf going to do that, because I'm doing
the temperature measurements.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

PAO This is Marshall spacelab Operations at 1 day 14
hours 55 minutes Mission Elapsed Tine. We have about 24 minutes
of LOS time before we regain communications with the Spacelab.
We %rent out ol touch with the Spacelab about a minute ago. But
during this last pass, a number of things occurred, we had a, had
quite a bit of television both live and video taped that was
downlinked from the Spacelab. Coming dowh live from the early
point of the acquisition of signal period was the SEPAC systems
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checkout in which the cameras which were located which are
located onboard the pallet scanned the celestrial area, which can
be seen from the payload bay area. That was tranmitted down live
to the Earth. That was followed by live downlink with Ulf
Merbold and Bob Parker in the module. Ulf Merbold in the, who
was in the foreground of the picture that came down from the
module tirorking with the (garble) experiment, that's the sunflower
growth experiment, NASA experiment lt)l. He was shown in a
kneeling position and planting 8 dwarf sunflower seedling. The
planting of 8 seedling is something that's done on days 0, 1 and
3. Today is flight day 1 and he was carrying out that procedure
as, as planned. And then he was to carry out the next portion of
the procedures which are done daily, which is to select plants
€roi8 the roters. Which are turning and applying an artifical 1-g
gravity force to the plants until those plants have grown to a
certain point and are ready to be taken from the roters and
placed in dark boxes where they are photographed with infrared,
to check their growth pattern in zero gravity. Ulf Merbold had
stopped the roter and enabled ua to, to view the interior of the
roters.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ,.*in addition to planting the 8 seed plains,
Merbold is also suppose to select 4 plants already growing from
the rotors.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf do not take the pot out, I don't know
whether you copied that. Do not take the pot out of 11, just use
it as select and we'll go over then to try to downlink the
feedback video. Over?

SPACECRAFT Okay, SO that the concurs then to select nodule
11.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Ulf, and Spacelab for Bob.
We're ready to downlink the feedback. Over?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I don't have to do anything, but we're ready
for you.

CAPCOM We are configuring, I guess you or the flight deck
has to play back the recorder, the Orbiter recorder on which the
CPAC data is. Over. Bob did you copy that, we are ready to
receive. Over.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Okay, and POCC is playing back right now.

CAPCOM And Bob, we see it. Thank you very much. And
Spacelab for Bob, this is Marshall Ops. We still like to have an
answer to the question of what you did to feedback to make it
work. Over.

SPACECRAFT I just followed instructions. I was just a little
surprised myself when I called up 02S to do the battery charging
and found all the Ms on the way. Earlier this morning when I
came in, and Owen and Byron was finishing up 02S was just covered
with Ms, and when I called it up this aftsirnoon it looked just
fine.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And Spacelab for Bob. One
additional queaticm to the CPAC story. After the OAP was HOPS,
no opa, did you oped it up? Owr.

SFACBCRAFT This morning I opsed it up to start things over
again.

CAP^M Okay we understand.

PAO Receiving video playback, not live, playback, CPAC
photography. That again is the starfield.

CAPC(M And Spacelab, Marshall' for Bob. For information,
the Orbiter VTR looks good. We're looking at it down here, we'd
like for you to rewind the VTR, leave the tape in and record over
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this, the CPAC MTV. For clarification we'd like for you to
record the next CPAC MTV over this current one.

SPACECRAFT Then over the current VTR?

CAPCCm Yes, just reuse this tape is the final bottom line.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf. Ulf, Marshall Ops, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, question I'd like to (garble). What does the
101 PI want me to do with this (garble) which I took out from the
last ' cover? :.

:

;

CAPCOM We could not copy completely, Ulf, can ycu speak a
little less loud and do it again. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. In the large covers there are washers,
teflon pieces, and I don't know what to do with them, keep them
in ray pocket or leave them in the trashhold.

CAPCCm Yes, in your pocket or in the trashhold. That will
be okay. And Marshall Ops for Olf and for Bob, whoever
listens. I£ you're not disturbed I have here a minute of some
good news. Over.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. On experiment 17. Experiment 17 is being

the first experiment to detech deuterium on the atmospheric
levels on the 100 -f kilometers, bundancies of 10 to the -4, same
as bundancies in the ocean. Experiment 23, got 90% of the data
schedules up to now has excellent resolution, about better than
10%, that €0 kds, and the good news there is thbt the background
is specture 2 to 3 lower then expected and is aliio lower by
specture 4 then is what on the (garble) . Experiment 13, got its

first good data, had original problems by that fact that the data
information from GNC was not correct. And also experiment 16
looks okay, the calibration is perfect, the experiment is in good
shape and that's the good news that got here in the back room.
And the investigators, most of them are in pretty good mood.

Ovx,

SPACBCRAPT That sounds great, that is really good, that's the

(garble) carrying good d«ita.

CAPCCM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.
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SPACECRAFT for us to use bravo (garble) which I think is
what we always use and the third thing is you're telling us we
can start our set up a little early if we wanted to although
(garble) is not very busy*

CAPCOM That's all affirmative. Bob, And in addition, we
have a little change in the PCAP and that is that the VFT for
•1,3 which was scheduled at 16 > 15 is now rescheduled and it's
rescheduled at 14 + 45 and nif will then do the TV15 set up,
over •

SPACECRAFT (garble) number seven* That looks pretty good.
From what I understand you want the temperature measurements
which weren't scheduled at 16:15, done earlier at 14:45* Is that
correct?

CAPCCM Yes, that's correct Bob and also this shift will
then make yourself a break at 16 hours and 20 minutes. You have
about 25 minute break then for whatever you need to eat or to
drink. We'll leave that period then open and we're not going to
put other things in there, over.

SPACECRAFT (garble) , Okay this is (garble) selecting the next
(garble) , being the last one which was module number seven
(garble) go into the opposite corner of the DAP books and the one
here is being recorded, that is module number eight. Module
number eight was pot number eight, upper right, position of the
DAP book. This plant did not germinate. That's a good looking
oner that is module number six with pot number six. That is
recorded now, module number six was pot number six goes into the
lower left of the DAP book. (garble)?

CAPCCM Yes Ulf, we are looking at the same plants as you
do. It's looks really good here. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Is the PI happy with my (garble) so far?

SPACECRAFT Now we have a problem to find another good one. It
looks a little dirty here. Nine did not germinate, ten did not
germinate, twelve did not germinate and five is bad. So that is
the best that I can find and if the PI concurrs, I can quickly
take the fot of the module and remove the dirt.

CAPCOM Stand by Ulf, PI will come on your loop.

PAO This will be Dr. Chapman being voice and able to
speak with Olf Merbold. Dr. Chapman, the co-»investigator of
101.' In addition to plan'^ing the eight seedlings, 01 f Merbold is
also supposed to select four plants already growing from the

CAPCCM aif, do not take the pot out. I don't know whether
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''S**'*.,?*'
^""^^ °f eleven, just use It

?ideo, oier
^""^^ ^^^"^ ^'^^ downlink the CPAK

SPACECRAFT Okay, the PI concurrs, module eleven.

CAPCOM
^ That's affirmative Ulf and Spacelab for Bob. Weare ready to downlink the CPAK, over^

fo?^?SSt'^'
^ ^^""^ ao anything but we're ready

A u u ^^l^ *'f
configuring and I guess you or the

'^^^ recorder, the orbiter recorderon which the CPAK data is, over.

C^COM Bob, did you copy that? We are rcady to receive,
, Ow 63t # ,

,
,

....

SPACECRAFT Roger. Okay PLZC is playing back right now.

Spacelab for Bob, this is Marshall Ops, we still like to have ananswer to the question, what you did to CPAK to make it work?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I will go through all of them later. Just a

seSondf I'm taking the (garble) out the (garble) right now.

rAP»coM Roger, and Spacelab for Bob. If you would be ready

?S^opy, I haveTm4 messages for the upcoming run of experiment

20?. over.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble) to the 101 procedure.

CAPCON Go ahead.

fioarnTRAPT Okav. in the procedure (garble) it starts remove

?o iSkl tSe"Htl. «patatlon (garble) out o£ these large

covets?;;

CAPCOM Yes, that's affirmative Bob. I'm sorry affirmative

Olf, this Is from Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I'm ready to copy 201 stuff.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, first point on the 201 is to make sure

SS^Sse the anti-(garble) on the, on the helmet. The anti-

(garble) is stowed in the EOG electro kit. Second,...

SPACECRAFT I don't think that right, (garble) because we

looked for it yesterday.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll try to see whether we know another

location where it could be. Second point, make to press the

hat against the goggles to increase the slie of the

view, third point, initial amiec controls snould be s«t at bravo

I, fourth point, the amier downlink can start earlier than

indicated in P-cap, namely...

>Bre«k, ; break.- ^:

CAPCOM Break.

CAPCOM Spacelab Houston, break, break, air to ground 1.

SPACBCRAfT Houston. :

CAPCOM Roger, Bob. We see your a^bsysternDDS temperature

ciHng, and we^like you to clear the high dencity display.

SPACBCRArr; :

;

AcC0«pll«h:«d.":^
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CAPCOM Okay, and Spacelab for Uob. Just in the
continuation, point 4 at the aniier start is at 15 hours and 35
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia, this thing is registered
downlink, its all setup. At 20CC, we're ready to send down that
stuff from VTR if you and the MOCR want to coordinate.

CAPCOM Okay. Stand by Bob on that. I think that 'A*, is
not ready yet with his plan select, so we have to wait a whil**
there. Did you also copy that the araier start for experiment 201
is at 15 hours and 35 minutes, (garble) over.

SPACECRAFT Roger, as shown in the P-CAP right?

CAPCOM Yes, it's just about 10 minutes earlier that you
can really start downlinking the amier.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, start that over again. Do you Intend us
to downlink the amier before, 10 minutes before 1535 or at 1535.

CAPCOM At 1535.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Olf. 101 PI asked
you to go ahead with plan selection, we have not very much time
for real time downlink left. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready for the selection, just a second.

P*0 That exchange between alternate payload specialists
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Three things, you want us to use the D (garble) if
we can find it? The second thing is you want us to use bravo
(garble) which I think is what we always use. And the third
thing is you (garble) us, we could start our setup a little
earlier if we wanted to although the picture (garble) is not vei;y

CAPCOM That* 8 all affirmative. Bob. And in addition, we
have a little change in the P-CAP, and that the VPT...

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I understand is you want DAP done In real time
so you guys can look at it at the ground too. It's not just
between the Spacelab and the Columbia

•

CAPCOM That^s affirm, and we're configured down here. And
another reminder , no response necessary ^ but when you get a
chance, we'd sure like to know what you did to make SEPAC work*

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl*

CAPCOM Go ahead, Olf*

SPACECRAFT Okay* We are set up to do the (garble) for 101.
Television system is configured and I'd like to get the go ahead
ft<m your side. I'm not sure whether we need real time
television or whatever the idea is^. otherwise , I'm waiting*

CAPCCM Okay, Ulf. Just standby because we - - I know that
we use the downlink TV for something else right now. Just
standby*

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia. Just want to let you know we
got an A on no match down here on tae experiment computer just a
minute ago on spec 212 Spacelab link management.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. John, vre copy the last part of
that. You want to go over it again?

SPACECRAFT We got a down error on the AR no match on spec 212
on experiment computer, GPC Spacelab link error*

CAPCCM Roger, John. We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I guess what they want you to do is
play back that video we just got to the ground so they can look
at it.

SPACECRAFT Be back in a little while* I*a busy right now.

SPACECRAFT All right.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. John, reference your last*
That message appears to have been caused by POCC command and
doesn't appear to be a problem, but we're taking a good look at

;it.:/:;:;:;:;:':^::^^

:SfA<^RAFT^^^^:v : o

CAPOM Okay, and Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf* We are
in the process of configuring for TVIO and we are there, and you
can go ahead with your seed planting and zoom in on it. Over.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, and I'm ready for the (garble).

CAPCOM And your picture really looks very good, Olf.

SPACECRAFT Say again, Wubbo.

CAPCC»4 I said your picture looks really r;oo6 from here.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, and we're
currently receiving live downlink from the Spacelab, and as the
live downlink, televi- .. downlink comes 'rom Spacelab, the
coinvestigator of expe-u . uent 101, the Helianthus Annuus nutation
experinent, coinvestigator. Dr. D. K. Chapman of the University
of Pennsylvania seated with pen in hand and taking notes,
discussing with a colleague the information coining down.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS. I'm done with the seed planting.

CAPCOM Very good, Ulf. We see you here.

For this experiment, 8 seeds are planted on each of
days flight days 0, flight days 1 and 3.

CAPCOM (Garble) for Bob, when you hear from the flight
deck that the cable is routed from the VTR to the camera input
such that we can downlink the SEPAC data, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let you know.

PAO Those eight seeds that are planted on days 01 and 3
are then placed on rotors a day later. Those rotors simulate a
1-9 force field until the plants reach the data recording age, at
which time they are then placed in dark boxes and they are growth
documented over a 24-hr period with infrared TV recordings,

CAPCOM Olf, we're looking at a plant selection here,
number 12. Nice downlink. Not a very large plant, though.
Over.

• •

SPACECRAFT Okay, I will go through all of them later. Just a
second. On taking the modulus out of the dark box right now.

CAPCOM Roger. And, Spacelab for Bob, if you would be
ready to copy, I have some messages - -

END Of TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) to somebody down there Its a, I don't
think we're firing the guns, so l don't know if we'd expect
anything. ^

CAPC^ And Spacelab, Marshall, Bob, you made our day down
here if you can copy, we're hearing nothing but superlatives from

CAPCON
here li

the SBPAC team.

SPACECRA? Nothing but superlatives, huh.

CAPCOH That's correct, beautiful video.

SPACECRAFT That means we were lucky.

CAPCOM No, just good.

SPACECRAFT Gosh, golly. How was the systems checkout. I
think nothing got fired.

CAPCOM That's affirmative...

SPACECRAFT But you know Chuck, the people downstairs like it
anyway. ;

CAPCOM Yes, they sure did, and we saw the thrusters going
to as you probably did also.

SPACECRAFT It's affirmative.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, air to ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Houston, you called Columbia?

CAPCOM Roger, we have a note for John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, they're calling you from Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, on air to ground 1, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, John, we've gotten about 2 degrees off in
yaw and we have ari attitude adjustment for you when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, its holding the attitude, you just don't,
you want to change it, huh?

CAPCOM Yes, I think we've gotten 2 degrees off in the
past and when you're ready I'll go ahead and read off the
coordinates to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you just want to redo items 7 over?
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. .'^tH' plus 20, we'd like you to go DAP Alauto vern and initiate maneuver to the following. Roll plus
335.78, pitch plus 66, yaw plus 22, at 14 plus 19, we would likeyou to select DAP bravo 9 and finally at 14 plus 30, we wouldlike you to initiate the rotate option, over. And John, delay
that laut, it was the DAP bravo 9 should be at 14 plus 29, over.

SPACECRAFT Here's the APO downlink T2 message Houston, I
don't know what it means, DLNT2. Let me read this back t- you,
at 1430 select Al auto and go to roll plus 33578 pitch of 66 andyaw of 22 and then at 1429 select bravo and at 1430 initiate
rotation again.

CAPCCm Roger, John, and we copy, we copy that but the
first time was 14 plus 20.

SPACECRAFT 1420.

CAPCOM Roger, good readback. And Columbia, Houston, onemore flight note for you John.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, on panel A12, we'd like you to take the APU
tank fuel line water to Alpha to off and to bravo to on.

SPACECRAFT The alpha's off, 2 bravo' s on. (garble) APU tank
{garble) water system.

CAPCOM Roger, John we copy and we'll turn it around back
to Marshall Ops, thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, for Bob, wanted to let you
know that we're configured down here for your SEPAC review at

,
f*®^"^^**^ that's a real time, you may have to do some

cecabling for that.

SPACECRAFT Understand you want that done in real time, so youguys can look at the ground too, its not just between Spacelab
and the Columbia? .

CAPCOM That's affirm and we're...

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM ...we're configured down here.

BHO QP TAPE
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^ Change of shift press conference that would
^^^^ morning, central time unless some

?rh«iS !^?k"^ ^^'^ ""^"^ it become necessary
iLt?^*'

another press conference but since all systems are
i?Sif?fo2?'^ ^5^" ^'^biter problems of anysignificance. We don't see the need to hold that oress
adSf^ir^^^ planning to cancel thaJ: We wiU keep youadvised, we reserve the right to reinstate that if it shouldbecome necessary. This is Mission Control!

.K^^. o
i® Marshall Spacelab Operations and we're less

^n^ wS^"*"
2 minutes away from regaining Signal witS the Spacefab

infiSfr*.***!*^**
'1^''''' communications with them, we

?i??^f
learning some status on journal bearing three, thatwas that last portion of experiment 11 in which the payload crew

?!L'^??°'^^"f,^°?® difficulty in removing journal bearing three
Ar^ ^" ^5® storage drawer, it had been tighteneddown in the storage drawer with a couple of large bolts and theywere looking for means for unscrewing those bolts so they couldget on with performing the last part of the experiment. He willalso be anticipating some live downlink of both CPAK and

tS®«™?J "^i?^
the helianthus annuus experiment. That's

^SL?i 2^?^*"^ sunflower seeds in zero gravity. Some minutes ago,Robert Parker was scheduled to have stopped the CPAK ba^terycharge. We anticipate getting some status on that as well.

V.

And Spacelab, Marshall for Bob. It's looking good,they're checking for validity right now. Thank you, sir.
^ ^ '

SPACECRAFT Okay John, would you send payload three to thevideo recorder please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

Now receiving some live CPAK downlink.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO And the CPAK investigation team is following this
downlink very closely, monitoring, analysing. Receiving stiiithj live downlink from CPAK. We're looking now at a scarfeel.CPAK, of course located on the pallet.

v.a*i.eej..

SPACECRAFT The thing here is the system's checkout, you lookout there, you won't see any firings apparently. Except the
system's^ checkout, (garble) if you want to right now. We'repretty close to being done. You've got about a minute and anaxc •

Si? , ,
CPAK comm is now j^st scanning the heavens.This is only a checkout of the equipment. Partical acceleration

at this point will not be done.
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SPACECRAFT Couian't be, I think what's on orbiter three is
payload three should be Fisher, the MTV which is a (garble) 's on
TV which sort of looks up the (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Orbiter one. (garble) on VTRl and orbiter two.
But the particular one we're talking about, the CPAK one is going
to orbiter three aiiJ direct bad link so that, if you punched
payload three in then that's what you need to be putting on the
recordeL- and looking at in the monitor.

SPACECRAFT I know it means something to someone down there but
I don't think we're firing the gun so I don't know that we'd
suspect anything.

END OF TAPE
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PAO DEP, or lUDEP, that is the interface unit dedicatedexperiment processor. That was asked to have been turned off of
the CPAC experiment. The 10 is the interface unit between the
dedicated experiment processor and the main experiment computeraboard Spacelab. Expecting to regain communications in about 35
minutes with the Spacelab. At 1 day, 13 hours, 21 minutes
mission elapsed time this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCC»1 Spacelab, Marshall, lOS through Hawaii for about 5
minutes. Okay.

SPACECRAFT POCC read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. We may have a dropout here, but in the
meantime we'll try and get it up to you. When we come over the
hill ready for, in the middle of the CPAC run at 13:55, we're
going to have the PI on the loop ^yho will be ready to instruct
you in some lUDEP recycling. And also just a reminder, you'll
need to ask John to start the Orbiter VTR at the appropriate time
to record the CPAC MTV.

SPACECRAFT Understand I just interchanged the OPT tape on VTRl
and it all went well, everything looks fine and when I cycle the
tapes up forward and then rewound them, it stops at the beginning
of tape and then about 10 seconds later it gives me a MAL light.

CAPCOM Copy, standby. And we got that on the ground.
That's affirm. CPAC, lAGl.

SPACECRAFT (garble) this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Be advised that I set up TV-10, that is complete,
that it on defect.

CAPCOM Rcger. Thank you sir. And Spacelab, Marshall. No
response needed, but tram our point of view down here, it sure
looks like things are going great.

SPACECRAFT Alot better today then yesterday.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT I've arranged that with you, will you give us an
update on yesterday's problems. I'm particularly interested in
(garble) , what this day is?

CAPCOM Okay, we'll see if we can collect that for you Ulf,
and the appropriate time, give you a no.

SPACECRAFT Okay
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CAPCCM4 Spacelah, Marshall for Bob. When you have a
opportunity can you give us a time when you did the off on the
battery charge?

SPACECRAFT Give or take a minute or two before this prw^sent
time.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAi?*T And POCC, I just run the timeline SO2A00. And I
got a 02A cancel message and a DEP 17 and DEP 12 message.

CAPCOM Roger. We're working it Bob.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 1 day, 13 hours, 54
minutes mission elapsed. Columbia is inbetween the range of the
tracking data relay satellite and the Hawaii station. We'll be
picking up in about 3 minutes over, through the TORS on orbit
number 26. During the last pass we also had some UHF
communication with Commander John Young and with the Control
Center here. Both of the remote acquisition units, part of the
fTacelab systems that have been giving some earlier faulty
indications appear to be in good' shape now. And all other
Orbiter systems are looking good. We are still planning to
cancel the change of shift press conference that would have been
held at 2:30 this morning.. Central time unless some event causes
us to change our mind and should it b^'comei necessary to hold
another press conference, but since all systems are looking good
and there are no Orbiter problems of any significance we don't...

BHD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

This is Marshall Spacelab operations, at 1 day 13
hours, 15 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We have lost momentarily
the signal with the Spacelab. We expect to be regaining it in
about another 40 minutes. During this last acquisition of
signal, the Payload Specialist Ulf Merbold continued his work
with the experiment 11, the tribology experiment. He completed
several ??teps of it, he had completed lA and IB, had finished the
journal uearing 2 portion and was reporting some, some slight
difficulity in initiating journal bearing 3. That experiment,
experiment 11, the experiment of Dr. Ray Goss, and
coinvestigator , Dr. Ann Whittaker both of NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. Both Dr. Goss and Dr.
Whittaker have been monitoring the experiment throughout, both of
them are located here in the Payload Operations Control Center
user rooms and Dr. Whittaker is seated to the left of Dr. Goss.
Also durihg this pass, it was reported that there had been a RAU
11 skip, RAU for Remote Acquisition Unit, that is an interface
between the experiment and the onboard computer, the experiment
computer. The crew was advised just to reop, reoperate the RAU
and to proceed on with the experiment which they did. And as we
said they had gotten as far as journal bearing 3, just as we were
losing the signal. We anticipate we will further information
about that upon reacquisition of communications with Spacelab.
The crew is also reminded about experiment 332, 333. Earlier, it
had, earlier it had been initiated by Bob Parker to begin the
diffusion. This particular experiment is a it,elf contained
thermostat oven and it contains two sets of crystal growth
containers and its controlled by a microcomputer and the
underlining principal of this, of this method is to allow the two
BOlible compounds to, that are going to be diffusing in a central
chamber to preclpate in the form of single crystals. Bob Parker
was advised by Chuck Lewis as a reminder to stop the valves on
that particular experiment. The crew was also reminded that
video tape recorder number 1 would need a new tape, there had
been some discussion about whether or not that would need to be
replaced and it was finally decided that would have to be. Among
the last bits of conversation between the Payload Operations
Control Center and the Spacelab crew was, was a exchange about
the, what was refered to as the lU depth, or lUDP, that is the
interface unit dedicated experiment processor. That was asked to
have been turned off of the C-pack experiment.

END OP TAPE
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PAO - - between the POCC and Ulf Merbold In ragard to
RAO 11, RAU 11 la that interface between the experiment computer
and experiment 11 which is being conducted now.

SPACECRAFT John, can you (garble) at another time.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl. I'm ready for t'..^

journal bearing 2.

CAPCOM We copy,

SPACECRAFT We have 3 green and low-g monitor lights on.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. We copy that. Journal bear 2, and our
data looks good on the ground.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, you can recmable (garble)

,

CAPCCM Spacelab, Marshall for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go' ahead.

CAP<^ Bob, when you get n minute, we'd like you to do
another SEPAC lU DAP for about another 5 min or so.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll be standing right here. It's going on
on ay mark. Are you ready?

CAPCOM'- v'vr;;

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mark.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you, and one more question while we're
waiting. Can you confirm that the 101 VTR reading you gave us
was at that time, or was it one that you got earlier?

SPACECRAFT It was at that time.

CAPOCM Roger. Thank you.

CAPCOM Okay, and just (garble)

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

CAPCOM Just a reminder for 332 333 "at this time for the
PICnPAB.

SPACECRAFT I got a little late start on that because I was
late on the SAL because of the F04 that the other guys were
doing. I will do that at 13:20.
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CAPCC»4 Standby.

SPACECRAFT I haven't done a VITR No. 1 yet because I would

interfere with Ulf working 11, but I'll get on that after he gets

done, but that raises a question in my mind whether at 13:20, you

still want me to remove the tape.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll check that and get back with you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

PI^O That reminder just a moment ago froii Chuck Lewis on

experiment 332 and 333. The crystal growth from jolution under

microgravity conditions experiment. That's an ESV experiment.

Just being reminded to stop the valves on that anJ shut it down.

CAPCOH (Garble) about a minute from LOS. We'll see you

again through Hawaii at 13 plus 45. We'll try and get an answer

on AV tape before we go over the hill.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And, you can turn the lU DAP off, and thank you.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCQf And Bob, we concur, you n<ied a new tape this time

for VTR 1, AVI.

SPACECRAFT Okay, SO I'll load a new tape and while I'm loading

it, I'll check for garbage.

CAPCOM Roger. That's great.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, before you go over the hill, the last

journal bearing had also no oil spills and the oil looked pretry

good.

CAPCOM Thank you. We copy, 01f.

CKBCm Okay, and Spacelab in the blind for Bob, PICPAB

concurred at the 3:»2, stop the valves should take place at 13 hr

and 20 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand you want me to do that op 3 13

20 (garble)

.

CAPOM Yes, affirmative.

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab, Marshall OPS. We are 2 min from

LOS. :::v^-^ ^ ;
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SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl. I have a little problem
to uncage the journal bearing 3.

CAPCCM Okay. Copy, Ulf. What kind of problems?

SPACECRAFT The journal bearing there on both sides screws with
a large diameter and they are torqued so hard that I'm not able
to untorque them with the (garble). I have to find a tool.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy.

CAPCOM This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 day, 13
hr, 15 min Mission Elapsed - -

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM 3021.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Spacelab, we got another RAU skipped
to (garble) message. And It came up just as Ulf started
experiment 11 and my recollection is that the case justing had
some sort of problem there too.

CAPCOM Roger. And did you copy the EMSTL to be deleted

3021? Spacelab, Houston. Bob, reference you RAU skip 11
message, just go ahead and re-op it this time.

SPACECRAFT RAU skip 11?

CAPCOM Roger. And you're correct, we did see that at the

KSC tests.

SPACECRAFT And one is well, right? Marshall Ops, from PSl.

CAPCOM Yes go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT For the PR, there are more oil leaks on journal
bearing 1.

CAPCOM Say again Ulf, I could not copy.

SPACECRAFT Journal bearing one does not show any oil spills or
^ leaks.;

'

CAPCOM That's good Ulf, and be reminded if you speak with

the lower voice the copy la much better.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And Ulf, the PI here has studied data on the

r;round. We don't know yet what happens, but for the time being

just continue.

SPACECRAFT Okay, tank bravo loaded 10%, is not complete by, in

30 minutes, stop and advise. Do I hear anybody talking on the

other loop?

PAO Receiving downlink now of the awareness of

physician. The tape recorded, VTR top.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall for Bob. Looks like anytime

you get a RAU skip during the experiment 11 activity you can go
ahead and reop the RAU.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Thank you sir.
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SPACECRAFT And POCC from Spacelab, the counter on 101 tape
recorder is 417.

CAPCOM Roger. 417 and we won't watching the SPL line,
Bot», but did you do the reop after the last RAU skip?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I just did that one, just now.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you and confirm 417, thanks.

P*0 That last exchange between...

CAfCOM And Spacelab for Olf . We just got some good data
fr«« experiaeitt 11 now. :

-'

SPRO^RAFT'
:
;^Okay, fine.

P*0 Just before that voice of by Wubbo Ockels', there
wm an exc$h«n^ between the POCC and Ulf Merbold in regard to RAO
11. RAU 11 is that interface between the experiment coMputer and
experlnent 11 which is being conducted now.

wm mBn ;
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CAPCCm 4 done on spec 213 to op ral 11.

SPACECRAFT To 4 on 213 op ral 11.

CAPCOM Roger, Columbia.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you've got it and its data lOA.

CAPCOM Roger, John we copy, looks good down here ai.- air-
to-ground 1 back to Marshall ops, thank you.

SPACECRAFT (garble).

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf, commercial ops.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the procedure for experiment 11 wants me to
find a (garble) bearing one bravo decal, which I don't find in
the box h^re. So my suggestion is to run the one bravo (garble)
without the decal, it will be on the same row of film as the
(garble) bearing one alpha.

?P*^Sif . ^ Roger, understand and wait for a confirmation from
the PI and be informed If you speak alittle softer it will
probably not be as much distorted. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll do that, how's that?

CAPCOM That's better, thank you Ulf. That's okay to go
•bead and put 1 alpha on the same film as one bravo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and for the information on the TI, we are
right at step 6 on page 11, (garble) dash 4.

CAPCOM Roger, and Spacelab for Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble).

CAPCOM Bob, we're tr. ing to understand what the XTLM work
is that you're planning to c.o and we're not quite sure, could you
t*ll us a little bit about It?

SPACECRAFT I thought you gave me 3 subordinate timelines, the
C>pack that you wanted items removed from.

CAPCOM (toly on the procedure Bob. Oh, I see what you're
sayi.^g, okay. Understand, standby.

jPAO . Tliis is Marshall Spacelab Operations, we're
•iq^cting a... :

• . ^

CAFCON ...understand what you're doing and you're go.
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PAO

PAO

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

PAO
position.

SPACECRAFT

CAPC'M

We're expecting a video dump.

Columbia this is (garble)

.

At 12:55.

(garble) another time.

Okay, we're going In (garble).

At 1/' hours 55 minutes MET, of the awareness of

Marshall Ops, this is Spacolab.

Go ahead Ulf

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are set for journal bearing one D, that is
the sane journal bearing with the (garble) clock installed.

We copy.

A 4, 3 (garble) low g monitor lights on, so we are

Looks really good, ulf.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
all set.

CAPCOM

01 'i Merbold preceeding through experiment 11 now,
tribology. An experiment which deals with both fluid wetting and
spreading and wii:h experiments with journal beamings, this
happens to be an experiment with the latter divided into several
subsets and the work with the journal beaming, lA has been
completed and Olf Merbold is now working at the IB portion of
that experiment.

(garble) Spacelab, is that the first item to be
removed 302 delta^ or 3024?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Stand by we're looking at it.

Okay.

CAPCOM 3021, 3021, that's a problem in the copy we had
here. Bob, looking at it more carefully, its 3021.

SPACECRAFT

CATCON

• • • 21

«

3021.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Spacelab,* we have a loud skip to 11
iaessage and it came up just as Ulf started experiment 11 and my
recollection is the Cape got the.... END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT He's listening.

CAPCOM Okay, prepare you're coining on.

u. J^f Byron, just tell Ulf I've Gary on the phone andgive him his best regards and that's all the message for the
moment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Ulf says thar'.s alot.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you. Okay and Byron, we need column
3, all after x-ray please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, which x-ray?

CAPCOM First x-ray, victor gulf x-ray.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's victor gulf x-ray, romeo, kilo, lema, x-
ray, lema, juliet, Charlie, mike, charlie, over.

CAPCOM Tango, Quebec, bravo, tango, gulf, bravo, victor,
gulf, x-ray, romeo, kilo, lema, x-ray, lema, juliet, charlie,
nike, Charlie, over.

SPACECRAFT That's 100%.

CAPCOM Okay, ready for the next column.

SPACECRAFT Okay column four and last, lema, x-ray, mike, lema,
tango, cierra, x-ray, foxtrot, hotel, Quebec, charlie, hotel,
tango, bravo, alpha, gulf, romeo, cierra.

CAPCOM ^Lema, x-ray, mike, lema, tango, cierra, x-ray,foxtrot, hotel, Quebec, charlie, hotel, hotel, tango, bravo,
alpha, gulf, romeo, cierra, over.

SPACECRAFT That's a good copy. I'm turning the comn over to
Ulf here.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you very much Byron, good show.

SPACECRAFT Columbia, this is is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Olf, this is Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT I'm calling John Young in the cockpit. He are
^M^tsl.' first material science experiment, could you
inhibit the thruaters for a few minutes. The thrusters going
inhibit now. Marshall qps, we have j^et up for the journal
bearing experiment and everything is set.

^

CM(X»i Roger,/' we .copy.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, request everybody to not to bump around now.

CAPCC»I Roger. Air-to-ground 1, break, break. Air-to-
ground 1, break, break. Columbia, Houston, we see you in free
drift.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we see you in A9.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, we have the third journal bearing
complete, that is journal bearing lA with no unbalanced rock
inside and we have the low G monitor lights on all the time. So
that was a very successful run.

CAPCOK Very good, you're getting a "that a boy" for that.

SPACECRAI^ Okay, {garble) thrusters if you need them.

CAPCOM Say again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got it. (garble), that was John Young for

John Young to enable the thrusters.

CAPCON Roger.

SPACECRAFT (garble) PLCZ.

CAPCON Qo ahead. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Y«8, I'm ready to do my (garble) work for you if

you're interested, (garble) at the nKment.

CAPCON Stand by. Columbia, Houston air-to-ground 1.

ColuaUsia, Houston air-to-ground 1. Columbia, Houston, I've got a

message for air-to-ground 1, John.

SPACECRAFT John, Houston is calling Columbia. Okay, go ahead,

CAPC(M Roger John, we got a rau 11 skip message and we'd

like to have a item 4 done on spec 213 to op rau 11.

SPACECRAFT 4 on 213, Op rau 11.

CAPCON Roger, Columbia.

El© 'or

;

'tape
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SPACECRAFT Mike, gulf, after, echo, 0', bravo, charlie, lima,
delta, tango, x-ray, (garble). End of columns here. Over.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. I need all between gulf and echo.
There's one letter between gulf and echo, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Between gulf and echo is oscar.

CAPCOM Okay. Let me read it back to you. Lima, Romeo,
India, Quebec, echo, kilo, mike, gulf, oscar, echo, kilo, oravo,
Charlie, Lima, delta, tango, x-ray, (garble).

SPACECRAFT 100 percent. Very good. Are you ready for column
37 ^

;

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Tango, Quebec, bravo, tango, qulf , bravo,
victor, gulf, x-ray.

CAPCCXf Roger. I got those, Byron.

PAO That series of numbers given by Byron Lichtenberg
just now to CIC, Chuck Lewis, was the series of notations which
Byron Lichtenberg made as he did experiment 25, the Mass
Discrimination experiment. Those letters reflected the heavier
of the two balls and pairs of balls that he was to hold in his
bands and try to discriminate which of these steel balls, which
are of equal size but variable mass, which of those felt to be
the heavier mass in 0-gravity.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Operations. Spacelab. How do yoi. r-tad.
Over.

CAPCOM Loud and clear now, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Are you ready for column 4.

CAPCOM He lost comm and all I got was up through x-ray.
We'll have to get everything following x-ray, please on column 3.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacelab. How do you read. Over.

CAPCOM Loud and clear, Byron, and before we go on, the
MOCB has a quick message for John, then we'll be back with you.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go aheadf Bill.
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CAPCOM Roger, John. You may not have copied our previous
note to you some time ago, but it dealt with the upllnked change
to your CAP on message number 8, line 21. The message was to
change the words free drift in line 21 to A9, alpha niner.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yes, I got that.

CAPCCW Okay. I just didn't - - you were going LOS as you
acknowledged it, and I wanted to confirm that you got it. All
we're doing is keeping the iotation axis from drifting off the
desired - - during the 5 rain period.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT A9 is the attitude, 20 deadband rate is 5, and dead
(garble) rate is .067. Right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And, just to let you know (garble).

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, and as soon as they tell me to go to free
drift, if they ever do, that's what I'll do.

CAPCOM Roger, and we'll turn air-to-ground X bark to
Marshall OPS.

SPACECRAFT You keep interrupting (garble) here, and it's just
not - - you know, that's all right because everybody's at work
and we happened to be on contour conducted with nobody
participating.

CAPCOM Roger, John.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) these things get unplanned like that.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacelab. Are you ready for column 4?

CAPOM Spacelab, Marshall. Byron, we've got a note from
Wubbo, if Ulf is listening, can you relay?

SPACECRAFT This for Olf or Owen?

cmxH rot jsit,
\

:

SPACECRAFT Yes. He's listening.
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CAPCOM Okay* Prepare you coming on.

CAPCOM Yes, Byron. (Garble) on the phone, and give him
his best regards and that*s all the message for the moment.

SPACECRAFT Ulf saya thanks a lot.

BHD OP TAPE
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...in the IFM procedure victor 3. And as you're
doing that check carefully to see if there's any foreign mattermight be xn the tape path. We can't find any other reason for
the bite problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I say you want as to play new tape for them,
not the old tape, right.

CAPCOM Yes, put the old tare back in, we think the old
tape is okay, we're a little concern there may be some foreign
matter in the tape path.

SPACECRAFT What did you want me to check especially when I
looked in there?

CAPCOM For garbage in the tape path, any strange matter
that might be hanging it up.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Hello, Marshall Ops, (garble) how do you
copy?

CAPCOM Loud and somewhat difficult to copy Byron, good
morning.

SPACECRAFT (garble).

CAPCOM That's rog.

SPACECRAFT Got (garble) for you if anybody wants to copy a
hundred numbers.

CAPCOM Stand by.

This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, and for a few
brief minutes, the crew interface coordinator Chuck Lewis was
voicing up to Mission Specialist Bob Parker, some updates to the
C-pack subordinates timelines. A series of exception monitoring
numbers to elimate to perform some subordinate timeline
maintanence. For the C-pack which is the NASA experiment number
2, the space experiments with vaftical excellerators.

CAPCOM Byron, Marshall Ops. Spacelab Marshall for Byron.

SPACECRAFT I ' 11 call you Chuck

,

CAPCOM Okay, we're not copying you. Bob what we're going
to ask him is, we think we've got time to get those down if he
can -do it on the headset rather than on the innercom box because
we can get those numbers a lot faster that way.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) video. \
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CAPCOM Byron, we think we've got time to get the numbers
down right now if you can get on a headset, its going to be very
difficult and will require a lot of repeats if your doing it on
the innercom box.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by.

CAPCOM Roger. Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf. while we're
waiting Ulf, could you give us a brief status on 11 please.

PAO 11 is NASA experiment 11, (garble) experiments in
zero gravity.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall, this is Bryon, how do you recheck?

CAPCCM Loud and clear Byron, ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good and I've Olf (garble) so he won't
be able to talk for a little bit. Okay, this is card number 3,
starting on the first row, Mike, echo, roraeo, juliet, Charlie,
victor, mike, xray, mike, November, xray, rema", xray, mike,
Charlie, mike, wlskey, xray, end of the first column, how copy?

CAPCOM Hundred percent, Byron, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, column number 2, rema, India...

CAPCOM Break, break. Say again before India.

SPACECRAFT Roger, before India was romeo.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Starting from the top of column 2, again, I
repeat rema, romeo, India, Quebec...

CAPCOM.:; : . Roger. ^
;

>

SPACECRAFT Are you'll with me through Quebec?

CAPCQN Negiative, the last I have is India, all after India
please.-

• ^

SPACECRAFT Okay, all after India, next Quebec, echo, kilo,
mike, golf, atra, echo, kilo, bravo, cUarlie, rema....

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT •.. and you know it has no other effect on SM.

CAPCC»4 Roger John, that's affirmative and we're told the
GMEM is not onboard. You can go ahead and reenable the state
vectors,

SPACECRAFT That's already done. You think we would have found
out in simulation, would you?

CAPCOM Roger John,

PAO This is Mission Control at communication between
Mission Control and the Orbiter on air-to-ground 1 involving,

CAPCOM John, I also have a question for Bob on air-to-
ground 1 if he's got a minute*

PAO That involves an update to the systems monitoring
computer onboard the Orbiter to enable it to properly assign the
right mission elapsed time«

SPACECRAFT Bob's working in Spacelab, he's probably not
listening to air-to-ground 1 right this second. He'll be up in a
second » He'll be online in a second

«

PAO That update has been completed and successfully
done and that system is operating properly. This is Mission
Control*

SPACECRAFT Bob, Go ahead Houston,

CAPCOM Roger Bob, I assume that experiment 20 has been
retracted and if you have a minute, %fe'd like to get the read
outs of the heater LED*s that we asked you about earlier, over,

SPACECRAFT Okay, all the LBO's were illuminated except for the
outer hatch forward,

CAPCOM Roger, we copy all illuminated except outer hatch
forward

«

SPACECRAFT And that was at 12:12 MET.

CAPCOM Roger Bob, we copy and we're going to go ahead and
turn air«*to-ground back over to Marshall Ops at this time.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM And Bob, Marshall Ops, if you're ready or when
you're ready on your call, we'll uplink some changes to the CPAK
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SPACECRAFT Okay, uplink for me to write or uplink to the
teleprinter for me copy right on.

CAPCOM For you to write right now in real time.

SPACECRAFT How long are they?

CAPCOM Very short.

SPACECRAFT Stand by, the (garble). Okay, go ahead.

CAPCCM Okay, it's the timeline's page on 02 echo, oscar -
10.

SPACECRAFT (garble) on the timeline?

CAPCOM There are several timelines involved Bob, there are
exception monitoring enable timelines. We are going to delete
some of tltese.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM And the reason is that the data is not working
properly and the first one is on sierra oscar two, echo 01. The
810 number (garble) is 302 delta and 3045.

SPACECRAFT What is that on, that's 02 echo 01, you want 302
4elta and 3045 deleted.

CAPCOM That's affirm. The next one is the following
line. Sierra 002 echo 02, delete 3046 only.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM Three lines down, sierra 02 echo 05, delete 3048.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM That's all. And be advised Bob, we're about to
load (garble) to check the software patch results.

SPACECRAFT Okay, when does that mean you want me to do that,
before that happens or say anytime in the next hour or so?

CAPCOM Before the next CPAK run.

SPACECRAFT CPAK, can you see when that is?

CAPCOM Looks to me like 13 plus 45. And also Bob, we've
still got a bite problem on AVI and when you have a chance as
soon as pospible, we'd like you to reload that tape using the IFN
procedure victor 3 and as you're doing that, check carefully to
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see If there are any foreign matter might be in the tape path.
We can't find any other reason for the bite problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ...

END OF TAPE
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PAO (Garble) a update of several of the science
experiments for the last several hours was Dr. Carl Kinnotti the
ESA mission scientist.

PAO This is Mission Control^ Houston, at 1 day, 12 hr,
14 min Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia is about to pass within
the range of the Tracking Data Relay Satellite, the eastern,
rather the western range of that satellite's coverage,
approaching the western U.S., although the ground track the
spacecraft will take it down over the Pacific, eastern edije of
the Pacific and will not cross land again until the very tip of
South America. We will be picking up communications through TORS
probably in about 2 min. Orbiter systems functioning well and
the minor problems that had occurred, troubleshooting procedures
seem to have taken care of most of those. It appears that we may
not have need to have a change of shift press conference with
offgoing Plight Director, ChucK Lewis, at about 2:30 am Central
Time. We will be waiting for a while to see if anything develops
worth talking about and if not, we would propose to cancel that
briefing a little bit later, but we'll hold that option open for
a while yet. 1 day, 12 hr, 15 min Mission Elapsed Time. This is
Mission Control.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

PAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Spacelab, Marshall. AOS for about 55 min.

(Garble) this is Spacelab. Loud and clear.

Good raoru-ng, Ulf. Good to hear your voice.

Good morning, Chuck.

And, we've got an additional activity for Bob, or
you if whoever has the CPAC procedure. Probably should be Bob,
and we expect to see you strutting 11 before too long.

SPACECRAFT Okay. He is working at the airlock right now, and
I'm starting (garble).

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay. That's great.

Columbia, Houston. Air-to-ground 1.

Coluiobia, Houston, air-to-ground 1. How copy?

Loud and clear on air-to-ground I there. Bill.

Roger, John. Got a short note for you on a 6MEM
tbit we would like to uplink. Let roe just give you a little
background on it real quickly. The SMGPC has been adding 1 day
to the GMT so that our state vector gets matched with the wrong
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GMT, and we've put together a GMEM which will prevent the SMGPC

from doing this, but prior to uplinking that GMEM, I have some

•teps, actually, just one step I'd like to read to you.

SWyCECRAFT Go ahead and read it, Bill.

CAPCOM Roger, John. What this is going to do is disable

the state vector transfer to the Spacelab. We'll do that prior

to the GMEM uplink and then we'll undo what we've done. On SM

Spec 212, you're going to disable these state vectors by

verifying that no asterisks a >pear by it««s 11, 12, 13, and 14.

tf you have asterisks there, these are toggle functions, just go

mead and entet taatit«i to te«ove^ the asterisks.^ Let^

wh#n that *s accoiaplished and we will uplinU the GMEM patch.

That'll be on an MCC call and followiag that, we would like^you

to reenabl» tiie st ite vector trensfer«. Ja«t go ahead and do

items 11 the«i»gh 14 and the® ver Ify that the aster iska indeed

afipearad next co each of those uurabers. Over.

SPACECfeAPT Oteay. Tl»e state vectors are all disabled, 11, 12,

13, and ;14.
;

CAPCOM Roger, John We'll go foi th- GMEM now.

SPACIGRAPT If you want, you can uplink it in any raode or

anything, right?

CAPa>M Roger. It's in work right now, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And, you kno*f it has no other effect on

SM»8?

<:mQm, Roger, J«*n. That's afflt^^ t®i<3

tiie GMEM is now onboard. You can go ahead and reenable the state

vectors. / : \

m OF TA^
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PAO ...Carl Kannot who is the ESA Mission Scientist.

KANNOT The mild electrical shock which is injected into
their leg. This activation was almost completed as scheduled,
only towards the end of it some miner difficulties developed.
After that we had three more investigations for experiment 102,
the NASA Vestibular experiment, the first one being again the,
was carried out successfully. The next one was the rotating dome
experime -t, which also was done very nicely. And finally before
the crew was sent to bed the position awareness experiment for
102 was carried out. So this took on practically the full 12
hours to do these various investigations into the Life Science
disciplines and the crew did them extremely well and they were
very well supported from the POCC down here in Houston. But
apart from the crew activities we went through a large number of
experiments which were not attended by the crew, which were
basically on to commands from the ground. But we start off with
mentioning the investigations in the area of Atmospheric Physics,
here we had basically 3 investigations, or 4 investigations
running. The first one was the NASA Instrument ISO, which is
looking at, a large spectrometer which is looking at airglow
spector, and this one was operating quite successfully, took
quite a number of data, in spite of it being supported by the
RAU, famous RAU-21, which is suppose to have some difficulties,
but the performance of the RAU was good enough to support this
experiment fully. Then there was another major atmospheric
experiment runned for the first time today and that's the Growth
Spectrometer, which is looking at atmospheric composition, that's
looking through the atmosphere at the Sun and from the absorption
caused by the atmosphere, due to the different wavelengths it can
determine what type of atmospheric species are causing the
absorptions. This experiment had six scheduled runs today,
hCNNtver due to some basic difficulties onboard only two of those
mmld be accomplished. The reason for the loss of four these
iewestigationa of the growth spectr(»neter was a timing problem,
fcbs stats vector which wssprovidsd to these experiments by the
Orbitsr contained a timinf information which was off 1
oom^lmf day and the software of this experiment could not cope
with tbs wrong information. So it had to be apdated regularly,
hoiNlvsr this uqpasting was only jpossiblt^ in two out of the si jc

emm sad this is why we rseovered the data in, for two runs.
Hmmi m hmA a nuMtnir of svuseessful investigations in the area of
pliMMt fiiysics. If« gsneratsd the first electric beam on the beam
mxprntimmt from the PIC POB experiment and three of the
sjtperiments monitoring this activity. We had at the same time a
nmfbmt of long duration experiments operating, and these are in
thm area of Life Science, they htsve been started successfully,
tferf aire running and will be running for the next few days, and
this is basically a sheet summary of. the accomplishments of
today . V

PAO That was a science y^pdate live from the briefing
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area of the Payload Operating Control Center here in building
30. A briefing on the update of several of those several science
experiment for the last several hours was Or. Carl Kannot, the
BSA Mission Scientist.

END OF TAPE
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PAO •••module, it Is part of the environmental series
of tests. And an earlier question had been where is the air to
be sampled, and it is to be sampled underneath the scientific
airlock. Currently both Olf Merbold the Payload Specialist, and
Dob Parker, the Mission Specialist is scheduled to be envolved in
their daily planning for this red shift that's ahead of them or
the next approximately 12 hours. There are several verification
flight tests that are going to be carried out early in this red
shift, /^he gas sample to be taken by Ulf Merbold is one of
them. Arid then Bob Parker will complete a verification flight
test of the scientific airlock. That is scheduled for about 5
minutes from now. Currently the attitude of the orbiter is in
the cold test, again the part of the verification flight test of
this first spacelab mission, the primary purpose of this, of this
first mission in fact is to verify the laboratory and to prove
out the thousands of structural and mechanical and electronic
parts that make up the laboratory. The cold test attitude in
which the spacelab is keep out of sunlight for an extended period
of time is part of the test to see how extremes of cold affect
the spacelab, if any. If there are any affects and then the
spacelab will later be, later in the mission be subjected to a
hot test to test the other extremes of temperatures.
Approximately 34 and a half minutes remaining in this acquisition
of signal, at 1 day 11 hours 42 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 1 day 11 hours 44
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, Columbia just to the south of the
Indian contintent right now on orbit number 25, we had a very
brief UBF pass over the Indian Ocean station which doesn^t show
up on our map anymore, but we did use that for a brief
comnunication between CAPCOM Bill Fisher and Commander John
Young, Commander Young's team being up and running now«

Ccmmander Young was advised that he can reenable the L5L RCS jet
that had an earlier fail indication on it. It appears that that
was just due to a bubble in the line, and that after a test
firing of that jet, it appears to be perfectly functional and is

back on line for normal operations • Also some good news with the
troubleshooting procedures on the remote acquisition unit, the
(garble) data handling hardware in the spacelab systems that
channels data from various experiments to subsystems computers.
That (garble) after an earlier troubleshooting procedure has been
operating for about 2 hours and 15 minutes with no problems. And
the scientists and other folks here troubleshooting that system
believe that should it give any data skips later on, they can use
this procedure again of shutting it off for a couple of minutes
and bringing it back on and they believe that that system will
now be able to perform all of its functions for the flight. We
are about a half an hour away from our next contact with the
spacecraft and that should be through the tracking data relay
satellite out over the Pacific just west of the United States,
until that time we'll be out of communication and we'll have no
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contact with the crew and no data coming 'down from the orbiter.
One day 11 hours 46 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission
Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab operations and we* re

standing by now for that science update with Dr. Carl (garble)
who is the BSSA Mission Scientist.

The mild electrical shock, which is injected to
their leg. ^tiis activation was almost completed as...

END OP TAPE
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15. .

SPACECRAFT 12 plus 15, and 50?

CAPCOM And if we still got you Bc»b, at the next TDRS pass
at 12:15, will probably going to turn the loop over to the MOCR
for a quick tag up with you for about 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes, sometime I'd like to get words 0!#...the
201 (garble)

.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab operations at 1 day 11
hours 34 minutes Mission Elapsed Tine and the spacelab has
entered a period of loss of signal for about 42 minutes, a
relatively lengthly LOS for this mission. We'll be picking them
up about the 12 hour and 15 minute point. During this pass the
Payload Operations Control Center and speaking with the spacelab
crew on several occasions urged the blue shift spacelab team, of
Owen Garriott and Byron Lichtenberg to complete the P04, that is
the functional objective number 4 of experiments number 102,
which is a series of the (garble) experiments, the principal
investigator of which is Dr. Larry Young of MIT, during this
pass, several minutes before going LOS, there was a voice uplink
between Dr. Ken Money and Owen Garriott who was giving a briefing
on the P04, the special awareness functional objective. Dr.
Money is with the Defense and Civil Institute of Environmental
medicine in Canada and he is one of the coinvestlgators of the
ItASA experiment 102 which Is one of the series of life sciences
experiments onboard Spacelab. The spaclal awareness functional
objective of this series of (garble) experiments under 102 looks
at the ability of a person to determine the relative positions of
his limbs which respect to his body and his body with respect to
the Spacelab. In euch a experiment the subject is restrained
loosely for one run and then tightly for a second run to the
spacelab and 6 targets are placed around the spacelab, and after
a period of study by the subject with no motion, the subject is
then blindfolded and then after 5 minutes and then 15 minutes the
subject each time describes his body and limb positions and then
points to the six targets. The data collection for this is
covered both by the video tape recorder onboard and by the
operator's log. There is uomt mention of the gas sample, the gas
sample is a part of the verification flight test series of tests,
the gas sample to test the air within the module, it is part of
the environmental series of test& and an earlier question had
been, where is the air to be sampled and it is to be sampled
underneath the scientific airlock. .

BNO OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) are very much sintilar to those on the

ground. They were* at least in my case, (garble) KC135 when we

were free floating, i never got saturated (garble) up here,

Owen.

SPACECRAFT Very similar to on the ground except that after

rotation stopped, I had counter rotation for a longer period of

maybe several seconds, but that's at?out the only difference.

CAlrCOM Okay, Owen and Byron, we copied, and then Owen and

Byron, we have your Ken Money who needs about 2 min to ask you a

short comment on the F04. Standby.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, 102 here. Were the limbs lost on the

tight shots then on?

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry. We didn't copy. Ken. We just finished

doing the tight shots and I'm not sure, my orientation still

remained pretty much the same. (Garble) as Owen hasn't told me,

but I felt like I still knew where I was.

CAPCOM Okay, and what about your limbs. Did you know

where your limbs were?

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM What about your limbs, did you know where they

were?

SPACECRAFT Yes. Well, I thought I did. I don't know. Over.

SPACECRAFT There were no big errors in any of his estimates.

CAPCOM : V •
• Say :_again.v

SPACECRAFT There were no large errors in any of his estimates

until right towards the end, his body changed maybe 20 or 30 deg

in one direction in that roll, and he missed a couple of the

Utter locations by maybe 20 deg, but basically he was pretty

cdose.
;

CAPCOM Okay, and what about his arms and legs, or limbs,

when he was relaxed, was there anything there?

SPACECRAFT Sorry, we still don't understand. We (garble) one

thing (garble), that is that (garble) muscles here seem to make

me more (garble) to me limbs than it did on the ground.

CAPCCm Okay. Thanks. (Garble).
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CAPCOM And, Bob, we've got a couple of things for you

coming up. Just to tell you ahead of time so you might get the

right stuff out in case we have loss of comm here, we've got a

change in the CPAC procedure and we've got some PCAP updates to

make. If we can get them in before the end of this pass, great,

otherwise, we'll see you at 12 plus 15.

SPACECRAFT Understand. 12 plus 15, but go ahead, I'm ready to

I'm sitting here ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, on the PCAP, since you've probably got that

iffront of you, on our day 1, hour 20, at 10 min, we want you to

add a setup of fluid physics. That's a generic setup of

physics frbm 20:10 to 20:25. The fo^^^^hf
.g^^^^i

Sore time for execution which is still at 2 days, 2 hr, 50 min.

All this is a preparation (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. No problem.

CAPCOM Okay, same page, at 20:45, the run of 312 alpha is

to be moved earlier by 10 min. You'll find the original 312

alpha at 21:05, so delete 21:05 and add 20:45.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, and Bob, Wubbo, there's also, earlier was a

question of where to take the gas sample. All gas samples are

Supposed to be taken underneath the scientific airlock. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We took one last night in the dehatch, also,

for instructions.

CAPCOM Yes. We copy, but this one is also under the

scientific airlock.

SPACECRAFT All right. Yes. I took both.

CAPCOM And, Bob, if you're wondering about the rationale

for the 312 shift, it's to provide better comm.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM And looks like about 45 sec to LOS. We'll see you

again at 12 plus 15.

SPACECRAFT 12 plus 15, or 507

CAPCOM And, if we've still got you. Bob, at the next TDRS

pass at 12:15, we're probably - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, and there are
about 19 minutes left in this acquisition of signal with the

Spacelab and handover is nearly complete in the POCC with the

Blue Team handing over to the Red. The Red Team will be in

position for about 12 hours. Check Lewis is now the crew
interface coordinator, having replaced Bill Bock of the Blue
Team. And the Payload Operations Director, the POCC clerical of
the Blue Shift has been replaced by Tom Riccio of the Red. This
is Marshall Spacelab Operations and in about 1/2 hour f roi" now,
scheduled for 9:45 p.m. Central Standard Time, ESA, Hissiun
Scientist Carl Kennot will give a science update in the second
floor briefing room of building 30 here at the Johnson Space
Center. That's at 9:45, a science update by ESA Mission
Scientist Carl Kennot in the second floor briefing area of the
Payload Operations Control Center.

SPACECRAFT POCC, Spacelab.

CAPCOH Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I*ve gone down and panel bus, the circuit
breaker was in and I also then turned on the lU DEP.

CAPCOM Okay standby and I'll see if they still need it on
Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay. While I'm at it the AEPI (garble) locks, I

onderstand that, there was just no need to understand that at the
moment. And I checked the 101 video and there were no lights in
either location. Either on the recorder itself or up on the
upper^ panel. • - •

:

•

CAPCON Could you tell us what the counter was reading?

SPACECRAFT I didn't think I had to do that, but I'll tell you
.later or* : \r

CAPCOM Okay. And can yoa give us a quick idea of how much
longer Byron and Olf are going to be on their F03? F04, sorry.

SPACECRAFT Bov much l<Miger?

CAPCON Yeah, don't disturb them.

SPACECRAFT You mean Byron and Owen.

CKPCCM tboqmx, '

:

^

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I don't know. We just finished these tight
straps, ;fe now have to do all of these loose straps. Chuck.

CAPCOM Okay and PI would like about 2 minutes with you.
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Owen at the conclusion.

SPACECRAFT Okay, this is a convenient time, we're finished, I

guess, half way through, since we've got to go through the whole

five in 15 minute protocol. That means my earlier estimate was

pretty low also, I'm sorry about that.

CAPCOM Okay. Our problem here is that we've got about 9

minutes left in this pass, 7 now,, and I got a bunch of stuff we

need to get up for the on coming crew too.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I don't need to talk to you all.

CAPCOM Okay, let's get Byron's stuff and then we'll talk

to Bob.

SPACECRAFT Byron's not on the loop, I'll have to go get him,

just a second there, I'll put him on the squak box for you. C

CAPCOM And Bob, CPAC is finished with the 10 DAP, you can

t irn it. off now.

SPAv•:ECR^FT Okay, I'll do that when I get back down.

CAPCvTM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, turn off what now?

CAPCOM 10 DAP.

SPACECRAFT 10 DAP? Okay. I'll g«t it Bob, Did you say

you* 11 do that Owen? That's ccaiplete, 10 DAP is off CPAC.

CAPCOM Thank you Own, And Bob, just.

SPACIKIftAFT Byron's up and listening.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, this is Wubbo. How you doing? And I

teaw« 2 queatlons, first Is that you confirm that you complete the

//•«p«r:i«eiit^^25? yOver.^;^
;

/

SPACBCRAFT Roger. Experiment 25 Is co»pleted hours ago.

CAPCOM Roger, and Byron, also we have your request to give

it a short report on the dome run. Over.

SPACBCRAFT Okay. On the dome run, both Owen and I felt that

the -sensations are very much, to much of those on the ground.

They were, at least in my case, not .(garble) in KC 135 when we re

free floating, I never gJt (garble). Owen? Very similar on the

ground except after rotation stopped I had counter rotation for a

long... BHD OP TAPE.
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CAPCOM ... We'd just like to have you avoid getting that

thing heated up so we prefer that you not take the cover off that

filter.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That was the high point of my day.

CAPCOM Okay, take care.

PAo Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 11 hours, 9

minutes mission elapsed time. That exchange over air-to-ground 1

between the capcom, Bill Pisher and Bob Parker. Basic

housekeeping duties, they watched a RCS hunt fire test for the

previous indicated fail jet and that data looks good.

CAPCOM Bob, you think you can accept some actions to work

without disrupting the guys in the module on their P04?

SPACECRAFT You mean while (garble)?

CAPCOM Yes.

SPACECRAFT Actions such as what?

CAPCOM Wubbo has a couple of things for you. One of them

Involves the turning on the lU DAP for C-pack in order to get

their HRM data down. You need to that and leave it on for about

2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that wouldn't disturb them. Okay and what's

thm other one?

CAPCOM He's got couple things here for you. I'll get them

•11.

SFACBCRAFT Okay, why don't you give me about 2 minutes to get

down to the module and then I'll talk to you down there.

CMCm
^

: ; .

Okay . :

•

•

8PM35CRAFT Does that sound fair?

CAPCOM Wait on you to call.

SPACECRAFT . Say again?

CAPCOM We'll wait on your call.

SPACECRAFT You'll wait on my okay.

CAPCCMl Yes, we're a little concerned that the coram down

there might disrupt them in their awareness position activity

though.
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CAPCOM We'd just like to have you avoid getting that
thing heated up so we prefer that you not take the cover off that
f liter. ;;^-v:'';;

SPACECRAFT Okay* That was the high point of my day.

CAPCOH Okay^ take care.

PAO Mission Control/ Houston, 1 day, 11 hours, 9
minutes laission elapsed time. That exchange over air-to-ground 1
between the capcom. Bill Fisher and Bob Parker. Basic
housekeeping duties, they watched a RCS hunt fire test for the
previous indicated fail jet and that data looks good.

CAPCCm Bob, you t^ink you can accept some actions to work
without disrupting the guys in the module on their F04?

SPACECRAFT You mean while (garble)?

CAPCOM Yes.

SPACECRAFT Actions such as what?

CAPCOM Hubbo has a couple of thing«s for you. One of them
involves the turning on the 10 DAP for C-pack in order to get
their HRM data down. You need to that and leave it on for about
2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that wouldn't disturb them. Okay and what^s
the other one?

CAPCOM Re's got couple things here for you. I'll get them

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't you give me about 2 minutes to get
down to the m>dule and then I'll talk to you down there.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Does that sound fair?

CAPOM Wait on you to call.

SPACECRAFT Say again?

CAPCOM We'll wait on your call.

SPACECRAFT You'll wait on my okay.

CAPCCm Yes, we're a little concerned that the comm down
there might disrupt them in their awareness position activity
though.
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CAPCOM We'd just like to have you avoid getting that
thing heated up so we prefer that you not take the cover off that
tiltBt, i^^^;^]:':,^:^:

^^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay^ That was the high point of my day.

CAPCOM Okay, take care.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 11 hours, ^

minutes mission elapsed time. That exchange over air-to-ground 1
between the capcom. Bill Pisher and Bob Parker. Basic
housekeeping duties, they watched a RCS hunt fire test for the
previous indicated fail jet and that data looks good.

CAPCOM Bob, you think you can accept some actions to work
without disrupting the guys in the module on their P04?

SPACECRAFT You mean while (garble)?

CAPCOM Yes.

SPACECRAFT Actions such as what?

CAPCOM Wubbo has a couple of things for you. One of them
involves the turning on the lU DAP for C-pack in order to get
their HRM data down. You need to that and leave it on for about
2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Yea, that wouldn't disturb them. Okay and what's
the other one?

CAPCOM He's got couple things here for you. I'll get them
all.

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't you give me about 2 minutes to get
dotm to the 2»duls and then I'll talk to you down there.

CAPCON Okay.

SPACECRAFT Does that sound fair?

CAPCOH Wait on you to call.

SPACECRAFT Say again?

CAPCOM We'll wait on your call.

SPACECRAFT You'll wait on my ...» okay.

CAPCOM Yes, we're a little concerned that the comm down
there might disrupt then in their awareness position activity
though.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, hang on, let me find something to write on

then.

CAPCOM Roger, that's much better.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready to write.

CAPCOM Okay, standby. Okay, yes Spacelab - Bob, (garble)

the first thing is do a 10 DAP or,, on C-pack on the panel but

before that, check that the panel box feed circuit breaker is

pushed in. Did you copy that one?

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand. The 10 DAP to on on the panel

and before we do that, of course, panel circuit breaker on.
....

. . . .

•

. .
. «

CAPCCXl Roger and then second, make a note that tii9 API is

not to go out of the locks, also not when it is scheduled before,

approval from the ground. Over. €

SPACECRAFT Okay, the API is still unknown circumstances,

CAPC<»! Roger. And then, if you could give us a reading on

the video recorder of heflex, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you are worried about VTRl, right?

CAPCCM Negative. This is ...

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab, over.

SPACECRAFT ' Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I attempted to use VTRl as called for here to

record some of this F04 and since it is (garble) position and I

have already tightened up the tape and I went to stand by for

awhile but still back to mal so I presume I can use VITR number

2, is that your understanding?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Bill. Okay, the back of the aeroflags, where do we

find the aeroflags for VITR?

CAPCOM Stand by Bob, what I was talking about was the

experiment 101 video tape recorder reading.

SPACECRAFT The other video tape. .The other video tape
recorder, okay.

\

CAPCOM Yes, that's affirmative^
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CAPCOM Ok*y Bob, md the last t«ing I have for you is that
w« could not find the glove which we ^^^i^^^ to put samples into the
freezes into fireezer , Ju«t a question to you, red team/ whether
you guys know what happened to that flove which was originall/
stowed in (garble) ? ^^^^ ^

jJ»ACEClAPf K^obc, that's been €traighteri.ed out a long tliae
I 4id ge the jlovet, they wNir« where they originally ...

OkBCXm. Ofeay, tlier that's exoell«nt. Thmnt you Bob. This
was .about what I had for tiae r, i»r being.

PAO ftits is Marsiaali Spieelab (^rations and tUbre are
about 19 minutes left in this aa^isltlon of slfnal with the
Sfiacelab and handcwer is ais»st coaiplete in the (garble) with th^"
bl:u» team handisif to tite red .

• m
END OF TAPl
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SPACECRAFT (garble) the results ana (garble) try again but

oth«fwl»e (garble)

.

CAPCOM Rog«r, Bob we cx>py, just continue F04, over and

out,

SPACIKmrT aoger, copy.:

CAPC3II • Spacelab Marshall, AOS for about 30 minutes and

then without bothering you guys too much, we'd like the status on

P04 please. 8pao»l&b, Marshall, we'd like you to terminate th«

F04 activity at this tlae and standtyy for a ••«««f« fro« the MOCR

in the iiodule please .: :

SPACECRAFT Ofcay, i«'vs got the, »yron laying in his

t^rble) and I'a fOiiig through questions with hi» right him

Qiuck, do you really want us to knock It off?

CAPC5QM

SPACECnUT probably another 15 minutes, (garble) 15 minutes

gettijig ocfsniiad and quieter whatever 5 or 10 minutes and just,

you*^ got a handfull of questions that I've already asked.

CAPCOM We concur Owen, go ahead and take it

.

SPACBCRA7T Alright l»U give you a call when we're through,

did you want to talk to all four or six of ua or what?

CAPCOM Stafid t^. Owen, they need to talk to Bob,

priaarily.
:

•

CTACECRAPT Okay, well I'll try and get Bob Parker up here as

' soon as I can get a break.' :

;

CAPCOM Roger SRd as soon as we do that then we' 11 stare on

s<»ie daily plannii^ staff too and we' 11 wait on your call.

^fAClCRAFT : O^^

(garble) to tlie Spacelab, are you calling?

CjypCOM Roger Spacelab, this is Houston.

SPiCECRAFT Were you calling looking for Bob Parker?

CAPCOM Roger B«*b, I have two messages for you. Number 1

reference CAP page 4, dash 16, stand by Bob. Okay, good,

seference to CAP page 4-16, when you* get it open to that page

I've got a »esaage for you <m the Ave fan filter cleaning.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I think I've got it on 4-16, (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. The delta-P looks okay, on the ground

and we would like to avoid going through the required power

downs. So we would like you to delete the scheduled ave fan

filter cleaning, the one that's scheduled at 1 day 12 plus 45.

SPACECRAFT How about me just opening the top of it to take a

look at the filter (garble) that ,:o\xl6 take me about, the top

would only be off for a couple of minutes and there ain't nobody

that's going to die in that time.

CAPCOM Stand by Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, we concur, take a quick look if you

think there's a problem, give us a call.

SPACECRAFT I have another message.

CAPCOM Yes, another message on the same page in your CAP,

reference the sound heater status and the LED readouts.

SPACECRAFT Stand by. I see a retracted SAL, I don't see a LED

readouts though.

CAPCOM Roger, you're at the right spot. What we'd like

you to do prior to retracking experiment 20 into the SAL, we'd

like you to request, we'd like to request readouts of the heater

LBDs on the south control panel. This is going to help us

determine which of the heaters are operating.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you just want the on/off side, LED on the

SAL. :

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

Okay, we'll do that too.

Stand by Bob, I've got one more message for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Bob, on taking that cover off of the filter,

the DDS has been running warm and we'd just like to have you

avoid getting that thing heated up any so we'd perfer you not

take the cover off that filter.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That was the hi'gh point of my day.

END OF TAPE
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PI^O Mission Specialist, Bob Parker, who happend to be

in the module a little early and recruited his help in doing some

timeline maintenance, specifically, there were some adjustments

made to experiment 20's timeline. Experiment 20 is another of

the Space plasma Physics series of experiments and that
experiment had been put in an indeterminate state earlier by

auother problem. The investigator team here in the Payload
Control Center was concerned that a valve which supplied nitrogen

to Ine experiment was left in an open position and they needed to

get that valve into a closed position to avoid loss of hydrogen -

- ah, nitrogen and so the modifications were made to the

timeline. Those modifications passed by alternate Payload

Specialist, Mike Lampton, to Mission Specialist, Bob Parker.

Here in the Payload Operations Control Center at this time. Blue

Shift-to-Payload Operations Director, Clark Owen, and his team in

the process of handing over to the Red Shift, which is directed

by POD, Tom Riceo. At 1 day, 10 hr, 2 min Mission Elapsed Time,

this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PI^O This is Mission Control, Houston. We are about 37

min away from our next acquisition period, and during the last

pass, we had some air-to-ground 1 communication between the

Mission Control and the crew. The troubleshooting of Remote

Acquisition Unit 21 will involve some watching of that system

looking for fault messages that might occur and they simply asked

the crew to keep up with any of those that might show up so that

they can get an idea of how long the equipment operated before

going down again if It does. They did reinitialize it, taking

some of the experiments that it services offlinr, temporarily,

shutting it down for a 'ew minutes and then bringing it back up

to see if that is going to solve the problem. They'll be looking

to see if there's any thermal related problem with that RAU, and

if there is no problem, then we'll be in good shape, otherwise,

they may attempt the same procedure but for a longer period of

time. So, we're out over the Indian Ocean and just about to

start orbit number 24 in a few minutes, and about 36 min from our

next acquisition. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We are AOS for 50

:

min.:

•

SPACECRAFT POCC, this is Spacelab.

C»-PCOM Good morning. Bob. We are AOS for 50 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The working troups are working on F04, so

I'm just on the air to answer for you. If you need anything
done, give us a call, but by and large, you can see that Owen and

Byron are working on 104 for the next half hour or so.
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CAPCOM Roger, Bob. He copied, and be advised that you're
difficult to tead and, also, we will engage Ken Money to clarify
some of the aspects of his procedures at 10 hr, 45, in 2 rain from
ncm.

SPACECRAFT I didn't understand all of that last if you
want to try again.

CkPCQH Okay, Bob. First point, you're difficult to
read. Second, Ken Money will be engaged in 2 nin from now.

SPACECRAFT You're breaking up badly.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. Don't worry. Just continue with your
•Eperiaent, Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're working on the F04. I understand your
aessage that Ken Money is anxiously awaiting the results, and if
there's anything else beyond th-^c, try again, but otherwise,
they're Just trucking on.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob. We c<^y. So, you just continue F04.
Over and out, ^

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Ooger.

IMO -OF TAPE V ^:
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CAPCOM ...and again, tell me the Ipck number on line 4,
third character from right,

SPACECRAFT Roger, 7.

CAPCOM All right, we got a lock status. Now could you

read the OL number, line 1, third from right?

SPhCECRAFT 90 degrees.

CAPCOM All right.

SPACECRAFT Niner.

CAPCOM Okay we got a good lock so we should proceed after

to remove the bail back to the retract position with the stow

lock panel and proceed to no OP the depth, and then power down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so I thiiik we're back to normal now, don't

Su? That should take care of everything, once I get the bail

ck, is that right?

CAPCOM Right. Get the bail back and then we can turn the

bail panel off, and we can proceed to do a normal shutdown? i.e.,

no OP, the DAP and then power off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that'll be fine, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops. Is MSI or PS.r

available? :

SPACECRAFT Bob Parker (garble) but I knew it.

CAPCOM Okay, we've got a big error problem on the recorder

number one. If we can't get it, it's a bite error, if we can't

get that corrected we want you to switch to recorder number 2

before we go LOS. But check the tape tension on the VITR number

SPACECRAFT Okay, yeah I did check the tape station, it was

:0ttt. ;

CAPCOM Okay, we had the same problem earlier, Bob, and I

don't know what Byron did, but whatever he did he fixed it. I

don't know if he's handy. And we have about 1 minute, Spacelab

until we're going to loose you. And Bob, you're communication,

you certainly sound like you're over modulated. It going to be

difficult for most people here on the ground to copy you.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I'm standing, I caught onto the headset and
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I'm standing here in front of the master panel.

CAPCOM Okay, well.

SPACECRAFT Okay Gary, the bail is retracted and we powered
that panel off.

CAPCXHf Good work Owen.

SPACECRAFT If you took a look at it we retensed the tape, I

got it into standby. I got the MAL light cancelled and tried to

record and it went back into the MAL mode here.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll see you at 10 + 40 on S-band.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

fAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 1 day, 09

hours, 59 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal

with spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite, and

next acquisition of signal just over 40 minutes. During the last

acquisition of signal, the Spacelab crew, Owen Garriott
specifically, worked with principal Investigator Gary Swenson of

the AEPI experiment, Atmosphereic Emission Photometric Imagining

experiment. That's NASA experiment number 3, it is a low-light
level television camera that's designed to observe both
artificial and natural phenomenona in the Earth's upper
atmosphere. Specifically it looks at such things as natural
aurora and aurora created by some of the other space plasma
physics experiments onboard the spacecraft. The Investigator
Team and Garriott worked through a checkout of the camera, a

mount check. Pulled it out of the mounts, moved it about and
then returned it to the mounts, that checkout was done because
during an earlier checkout there had been some difficulty
experienced in moving the camera about and putting it back in the

locks. Additionally during that time, a rather busy time for the

crew on orbit as well as the cadray here in the Payload
Operations Control Center. Alternate Payload Specialist Micheal
Ziampton providing some instruction to Mission Specialist Bob
Parker, <rtio happened to be in the module a little early and
recruited his help in doing some prime line maintenance.
Specifically there were some adjustments made to experiment 20

timeline, experiment 20 is another of the space plasma physics
series of experiments...

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Meanwhile CRCC, I checked the RTR-1 and both are

the tension arm are under tension.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have about 7

minutes remaining. Here's your priorities complete experiment
(garble) in the time remaining due to the VFP activity that you

have and try to complete experiment 102FO4 and if it runs over

into presleep, just let it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay Gary, what's your next step? You were

asking about the display. The time is not different. The time

is now 01 hours, 51 minutes and 17 seconds and counting.

CAPCOM Alright.

SPACECRAFT It's quicker than it was before but they're still

not matched. Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, looks like we have a load and check the co-el

number at this time.

SPACECRAFT 87 degrees.

CAPCCM Okay and we do have a stow light on the ...?

SPACECRAFT Rigid Stow light.

CAPCOM And on line four, most right bit is a stow bit,

does that show a one?

SPACECRAFT Shows zero. The most right bit on line 4.

CAPCOM And what does that lock (garble) number show?

That's lock no.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we haven't got that. Okay, we've misplaced

that cue card on line 4 so I have to look it up in the book.

Just a second, let me see which book it's in.

CAPCOM Yes, it's line 4, it's the third number from the

right.

SPACECRAFT The third number is 9. Show it unlocked.

CAPCOM Okay, do we show power, force number over is on the

bottOTi row, does that power bit show a zero or a one?

SPACECRAFT Shows zero.

CAPCOf Okay, how is works. The primary power is not on on

the VDE, the power switch. Does that show an on status?
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SPACECRAFT We got no status with it but on VDE panel, our
powered power is off where you had actually had put it.

CAPCOM Okay, let's at this time turn it back on. We'll
recheck these bits.

SPACECRAFT And Gary, that made it alot better.

CAPCOM Okay, now let's first check this (garble) bit, line
4 most right bit.

SPACECRAFT I read the one, lock.

CAPCOM Okay, copy and lock number is the third one from
the right.

SPACECRAFT That's reading zero.

CAPCCNM On the iWC panel, do you show a lock light.

Gary, break, break, break, we, capcom needs a loop.

ChBC(M Spacelab, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, Spacelab, go ahead.

CAPCCM Yes, sorry to interrupt but when we go LOS here
pretty soon, we want you to pay attention to rau skip 21' s. If
you get any rau skip 21 's during LOS, we'd like you to record the
tines and then talk to us about that the next day of rest. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go Brian.

CAPCOM Thank you and I'll give you back to Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT Thank you and have a good day.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd like to, on the MMC panel Owen, do you
show a locks light illuminated?

SPACECRAFT On the locks or on unlocked on the MMC panel?

CAPCCM Did you, are w« still in the stow position?

SPACECRAFT Rigid.

CAPCOM Okay, proceed to ... Okay, proceed to lock the
locks to lock. And Spacelab, for Bob Parker, we still have a bit
air problem. Bob.

• \ : '

SPACECRAFT (garble) Gary and we now show a locke
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CAPCOM Okay, and again tell me the lock number on line 4,
third character from right.

SPACECRAFT That^s a ?•

CAPCCm Alright, we got a lock status* Could you read the
co-»el number on line one?

end of tape
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CAPCOM ... just free the master's buffer for us.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Bob, what you just (garble) okay, you have it

now. That's what we needed, the count at 999.

SPACECRAFT NOW, I suppose you want us to reload from the

midnight summary.

CAPCOM Correct.

SPACECRAFT (garb"* e)

CAPCOM Okay Bob, the next thing we need you to do is to

load that same master, timeline load, MNAA06.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Real good. Bob, we now need, want to you count that

one at entry number four.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Terrific, hey that's a good typing exercise Bob.

Now we want you, for your homework to do that 10 more times.

Okay, thanks alot

,

SPACECRAFT Maybe in my next flight, I can come back as a monk.

CAPCOM Right ...

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Gary, down in block 3, I've gone to secondaries of

course, the lock-unlock light shows unlock and attempting to

gimbal control, the inner gimbai does not move the indicator in

either direction, either forward or aft.

CAPCOM That's fine, but the outer gimbal, you should move

to port and that should move the camera down until you get a stow

light.

SPACECRAFT Understand.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, for Parker, this is CIC.

SPACECRAFT Hello CIC.

CAPCOM Yes Bob, we have a bid air problem on VITR-1, we'd

like for you to chvick the tension.
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SPACECRAFT On VITR number 1?

CAPCOM That's affirmative,

(SPACECRAFT Okav Gary, I held it for about 15 seconds and it

shSwed^movemeSt and the rigid stow light did not come on. Do

you want me to hold it longer?

CAPCOM Negative, standby one. At this time, we should

proceed to go back to the bail panel and run the bail all the way

over until you get a stow light on the bail panel and then we'll

check to see if we have a stow lamp.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And Bob, is Byron back in the module?

SPACECRAFT The answer Bill is yes, he's working on 25.

CAPCOM Oh good and we have a set up on TV~18 when he gets

a chance. And while the bail is moving, you might just do the

outer gimbal to starboard for a few seconds to move xt out of the

locks and then move it to port and see if we can bump it down

there. The bail can h9 moving at the same time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I went to starboard a little and I

couldn't get the needle to move very far. It wiggled a iittie

bit but it doesn't really come off the port wing the way it's

;
supposed to. :

CAPCOM I copy. Just proceed without.

SPACECRAFT I now have a bail stow light eliminated but no stow

light. We have a stow light, bail stow light.

CAPCOM Okay, now proceed to lock, activate the locks to

lock.

SPACECRAFT (garble) , I presume you meant on (garble) the bail

panel?

CAPCOM Right.

SPACECRAFT We do have a lock light on the bail panel and we

now also have a rigid stow light up on (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, we copy and we'd like to. Okay, this ti;ne on

the MMC panel, let's fwwer. system select back to primary and

servo select back to primary.

SPACECRAFT (garble)
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CAPCCm Okay, let's look at he video display and see if we
have a load yet.

SPACECRAFT Meanwhile from the CRCC, I checked the RTR-1 and
those aire the tension are on the tension.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have about 7

ninutes remaining. Here's your priority ...

end of tape
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SPACECRAFT You got It?

CAPCOM Right, and when that master shows up we need to
know, item IX, space niner, space NOP«

SPACECRAFT Space and what? I'm going to shut it open light,
Gary*

CAPCOM Copy. Is there any sign on the vidcv display that
time is running yet? An next...

SPACECRAFT The time has been*..

CAPCOM Next thing Bob, is we'll need an item 11 space 12

'Space NOP.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Time on line one has been 9 hours, 51

minutes, 59 seconds for a long time, Gary.

CAPCOM Okay, so it still should be in the process
loading. I guess the only check we could make sure that our

depth is still OP after step 4 of CL8, if there's an opportunity

SPACECRAFT Think the depth is not, negative, OP. Just a
moment, we'll check it.

CAPCOM And Bob w* re still waiting on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that^s ri'jht we did OP it, so we'll take
another look.

CAPCOM Bob we're still waiting on that item 11 space 12
space NOP. That seems td be an item 13.

SPACECRAFT If you* re all just waiting for that I would have
showed you before I made (garble)

.

CAPCOM Understand. Right we're following you now, yeah,
that's a good move, no problem. And when you have that done, I

see you just finished it. We need an item niner, enter.

SPACECRAFT (garble) •

CAPCOM Okay, we need that item 9.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I*m still waiting for, (garble) changed or
not.

CAPCOM Right, we understand. It's a slow MMU today.

SPACECRAFT Why don*t you tell the PPRs to take out the delays
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CAPCOM Yea , I'll get in ouch with the Simulation people,
it'll speed things up. It'll go to DOiO for you anyway.

SPACECRAFT Enjoyed it Gary. (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, now we need an it am 15, Bob.

SPACECRAFT We don ' t need i tem 1 5 , /ou know tha t . Gar y , the
depth has showed OPed, 0-P, and still have no change for
displays or the shutter open light.

CAPCOM Do we still have, i the MMC panel, do we have the
servo, any of the servc^ lights eluainated, thermo fault light s
And Bob, we need you to (garble)

SPACECRAFT They're all on.

CAPCOM .,. MEM display, if possible?

SPACECRAFT tou got it.

CAPCOM Okay . And ow«n let * s pi oceed to do two th ings

.

One lets go to the VD panel and p*it the high voltage into the
inhibit position.

SPACECRAFT Cofflplete.

CAPCOM Okay, and go to the MMC panel and io a St^r/o
selection to seconJary, primary system s«Iect secondary and
proceed to do a manaal Stow,

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want |X>wer systefltei to secoodary, or what?

CAPCOM Power system select to secondary, t ir bo t«lect to
secondary and proceed with the manual stoit. And Bo^, we need you
to put the present master into hold, now. In the aanual stow,
lean on the cuter giabal/ roll to port and leai. on thist s.. tc .

until you do get a «fcow light before proceding with the lock
switch.

SPACECRAFT Yoii what the (farble) on hold , r ight

?

CAPCOM That's correct, timeline hold. Our matter. Ani
then couat it out. That is £tee the master's buffer for us.

SPACECRAFT What yoii*r« saying is that we didn't get to teil
- you (garble)?

CAPCOM Bob, #h«t you just, okay y«>a have it now. And
that's wh=it \te need, is a couut at niner, niner, ainer.

E»D OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) and we never got to the point of moving
it back out with a (garble), it's been sitting there and very
close to the stow position, (garble) every since yesterday. And
Mike are you done with the ICLM?

CAPCOM Bob^ we have one other piece of surgery we need
done on MMAA06, its not time critical and so if you don't mind
maybe we should delay a fer. minutes and let experiment 3 have the
voice loop for awhile but we will need you, I guess you could
pull XTLM, we would, we will need some work done a little later
when we're done with experiment 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you would like me to remove TIM then.

CAPCOM Yes, that's right, we're done for the time
being. Thanks alot Bob. Owen on the stowlock panel, we would
like to at this time bring the bail back to the retrack position
and get a retrack light on the stow panel.

SPACECRAFT (garble) that's in work.

CAPCOM Also Owen, we'd like to, after you've got the bail
back, we'd like to proceed up to the MMC panel and unlock the
locks.:

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just now had the bail to the track
position and so I'm now up to locks and going unlock mark,
(garble) unlock light on.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall ops for Owen, can I ask
you to relinquish the air to ground 1 while I talk to Parker some
more. Steve (garble) this shift has asked if we could please do
the rest of this surgery on the master timeline right now. if
Bob Parker is still there, you still with us Bob please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Real good, can you run EXTM for us, and display

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's in work. I can't believe MOM is really
asking me to run EXLM, change master timeline.

CAPCOM Just do it, do it.

SPACECRAFT Mike, I think we can handle two conversations
. here, has Gary have any other quick short comments for me?

CAPCOM No, yes, Owen when the load comes in good, we can
pick up at step 11 and proceed into mount checkout, we've got
about 10 minutes of darkness. We would like, let's jush come up
in fhe (garble) dark configuration, we can go ahead and open the
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shutter door at this time which is instep 12, we can do that out

of sequence so that when we get ready to go, we can stroll the FC

into 11 and just press start in 12.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCCW Okay, Bob, you'll need to wait until you get that

hidden page advisory that's TLM is occupying your buffer. Once

you have that. .

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) used another to delay here even longer

(garble)

.

CAPCCM Another comment on, is once we get the instrument

up out of the locks, we'd like to just have someone look out of

the aft deck and see if the installation might be a little bit

loose or puffy on the bottom of the camera.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll take a look, we can't do it at night,

as we tried it, it's not visible at night.

CAPCOM Copy. And Bob we think now is a good time, you

can display TLM, it ought to show up for you.

SPACECRAFT Not yet. It's been more than 20 seconds since the

shutter open like a switch was thrown, without a open light yet

Gary«

CAPCCM4 Keep going, try another five seconds. Okay, Bob,

Steve (garble) suggested at this point you try removing XTLM and

then running it again. That's about all what we can figure...

SPACECRAFT I just try to do that myself and the (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, you say you have it now?

SPACECRAFT I'm ready to take the item A, name the time line.

CAPCO! Okay good, what we want is item 8, MMAA06.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCOM Right and when that master show's up, we need an

item 11, space niner, space NOP.

EtU) OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Spit that out one more time please.

CAPCOM Okay, we need an item 11, space 51, space NOP,

SPACECRAFT I think so. First, we were going to leave as is,

but (garble) was taken out. Right?

CAPCOM Correct.

eoarpoRAPT To Gary, one more time, I'd like you to confirm

?hafS^delta S3? li^ha 02 on the command load. That's what was

accepted.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM OK.y, and once -^P« «».
"^"^Z^'? iL^-T-VA

itii^^^^^^^^^
on CL9. In the mean time

SPACECRAFT OKay, and so you'd like for me to load the AO^D at

this time?

CAPCOM Affir,»tlv.
?|°fj,f "t::StTi:%Iease

?or Zll nu e"whlir«t nnlsir^is sur9ery on the
hold off for Dusc «

to do the very same thing,
master timeline. Bob, we d like you

. an
item 11, but now on the 53rd entry, iney le =«j ^ ^

Item 11, space 53, space NOP, enter.

what, boy, that was alow.

,.»i.mM Owen, on your last comment, that should be a

S"Swve on ofS: we shLld command a run on A03A. CopyJ

SPACECRAFT Okay. IWe
Ji^'fy 'SS'ne^rMWrsrep'

n'^i: Srso"MrbS"?'«Ul ta^e it back

out again if you don't want it.

CAPCCW Take It back out. Thanks.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, that iooks great. We now need an item
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) that could take a long while to (garble)
. coiomands.

CAPCOM Yeah, that long time delay is evidently nominal for

rrvJL''^''^
located in the MMU. As you can tell, wiat^'?etrying^to do is to save experiioent 20 here, removing some of itscommands from the master tiraelinfe. ^ ™c ot xcs

SPAvSCRAFT What would happen if we just did an item 10? While
we^stana here and talk, it still hasn't taken care of the lastentry.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, as soon as you can, please give us an

u^Stl'iJto^hold?
the status timelines out of

?«^^^5fff^
That's a negative. It put it back in items(garble) is still showing an update, i think we've got to dosomething like a 5 Item 1. ^ °^

CAPCOH Okay. Try that.

SPACECRAFT Now items (garble) NA005 is in hold.

SwtS. into hold. That's what we

SPACECRAFT Do you guys know where to start the count? I

^J^^k- f''"^' "'8 in the hold. Whatwe d liJce now is a command timeline count MMAA05, space 49er;
SPACECRAFT MAA05 at 49. Coming up.

CAPCOM Correct. That's right, at entry 49.

fJ^??* *. ,
waiting for the load, we could co

Uk« the bale to be in the retract position.

SSJS^SS^k llaL^fr}i?**T ^2*= ^^9ht on, and the hold
rStJact? ^ ia illuminated. Want me to move the bale to

CAPCOM Owen, just standby on that.

l^?iSJ^e«t.?HJf;' 5»*f*=
«»11«<' to be left there in that

b^i oS?w«d r f^in?"*'
•^'^.to the point of moving it

stSw iw^'w f^^ sitting there very close to the
ENrorTA^B yesterday.

^
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CKPCOH We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Gary, I'm trying to stroll and everytiine I
push up check aeaelect, nothing happens,.

.

CAPCC»! Okay, at this time we should proceed to perform an
IffltO reload.

SPACECRAFT An MM, an complete MM', reload?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT (garble) experiments.

CAPCCm We should proceed to step 3 of Mai dash 9.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by. Okay, I'm on pago M^tl dash 9, step
3 (garble) for the depth control reload boot.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, proceed with step 3 and 4 and
then it will take about 7 and a half minutes to perform 4, you
can go ahead and perform in the next sequence man to man run A03A
after you have performed step 4 before the 7 and a half minutes
are up. After that step we can go back.

SPACECRAFT Sorry, I want to make sure I understood what you
mean. Complete all of step 4 as printed, is that correct.

CAPCOM Proceed with step 4 for primary load and after
you've done that It will take 7 and a half minutes approximately
to load.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, Owen. We will need
Byron back pretty soon, do y< u expect he's on his way back from
the middeck area, we need stMtte master timeline work done here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll have to, we'll see if we can track him
down.

CAPCOM Thank's alot Owen.

SPACECRAFT Hike, would you like Bob Parker to do it for you?
Be happens to be up here right now.

CAPCOM Absolutely, that would be terrific, if Bob's
available we could ask him to takt: care of this for us.

SPACECRAFT <^
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CAPCOM Yes, hi Bob, are you near a DDO? We need a little
work done on a master timeline,

SPACECRAFT Okay, be glad to. (garble)

.

CAPCOM Bob, could you say again please, I can't rear^ you,
I think you're overmodulating or something.

SPACECRAFT Okay, all I said was (garble).

CAPCOM Negative copy there Bob, sorry.

SPACECRAFT That's alright.

CAPCOM Okay, well I guess you can hear me, I can't hear
you very well. What we need you to do is command run XTLM and

' '^^^ command timeline hold,
MMAA05, any time now, now would be great.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble). And Gary before I entered it Iwanted to make sure that that is a D03A02 in that command load
that's in, (garble) typo, its written as 0 instead of zero, isthat correct?

CAPCOM That's a type, you're right it's a 3A02 load.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's entered.

CAPCOM Okay, and...

SS??«S^^T ^ 9ot (garble) on ray display and got
MMAA05 written down.

«r ^

CAPCOM Okay, Owen, we could proceed and the next and this
will take about 7 and a half minutes, we could proceed and theonly step we want to perform on this page is the next line where
«u run A03A enter, we could perform that now.Okay Bob, thanks we see your item 7 there, good. We need you tocall up entry number 50.

^

looking^t it?*^^
You're looking at it. Hello, Mike are you

CAPCOM Now we want item 11 space 51, space NOP enter.

SPACECRAFT Stick that out one more time please.

CAPCOM Okay, we need an item 11 space 51, space NOP enter.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, Owen Garriott
onboard the Spacelab now running a mount checkout on the AEPI low
light television camera. That camera used to document both
natural and artificially induced phenomenom such as aurora in the
earth's atmosphere. So far during the operation, Garriott has
been in communication with principle investigator, Jane here in
the payloads cont*^ol center as they go over the procedures for
running that checkout. The reason for running the checkout at
this time is they had experienced . ome gliches with that camera
in the installing it earlier in the mission and therefore they
are running a recheck on the camera,

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have some work
for Byron to do after 09 hours, 16 minutes MET if he can copy.

SPACECRAFT He's in the module right now. I can give you a

call when he gets in.

CAPCOM Okay, I understand that he's out of the module now.

SPACECRAFT Correct.

SPACECRAFT 03 from Spacelab, do you read me, Gary?

CAPCOM Loud and clear, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well, we're down to step 8 and the last thing
in step 8 says to check that the rigid stow light is on and that
is not on, it is off which I suspect you expected.

CAPCOM Okay, we did not expect that. Did you confirm in
the procedure that the bell is retracted as it was upl inked on
the data page?

PAO In the news room in the payload operations control
center, experiment 3-AEPI research team working with the crew on
this mount check.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, radio check.

SPACECRAFT (garble) outside after Gary said he was not
expecting to have that light not on.

CAPCOM Okay Owen. How, let's proceed. What we'd like to
before step 12, however is confirm that the, if we can look out
the aft, port window and confirm that the bell is retracted.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll have to take a look at that in just a

moment* ,

CAPCOM Okay, if it isn't, we should retract the bell
before proceeding into step 12.
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PAO Voice of Gary Swenson, co-investigator for the ...

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall Ops, radio check.

PAO Swenson's the co-investigator for the AEPI

experiment.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, radio check, we're having
some comm problems, Owen.

SPACECRAFT I'm clear. Bill. I'm clear. Bill.

CAPCOM Is Byron back?

SPACECRAFT I think he is. Gary, on our line 1, we have 9

hours, 47 minutes and 20 seconds. That's not the correct MET.
Do we need to do, take time to do a timeset now or go on?

CAPCCm Let's go on. Let's proceed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're up to step 10.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM What? Could you give a verbal on the coelevation
of the instrument, line 1?

CAPCCm That should be the third number from the right side

on the first line on the video display.

SPACECRAFT Yes Gary, 87 degrees, 8 7.

CKPC(M Copy, so the camera's citting right down on top ot

the locks. We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay Gary, I'm trying to scroll and everytime I

push "objectives direct" nothing happens on a lock ...

CAPCCM4 Okay, at this time we should proceed ...

: end of tape
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PAO ...Spacelab at brief acquisition through ground
station. The, during that acquisition Dr. Larry Young from MIT

University provided some information to the crew. Anticipating
reacqulsition in approximately 15 minutes. The is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 1 day, 8 hours, 53

minutes, the White Sands ground station computer's have been

back in operation for about 10 minutes now, so that we do expect

to have acquisition through the TDRS as our usual practice as we

come up on the western edge of that satellites range in about 14

minutes. Repeating that, computer. White Sands ground station

back in operations so we should be getting the TDRS as

normally. This is Mission Control Houston,

PAD The is Mission Control Houston, 1 day, 9 hours, 6

minutes mission elapsed time. We're just a few minutes away from

the, or about a minute away from picking up through the tracking

data relay satellite If everything is well over at the ground

station at White Sands. We expect to be having some

communications with the crew about troubleshooting this remote

acquisition unit that Interface unit between some of the Spacelab

experiments and a subsystem computer. They have been having

problems with that off and on throughout the flight and they will

be trying to get those things squared away and get that piece of

equipment operating properly. We'll probably be hearing some on

•that as we come up through TDRS in about a minute. This is

Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, how copy?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear. Bill.

CAPCCM Okay Owen, we have the 03 PI enable for this

pass. If you would like to discuss anything on the 03

activities.

SPACECRAFT Bill we have the teleprinter message in hand and

we'u like to, know if you'd like for us to proceed to perform

SOTie of these steps. What's the intent?

CAPCOM Yeah, we'd like to have you start on It right

now. If you haven't done that.

SPACECRAFT The point is, I've been waiting for you, so I've,

you've got a description at the top, which is essentially for

information purposes, then you have a normal stow with a note.

And the first step under the note is, perform manual OPS, which

is essentially a basic method of running the activities. So

would you like for me to start with step one?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm picking up on step one. And the first

s?ep oftSat want's to make sure we have several initial

conditions established, some of which relate to the VAS, and I

D^esime that you don't care about those and that you are

IaUs?!ed, foJexample, that one of the initial conditions has

power theJmo on for one hour. Power thermo is in standby and

presumably has been, is that a problem?

CAPCOM Go ahead and put it on Owen, this is expeiixent 3,

and proceed.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine Gary, the power thermo has just come to

on and I'm now proceeding down on checklist 8, page, checklist 8.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen. The only caution we have on that

procedure is after, or there is some ""^^^^tainty after our last

?an that we, when we reach step 12 we may be still hung in the

^Snt check sequence, and when you get to that point we may have

to do a stop depress and cycle 211 or possibly a reload.

SPACECRAFT Okay, when I get to step 12 while we'll stop and

talk about it for a minute.

CAPCOM Okay, fine. And Owen, they're going to be nopping

RAU-21, just be advised if you get any error messages or those

skip messages, jsut disregard.

SPACECRAFT Okay we'll do that as we have been all day.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. Owen

Garriott onboard Spacelab running a mount checkout on ^h^v^I^th
iSw-light television camera. That camera used to document both

natural and artificially induced phenomenon such as a...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Columbiar Houston, 30 seconds to LOS* We^ll see
you next over the states at 9 plus 13,

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PAG This is mission control, Houston, 1 day, 8 hours,
39 minutes Mission Elapsed Times. Columbia pac^sing out of range
of the Yarragadee Tracking Station. We'll pick up just on the
edge of the Guam station in just -few minutes, about 8 minutes
or so. Very lov^ elevation pass. There won't be too much
communication there. We won't have UHF to talk with the Orbiter
as we will be using a teleprinter which takes that channel. And,
we should have some Spacelab COMM on that one, however. That'll
be near the start of orbit number 23. We had a report from
Brewster Shaw on that last pass that he had an indication of one
of the RCS jets failing off. Jet L5L, and as he is configured to
operate normally though, that won't have an impact on the way
things are working up there. Otherwise, the Orbiter systems
appear to be v^orking very well and they, not that many problems
for the flight controllers here in mission control to keep track
of. Be picking up in about 7-1/2 minutes. This is mission
control, Houston.

PAO This is mission control, Houston, 1 day, 8 hours,
47 minutes. About to acquire signal through Guam. We may have a
little S-band communication, but we'll be telepr inter ing up some
things on UHP and we won't be having any Orbiter COMM planned
through this station. This is mission control.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS on air-to-ground
1. How copy?

SPACECRAFT We got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, let us quickly, did you turn off the CPAC lU
DAP?

SPACECRAFT It's off now. Sorry about that.

CAPCOM Okay, and the other item is that, there is a
teleprinter message for troubleshooting on experiment 3 to take
place at 8:55.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll go look for it.

CAPCOM And could you give us a quick rundown on 102 F03,
the Pi's on the line.

SPACECRAFT Stand by, we're doing a last dome run now.
Because of the difficult camera configuration we had, Owen free
floating, and then me free floating, and then I stayed in with
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the bungees, and now for the last run with Owen with no TV, and

he'll be with the bungees, so be getting (garble) only.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, 102.

CAPCOM Promptly after the last dome run, turn off the ECDS
to save tape. Also, Byron, would you and Owen report in your

recorders the quality of the vection and if it feels different
than it did in the KC135, and also if you get any outlasting
vection after closing your eyes. Next, will you give us a

vestibular number and a complete vestibular report, and as time
permits, remember to do the 025 experiment.

CAPCCM4 And you have 1 min and 5 sec.

SPACECRAFT Standby one. We copied all that, Larry.

CAPCOM And, we'll see you in about 9 plus 12.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) for you when we get back.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy. We'll probably see you at goal start

of 9 plus 12, 15 sec.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACjsCRAFT POCC, this is (garble). Over.

PAO This" is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 day, 8

hr, 52 min Mission Elapsed Time. We have loss of signal with
Spacelab at (garble) position through the ground station. During
that acquisition. Dr. Larry Young from MIT University provided
some information to the crew.

CAPCCttl

CAPCOM
you copy?

Okay. We copy that you had some TV problems.

Byron, some specific points. This is Larry. Do

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 102.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Brief conversation with Pilot Brewster Shaw here in

a minute or so.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, you're very weak and broken, wft

think you asks us about which DAP you should go to, and we're
checking on that now, we'll get right back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay thank you.

CAPCOM And Brewster, we think if you go ahead and reselect
verniers, that will put you in the five jet option, which is
okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Brian, we never went out of verniers.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT My question was about the dead-bands, whether I can
go to DAP B for, or whether I should stay on Al?

CAPCOM Stand by.

CAPCCW Columbia, Houston, Brewster you can go ahead and go
on the timeline to DAP B4, and we don't have data here, but we
will take a look at the data when we've got it and see if we can
figure out what happened to that jet,

SPACECRAFT Okay, fair enough. I'm going to proceed on then
per normal.

CAPCOM Roger, and we'll be sending teleprinter up over
Guam. So, we will not have UHF because that is one of the two
line sites, air to ground one will be available if you need to
get a hold of us. And, I need to pass a change to the high rate
recorders to you right now. Due to the problem we had with TDRSS
on this last pass, we lost our dump capability from the high rate
recorder. So we're filling it up, and we'd like you to go to a

slower rate, and when you're ready to copy, I got the procedure
for that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, SM SPEC 214, we want you to stop the high
data rate recorder with an item 26, and then load the new format
6 with an item 17 plus 6, then we want you to verify the format 6

is loaded, and then execute the format with an item 18. After
you've executed with an item 18, we want you to re--verify that
the current format is 6, then do an item 21, execute to put the
high data rate recorder into rate 2, and then you can restart the
high data rate recorder with an item 27, over.
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Sf JICBCRAPT Okay/ ort SPEC 214^ stop the high data rate recorder
with 26 r loaa fociiat 17 plus 6/ and verify it, then load it up
with an item 13, and r ever ify that we got 6 in there, then go to
rate 2 with an Item 21, and restart it with a 27.

CAPCOM That*s affirm, and we're assuming that you'll pass
that word to the Spacelab crew.

SPACECRAFT Sure will.

CAPCCttl Columbia, Houston, 30 seconds to LOS, we'll see you
next over the states at 9 plus 13.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Columbia^ Houston, in the blind on air--to-ground 1,
were having TRDS problems, we* 11 see you at Yarragadee at 8+34

•

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, in the blind, were having TDRS
problems^ we'll see you at Yarragadee at 8+34.

(garble)

CAPCCM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops in the blind, we
would like for you to turn SEPAC lU depth OFF.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops in the blind,
repeating, we would like to have you turn the SEPAC lU depth OFF,
and we*ve got some ground problems and data problems and probably
won*t see you again for 46 minutes « Marshall Ops out.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 8 hours, 9
minutes, mission elasped time. We are without communication
through the' tracking data relay satallite for a period of time
here, an apparent problem at the White Sand ground station.
Which sends and receives those signals to the satillite has
caused us to be down on that system, and their estimated time
until they can bring that back up at the ground station is about
1 hour, so our next communication will probably unless something
should miraculous be restablished, our next communication is
probably going to be through the Yarragadee station, which is UFH
only. Then we have a very brief pass through Guam for just a
couple of minutes in about 40 minutes and hopefully we'll have
the TDRS backup as we come around for our next pass on that. 1
day, 8 hours, 10 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 1 day, 8
hours, 15 minutes, mission elasped time, Payload Operations,
Director, Clark Owen has reported that the loss of communication
capabilities with the Spacelab through the tracking and data
relay satillite should not for atleast in the next little while
affect any of the experiments, indicated data from those
experiments that were operating when the signal was lost, is
being recorded on board the Spacecraft. So there should be no
loss of data especially is the satillite is brought up within the
next 40 minutes or so. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 1 day, 8 hours, 25
minutes, mission elasped time, the OPS toward people, OPS
Intergation Officer, has reported that the mission operations
computer, the thing that computer the drives, many of the inhouse
displays and some of the clocks and the Orbiter chart is down,
they're reloading that and that should be back up very shortly.
In fact we see those displays running now* That computer also
handles some of the processing of Orbiter data and thats backed
up by the dynamic standby computer. And that data is continually
being recorded and handled and we can look at that should we
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decide to at another time. It does look like the clocks and
charts are back running though^ so that was a very short lived
phenomenon* 1 day, 8 hours, 26 minutes, mission elasped time.
This is Mission Control.

CAPCCM4 This is Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 8 hours,
33 minutes, mission elasped time. We^re standing by for
acquisition UHF only through Yarragadee, Western Australia, we
probably will be having brief conversation with pilot Brewstrr
Shaw, here in a minute or so«

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, your very weak and broken, we
think you asked us about which depth you should go to and we're
checking on that now

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM (garble) the VTR 1 is still not ready for record,
it still has a bite status, one possible thing to do, might be to
try and wind the tape a little more snuggly to pull up tension on
the tension arms of VITR number 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got a copy on that. The tension has been
increased, does that make it any better in terma of ready to use?

CAPCCm We*re looking at itir just a minute*

CAPCQM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, for Owen, we still do
have the bite status problem, you might check the procedures,
we* re not sure if we get behind the power crew, we will go ahead
and run the tape recorder number 2. But that won*t stop the —
SPACECRAFT Say what? I*m (garble) contact lens right now, so
I*d better continue with that I suppose.

CAPCOM Just continue with that.

SPACECRAFT Bill, 1*11 go ahead and take a look at the tape
recorder.

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCCM4 And Byron, we got the bite clear taken care of,
thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT No problem.

SPACECRAFT (garble), one thing, after you tighten the tape you
got to give another item 7 to standby in that tape recorder to
clear that mal astrlsks.

CAPCOM Very good, yes. Yes, things are looking real good
down here Byron, we*ve taken care of the vas conf iguratior . but
of course, you guys are in charge of starting and stopping the
recorder at the apporpriate time for each of the runs.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we got a good switch (garble) up here.

CAPCOM iGood.

CAPCCM s;j Okay, well whatever you did Byron, it worked. We
tried the command from the ground and were unsuccessful.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, for Ovfen, this is 102, if you're not free
don't answer,

SPACECRAFT (garble) go ahead.

CAPC<»i Owen, will you report the starting of the dome run
1, and at that time you should switch on the video tape recorder
switch it off at the end of the dome run 1*

SPACECRAFT (garble) dome subject , so I presume it would be
better if for Byron (garble) start the tape recorder, wouldn't
'^it7:

CAPCOM The operator will set the tape recorder.

SPACECRAFT That will Byron to start it then.

CAPCOM Okay.

PAO Principle investigator Larry Young here in the
science monitor here in Houston, discussing experiment 102 with
mission specialist Owen Garrlott.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for anyone who
might be available, the SEPAC team would like their lU depth
switch at Romeo 5 Juliet, switch to ON, whenever it is
convienent.

SPACECRAFT Just got it.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, in the blind on air to ground
one, we're having TDRSS problems, we'll see you at Yarragadee at
8 plus 34.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, and did you finish 25?

SPACECRAFT Negative. (Garble)

CAPCOM Repeat.

SPACECRAFT That was a negative Bill.

CAPCOM And Spacelab» this is Marshall OPS.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead there Marshall OPS.

CAPCOM Yes, Byron. We have a byte status indication on

VTR 1. And we need you to check that out. Also, one other

thing. We're going to be doing a split screen as you know on TV

17 and Brewster shouldn't be doing any recording up there with

his tape recorder at that time and we'll need you to mind tape

recorder number 1 during this split screen activity.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Roger. (Garble)

CAPCOM That's right.

SPACECRAFT Was there any decision as to what happened to that

flash. Is that problem in the flash tube, or no ideas?

CAPCOM Repeat Byron.

SPACECRAFT I just had a question. I wondered if they figured

out what had happened to the flash. Was it a problem wita the

flash tube or the ECDS or what?

CKBCCM I guess you caught us unaware Byron. What ate you

talking about - the byte status on the VTR?

SPACECRAFT Okay, well you know last night on the (garble)

flash on the nikon camera so that's one of the reasons why we re

doing 17 here, I think.

CAPCOM Yes, Byron. The 102 team, of course, wants you to

give high priority to getting this video data. If time should

show, if you get some extra time, of course, they'd love to have

yea troubleshoot that dome problem. I don't know anymore about

it than that.

SPACECRAFT Michael, you were broken up. I missed the last

half of your transmission.
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CAPCOM The video data collection for this dome run is of

course your top priority. If there were extra time you might be

able to use that for troubleshooting of the flash problem which

you encountered yesterday.

CAPCOM Yes Byron. Both Larry and Chuck agree that

getting through this complete video run is far raoie important

than doing any troubleshooting on the flash of the nikon or the

dome.

CAPCCm Spacelab, Byron this is 102.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead 102.

CAPCOM Byron, during the time that you are running the

video on Owen if possible would you try to document the position
of the eye camera with interior photography.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wilco.

CAPCOM And we will have a troubleshooting list for the

flash for you to work on when the time is convenient.

CAPCOM And Byron, we have one other remark. The VTR 1 is

still not ready for record. It i»till has a byte status. One
possible thing to do might be to try and wind the tape a little
nore snuggly to pull up tension on the tension arms of VITR
number 1.

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO • • . POCC passed some instructions to Lichtenberg
in regard to his next life sciences operation^ that of experiment
102, the dome run portion of that experiment* Providing some
guidance on what portions of that experiment Dr. Larry Young,
Principle Investigator would like to have recorded on video tape
for later analysis following the flight. The dome experiment is

another of the life sciences experiments designed to look at mans
vestibular system, am! how it adapts to zero-gravity
environme" t. In this particular portion of the experiment,
crewmember will peer into a dome that is attached to one of the
handrails on the starboard side of the module, toward the back of
the module. The inside of the dome is covered with multicolored
spots and the dome is rotated at varying speeds. The crewmember
is then asked to look at the center of the dome where there is a
camera lens, either a still camera or a video camera, depending
on what portion of the experiment, in this case they will be
using a video camera. Also, the crewmember will perform this
experiment bungee*d to the floor during part of the experiment,
and floating free during other parts of the experiment. As he
peers into the dome, and the dome is rotated, he senses, often
times will senses, or gain a feeling that he himself is rotating
and that the dome is standing still. This is referred to
vection, which you may hear this term referred to during the
operation of the experiment if the Principle Investigator and the
crew begin communicating about the results. Additionaly, he has
a small potentiometer which is attached to the dome structure
itself, and he indicates in the amount of rotation that he is
feeling, or the amount of vection that he is experiencing by
moving that potentiometer proportionaly. For this experiment the
subject alfo donns a pair of contact lens that are marked with
black lines because as the subject is viewing the spotts inside
the dome, the eyes tend to rotate, and this is of interest to the
investigator as to just how much and with what frequency they
rotate and that the contact lens allow the investigator to better
document this motion on film, on video tape. One day, 7 hours,
27 minutes. Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 1 day, 7

hours, 34 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, standingby now for
reacqusition of signal with Spacelab thru the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite, this acquisition will be thru S-band initialy,
voice only, and some uplink commanding. The high rate data
downlink scheduled to begin again in about 25 minutes thru
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite. Not real sure that we're
going to get voice instantaneously because of the Orbiters
attitude in relationship with TDRSS, so it may be a few minutes
before we actualy make contact with Spacelab. Onboard the
laboratory they Spacelab is scheduled to be preparing for the
beginning of the rotating dome experiment, one of the NASA 102

experiments and Mission Specialist Owen Garriott should be
setting up TV 17 which will be used to record that experiment
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activity and It will be recorded onorbit on video tape and either

dumped later or brought hoise. Standing by now for reacquistion

of signal, this is Marhshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCXJM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got you for about 9

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Marshall Operations,. Spacelab here, your loud

and clear. And now just to give you a quick update, Ma^ha.l

SSa, we've finished the tape recorder change and
y^'^^^^f^.^^^"^

finished TV 17 set up, and we'ro moving the dome into position

now.

CAPCOM Ok, and did you finish 25.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Repeat.

SPACECRAFT That was a negative. Dale.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations^ standing by
for communications with Spacelab Payload crew, during the Guam
tracking pass. Crew onboard Spacelab showed at this time if on
schedule be either changing or preparing to change the tape
recorder tape at the audio video recorder.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations with you
through Guam* How do you copy? Spacelab, this is Marsh-^11
Operations with you through Guam. How do you copy?
Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations with you through Guam. How
do you copy? Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations with you
through Guam. How do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops Spacelab done.

CAPCOM How*s it going, Byron, we're out with you thru
Guam, how do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Okay, we read you loud and clear, Michael we're
changing the tape on the video tape recorder number 1 now and it
is labeled number 3.

CAPCOM Great we copy. We cop:* label number 3.

SPACECRAFT Actually the new time is 1 day, 7 hours, 14
minutes.

• ,
,, ,

CAPCOM Good we copy, 1 day, 7 hours, 14 minutes. We've a

message from the vestibular people, they want to know if you
remembered to change your ARU tape. They figured it's been about
9 hours old at this point.

SPACECRAFT That's a good (garble). That's affirmative I

changed it before Owen started hop and drop experiment.

CAPCOM Terrific, okay, we understand you changed it before
you the hop and drop experiment. The next comment is our AOS
through TDRs is likely to be poor or late, because we're near the
noser tail of the Orbiter. So we maynot show up quite on time
then. And we have a third comment for you from Larry Young, in
this fourth coming dome run with TV 17, he is particular
interested that you get plenty of footage on the floating runs,
which are run 1 and run 4 of the dome experiment and suggest that
you spend six minutes on your fifteen minutes of tape on your
first run, three minutes on your second run while your fixed, and
6 minutes on your fourth run for the floating subject.

SPACECRAFT (garble) make run, I didn't get a chance to copy
that, we're right in the middle doing that tape thing, could you
give us a couple of minutes, please.
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CAPCOM Sure ^ we'll have you for another minute and 20
seconds, something like that.

SPACECRAFT Okayr if it's that (garble) go ahead then.

CAPCC»1 Yeah real good, Larry Young suggested that on the
fourth coming dome run, that you devote about 6 minutes to the
first of •.he runs, 3 minutes to run 2, and 6 minutes to run four,
which give emphasis to the floating runs in which he is
particularly interested in seeing the split screen dome data.
And also they are suggesting, if you have the time that you
consider doing the Helen Ross run experiment, 025, before the
dome, if there is not time to do that, perhaps you could do that
ju3t after the dome, but whichever you figure would fit better in
with ycvir schedule.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, and will do.

CAPCOM Real good Byron.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we* re going be LOS and hope to see
you in about 15 minutes thru S-Band.

SPACECRAFT Okay*

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 1 day, 7
hours, 21 minutes, mission elasped time, we have loss of signal
with Spacelab through the Guam ground tracking station, and
anticipating reacquisition with the Spacelab in approximately 13
1/2 minutes thru the tracking and data relay satillite, hcwever

; the crew has been advised that the acquisition may come a bit
; late because of the attitude of the Orbiter in relationship to
\ the tracking and data relay satillite. During the last
\ acquisition, crew Payload Specialist, Byron Lichtenberg confirmed
j

that they completed their hop and drop activities and Lichtenberg
was in the process of changing the tapes on the audio visual

I

recorder. Additionally, alternate Payload Specialist, Michael
I

Lampton here in the POCC, past some instruction to Lichtenberg in

\
regard to his next life science operations out of experiment 102
dcMse run portion of that experiment. Providing guidance some
guidance on what portion of

\ END OF TAPE
\
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PAO Just receiving (garble) reports from principle
investigators for experiment 14 and experiment 19. Experiment 19
indicating they received acceptionally good data^ and experiment
14 indicated that while they can't be sure of the specifics of
the data because it's all recorded on film onboard the spacecraft
indications are that their experiments is operating properly and
gathering data. At 1 day 6 hours 58 minutes mission elapsed
time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 1 day 7 hours
mission elapsed time. Columbia is approaching the coast of
Australia and the range of the Yarragadee tracking station,
during the recent tracking data relay satellite pass on the UHP
stations, within that the CAPCOM Franklin Chang speaking with
Pilot Brewster Shaw of various housekeeping functions aboard the
Orbiter, fuel cell purges, inertial measurement unit alignments,
water supply dumps and that sort of thing. Systems looking good
onboard the Orbiter. And we* re in the middle of a hand-over of
flight control teams now in mission control. Prom the flight
control team of Flight Director of Larry Bourgeois, to the team
of Plight Director Chuck Lewis. The change of shift press
conference for Larr*' Bourgeois was scheduled to occur at 1 day 7
hours 30 minutes, mission elapsed time, more than about 1/2 hour
in Bldg 2 room 135 here at the Johnson Space Center. Standing by
for acquisition through Yarragadee, this is mission control.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston, AOS Yarragadee for 5 1/2.

Loud and clear Franklin.

CAPCOM
static.

Okay Brewster, I copy you with a little bit of

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCC»! Columbia, Houston, we're about 1 minute and 40
seconds to LOS, next pass will be Guam, at 7:15, and we're
handing over to the next shift, Brian and Fish, and I just wanted
to say thanks a lot for all the work and have a good night, 1*11
see you tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Okay Franklin, well thank you alot, enjoyed talking
to you today, and look forward again to it tomorrow.

CAPCOM Okay, same for me.

PAO This is Mission control Houston, 1 day 7 hours 7

minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal with
Columbia through the Yarragadee tracking station in Australia.
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And we'll be picking up again with the Orbiter and the Spacelab
communications at the start of orbit number 22 , over the Guam
station in about 8 minutes. This is mission control Houston*

PAO This is Mission control ' ouston, 1 day 7 hours 13
minutes, mission elapsed time. We're ;:,canding by for acquisition
in about 2 minutes through the Guam tracking station.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, standing by
for communications with Spacelab payload crew during this Guam
tracking pass. Per onboard Spacelab, should at this time, if

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...and Byron before we go totally over the hill,
remember to turn that lU depth switch off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want it off now or in just a couple of
minutes?

CAPCOM Couple of minutes will be fine*

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 day, 6
hours, 53 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite.
Next acguistion with Spacelab from the Payload Control Center is
a little over 20 minutes away and it will be through the Guam
tracking station. However, meanwhile Mission Control scheduled
to have an acquisition through Yarragadee. During the last
acquisition' of signal the crew continued with their conduct of
life sciences experiments. They were about to finish up with
Doug Watt's experiment which is the hop and drop experiment which
followed the drop and shock experiment* Uses much of the same
equipment - a headband or accelerometer unit to measure
acceleration, a T handle from which the Specialist, Payload
Specialist or Mission Specialist hangs, some bungee cords that
hold them to the ground, an electrode that measures the reaction

• of his electrical activity in his leg mission and foot switch
which indicates when he impacts the ground and goes through a
series of hops and then a series of drops designed to take a look
at how his balance, specifically the organs in the inner ear -
the otolith organs • are adapting to the zero gravity
environment. Any possible benefits from this research according
to Dr. Watt - one area is to better understand the space
adaptation syndrome which plagued some of the astronauts.
Another possiblity is to learn more about how the balance system
functions. Another possibility if this is accomplished is to
perhaps someday develop treatments for maladies of the vestibular
system of the otolith organs, the organs in the inner ear.
Additionally during the last acquisition of signal, experiment 1
- a NASA sponsored experiment provided by Utah State University -
was operated automatically by the experiment computer - a large
pallet mounted instrument. Actually, probably just about the
large... Correction, it is the largest instrument mounted out on
the pallet. It's a piano sized, upright piano sized
instrument. Actually five separate instruments that are situated
half way down the starboard side of the pallet. The, it is five
spectrometers calibrated to different wave lengths and it is
operated by the experiment computer. During the last operation
it was gathering data on night glow and here in the Payload
Operations Control Center Dr. Doug Watt, one of the co-
investigators on that experiment and husband of the prinicipal
invest... Correction, Dr. Doug Torr, one of the co-investigators
on the experiment, and the husband of principal investigator Dr.
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Marsha Tort, was receiving realtime data. Indicated that the

data looked good. Additionally during this acquisition, tv.e

computer was scheduled to operate NASA or correction, ESA

experiment number 14. That another of the atmospheric physics

experiments designed to look at light emitting cloud-like

sJ?ucJSres in thl upper atmosphere. That also a P^l^f^ ."^^^^^^^^

ixopriuient consisting of a camera and an image intenslfier. And

eineriSeSt ??? ^ne Sf the space plasam physics experiments, was

:jg:d;?efto'ipe?ate in confunction -i^^/^Pf^^SheTuet'^
"

the active package. That package mounted out on the pallet

desianed to create artificial aurora through the emission of a

eharaed particle beam. Just receiving here a report from

panl!pariniesUga-.ors for experiment 14 a«f ««Pffi"*^^/^' ^
Experiment 19 Indicating they received exceptionally good data.

END OF TAPE
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PAO On the emission from the earth atmosphere,
presently in the night portion of the Orbit, this instrument is

looking at ohenomenal night glow. Emission from the atmosphere
in darkness. In general this experiment is designed to study not
only the constituants but also the dynamics of the earth
atmosphere. And will be looking at the atmosphere from the
surface, all the way to the very, very thin atmopshere above the
Spacecraft. Prom this investigation, researchers hope to learn
wore about •he important relationship between the earth and the
sun.

CAPC(M Spacelab 102.

SPACECRAFT 102 Spacelab, go ahead.

CAPCOM Are you operating now?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, we're lust getting Owen set up

now to do hop and drop.

CAPCOM Okay, have you got the (garble) or the EMG
amplifier connected?

SPACECRAFT Okay, the EMG amp is connected now.

CAPCCW We copy.

SPACECRAFT Are you getting some data down there?

CAPCOM Okay, we ran about 15 seconds late, it's just

coming up now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it looks like we're all set up here.

(garble)

SPACECRAFT We have the rest of the tape on the video tape

recorder number 1 for experiments is that correct?

CAPCOM I believe that is.

CAPCON Spacelab that's affirm, you can use the

rttnaining tape on VTR 1 to record this F05 information. Yoj will

nee^ to change that out though before starting the dome run which
will follow the TV17 with the split screen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roger, can we copy? The calibration and I've

got the tape recorder going.

CAPCC»f Hop it Owen.
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CAPCOM And Bryan, the signals look good in all three

counts.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roger, we (garble) confirm. And here comes

the hopping. We're beginning to drop Ig.

CAPCOM Okay 102 copy.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshal Ops for Bi^ron. If you get

a chance »re*d like you to turn at the Romeo 5 Juliet panel, the

lU depth switch of C back on for about a minute and then turn it

:off.::

SPACBCRAFT Okay, I understand you want the lU depth ON for a

couple of minutes then OFF?

CAPCOM Exactly right.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's on now.

CAPCOM Thanks alot Byron.

SPACECRAFT No charge.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops we've got you for

about 2 more minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) and a couple more minutes and we

should be finish with 102.

CAPCOM Okay, that's great.

SPACECRAFT Or five.

CAPCOM In the event we don't get another ground station

before you start on Television 17, we would like you to use the

105 milliammeter lenses, the P cap is in error.

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab, Marshall Ops comp check.

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear, 5 (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, yeah no, I think we had a little drop out

there, we want you to use a 105 milliammeter lense for TV 17

setup and use 2 cameras, instead of 1.

SPACECRAFT We copy, set up both cameras.

CAPCOM Okay, their going to do the split screen on the

done, that's what it is for. *

SPACBCRAFT ':• ;-:Okay , • we
;

copy/ :
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CAPCOM And we should see you at 7+14 over Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM 1C2 here.

CAPCOM And Byron, before we totally go over the hillremember to turn that lu depth switch OFF.

min'^e^^ a couple of

CAPCOM Couple of minutes.

END OF TAPE
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APCOM • • /negative that was too, we don't havr: Ku-band
for another 12 minutes.

SPACECr^AFT Ok, thank you.

CAPCOM Space lab, 102.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Doug.

CAPCOM Owen, Bill would like know if Byron still has a

needle in his leg.

SPACECRAFT Negative, v;e took it out.

CAPCOM We copy. Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for 0\^en.

SPACECRAFT Owen.

CAPCOM Yes, we are looking at tape recorder use and you've
24 minutes left on that VITR-i, which you are welcome to use on
Doug Watts experiment. When your finaly done with that
experiment though, we're going to have to ask one of you to
change out that AV-tape, before getting started on that dome
experiment which follows. That will be done using the TV 17 set
ip with the split screen.

SPACECRAFT Ok, we'll use the rest of it, I'll make some notes
(garble)

V

CAPCOM Ok, real good. Spacelab, 102.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Doug.

CAPCOM Owen, could you give us a quick status on 104,
particularly did you complete the recruitment curve and did you
get any drops done, and where do you stand now with Byrons
activities.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Byron is just finishing his hops on the last
sequence, with one bungee on the side, he did finish the full
recruitment curve and it looked perfect. It looked just like a
classical recruitment curve with the MH being suppressed by the
(garble), so its a very good one. Everything right up to the
compeXetion of the recruxtment curve, over.

CAPCOM We copy.

PAO ^ That exchange between Principle Investigator Doug
Watt for experiment 102, and Owen Garriott i,n the process onboard
>f running final operations on that experiment.

SPACECRAFT (garble)
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CAPCOM Thank you, Owen,

PAO With Dr, Watt in the science monitoring area here
in Houston/ is also Dr. Chuck Ohman who is also involved with the
series o£ NASA sponsored experiment 102, there are several
investigations, there are several investigations palled under
that umbrella*

SPACECRAFT Marshall, I'm going off Uv line here to change
subjects, we'll be back with you in a little bit.

CAPCOM Ok, we copy that, Owen, thank you.

PAO Here in the Payload Operations Control Center, Dr.

Doug Watt and Chuck Ohman reviewing some real--time data from
Spacelab on the conduct of their hop and drop experiment. That
information being relayed thru the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite. Only about 3 minutes left on the high rate data
downlink from Spacelab. Dr. Watt is Principle Investigator for

the hop and drop experiment. Chuck Ohman, Dr. Ohman is one of

the investigators on another of the 102 series of vestibular
investigators. As the Payload Crew onboard Spacelab is

continuing with their life sciences investigations, NASA's
xperiraent number 1, which is one of several atmospheric physics

^-w^xperiments being conducted aboard the mission, a pallet mounted
experiment is being operated by the Spacelab computer here in the
Payload Operations Control Center. Dr. Doug Torr of the

University of Utah co-investigator and another member of his team
are review the data as its coming down from the spacecraft. That
instrument, and piano size instrument, situated at the aft

section of the pallet, designed to study the constituent of the

atmosphere, looking, doing a spectral study, a broader spectral
study yet from study, done simultaneously on the emmisions from

the Earths atmosphere. Presently in the night portion of the

orbit, this instrument is looking at phenomenon known as night

glow, emissions from the atmosphere in darkness.

END OP TAPE
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j^iPCOM And Spacelab Marshall Ops, how copy?

SPACECRAFT (garble) just beginning to do the (garble)

CAPCOM Oh groat.

SPACECRAFT (garble) good thinking though, (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, and he's going to go through the entire

procedure?

SPACECRAFT We hope so.

CAPCOM Okay, We wanted to let you know that we can give

you 30 more minutes on the hop and drop by delaying the AV
changeout until 7 plus 30.

SPACECRAFT (garble) on the VTR or a half hour of time?

CAPCOM Half hour of time on the hop and drop, providing —

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand.

^APCOM Okay, that's assuming that Byron will be able to do

\at changeout.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll manage it.

CAPCOM Okay, great.

PAD Mission Specialist, Owen Garriott reporting that

they are just preparing or actually the hop portion of the hop
and drop experiment is now underway using Byron Litchenbeirs as

the subject. That's done in 3 sets, a set of hops followed by a

set of drops from the T-h ndle, then the bungee cords which

attach the subject to the floor, 1 set of the 3

—

SPACECRAFT (garble) zero-1 messages. Bill?

CAPCOM It's a RAU 21 problem again, we're going to try to

:
iX it.;,

;

SPACECRAFT (garble) pretty good lead on it, maybe it's already
been fixed.

CAPCOM I thought we had it fixed, but apparently it's come

back, I'm going to look and see what the problem was. May be a

different one.
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^^0 The 104 experiment involves chree set^^ of hops euid
'three sets of drops • The hop cycle is 30 hops follov^ed by 15
drops or falls. Then one of the three sets of bungees is
released to reduce the downward pull on the subject, and the
sequence is repeated^ and then finally a second sot of bungees is
released leaving only 3 sets of 1 buncjee attaching the payload
specialist or mission specialist to the floor. And the
experiment is repeated. During the experiment^ the crewmember
wears the accelerometer unit to measure the acceleration of the
fall or the hops^ also v/ears a set of electrodes attached to the
leg to measure the electrical activity in the leg muscle^ the
experiirienter is again looking to study the reflex action of an
individual in weightless environment to see how that differs from
the reflex action in a one gravity environments Researchers
believe this reaction is linked to the vestibular system which
helps man keep an upright balance^ in a one gravity environment.

SPACECRAFT (garble) first sequence with Byron*

CAPCOM

SPACECRAB^T

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
this time?

Okay, we copy. And Owen did you copy Doug?

(garble), copy Doug, yes, that*s correct,

Okay^ thank you.

(garble) You don't have any video, or do you at

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
another 12 minutes.

That's negative on the video.

Okay, how about data?

Negative that way too^ we don't have KU-Band until

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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AO . . . and thoy conducted beam firing, relcarsed of. a

charged particle beam into the plasma surrouriding the spacecraft

and that was monitored by their experiment package in the

module. The Principle Investigator team indicated that they'd

gotten some good data, and that infoririation v;aG passed along to

the crew. And the crew got some addition good news-., and that was

that the troublesome Remote Ar-quistion Unit 21, RATI 21 is now up

and running and it has been up and running up for more than an

hour and a half. Spacelab-1 Mission Manager Harry Craft reported

that it appears uhat they'll be able to return to nominal
experiment operations. They're approximately 4 experiments that

are mounted out on the pallet that depend on that Remote

Acqusition Unit for atleast part of their operations, so now all

4 of those experiments should be able to proceed with their

operations. The impact of that problem was not as severe as it

possibly could have been later in the mission, because many of

these experiments were not scheduled to operate early in the

flight of Spacelab-1, Approximately 6-1/2 minutes now from

reAcquistion of Signal thru the Orroral ground tracking station

at 1 day, 5 hours, 27 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is

Marshall Spacelab Operations. Mission Control, Houston,

acqulsiton thru Orroral Valley, in 30 seconds. Nearing the end

of orbit 30, apogee and perigee 134 by 132.4, all Orbiter systems

behaving normally, no systems problems to speak of on Orbiter.

e s'iould be getting acquisiton now. And this is Marshall
^pe;:ations, standingby for communications between the Payload
Control Center and Spacelab.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for

about 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Ok, fine, we are just starting the (garble) on

Byeon.

CAPCOM Ok. And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, s-Je've got

you for 30 seconds, and we want you to terminate 104 aftar the

recruitment curve and start into 102 F015. And we've cjor. you for

20 seconds, and we'll see you for about a minute at 50,

correction 5+54.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 1 day, 5

hours, 37 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, we have Loss of Signal
with Spacelab thru Orroral Valley ground tracking station and

anticipating reacquistion thru Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
in approximately 25 minutes. This is Marshall Spacelab
Operations at 1 day, 6 hours, 1 minute Mission Elapsed Time,

standing by in under a minute now for reAcqusition of Signal thru

the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite with Spacelab. I don't
Anow if we'll get voice immediately as has occurred on many of

the previous passes. There has sometimes been several minutes
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elay. Onboard Spacelab, crew should be at this time, either
performing^ or preparing to perform experiment 102, the hop and
drop portion of that experiment, v/hich is very simil-ir to the
shock and drop exp^^^riment just performed, v^hlle it uses the same
equipment, there is no stimulus applied to the back of the
subjects knee. Standing by now inonentar ily for reAcquistion of
Signal with Spacelab.

CAPCOM

SPACRCR?.FT
with Byron,

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Spacelab, Marshall Hps, how copy.

Loud and clear, we're just beginning to do the hops

Ok, great.

We put him in as first subject.

Ok, and he's going to go thru ...
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SPACECRAFT Okay we copy, thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, we* re going to lose you anytime and we'll
see you again in about 15 minutes thru Orroral Valley^ Spacelab
Marshall Ops in the blind v;e need you to execute HRM format,

SPACECRAFT Say again format. Bill.

CAPCOM HRM,

SPACECRAFT (garble) do you want?

CAPCOM 24,

SPACECRAFT 21? 21 is that correct?

CAPCOM Negative. 2,1,2,3,4

SPACECRAFT (garble) number 4?

CAPCOM Roger, 24, 24, It's loaded, just execute.

. PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 1 day, 5

I ours, 21 minutes, mission elasped time. We have lose of signal
^la^-chrough the tracking relay satillite with Spacelab, Orbiter

Columbia, this is scheduled to be a relatively long loss of
signal period, approximately, well actually through TDRs
relatively long loss of signal period approximately 40 minutes in
length. Although there acquisition through ground tracking
station. And approximately 11 minutes. And that will be through
Orroral Valley ground tracking station, and that acquisition
relatively short acquisition for about 3 minutes, just slightly
over 3 minutes. During the last acquisition of signal Spacelab
Payload crew concentrated roost of their attention on the conduct
of life sciences experiments 104, Mission Specialist, Owen
Garriott, was the first subject and earlier we had received some
life downline television of the set up of that experiment in the
Payload Operations Control center actually. The science
monitoring area which is separate facility from the Operations
Control center. Dr. Mel Reschke, and his research team, on hand
to monitor the data from that experiment as well as to converse
with the crew and the fact that several times during the
acquisitoin Dr. Reschke, communicated with Dr. Lichtenberg and
also towards the end of the acquisition. Dr. Garriott. The 104
experiment operations was interrupted briefly as Mission
Specialist Garriott conducted some verifications flight test
activities, within the Spacelab habitable module, these involving
taking some temperature reading. While that was going on, the

/ Experiment computer was operating several pallets, (garble)
I Experiments among them was experiment 14, an experiment designed
^^to look at some light admitting cloud like structures in the

earths upper atmosphere. That experiment European Space Agency
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'Experiment, tiddle waves in the OH missive layer and that
experiment uses a srownll camerci, pallet: mounted caiaera, v;ith a
image intensifier. Dr. Michael Herse', Principle Investigator
for that investigation and his team were hand in the Payload
Operations Control Center to monitor a hoiu^ekeeping data from
that experiment. Basically they were looking at the film, and
insuring that it was advancing as it should, which the indicator
was that it was indeed doing that, however, they v/on't really be
able to evalute their data until after the Orbiter lands, and the
film can be retrieved from the pallet. Dr. Herse' indicated that
it would probably bo about a month before they even have even any
preliminary indications as to the results of the investigation.
During the acquisition the Space Plasma physics complement,
experienced a first, experiment 20 at European Space Agency
provided a experiment which has both of them a package inside the
module, extended thru the scientific airlock and one out on the
pallet was operated and they conducted their first beam firing,
release of a charge particle beam into the plasma surrounding the
Spacecraft, and that was monitored by their experiment package in
the module* Principle Investigator team indicated that they

END OF TAPE
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PAO That exchange betv?een principv-^1 invest irjatoc Mel

Reschke from the Johnson Fipace Center and Payloart Specialist
Byron Lichtenberg about pteparationii for set up of experiment 104
- the second portion of that experiment in v/hich Lichtenberg will

be the subject and Garriott will be the operator. Lichtenberg

had indicated that he wasn't feeling extremely well and that he

was going to go slowly both in preparing for that experiment and

th2 conduct of it.

SPACECRAFT Okay and Marshall OPS, CS2 is going to be going off

the loop here the subject.

CAPCOM We copy Byron.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Byron's in the harness right now Mike. What do you

need?

CAPCOM Oh, hi Owen. How are things going? Say, in a few

minutes you're coming up on a run of Doug Watt's experiment F05

and if you need any guidance we've got a MAL page for you. It's
'02 F05 MAL-2.

"'SPACECRAFT Hold on please. We can't get all that right now.

Could you hold off there Mike?

CAPCOM Okay, fine. Whenever.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike. I'm ready to copy. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, Owen. When you get to the F05 run you might

have a look at page 102 F05 MAL-2.

CAPCOM That covers...

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that.

CAPCOM That covers any contingency operations you may need

some guidance on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. That brief
exchange between CIC Bill Bach nd Mission Specialist Owen
Garriott indicating that the crew onboard Spacelab continuing
with the drop and shock c.xper: .lent. Meanwhile, here in the

Payload operations Control Center in one of the user rooms Dr.

iichael nerr«» wf European Space Agency is now monitoring his data
isoming down from his experiment which is mounted on the pallet.

That experiment designed to look at cloud-like structures that

emit light from the earth's upper atmosphere. It is a STS-9
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combination inteasifier and camera cind Herse has Indicated that
their receiving data indications are that the film In the camera
is advancing properly and ho won't really have any information on
the quality oC his data, however, until about a month or 3o after
landing until the films can be processed. Approximat iy S

minutes remaining in this acquisition of signal through tne
trac!;ing and data relaj^ satellite*

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We'll be doing
some X TLM timeline maintenance from the ground.

CAPCOM Spacelaby this is Marshall OPS. Be advised that
we've had our first successful electron beam operations from
experiment 020. This was about 7 minutes ago.

SPACECRAFT Mike, we hear you trying to call us but you* re
broken up and cannot road you.

CAPCOM I was just advising that experiment 20 has had its
first successful electron beam operations.

SPACECRAFT That's fantastic. How did the diagnostic package
rork?

^^^APCOM Don't know. Don't know, I'll check with the PI.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen. The passive package data looked good.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 104.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, your (garble) cutting out.

CAPCOM Okay Owen. We just would like a reading before we
lose you.

SPACECRAFT Mel, I'm sorry. You're cutting in and out and I

cannot read you. I'll go change the batteries on this thing in a
few minutes but right now I'm putting a needle in Byron's legs
which ought to be a few minutes.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we're going to lose you anytime and
we'll see you again in about 15 minutes through Orroral valley.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAB'T Okay Marshall, We've finsihed with Oven and the
drops and he's going to be doing the temperature test here for a
little bit so it will be a while before we get going on 104
again.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
104 peoplt:

.

CAPCOM

CAfCOM

We copy*

And just a quick debriefing note for the experiment

Go ahead Spacelab. This Is 104.

So' .ahead Byron.';.

,

SPACECRAFT Okay, through the drops the H waves varied quite a
bit on the contiol^ I tried to set it as best as I could.
Repeated some of the drops and I made some notes onto the
downlink recordiitg so that when you play it fc'ck later on you'll
get it* I don't recall exactly which view points and when it
happened but I did readjust the stimulus strength several times
to try and keep the H wave at 50% of maximum.

tIAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we copy Byron. That was a good move.

And Byron r are you copying 104?

That's a negative r Marshall OPS. No copy on 104.

CAPC(M Okay. Re did copy what you said and we'll work the
cofiim problem.

CAPCOM And Mel Reschke agrees that's a good move to adjust
the stimulus level as you did.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 104. Do you read us now?

K

SPACECRAFT Roger r experiment 104. Spacelab here reads you
loud and clear.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. While the
crew onboard Spacelab is conducting verification flight test
activities, here in the Payload Operations Control Center Dr.
Michael Herse and his research team for experiment 14, which is
looking at waves in the OH emissive layer (those are cloud-like
structures, light emitting cloud-like structures that have been
observed in the earth* s upper atmosphere) is preparing to receive
some data from his experiment which is going to be operated
automatically onboard the spacecraft here beginning in another 3

1:o 4 minutes. Prom the data gathered from this experiment,
researchers hope to gain a better understanding of the dynamics
of the earth's upper atmosphere.

I
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_^APCOM Yes, we were just wondering If you're in a hold

pattern now waiting for one to come back.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we'ra in a hold pattern for Owen and for me

also. I'm not feeling too great.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. Do you think you're going to have

trouble finishing?

SPACECRAFT Yes, Based on yesterdays observations of Doug

Watt. I'll go ahead and do the recruitment curve and see what X

can do out of the drops. We'll just do the best we can.

CAPCOM Okay Byron. I'll tell you you might try those

drops if they bother you with your eyes open to go with the eyes

closed maybe.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll keep that in mind thank you.

CAPCOM Yes. We copy. Thank you Byron,

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS for Byron. Just

^ke it easy till you feel good.

PACECRAFT Okay, thank you Bill. Appreciate it.

CAPCOM PS2 this is 104.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes Byron. Could you give us a number?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'd say a ratio scale about 10.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy. Thank you.

CAPCOM PS2, this is 104.

CAPCOM PS2, this is 104.

SPACECRAFT Experiment 104, PS2 (garble).

CAPCOM Yes Byron, this is Mel. Are you going to do the

static portion of the recruitment curve?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative. Yes, we're just starting to

get set up now.

-APCOM Okay, thank you. We copy.
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PAO That exchange between principle investigator Mel

Reschke from the Johnson Space Center and Payload Specialist

Byron Lichtenberg about preparations for set up of experiment

104, the second portion of that experiment in which Lichtenberg

will be the subject.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Next acquisition of signal approxiinatelv 14
minutes, that acquisiLion will be through Hawaii, during the last
very very brief acquisition the Payload control center received a
status report from payload specialist Byron Litchenberg on his
and Owens' progress with conduct of experience 104, one of the
life science's experiments being conducted on the mission.
Today's activity invovling the payload crew is primarily
dedicated to li^-* sciences, the early portion of the mission and
the end of the mission both heavy life sciences days. That's
because many of the life sciences experiments involve a
comparsion between early and late portions of the mission, in an
attempt to look at an individuals adaptation to zero-g
environment. Additionally, CIC Bill Bach reported to the crew
that the troublesome RAU 21 piece of equipment between several
experiments on the pallet in the Spacelab computer is now up and
running, (garble) that have been worked to (garble) support
center and the Mission Control center here in Houston. At 1 day
4 hours 6 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 1 day 4 hours
18 minutes, mission elapsed time, standing by now for

I eacquisition of signal with the Spacelab through the Hawaii
'w^jround tracking station. That acquisition scheduled to last

approximately 7 minutes. Crew is scheduled at this t.^me to be
continuing with their operation of experiment 104, the drop and
shock experiment. Also, shortly, mission special! *t, Owen
Garriott scheduled to break away and kick up some additional
verification flight test activities in the habital module.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we have you for 5 plus
30, through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, we just finished the drop on
MS2 and we're getting ready to setup for the (garble) test.

CAPCOM Roger we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Bill I'll be reading in a second, I'm
going into the middeck. I'll be right back.

CAPCOM Okay Byron.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we're going to
lose you in about 30 seconds, and we should see you in Hawaii in
about 3 minutes through S-Band.

^AO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 1 day 4 hours
*6 minutes mission elapsed time, we have loss of signal through
the Hawaii ground tracking station. Relatively short
acquisition, very little traffic from Spacelab. Crew indicated

1
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they are in the process of, well they had completed the tests,
104 tests, with mission specialists Garriott as the subject, they
should be resuraing shortly with payload specialist Litchenberg as
the subject^ Garriott as the test operator, however, in the
meantime they have scheduled some verification flight test
activities taking some temperature measurements insiOe the
habitai module. Just about a minute now until reacquisition of
signal through the tracking and relay data satellite,
anticipating both acquisition of S-Band voice link, as well as
(garblt;) band high rate data downlink.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for

about 50 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roger Marshall, PS2 here.

CAPCOM Okay, and we do have the PI enabled.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall, we finished with Owen and the drops
and he's going to be doing the temperature test here in a little
bit, so it will be a while before we get going on 104 again.

APCOM We copy.
*^„,
SPACECRAFT And just a quick debriefing note for the experiment
104 people.

END OF TAPE
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**^0 , . . the high rate data and the video is

downlinked to the Principle Investigator down here in the POCC.
However / in a Loss of Signal period, that information is recorded
onboard Spacelab, and then returned to Earth either dumped later,
or brought back after the mission. We have not only less of high
rate data thru Ku-band of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite,
but we also are out of communication thru S-band, that
communication thru TDRS expected to be regained sometime after
about 41-1/2 rainutes, however there is an acquistion scheduled in

about 14 minutes, or just over 14 minutes. That acquisition is

scheduled to be thru the Orroral Valley ground tracking station
and is scheduled to last, its relatively short acquisition, only
about 2-1/2 minutes in length. Mainwhile, as the crew is

conducting that experiment, the experiment computer was operating
was operating experiment 19, that one of several space-plasma
physics experiments being conducted onboard Spacelab, its a

pallet mounted experiment. And that experiment, the team for
that experiment here in the Payload Operations Control Center has

been looking at the data, and Principle Investigator reports that
the data look real good. At 1 day, 3 hours, 48 minutes, Mission
Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations, This is

Mission Control Houston, a minute 20 seconds away from acquisiton
thru Orroral Valley in Australia, Currently the Columbia orbit
s 132.4 by 134.6 nautical miles. Coming up on the end of orbit
.umber 19, next station after Orroral will be Hawaii followed

'almost immediately by the tracking satellite. We'll standby now,
plus a few words from the Payload Operations Control Room.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got you for about
2 minutes thru Orroral

SPACECRAFT Ok, Dale, your loud and clear.

CAPCOM Ok, and we won't have the PI this pass, but if you
could give us the status,

SPACECRAFT Ok, we've finished one set of 8 drops, and
everything looks real good, they're going to keep a pretty

;
cons iten

t
' h-waves.

'

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And we do have some good news, we
think we have patched the RAU 21 problem. It appears like we're
getting some good data.

SPACECRAFT Ok, that's excellent newa. Owen's jumping up and

down, for joy. And Dale, while we've got you here, just to let

you know what happened on the (garble) curve, we came back down
and did Owens threshold H and it increased alittle Mt so I redid
viewpoint number 1 with a stimulus value of -3.0. Primarily for

;he 104 people, we told you we did the drops, we did tho first
several drops at a stimulus level of 3.5, and after viewpoint 5,

I had increased it to 4.3 to get the same H-wave.
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CAPCOM Great Byron, and we've got V^"^
^^^.^^f

seconds, and we'll see you again approximately 4+18.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Ok, copy 4+18.

I^nd thank you for the data.

oi^n This is Marshall Spacelab Oper-ations, 1 ^ay, 4

the ottoral Valey gtouna
'^'^«=""?,^*fi,?S„tes? That aequlslton

K'°tS.rS'Hlila' Tu^ISHhe'Ia^J 'iTV.^V brief Iculstlon

END OP TAPE
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^^SfAo Gartiott now installing the T handles overhead.

SPACECRAFT That's great.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall OPS for experiment 104 we're about
to begin the stimulation to see if we can get a good M&H
crossover

,

CAPCOM Okay copy.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Michael.

CAPCOM Yes, good. I just talked with Data Management
people and although we'll be going LOS in about 6 minutes you

guys are welcome to use the entire video tape on VTR number 1 to

record drops for Mel Reschke's experiment if you like,

SPACECRAFT Okay, all the tape on 1. How much is left please?

CAPCOM It's full. We got it changed out the end of the

Red shift and you have 55 minutes remaining actually on both
reorders,

"spacecraft Okay, (garble)

CAPCOM We'll let you manage that start and stop. There's

plenty of tape and, of course, no danger of running over since

you have the whole thing assigned to 104.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And experiment 104 - I don't know if you see

the data down there. We're getting a pretty sharp M but very,

very little H,

CAPCOM Byron, this is Dave. You're loud and clear viown

here. The data are coining through intact.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you notice as they come up here I really
get very little H. It starts right out with the M.

CAPCC»1 Yes. I've not seen any H, or if it is it's so

small that I can barely get a little piece of it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here's ;ome H now.

CAPCCW! I guess the question is is whether or not that's
really in the right spot or not,

SPACECRAFT Okay, that looks pretty good. We're going to go
ahead and get our stimulus values now.
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\^PCOM And Spacelab be aavisea. We'll have you for about

4 mote minutes on video and voice.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 104.

PAO Pavload crew continuing their preparations for 104

at this time. They're administering a series of mild shocks to

w \ rS Ih^ iixM&cts knee -this to eB*-ablisb what is called a

See irthfaatrcoSe'Lin J. ofthe Spacelab Indicates that it's

data! Just a couple of minutes remaining on this live

downlink.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 104. ^^^L^f s'^^S^erpotifs' is'^sto
threshold H is 2.6 View point 2 is 2.8

^^f^
P^?;^

g is
View point 4 is 3.2 View point 5 Is. 3. 4 View po.nt

4.3 View point 7 is 5.1 and view point 8 is 5.5

CAPCOM Okay we copy Byron and I just, before we lose you,

'^le data really looks nice down here. Thank...

^-SPACECRAFT Okay. That looks, that sounds real good Mel. They

said the • •

•

CAPCOM And Byron, we have you for about 1 more minues and

Si^^fsee you oiler Otro^al Valley for 3 minutes at about 4 plus

0.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill, we copy that and we'll put it on TV once

we start the drops hare.

CAPCOM Roger we (garble) and we copy.

CAPCOM Ana we've lost TV guys.

PAO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations. We've lost

tat, 'aco?d« the scientific data from that experiment.

J«t o^ Sa: d^ta U actually gathered on video tape an' compared

onboard Spacelab and then returned to earth .either ..

.

END OF TAPE
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ACECRAFT Houston, Columbia^ on air to ground !•

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster, the message I past was the message

you've got there, the SSIO coupler fail, which was the subsystem
TDS dropped its interface with the subsystem computer and were

still looking at the problem, we have no action for you now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand you don't want us to
troubleshoot right now,

CAPCOM That's affirm, no troubleshoot from you at this

time, and were through with spec !•

SPACECRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM And the other note

—

SPACECRAFT (garble) I put the other to slip,

CAPCOM Okay, and the other note I had was, were trying a

new patch to the Hecox computer to work around the RAO 21 problem

SPACECRAFT Okay, good luck,

I APCOM Thanks,

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 104.

p]^X) Lichtenberg now attaching the cathode to the back

of the knee. That is the cathode that administers a very, very

small electric shock to the back of the Mission Specialist
Garriott knee as he is released from the T handle during the

experiment, Garriott in the process of preparing tc put on some

rubber gloves, for which to hold on to the T handle.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is 104.

PAO Voice of Principle Investigator Mill Reschke, here

in the Payload Control Center. Science monitoring area.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is 104, the picture looks really

good, Spacelab this is 104.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Experiment 104, Spacelab go ahead.

CAPCOM Yeah, we've got your picture now, we just want to

let you know were here. Everything looks really good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. Are you getting the real time

\garble) ;.
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_^aPCOM We're getting a display, but we haven't seen anysingle responses yet. Have you gotten any up there?

SPACECRAFT We're Still in the check out here.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, thank you.

l^^uu ,
Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, you do not have todo the analog v.Mo change out that four hours per your pea cao3ust delete that. It's already been accomplished.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks Bill.

Garriott just ran a test with a release of the T
handle, he now holding the handle which is attached to —

«^ SJ^""'^!^' '^Jis is 104 have you been able to verifyoperations of the stimulator yet.

SPACECRAFT Negative, not yet, we've just got a A and M checkwhich looked okay, and (garble) and needle in the plate right
now. ^

"^APCOM Roger, copy.

AO And Spacelab, Byron, if you cculd just push thosecables up a little bit that are above your head, if that's noproblem.

SPACECRAFT Just a second. Okay, Houston, 19 K and (garble)
right now between the plate and the needle.

CAPCOM Roger copy.

The crew continuing with the check out- prior to
the actual conductive experiment 104. Lichtenberg will operatethe experiment from a small dedicated computer processor
installed in the life science double rack which is on the starboard side of the module, just out of the field of view.

^'^^
, .

Lichtenberg, now working to stow some cables, these
are television camera cables that were down in the field of
l^^'iy of view so that the actual Thandle that will, Garriott to hold on to, .-ill be invisible as
it s m Its socket in the top of the verification flight
instrumentation double rack, and the course the segment of themodule.

CAPCOM Byron, that's great. Pi than<<s, you.

PACECRAFT Okay, no problem.
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"CAPCOM (garble) Okay.

PAO Garciott now installing the T handle overhead.

SPACECRAFT Gee, that's great.

END OP TAPE
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PAO Johnson Space Center, Dr. Mel Reschke is the

principle investigator and he put this experiment together with
his - he with his team put the experiment together to look at the

affects of weightlessness on spinal reflexes as well as posture.

CAPCOli And SpacelabV this is Marshall OPS. We • re going to

see you w l ;v some I wal vldi^^^ 22. That ' s

..atout ' 4
^

minutes away. .

SPi%CECRAf^T Okay^ Marshall. Be advised. Due to time

ec^nstraints we ' ve or»ly got the 1 television camera set up which

is TV camera 1 and that^s the for the science views here/ okay.

cmcm

here Bill.

CAPCCM4

''ACECRAFT

ACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPC<^

Okay, we eopy that Byron. Thank you.

And Space X&b for Byron. Are you ready for video?

I'll let you know in the next couple of minutes
We're not quite ready yet.

Okay. Give us a 90.

Okay, will do.

Okay, (garble)

.

And Byron, did you say you're ready?

(Garble)

.

Repeat that.

SPJ^aKRAFT Okay. ¥ou can. . . Hofer , Marshall. You can start

the TV if you would like. We're still just finishing to set up

and going into tbe MG checks here ao it'll be a few minutes

before we get going for the experiment but you can start the TV.

OIPCOM

PAO

CAPCOH

CA^GQN

SPACHCRAPT

MO

^ay and the PI is on the line.

How receiving live downlink tel'^vision.

...We have live TV.

Okay

.

Yes^. v -;-,
:

:v:

In ttee field of viwrf. Dr. Owen Garriott is bungeed

I© the floor with 3 sets of 3 each elastic dables attached to a

iody harness. Be is wearing the accelerometer unit at the back

of hie liead axt& the recording equipaent and battery pack on the

bark of a belt J^st at the back, the bottom portion of the
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arness^ Continuing to receive live downlink television...

SPACECRAFT We're at the MG check and that looks okay. We* re
ready for the needle.

CAPCOM Real good Byron. We copy and we're watching on
live downlink video.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCC»I We also have the 104 team standing by in case you
have any questions.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so far so good. Just going slow that's all.

CAPCOM Copy, thank you.

PAO The subject for the first part of this experiment
is Mission Specialist Owen Gar riott. Test operator Byron
Lichtenberg. Crew in final preparations now for the actual
conduct of the drop and shock experiment.

'^APCOM Columbia, Houston with you on air-to-ground 1.

iivPCOM Columbia, Houston with you on air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM • Space lab, Houston. How do you read?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Spacelab reads you loud and clear John.

CAPCOM Roger. For your information we^re sending a new
patch to the ECAS computer to try to work around the RAU 21
problem. Also Brewster just got a SSIO coupler fail message and
t^at*s, we've lost the interface between the subsystem DDS and
the subsystem computer side. The subsystem DDS should still be
able to talk to the ECAS however and we're working that problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. We've got the st osystem DDS
powered down right now.

CAPCOM Rog.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's just in a power saving mode right now.
We're not using it.

CAPCC»( Roger, copy.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg now in the process of attaching
^he electrodes to the back of Mission Specialist Gar riott 's knee

i:llie>ir.er'; ,:::V;^:/^/;V'''>:v^
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SPACECRAFT Yes, that's firm BreWvSter* They're talking to you
about that EGAS patch to check out the RAU prob and also an 10
coupler problem with the subsystem computer and the subsystem
DDO,

SPACECRAFT Why don't you give them a call then. I'm not sure
exactly what they want.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia on air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM Roger, Brewst-^r. The message I passed was the
message you got there. The SSIO coupler fail was the subsystem
DDS dropped its interface ..irh the subsystem...

END OP TAPE
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^.PCOM And in the blind Spacelab^ v;e are not copying you,

we do have PI enabled and we'll try to contact you as soon as we
think we've got a good lock.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, how copy?

CAPCGM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, how copy? We're having
negative copy from you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, how copy?

CAPGOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, if you copy, please
acknowledge on a DDU.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Op-, *^ow copy?

CAPCOM Spacelabr this is Marshall Ops- on air to ground
one, if you copy please acknowledge on DDU, we have negative copy
from you.

SPACECRAFT Okay thank you*

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab, how do you read?

i^kPCOM Pine Owen, we have been having negative copy from
^**5^ou, but we are copying you five by now Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we weren't giving you a call, we apparently
didn't have our volume up loud enough, and we're getting
instruments ready for 104.

CAPCOM Alright, yes we understand. And we do have a PI on
line Owen when you're ready to talk, you can just give him a

call* It's Dr. Reschke.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it'll be a while yet before we get back to

you now.

CAPCOM Copy. And we've got you for 42 minutes Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Payload Control making contact with Spacelab, Owen
Garriott reporting they're in the process of setting up for shock

and drop experiment 104, and in the science monitoring area. Dr.

Mel Reschke principal investigator standing by to discuss that
experiment with the crew. Garriott reported it would be a little
bit before he was ready to proceed.

^^PACECRAPT Marshall Ops in the PS2.
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PCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAP'" The last time you guys had a quick question
(garble) >es, thoae guys labeled them with (garble), over.

CAPCOM Repeat.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mike had a question from the INCO people
about the labels on the analog video tapes, they were changed out

by the red crew, labels numbers were 1 and 2.

CAPCOM Good, we copy that thank you.

CAPCOM I trust that one came off the VTR 1 and 2 came off

of VTR 2? Or perhaps it's not known.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, we are still

in contact with Spacelab, still receiving high rate data from

onboard Spacecraft. However, no communications from the crew at

this time, this is not at all unusual because the crew should be

in the process of setting up for experiment 104, which is a

rather invovled setup process. It invovles unstowing equipment

including the bungee harnesses, accelerometet units which the

crew should actually already be wearing. Payload specialist,
/ yron Litchenberg should already have that on. It also invovles

I ttaching an electrode to the right leg, and cathode also, to the

'^^ack of the right knee. And wiring the system up. Installing a

T-handle which has an automatic release mechanism which is

computered controlled, into the overhead of one of the racks on

the port side of the module. And during this process normally
the crew is removed communications equipment and is out of

comi>"<unication with payload control center. This particular

experiment to NASA 104 is provided by the Johnson Space Center

Dr. Mel Reschke, is the principle investigator and he put this

experiment together with his team, to look at the effects of

weightlessness on spinal reflex —
END OF TAPE
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I
^PCOM ...14 mike.

Spacecraft okay, I'll take a look in that locker then.

CAPCOM Thanks alot.

CAPCOM, CIC here.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, Spacelab for experiment 101 people.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Just looked at the tape counter over
here. It's reeding 2 4 6,

CAPCOM Roger copy 2 4 6.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill or Mike can you read me from here in the
tunnel.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT pQkay, I've checked 1 4 mike and I've taken a look
in the contaitier in which the (garble) arrived and I don't find
^ny gloves, |ow are they inside the (garble) or where are thev

I
:

ppposed :to be9'

CAPCOM Gloria suggested that the stowage drawer rather
than the (garble) was a place where we might find those gloves.But they may havo also been moved. We'll ask around here and see
IE we can come up with any other suggestions.

.
Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS for Owen. We justchecked with Gloria Salinas who suggests that the drawer in whichthey were stowed for launch was roroeo eight victor. That's theplant drawer m Spacelab. She also thinks they were probably

!!SrceJtai5%f^thir
'^""^"^ ^^""^^ °^ inission but is

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll continue looking. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we have you for about another 2 and a

bou '*2^plSs 50*^
P'fO*>«*>ly will pick you up through S-band at

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we'll see you in another 40 minutes.

.
This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 day, 20UCS, 10 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal

jirough the tracking and data relay satellite with Spacelab and
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e Orbiter Columbia on its 17th orbit of the earth. During the

^.-dst acquisition Blue Team Payload Specialist Lichtenberg and
Mission Specialist Garriott completed their morning blood work
activities and Payload Eipecialist Lichtenberg read back the data
results from that activity to the principle investigator team
listening here in the Payload Operations Control Center,
Additionally the crew performed some housekeeping tasks to finish
powering down experiment 201, one of the Life Scieices
experiments conducted during the last shift by the Red Team. And

here in the Payload Operations Control C --.ter the r>^search team

for experiment 23, an X-Ray Spectroscopy or Spectroscopy in X~Ray
Astronomy experiment attempted some commanding of their

experiment with their terminals here in the control center and

reported that their commanding was indeed successful and they

were very ha^py with the results of that effort. Crew at this

time should be in preparations for another of their Life Sciences

experiments, NASA expe.riroent number 104 - drop and shock

experiment provided by the Johnson Space Center here in

Houston. Crew should begin their preparations by setting up

television cameras for that investigation. TV camera's used to

assist the principle investigator here in the Payload Operations

Control Center in gathering data on just how the Payload

Specialist and Mission Specialist are - the way their vestibular

system is reacting and adapting to the zero gravity
environment. Experiment 104 procedures should occur over, just

ver the first half of the Blue shift's mission day today,

'however, roost of the day will actually be spent in life sciences

and prii&arily vestibular investigations.

END OF TAPE
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, . expGrimcnt 104 procedures should occur over

the b]ue shift mission day, today. However, most of the day will

actually be spend in life sciences and primarily vestibular

tnvettigaUons. This is a relatively long Loss Of Signal period,

approximately 38 minutes remaining before reacquiring signals

?h?u^he Tracking and Data Relay Satellite. At the present time

tSe SpaceUb is presently in an attitude designed to g.ther some

verification of fliaht test data using the induced environment

^ontam?nat?Cn monitor, that packa- e of
-^'^""J^'-'tf ^^^^

J^^P^''

and flown on earlier Spacelab irissions to gather Jata on the

cleanliness of the cargo bay area, and in this case, spe caly

to look at the amount of contamination and types o£

contamlntation immediately surrounding the Spacelab pallett.

This information will be used to develop packaging methods to

protect instruments and to provide the best possible packaging

for pallet mounted instruments on future Spacelab flights. At 1

dav. 2 hours, 15 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall

Spiielab OpeJations. Mission Control Houston, coming up on

acauisition thru the tracking satellite, and approximately 4

Stes tSSre after we'll have UHP contact thru the Goldstone

Station. Over now to the Marshall Commentator. This is Marshall

soacelab Operations, here in tne Payload Control Center

8?Sndingby lofreaqui^itlon of signal with Spacelab thru S-band,

I may or may not get that right on time as has been indicated in

he last several S-band acquisition. It may be a few minutes

""prior to actually acquiring voice signal. During this

Acquisition Of Signal, the crew is scheduled to be operating

experiment 104, a NASA sponsored life sciences experiment to

investigate man's vestibular system, and how it reacts to

weightlessness and in the science monitoring area, the research

team is standingby at this time to monitor data from that

experiment and also to discuss the experiment with the crew. Dr.

M. Reschke who is the Principle Investigator has been enabled and

he'll be ready and standingby to talk with Byron Lichtenberg and

Owen Garriott. Additionaly, we're anticipating some live

downlink television during this pass of that experiment. That

television will be of the subject who will be hanging from a t-

bar ...

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we're with you for

about 53 minutes.

PAO . . . the subject will be hanging from a t-bar and

bungee cords attached to a harness around his waist
f^f

o^er his

shoGlders will pull him to the ground. A small electric shock

will be administered to the back of knee, and the electrodes will

monitor the reflex action that one normaly experiences in a

sudden ecceleration mode. Normaly when someone steps off a curb

uneaoectedlv, there is a muscular react ion . that takes place, ana

TeSeSJchlrs beieiie that this may be triggered by the vestibular

system, mans balance system. They're looking at the relationship

between that reflex action and the organs in the inner ear, which
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ijl S?'SL1\a'Ji^c\^^sys'LT
'^^"^ '""^ -^-^ -H-H are a

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, how copy?

?2Strol.
''''^ ^^11 S^^h here in Payload

f: CAPCOM

coping youT We L SaJe th2 pj .^^K,''i^"^.^P^f=^*''' not
yo« wSeS we th?„k we"! got » g^"ock' " ''^^ '°

END OF TAPS
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>ACECRAFT Go ahead ^ I've got my notebook and^i pencil.

CAPCOM Real good* The first run that they like you to do
is with yourself as subject and Owen as the observer with the
straps tight, snug down in the aft end prone. Okay?

SPACECRAFT Roge r

•

CAPCOM The second run they would like you to do, again as
yourself as subject, but with the straps loose provided that you
did retain some sense of your orientation. If during that first
run however, you found even with the straps tight r that you could
not orient yourself with respect to those targets, they want you
to lust abandon your second run and immediately change over to
having Owen as being the test subject with strap tight.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Do .you have that?

SPACECRAFT We got that, and the fact that we were briefed a
week and a half ago, I wrote that in my notebook so we're all set
and squared away there.

^.APCOM Oh terrific. The only question is do you have
riefing and that it's clear that you did. Thanks alot.

SPACECRAFT Thanks anyway

^

•
,

„ '

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, for Owen.

SPACECRAFT Right here.

CAPCOM Owen, were getting a little bit of noise on the
data that were monitoring the backcharge on 02 and we'd like you
to perform a little test for us. We'd like you to throw the
battery charge off switch off for 1 minutes and then back to the
charge position.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Mark, it's off.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT Stand by^ Mark, that charge switch back on.

CAPCOM Okay^ we copy, Owen, thank you very much.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations for Owen if
your available.

'»

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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CCOM The 201 operations team thinks tha their equipment

still powered up from the end of the red shift and wonder if

you could first check to see if the 201 video tape player is

turned off. If it's on, could you please turn it off. And then,

could you power the seat box off and stow the helmet and make
sure everything is powered down according to box A16 on page A15
of the 201 procedure,

SPACECRAFT Okay, the TR is on, stand by. I've pushed off it

at the moment however, we do still have the calibration display
right. I've been running this for a while, so here's the power

switch, I'll send the power switch to Owen (garble) package off,

Mark, and that gone away, the helmet is all stowed already,

CAPCOM Okay, I understand, the helmet stowed. And what is

the status of the seat box, is that switch on or off?

SPACECRAFT All switches there are OFF. Power monitor, etc, I

think it's the way you want it now,

CAPCOM Thank you Owen. Okay, Owen thanks alot, now our

data shows everything powered down the way that It should be.

Thanks alot.

''ACECRAFa- Thanks a lot from PFC we've had pretty (garble)

.cture slide of the blood work done for today and that's stowed.

CAPCCm .
Okay, good show, Byron, in the PI really appreciate

the good work you did.

CAPCOM Also the readback of the numbers is real useful to

the PI team. We thank you for sending those down to us.

SPACECRAFT NO problem.

CAPCOM I guess you guys are about ready to start the TV 12

setup, putting the cameras in place for Mill Reschke experiment.

SPACECRAFT Confirm, that will be work a work Charlie then.

CAPCOM And Byron, we will have the PI enabled on the next
pass on the 104, it will be Mill Reschke.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the other question, where are the gloves to
handle the nitrogen tweesers.

CAPCOM t^tandby.

CAPCOM ' Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, for Owen.

/Spacecraft v:::': Go
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^ *0M The gloves for handling the freezer samples were
^^^^inally put Into Orbit in the KEFLEX plant drawer. But they
should have been taken to the middeckr and left in the raike box
drop 144 mike.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1*11 take a look in that locker then.

CAPCOM Thanks alot.

END OF TAPE
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CECRAFT Trying my best to get the bubbles up to the top of
small (garble), but it's not always with a 100% success*

CAPCOM YeSf okay, I understand, there have been some
suggested possibly ways to do with swinging the thing around with
your arm and whatnot, I don't know. I guess that's the best you
can do.

CAPCOM The PI suggests that Byron, that we put them in the
centrifuge and run them at 1000 rpms for 1 minute, but we've got
to wait for a formal okay on that Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I was able for the most part to get most of
the bubbles up to the top by swinging as Mike pointed out. And
that seemed to be pretty r^uccessful, but then when you finally
pop it down into the spectro-.... it's not clear what happens to
the bubbles.

CAPCOM Yes, we understand Byron, as I say, we'll work on
that one, we'll be back with you on that one.

SPACECRAFT Well, for your information, the Spacecraft is in
the VPI attitude, and I just turned on to (garble) for 1 minute
and back off with the item 12, so that DTO's complete.

1^ .PCOM Okay thank you Owen, appreciate it.

CAPC(M And we're sorry about the error message, that
you^re getting, we're working that problem, and hopefully the
bell doesn't drive you crazy.

SPACECRAFT Oh we got out the little screwdriver and turned it
down, so we don't hear any alarms to speak of at this point, it's
rather continuous though, otherwise.

CAPCOM That's what we suspected Owen. And the one PI
would like to have you periodically go by and look at his VTR and
give him a readout on the counter.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall Ops, we can do that.

CAPCOM And Byron, a couple of messages for you at some
point when it's convlenent when you can pause your activities
there, but I sure don't want to interrupt the data analysis there
on your blood -

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall Ops, PS2, Mike I'm ready for your
coisments*

''APCOM Real good Byron. .h* aks for reading the data down
J the way, that's a big help to the investigators here. The

V lAtBt thing, let's see, we got some messages from, one message
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d om a Kristin, she wanted, your daughter wanted to thank you for

\a.-iving at her when you entered Spacelab, she got a big thrill out

o£ that, and second message from Lee, she thanks you very rouch

for sending the flowers, thought that was just wonderful. Third-

message is —
SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM Third thing, we were wondering, who and when

performed exper'.^ent 025? If you happen to know.

SPACECRAFT Well, you can check with Brewster Mike,

unfortunately, when I got up there I was really bushed, so I

didn't get to it last night, but I will definitely get to it

today though.

CAPCCM4 Okay thanks a lot Byron. We note that. Another

question has come up, av, the end of the last shift, the red shift

guys pulled off two VTR tapes and stowed them, and our data

management people just wondered what number stickers did they put

on those two tapes, so they'll be able to recover them? You guys

might not know that at all, but in case you should come across

those, we'd sure like to know the numbers eventually.

•SPACECRAFT Okay, we haven't seen them yet, haven't talked to

I hem, and haven't opened the box, so if we get that info, we'll

^^w^et it down to you, and Brewster's concerned (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, does Brewster remember about what time he did

that?

SPACECRAFT I believe it was pretty much near (garble)

yesterday.

ChPC(M Okay thank you.

SPACECRAFT Mike, on the first (garble) it took me an hour to

get through it.

CAPC<»1 I understand, it took an hour, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's really hard to make up your mind up here.

ChPCm We understand, thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron again,

if you're still have time to copy.

SPACECRAFT " Stand by one, please.

CAPCOM Righto.
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aCBCRAPT Okay Marshall Ops^ with a quick note, glad the
mily enjoyed the flowers, and my best to them all down there,

and to you all. I got my notebook out Mike, I'm ready to copy.

dtPCOK Real good Byron, we had a note an sc«ne activities
tere aohedul^d to do this ei^^eninf , your to run Ken Money's
experiment F04 , ^nd neither the P CAP nor the OPS checklist is
very clear on whst Ken would like you to do, but if you have some
paper or the 102 F04 checklist handy, I can try and clarify that
for you if you hav^e a pencil or pen out*

SPIICJSCRAPT Okay; fo ahead , I * ve got my noteboc" k
:
and ; a : pencil.

CAKX»! Real Q^<jci, the first r that
:

they^ you to ;

;

<So., is wlt^^ {gai:^le) subject and Owen as the observer, with
the straps tight, snug down in the Aft end mmB^

SPACaECRAfT Ofcay^

EilO OF .TAFi
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1 ^ACECRAFT (garble)

^ u J^''''^^
""^^y that's also very good news, we'redelighted to hear it. Spacelab, Houston, with a question,

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

5^«l9ht tesfyet.""
*° " activated the

SPACECRAFT Well, let me see who was supposed to do thatSpacelab? '

CAPCOM
1+26.

That's affirmative, its in the PCAP there at

, ^ '^^^^ is Marshall Spacelab Operations, onboardSpacelab at this time the crew continuing with their blood work

h?« 1.^^^? Mission specialist Owen Garriott reported that
Si^^m^w;?^^*""

charging of the SPAC batteries was
! Principle Investigator here on the ground

cS«ai^a lltl i?nn«f ^^f^
'^^^^^ batteries were indeedCharging, even though he is unable receive data back thru

'?"tirn„5^?h^J%K°''K^L^^^^
indicated in fact that the command^t thru and that the batteries are indeed charging. Other good

^^"^ ultrviolet telescope reported thatyiey also have indication that their experiment is indeed
onboard Spacelab. Their experiment data is recorded

^o^fl?' fu*"^^
instrument on film, and therefore if that is

^S^troible'lSm^'^u!^'' ^''^ '^'^

SPACECRAFT Marshall Op«rations, Spacelab, from the PS2.

GiiSmm Go ifimm$,
:

ff2f??Sir -».-^' ^'"^ numbers here for the blood

ISTthrSiiiiSSlobiSJ.*"^^ (garble)

mhCmmWT Ok, on If.rble) first, startirig at the bottoia

a^^5s.r^"K/2L*^?l which i» gr«#n. I have readings ofAS », 45'M, for PS2, ttm x-jadim^ is 42, and 42. MSI is 46
4«. for PgJ 45 and 4€. 9m6 tUat i» the end of the (garble) .

cmem^
\ \ ;

_
ok, »« mm,

«PACgCRAFT Ok, and thm^ are the labels and the colors as9lie4 to the spacelab an<J the blood collection, ok, it is rmt-S-9 AfR/GROUeiD TRANSCRIPT tl30j 333:17: 30 11/29/83 PAGE 2
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he Orbiter designation, so MS2 is Garriott, PS2 is Lichtenberg/
SI Parker r PSl Merbold^

CAPCOM Understand.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and for the hemaglobin, if your ready to copy.

CAPCOM Go.

SPACECRAFT Ok, 1*11 start with the reference which is number
1, and I'll read across the top row to number 6 and then back
frc^n 11 to 16. Reference number 1 was 35.0, the blank span
number 2 was 101.0, number 3 which MS2 is 43«7. Number 4 for PS2
43.7. Number 5 is MSI 43.4. Number 6 for PSl 45.4. Number 11
which is the seco.nd reading on PSl, 41.1. Number 12, seconds
reading on MSI, 43.9. Number 13, which is the seconds reading on
PS2, 46.0* Number 14, seconds reading on MS2, 46.8. Number 15,
the second blank span, 98.3. And number 16 (garble) is 33.6.

CAPCOM Byron, could you please read back numbers 6 and 11,
which I believe are on PSl.

SPACECRAFT Roger, number 6 is 45.4, and then 11 is 41.1.

APCOM Real good, Byron, thank you very much. And how has
^^he stability of the hemoglobinometer , is that looking alright?

SPACECRAFT Well, its pretty much like we saw in training, it
seems to come up to a peak and then slowly decline.

CAPCOM Just as it did in training.

SPACECRAFT I was trying to be consistent about where I read
lt» The other problem we have is I was trying my best to get the
bubbles up to top of the small q-vents, but its not always been
100 percent success.

CAPCOM Yes, ok, I understand, there have been (garble) as
possible, what it has to do swinging the . « .

END OF TAPE
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"\PCOM We copy you 5 by 9 Byron.

_ ^CBCRAFT Okay, well I've - if you've got the 103 th^ hlnn'people around we have a couple of qiestionffor them.'

CAPCOM Was that 102 or 103?

CAPCOM Okay. They're monitoring.

S^?nfJ^rK 2"*^' the biggest problem is that the reticulocytestained tubes have all dried up. There's just a little bit of a

oirthf;?ni^'- °"
i'^f.^'^^i"

^"^^^ I've goil aieafand
thir^ ?,.r r ^^"."^'^^"5 "P «"<3 it's been sitting
^SrLf?n ??°^L?° ^''^e^"^ 9®*^ «t least a little bit of

CAPCCtt!

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay we copy that Byron and we're working it.

And Spacelab for Byron.

Go ahead.

1 f?^ t- J^^' concurs with what you've done and11 go ahead and continue to look at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Looks like we're running a little bit behind

olltn ILT"" iJ'r*'"''"
^ t^^" an?icipated! I've

«r«Ki*^« T K ^J"^ ''^^ hemoglobin concentrations now but theproblem I have is a lot of bubbles in the little tubes for the
JiJiTS^^'?^*''*???^''^'^ tell that the realLgs aren't

eithe^!
t«>«ether. They don't want to sit up at the top

SSfS?* ^'^f^'
bubbles in the tube. AndByron, when you have a chance we have some data for you.

SPACECRAFT Bill, Owen here. Byron will be back in a minuteand I've got some things to discuss with you on SEPAC, ove?!

CAPCOM Okay, that's what we want to hear. Go ahead.

Sh^SfSf?^ through pages DD6, 3 and 1 5 and

itt T.tl L ?"
the status page 0 2 sierra naturally all of

A^d in l.nt
;^;»^"9.«hi<=h I understand all goes through RAU 21.

?«Jk?\%^*S
ntmutes ago I did complete mechanically all ^f

^
(garble) feed closures and the battery cell connect and
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i gers on and so forth and so, although I have no feedback, I

Srould be (garble) battery charging at this time and perhaps you

can verify that since my data are missing, over.

CAPCOM Okay. We're just going to have assume Owen that

it's working. We have no data here on the ground. We understand

the RAU problem here.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I thought perhaps you coOld see it

independently. T^''^ bad.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll see is on HRM but we're not currently

in the correct configuration and we will advise you on that

Byron, or Owen - correction.

SPACECRAFT Okay. So we started the battery charge here and

about 1 hour and 24 minutes and over on the center fuge cues we're

just now about to timeout on our second center fuge spinning and I

will take it out of the freezer.

CAPCOM Okay Owen, we copy that and you can turn back on

the other DDS at any time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll just leave them clear if we're not

Ing them.

ICAPCOM Okay, we copy.

CAPCCM4 Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations for Owen if

you're still there.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mike.

CAPCCM Yes, we have some good news. We're monitoring the

BPDB current and when you brought the SEPAC battery charge up

that current increased by 4 amps - exactly the right delta

current to Indicate that the battery charging did start. So

we' c delighted to see that even though we don't have the RAU

data. r-^

SPACECRAFT Okay, certainly is encouraging. So you'll be

thinking what that means in terms of SEPAC OPS, I'm sure, and

you'll let us know later.

CAPC<»i That's right. Right at this very moment the SEPAC

team is thinking about all those kilojoules flowing into their

(garble) batteries and I guess they'll start setting up a

schedule that'll allow them to continue their nominal

operations. Also we had a question from Dr. Kirsch and the 026

^eara. They were wondering if the venous pressure signals look

atisfactory during those blood data takes.
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kJhCECRPiFT They lookea great on all 4 subjects and so actually

the magnitude of the venous pressure changes during the br'&ath

holding (garble) was larger than the corresponding changes on the

ground and so I would say the experiment was probably working

exactly as planned.

CAPCOM Thanks very much. That's also very good news.

We're delighted to hear it.

END OP TAPE
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^|iii,p*i?COM Covery rounds that hit the compound late last
night* Dateline Tripoli^ Arab leaders seeking to end ammunity
with in the Palenstine, liberation organii^atioHr ordered Yasser
Arafat gorrillas to leave Tripoli and told POL rebels to return
to their home bases, Mondays^ offical broadcast, on Demascus
radio said civic leaders of Tripoli agreed on some details of a
cease fire engineered by Syri^. and Sodia, Arabia. Dateline, New
York, after a three week rally. Investors decided to cash in on
profits, v;hich c'/ove the stockmarket lower on :nondciy. Analysis
said they expect continued profit taking, pressures today. The
Dow Jones Industrial average loss 7.62 to close at 12069, monday
after adding nearly 2 points on friday. Dateline, Houston,
project official said today Spacelab initial day in Orbit aboard
the Shuttle Columbia, was a scientific success. Giving
researches a taste oi- what is to come during 8 more day of
flight. The 6 man shuttle Spacelab crew is working in two shifts
around the clock on 72 experiments applied by scientists from 14
nations. This is Guy Gardner, reporting live from earth. Back
to you Franklin.

CAPCOM Okay, Guy, thank you for that very nice report and
Brewster, we have about 40 seconds to LOS. Next stop will be
over Seleno Peak at^ 1+22 and will get TDRs at 1 10.

I 'ACECRAFT Okay, golly, we copied all that, and thanks very
'^uch for the upciate. I'll p^ss that on to the other guys. And
we* 11 look for you over good O'le U.S. at 1+22.

CAPCC»1 Okay, Brewster.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 1 day, 1

hour, 9 minutes, mission elasped time, we're coming up on
acquisition of signal thru the tracking and data relay satillite
ju8t over a minute and a half. Just under a minute and a half.
During the last acquisition of signal the blue shift coming on
duty, on Orbit, Pilot Lichtenberg^ and Owen Garriott, were in the
iDlddXe of their daily blood work exe--cise, involved drawing blood
from each other, and then completed, reported they complete that
and were in the process of processing that using the centrafuse
which is situated upon the middeck. Today the crew are going to
spend much of their time conducting, various life science as
experiments in the Spacelab module. Meanwhile the experiment
CCTiputer is automatically operating a number of experiments both
mounted out on the pallet and in the module. These experiments,
several of these experiments in the atmospheric discipline and a
couple of the astromony experiments also operated out on the
pallet automatically. And there are a couple of life scientist
experiments that are passive experiments that require no crew
attention, and will operate throughout the duration of the

/ ission. Spacelab in the Orbiter, at the end of Orbit 17 now, we
\ .^ould be reacquiring signal here shortly. Meanwhile here in the

Payload Operations Con rol Center, the red shift has handed over
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§.he blue shift, Payload Operations Director, Clark Owens and

team now in control.

CAPCOM Brewster do we have any (garble) covered yet?

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for

about 46 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, Spacelab read you over.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy you 5 by 9 Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I've got the 103 to (garble) people

around. I have a couple of questions for them.

CAPCOM Was that 102 or 103?

BSD OF TAPE
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.CECRAFT P015.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT What model number Is that?

CAPCOM There is no model number for that, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine. I'll check it {n the procedures.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen. And we'll see you again over S-band

and at about 1 plus 10 and it's going to be a rati data pass.

SPACECRAFT Good enough. We'll see you then.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay Franklin. We're with you on air-to-ground 1

in Spacelab.

CAPCOM Roger, Owen. We're seeing a slight increase in

temperature on the subsystem DOS. In order to cool it off we

would like you to, when you get a chance, drop the display and

*ust leave it off - leave that display down for about 15 minutes

I
. let it cool off. And whenever you get a chance you can go

^^'-•tnead and do that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And which of the 2 displays are you

referring to?

CAPCOM That's the one on the subsystem DOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That wuld be our starboard DDO and

we'll..

PHO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 day, 27

Inutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal with

Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite. A

relatively short pass c<MBing up OHF through the Indian Ocean

station which there will be no communict ions between Spacelab

and the Payload Control Center. Following that pass we'll come

back and give you an update on soma of the activities that

occurred during the last payload acquisition of signal. This is

Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on OHF. Indian Ocean for about 4

and a half minutes.

^^SPACECRAFT Hi Franklin. ^
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I ?cail Okay Brewster and we got just a few information
IJeiBS to tell you and that just pertains to that status report
that is listed in the CAP at 0 hours and 15 - between 15 minutes
and 30 minutes there. Basically everything looks good. You gotcryo Margins and good props. Props look nominal. You're up to
date. On rao 21 we're going to retry the same patch but this
time we're going to try to do it with a RAU (garble), it looks
like that was our problem last time. I just' want to also remind
you to sae if yci. could update the future option for the maneuver
that's coming up on the next TDRS pass the way I read it to you
on the last transmission and if you don't have anything for usGuy has a few world news for you if you're interested.

SPACBCRAPi;' Okay, Franklin. I'm glad to see you're watching
closely. That'll keep us all out of trouble. And sure, we'll be
glao to listen to what's going on in the world.

CAPOOM Okay, we're turning it over to our correspondent
Guy Gardner.

CAPCOM DATELIRE WASHINGTON. President Reagan and Israeli
Prime Minister Shamir conclude talks today with administration
officials predicting they will agree on closer military
-^operation as a warning to Syria that they stand together. The

5und work for a new phase of strategic cooperation was laid
w-sterday. DATELINE BEIRUT. 0. s. Marines remained on their
highest state of alert today following a series of new shelling
attaclcs on their positions around Beirut International Airport.
An unidentified marine sufferred a concussion from one of five
5!«»Lf!«^^^^*'^y

rounds that hit the compound late last night.
DATBLIHB TRIPOtl. Arab leaders seeking to end a mutiny within
the Palestine Liberation Organization ordered Yasser Arafat's
guecrilleras to leave Tripoli and told PLO rebels to return to
theli: hone bases. Monday...

BHD or TAPE
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OM Ok, yes. Owen, we passed the inCormation to
Brewster, we tried the patch to RAO 21, it did not work, though
we're back to square 1, we're working on another one, and we'll
talk to you when we get it.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thank you. Marshall OPS this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ul€.

SPACECRAFT (garble), we have maybe a little probl*-^ with
tflex, we have the VTR in op light on, and I am presently going
thru the appropriate malfunction procedure which is 101 Nal-9,
and I need to get some input from the PI. There is one decision
box in this malfunction procedure, it is box 4, and the box says,
ok if the footage counter advances by 4 or more, then in its an
erroneous lamp indication. I did that and it advances 3 units.
Now I'd like to get the Pi's input whether he realy wants us to
put the VTR switch into the outter position, which is a very bad
thing.

CAPC(M Ok, Olf, we've got that and we'll get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

C iPCCm And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, go ahead.

CAPCXm Yes, Olf, the response you got on the footage
counter was correct, and we'd like to have it checked again in a
half hour, probably the other ctew could do that.

SPAd^RAFT Ok, I will then restart the left rotor.

CAPCOM Ok, that's fine. Olf, why was the left rotor

SPACECRAFT Marshall Op«?

CAPCOM Yes, Olf, why was the left rotor atapp9dT

SPACECRAFT The aalfunction procedure says don't, in box 2,
bank left and wait for 10 seconds, and that means, the rotor

CAP<MM Ok, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

i CAPCOM Yes, Olf, we'd like to have you restart the left
\_,^tor. ;
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>CECRAPT I'll do that*

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for
about 4 more minutes*

SPACECRAFT Ok, Bill, we finished all the blood draws and we're
setting up the centrafustion and get to work on the blood work.

CAPCOH Oh, that's great Owen. We want to check to see if
you all turned on the c-pack battery chai^^jer.

SPACECRAFT No, but now wuld be a good time to . * I recall
about an hour ago you told us to knock it off and to get on with
the other life sciences, but we will surely pick up any c-pack
breaks we hear*

CAPCOM Ok, we have 3 things we want you to do Owen* We
want you to • •

SPACECRAFT Standby while I get a pencil. Go ahead

CAPCOM Ok, we want you to execute 02 delta tango -6 for
F015. We want you to do a 02 delta tango -3 for activation. We
want you to also execute a 02 delta tango •^IS, and thats to start
*^e battery charge function* And this is going to function
arble) Repeat Owen*

SPACECRAFT Roger, delta tango 6, 3, and 15. Go ahead.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Ok, Owen, and we want to make
sure that on that first one I gave you, that you understand that
is for FOIS. Thats the delta tango 6 not model 15.

SPACECRAFT F015.

EMO OF TAPE
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Columbia^ Houston. We're on Ku-bahd air-to-ground
1 for about 40 minutes and I have a message here that pertains to
the Spacelab and also you should hear about it. Let me know when
you guys are configured for air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Franklin, this is Owen in Spacelab. Are you
reading me okay.

CAPCOM Roger, Owen. You're loud and clear and I just
wanted to get people in the flight deck to hear this message.
It's just an information message that pertains to the problem
that you guys had experienced on RAU 21.

SPACECRAFT Well, I'm right in the middle of some (garble).
Franklin, I'm in the middle of some blood draws right now so
it'll be a while before I get back with you for coimsunications.

CAPCOM Okay. We just wanted to let you guys know about
it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Franklin. I'm ready to listen but if you
only want to s^y it once we'll have to wait till Owen's ready.

^•APCOM Okay, we'll stand by until Owen is ready. Okay,
ewster we'll tell you what the story's about and you can pass

'''•rirt on to Owen whenever he's ready. And the idea is to uplink a
patch to ECAS to attempt to cure the RAU skip problem that they
have been experiencing on RAU 21. There's really no action from
your part or Owen's part or anybody's part. It will be totally
transparent and we'll work it all from the ground.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Franklin. Do they think that the problem
with the RAO is not the RAU itself. Is it software problem with
BCAS? Is that what you're talking about?

CAPCOM Negative, Brewstei:. no think it is a RAU problem
but what we're doing is that we are putting a patch to work
around it.

SPACIKnSAFT Okay, I don't - I guess I don't understand exactly
what you're going to do but, okay, we understand you're going to
try something.

CAPCCM And Brewstar, further information on that
procedure. We believe the ECAS is seeing too much data trom the
RAU and therefore is o^/er flowing and so we are going to deselect
100 hertx data from that system. That's the basic approach.

SPACECRAFT ' Okay, you're going to deselect what kind of data?

CAPCOM 100 hertz - 100 cycles per second.
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\yACBCRAFT Okay. I got you.

CAPCOM And Brewster, you might tell Owen that we are doing
this right now. No action taom his part.

SPACECRAPT Okay, I'm sure he's heard you. Okay. We're just
now passing over Guatemala, Franklin. Okay, hold on a second.
Okay Franklin, go ahead 5 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay I got that. Okay. I got the weight test at 1

hour, 13 minutes as 244, 241 and 340 and the IMU align at 22

•Inutes. ^
; V

SPACECRAFT And Franklin, are you hanging on to air-to-ground 1

or should we be on air-to-ground t?HF?

SP;iwECRAFT Hello Franklin, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT This is Owen calling the MOCR. I was wanting to

know if they had any word for me that I needed to copy relative
fo that 31, excuse me RAU 21 information.

JPCON Stand by Owen. Okay, yes. Owen we passed the
"Information to Brewster. We tried the patch to RAU 21. It did
not work so we're back to square one. We're working on another
one and we'll talk to you when we get it.

END OF TAPE
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pt'<*l«ms with the TOnitori^g deiri ^es in the
helmet* IPhey found that the helmet was ^jroducin^ unacceptable
ewiirt that i& the eye laoverent in in£rare4 in which the eye is
studieci in infrared and it*t occular tortiim and so forth in
response to these vestibular activities* The emair would come anc!

go* 8mm of the eiaair that was received was i^t a fine quality
and t-hea the video i^nitor^ which displays ^ eye^ the
various patterns was not an image* Jtt was producing
only anow^. And because that ^ the monitors also required for the

because that is also recorded the ^ngulac VOR^ That could not
1^ pursued « Time drew short t^-- -^rew was asked to stop where

:
they were at and to proceed with t . van j-b pressure and blood
samples • At : that : p^^ the payloaa speci,#Iist tram the blue
^hiftf lyron Lichtenfc^rqf, who is to draw the blod samples caiie

/ onboard and became involved in those activities, kn'' the red
shift crew is now in it*s haniisnrer procedure as is the rest of
the payload operations control center here in Womtam. Crew
interface coordinator Chuck Lewis has been replaced mmi by the
blue Shi ft te« i^siber Bill Bock . Ttee p^ yload o^t ations
director^ To* aechio^ has been replM»d by blue shift Clark Owen^
payload operaticms director • And in space. Byr«M Lichtenberg and
Ommn Garriott are replacing the red shift tea® of lab Parker aiftd

Olf Merbold^ And throughout the KJC^ all ^:^ition« re being

I

'ranged frcm the red tea» to the blue* 23 hours 4 minutes,
|,^_ ^.ssion elaj^ed timer this is Marshall Spaaelab operations.

:WIO ;
This is Mission Control 8^ ftcguisttion in 14

>• 15 se^Jonds at Tarra^adteNB, Aystralta as Columbia and Spacelab
jiear pM point on Orbit nustoer 17, 16 beg yo«ir

pardon* ShcMld have «:fqiiisition at this ti»e for the neirt 7

minutes. Missiwi Control Houston. -Should hawe acquisition
SNM^ntar ily through the tracli i ng data relajr satelli te immt Ing the
eiid

;

of orbit : 1€« The mis control t:^tM.xmm oenter will use
tlw first i^rticm of this i^ms before handing it back to paylo^

: : onorbit lieasurinf 133 by: 134-1/2
natitlcmi. Standing by at elapsed tim of 23 hours 34 minutes.

1181 m:w0E^
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i iCBCRAFT Okay, with the (garble) on wm didn't copy much, I

IM: Spec 2 mid 02 delta (garble) and that's rll I copied, please
i«peat/ omtm

CAJNOQM Step 2, i^fload 2^ delta tangOt'-S, which ie
actiwtion, step 3, 92, delta tang^ 15^ ^hich Is start battery
dlmt^.

mhCWCSBtMt Okay itorshall C^s^ from (f^^ble) capy st#p 1 on
pafe f2, ; delta tango # tben sti^ 3 • on : 02 dt Ita

:

tanifo :;-3#: and
then 4So the battery charge, on delta tango -IS*

CAK:cm That's affirmative Byron. And tell Olf and Bote
that they can finish all the actiirities «i :ei^ 201 and ;

102^ and go ahead with the blood draw and experiment 30« Did you

SfACaKJEAPT^^^^^^^ they are discontinuing at this
tiflMi and we * re

:
goiiig: to set

:

up for
;
the blood draw ^ over . •

; /

CAPCCMI ; : T^^

CAfOOM Up here »M«place.

"/WCOII/"' :\.^'---:;%'acelab v..

SPjycaKilAfT iteirshall Opsn Spacelab, (garble)

Cmcxm lie did not copy # thia Is Itershall Ops/ say again .

iPACKIRAFT Roger t Marshall Ops/ this is #S2t can yoii confirm,
I looked on page DTO DT- (garble) all I see is i list of the model
numbers and switch position® ^ over y ; ; ,

CAPOM Thafc*s correct , and do the configuration for POlSr
over

StACarawyPT Okayt I understar^ you want the configuration for

CMM^H ;} That* » affirmative, lyron go alMaci . ^: :

/

•

SPACSi^RAJ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^

<^ what is (garble) so far, (garble) or not.

CAPCCM Negative copy, Byron. Guess you were tilt to loud,

SPACBCRAFT Okay, well have they connected th# battery cells
yat?y (ga^#le). ''^^

jypCCM Stan^ by, I'll figure that out.
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SPAC1K:raft Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, these activities are not supposed to
interfere with the scheduled activities so why don't you guys
•top with the activities for the 102 and 201 and go ahead with
the Block work. And (garble) you also this .can be done later, the
dPAC can be done later, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, oopy (garble) thank you.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 22 hours 59
minutes, aission elapsed time. We are now in a loss of signal
period and have a little bit less than 9 minutes to go before
regaining communications with Spacelab. During this last pass in
talking with the crew, they were continuing the 102 subset, which
Calls within the 201 experiment. The 102 functional objective
2B, and the crew had completed part 1 of F02B. And then changed
subjects so that the mission specialist became the subject and
the payload specialist the operator. But, in going through part
2 of this P02B, the payload crew began experiencing some problems
with the monitoring devices in the helmet. They found that the

; 'Helmet —
-*iilD OP TAPE :

:

Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops.
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^ACBCRAFT (Garble) Bows that Marshall Ops? (Garble)
hrougb there.

SPACECRAFT By now (garble) this is Byron, Marshall Ops, PS2
Byrm and Ulf in the module now.

CAPCCM Okay, we bear you loud and clfear. Good pointing
Bycon. If yod'^-ji ready to copy, we have a message for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Standby 1 please. (Noise), Okay that
completes the C-excentric i -^rk on Bob Parker and redo a
calibration.

CAPCOH Say good, 01£ and it's said 22 hours 45 minutes and
you're completed with the 201 and 102 activities for today.

SPACECRAFT 8 O'clock. Lets us down. Center, right, center,
left, center, up, center, down, center.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops. what is it that ^ou want us to
,A> now?'; '

,

9APC0M Okay, Olf . Just continue with the activities as
jibey are in the P-CA? and get Byron over to copy here an extra
'recovery procedure for C-pack.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob, (garble) is setting up the (garble).

CAPCOM Well, either you or Olf if you have a piece of
paper we'd like to have a 3 step procedure to be executed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Byron is ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, it's recovery procedure for C-PACK
configuration, step 1: execute, procedure 02 delta Charlie,
correction, 02 delta tango -6 for an F015 which is a switch
configuration) Step 2: execute, 02 delta Charlie -3 which is an
activation r Step 3 s

SPACECRAFT What are we going to do? What do you want to do?

CAPCOM Step 2: execute, 02 delta tango -3 which is an
activation; Step 3: execvte, 02 delta tango -15 which is start
battery charge. Without data verification, do as soon as
possible without interfering with other experiments. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you were broken quite a bit. I didn't copy
at all. And (garble) you want me to try and (garble) battery
clr«rge without verification?

CAPCOM Please repeat. Bob.
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ACBCRAPT Yeah, hello.

CAPCCM Byron I cen copy you but I will just repeat, step
1: is - a :

—
:

;

•:;

SPACECRAFT (Garble) TW? (Garble) . Byron (Garble)

.

CAPCOH Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops. Can you copy the
procedure for a recovery of C-PACK?

SFACECRAPT We're going negative copy. Please repeat. Over.

CAPCOH I will repeat. Steo 1 is 02 delta tango -6 for
P015; Step 2, 02 delta tango >3 for activation and 3 02 delta
tango -15 start battery charge. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) we didn't copy »uch. I got step 1

and 03 delta tango -6 and that's all I got —
BHD OF TAPE:
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^ACECRAFT 102, (garble) check the (garble).

CAK:0M The (garble) data needs focus, the black and white
\ is'okay. ;

SPACECRAFT Okay, so (garble) is that correct?

CAPCOH Olf, the (garble) signal is reasonable, however,
the focus TOuld be better.

CAPOQM Correction, the (garble) signal needs to be

lighter, needs acre light.

CAPCOM (garble) Charlie 3, Charlie 3.

CAFCOM Okay, Olf (garble) okay, except for the setting, if

you can go to Charlie 3, it would be better.

^;::ifiycicRAfT r

^
- SPACICRAFT 7 (garble)

;

;r

8PACBCRAFT Charlie 3 now, (garble) Calibration.

( APCGM letter, (garble). Op, better, down, better, right,

V-i^tter, left better, (garble).

8PACBCRAFT Okay, that is the calibration, are you happy with
- vtbat 201? ;

: :

:

CAPCOM We are happy, but Olf, if you could do sons aore

angular Mtion with a Charlie 5 setting, that would be very nice.

SPACaCRAFT (garble) Charlie 5 now, and I (garble) the

SPACBCRAFT Roger, I put you in a different aode to try and get

this stuff for you, (garble) supposed to be in 02.

CAPCOH This is 102, please (garble) at once, do a high

ove calibration, and then the oscillations. The (garble) looks

good. ;

•

m^e^^ (garble) is already cosiplete

.

CAPCOH Okay Olf, thank you very much. You just finish

whatever yowr doing right now, and vou have ti»e until about 22

hours and 45 ainutes, and then you* 11 be ready with all the 201

and 102 experiments for today.
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ACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCON And Spacecraft, this is Marshall Ops. Is Byron or
Owen there?

;

SPACECRATT (garble) .

*

::iiio of::TAPE
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.^ACI^RAFT Okay Houston, we're all here and ready to go.

CAPCON Spacelab, this is 102, do you copy?

CAPCK3M ...receiving nice (garble) data, just dropped out.

CAPGOM Spacelab, this is 102, we are not receiving any
(garble) data, is the visor up? .

CAPCQ^ Tttis is 102, when able, will you give us a report
on what you're doing, we are not any (garble) data at the moment.

CAPGOH Spacelab, this is 102, we are receiving no (garble)
data. Can you give us your status?

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 102, can you give us your
status? We receive no (garble)

.

StACBCRAFT Marshall Ops, Columbia.

CAPCOM Go ahead Columbia.

SPACKZRAFT Yes, T think the guys are tied up right now, and
^^at's the reason they're not responding. We're hearing you five

CAPCOM Roger, that's what we think too. We'll just stand
l9 for their call.

8PACBC8A7T Okay. •

SPAdCRAFT Marshall Ops, this is PSl.

CAPC(3M Go ahead, Ulf, loud and clear.

SPACI^RAFT Okay, we are fixing, (garble) for F02B.

CAPCOM : \ ' Roger.:''
'

PSl, this is 102, Ulf, do you understand that in
the absence of a fixation point. Bob should be instructed to
stare straight ahead. He first ehould do a standard (garble)
calibration, and then try to stare straight ahead during the Z
e»:entric oscillations, do you copy?

SKMCICRAPT Okay (garble) lens (garble).
.

CAPCOM You broke up Ulf, please repeat it.

1:apC0M PSl, this is 102, please repeat what you said about
...Aeoses. :

I
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(garble) contact lens, see you there.

CAPCON In the Meant iioe Olf, do I understand that you have
:

• defoffed : the camera? :

^

mm or TfiSE
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^M^ACBCRAFT (garble) switch I u«e is the (garble) up front
• which is the one we use all the time, on the top.

CAPCON Spacelab. for Bob, this is 102, I suggest you
proceed without the fixation point instruct the subject to try to

stare straight ahead. Be sure to do an E06 calibration and then
' proceed with P02B.- ;

.

SPACECRAFT Y<^'i' re broken up Larry.

CAPCOM Yes, Bob, do not use any fixation point, ask Olf,

just to stare straight ahead, stare straight ahead, and do an E06
calibration before beginning the P02B oscillations. Do you copy?

SPACICRArr f02 (garble) 7

CAPCON Oo F02B oscillations without any fixation point,

/ ^:just ;B06 calibrate.
;

SPAOSCRAJPT Okay, we can do that now. I assune we have
(garble) at the present time. Oo you want to stop and go back.

CAPCON We will have B-Mir, please go back and put the

Y'
::':iisoc down and focus.;^ \:v^

^^~-«PACBCRAFT Okay, now do you want Olf to do it, or shall I do
it? The timeline means nothing at the moment.

CAPCON Bob, Parker should be the subject.

SPACBCRiyPT Say the last again.

CAPCON Y6u should be the subject Robert.

SPAdCBAPT You want me to be the subject, and then we'll
continue on with the (garble) for IV?

CAPCON That's affirmative, we have very little time now.

^PACBCRATT Okay, I would suggest that someone look into what's
going on with this video tape recorder, (garble) stop switch is

being:; (garble) . , y

CJffCOH Tell us the orientation of the accelerometer for

^is run and last run, ia it on the bite stick or is taped to the

SPA^^ ShCttild be on the bite stick,

j^^

Thank you for that, carry on.'
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CAPCXXC Spaoelab, this is 162 for either Ulf or Bob. Bob
should be getting ir.tc the BMIR helmet and being focused, he
Vhould have his contact lens on, it should be irrigated, and the
lens of the camera should be defogged.

fPACBCRAFT Okay, very good, but we never found the defogging
•tlek;upS;yet:.' >

CAPOOH Yes, the defogger is in the E06 kit, but you can
«arry <m without because we are so short of time.

iiiD <»:^«Api. /
-

^
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PKO had at the (garble) points so that the swiveling
MOVMtents ace around this true axis. In the Z excentric node.
Bob Packer will be sitting up in the body restraint system chair
and he will be arched around a point just forward of the true C
axis which runs head to foot through the center of his head and
at tbe C centric mode his head will be at the swivel point. He
is again sitting up at the body restraint system chair. He is
afalB sitting u^ and he is swiveled around that true C axis.

Spacelab, Marshall Ops with a late AOS.

FAO That's Chuck Lewis.

SPAI^BATT Go ahead Marshall Ops. Both tape recorders change
;

Is : :/

;

CAPOON Those tape recorders » roqer. I'd like a quick
•tatiis on where you stand and as socm as you give that we've got
0t. VOttxig enabled to talk to you.

89ACBC&AFT I couldn't copy all of that, your double talking.

/ 'UUKSOM We'd like a brief status on where you stand Bob,
I nd following that, Larry Young is enabled to chat with you on

SPJyCKRAFT Okay, where «re stand at the moment was I think we
ontioned that the (garble) was going Y. He tried to > we
started r02B on Ulf, but before he -> (garble) at a time were
Qood. We'll find out (garble) how these things go and if things
just run out and we ran out of time so we went back to reset the
to Koaet the video recorder, the 201 video recorder, and
bMleally what we said it won't stop at 775 even if we go earlier
and fly up, all we got was snow. We really didn't get the
iBMt9«s. And so we decided there was nothing we could do about it
so we decided to wait until you get it back online so you could
tell :iis ab<Hit it.

CAKXM Okay, Bob, did you hit play because sometimes it's.
Qoeossary to hit the bottom play to really get the image.

Which play? The one on top.

mae little toggle switch.

On the top of it.

CAVCON Right. Good work.

JPIbDK^RAFT Yeah, we did all the right things. We - the tape
reoocder stopped at 720 to 771 after the last drop this morning
wad so we restart and it went up and stopped and then we pushed
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^•Vorward and it end«d (garble) well for th« 3 minutes, but by the

tiae I was having trouble getting my dry shoes Into one of the
grid to the heavy notion on the passer frequencies, we had run
out of tine so I cane back here and put It back Into 775 to do it

and we never auceeded again in getting an image of any sort of

(garble) . We got the cross which is of course (garble) attaches
separately but that's all that you got out of it. And I went
back several places and it wouldn't stop at the T places stop.

But we are (garble) quantity.

CAPCOM We copy Bob. Are you also .saying that if you %ient

back to auto places you also did not get an image?

SPACBCRAFT That affirmative. We got snow. That's all.

CAPCOM I think, Bluebo. On the video tape player. Bob is

sounding like he is only pushing the play button on top. There
is also a toggle play on the front of the panel that they also
have to hit to get the video pattern. Yeah I knew you were.

SPACECRAFT Say (garble).

CAPCOM (Garble).

^ iPACBCRAFT What? Did you want to say that again?

CAPCOM We got the Av in between the message was that there

are two bottoms were played. There's one which is a button on

the top which sets the tape in motion and there's a toggle switch

on the front of the panel —
(Garble) on top, Bluebo.

CAPCOM Which is also on top, and so there are two switches

which had to be hit before you really see an Image.

SPAO^RAFT But I don't understand that because In fact when we

called to start POTV on Olf, all we do Is press start and It

stops at 775 and then we press play (garble). Do I have to hit

the stop switches well?

CAPCOM Yes, we copy that. Bob. Can you verify whether It

will now work If you used both switches. If you use a push button

and a toggle switch both?

SPACBCRAPT The toggle switch I used Is a play switch out

£cont. It was what we used all the time. On the top.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Bob. This Is 102. I suggest you —

-^^^-:-Wm <» TAPE
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PM> Currently about 43 minutes reisaining in this AOS
period* And Or« Young is attempting to establish conununicat ions
with the Spacelab to learn the status of P02B Part 2, Part 2

being the situation wherein the subjects change. And the Mission
Specialist becomes the subject, and the Payload Specialist
beccmes the operator. And in a £ew minutes, the crew is
scheduled to begin following the F02B which is really a 102
experiment, they atv scheduled to resume the 201 portion* The
particular portion which they are scheduled to be doing in a few
minutes is known as angular VOR, again, VOR the acronym, for
Vestibular Occular Reflex. And this experiment here is much like
the lenear VOR portion of 201, except that angular or arking
movements of the body restraint system are employed. And RoMrt
Parker would report sensations or movement. In angular VOR the
lenear accelerometer is replaced by an angular accelerometer.
And, is held in place on the (garble) stick which is placed in
the mouth of the subject which is Bob Parker. And in this part
of the experiment. Bob Parker keeps his eyes open and eye
movement is again measured by the Eye Movement and Infrared
device, the EMIR device and the helmet « Re*s instructed to keep
quiet during each run o€ the experiment, and then gives a verbal
report after the run, thert are four runs of the experiment. The
^our runs of this angular VOR portion of 201 are concerned with
arious modes of vaccines the subject is given first ten cycles

""^f (garble) at 3 seconds each, and the Z (garble) mode, and then
ton cycles at 3 seconds each and the X (garble) mo<:8. Again, the
same nuniber of cycles . and seconds per cycle and the X (garble)
mode, and then the same number of cycles in the Z (garble)
mode. The body restraint system chair is used by Bob Parker for
tbeee various modes and in the X (garble) he's will be lying with
his feet at the swivel point, because of such a position, the
axis is below the true X axis that runs from back to the center
of the head. Therefore, being off-center, or X centric of the
true X**axis, in the X-*centric mode, the subject Bob Parker lies
with his head at the swivel point, so that the swiveling

: EMO Of TAPE : :
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"IfAO hB we l#ff th# cxe%f' in :th# last entryV into ; the LOS
perturb. They were just co*pletinf th# F02B portion expeciment
102 for; which Or / Larry foong,^^^ o tha United Statts is a :

Cfairbl«) : iny#stigator V Because of a time ahortage r the ctew was
able fc0 get thru only about 2/3 of the Linear 70R experiments
They did run two cowpiete runs that they finished two axes*

^

Th@r« was a third axis that was not coiapleted* Then the crew

-

movm4 iimediately to P021 Which they w#re finishing up juit as
we lost

,
the conir:.. catons*

, ,;.

CfiPCXM
;

Spaceiab Marsha lit who are Orroral for about tt^^

ffliniites/;: Spacelab Marshalls thru Orroral for about a minute and
1/2* . Spacelab Marihalls in a blind we noticet it loottf like your
chanf Ing a and we* d like you to chanfe AVI for the pecap*

aWMiSCmJtf : (gm change that pecap closely that Igarble) .

I assume that was a lot easy ga,?

;

CAFOCM You can change them bofch^ Bob*

CAZCOII Spacelab, this is Marshall C^s^ could yau give a
faotage counter reader, of the 101 viieo fecord^f •

;

^ AO:: This is Marshall Spacelab Operations r about 7^

lintites remaining until we reacquire coinouni cations with . pacelafc
and the crew is expected to be cowtinuinf to work thru expf*ri»ent
tilt «*^#n we lost the signal several minutes ago with them, the
wers ccwipleting P02B, That is F021, part 1^ part 2 is the saiie
fui.jfeional objective^ mfa^>* f02Br but in this; particular :

objective the Mitiion
:

special 1st repeats the experiment which
fayload Specialist performed. Jind : the Mission Specialist becomes
the subject/ who

.
is seated in the body restrain s:^ stem and who- is

gi ven >ar ious laiN^tions in the body restr a in chat r by the
:

Pay l oad
,
Specialist*

WMi This / is Mission Control/ Houston^ therit will be a
chaiife of shift briefing /with off going Plight Oirec tor^ John
CoXf and Spacelab Mission Manager ^ : iar ry Eraft . At 8 1 30 a

#

^ Central Standard tIm^ In the Building 2 briefing: room^
;

-

fNmsnenter , to repeat at : ft i 30 m^m. ^ John Om, - Flight Director ,
•

and: to Krafts Mission Manager , at Si30. : :

CAKXll Spac«lab, this l« 102, d# fou c<^

lAO That is Dr. Larry Toimg, and MIT, th« PIP 102.

CAPOCXi spacelab this is li2f do you copy?
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^fl^^HAf? (garbXt)

MB &f T49B
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SPACECRAjPT Houston, (garble)

,

CAPCoM Spacelab, this Is 102 for Parker. Please try to
comment on the movements that are being made at the time, we have
very noisey communication.

SPACECRAFT (garble). Ok, I lost the target.

CAPCOM Bob, you have to rewind the tape to show the
target. Spacelab, this is 102, the VTR must be rewound to show
the fixation target.

PAO The Spacelab crew has now gone thru the first
portion of F02B, - in which the subject wears a contact lens with a
special calibration markings, in addition to the helmet. The
body restraint system is configured.

CAPCOM If the target has disappeared, the video tape
recorder should be rewound to 775.

The body restraint mode is configured for the Z-
exeentric mode, which means the z-axis which runs from head to
foot thru the exact center of the head is instead placed just
forward of the subjects head. The axis is just forward of the
subjects head, thus the term excentric or off of center, and then
the subject is then rotated back and forth in an arc around the
excentric, axis. \ ; - —

CAPCOM 102, do you copy?

PAO That's Dr. Larry Young, voicing up to the crew
about the second part of F02B in which the monitor in the helmet
shows a fixed spot .. .

CAPCOM Spacelab, Spacelab, this is 102, do you copy?

8PACSCRAFT . . . that the subject is to stare at, the subject
being Olf Herbold. Bob Parker then gives Ulf movement of 10
cycles at 3 seconds each of what is called Maximum Amplitude
which is the length of travel of the chair as far as it can be
turned by Bob Parker. After 10 cycles at 3 seconds, he is then
given 30 cycles at 1.6. And follmfing that 30 cycles at 1
second. All of these at Maximum Amplitude. During this cyclical
run, Olf Herbold is to report any sensations.

IPACBCRAPT (garble)

.

CAPCOM I understand.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall thru Orror'al for about 4
alntites.': :
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1»A0 This in Marshall Spacelab Operations at 21 hours,
39 ninutes Mission Elapsed Time, and the Crew interface
Coordinator Chuck Lewis is attempting to link up communications
once again with the Spacelab crew, we are in a scheduled AOS
period with about 2-3/4 minutes le£t before we loose the signal
once again. The crew is expecting to be continuing on with the
201 experiment. As we left the crew at the last entry into the
LOS period, they were just c<mpleting the P02B portion of
experiment 102 for which Dr. Larry Young of MIT and United States
is the principle investigator.

BHD OF TAPE
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tPAClCRAPT 1/0 reset on Spec 62 Item 5. (garble) close when
you get to 93% (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT 2137.

PAO This Spacelab crew has been instructed to •»ove on
from the lenear VOR. To F02B functional objective 2b Part 1,

that is, in fact part of an experiment under.

_

CAPCON Spacelab, we'll engage you for Larry Toung for 102.

PAO Under NASA experiaent 102 for which Larry Young is

the principle investigator.

SPACECRAFT Say again ^ POCC,

CAPCOM we have engaged Larry Young for the next
experiment. ,

fPACBCRAFT ; ; Okay. -

-rfAO Or. Larry Young of MIT is going to be (garble) and
able to speak directly with the crew on F02B, this is a
vestibular experiment. For which Dr. Young is sharing the
•qulpnent of the exper iiaent of 201, to gather (garble) eccentric
data • And F02B

' the subject wears a contact lens of special
calibration markings in addition to the helmet

—

SPACECRAFT (garble), down sensor, in (garble) —
CAPCCm Yes confirming (garble) data is done. Spacelab,
this is 102, the (garble) data is coming down, and it is

acceptable when the eye is open, and is now closed.

SPAC1K:raft Say again.

CAPOSM The (garble) is acceptable of acceptable quality
vhen the eye is kept open. Also, once the (garble) is set up you
can run just a few cycles of each of the three frequencies for
(garble) . ^

WntSXCSMn The Coam is very nolsey, I can't really hear what
you said, either 102 or 201, and I tell you (garble) we always
try to do that, for the last five years. And, I don't know what
tlie other ce»Bient was. ^
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\,,,„.„.AKJOil ' Caccy on. .

'

SPAdCRAfT Alright, w«*r« about to start,

V^CJUWMII • / v:--^^^^^ Bob?
;

S»9tCXCSthFS Yaa, (farbla)

,

mm m
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ACBCRAPT (garble)

Ulf, you have any tilting sensation in any of theCAPCOM
axis?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Olf,

PAO At the User Room, the 201 investigation team
continues to monitor the data coming down from the Spacelab.
Th«y are currently receiving information from the helmet monitor
being worn by Ulf Merbold. Images of his eye now being received.

Ulf, stay calm.

That minor, Ulf to keep his eye wide open for the E

Spacelab, data on the ground really looks good.

Data on the ground? (garble)

Your data on the ground really Idoks good Bob.

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
mirror camera.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

APCOM

'SPACax:RAFT

PAO The Spacelab crew continues to work through the 201
experiment. Currently they are working the Linear VOR portion of
the 201. Linear VOR, VOR standing for Vestipular Oxculer
Reflects. ::

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

No, I did that, I did that.

CAPCOM In Spacelab, for Bob and Ulf, we would appreciate
it you start now the F02B. We*ve got about all tha we could get
out the Linear VOR.

SPACECRAFT

CAfCON

I^ACSCaAFT

CAPCOM

CJUPCQM

All (garble)

Thank you very much«

Okay^ you want to quit this now then^ right?

Say again Bob?

You want to quit the Linear t«or bravo/ right?

Ho, we ask you now to go ahe^id with F02Be
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ACECRAPT We Stop the VOR bravo.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT That correct?

.CAPCOM That correct, and you just, it's actually in the
Procedures Alfo 9 to continue.

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear houston. You call Houston?
Okay go on ahead. KNR reset on spec 62 out of 5. Okay, (garble)
when you get to 93 percent (garble).

CAPCOM Okay.

EHD OF TAPE
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^ACECRAFT (garble) 201 contact (garble) refocus (garble)
start radio VOR here.

SPACECRAFT MCC, Spacelab, how do you read?

CAPCOM We read you loud and clear Bob, and you* re asking
(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT 201, how do you read?

CAPCOM Okay Bob, your data looks good enough to start with
the VOR and we only have about 10 minutes to do that, so I'm
sorry for that, but that's all we have.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we tried.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay Spacelab, and Bob Just continue with the
lenear VOR till we say you have to switch over to F02B, if you
don't mind.

SPACECRAFT That's alright, that's great.

PACECRAFT Say again (garble).

CAPCOM Yes, just continue with lenear VOR Bob, till we say
that you have to switch over to F02B, if you don't mind.

SPACECRAFT Switch to what? MCC you want us to continue with
lenear VOR till when?

CAPCOM We'll (garble) 05.

CAPCCm Bob, could you ask him for (garble) sensations?

SPACECRAFT I will when I get done.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, Bob does (garble) have
•ny (gftcble) sensations?

SPACECRAFT So it doesn't.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

WtID OSf TAPE / -
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:0M

SPACECRAFT

CAPCCM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCQM

(garble)

(garble). Didn't understand anything.

OPS» this is 201.

(garble)

John, the India picture If so poor, is that the way
we would like to sacrifice the time? Raise the visor and put a
contact lens on this time, and see how it looks then.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

You want to put the contact in?

Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Say again, do you want to put the contact in, is
that correct?

CAPCOM

SPAC^RAFT
back there

I

garble) .

^^CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Thats affirmative.

Ok, thats going to take awhile. Ok, hold onto the
, . I think I have it in ny pocket here . . .

Bob, this is Tuwan.

Hi, Tuwan.

Has he put the contact lens on or not, what are we
looking at now?

SPACECRAFT He's just getting them out of his pocket, guys, he
can't do everything in instant time around here, (garble).

CAP<XN This is Marshall Ops, Ulf , you were calling?

SPACECRAFT (garble). Hey, 201, he's got his contact lens in
and he's refocising, you want to take another look at it, before
we start rai3ir (garble) here.

Bia> OF TAP^
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^mie^O 201, we're looking at a mirror, first he should
open his eyes and second it's not very well focused. We'll have
to adjust the focus.

Ed did you think (garble) focused well? 201?

It could be improved, yes.

That's Dr. Jim Cass.

What have you got for me? How's the stuff you got

It was not very good, it could have been better.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

SPACECRAFT
for me?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT How focus are you yet? How focus are you yet? I

don't know what the problem is.

CAPCOM Well we can try to focus it here from the ground.
We can tell you what it is like, if you adjust the focus. We can
tell you here from the ground.

SPACECRAFT

APCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
cauker

.

Okay, I'll ask Ulf to adjust the focus.

He should open his eyes when you do that,

(garble from Olf)

Ulf said he might try to press his eyes against the

Discussion here between Dr. Jim Cass of the 201PAO
investigation team.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got the ?

garble

PAO

SPACECRAFT

8PACBGRAFT

'CiyPCJOii

irhose is voice and able to with the Spacelab crew*

garble

Okay 201 that is the best we can do at the iiK>ment.

Okay we* 11 have a look at it.

How is that?

Okayr we^ll accept that the way it is. It's

SPiyClCIUIfT dkay«
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APOOM Okay*

SPACECRAFT We can go in and get started.

PAO Discussion centering around the E mirror, the Eye
aove«ent and the Infared device. Part of the helmet which Olf
Merbold is now wearing.

CAPCON
tiiM.

Bctb can you give us a balance at the next possible

6PACBCRAPT Do that if you have to get out of it, phase area,
go over an^ do it.

SPACBCRAFT

SPACBCRAPT

CAfCON

SPACBCRAFT

CAK30II

Okayr

garble

Bob, this is Tec-ran.

Hir Terran.

We're having problems with the focusing, we believe
*:hat it's because of a contact lense. So we're going to ask you
;o t«ke the time, to raise the visor, and remove the contact

-^lense.

'

Ohl-

Neither one of us as the contact lense on so far.

Oh, you do not have the contact lense on?

Oh, Okay.

Okay, Bob, this is Terran once again.

Go ahead. Go ahead 201.

SPACBCRAFT

SPJICaCBAFT

CAKXM

CJUKXM

CA90GN Could you with the subject with his eyes open,
ooaXd you Just adjust the focus very slightly, one way and then
tlM other, and we can look it from the earth.

: Bow: is .this? -

: ,

(garble) , Can you go back, just a little bit?

(garble)

SPICECBAFT Okay, is that in position? l' think in the right
position. Is that the best position, now 201?
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I APCOM Stand by.

We couldn't understand anything?

Ul£, this is 201.

Go ahead.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Olff the E mirror picture Is so poor, that %fe would
to sacrifice a tine, raise the visor ana put a contact lense on
this tine and see how it looks then.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

You want to put the contact in?

Affirmative.

You want to put the contact in, is that correct.

That's affirmative.

Okay, tha will take a while.

Okay, hold on for (garble) okay?

WdMD OF TAPE
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Co This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 20 hr, 12
min Mission Elapsed Time and we're expecting momentarily to
regain signal with the Spacelab.

CAPCOM
min.

PAO

Spacelab, Marshall OPS through Orroral for about 3

That*s CIC, Chuck Lewis, voicing up.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. We did go
through the scheduled acquisition period which lasted only about
2 min. We have now moved into an tX)s situation onco again, and
they expect to pick the signal back up with the Spacelab in about
9 min. ^

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

"-SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(Garble)

.

Spacelab, Marshall. We're AOS for about 50 min.

Okay. (Garble) talk to you a few minutes.

Roger.;:;
;

•

(Garble)

.

POCC, Spacelab. Ove^'.

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're ready to go up with the threshold.
Are you guys ready to receive the (garble) data down there.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Standby.

SPACECRAFT

8PAC1CRAFT

CAPCOM

Standby, Bob.

(Garble) the VOR.

We're waiting on good hiah rate data. Bob.

Okay, we won't start until you give us the word.

(Garble)

And Spacelab, Marshall OPS. The high rate data
take, high rate data should be here momentarily and from the 201
p«^l«, if you start, please let us verify whether the IMO data

SPACECRAFT (Garble)
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*PC<»! We should get our high data rate momentarily, but
Inftfote yon proceed with the experiment, let us first check
ifhttlitr the IMU data is correct.

SmCBCRAFT Roger* (Garble)

CliPCCMf Mfe want to check the IMO data before you proceeds

SPACICRAFT (Garble)

CAPCON Okay r and Spacelab, Marshall OPS« You have the
high data rate there and we can check the IMU«

SPACECRAFT You say you have the high data rate?

CAPCOM That* 8 affirmative. Bob. We have high data rate
•nd we*rt looking at the IMU picture and we going to enable the
201 PI to talk with you directly.

SPACIKIRAFT Okay, but they're ready for us (garble). Okay,
thank you. And, we're ready to talk to them too.

CAPCOM Bob, tuis is 201. We are looking t AMIR. First he
fhouXd open his eyes, and second it's not very well focused,

have to adjust the focus.

fPACXCRAFT Old you think mine was focused well, 201?

(SAPCOM It could be improved, yes.

PAO That's Dr. Jim Cm
8PACBCRAFT Bow was the stuff you got from me?

CAPCOM It was not very good. (Garble) .

SPACKRAFT That's the best focus I could get. I don't know
wbftt the problem is.

CAPCOM Well, we c««n try and focus it here from the

f
round. We can tell you what it's like if you adjust the
ocus* We can tell you here from the ground.

Em OF TAPR
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I .0 Olf ^lerbold will be the subject and Bob Parker,
the operator. In the linear threshold portic* of the experiment,
Ulf Merbold will be seated In th#» body restraint system, he will
have his eyes closed and his ears will be cuffed and they will be
supplied with a (garble). Ulf Merbold will be instructed not to
speak during this portion of the experiment and the center aisle
cage which has been connected to the brxJy restraint system chair
has now disgaged and will be disgaged when the experiment has
begun and it will be floating in and held by Bob Parker* There
will be tethers attached frcna the chair to the wall of the
Spacelab with Bob Parker standing between the tethers as he hold
the chair « Ulf Merbold is then going to be moved by Bob Parker
in all 3 axis, the x, y, and z axis for, in each axis for 30
cycles at 3 seconds per cycle. The metronom will be in use in
order to keep track of the exact timings for the cycle. While
Ulf Merbold is floating in this body restraint syBt-'^m chair, Bob
Parker will use the same motion the same time for all of these
axis* Re*ll perform a forward and back motion of his arms to
fliove the chair ad he stands between these tethers that hold the
chair to the wall. Bob Parker, himself vyill not change
positions, he will use this forward and back motion in the same
position but Ulf Merbold will change his axis by changing
positions in the chair. In linear threshold, Ulf Merbold is
loing to be asked to report 2 things for each of those axis.

I
e*ll be asked to give his perception of motion and his

^'^^rt^erception of direction; motion and direction for the x axis
movement. Ulf Merbold will use the joystick to indicate
perceived emotion by awving the joystick forward at the moment of
perception* Now for perception of direction, Merbold will move
the joystick either forward or aft. Those are the only t\iO

possible directions for the x axis. Now for the y axis movement,
Ulf Merbold will turn to sideways toward Robert Parker and
Merbold will use the joystick to indicate perceived emotion by
moving It forward at the nKMnent of perception of motion and for
perception of direction, he^ll move the joystick left and right
which are the only 2 possible directions in the y axis. For the
z axis movement, again Ulf Merbold will use the joystick to
indicate perceived motion by moving it forward at the moment of
ferception. Therefore perception of direction, he will move the
oystick either toward his head or his foot which are the only 2

possible directions to move that joystick handle because opposed
to the X and y axis movements in which he is seated. Normally in
the body restraint system chair as opposed to that during the z
axis, Ulf Merbold will be lying down in the body restraint system
and facing Bob Parker therefore the only possible directions of
movement of that joystick which is either toward his head or
toward his foot. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 20
hours, 12 minutes mission elapsed time and we're expecting to
momentarily to regain signal with the Spacelab.

END OF TAPE
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"tTAPCOM Columbia, Houston, in the blind on air to ground
one, check your DAP, it should be Al auto, we show you in B auto.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, that advisory from
CAPCOM, Anna Fisher, in order to facilitate a change in attitude
for the vehicle, and her instruction to switch to different
(garble) auto-pilot configuration.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we've oot some intermittant
ccwim but we might be able to get a message. We'd like you to
check the R5 vector DC2 switch.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Romeo 5, vector, delta, Charlie 2.

SPACECRAFT Again, what register do you want me to check?

CAPCOM DC2, delta, Charlie 2, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, delta, Charlie 2. Okay that is off, that
switch.

WOM Switch should be on, Olf

.

SPACECRAFT Switch on.

CAPCOM No, no, Ulf, no, no, don't turn it on right now,
everything is corrected, so just turn it off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's off.

'AO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 19 hours,
49 minutes mission elapsed time. And we have lost the signal
with Spacelab, but will be regaining it in about 22 minutes, 22-
1/2 minutes. The crew still working experiment 201 and they will
be for quite awhile to come. They have completed the opsolopcia
portion of the experiment and as we went into LOS they were just
sending out for the next portion of the experiment. Which is
lenear threshold. Thus far experiment 201 appears to be going
very well according to the Spacelab crew. No problems to speak
of, no substantial problems to speak of in carrying out 201.
When the Payload crew moves to the next portion, which is lenear
threshold, they will change subject, up until now, Bob Parker has
been the subject and Olf Merbold the operator at the various
portions of the 201 experiment. That changes now, beginning with
lenear threshold and Ulf Merbold will be the subject and Bob
Parker the operation. And the lenear threshold portion of the
experiment, Ulf Merbold will be seated in the body restraint
ystem, he will have his eyes closed and his ears will be cupped
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and they will be supplied with a masking white noise. Ulf
Merbold will be instructed now to speak during this portion of
the experiment. At the...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Spacelab, Marshall OPS with intermittent comm.

Go ahead.

CAPCOM Olf, in the blind, if you've got a minute, briefly,
%fe'd like you to take a look at the CPAC panel bus feed and tell
us whether the switch is in or out.

SPACECRAFT (Ci^^rble) This is Spacelab. Go ahead,
part of your message.

We got only

CAPCCM4 Okay. We've got good comm for the moment. Take a
look at CPAC panel bus feed breaker. Is it in our out?

POCC Spacelab. How do you read?

Loud and clear for now, Bob.

Okay. See you there.

POCC Spacelab. How do you read.

Loud and clear. Bob.

Houston f Spacelab. How do you read?

Spacelab, Mar3hall.

Spacelab, Marshall.

Spacelab, Marshall.

John, this is Ulf speaking.

Yes, Ulf. Could you check for us whether the DP2

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

-SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
is on on R5 victor.

SPACECRAFT John, this is Ulf.

Go ahead, Ulf.

Columbia, this is Spacelab. How do you read me.

Clear. Over.

CAPCOM

SPACBCRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, in approximately 4 minutes as far as
(garble) we should come over Southern Germany. Could you take a
look out of the window and in case the weather is not too bad,
take one or two shots.

SPACECRAFT Been doing that and the problem is, Ulf, is it's
very cloudy.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, then forget it.

SPACECRAFT I got some pictures I think at the mouth of the

river there at the Rhine maybe.

SPACECRAFT That could very well be.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf. Columbia,

Marshall OPS with a relay from the MCX:r.

raoroM Columbia, Houston in the blind on air-to-ground

u'^SSeck your Sis? It should be Al auto. We show you in B

auto.

»A0 This is Mission Control, Houston. That advisory

from CAPCOM, Anna Fisher, in order to facilitate change in

amtude for the vehicle and her instruction to switch to

different digital auto pilot configuration.

END OF TAPE
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"^APCOM Bill, (qarb]e), I assume there is a target across
the wall on the spacelab aft (garble)

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
cone.

CAPCOM

(garble)

Say it again, please.

(garble)

(garble)

Ulf, is there target across on the cone?

I think it is Jim. We used the available (garble)

Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and let's do another calibration. Okay, let
me give you another calibration here. Right, (garble)
calibration, had a good one for the vertical but the electrodes
looked pretty good. Must have been (garble) somewhere.

'APCOM Okay, and the other point Ulf is, what have you
..used as calibration points in the structure of spacelab, could
you just tell us?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

We know nobody used (garble) in the af<: cones.

As outer points? The center as the inner points.

Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf.

Spacelab, Marshall Ops with intermitten comm.

Go ahead.

(garble) if you got a minute, we'd like you to...
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jAPCOM We were concerned about the horizontal electrodes,

so when you're going on to the second part of o&cillapsy with the

helnet up, maybe you can, very quickly, check the impedence on

the horizontal electrodes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll do that. Bob reported no vection for

yaw. Now we've pass on for a roll.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

(Garble)

CAPCOM Ulf, you should be watching out for the target
movement, not vection on oscillapsia.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

•SPACECRAFT

•SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(Garble)

Ulf, do you read me?

Okay, read you loud and clear.

Ulf, this is 201. Do you read me?

(Garble)

Yeah 201, go ahead.

Yes. We just wanted to make the comment that you

shouldn't be watching out for vection in oscillapsia, just their

target movement.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(Garble)

Did you hear me?

Ulf, should I repeat what I said, or did you - -

Say again, (garble).

We should not be watching out for a vection. We
don't expect any vection in oscillapsia, simply target motion.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Good.

Thank you.

Okay. Now comes the C-axis.

(Garble)

Okay. What we've got new are oscillapsia in C.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAfT
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"spacecraft Okay. And, now we go for another calibration.

SPACECRAFT Center. Right. Center. Left. Center. Up.

Center. Down. (Garble).

SPACECRAFT Now we start again in yaw.

CAPCOM Olf, this is 201.

SPACECRAFT 201. Go ahead.

CAPCOM I assume there is a target across on the wall on

the Spacelab aft cone.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Say it again, please.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) go ahead and do it in roll.

END OP TAPE
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PCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Spacelabf Marshall Ops for Ulf.

Okay Marshall this is Spacelab, go ahead.

Can you put the 10 DAP switch of CFES to off?

Okay, I*m doing that.

Roger and continue*

CFES 10 DAP is off.

Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay? Now (garble) the same thing left. A DAP to
the left. Again. Give you 30 seconds. (garble). Okay^ them
match please^ and you're off. Lock^ off^ 2 seconds. Okay, let's
complete that thing and we come to A5. Okay, we are to do a 01.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Yes, Ulf, we read you.

(garble)

/ "^KBCOH We no longer have any high data rates or low data

I ate, we're only on S-band for communications, (garble) a few
"^^.ecofids

SPACECRAFT Now what do you want us to do, do a (garble) with
(garble) or wait.

CAPCOM No, no, just carry and do opsilopcia. (garble) is
not very crucial for opsilopcio.

SPACECRAFT I gave up, we do the opsilops, we lost everything,
(garble). Better, right, better, left, arrow. I guess 201 that
was the calibration.

Okay.

Okay. Next time, use 5 cycles, half movement at 1

Ulf, you still on?

I'm still on.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
(garble)

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Ulf, we would like you to check the horizontal
electrodes with an (garble) meter at you next possible chance.
Nothing today, nothing. RAU.

ipACBCRAFT (garble). Bob is doing the internal I can't read
you, say again now.
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"XAPCOM We were concerned about the horizontal electrodes,
so when are you going on to the second part of the opsolosci with
the helmet up. Maybe you can very quickly check the (garble) on
the horizontal electrodes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do that. Bob reported no vector for
(garble) , now we pass on for row.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Nothing. No (garble).

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Ulf, (garble)

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM It seems like Bob is very sleepy. He is showing
signs of very great sleepiness. So if you could tell him to try

to wake himself up when he opens his eyes and try to keep awake.

SPACECRAFT O^'^y^ but right now, he is supposed to have them

CAPCCM That's alright, but when he opens thero^ he is

showing signs of sleepiness

«

SPACECRAFT Okay, swing over the left* Eyes open, wide open,
please. Okay Bob, close your eyes. Okay open. Next thing is

the calibration. Center, center, right, center, left, center,
upr center, down.

CAPCOM Olf is doing.

SPACECRAFT Well, I'm glad. ^

APCOM At the end of A4, before you start oscilopcia,
«^ould you open the helmet very quickly for a short moment and
check the horizontal EOG, one of the electrodes seems to be
loose, I believe.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you want me to check it now?

CAPCOM At the next possible moment, do check it, please,

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me take a look. Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab ...

SPACECRAFT Electrodes are all okay.

CAPCOM Could you do another balance, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you still have (garble)

SPACECRAFT Center, center, right, center, left, center, up,

center r down. Did you copy, that was another full calibration.

CAPCOM Yes, we do copy. Okay, carry on exper, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now we do the same thing, I give you a roll
stimulation and you (garble) with head rolls.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) and clockwise, (qarble)

CAPCOM At the next possible moment, could you have
(garble) refocus please. It's gotten out of focus.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
^ou put the

^ACIKZRAfT

END Of TAPE

Okay, alright. How's that?

Okay, that's better^ carry one

Where are you now, Ulf?

(garble) clockwise

«

clockwise (garble)

(garble)

Okay Spacelab . •

•

Houston, (garble)

Okay Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Ulf

<

left, left, left, left, left*

Can
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

Thank you.

(garble) of the of the (garble),

aif, could you give us a balance anyway?

That was a balance.

Could you open the eyes?

(garble)

.

Ulf, aif Is to 1, could you also subject to open

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCCM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
its eyes?

SPACECRAFT No, we're off, are you sure his eyes closed now?

(

Okay, (garble) . And open.

CAPC(M How (garble) his eyes? He should open his eyes
wider, Ulf please. And the (garble) settings are not quite right

*~1SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAJPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
the left.

CAPCOM
Oti, on C peck»

Okay # we're, we*re going to try (garble).

Ul£, that's better.

Is that better?

I more, okay, its okay, now.

Okay, now.

It's okay now.

Okay, close your eyes and keep your head tilted to

Okay, Spacelab, Ulf, can you £lip the lU dub switch

SPACECRAFT Yes, I can flip the lU dub switch on C peck. C
peck lU dub is ON.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT ' And we will once again, (garble).

CAPCOM This is now done from the ground Ulf, so don't
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SPACECP3\FT Okav^ VI 201, how's is the (garble) now?

CAPCOM The amier is pretty good.

SPACECRAFT Okay^ then we press on and to the (garble) with
(garble) main power (garble) wires* We felt that the right side
60 degrees please. (garble) *

GAfCOM
:

:
Keep the eyes :open*

^

:^

ipACiGRAFT Okay/ keep your eye« open.

CMCm Olf I iob* i eyes are still closing.

PAO That's once again Dr* Chem Kast of the 201 team
belno voice enabled up to the crew.

SPACECRAFT 201 (garble) is that satisfactory?

PAO Bt seems, Bob seems to be closing his eyes all the
timeV he*s got his eyes only half way open*

.SPACECRAFT,, ' v Thty ^ ra:, open

.

cmCQH Ulfr (garble). It seems like Bob is very sleepy,
he* showirig sifiii of ^ery great sleepiness. So if y#u could
tell him to try tfir! wake himself up when he opens his eyes and
try and keep awakt.

^

SPACECRAFT Okay/ but right now he's suppose to have them
.closed*':. ;,

CAfCCM That's alright, but when he opens them, he's
sbowiiif. .atgns; of

:
sl#epiri@s.s*;/ : . ./

^'

.

SPACICRAFT Okay r s^lnf over to the left, «yes open wide open
pi#as«

iiP 0F'.:TAPE
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CAPCOM Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble) the first question I'd like to ask
you, what abou^ the battery charging for CPAC. There's one
problem (garble) that is a result of that RAU problem and we want
to know whether the ground want's us to go ahead with the battery
charging without information on our display or whether we hold
off with that.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. You just go ahead. We start the
battery charge and during the process, later on, we'll ask you to
flip the 10 DAP switch on and off, but I will get back to you on
that, but just go ahead and do that battery charge.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) and we already set up for 201.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, and we're still trying to get the AMU
data (garble).

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) . This is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We started the battery charging at that
time, and that is at 2 hr and 58 min.

CAPCOM Roger, Ulf, and we have high data rate down.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab. Ulf, we (garble). ^

SPACECRAFT Once again, Marshall OPS, we cannot give you any
tftaperature readings or (garble) readings because we don't have
any information CPAC.

CAfCOM lf« do understand that, Ulf, and you can continue
with 201. We ^•t the AMU data down.

:
SPACBCRAFT •

: Okay. :(6«rfel«) .: ;

•

CAPCOM And also, Ulf, can you please remove the Alpha 03
::'lll4^a EGAS;.:

: .

:

SPACECRAFT • Okay. Will do that as soon as we are in business
with 201.
i

•
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SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, I hope the ground takes care of the
video systems, the routing and also recording and everything.

CAPCOM We copy that, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT I would like that the ground take care of video
cameras and also the routing co the ground.

SPACECRAFT (Cnible)

,

CAPCOM (Garble) You want us to start the recorders, then.

SPACECRAFT Well, I'll leave that up to the ground.

CAPCOM Roger, and you just continue.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPC(m Okay, and Spacelab, tJlf, here's a 201 on the
(garble) for you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) this is Spacelab and we have started the
-pthokinetic (garble)

.

^APCOM We first need a (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) both directions.

CAPCCM Ulf, are you with us now? We need a balance first.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm. We did the calibration already in

order to save the time.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT There's another one after the opthokinetic
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Olf , could you give us a balance anyway?
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PAO which is super imposed on the patterns. Bob
Parker who reported the pattern to Ulf Merbold and then he lost
the reoort any sense of rolling and target displacement. When
this series is completed^ he tilts his head to the left 30

degrees and repeats this portion of the experiment over again.
Next Bob Parker performs che active head roll, active as opposed
to the static head, the active head roll portion of this
experiment and wearing the helmet Bob again receives roll
patterns from the video tape player and attempts to match the

pattern velocity by moving his head in a roll. He also slows
down and then speeds up his action and reports any perceived
change in the velocity of the pattern. Then in the next portin
of this experiment, he performs the corrieius effect portion of
the experiment and here he again is wearing the helmet and he is
looking into the monitor over his left eye at a pattern that is
yawing first to the right and then later to the left. And he
reports that he perceives for himself any sense of yawing
motion. If he does, he begins to do slow head rolls and then he
reports to Olf Merbold any tilt or pitching motion. Now if Bob
Parker does not perceive any yawing motion then he matches the
yaw speed of the patterns with his head movement. And for both
the right and left head tilts, the subject first keeps his eyes
oen for 60 seconds and then closes them for 30 seconds. If Bob

^ arker does this, that is when Bob Parker does this, he will be
^^oing it to detect if any visual stimulation or sensation of
motion still lingers when he closes his eyes. A little less than
8 minutes now remaining in this loss of signal period. At 18
hours, 45 minutes «iiission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, we'll be
processing data an voice through the TORS sy^^tem shortly. Our
OHP contact with the flight crew would occur in about 27 minutes
through Dakar. Mission elapsed time, 18 hours, 53 minutes, this
is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT center, center, center, right, center, left,
center, center, down, center

CAPCOM (garble) here with you for 48 minutes, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)

CAPCOM Yes, we copy you, Ulf. We»re just looking here
where we get the high data rate from the (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble) and I'd like to tell you Parker is already

CAPCOM Roger, we copied, Ulf*
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the first question I'd like to ask you, what
about the battery charging for C-pack? There's one problem ...

(garble) problem and we want to know whether the ground wants us
to go apt towart*, the battery charging without information on our
display or whether we hold off with that.

END OF TAPE
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"^PCOM And Spacelabr this Is Marshall Ops, can you inform
us about whether to the bail stow was successful on experiment
03?

SPACECRAFT Yes, the bail stow was successful, we got three
green lights here.

CAPCOM Roger .

SPACECRAFT 2 <ireen lights, sorry about that. It's my
suspicion POCC, that somehow a logic 6 got out o£ sequence or
scMnethingr it might be that if we did the whole thing over again
we'd be bev.ter.

CAPCOM We copy.

PAO Bob Parker reporting that the stow was successful
on the experiment 3.

,

CAPCOM Bob, while we got a minute left in this pass, if
you didn't hear what I was telling Ulf, when you \rere getting out
of the seat, we want to let you know how much we appreciate the
hard work. We recognize we're pressing you pretty hard and we're
mazed that you're able to hang in there as well as you have

,,>#een«
,

SPACECRAFT Yeah, the Stuff that has really gotten to us, and
kept us from starting things on time or ahead of t: me like we
also do back home, is that, well first of all we spend too much
time on 102 trying to solve that camera problem, the flash
problem. And then we gotten into this 103 thing, which obviously
went on a lot longer.

CAPC(M Yeah, we recognize that and we're going to try to
do a better job of letting you get stopped and started at the
right times.

SPACECRAFT I think the RC could settle Ulf and have him cut
down a little bit on this stuff.

CAPCOM We had the same thoughts down here too. At least
we were going to compliment him on his sim problems.

SPACECRAFT DO you think RAO-21'8 going to be fixed and
operational?

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECRAFT ' Say again
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CAPCOM Probably not Bob, but we're working as hard as we

can on it.

SPACECRAFT Okay so you, what you're saying is that we may
loose C-back in 01 totally., ha?

CAPCcMl Negative, stand by.

SPACECRAFT Damn, This is Ulf again, the tore location of the.

CAPCOM It's a telemetry down. Bob. The rest of the data

can come down the rest of the channels just fine.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 18 hours
and 39 minutes, mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
with the Spacelab for about 13 minutes. And during this last

pass, the crew completed the Optolconnectic portion which is the

initial portion in the seated portion with the 201 experiment.
The next scheduled portion of Optolconnectic seated with the head
tilt and during the course of the conversation between the
Payload Operation Control Center and the Spacelabe crew the term

isolopcia came up, that is another portion of 201 which the crew

I
s scheduled to be performing shortly. Isolopcia is the

I erception that sometimes occurs when a person moves his head
"^ack and forth at a stationary object which he is staring at also

soon appears to be moving. And th«s isolopcia, a portion of that

will examine that perception more closely. The Optalconnectiq
with seeded portion of the 201 experiment, which is the next
portion to be carried out, involves the subject. Bob Parker, the

Mission Specialist, who again wears the helmet and the first
portion of the head optalconnectic experiment involves a, what is

know as a static head tilt position. He performs the experiment
with his head tilted to the right at a 32 degree angle. And

holding his his still, he attempts to aline the target cross and
that left eye monitor the helmet, he attempts to aline the target

cross with his head by using the roll knob of the joy stick box,

which he hold in his hand. The roll patterns are supplied byt he

video tape player and they are occuring behind the cross which is

superimposed on the patterns. Bob Parker who will report the

pattern to Ulf Merbold, and then he will also reort any sensive
rolling and target displacement. When this aeries is completed

he tilts his head to the left 30 degrees and repeats this portion
of the experiment over again. Next, Bob Parker performs the

active head roll, active as oppose to the static head...

BHD or TAPE
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PAO (Garble) moment, but (garble) has had 30 deg to the
left and 30 deg to the right, and goes through another series of
stimulations with the helmet in which he perceives various roll
patterns and the monitor over his left eye, which are supplied by
the video tape player. While this is occurring, again the eye
movement in infrared, or AMIR device is over the right eye, his
right eye and is monitoring the reactions of the eye in regard to
the stimulations. Approximately 8-1/2 m^'n remaining before
reacquisition of the signal. This is Marshall Spacelab
Operations,

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations and we* re
standing by now for reacquisition of the signal with Spacelab.

CAPCC»4 Spacelab, Marshall AOS through Guam for about 6
fiiln,

SPACECRAFT This Is Spacelab, Copy.

CAPCOM Ulf, during this Guam pass, the MOCR is going to
make a call in a few minutes to talk to Bob about some of the RAU
^kip 21 messages he saw after the RAO was opt'd, so you might ask
Ob if he*s not configured to talk if he could please get a head

w^et on and be able to listen for the MOCR call,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And also, Olf, the targets for the osclllapsia run,
which you will need for this next run are in Romeo 9 Bravo^
stowed in Romeo 9 Bravo. Those are the targets that go on the
aft dome,

SPACECRAFT I flunked again. What is in Romeo 9 Bravo?

CAPCOM The targets that are to be placed on the aft dome
for osciXlapsia*

SPACECRAFT Okay. Roger.

CAPCOM And while you ^uys are here and you can both hear
asr we need to let you know what a good job we think you* re
doing^ We're pressing you pretty hard throughout this whole
period and you* re doing a fantastic job of trying to keep up. We
hope we won't have to push you quite as hard from this point on^
but considering the circumstances, you're doing a heck of a job,

SPACECRAFT • Oh, we just thought maybe we were running behind
tima, or that we run behind time, but we tried as hard as we
could.

CAI'COM That's evident.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston with a question for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Wait a second. Bob will be with you in a second.

CAPCOM Okay. We're standing by.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). MOCR, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. We just have one quick question here

for our CDMS console position. They'd like to know that when you

did the coupler swap and you got the 3 RAU 21 skip messages about

30 min after that, they would like to know whether you got any

subsequent RAO 21 skip messages, and if so, what experiments were

running or what type of - - what reconfiguration were you doing

at that time.

SPACECRAFT I cannot remember whether we got any immediately
after those first 3. We're still getting (garble) 01, and
sometimes we get hour 01.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that. Bob, so as far as you know,

we've got no other RAU 21 skip messages.

JACECRAFT Except for the first two or three, I think that's

-probably true. They (garble) right off the bottom so fast.

(Garble)

.

CAPCCm " Okay, We copy that and we will be uplinking a

patch on your next TDRS pass, but we'll get back with you on

that, and I'm going to go up on UHF.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM And spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. Can you inform

us about whether the bale stow was successful on experiment 03.

SPACECRAFT Yes. The bale stow was successful. We got three

green lights here.

CAPCOM ;

.-^

SPACECRAFT Two green lights. Sorry about that. It's my

susplsion, POCC, that somehow our logic (garble) got out of

sequence or something. It might be that if di^ the whole thing

'Over again, • we'd b« better,:

.

CAPCOM We copy.

i
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PAO Bob Parker reporting that the stow was successful
on experiment 3*

CAPCOM Bobf while we've got about a minute left in the -

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 18 hours, 12
minutes mission elapsed time. The Orbiter continues to perform
flawlessly and it's been a very quiet several hours in the
mission control center here. We will acquire signal again
through the (garble) station at Guam in approximately 13 minutes
and we'll have a UHP opportunity to talk with the crew then. The
backup capcom. Dr. Anna Fisher will be communicating with the
crew at the time. However, things have been very quiet onboard
the flight deck of Columbia and neither of the astronauts nor the
mission control team are working any serious problems fcr the
moment at mission elapsed tirc«, 18 hours, 13 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations and about 12
minutes remaining before we reacquire communications with
Spacelab during this last acquisition. A signal with the payload
crew, they began setting up that checkout experiment 201 in
preparation for the optic connetic seated experiment in which
mission specialist,' Bob Parker was seated in the body restraint
system which is a chair-like device. This particular portion of
the experiment, of the experiment 201 was completed just before
we lost to the signal the operator of the experiment in this case
as Ulf Merbold was giving the final calibration commands for the
ye movement infrared red device to the subject. Bob Parker. Bob

"farker who had been wearing the helmet and was receiving that
stimulation from the video tape player which was running images
into the monitor over his, over his left eye with the super
imposed 'cross that he had to respond to in various ways with the
joystick and with the rotation knob, the roll knob on the
joystick (garble). The calibration of the eyes which is the,
which is done at the beginning and end of each portion of the
experiment 201 was carried out and we then lost the signal as
that was being completed. The next portion of the 201 experiment
that will be carried out will be the, again the optic connetic
experiment but with a slight difference that it is titled optic
connetic with head tilt seated. This is the portion of the
•xpeciment in which again as Bob Parker as the subject wears the
helmet but tilts his head 30 degrees to t'le left and 30 degrees
to the right and he goes through another series of stimulations
with the helmet in which he perceives various roll patterns and
the monitor over his left eye which are supplied by the video
tape player. While this is occurring, again the eye movement and
infrared red or (garble) device is over the right eye, his right
eye and is monitoring the reactions of the eye in regard to the
stimulation ...

BHD OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) verical eye test.

CAPCOM I see, that seems to be typical for Bob,

SPACECRAFT Now come optalconnectlc. Don't worry. (garble)

forward and try coming back towards you. Going backwards. Okay
Theoelectro-1, we did the immediate forward and we are in the

immediate aft atom, right now.

CAPCOM Okay, very good.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Olf, did he actually get the forward vector with

the lennon 4 pattern? It seems rather strange.

SPACECRAFT Yep. After Owen, John comes after that, you want

to wait until we are bacK in AOS, (garble) is that right?

CAPCOM That is correct, we will wait until we get back

into Ku-oand before we start with head tilts. For (garble) . And

qif, we'll see you again through Guam, before that and we can

alk About it at 18:26. Ulf, on last comment, don't forget last

^^4libration, please.

SPACECRAFT Can we do the last calibration, hope you have the

calibrate (garble)

.

CAPCOM Ulf, be sure to press EBD off and also these.

SPACECRAFT You say again.

CAPCOM I just wanted to remind you to press the VGP off,

until the next period (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT I'll dO that.

CAPC(M Thanks, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Let's repeat that calibration, (garble). Better, -

sight, better, left, left, better. Left, the wrong channel,
(garble) says it alot, now what's next, head tilt? (garble).
We're really going to make it this tine.

isHO OF TAPS
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM We did'nt hear Bob report it. Did he report it
fi verbally? : ; V ;

;

I SPACECRAFT Hey Bob. (garble)

I
PAO And the calibration action of that helmet , the

% subject in this case. Bob Parker moves his eyes at the command of

I
Olf Merbold to establish limits of natural movement of the

I
eyes. Those commands again being center right, center left and

I so on. :

CAPCOM Olf, what did Bob say, we didn't get it very
I :Olearly.

;

;
SPACECRAFT (garble) left to right, (garble) say again.

CAPCOM We can't hear Bob very clearly, can you repeat what
he says after he says it.

SPACECRAFT Ycs, he confirmed the (garble).

iPCCM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Right. He has no (garble)

) CAPCOM • No (garble).

PAO Once the calibration action is completed and the
I experiment can begin.

h SPACECRAFT (garble) , okay?

I

SPACECRAFT Bob, (garble)?

I SPACECRAFT No, no.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, steps going «iown. X think I dozed a little
bit there, (garble)

CAPCOM Olf is doing.

SPACECRAFT (garble), (garble) going up. (garble) Ask them if
they get a good shot here, it looks kind of fuzzy to me.

PACBCRAFT ^ • Yes.'- v

0PACBCRAFT Ulf, it just looks fuzzy like it could (garble) but
I don't Know. What are we doing, are we recording or what?
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SPACECRAFT Stowing up?

(garble)

Thank you, we heard that

.

(garble)

Ul£i what was that thet Bol' said Is doing*

Bob said it is the (garbl.e) but it should be gon@

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
by now.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

^ACECRAPT
vertical axis.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

END OP TAPE

It is«

It's gone and it should be (garble).

I don*t get much (garble) from it.

Bob said not much (garble) on that*

Copy.

As far as I can tell, there's (garble) on the

I see, that seesfs to be typical for Bob.

(garble)
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f#' ''f:fHiifi.x fNHrfocm til* ejiparinent a«

tfirblia) and f will read you
r§-:Jm- 0Skm -'llim Mttnt -step i« you*ra going
-'fit'lkW itaiR'll^Ofi 0911 page.

ilN||;.;;.|ji|i:' 'ii£t#r '2 saootida now, we dk> a

^'''''""^^^^tf^JP^e to atandby.

RC^ (farlile) then you go to the panel

,r t^t Wfl.**a« the awitoh oft of api, you can
'1H^ '''iiii^ iM^^iiiad' Into' tha 'Zii^.

.

if* '''':mi^t''tc^t :tmt and CgarhJleV teat switch the video
i^ff we don't need it for the tine being.

:v:i:|'"^:;i|i^ :;*ti^::::aii;: on: 201?

3|^ppliiEpi^^ yCan^:-:you:;-:al8o^ - hear ''Bob?, -Can ^ hear ;Bob7;
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M Negative Ulf, we can not hear Bob, Can you tell rae

ich step you' ce on?

SPACECRAFT
system.

SPACECRAFT

Bob try again, we're on configuring Bob's ccnan

Try again. Test 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1 out

CAPCOM Yes, we read you loud and clear. Bob. Olf, we hear
Bob loud and cleat. This la Marshall.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Okay. Okay now we have to . .

.

Spacelab, this is (garble) , do you read sne?

201 reading, wait a minute, standby.

(garble)



I
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"jfn^IJKi^™ r."'!^ ?f^^^^^^ correct the symptoms only of the RAU21 problem. Evidently the commands are golnq throuah Sanokay but the data's not coming back out, and the oatch oL^ i-^correct the symptoms, but we'?e st'il wirkina abon? ?L ^ ^°
Implications of that situation with the RAU w^^Sif?just go ahead and continue though whul we'^e talking'"

^''^ '°

L^rSo^lettinl^Xi '.Lll'
^-^^"^ that means

p™. Space\\\"?'j;rsh'a\1'or'L%Kr^"^°'^^ "'^''^ '

which steps you ar4 on fo? 201? ' indicate

SPACECRAFT Putting on the electro switch.

CAPCOti Roger.

beqinain, the opt?o%o™eotL ISjfTIfo?"the%xSer'?^fSt"°:.°'txpected to take another 15 mlhutes oc so This la S^rihlf,

h»mA Tf hZ\,:r ? alined in an upright position with his

SSthI? if P«yl°«<i specalist starts
•Ob PwkH ?L^2n!f^; 1°' 'he subject, wbtch In this case la
t* »l5« ta^ p?aJ?J 2o S^ft'iiJ- ;

"""" P"'«"» "nnln9
tha Mission i;efj2!L'?o'Sf: S^'oJ ^^I^kl: iMLa'n'vic"??^:
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ich is a preceived motion. And Parker will also verbally

report his reactions. And finally in that portion of the optal

connectic, there will be -jnother set of patterns begun by Ulf

Merbold and Bob Parker will try to, what is know as ego center,

the super imposed target cross, that is...

END OF TAPE
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iPCOM This is Marshal OPS on air-to-ground-l, how copy?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) , Marshall OPS, we read you loud and clear
in Spacelab.

CAPCOM Well, wonderful Owen, what a venture this isl"

SPACECRAFT Fantastic, I toll you there is a bunch of guys
having a pretty good time up here, we're about thru with the
Spacelab activrhion uow.

CAPCOM Yes, we're having a ball doww here, Owenr Our
goose bunps have goose bumps I

*

SPACECRAFT Not as big as ours I

"

CAPCOM I'm sure of that, and Byron, we've got you for
about another 7 minutes.

f^O Voice of Crew Interface Coordinator Bill Bach here
in the Payload Operations Control Center, making initial contact
with Owen Garriott.

'?|»ACECRAFT The red team is going to bed now too.

«»<c:APCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS, are you ready for
electrical power up?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab, are you ready for powerup?

SPACECRAFT Yes, standby. Okay, (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, thank you Bob, its good to talk to you.

8PACKCRAFT (garble). Tell to 86 it, and I'll talk to chem in
: the •morning.; .

;

V

CAPCOM Okay, wo copy that, and have a good night sleep.

: S^ACaCRAFT ;;Sute.

« concludes downlink of live television from
inside the Spacelab iwodule.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS, how copy? And
gpaeelftb, this is M&rshall OPS for Owen.

^fPAClCRAFT Hey,
- Bill.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) recorder case temperature reads minus 30 -
better than 25 degrees. One thing if we're missing data or
temperatures and voltages are really out of spec and that is on
block 16 page 1-12, over.

CAPCOM Roger, Owen, Understand voltage 21.3 and
temperature is 30.0.

SPACECRAFT Minus minus.

CAPCOM And that is minus 30.

SPACECRAFT On intercomm - whether it's your problem or not.

CAPCOM Okavr standby Owen. And Spacelab, Houston. We're
continuing to look at the data on block 16. We're going to
continue to work it. We* 11 get back with you after the trim
burn.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that satisfies except for that we consider
block 16 to be complete.

APCOM Okay, Owen. We concur with block 16 complete.

AO And Mission Specialist Owen Garriott reporting
block 16 of the initial activation is complete which puts them -
continuing, continues to put them a little ahead of the timeline
on Spacelab activation.

SPACECRAFT Houston, you still there?

CAPCOM Roger, Brewntec go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're just a minute, 40 away from this tti\&
burn. We just want to make sure you're there to watch.

CAPCOM We* re standing by Brewster . And Brewster , your
configuration looks good from here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we think it's right.

Payload Specialist Byron Lichtenberg now sitting on
a mounting platform for the rotating chair or body restraint
system as its officially known, one of several vestibular

: S3ip«rinent8. r/;

CAPCCa* Okay Columbia, we saw it.

The body restraint system provided by the Republic
>>£ Germany as actually several series of experiments to look at
»an"s adaptation to zero gravity, specifically to look at how the
innsr ear , the vestibular system, the organ in the inner ear STS-
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1 ch senses position on earth and assists In roan keeping his up

Tight balance functions in that zero gravity environment.

Mission Specialist Owen Garriott now working at the Payload

Plight Data File. A series of documents onboard the Spacelab

which contain procedures on each of the experiments that will be

conducted during the Spacelab one mission. There are 38 pieces

of experiment equipment onboard Spacelab and more than 7J

individual experiment Investigations to be conducted during the

^ next ^ 9 'days.

•

CAPCON Columbia, Houston, we have an HRM, the HRM la

powered up and we have voice record select configuration change

for you. And that will be o panel Al.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Okay, Columbia. What we want to do Is to go to

panel Al and bring the two voice record select channels to the

off position - OFF and the HRM is already powered up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand you want the two voice record

select positions to which way?

CAPCOM That's in the Orblter (garble) Al, Orblter panel

1, both rotary switches to the OFF position -OFF.

""spacecraft off. Okay that's In works.

CAPCOM Okay, and we're also ready for configuring the COMM

for Payload Operations and Marshall Ops Is ready and they'll be

giving you a call on air-to-ground 1,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houaton. Houston , Columbia do you read?

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops on air-to-ground

-1.
;

; Bow copy?
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^ACECRAFT HouGton, Spacelab we cycled it all the way afO""^'

we SoS^ave the VFI piwe? light, and VFI mal light as described

on so I think maybe I did screw up.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, I understand the power light is on and

the real light is also on.

SPACECRAFT The power mal light VFI mal light as described.

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT (garble) one.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is (garble).

CAPCOM spacelab, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT The (garble) Fairmont 2 set up on the module.

Should be available at any time.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

PACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, on the APO controller, on

the^O cool off system, we wanted to turn the APU controller

power to 3 switches to OFF.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well get that Franklin, thank you.

CAPCOM Houston, .V re
l^l^'f/^l^ ifjSiJ^ame

whvre aettlno a dark picture out of camera 4. unay, av- j

Sp bJigSter? it lookl qood now. Looks good Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you Franklin, sounds good.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we are getting motor boating

on DAKAR OHF.

Mnw ceeeivinq a video from a forward Spacelab
^

SSSkhead »o»ntr=»«iI liking toward the .ft ".rboard side of

?5e laboratory, Owen Garriott In the forearound, and the Spacelab

?»s."4ss^rtSi?"s?s,^isi?s «trii5^Sf"thrsod»ie u
several of -the.

;

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we see the APO hydraulic

meesaaes uo on your message lines and they are caused by

. ;:"Sr?h2'^h2Ste?S on, thly wUl come back, they will disappear

when the heaters are brought back to ON.
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OM And Columbia, there's no action required on your
part due to those messages.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Franklin, thank you.

PAO At this volt to the aft end of the Module is the
life sciences double rack^ which contains several of the life
sciences experiments to be conducted during the 9 day roiesion.
Both Payload specialist are wearing their accelerometer units
which is part of experiment 102. The HIT provided life science
experiment.

• t
SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm in block 16, right near the bottom, and
block 16, on page 1-12, it wants me to check the (garble) DC and
(garble) I do not (garble) but instead read 21.3 (garble)
inhibit. Also the data downlink (garble) temperature should be
25 degrees + or - 15. (garble). I was wondering if the data
(garble)

.

\PCOM Owen, your breaking up very badly, we just copied
lat your voltage reading was 21.3 and that is all.

SPACECRAFT Is this any better?

CAPCOM A little bit better, Owen, keep on talking.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you are correct on 28 volts DC. These 21.3
are (garble) Recorder gage temperature read8-30, rather than
25 degrees I Wonder if we're missing data, or temperatures
voltage really out of spec. And that is on block 16..

END OF TAPE
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>ACECRAFT (Garble).

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, Houston, we're seeing some TV
pictures from the module now, but the camera is turned 90 deg.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you may roll to 90 deg.

CAPCOM That's affirmj roll 90 deg.

PAD Mission Specialist, Owen Garriott, moving aft, to

adjust the canera.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) BOB. (garble) Bob.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, Houston, just a 90 deg
counterclockwise rotation will do it. Okay, Owen, the camera

rotation is the wrong way now. We'd like you to go the other

way. Okay, that's looking better.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we're back with you on TDRS for

about 35 min, and we're getting good TV from the inside of the
module.

"PACBCRAPT Okay, Franklin, I understand good TV. And,

ranklin, we intend to do this burn to 2/lOths each axis, if

hat's okay.

CAPCCM Standby, Brewster.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACSKIRAFT Power lights should be on.

CAPCOM Boger, Brewster, 2/lOths each axis i» okay.

SPACECRAFT Better wait a minute on that. Bob, hold on. I'll

be there. Say again. Franklin. You're cut out.

CAPCOA Roger, Brewster, 2/lOths each axis is okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Spacelab.

CAPGON Go ahead, Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we just did the transition of a VFI
£ro« the, I think it's ascent transition to the Orbit CDMS, and
there's a question in my mind as to whether I may have just
•lipped by the Orbltec CDMS position. The current power
.ndication is the light is on, and there is no mal light on,

however. All the other VFI indicator lights are off. Can you
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guys tell if you think that I went to far and, therefore, should
eycle back airound the whole way clockwise to get to Orbit CDMS.
Over. .

:

CA?CG»5 Okay, Ye>«, Bob, understand. Let me ask.

SPACECRAFT Okay, standby.

CXPOm And, Bob, tlMit*« in work. I will advise you.

SPICICRAFT (Garble) . Say afain please, Prankl in.

Cl»C«il we're lo at the WI probl«B that you just
entioned, and we'll gat back with you.

SPACECRAFT OkaVr «ta»iby.

WM> Itod at the forward ead of the habitable module at
this tine, Payload Specialist, Olf Nerbold, workii^ with setup of
one of the cameras. They use Olf to ^iocumeiit sqbmi of the
scientific activities to provide (garble)

.

fAPGOH Spacelab, Houston, for Bob.

^ACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAICOH . Roger, Bob, we'd like you to go ahead and rotate
the switch clockwise, pausing 2 sec, at least, on each position
until you're back to the Orbit CtMS position.

S»ACEC«lkPT Okay, thaiWe you. Sorry about all this.

PUP A iBOBMint or so ago, Payload specialist, Byron
Liebtenberg, unstowed the view finder for the other canera
nooRted at the aft end of the Spacelab nodtile. Once attached, it
wtli help bin ali9n the cameras visually fro* inside the module.

CUiPCXM And, Coloabia, Bouston, we are go fr^r APU cooloft*.

mhCWGMtarr okay, we cc^ that. Thank you, Franklin.

^mmcm '

:
Rog^r .

PM Paylo^ Specialist, tferbold, traversing the length
Of tiw bais^ltabl* :aodu&ii^. ^

;

:

SPAGVCRAFV ioonton, l^paoelab, we cycled it all the way
aro^. He now fmn the VPI power light and the Wl aal light,
AS tecrib«d, on, m I think I Mybe did screw up.
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;0M Columbia, Houston, radio check on TDRSS*

SPACECRAFT HoustODr Columbia, read you loud and clear.

CAPCCm Okay, Brewster same for me. we have TDRS for about
46 minutes, and if you have a minute now, we'<? like to get a
report on the teleprinter message that we tried to send over
Orroral.

giPACBCRAPT Okay, Franklin. We heard a clicking away and we
looked down on the paper and we couldn't see any printing on it.

CAPCCMi Roger, Brewster, we* 11 try it again.

SPACECRAFT Space Ops, how do you read from down here,

CAPCOM Your loud and clear Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we* re completed (garble) 15 on the Spacelab
activation.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

(garble) Spacelab, we*d like to (garble).

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Roger Hack.

CAPCOM Roger, Spacelab. We* re hearing a lot of noise on
the loop. We just wanted you to - when you have a minute, give
U8 a report on the Spacelab hatch seal. The condition of it,

PAO Now receiving live downlink television from the -

of the Spacelab experiment pallet, aft the Spacelab Module in
Columbia's cargo bay.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, I got a not- here for you
for your post burn attitude.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Okay, Franklin, yes we did get something
out of that teleprinter and go ahead with your post burn attitude
note •

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster, the post burn attitude will be the
attitude listed in your attitude timeline for 54*20

«

SPACECRAFT OkaVt fine. We figured that and we did get your
sMiaaafe and it said we got all €€ lines and each one of them bad

aiid; ali':t ^^^^--r



,mCBC«„ So„v. , you .He.e.
" '

Spaoelab, Houston.

•"PACECRAPT GO .head Fr.„ui„.

fot his o«l„ ci„?r|S;ed' to fl„a out If aif
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

"If. people talked with hin, yet?
That's a neg,,tive.

" — HOW do .OU „,d

(Th«nk you 1, ..la 1„ serasn,.
(garble)

.

" » n«"ve language, Gerjan. ' '"^

aft l>ulkh.S"c«e«'oJ°tSr?*" """""nk television ,

s^i.»;ve^?«L'^e'^e^^^^-'^"ni;^^'X"^^.^^^^
tb. «»rop..„1^%r«i;|^«P«i-.nt. S;pi?f2e%f!S

Ir'oifd'ed by
SPACECRAFT

PAO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
block 16.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

OF TAPE

All set up for that TV,

r ««»'^««, «.h i.

„:
" •"^""^ '-loc^ U you.

OH.y, S.«c.lab. „e understand you-re waiting ,or

»09 that.

*nd Spacelab, Houston

o \
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n'^?"
that's a good read back Brewster. We're goinq

'p in about 30 seconds. TDRS is 4 plus 36. ^ ^

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
vector

.

SPACECRAFT

Okay looks good to us.

Roger, and we're going to be sending you a state

Okay.

1
Mission Control Houston. ^ hours 33 minutesmission elapsed time. We've had loss of signal through the

2es?iJn^iS«^«/?K
"^'^^ be picking up momentarily through thewestern edge of the range of the tracking data relay satellite as

^o^JFJk^''^ ''^^J?'^"
"-S- °" °*^bit «»™be. ^. cSluSbia iin bl

system. Very slight change in velocity, 2 t^<^ t oer at^eanA

!5?nJ.*''^f
resulting in an orbit for 134 by 133.^£iSSr

'^^"^

?he oa«^L*'2^^?VK^^• ^"'^^"^ pass at so«e pS?nt during
o5%hf Lr/^^^ be having the Spacelab take over the primary use

o«n?L? !
Sites for any neccesary communication with missioncontrol so mostly you will be hearing the payload activities from

/ -ntfr^^^MissiSr^SntJoJ"^
'^^^^^^ SperatiSSsloiJr'o!""

I
-nter. Mission Control. Should have acquisition momentarily.

^^PCOM
minutes.

Columbia, Houston. With you on TDRS for about 51

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

(garble) got up on there.

(Garble) go ahead.

^^43 i.i„ut«'"""'' »i'-'=o-9round 1 for

CAPCOM
Goldstone.

SPACECRAjn*

CAPCOM
TORS.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

o

Columbia, Houston. Radio check on UHF through

(Garble) Houston.

Okay, we've got some problems locking in with the

(Garbi#) read you loud and clear, over.

Columbia, Houston. Back on TDRS for 47 minutes.

Columbia, Houston. Radio check on TDRS .
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ACECRAPT Houston, folurabia. Read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM OHaYi Brewster, same for me* We have TDRS for
about 46 lidnutes and if you have a minute now we'd like to get
report on the teleprinter message that —
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM . . . six minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Franklin, thank you.

CAPCOM And, Columbia, Houston, could you repeat that
message r you were cut o££.

SPACECRAFT T'7e reported, we are receiving' you loud and clear in

the Spacelab.

CAPCOM Okay, and Owen, we'd like you to know if you are
ready for us to repower the video analog switch.

SPACECRAFT Okay, standby just a minute here, please, Franklin,
Okay, now I don't have the attitude switches for me on (garble),
call and tell me what to do from the Ops 10. We got the
(garble) . Camera one.

CAPCC»4 Okay, Owen, what we'd like to know is if you have
removed the camera that was mounted to the end cone during
launch, and if you have removed it, and remounted it, we would
like you to know, we'd like to know if you are ready for us to

/ lepower the video analog switch.

SPACECRAFT Okay^ now I understand, no it is not yet removed,
that is in the works right now.

CAPCOM Okay, and Columbia, Houston, I have a burn pad for
your trim burn when your ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a minute Franklin.

CAPCOM Roger, and you can find the blank pads on page 10-

20 on the orbit ops checklist.

SPACECRAFT Thats page 10-13 in my book. 10-4 INCO, we still

have power on the aft camera, you boys were going to turn it off
for us. Byron was just about to turn it off t^imself.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, when your ready to copy, I

can read you the numbers.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Franklin, I'm looking at 10-13, Ort orbit RCS
burn pads.

CAPCOH Okay, that's correct, and the configuration will be
no interconnect. Its a -X maneuver, RCS select 4 check, TV roll
all balls, weight 236099, TIG 0 days/OS: 15: 00.0. Delta VX
1-0002.0. delta VY and delta VZ, all balls. . Burn attitude, roll
224.8, pitch 172.9, yaw 320.2. Delta V total, 0002.0. TIGO
OOi.S, VIGO -0001.91, Y, all balls, 2, 000.61. And that's a
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^us. And the height of apogee will be the target 134 and the
height of perigee plus 133, and just a note, this will be a
headsup maneuver. And we're standing by for readback.

SPACECRAFT Okay, give me again that TIGO, TIGO.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Franklin, readback follows. Interconnect to
none, a -X burn, RCS select 4, we'll do that, TV roll all balls,
236099. TIG, 0 day8/05sl5:all balls. Delta VX is -2, Y and Z
are both 0. Burn attitude is 224.8, 172.9, 320.2, delta V total
is 2.8 seconds, TIGO x -1.91, Y all balls, Z +.61 for a 134 by
133.

END OF TAPE

CAPCOM Okay, TIGO 00:08.
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f 0 Mission Commandec John Young, at "3 hours 55

minutes, mission elasped this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control, 3 hours, 55 minutes,
elasped time, loss of signal in the Orbiter Systems look good as

we proceeded through the Spacelab activation, the crew went
through everything on timt, some minor problems in opening the
hatch and everything else appears to normal at this time. Red
team is preparing for sleep, in there presleep activities. Blue
team really beginning its day, due to have lunch in about 2

hours, 1 1/2 hours or so for some o1~ them. But the red team
completing its day. John Young, Boo Parker, and Ulf Merbold,
blue team pilot, Brewster Shaw, Mission Specialist, Owen
Garriott, and Payload Specialist Byron Lichtenberg will be doing
the activities for severcl hours now. Expect to hear frcwn the

crew in about, or will be sending a message up to the crew on the
teleprinter about 12 or 13 minutes. And probably talk to them
over Hawaii in about an 1/2 hour. This is Mission Control,
Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we have you now through Orroral
for about 2 minutes and there is a teleprinter test message
coming up.

^PCOH Columbia, Houston, through Orroral on air-to-ground
••6ne for about 2 minutes and there is a tellerpr inter message
ccMBing up.

PAO * Mission Control, Houston, at 4 hours, 10 minutes,
Mission elasped time, we're standing by to transmit a test

teleprinter messacfe through the Orroral station.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, radio check through Orroral,
air-to-ground-1,

PIU) Crew is scheduled to an on Orbit RCS burn, a trim
burn. Circulurize the Orbit at 135 nautical miles. Trim burn
with change in velocity of about 2 feet per second. Scheduled to
occur in abo<it 45 minutes, be conducted by pilot

CAPCOM In the blind, we're about 30 seconds LOS, next pass
will be Hawaii at 44-27.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCO Colunbia, Houston, we are loosing you through
Orroral, will pick you at Haws ii at 4-1-27.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, we have loose of signal
through Orroral. ife didn't have much substantial contact, if any
irlth the crew there. We did hear the Spacelab crew momentarily
toward the end of that pass. Plan to send up a test teleprinter
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jssage through that site* And the crew is preceeding with the
Spacelab activation procedures on through Block 14 in their
Spacelab activation checklist. Activation of the data display
system and coming up in about 45 minutes will be a trim burn to
adjust the Orbit to a circular 135 nautical mile orbit. That
burn will involve a change in velocity of 2 feet per second.
Columbia now just to the east of Australia, out over the pacific,
take a land of orbit number 3. They reacquiring over Hawaii in
about 13 minutes, 4 hours, 14 minutes, mission elasped time.
This is Mission Control Houston. This iu Mission Control,
Houston, 4 hours, 26 minutes we'll be reacquiring momentarily the
Orblter and Spaco lab through the Hawaiian station on orbit i:umber

(garble)
^

CAPCCM Columbia, Houston, we have you through Hawaii for 6
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Franklin, thank you

CAPCOM In Columbia, Houston, could you repeat that
message » You were cut off.

1 .^ACECRAFT Reportedly receiving you loud and clear in the
^^wi4>ac#lab*'\;;;:'

CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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"spacecraft Okay, Franklin, it'll be small.

SPACECRAET Okay, why don't you let's get through with these

interconira checks here, Franklin. "We'll be through with blocks 10

and 11 and go ahead with the other stuff even though we're LOS.

CAPCCm Okay. Owen. I've gotten your voice and Byron but I

still have not heard from Ulf

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you'll get him.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're going to start our (garble).

SPACECRAFT Looks like Spacelab came through in flying

colors. It is real beautiful.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, you can see all the way down the tunnel

and see them working in the Spacelab from the raiddeck.

CAPCOM That's affirm, John. We see the light at the end

pi the tunnel,

PAD Now in the field of view is much of th« experiment
segment of the Spacelab module. Payload Specialist Olf Merbold,
Burqpean Space Agency to the left port side of the experiment
segment in the stowage area just behind the experiment data
display unit and to the starboard side of payload specialist
Byron Lichtenberg of MIT with his back to the European Space
Agency provided material science doublerack which will be used to

conduct several materials processing experiments during this nine

day first mission of the Spacelab. On the module floor of the

center of the f ield-of-view is a series of equipment designed to

be used with experiment 201, a European Space Agency vestibular
experiment, one of several life sciences experiments.

CAPCOM (Garble) we'd like you to start the VTR now and

also to go ahead and turn on the lights in the back of the
Spacelab. We think that that wil.r improve the picture.

SPACECRAFT Bow do you read me now Franklin, okay?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) eight side of the back. Okay thank you,

iie'll f«t it. Rl^^ Btde of the back and then —
CAPCOM We'd like you to start the VTR now.
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SPACECRfiPT Okay, we'll get the VTR.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, they'd like the VTR up there on the flight

deck. If you could put that on tape please either Bob or

Brewster. '

V

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Brewster put (garble)

.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. We're going LOS. We're going
to send you a teleprinter message at Orroral at 4 plus 09 and
we'll talk to you over Hawaii at 4 plus 27.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 4 plus 27 at Hawaii. ... in the tool box —
PAO And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 hours
54 minutes mission elapsed time. We have lost signal with the
Spacelab and that concludes the downlink of the initial ingress
television. Payload crew entering the Spacelab module and
^seginning their initial activation sequence. Both Payload
Specialists Bycon Lichtenberg and Ulf Merbold along with Mission
Specialist Owen Garriott conducting that initial activation
activity and they were visited briefly by mission commander John
Young at 3 hours 55 minutes mission elapsed time, this is

Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control. 3 hours 55 minutes
mission elapsed time. Loss of signal and the orbiter systems
look good as we proceeded through the Spacelab activation. The
crew went through everything on time. Some —
END OF TAPE
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I'
AOECRAFT Houston, MS2 here in the airlock tunnel adapter,\^^w do you read me? Over.

^

CAPCOM Loud and clear, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for your information to verify both

r2!J^iir-^°!!K''*^n^
were in the off position. When the capsremoved in the off position a-^d I'm just about to go to - qo onto equalization valves right now. « i.o go on

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And Delta V was very close to zero, I can hear youJust a little bit coming through the valves after I've gone tonorm.

CAPCOM Roger that.

PAO Now visible in the lower portion of the hatch is orthe tunnel way is the crew beginning to open the hatch betweenthe tunnel adapter and the Spacelab transfer tunnel. Payloadcrew now in the process of transferring through the Spacelab
transfer tunnel.

''IPCOM And Columbia, Houston. We can see you coming down

^w»lcJ22"?i*Sp^cil2b!
"^""^ ^^'^^^ »in»tes of TV coverage.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble) take five right now.

PAO Left of the field of view Mission Specialist Owen
Garrlott and to the right payload specialist Byron Llchtenberg
followed by the European Space Agency payload specialist Olf
Merbold now In the Spacelab module for the first time.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) get Into the Spacelab on the marker.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Block 9 la complete and ready to do block 10.

CAPCOM Okay, go right ahead.

S?ff2i^«« f?"'*^ "••^^ ^® VTR of course,until we lose the TV to the ground.

crew working at the Spacelab control panel
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PACECRAPT (Garble) just lightening out the window here,
iniouatoa. It's really spectacular flying over Africa.

CAPCCWi We believe you, John.

PAO First thing the crew is doing is turning on the
interior lights inside the Spacelab,

SPACECRAFT It's a big city (Garble) down there.

SPACECRAFT Columbia, Houston.

CAPCOM Go ahead Houston.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Columbia. Okay we'll get it right
yet. This is Columbia and Franklin you guys start thinking about
the (garble) yet?

CAPCOM That's affirm, Brewster. We're working on the pad.

SPACECRAFT Okay, so you say (garble) pad to do one.

CAPCOM That's affirm. We expect the burn.

/ SPACECRAFT Okay, but we'll be ready. Hello, Houston. This is
V-^pacelab. Ready to check on the interccMSim. How do you read?

(Garble) ?

CAPCOM Okay, Owen, we read you in the barrel but readable.

SPACECRAFT Okay, is this any better. Franklin?

CAPCOM That's a little bit better.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll just get a little closer to the mike,
because it's a low mike, we' 11 continue with the checks.

PAO And mission commander John Young, paid a short
visit to the payload crew in the spacelab module and departed for
the Orbiter. Mission Specialist Owen Garriott in the process of
checking out the communications equipment in the Space laboratory

;

: facility. ^

;:;-\;:sPACiciuupT. :^

CAPaM PS2, this is Houston. Did you call?

SPAdCRAFT Bogmx, Franklin^ radio check air-to-ground 1.

CKPCCm Roger, Byron. You're loud and clear. And
il^lua^ia, Houston. Ws're going to be sending you a satall
soc«l«£oawter biased cocrectlca.
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( ACECRAPT Okay, it'll be small. Okay, once we're through
th these inter comm checks here Franklin. We'll be through withBlocks 10 and 11 and go ahead with the other stuff even thouqh

we're LOS. ^

CAPCOM Okay, Owen.

END OF TAPE
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I 0 Hatch now secured in its proper open and lock
*^sition, Garriott, climbing into the airlock with his
checklist,' -

CAPCOM Colum->ia, Houston, we're back with you on TDRS, for
about 21 : 1/2 ffinutes, \ ^

. , ;

SPACECRAFT Franklin, we've got the interlock hatch to the
middeck open, and we're proceeding down in to step 9.

CMCXm Rog«r, Owen, we're gt;ttinrj a very qood TV picture
dowo her®. : >

;

PAD Paylo.4 Specialist By n Lichtenberg/ there of f to
the far Iftft of the picture.

SPAJCBCRAPT That's great PraaKlin, then yot! ought to be able to
see us ail workir^ like dogs to «io thi« thing.

CAPCX5M You bet, Brei^ster, '»m saw you struggling with the
hatch, and just wondered if you fctad any words for us on that.

SPACScmAPT Franklin, the hatch was just shifting up jus' a
little bit when we unlocked it, and was snagging on the top dQ*^

there, wc- finally figured that out and got it.

„JAPCOM Okay, Brewster, thanks.

PAO Pilot Brewster Shaw, reporting that the apparent
liifficulty with getting the hatch open was in the mechanical
string of latches, the top one, one located at the top portion of
the airlock, hanging up, and they determined that that was the
probleiB and managed to get it loose and get the hatch open.
Sliouli be getting, continuing this Television for atoout another
20 liintttss as long as we have the Tracking Data Relay

: Satelltti. : . r -/y

PAO fhls is Marshall Spacelab Operations, now receiving
video from im^cs the Spaeelab Module, returning nam to the
N.fddeck. This is Marshall SpaceXab Operations, again receiving
vidso fr«M» inside the habitable nodult of the Space laboratory.
Tbs Oitmera is mwinted on the aft bulkhead locking forward, in the
^:#f^t«r it fe*tl- af- vi«w; is :-the---:eittraiice :w ^'ibe; igittselab:
transfer tunnel, wbih connects the laboratory facility with the
miaaeck of the Orbiter Columbia. To the right or starboard side
o£ the Module, forward tion is the control panel and the
Spacelab computer digital data display unit. That forward rack
on tbe starboard side piimar ly houses Spacelab subsystem
controls, as nsll as ti « comp ter unit or dicrltal display unit
which can b« used not ^ly to control the Spacelab subsystems but
^also to control the expti iment should that becoiue necsssary.
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L >ectly opposite, that panel, on the port side of the Module, is
tTie work station, which includes the work bench, some stowage
facilities, some drawers, which house or contain writing
utensils, rulers, tissue dispensers, things of that nature.
Iiranediately below the work surface, is in the rack itself is
itself is some of the Spacelab computer components. Moving aft,
on the port side of the module, the yellow, there is a yellow
double rack, which contains much of the verification flight test
instrumentation, which was developed to test the laboratory on
this, its first .light. And then at the edge of the field of
view, on the left is just barely visible, the portion of the
second data display unit, which is used to control, to primarily
to control the experiment operations on board Spacelab, but it
also can be used to control Spacelab sybsysteras. On the
starboard side of the Module and the second set of racks, is
primarily stowage containers, the European Space Agency
Experiment #33 which is a metric camera, that uses a optical high
quality optical window in the course segment of the Module is so
many coraponanta of this experiment stored in that double rack.

SPACiSCRAFT flouston, MS2 here in the airlock tunnel (garble)

,

bow/do^^you rms^ ne?

"APCOM Loud and clear, Owen.

.i»ACBCRAFT For your information, to verify both of
equalization valves were in the off position, when the caps are
removed they are in the off position, and I'm just about to go to

END OF TAPE
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\wi»COM . . . we're reading you with a loud squeal.

SPACECRAFT (garble) down here, we get a little feedback,

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we're not ready for the APU
cool off yet. We're still looking at the data, and we'll get
back with you.

SPACECRAFT Ok, you'll tell us when you want the APO's cooled
off. And Houston, this thing says, on the (garbled) is reading
minus 6 tenths, that's outside the limits, and it says if limits
exceeded, then contact MCC.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy John, standby.

SPACECRAFT That's on Aft Bay 2, 1 alpha, on the (garble)

CAPCOM - Okay, Coluii^ia, we , . .

SPACECRAFT Okay, 8 is done, I assume that Owen will proceed
with Block 9 at this tine.

CAPCCm You are go to press on.

i ACECRAFT Houston, how do you read? Roger, we're starting
^ Nt6w. :

:

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we believe that the Aft A, 21
alpha smoke detector transducer shifted low. We have looked at
it for a while, and there is no action on your part.

SPACECRAFT Ckay.

PA0 Mission Specialist Owen Garriott just unlocked the
handle crank on the air lock. It was working with the pressure
equalization valves. Be is now unwinding the release mechanism.

CAPCOM And ColuB^ia, Houston, in about a minute and a half
we* II be banding over to Madrid for some tracking and so we'll

V you
;
cm (MTCMI.

: :

StftCBCRAFT Okay, 68TDII at Madrid In a minute and a half, sec
•Vyoo : there, '^^v;

ChPCfM Roger. Columbia, Houston, we got picture of the
SiMKselab module as socm as you finish block 9 you are go for
:tumiel: Ingress.

;

•

SPACECRAFT Okay, tunnel ingress is in work right now. And
^ranklin, you guys are cunning the cameras, right?
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^ That's affirm^

SPACECRAFT Okay, if you want us to do something • • .

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we have you know thru Madrid
for about 6 minutes.

PAO Mission Control, we're looking at the Spacelab
Module there briefly, the camera activated up at the corner. The
crew is working with the hatch to the ai Jock. Crew having some
diff icutly with the airlock, apparently a matter of pressure
differential between the . • .

CAPCOM Columbia to Houston, radio check, air--to-ground
one.

PAO ... between the Orbiter and the airlock.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia with you on UHF, how do you
read? Verify, Franklin. We have a possible (garble) here at
your 12 o'clock position, stand by.

PAO Crew now has the hatch open. Mission Specialist
, '^wen Garriott there adjusting the hatch and preparing to swivel

I
; back up over to his left, it locks up in place overhead. Once
is pulled away from the airlock. Moving some stowed equipment

on the floor back away so the airlock hatch can be extended it
full appropriate length before it can be rolled back, there it
goes up and out of the way.

CAPCOM We'll configure TDRSS as soon as we go LOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Specialist Garriott extending his legs into
the airlock. Batch now secured in it proper open and lock
position, Garriott climbing in to the airlock with his checklist.

BHD OP TAPE
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Okay Houston, the limits have been changed for the
avionics (garble)

•

CAPCOM Okay Bob, we copy.

PAO To the left of your picture you see the sleeping
bunkp that were set up in Columbia this time. It will allow the
off duty crew officers to get some sleep without being disturbed
by those up still working. Payload specialist Merbold removing
the electrodes attached to his face there, part of the
electroculargram readings. Crew is starting block 6 in the
preparations. Activation of th*"? data handling equipment, and
then we'll proceed on with the avionics fan activation, some of
the tape recorders, verification ^f flight instrumentation tape
recorders to on* And then they v^ill begin preparing to get into
the airlock and the tunnel.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, just for ]fout information,
we're getting good pictures out the payload and out the
middeck. We are activating both cameras and cycling between
them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, are you sure you don't want me to

I ;
ahead and start the tunnel ingress at this time?

CAPCOM We'd like you to ccaaplete the activation per the
procedure, and finish block 9«

PAO ^ Looking at payload bay canera delta r seeing the
insignia for the ten nenber Buropeon Space Agency on the thermal
shielding of the spacelab nodule. Again that long tunnel with
it's structural braces attached to the longerons in the Orbiter
payload bay. The airlock opening into the cai:go bay irould be
just to the lower right hand of the picture, that tunnel extends
straight out fron the airlock. Takes a right angle up and then
right back again to the spacelab* now looking at the niddeck,
airlock, Brewstar Shaw, Pilot, just placing his hand on the
airlock hatch, oK^ving through the picture.

SI^MZIKSRAI^ you read Houston?

CAPGX3M Colun^ia, Bouston, did you call?

SPACECRAFT (garble) radio check, do you read, over?

SPACECJtAFT Houston, Coluabia, do you read, over?

CAPCOM Go ahead, Columbia, your loud and clear.

)PAC]rcRAFT We thought you were trying to 'call us, over.
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CAPCOM Well, I guess, we thought you were trying to call
us. : \ ;

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'r4 down through the PCS conflg, (garble]

fire test and the ground smoke test, and they all checked out
good.

CAPCOM We copy, John.

SPACECRAFT This is really neat up here, Pranko, really
beautiful.

CAPC(M We're getting some very nice TV pictures now John.

SPACECRAFT Right over (garble).

SPACECRAFT Houston, how do you read me, over, radio check.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Trying to get a radio check, for some reason you

can't read the two (GARBLE), but I guess you're reading me
- atisfactory. Okay?

'^APC^ Okay, Owen, I read you loud and clear, and I

thought I heard Byron say something, but tell him to try again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) call Franklin, for some reason,
we're plugged into the same box, wall unit, echo, but neither
Byron or Ulf are able to get through to you.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen we copy, and we're reading you with a
loud squeal.

SPACECRAFT (garble) get a little feedback.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we're not ready for the APU
eool off yet. We're still looking at the data, and we'll get
back with you.

END OF TAPE
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This is Mission Control, we are looking out through
the back aft, aft looking cameras, at the tunnel going back to
the Spacelab module. Supporting structure around the tunnel in
the payload bay, come s*-.raight out the- back of the airlock, it's
about 3/4 of the way out to the Spacelab module and takes a right
angle upward. And another right angle back into the Spacelab
module, the center of which is higher than the airlock opening.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we see a rab B message on
the Spacelab. it looks at the bus volt at a little bit high, nc
problem, we'll TMBU a correction to that.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO Crew reports there on block 5, at the activation
procedures which is right on the time line.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we got all the data on the IMU
line except the angle error, if you could give it to us please.

CAPCOM Copy .02, John.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Owen.

( f^COM Stand by, Owen

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Houston, Owen, we'd like you to hold
off on that, we're checking.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Franklin.

CAPCOM Just hold one minute, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're holding.

PAO Mission Specialist G?,rrlott, reporting the crew is
ready to skip over a few of the steps or do In parallel, there
they are with the, preparing for tunnel Ingress. Looking at the
niddeck, at the hatch Into the airlock. Mission Specialist Owtm
Gacrlott on the tight.

SFACECraft Thats the odd (garble). It's on bay (garble)
sensor on bay 2 lA Is reading -6/lOths right now. It may give us
some trouble later on.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, on the tunnel Ingress Item
there, we wanted to complete block number 6, so that the
experiment computer Is activated before you Ingress In the

• tannel. '
.
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^ACECRAPT We understand the complete block before Ingress,

CAPCOM That's affirm, and that will give us command to the

PAO Payload Specials Ulf Merbold, first non-U. S.
citizen to fly aboard a American Spacecraft, He's in the left of
the picture. Mission Specialist, Owen Garriott, to the right now
looking back Into the payload bay, at the Spacelab Module. It's
located toward the rear for center of gravity reasons, and tne
long tunnel, proceeding from the airlock out to the Spacelab
Module.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, Owen, we would like you to
proceed with the activation, perthe checklist, block 6 and then 8
and then 9.

SPACECRAFT (garble) information, I checked the position for
those two valves' in the airlock and they are both In the normal
position they should be.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen, verify that the valves were found in
the norm position, they should have been closed.

AO Looking at the some of the pallet behind the
iSipacelab equipment.

SPACECRAFT They were in the, they were suppose to be in the
norm position, so I verified that is correct, they were in the
norm position, both of them, I thought that is where they were
suppose to be too.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen, the valves that were talking about are
the Spacelab hatch* Equalization valves, two of them.

SPACECRAFT We'll have to wait until they get (garble), I was
giving you positions of the valves in the airlock hatch.

CAPC!OM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston the limits have been changed for the
avionics map.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob we copy.

END OF TAPE
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WAPCOM Columbia, Houston. We have you oh TDRSS for 54
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okayr (garble) road you loud and clear. Could you
see the (garble) Over.

CAPCOM We're looking at them, John. And Columbia, I have
a few notes here for you if you don't have anything for me.

SPACECRAFT We can barely read you Franklin, you're breaking
up, over.

CAPCOM Okay, John. Two notes to ask you about. The fitst
one on PCMMU,

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. During the PCMMQ changeout you guys did
earlier, you reported an I/O error PCM and no data and we just
wanted to find out if the no data pertains to the Spacelab only
or was there also Orbiter data missing as well?

SPACECRAFT That was Orbiter data as well and we did reset
execute and it all came back.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that.

SPACECRAFT We couldn't gat any data out of the Spacelab.
We're not hooked up to it yet.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT A change if you like those target angles, we're
doing . • •

•

CAPCCM4 Target angles look good.

SPACECRAFT And Franklin, just (garble) information for you as
your voice was first ceasing over the head' ;:, the nose of the
Orbiter on the little spot there was just going through the TDRSS
line.

CAPCOM Okay, see we have a little bias here on our
picture. And Columbia, Houston. I have another note for you
pertaining to the Spacelab slight pressure increase we saw
prelaunch. '^'^''''''-^

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.
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tPCOM Roger. We believe that the slight pressuring
ncrease may have ~ may have been due to some flight leakage

across the interface there and we just want to do some further
troubleshooting during the activation part and on page 1-7, block
9 of the activation checklist, we'd like you to check the
equalization valve position of the Spacelab hatch and report to
us but proceed with a procedure as it calls it.

SPACECRAFT Brewster, or rather Franklin, ' say again what you
wanted us to do. What's with the equalization valve? Just
report to you what the delta V is or what?

CAPCOM Negative. We just want our report on what the
position of the valves are when you get to them and also we
wanted to have you inspect the Spacelab hatch seal as well.

SPACECRAFT Fine, we'll report the position of the valves and
inspect the condition of the seal. We'll do that.

CAPCOM That's affirm. And keep pressing on with the
procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Franklin, we have finished block 4 of the
-activation. We're ready to do the atmosphere config block 5.

I puston. Did you copy —
CAPCOM Roger, understand. You're working on block 5 and
we are getting a very high echo. We suspect your transmitting
siaio on OHF on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT That's possible. Okay, Houston. We'll turn off
the OHF.

CAPCOM Okay, John.

SPACECRAFT It seema like raaybe you can turn off - naybe we're
suppose to keep the OHF up. Isn't that true?

CAPCOM Standby, John. And John, the configuration now
that we want is air-to-ground 1, is prioe for until we are
through with the trim burn and the OHF is just monitored only.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, Houston (garble)

.

P*0 This is Mission Control. We're looking out through
the back of the aft looking cameras at the tunnel going back
through to \ .

END OF TAPE
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PAO Immediately to his right shoulde) is the crew
interface coordinator* Crew interface coordinator is away from
the counsel it this time. But the crew interface coordinator is
primarily responsible for managing the use of the air to ground
voice loop that serves the POC and he serves as a focal point for
communications with *:he payload crew, and also coordinates the
scientists voice communications with the crew. On the Blue shift
payload operations correction , blue shif - crew interface
coordinator is Bill Bach. And to his right is the alternate
payloads specialists, the alternate payload specialist trained as
a member of the flight crew for STS-9, and served as the backup
to the payload specialists who actually flew, and in this case
the blue shift payload specialist is Mike Lampton, and Mike
Lampton was Byron LitchenbergVs backup. Having trained as a
member of the crew he is extremely familiar with the payload
procedures and in the payload control center he is responsible
for assisting the payload operations team and crew and devising
solutions to problems, troubleshooting and changing crew
procedures where necessary. To his right is the Data Management
Coordinator, or DMC, who is responsible for maintaining and
coordinating the flow of payload data from Spacelab to the
\yload control center and inside the payload control center to

^ jth members of the (garble) ^ and the science research teams who
^re nK>nitoring their data. On the blue shift, the payload Data
Management Coordinator is Bill Kilpatrick, and Immediately to his
right is the Payload Activity Planner, or PAP, and the PAP is
responsible for directing on going mission replanning activities.
There is a 12 hour mission replanning cycle that continues
throughout the nine day mission and he is responsible for
receiving proposed changes to the mission timeline, coordinating
them with the various responsible positions in the POC, and
ensuring that they are published as a revision to that
timeline* He has a team working in the (garble) support ropm
that is responsible for actually getting those timelines
published* On the blue shift, the Payload Activity Planner is
Paul Nelson, end at the far end of the counsel is the Mais Memory
Onit Manager, or NUN, and he for the blue shift is Steve Noneman,
and he is responsible for the onboard computer memory, and the
onboard computer memory performs such activities as automatically
turning on and off experiments that are controlled by that
computer* To his right is the paycom, or payload command
controller. A member actually of the mission control team here
at the Johnson Space Center, responsible for configuring the POC
for ground command operations and controls the flow of experiment
commands from the POC to the Spacecraft as required. On the blue
shift and not In the field ^ of view at this time, the paycom is
Sharon Castle for at least the first portion of the 12 hour blue
hift. And finally, at the far end of the counsel, is the TV

operations controller, or TV Ops, who serves as the focal point
within the POC for Spacelab payload inflight television and
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photographic operation. Now the front room, or the POC (GARBLE)
supports the research teams who are situated in the user rooms of
the payload operations control center. From there, they not only
can monitor their data, but can also speak directly with the crew
when that becomes necessary, and actually control their
experiments onboard the Spacecraft. Two hours 46 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations,

PAO Mission Control Houston , 2 hours 53 minutes.
Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia about to start orbit number 3,
and we* re coming shortly within range of the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite^ we could conceivably have televison downlink at the
time of AOS, although it is uncertain at the present time, it is
not scheduled to begin until 3 hours 15 minutes into the
flight. Crew is preparing for going through the spacelab
activation checklist, proceeding through the steps and we*ll hear
from them here at AOS as to how far along they are in that.

PAO Mission Control Houston, we're standing by for
acquisition through the Tracking Data Satellite...

^APCOM Columbia, Houston, we have you on TDRSS for 54
nutes.

fcif^.' ' -

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) read you loud and clear, could you
see the (garble) , over?

CAPCOM He* re looking at them John.

BHD OF TAPE
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CapcOM For the crew to be able to work into It unit. And
it's about an hour away before we would be scheduled to go into
the Spacelab, it could be that they go a little early, they've
moved along very well on the time line, and it could be ready to
go in perhaps a few minutes early, we'll have to see how it that
goes* The results from the flight dynamics officer, the people
monitoring the impact of the external tanks,, over the Indian
Ocean as it came back in, the tank impact point was 147 longitude
147.89 degiees cast at latitude at 56*96 degrees north, the GMT
of 17 hours, 4 minutes, 7.72 seconds. The solid rocket boosters
came down within 1 mile of there predicted impact points. The
left RSB landing at 30 degrees 2 minutes north, 79 degrees, 33
minutes west, the right RSB coming down at 30 degrees 14 minutes
north, and 78.56 west. Things have gone exceedingly well in the
Orblter of very, very few problems or concerns with which the
Plight Director Chuck Lewis occupying his time. Things have gone
much smoother than the simulation for the mission. It seems
almost anti-climatic at times to have the actual flights go this
well. We will be hearing from the crew in about 27 minutes, as
we acquire through the western edge of the TDRS east satellite,
that occurs out over the central Pacific, will on this end of
Orbit number 2 here, they will pick it up just as they start
"^rbit number 3 out over the Pacific, a little bit north of the
luator. Two hours, 35 minutes, mission elasped time, this is

^»ission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 2 hours, 40
minutes. Mission Elasped time. For a brief orientation of the
Payload Operations Control Center. The Center is situated in the
Mission Control Building. Building 30 of the Johnson Space
Center, in Houston, Texas. And, it consists o£ several rooms, it
consists of a control room, or a cadre room, and a support room,
primarily responsible for the control activities of the payload
operations on Orbit and several u^er rooms where the scientists
who have experiments on board the mission can monitor their data
and also control their experiments when necessary. Basicically
the POCC does for Spacelab what Mission Control does for the
Shuttle. Mission Control has overall responsibility for flight
in operation of the Orbiter while the POCC is responsible for
scientific research activities on board Spacelab. Here in the
control room the senior member of the Marshall Center Mission
Managers Cadre is the payload operations director, or POD
Payload Operations Director, on the blue shift, is Clark Owen,
and he has assistant for the fl^st part of the blue shift, the
assistant for the first part of the blue shift, the assistant
POD is Debbie Underwood. At the console directly behind the
Payload Operations Director, is the Mission Scientist, the
Mission Scientist on the blue shift is a representative of the
European Space Agency, Carl Kannot, and rn the red shift is a
representative of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Rick Chapel. To the normally sitting to the
Mission Scientists right is an assistant Mission Scientist and
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"Tor the blue shift the Assistant Mission Scientist is Paul
Graven* Mission Scientist primarily is responsible for
representing the researchers with experiments on board the
flight. The individual responsible for coordinating the
activities of the Payload Control Room and their support to real
time Spacelab Operations^ is the Operations Controller or OC. On
the blue shift, the OPS Controller is Bo Scl^inell. Immediately,
to his right shoulder is the Crew Interface Coordinator, Crew
Interface Coordinator is away from the consol at this time, but
the Crew Interface Coordinator is primarily responsible for
managing use of the air to ground for

END OF TAPE
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CA9C0M Okay, and w« jast got a late note iti that aaid lOf
is food, so w« likely nill have you there in 10 iBinttt^s, and
CoXoiKbia, Houston, the ascent te«B would like io th«a ; you very
nuch tot a great job the.t you did throughout the aacenb^ and
haiielulah: lor;: the rest :0«. the ::fliii^* :

SPACECRAFT That was really auper, im z it? B<^, it was a
beautiful flying machine and just gs«: up there t»t like
•werybody; eaid^it; woutd^^

CAPCOM Roger, I understand* M\mm

SPACeCRAFT And that Is really seMie ride, I w^«i* i» bell you,
it hadn't changed a bit. It's the emthest way to fly yo« every

SPAC1CRA7T «iK over ^ it in the siauleteacs.

HiiaCjflOMkPT llofex. And Crolm, thanks to yo® all for

kmlTpim 9«t «» %here. It was really great. And you folk©
ftk« It f*«l m»f i^n All foe h^e to do is i^t t&ere urith yon*

CAtCOM Hater, Breirster and we're going tO' be immtlnq ovf^t

to 10$ ''Iwce mA wm teofe to fet yon with CTT,

CMPCOM And Colunbia, Bouston. We're going tm - im m>
He* 11 a«e yoo at mnss at 2 i^ius 5»,

VPACaCMUnr OkAy, thet's a quick pass, huh?

^Qiiiiii; : ;;iioi!^r.

9M> Mies ion Control Houston. I^ss of signal at through
the 'tracking satellite over the Indian Oc'ean. h brief p-aaws over
indlAn OceAA station. »ext acquisition t rough the tracking
BAtellite at 2 hours 59 minutes elapsed tiae, some 45 ajinutes

ttm now. The 2nd CAPCCm John Blaha gave the team a well done
fsoai the ascent tea* here in the Mission Control Center. Orbiter
^olUMdl>ia and ^pftcelab now in an orbit measuring 135.7 by 134.1
h«ie the numbers change slightly as the tracking numbers come

^own fro« the satellite. The period of oibit, 1 houc 29 minutes
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i eoonds, Wi» crew shortly will go into the crew activity plan

iLrf^ hoiira 3© nimites elapsed ti«e and into the Spacelab
iMStiwwtion. lv«rythlng »ysteia wise going very well aboard

€oXmi»im to r«jp*at the fic«t change of shift press conference

with aacaiatt flifht director Jay Gce#«e will be in 1:45 Central

Stftndati Tiwm in Wi« JSC briefing rocw, room 135, building 2 at 2

m»t9 18 iii»iit««, this is Hission Control Houston. This is

li|i»»i€»fi Omtrol »>a«ton at 2 hours, 32 mliwtes mission #l«psed
tiae. lie are «bc*ut at that point mm where the crew is begin:.ing

to go t^i>iigh tfee Spacelab activation oroc-HJur e« . We have a

«pecial tiiwline for that Spacelab •ctivati<M»/deactivation
ch«€^Xifft begins at 2 hours 30 «inut«ii. Begins with the crew

liftsioa specialist 2, Owen Garriott configuring the electrical
lines going into the payload and payload specialist 7 lyron
£»icli. enberg configuring the cabin television aasembjiy ••tting up
for TV to follow shortly. They have already doae aono of the
items that's broken down into blocks of activities for the crew
to pecfora and they involve the electrical power setup of

eoMKUiications gear. «ie preparing the conputecs, loading the
Aftta for«»t8 into eevputers, handling all of the life support
mrmtmkm, atidio atsiossftieriai and avionics fans wnd all that sort
of tbinga that has to be dose to prepare the Spacelab for the

mcmvi to be able to iraxk into - in it. And it*8 about an hont

mmKf bef<Nre we would be scheduled to go into the Spacelab. Could
tliAt they go a little early, they've moved along very well —
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(^.^^^ Okayr;-thanks;;^

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, to get back to you John, on some
of your earlier questions, the thermal evap topping, aft duct
temperature sensors the ducer has failed.

SPACECRAFT That's what it l<x>ked like, a ducer failure to me,
I just wanted to make sure you all agreed.

CAPCOM Ro'jer, we've looked at it and we do agree. Your
fdraulic me
lat failed.

SPACBCRAFT Okay.

hyaraulic message was due to a body flap return temperature ducer
thi

CAPCOM JU»d your -77 clamners you were seeing on spec 87,
the reason for that is that the clamners are not valid on
ColuaUsia, and you'll ccmtinue to see the -77 throughout the
flight, no problem. And we're going to be switching here from
Itedrid, back to TORS in 20 seconds.

CAPOM Columbia, Houston, is back with you 7DRS for 18
'Sinutes.'

,

?ACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

"15aP0C»I Roger, your loud and clear too.

SPACECRAFT Okay to Houston, and we got the check points on
19102, was it 1 out of 57 11 and MMOl, 1 out of 57 48.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, thank you dohn.

SPACIK^RAFT Houston, Columbia, are you still reading us over?

CAPCQH Roger, still with you.

8PACIK:RAFT That's great man, that TORS is really working good
today.;

SPACECRAFT Old ya'll get your down list fixed up, okay?

CAPCOM Roger, we did John, when you changed to the last
co«pl.« TFliS that did it.

SPACECRAFT I'll be darn. Is PCMMO okay though. Cause it was
working okay for us.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, so we're on 2, but 1 is olcay if we have to go
back to it?

CAPCOM ^ Roger, we think so, John.

SPACECRAFT And, John, in this Spacelab activation we'll have
to configure accordingly since we got number 2 up, and that's
have number 2 up, and that's what you inf- r.ded to do, right?

CAPCOM Roger that, F-ewster, that's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCCm Columbia, Houston, when you have a moment, we'd
like you to just confirm that you have initialized the grid with
the onboard vector,

SPACECRAFT Not yet, we haven't had time to dig it out yet.

CAPCCM Roger, thanks.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, we're going to be going LOS TORS
ice in a couple of minutes. We should see you at lOS in 11
Autes, but be advised there's a problem with the ground station

IrtS we don't think we will get you there. But we will give It a
try. If not, we will see you at TORS at 2+59.

BHD OP TAPE

That's corect John.
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_ 4cECRAPT And Houston, I'd like to go ahead and purge the

fuel cells, if that's okay now.

CAPCOM Roger, standby Brewster, ECOM's looking at it.

SPACECRAFT Both star trackers passed the self test, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger that, good show, John.

SPACECRAFT Never seen that before.

CAPCOM Understand. And Brewster, you have a go for the

.fuel cell 'purge.:: : :

SPACECRAFT Okay, great, thank you. star tracker doors open in

about 7-1/2 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. Columbia, Houston, we're finished

with the GNC SPEC 1 now, we'd like an SM SPEC 1, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that was SPEC 1, SM on CRT 2.

CAPCOM Roger that, thanks.

( j»ACECRAFT And John, we keep getting 221 bus volt fault

X-flteasages, it looks like we're sitting right at 31 volts and it

just keep tottling it. That's 31 volts on the Spacelab main bus.

CASQCM Roger, copy that. And Columbia, Houston, you can

get rid of that message that keeps coning up, that 31 volts
you'll continue to have on the Spacelab until we get loads on

it. You can go ahead and change the limit to 31.5.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 31 and a half

.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. We're finished with the SM SPEC

1, we would like an SM SPEC 60 for Spacelab noise filters.

SPACECRAFT Okay, same tube, SP»: 60.

CAPCOM Roger, we see it, thanks alot.

PAO Mission Control Houston, current orbit measurement

for Columbia, 134.3 by 133.4 nautical mile orbit, almost
circular. A period of 1 hour, 29 minutes, 20 seconds and for

those people with computer prograiUBS that want to run their own
orbit ground track, the longitude of ascending node for the start

of orbit 3 will be 144.31 west longitude. Columbia and Spaceiab
crew a few minutes ahead of the timeline in .the post- insert ion

f heckliat at 2 hours, 30 minutes they move to the crew activity
\. ,*lan. S<»ne exchange in recent minutes about TFLs and
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l^slHUs, to decode that spacespeak, that TPL is a* Telemetry Format
Load, and PCMMU is a Post-Code Modulation Master Unit, The first
STS-9 Plight Director Change of Shift Briefing will be at 1:45
Central Time, in building 2 briefing room, room 135, with off-
going Plight Director Jay Greene.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we're going to be going LOS here
with the TDRS, we'll pick you up, we're switching over to Madrid
STDH, and we'll be there for 4 minutes, and then back to TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we're with you at Madrid for 4
ninutes. :

;
:

;

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, do you still want this SPEC 60, I
guess you do, I see your uplinking.

CAPCOM Ife're thru with the SPEC now, thanks very much.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, the fuel cell purge is done, and all
the fuel cells look good.

"•APCOM Roger, that and that's real good news. Columbia,
tuston, we are go for ar SM checkpoint, please, and an item 48

>-*o both SM and 6MC.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's in work.

ChPCXm Okay, and thanks alot

END OF TAPE
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ACECRAFT ..total residuals were 1 tenth, so we didn't have

anything (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger that, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we've had some things that we have never

seen in terms of a (garble) before, maybe you can see them, we're

on a spec. We've have some demo vap alarms on spec 88,

CAPCOM Roger, we're looking at it John, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Also, on spec 87, it looks like some kind of signal

condition failure for those low temperature numbers on hydraulic

systems 1 and 2 loss 77 degrees on the 10 ped body and the heat

exchanger in temperature and that is also the heat exchanger in

temperature also on hydraulic system 3.

CAPCOM Ro<per, copy, we'll look at it John.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, if you have a moment, we'd like

you to put the downlist on GPC 4.

^ SPACECRAFT Okay, you got the downlist on GPC 4, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, we'd like to go ahead and switjch

the downlist to back to GPC 1 please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's back on GPC 1 Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks.

SPACECRAFT And, Houston, we're ready to open the doors.

CAPCOM Okay, Brewster, RMU standing by. And you have a go

to open the payload bay doors.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let them work.

CAPCCWi Columbia, Houston we're still having some

difficulty with the downlist we'd like to go ahead and change

PCMMUS and then reload the TFL please.

SPACECRAFT Understand you would like to go to PCMO 2 and

reload the TFL, over

.

/ f:APCC»4 Thats affirmative John.
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JacecraftI' ;
'

:

' okay. ^-

SPACECRAFT You want to do that right now, ovet.

CAPCOM Rt^er, we would like to do it now John if you can.

SPACECRAFT Oh Sure we can do it now.

SPACECRAFT Houston, the starboard doer- is coming open and

looks like a snow storm out there.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, you got PCMU 2 loaded with the 161

and 103 TPLs.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks alot John,

SPACECRAFT Houston, the payload bay doors are open, everything

was duel motor time, all micro switches were nominal*

CAPCOM Roger that Brewster, good show.

'JAPCOM Columbia Houston, I have a flight note for you when

Jour ready to copy, Brewster.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead John.

CAPCOM Roger, on 1-11 in the Post Insertion 1+40 would

like you to go ahead to see if you see any ice on the water spray

boiler vent nozzles.

SPACEOPAFT Okay, John, we're looking out there right now.

CAPCOM Roger than, we're standing by, for what you see.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Brewster

SPACECRAFT Yes, we're not getting any data whatsoever out of

that PCBOIU. Got a bunch of M's all over our displays.

CKBC(M Roger, we understand, Brewster, stand by one.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we'd kinda like to switch back to the

other PCMMO if it is okay with you.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by one, Brewster.
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I JACBCRAPT Okay, now its come back on with a RESET there, on
"*«1k3: off there.:

, . ; :
'

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, as you know we are trying to
trouble shoot that we have a SM downlisting problem. We're going
to be, in your SPACELAB activation checklist your going to be
changing 2 TFLs a little bit later on. We'd like you to

BHD OF TAPE

u
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;c»l Columbia, Houston* As you know, we're trying to
Troubleshoot as we have an SM downlisting problem* We are going
to be in your Spacelab activation checklist. You're going to be
changing to some TPLs a little bit later on* We'd like you to go
ahead and load those TFL's now so that would be load TFL 183 and
117* We'll then check out and see if we can get SM downlisting*

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand 11 - 183 and 187 and you want to
:;load ;l't:;:now;xOver

CAPCOM Negative, John. 183 and 117. We would like you to
load those TFL's now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (garble) Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, thanks John*

SPACECRAFT Can you drive 171 183 TFLs loaded.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks a lot, John. We going to look at

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston. Be advised we now have our
data so that worked, John* Thanks a lot*

ACECRAFT Houston, Columbia*

CAPCOM Roger, go Houston.

SPACECRAFT And John do you still have that note you just read
\m:: for ..;;a 140?

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster. I'll give it to you again when
jfou're ready*:; :'vy

SPACECRAFT tfould you please, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd like for you to look out the back
Bcewstei: and see if you dan see sone ice on the water spray
boiler vent nozzles next to the tail.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I remember now and there's no ice there.
Okay, Houston. We looked at that. There's no ice on either one,
there all three nozzles are clean as a whistle.

CAPCCXl Roger, Houston, copy. That sounds good. And
Columbia, Houston, if one of you has a »c»ient, I have a snail
change to the post insertion on 1-13.

*PACECRAFT Go ahead.
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\^cm Okay, at 2 plus 20, delete the APU hydraulic
thermal conditioning and back on A12 take the hydraulic circ pump
power 3 to main A and do that at 2 plus 20.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copied, we'll delete the thermal conditioning

and at that time, we'll take hydraulic circ pump 3 power to main

CAPCOM Roger, that. Good read back Brewster. Columbia,

Houston, we'd like to verify that you are now getting good data

on the spaceship as well.

SPACECRAFT Oh, yes sir. We would have been hollering if we

didn't.;
: :v--^^

CAPCOM Roger, I understand. Columbia, Houston, you are go
• for verniers. :

SPACECRAFT Roger, good news, thank you. Okay Houston, we're

on .verniers. ; .

:

CAPCOM Roger, that.

\0 Mission Control Houston.

ACECRAFT (garble) the antenas coming out at this time.

CAPCOM • Roger, that. Sounds good.

PAO Mission Control Houston. Crew has reported that

the Ku-Band antenna is being deployed at this time. Flight
director Jay Greene here in the MOCR Is pulling all of his
positions for a go for orbit operations.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we are go for orbit OPS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, super.

CAPCCMl Roger, that. You guys are really getting on with

the;^timellne. ;

SPACECRAFT This is so neat up here John. You just can't
believe it. It is really something I

"

CAPCC»I I know that John. And Columbia, Houston. We'd

like a GMC SPEC 1 for var iable parameters , please.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And John, the Ku-band is out on 2 motors.

:apCOM Roger, that. Good show Brewster.

SPACECRAFT Okay, SPEC 1 on CRT 2 GNC.
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Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal from a

brief pass there at Indian Ocean station. Next station in 48

inutes will be the tracking satellite near the end of this first

orbit of STS-9 at wTiich time the Orbit should of have been
circularized at 135 nautical miles. At 42 minutes 39 seconds

Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 1 hour

ission elepsed .^Ime.- Here in the Spacelab Payload Operations

Control Center which is situated 1 floor below the STS-9 flight

control room here in Houston. The Marshall Center mission

aanagement team and teams of nearly 100 researchers are standing

by monitoring the progress of the mission and standing by to

assume control of the research activities aboard Spacelab
following it's initial activation. Blue team payload operations

director Clark Owen has pulled all positions here in the front
room of the payload operations control center and reported that

all positions are ready to support payload activation and

operations. Meanwhile aboard Columbia, payload specialist Byron

Lichtenberg of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Olf

Merbold of Germany have already begun their research
activities. In fact Merbold at launch was outfitted with a

«(eries of electrode sensors to measure his physiological
i mditions of during the launch and flight to orbit. His

V^^iformation was recorded on a small belt tape recorder that will

used by researchers to study a man's response to '

-

spaceflight. Merbold should at this time on orbit be changing

from the ascent tape recorder to another tape recorder very

similar which he will use during his first sleep period to record
brain activity. He'll also be continuing to use this tape

recorder throughout the mission during the sleep period and
periodically will use the other tape recorder to record other
physiological parameters at various times during the mission.
Also, both Merbold and Lichtenberg should be unstowing and

donning small accelerometer units which are worn at the back of

the head and held in place by a band very similar to an athlete's

sweat band. These units will be worn by the payload specialists
throughout the flight during their waking hours and they will be
used to gather data on the payload specialist head movements.
This data will also be recorded on a small belt tape recorder.
Researchers hope to correlate this data, these head movements
with the possible onset of space adaptation syndrome. At 1 hour

3 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO Mission Control Houston. 1 hour 18 minutes elapsed
time into STS-9. Should have acquisition at this time through
tracking satellite and confirmation of the OMS 2 burn and should

be in the midst of payload bay door operations as we come AOS
iere.v

[
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^CCM Colurabiai Houston's with you with at TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger ^ Houston, read you loud and clear. How me?
Over.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're on the timeline with the payload bay
door attitude. We're about to get ready -.o open the doors.

CAPCOM Roger, that. And how did the OMS 2 bura go, John?

SPACECRAFT Say again. You we're cut off that time.

CAPCOM Roger, if you could give us an —
SPACECRAFT CMS 2 was a very nominal. The residuals as I
recall were minus .15 minus .1 minus .1 and the total residuals
;wei:e. ^i; V--:^'V';

END OF TAPE

C
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^cm Okay*

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia radio checkr I'm on a light
weight*

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston , you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT (garble).

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, with a couple of notes for you.

"

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, on future gimbal checks we'd like to exclude
the left on secondary since it's failed, and just a reminder on
the (MS 2 burn, we would like to make cure that you trim it to
less than 2 tenths Delta V.

SPACECRAFT Go' ahead Houston, (garble) with the static line, go
"ahead.'

CAPCOM Okay, since the left OMS secondary gimbal has
failed, we'd like to exclude it from any future gimbal checks and
on the OMS 2 burn, we'd like to make sure you trim that to less
|an 2 tenths Delta V.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we copy all that, thank you.

CAPCCm Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, understand one check to left on
double secondary no more, and OMS to less than 2 tenths, well do

CAPCOM Roger, John, Thank you.

PAO Eight minutes now away from ignition of OMS 2 burn
which will be during an LOS period, after loss of signal thru
TORS.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we're 2 minutes to UOS on TORS,
will have you on Indian Ocean in 6 minutes at 0+39.

SPACECRAFT Okay, is that at State and the OHF too 7

CAPCOM That'll be UFH only.

SPACECRAFT Okay we've been getting a lot of static on the HF
so we had to turn it off, we didn't hear you when the HP was on,
lind your transmit on airground 1. •
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i>COM Okaf r iinBi wmll In&lm Ocean %ri 1 1 be HFH only at
39 if ¥e don't get you there next TDRS will be at 1+18,

SPhCmmWT :
:

,

:. l+ia .Roger , thank ... you : ;

EAO Mission Control Houston, Loss of signal thru the
tracking satellite, 3 Hiinuies until reacqui si tion thru Indian
Ocean Station. Apparently # lovr elevation angl#* past it may or
may not happen* Now at 36 minutes and 14 seconds after laui ch^
highly sucueist i, no problem launch, and ascent of
Spacelab aboard Columbia. 36 minutes and 31 seconds, Mission
Control, :'';Houiton*

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston is with you at IDS, for 2
ii'lnute,s.

GAPCC3I* Columbia, louston ii with you at IGS, for 1 1/2
lai notes* •

.

^

PM)^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^ raiiing Ccslumbia thru the IOl /

CJtH relay station* Were some 15 seconds awny froi^ OHS 2

ifnit ion* ..• /

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, how do you read at lOS, 1 u inute
if t ,„:?,:;.:;,.

PAO Mark, OMS 2 ignition time, we likely will not get
coiif i /^mat ion or a burn report antil neict acquisiti on at * DRS*

CAPCOM Goluittbia, fiouston , 40 seconds to go at lOS. He* 11
.;see : you

,

O'ln' ..TDIS ../l-flB. :

;

SPACECRAFT (garble) UHV.

CAPCC^ Roger , Columbia , loud and clear , we ' r # goin<| LOS
here in 20 seconds, sf# you at TDKS 1418*

PAO Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal from bi ief
pass there at Indian Ocean Station* Next station in 4 8 minutes
will" be the tracking satellite near the :end;:of this first ,

orbit.

BHD OF TAPE
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^C®:raft Okay, ce«<3 yo« loud and clear / Man it's just super
up here, just beautiful.

CAfCOM

SPACECRAFT
soiaethin?.

CAPCOM

9m

Roger that.

Hope you haven't changed any. It is really

Copy that. ,
:

'
: :

Plight dynamics officer Ron Epps here in the MOCR
has given Home actual figures on the first OMS burn. Ignition at
10 minutes 30 seconds. Delta V 112 feet per second. Burn time 1
minute 6 seconds. Yielding in orbit with apogee of 134 nautical
miles. Perigee still down at 45 which will be changed in OMS 2.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
left? Over,

'CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRA T

CAPCOH
:li:»it8,

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Roger, we show your PP02 alpha and bravo hovering
right a ound the cent ion and warning limit there at 3.48. You
ma/ get some caution and warnings. If you want you can avoid
that b' ch.iT ing thm limits to 3.60.

SPACK:rapt Ok , we've been getting occasional cabin
atmosphere. Ke h. ven't figured out what it was. That may be
it. It'll go down y itself. We just sit tight I reckon.

Houston, you want to see a girobal check?

We're ready John, when you are.

Okay. You want to check the secondary on the

That's affirmative.

Well it don't look too good.

Roger, we saw it John, also.

Okay, and the AT doors are closed and latched.

Roger. Columbia, Houston with a note on your PP02

Say again, Houston.
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?COM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Columbia, Houston. With you on TDRS.

Loud and clear, Houston.

Roger, you too,

(garble) acknowledge, Houston.

Roger.CAPCOM

PAO Confirmation of QMS 1 ignition on time. QMS 1 burn

raises the first apogee to a safe attitude. At that apogee
another QMS burn will circularize the orbit. Currently that

orbit is 39.9 by 122.7 nautical. OMS 1 has shut down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Residuals are a minus 2 right now

and just a little over roll now. Looks pretty good one to i'iS to

145. ^

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
temp (garble)

.

APCOM

SPACECRAFT
temporary.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy. Looks good here.

And Houston, looks like we got a little high oil

Roger, copy Brewster.

Looks like it's coming back now. It was pretty

Roger, copy.

PAO Columbia and Spacelab just now crossing near

Halifax, Novia Scotia out over the North Atlantic. Next landfall
will b>e Scotland crossing the 3rd and 4th endundee and if the

little mermaid in Copenhagen Harbor should lift her blond head
slightly she just might get a glimpse of the Orbiter as it

overflies Central Europe passing down over Berlin. Quaps,
Poland, Sirbastipoll and out over the Persian Gulf. Flight
dynamics officer Ron Epps has advised the flight that OMS 2 will
be at 40 minutes 43 seconds elapsed time for a velocity increase

at 164 feet per second. Both of these OMS burns are shooting for

operational altitude of 135 nautical miles circular.

SPACECRAFT Okay, PSI actions complete,
with us on the TDRS, over.

Houston, are you still

CAPCOM
minutes

Roger, Houston. With you for another 17, 18
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-O clean room personnel have switched to the same
communications channel and will stay on it through launch.
The launch of Spacelab marks a high point in international
cooperation in space ventures. The Spacelab was designed,
developed and manufactured under the direction of the European
Space Agency involving ten member countries. Germany, Belgium,
Denmark, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Italy, the Nei:her lands,
Switzerland, and as an observer state, Austria. Some fifty
industrial firms in those countries bui.i^. the various components
which were then assembled by (garble) cLatractor, Erno, in
Braymon, Germany, The European community funded the project at
more than 800 million dollars. The Spacelab forms an important
part of the overall capability of the Space shuttle system,
allowing for a far more versatile scientific laboratory in space
than ever before. NASA was involved throughout the development
process by providing general technical and managerial
consultation, providing necessary technical interface
information, conducting systems analysis and managing operational
activities after its delivery. NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center has served as the program manager and will be serving too
as a mission coordinator of the Spacelab Mission. Launch
Director, Al O'Herra here at the Kennedy Space Center has been
pulling the various managers involved in the launch and receiving

/ goal frcwi each one. The countdown clock at T-9 minutes and
I Mding this is Shuttle Launch Control, This is Shuttle Launch
•--control at T-9 minutes and holding. We just have about 5-1/2
minutes remaining in this built in hold. Launch Director Al
O'Herra, has talked to Commander John Young, and the rest of the
flight crew, and wished them Gods protection for a safe mission
and landing, and to a fellow hamm radio operator, Owen Garriott,
he said 73 's to you and Owen said 73 back to Al O'Herra, The
NASA Test Director, Prank Molleno is conducting a status check,
to ensure that were ready to resume the count and go for
launch. We are planning on comming out of the hold at exactly
10:51 and have a lift off at 11 a.m. Eastern Standard Time,-
Following ignition of the solid motors and lift off the vehicle
will take approximately 7 seconds to clear the tower, at that
point the shuttle velocity will be greater than 100 foot per
second and increasing. When the velocity reaches 121 feet per
second, the vehicle will pitch over, followed by a roll manuever
to align it properly with the flight asimuth of 35 degrees. This
will take it on a more northerly course than ever before, taking
it up pretty much along the coast of the United States and Canada
and over Scotland. Result in a inclination of 57 degrees to the
equator. As we come out of the hold the ground launch sequence
ace located in the firing rocm integration counsel will take over
command of the remaining events as well as inonitoring the
response of the various shuttle aystems. At T-25 seconds the

. .flight computer redundant set launch sequencer, takes over on
I wt6 the Orbiter and checks that no launch' commit criteria will
\^4»e violated during the remaining seconds of the count. The T-7

minutes and 30 seconds the Orbiter access arm used by the STSr9
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^^cronauts to enter the cabin will be retracted at T-5 minutes
the auxilary power units will be started and liquid oxygen drain
back will start which conditions the engines for ignition and
ensures the proper ainount of liquid oxygen in the external
tank. At T-4^the purge of the main engines will start and at T-2minutes and 55 seconds pressurtzatlon of the liquid oxygen tank
followed by pressurlzatlon of the liquid hydrogen tank.
Everything very smooth, we have word from NASA Test Director,
Frank MolXeno, that were ready to pick up the countdown at
lOsSl. The cotti^oown clock presently at T-9 minutes and
holding. This is Shuttle Launch Control.

IND OF TAFE
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J One, The countdown clock presently at T-9 minutes
and holding. This ia Shuttle Launch Control . This is Shuttle
Launch Control at T-9 minutes and holding. Just abou*: 15 seconds
away fsro« coming out of this build in hold. Five seconds, two/
one and we have T-9 minutes and counting. The launch events are
now being controlled by the ground launch sequencer from now up
to T-2 5 seconds when they switch to the onboard redundant sep
launch seguencer. The ground launch sequencer is part of the
launch processing system and operates by relaying commands to the
Orbiter's onboard computers which then report back to the launch
processing system that the co^ands have been executed . The
primary job of the computers is to check that all of the launch
coamit criteria such as propellant loads temperatures pressures
and other measurements are proper. The launch and recovery
director has ordered the chase planes to take off and we had a
final go to launch fro» the range safety officer just about a
minute ago. Coming up on the 8 minute point.

CAPCOM I, 2, 101.

HiC T--8 minutes and counting. Everything proceeding
smoothly towards an ontlme liftoff at 11:00 a.m., Eastern
Standard Time. Costing up on the point where the crew access arm
ill retract.

lafACECRAFT NTD (garble) .

KSC T-7 minutes 30 seconds and counting and the crew
access arm is retracting. This is the walkway used by the
astronauts to get away from the service structure to the
Orbiter. If an emergency should arise, the tower can be put back
into place within 15 seconds. Houston is now sending a final
update to the onboard computer for antenna management. An AC
electrical bus sensors have been placed and monitored by pilot
Brewster Shaw, T-7 minutes and counting. Coming up on the. 6 and
1/2 minute point. T-6 minutes, 30 seconds and counting. Pilot
Brewster Shaw getting ready to perform the auxiliary power unit
prestart. This consists of positioning a number of switches and
verifying that they are in the proper position, then throwing the
three propellant isolation valve switches which allow the
hydrazine fuel to start flowing from the tanks towards the APO's.

SPACSCRAFT PLT, ODC to perform your APO prestart,

KSC T-6 minutes and counting, and Brewster Shaw in the
process of configuring the APU startup.

SPACICRAPT Whicli way, verify?

mPCOM Plight ore, pickup recorder commands on the clock.
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.PCOM Wilco.

SPACECRAFT OTC, PLT, 3 gray talkbacks.

CAPCOM Copy, thank you.

KSC T-5 minutes, 30 seconds and counting, and pilot
Brewster Shaw has reported that the prestart is complete. The
flight recorders are now on. These flig'.?-. recorders provide
measurements of the Shuttle's systems performance during the
entire mission for playback after landing. Coming up on the 5
ainute point in our countdown. T-5 minutes and counting and we
have a GO for APO start.

CAPCOM (garble) CDR reconfigure your heaters,

SPACECRAFT (garble) . Heaters reconfigured.

CAPCOM Thank you.

KSC APU Start is complete. The APO's are auxiliary
power units provide hydraulic power to move the aerosur faces and
main engines for steering. T-4 minutes, 20 seconds and
ounting. The firing circuits for the solid rocket boosters
jnition and range safety destructive devices have been armed by

the ground launch sequencer command, this is accomplished with a
motor driven switch called a safe and arm device. The system is
then inhibited to prevent premature ignition until T-10
seconds. T-4 minutes and counting. The astronaut crew has been
told to close the visors on their launch and entry helmets and
the final helium purge of the Orbiter's main engine has started
to ensure there's no surplus hydrogen or oxygen in the area after
time of the ignition. T-3 minutes 40 seconds. The eleven
apeedbrake and rudders are now being moved through a pre program
pattern to ensure they are capable of doing their jobs.

BMO OF TAPE
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„ . ^ 7"^ minutes, 30 seconds and counting, the Shuttlenow on internal power, however the fuel cells receive their fuelsfrom ground support equipment for another minute. The profilechecks of the aero-surfaces is complete and verified, and theaero-surface is in launch position. And an engine gimbal ofmovement check of the main engines is underway to ensure their
ready^to control the flight. T-3 minutes and countina. Theliquid oxygen valve for filling the external tank is closed andpressurization has begun. After the tank is pressurized, thehold capability is limited to 3 minutes and 36 seconds. T-2

is"beiSa*l?^*.JL?!S*'"'^S f"'^.*'°i?"*'^"fA
'^^^ gaseous oxygen vent armIS Deing retracted. T-2 minutes, 30 seconds, the fuel cellground supply of oxygen and hydrogen has been terminated, thevehicle now using its onboard supply.

We were looking on that on VSS , we've got noproblem with that. ' ^

CAPCOM Copy.

Main engines have now been moved to start position,
JhSiJ^i'^^^^''^®

^^""^ cleared the caution and warning memories fromtheir onboard computers and verified there are no unexpected
I

-rrors. 1-2 minutes and counting, the liquid hydrogen vent valve
1 as been closed and flight pressurization is underway, the^pacelab contamination monitor is now being configured forlaunch. T-1 minute 45 seconds, the computer automatically

verifing the readiness of the main engine at one minute, f-lminute, 30 seconds and counting, everything going very weli. T-1minute, 15 seconds, the liquid hydrogen tank now at flight
pressure. Coming up on the 1 minute point in the firina system
5onnJ?S«®°l?K^

suppression water system is armed. T-1 minute andcounting, the hydrogen igniters under the Orbiters engines have
now been armed, these devices are used to ensure that anyhydrogen flowing thru the engines prior to ignition does notaccumulate. T-45 seconds, 14 seconds away from switching commandto the onboard computers. The Spacelab countdown is now
complete, coming up on the 30 second point, and we go forautosequence start. The SRB hydraulic power units havestarted. These move the solid motor nozzles to steer the

f«J
'^"^? «««='?"'^«' 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 10, we are gofor main engine start, 8, 7, 6, we have main 4nqine start, 3, 1,

1, solid motor ignition, and lift-off. Lift-off of Columbia, and

ihSttirhafifSLer^sr?^^^^
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CAPCOM Roger roll.
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iO Vehicle rolling from tail-south around to 35 degree
azimuths, north-east,

CAPCOM Roger,

J*AO Altitude 1.1. All APU's running at 106 percent of
rpiB. Distance 1 mile, 2,7 nautical miles altitude, 5 miles
altitude.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Roger. Columbia, Houston, your go at throttle
up.

; :V . :

PAO Throttling up for maybe 5 percent, back to the
488,000 pounds of thrust that each of Columbia's new engines
has. With 13 miles altitude, 10 miles down range. Each of the 3
fuel cells producing 7.8, 7.2, and 7.2 kilowatts respectively.
20 miles altitudes 18 miles down range.

END OP TAPE
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^ 20 miles altitude, 18 miles downrange, velocity
4,163 ft per second.

SPACECRAFT ..(garble)

CAPCOM Roger on the PC.

PAO 25 miles altitude, 26 miles downrange

SPACECRAi'T {v,arble)

CAPCOM Roger, SRB set.

PAO SRB has separated, SRB engines have pulled away
from the Spacecraft at this time.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, first day's performance nominal.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

36 miles altitude, 47 down, velocity 4875, distance
55, altitude 40, distance 70, altitude 45, velocity 5709.

/ ^PCC« Columbia, Houston, two engine spaying capability.

^^PACECRAFT Roger two engine spaying.

Flight Director, Jay Green going around the room,
for return status prior to the point of no return, or negative
return call. Altitude 51 distance 103, velocity 6532,

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, negative return.

SPACECRAFT (garble) atmosphere that we haven't seen before.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

PAD All of the trajectory plots appear to be in normal
ranges here in the control center, altitude 56, distance 142.velocity 7628. '

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I think it's okay.

CAPCCMf Copy.

Altitude 60, distance 173, velocity 8636. Altitude
^^',3^?^*'^?® ^2^' velocity 10,046 ft per second. Upcoming call
would be single engine performance that would take into the
German; landing :Sittt.'
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COM Columbia, Houston. Press to ATO.

SPACECRAFT Roger, press to ATO.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, single engine spayinq
capability. f i

SPACECRAFT Roger, single engine spaying.

PAO Distance 328, velocity 13,278 ft per second.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, press to MECO.

SPACECRAFT Okay, pressing.

PAO Distance 436, velocity 16,325, altitude 16.6.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, single engine press to MECO
: capability. .

Distance 545, coming up on 20,000 ft per second,
altitude 16 nautical miles. Velocity coming up at 23,000 feet
per second. Throttling down to 76 percent in the main engines.

I
^4,164 feet per second, 738 nautical miles, 61 miles altitude.

SPACECRAFT 25 still on 30, up at 392 ft per second.

CAPCOM • Roger on the MECO.

Confirmation of Main Engine Cutoff. All trajectory
plots look nominal. .

SPACECRAFT Fine separation.

PAO External tank has seperated. Flight Director' Jay
Greene pulling the positions here in the MOCR for a go for OMS-1
burn.

.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, it'll be a nominal OMS-1, APO
shutdown ontime, be handing over to TDRSS in 30 seconds.

Distance, 1,019 miles, altitude 65.

BHD OF TAPE
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use One. The countdown clock presently at T-9 minutes

and holding. This is Shuttle Launch Control. This is Shuttle

Launch Control at T-9 minutes and holding. Just about 15 seconds

away from coming out of this build in hold. Five seconds, two,

one and we have T-9 minutes and counting. The launch events are

now being controlled by the ground launch sequencer from now up

to T-25 seconds when they switch to the onboard redundant sep

launch sequencer. The ground launch sequencer is part of the

launch process i*--? system and operates by relaying commands to the

Orbiter's onboai.j computers which then report back to the launch

processing system that the commands have been executed. The

primary job of the computers is to check that all of the launch

conaait criteria such as propellant loads temperatures pressures
and other measurements are proper. The launch and recovery
director has ordered the chase planes to take off and we had a

final go to launch from the range safety officer just about a

inute ago. Coming up on the 8 minu>:e point.

CAPCOM 1, 2, 101.

KSC T-8 minutes and counting. Everything proceeding

•moothly towards an ontime liftoff at 11:00 a.m.. Eastern
Standard Time. Coming up on the point where the crew access arm

will : retract.

SPACECRAFT NTD (garble).

KSC T-7 minutes 30 seconds and counting and the crew

access arm is retracting. This is the walkway used by the
astronauts to get away from the service structure to the

Orbiter. If an emergency should arise, the tower can be put back

into place within 15 seconds. Houston is now sending a final

update to the onboard computer for antenna management. An AC

electrical bus sensors have been placed and monitored by pilot

Brewster Shaw. T-7 minutes and counting. Coming up on the- 6 and

1/2 minute point. T-6 minutes, 30 seconds and counting. Pilot

Brewster Shaw getting ready to perform the auxiliary power unit

prestart. This consists of positioning a number of switches and

verifying that they are in the proper position, then throwing the

three propellant isolation valve switches which allow the

hydrazine fuel to start flowing from the tanks towards the AP0«3.

SPACECRAFT PLT, ODC to perform your APO prestart,

KSC T-6 minutes and counting, and Brewster Shaw in the

process of coafiguclng the APO startup.

SPACECRAFT Which way, verify?

"mpCOM Flight OTC, pickup recorder cdraraands on the clock.
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PCOM Wilco.

SPACECRAFT OTC, PLT, 3 gray talkbacks.

CAPCOM Copy, thank you*

KSC T-5 minutes, 30 seconds and counting, and pilot
Brewster Shaw has reported that the prestart is complete. The
flight recorders are now on. These flight recorders provide
measurements of the Shuttle •s systeias pCi-formance during the
entire mission for playback after landing. Coming up on the 5
minute point in our countdown. T-5 minutes and counting and we
have a GO for APU start*

CAPCOM (garble) CDR reconfigure your heaters.

SPACECRAFT (garble) « Heaters reconfigured.

CAPCOM Thank you.

KSC APU start is complete* The APU's are auxiliary
power units provide hydraulic power to move the aerosur faces and
main engines for steering. T-4 minutes, 20 seconds and
counting. The firing circuits for the solid rocket boosters
gnition and range safety destructive devices have been armed by
;he ground launch sequencer command, this is accomplished with a
motor driven switch called a safe and arm device. The system is
then inhabited to prevent premature ignition until T-10
seconds. T-4 minutes and counting. The astronaut crew has been
told to close the visors on their launch and entry helmets and
the final helium purge of the Orbiter^s main engine has started
to ensure there •s no surplus hydrogen or oxygen in the area after
time of the ignition. T-3 minutes 40 seconds. The eleven
speedbrake and rudders are now being moved through a pre program
pattern to ensure they are capable of doing their jobs.

END OF TAPE
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.

T-3 minutes, 30 seconds and counting, the Shuttleuow on internal power, however the fuel cells receive their fuelstrom ground support equipment for another minute. The profile
checks of the aero-surfaces is complete and verified, and theaero-surface is in launch position. And an engine gimbal ofmovement check of the main engines is underway to ensure their
ready to control the flight. T-3 minutes and counting. Theliquid oxygen valve for filling the external tank is closed and
pressurization »-is begun. After the tank is pressurized, the
hold capability is limited to 3 minutes and 36 seconds. T-2
ainuLis and 40 seconds and counting. The gaseous oxygen vent armis being retracted. T-2 minutes, 30 seconds, the fuel cell
ground supply of oxygen and hydrogen has been terminated, thevehicle now using its onboard supply

c

. ^ !'® looking on that on VSS / we've got no
problem with that. ' ^
CfiBCCM Copy.

Main engines have ncm been moved to start position,
the astronauts have cleared the caution and warning memories fromtneir onboard computers and verified there are no unexpected
errors, t-2 minutes and counting, the liquid hydrogen vent valve
nas been closed and flight pressurization is underway, the
jpacelab contamination monitor is now being configured forlaunch, t-1 minute 45 seconds, the computer automatically
verifing the readiness of the main engine at one minute. T-1minute, 30 seconds and counting, everything going very well. T-1minute, 15 seconds, the liquid hydrogen tank now at flight
pressure. Coming up on the 1 minute point in the firing system
iSnnJJL^^vK*^ u"?°'^®^^^?" '^^^^'^ system is armed. T-1 minute andcounting, the hydrogen igniters under the Orbiters engines have
now been armed, these devices are used to ensure that any
hydrogen flowing thru the engines prior to ignition does not
accumulate. T-45 seconds, 14 seconds away from switching command
to the onboard computers. The Spacelab countdown is now
complete, coming up on the 30 second point, and we go for
autosequence start. The SRB hydraulic power units have
started. These move the solid motor nozzles to steer the
vehicle, T-20 seconds, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 10, we are gocor main engine start, 8, 7, 6, we have main engine start, 3, 2,
1, solid motor ignition, and lift-off. Lift-off of Columbia, and
«w ^lifht of the European Space Agency Spacelab. TheShuttle has cleared the tower.
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CAPCOM Roger roll.
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Vehicle rolling from tail-south around to 35 degree
azimuths, north-east.

CAPCOM Roger

.

PAO Altitude 1.1. All APU's running at 106 percent of
rpm. Distance 1 mile, 2.7 nautical miles altitude. 5 miles
altitude.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCCm Roger. Columbia, Houston, your go at throttle
WP» ;

'

PAO Throttling up for maybe 5 percent, back to the
488,000 pounds of thrust that each of Columbia's new engir.es
has. With 13 miles altitude, 10 miles down range. Each of the 3
fuel cells producing 7.8, 7.2, and 7.2 kilowatts respectively.
20 miles altitudes 18 miles down range.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger. That's affirmative. I issued a hold and
then an off sequence start.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy Byron. And, the problems we have,
looks like we're going to run MPD sequence on our next go instead
of EBA'/O. And, chey're going to be telling you, I guess, about a
RrtU patch. And, our onboard displav's will not be valid for you
unfortunately during that next FO. Do you copy that?

SPACECRAFT Roger. I understand that the onboard display's
will not be valid during the ntx^ FO. And, you will have to give
us the model number and that sc i ,>e stuff to get th? MBD run in.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll come up with that later. It's
several hours downline.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Fine. We'll brief the red shift about
that. Roger.

CAPCOM And, Byron. Thanks alot. We appreciate it very
much.

SPACECRAFT Sure thing. Owen and I are happy to please.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Tne fact that the heater current command
jumped from 16 amps to 30 amps, would that suggest to you that it
might h?.ve responded (garble) and overheated the heater.

Ch^CCM We're looking at the various possibilities, but we
don't have an answer for that yet.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCCM d, Spacelab, ya'll done a quite remarkable for
this shift. We do have a something we want you to look at on the
inside of the MPE procedures on the inside front cover.
Something from the blue team and the red team. In the way of a
news item, and we have one news item for ynu. Knowing that
you've all have spent much tine in Huntsville training, you're
certainly aware of the rivalry between Auborn University and the
University of Alabam.

SPACECRAFT We've heard about that. Bill.

CAPCOM Oh, okay. Well if you haven't, for your
information, Auborn has defeated Alabama in the annual Iron Bowl
football game. The score was Auborn 23, Alabama 2C.

SPACECRAFT Pretty good.
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SPACECRAFT What we've been waiting for Bill is Slippery Rocks.

CAPCOM They were off this week. And, guys, the blue team
will be talking to you in the morning.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks very much Bill. We'll see you
tomorrow.

CAPCOM Great job.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days 9
hours 20 minutes mission elapsed time. We have a LOS through the
tracking and data relay satellite with Spacelab. Reacquisition
of signal will be the next TDRS pass in about 41 minutes. During
that last acquisition of signal, we had live downlink
television. During, as a matter of fact, during much of that
period witn coverage of the fluid physics module operations.
Byron Lichtenberg setup and actually dismantled the fluid physics
module a previous experiment that was installed in there.
Cleaned the facility and set up a new sample. That sample,
sample number 329 which is an experiment provided by the Kodak
research labratory in United Kingdom. And, during that
operation. Dr. John Padday, PI was in communication with
Lichtenberg as ne went through the setup and he started the
operation. Also, during that period, Owen Garriott spent much of
his time operating experiment 22, the very wide field camera.
And, at the end of the pass.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And^ we're also interested to find out if Byron
could get a start on that IHP power supply.

PAO And^ Principal Investigators here in the Payload
Control Center have confirmed through their data from Spacelab
that Byron has completed setup of 329 and has now actis^ated that
experiment.

CAPCOM Thanks alot Byron. Appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Okay^ John. Just a comment. As I bring the fluid
the edge of your front disc, it spills over an area, I*d say
maybe an inch to well it's slowly spreading

^

CAPCOM It's that on the front front or rear end's plate,
Byron?

SPACECRAFT On the front end plate.

CAPCOM Okay. Don't worry about that. Now, Byron, can you
stop the setup at the moment and take your note pad. It's very
simple instructions. Tell me when you're ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay. The first step is to retract both the end
pJate and the reservior to equal positions 40 decimal
itillimeters. Speed decimal 20, both front end plate and
reservior. No camera. That retracts to 40 millimeters, at zero
volume. With that in position now, I would like you to do the
settings as follows. Front end plate position 36 decimal. Front
ends plate speed, .1, decimal one zero. Reservior position, 35
decimal 20. Speed of reservior, decimal one two. Camera frame
number 40, forty. Camera into vault one second. Now be prepared
to stop this translation at any time if the liquid looks like
overflowing the edges of the cone ends plate. When you have
carried out this operation, will you then translate, a conatant
volume so that the difference between the position of the front
end plate and position of the reservior is constant. And the
speeds are constant at point one zero, sorry, decimal one zero
and decimal one zero of both end plate and reservior. Translate
forward with reduced settings untill the liquid cone or liquid
dome, I should say, just touches the rear ends plate. You then
proceed to point Peter 2 of the option B and proceed according to
option B from Point B2.

SPACECRAFT I understand. Option B, go to B2 and then option
bravo. Is that correct?

CAPCOM Correct. Note that sugar S and alpha are omitted
from option B.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy.
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CAPCOM Thank you very much Byron. It looks good*

CAPCOM hnd, Byron^ here's Sepac.

CAPCOM And, Byron, This is Sepac, We've got some input
for you on that last run. We've been looking at the chart paper
down here and we see a number of things. The charger output
voltage is okay. The heater adjust signal was normal until we
came up to T zero -f 15 seconds when it jumped from the nominal 16
amp command to 30 amps. The beam voltage did not come up at T »

zero as we expected. But, it did come up shortly after the mod
post began. Then, we got a reset before the mod volts was
finished. We apparently got the EPA shut down as a result of
3HBC resets which occurred within one minute. One thing we
noticed was a hold command, and like to confirm that the hold
command was issued a couple of minutes into the FO after T zero.

END OP TAPE
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PAO And then Byron's hand is . .

.

CAPCOM ... was still concerned about ... We're still
concerned about your shortage of drywipes and wonder if you've
used any of the wipes that are supposed to be located in oscar 8

alpha, which is a MSDR storage drawer.

SPACECRAFT Oscar 8 alpha we might not have checked at the
moment, we'll look for that.

CAPCOM Yes, that kind, it's empty, my gosh.

SPACECRAFT I think there was only one set of them up there,

wasn't there? Because we pulled one out of the trash section up

there.

CAPCOM I see, I don't know what we're going to do about

'chat. We'll have to uplink you some more drywipes.

CAPCOM You won't need very many drywipes for my experiment
Byron, I'm going to try and do it clean.

CAPCCM4 And Owen, you can remove the ECAS on 22 and start
to retract and close.

SPACECRAFT It's already removed and we're starting to retract.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg now removing the new end plates.

CAPCOM Byron, Debbie has come up with a work around for

the peanut butter and jelly sandwich problem. It also involves

adhesive velcro strips. It turns out that peanut butter should

be an excellent substitute for velcro on orbit. We're planning
to fix you an uplink message on the teleprinter. It'll tell you
just how to apply it.

PAO Lichtenberg working with the container in which the

end plates for Haynes experir:.ent were stored. Correction, John

Padday's experiment. Again those are the discs between which the

fluid bridge is built to study the fluid physics.

CAPCCM4 Columbia, Houston, on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCC»i Columbia, Houston, on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Franklin.

CAPCOM Roger Brewster, we want to do some propellant
management here and sometime between now and TDRS LOS, we wanted

you to switch innerconnect , oms innerconnect and what we want to
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do now is to feed from the left oms and the procedure is on page
8'-4 of the orbit pocket. And after the innerconnect is

established y we want you to repress the right oms using the B-

leg, leg bravo

•

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're going to innerconnect switch right to
left and then repress the right with

CAPCOM Roger Brewster

•

PAO And mission specialist^ Bob Parker now in the

habitable module*

CAPCCM4 And Byron ^ we would like to for your remaining
time, you have about 3 minutes more with John, we have a couple
more minutes, we'd like to hear about the long list of items that
was read up to you on the last pass by Mike for you to do and the

02 people would like to talk to Owen.

CAPCOM Can I take my 3 minutes first, please?

CAPCOM And we need to know the iso DEP status.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the iso DEP is powered on. Do you want a

list of lights?

CAPCOM Yes. Read the lights.

SPACECRAFT Do you want the manual power or the manual panel?

CAPCOM We need to know, go to the DPM page and we want to

know the op knop status on the iso DEP.

SPACECRAFT It's nop, negative cp.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. We'd like to have you (garble).

SPACECRAFT At this time, we're set up, we're ready to go.

CAPCOM Yes, we'd like to have you op it bafore you leave
the DPM on.

SI^ACECRAPT Okay, it's op now. Op now.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And we're also interested to find

out if Byron could get a ^tart on that IHF power supply.

PAO And principle investigators in the payload control
center have confirmed through their data from Spacelab.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM workout whether you've got the reservior in yet.

SPACECRAFT Reservior 's in*

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO l.ichtenberg just completing troubleshooting
procedure on the experiment 101*

CAPCOM Okay* That's great. Thanks very much.

SPACECRAFT Sorry about that. Really ray fault , I blew it.

CAPCOM Don't worry. We're back on the track. Thank's for

your help.

PAO Experiment 101 is the plant growth experiment.
Mutation of Helianthus Annuus in microgravity using the blue
rack, the life science's double rack which is right next the
material science rack.

SPACECRAFT And, for the 331 investigators, you can report,
we've got 331 alpha in here, and about 800 frames used on 331
alpha now.

CAPCCM4 Okay, Byron. X^e understand.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg just removed the film back from
the camera used to document the fluid physics experiment
activities.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, John. Can you give me a quick confirmation,
John Padday, about your film magazine 329 alpha. Is that the

first one to use.

CAPCCM Yes. That's right. We've got plenty of frames on

that and it should be perfectly okay for this and other
experiments.

PAO Lichtenberg now in the process of installing the

film pack for John Padday 's <?vp^riment for documentation of that
experiment.

CAPCOM The next stop is F8, Byron.

CAPCOM And, Spacelcb. We need another op on RAU 21.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy. You've done that.
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PAo Lichtenberg has reinstalled the film magazine and

is now in the process of installing the motion picture camera

that will be used to observe the fluid activity during the

pxoer^ment. He changed reserviors , that contain che fluid for

tJfexpeJiient anS also changed film magazines ^^-^-P^^^^lZl
experiment. This is a multi-user facility. Several different

investigators using the facility for different experiments.

CAPCOM And, Byron and Owen. If you hadn't suspected a

reason for the RAO 21 OP com.Tiands, is to help us ^btam some

experiment operations. Every time somebody goes through the RAU

Se end up having to do that, and it's suspected that the RAU has

a thermal problem also.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Most of that Bill, you say it's got a film

problem and everytime somebody has try to use the PAU you get

that. Is that what you were saying?

CAPCOM Yes. That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you. We don't mind if you take a

moment.

CAPCOM Byron, John Padday here. I'm watching carefully,

but I'm not commenting so that you can save your energies for the

setup.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg removing the disc plate from the,

the end plate from the module and will be installing ^ new end

illtl. These are the discs that are used between the fluid And

the fluid bridge that was observed earlier is spread between

these two plates inside the module.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We're getting close now. (garble)

that velcro on youi container. If we had velcro, I coulo just

stick it right here.

CAPCOM Oh, that's great.

CAPCOM We need more of that velcro on board, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Tell you Mike. We've just barely have enough

clamps too. we couid use about 5 more clamps.

CAPCOM We put 2 bags of those Lichtenberg clamps onboard,

I believe, Byron.

PAO And, then, Byron's hand is

CAPCOM (garble) We are still concerned about your shortage

of drv-wipes and wonder if you've used any of the wipes that are

suppoLr^rbflocated in Oscar 8 alpha which is an MSDR storage
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drawer.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...not to pay too much attention to what we have

tabulated there.

CAPCOM We will, if there are any changes the Red shift

needs we'll have them uplinked to them Byron, ah Owen.

SPACECRAFT Uplinked by teleprinter, is that what you say?

CAPCOM Yes, it'll come up on t.'^: teleprinter.

SPACECRAFT Okay it sounds fine, the experiment seems to be

running very nicely, everythings running as slick as a whistle.

CAPCOM And the 22 team says that it looks like a fine run,

Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine, I'll be out of the module here for about

30 second, but I'll be right back.

CAPCOM Copy. I'm watching you on TV Byron, I realize the

problems you got.

SPACECRAFT Right.

PAO Byron Lichtenbetg, in the process of removing one

of the reservior's from the fluid physics module, and replacing

it with a reservior containing fluid with thinner vestocity, in

the process of mopping that up right now. Dr. Padday had

requested him to change the reservior and put in a one that had

the fluid with a thinner vestocity. Fluid physics module with

which Lichtenberg is working, is part of the material science

double rack provided by the Euorpean Space Agency for the

Spacelab 1 mission 104 facilities within the rack.

CAPCOM Don't worry about onstring me Byron, but we're all

learning a tremendous amount down here about design of apparatus.

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Yeah, Byron, can I interrupt your SPM activities

for about one minute over at the EFLEX experiment. They devised

a work around for that power glitch. And just a few switch

throws, if you can put things into stable configuration I 11 3ust

read you a few steps.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Good. First thing we need on the EFLEX experiment
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is the experiment power switch, turn to off.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM Good, can you now confirm that EPSPlO DC2 switch is

in the on position?

SPACECRf.FT It's on.

CAPCOM Good, and can you check that circuit breakers 12

and 28 are both on?

SPACECRAFT On.

CAPCOM Good, and I also need to check the EPLEX mode

switches are to normal, is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Firm.

CAPCOM And how about battery switch, that should be on,

off, is that right?

SPACECPAFT Off.

CAPCCM4 Great, I now need you to switch the experiment

activate standby switch to standby, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And I need the left and right rotor switches turned

to off.

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Good and now I need the clock power switch set to

off.

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Real good, we can also follow
,

video, so that simplifies things, now I need the EFLEX power

switch moved to on. And the experiment's switch set to

R«»al aood. saw vou do it. Now I need the left ana

fight ro^or lSitlhSsmSved^S on. Okay, and now I need the clock

power switch moved to on. Terrific, that's done an excellent

thing. We now need you to press the reset button, and then press

the lamp test button. Okay, Byron, that concludes this reset of

EFLEX. Thank you very much for you time, let me turn it back

over to the FPM team and John Padday's experiment.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead and press start.
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CAPCOM /es, Byron, John Padday here. I'm watching and I
can't quite work out whether you've got the reservior in yet.

SPACECRAFT Was in.

CAPCOM Roger.

^
Lichtenberg just completing the troubleshooting

procedure on the experiment 101.

CAPCOM Okay great, thanks very much.

SPACECRAFT Sorry about that, really my fault, I blew it.

CAPCOM Don't worry we're back on the track. Thanks for
your help.

PAO Experiment 101.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT . . . .nd I'll go ah«d and rotate It tor yoa a

little bit, you can see as ascemetric xt is.

CAPCOM Roger/ and we're watching it now on TV.

SPACECRAFT Okav. It's pretty tough to get the lights set up

for the TV.

CAPCOM We understand.

CAPCOH 329 PI, Spacelab. I'm watching the TV. 329 PI

her* f am I enabled.

SPACECRAFT Peter, the settings are something, but (garble)

CAPCOM I'm watching.

coarprRAPT Okav This is still, we still got 2 40 mm disks

IZIIT?.0 .It. a -ce nuld In here ^«y,«=«Y?-
in sonplate P?=J"°"= »f"Vfeelin, = ?hat there were some

eithe? that it moved and expanded, Decause I didn't ="=1^

VlTi in except I could see what I was f
w^«^

J^"^^ "'J* 1„
Havnps" run. so I was pretty sure that I didn t suck any

iTllt tSere's quite a bit in there, obviously.

i« for me to leave you to now But will you pie
^^^^

Srop^^^^e^rnfallfo? a"sU".y -efb fis nto |uon^ but

emitting, repeat, omitting, step sugar 1. It is important

that . .

.

SPACECRAFT Wilco. I'll stop at Step 144, Joe.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, we need somebody to do an op on row

; 21.

CAPCOM And we have you back on camera TVl.

o»n in the field of view, the material science double
PAO in tne "-^^i-" ovrwriitipnt Lichtenberg working
rack, fluid physics module. «^P®fi"®^ qravitv environment
witli in that module, capilary forces in low gravity env

provided by the United Kingdom.

SP.^Ci^CRAPT ... we got that OHD stop again.
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CAPCOM Yes, Byron, whenever you get a moment , you can go
on to the next step which is the same deal except for the 20.
And when you have a minute^ of course • • .

SPACECRAFT Okay, it will be a while.

CAPCOM Right, understand. A little later, when you get a

chance, we* re interested to see if you did any maintenace on that
power supplj^

PAO And here in the payload control center. Dr. John
Paday of Kodak research laboratory in the United Kingdom
following along as Lichtenberg is performing his experiment.

SPACECRAFT I'm not sure exactly, Mike, what's happening with
the, or John, actually, John Faday, 329, what's happening with
the reservoirs, but got an awful lot of bubbles in here.

CAPCOM Byron, can you tell me whether we're talkihg of the
bubbles in the high vescosity with the tracers, or the low
vescosity, 5 centistokes reservoirs.

SPACECRAFT It's the high vescosity.

CAPCOM Can you remove the high vescosity and change it to
the low vescosity, 5 centistokes, please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll do that.

PAO Here in the payload control center, Faday and his
team monitoring Lichtenberg' s progress.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab, it looks like 22 is running
fine on low of the exposures and times are certainly not
following the data on outer pace 205, and I presume that's the
information you were upl inking a momen** ago, over.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Do you have any of that information that you want
me to tell the Red shift about changes on p205 or just to tell
them not to pay too much attention to v/hat we have tabulated
there.

CAPCCM If there are any changes the Red shift needs, we'll
have them uplinked to them^ Byron.

SPACECRAFT Uplinked by teleprinter, is that what you say?

CAPCOM YeSt it will come up on . . •

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes Owen, on this next 22 run, we would like to

have you started 30 seconds early.

SPACECRAFT No problem, wilco.

CAPCOM And I've got to read up to you some exposure

sequence changes.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay let me give them to you for delta, it should

read 3/100, 1/400, 1/400, and this is a change 2/400 and this is

a change 2/100.

SPACECRAFT Okay is that the upcoming run or the following

after that?

CAPCCM4 It's for this upcoming run Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you want me to run them all manually or

how do you want it run?

CAPCOM It'll be automatic, Owen.

SPACECRAFT I see, those are the difference on the stuff I got

in the flight plan.

CAPCOM Yes, if you got your procedure handy, page 22-E05,

we've got some more to pass up to you also.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT Take too long Bill.

CAPCOM Be advised that we're about to take some live

downlink video if it's alright with you guys?

SPACECRAFT Okay Michael.

CAPCOM We copy, thank you. And Byron or Owen, I didn't

copy your last transmission.

PI^O Standing by now for live television from inside the

Spacelab habitable module.

SPACECRAFT CIC, Spacelab, over,

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) me what you gave me are already in
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the (garble) so I don't need to make them^ is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative* We've got 2 that aren't though
Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay the last figures you gave me^ you want me to
make those changes?

CAPCCM Yes, I've got one for char lie and one for gulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay# I'll have to figure out what you mean by that
but . .

.

CAPCOM Okay, that's your targe. Cv^n and they're on page
22EO~5.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we already (garble) target Charlie on the
last night pass.

CAPCOM I know and you caught the change on charlie of 480,
it was ISO, we changed it to 480.

SPACECRAFT You got me a little confused at the moment Bill.
I'm not sure now whether you're telling me I need to make a
change or just to alert me to the fact that there have been
changes made, over.

CAPCOM There have been changes made Owen that will affect
the red shift that's coming on and we'd like to read these up,
they'll need them when they come on shift.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine. Now I understand and give me, we can do
them during this time of the pass here. We've got plenty of
time.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll give them to you later.

PAO Byron L^chtenberg now setting up one of the
television cameras in the Spacelab.

CAPCOM Did you copy all of the SEPAC information in the
last transmission.

SPACECRAFT We didn't have a recent transmission from SEPAC so
I'm not sure I have what you want.

CAPCC^ Okay, they gave a debriefing of the status of the
SEPAC inctrument, did you get all that information?

SPACECRAFT I think I did. They told me the status of the
pallet.
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CAPCOM Okay, we do have the 329 PI enabled for this pass

and ai the 22 PI enabled.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO Camera just set up by Lichtenberg to ...

SPACECRAFT Let me do a quick brief on 331 here, okay?

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Are you guys getting any live TV?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Well if you'll put on camera # ...» okay the one

that's looking in the fluid physics module. You can see all the

fluid in there with the traces reflecting, it's not a great one,

camera 2. .

CAPCCM4 Okay, we'll try to get on camera 2.

SPACECRAFT I did what ya'll wanted, I started spinning at it,

I went from 0 to ,oscar to poppa and then poppa to bravo and by

the time I got to bravo, the fluid had spread out all over the

desk. I am now bravo to november. I've got noveraber and I 11 go

ahead and rotate it for you a bit. You can see how esometric it

is.,

:

CAPCOM Roger and we're watching it now on TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (garble). It's pretty tough to get the

lights set up for the TV.

CAPCOM We understand.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Byron Lichtenberg was working with Williainson.

This was an effort to attempt to operate SEPAC to troubleshoot an

apparent problem with the electron beam accelerator which has

been narrowed to a search for the problem in the EBA heater.

Early on they were able to establish communications with the

experiment out on the pallet through row 21, however, at this

point, they were unable to get a positive indication that the

heater was operating. Meanwhile, Owen Gary had operated

experiment 2.-, the wide-field camera. That operation involves

extending and retracting the camera from the scientific airlock

and taking exposures at various lengths. Part of these exposures

are actuallv controlled by the experiment computer. Principal

investigator over the team of investigators here in the Payloads

Operations Control Center looking at the housekeeping data from

operation of that experiment and Graham Bittis, a European Space

Agency engineer indicating that the housekeeping data looked

good, and that was a good indication that the experiment xs

operating properly. We have just under 39 minutes before we

reacquire through the TORS. 5 days, 7 hours, 49 it,inutes this is

Marshall Spacelab Operations. This is Marshall Spacelab
Operations at 5 days, 8 hours, 27 minutes mission elapsed time.

We are standing by for reacquisition of signal with Spacelab

through the TDRS in under a minute now. During that acquisition

of signal we are anticipating some downlink television from the

habitable module. This television scheduled to be of the fluid

physics module operations being conducted by Byron Lichtenberg,

however, there is a possibility when we begin receiving that

television that Payload Specialist Lichtenberg will be still

working with a workaround for the power supply that provides

power to the isothermal heating facility in the mirror heating

facility. That power supply went on the blink earlier today.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we've got you

for about 51 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you're loud and clear Bill and the TV is set

up.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy. Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Yes Bill, one quick thing here before we get

going. I (garble) reaching for the (garble) rack and I tripped

off the 101 circuit breaker, the 28 volt circuit breaker.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And what I've done since is to turn it back on,

reset the Apple computer, and give it a restart. Let roe read you

the housekeeping data right now, okay.

CAPCOM We're ready to copy.
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SPACECRAFT Left (garble) at 52.5, right (garble) is 59.4.
24.6 each, and the ATT time keeps jumping around, it's now 170
liours 17 minutes, and awhile back it was 658 hours.

CAPCOM Byron, we didn't get those RPM's and temperatures.

SPACECRAFT Okay the RPM's are down around 59.5 and the
temperatures are nominal at 24.6. What concerns mc is the
(garble) elapsed time which keeps jumping around between 170,
402, 658. Now I've got rotter speeds 75.6 and 68.1.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
there.

Okay, we copy.

The ATT just went to 40217.

That sounds like that's sort of an erratic display

SPACECRAFT I think it's something erratic in the computer.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much Byron, the SMA copies
that. Wonder if you got any further with the UHV workaround.

I'm down to 30 now Mike, and just started it upSPACECRAFT
again.

CAPCOM
Owen.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
you start it 30 seconds early.

SPACECRAFT No problem, wilco.

CAPCOM And I've got to read up to you

END OF TAPE

Real good Byron, thanks alot. And Spacelab for

Go ahead.

Yes Owen, on this next 22 run we would like to have
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SPACECRAFT . , . now and going to the door, right?

CAPCOM That's right, yes, Isadora would like you to build
a cylinder, if at all possible.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try it.

CAPCOM Thank you very r^ca.

CAPCOM And Space lab, SEPAC confirms B'O complete.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger, we got it also.

CAPCOM And Byron, SEPAC is ready to go ahead and shut it
down. We can use the checklist delta tango-14.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's in work, it's just about complete.

CAPCOM Copy.

PAD And as soon as we loose communications here in
about 5 minutes, we're scheduled to have a science updatt: on the
very wide field camera operations that have been underway this
afternoon with the principle investigator for that experiment,
experiment 22. That scheduled to begin in approximately 5:45
p.m. central standard time. About 4, almost 5 minutes remaining
in this acquisition of signal with Spacelab.

CAPCOM And SEPAC for Byron, we want to confirm the method
of shutting down the MTV. In the past, we've used the last three
steps in Mol 2.9 as means of shutting it down,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Standby. Roger, that's affirmative, the MTV,
mike-tango-victor was shut down in accordance with Mai 2.9.

CAPCOM And roger, we copy, and thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab, (garble).

CAPCOM Yes, go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Bill, if you could tell Mike Haynes that his film
magazine 329 bravo has about 800 frames used, okay, so there's
still about 1200 to go, 1300 available.

CAPCCM Roger, we copy, thank you, and Mike appreciates
that.

SPACECRAST Marshall, from the Spacelab, has the SEPAC folks
tell us if they've ...
CAPCC»i Owen, you dropped out.
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SPACECRAFT What might be the situation of the spector at EBA

heater, do they think it never has come on, or that it has come

on and burned out, or they just can't communicate with it, over?

CAPCOM Owen, this is SEPAC, the heater appears to not come

on, we can't tell if it is burned out or not. The

characteristics of the failures that we had earlier were not
indicative of burnout. We did get very small emission during one

of the sequences and we're still looking at what possibilitie-- we

have for that heater, but we're not very optimistic at this point

about being able to recover the heater, copy.

CAPCOM See you at 8 plus 29.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 7

hours, 46 minutes, mission elapsed time. Loss of communications
with Spacelab through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite,
reacquisition will be, next reacquisition will be again through

TDRS, about 41-1/2 minutes. During the last acquisition period,

Mike Haynes, prinicple investigator for one of the fluid physics

module experiments being conducted in the material science double

rack was debriefing Byron Lichtenborg on operation of his

experiment, kenetics of the spreading of liquids and on solids.

And that particular operation was actually a modification of an

earlier run of that experiment. Also during much of this

acquisition period, Roger Williams, co-investigator for the SEPAC
experiment number 2, was communicating with the crew regarding

operations of that experiment. Byron Lichtenberg was working

with Williamson, this was an effort to attempt to operate SEPAC

to troubleshoot an apparent problem with the electron beam

accelerator ...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...looks like you might be in the darkest portion
here is there any chance is MTV is showing you something?

SPACECRAFT There's a glow on both edges of the EMA assembly,
but I think it looks like sunlight , it's really hard to tell.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy. And we'd like to toggle the heater
current once more.

SPACECRAFT The (garble) experiment 22. The last exposure when
it came in it had a exposure time of 480 seconds, which seems to
me they're too long, I was expecting 182 exposure, could you
confirm that that's what you wanted?

CAPCOM Okay, we'll work that with 22 Owen, and be right
back with you.

SPACECRAFT We've got the time it was done, and watch an EBA on
the MTV, I didn't see any change at all in the brightness level.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy and we confirm the toggle of the
heater current.

SPACECRAFT Sorry about that.

CAPCOM That's alright. Okay, Owen, we want a 480 exposure
time*

SPACECRAFT Okay, that*s what we got and I see, I think it's
just a typo that showed up on target (garble) on page EVO-5, so I

think's it's going to all fit within the time limit okay.

CAPCOM We copy, thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM We'd like to go ahead and do one more toggle before
we come up on TO and 35 after and we'd like to turn off the MTV
manually before we come into sunlight.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And SEPAC confirms the toggle on the heater
current.

SPACECRAFT Mike, that's a UHV stop, what's the next threshold,
50?

CAPCOM Yes, exactly Byron, you're reading our minds down
here. I can give you those keystrokes if you'd like them again.
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SPACECRAFT That's okay, I got it.

CAPCCW I figured you would^ thanks alot Byron.

PAO ...he is an engineer that is reporting to Ops
controller B. Chanel that just finished another run of experiment
22 and from the housekeeping data ....

SPACECRAFT (garble) restart compl*-c...

PAO things look real good on that experiment.

SPACECRAFT HBC shutdown. DA shutdown complete.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT SEPAC, Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM Byron, do you want SEPAC?

SPACECRAFT (garble) at the MTV.

CAPCOM Affirmative Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you guys want me to go ahead and shut it
down?

CAPCCM Affirmative Byron, and could you confirm that we
had an EBA inhibit?

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes I can.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops with a note for
Owen and his PCAP, whever he's ready to copy, or anyone's ready
to copy.

SPACECRAFT I'm ready to copy, Mike go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes right, Owen, we'd like you to do the TV 21
setup to show the FPM activities coming up in the next rev.
Sometime when you're done with this 22 run and before the next
night's 22 run.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) and I will do that.

CAPCOM Thank you kindly.

SPACECRAFT Mike, we got the OHV going with a

CAPCOM Real good Byron, we copy that you got the UKV
going, does that mean that the UHV ops light is on steady?
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SPACECRAFT Firm, it just started so we'll see what happens

now. :

CAPCOM Okay, terrific. As you figured out, we're just

working our way in threshold down from 60, 50, 40, and so on.

SPACECRAFT We got it, we'll keep you informed.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks alot.

SPACECRAFT Understand that, Mike Haynes tomorrow, and go on

the Isadoro right?

CAPCOM That's right yes. Isadoro would like you to build

a cylinder if at all possible.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try it.

CAPCOM Thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We'll give you Spacelab, SEPAC will give yoa
another call in about 3 minutes to do the same thing, we'll want
to to 0 heater current and right back to 16 for heater current.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
now.

CAPCOM

Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

Go ahead Byron,

Did you guys get the 13 message?

Yes, Byron, just disregard all 13 messages right

And Byron, I've a few steps on that 331 experiment
whenever you're ready to copy,

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike.

CAPCOM Yes Byron, What Isadora would like you to do, is

what he calls a minimum cylinder run of just 3 steps. First,
he'd like you to have 2, both 40mm disks reasonably clean
condition, rotating at 5 rpm, as in initial condition, using his
diagram 331A-5. His second step is to go from the origin 0 to
point heater in order to built a cylinder, and you may have to go
real slowly along there in order to do that. And the third step
is to follow the sequence of points from peter to bravo, from
bravo to Nancy, and from Nancy to Kilo, exploring the stability
of those cylinder configurations. If you succeed in doing that,
that would be terrific. We don't have a lot of time for you to
spend on that minimum run. Cause we have a couple other things
for you to do. Earlier we linked up a power supply maintenance
task for the IHF and MHF combination of the MSDR, and what we'd
like you to try and do as soon as you've taken care of Isadora,
is to go through those steps, involving switching off the
heaters, removing the front panel, disconnecting J5 and J7, and
going through with the opens and closes, which I linked up
earlier, and which I believe you still have.

SPACECRAFT Mike the UHV, I think you (garble) on the open.
Give me the open entry for the UHV again.

CAPCOM Sure. I'll read it to you right now. The open
entry is 10244. And here comes SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT Okay thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, SEPAC would like to toggle the heater
current again. You going to try item 500.00 enter, followed by

item 5 16«0 enter, copy*
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SPACECRAFT (garble) it is in work. MSDR people we've got the

UHV Started again, steady ops light.

CAPCOM Real good Byron, happy to hear that.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for Byron with a

couple more notes. When "ou've taken care of that power supply,

and got that data for us, we'd like you to get started on

experiment 3'*9 bravo, John Padday's experiment. We'll be comrng

AOS sometime along then, and we'll have John Padday standing by

to discuss the progress of that experiment with you. In fact

you're go for 329 ops really for the rest of your shift right on

up to handover. And, we hope it's a successful run that you get

there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I hope you guys have it set up, I'd like

to do whatever runs I can do with (garble), it's such a big 30b

to replace one of these reservoirs.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, ixnd we'll tell that to John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well (garble) for Isadora, the 100 (garble)

seems to be much better behaved than the 5 (garble).

CAPCOM That of course, a real useful observation. Do you

find there is less turbulance or jet action in the liquid stream,

when you are trying to push liquid out of the reservoir?

SPACECRAFT That is exactly correct, and it's much easier to

handle, I was able to rejoin Mike Haynes' column and after I

rejoined it I went over the anti-spread, but by 5 rpm rotation it

came back to the middle, and I was able to get all the fluid back

in the little last bit using the manual injection knob.

CAPCC^M That's real good news. I'm going to have to give

air to ground one back to SEPAC now, thanks for that fact.

CAPCOM And spacelab, SEPAC, looks like you might be in the

darkest portion here, is there any chance MTV is showing you

something?

SPACECRAFT No. I have a glow on both edges of the EDA

assembly, but I think it looks like sunlite, it's really hard to

tell.

CAPCOM OKf.y we copy.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...we confirm prep 0N»

SPACECRAFT It s Icx^king good/ Battery (garble) volts at 4^.

CAPCOM Ani Spacelab, SEFAC will be listening for anything
yea see in WTV is to glow on the EVA heater.

SPACECRAFT Roger/ we copy. Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCC^ €3 ahead Byron.
:

SPACECmPT --Rcmi-f: Bill, ; we'd I
' Ke to know if the ISCO people

are goi^^ig to roat^-- the 0 2 analog data to the tape recorder S; or
should *a do it, over?

CAPCOM He » re talk in 4 co DMC r ight now

.

SPACECRAFT O^ay gie^t.: Okay, we've got MTV op SEPI^C oeopie,
and tri#i#*s still too .^mch reflected sanlight in the bay to tell
whether . t tie ' heater 's on ,

yet . , ;

CA.rCOM Okay f we . copi^^^ and we ' 1 1 ,. be , look i ng ;i.er e -,...*,k>

CAPCC M And Spa jelab, is Marshall Ops fDr b/ron.
we*ve: taken care of routing the digital data for Sf:?AC .and ,1

think we're jut going to go with that for the time being, uni s

SEPAC mak€S anotiier call* By the way, I've some messages for

Byron, particularly marking up his PCAP when you come to a place
where you can copy for a couple of minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, this is as good a tine as any,

CAPCOM Okay Byron. We have a long list of things we'd
like you to do in the next couple hours, and if you're ready to
cc^y I'd like to just sort of walk through the things that are on
our shopping list. When we're done with the SEPAC run at about 7

hours and 40 inutes we'd like you to take the next threshold
level run for Kperiment 340, that's the UHV chamber, part of
MSDR, and I can give you the keystrokes that you're going to need
there in order get that run started, if you're ready to copy
.those.

SPACECRAFT Go lead Mike.

CAPCOM Yes, ha we'l need is an open 102444 enter,
followed by a clos^ 000 i enter, and at that point you should
find that the UHV orerai >ns lamp flashes and when it does give
xt a resume UHV enter Ai- i that will give us a run of several
minutes we believe. .he C ntury is a little bit smaller than the
threshold that we walke J t irough last time, and the team here is

interested ill " see ; what appen? T^-^it ought to take yoa 5 or

10 minutes. As soon as you* te dc ie with that, we'd like you to
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try one mininium cylinder run for Isadoro on experiment 331* We

have three steps we'd like you to go through, having to do with
the formation of a cylinder, are you ready to copy those?

SPACECRAFT ... 13.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, SEPAC, we need to go to zero heater
current and back to 16 immediately. That's an item 5 0.0 enter,

followed by item 5 16.0 enter, copy.

SPACECRAFT That's already done. Looks like it changed back to

zero though. Try that again, because I got a (garble) error
here.

CAPCOM Roger, we want to do an item 5 to 0.0 turn the
heater off, and we're coping now.

SPACECRAFT Well, it won't take it.

CAPCOM Okay, let's try an item 932 enter. Correction,
that's an item 934 enter for the heater with an item 10 0.0
••enter

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's better now, you've got to type in a

00.0.

CAPCCM And we confirm 0 heater current now.

SPACECRAFT Are you ready to go back to 16?

CAPCCM That firm, immediately after.

mmmimt . Iou' ve got it . :

CAfCOM m confirm. We'll give you, Spacelab SEPAC will

ftvt fou another call in about 3 minutes to do the same thing.

Will want to go to 0 heater current and right back to 16 for
h#ater current

.

Bm m TAPE
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CAPCOM .••30 Zulu time, and if you copy, acknowledge on
the scratch pad line I think we've lost down.

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab, yes we read your scratch pad line,
thank you, I guess we have one-way comm,

PAO That reference to a response using the experiment
computer. Crew unable to communicate by voice apparently at this
time.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC, we need UI dap on now.

SPACECRAFT Can't turn it on until we get the message that
that's in (garble) guys,

CAPCOM We copy that the lU dap is now on.

SPACECRAFT Do you want me to read now Mike?

CAPCOM Hey, good copy Byron, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Hey, we kept getting your copy up here for the
SEPAC guys but we couldn't turn the dap on until we had the typed
message that the (garble) over.

CAPCOM Yes, I see, we understand and I believe SEPAC is
enabled for voice with you and you should be able to hear him.

SPACECRAFT We've been hearing them. Got a dap ready yes,
that's good news.

CAPCOM And SEPAC has a dap. And we're looking good
Spacelab. We've got a yes, fantastic. We've got dap ready yes
Spacelab,

SPACECRAFT Looks good, we're unable to copy all of your PC up
changes so please go ahead and reuplink them.

CAPCOM Roger, we need negative SMO, and then beam factor
voltage. That's item 932 enter. Item 10 0.2 enter. You copy?

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM And the heater current. We're going to toggle.
We'd like to start with item 5 16.0 enter. We also must inhibit
the shutdowns. That will be an item 15 EEA enter, item 16 enter,
followed by shutdowns on PWR, DGP, MTV, MPD and all, how copy?

SPACECRAFT I've got PWR, MPD, MTV, and all, what is the other
one please?

CAPCOM The EBA, and DGP.
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SPACECRAFT We copy.

CAPCQM And we copy your 16 ampere heater current Spacelab,

SPACECRAFT That's what you wanted, correct?

CAPCOM That's affirm, and later on we may ask you to go to
0«0 and immediately back to 16.0 if we have a problem. And
Spacelab, SEPAC, we'd like MTV on manual to take a look at the
CMA heater.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy. Okay guys, that's what I thought,
we can't do an auto inhibit of all, but I've got ...

CAPCCM That's okay Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT (garble) all inhibited.

PAO (garble) investigator Roger Williamson passes some
• • •

CAPCCMM Spacelab, this is SEPAC, we are not able to confirm
the beam factor voltage, that was item 932.

SPACECRAFT Standby.

PAO Williamson providing some ...

SPACECRAFT Roger, .200.

CAPCOM Confirm.

PAO Assistance in this attempt to run the SEPAC
experiment* Initial indications are that at least the dedicated
experiment processor is communicating through (garble) 21 at this
time.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, SEPAC is ready for a proceed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here we go. We've got the experiment top on.

CAPCQM And we confirm prep on.

SPACECRAFT It's looking good. Battery (garble) volts at 44.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, SEPAC will be listening for anything
you see in MTV is due to a glow ...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM • , . as soon as you get the 02A loaded.

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry you* re • • •

CAPCOM Byron, this is SEPAC, we'd like to load 02A now,
and then turn lU dep on.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab, and I've just
loaded 22 Alpha. As according to timeline we do not have time to
load the seat pack applications (garble). We don't have any room
in memory to load the SEPAC applications pack.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, how do you read?

CAPCOM Owen, we copy, and we're looking at it.

SPACECRAFT I'm down to 4600 words and I'll be (garble)

CAPCOM Owen, we copy and we understand.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we're showing 7456 on
your ECAS now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's right, now we can, we couldn't when
you first asked.

CAPCOM Real good

.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Do you want me to load SEPAC applications*

CAPCOM That's affirmative, 02A.

CAPCCM And SEPAC for Spacelab, we'd like to wait until we
have Ku-band before we turn the lU dep on*

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, just give us a call. I guess
this is roger, whenever you're ready.

CAPCCM4 That's a roger. Let me voice s<mething now, what
we're going to do in this procedure.

SPACECRAFT I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger. We're going to run model number 8 with
checklist-4, the T-0 is day 337, 23, 35, 00, GMT.
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SPACECRAFT Understand, I think the only other thing we need
to run it manually is a ST Alpha, or the (garble) monitor.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're going to have to do some inhibits,
Owen; Sierra 0, 2 India 00 is the exception monitor timeline.
Panel switches are nominal. And in the PCP, we're going to do
negative smotv, we're going to select beam voltage factor of item

9, 32 enter, item 10, 02., disregard. That's beam factor voltage
is item 9, 32 enter, item 10, 0.2 ent**" . And we're going to have
a heater current, item 5, 16.0 enter. We then need to inhibit
all of the shutdowns, there will be six items, DBA, PWR, DGP,

MTV, MVD, and all shutdown.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we need you to
start experiment 22, 3 minutes earlier. Copy.

CAPCOM Negative CIC.

CAPCOM No.

CAPCOM Disregard that message.

CAPCOM And SEPAC for Spacelab, we would like lU dep on
now.

PAO voice of Roger Williamson, SEFAC co-investigator,
providing titans on troubleshooting procedures for that
experiment.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we want you to
start experiment 22 at 23:18:30, zooloo time. And if you copy,
acknowlege on the scratch pad line, I think we've lost down.

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab, yes, we read your scratch pad line,
thank you. I guess we have one way comm.

END OP TAPE
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PAO 6 hours 41 minutes mission elapsed time. We have

loss of signal through ground tracking station, anticipating
reacquisition through the TDRS in about 13 1/2 minutes. During

the last acquisition Mike Haynes of material science double rack,

fluid physics modules, experiment 327, was enabled briefly and

talked with the crew, as they continued to work on operations for

that experiment. Otherwise things proceeding as normal here in

the payload ooerations control center, where approximately 100

scientists ai^ on duty, along with payload (garble) operating
both crew involved experiments, as well a? experiments being

operated automatically by the Spacelab computer. Approximately
12 minutes remaining until reacquisition through TDRS, this is

Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days 6

hours 54 minutes, mission elapsed time. Standing by for

reacquistion of signal through the tracking and data relay

satellite with Spacelab in just over a 1/2 minute. Presently,

Spacelab and the Orbiter at the apex of orbit number 86. Onboard

crew Owen Garriott scheduled to be continuing with experiment 22,

very wide field camera operations. And Byron Lichtenberg
scheduled to be conducting some replanned activities.
Troubleshooting with the space experiments accelerators. That
experiment had been experiencing some difficulties earlier in the

mission with their electron beam accelerator. Standing by now
for reacquisition of signal.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got you for

about 48 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill, we got you.

CAPCOM And Byron, if you have any comments on Mike

Hayne's experiment we have him for about another 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good, yes, I've got quite a bit Bill.

Mike are you there?

CAPCOM Yea I am Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I went through and did your first run, and I

drew a drop which (garble) very nicely out the point alpha 2,

coming into alpha 3, the drop did not contact the front plate, so

I had to drive all the way in to front plate positions of 4.5,

reservoir 3.3, I was able to film the contact and then I went to

point A 4 which very nicely grew what looks to be a (garble) and

just after the reservoir and front plate stopped, the neck

started necking so I was able to catch the rupture of that in

synne mode also, I've brought the — take syne pictures of the

reforming

—
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CAPCOM Spacelab, for Byron, Mike Haynes in the blind.
We're having a long drop in communications at the moment,

SPACECRAFT ' Okay.

CAPCC»i Spacelab for Byron, once again in the blind Mike
Haynes, I've read you up to step alpha 4, and I understand you've
achieved considerable success, thank you very much indeed. I'm
very happy even with this partial report, and I look forward to
hearing some more on your next p«ss, v^ut.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger. Well we're trying to do another
(garble) with bravo settings here shortly.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Only complain I can see, is they didn't have any
(garble) I don't see any tracers in the (garble) fluid.

CAPCOM I understand you see no tracers in the fluid,
correct?

CAPCOM SEPAC for Owen?

SPACECRAFT Byron.

CAPCOM SEPAC for Byron.

SPACECRAFT You got it Bill.

CAPCOM Roger Byron, SEPAC, we'd like to load 02A now, and
turn our lU depth on, as soon as you get the 02A loaded.

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry, you're

—

CAPCOM Byron, this is SEPAC, we'd like to load 02A now,
and then turn

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Columbia, Houstonr we're going LOS we'll see you
again through Guam at 6 plus 34 after we send up some teleprinter
messages.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine,

PAD This is Marshall Spacelab Operations 5 days, 6

hours, 34 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for

reacquisitioi of signal with Spacelab through the Guam ground
tracking station in just under a half of minute. Presently, the
Orbiter Columbia on the ascending node of the 86th orbit.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got you at Guam
for about 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead I've got you loud and clear. And Marshall
from the Spacelab, the guys, Mike Haynes the 327 TI that his
disks number 2 and 3 have got some sort of a burr or scratch on
part of the surface of the disk, over.

CAPCOM Okay we copy, and Mike Haynes should be on the
line.

SPACECRAFT Okay, one other question. You had me scheduled for

an ADP tape changeout, I can still do it later, I haven't started
it yet because it's got so much time on it, I thought you might
want to use it a little bit later. Shall I just leave it on
there for awhile, and use it for some STM stuff, or something
like that?

CAPCOM Yes, just hold on that Owen.

SPACECRAFT I'm going to be up getting some chow out so I won't
be back, and Byron can take the message.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

CAPCOi Spacelab to Byron, 327 TI.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead Mike.

CAPCCm Byron, could you repeat the problem that you have
about the disk?

SPACECRAFT Roger, two of disks, disk numbers 2 and 3 have some
scratches on the surface of each one of them.

CAPCOM . Okay Byron, I think that the presence of the
scratches is going to be less important with the (garble) oil, so
I don't think you need worry about that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good.
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CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCCM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations with some

news about the VITR tape dumps if anyone is ready to copy.

GAPriOM Okay Byron, if you're there, the news is that we'll

not be asking you to change any tapes. We've already managed to

dump everything that we have on VITR 1 and as soon as we get our

command capability we're going to rewind that, and you'll be able

to use VITR 1 without any changeouts. Concerning Owen's question

about number 2. We're going to be able to rewind that and dump

it ourselves so that we won't need you guys to changeout VITR 2

either.

SPACECRAFT That's good news Mike, thank you. Mike, we're

finally set up and ready to go here with (garble) fluid.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, we're listening with great interest,

good luck.

CAPCOM And Spacelab from Marshall Ops. Byron, we need to

do one of these song and dance Op 14 's on Ralph 14.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead (garble). (garbl«»^ for (garble) 14, is

that right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. And Owen at about 7:00 we're

going to be doing some SEPAC troubleshooting, and we'll have the

SEPAC people on the line. And Spacelab we've got you for about

one more minute and we'll see you at about 6 plus 55.

SPACECRAFT We should have some news for you by then. Can we

re-op.

CAPC(X4 Okay, we copy you've got it to op.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 6

hours, 41 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal

through ground tracking station, anticipating reacquisition

through the TDRS in about 13 and 1/2 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Columbiar Houston, with you through Yarragadee for

7 and 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Anna,

CAPCOM Yes Brewster , and for your info, durino that last
TDRS pass, I just want to let you know that you lost your S-band
power amp Q. PA 1 is working okay, and there's no i;.ipact other
than loss of redundancy and your switolies are configured
properly.

SPACECRAFT I missed the last sentence.

CAPCOM And just in case you were wondering, your switches
are configured properly.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine. Well I hope the MTBF on power amps has

got 5 days.

CAPCOM We copy Brewster. And Columbia, Houston, that's

only loss of redundancy on the TDRS S-band downlink, so that's no

problem with (garble) sites.

SPACECRAFT Okay understand.

CAPCOM Your Ku-band's working fine for downlink.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Say Anna, I have a question for the crew
equipment folks.

CAPCOM Standby Brewster, let me make sure they're
listening. Okay, go ahead Brewster.

SPACECRAFT I Remember on STS-5 they had some very large clear

plastic bags onboard, about the same size as you would use for

lawn trash bag, and I want to know if we have any, and if so,

where to find them?

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOI They're working on that Brewster, and we'll get

back to you as soon as we can.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no hurry.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we're going LOS, we'll see you

again through Guam at 6 plus 34 after we send uy some teleprinter
messages.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine.
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations 5 days, 6

hours, 34 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for

reacquisition ....

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we're getting ready to
go LOS, and we'll see you over Guam at about 6 plus 34,

SPACECRAFT Okay, talk to you later.

CAPCOM And Spacelab in the blind, check and make sure the

outer hatch is closed*

SPACECRAFT I'm closing it now Bill, thank you.

PAD This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 5 days 6

hours 14 minutes, mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite, the
next acquisition will be in Orbiter MOCR only, acquisition, no
payload communications between payload control center and
Spacelab, because the next pass is a UHF only pass. During the

last acquisition of signal we received a considerable amount of
live downlink television as well as some pre-recorded
television. We received television of experiment 22, the very
wide field camera being extended from the scientific airlock, and
then later we received television of it being retracted into the
airlock following it's operation. Additionally, Graham (garble)

one of the ivestigative team members for the experiment 22 was
enabled and spoke with the crew about operation of that
experiment* In the Byron Lichtenberg operated experiment 327
actually, a modification to that experiment, one of the material
science experiments using the fluid physics module. And the
modifications to that experiment were provided by Dr. Haynes of

the University of Bristol, of the United Kingdom, who is

Principle Investigator for the kinetics of spreading and wetting
of liquids. We received some downlink television from inside the
habitable module of the 327 preparations in operation. And
additionally, we received some pre-recorded views of the Earth
from a payload camera. At 5 days 6 hours 16 minutes, mission
elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is mission control Houston, we're configured
now to acquire now the air to ground with the Orbiter on mission
audio during this next pass which is through Yarragadee, which is

a UHF only. We'll acquire there in about 3 1/2 minutes, and it's

a fairly long UHF pass of 7 1/2 minutes duration. During the

previous pass, things were still quiet on the flight deck, but

CAPCOM Anna Fisher did advise Columbia Pilot Brewster Shaw, that

the mission had been extended by one day. Shaw said that's good
news, when told that mission control team would be assembling a

timeline to budget their activities for the following day.

Brewster encouraged them to use some time to use up the film that

is remaining onboard, to give him the opportunity, and also he

said the PS, MSs should have the opportunity to do some
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photography out the windows. And CAPCOM acknowledged that

suggestion, and assured them that the control team would take

that into consideration when working up the flight plan for the

evt-ra dav We'll have AOS through Yarcagadee in about 2 J.//

mJnu?esf 'At mission elapsed timS 5 days 6 hours 18 minutes, thxs

is mission control Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, with you through Yarragadee for

7 1/2 minutes,

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Anna.

CAPCOM Yes, Brewster, and

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 22 Space^ab/ oD^iously he*s ^r^t going to get all
these exposures in before suns.it* Do you ja-rt expi^'Ct it to cyt
them off at sunset or keep them runnin^^ r ight through suns^^t
phase^.''.

CAPCCW We eh compiate on schedt^ie according to what
tte' re seeing, the exposure nil be complete before sunrise. So
ne don* t need arifmore*

SPACECRAFT Me Vve only ^ * • .

CAPCC»4 ; ^ Pit ase repeat*

SPACECRAFf In my display, it only shows 1/2 a sinute antii
sunrise^ But we'll see if it contlnues.^^: / ,

CAPCOM m^vm got 1/2 a minute and bout 16 seconds of
exposure/ so we're just aboyt marginalV but we're oliaf . The
ecast 2 2A would have piciced ap th by now;

CkPCm Spacelab to Byron/ 327 PI.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahodd, 327*

CAPCOM Okay, just one more conment, Byron r if we ha ^e a
chance, if it's still during AOS, then we certainly, as always,
appreciate mumble mc^e and any commentaiir that you can provide.
Meantime we'll be working the data we hope* Thank you*

PAO Now receiving live downlink.

PAO We're getting live video downlink of the module
interior, we can see you guys at work, finally,

SPACECRAFT 22, we just got sunrise and all the filters have
come out and we did not complete the 6th exposure.

CAPCC»i We copy, Owen, thank you very much.

CAPCOM Thank you Spacelab, ESA 22.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg working at the fluid physics
module and Owen Garriott at the coimnand and data display system
operating experiment 22*

SPACECRAFT I'll be retracting the camera here in just a moment
if you wanted to look at that instead, Graham.

CAPCOM Okay f we copy, you' re about to retract the camera
into t.ne : cell. V ., ., . :
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C# 'COM Okay, Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops. We have some

co..cern about thij; seat back activity, and wonder if you could

right away check chat the seat pack dep t.s op, and if not make i
»

op. And then at th« R5J s,>anei, switch lU dep to on.
, \

SPACECRAFT Joe» I'm doing it right now.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

. PAC-^ RAF'f 10 dep is on.

CAPCC»' Hey, thanks a lot Owen, real good.

SPACECRAr'T (garble), it wasn't op 'ed, however , now it's

op'ed. And lU dep is . . yes, Byron turned it on.

CAPCOM Qkay, thanks ci lot, we copy. You're go to retract

22 under the SAL.

PAO Standing h-/ for retraction of experiment 22, the

wide field camera, which has been photofraphif.g ultraviolet
emissions from various astronomical sources during this night

pass of the Ocbiter. Must be retracted into the SAL and the

C( ger closed to protect the camera during the daylight portion of

the orbit.

CAPCOM Anci Owen, we saw you just bring the experiment
inside the SAL.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we watched that

retraction using a payload bay camera, that's really smooth. You

guys have your act together,

CAPCOM And we have you on TV inside the module again.

?A0 Owen Garriott finishing his ac /ities with

retraction of the wide field camera and closing the outer

hatch. Byron Lichtenbetg just cowpleted scwi^ rtowage as he

continues to work now at the material science double rack.

CAPC04 Okay, Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we need you

to turn of C the lU dep switch on the Romeo 5 Joilet panel for

seat back, if you could do that now.

CAPCOM Real good, thank you very much. We still got you

on real-time downlink. ;
:

.

PAD And here in the payload operations control canter,

the experiment 22 investigator team consulting following another

operation of their experiment.
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CAPCCM1 And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we're getting ready to
go LOS, and we'll see you over Guam at about 6 plus 34,

SPACECRAFT Okay, talk to you later.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, in the blind, check and make sure the
outer hatch is closed.

SPACECRAFT I'm closing it now. Bill, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT • . • from early on , which is why we thru so much
air in there.

CAPCOM Spacelab, 327 PI* Byron, 327 PI.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, 327.

CAPCCX4 Mike, standby, we've got some 22 traffic.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Space lab, ESA 22. Can you read me?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, 22. Your faint, but go ahead.

CAPCOM Ok, is that Owen or Byron, we think we might have a
problem with the last exposure.

SPACECRAFT Its Owen. Whats your problem?

CAPCOM We think we might have a problem with the last
exposure from the timeline, in which case your going to get an
error message. What we'd like you to do.

SPACECRAFT Ok, what can I do?

CAPCOM You should get an error message 22A timeline
problem epsilon 9. When that happens, we would like to use the
same procedure as we did in the first performance. Shall I

repeat that?

SPACECRAFT Please do.

CAPCOM Ok, we should find ECAS in step mode phase 99, what
we*d like to do is put it in, leave it in step mode, phase 1^
item 51, item 42, item 5 what ever time is remaining to sunset at
your judgement, and th-^n item 6.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I understand then, I don't do that manual
exposure for the last one. You want to be in step, is that
correct.';,;

;

CAPC(»1 Repeat please.

SPACECRAFT In order to run the manual exposure with 4, 5, and
6# you want it in item 52 in step or out of.

CAPCOM In step,

SPACECRAFT Say that again.
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CAPCOM But we do need to have the high voltage on^ It is

necessary to go thru phase 1.

SPACECRAFT Ok^ I understand.

CAPCOM Owen, it may not be a problem, but we think we're
pushing the envelope on the times.

PAO Graham (garble) member of the research team for
experiment 22, providing some guidance to Owen Garriott.

CAPCOM And Space lab, Mike Haynes is back on the line.
Mike Haynes, Byron, regarding the problem of withdrawl^ the
reason we asked you not to withdraw is that some of the PI*s to
follow are excessively worried about the possiblity of having air
bubbles in the oil. However, we understand the problem with the
kimwipes, and so we must therefore ask you to withdraw it, but to
do it as slowly as possible and particularly at the last stages
of withdrawal, to try and do it manualy rather than using the FPM
motors, do you understand?

SPACECRAFT It will be the heaviest (garble) liquids, so we'll
keep an eye on.

CAPCOM Ok, that's fine, and we have a lovely picture of
you in the cabin at the moment.

PAO Continueing to receive prerecorded downlink.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for anyone.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Ok, we need for whoever can manage it to verify
that the SEPAC dep is Oscar Papa condition, if it isn't we'd like
you to make it OP, and then at the Romeo 5 Juliet panel to switch
lU dep to on. You might watch for error message, you might get
some, but disregard them.

SPACECRAFT Can you wait about 4 minutes for the item, until we
get this 22 potential problem taken care of and then come back to

CAPCCM Sure, that will be fine.

SPACECRAFT Ok, after 22 is taken care of we'll do that.

CAPCCW Real good, thank you Owen* And is it ok if we
switch on your camera 1 and have a look and you and get some live
video from the module there?

SPACECRAFT Ok wi th us

.
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CAPCOM Great, we'll bring down some real tiwe. Spacelab

for Byron, Mike Haynea again.

SPACECRAFT 22, Spacelab, obviously, we're not going to get all

these exposures in before sunset, do you just expect to turn them

off at sunset or to . . .

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Line bravo, 432.0, 27.1, .121, .100.

CAPCOM That completes drop bravo, drop Charlie, as 5

lines, Charlie 15.0, 5.0, .999, .999.

CAPCOM Line Charlie 2, 22.5, 20.7, .111, .100.

SPACECRAFT Confirm front plate position 22.5.

CAPC<»1 Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCOM Line Charlie 3, 17.5, 15.7, .300, .300.

CAPCOM Line Charlie 4, 28.0, 24.2, .124, .100.

CAPCOM Final line coming up, Charlie 5, 30.0, 25.7, .133,

.100.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCCH4 Okay, Byron, just a few procedural notes as well.

The first one, camera B, brief mode, into the 1 second, frames

999, other camera settings, unchanged.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCOM And as in the old procedure, you should be prepared

to go over the semi mode at 1616 frames per second whenever a

rapid process is observed, like zone braking, for example, or

initial spreading.

SPACECRAFT Understand semi, when we have a rapid process
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Correct. Second point, I'd ask you, if you would,

to maintain 5 rpm iso rotation throughout in order that we may

check the actual semi try of the dropable stages.

SPACECRAFT Copy, 5 rpm iso rotation throughout.

CAPCC»i Correct. And the final point, we would ask you

never to withdraw liquid back into the reservoir after its been

used. We think that with this high vescosity fluid, there may

the possibility of capitation with the withdrawal rate on the

PPM. So instead, we'd ask you to mop it up with kimwipes and you

can expect the total volume you're going to have to deal with

will be just a little in excess of 100 cubic centimeters. So

that will give you an estimate of the amount of kimwipe you'll

need.
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SPACECRAFT I understand that you want us to withdraw as much
liquid as we can into the reservoir without capitation to save as
much as possible r over*

CAPCOM Negative. We ask you never to withdraw liquid into
the reservoir, always whenever liquid is being ejected into the
aone, don't take it back into the reservoir, but mop it up
instead with kimwipes. I realize we* re going to lose some fluid,
but I think the fluid budget will stand it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mike, the problem is we're running out of
kimwipes.

SPACECRAFT I think that with a large zone, we can effectively
pull in quite a bit. It's just that when it gets down to be a
very, very small bubble on the order of 4 to 5 millimeters in
height that we have the problem with the capitation.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, understood. In that case, you should
withdraw always at the slowest available rate.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, we should be LOS while you're doing most of
this, so I hope we shall have an opportunity for a short debrief
later on in the flight, and I wish you good luck with it, I hope
you enjoyed playing with it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we* 11 give it a try, and confirm that you
want to use dry plates number 3 and 4 and 5, or number 3, 4 aad
6. :'v:v.

CKPCOH That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's very good, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Thank's a lot Byron, look forward to seeing you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll talk to you later.

PAO Voice of Dr. Mike Haynes, 327 principle
Investigator providing some updated information to Byron
Lichtenberg for a rerun of his fluid physics module experiment.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mike.

CAPCCM Yes, there are, of course, 3 boxes of dry wipes in
the work bench rack. When you said you were running low, did you
mean that you just about used all those boxes up, or what?
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SPACECRAFT Affirm, we only have about a 1/2 box left.

CAPCCW Okay, we copy, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT There's some in the Orbiter, but we still got about
a 1/2 a mission to go.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy, right, okay.

SPACECRAFT I think, in general, we can withdraw most of the
liquid back in there, being careful, just when you get down to
the end. And I didn't realiate that this was a problem early on,
which is why we withdrew so much air in there.

CAPCOM Spacelab, 327 PI.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's in work Brewster,

SPACECRAFT Okay, and 1*11 just hold off on the high temp unti
we find out for sure*

CAPCCM That^s affirm Brewster/ we're checking now.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops^ Spacelab tare, the PS2 for the 327
PI,

CAPCOM Okay Byron, Mike Haynes do you have your note pad
ready?

SPACECRAFT You got it Mike.

CAPCOM Okay^ we try to type this information up to you,

but the machinary didn't work. So I'm going to ask you to
reproduce in your notebook the table I have here in Houston in

front of me. There are five columns in the table, and the
headings on the columns are line reference, —
SPACECRAFT Mike, I'm sorry, I didn't copy that, could you
please repeat?

CAPCOM I'll repeat, the first column is headed line
reference, this is simply a reference number so that we know
which line we're talking about later on.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCCM Next column, front plate position.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, on air to ground one.

SPACECRAFT Hello.

CAPCOM Yes Brewster, your go to go ahead and put the RAD
Op temp to high, that had previously been coordinated with the
payload folks.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine, and thank you much. And, are we doing
the downlink?

CAPCOM That's affirm Brewster, it's really beautiful.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great.
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CAPCOM And I'm giving air to ground one back to Marshall

CAPCOM Okay Byron, column 3, reservoir position*

SPACECRAFT Yes, I got it Mike, go ahead and keep reading,
(garble) 22 second exposure looks like it*s (garble).

CAPCOM Column 4 is front plate speed, and column 5 is

reservoir speed.

CAPC(M Okay Byron, I'm going to give you some numbers to
fill in those 5 columns. The first line is alpha 1, FP position
5.0, reservoir position 5.0 PP speed .999, reservoir speed .999.

SPACECRAFT Repeat the line number please.

CAPCOM Line number alpha 1.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

CAPCOM Alpha 2 , 17.5, 16.3 . Ill

,

.100.

SPACECRAFT Is that a front plate posi tion of 17.9?

CAPCOM Negative, front plate posi tion, 17.5.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCOM Alpha 3 , 12.5, 11.3, .300, .300.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I •m ready for the next one.

CAPCOM Okay, Alpha 4, 36.0, 29.9, .126, .100.

SPACECRAFT Please repeat the resevoir position please.

CAPCOM Repeat reservoi r position. 29.9.

SPACECRAFT Copy 29 .9.

CAPCOM Correct Let me (garble) a word of explanation at

this point. This is the formation of a drop with the plates
initially 5mm apart, in line alpha 2, you form the drop, in line
alpha 3, you advance the contact, and in line alpha 4, which is a

new procedure, you* re forming a larger zone, in which we were
unable to form from the original captive drop because of the
anti-spread problem.
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SPACECRAFT Oka;' keep going.

Okay Byron, next line, bravo 15.0, 5.0, .999, .999.

Line bravo 2, 12.5, 11.9, .109, .100.

Line bravo 3, 7.5, 6.9, .300, .300.

Line Bravo 4, 32.0, 27.1, .121, .100.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

•
:
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PAO •••Standing out of the scientific airlock^ the very
wide-field camera* Being extended for its second operation of
the mission. This camera ••••

CAPCOM •••that^s a beautiful picture of that SAL from out,
from the rear*

SPACECRAFT It's real good to us too. Bill, and the movement on
the SAL equir*aent all seems real nice and smooth* It is a little
bit hard to rotate the latch handle and the opening outer hatch
handle, but aside from the fact that they require quite a bit of
torque it's nice and smooth and seems to operate very smoothly.

CAPCOM We copy that Owen, and it's just beautiful.

CAPCOM That's nice to hear Owen, thanks for the report on
that. And Owen you got a great big thank you from the TV Ops
people.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And Mike, were you guys able to get any
shots of the inside of the module.

CAPCOM Negative Byron. We've been having a little bit of
trouble doing any commanding from the ground. And Byron we do
have the 327 Mike Haynes PI enabled and you're GO for start on
his procedure.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Byron, this is Mike Haynes how do you
read me, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, we've done little rethinking on
experiment 327 and we hope to avoid some of the difficulties
we've experienced with the antispread barrier* I've quite a
lengthly table to read over to you, so it'll be helpful if you
could find a note pad.

SPACECRAFT Okay, give me about 2 minutes and I'll be ready to
copy.

CAPCOM Okay*

SPACECRAFT In the meantime I'll give a comment to 102 PI
relative to that last 102 (garble) . The floating rotating dome,
today I was able to imagine myself rotating a little bit more
readily than I was yesterday. It seemed like I could imagine a
little bit easier self-rotation. With the bungies attached it
was just about the same. Essentially 40 percent saturation in
each case however, but of course no physical self-rotation, you
felt like you were really established on the ground. Without the
bike board I would say it's the same kind of disorienting effect
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that you see on the ground. It's through all the gyro stumble,
whatever you find yourself with your head moving around freely.

CAPCOM Copy/ that's very complete Owen. Any further
description that you would like to put into the tape recorder
we*d like. This business of the effect of the bungies is just
fascinating.

SPACECRAFT Hear that Bob^ put anything else on tape, thank
you.

PAO The voice of Larry Young, 102 investigator
debriefing on the rotating dome experiment just completed.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Owen, this is 102. Did you overhear
roy Questions to Byron about the adjustment of the bungy cords
during the hop and drop experiment on the first two days.

SPACECRAFT Only the first part of that Larry, so I can't
really give you an answer on that.

CAPCOM Owen, Doug Watt needs to know whether the bung i as
were adjusted to the harness, was adjusted to the mark for both
the vertical chest strap and the horizontal belt strap on days 0
and 1

SPACECRAFT I don't remember checking v :iether the marks were
right at the strap or what, or how it was adjusted, it felz
normally but I don't remember checking it exactly.

CAPCOM Acknowledge, check it on the last run.

PAO Now receiving prerecorded video of Earth views from
the Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia air to ground 1.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air to ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Anna verify for me please that flashing ladder,
we're not in ....

CAPCCM4 Columbia, Houston, say again your last transmission
we broke off there.

SPACECRAFT Roger Anna, verify for me please that flashing
ladder now will not interfere with this night-time pass
experiment Ops.

CAPCOM That*s in work Brewster.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, af>d I'll j'.!3t hold oil wa the hi^jh-temp unti-

we find out for sue.

CAPCOM That ' s firm Brewster, we're check iny now.

SPACECRAFT Thank you/

END OP TAPE ' /
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CAPCOM" :
Affirmative, : (garble) Owen get the same reaction? ;

SfACECRAPT 1 think so/

CAPCOM Can you comment on the affect of the bungee cords

^

on whether yo yot steady tilt, paradoxically roll^ or full roll
vect ion?

SPACECRAFT In :iiy case it was «till !j11 roll vection, but less
than saturated, and less than the free floating case, over.

CAPCOM Any observations on the onset latency?

SPACECRAFT It's hard to tell, it*s almost the same as on the

ground, within a few seconds.

CAPCOM How about, was there anything provacative about
head movements in the dome?

SPACECRAFT Well, it's a little disorienting and it's similar
to the ground, I guess at least as Owen described it.

CAPCOM Ok, does Owen copy what you say, and does he have
any different sensations that he would like to report?

SPACECRAFT I'll give you his comments a little later if you
c on't mind, Larry. I'd like to get 22 set up and then come back
wi/- you, if it's alright.

CAPCOM That's fine Owen. We'll get back to you later.
Can u, Byron describe a little bit further what the effect of
the igees is in limiting the sensation of tilt, we're really
very exc. : v:^ about that result.

SPACECRAFT There is no problem with tilt, I guess that is the
complete rc I tilt, it just feels like you and the spacecraft are
t< lling togei er. It is not paradoxical convection at all, it's
a trie "ectio; . All it does I think in my case, is cuts down a

Ittx Jit on he sense of direction and it might cause a few
liore i^arb i^) . •

,

•

•

CAPCOM Copy, that Byron, I have some questions following
up on chat we 11 scussed last pass on the adjustment of the

harness during op and drop. Once again, could you let us know
whether for you a 1 Owen, the harness had been adjusted to the

marks on your f i day and on your second day^ both the vertical
chest mark and the lorizonal belt mark. Go.

SPACEClAFT /: I don ' t ::.h i nk they were , ; mine were loose , I was :

unable rca :y to ::tand ii^ with them as tight as we had marked
tli#» on the ground/ And there seemed to be some disention in the
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stomach area, so I really, a lot of gas and whatever, so I wasn't
able to get the belt as tight as what we had on the ground. I'm
not sure about Owen.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, be advised that we are now getting
real time video downlink from the pallet, and we hope to be able
to see the SAL coming out, so when Owen gets 22 underway.
Spacelab, Byron be advised that I>oug Watt would like you to
adjust the h;=?^ness on the marks on the next hop and drop if at
all possible. It is essential in order for him to calibrate the
acceleration associated with the bungee cords.

SPACECRAFT We'll do the best we can, but that's what we have
the AOU on therefore is the accelerometer , right?

CAPCOM We feel that we need, if at all possible that the
harness adjustment should be made. Do you have any other
comments concerning the quality of the vection on this run?
We'll be looking at the data in a few minutes.

SPACECRAFT No, it's all the same. I'm getting (garble) I'm
putting my head back in.

CAPCOM Okay, and while you're doing that, be advised that
this run is taking you over Montreal, and McGill University and
MIT and if you wave and look out, you might check and see if the
new snow on your driveway in Wesley created a problem, Byron, we
would like you to make some notes at some point about the stomach
tenderness that you mentioned to us. And Spacelab, we can see
Owen extending the SAL. Actually, what we are seeing is the
outer hatch come cranking open, not the SAL table extended yet.

SPACECRAFT We might hve guessed that because my hands on the
handle.

CAPCOM And Byron (garble) to give us another RAU 21 op OP.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I'll be right there.

PAO Now receiving downlink television, of the exterior
of the Spacelab module, meanwhile inside Owen Garriot —
CAPCOM Spacelab, we can see experiment 22 come cranking
out of Spacelab. A really good real-time shot.

SPACECRAFT Did you get any TV of the module?
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w?de field oa.e?a!"'Be!nnxte„^'j ^'T'''^ ^^'1°="' ^ '"V
the mission. This clllrl

11"^"^^^ 1'= second operation of

CAPCOM Ok, and Owen that is a beautiful picture.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay/ great. We'll configure that, thanks a lot,

we'd like to see Byron's eye.

PAO Anticipating some downlink video from the Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT (garble) we're in the last optional runs in a

matter of (garble), I can get back in for a little bit.

SPACECRAFT Camera 2 is in the dome, camera 1, you've got on.

Camera 1, you've got sc«ne sort of wide angle shot, but it's not

positioned super, but you might be able to get something over it.

SPACECRAFT We've got the 102 PI in line, we can make some on-

line observations.

CAPCOM Yes, Byron, this is 102, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT The normals, the runs were: when is normal. In my

case, the same feelings of left convelivection in the airplane

about the same as on the ground. This run, I've fot my neao out

of the bite board, and when I make head roll movements out of the

bite board, I get a much stronger sense of complete location of

me in the Spacelab even with the bungies on.

CAPCOM Copy that. Go on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's about, I'd say, 80 percent saturated and

that's even with the bungies on. But it needs a little bit of

head motion to really pick it up.

CAPCOM I understand, you believe the head movements are

beginning to start devection, are you, Byron?

SPACECRAFT Yes, the fact that your head is a little loose,

increases the sensation of vection just the way it does on the

ground.

CAPCOM Very good. Did you try pitching and yawing head

movements as well.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, the only one that really seems

to matter is roll.

CAPCOM Affirmative, roll. Did Owen have the same

reaction?

SPACECRAFT Affirm, I think so.

CAPCOM Can you comment on the effect of the bungie cords

on whether you got steady tilt, paradoxial roll or full roll

vection?
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SPACECRAFT In my case, 't was still full rull vection

leas than saturated and less than the free floating case

CAPCOM Any observations of the onset .. .

EMD OF TAPE
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PAO —satellite telecommunications

CAPCOM Columbia t Houston, we* 11 get back to John on that
question, it was just quiet down here and we wanted to look at
some pretty video*

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1*11 see if I can find it.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we're about 30 seconds LOS,
we'll see you again through Bermuda at 5 plus 34,

SPACECRAFT Okay Anna, see you there.

CAPCOM See you there Brewster.

PAO This is mission control Houston, we've lost
communications capability through the UHF station at Yarragadee,
our next air to ground will be through the TDRS system with the
Spacelab crew. We'll configure mission audio to faciliate
broadcast of those transmissions, and that will occur within
acquisition of signal in 28 minutes. Our next orbiter air to
ground opporuntity will be through Bermuda in about 40 minutes,
(garble) long LOS period for us, meanwhile the opportunity
presents itself, I repeat the earlier statement advising that the
White House has released to the press President Ronald Reagan's
schedule for Monday, December 5th, which shows the President
participating in a satellite tele-conference with West German
Chancellor Helumt Cole, and with the Spacelab crew. Beginning at
8:4%"* am CST. Mission elapsed time is now 5 days 4 hours 55
minutes, this is mission con'^rol Houston.

PAO This is mission control Houston, the following
release has just issued by the NASA newscenter in Houston. NASA
and ESA managers have decided to extend the STS-9 mi<3^sion by one
day, unsatisfactory weather conditions for landing at Edwards
California. The decison was made when it became clear the
reserves of critical orbiter supplies, including fuel solar
reactants, and propellants will easily support an extension, and
after review of Spacelab science objectives, show that extending
the mission from 9 days 10 could add substantionally to the
mission science return. The extension of the mission offers a

unique opportunity to all of the science disciplines involved in
Spacelab. Weather will be a key factor in finally committing to
a one day extension because of a strong desire to assure planned
and backup landing opportunties at Edwards, where facilities are
in place to handle post landing life science objectives. Mission
managers will continue to review the status of crew orbiter,
Spacelab, and weather on a daily basis, in determining whether to
continue the mission up to and beyond it's planned

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... at Edwards where facilities are in place to

handle post landing life science objectives. Mission managers
will continue to review the status of crew, Orbiter, Spacelab,
and weather on a r'aily basis, and determining whether to continue
the mission up to and beyond its planned 9 days duration* If the

mission is extended to 10 days, landing will occur at 1:10 a*m,

central tine on Thursday, December 8. Copies of the release will
be available at NASA news centers. And the earlier release that

we mentioned, repeat that as well, the White House has releas^^^-l

to the press that Ronald Reagan is scheduled for Monday, Decemoer
5^ shows the President participating in a satellite
teleconference with West German Chancelor, Helmet Cole, and with
the Spacelab crew, beginning at 8:40 a.m. central standard
time. AOS through TDRSS with Spacelab in 6-1/2 minutes, mission
elapsed time, presently 5 days, 5 hours, 16 hours, this is

mission control, Houston.

PAO This is mission control, Houston. To repeat the

last part of that, just to make sure I said it correctly. If the
mission is extended to 10 days, landing would occur at 10:01 a.m.
central time, on Thursday December 8.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 5 days, 5

hours, 21 minutes, mission elapsed time. Standing by now for
reacquisition of signal through the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System, both S-band voice communications and high rate
data through K-band, at approximately 1 minute. During this
acquisition of singal, the crew is scheduled to be continuing
with experiment 102, the rotating dome operations. And following
that, the crew is scheduled to begin another series of operations
with experiment 22, the wide field camera. We are anticipating
tha we may receive some downlink television also during this
acquisition of signal. Standing by now for reacquisition just
under 1/2 minute.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, through TDRSS, we've
got you for about another 41 minute, and hopefully we* re going to

have some live TV of you inside the module.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we just finished the dome runs, and Byron is

just doing the last part of his with Alpha (garble) board, and
I'm calling up 22 at this time^

CAPCCM Okay, Owen, we copy and before you start to 327

operation at 5 plus 40. We'd like to have Mike Haynes come on

the line and talk to you before that start up begins.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we want to know if you'll let us

downlink some real-time video from the TV 17* Would that be all
right?

SPACECRAFT All right with us*
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PAO . . scheduled to end with some live science data
television of the rotating dome experiment. At 5 days, 4 hours,
44 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations. This is Misson Control Houston, things remain fairly
quiet onboard the flight deck in Columbia, our CAPCOM Anna Fisher
and Brewster Shaw, principaly just acknowledging AOS and LOS over
the UHF stations at Ascension and Dakar during that most recent
pass. As a note to the news media, the White House has released
to the press President Ronald Reagan *s schedule for Monday,
November 5, which shows the President participating in a

satellite teleconference with West German Chancellor Helmut Kuehl
and with the Spacelab crew beginning at 8:40 am Central Standard
Time. This has been a fairly busy period onboard Columbia for
Brewster Shaw, there have been in the last 2 orbits, 6 maneuvers
in support of laboratory experiments, and those of course involve
extensive keystrokes and commands to the digital autopilot
onboard the ship* We* re reconfiguring the air-to-ground mission
audio to encompass the Yarragadee pass coming up in 4 minutes

•

Yarragadee is UHF only so it will be exclusively an opportunity
for air-to-ground between the Columbia flight deck and Mission
Control Center r so we will make that available on this next
pass. And to repeat that earlier advisory. The White House has
released to the press President Ronald Reagan's schedule for
Monday December 5, which shows the President participating in a
satellite teleconference with West German Chancellor Helmut Kuehl
and with the Spacelab crew, beginning at 8:40 am Central Standard
Time. AOS thru Yarragadee expected in 3-1/2 minutes, at Mission
Elapsed Time 5 days, 4 hours, 46 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, coming to you and the folks in
back thru the Outback for 4-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT How about that.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, you may be hearing some
noise on this pass, because there are a lot of thunderstorms in
the area.

SPACECRAFT Ok, well it sounds fine so far, Anna.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, are you aware of the VTR that
John took yesterday over the African, one of his passes over
Africa?

SPACECRAFT Sure am, I watched him do it.

CAPCOM Yes, Brewster, we're interested in playing that
back sometime over the next TDRS pass, after you get into the
nighttime portion of the TDRS pass.

SPACECRAFT Gee, I ought to ask John. He's sleeping.
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CAPCOM Ok, we'll get back to you then.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...three instructions and no acknowledgement is

required. On the next run we find the preliminary results of the

inflight dome runs with bungy cords very exciting - please take

pains to continue to report the quality of vection, in particular

with the bunjy cords attached. I would like each of you to

describe whether you're experiencing complete constant coll rate

even if it's not saturated, or limited visually-induced tilt. Do

you copy?

CAPCOM Spacelab Byron in the blind. Next, after

completing the first dome run, if you feel up to it, you might
start dome run 2 again at the end and observe the rotating

pattern without using the bike board. Please report the

sensation while making gentle head movements successively in

pitch, yaw, and roll, and compare it to the sensations observed
In the i?CTC which you and Owen discussed with me two weeks ago at

Dryden.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

CAPCOM Finally, if time permits, you may run the option

runs during LOS. I am assuming that you're doing this run in the

same order as the last one - single screen view of the eye, left

eye, and you will be using the contact lens. That is the end of

my messages, do you have any comments?

SPACECRAFT Okay, no comment (garble), we've got it a) 1 and

we'll take a look at it.

CAPCOM See you at 5 plus 23 guys.

PAG This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 4

hours, 41 minutes mission elapsed time. Loss of signal through

the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite, anticipating reacquisition
through that satellite in approximately 42 minutes, just under 42

minutes. Meanwhile, the next pass is an Orbiter mission control

only pass. During the last TORS acquisition of signal we had

anticipated some downlink television which we did not receive.

That was a bit iffy because of the short nature of the

opportunity for that downlink television. Additionally, during

that pass the crew onboard operated experiment 22, the very wide-

field camera* G^raham (garble), the European Space Agency
engineer who has been v?orking with that experiment some time,

spoke directly with the crew and worked with them as they

conducted this, the first operation of that experiment during the

mission. That camera was just installed earlier today into the

scientific airlock. Additionally, during that period of time

Mike Lampton, alternate payload specialist here in the front room

of the payload control center, provided some troubleshooting
procedures to Byron Lichtenberg on the material science double-

rack power supply. They had experienced a short earlier, and

made it necessary to shut down the (garble) heating facility in
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the isothermal heating facility. Both of which were dependent

upon that power supply Cor their operations. That

troubleshooting procedure designed to attempt to find a

workaround to bring at least one of those two facilities back

online prior to the end of the mission. And finally, just prior

to losing communications with Spacelab, Dr. Larry Young in the

science monitoring area, vhich is here at the Johnson Space

Center, however not co-located with the payload operations

control cent-r, spoke wich Byron Lichtenberg about an upcoming

operation of one of his experiments. That experiment being the

rotating dome. During the next TDRS acquisition of signal we re

anticipating some live and also some pre-recorded television.

That television scheduled to start about 5 days, 5 hours, 23

minutes and scheduled to include some Orbiter television, as well

as some additional television of the scientific airlock

operations; and that television downlink scheduled to end with

some live science data television of the rotating dome

experiment. At 5 days, 4 hours, 44 minutes mission elapsed time

this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

BND OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

Oicay, we got it.

Copy.

It didn't work, Graham.

Okay.

Graham, that is here in the payload control center
working with Byron Lichtenberg on tht operations of the very wide
field camera.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

It looks good Byron.

Roger.

On Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

Marshall Operations, Spacelab.

Go ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Hey Bill, I guess it's really for Michael Emmet

,

the (gerble) people.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
off of here.

Go ahead Byron,

(garble)

Yes, what kind of tool do I use to get these bolts

CAPCOI Byron, those six panel screws are going to need the

very same tool that Ulf used when he removed a little
simicircular plate around a wire, the thermocouple cable or he
IHP front panel. And I don't know which tool that is, and i.f 's

asleep, but you'll have to study that panel and then discover
what it is for these six screws.

SPACECRAFT He didn't use a tool to get those off, all he did
was pull off the four regular screws and then just pull the wire
out through the panel.

CAPCOM I see. If you'll take a look at that panel, you
can probably tell what sort of fasteners holds it down.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Looks like a (garble) type on.

We got the UH (garble) stop, Michael, 505 again.

CAPCOM Yes, okay, you'll just have to let it sit there,
we're going to try and keep you in contact with experiment 22,
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and then turn you guys and the air-to-ground over to experiment
1C2, who also has a number of things he'd like to talk to you
about before you get this dome run rolling.

CAPCOM We also have one other remark for you* As soon as
you •re done with the dome run and have things stowed, you're go
for 327 bravo operations. And you shouldn't let 327 bravo run
past 7 hours because we have some additional work we'll be in
touch with you about , concerning the seat pack experiment. That
is 327 is brought earlier in the schedule than as shown on your
P-CAP.

SPACECRAFT Standby.

CAPCOM Spacelab, ESA 22.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Graham.

CAPCOM Byron, when the exposure comes to an end, can I

suggest that we continue nominal operations by removing the ecast
and then bringing the camera back into the cell, and closing the
outer hatch.

SPACECRAFT You just want to do the remove and ecast, right?

CAPCOM When the exposure is finished, yes. That will put
the instrument into a safe state. Okay?

SPACECRAFT I guess, Marshall Ops, you guys saw that dep 05
leverage?

CAPCOM Roger, we see it, and we also see the Ralph
skipped.

SPACECRAFT Graham, the pressure looks like it's holding nicely
in the film chamber, experiment 22.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that,

SPACECRAFT Marshall, you got another MSDR fault bit, but
there's nothing set up on the panel at all. Exposure is finished
for 22.

,, , .,. .

^

PAO Data here on the ground indicating that the very
wide field camera has been retracted now into the scientific
airlock following its first series of operations on orbit, after
being installed in the airlock earlier today. That camera
looking at faint ultraviolet dimensions in the Celestial
aphere« About 2-1/2 minutes remaining in this acquisition of
signal through TORS, and we anticipate, if time permits, once
that camera is totally retracted, Larry Young, from MIT, will be
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discussing an upcomiag run of his experiment with Bryon
Lichtenberg.

Ken, we just closed (garble) ready to step in.

Spacelab for Byron, this is 102.

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Byron, your co-investigators down here are sharing
your observations with excellent data flowing to us in the life
sciences science monitoring area at Houston, please thank Owen
and the others fcr me.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do.

We copy.

CAPCOM Byron, we have only a minute, I am going to read
you three instructions and acknowledgement is required. On the
next run, we find the preliminary results of the inflight dome
runs with the bungie cords very exciting. Please take pains to
continue to report the quality of vextion, in particular, with
the bungie cords attached. I would like each of you . . .

END OF TAPE
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CAI DM . , .I'll cead them to you again, with sucessively

sroa. Ler numbers, this time you keyed in a close 70, and next time

we're going to do it with a close 60 and a 50. What we're doing

is changing the threshold of the UHV wave detector - the device

that senses the coefficient of restatution of the sample m the

UHP chamber, and we appreciate your calling that.

SPACECRAFT We got you.

CAPCOM We have a second item from the 300-Ops team. As

you know, we've had some trouble with the electrical power that

supplies energy to the MHP and the IHF, and if you have some

time, I'd like to read you a procedure involving a panel removal

and some connectors disconnecting, but I don't want to interfere

with your 22 experiment Ops. So, whenever you're ready to copy,

give me a shout and I'll read that up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if you wait about a couple of minutes for

that and we're 2 to 3 minutes away from the end of the very wide

field camera, how long do you think it is?

CAPCOM It's about 2 or 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Well, why don't you go ahead and start, and I may

interrupt you here, but I guess go ahead and start.

CAPCOM Okay, terrific Byron. I believe Graham's also

getting good data, so he's also keeping his eye on the

displays. What we're going to do is first step, is to switch the

MHF/IHP heater switch to off, Oscar, foxtrot foxtrot. Second

step we'll want you to do is to remove the front panel which is

below the MSDR power supply, that is to say it's right above the

EPSP, and you'll find it needs six screws pulled in order to do

that. Your third step is to reach down inside where that panel

is and to disconnect two cables, one is called J5 and the other

is called J7.

SPACECRAFT Got that.

CAPCOM Okay, the fourth step is then to go to the panel

and switch the MHF/IHP heater to the on position. The next step

is to open 174362 enter. The next step is close 077760 enter.

And the next step is to data 056176 enter, and tell us what you

see on line 5 of your display.

SPACECRAFT Okay I've got all that. Let roe read out the open

and closes.

CAPCCM Yes please.

SPACECRAFT Open is 174362.
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CAPCOM Correct.

SPACECRAFT Close is 077760.

CAPCOM Correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got it.

CAPCOM Okay, that data number I gave you should displa-

the voltage coming out of the electrical power converter and it

will tell us if we're getting any electrical power or not.

Finally, after you've examined the display line 5, we have two

other instructions. One is to open 174362 enter, and close

000000 enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, those last open's were 174362 and a close six

balls.

CAPCOM Exactly right, thank you very much Byron. This can

be done at any time. AOS would be nice, but it's not essential.

SPACECRAFT Okay roger, and the last of the programmed

exposures now for the very wide-field camera.

CAPCOM Byron, I missed your last transmission, could you

say again?

SPACECRAFT Roger, I just said that we're on our last exposure,

our last programmed exposure of the very wide-field camera.

CAPCOM Real good, understand, thank you.

CAPCOM This is Spacelab ESA 22.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead ESA 22.

CAPCOM Can I speak to Byron?

SPACECRAFT Got him, go ahead Graham.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, can we go ahead with that exposure

sequence that I gave the commands to Owen just now.

SPACECRAFT Early.

CAPCOM Would you like me to repeat the sequence of

instructions?

SPACFCRAFT Negative, just follow along and see if I do it

okay.

CAPCOM Okay, I copy.
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SPACECRAFT I'm showing about 9 and 1/2 minutes left, s

make it 8 and 1/2 minutes which is 110 seconds.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

480 seconds?

I can do at 480.

480.

You got it.

Copy.

Okay, and it didn't work Graham.

Okay.
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SPACECRAFT And Brewster I guess we're out of contact

•

(Garble)

•

SPACECRAFT Yes, I can see it now. Just when it got darker

,

thank you.

CaPCOM Spacelab, ESA 22*

CAPCOM Spacelab this is ESA 22. How do you read iPe?

CAPCOM Spacelab this is ESA 22. How do you read me?

CAPCOM Spacelab, ESA 22. How do you read roe?

SPACECRAFT Roger r ESA 22. Read you loud and clear , over.

CAPCOM Owen we*d like to make an extra exposure in this

run but we're a bit uncertain of the timing. What we'd like you

to do is to run the following sequence of commands. We'd like
you to do when, when the timeline sequence is finished, we'd like

you to do an item 52 to set the ECAS into step mode. Then do an

item 51. The effect of this is to switch the HV on again. Then

to set item 4 to 2. Then to set item 5 to whatever time is

remaining till sunrise less 60 seconds. And then an item 6. How

do you copy me?

SPACECRAFT We copy all that loud and clear.

CAPCOM Thank you Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT And Graham, be advised it looks like we'll
probably have, oh I would say a good 6 or 7 minutes so it ought
to be around 3-400 seconds or so.

CAPCOM That's what we think as well.

SPACECRAFT Be advised. Everything seems to be operating just

perfectly. Are you getting any data on the ground.

CAPCOM Yes, we're seeing it nice and clearly. We've got

about 127 seconds on the current exposure.

SPACECRAFT Roger and things look really good. They do

indeed. Thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Operations for Owen if

he's available.

SPACECRAFT Owen is tied up in his hood right now. Go ahead

Mike.
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CAPCOM Okay Byron. We had another couple steps in the
work. We're doinq, we're having you do on the UHF and if someone
could carry those out that'd be great and we also have a message
concerning a 300 power supply common equipment work around I'd
like to voice up and finally I have some good news about the
experiment 327. There's a go to let you start that early and a
little change in schedule on that 327 ops coming on later on
today,

SPACECRAFT (Garble) We're both kind of busy right now if those
can wait cause obviously Byron's in the middle of that experiment
and I've got my head in the hood back here. Can I delay it or do
you want me to . .

.

CAPCOM You sure can. You can delay it. That*
Check with me later and we'll get this squared away,
rush item.

s fine.
It's not a

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike. You can go ahead. I'm here right by
the middle of DDU so I can keep an eye on 22 and do your steps on
the MSDR if you want.

CAPCOM Oh, that'd be terrific Byron provided you don't
fliche 22 and as long as Graham (garble) is keeping his eye on
ts performance perhaps you could go into our second step here.

You've already done from me one open and one close and I have
another open and another close for you and let me just read you
out those keystrokes. I need now an open 10 2 4 4 4.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
flashing.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

I'm showing 3401000204040 4.

That's a good readback. You can enter that one.

Okay. All balls and a 3.

Real good and now I need a close 0 0 0 0 7 0.

Getting 44 00000000070 0.

Good readback. You can enter that one.

Okay, it changes to 4 balls 7 0,

Terrific. Now I wonder is the UHV ops lamp

Affirmative.

Great. You may now resume UHV enter.

SPACECRAFT Steady ops light.
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CAPCOM Terrific. This sequence of tests that we are

running, in a few minutes I'm going to ask you again to repeat

this open and close, the ones I just read you, but I'll read them

to you again with successfully smaller numbers. This time you

keyed in a close 70. And next time we're going to do it with a

close 60 and a 50. What we're doing is changing the threshold of

the UHV ...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger the PICPAB shows the recorder 2 changed^ and

wejust confirmed that we do not need to change it, that is good

news.

CAPCOM Yes, that is right, you do not need to change it,

it is good news. By the way, we're running a little bit ahead,

that is we're a little bit fat on available tape, if you guys use

only about 1/2 of these tape on this number 2, we might be ab''

^

to fit in some additional data collection a little later on,

perhaps when we get into the material science work.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that sounds good. All we need is 24 minutes
for the dome.

CAPCOM That's right, I figure all you need is about 24

minutes for the dome, and right now your allottment is to use the
whole thing, be silly to waste it, but who knows you might find

another good use Cor some additional data to go on that tape.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacelab, we saw the new uplink attitudes

for these maneuvers they come up this morning, there (garble)
that we don't have the right attitude, over.

CAPCOM Yes, there have been a number of changes in the

attitude timeline. Let's hope that this whole replanning system
works. We're coming up now of course on a 22 attitude.

SPACECRAFT (garble) 27 and the others, at least reached a

conclusion about the earl/ deployment of the table out of the

SAL, over. — five minutes or so.

CAPCOM Yes, the word we on we have is yes you are go for

deployment a few minutes early, but we do want to stick
reasonably close to the nominal timeline. Do I understand that
your going long duration twilights up there, and you should feel

free to make use of that, they just don't want to violate by more

than a few minutes, the nominal cranking in and cranking out
timelines.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I'll hold it to about 5 minutes or so

prior to sunset.

CAPCOM We copy, thank you Owen. And Spacelab, we do have

the 21 PI enabled, Graham (garble). Correction 22.

PAO Here in the payload control center, Graham (garble)

a European Space Agency engineer representing experiment 22,

standing by to talk with the crew as soon as the momentary drop
ouc of communications, as soon as we regain communications
following this momentary drop out.
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CAPCOM And Spacelab we have lock again ^ and Graham

(garble) is on the line.

CAPCOM Spacelab, ESA 22c I understand. Spacelab ESA 22,

Spacelab ESA 22, copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here we go Brewster, we're back on lock the

outer hatch.

CAPCOM Okay Spacelal>, this is Marshall Ops, we just

indication that your outer hatch is fully open.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Real good there Spacelab? this is Marshall Ops,

copy you loud and clear Byron.

SPACECRAFT — do you see where the Horizon is, okay thank you

I understood, and I guess Brewster we're out of contact huh?
Could have voice.

KND OF TAPE
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CAPOOM . . . about 5 minutes on S-band and then you can
have some more time then^ number 28.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operation 5 days, 3 hours
49 minutes. Mission Elapsed Time, Standing by now for about 30

seconds from reacquisition of J^ignal thru the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite* When wc reacquire signal, we're anticipating
that crew will be finishing operations with experiment 28 and the

experiment 28 research team here in the science monitoring area
will be enabled to speak with tho crev. We're also anticipating
that the crew will begin its first operation of operation 22, the

wide field camera. Standing by now for reacquisition as the
Orbiter approaches the apex of its 84th orbit. After the early
part of this pass, we may recieve a few minutes of live downlink
television.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we have you on S-band for
about 49 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Yes, copy.

CAPCOM And the 21 . . .

SPACECRAFT We've just finished 28 now with both our subjects
MSI and PSl, and the experiment is being stored away.

CAPCOM Ok, and we have the 28 Pi's standing by.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is (garble) 28.

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear, 28.

CAPCOM Could you keep the subjects still while floating?

SPACECRAFT The experiment went exactly nominal, very nominal,
on both subjects.

CAPCOM So they were kept still, they were not floating

freely.

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry bat you are not readable, but I repeat
the experiment went nominily.

CAPCOM Ok, over, thank you.

SPACECRAFT For the 28 PI, we can report that we have about I

guess 15 or 20 minutes of cassette tape left on this first tape,

and I don't think this tape has been changes yet, so I think
there is, still plenty of tape left. Yes, we on the blue shift
did not change it.
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CAPCOM Ok, yes. Spacelab, 28, did you perform both the PS

and the MS on this performance?

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, we did both subjects, the entire
protocol over,

CaPCOM Copy thank you.

SPACECRAFT For your log sheets, we did the Payload Special. at

was the first subject and the Mission Specialist was the seconds
subject.

CAPCOM Copy, thank you.

PAO Voice of Dr. F. Strollo of representative for

experiment 28 science monitoring area here in Houston.

SPACECRAFT Was that your timeline Bravo, is that one Charlie
timeline (garble)? Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCOM We're copying Byron.

SPACECRAFT Ok, the timeline OBravo, do you guys have a handle
on that, over?

CAPCOM Roger, and we're looking at that. Yes, we've
alerted MUM to that and he's scratching his beard right now, so I

guess we'll get some action on whatever is need here. If you
guys have a couple of minutes, I can describe our video flow for

the upcoming dome run using tv 17*

SPACECRAFT Ok, standby a minute Mike, we have a quick question

on VTR 2 shows 57 minutes remaining, did you guys dump that or

did you just rewind that for us so we can change it, over?

CAPCOM Ok, and VMP is looking at that.

SPACECRAFT I don't think it has been used, has it.

CAPCOM I see, Byron, the DMC tells me that on VITR 2 there

should be 57 minutes on there and it should be a fresh tape. He

believes it is a fresh tape ready for you guys to use on the

upcoming dome run.

SPACECRAFT Ok, very good, we think the same thing, thank

you. So we don't need the tape removal at 4 o'clock then.

CAPCOM On VITR 1 it should be about half full, and you

will not need to change that out.
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SPACECRAFT Roger f the PCAP showed a recorder 2 change and we
just confirmed that we do not need to change it, and that's good
new-

.

CAPCOM Yes, that's right , you don't need to change it^

that is good news. By the way, we're running a little bit ahead
that is • • •

END OF TAPE
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PAO Last pass, during this period of time, the crew ii^
scheduled to be perparing to conduct one o£ the life sciences
experiment. Bxperinent number 28, that's a European Space
Agnency provided experinent Three Dinensional
Ballistocardiography In Weightlessness, it's designed to record
physiological parameters on a test subject, as he both exercises
and relaxes in the Spacelab.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops through Orroral for

about 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay we read you loud and clear Bill, we just had

another RAU skip 14 and a MSDR bit, and (garble)

CAPCOM We didn't get the last Iter. Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, MSDR fault, CIO data light on^^ata fault

on,

CAPCOM Okay, and once again, we want you to reop RAO 14.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's in work.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we'd like to
have you cancel that battery charge on SBPAC.

SPACECRAFT - copy.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we have you for about another 30

seconds, we'll see you at Hawaii in about 14 minutes, at 3 plus
39, and we'll have the PI enabled at that time, on experiment 28.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations , 5 days 3

hours 26 minutes, loss of signal with Spacelab through Orroral,
next acquisition scheduled to be Bawaii in ac^roxlmately 13 and a

half minutes. That acquisiton scheduled to occur on orbit number
84. 5 days 3 hours 26 minutes, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, standing by
now for reacquisition —
PAO This is Mission Control Center, we're coming up on
AOS at Hawaii In a few seconds, get the voice with Spacelab, and
when we acquire TORSS at mission elapsed time S days 3 hours 50

minutes, we'll get some previously unscheduled TV of Earth views.
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CAPCOM Ana Spacejyjb, Marshall Ops.

Spaoelab this Is X028.

Stand by 2B, ha».n't »ad. contact.

mT'SS - 'iSft llS^he mlddl. Of doing

CAPCOM Roger we copy.

of*SS^la^.«'Js%"no°Sr'.nW|''bJ|r'
CAPCOM "pacelab this is X028.

SPACECRAFT X028.

CAPCOM
properly, If tT. T|S"li"!f^S^f " <9«ble, runs

SPACBOPAFT i.„ sorry, please repeat.

What did —

"SSfd!^ over!"
'"^ ^' """^"S properly, and we've got a BCP

=*«:0M Old you already switch the spare batteries?

thfbSS^y l.;i?'JighJ U S?r SSd fSi^""?^ "'""y.
tape left. ' °"' •™ Is about 1/5 of the

CAPCOM Okay.

m « „l„utes tSjouJh s-bU?" " «e you

CAPCOM The heart rate Is more than 100,
CAPCOM f

Jinutes on S..,r.rA'tl, Xl^e^sSSe-mSJ: iXd.
END OP TAPE
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PAO we anticipate

CAPCC»! And Spacelab we'll see you at Orroral at about
3+21.

SPACECRAFT (garble) bye

PAO Ana we're anticipating reacquisition o£ signal
through Orroral in just ovtafca minutes. We'll have the report
on the activities of the lai"'pas8 here shortly, at 5 days, 3
hours, 8 ainutes, mission elasped time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO This is Miaslon Control Houston, the flight deck
.continues to be fairly quiet place to be these days. The CAPCOM
Wary Cleeve, and Columbia Pilot Brewster Shaw, just acknowledging
h AOS and LOS at both stations. Although during the UHP pass
ovc c by Botswana, iBrewster Shaw did look out the window and
report that he was able very clearly see the lights of
Johanasberg, South 'Africa. Which were very visible on the
darkness of that continent, as he flew over. Mission elasped
time 5 days, 3 hours 8 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, during the
last acqaisltion of signal, we received considered amount of
iowriink television, both live and prerecorded. Initially we
acquirtd television of the Orbiter cargo bay, with Spacelab
nestled in the bay. The earth in the background as the Orbiter
in Spacelab passed over the northern North American continent,
ar.d 3ut intp the Atlantic Ocean. This was followed by some
downlink television, prerecorded television, of saie AEPI work
that had been done earlier of a star field, to gather low light
level data on tha<. star field. While the star field was not
visible in the piotiure. Principle Investigator, Steve Mende,
indloated that he was pleased with the data that he was seeing
Erom the numbers of across the top and the bottom of that
image. Additionally we saw some black and white television from
the monitor teltvlsion camera of the space experiments with
particle aooeleratoirs, hardware mounted on the pallet. That
Included somt starfleld, additionally we, visible in the picture
waa the lim &t the earth. And we received seme downlink from
inside the module, also prerecorded at about 5 days 0 hours, 30
minutes, five or take a few minutes, of the removal of the
enperlmeni 20 passive package from the airlock and installation
of the wide fl#ld camera during the report on that activity
earlier, Syron Uchtenberg had indicated a little bit of
difficulty in using the torque wrench In the Installation
proo«S8 and visible in that down link was soiae recorded video
with him workinf withithe torque wrench towards the end of the
down link. That downlink was Interrupted fay some live
tfllavlslon, oe^^he taiiiof the Orbiter, two purposes, 1, attempt
to look at shuttle cglow, see if that was visible and also; flight;^,
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deck had indicated that there was some light visible in the
vicinity of Johamsberg, South Africa. The image, however in

the Payload Operations Control Center was very poor and the tail
of the Orbiter just barely visible in that field of view.
Onboard Spacelab the crew worked both with a space plasma physics
experiment^i;/ Experiment 19 A, a European Space Agency low ensrgy
electron fliix experiment mounted out on the pallet, i- And also far
rultraviolet:;>8pace telescope experiment number 5 8poh8or0d by
NASA* S-^l/i minutes now to reacquisition through -the -Orroral
Valley giouhd tracking station. 5 days, 3 hours, 12 minutes.
Mission Elajpsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 3

hours, 20 minutes, mission elapsed time, standing by now for

reacquisition of signal with Spacelab through the Orroral ground
tracking station, on orbit number 83. During this period of
time, the»crew is scheduled to be preparing to co.duct one of the
life sciences experiments, experiment number 28, that's a
European Space Agencr provided experiment, 3~dimensional
ballistocradiography" in weightlessness ...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM « • « looks like it was into that slot.

SPACECRAFT Yes^ we can do it*

CAPCOM Thanks alot, and Byron when you have a chance, do
an op on RAO 14«

SPACECRAFTS^ You •ve got it*

CAPCOM Scratch pad lines are marvelous Byron. And we copy
that too.

PAO And we're continuing to recieve prerecorded
downlink video of the stowage o£ experiment 20 in preparations to
unstow experiment 22, the experiment.

SPACECRAFT . • . shut down experiment 19.

CAPC(M We copy on the shutdown on 19.

PAO' There was a brief period in the middle of that
downlink when we switch to live television from forward Orbiter
bulk head camera looking aft in an attempt to capture and forward
and transmit some live video of Shuttle glow phenomenon around
the tail of Orbiter. That glow almost not visible to the naked
eye here in the Payload Control Center. Once again, we* ye
resumed the pre**recorded video downlink.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron, if you
have a moment.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead Mike.

CAPCOM Yes, real good. The first question we had is the
last time that you did a resume on the UHV, was the shorting plug
installed or was it removed?

SPACECRAFT I*d removed it prior to doing the resume on the
UHV.

CAPCOM Yes, the 300 wonders, what exactly happened when
you did that resume with the shorting plug out? Did it just go
steady for a while and then start blinking again, or what?

SPACKRAFT Affirmative, it went steady for a while and then I

got the OBV stop, and the blinking ops again.

CAPCCMl Yes, ok, anyhow the 300 people would li^e you to
help them with just a little bit of troubleshooting. What we
hoped to do if you have a minute, is to modify the detection
threshold for the OBV experiment using the open an4 close^buttons
and ' thea do a seco^ run, in fact even several: more ' as • thef^^-^^i^''-'^^
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mission progeessesr and help them with their troubleshooting.
Can you do that now, or should we delay that till later.

SPACECRAFT Now is a very good time, I'm standing right here,
shoot*

CAPCOM-!:\r Ok, terrific, the first thing we i^would like you to
do, standby one second « First thing we would like you to do is
replace ^/that shorting <plug into the UHV assembly. And the second
thing we^iineed you to ;do is one of these opens and ^closes, which
I'll read to you as isoon as you've got shorting plug installed.

SPACECRAFT Ok, the shorting plug in, go ahead*

CAPCOM Ok, great, go to the CCO and open 102442 and read
it back before you enter please*

SPACECRAFT Roger, 34010002040402.

CAPCOM Tecciflc, and that's a good read back, enter that,

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Now, verify that on line 8 you read 072027, please.

SPACECRAFT Conf irmed

.

CAPCOM Real good, now I'd like you to enter a closed 12,
excuse me closed 112700 and read it back.

SPACECRAFT You'll have to say it again, because I started to
ipunch it in before you'd said it, go again.

CAPCOM Ok, I need a closed 112700.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I show 44010102070000.

CAPC(Mf Great, that's a good read back, enter that one.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and tho line 7 line 8 went to —6700.

CAPCCM Ok, we're going to go LOS in about 30 seconds, so
we're going to continue this procedure the next time we get a
little time. There are scHse other opens and closes we'll need
done, but there is no rush on this activity.

SPACECRAFT Ok.

PAO And we're just getting the tailend now of the
installation oC the very wide field camera into the scientific
airlock. That-was prerecorded television onboard the
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spacecraft. 5 days, 3 hours, 6 ninutes Mlssion^iBlapsed Tine, we
just have had Loss lof Signal with Spacelab thru the Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite. We anticipate ...
CAPCOM And Spacelab, we'll see you at Orroral at 3+21.

^^END op-tape: :^ ^
: ^ : J
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PAO ... with the expeciment 20 installed,

CAPCOM And Spacelab .thiis, is, Marshall Ops. We're just
getting our playback of *the^utstanding vvideo that you guys took
of the SAL experiment chahgeoutviactivities. You guys are doing a
ter r Ific job in camera setupi Hw^^ the whole procedure
as it went on therfe -:and It lobk8|:cekil3f^errific. W

• views ;from 'bpth'^CMe^^^

SPACECRAFT ^ ,Hey i %:{g'arble) ^fe- Ttia^^^ |oo^li unfortunately you • 11
see that we forgot -ifto switch fit^ oh;yas^^eim6ved the • of the
rack and it'll come back on once we have|22 on the table. That's
one of the toughest things to do -is i:to coordinate the tv ops
switching cameras and things when you' re^iright in the middle of
doing an experiment operation :like that.:V.

CAPCOM Yes, I understand. Something as big as the 22
™

experiment uses both. crewJtime, of both crewman full time. How
did that thermal barrietVcpme^off? It ^1^^ like a pretty slick
operation it didr.'t ;slowi,vou\ guys down at all.

SPACECRAFT You {mean the cover onVtheiMcamera?

CAPCOM No I meant the thermal barrier at the bottom of the
SAL table.

SPACECRAFT It's a piece of cake.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, you have two timeline messages In

cue, just please Ignore.

SPACECRAFT Thanky^Bill. Wilco.
'

'

'

.
'

•

PAO There's a jwlt In the fleld-of~vlew. The table
extended ended the airloicK,and near the bottom room of the
airlock Is visible. The PICPAC or experiment 20 package,
Llcbtenberg and Garriottnowrat< the ^ stowage area preparing to
dismount the experiment 20ittbat^'^'8t6wage< In the double rack right
to port side of the ^module'tod-ijust below that Is where the
camera, the watt field camera fors>experiment 20 is situated.
Meanwhile, we continue to recelyefdownllnk television onboard
Spacelab crew conducting space :pIa)Bma^ physics experiment.
Specifically there operating experiment 19 which Is a low
electron flux experiment and also the (garble) ultraviolet
telescope, one of the astronon^ experiments Is operating at this
time.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, question for .t8|' 19 people. I've stepped >>;

through all of the ring numbers except for one ring, I really
don't see really any graphics on mine, 19G display I don't see
anything at all.

CAPCOM - Okay, and we'll look at that. We'll be right back
;

witfi you. Might mean, the data is off scale low. Just don't^^^V^^^^^^^^^^

<knpw.* •'We'* reUchecklhgv with them.
jHfe

'

, SPACBCliAPT I'm (showing a night field vector of tw^zimuth bf*-

144 (garble) at; 28 and I would expect my ring number 4 which has
an (garble) 157 to give me something.

CAPCOM Okay, then the PI is looking at his data on the
ground, Byron, . fie confirms your observations and he thinks we* re
just in a position thaAfe' re just not getting good data.

SPACECRAFT BillV do you have an idea if we're going to be over
water any time in the next 5 or 10 minutes? y

CAPCOM Standby. We'll look at the map. Yes, you should^,;

be over water here In about 3 minutes, Owen. X

CAPCOM You* re getting the south off the tip of Africa and
you* re heading down to fairly southern extreme magnetic
latitudes. You* 11 be over water in another 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. (Garble) get 14 message again.

CAPCOM We copy. And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for
either Byron or Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mike, 1*11 take it.

CAPCOM Yes, sure. Two notes on the activities coming up
in the next hour. You probably heard that the SBPAC battery
charge activity: has i aen deleted. The batteries are fully
charged. :We have not been using the EBA and also on the upcoming
ballastic cardiography experiment, professor Scott would sure
appreciate it if you could find time to fit a run on both
yourself and Owen Into that slot.

SPACECRAFT Ycs we can do it.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM And Byron, when you have a chance, do an OP on RAO
14.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Real good, thanks a lot Byron.

PAO Once again, receiving, pre-recorded television this
from the space. experiments with particle accelerators black and
white monitor television camera out on the pallet.

iSPACECRJ^I^i,j»*Mike rig^ and
ithe-^geomfttrlc "jfactori^ 8^

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that the geometric factor's high
^Byron.': :v - 'V

-

SPACECRAFT. (garble)

spacecraft; I just did an item 16 and doesn't^nange on the 19
,(ga^icbl.e);f-;'v v .;>^^^^^^

CAPCOM We copy.

PAO Now in the field of view, the top of the —
SPACECRAFT Take a quick look at 19g, and see what we got here.

PAO —top of the habitable module.

SPACECRAFT Brewster, Owen would like to know if your getting
some of the tail glow activity.

PAO Now moving across in the field of view is the
experiment 34 microwave dish.

SPACECRAFT Now we can confirm the geometric factor as high.

PAO This experiment attempted to develop an all weather
microwave remote sensing system. Situated over looking the
starboard^^sill < the orbiter. Once again looking at the
insulation the ri:t end cone of the Spacelab habitable module, all
o£ this video recorded earlier onboard using the SEPAC monitor
television camera, a black and white low light level television
camera. Part o£ the space plasma physics investigations being
carried out on this mission.

SPACECRAFT (garble) on time.

CAPCOM We copy.
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SPACECRAFT And MarajSril, Spacelab for the 19 people>:Sl went

ahead and. did the iterate but as you probably guess before that

power Is from high to low, when I looked up on the 19gj^||t-was in

low^ so I . (giarble) back to high, so I think we're sitting at a

high geomag factor now.

^:^CkPC(Myy''>: : Okay- Byron, thank you, rp- '

.^^ ;.. ^'0

jinOUPobll^H^V.' What)ih,ey want is is thelgfe ?«<«^|g#||J?'f » ^}
*i^ives,,,tKem -high' sens • 'v'%:.f^^^#^%o.

PAO ' i Now rrecieving downlink of pre-recorded^telfevision

from inside the habitable module, the changeout of rsexpfligments in

the scientific airlock. Byron Lichtenberg working withmhe
hatch j'^fandj^wen^Garriott working with the body restraii|t-tsystem a

portion^difce equipment for experiment 201, one^of the^Buropean

&e vscieHl& experiments. Lichtenberg stowing the hatch^x:over,

'Jbehind th&flast rack on the starboard side of the habitable
^ ^module; 'This is the activity that occurred earlier today.

SPACECRAFT —all finished —
PAO Removing experiment 20 from the scientific airlock,

and—
CAPCOM Say again Byron, I didn't copy that.

SPACECRAFT I think the (garble) is all finished there. It

\: wentvaway.

^CAPCOM Yes, what they had sche'luled is one autcaaatic run

^through the STLs except for that one little change thatithey

ask«d you to do, that you took care of. But there is :a.|second

run that is fully manual, you'll have to go to your manual ops

cue card and run through that for them if you don't mind.

SPACECRAFT I'd be happpy to.

PAO ' Owen Garriott now at the panel from which^ithe

scientific airlock is operated, situated toward the aft Cend of

the module on the shell of the scientific airlock. This is the

panel used to read pressures inside th* airlock.

SPACECRAFT Timeline 04 huh?

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO And also to crank the airlock table, theivcxperiment

tablt^» in and out of the airlock. Table is now being vratracted

from theV airlock, with the experiment 20 installed. *
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we're just
getting our playback of the outstanding video that you guys took

of the SAL experiment changeput activities. You guys did a

terrific job in camera setup, : we're watching

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT MSDR message r let me go look and see, I don't see

anything. A old UHV one. Nay, Marshall Ops do you have a copy
of a MSDR alert, but I didn't see anything up on the CCO that
showed a stop or a fault.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, that you got that MSOR alert bit.

I'll check with the 300 teisin, see if they are getting data now,

and give you some advise where that might have come frna. Are
there no flashing lights on the CCO?

SPACECRAFT There are flashing light. The UHV has been

flashing for quite a while.

CAPCOM Okay, I understand, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston Columbia, air-to-ground 1.

CAPCCM Spacelab this is Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Columbia calling, are you going to

use camera D during this night time pass?

CAPCOM Standby Brewster, sounds like your (garble) big

echo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you have any traffic for Spacelab?

CAPCOM We're answering your call to air-to-ground 1 no
traffic for Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that was Brewster, out.

SPACECRAFT Mary, how's this, is that better?

CAPCOM Boy that's better Brewster, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, are you going to run camera D this night time

pass?

'

CAPCOM Columbia this is Houston, you've got it for the

night time, we'll keep the TV until you pass the African coast,

and then it's over to you, after the night time.

SPACECRAFT Say again Mary?

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster, we'll keep the TV and work with

until you hit the night time delineator, you can have the TV
after we pass the African coast.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.
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CAPCOM We're A (garble) jwe' 11 meet you over on UPH and

this is Houston moving fran air-to-ground 1 over to OHP.

SPACECRAFT Okay ^garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble Spacelab-

CAPCOM Go ahead, I believe this is Byron?

SPACECRAFT Bill a quick question, I've got th« (garble) a

second ahead, but since there is nothing for me to do this night
time pass, we could have put 22 out and take a picture, we're
pointing somewhere for faust, so maybe it would be good for 22

also.

CAPCOM Okay^ore'll look at that.

PAO Contffiiing to receive down link television frsti the

AEPI camera. This is primarily data, it was focused on a star

field. To gather data on a particular star field, however, the
focus of the camera was done earlier on, it was a little bit out

of focus. It should clear up a little later. We do not know if

that will be on this particular downlink however, the
Investigator Steve Mende reports however, that the data that he

is getting which is visible in the encoded numbers at the top and

the bottom of the frame is definitely good data. And we are once
again receiving live television, from the cargo mounted cameras
of Columbia. In the field of view is the amenable module in

which the scientist are doing their research work.

CkPCCM Spacelab this is Marshall Operations for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Yes I have scMiie clarification on the upcoming run

of the experiment 19, as your aware were not running SBPAC and

the 19 OPS team would like to have you put experim^snt 19 into

it's high geoaetcy factor, that is high sensitivity mode, for

both the first run tonight which is scheduled to be run
aut<OTatically and the ^^.econd run also tonight, the second half of

the night, which is scheduled to be run by you, it's a manual
run. And how you can do that, by putting, to put it in to high

sensitivity mode is If at 2 hours, 44 minutes, about a minute
from now, if you just call up the 19 A display, you can give it

(garble) 16 and that will pop it into the high geometry factor

condition. The ECAS is already being loaded automatically
through STL's.

SPACECRAFT We've been watching that happen.

CAPCOM Say again.
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SPACECRAFT Sounds fine, Roger we understand Mike and will go.

CAPCOM Real good, thanks a lot Byron.

pjjiO Once again receiving prerecorded television, this

from the space experlMents with particle accelerators black and

white monitor television camera out on the pallet

BHD OF^B^^
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PAO Now visible fr«a the onboard cameras is the Hudson
Bay area, as we continue to receive live downlink frcan the
payload bay mounted Orbiter cauneras. Orbiter now passing off the
coast of Canada into the Atlantic Ocean, continuing to receive
live downlink television.

CAPCOM Spacelab this Marshall for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mike.

CAPCOM Yes, we're getting seme really spectacular video
downlink for the payload bay cameras, you guys have just passed
over Hudson Bay, we believe and I guess we're seeing a lot of
cloud patterns over Hudson Bay. Just before that '-•e're seeing
large bodies of water.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copied the same thing, I've got it on
some of my home movie 16 mm film also. It looks like there is
some intereting swirl cloud patterns cc»ning up here in about 2
minutes or so, it'll be off on the port side.

CAPCCM We're looking at them too. Its sort of a rosettes
swirl pattern, and you guys should be coming out over the
Atlantic now.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And on that 19 opeations, we're still checking with
them. Because of the changes in the ECAS configuration, they may
have some little modifications they want to talk to you about,
when it comes time to run that 19 operation.

SPACECRAFT Alright, we'll be standing by, happy to do anything
we can.

CAPCOM Ok, thank you Byron.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and Mike, just one question for the 33
people. We noticed that Bob put the old magazine back in, did he
ever run the ECAS and reset the frame remaining camera, over?

CAPCOM I don't believe that ECAS has been run, nor has the
frames remaining counter been reset. I think that we put the
first magazine back on, that was requested, just to keep the
camera interior clean. In fact, Wubbo and the 33 team are
discussioning some workarounds.

SPACECRAFT Ok, realy good, I assume if there is any film left
and I'll be happy to reset the film frame counter and the ECAS
for them soraetime.
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CAPCOM Ok, ona guy told me he believes there's about 20frames remaining on that big magazine, I don't have the exact

2SSfiLl??Sf;h-r:i'
with you on that, yes I got JSStherconfirmation that there are approximately 20 frames remaining.

SPACECRAFT Ok, well we'll standby.

^tl?^ ^ "^^^T
'^^^ precious if we're unable to getthat second magazine working so we're not going to take any

li?arbil°be?te?!^*
""^^^ ""^«"*^an<3 the problem a

SPACECRAFT Alriaht, we're going straight into night time now.

PAO And cnat concludes this portion . . .

CAPCOM And Spacelab be advised that we've lost our tvwhich was expected, and thanks alot for the good show.

SPACECRAFT It was Bt -wster that did it.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Columbia.

K?? ^ ^
we're now receiving prerecorded television

Spacelab video recorders. This is

rn!ui«i5"s l^''''^^^^ °" the AEPI camera, the experiment
3 payload bay mounted camera, its primarily data television.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT The procedures for extending 22 say to wait until

kSo^ and*Jj; if«hi^.*'''^^^«**S."P ^^^^ *3uite awhile, as you
light is very dim, no more than room light, Iwonder if the procedures people wouldn't want to think of

wImi hatch opening and cable extention once we get in
f

^ minutes or so of night time and pick up alittle extra time that way, over.

4*.K f**^
looking at that right now, andtalking with the 22 Pi. standby

SPACECRAFT have an STR message, let me look and see. Idon't see anything. Except an old UHV one.

END OF TAPE
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SPACBCRAPT ... 3 minutes.

CAPCOM Spacelab, (garble).

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Bill.

CAPCOM Okay, we're going to have/live video of the earth
frcMB your cameras. Go ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I was going to ask a question about this
upcoming nighttime pass. It shows us running 19 alpha along with
(garble) SBPAC and obviously will be doing the image intensifier
ops would 19 still like us to run it (garble) electrons floating
around up there? Over.

CAPCOM Yes, upcoming 19 run I believe is first and
automatic, first in manual and then in automatic, but i'm going
to check back with him and see just how they want that
choreograph as i'm sure where we deleted the 02 operations, what
were the problems you've been having with RAU , there will also
be no SEPAC MTV operations there. Steve Mende has already been
in touch with Owen concerning the handheld intentifier studies
which you'd like Owen to do. But what I'll do is get with the 19
people and get back to you for experiment 19.

SPACECRAFT Okay, real good. You wouldn't believe the view out
the top viewport window. Gorgeous.

CAPCOM That sounds great. And of course, you've already
copied the fact that we're going to a fast attitude at this
upcoming night and I think you have the timeline number and the
time in which we'd like you to count it for us.

PAO Now receiving live downlink television from
Spacelab —
SPACECRAFT What does our big computer say we are right now?
It's beautiful. Yeah, Michael, I guess we're coming over the
west coast of the U.S. and we saw all those people down in
Oregon.

CAPCOM That sound great, Byron, thanks for the report.
W^i're getting some realtime video downlink. Were looking at the
exterior Spacelab from the forward payload bay camera and there's
a gorgeous lira of the day lit earth off behind the Spacelab
module.
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Si'ACECRAPT Roger that. There's a lot of good snow down in the
mountains of Oregon (garble) fast approaching.

CAPCOM Affirm. We'll have to get together on that a
little bit after the mission.

SPACECRAFT What you would like?

PAO Experiencing a temporary dropout of the tv signal
fr(^ the Spacelab payload bay cameras. Meanwhile, Byron
Lichtenberg reported successful conpletion of the wide field
camera checkout which has been installed in the scientific
airlock. Once again receiving downlink television.

CAPCOM This is experiment 321.

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

CAPCOM Did you every try taking pictures of the twilight
in the number 3 that is to say 59 to 60 delta, that's the
(garble) line. That would be interesting.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'll do that filter first. I have been taking
pictures. I remember how close we were to sunrise.

CAPCOM Okay, I read you.

PAO Continuing to receive live downlink video of the
earth from orbit - orbiter now passing north over Canada.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Copy that 101 tape change at 5 days 1 hour, the
tape reading being 8 0 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and do you want a quick downlink on the
housekeeping data also?

CAPCOM Yes please Byron, that would be great.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by.

CAPCCm Also, we need a command to DPA RAO 14 OP, That is
RAU 14 Oscar Poppa.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Owen will be doing that and for the 101
people, the le£t and right rudder speeds are 63.9, rudder temp is
24.6, and (garble) temp 24.0, and eflex elapsed time of 108
hours, 26 minutes.

CAPCOM Real good Byron, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Just after I put that new tape in, there was a
scheduled data take, so I confirmed that the tape did advance 3
minutes.

CAPCOM Terrific, thanks very much.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and let's see. Okay do you want us to
routinely to reop to those values xf we get a skip message when
we're LOS, over?

CAPCOH No, I don't believe we want you to do that Byron.
We asked au to do that a couple times in the past, largely for
testing purposes when we're AOS, but we don't want you to do that
automatically.

SPACECRAFT Just wanted to clarify it.

CAPCOM Right, we've a message for you from the 028 team.
Professor Scano and his colleagues,- -

CAPCOM We have 5 seconds to LOS.

CAPCOM Excuse me, we have a couple minutes yet, Byron?

SPACECRAFT We're here.
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 5 days 2
hours 13 minutes mission elapsed time. And we have loss of
signal with Spacelab through Hawaii ground tracking station,
anticipating reacquisitlon of signal through TORSS, in just under
2 minutes.

PAO During the upcoming pass, we're anticipating first
some live television from the orbiter payload bay earners. Earth
view, with Spacelab in the field of view, and this should be
followed within a few minutes with a video tape dump of
installation of the very wide field camera, in the scientific
airlock. This recorded earlier today, and that should be dumped
within 9 minutes after the conclusion of the live television from
the Orbiter cargo bay cameras. During this acquisition of
signal, crew scheduled to continue their operations of Space
plasma physics experiments, specifically experiment 2, which Owen
Garriott was discussing with AEPI co-investigator, Steve Mende,
during the last brief acquisition of signal. Standing by now for
reacquisition of signal in just under a half minute.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got you for 51
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill,

SPACECRAFT Bill,

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab, how do you read?

CAPCOM Loud and clear Byron,

SPACECRAFT Okay, the one thing we didn't get to the last time
was 022 status, we got the thing mounted on the table, the thing
with the lovely very wide view camera and during the last LOS we
brought it back into the module, we confirmed the operation of
all 4 filters, we confirmed the shutter operation as best we
could, and we definitely could hear the film advance 2 or 3 times
during the course of the checkout, and we also could verify that
the right seriel command was correct and the grading was in the
field of view, over.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, and they're dancing under the —PL.

CAPCOM Real good Byron, we copy.

SPACECRAFT (garble) we'll take it.

SPACEX:rafT And Owen has depressuvized the SAL and we're in the
final stages of that operation.
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PAO again the very wide field camera will not be
extended out of the scientific airlock, when we receive this down
link television. 5 days 1 hour 46 minutes, this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, fire fighters are
here at Johnson Space Center, we spotted a smoke alarm in

building 30, which houses the Mission Control Center here, it

appears that a motor generator on the 3rd floor of the building,
burned out producing some fire, producing some smoke, no fire.
The generator is burned out. It didn't provide power to any
essential systems here at Johnson Space Center. The incident was
of no consequence. The Mission elasped time 5 days, 1 hour, 52
minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This i& Marshall Spacelab Operations, 5 days 2

hours, 7 minutes, mission elasped time. Standing by for

reacguisition of signal with Spacelab throught the Hawaii ground
tation in about 25 seconds. The Spacelab and Or biter Columbia

3ust beginning it's 83rd Orbit of the earth, just crossing the
equator on the ascending note. And this is about a 5 minute
pass, we'll have a couple of minutes, and then we should
reacquire through the tracking data and relay satillite.

CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall Ops, we've got you for about 5

•Qinutes through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Bill. Bill I just noticed on th^i MSTR
we've got another UHD stop and a SIU data fault light oii,

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that, we copy also a RAU skip message
on number 14.

SPACECRAFT Affirm, just after we got over the hill, we got
that.

CAPCOM All right.

SPACECRAFT What happened to message 78 Bill?

CAPCOM Say again Byron?

SPACECRAFT (garble) going to comment on message 78^'

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We've got 94, if it's possible I could give it a

try, but the Spacecraft altitude is not as good as it will be on
rav 110 which is the original plan, over.

CAPCOM That was rav 110, okay we'll check that.
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SPACECRAFT 110 is preferred on the basis of Spacecraft
altitude.

CAPCOM Roger copy^ we'll pass that on.

SPACECRAFT Okayr and if there are any other comraents from the
ABPIr in reference to the mix night time pass, we are ready to
receive that, and could get some comments on relatively how
things went on night paas«

CAPCOM Okay, Or. Mende is enabled.

SPACECRAFT (garble) —all the filters run through there, Steve
and we got a lot of good tail glow in addition to the filters and
the altitude (garble) to see it at the Space lab support aft
window.

CAPCOM Oh, very, very good. We have another night pass
coming up, and I felt that perhaps we could go do some more
things if you think this is sensible. Other than that we could
depending again of whether you have done any of the downward
looking things like the ocean photography and that kind of
thing. If you think you have gotten enough data on this
airglow. But I think this airglow could be run again because
it's slightly different polarization angle and give them to ba
looking towards the terminator of which ib of course with you all
the time now. Over.

SPACECRAFT I agree, it wouldn't hurt to do the airglow
again. I would like to get a few grading shots. I don't think
we've got enough good grading pictures, I could take a few o£
those. If I can see the ocean, I'm not sure what were going to
be passing over on this next r^v, I could slip in 4800 for that.

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds great Owen, I think that would be
very valuable on both things. And the grading would be extremely
good if you could do that.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops^ Spacelab. (garble)

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron, were listening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mike a couple of miscellaneous things, number
1, I did the 101 video tape change out, that was completed 5 days
1 hour 50 minutes, and the reading on that tape was 802.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. 101 tape change, at 5 days 1

hour, the tape reading being 802.

SPACECRAFT Again do you want a quick down link on housekeepino
data also?
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CAPCOM Yes please Byron, that would be great.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by.

BHD OF TA7»E
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PAO From the crewman earth*s atmosphere using a series
of filters on a handheld camera and also usinc an image
intensifier between those filter and the came:a facilities itself
- camera back itself. Steve Meende from experiment 3, the ABPI
experiment discussed plans for this operatioii as well as upcoming
night operations with the camera intensifier. Owen Garriott
reported during that pass he had observed so:ie good - obtained
acme good airglow photography with the handh eld camera. On a
previous experiment operation. That operatl >n occurred - much of
that operation occurred during loss of signal period.
Additionally during this pass there was some previo^t^sly
unscheduled experiment activity with the (garble) ui^raviolet
astronomy instrument, the faust telescope for ultraviolet space
telescope. That experiment moun;:ed out on the spacelab pallet
and that experiment uses troublesome RAU 21 so Lichtenberg turned
on that remote acquisition unit briefly to get the experiment
started and then shut it down again. Out of interest the very
wide field camera which is in the airlock is a french camera and
it is an instrument sponsored by the European Space Agency. 36-
1/2 minutes remaining in this loss of signal period. 5 days 1
hour 39 minutes mission elapsed timi, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Things are being
remarkably quite onboard the flight deck of Columbia. Going so
well with the extension fact that trim burn 3 scheduled for today
has been cancelled because the Orbiter is on course on time on
track - 17 seconds late on the ascending nodes and that's
considered sufficiently precise to preclude the need for a trim
burn today. Orbiter just crossed the terminator from darkness
into daylight. The geometry of the earth such presently that out
of every orbital period out of every hour and 29 minutes and some
odd seconds, the majority of that time is spent in daylight right
now. The Orbiter on every orbit spends about 1 hour and 7
minutes in daylight compared to 22 minutes in darkness. Mission
elapsed time 5 days 1 hours 40 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations 5 days 2
hours, correction 5 days 1 hour 42 minutes. We are anticipating
some downlink television from Spacelab from Orbiter cargo bay
mounted cameras at about 5 days 2 hours 14 minutes. This
television should include views of the Spacelab module in the
cargo bay and also of views of the Earth. There is a possibility
that the very wide field camera which has just been installed in
the scientific airlock, a larger package than the previous
package that was extended from the airlock maybe visible in those
views. Thats uncertain at this time but it is a possibiity.
That's scheduled again at 5 days 2 hours 14 minutes mission
elapsed time. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at —
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^52, 4
^® Marshall Spacelab Operations. We have some

additional information on the upcoming previous land scheduled
television downlink. We have learned that the very wide field of
camera which is installed in the scientific airlock will not be
extended at the time that we receive this downlink. Again the
very wide field camera will not be extended out of the scientific
airlock when we receive this downlink television. 5 days 1 hour
46 minutes, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCON , , . the shorting plug on the front of the UHV and
do another UH, correction do another resume OHV enter and report
rack if you get a stop.

SPACECRAFT Okay both of those actions are complete and we'll
stand by. It takes a few minutes before you get the stop.

CAPCQM We understand and we*ve got you for about another 2
plus 30. And Byron could you give a reading on the cooler in the
spectrometer power light status again on 01.

SPACECRAFT No, no change. DEP power on, spec, power off,
cooler power on.

CAPCON Okay we copy. Thank you.

CAPCON And Byron, we'd like to have you do a tape
changeout on experiment 101.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill If you can stand by a few minutes here.

CAPCON Oh, there's no rush on that one.

CAPCON And if Owen has an answer to the teleprinter
message 78, we need a yes or a no on that for orbit 94.

SPACECRAFT Right, we'll look at it Bill. Nessage 78, did you
say. .

CAPCON Affirmative.

This is Narshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 1
hours, 33 minutes mission elasped time, we have loss of signal
with Spacelab through the tracking relay and data satiliite.
Anticipating reacquisition through TORS in about 32 minutes, just
under 32 minutes. Presently, Spacelab, on the decending note of
Orbit 82, just crossing the terminator from darkness into
daylight. During the last acquisition of signal, the crew
reported that they had completed removal of experiment 20, the
passive package of that space plasma physics experiments from the
scientific airlock. Also had installed the very wide field
camera, experiment 22, one of three astromony experiments being
carried out on this Spacelab mission. Experiment 22 is designed
to make a general ultraviolet survey of the celestial sphere. In
a study of large scale phenomenon such as the Nilky Way,
astromonical with the wide field view of instrument is relatively
new and this technique is faster and easier to interrupt then
scanning of many points over a large area, and allows a constant
comparison with sky background and reference starts. The
experiment now installed, will be checked out shortly, and then
extended into space. It's much larger then the experiment 20
instrument that was previously installed in tho airlock. And
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it's the last of the two instrunents being installed, or to use
the airlock on this mission. One comnent from the crew during
tha acquisition was that the initial look at the instrument,
looked very good. It did report little difficulty in using to
torfue wrench, that's used tc install and remove experiments from
the storage facility. Both these experiments stored in the port
exferiBent segaent of the Imbitable nodule, which is the half
portion of the module, on the port side in a double rack.
Actually the secwnd rack from the end of the module. Meamwhile
the crew spent a great portion of their time conducting some
space plasma physics experiments from inside the module. Owen
Qarriott observing both airglow frcm the earths atmosphere using
a series of filters on a hand held camera, and also using imaging
intensifier between those filters and the camera facility itself
for the camera oack itself. Steve Mende from experiment 3, ABPI
experiment, discussed the

END OF TAPS
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SPACECRAFT But I docked it off to the value of 27 (garble) to
tighten the feet down on the (garble) cameras^ Seemed like it
didn't respond properly. We had a good feeling for what about 2
or 3 (garble) were to 27 to 30 inch bounds, so we*ve got it on
there and it's on okay but, I was concerned

—

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, you dropped out of that
last transmission. We did copy that you weren't entirely
confident of the response of that torque wrench, but we also
copied that you believie you have that 20 experiment stowed
correctly in it's locker.

SPACECRAFT Affirm.

CAPCOM If you have a couple minutes sometime this pass,
we also would like to get you with a 102 team, Doug Watt had some
questions concerning bungee tension and the settings that you got
on your hop and drop experiments a few days ago. But that can
put off until any time, we just need to find a quiet time in your
schedule.

SPACECRAFT Okay, not right now.

SPACECRAFT I think it does Brewster, okay stand by I'll find
out for you, Michael, Brewster would like to how long the FAUST
experiment ops are going to go here, he's scheduled to do a water
dump pretty soon and —
CAPC(M Okay Byron, let me check with the FAOST team. It
certainly doesn't go beyond sunrise, but I don't know exactly how
this exposure is, I'll be right back with you.

SPACECRAFT Brewster, I don't know if you were copying that,
but the FAOST team —
CAPCOM Okay Spacelab, the FAUST team says this string of
exposures will last 15 minutes.

SPACECRAFT — 32 or 33 ?

CAPCOM Yes, right r so we're going to have to ask Brewster
to hold that water dump off until about 33.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike, that should be no problem.

CAPCOM Real good, we copy no problem. Thank you.
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PAO Onboard Spacelab at this time, the experiment
computer operating the far ultra violet astronomy experiment
using the PAOST telescope, provided by University of California,
in Berkley to observe with greater sensitivity than was previous
possible, ultra violet emissions from various astronomical
sources

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston, on air to ground one.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mary.

CAPCOM Roger Brewster, and from the MOCR you're go to
bold that dump until 33 and we'll try to get those times matched
up a little better for you next time.

Sr\CECRAPT Okay, no sweat the window should be plenty big to
handle it.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll give air to ground one back to the
guys in the back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you later.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, from the guys in the back, we need
you to do another RAO 20. Correction 21 ops.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Got it.

SPACECRAFT (garble) message.

CAPCOM Real good Byron, we follow your key strokes,
thanks a lot.

PAO This is mission control Houston, that water dump
hold instructed by CAPCOM Mary Cleave is to avoid Interference
with the FAOST operations in the Spacelab.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Here.

CAPCOM Yes Byron, we need a status on the Iso panel.

SPACECRAFT (garble) power cool power, negative — light on,
FO auto, FO ready light on.
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CAPCOM Okay, thank you Byron.

CAPCOM And one wore quickie on the double rack. We'd
like you to remove the shorting plug on the front of the OHV and
do another resume OHV enter, and report back if you get a atop.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM This is experiment 3 to Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Our first assessment of the attitudes show that the
Earth lens should be at 33 degrees coelevation in the bay and in
view of that it might be worth considering, taking the photos
from the Spacelab upper window. Your probably all set up in the
aft flight deck, by now. is that ok? ,

:

SPACECRAFT What's the azimuth, Steve?

CAPCOM The azimuth varies from 53 degrees to 316 degrees
which means that is swinging in the forward direction. It goes
from 53 degrees to increasing to 316. So that means that you
realy wouldn't be able to see the limb from the Orbiter aft
flight deck window, except at the beginning and then at the end,
and it would be up and not a very good angle. This is a first
cut assessment and may very well be plotting our angles wrong.

SPACECRAFT Steve, we think that it is just the opposite, that
if your going from 53 to 316, its realy in the forward sector,
and it would be very difficult to see from the aft flight deck
window, I mean from the Spacelab aft end cone.

CAPCOM Ok, alright, but I thought that it would be
impossible to see from the aft flight deck window as well. Over.

SPACECRAFT Ok, well I'm at the aft end cone, and I can see the
limb, its out towards the tail, so I guess it must be from 316
around to 53.

CAPCOM Ok, go ahead with what is most convenient because
its a little bit to replan it at this late stage.

SPACECRAFT Owens in work here, he's up at the window, and I
can see the limb out there so he should be able to get some
cluster glow on the tail also.

CAPCOM Ok, and Byron, we need you to op RAU 21 just prior
to counting that timeline for Faust.

SPACECRAFT ThatS RAU 21?

CAPCOM Affirmative, RAO 21.

SPACECRAFT RAU skip 21?

CAPCCm That message was expected Byron.

SPACECRAFT Its in count.
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger Marshall Ops, go ahead.

CAPCOM Right, and you can tell Brewster he's doing a real
fine job flying the Orbiter again, he's holding a nice tight
deadband in he's right on targe*- for the Paust team. We've also
got something for you to copy for the following night time pass,
again, that's also a dedicated Paust attitude, and if your ready
to copy, I can give you the time and the STL number and also a
reminder to op that RAU again for the following night.

SPACECRAFT Ok, standby a couple of minutes here. Ok, Mike,
give me one second and I'll be ready to copy. Go ahead.
Marshall, Spacelab, Michael go ahead.

CAPCOM Real good Byron. The next activity we have for you
is just befor 2 hours and 48 minutes. We need you to op RAU 21
again. That will enable us to get commands out to Faust, and at
2 hours 48 minutes, we need you to count timeline Sierra 05
Victor 00.

SPACECRAFT Copy, at 2+48 count 005 victor 00. And we'll op
the PAU just prior to.

CAPCOM Right, that's just exactly right. Thanks Byron.
By the way, how did that cell installation go, was it resonably
straight forward, that swap out of 20 to 22?

SPACECRAFT Yes, it was quite straight forward, the only
problem we had was with the torque wrench when we set it up to
the 221 inch pounds to tighten down the experiment 20 in itp
stowage container. When I backed it off to the value of 27 inch
pounds to tighten to the feet on the (garble) cameras, it seemed
like it didn't respond properly. It didn't (garble) . . .

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Will run Itself by the STO. There will be no EGAS,
the problems we're having with RAU 21. The other activity we
have for this night pass involves experiment 3. We will not be
operating the AEPI camera but Steve Meende would like for vou to
do some handheld intensifier photography from either the art
flight deck or from the module, whichever location might give you
a good view of lim airglow and we're going to enable Steve in
just a moment here and he'll give you a suggestion of which
filters or gradings or whatever he*d like you guys to look at and
maybe the best person to that handheld photography would be Owen,
since some of us (garble) is something Owen has suggested
himself.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) we copy. You guys recording the tape
recorder tomorrow or not?

CAPCOM Yes, you can turn off VTR 1 if you're done with the
(garble) and we presume you are, would you take care of that for
us? Yes, good we see it's now gone to standby. We're going to
get Steve Meende on —
SPACECRAFT Sorry about that, I think (garble). Steve, how do
you read?

CAPCOM (Garble), all right* This is experiment 3 for
Byron or Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Steve.

CAPCOM This - in this 2 following night passes, we don't
have attitude to use APITV so I thought that it would be best to
use the handheld image intensifier and we are working out at the
moment what the atttiudes are really going to be in the earth's
frame of reference but, we should probably do, is Owen on the
loop or what?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) say again.

CAPCOM Is that Owen? This is experiment 3.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead we're copying you Steve.

CAPCOM Okay, I don't know exactly what photographic has
gone on so it may not may exact since what I'm saying but perhaps
since it's a very good 2 long runs, we should do airglow
photography with filters and we should probably try to set up a
camera and time the exposures very accurately like we had
discussed earlier and we should use the airglow (garble) from
your crew notes using all the airglow filters unless you have
some other suggestions* There also working at the moment what
the attitudes will look like in real earth frame of reference,
give you little hop of what's coming up.
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SPACECRAFT We understand. Now on the last night pass at 2350
I did manage to get some fairly good filter photographs of the
airglow. Using filters number 6 number 4 and number 7 in that
sequence and (garble) heating exposures from a couple of seconds
down to something like an eighth of a second and so we can either
repeat those filler; or add other filters. We can probably
during one night f y out on the aft flight deck, have a chance to
go through all the filters as long as I can get a view of the
airglow from the aft flight deck. At this point, cause wa don't
know the attitude fcr sure either. I don't whether what sort of
visibility of the lim I have but it's probably better on the aft
flight deck, over.

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds good. The aft flight deck is
probably your best bet. Did you see any auroras in the last pass
at that day 5 00.

SPACECRAFT There was almost no auroras visible and also there
was no spacecraft glow visible on neither the intensifier or from
the MPV, Principal ]y because the sun was setting right near the
tail and the sun never sets deeply enough to Keep the (garble)
bright horizon instead that bright horizon kept all the
spacecraft surfaces that were visible from the aft flight deck or
frcMB the MPV rather elliminated so I don't think anything came
£rom spacecraft surface glow. I do think we got lim airglow
filter photographs.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT I got to get some other filters out then so I'll go
off the line now and let you dc everything else for me.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab, PS2.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for the MSCR people I don't remember if you
guys were in contact but we got another stop UHV 505 over and the
ops light is blinking.

CAPCOM We copy, Byron and we'll get right back to you with
that.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 to Owen.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) we have a notice to continue that.

CAPCOM Roger, you won't be getting any because we've had
them inhibited with the patches we sent up yesterday.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, no down link TV,
no live TV, which provided over the Goldstone pass to the
interability to get a good lock on forward link with Goldstone.
The TORS gave us a weak signal in that pass, and there was
initially difficulty in establishing calm with the Spacelab.
We'll be looking at another opportunity to provide that Salops TV
at some future TV pass. The CAPCOM came up on the air-to-ground
1, momentarily to advised the crew of some commands that the
ground would be initiating to RAU 21 to enable the experimenters
to get a look at some data for a brief period of time, through
that remote acquisition unit. The mission elasped time 5 ('ays 0
hours 56 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Bill.

CAPCOM Did you take any actions on experiment 01?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Was that affirmative?

SPACECRAFT Negative no action was taken on experiment 01,
over.

CAPCOM Okay, we understand we have a time line that we
have to get out of there.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Spacelab, we've got the 22 mounted on the
(garble) table, and we're about to retract it back into the
airlock and we've been getting TV camera recording of this on and
off here.

CAPCOM Okay, that's great Byron. We appreciate it, thank
you

PAO Payload Specialist Byron Lichtenberg indicating his
progress with installation of the black and white field camera in
the scientific airlock.

SPACECRAFT (garble) sorry you didn't hear us, but all the
glass looks good in the black and white field camera, and came
out of it (garble) like a trooper
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CAPCOM Okay we copy. And that's great news.

SPACECRAFT All four filters have been checked unlocked and it
looks nice.

CAPCOM We copy, thank you very much, Byron

CAPCOM The 22 teams delighted hear that.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, Owen's going to be unfolding the experiment
table drive handle and we're recording his activity up in the
(garble) area now.

CAPCOM Okay we copy.

SPACECRAFT We were just fastening the (garble) hatch now.
Complete.

CAPCOM Okay, we understand Byron.

SPACECRAFT And it looks like we'll come back to do it a little
bit later, nuh?

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops. Give us a call when
you've a few minutes and we can brief you on the game plan for
this upcoming night pass involving experiment 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay, first ofall there's no SEPAC is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirm, we will not be doing an SEPAC
activities, at all. No MTV and no other SEPAC activities. But
Steve Mende does want you to do some hand helding intensifier
photography. We're coming up on a faust attitude.

SPACECRAFT Very good Mike. We're just about there. We're
just cleaning up our mess up there.

CAPCOM Could you say it again please, I couldn't copy that
last transmission.

SPACECRAFT Give us about 2 more minutes or so, and we'll be
ready to copy.

CAPCOM Sure, real good. No rush.

SPACECRAFT Mike, were all ready to copy, go ahead. We also
have some comments (garble) when you get a chance, there may not
be a chance to talk about them for a while.
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CAPCOM I see, okay. We have only two activities for this
nighttime pass- The first one is because we've come to a
dedicated faust attitude, we need you to do one time line count
at an accurate time. At one hour 17 minutes, we need you guys to
do a command time line count, sierra, 05, Oscar 00. And with
that faust we'll run itself by the STL. There will be no EGAS
since the problems were having with RAU21. The other activity we
have for this night pass, involves experiment 3. We will not be
operating the AEPI camera, but Steve Mende would like you to do
some hand held intensifier photography from either the aft flight
deck or from the module

END OF TAPE
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PAO (Garble) traffic 3 investigators were enabled at
the same time to speak with the crew and that apparently worked
fairly well* George Todd worked with Bob Parker « Bill Taylor
from SEPAC worked with Owen Garriott and Steve Mende frcHn the
AEPI experiment was providing some guidance to Byron
Lichtenberg. 5 days, 2 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. This is
Marshall Spacelab Operations. This is Mission Control Houston,
we're going to receive some previously unscheduled television
downlink live from the spacecraft on this orbit during the
Goldstone pass. The subject of the tv will be scientific airlock
operations SAL OPS. It will occur on ascending node of orbit 82
as we acquire Goldstone. The duration of the Goldstone pass will
be 6-1/2 minutes. And that event is to occur at Mission Elapsed
Time 5 days, 0 hours, 42 minutes which translai-^:d into 10:42 am
Central Time. Again previously unscheduled downlink live from
Columbia at 10:42 am showing activities of the scientific airlock
at Mission Control 5 days, 0 hours, 20 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 5
days, 35 minutes. Mission Elapse Time, standing by for
reacquisition of communications wich Spacelab thru the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite in lesa than a minute. We anticipate
high rate data thru the Ku-band about 16 minutes from now.
Meanwhile onboard Spacelab, the crew scheduled to be removing
experiment 20 the picpab from the scientific airlock and
installing experiment 22 for the first time. The very wide field
camera. That one of several astronomy experiments being carried
out on this the first of the european developed space
laboratory. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations standingby here
very shortly for some live television from Spacelab, the
changeout of the experiment and the scientific airlock removal of
the experiment 20 passive package installation of the astronomy
the very wide field camera.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we have you for about
39 minutes thru TDRSS.

SPACECRAFT Got you Dale, loud and clear, we've got 22 in the
sight of the airlock table and we're just about finish attaching
the cables now.

CAPCC»* Ok, you've probably seen some messages, ignore the
20 messages, ignore the 05 messages, we will op RAO 21 from the
ground and it may cause a flood of messages on the fault summary
page, but just disregard. One more message, we need you to check
the depth status on 01.

SPACECRAFT Well, the power is off —- you want to see if its
ops or not. Ok, the Isol depth is ops. Bill. Capcom has a
message. Spacelab, this is Houston, air-to-ground 1. We're
going to undo part of the that patch to RAO 21 enabling the 1 hz
tripplet. Your probably going to get a single skip message on
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the RAU and your just to disregard it. We'll be doing everything
from the ground, and this will enable the guys to get a little
(garble) on the Faust experiment. Over.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mary, we understand that when we get some
message, that your doing the work on it. And we've sort o£ got
an alert turned down here, and so we've not been flooded with
(garble) we haven't noticed a continuous flood.

CAPCOM Roger, well you won't be getting any because we've
had them inhibitted with the patches we sent up yesterday.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston, hari over has
occurred in the Mission Control Center, and John Cox and the
Orbit 2 team have been briefed on the status of the vehicle in
the Orbiter system continue to be remarkably trouble free. Off
going Flight Director, Chuck Lewis, Change of Shift, briefing
will occur momentarily in the Mission, or in the JSC newsroom.
That Chuck Lewis briefing is scheduled to occur on time at 9:55
central time

CAPCOM Spacelab this is .

PAO In building 2 room 135, at Johnson Space Center.
Mission elasped time 4 days, 23 hours, 56 minutes, we're just now
losing signal through the TDRS system. This is Mission Control
Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, about 38
minutes remaining in this loss of signal period. Handover is
complete here in the Payload Operations Control Center. Onboard
Spacelab, handover also completed. Mission Specialist, Bob
Parker, and Payload Specialist, Ulf Merbold, stayed on a little
longer in the module. Parker worked with experiment 33 team in
the Payload Operations Control Center, to troubleshoot apparent
problem with the black and white film package, that is used to
photograph the earths surface, using a aerial survey camera,
mounted in the scientific window adapter assembly, which houses a
very high quality optical window. This experiment been operating
for the last couple of shifts, to study the possibility of using
this type of photography to construct better quality map of the
earths surface. The apparent problem with that experiment has
been a jammed black and white film package, and tha package has
been removed, the color film pack has been returned to the
camera. There are a few frames left, in the color pack, and
meanwhile the experiment team is looking at possible
troubleshooting procedures that may be carried out on the black
and while film pack. Additionally, it's a fairly active pass for
the oncoming blue crew. Byron Lichtenberg, was operating two
experiments, the atmospheric emmission photometric imaging
camera. A black and white camera mounted out on the pallet,
experiment #3. Also, working to operate the monitor TV for
experiment 2, space experiment with particles accelerators both
with plasma physics experiments. Owen Garriott was on the flight
deck with a 35 milliaameter camera. Outfitted with imaging
intensifier and some filters. The first portion of the
experiment activity was designed to look at aerochemistry, on the
earths atmosphere. Looking at the air glow phenomenon the
emmission of light from the atmosphere. Later the crew will turn
their attention to auroral activity, in the earth upper
atmosphere as the Orbiter actually passes through a auroral
zone. For that portion of the activity, Garriott will be using
the stilled camera without filters, and both the AEPI camara and
the SEPAC monitor TV camera will be operated. In the early part
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Of thla pass, there was a considerable amount of air traffic.
Three investigators were enabled at the sane time to speak with
the crew, and that apparently worked fairly well. George Todd,
worked with Bob Parker, Bill Taylor from SBPAC worked with Owen
6arri<^t, and Steve

Bm> OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... the NTV in the manual mode and go to azimuth
270 co-el 110. This If to look at thruster firings and glow on
the starboard wing.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) and that's just what I was asking Owen
about to see kind o£ where their eye (garble) and what we should
be looking at.

CAPCOM And Byron please adjust with the maximum
sensitivity and the iris £ull open.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Okay I'm looking at 70 and 110 co--el.

CAPCOM Very good Byron.

SPACECRAFT I*m not sure what I see out there it's kind o£,
it's kind of out of focus. I'm not sure what I see here.

CAPCOM Hopefully it's the starboard wing. Why don't you
just take a couple of deep breaths and relax for a few minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay^ I see. I really can't see the starboard wing
here. What I can see is the Charlie television camera out there
and when I go to a co-el of 110 I'm looking down into the payload
bay. , ,

CAPCOM Okay^ could you bring it up then please Byron so
that you can see the starboard wing or the top of the bay doors
or the sill* What we're looking for is the glow and the thruster
firings if there are any.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand. Looks like we're pretty much
blocked by the grille and the charlie payload bay camera.
There's just a very narrow window that we can look out into
•fiKie. I'm goimf to bring it a little bit farther forward here
mi see if wc can see some of the sill.

cyWPCXH very good ftyron. Use your own judgement. You can
see it « hell of a lot better than we can.

mM3KiM3Ff Okay, IcKiking farther forward now I've got the sill
and fftft of the nicrowaves. Now I see a little bit of the

CAPCXil V*cy good* Could ycm give us an estimate of the az
and cO"-el please Byron.

SWMO^Smr okay, right now I've got the radiator In the left
fart of the field of view and I'm sort 0f looking c^er the top of
the mlmmmw^ . I 'm reading about 220 aiiiiuth and about 75
degrees oo**elevation.
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CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT And we don't see anything yet on the MTV, SEPAC.

CAPCOM SEPAC copies. If you see anything interesting
follow it.

SPACECRAFT Owen, are there any thruster firings going on out
there. Can you see?

CAPCOM Spacelab this is SEPAC on air-to-ground 1 for
Byron.

SPACECRAFT SEPAC.

CAPCOM We reconunend about now that you might want to swing
the canera over to look at the top of the Spacelab end for glow
and for thruster firings.

SPACECRAFT Can't see a thing coming up on the sill or the
radiators. It's really not a very good shot from there.

CAPCOM The azimuth is approximately 180, co-el
approximatley 80.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're looking at the back of the Spacelab
now.

PAO SEPAC investigator Bill Taylor working with Byron
Lichtenberg.

CAPCOM Would you put the Spacelab about in the lower half
of the field of view please.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, makes a co-el of about 50 degrees.

CAPCOM Okay.

PAO Two scientists working together to attempt to study
Shuttle glow. Phenomena was, been looked at on earler missions
and is being studied in greater depth on this first Spacelab
mission. Additionally they wanted to get some data on the
thruster firings. Data from the monitor TV camera being recorded
onboard the Spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT Okay and SEPAC from the Spacelab. We've got both
the gain and the iris full open and are full.

CAPCOM Copy.
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Handover has
occurred in the Mission Control Center and John Cox and the Orbit
2 tean have been brie£ed on ...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead ready MTV.

, 4 i^**®
^^^^^ monitor TV, a very sensitive black andwhite television camera, will be only operated during thedarkness portion of the orbit.

«««.*ng

n^M^ I'^lJi*
is experiment 3 for Byron. You should do DEPupdate steps 1 through 8. Then do the entries as I was givingyou and then you should be remove BCAS and ready to run AEPI.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Steve. I think I messed it up a little bitbecause I went ahead and filed the whole and i turned the DEP offand — I not to power the DEP back on here.

CAPCQM Thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab to Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Bill.

CAPCOM Yes, Byron we'd like for you to call up fod one
SSJi-JmS; k?!

understand the error message. MUM isscratching his head down here.

P?fpl^^. spacelab here for the experiment 3

CAPCOM This is experiment 3.

^
Okay Steve. It looks like our DEP tim- is about a

Hi ""u^.t^ time set mode, do you want
dtlly h2ri^°"^ * one minJ?e

?.^^ . ^ Byron. Just do steps 1 through 8 of DEPupdate and enter the items as I've said and go ahead!

with Bvrr.n Ti^SffJJf"®"?
3's investi-iator Steve Mende working

caierS^ «LriM^:2?*''^.^"*^fJ*'^"5 camera, black and whitecamera, operational out of the pallet.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 for Byron, i lust don't
Y;?'^

happened. Did you punch^in k minS?e off aSd

differeHSe. * »in"te or did it come up with a 1 minute

fS»?f^^ ''®^^*'l?u^
happened was I went ahead and turned the

SS^^i! SSr"" f"^ ^'S®"
realized that I hadn't got it set up toop the DEP so I turned the module power back off! Got the DEPready to go on the 46 63 line and turned it back on and it came
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hLInJi"?!:* ®° f ^"5*^ **»«ad and did a time set herebecause it came up in the time set mode so we're back in business

CAPCOM Great, Thanks very much Byron.

SlSS^fS^f- fSf''^ And break, for the
«™ ^cJc*"?^?*'' ^^^'P ^^'^ it hire for youand same thing 505 with a flashing ops light now in (garble)

f

CAPCOM Okay Byron. Thanks for that stop message. Don't
iSfcHJil"^ f^'il ^^f^ ^^''^ ^^i"* ^«i"9- going to look
ii^h i?S;r'AES?"wlrf"^*'*

"""^^ P'^*'"*" ^« «^ continue

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we're displaying OPD again. Okav. itcame up right this time Michael.
*^ ' ^ «g«in. uicay, it

SST^S? , . ^? Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. Evidently the

?rSn2ilSlrigle'i?^ - «

SPACECRAFT Good and you do guys confirm that we have the vidset up now Got the MTV routed at TV recorder 1 and the Orbiter

righ??
'''' "P Orbiter 3 to the flight deck,

?Sr?Snight.s ^Snr""'"'
''"^/^^ correctly configured

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good and be advised Olf did notchangeout VTR tape #1. it has 48 minutes of tape left on it.

t^T AnA nJ^!' ^f"*- there's 48 minutes

Jfj:^rSfoS^tS:ier
»«n»9e the start of record and stop

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 for Byron. For the AE»I
2?SJ"^«5;' 20 like I said before' Use6300, 5577 and 3914 filters in the TV for the Orroral pass.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copy Steve. And Owen, do you read me up

bJtoS?
Spacelab, this is SEPAC on air-to-ground 1 for

SPACECRAFT SEPAC loud and clear.
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CAPCOM ^^^^^ operating the MTV in the manual mode

fifiSga an"glS^^
"^^^^ look at thruster

END OF TAPMI
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CAPCOM Spacelab ...

CAPCOM Spacelab this is SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT SEPAC.

CAPCOM Owen, we're reasonably sure that all those DEP
initialization error messages you* re getting are coming from
SEPAC* s DEP and what looks like a good plan here is to go ahead
and power down the DEP lu for awhile and let OC and his troops be
sure that's where those error messages are coming from. Now the
one thing, as you know, you'll need to be sure that all of the
control panel switches are in the off position before you turn
the DEP lU off, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've just done that. We've done it twice
and we just did it for the third time exactly like that.

CAPCOM Owen, you're saying that you had already safed our
control panel and turned the DEP lU off and you were still
getting these error messages?

SPACECRAFT Negative, now that we've turned it off all the
error messages stopped so that's consistent with what we
originally thought. That it was our switches here that were
causing the messages but POCC told us they thought it was from
the ground and so we were a little puzzled. Now we turned it off
again for the third time and the messgetf have stopped.

CAPCOM Very good Owen. I think we've found what we needed
to know.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what does that mean. We're still going to go
ahead and run the MTV?

CAPCCM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT To Operations, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Bill. I just tried to run (garble) and I
got an event table old so I assume you guys haven't done a POCC
MMU dataset update.

CAPCOM (Garble) is working on it now.

SPACECRAFT , Okay , very good

.

CAPCOM Just ...
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

What I'd like to do 1£ I could is get out ...

Repeat Byron.

Bill. Marshall OPS, Spacelab.

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT What I'd like to do Bill is power up AEPI a little
bit early so I can get that ECAS in and ...

CAPCOM We copy Byron that you want to get the ECAS in
early on AEPI. Stand by.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
enter.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

And Spacelab this is Marshall OPS.

(Garble) early too.

For anyone, the 300 team would like a resume UHV

Complete Mike. Got our steady ops light.

Thank you very much Byron.

SPACECRAFT Make sure I understand this correctly for AEPI to
get that information in the OEP we have to have the AEPI module
power on before I run the ECAS and change that filter.

CAPCOM Yes Byron, you have to have, you have to go through
just like as if you were doing DBF update the first, the first
few steps.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. As soon as I have clearance, I'm
going to go ahead and put that in work then.

CAPCOM And Space? o to Owen. You are go for the MTV
operations on SEPAC. Just ingnore all the error messages.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill. I'll be running them both down here.
Owen's already up in the flight deck.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
now?

CAPCOM

Oh, okay. We copy Byron.

Do I have a go to bring AEPI up and run the ECAS in

That's a roger. Go.

PAO On board the Spacelab at this time Owen Garriott
has departed for the aft flight deck of the Orbiter. He'll be
using a hand held 35 millimeter camera with image intensifier and
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for part of the operations on filters to first look at air glow
phenomenon being emitted from the earth's atmosphere and then
later he's going to remove the filters and use the intensifier to
look at the Space Shuttle as the Orbiter passes through the
auroral zone to see if the electrons which are part of the solar
wind interacting with the earth's magnetosphere to create the
aurora have any effect as the Orbiter, on the Orbiter as it
passes through that area. Meanwhile Byron Licihtenberg in the
habitable nodule for these operations will be controlling both
the ABPI low level black and white television camera mounted out
on the pallet during the later portion of this run and also the
monitor TV system which is part of the space experiment with
particle accelerators, experiment number 2. The SEPAC monitor
TV, a very sensitive black and white television camera, will be
only operated during the darkness portion of the orbit.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... what Is apparently a jam, black and white film
magazine. Bill Taylor of the SBPAC experiment working with Owen
Garriott —
CAPCOM Spacelab^ Marshall Ops. We're doing seme
coiftmanding, disregard the air messages.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's 000 10 and DEP OS messages was yours
and not mine?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I got the 10 DEP ON so you can run the MTV
and thought it was associated with that. I'll put the lU DEP
back ON again so we can run the MTV.

CAPCOM Yes, I think 05 was commanding from the ground and
we caused this.

PAO Owen Garriott working with Bill Taylor attempting
to run portions of the SEPAC experiment and finally, Steve Meende
frOT experiment 3 worked with Byron Lichtenberg to develop some
plans to use the AEPI camera as well as handheld 35 millimeter
with an image intensififer and filters to document both air glow
and later Orroral activity. Meanwhile at this time from the
payload control center experment 5 and (garble) ultraviolet space
telescope attempting to send some commands through the computer
system onboard Spacelab to their experiment, run it out on the
fallet, that and ultraviolet telescope camera facility designed
o look at various sources of ultraviolet mission and the

celestials sphere*

SPACECRAFT I'm going to do a LiOH changeout.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill, we're still getting more DEP and 10 00
messages. Are those yours or ours?

CAPCXIN They are ours, Owen» Just disregard.

SPACECRAFT Are they going to be putting up or coming down
(garble) tone down? Get a tool kit to do it.

CAPCOM Yes, I would turn it down for a few minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got to get into that tool kit to do it.

CAPCOM Understand

.

PAO That reference to turning down the volume on the
messages notification system. When an air message comes up on
the computer there is an audible tone that generated and Garriott
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Is going to get a tool kit screwdriver and turn down the volumeon that since those messages are to be ignored at this time.

SPACECRAFT Spacelab, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead r 01 f. We copy you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'd like to turn that audit to (garble) hereand {garble) seen in the clecap (garble), i have one request if
^'"^

^^^^J"" * 329 tomorrow another time andthat's (garbv«) sysct. . problem with the MTV.

CAPCOM Olf, your transmission is kind of broken up. Ithink you said that you would like to get scheduled to haveanother run of 329, is that correct sometime tomorrow?

^ *^*'':w"**'
^""^ * systems crash with the(garble) and for that reason there was no time to run 329.

4 !f®
understand that those problems kept you

fSS?*.?^""^"!™^'
today, we're doing our best to schedule iome

^« operations in there to give you some time to makeup those runs and maybe do a couple of extra runs.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's logical good thinking, it's from the -
not much (garble) used the mirror heating facility another timeso we are probably better off if we concentrate now on STM
<^P4iration.

agree and of course the FPM is pretty easy to

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a lot then. And just (garble).

2*52!! ™.5P**'®^*'*' SBPAC people have toldM tha DBF on SBPAC appears to be OM and some of those errorassagrts maybe cosing from SBPAC.
«toe

2r^?2^un ^SI;*^;.,^*'**''*
correct, it is ON anc we need it on inocaac to run the MTV, over.

CAPCOM We copy. Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, we're

pSlJd S2t"
^'^^ ^"^^ "^i'**'**^ Of has that been

SPACECRAFT It's been removed, Mike.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT SEPAC.
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d^i2iti««*i '^««8on»bly sure that all those

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, will do.

CAPCOM Thank you.

Bob Parker and George Todd.

CAPCOM (Garble) to Byron.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) go ahead.

CAPCOM Byron for this nuiiber 33, object number 33 aurora
IS ?^urSf"?f*«?;'.?r However, we have Tproblei'^iith

«tLf 1 f y**" <=<'"1'' take the following

tht^ih "^"""^"9 ^t beginning o?^
^ ECAS after you're rolling in ECAS youcould make a correction whenever you have time.

SPACECRAFT Okay go ahea-ii.

"^f! Did yoS'Sipy?''*'"
'° ^'^^^ 0 0 6 5 0 0

SPACECRAFT You got an item 6 - 0 0 6 5 0 0 enter.

CAPCOM Followed by an item 7—000032 enter.

SPACECRAFT Got an item 7—000032 enter,

S?S?'-K«„i^ J^i.^^J^J*^ ^ enter, check current value

f!^SfSf*noT ^""^J
understand and do you want to do that once

Sat IlfUmJ
""""^''^ ^'^"^ ^" '^^^-t- l«

CAPCOM That's correct.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Bill.

S^nwo J*' "®*t <:he SEPAC peoplewould like to have you run the MTV during the night time.

frS^fJ^ .J^if^'
"^'^^ ^^"^ ^^^^'^ * *^^y we've now got 2^^^^ ^° t*>e *>«st= can on them but we, I

r;Ln«[??.^^!S »^ r**^
aft fUght deck running with the image

iS'll sfi if Sf ®^''°;hi^SS^'?^ S i« the module!we XX see if we ... the MTV in there also.
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CAPC»I Okay no. You #oa«t km^ am night for the rmm^n,

SAGBCRAFP Yes, w« una*ratand. Thaf a the apconiftg nifiit tinia.

CAPCOM Right and we would liiie to have you run the

SSif!; hTlt^
^ routing. It ^ill be on analog recorder

iMCBCaiArr^^ 0^^ routing (g«rble).

C||OOI« ifa »ill dcj the foutii»f» You need to turn It on and

SFACBCR^FT Understand Bill. Bill Where's the km : data qoingto go. Is that going tc go vid«o recorder naaber 2?

CAPCOK Ho ASP J

SPACECRAFT You got AEPI on th( second half of the night.

^ J*^*"^
by.^ And Byron for the AJilf I run, we want youto route that to an orbiter ca«»ett«.

I^ACECRAFT Okay Bill.

CAPCOH hM did you copy that Byrcwi?

SPACBCRAIT Bill, (garble) copied AEPl to the orbiter cassette
recorder.

CW?CX)li ^^^^^^^^^^^^

4
^* Marshall Spacelab Operations , Pi rst par

t

««rk?«^S?!I The crew onboard Spacelabworking with Payload Operations Control Center in several
experiment 33 working with Bob Parker who isscheduled to go off shift. Trouhleihooting problem with the

A little difficulty in getting the film toadvance and they continue to work that. They reinstalled theoriginal film iiiagaaine. Possibly will do someaore photography
IIi!5 15**^ aagazine while they consider what they can do to unjamwhat is apparently a jam black and white film magazine. BillTaylor, the SKPAC experiment, worked with Owen and Gar riott,

CAPGOM^ Spacelab, Marshall OPS. We're doing somecoaaanding . Disrsyard the error messages

.

SPACBCRAIT Okay, that string of 0 0

BHD OP TAPE ^
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SPACKIRftPT Tliat ' s not the curt «nt night tiiro pass but an hom
and a half froiij now your talking about?

CAPCOM This is tiis (garble) atarting at day i/ 23, our
operation sfcacta at day 4, 23, about 50 ainutes, ai^ the s«cond
operation will be day 5, 00 and 4 ainutes.

SPACSCRAT! OJtay, thank you.

CAPCOH Spacelab, froa 33 cMwra, Bob?

SPACECRAFT (^ay , 33 let ae tell you wfeat we '^e done , we got
the power and override, the aot«c is in on, and we took the tiaer
to statt, !•» depressing that buttOi., and the »acuum cleaner
definitely ran, the fila advance definitely ran, but I 'a not
positive it's shutter <^rated, over.

CAPCm Okay, well it's not the shutter that is worrying
us

, 1
1

• s the f iIn transport . Now i t you look at the 33 procedure

,

on^page DT lO, if you could jast check that the film transport
drive is in the position shown there with the saall peg pointinq
inwards to the fila fraae, please.

SP*CECRiy»T Okay, stand by

SPACaCRAFT The small peg is pointing inwards, at a alight
angle, about 10 degrees,

CAPCOM Well, it should be actually 90 degrees to that, it
should be pointing iiiw«rds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I turned it by hand and got it to probably
less than 5 degree*.

CAPCOM And it was rotating when the caraera was running?

spacik;«aft yes.

CAPCOM Vfery good

.

CAPCOM Mow can w» check the film aafazine?

SPACECRAFT Okay, now I leave the caaera and go back to the
fila aagasine, right?

CItfCOM Afflraative.

SPACECRAFT It's coning.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I 'a back at the film magazine.

CAPCOM Okay, well if you could point the film magazine
knobs, the black and white knoba are marked film supply and film
takeup spool.

SPACBCRAFP Affirmative

.

CAPCON Now, try turning the film supply spool with your
right hand in a clockwise direction by about a quarter of a turn.

SPACECRAFT It is impossible I would say to turn it in either
direction.

^^'^OM I can you try the takeup spool? The same?

SPACECRAFT Well sir, it is impossible to turn either one of
thoB in either direction.

CAPCOK Okay Bob, thank you very much. I think we'll give
the loop over now.

George Todd, experiment 33 working with Bob Parker.

SPACECRAFT —very tough film jam, do you think there is any
point in trying to the back off, and straighten it out?

CAPCOM We'll talk about thia eternally here we'll .hink
about it and come back to you Bob, but thank you for trying, it
sounds as though it really is, I'm sure you're quite strong and
you can turn those knobs.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we also tried with the tool to turn the film
drive mechanism too, and that was really also impossible.

CAPCOH Okay Bob, very nice try, thank you very much
indeed.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Do you want us to put the magazine back
in the camera, or should we put the magazine back in the film
stowage and put the camera back cm the camera?

SPACECRAFT POCC, Spacelab?

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT (garble) do you want us to put the magazine back on
fhe camera? Or should we get the camera back and put that on the
end of the camera to keep the dirt out of the inside of the
camera? :
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CAPCOM Bob, I'll check with 33, stand by a minute, I
thought they were still on.

SPAC^RAFT Okay.

CyuPCOM Hello Bob, did you copy that?

SPACECRAFT Say again, POCC.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Bob.

SPACFCRAPT Go ahead.

CAPCOM If you put the first magazine back on again, that
is color infrared. I think we will later, later on we will get
the chance to take a few pictures with the remaining film.

SPACECRAFT I missed the very first sentance. Do you want me
to put the camera, the magazine back in the camera yes or no?

CAPCOM If you would put the original magazine back on, the
one you changed out.

SPACECRAFT Alright, will do.

PAO Bob Parker and George Todd —
SPACECRAFT POCC, go ahead.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ok, ltd in override.

CAPCON The timer on.

SPiOCRAfll? ^

^

CAPCON Good, now try to start the camera by depressing the
interlock pin that you mill £ind on the side of the picture
frane^ There is a recessed pin there, if you can push it with a
ball point pe:4 in the camera might start.

PAD The voice of George Todd the representative of the
metric camera experiment. Todd providing some guidance to Bob
Parker who • . •

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOH Say again. Bob.

SHPACBCRAFT Forward aft, left to right side.

CAPOXf Its the side opposite the camera drive.

SPACECRAFT I found 3 pins and pushed them all, and nothing
iM^pened.:;^^^":

CAPCON There is 2 pins together and 1 recessed at the
right of it, and that is the one that should start it.

CAP03N Spacelab, this is SSPAC for Owen, please answer an
itrai 961 enter followed by an item 10 0.2 enter.

PAD Vbice of Bill Taylor, SEPAC investigator.

SPACECRAFT Say again your new value. Bill, what do you want
for it«i 10? ;

CAPCKXI
: .

: 0.2 enter * -'^'y^<'' f'

8»ACBCKAFT Wllco, I think I can*t do that at t^iWMat, I'llhw to wait until pass gats done, tout then i*ll dbii%.

CAPCOM Copy. Owen, this is SlPACr do you havmreAP ready

^^^^^^^^^^^ „,•::

SPiCBCRAFT CfATble) running the vacuum cleaner^ tint I didn't
fet: a release. ^^^; T^^ ^^ -r^^if^^^-^

CAPCON I see, it* 11 only talie 10 seconds before you get a
:rele««e.^/:^:;:

SWWaw^RAfT Ok, say again.
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CAPaw It would give a release every 10 seconds, because
its being drunaed by the tiner.

SPACECRAFT Still getting the same sequence of (garble) we'll
try again.

SPACECRAFT Ok, its done SBPAC,

CAPCX»I Owen, this is SEPAC, we reconraend that you stop
trying, the lAO is still dead.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 calling for Owen or Byron.

CAPCOM You need Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Ok, Byron. For this run, we have got 2
•^perinents. One is what used to be the equatorial aero-
ch««istry and its holding that attitude, and instead of doing
that which would not give any good results, we would like to use
the image intensifier in the aft deck window perhaps, and run
enters 7320, 7620, 6300, and no happy operations and look at the
norizon air alow. For the following operation, which is (garble)
number 33 is the only dark auroral operation left on this
Mission. And we would also like to use the image intensifier to
look for skin glow of the vehicle. Did you copy,

SPACECRAFT We copy to the aft flight deck windows for the
first night time using 7620, 6300 and then a no filter, 7620 6300
Cor the horizon air glow.

f***^ . ^* 7320, 7620, and 6300. And chat
is all D filters. Over

SPACECRAFT Ok, we got that, 7320, 7620, and 6300 filters on
the intensifier.

CAPCOM Ok, and for the Orroral pass starting about 5004,
if you could just with no filter and look at the skin of the
Orbiter, seeing if there is any electron prestidigitation causing
luminosity on the skin of the Orbiter. Now we would also like to
run ABPX if you have enough people around to do that.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I think we got all that Steve.

CAPCOM So, ABPI is only for to run for that Orroral pass,
looking at the aura under the Orbiter, ok?
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SJ?^J5f«.w ^ i^' current night tivm
p«88, but the and hour and a half from now, your talking about.

CAPCOH Thia Istha pass starting

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO Through TORSS in 20 minutes « Mission elapsed time
4 days 22 hours 37 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO Thi& is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days 22
hours 55 minutes r mission elapsed tine here in the Payload
Operations Control Center. Handover between the red shift and
the blue shift about complete. Payload Operations Director Clark
Owen now at the helm. Standing by in about 30 seconds for
reacquisitioit of signal through the tracking and data relay
satellite. We reacquire signal, the crew is scheduled to be
conducting some space plasma physics activities with experiments
2 and 3. Additionally we're expecting that perhaps the
experiment 33 metric camera team may have some guidance for the
crew onboard Spacelab for troubleshooting a little difficulty
there having with their aerial survey camera. This is to be
relatively long acquisition of signal through TDRSS. Little over
an hour in length.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Marshall Ops, Spacelab, over.

Okay, Owen. We copy. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dale. I wrote it SEPAC nominally and I got
to the point where we turn the lU on and get a string of
continuous messages lOA 00 repeated twice, and then depth 05 and
these 3 messages keep coming up in sequence every 1-1/2 seconds,
the depth ready never reported ON, it always reported NO and so I

had to toss out the SEPAC task applications task in order to stop
the messages. Over.

CAPCOM Rogev, we copy. And Owen I think this is all
related to RAO 21. We're going to try and get that Ops so you
can go ahead and do the run. I think we want to do —
SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That's why I was asking.

Yes, I think

That's why I asked 20 minutes ago.

W611, at that time we thought the RAU was UP.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll miss this pass of course (garble)
reload the application task.

CAPCOM Okay, standby. Think SEPAC wants to do some
troubleshooting if we can get it off. And Spacelab, this is
Marshall Ops. We wonder if the red team has gone to bed or if
Bob or Olf is still around, and if they are, if they managed to
have a look at experiment 33, the metric camera.
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SPACECHAPT Okay, there both still here and we have the
(garble) ott and this tise we're ready to proceed.

CAPCOM Seal good. Bob. That's terrific, fie have the 33
tean standing by and they have a few words I think, some
suggestions as to how to go about getting that unjanimed. We also
have a message fron the Abbey team for Byron or Owen. That's the
first half of the night at least, they'd like to delete the 03
glow level tv camera run, instead go to handheld intensifier. •

you guys this evening at sunset are going to be inside the
Ocroral zone and may see some evidence of Shuttle glow caused by
electron bombardment. They'd like one of you to have a look with
a handheld intensifier photography of that. Abbey does however,
intend to operate in the locks during the second half of the
night. We'll be in touch with those people in a few minutes with
some further instructions there. Meanwhile, I'll turn you over
to experiment 33.

SPACECRAFT I got a question. Abbey. Within the Orroral aone,
the sunset or sunrise?

CAPCOM The question, I'll check. This is Spacelab for
Bob, this is 33 waiting.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM You're in the Orroral zone in sunrise, not in
sunset.

SPACECRAFT That's what I thought, thank you. Hey, George.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, Break, Break, 33. Owen, we'd like to
have you give a RAO 21 OP and go ahead then and try to see if
SBPAC runs.

SPACECRAFT Go. The GSF resume enter, we're giving it 2300 on
;the nose. .

CAPCOM Terrific, Byron. We copy that GHF resume. Thanks
very much. And we'll turn the loop back over to X33.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. Bob, if you will go to I4B, and
switch the RCO power to override and switch the timer 0».

SPACECRAFT Ofcay, you want the RCO in override?

CAPCOM Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, is it override?

CAPCOM And the timer ON.
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SPACBCRAFT Tfes.

CAPCOM Good, now try to start the eaai«ra by depressing the
interlock pin that you will find on —
BHD OP TAPE
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tSSi. ,s«.,^
verification flight test, we're on Orbit #80.

1^ to pass noif over the Indian Ocean, at 4 days 22 hows16 Minutes, mission elasped time. This is Missicm Control.

hi?,- ,o .
Marshall Spacelab Operations, 4 days, 22

Ihll Lll "ir^^'^^'^^P^ 27 minutes remliAing on
iitS ln!?«?fK ^2*^ ^'Sf?"^^

tracking data and relay satillite!with Spacelab. Meanwhile, over in building #2, room 135 in theJohnson Spacr center at approximately 8:45%.m: central standardtime. Or. RicK Chappell, Spacelab Mission Scientist, from nasaand Karl Knott, ESA Project Scientist, scheSltSd to pfj^Tc^^te
^^^^"^ saence activities onboard

^

imlrt fn JS! ^Sk
^*^^24 hours. That's in building 2 in room135 here in the Johnson Space Center, 8:45 a.m. Our dailvScience Briefing with Mission Scientist and iu^opea^ Space AgencyProject Scientist. This is Marshall Spacelab Gp^ations!

.'^^^ Mission Control Houston at 4 days 22 hours
elasped time. We're at 1 minute away from

tha? Sis configured Mission Audio, so
Co?Lh?- ^^J"^^'^^^ Mission Control Center and
SbiS? i mfii!^*"

That signal should come through in jSstabout a matter of seconds. The duration of the pass is 4 1/2

SiSSJSS'cSStrSf^iuStJL'"'^^ momentaril?! Tl^isW^

minutes, hSi^^Sp^'""^'""'
^'^^ Yarragadee for

e^f^o?^^ iJ^^^i^^ Houston, and the tank 4 heaters call^ tu?n nn ttJ'T' 2*"?!,^° * degrees going down, shut it off
n ?kJ**\ crawl heaters to auto, both of them. Aand B is that what you wanted, over?

«

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, that's affirmative John, and we

tSlIori^JfrSSoLi!
^h«^*'««$her message we sent you earlier that

ihi Sf«2 f«^ff*^® number 76. It's an addendum to the bottom of
2r«S 2!:

"^efernce Northrup strip. The runway at Northrup^atrip are now go. But the site itself is no go to gusty winds.

SPACECRAFT Sounds good.

MiU°23 16
Houston, we are 1 minute LOS, see you next

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill see you there
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)
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we^ve lost signal'
through Yarragadee, we'll reconfigure mission audio so the
Orbiter, or the Spacelab air-to-ground will be audible when we
acquire voice through TORS in 20 minutes^ Mission elasped tine
is 4 days 22 hours 37 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - okay fine*

CAPCCM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Ulf, when
Bob Parker comes back ftcm the aft flight deck and is in flight
maintenance you guys are go for 1 0 2 F02A experiments, and you
can run, you basically have the rest of your shift to run that. I

understand your go to on until 23 hours and 20 minutes or there
abouts«

SPACECRAFT (garble) Start coming back.

CAPCON Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we have a 13 error message,
please ignore.

SPACECRAFT (garble) say again.

CAPCON Yes, there was an error message generated on
experiment 13, Olf you can ignore it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that^s what we are doing.

SPACECRAFT POCC, Spacelab.

CAPCON Go ahead Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got around to getting a electrode in doing
this on both subjects, going to take about an hour to do all
this. He*ve already been working it 12 hours.

CAPCON Yes, okay Bob, this is —
SPACECRAFT — off at the Mai.

CAPCON Yes, okay we* 11 discuss that, we don*t want to wear
you guys out too much.

CAPCON Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, yes. Bob we concur
with your suggestion, we'll scrub that 102 for today, and try to
fit that in on another day that's not been so long or crowded,
ffe do wonder though if one of you is willing to try and do a few
minutes of troubleshooting on experiment 33, as you are a.^are we
had a film jam in the metric camera and the 33 team would like to
have one of you guys spend a few minutes with aome instructions
here just to see if we can undo the jam and get that back on
schedule, how would that be.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'd be willing to do that.

CAPCON Okay,* real good, let me hand you over here to
someone who has some suggestions as to how to work around the
(garble)

.
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CJUPCOM Okay, Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, say Bob,
first question we have is, whether the magazine is off the
cmmtm.^^^^

SPACECRAFT The magazine is on the camera currently*

SPACECRAFT Copy? POCC?

SPACECRAFT POCC, you copy?

CAPCOM We're going LOS Bob, I*m sorry, the magazine should
be off the camera, and then we'll come back on it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll take it off and we'll be waiting for
you.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab, should we go ahead and run
the SEPAC on schedule ?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

CAPCOM And we're LOS Marshall.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 4 days 22
hours 14 minutes, mission elapsed time. Loss of signal through
the tracking and data relay satellite, anticipation of
reacquisition through TDRSS in about 40 minutes. In about 16
minutes however, mission control expecting to cc^mounicate with
Orbiter through Yarragadee ground station, no communications
expected fr<» the payload operations control center, there is no
S-*Band communications through that station. As we lost signal,
crew advised to continue with the space experiments with particle
accelerators on time, and advised to not do the portion of
experiment 102 life sciences vestibular research that had been
planned for the end of this shift, they are going to re-program
that for later on in the mission, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, on the last pass
we had some communication with the Orbiter and the mission
specialist Bob Parker going up on the aft flight deck to do sane
troubleshooting on the verification flight instrumentation
recorders. The ground had had some difficulty commanding that
recorder to go on, and the manual operations apparently prove
successful and moved the tape on that flight recorder that
records soma of the basic engineering data, test data that they
like to have to determine how Spacelab is performing, in this
it's verification flight test. We're on orbit number 80, just
about to pass down over the Indian Ocean. At 4 days 22 ho«irs 16
minutes, mission elapsed time, this is mission control.

END OF TAPE
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• • . Oman Massachusetts Institue of Technology,
not of Colu»bia as I pr<ivioa3ly mention, out MIT will be mice
•nabied.

SPACECRArr Ok, didn't see it thank you.

PAO ... to speak with Bob Parker and Ulf Merbold as
vn«y 90 thru the expecimerit. It's expected that both the Mission
Specialist a»iu the Payload Specialist both 8ob Parker who will go
first and then Ulf Merbold, who will both be subjects.

SPACECRAFT Ok

.

PAO And while each one is a subject, then the other
naturally will act as operator of the xperiment.

SPACECRAFT I'm on my way, just a second. Marble) s set.
Ok. Ok, complete. Roger. Did it wOi;*c? (gar. . Say again
for Spacelab, Houston. Ok, power cycle again, chank you. Ok„
Power Is off. (garble) enabled. (garble) lets ime what
happens. Ok. Power off . And enabled. C-. I will up system,
off, enabled. Yea the (garble) doesn't tal to me. ?he cmly
this is the dinger. The ding«c makes alot ot noise

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, air-te ground 1.

SPACECRAFT (garble). Ok, I'm on ray wa^ Ok, »*e' re on
subsystems, power runs off. Ok, bring us aack to enabled
again. (garble)

, again, you want to switch it off, right? Ok,
its done. Ok, (garble) done. Ok, greit. Marshall Ops, this is
Spacelab, radio check.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we cop'
you loyd and clear. Wonder how yc i quys are coming. Spa-^elab'
this i.« Marshall Ops, we copied your first - ransroiE^ion^oud and
clear, bow do you copy ua?

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Good morning, Olf, this Is Ma shall Operations, we
read you loud and clear, how do you copy.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I read you clear, bwt not w»3cy loud, I thi.ik I
need a fresh battery. The blu# team is coming in here and we are
still a little bit puzzl«^becatt«« we still have the OHV stops
and the (garble) is 5 for 5. And we don* t know wh^t we shall do.

CAPCOM Ok, 0lf, on that 08V scop 505, don't do anythina
right now, we'll be looking into that.

SPACECRAFT Ok, fine.
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CAPCON And Spacelab, this is Macshall Ops for Olf. Vthen
Bob Parker cooes back from the aft flightdeck and his inflight
maintenance* you guys are go for .

lliO OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT We'll do that for you*

CAPCOH Thanks a lot Ulf

^

SPACECRAFT You're welccrae.

PAO That exchange a mcOTent ago between Mike Laropton,
the Crew Interface Coordinator for the blue shift, and Ulf
Merbold. Finishing out the last of his red shift. In oiscus&^ng
the gradient heating facility - sample 320 to go under that. 320
would actually be 3 sample cartridges once because that is the
way that samples are placed into gradient heating facility. It
has three different heating elements , which are independently
controlable. (garble) the facility, the capability of applying
three different temperatures profiles at once. Since each
cartridge can store up to three samples it is therefore possible
to have 9 different experiments conditions going on at once
because of those 3 different heating elements being applied to
each one.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now, wait a minuite, I can verify that the
(garble) is on. Tape recorder (garble) is in auto, and tape
recorder recorder is on auto, and that's step 1.

CAPCOM And down here on R14, were in hibit and we are in
currently Orbit CMS, and I'm going to take that desensor ization
currently. Mark. In transistion. Now I'm going to go to tape
recorder fire to manual and we'll wait two minutes on my watch,
mark.

PAO Still awaiting the red shift crew, Olf Merbold, and
Robert Parker to begin working with the vestibular 102
experiment.

PAO The (garble) functional objective of experiment
102, currently

SPACECRAFT Manual (garble) two minutes is up. It is now on
tape recorder to record.

CAPCOM Okay.

PAO Currently Bob Parker is up in the middeck of the
Orbiter and is expected to return fairly soon. This 102
experiment will be, particularly functional. Chuck will be joined
in, / nature—*', -

SPACasCFAFT up, so I*m going to as of

—

PAO Before the 102 experiment begins
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PAO the subject who is this case will be Bob Parker,
the Mission Specialist will first don a personal miniature
electrophysicological tape recorder. That is IBS experiment 30—

SPACECRAFT And now we have finished up 4. And I'm now going
down to 014, and I'm got to rotate the rotatory switch clockwise
causing 5 seconds each position, until I get back into Orbit
CONS.

Ot, Harry Green, at the Clinical Research Center at
the United Kingdom, is Principle Investigator at experiment 30.
Purpose of that electrophsicological tape recorder, is to collect
physicological data on normal men, in an abnormal environment, in
this case it would be the microgravity, of the Spacelab, It's a
standard battery part medical recorder. It's worn the belt of
Bob Parker, connected to a electrodes, that are attached to other
parts of his body. There will be an EEG for brain, EKG, for
heart and EOG for eye function. Those will be recorded
continuously.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I am back to Orbit CDMS, on the rotary
switch. And the mal light is on, as perscribed.

PAO Once that (garble) physiological tape recorder is
done-—

-

SPACECRAFT Could you tell me if the switches are controlling
the recorder?

PAO And then Bob Parker will begin his participation in
P02A functional objectives (garble) the 102 vestibular
experiment, and as we mentioned earlier it's expected of Dr.
Charles Ohmen, of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, (garble)
previously mentioned with MIT, will be voiced inable—

SPACECRAFT Okay, did see it thank you.

PAO to speak with Bob Parker, and Olf Merbold as
they go through the experiment. It's expected to both the
Mission Specialist and the Payload Specialist, both Bob Parker
who

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Marshall Opa/ this is Space lab.

CAPCQN Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

ii°Mik« r^mn^«^**^I?K"^K?*'"*'^^'!*'^*
^^^^ speaking with the crew nowis Nike Lampton, the blue shift alternate pavload 3D#ri*ii«r

fSf^r^s"^
^^'^

E**^^*^
Lewis, Mike La«p?o^oriSe blS^ teii as

SeiJir on^hi operations coSJro?^ one, positions are being replaced, blue team
cSS!e?e s?l??^i;2

team members for the next 12 hours,

S?J?rvefc«r to 9tound one, we have astate vector coming your way. No response requited

.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, go ahead.

*n 4 "i^*" error message, due
prior to 21 plus 50, if you get a DDS message you can ignore it.

SPACECRAFT (garble) thank you.

CAPCOM Also, if you have not yet ccwapleted the 102 F02a

CO finish that if you wish. And we need you to have a taoe

CAPCOM I believe that's what mean Ulf, and that's 23:40, 2

SPACECRAFT Okay, 2 3 4 0.
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CAPCOM And you can use the tape that's in there now, as

long as It gets tihanged before 23t40.

SPACECRAFT Tape will changed In AV 1, Is that right?

CAPCC»I That's affiriBative, and be advised you also have a

compatable focaat for those 2 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM And we're getting ready to make a handover here,

enjoyed the day in so»e respects and hope you guys have a good

nights sleep, we're going to try to down here, and we'll see you

tooMarrow.

SPMTECRAFT Okay, let me ask you one more question, (garble) 2,

•or ry 318 from the GHF and what will the direct (narble) .

CAPCOM Stand by, we'll get that for you.

CAPCOM uif, answer to your question, the next sample for

the gradient heater furnace is 320.

SPACECRAFT 3 10, is that correct?

CAPCOM Megative, 3 2 0.

SPACECRAFT 3 2 0, thanks a lot.

CAPCCM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Olf

.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCCm Yes, we've just been talking with the 300 Ops team,

and on that GHF sample changeout, the installation of sample 320

In the gradient furnace *«>uld be perhaps best carried out so that

the resume occurs about 2300 hours, when we'll have air to ground

coverage and we'll be able to watch the pump down on our own data

here. So if you'd delay that resume until 2300, we'd much

appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that for you.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot Ulf.

SPACECRAFT You 'r« welcome.

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO In the aeantime the crew continues to work the
vestibular experiment 104, and following that they can work hang
another vestibular experiment. That's 102, specifically
functional objective 102A. P02A is the eye movements and the
atagma stumping portion the 102 vestibular experiment, 102 being
a aeries of vestibular experiments containing a number of
functional objectives. Wo are in LOS and that P02A functional
objective of 102 is scheduled to begin at approximately this
time, we wil*. learn some status when we return to communications
with the Spacelab in a little more than 20 minutes from now. At
4 days, 20 hours, 59 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is
Marshall Spacelab Operations, This is Mission Control, Houston,
4 days, 21 hours, 6 minutes we have loss of signal thru
Yarragadee with Columbia, we'll be reacquiring thru TDRS in about
14 minutes for the Spacelab communication and until the MILA
station in about 35 minutes for regular Orbiter communication.
Mission Control Flight Control team have a troubleshooting
procedure to work on the Spacelab verification flight
instrumentation recorder, and that will be discussed with the
crew and Dr. Robert Parker will be performing that
troubleshooting procedure a little bit later. Other Orbiter
systems doing well. Very little in the way of problems occuring
during the night to keep up with. And we'll be hearing from the
Spacelab crew in about another 13 minutes. This is Mission
Control. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days, 21
hours, 19 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Less than 1/2 a minute
to go before we are in an AOS period thru the TDRS satellite in
our communications linkup with Spacelab. Dr. Chuck Oman is
standing by to be voice enabled to 102 experiment, the vestibular
experiment that is scheduled to be going on right about now.
Standingby now for Crew Interface Coordinator Chuck Lewis to
voice up to the crew.

CAPCON Spacelab, Marshall, AOS for 21 minutes and we've
got Chuck Oman on the line anytime you need some help.

SPACECRAFT Marshall this is Spacelab, we're reading you loud
and clear.

CAPCOM Good morning, Ulf, we're reading you loud and clear
al>£o. How are you guys doing.

SPACECRAFT We're all doing fine.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, John, looking at the timeline down here, it
appears to us that Bob may be tied up at the proposed time of our
VPI troubleshooting procedure and if that's the case, its not
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time critical, we can probably do it on air-to-ground 1 sometime
after MIliA, depending on hov his timeline goes* Over.

SPACECRAFT He*3 Standing up here ready to go, right now.
They've done everything they can do it him and he's shook free
and here he is«.

CAPCOM Ok roger, we'll wait for MILA then, thank you,

SPACECRAFT Listen he's looking out the window for the first
time today, which is a rare treat for him. Marshall Ops, this is
Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf,

SPACECRAFT Is Steve Nolan or soaebody else cc»Qplaining
again? There's error messages up here.

EKD OP TAPE
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Actually two parts to that experiment in terms of
equipment. There is an active package o£ instruments which are
placed on the pallet. They contain electron and ionics
accellerators and some diagnostic instruments but there is also a
passive package which is deployed in the scientific airlock by
the crew for measurements of the surrounding plasma, the chatge
to particles which surround the earth. The crew will also
perform a MAL procedure, a malfunction procedure on experiment
13. The crew spectrometer, that grill had been showing some
overheating. It had reached a temperature of 57 degrees, celsius
and that is considered far too warn for that instrument. It's an
instrument that generates quite a bit of heat because of it's
electronics. The crew had also found that 2 microprocessors, one
on the girls spectrometer itself had it on the pallet and some -
one other microprocessor, part of the electronics that are
located within the module of these two microprocessors were not
talking to each other. It was theorized by some that perhaps the
high temperature of the grill spectrometer might be
contributing. In any event, the experiment was temporarily
turned off. Now that it is turned off, the temperature is
dropping down to a - dropping down closer to it so, safe operatng
level. In reference to the mirror heating facility, an
announcement made earlier that the common power supply to the
mirror heating facility in the isothermal thermal heating
facility was in fact the item that had the short in it. Not the
heater, the isothermal heating facility, which earlier caused
that facility to be shutdown for the duration of the mission.
That is not how that they short is in the common power supply to
(garble) the isothermal and the mirror heating facilities, and
the mirror heating facility is no longer operable. Wubbo Ockels
and discussing the mirror heating facility situation with Ulf
Merbold and Robert Parker had stated that dispite the fact that
the situation does not look good for the mirror heating facility
and the isothermal heating facility because of that short in the
kind of power supply that they may still attempt to do some kind
of salvaging and there is a discussion on the way now in the
payload operations control center to do some troubleshooting.
Especially in conference with colleagues and Europe to see if
there is some way that — if there is some way that short can
somehow be circumfitted so that some of the operations of those
facilities - and some troubleshooting of that (garble) power
supply to the IHP and MHF may continue so that may perhaps some
salvaging of experiments for those two facilities perhaps can be
carried out. In the meantime, the crew continues to work the
vestibular experiment 104 and following that will - they can work
hanging another vestibular experiment, that's 102. Specifically
functional (garble) F02A.

END OF TAPE
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Si^°wh*.^h«r
SP*°«i«^ Marshall Ops, in the blind, I don't

/^^kJ^ f ?K X?",**®^"" ^° question v/as for 1

hfSi iSi l^f
interested in having bungees such that you

y^^Jrf^ i
"nder your foot, and also he is

^

interested in having 1 free floating recupercurve, over.

finf^'I 1 "^^tV ^^""^ * (garble) messages here,we'll do only 1 then. We did do it with the bungees though weare doing it with the bungees.
^"«uqn, we

2iSS?Lo iotget the message, ignore themessages, that are caused by the (garble), over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCaM Spacelab, Marshall 1 minute to LOS, we'll see vouagain at 21+20, we'll have Chuck Omen on the loo^ It tha? U^e?
r^;;fi.*

reminder to look at message 45, and we would like youto repeat step 3 in the opposite direction, we will explain tha?.

Experiment 13 you,

Si2ufr*.« mio-;"^"?*^"
Control Houston, at 4 days 20 hours 38

^iSafo; ?if
;l*«P«^time. Columbia just passing out ofrange of the tracking relay and data satillitel on Orbit 7q ah

c?:w*L\be"^%1nn'i:o'?JS!r^''
continuing til^orgood!' SpiceL'b

SbSut nSw K ^! •^^'^ experiments. The blue team waking ud

S*S?L?^ ! i ,^ beginning flight phase 6 momentarily.
JSX ! i2V *^«^«P»^»nter messages in crew activity plan updates,and a hand over from the red team to the blue team; wiU^ccur inabout an hour and 1/2. This is Mission Control Hoiston.

-o
'^^^ Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 4 days 20

b2fo?e we"ieacaSlr»^;«i;°" ^^^^^^^ '^^^^^ «^^« ^"^"^ ^1 minuLsoetore we reacquire communications with the Spacelab The
S?eSfni%^*i^^i"'°"

'^^^'^ downlink that wf SIre goiJJ to

tSe c?ew was de?;?;/Sf
standard time, showing activities of

Be?aSse It rLnTi!i^K^^ Payload Operations Control Center.Because it required the activities onboard, the Spacelab riqht

?«ker''2ierarS^-?^^'^'" ""l
Merboll and R^Sert

•J^r^^JJ^ i
heavily involved and the vestibular

info'^»ally fenow as the shock and dropexperiment, and lot of data was being received at. accordina to

^^in!f f? f to continue doing experiment 104, butbecause it involved so much time or. the part of both those
^^ZTr'

TV scheduled for 6:30 was (garble?. TSere tS
oSJfna ;h?r? ''l^^'^

television scheduled in the upcoming oass.
Sin «^9nal experiment 20, which had
S?J?J:?^*''®^

in the, which had been placed in the scientific
airlock as scheduled, wasrepressed. That experiment 20 that is informally know as the
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PICPAB, it* a the phenominal induced by charged particle beams.
S<Miieti»es it is referred to as picpapt they, phenominal induced
by charged particle beams experiment is to study the effects o£
charged particle beam injection into the earths upper
atmosphere. There actually is two parts to that experiment in
terms of equipment, there's an active package of instruments
which were placed on the pallet, they contain electrons and
ionics accelerators, and some diagnostic instruments, but there
are also a passive package, which is deplored in the scientific
airlock by th;^ crew for measurements of the

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO - - the difference between the special equipment
experiments and the other material science double rack
experiments is that those which use special equipment are not
located in the material science double rack, yet they are still
TOnsidered within the double racks family of 300 series
experiments^ This experiment is interfaced with the double rack
and electrical power and cooling, and so forth, even though it is
physically separated from the double rack. And 334»s activities
are monitored by the double rack's computer, just like the
experiments which employ the iso thermal and the gradient and
mirror heating facilities and the fluid physics module. They're
all located, of course, within the double rack. The special
equipment for this experiment, as we mentioned, is a cryostat.
Experiment 334 is entitled the crystal growth of proteins. Its
purpose is to examine two pairs of proteins and crystal growth of
the solutions under varying temperatures and contact areas. The
cryostat is an apparatus for maintaining a constant low
temperature. In this case of experiment 334, the cryostat has
two chambers, or ports, as they are sometimes referred to. One
chamber is a freezer which goes down, for this experiment, to
about minus 3 deg Celsius and then up to 20 deg Celsius. The
other chamber is a stabilizer which maintains a constant low
temperature of plus 20 deg Celsius. 20 deg Celsius is about room
temperature. The cryostat does have more than just cooling
elements in its operation. It also has heaters to regulate the
very low temperatures upward. That minus 3 deg Celsius in the
freezer chamber is very, very gradually brought up to the plus 20
deg Celsius for this experiment. Samples for this experiment, by
the way, are stored in the middeck of the Orbiter under cooling
conditions until brought out for the experiment. The samples for
this experiment go into the cryostat early in the mission. The
experiment is automatic except for the insertion of the samples
required by the payload crew and their initiation of the
experiment by inputting the ccanputer to get it started. The
overall processing time for this experiment is about 60 hours,
and when the experiment is ccmiplete, the samples are moved back
to the storage area in the Orbiter middeck. The reason that the
cryostat has first priority now that the material science double
rack is up and running again is that those temperatures are very
critical for the success of this mission and it is expected that
since the material science double rack went down, with all
systems down including its various ccxnmon systems to experiments,
that there *s a possibility that the temperture in the freezer
chamber of experiment 334 has risen somewhat, and the intent is
to get that temperature back down as close to the timeline as
possible. It was a little bit above 8 deg Celsius in doing its
slow clime from that minus 3 deg Celsius, it had reached about 8
deg Celsius when the material science double ractt computer went
dovn. It is suspected to be, at this time, perhaps a deg or two
warmer than that and the 300 operations team here, the team which
w>nitors the material science double rack experiments, they wish
to get that back down to the point that that sample had reached
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as quickly as possible. In this case, the plus 8 deg so that the
experiment could continue. The samples, by the way, are small
rectangular packages that, as «re said, are stored in the Orbiter
iddeck. Their in - -

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) and I did the following, I displayed 4 DCO
enter and sure e.uough I got an answer in the stop line, and the
stop ID given back is 302 which means (garble) power switch is
all on but that is not true, everything is switch (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, stand by, we'll check on that while
you're running up to the teleprinter and hold on fur a second
please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have the message already here.

CAPCOM Very good that's terrific.

CAPCCm And Spacelab for Ulf and Bob, we realize that you
probably can not finish 104 before you have to start with the
AHPI, would like to leave it over to you guys and Bob could
continue to work for, after the end three O's such as to complete
the two recruit 1 with the (garble) and one free floating, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, he had the needle already in his leg, did not
work, the position was not good and he took it out now to be
prepare for (garblo)

.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Correction, Bob has the needle still in but... it is
connected to (garble)

.

CAPCOM We understand Ulf and after (garble) Bob has the
time to continue. The format is not compatible.

SPACECRAFT Copy. And Marshall Ops do you still read?

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT This is for the (garble) people. We, about 7 on
the similar isolation unit (garble)

.

PAO And we have passed out of range of the Guam
tracking station. About 20 minutes remaining before we pick up
the TORS again and thereby communications with the spacelab had
just that brief pass of about 5 minutes or so with the spacelab
ccew in which the materials science double rack was discussed
again as well as the 104 shock and drop experiment and the
upccMBlng AEPI experiment, the atmospheric eraraission photometic
chemistry experiment. The materials science double rack that was
reported earlier was having some of its on computer problems,
there was a computer patch that was done on that MSTR was brought
back up, ard now that it is up, the common systems that we
mentioned before are being put back into operation. One of those
common systems is the vacuum and gas system referred to
frequently as the VGS, the vacuum and gas system is used in
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evaculating and flooding furnances and to control valves as i*-'sname applies it is used for forming vacuum in these facilities

of ihoo!
them, the double rack and one of those, oneof those facxlities is the mirror heating facility which reoiiresa vacuum before it can be effective in perform- ng its

^^e^uires

!J!f!ii°*2^^:,
"^^^ priorities however are that once the materialsscience double rack was put back up and running again that the

^r!^!..!J^''i?®"*'
resuttsed as quickly as possible was thecryostat. The cryostat is used in experiment 335, that is one of

-I!!^?!!'®'^
science, one of three single experiments using

fS^i-^
equipment The difference between the special equipment•xperiments and the other materials science double rack

experiments is that those which use special equipment, thev arenot located in the materials science double rlcJ^et ihey arJ•till considered within the double racks family of 300 seriesexperiments...

BNO OF TAPE
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CAPCOM and as soon as VTS ops, start MHF enter, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay as soon as VTS ops stop, heating facility
enter.

CAK:c»4 Read back correct,

SPACECRAFT And one question, what is the stop (garble) 3
doing?

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, one correction. Don't perform step 5.6
at page 100 and (garble) 3 that you continue with the (garble)
temperature, over.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPC(M Do not perform 5.7 page FIOO.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do not perform step 5.7, (garble).

CAPCOM And also Ulf for information, prior step 3 allows
you to continue the (garble) temperature, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay roger that. So the procedure is then open,
close, open, close, stop prior step 3 and that's it or do you
want to continue? Over.

CAPCOM Read back correct, over*

'AO This is Mission Control, Houston at 4 days, 17
hours, 34 minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia is out of range
of the tracking data relay satellite on orbit #77. During some
of the recent communications over air-to--ground 1. Capcom is
speaking with commander, John Young, rather with some of the,
with the payload specialist and mission specialist back in the
Spacelab ask about the configuration of the Space lab window
adapter assembly as to whether that assembly had the cover closed
and the heater on at that. That is one of the openings in the
top of the habitable module toward the forward end of the
Spacelab and it is a high quality window and a viewport for
optical instruments and photography and general observations of
space and the earth. Systems onboard the Columbia are looking
good and we are about 13 minutes away from acquisition through
the Guam station. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days, 17
hours, 48 minutes mission elapsed time. We're within just a few
seconds of reacquiring communication with the Spacelab as it
passes over the ground station over Guam and ...

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through Guam for 5 minutes and
30 seconds* He*ve got a message for Ulf if you're ready to copy.
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SPACECRAFT Okay go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, Bob is going to be running a AEPI runhere very shortly. There is a teleprinter message #71 bravo in•upport of that, there's a change we wish to make to that messaqeand if you would write it down now, if you can run up and getthat for him by the time you get back, we may be over the hill soI need to give you the little change now.

cn.
^Olsay. On the first line, that should be changed to••lect P04 and use run «26 filter sequences.

cnangea to

U^SkaJf"
t9«ble) you have to repeat, I'm sorry. Third line

CAPCOM Select P04, use run 26 fi?ter sequences.

SPACECRAFT Got that, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay that's all the changes to message 71 bravo,otherwise it's valid as it stands.
ot«vo,

SPACECRAFT Okay and I have a problem with the (garble)
again. We have (garble) light on and I did the followinqdisplayed 4 PCO enter and . . .

^

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Again Wubbo.

^W^ovr. ' i„a,. DR If youTe ready to

!" i"" now supplying th. needle for
(garble)? ' techeck the position of Bob's needle

«Ji??lt.r hig^r'oSe": " ^ to the left, 1 half

?SIf?f^1or BSb!""" '° r«:onfir« the needle

f'h'S?? centi„.L%' hJg'h/S%r'"°" " ' '» ^''t,

?^r'=^pper?'%V' ^ « c-ti.eters

*^^^0M .5 centimeters up, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1 half, .5 up. Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM Read back correct.

M^riment Th2tS*i!!J^ *'°??^"!?*^ ^° ^'^^h the 10 4

•xberimeSt* i??^ LL V^t^^"^ shock and drop
JSrilfraiieJce a?2a of III

series of experlSLts in
104 experiSen? in B^£%|?KJ riiJo?^r^.f?**=*^«^- That
for probably another 25 -^n »J« / ^"^^J^^ed will probably go on
was issisti^g SSb i^ ?he Dlacemi??*'^?-.*,"" "^^.^^^ reported he
the legs and supply the ver5«??3o?^ 5^* needles are placed on
•xperiment. ^ ^ electroshock for this

c2^5°?or a MSD?pf?^^^ '^"^^^^ "^f. « you're ready to

SPACECRAFT Stand by a second Wubbo.

i^'^OS, we aSSt'!?.
'"^^^ »i""tes

SPACECRAFT Hey Wubbo. Okay Wubbo, go ahead.

SJn°S57370, c?os%" ?o"oioJ'lU'^S?' . f!''^'
°" ^^*^^^->

'

SPACECRAFT (garble) are broken. We don't read you.
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CAPCOM First Step Ulf, Switch on (garble), then open ...

SPACECRAFT Okay Wubbo, okay (garble) on and open 057370 and
then I lost you.

CAPCOM Okay then close 000010, open 072552, close 002427.
then continue step 5.7HF100-8, then start (g»rbl^ 3, enter,
over.

SPACECRAFT Okay my copy is (garble) on, open 057370, close
000010, open 072552, close 002427, continue step 5.7 at FlOO-8
and start (garble) 3, enter.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, readback correct and as soon as VGS Ops.
start MHF, enter, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay as soon as VGS Ops stops mirror he^^ting
facility, enter.

CAPCOM Read back correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and one question, what is the (garble) 3
doing?

BHD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's 2 niner, format 2 niner which is on from
17i05 to 17:25.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I don't think we can start by 1705. Is 24
conipatible?

CAPCOM We're working. Standby.

SPACECRAFT Perhaps better. It looks to me like we're in
focnat 29 from 1840 to 1900. I don't know.

CAPCOM Standby. We'll give you an answer. Bob, Okay, and
Spacelab for Bob, also format 24 is compatible with 104.

SPAC^RAFT Okay. Then we've got no problem.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab for Bob, you should then be pleased
to know that we can give you all the way up to 1750 for
experiment 104.

CAPCCK4 And Spacelab, you're getting a couple of error
cssages there that we think you can ignore.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. We'd like to verify that the SWA haater is
off and the outer cover closed. Over.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) one second please. Negative, John.

CAPCOM Roger, Ulf . Understand the SWAA heater is on. We
would like you to turn the SWA heater off and verify the outer
cover closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay. SWAA heater is off now, and let me check the
outer cover.

PAG SWAA is the acronym for Spacelab Window Adaptor
Assembly.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob tells me the outer cover is closed and
latched.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot, and I'm giving the air-to-
ground 1 loop back to the POCC.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, what is the present date? It's
December, but what day?
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CAPCOM Ul£, it is Saturday, December 3, 3:G0 o'clock In
the morning.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). You're on air-to-ground 1, I read you
loud and clear on both loops, I guess.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Ovet . Okay Your (garble) TIMBU
(garble) . The specs all get (garble) at 150 deg and when that
occurs on the 02 heaters on tank 5. Owen turned to tank Bravo to
to heater (garble). He's running on tank 4 and then wanted to
get it on tank 4, turned tank 4 heaters off and turned the tank 3
heaters, 02 heaters to auto.

SPACECRAFT I got you. Can you predict about what time this
will happen? Over. Okay, thank you.

CAPC(M Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Go ahead.

CAPC(M Yes, we have you a patch for you to start, a
cryostat of the MSGR if you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Again Wubbo.

CAPCOM We have a patch for the MSGR if you're ready to
copy. Over.

SPACECRAFT Standby. We are just applying the needle for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Wubbo, can you'll recheck the position of Bob's
needle in respect to his (garble) - -

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM If you would check your flight data file and look
at pages DT 19 to OT 20.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM Yea, that's the checkout procedure of the change of
aagazine. Have you got .t now?

SPACECRAFT Whch page of the flight data file, now which page
did you want 3eorge?

CAPCOM Page DT 19 and DT 20.

SPACECRAFT (garble) 19 and 20, got them, the ones we just did,
okay.

CAPCOM Affirmative, now if you would perform steps 5, 6,
and 7 again, that's the removal of the magazine,

SPACECRAFT Stand by. I'm now to going to test the magazine
from the camera, alright.

CAPCOM Okay, fine and then, if you could check the
agazine drive as in step 24, 2 4, which I believe is on DT 20.

Yes, 17 yes, here.

CAPCOM (garble) Okay.

SPACECRAFT tgarble)

.

CAPCOM Say again.

SPACECRAFT Currently the drive is cocked at a angle, it is not
perpendicular, so I've got to set it perpendicular.

CAPCOM Can you try to rotate it as in that little sketch,
on step 24. And try several times.

SPACECRAFT That's what I'll try to do now.

CAPCOM It needs quite a bit of force I understand.

PAO That exchange currently going on between George
Todd who is one of the experiment investigators for the metric
camera, experiment 33, speaking with Bob Parker.

CAPCOM Spacelab, from 33 team, how are you doing Bob?

SPAC^RAFT Just (garble) the tool. The tool is I have to say
impossible at the moment to turn the drive on the film magazine
in either direction.
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CAPCOM T

ia fixed in thltlV
^""""^^ ""^'^ That means it really

SPACECRAFT I'H try again.

joint*. Go ahead!' ^" anticlockwise direction on the

Pth^^ive"a%^"Lrr tr to
to try a little bit hirder.^ * ^ ""^"^^ a pair of pUars

CAPCOM Mri ii/%K

you very much ?Sr''?r;in9/°??^M,%JS°:L\"''K'""y
if you will go to the urn » f ^^^^ ^^^^e to do now is
then W..U lShib'?t1S.''5? IJ|er?:e„'J%?f? ^y"

spot. turn, it seems to be actual hard

percent film jam in there ihicr?«*^''"^
as though there's a 100

Thank you verj much for trjJig!!
" ^^'^ ""fortunate for us.

CAK(m Okay, Bob we are...

SPACECRAFT Want me to try (garble).

CAPCOM

fc. to it iat«, but «-"'."«?o^."t*Mr'jor5.%%"^i„"ro^ !;i
SPACECRAW You're anxious huh?

gPACECf^AjF*T

what that is, p?lb2SiJ'iigf'^^*^ 05 message, I'm not sure

CAPCOM Yes that'Q i \
ground, you can ignore them. commanding from the

^^^o'^^r ^i^^^^^^^ (garble,. And
(garble) here. I'm now readv ^« probably also not
the, was created wSeH Iw?t?hed .r*. ""^^"^^ ^o turn
^OCC (garble) again whicSl^^S^ts^Sfe^ic^^^^S^?! ^^iJ:!

l^'Sfto 17 25f^
'^'^^ 29, format 29 which is on from
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SPACECRAFT Okay, i don'fc fhi^uconpatible? " ^ can sf;art by 17 05,

(garble).

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab for Ulf, Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT (garble) go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, be advised Ulf, that we have a little change
for experiment 321 and that is a real time TV downlink for which
•re have to change the resume which is now at 17 45 to 18 32
over.

SPACECRAFT 17 45 and 18 32, okay.

SPACECRAFT And (garble) we just got another 13A cooling on
essage.

CAPCC»f Copy, that we see it.

SPACECRAFT You want us to (garble) or let it be?

CAPCC»1 Let us work it down here, we'll get back with you.

PAO And we passed out of the Guam tracking station,
it'll be another 47 minutes before reaching the next at Ascension
Island and we have 20 minutes to go in this LOS period before we
pick up the TORS satellite once again. Olf Merbold calling down
just briefly to once again run over the procedures for the normal
shutdown of the materials science double rack. And confirming
that, that it was a normal shutdown except for the ICS, the
instrument cooling system. Just to close out on that discussion
about the experiment 326, the liquid spheres, the, once those
last spheres had been formed by, by Olf Merbold, than the fluid
becjin spreading across the disk, he said he will reattempt it and
this envolves of course cleaning up before it and then applying
the antispreading material and he will make another attempt to
that experiment in the near future. At 4 days 16 hours 22
minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days 16
hours 41 minutes Mission Elapsed Time and we're within seconds of
reacquiring communications with the spacelab. Should have the
(garble) for about 29 minutes. Through the TORS satellite and
during this next pass Ulf Merbold is scheduled to be working with
fluid physics experiment number 329. That's Dr. John Padday's
experiment. Dr. Padday with Kodak Limited of the United Kingdom,
329 is one of several experiments using the fluid physics module
and its entitled Capillary forces in an low gravity environment,
its an experiment which in the absense of gravity will measure
the forces acting between liquids toward solid surfaces.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, AOS through TORS for 48
minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Marshall, Okay, nice to hear you. We are in the
process of reactivating the (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, Ulf, we'll wait on that.

SPACECRAFT (garble) any word on experiment 33?

CAPCOM Yes, Bob, we're waiting, we're going to let Ulf do
soae troubleshooting here, we're hoping that you're going to
doing some 104 and didn't want to tear you away from that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're just about, I'm just about ready to do
the 104 except for putting the electrodes and stuff on and, so
t*m free to do the 33 while Ulf's doing the MSTR and i guess
either one of those are priority over the 104.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, we concur in that, and we're going to
let you talk to George, he's on the loop here and he'll talk you
through a little procedure on the 33.

SPACECRAFT He's standing by.

CAPCOM Okay, that's better. Okay, Bob, and if you would
get your flight data file and look at pages DT 19 to DT 20,

SPACECRAFT (garble).

CAPCCM Yes, that's the checkout procedure of the change of
agasine. Have you got it now?

SPACECRAFT (garble) of the flight data file, now which page
did you want George?

CAPCOM Page...

8N0 OF TAPE
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PAO ... the experiment processor software into the
double rack because it appears at this time to be a software
problem. TIic crew has also been instructed to power down the
metric camera and close the outer door until the film jam
question can be resolved. Also during this pass, it was, there
was an instruction which was sent up to the crew to power down
experiment 23 temporarily specifically the high voltage because
the Spacelab was about to pass over the South Atlantic Anomaly
which is that area of South Atlantic which is that area of the.
South Altlantic which produces a far greater electron flux than
normal which does have an effect on such things as experiment 23
which rely upon scintillation counters, those gas counters whichark the characteristics of x-rays passing through it and that
experiment was turned off until the Spacelab had passed through
the South Atlantic Anomaly to avoid damage to the scintillation
counter. Ulf Merbold also reporting that his work had continued
on the fluid spheres experiment, experiment 326. That fluid
physics module experiment of Madame Redot. She had produced 2
additional spheres before the fluid again began spreading across
the disc as it had in previous attempts with the module. In
those previous attempts, Ulf Merbold was not able to form any
spheres but now he has formed at least 3 with the experiment but
after he had formed those last spheres, the, as we mentioned the
other fluid did begin spreading across the disc and therefore
render making any further spheres, impossible until the fluid can
b« cleaned up again and the experiment restarted which Ulf
Merbold said he would do. That intells cleaning up the disc and
applying once more some more antispreading material.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab Ulf, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we (garble) on the MST arm problem. The
procedure given to us was called no (garble) . Does it mean that
we shut down (garble) and all the other running facilities like
HPC before we come to the system shut down.

CAPCOM Stand by Ulf.

PAO Por about 3 minutes, we have picked up a very brief
AOS as we pass over Guam.

CAPCOM And Ulf, that's affirmative. A full shut down, all
electrical switches to off, full shut down except for the ICS,
over

.

•SPACECRAFT Roger that. Is that good enough to turn all the
switches off or that's probably the only thing we can do for the
tiate being because the systems off anyway (garble)

.

CAPCOM That's affirmative Ulf. The electrical switches to
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be switched off, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

tiSe.
Herbold just going over the procedures one more

SSSle'*^^ 11
^""^ ""^^^ information, we reran

^t': rdiiik Til Sr^iJS^'l^a^En??'"^
''''

CAPCON We copied.

,
Merbold reporting that the fluid is «inr«»^4««»«ry nicely across the 3 plates of module #3.

spreading

CAPCQM And Spacelab for Ulf, Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT (garble) , go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, be advised ulf that we have a lifti- fhjin««

irh:jr'to"cKa„if\:"'' ^« * T^^Soi^niJ^Mofisi^h

SPACECRAFT 17:45 to 18:32, okay.

END OF TAPE
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duty now. Commander John Young has s^-oken with
CAPCOMs in Mission Control, here, over the last hour or so. And,
things seem to be going very well aboard the Orbiter. We'll be
picking up over the 3uam station in about 8 1/2 minutes. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 4 days 16
hours and 3 minutes mission elapsed time. We've lost
communications with Spacelab for a ft. minutes. Should be
regaliiing so. r, and in this last communications with the
Spacilab, Ulf Merbold reporting that he was continuing to work
the fluid wetting and spreading experiment of that portion of
experiment 11 which deals with the spreading of lubricants on
flat suf faces. The previous portion os experiment 11 being that
work with journal bearings. In this case, there are several
modules that are used. Each module having several plates of
differing textures with different kinds of fluid reserviors
underneath each of those sets of plates and they are pumped up
through small holes in the center of the plates. Above those
pjtates aca a series of mirrors which enable the camera to
photograph a side and a top view at the same time of those
various spreading experiments on each of those plates. Ulf
Merbold had a report that he had gott on c--5 far as the 3rd module
and one of the mirrors had loosened and that he was going to
attempt to put it back. And, the principal investigator Dr. Rick
Haus of NASA's Marshall Spaceflight Center had been voice enabled
to speak directly with aif Merbold. He told him, he told Ulf to
ao ahead with Module number 4, if the mirror could not be fixed
In any reasonable amount of time, but Ulf said that he would
attempt to repair the mirror and then proceed on with the rest of
tHii «ig»«riment. He then, several minutes later, reported that he
had finlihed module 3, apparently having repaired the mirror as
deairsd. Experiment 33, the metric camera, which is the high
resolution mapping experiment onboard Spacelab, was indicating to
investigators here in the Payload Operations Control Center the
scientific user's room, that -here was a possibility that the
film advance was not operating, and Bob Parker was asked to take
a look at that. It appears that there is a film jam, and the
investigation team here in the Payload Operations ConCrol Center
l» taking a closer look at that to make some definite
deterrelnation about how to repair the jam If in fact there is
ane. The material science doubleback has indicated a data
probltm, a data display problem and Ulf Merbold was calling down
a itrl«i ot error messages. He was reading off a panel. The
jptii#i#uces for recovery wece then voiced up by the Payload
(3|»ffatians Control Center through Chuck Lewis who Instructed Ulf
ll#rbold to give the material science double rack a normal
sMuti&wn except for the ICS, the Instrument cooling system which
18 one 0f the comwon systems of a material science double rack
Wlilcli serves all of the facilities that are within the MSTR.
fil0»e facllines being the Isothermal heating facility which has
of cour«« since been shut down, or Is at least In the process of
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being slmt down, for the balance of the mission. The isothermal
heating facility is mentioned. The gradient heating facility,
the mirror heating facility, and the fluid physics module all oftoose facilities being served by the common systems. By severalcommon systems of the materials science double rack, and one ofthose IS the instrument cooling system, if that were to be shut

^1 ? ^"^^^^ °f ^^ijne to bring it back upagain, and the decision was made that the MSTR was to be given anormal shutdown except for that ICS. Once the MSTR was shutdown, then Ulf MerboId was instructed to reload the dedicatedexperiment processor software into the double rack because itappears at this time to be a software problem.

END OF TAPE
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We copied Ulf,

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAE'T Only just to give you a little more information,
whenever you hit the keys, you hear a relay kicking, but this
time you don't hear a thing.

CAPCOM Okay, good input Ulf, we working it.

SPACECRAFT Or, you might with 300 systeran if (garble) awi-ile
then we could as well, v.'e run that module 3 Cor exoeriment 11and I had at least caught up in our time to (garble).

CAPCOM Stand by, well if you have it still running Ulf,
experiment 11 I mean, you can at least leave the power on for th*^^time being.

SPACECRAFT
the power on.

CAPCOM

PAO
jam of the
this data
Ulf Mecbol
326 expcr

i

to create
spreading
any fucthe
down.

Okay, that's anyway the input given to me, to lea^'e

Okay, roger

There'll now be some troubleshooting of that film
metric camera and also they're looking into this data,
display problem, the materials science double rack,
d also reporting that in working with Madame Rodot's
nent, the liquid sphere's experiment that ho was able
another two spheres before the fluid again began
and It spread over the disk and ho was unable to make
r spheres and so he, he again shut the experiment

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got minutes to LOS,an- Ulf, we ve got a procedure for the MSTR that we'd like you torun please.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

^^'^ ^^^^ a normal shutdown of theMSTR except for ICS. Wait 20 minutes and then reload with a
normal setup, we suspect that we may have had a software
problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) normal shutdown of the MSTR except
for what l missed (garble) delay 20 minutes and reload.

CAPCOM Except for india Charlie sierra.

SPACECRAFT Except for instrument cooling system. Okay, and
then reload the old thing.
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CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Roger, its in work.

CAPCOM And we'll see you through Guam at 16 16.

SPACECRAFT Okay, be aware that wc might (garble) ono of th^

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 4 days 16 hour.,

function ior.tii "' r^^^r' ^V^tems continue to

Control Houston? ^ ^^^^ minutes, this is Mission

END OF TAPE
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PAO uif Merbold - -

SPACECRAFT (Garble) 14 is off as far as the DPN page tells.
CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay. POCC, when I went to release, nothing

u'inr«eAt'Sff'''" ' ^""^ ''^^^''^y auto^JSrShole

CAPCOM We copy that. Bob.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT of the DTO. Sorry.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Ulf.

fofcafre.n.h?^^^* ^tt"^
^ Standby. Okay, I'm done,xou can reenable everything. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM (Garble)

Okav'^^'ralrhi ^f^^t. MO problemOkay, (garble), are you ready to copy?
Fi-u"xcm.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, first line called MPEDECOF. First characteris blank, second is blank, then 000000. You got that?
''^''''''''^^^

CAPCOM Yes, just continue.

charfcfe^n ^^^^u^^'
^^'^^'^'^ ^^"^ ^^^^^^ NP^^ECO line. First

catied llTA'oa???^f
character blank, then 002715. Third line

^ftZ nlt^ r.^}^^^^' ^^^^^ character, 0 blank 003030. Fourthline, BETA Outline, 0 blank 000000. Display data lin4 Firstcharacter 0, then blank, 000024. Fifth line stop tS iirl

o'oo^O^
'

S'^"'
Sixth linef^'oRWARrio'une?^ O^Sl^nk

OOOoSJse Pioh.h"?-^''^-''"; J'^^ '''P^^^ the FORWARD ID line.
h,So cfrT ^

Eighth line is 4 blank 000004. And once again, wehave SIU data fault light on and message fault light on.

CAPCOM He copied, Ulf.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. Be advised experiment iscommanding. You can ignore experiment 1 error mellagls.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Anything else to do with 33 at the moment?
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CAPCOM VJe're thinking about it Bob. Let me try and find
out how long it'll be before; they cot.q up with something. VJe can
let you go if it'll be a while.

SPACECRAFT AS far as I can tell, it took a few pictures didn't
It, when we changed the film?

CAPCOM Standby.

That series of numbers tnat uif Merbold was reading
off was from the panel of the NSTl . Ulf reporting some data
reporting problem with the material science double rack, and so
he was reading off the various error message codes to the POCC.

CAPCOM Ulf, can you try to start FDM by start EDM enter C
where the DCCO works? Over.

SPACECRAFT Start FDM enter. That's the thing you v;ant ms to
do.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Bob, we concur. In one or two
pictures:, we think two pictures exposed during that sequence.
Guys are trying to now analyze what hapooned and thev'll get back
with you when they have a better story." In the mec-ntime, you're
free to per sue whatever else you were doing.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, the DTO does not take any input.

CAPCOM We copied, Ulf.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Normally, just to get you a little more
explanation, whenever you hit the keys you hear a relay clicking,
but this time you don't hear a thing.

CAPCOM Okay. Good input, Ulf. We working it.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll try to sit it in there.

ston°" Tf
'^^^ 32 5° to do a timerstop. If the disc does not rotate after a while.

SPACECRAFT Got lost again.

CAPCOM If the disc of experiment 33 does not rotate aff<»rthe timer start has been given by timeline, pleaSeglJe [t tfmirstop. Over. ' c ^ ^ ^k. uimcrt

SPACECRAFT Give it timer stop, all right.

SPACECRAFT John, can ycu (garble) process. Thank you.

SPACECRAPr Marshall OPS, this is TSl.

CAPCOM Marshall OPS, go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have data problem with the MSTL. Thr^ oilPlate IS filled with numbers, basically zeros, and we have an SIUdata (garble) and massive (garble) through lite zones.

CAPCOM We copied Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Meanwhile, let me tell you the followinq 11 is
^ successfully and (garble) for Madam.e Rodot, but

in^?ni^^^^, -""-i"^ ^i'^
^h^'^ I tried to redo the

?aaJE?;/?o ii'^""^
spilled over during the oscillation. When the

thfosr nJM^n^'r^^?,:
^^'-^^^'^ '^^^^^ ^^^"-^ ^ (garble) during

Ihl nroi^i
contact angle becomes large and that was

oJate tirot^^'";
It spilled over the edge of the small support

Si m!A. o
S^P^^^te end plate. So I gave up all the time being

^garbleK
'"^^^^ ^ ^^^^

.

^^oge'^- And, Ulf or Bob, are the black and whitediscs turning of the film transport of 33? Over.

SPACECRAFT Negative. The vaccuum motor came on, but there

sSppirrlefs Sove?'''
"^"^ ^^"^^

CAPCOM Okay. We expect a film jam in that case. Bob.Please make a timer stop. Over.
^aacf ooo.

SPACECRAFT We did that.

CAPCOM Thank you
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SPACECRAFT And, is the^re anything we can do about the film jam
there, TICC?

CAPCOM Yes, Bob. Stand by. We are discusaing it. Over.

SPACECRAFT All right.

.

And Bob Parker went to check the film advance on
the metric c-'nera. He was requested to do so a few minutes
ago. The experiment 33 metric camera is about to be started
automatically. And, they wanted Bob Parker to take a look at
that film advance before that automatic start began. He did take
a look at it, and he sees evidence that the film^is jammed.

CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall for Bob,

SPACECRAFT (garble) go.

CAPCOM We'd like you to try a single film release. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It gets the manual one off the remote
control unit, right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf. First, you have a lot of noise on your
comm. Second, can you give us a reading again of the CCO displayOf the MSPR and also check whether RAU 14 is op. Over

SPACECRAFT Let me check the RAU first.

PAO Ulf Merbold

spa; RAFT RAU 14 is up as far as the DPM tape tells.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, TOCC. When I went to release, nothing
happened, and then when I we..'; back to standby auto, the whole
thing went off.

CAPCOM We copied that Bob.

END OP TAPE
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PAO to determine the energy of each x-ray event.
The situation with that experiment is that Spacelab is about to
fly over what is know as the South Atlantic Anomaly, a region in
the south Atlantic which was discovered many years ago and is
found to have a great deal of electron flux occuring in that area
anc3 it does have an effect on such things as these scintillation
counters which are found within the experiments like experiment
23. Should experiment 23 be left on as the Spacelab passes
through the . >uth Atlantic Anomaly, the scintillation counter
could experience some damage because it would be overwhelmed by
the free electrons in flux in the South Atlantic Anomaly,
Therefore the request was voiced up to turn off the high voltage
of the experiment until the Spacelab had passed out of the SAA,

SPACKCRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Loud and clear Ulf , go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I*m done with modulo 3 from the wetting and
spreading. We lost a little time because we had trouble with
that mirror and I noticed that there was no oil corning out of all
the things. I don*t really understand v;hy that happened but
unfortunately decayed. All thi* others work nights and by the way
when I (garble) the others, I always hit the experiment runs
which twice the fill the offices entirely with oil but when I did
module 3, I thinked up the procedure and did it only once and
maybe that is the reason why there is no oil spreading over the
front surfaces now.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, that»s probably right. Usually we have
to hit that a couple of times to fill that so we make sure that
we get it, the oil dispensed properly. Can you rerun module 3
now or have you been able to get that mirror placed back on it?

PAO That's Dr. Ray Gaus.

SPACECRAFT We had the mirror on for the run, it is gone again
but I can try another time and I think that's probably the best
idea just to try another time.

CAPCOM Alright, you have not run module 4 yet, ic that
correct?

SPACECRAFT Not yet.

CAPCOM Okay well if it looks like it's going to take
awhile to get that mirror repaired on 3, I'd like to go on ahead
and at least get module 4 completed.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Marshall, you can enable it for a short
while but I'd like to get it back one more time.
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CAPCOM Alright fine, I appreciate that Ulf.

It^
^"^^^^ Mission Control, we're standing by for

^tl^
the Or biter crew and just a reminder that the scheduled

fl att dfr^^J^'
^'^""^ conference for 2:00 a.m. with off-goingfnghfc director, Larry Bougouis has been cancelled. Reoeatinqthat change of shift press conference scheduled for 2:So a.m?^

atvs ?^"hnf^" 5f "^^^i'
This is Mission Contr^T at 4aayb, is nou.a, 34 minutes. * au •*

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go PLZC.

n?nh?lc. . ,
11^ ^ things, first, experiment 33 has someproblems and it's supposed to be started around 15-40

autoniatxcally. we would like you to have a look at the black and

^?i:S%^^rt?2ns\oSr?:'%eL!^^^
eilm transport and see whether the'

traL'ports at fstJo?""'

^ ^
That's correct, 15:40 or 15:42 whenever the timerIS started automatically by the timeline.

SPACECRAFT Alright.

f^^?*?'''!-^ . y^""^ information, for 104, if you
17^o1 t7!n^^h° ^.^^^ starting let's say around 16:40. At 16, at
Ml i;

^'"^"'^^ correct to downlink the data, 17:05wix X / 1 /io, over

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try and set it in there.

l^ll^^f ^K
^.^^/iso Bob, the 33 PI asked you to do a timerstop If the disc does not rotate after awhile.

SPACECRAFT They'll ask again.

f^f^?^ V
If the disc of experiment 33 does not rotate after

stop^'S5er! ^' timeline, please give a timer

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall, we'd like you to do a halt,
hotel lima tango, IHF 31 enter.

SPACECIiAFT Okay, a halt, IHF, enter.

CAPCOM Negative.

SPACECRAFT Halt, 31. Halt 31.

CAPCOM Halt IHF 31 enter.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

PAO Chuck Lewis voicing up soTte further procedures and
shutting down the ISO thermal heating facility.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead ULf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for the wetting and starting experiment on
module 3, we lost one of these little mirrors, we are trying to
fix it but will take little while.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, thank you.

Ulf Merbold is referring to a series of mirrors
that are placed above the plates of the modules, it is the
reflection of what is going on, on those plates, the reflection
goes to the mirror and the camera recorde from those mirrors.
For experiment 11.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we've got a DDU thing for you
to do for us, please. Whoever is close.

SPACECRAFT Say again, POCC.

CAPCOM Bob, we noticed v/e*re about to go into the SAA and
we would like to have the high voltage turned off on experiment
17, on experiment 17, that's stand by. Yes, 23, Bob, experiment
23. It's something that was planned to be done, but somehow it
didn't show up in the software so we'd like you to go to PTC,
payload thermal control, issue an item 17 to turn off the high
voltage.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Its done.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, I know you guys are busy with
the little mirror problem but we have a urgent request from 300
ops for a status on the IHF, please.
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SPACECRAFT IHF has been turned off.

CAPCOM Okay, and then we assume that the mirror heatinq
facility IS being set up then.

SPACECRAFT Af f irinative.

CAPCOM That's great, thank you Bob. Spacolab Marshall
Ops for Ulf, no response necessary Ulf, but before you power r'own
the tribology experiment, we'd like to talk to you alittio biu
about leaving it on for the duration in order to keep the low glights m operation and no hurry on that, we can talk to you whenyou're ready. ^

SPACECRAFT Roger.

A few nn notes ago on the rpacelab crew was advised
to shutdown the hijh voltage for experiiunit 23, that's the
spectroscopy and xray astronomy expec^'ment which is studying
detail features of cosmic xray sources. it has a detector
system, basically its a gas scintillation proportional counter
which means that it, it takes xrays from astronomical targets
like pulsars and supernova and thei;e cliaracteristics of th*^ se
xrays are recorded as they excite (garble) gas within this gas
scintillation (garble) and these data can be analyzed later to
determine the energy of each xray event. The, th3 situation with
that experiment is that spacelab is about to fly over what is
know as the south Atlantic anomolly, a region in the south
atlantic which was discovered many years ago and is found to have
a great deal of electron, electron flux ocouring in that area and
It does have an effect on such things as these scintillation
counters which are found within the experiments like...

END OF TAPE
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P^'^^^ MoJj]o5?. '^^^c'l of t/v-;?r:? 4 mo-l u I '--i as we s'lic^
b3 f o r e con t a i n i !'i :] n f 1 u i (

: , e 3 c h f .!, 1 ri n i f r r t f r o:^> t h
others. There are

.

4 fluids boinn. tc-sted i 1 t^le 4 difirerent
laorlulos anri tiioro are 3 ul.aten in 'Mch no(Vjlo. ^^acl-i nlate bavLn-?}
a diireront ty>)'? of surfaco auoa to bo .1 1 li d i ^-m:*! , Th-»ro*r> a If- -nn"
earner a taat 1 a bui it in t-.r? the !au-_Vu 1?? 'vhich t^.^cotcz tb-.^ variour.
wetting a aJ sprv3auing yb=:Mio:nona of tna fluids as thov r>:>re3^^ ov:^*:
the ciitferent toxturoa of ta-ae plat'-?a. Tbia exper i-aont 11 will
be 9<->i^i-J on for awlvile lo.iqor. It's schoilulob to rur^i throuqh
about 15 Aour, ^10 ;ninut}:3 poiat: aoproxi-itoly . It'r. about 15
minut: f con ncn/ and in h j Meant in. :^ \;o boo? to hav^^ some tiaio in
the near future a scieac*: uoriate v;itb one of the i nv iqa tor
fro.ii the triboLojy e:cr>e ?: i iiea t . About 11 ninutos re.naininq until
we reacquire coau'vunicat iou;-: . Thic is Marshall Soac..jl:ib
Operation;.'* This is Marrriall Space lab Oparations at < clays, IS
hours;, 7 lainutea laiss-ioa elapsed tine, v/e'ro Iosl: than n Tiinut'^
away and before reacquirinq co:a.nuaicat ioas with the Sr>ic.nab
throu'^a tne TD?.3 satellite and iJlf Perbold ir^ oxoectod to be
giviaq soir.e statua on the fluid wetting and spread inn oxoeriMent
that he ia conduct inq now under the ^^^SA exporinent 11 and Rob
Parker is ccaeduled to be settinq r.o th.e !iirror ileatinn Facilitv,
that's one of the four facilities t'nat are found within the
material scienc:.' double rack which is available for carryinq out
approxiiaateiy 30 of the raaterial science e-.per iments . The inirror
hoatinq facility has 2 oval shaped mirrors. And each inirror has
2 lines of focus and 2 of those 4 lines meet '•)etween the 2
mirrors and where those 2 focuses meet, that's where the samole
is located. And then there are twin halogen la^aos, each one
loc'^ited at the rer.iaininq focus line of each niirror and they
concentrate light and therefore heat on the samole. The light
intensity is controlled by a photocell. The process as they no
.on; . . .

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, AOS through TDPvS for 50
minutes, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We have one thin we think we should talk to you
about in terminating IFIF, we have the ground ops light on at the
end as we expected and we're waiting for it to go off. And we
got a stop 1-36 and the ground ops light is now* flash ing . We
tightened th*^ seal so we did not do the resume or the halt,
waiting to ;:.ee which switch of those 2, the ground would rather
have us do. Over.

CAPCOM Okay stand by 3ob, v;e'll get an answer.

SPACECRAFT And we also have another 13A cooling on message.
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CAPCOi Roger 13A cooliag on.

CAPCOM spacolab, Marshall, can you guys tell u-. whether

the launch locks arc in?

0

SPACYiCRAFT The launch lock is in on the ?<->rt 2.

CAPCOM Copy.

SX'A^-CR^'-T And the conniont fro:a the t-oat cockpic, r^rounri is
bh-A^- -.v^iNH* .1

/^.,^v^^-^^ rv-int-m.-.'n'i" but basically .'O

that v/e're trying to ao (qacolo) pnot j^j*. ;

have light al3. the time these clay:;.

CAP.-OM copy ^ioh, we understand. And Snacelab for nob,

iu^t iqno'-e the inesaaqe 13 alpha coolino, over. Spncelab,

'lar'hal^ we'd like you to do a hale, hotel lena tango IH. 31,

enter

.

SPACECRAFT Okay a halt, IHF, enter.

CAPCOa Negative.

SPACECRAFT Halt 31. Halt 31.

CAPCOM Halt IIIF 31, enter.

SPACECRAFT Roger, roger.

p;,0 Chuck Lewis voicing up some further procedures an^i

shutting down the isothermal heating facility.

END OF TAP

2
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oM) barucedly that: ercp-^riir-nt that wotting, fluid •

w^^hin j rvl ^;>r-par;irv:r vjxr.-r L:nent portion consist of a :tiodulc, a

on 'hi- i-jj of riich ara 3 different plates of

• '-j't :-croi:. 'hul-rnoatiV ther.e plates, there's a reserviot

,y , t;.o f}uio iM alicw.-h to pa:'.? uo to these plates.

..; ich p .>lci ..uvin.-j c-i!nto./r hole. "ukI, a ca a 16 Tnilli.Tieter

r-
' -v.'- r I,V, -iiri I. i- sr^roadinq o'l ;>;•< .rrsa of that

i)a"t -c.. • "..-"ilu ufs ,oli.-. CO hho:;o par; • ,:,r nur faces of that

modula. 'iharee olata^ to tha module, -no-
i
u i - •

;
in all, aach

_

module having a different fluid, thereby iriakinq tor this oortion

of the ex-oerinent 4 aifferaat kinds of fluids in the 4 modules.

And, because there are 3 plates for each nodules, that's 12

surfaces to be examined.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. Experiment i is con:i:Tianding.

You can ignore any (garble) 5 on raossage time out messages you

might get.

SPACiiiCRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, Marshall. 33 is co.nmanding all

those air inessages.

SPACECi^APT Mar.shall, go ahead. This is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Yeah, the air inessagos you shov; on your screen war

caused by 33.

SPACECIIAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT That's affirm. What do you want us to do, do

anything about them?

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Their looking at it on the ground 3ob. We'll let

you know if there's anything we want you to do. And Bob

SPACECRAFT Okay. I assume

CAPCOM Go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT I assume you can see the magazine remaining now

says 526 and tha total says 570.

.CAPCOM Copy that.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahea
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r^AP-OM Yes nob. Here »c chame forx.at in about 2

Minutes. SO b-. advise.i of fornat 30 iz not compatablo with 1.04

if you would get a chance to run it.

SP^Cr("^^T•-^ Okay. I was lookiro at the flight plan, ami it

looked ?o .-ne like 30 fcora 1G:30 to 17:50 is a good necio.l of: tine

when I can run it.

ChVCOA Uoger. iG:30 17:30 anc will raake sure here we

can .nake the for'at such that it will be co,-npatible with the data

of 104. Over.

SPACiiC.iAFT Okay. I'll talk to you about that. There's also a

period from 10:20 to IS: 20.

CAPCOM Roger. Let's first look at the first per iof3

SS^ther we can get the right fonnat and if so, I will co:.e bac <

on it. Over.

SPACl^CRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We're about 30 seconds fro:n

LOS.

CAPCOM See you again at 15:03.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 4 days 14

hours 53 minutes mission elapsed time. We
^^'^^^f^'^f

minutes remaining before we reacquire
^^^^^^^^^^^i^".^ "J

^^
siacelab. Currently, Ulf Merbold is /f^^^" 1

'^"^

e'xperiment 11. The portion dealing with
^^^-^^^J^f"^^^,^"^^^.

<^DrAndim When we regain cooimunications , we will learn -n

l?a?2s o'f'that experimlnt thus far. No ^f^-^^lt'^'^tc^'
we went LOS a few lainutes ago. He is scheduled at this time to

be working with the 3td of the 4 inodules.
.f^^^J^-J^^^d

TindiiK-q as v;e said before containing a fluid. Each fluid
_

different frL the others. There are 4 fluids being tested in

the 4 different :aodules, and there are 3 plates m each module,

iiach plate having

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Tnat's great.

And Bob, wa see you got room for the ECAH now

S?ACGCRA?T POCC, say again.

CAPCOM We see you hava room for the ECAS now. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT VJe just got an MMU 09 message, POCC.

CAPCOM MOM called it Bob.

SPAJiiCRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM You're really beating us to the punch todav.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go.

CAPCOM yes, Bob, in case Byron didn't tell you, if you

)-ave to rotate the knob to slide the magazine cover onen a little,

past the (garble) end with some force, otherwir,o, the cennera will

not start. Over.

SPACECRAFT I can verify that.

SPACECRAFT And POCC, camera checkout's complete.

CAPCOM VJe copy. Thank you.

p;^0 And Bob Parker has completed the checkout of

experiment 33, the metric can^era, the high resolution !T»apping

camera.

CAPCO:-: Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, John, just for your information, we like our

configuration with the experiment inverter powered on, and it 11

avoid unaessary power transients, and we have plenty of power, so

we're going to leave that eKoeriment inverter power on the res..

of the flight.

SPACSCilAFT Even for what wa are talking about on that message

there? Over.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, John.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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SPACKCR^FT Yes, I copied.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you.

SPACl:CRA?T go ahead. Over.

CAPCOM Nothing else, John. VCe're finished.

SPACECR^-T Okay.

p^O Prior to changing out the film on exoeriment 33,

thP metric ca:aern. Bob Parkor had been oerforming the experiment

iol, vestibular eKoerivnent, the shock and cron in which electrxc

ihoiks were applied to the calves of h s le^^ ho '^^'^'^
from a T-bar and then attached by bungio cords f.J-Ti tais bodv

ha-ne-.-. to the deck of the Spacelab in 3uca a vnanner that

wh^n^ver he droDoed, and it would be the co:.oator that ^..ould

r^Iea.e the T-bar he wan holding onto so that eachdroo would

ro-ae unexo.^ctedly . The droo would simulate anoroxinate 1"^

CO dit?om. MeaLhile, Uif: " Mer bold continues to work

Rodofs 326 exoeciinent, the liquid soheren. Karlior, blC

haS acco.-apli.hed u,aking a 20 .^m sohece which he ^i^^^^
- 2 \\7 oscillation but the exneri;aont does call Cor r.r^ieres o..

di^feren^ sizes, so he is continuing to do that, to :.ake snhero.

with that sinalr- dink in the fluid -^hvsics nodule .o create

siSSrc>s of different si.es as are called for in the e.r^orxnent,

lubjecting the-.r. to various kinds of oscillations and once that is

coT^pletod, Ulf Morbold will start in on the other portion of

SxS^rl^en 11 v.'hich is the fluid running and spreading portion o.

that exoerxinent in which vari us kinds of fluids are allowed to

so?oad on different kinds of plates ^
i^^/^J ",f,J?^,^-VTf^

f

surfaces. Basically, that experiment, that '-'etting,

wetting and spreading exoer iinent portion
^2r^'''''2^?L?.n? nlat4

boxlike apparatus on the top of which are three different plat-.->

of varying textures.

END OF TAPE
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p^O ...the unbalanced bearing and thon the on- to

foilo. the three lud bearin, which is '^now as the ^-'^^^^nn ^utn

h>,n<- in eccentricity'. That eccentricity nela lu nia.,cri ..y odn

bearlni located on th; out si<lc ol: the shaft which force, it^to

V Pf'^^t^^r^^ •7i-hin thp sleeve. Oar next teloviaion event

^^^b^
'

oity^ a^' if hat ^ aav; a few ninutos ago,
_

that co;.,e.

^i^Lr'/^dav 1? hour 30 nnnute Mission Elansed Tine point '.;hich

^cLputes ??/l2;30'a!.u°Contral Standard Ti.e.

.eco..unicatioa capauilitv with t^^
;ii\.cqulsi?i;n;-

lainutss to oe m contact witn u^^ra an
.
^u-

1
i
j continue once

we expect :nore of the oxnerv.ent 11. "p-^!^ ^l^Jt^^l^;,,
the icurnal bearing is done, v.-e expect tne experi.nen. to turn -c

the nex^ portion which is fluid wetting and spreading on flat

surfaces.

„ ^-,„ c^•,--.•' -,vi Mivr.h-,Ti f-hrouch TD.^S a little late but

we^'ve got you for 49 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Copy.

CAOCOM And Spacelah, Marshall, for whoever is cloinq the 33

change out, we'd liUe you to wait until 19 and 20 are complete

and then re:T.ove AOrD before you do the loat. o. J J.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, (garble) again from Spacelah.

CAPCOM Go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

.--AP-OM Yes, 19 and 20 are still in the buffer and we need

to rnaJe sure you^^ait until those are completed ana then also

remove AOFD prior to loading the 33 (yarole)

.

SPACECi^.^FT Okay, wilco.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Ulf, sine ;e ^ot started with the

HTT a little bit late, Ulf, you should not do tne euaina.e ....

per the P-cap but shoild wait until you get a flashing ops Ixgnt

for HTT.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's okay.

SPACECRAFT TRCC, I assume we want that 3 bravo serria delta

put into 33.

CAPCOM Stand bv. Bob we think it should be the saine

mter, do you have one in there that's not 3 bravo serrxa?

'spacecraft v-Tubbo, I didn't put it in that we have the 3 bravo

fox trot filter in.
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CAPCOii yes, no filter change, lob, we're happy with the 3

bravo fox trot.

Okay, thank you. The magazine has chanq; ' out.

Copy that.

Marshall Opa this io ?S 1.

Yes, Cpacelab,'30 anead ulf.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECtiAFT

CAPCQM

SPACiiCRAFT Okay, I have a interestinq note here, I'm talking

about the Miclarae Rodot's sohores, if I incr-a^e th- !:requencv,

the (garble) frequency from low to higher numbers tien I m unable

to cause the (garble) pheno;na at the nama fre.-uency r> if I do it

the oth-r wav around and decrear,e the (yarble) f cequocy. It s a

very a.nazia/and striking thing that if I come rlovn from hiqaec

frequencies, I'll find the (garble) if 1 do it from lower

frequencies I do not.

CAPCOM Roger, cooy Ulf, you got a (garble) t-iera, very

interesting, thank you.

CA':"»COM

that'.s great

SPACECRAFT

CA't'CC J

SPACiOCRAFT

And Bob, v;e see yt>u got roo.n for the ECO.S now,

(yarl)le) say again.

We see you have roo.n for the nCOS no-,', thank you.

Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACr:CPJiFT the flashlight goes and the camera on the journal,

bcarin-j. I thin'-; we are it. good shaoe.

CAPCO-i All right, roger. The last problem occurreri due to

the experiment 104 inverter turn on.

GPAr-.^-RAFT Okay. Well I hope th. - you will got your signs.

It was practically what the LAD (gar'.le)

CAPCOM All right, roger UiC. And I appreciate your good

work on thio e-per iinent .

SPACECRAFT Oh, thanks alot. Okay Marshall OPS

CAPCOM You will be happy to know that we believe (garble)

is v/atching you in reel time also.

SPAC13CRAB-T Oh, that's nice. Okay. I am back here with the

llZ 1 had some real nice problem today. ?^r.all one 5;^^'
time.

Because I didn't really dare to intact a lot o oU, -^'^^^^-^^

the oscillation and (garble) of the tree oscillation film

And I iiooo Madame Rodot appreciates that ana I'm now reaov to

increase a little oit of volume and take a little oil (garble)

C^PCOM Okay, UIC. I'm sure she does also. ?^nd, could you

tell U3 what frequency steps you went through to work u? to tae

resinant frequency please.

SPACnCRAFT Okay. I determined the resinant frequency for the

20 milimeter diameter sphere as being 1.95. _ 1 point nincr 5, and

I used that frequency for the free observation ano nut^.ie

damping on film. I was a little bit concerned about tne

advancing camera beause the LV.D was not telling me that

the film is advancing so I took the magazine off, mar..ed the turn

^fth a felt pen and |ut it on, ran ten frames and checked and

the spot, which I had marked, had di.vappeared, so I assume we

have some LED problem, but the camerr is oruay.

CAPCO^^ Okay, we copy that and Ulf we're a minute or so

awav from LOS. 3e advised that the Seoac battery

sch^Vjuled for 13 hours 30 minutes is not necessary. Their at luO

Jercent and the? would prefer not to overcharce, so you have that

time clear for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's great. Then I'll stay with the SPM

and olay around a little more and I have the feeling that^is

really the way to do it. The problem that we have is that

everything is fixed in procedures and things don't obey to the

procecmre here, and you have a problem.
l\ 'l^'^fl^^f^^

'^^^^

official to have some free time ana try what you can do.
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CAPCOM we concur, and you can expoct to r-eo ur> aqain Ulf

at 13+30.

SPAGfiCKAFT Okay. Thanks alot and thir. ir, the day to nay hello

to iier

.

PAO And that was livo dov.-nlink Eron th- --.acclah. Ulf

Mcrbold f3hov;n there as ho worked with journal b.atmg portion

experiment 11.

PAO This is Marshall Space lab Oper ^tionn,
^
_4_^d3ys^J.3

hours 25 -.ninutes ..icnion olap.ed tin>e anc in that Uv. c.ov-n nk

we i.aw Ulf Mocbold continuing to work
'^^^^^^f -'J^Jj "f,/''-Koi"2v,^

portion of experiraent 11 and that cxpervmont m our la. ACx.

long AOS we just had prior to thxs snort y)as.s over K-'-i;-;

During tne last AOS, Ulf .Merbold had boon .orUnn
'

^

ias a power sr>ike which caused it to cau.o sone^misi .^acung. c.

tK ?>anel of the experi..ent and Dr. Ray Gauns, Princioal

investigator asked that ^^-t o.pcri..3nt no r.cyc .n^

have shut down the exporinsnt. IL ta.-v.. ,out /-.O ... J-

th- exneri.nont was shut down, and itr, nc>-..-r, it ._.>.>. a > -at .

wJnutes for it to recycle and Ulf Mcrbold was ^^^^'^^'^
^^^l

portion of th3 journal bearing oxperirr.nr v.ner.-^ ..e lett^

during the long AOS, and th.tt was tne journal !....v-ir.,
.

.^tt

th' exuPciinent! The 2nd journal bearing. Dourn^l oeat ..ng ^ x

3-looea bearing. That baaring plus one nrev.ou.lv^^^^^t^

unbalanced bearing, and the one to follow th.. t.voe loo... •'-^^;-><'

which is kn.ov;n as the hearing with built rn occentticity

eccentricity held in place by ball baaring located on tne out...dc

of the shaft which forces it

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - 312C, 313A, 314, 315A, and 325. Our next

television frojn Spacelab will be crew activities during orbit 74

as it passes over Hawaii. That downlink expected at the 4 day,

13 hr,'l6 min ooint. That converts to about 11:16 pm Central

Standard Time.' At 4 days, 12 hr, 56 iriin Mission Elapsed Time,

this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Next contact

with the crew of Columbia will be in 19 min. UHF throiigh

Hawaii. Coinciding with the just described television pass,

Spacelab crew activities coming down on the TV link during the

last TDRS pass and through the Botswana and Indian Ocean
Station. The high point of the Orbiter crew activty was John

Young being instructed to power up the experiment inverter which

supplies power to some of the Spacelab experiments and some other

minor housekeeoing instructions passed up. Amendments to the

checklist already onboard. Current orbit numbers 133.2 at apogee

and 129.7 at perigee. Period is 1 hr, 29 min, 25 sec. All

Orbiter systems in top shape. Very few systems anomalies, as

they are called, in this flight. A super clean bird, Columbia

on its fifth trip into space. At 4 days, 12 hr, 59 min, this is

Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through Hawaii for 7 min and

SpciCelab, if you're ready for a realtime TV, v;e]ll switch a

camera if you'll tell us v^hich one you've got aimed.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, AOS Hawaii, 6 min.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS again, this is Spacelab.

CZ4PC0M Well there, Ulf, we're ready for some realtime TV

and if you'll tell us v;hich camera you'd like us to switch on,

we'll take a look at you down here.

SPACECRAFT We'll take 1,

CAPCOM Understand, camera 1, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay. We've ant a nice shot of you Ulf, and we ca

see you standing right there in the middle of the module.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm done with 11. I did JB reversed, and

then the TDRS channel bearing 2 as the PI wanted me ^o do, and I

hope he's happy now with the power status, but a little strange

.because we have these low-g module lights o.i all the time.

CAPCOM Roger, Ulf. This is experiment 11. That could

occur. One thing I'd like to have you look at and be sensxtve t

while we're running this experiment, during the next FO is to
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we've had a power surqe or indicates ^hat
timer to reset. °^ ^ ^PiJ^^ that could cause that

SPACECRAFT Okav T win * u
they are somewhat erratic th^o! ^ ^^^^ ^his feelinc
light goes and ^.he camera' in Sfvlo-H^"' ^^^^ f^^^h
9ood shape. ^" ^"^^ Payload area, i think we are in

CAPCOM All rinhv
to the experi..„ent inver^ir^urn'on?^" ""^""^^

SPACECRAFT Okav WaI i

irrespective of wh^t the - I
""^^^ ^"-'^l ^^t your scienca

END OF TAPE
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pan ... for about 25 minutes anticioate reqaining

conmunications when we pass over the next ^'^^^^'^ station. During

this last acquisition of signal, the crew is busily involved in a

number of activities. The acquisition began with first of all

Sith a message of hello from the wife of Robert Parker, his wife.

Judy who had come into the mission control center viewing room to

Usien ?o the air-to-groun,i and to observe the activities of the

mission here at Houston. In regard to the experiments,

exoeJiment 3^. the metric ca^nera ran on schedule and Ulf Merbold

involved in -xporimf-nt 32^, Madame Redofs liquid sphere

exSerimSn^: one of?^e fluid physics module experiments reporting

?J^t he Sad finally created a liquid sphere with the module with

that single disc that's inside the module. There had been other

a??em?ts^to perform that experiment and up until "ow those

attempts had been unsuccessful. Once having formea that 20 mm

sphere, Ulf Merbold began to apply vibrations to it according to

?he procedures call for. The experiment asKs that vibrations be

applied to these spheres. Bob Parker in the meantime was asked

hv thA oavload oDcrations control center to preoare to do a run

of ei^erimenf 104, the exoeriraent that i^i^^^f^^^^^
'?f^f^f.-d

the Shock and drop experiment in which Bob Parker ^^'-^l^^^^^^^^-^

with bungies between a body harness and the floor of the SpaceLa^^

aid in Ch ch he would attach electrodes to the calf of this leg

and he would be administered to a mild electric shock while

hanqinq ?rom a T-snape1 bar and his reflexes will be monitored

wUh ?nat! was in he midst of setting that up and wnen we

went to LOS, was expected to continue on with that experiment,

u!? Me?bold working\.ith experiment 11 as f ^
J' '^^^J^^'^IJ^^

hearino portion of that exoeriment. That last repor. he had

comple?ed mos? of the bearings, not under the standard bearing

but those whicn were unstandarded which were to find a^ay to

stabilize iournal bearings in the microgravity of space. BoD

Pa?ker dtdTsk how he wal to set up. the 104 experiment a^^^^^^^

alone because it normally does require 2 people.
J

advised

that although Ulf .lebold was busy with the fluid P'^V^i^s

experiment Ina the experiment 11, thejournal ^^^^^^^
activity

that Bob Parker was to do as much as he could a point where he

Jftuid ao no further without help. He was then to call Uif_^^

l^^. ^?he°isStJe?mal heating fLility it's reported now that

there's a short circuit in one of the heaters and the crew has

been asked to shut down the IHF. It is a
^/^^^ J*^^.

^f,*^ ^.^.^^it
material science double rack and because of

^. f^^'^^.^^^^'^'
»-hP IHF will not be able to be used for the duration of ..he

milsion. It ?s to be shut down and (garble) from this point

forward. It did comolete a series of experiments, the JJU

operations team advises that the -^^P^f ^^'^^^^J^^I.fJ^ating
i-hose experiments that were dedicated to the isothermal "seating

facHiljr ahSre were 3 experiments that were completely left to

be doie ;nd were not accomplished and that s experiments 302, 303

and 307. Those experiments that "ere completed were 301, 304,

306, 309B, 311A, 3113, 312C, 313A, 314, ^"d 325 Our next

television from Spacelab will be a crew ... END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO In that high cemperature thermostat which is remote

from the crew accessible only by computer, those samples to be

experimented with are already in place.

SPACECRAFT (garble) my question, is that anything I could do

for the IBS?

CAPCOM Ulf, v^e're v;orking on that, stand by. Yes, we'd

like you to do a normal shutdown Ulf, using fox trot 800 dash 23

and when that is complete...

SPACECRAFT (g ar ble

)

CAPCOM Fox trot 600 dash 23.

SPACECRAFT Fox trot 600 dash 23.

CAPCOM That's affirmative and when that is complete you

can do a mirror heating facility setup according to schedule.

SPACECR^^FT Okay, thanks alot.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Opr>, Ulf and Bob, we ire

ready to get downlink to Hawaii of TV, realtime TV at 13 hours

and 15 minutes so if you set up a camera for the module looking

at you work, that we'd appreciate that over.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that, it was 13 hours and 25 is that

correct?

CAPCOM Negative, negative, 13 hours and 15, 15.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks alot. Marshall Ops this is PS 1.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT First thing for the ISS, do we really install the

(garble) just now?

CAPCOM That*s affirm, Ulf, yes.

SPACECRAFT I hope we can reactivate the ISS later in order to

process a couple of more samples.

CAPCOM Ulf, that's a negative on the IHF, we happen to

have a short circuit in one of the heaters and therefore we

cannot use it anymore, over.

SPACECRAFT I didn't understand the reason why we cannot u^e it

anymore.
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CAPCOM Ulf, there is a short in one of the heaters^ over.

SPACECRAFT Oh, I understand^ okay. One is really burn out.

CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall, LOS in one minute, we^ll see you
again through Hawaii at 13 plus 16.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And Ulf^ before we go coer the hill^ just some
additional infor:nation, the, when we had the power problem they
did not get good data on J3 2 so you can start with JB 2 when you
get back to that activity.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM When you resume the experiment 11 activity Ulf, you
can begin with bearing JB 2, JB 2.

SPACECRAFT (garble) bearing 2 is that correct/

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I have three already installed, I'd like them
to start with 3 and come back to (garble)

.

CAPCOM That's okay, that's fine.

CAPCOM This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 4 days 12
hours 50 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. V7e have loss
communications with the spacecraft, Spacelab for about 25
minutes. Anticipate regaining communications v;hen we pass over
the next ground station. During this last acquisition of signal
the crew nas been....

EHD OF TAPE
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PAO number 2 is the shock and (garble) experiment.
This involves Bob Parker being attached with bangies.

SPACECRAFT TICC, we're looking into doing this 104, but the
first part is going to be taking the movies because their already
scheduled in the cap.

CAPCOM Roger ^ Bob. We copied. One additional point of
Information to get it right, you also have to connect the TNO
which you ca just cut it in close by or so. This is necessary
for the data to go through the umbilical. Over.

SPACECRAFT Say it again. The camera's on.

CAPCOM Spacalab for Bob. For the 104 recruitment, you
also have to connect the TNO just for getting the data through
uaibilical. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacalab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Ulf.

CAPCOM Ulf^ based on your input relative to the LED
indicator, PI feels that he's not happy with the power status and
would like you to recycle the experiment 11 power to off and then
back on. And, of course you'll have to wait an additional 20
minutes after that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll do that. Now it's turned off. Here
comes the power. And, the time remaininq is counting down.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf. That's fine, and while your waiting, we
were expecting to see the HTT start at about 10 hours and 40
minutes. Could you just run over and start the HTT please?

SPACECRAFT The massive camera is running. I have trouble to
read you. Say again.

CAPCOM We would like to have you start HTT, Hotel tango
tango.

SPACECRAFT Okay^ copy. What time? Right Now?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay. VJill do that for you. By the way what is
the (garble) people in this section that for 120. One tv/o zero.

CAPCOM
IHF,

Stand by. Ulf. That's a normal shutdown for the
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SPACECRAFT Okay. And the (garble) is also flashing, so I

presume the IHF is also ready for the next tempo.

PAO The HTT which was mentioned a minute or two ago is
the high temperature thermostat for experiment 335, self
difussion and entered difussion in liquid metals.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall OPS, the ACD is on again, and I hit
the resume at ? c.ys 12 hours 41 minutes.

CAPCOM Ro^jer Ulf. Thank you.

PAO Ulf Merbold confirming that the high temperature is

up and running. This HTT has 8 chambers for heating in the 335
experiment. Each chamber with it's own tl.^rmal profile. It's
not accessable to the crew except by the computer since it's
located in a remote area behind the double rack. The

SPACECRAFT Okay. Marshall OPS, I see on the decap that the
daily planning, according to daily planning, I'm suppose to
change the AIU tape at 13:00 hours. I put a fresh tape in the
AIU this morning.

CAPCOM Yeah. That's still on that Ulf. But it can be
done at 13:10 or so.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO In that high temperature thermostat which is remote
from the crew, accessible only by computer, those samples to be
experimented with are already in place.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...we had an uplink...

SPACECRAPT Houston, Columbia, over.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, now on spec 211 I've got t^e SSC OPT, the

exD*>rim-nt is no OPT in SG column and experiment is OPT m the,

!^lm stis OPT and item 36 is OPT, item 30's OPT, but item 33 is

iot OPT, and : did an item 32 and it wouldn't take it, I guess

?hat's because experiments inverters got experiments

computers, is that not right?

CAPCOM Roger, cooy John, and what we'd like is back in the

spacelab for somLn4 to"io a keyboard reset °n
J

nnq And that'll clear the knop on the item 33. Ana Columbia,

Soukon? fouowlig the reset on^he DDS in S?acelab, then you'll

have to redo the item 32.

SPACECRAFT I already did.

CAPCOM Roger we see that now, thank you. Spacelab,

Marshall for Ulf! We're seeing power off down here, we think

it's a oroSlem with our terminal but we'd like a confirmation

that everything's going okay with you.

SPACECRAFT Are you talking about a experiment 11 or a... Loud

and clear Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Experiment 11, Ulf.

SPACECR^FT We have exoeriment (garble) I have three, no gee

and monitor light on for" that means that we have power.

CAPCOM Sounds good to us, thank you.

SPACECRAFT For you record, I did the journal bearing, one

bravo, three times. Because when I did it f^^.^he first time, I

got the impression that the journal
^^^^^^l.^^i^ "°;/?S^iL!^sSro

UD And I thought, well then I better do it 3 times to make sur_

ILt ?Se Jl'getfgiod data. And there's
-^^^^J^^^^?,^^^"^

on the little LED display here, time remaining display, tne

second digit from the left should read zero, but for some reason

?t sometimes reads 8. There must be a little electronic glitch

in that diaplay*

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT Okay we are set for journal ^"^^ "''^[i
journal bearing 2, correction, Dournal bearing 2, and it s aix

set, here comes 31.
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P,^0 Ulf Merbold has completed working with the

unbalanced.

SPACECRAFT (garble) experiment goes to stop and here comes th
calibration.

PAO He*s completed working with the unbalanced journal
bearing and has now started on the 3 lopped journal bearing.
That's journal bearing number 2, to ^'our refer.

CAPCOM Go ahead Bob^ this is Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT On this extra 104 run, do you want me to do this i

front of the life science rack, correct?

CAPCOM Yeah, that is correct and such that you can do it

alone and only need the help of Ulf, at the moment you have to
get your needle in the need. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay and how do we connect the bungees?

CAPCOM We thought that it would probably be possible to

connect the bungees to the triangle grit floor and adjust them
more or less by feeling, such that you have about a one gee feel
on your feet, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll look into that. Okay, here comes the

second run on journal bearing 2. Complete. POCC again, it's a

beautiful metric camera picture, clouds.

CAPCOM We copy, Ulf.

PAO And while Ulf Merbold continues to v;ork with the

journal bearing portion of experiment 11, Bob Parker is setting
up for experiment 104, the Vestibular experiment that is

informally referred to as the shock and droo experiment. This
involves Bob Parker being attached with bungees.

SPACECRAFT POCC, we'll look into doing this 104 but the first
(garble) is going to be taking the movies, because they're all
ready scheduled in the cap.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, we copy.

3ND OF TAPE
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CAPCCM ... hours, 25 until about 13 hours 30, over.

SPACECRAFT We'll see what we can do, we were going to do the

other stuff during that time but give us the procedures and we'll

see when we can fit it in.

CAPCOM Okay Bob. First of all, you just operate according

to the normal checklist being the subject.

SPACECRAFT (garble) break. (garble), I'm starting the chain 1

bravo now.

CAPCOM And first remark, do not turn on the power until

you hav-- go ahead that the inverter has been switched. That is a

MMC call fire the Orbiter crew. The second point, the position

of the needle in your case is one centimeter left. One half

centimeter high with respect to the two plus have a pad for some

pressure. Point three, use the gloves, .4, you can position on

the triangle grid in front of the life science (garble) to be

eble to attach the bungies to about a Ig feeling in your feet,

over

.

SPACECRAFT I understand the location of the needle and the pad

and the inverter switch but say after that.

CAPCOM use the gloves durina the operation and you car

position yourself on the grid for one run of the recruitment

curve. If you have some extra time, you could also repeat it

being floating, giving even some more sign, over.

SPACECRAFT PL2C, Space lab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Bob, this is Marshall Ops.

p/^ That exchange between Wubbo Ockels and Bob

Parker. Wubbo Ockels advising Bob Parker to a initiate

experiment 104, the HASA experiment entitled the Vestibular-

Spinal Reflex Mechanisms. That experiment investigates the

effects of weightlessness on spinal reflexes and posture, it s

one of the life sciences experiments.

SPACECRAFT (garble) , '•-his is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead PSl, this is Marshall Ops.

PAo Ulf Merbold saying he has begun journal bearing

IB. That's the unbalanced journal bearing in which the

unbalanced plug is added to the original balanced journal.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT (garble), go ahead Houston.
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CAPCOM Roger, John, there about to run exp-^riT.ent 104 in

the back and before they start that. If you can coordinate with
Bob, it'll be about 12 30 at the earliest, we need you to turn on
the experiment inverter there on panel R7.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And we would just like you to go ahead and turn
that on now John, I guess so it will be ready whenever Bob's
ready,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll turn it on.

CAPCOM Thank you John, and after you get it on, v;e'd like
you to check the experiment DDS's and go ahead and reop them if

it's required.

SPACECRAFT You have a green light and (garble)?

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like you to check on SPEC 211, check
the experiment DDS's and the ...

SPACECRAFT Okay, the experiment DDS and reop.

CAPCOM Roger, you'll have to reop those for us, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Thanks alot John.

SPACECRAFT You want us to reop the subsystem too or just
experiment?

CAPCOM Both of them John, please. Spacelab,. Marshall,
just a note for you, the guys here on experiment 01 are
commanding. You can expect to see some DEP 050 message timeout
messages or some other ones too for that matter. Notice you
already got one. We tried to get it up to you earlier but we had

SPACECRAFT . . . Columbia, over

.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, now on SPEC 211, I've got SSC OP, the
experiment is no op in SS column and experiment is OP in the ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall, be advised that we are all set for

(gacblG) bearing 1 bravo, that is with t.he (garble) cloc'i

installed, we are waiting for the conipletion of the maneuver.

CAPCOM Roger, Ulf, (qarblo) exoerinient 11. Fince we have

plefit/ of f llTi and we also, these runs are going faster than we

had originally thought, T war. wondering if you could give us two

run initiations for each of th' -amaininq niodules?

SPACECRAFT I niissed that, can you, can you say again pleas-:

CAPCOM Alright, its experiment 11, since v;e have plenty of

film and the runs are shorter than we had anticipated, if you

could initiate the run switch, twice for each module. Do you

read me?

SPACECRAFT You bet, no problem.

CAPCOM Alright thank you.

SPACECRAFT No problem, I will do that for you.

CAPCOM Thank you Ulf, appreciate it.

PAo That's Dr. Goss, the PI. Dr. Ray Goss of NASA's

Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, principal

Investigator of this experiment.

CAPCOM Columibia, Houston, on air to ground 1, need you in

DAP bravo now John. Correction John, that would be DAP Al.

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT
(garble)

.

CAPCOM

Thank you John. Okay. Marshall Ops, this is

Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm back to Madame Rodot as long as these

maneuvers are going on. And I have a 20 mm here, and I will show

you around to find the reference frequencies for it, I think it

is about 2 heads, that's just a number I'd like to relay down

before I come back and take some shots of it. It took me an

enormous amount of time to set the SIO up because it was left m
a real bad mess, it was spilled with oil all other it.

CAPCOM Copy that, and roget the 2 hertz FO.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's amazing the (garble) but it is also the

•limited, that's the highest frequency I can do with the SIO. And

the amazing thing is I'm using a very small (garble) to excite

the oscillation, it on the 0.15 millimeter and it looks already
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very^ very, close to the stability limit of the (garble) • It

really oscillates.

CAPCOM That's great and Ulf, Wubbo's got a word for Bob^
if you think we can do that at this point without disturbing the
JB.

SPACECRAFT There's nothing going on right now with the
(garble) because we, (garble) we could persume maneuvers with the
complete, is it a long story? (garble;

•

PAO Ulf Merbold reporting sucess with Madame Rodot's
326 experiment, he has formed up a 20 millimeter sphere inside
the fluid physics module.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Marshall Ops wants to talk to him.

SPACECRAFT (garble) . VJubbo.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob is coming.

CAPCOM Thank you Ulf.

SPACECRAFT (garble) MSI go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, hello Bob, this is Marshall Ops. I have here
some work to do on experiment 104 which due to all the trouble
got slipped away. It is to suggest that you are going to measure
a recruitment curve on yourself also being the operator and I, if

you are ready I will, I will explain to you how you can do that
over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, but meanwhile we are also this morning
getting ready to do some stuff from the CAP vehicle floor and
translation business for the movies, okay, over.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, let me ask you then the question, do you
think you can operate on 104, lets say from 12 hours 25 until
about 13 hours 30 over?

SPACECRAFT Well we'll see what we can do, we were going to do
the other stuff there at that time but give us the procedures and
we* 11 see where we can fit it in.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, . .

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM (Garble).

SPACECRAFT This is PSl. I did it this morning.

CAPCOM Okay. That's great.

SPACECRAFT Those are the kind of updates we like. Keep them
coming.

CAPCOM yes. Also, Bob, you'll be happy to know that Judy
spent the last couple of passes in he MOCR viewing. Hi from her,

and she's listening.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM Also, one more for v;hoever is next up near the

Or biter VTR DMC, would like to know what cassette you got in the
recorder currently, but there's no rush on that one.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll try to remember that. And, we got a

13A cooling message. I don't know if it was just the usual out

of sync problem or not, but I went through the malfunction and
it's been (garble), the cooling's turned off. The cooling's
turned off, so there's no problem.

CAPCOM Copy that. Thank you.

PAO Chuck Lewis just nov; passing up a hello message
from Judy Parker, wife of Mission Specialist, Bob Parker.
Expecting in a few minutes for a voice enabling of the experiment
11 Principal Investigator, Dr. Ray Cause.

CAPCOM Spacelab, just a quick question, if you have a

minute, as to whether the 300 camera ran on schedule with the
cover open.

SPACECRAFT The 33 camera ran on schedule with the cover open.

CAPCOM That's what I wanted to know. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Nice clear day over Tibet.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is the PSl for 11, that is the
channel bearing 1 without the unbalance slot.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, bear in mind that we'd like you to wait
on the termination of the maneuver before beginning 1 Alpha.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. We did that before we did the inaneuvec.

That is already complete. That was channel bearing on Alpha
complete

.

CAPCOM Copy that, Ulf, and we'd like a similar cue fron»

you when you begin each subsequent run.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We had better wait, wait a minute, we can do

the maneuver 12.7. Is that right?

CAPCOM Standby. Looks like 12.15, Ulf. Clarification on

that, it looks like it begins at 12:07 and completec at 12:15.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me repeat that channel heaving on Alpha

then another time. We have plenty of film left.

That's great.

The lA they refer to - -

We had all green lights on so we are fine as far as

is channel bearing lA.

(Garble) experiment run.

That's the balance channel.

Dorac light is on.

For clarification, we run the camera on 12 frames

CAPCOM

PAO

SPACECRAFT
gravity goes,

PAO

SPACECRAFT

PAO

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
per second. Is that correct?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

That's correct, Ulf.

And POCC, Spacelab.

Go ahead.

Either have or just took off tapes 15 in the VTR,

but that doesn't mean that we've used 15 tapes. It just has you

the number of the tape that's currently in there. Over.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

The Orbiter VTR, is that what you're referring to?

Affirm.

Okay. Roger, Tape 15. Thank you.

But that does not mean we've used 15 tapes.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, that was the second run of channel bearing

lA. ^

CAPCOM Roger, Ulf, thank you.

CAPCOM And we copy that, Bob.

SPACECRAFT And John, can you let me know when your maneuver

complete? T^ank you.

SPACECRAFT Again, Marshall OPS, be advised that we are all

for cSann-l bearing 1 Bravo, that is with the unbalance block

instaneS: arS'waiting for the completion of the maneuver.

CAPCOM Roger, Ulf. Ulf, this experiment 11, since we -

END OF TAPE
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p.o it's second run. The first run which took Pl^ce

about a day ago, had some slightly degraded data because of a R^U

n skip The\kv, the remote acquisition unit the interface

ietween the exoeriment computer and the experiment itself was

skipping and sime of the data was degraded and therefore this

?hl se-ond run of this journal experiment. The experiment will

b' divided into 4 areas. There will be 4 different journal

b^afngs looked at. Tne first will be a normal journal

nlarinn The kind that is routinely used on Earth m
TaShlJl^^y/ Bu'^whlch is expected to be

^^-^^J?"'
is expected to be unstable on space. And the o.her J lou.na^

bLrinqs that are tested following the test of the tirst journal

bearinu a balanced journal bearing. Following that test of the

Ulanct'd journi^ bearing will be 3 other journal bearings. All

of wMch b^aJtempts to stabalize the journal bearings m the
^

Sicroig^avlty of ?he spacelab's -'-^^^^-^
bearinqs which follow, the balanced journal bearing. ihe tirst

of tiSl; 3 iiU be an unbalanced journal bearing in P^^?^^

il Iddld to the shaft of the journal bearing in order to make it

inblltnced! Tne second of thise 3 attempts to stabaxize the

bearing! tie second of those will be a 3-lobed bearing. There

h%^^lhfSra?^
i ?n/a S^rrafbra^ing which has. a built in -intricity That

{a it-'<5 hPld wi^-hin it's, the bearing is held witnin une ouxiGf.

sl4eie Slilhtljoff-center. That exintricity is held in Place

a ball-bearing! We have now entered our AOS period, ^--e will be

with the Ipacliab according to the AOS LOS clocks. We will be m
AOS with the spacelab for about 57 minutes.

CAPCOM spacelab, this is Marshall OPS AOS for 57 minutes.

PAO That's CIC, Chuck Lewis.

CAPCOM Spacelab, riar shall for Bob.

CAPCOM MSI, Marshall OPS.

PAO About 52 minutes remaining in this AOS pass. Still

have not yet re-established communications. Chuck Lewis, the '.IC

is making attempts now to re-link.

CAPCOM Experiment 11 copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, CIC.

CAPCOM Go ahead Bob.

'spacecraft Yeah, you just called us.

CAPCOM Yeah. Have a couple things for you. Number one,

we're making the assumption that back on day three when we got
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wrapped around the axel, you weren't able to do experiment 25 and

based on that assumption, we'd like you to execute that

reasonably soon. It'll take about 30 minutes and it's your
option when you do it.

SPACECRAFT By day 3, you mean yesterday?

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT I did it. I got the tv on it (garble)

SPACECRAFT As I said TSl, I did it this morning.

CAPCOM Okay. That's great.

SPACECRAFT What kind of updates you like? Keep them coming.

CAPCOM Yeah. Also, Bob, you'd be happy to know that Judy

spent the last couple of passes in the MOCR viewing room. I

END OF TAPE
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p,0 through t.K comoutec to correct that problem, but

again the route 21 was r.ot responding
. f J^i^^^He"

mation throuqh. The route is tne grtd position unit. It is t^e

?nte??ace Set.een th. experiment c°;P--er^and^the computer for

the Seoac Ar ^ . thet^:; «ill be furcher atte5-)ts to trouble

sSoo?? b"v unc i that inforrnation is passed by the computer to^

th«» Se-^ac. -^at -rid will not able to carry out rhe fuuvvions

wStch scheo led in the Se u one of the ^^^^ '"^^
.

^^"'^
?ime. curing that trou.,]eshoo^..g Pftiod. Dr

^^^'l^^'^'^C^^
of Stanford U«iver..ity was voice ^nabled ith the crew an« tal<^^d

with them th^y went st*^p by st *p throaon "h. procedures And,

U e«pectea to Znt .ae to oe the reoresentatr e for ac in

futu.e voice 3r.ablin,3. Ulf v-^rbold mentioned that be ^ad Ae^^

cided to rerun the material science expec lrnent^ rm.nber i 26. The

arincipsL investigator is Madame H. Hodot of rra--- ''^ the

.^a'ionai Center for Sci-.tifi-c Research, ^ The pu pos-- of tha

experiment .3 to ..tudy th. ^tfec^-s of vibrations on^l 1^ id _
so-.-res that are in contac-, -.vith a soli- 3ur trace No. >^e_

_

ligu.d spher. exper.nant, on v a^ single dxsc is used It^u^^

treated with /-nti-s: - .'O r.iat-riai uua. .i.^
- ..

- I/::
out ot the c«; : *r of :h.- u.nc .-:r.l £orns liquid s'.heres so th...

liuid does n^t spread half .azacdly around ^he disc and cause re

aiherical shapes not to be formed. Olf Merbold has atten^pted the

Spfrim^it Selore-. Has treaced the single disc w th anti-spread-

ing material, but despite tnat the fluid f ° nJ?
disc ?ind the exoeciraent was not successtul at that time. Uit

aerboid would li'<e .o re-accompliah the ^""^etiment and Dt

Michoal Hanes was briefly voice enabled to speak with Ulf.lerbold

about that. Dr. Hanes is not the P'^^"^^?^! ^"^^^^''^ator or -o

Investigator of the 326 experiment. He is however, one of the

orincioai invAstigators of two of the several fluid physics

fxpellments "sed !n the module. Dr. Hanes sitt ng
/^^^^f^-^

Drt^rti- in soe irn with the crew about working with 32u again.

A^oSt 37 mfnut s'rem^ining in this L9S Period at 4 days 11 hours

13 minutes mis on elapsed time. This is Marshall OPS.

TV s is Marshall OPS at 4 days 11 hours 46 minute,

mission elapsed ime. uess than 4 ntinutes to go

acquire communic, ion .ith the spacelab J^^^.^^fr
lifce and when we ne sck .p with communications, the ^-rt.w 1^

eiplctSd tS Se Ltr mg •? and beginning the tri-biology experi-

ment! That is NAS . exp. 'iment number 11 which
J^^^" f^^^^^^^^

that examine., fluid .ett ng and spreading and also the study of

lubricants on jcarna. oea.-in3S. This particular run of the tr^

biology experiment wit , deal with the journal bearing. Later .,n

durtna th^- red --ft. la NASA -xpsr iment 11 tri-biology will

to th; specif ic'ob^ective z looking at fluid wetting^ana_
^

'spreading on flat s.rfac.s This jou: ^^^^^l^^^lj^
is coming up is it's .econ, un. f^J-J
about a day ago, had .o:'^e t ihtly egrac-d d 1

because or

END OP TAPE
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PAO Chuck Lewis, and Ulf Mecbold and Bob Parker as

?Suck Lewis was voicing the P-cap changes, the Payload Crew

acuJityP^an changes, thr schedule of activities for a given

shift for either the red team or the blue team and is a, is a

^vin wMrh of course runs through out the mission approximately

lieJy 12'hoursr^eldit"ons are 'voiced up to the team that comes

in to work for their 12 hour day m the- spacelab.

CAPCOM And soacelab for Bob. -ho word from Larry Young on

tSe reason why you are subject 1, if there is a shortage of time

he wants to mike sure that we have MS 1 on the list.

I did copy that, but okay, it doesn't matter

Spacelab, for (garble). For Ulf, for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT
anyway.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT (garble) this is Ulf.

TAPCOM Mike, Mike Hanes standing in for Madame Rodot. I

Understand you're about to recommend experiment 326, is that

correct?
;

SPACECRAFT Thafs correct, I treated Madame Rodot plate with

antispreading barrier material, I'd like to try again.

CAPCOM Okay, I'm sure that's very welcome. Two words of

Allrl the film magazine 241S should still have enough film left

fius^^ct'lnd'fsuglest that ou start
"^f^^^^ ^^.J??^;!^,

fetitt is start at step 4.1, in Madame Rodot procedure. Start wicn

tti« 20 ram sphere, the safety.

S^hCECmfT Okay,

Iim0 Dr. Michael Hanes, is principal investigator of

^th«c fluid ph/«ic» «xo€riment3, he is sitting m for Madame

l^Vt "r thS f2e ..pe'riment that Ulf ^^y,^

'

HMMS now voice enable^j to speak with ^^^^"^^"^^"il^r^J^^r
parLcular expecirr.ent tne fluid is drawn from f^^.^J.f

*

di— is u'4Ad in the :x)duie. It forms liquid bpherss^

lZt%7^ th^n subjected to various oscillations. However before

the experiment can be successful, the
<^^^«Xh --ome ou" of th^

antisoreading material to :<ee? the fluid ^^ic^.^JJ"^^: -.J^^
center of the di^c ^.nd forms those spheres to •<ec^p . -at fluid

: from spreading haphazardly..

-

. .v,^ .
r,rj<; in one asinute, we' ll «ee

you- again ac; 11 plus 5 -zero. :

^^ACSCftAFT {garble)
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CAPCOM And Spacelab before we go over the hill, you can

expect an metrichanuner run in about IZ minutes just for

information.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 4 days 11

hours 8 minu'-^s Mission Elapsed Time and we have again passed

into a perioo of, of LOS where we will be out of comTnunicat ions

with the Soacelab for a little less than 42 minutes f rom "low.

During this last acquisition of signal, the grid of the sepac

experiment, the grid which is a type of heater which forms up

electrons which are used in the electron beam accellerator for

the SE^AC, that heater or grid was not operating and they were,

SEPAC investigation team was troubleshooting that problem. They

were attepting to send commands through the computer to correct

that problem but again the RAU 21 was not responding, it was not

passing information through. The RAU is the remote acquisition

unit, it is that interface...

END OF TAPE
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- - down about 20 min according to this CPR

i§§§3^s Gorrect?

§fAdBGRAPT VTR. Correct?

§kf§m Analog video.

SiAdBSRAFT Yes, AVI. Right. Right, right, right.

§A#g6m Okay.

SSft^ie*s heating.

S.. a..nx ss:^3
^^^^

^kMt 39 minutes of tape remaining.

IfftefiCRAFT Okay. Understand, so it's like going from 47 to

111 loereet?

mim That's affirm. And, you're okay to start the SAL a

iilfeie da&ly*

§?Aea§«AFT Okay.

Okay, we'd like you to look on the PCAP at hour 21.

8fik§i§RA?T Got it.

fli^asAv. nkav At 21 hours and 8 minutes, we'd like you to

IHftVi -hicS'SIil "vfabout 55 minutes at that point.

gfAgECRAFT Okay. AVI.

mem Because Olf will have exchanged and put fresh tape

in by thenw

gPA^BCRAFT Okay. Got you, and so, 102 to Alpha will be done

©ft ftVlv Correct?

That's affirm.

YOU are the first subject, Ulf is the second.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Storing prefetence for that reason?

CAPCOM NO, bat I can check on it and find out for you.

SPACECRAFT It doesn't matter.

CAPCOM ORay. also, 'l^!"/J„^'„:^rtr4«San|e"the llpV.
minutes of tape remaining before

"nvetsations we had on

T :^our^e"onrioftaoe "In^eour?hiraf £e=t= some

SSSnft^^m ?rpfml^n^llSlntrbut- the message Is that '.ere .s

about 34 minutes worth of upstream pad m that AVi wnicn .

Sse is long as you get the tape changed on time at 21.40.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy that AVI that tape's only going to

be there from 20:30 to 21:30, basically.

CAPCOM What we're showing here, 3ob,
°^,f^^^^^Ji^ptus

2lfl9 finish, and then another bar at 21 plus 22. Off at 21 plus

32.

SPACECRAFT What I meant was, we install the tape on AVl at

about 20:30 and then we remove it about 21.40.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

sP.CEC«Arr ^gain, let
-^^-^f Z^ll^e^'Vlllil

gas sample yesterday and I raisea cne

do one today.

-.1- ^ I „ i„ ,,nr-\f mf We'll have some words
CAPCOM Yes. That's J^^^^o^J' "j^* ^^1 the PCAP changes,
for vou on that, and 3ob, I thin< that s aii j:ne ^'r"

wi've go^Mike Haynes on the loop to talk to Ulf if he s

listening.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay. Standby, Ulf.

oAO For several minutes there, that exchange between

Changes. The schedule of

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...up to you.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I saw that.

CAPCOM Okay, the next page (garble) 13, at about 13 10 or

somewhere in there we'd like to note a PS lunch time.

SPACECRAFT (garble) lunch time about 13 10.

CAPCOM That's affirm. Also in ^ame area, about 13 10

probably somewhat before that, an ARU and tape change.

SPACECRAFT Got that.

CAPCOM And can you confirm that you've got lunch period

for yourself at a different time?

SPACECRAFT I was planning on ^oing out to lunch, (garble) I

had an invitation so I was going to go out.

CAPCOM If you find a good place you might let us know for

the further guys.

SPACECRAFT Okay

.

TiH« <;pt>Ar batterv charge which we originally had

Marshall, looks like we've lost our downlink, we li get

you as soon as we've got it.

we still have about 13 minutes remaining in this

^°s, .hich „e •^e'ioqulrea co»nunications with Spacel.b, we've,

^Ti'Xf.-.r^ifTi'P tre%o aheaa on ceaoin, experiment

326, that oscillation "^""i'^tri hSs b«n"«enoted a couple
is a fluid physics ««Patiment which

e^p|tln,ent which
Hin«<! already during the mission. It is an esf"'''"'

tipji^foSiy on^ disc lather than the usual two In the fluid

phjaics module, with the use of one disc...

OvpCOM .
. •«>"''?Jhl':Sra^ut ri"m?nu?e"s.'?f ?o"=opy

while at least and we still got aoouc ii minu<.= ,

Bob, we'll continue with the P-cap updates.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'^^-l'^ you ,l^^%=n;;!orr vftdded^ln

^VTo^Irs It :^e%^?ipJi:?ef a S ?Sr.SJf jAd the VITR number

1 changeout, so we can skip all that.
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CAPCOM Yes, what hour were you on at that point?

SPACECRAFT 21 hours.

CAPCOM Okay, you got the SEPAC battery charge back on 13

and a half, 13 30?

SPACECRAFT Affirmative.

CAPCOM Okay, let me go through here and make sure I had

some notes that came through after those TPR updates and I want

to make sure you got those too. Bob, at hour 19, about 4 5

minutes, the 321 activity may have a new procedure coming up to

JiS and we'll watch it and make sure when it does come up we'll

cue you in about the message number.

SPACECRAFT You're going to shift the 321 down about 20 minutes

according to this CPR message, correct?

CAPCOM That's affirm, and the heating should begin when we

acquire KU coverage at about 19 47 and at that point you will

also have a AV. .

.

END OF TAPE
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rt^x^rnn The turn off would be on delta, tango - but I

guSs you never did turn, get to the place where you turned them

on so we're okay,

SPACECRAFT No, I just got, I turned off the lU DEP and I'm

just going to remove ECAS now.

CAPCOM Roger. Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf.

SPACECP-AFT Go ahead Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM Yes Ulf, go ahead and the 326, you'll have from

10:50 til 11:50 for that. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks alot.

CAPCOM And be reminded Ulf to get the tribology there on

time started which is about at 11:55, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll make sure that goes on time.

CAPCOM And Ulf, .3ust a reminder on that tribology

there are no thruster inhibits for that run. uu

thrusters.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good enough.

PAO The tribology experiment, the study of fluid

wetting and spreading and space in about an hour from now.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We have ^.liJ^^^.S-^^^Ml^^L:^Vdo 'tSe'Jetting

«l;di^g^^!^sreS^ o^'tLiiS^n^Alaffng^
confirm that because we got message *61 alpha and it says do

llPOl which is the journal bearing.

CAPCOM Standby, that's right. We've got a number of PCAP

changes that we need to get u? to you now that the^loop is c.ea.

?or that and that is that's one of things we wanted to talk

about.

Tt^^^:'^^-^^^' " "

Starts at 12:58»

^1 . ^w=.Kie finA and we do then the wetting and
SPACECRAFT Okay, that's tine ana we

spreading at 7 hours, 56 minutes.
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T.at.s affi... wewe also aelaved t.e SEPAC charge

to cleat out that time for you to do xt.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
^ .4*.v. urth a<5 soon as he's ready

PCAP

Stft 'tS'wflk ?h?Sugh the. with me, Chuc..

J ».v,a4. aot about 20 minutes left

CAPCOM Okay, I
^f.^S^d have good con^m for the remainder

^? ft!^
?trstl?tiSg'ardirio'onThe%CAP if you can turn to

that page.

SPACECRAFT Day XO, we've been up here that Ion, already.

..o an It is a -an^e in the .ini.u. ECAS.^xt

Shouldn't be ^important to you at f

SpIceCRAPT 0.ay, thank you. I can run APB and STLM

simultaneously.

S;r^^peri.e„t"u'ra'n >HLnHifi^elf o"

?gt^^&^iinro£'Sfar!^,"5^e ^!pSfu^.^i^^^Se^maneuver is complete

at 12 hours and 11 minutes.

SPACECRAFT We're Showing 12 hours, 15 minutes when it's

clmpfe^fis that right or wrong?

CAPCOM Close enough, just wait until Ifs done.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

OH,y, we had a
"'"'."jef"IL'StnUrraJfo?

Blnute. I£ yo"^^?^: L"t bllleve i? shows it but I thinH

J^w^fi^^niranfSufon Lmrr^pLnning and it probably never

did make it up to you.

SPACECRAFT It all showed up.

CAPCOM Okay, the next page, 13 " -'>°"' " =" "
=Sere in there, we'd U^«„V?aIe'
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CAPCOM We need the lU dapt on. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Procedure has me doing, turning it on after a 2

type.

CAPCOM We're getting a request for lU dapt on now Bob,

SPACECRAFT I don't understand that, but I turned it on anyway

CAPCOM That's good Bob.

CAPCOM And, Bob. Sepac confirms a good load.

PAO The heater of the Sepac is a kind of grid which

forms the electrons to the accelerated into space by this

electron beam accelerator. Sometimes referred to in the exchang

that you hear between the POC and the crew as the TBA.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I have a whole series of dapt 05 and lOOO's

CAPCOM Bob. We've got a problem and we'd like to go back

a bit and have the lU depth off. That is o f.

SPACECRAFT And then start the whole thing over again. ^

CAPCOM That's affirm. We've got to start back and try

again. And you'll have to get the othiC switches also.

PAO Dr. Williamson again.

SPACECRAFT I didn't do any other switches on the panel yet.

CAPCOM Okay. Very good Bob. Let's go back and turn the

lU depth off and try that sequence again one more time,

SPACECRAFT I get me a new TO time also.

CAPCOM No. You can use the one you have and we're ready

for lU depth on now.

SPACECRAFT Standby. I just removed A02A assuming that I was

going back and starting all over again.

CAPC<»1 Roger.

SPACECRAFT So I am just now running A02A.

CAPCOM Very good Bob.

SPACECRAFT You want lU depth on now or after I do the time

messages. Over.
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avPCO« NO, lefs go ahead and do It befot. yoa do the ti.e

'messages*:"";'

SPACECRAFT OKay. So I We run A02A as the and loaded and 10

depth is going on.

CAPCOM Copy Bob.

CAPCOM .

spacelab. .f^J^^^^fP- rbUr?:..i:;"o'?i:''«^S
have to terminate Bob. *fle ve got a f

apparently.

SPACECRArr OKay. I understand that ifs bigger tuan both of

US huh?

CAPCOM Yeah. And, Bob, what kind of messages did you get

if any up there?

SPACECRAFT Basically, this tl.e l'« getting depth 05-
s

and 10

xecoes zeroes,

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT On 02A, which I'm --^j;- ?r,!::/:.lJlJ^d
just with the depth ready now. The numbers n

themselv^iS.

CAPCOM And, Bob. we'd like to confirm that you Knocked

the depth. Or op the depth.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, the depth is operational.

CAPCOM Very good.

SPACECRAFT (garble) the depth now, make it nonoperational.

CAPCOM NO. That's, we're through.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll leave it operational.

That's fine Bob. And, just lU depth also, we need.

Okay. Try again. I'll be around all day.

we appreciate it Bob. We sure do.

no olace to go but round and round and
SPACECRAFT I've got no place zo go

round and round.

We.n.stl=.^down here .nd -;re sure^«or.lng

JS^^turr;^1 fs%fesl !^s':"thrtu?i^f?^oull be on Delta Tan,o-l

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
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but I guess you n.ver did get to the place where you turned the.

on, so we're okay.

SPACECRAFT m. I Just turned oft the lU depth and Vn just

going to

END OF TAPE
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IfASEdRAfT - - also pu.pea into the (ga.ble, downUn..

o«K anri also we have to change the

«f „;rerwu""we'don?t'ht« ^nlugh? so ma.e it 02 hours

f§ lime now, otherwise we u»ju

gfti 45 minutes. Over.
|

gfASggRAf'T Okay. Copy that.

|

QhMm Spacelab for Ulf, Marshall OPS-

iikStiU^ft Ves, go ahead.
\

SAgiOM
'=9uest to looK out the window whether the

j

fAUBT aoof is open. Over.
1

g,fceg^RA« 0.ay. YOU want .e to loo. now, or what ti.e was

tne FAUST to be opened?

eA?e&^ It needs to be verified whether Ifs open now.

IWgge&AfT Okay. Let me look through the window.

pnA wants to wait for

They
ao«^t"o^hi™fnrtrrh4 sorry ahout

1 Ta». me. '<now Okav WUDDO, 1

8?fceBeftAM'.
^ °''J?;„„'^?,^r"rBlue 5eaL' Th^y would like to

have some '"'°^"'!"|"t^"'°did tSe thresholds for 201 and both

iftf&fein the POCC that cney uxu

s\i&3ects.

f«"'S:ie°£ri™ The Hue ^eal sSL'(g«breT.
t^atfeU) Ulf, do you have £rom tne

mSieaXW i;a '° 'Sf;ltrso^e'padda"s artts^readg

.-^ c if you have some

^*|ff.«n the"'BlSriet; oi'therxp^fiSinfof Larry Young. Over.

It&ftUdh Larry's experiment, i

ei^mM Let's lee^ve it like this. Over.

*m&t^^^ POCC, do you want some more in the timeline India

Bob, that is India, India inhibit. Over.
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SPACECRAPT ORay. Ana
*f 'J«4i^,2-„^^°f:5;4t^«"'tt%af

'

pranS/to'faL'f S'a; sa.ple Maybe you'd ch.c. with to

VSI people whether they agree on that.

CAPCOM Roger, Ulf.

UTI d^ 17 and ai 028 cancel and now a DEP 12 message.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

And Bob, this is S2PAC, we need to OP the DEP.

Okay, my fault.

And, we need to turn on the lU too.

Say again.

We need to turn on the lU.

SPACECRAFT Didn't catch that.. The comm seems kind of ratty

this morning. Go ahead, try again.

CAPCOM
DEP.

SPACECRAFT
things. Right?

Okay. This is SEPAC. We need to turn on the lU

An lU DEP, but that's step 3 after I do the other

CAPCOM That's affirm.

PAO That's Dr. Williamson of Stamford having voice

uplinked with the crew and
'J^jiSLterfoi^'Shrelectron beam

scheduled for about this time.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

And Bob, we need lU DEP ON now.

(Garble).

Say again.

POCC, say again.

We need the lU DEP ON now, Bob.
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CAPCOM Tben you have to point thr OTV toward i the EBA

which iS (garble) 229, coelevation 95, over.

SPACECRAFT

CAPGOM

SPACECRAFT

Could you five the (garble) again?

95 over.

tgacble) 229, coelev *tion C95.

CAPCOM And the next step 3ob is
iJ^^'^i^^^j .^^^^if

(garble) exception .monitors by item i 5 and item 16 on tne

display. Inhibit eba pwr pg? mtv. .

.

SPACECRAFT Break, break, how aboat fanatics?

rAPCOM using item 15 and item 16 on the display of a2A,

inhibir EBA echo bravo alpha, PWR papa whiskey, ron>eo, VGP, delt.

goU papa! M?5rmike^^ victor, and MPD. which is mike paoa

delta, that's step three over.

SPACECRAFT Understand you want the item 6, we inhibit (garble)

on 02A will be tne echo bravo alpha, bravo whiskey romeo,

^Sarblergulf P.^pa, mike tango victot and mike papa delta.

Cf" PCOM
ro»eo.

SPACECRAFT

CAtCOM :

SPACECRAFT
right,

CAPCOM
you.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
after. .

,

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECR^-FT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Readback core act except that 2 is papa whiskey

Okay, copy, papa.

And the next one was delta gulf papa over.

Okay, delta gulf papa, that makes more sense there

Right, and also Bob, I he .e some PCF changes fcr

Go ahead.

Before FO prep scart, PCF 34 to 0.0. One minute

Cut again, break, oreak. break, break, start again.

Aefore^FO prep start. PCF 3,i to value 0.0. /

Understand you want. PCF 4 2 changed to 0.0.

Negative, PCF 34, PCF 34, over.

Okay, 34 goes to 0.0.
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CA.>COM Then after one mlnutt after prep start change the

same PCF to 16.0 over.

SPACECRAFT Then one minute after PO prep begins PCF 34 again

gt -^S to 1.6. 0.

CApr-ivA That's affirmative and then before you get to T

equals 0, -.e shu down, using item 14 all enter, over.

, - HoforA TO v?e* 11 do an item 14 all. So
SPACE'-RAFT 0*^^^ ^u^t before TO, we i^^^

^e wii" nevt.r run t.he act aal thin,i, correct.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPAGECRl^fT sat we ^ill be able to see the E3A f ilm^h^

with the MTV is that t;orrect?

rftproM Exactly, exactly, if we cannot see it/ we co^^^

repeat the cnange of't .e PCF .4 each .inute going from .ero to .6

and so/on/'
,

SPACECRAFT Okay, you guys going to be able to see this real

time or the qround?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT So you want MTV also pumped into the KU downlink,

correct?

CAPCOM Stand by Bob and also we ha to change the TO tinte

Sow other wise we don' t have enough so maRe it 02 hours and 45

minutes, over.

EUD OF TAPE
•

'

•
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PAO And at this time, the handover between blue shift

and red shift, and the payload operations ^?"^rol center is

nearly completed. Tom Recio has replaced Clark Owen as the

payload operations director. Clark Owen of the blue shift

leiving and Tom Recio taking over for the next 12 hours of this

rAd shift Crew interface coordinator Bill Bach has been

JlplaSel by 5huck Eewis for this red shift. And, alternate

pISload specialist Mike Lampton of th. blue team has left and has

III been replaced by the red team alternate payload specialist,

Wubbo Ockels. We're standing by for reacquisition.

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall OPS for 48 minutes and 30

seconds. Good Lrning from the red team to both the red and blue

teams. We expect this pass to be somewhat broken and for Bob,

Wubbo' s got some activity on Sepac for you that he'd like to

voice up now.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS. This is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Hello Olf. We hear you loud and clear. Good

morning. Can you, if Bob is there, ask Bob that _ we going to

telace the activities for Sepac with other activities on Sepac

and we would like Bob to copy that. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay. He's coming on the line.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT (garble) is here.

CAPCOM Okay. Bob if you're ready to copy then here is a

series of instructions on a troubleshooting for Sepac. Over.

SPACECRAFT Standby and let me get a book.

SPACECRAFT And, Wubbo, may I take advantage of that
_

opportunity and inform the ground that we have a fault 120. Ann,

my book says turn the heating temperature to low for this

sample. Off the port of a current and Byron tells me it is the

direction of the IHF.

CAPCOM We copied Ulf.

SPACECRAFT When your ready (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. First, what we want to do is a model 5

using checklist as four wnich is execution without STL. And, it

will give you the input for the type command whicn is model b.

The zero is GMT337-02 column 27 column 00 and the exception time
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SPACECRAFT Okay (garble)

CAPCOM Ulf

SPACECRAFT a break, break break. Much slower Wubbo, much

slower.

CAPCOM Okay, try again. Execute checklist 4. model 5,

T0337-02 column 27 column 00. Exception SDL share 02 India 00.

Over.

SPACECRAFT Let me tell you. Want me to execute a TOodel 5.

Accordinq to checklist page 4 which means that op subordinate

?iSelii2 wUl be at a timl of GMT 02 to the 337022700 wxth a

(garble) with an exception minor timeline of S 02 India 00.

CAPCOM Readback correct. And then you understand Bob that

that is GMT for the input by a type command checklist 4. Then

you have to point the MTV towards the EBA which is assume t 22

niner co-elavation niner 5. Over.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM the joy stick, Owen, when you detect motion,

go ahead and mark it. Okay, just push joy stick forward.

Okay. That'll be the mark for detection of motion.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, I have an update on that time. You

can run it to handover.

SPACECRAFT Okay Jim. We're going to go ahead and do, now,

direction of motion, so Owen give em left and right. Okay. And

here we go.

CAPCOM Thank you

.

CAPCOM Byron, this is 201. Can I make a quick comment to

you before we lose voice?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Yes. In case you have more time during

LOS, and I believe you do, please do, after the linear threshold

experiments, the big movements of the BRS in the X, Y and 2'd

exes and ask the subject to note his illusions of pitch and tilt.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you. You are doing great.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS, we'll have

coinin for another 40 sec.

CAPCOM You've been doing a great job, Byron, before we

get off the air thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT You're welcom**, Jim. No problem. Talk to you

later.

CAPCOM Thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we're going to be doing some

troubleshooting on the next SEPAC. 3e advised.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days, 9

hours, 30 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, We have loss of signal

with Spacelab through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite.

This will be a relatively long loss of signal, about 41 minutes

in length before we reacquire through TDRS, no ground stations_

with S-band capability between now and the time we reacquire wit

the Tracking and Data Relay satellite. Spacelab and Orbiter

Columbia presently moving toward the end of the 7l3t orbit and

onboard spacelab," crew continuing to conduct life sciences

experiments during this last acquisition of signal. Payload

Specialist Lichtenberg and Mission Specialist Garriott operated
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;^?rrs^^^^^^ -nrei"i; i^'SlSS?"^n-u^ ^ i^^TocQ /-h;^ir and one crewmember attaches
system much like a legless chair a^^

some velcro type

siraps between l^me oihe handrails and then pushes the subject

forth in a very low energy notion, very, very low

science monitoring area on that
^^^^l^^'^'l'^'' underway. Blue

Payload operations control fenter
,

^hx ft handover underw^^^^^

Shift wrapping up 12 hours
^ °^ v,eim to the oncoming

operations Director, Clark
^'f '2\oS?s. 33 minutes Mission

Red Shift POD, Tom Riceo. At 4 days, 9 nours, jj

Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at
f

days, 10

l^T, 11 minutis Mission Elapsed l^s ^nal'wuS the
more than a mintue away from reacquisition of signal ^J^h

the

5pefations Director. Clark Owen of the

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM What was that left right?

And could you
SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM That was first left, then right,

give us up/down once more?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAPCOM Okay, go ahead and start the experiment and please

ten us which FOE^Jou're on whether you're doing motion direction

and which axis. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wilco.

PAO onboard Spacelab, Byron Lichtenberg and Owen

Ga?riott preparing for 201 operations, experiment 201, one of the

threshold at which he se^^^^^^^Ji^": °t as he's being pushed

'.III t-l^^i^ \eSpira ion and eye mov^ The

irnsTrtHfs^L'^ri^c^rldes'ptaciraroSSrthl
eye that measure

e?2ct?ilar impulses from the muscle as the eye moves about.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 201.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

CAPCOM Are you about to start? We are watching the data,

we don't see anything yet?

It just takes a
SPACECRAFT We're getting ready to start,

little longer up here, Jim.

CAPCOM Okay great, we're just watching. Everything's

alright.

PAO And here in the payload oP«"tions control center,
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SPACECRAFT Yes 201, LCS2, we'te ready to go here, we're all

setup and this will be first direction of motion in the x axis.

I wonder if you'll give them your forward (garble) and that will

be detection of motion.

CAPCOM Fine, go ahead and start, we see the motion, we see

the joystick.

pi^ Experiment 201 researchers now receiving data from

the first run of the linear threshold experiment.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, you're go for 5 more

Binutes on 201. Byron, this is 201, we're seeing very good data

if you want to start with the next experiment, detection of

direction, you may do so,

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. Okay this (garble). Okay, let's

go to the next axis here.

CAPCOM Come again. Okay, could you give us one forward

action with the PRS just so we can tell which is forward from

backward.

SPACECRAFT Okay, coming. Okay, here it goes, yes sure. Okay,

here it goes forward, ready, mark.

CAPCOM Copied, tnank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready for y?

CAPCOM Yes we're ready for y.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, you can spend

15 more minutes on linear threshold.

SPACECRAFT We copy Bill. Okay, here we are for y, this is

detection of motion now so give them a forward up of the joystick

Owen when you detect motion. Go ahead and mark it, okay 3ust

push the joystick forward. Okay, that'll be the mark for

detection of motion.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, I have an update on that time. You can

run it to handover.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Marshall ops (garble).

CAPCOM
' Repeat who you want...

SPACECRAFT (garble) still there (garble)

.

Owen can you hold you comments for him until about
CAPCOM
9:20?

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's fine.

Spacelab this is 201, back on loop.

And experiment 201 from the Spacelab the S2 is up.

Spacelab this is 201, do you copy?

Roger, Jim read you loud and clear.

Okay, great, how do you, are you doing the set up

SPACECRAPr

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
now?

SPACECRAFT Roger, just getting into it and the first question

I had was which sensors would you like on us over.

CAPCOM The only sensors we need are the excellerometer

,

and you need to use the joy stick. I. believe you have no

goggles, you will do the experiment with the vis<>r up. EOG is

not necessary, respiration is not necessary, 3BV is not

: necessary, v.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, we copy all that.

Thank you.

PAO NOW receiving downlink television from the spacelab

SEPAC monitor TV camera, pallet mounted black and white

?elevis?Si ?imera, this'il television that was recorded onboard

ihe spacecraft earlier today and is not
^"^^^'^"f^^l^^J^

ground. This television as you may recall, Oye"^Sarrxott

?eported being able to see very little with the television

camera.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM -

Spacelab this is 201, do you copy?

I read you loud and clear (garble)

.

Could you tell us when you turned the equipment on?

SPACECRAFT Okay, we will and we got the (garble) set up the

hetmetfon it, getting out the shoes now and we're getting rea.W

to go here*
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CAPCOM And I believe you do not have a bite stick, do you?

SPACECRAFT I believe that's correct, we have no bite stick for

us.

CAPCOM Then you may stick that (garble) on the helmet

then.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we're going to put the master

timeline in a temporary hold and just don't become alarm.

SPACECRAFT Okay. 201 (garble) from Spacelab. I've powered on

the equipment right now.

CAPCOM Oh, okay, fine, yes, we read you, this is 201. We

see the equipment being turned on.

SPACECRAFT Very good.

CAPCOM When you're ready for a checkout, we have a comment

to make.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by a little bit yet.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Can you'll see the data on the ground if we operate

the excellerometer and joy stick now.

CAPCOM We don't see the excellerometer, have you plugged

the excellerometer properly in?

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, it's plugged in.

CAPCOM Okay, then give it a movement and we'll see if we

see anything on the ground. Just give it a moment and tell us

what direction you're moving it please.

SPACECRAFT Jim, we're busy up here.

CAPCOM Okay we're looking at the data.

SPACECRAFT . . .201 (garble)

.

CAPCOM We're looking at the data are you about to move the

* accelerometer?

SPACECRAFT (garble)
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Fine, we read you fine.

Okay, give me Y.

Fine, we need it.

Okay, and (gar ile)

.

We read it, that's fine.

It's up on the joy stick and down.

Fine, we read that.

Good.

CAPCOM Could you give us sidewards on the joy stick? what

was that, left, right?

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM That was first left, then right, and could you give

up down once more.

SPACECRAFT

END OP TAPE

Got it.
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-,1- ^¥ c^tickv but not stuck. And, I

slip. There was negative slippage between the ^lens and the

eyeLll l^n-i-'^^- ^ flS^f«H°a£?e"to%e? it'stSck qiitfilcely

ZTol" \l.'lloTl\T.ttlsll fU.e, ?hen it would start

loosening up. Over

^,ri?Uht"*«rxtrao'j2a jUir^hrtv'fScis
^ig"ll=ant!;°'b;"tefor eS"ei wttfl the split screen and do you

recommend we stay with that.

SPACECRAFT Oh, if s easier to position the camera and see not

TFisA^D? l^-WllTll rrntTo-Li^ fure

we get an eyeball

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 102. You cut out ^^^er saying if

wfSant to get an eyeball. I assume you want to say with split,

with the single screen, and I concur.

oar. voice of principal investigator Larry Young of

experiment 102 deSriefing Byron Lichtenberg on his dome runs.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 102, do you copy.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Go ahead.

PAPCOM Yes, we lost S-band after you said that there was
CAPCOM *"= ^'-'^

•Vial- vou want to recommend
not postural swaying, and I assume that you wane co

that we stay with single screen. I concur.

CAPCOM DO you copy?

SPACECRAFT The significant eater-rolling probably due to the

semi-circular canals. Over.

CAPCOM Say again. Say again all last.

SPACECRAFT O.ay I °ft^^bsL^rslgnfflcai"^^^while doing rapid head roll, was a^l®
. f

;® ^i^Vi Over"
eater-rolling probably due to the semi-circular canals. Over.

raproM very good. Thanks. Tell me do the bunge cords

•c?ea?e a- sensation of a fathom vertical when you' re using them.

SPACECRAFT Well, I'm not sure what to jay. It feels like

vou're standing up really, I don't get any sense of the

^eridlxica? vection, I don't get any choke sensations. It just
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feels like you'ce tied down to something and when you start

rotating, everything is rotating with you.

CAPCOM I copy, we're out of time. Get back to you later.

SPACECRAFT Good-bye.

CAPCOM And, spacelab, we have the 201 PI standing by.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 201. no you read me?

SPACECRAPr I do read you loud and f ' 'Z^^ck^to^joi
^

while before we get set up here, so we'll get back to you.

CAPCOM Oh, Byron. We have some comments to make about the

set up.

PAo Voice of Jim Cass.

CAPCOM If the bite stick is not available, then please

velcro the linear exorometer to the helmet. And,
^^J^^'-^'-'''''

i^ie sure that the head is tight in the helmet to reduce movement

within helmet.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM We have some other comments we'll make later.

PI^Q Voice of Jim Cass, a member of

SPACECRAFT We don't have any case molds, you just want us to

close our eyes. Right.

CAPCOM That is correct.

PAo Cass is a member of the research team for

experiment 10, correction 201. That experiment a European space

agency sponsored vestibular experiment.

SPACECRAPr Okay. And Marshall OPS this is Spacelab for CIC

we got carried away in the dome run a little bit and we 3ust

getting the (garble) IHF and (garble) sample 302 in and it s

going right now.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Byron, could you repeat your last transmission

please. . I missed it.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Michael. ^ ^fi^^^^^^J^i^f^^^fiJ^flfbit
sample 302 going right now. I apologize that we re a little bit

behind schedule on that one.
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CAPCOM I understand. Thank you very much Byron that you

got 302 started just now. We appreciate that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Marshall OPS, is the 102 PI there?

CAPCOM Repeat who you want,

SPACECRAFT I was wondering if Larry was still tnere.

CAPCOM I'm here.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

~ - on the hetiex exper iP.en : . Go 103.,

XlOl to Byron.

Oo you read tne?

101 to Spacelab, do you read?

Roger Xi.OI, read you loud and clear.

We have, as I undeirstana it , got the OrM :;-r video

sync Shut off to the 101 experiment, i/e ^ f/-^ J^^^^^ \,

'

possibly the cause of some of out trouble,
''^'^J'^^.y^

^^^^

fhrough certain things and ma.e observation« on th,

monitor. First, would you push dark box and observ. -he mo tor.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOH

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay. That' s In work.

Repeat

.

And on the monitor on the same (garbxsK

Okay, and (garble)

.

And roger on the racjiitor.

Now press dark box.

101, we cannot yet confirm the VCU is snut of f

.

Okay, we lust uplinkeo (g-jrbl >.

Okay. I've got a good s^>lid display now. No jerk,

jittering at all.

GAPCC'M very good.

CAPCOM

CAPC0?4

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

The VCU IS of f

.

And that means the video sync was off.

Correct

.

;4ow, depress select le"t. Turn the aark box off.

-I-— -le da---- box off and depress select left.

Aftet thA ^otot:"stops, obs .-ve tne video i»age. If necessary,
After tn.

, th- door an^l oosition the
you can press store tfcieasa a,.a 'j'i->_.

j * ..

module m front of the caniera, if necessary.

CAPCOM DO you read roe. .101 to gycon, do :,ou read me?
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CAPCOM Standby 101, we lost LOC, We'll be - - 1*11 let

you know.

CAPCOM ^)kay.

CAPCOM Do you read me, 101 to Byron?

SPACECRAFT Okay. Now we've got you loud and clear and as soon

as you said that, the display clearvec right up. It*s good and

stable now. Over.

CAPCOM Okay. Now turn the dark box off and press select

left and observe the video image. If you have to open the door

to position the module, that's fine. Press store release first.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Standby.

PAG Dr. Allen Brown in the science monitoring area

providing some assistance.

SPACECRAFT (Gable) I've got a display now and it's sort of out

of focus and it's very liney, but at least I can see something.

CAPCOM You have a module to look at that there?

SPACECRAFT Affirmative.

, DCOM All right, read the tape counter, then close and

lock the left rotor door and press start.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) I take cameras 5 niner 6.

PAv Dr. Brown is the investigator on the plant growth

exp^r imeii .

CA. com Thank you Byron.

PAO Providing some - -

S^hCECRAt.. Okay- You're welcome. Looks like it worked to

solve the lem, huh?

CAPCOM far as the dark box is concerned, yes. We know

what tha pcobl--u ^^as, I think. You confirmed our suspensions.

Thanks for /our operation. Over.

SPACciCimFT proi lem, and looks like that particular plant I

was lO'Okxng .
at had

,

a li t tie dirt on
.

Allen. \,

CAFCOM I read you.
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Ana rynthronuation' now.
test, we're going to reestabiisn cne viuc j

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're finished.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 102. Do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger. Read you loud r.d clear 102 PI. Go ahead,

Larry.

CAPCOM ORay, Byron, I've got a few guick questions. Tell

me which dome runs were done and m which oraer fc.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We did dome runs 1, 4, 2, 3.

CAPCOM Very.good. Copy 1, 4 2 3 ^-f.^'
contact lens sticking and how to irrigate, any

SPACECRAFT Roger On the ti^^l^^l^l^

^

stuck, and Owen looked '^'^„l!„^?l„een the Ions and the
not slip. There is negative ^l^PPJ^e between t.

eyeball landmarks. I Pl^fjj'"^;^ Tc%l it siScJ quite nicely,

r-onfy ^fnuLntift^me^nd then it would start

loosening up. Over.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Approximately 36 minutes remaining on this

acquisition of signal at 4 days, 8 hours, 2 mxnutes, this

Marshall Spacelab Operations.

pxQ And this is Mission Control, Houston. The illusive

chanqe of shift press conference with off going flight director,

SShn cox whiih for awhile seemed like a movable feast will be at

IT30 p!m. central standard time in the JSC newsroom not at 7:30.

but 6^30. .v-anwMle, we're some 39 minutes away from

?^a^^.H<5if ion th^ouqh UHF Station, Goldstone m the next state

sidrSals oro^Cu lL Tricking satellite 2 or 3 minutes earlier

aid i?'s acqu?sition. The Orbiter and Spacelab are currently m
tn oibi? I? 131.4 nautical miles at apogee, 130.3 at parogee.

Orbital period, 1 hour, 29 minutes, 15 seconds. Another one of

the cau-like bixes #20 had a few skips but that appears to have

aone awav They think it was related to somehow to exeriment

TlT, tn artifact of that experiment's operation. The weather

Itaiion here in Mission Control advised the flight director that

ThumoSgous amount of water has fallen on tJorthru? strip so that

landinS s^te will rapidly become unlandable for a contingency

ilnding lite. Four days, 8 hours, 5 minutes, this is Mission

Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days, 8

hours, 38 minutes mission elapsed time, standing ^°^J°^
reacquisition of signal through the tracking and data J^lay

satellite just under one half minute. Presently Spacelab and the

S?btie on'^heir 71st orbit and onboard spacelaboratory Byron

Lichtenberg and Owen Garriott scheduled to be Dust finishing un

with their rotating dome experiment activity, experiment 201

Siovided by the Malsachusetfs Institute of Technology and once

?hej finiSh with that they're scheduled to begin another of tae

life sciences vestibular experiments, experiment 201/^^ europ.an

aoace aqencv experiment orovided by the federal republic of

SIfmSny! And ^hlt experiment is designed to ^igate the

vestlSilar functions of the inner ear Particularly the otol th

organs which normally help to maintain "P"^ ^"S^^
?°f^"' ^; ^arble)

particular portion ot that series of experiments is the (garble)

threshold.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we've got you for about 50

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill, we got a good ^^^^act with you just

before you came up, we got a 23 shutter open message but I Dust

looked out the aft windown and by golly, it's closed tight as can

be.

CAPCOM ' Okay, we understand and we have the 101 PI standing

by for some troubleshooting on his experiment and then Larry

young for some debriefing after him.
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SPhCECRAFT Okay, stand by one sec. Yes no doubt abcut it, 23

shutter is absolutely closed. {garble)

.

CAPCOM XlOl to Spacelab. XlOl to Byron.

SPACECRAFT Hello (garble) , it looks like we' re .. . Marshall,

do you guys want me to do anything with the 23? On the PTZ

display, the shutter says open but I don't believe it.

CAPCOM Okay/disregard it until we let you know otherwise.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And we're establishing direct voice comm from the

101 scene, we' 11 give you some instructions concerning us

troubleshooting on the heflex experiment, do 101.

CAPCOM XlOl to Byron. Do you read me? 101 to Spacelab,

do you read?

SPACECRAFT Roger, (garble) ...

EliD OF TAPE
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PAO ...experiment 102, the rotating dome portion of
^

that <»xoeci:r.ent, that is pact of a secies of experiments provided

bv the Massachusetts Inntituto of Technology and sponcersd by
^

NASA. These exoer i:nents designed to look at the functioning of

man's vestibular system in zero gravity envi conment _ and th is

particular exoeriment is designed to look at the ability and

exactl/ how the human body adapts to zero gravity. ^Sneci f ical Iv

how the. the t^alance system, man's balance system adapts to the

zero gravity environment and exactly what cues that system takes

both from vision and fro:, tactual influence such l^f^fther oi

not contact with the floor, .Tiy feet for exanple, if there is a,

if feet planted firmlv on the floor assists in any way ma
individuals ability to maintain his balance and to orient

.

iimseU 'rhts particular eKperiment u.ili.es a dome covered with

spots which is rotated, the subject pears into _ the dome^tiist,

freef loating, and then strapped to the floor with a series of

elastic cords and the subject records his res-ponces and his

sensation of notion or induced motion referred to as vection

using a snail (garble) wnich is attached to the mstrur^^nt.
^

aycon Lichtenbe?g was the first operator for the

oien Garriott as tne subject and as we loss signal, ^Owen Garriott

was settino UP to beco:ne the ooerator and Byron Lichtenberg the

subject During this experi!?.ent eye motion is .-non i tored by in

this case a television camera mounted at the back of the dome,

scientists are looking at the connection between visual.
.

indivual's vision and nis vestibular system. One of the cues is

the stamus or a rotation of the eye. And this rotation is

monitored by the television camera. The subject wears a conta..

lens with cross hairs on i t to enable lighter analysis ot that

eye motion. During that pass we also received
^^Jfr

had been recorded onboard the spacecraft
^'^^^^f'^ °^„;^^^-^2r qh-,w

handover and correction of crew station ^"^^^ivity Brewster Shaw

on the flight deck and 3yron Lichtenoerg m the habitable module

workinq with the control oanol for the space experiments with

par^lSIl exceUerators. We also received some television rom

the AEoi cam*»ra, exoeriment 3 camera. That downlink television

ws of a star field and the flashes that were visible in the

p!c?ure iere an result of the rate at which that data was being

played back and had no relationship to the data ^^self. Also

received some television from the SEPAC experiment, experiment

number 2, the monitor televison mounted out on the palxet and

that was television of the Earth limb, looking at the airglow

emmisaions from tne Earth's atmosphere. Flashing during tae

earlier segments of that downlink television were lighting

flashes on the Earth. Additionally the far ultraviolet space

telescope which is experiment number 5 referred to (gajrble) on

of the astronomy experiments was operated automatically during

that acquisition of signal, its designed to observe with higher

•sensitivity than previously Possible faint ultraviolet missio^^

from various astronomical sources as provided oy the University

of California at Berkley and Mike Lamton alternate P^Ylo^^

specialist indicated from his dc^a here m the POC, it look like
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Brewster Shaw was right on target. The target for that or the

obiective for that experiment was the Andromeda galaxy.

Approximately 36 minutes remaining in this acquisition of

signal At 4 days 8 hours 2 minutes, this is Marshall Spacelab

Operations.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT One comment for the next time we do this is to put

a piece of velcro on the box as well as on the contact lenses

inside.

CAPCOM We copy. Velcro on the box for next time.

PAO MIT investigator, Larry Young, worki-g with Byron

Lichtenberg as he conducts the rotating dome experiment onboard

Spacelab with Owen Garriott as the si. ject. Continuing our

downlink video of prerecorded video or activities occurring

earlier in the day". Mow receiving video from inside the

habitable module of Spacelab. Byron Lichtenberg working at the

SEPAC panel.

SPACECRABT Okay. That's the end of the dome run 1. Larry, I

think we* 11 go ahead and leave it set up and I'll hop in and do

it free floating also. It really is a major job ^,o change the

position of the camera in the dome.

CAPCOM That's fine. Go ahead. So, you'll be doing 31 - -

you'll be doing the 3400 series. (Garble).

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, be dome run 4.

SPACECRAFT Affirm.

PAO Now receiving additional downlink television from

the SEPAC monitor television camera out on the pallet of the

Earth's limb with stars, there's a bull in the background.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Owen. This is 102.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Larry.

CAPCOM Owen, while we're - - if you have time while

getting ready or during Byron's first run, we still will have

another 2-1/2 to 3 min for you to tell us about your reactions.

SPACECRAFT Okay. They were very similar to that on the

ground. I would say about 40 percent saturation, I saw a little

bit of self rotation, but a lot of the dome rotation as well and

just about as similar as I can imagine, really.

CAPCOM I copy. I assume you're referring to the dome

supine. Is that correct?

SPACECRAFT I don't notice that much difference between

vertical or supine. Maybe I'm not being sensitive enough about

what to look for, but I give you 40 percent saturation in either

orientation.
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A .,v,=.^ 4<! the effect of the bungies.
CAPCOM I r^^^^Sat in ^he nex? run, but you'll be

We'll as you to comment on tnat xn cn«

LOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

,Owen I noucea .hat you^con^^^

IVcl irrn%he"eL!urt;o runs. Xs that correct,

SPACECRAFT Standby.

spacela. for Owen, f^^^^'^ l^^'Jl^fV
a minute. If 7°" have co»ent.. exther

9^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
fa^-re; ail ^ ^ ^ ^
over •

SPACECRAFT 0.av.
, X-„3-J,^-""^

'""^ ^""^^ '"^"^

here. I'll report m a minute.

. t rSrs^noS^viiR ::u^s^"2 ti^.
fof s^Sill 'tu"nit°on Whenever you start to o.ta.n data.

SPACECRAFT OKay, but VITR number 2 shows power on here.

CAPCOM Oh, power is on, that-s true, but I believe ifs .n

«^dby now, and if you want (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT We put in standby and I'll start it.

S^fa-you can fo' i^ Tl.^^^^^ ^^^l^'^
CAPCOM And Spacelab, we'll see you at 8 plus 40.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill.

This is Marshall Spacelab Operations^at 4^aays,

J

hours, 56 minutes Mission Elapsed Time^ Spacelab.
through the Tracking and Data

f^^^ij 42 min. Spacelab and

Anticipating reacquisition in ^PP''°Jf^glilj^orbit of the Earth,
tSeOrbiter Columbia P^^t^?^lJ„°Sf signafonSoard Spacelab, the

and during the last acquisition otoigna^
Garriott have been

iri^lllLsTdl i^s?tlStfol iVclZ°ol, a^d sponsored by .ASA.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Marshall Operations, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Bill. I don't think it's on my PCAP, but

are we putting the dome on one of the tape recorders.

CAPCOM Standby. It's going on AV2, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy AV2.

PAO And while the crew is working with the live science

activities with the rotating dome. The (garble) "J-ttaviolet

space telescope is now taking photography of the Endromada

qalaxy. This activity being operated automatically by tne

spacelab computer. Additionally, we're receiving downlink

television now from the space experiments with P^^^^ ^ = ,

excelerators camera. This television recorded earlier onboard

the spacelab.

CAPCOM spacelab, Marshall OPS. If somebody's free, we'd

like to have you op route 20 again,

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill.

CAPCOM And, spacelab, this is Marshall operations. We

appreciate the excellent pointing which Brewster has given to

this last faust exposure. We've been tracking that real careful,

and believe we've taking an extremely good photograph of the

Endromada galaxy. Might thank Brewster for us if you get a

chance.

SPACECRAFT Okay, excellent. Will do Mike, and just after our

(garble) ops 20, I got a (garble) skip again.

CAPCOM Roger, we expected that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Glad you did.

CAPCOM And, we're going to want you to op it at least one

more time for this pass. We'll let you know.

SPACF.rRAFT Okay. We're standing by, or I'm standing by. And,

we have Owen in the dome now. To the first run fo'^^^^^^^^J^ ?^ '
^

can report that his feet swung or maybe an inch or so at tne

most, but it looks like (garble) right now.

*CAPCOM • We copy.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron. We'd like to have you op route 20

again.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. You got it.

CAPCOM Byron. This is 102. We're getting good film data

on the ground.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Very good We're getting excellent eyeball

data up here. Very sharp focus.

CAPCOM And, Owen seems to indicate that large after

effects in the ops (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO NOW this evening dump, downlink tv
«^^^^^^^

J^^^^*^

deck of the orbiter. This also recordea earlier onboard the

Orbiter during shift handover.

SPACECRAFT And, I can see on the tv monitor (garble, rotary

(garble) in it's eye here.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 102. ^« "°
iS'''"

data? so any commentary you can give us rxght now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ''^ell there's -t -oh to -y except it's^^

very good. At the start of action^
find of Oscillates back and

or so swing of his feet. And, that kind or
that^ s 2

forth a little bit, so it s 'jot really .iear

neck torsion vections or Dust (garble) can t Keep

perfectly motionless up there.

CAPCOM Rignt. YOU don't see any specific pattern in the

course do you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, negative.

Ana, .yron. Is that Position at « f^^^^^^-t,
a

good safe position from any of the, is he nicring a y

SPACECRAFT You don't ^

J^^^Jf^/^Sfth:rsairthfd^ilHs
8 or 10 inches away f^^'J. i^^^^bfL oroblem hitting
only an inch or so, so there s acruaa-xy

anything

.

CAPCOM Copy that.

fn»> the time we do this is to put the
SPACECRAFT One comment fo. ^he time ^ ^ lenses inside,
piece of velcro on the box as well a- tne conta

CAPCOM we copy. Velcro on the box for next time.

END OF TAPE
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p;^0 Now receiving television

SPACECRAFT 102 from (garble)

.

p^O This was prerecorded onboard the spacecraft.

CAPCOM Go ahead (garble)

.

SPACECRHFT Okay, Larry. Owen and I t^^^^^^f '^^^fIf^^/^^e"""
dome runs with the split screen, so do^^want this one 3ust the

same old shots full frame of the eyeball?

CAPCOM If you feel that the quality of the eyeball data is

^gnificantly improved by doing it single shot, go aheao and do

that. Just let me know.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yes, I really think it is.

CAPCOM Okay, would you let us know which eye is being

photographed?

SPACECRAFT Roger. It will be the left eye, I think.

CAPCOM Left eye for both you and Owen?

SPACECRAPr That's affirm. That's the eye we used the last two

runs I think we ought to stick with that one. And now, Larry,

one thing ?iu shou?d\e aware of, on my fi'^f dome run serxes

?Se left contact lens that I pulled cut looked like it very

dried out! It had some foreign objects on it, so I used the

Aglt Tens in my left eye, but that has been the left eye m all

of the Blue Shift dome runs.

CAPCOM very good. For your information, your left eye and

right eye lenses are identical.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I just saw a little R on one and an L on the

other, so I didn't want you to get confused.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot.

PAO Larry Young continuing to i^f Lichgenberg as the

this of the AEPI camera.

CAPCOM spacelab, this is Marshall Operations for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Michael.
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«»Tv/.rtM Yes when you have that GHF sample 318 installed,

l^fi you havri'few^Sinutes, the 300 team would also like you

?o install the second gradient :node IHF sample, number 302. Do

you think you can fit that in before the dome run?

enivrprRAPT We've just finished the GHF. The problem with the

wTs^he ground Op's light is still on. As you know, we

wouldn't get that thing finally going until 3:28.

CAPCOM I see. Okay, thanks a lot. I didn't realize that

it wasn't flashing yet.

SPACECRAFT We thought maybe we'd wait a couple of hours

because of that over temp problem?

CAPCOM Yes. I'll check with 300 and see how long that OPS

will be.

iSu have time and it does start flashing.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, Spacelab here for the 102 PI.

Okay. Standby. We'll get him Byron.
CAPCOM

CAPCOM spacelab, Byron, this is 102.

SPACECRAFT Okay. About the harness, it doesn't l^^k like the

Kni«T^rhave slioped. If you guys think you saw some lower

acSllIraJton oi your data, youVobably ^^l^^^^^ll^H
Sr^^tS hard with all our gear on and everything to get it

figStened dowi and I think we probably ended -P^ot having it

qiite as tight as Doug would have desired, but that s .t the

way it worked out.

CAPCOM Byron, no, there was no observation of any problem

and was just a confirmation.

he would like to have it.

* CAPCOM Copy that.

CAPCOM Byron, a related question about tightening. Do you

1?^d it necessary to tighten the strap on the ARU more than. you

did earlier in the mission?
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SPACECRAFT Certainly not. In fact, I think I probably had it

too tight which gave me a headache for about the first 2 days

during the mission.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT And Marshall OPS, Spacelab. Marshall Operations,

Space lab.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Bill. I don't think it's on my PICPA3, are

we're putting the dome data on one of the tape recorders?

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's about all I have Byron, except to say that
it's clear that the tv substitution appears to be a very good
worker. And, I would like your opinion on whether we should try
continue to try to go back and forth between split screen and
single screen. Or whether we should stay with split screen.

SPACECRAFT All right. I think we'd be better off with the
single screen becausi^ I'm afraid it*s just to difficult to get
everything lined up for the split screen and it's very easy to
end up bumping the camera and either getting it out of focus or
out of adjustment and therefore missing either the landmarks or
the eyeball landmarks.

CAPCOM I copy that Byron. The focus problem should be
independent of whether it's split screen or single view. Do you
agree?

SPACECRAFT broken up. It really isn't independent because you
have to have a much more precise positioning of the camera and
sometimes it's kind of difficult with our current setup to get it

alined in the dome. If we could get a little more lee-way on the
positioning of the eye and the (garble) marks, it makes it a lot
easier (garble) Over.

CAPCOM I copv that. As long as we get two or three of the
free floats with t^e split screen then we can do the remainder of

the mission with the single eye.

SPACECRAFT Okay. You mean 2 or 3 different sections or 2 or 3

people.

CAPCOM 2 or 3 people. One session each. Then your
comments on how far the feet are swinging.

SPACECRAFT Your broken. Say again your last transmission.

CAPCOM All right. (garble) repeating. I would like 2 or

3, preferably 4 different crew r ombers and in addition
observations about how far the lags swing during the free float
dome runs.

SPACECRAFT 0;' ,

CAPCOM Very good Byron. That's all I have for you. We
look forward to seeing more of the good dome data and I

understand another PI would like to talk to you.

PAO That was Dr. Larry Young experiment 102 briefing
Byron Lichtenberg on his upcoming rotating dome experiment
operations.

CAPCaM Standing by.
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PAO (garble) with the Massachussets Institute of

Technology.

CAPCOM Marshall OPS. How do you read PS2.

CAPCOM Spacelab. This is Marshall OPS. We'd like someone

to please command DPARA20 oscar papa. Again, I*m afraid.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Okay Mike, while I am doing that, if ^''^u

can copy for the 331 experiment I figured I used approximately
700 frames of his 331 alpha magazine, and I'm putting it back in

the storage drawer. So, if you can log that and transmit it to

him, I'd appreciate it. Thank you.

CAPCOM Okay. 700 frames of the alpha camera.

SPACECRAFT Negative. Of the alpha magazine. It's on the

bravo camera.

CAPCOM Roger, alpha (garble) on the bravo camera.

SPACECRAFT You've got the (garble)

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Owen.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Byron. This is 102 again.

ilAPCOM Spacelab for Byron. This is 102.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Byron, if you've other comments, Doug Watt would

like to pass on the word that the quality of the FOB data is

outstanding, and we appreciate it. Next, Byron, with us, thus

far all the crew members have reported negative outlasting
circular vection following closing of the eyes. If you feel^

there is any doubt about that result, and would like to try it

once again, one inspection has been firmly established. Please
feel free to go ahead and do it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll give it a try. (garble) we'll do it

again for you.

CAPCOM Okay. You know the problems as well as I do.

Next, if you have any reason to change the protocal from the

1234, the way you did last time, please report it to us later.

.SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Now receiving downlink television.

SPACECRAFT 102 from (garble)
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PAO This was pre-recorded onboard the spacecraft.

CAPCOM Go ahead

SPACECRAFT Okay, Larry. I would like, think ^^^l^^ .^^If^"

dome runs with the split screen, so do you want this in ^ust

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Charlie, lema, lema, x-ray, lema, gulf, mike,
Charlie, mike, echo, tango, mike, whiskey, x-ray, mike, x-ray,
mike, how copy? Over.

CAPCOM Break, break, Byron we need an op, a O P on rau 20.

SPACECRAFT Mike, you know about that message we got just as

you went over the hill last time?

CAPCOM What was that message?

SPACECRAFT Rau skipped 20, which is of course (garble) or
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Yes, we see it and thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Mike.

CAPCOM Thank you very much Byron, we see it, thank you.

SPACECRAFT (garble). Okay, back to the 025 PI*

CAPCOM I copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, column 4, quebec, x-ray, excuse me, echo,

romeo, lema, kilo, sierra, char lie, tango, delta, lema, november,

gulf, poppa, x-ray, romeo, mike, gulf, x-ray, how copy? Over.

CAPCOM I copy, I read you loud and clear. The total list

is now complete, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Roger, your welcome. Good afternoon down there.

CAPCOM Good afternoon.

PAO Dr. Helen Ross of the University of Sterling United
Kingdom with experiment 25 mass discrimination and weightlessness
receiving readback on the data from conduct of her experiment by

Byron Lichtenberg and Owen Garriott. That experiment designed to

compare the perception of mass and space to that of perception of

weight on earth.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops. We need someone to

place the experiment 1 auto manual switch in the auto position
please, right now, thank you.

SPACECRAFT It's complete.

:apCOM Also, we'd like a front panel status, switches and

lights for the experiment 1, front panel.

SPACECRAFT Okay, all three DEP, SPEC, COOL power lights are
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AUTO, FO teady light on. High voU.ge enabled and the mode

select in AUTO.

CAPCOM Thank you very much.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Byron, this is 102.

SPACECRAFT Roget 102, (garble)

cpcoM .««ti!t^^t'nriu^ire%trai^'dru=r.:"rhre"nrt"beer

SPACECRAFT Okay.

M^vh nvrnn we're really very interested in what
CAPCOM Next Syron, we re reai y y ^ggence of bungies,
the result that seems show that with th^ P

^.^^^
all of you feel a very

J^^?^ ^^.''^t^ention to it again on
we'd like you and Owen pay particular attent ^

this run and give us a good qualitative u-f"

scientific significance, I m sure.

CAPCOM spacelab Byron, this is 102, do you copy?

'.APCOM spacelab for Byron, this is 102, how copy?

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear, go ahead.

CAPCOM Did you copy my last question and comment about the

effect of the bungie cords?

SPACECRAFT Roger thatis af f Un,attve, we did copy and we'll pay

particular attention to it.

CAPCOM Ri9ht
-"^.---S «r"aln'In"thr*n"=t"lense

evaluation as you can give °"
„e.re trying to

nr&r\^hefrL?rdI?I^J^nSer.^t.e^rtSfe=.periencI we have

now and his experience on STS-8.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do.

CAPCOM That's about all I have Byron
^^^f

tSrU's clear that the TV substitution appear^

good work around. I would ^^^^ between split screen and

rn^ir5cree^n^LVe?h^ef^e^rhofir^stfy^ith
s?lit screen.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - the spacecraft. This television was recorded
onboard the spacecraft earlier today*

CAPCOM And Spacelab/ Marshall OPS. WeWe got you on S-
band for 49 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill*

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear, :>ill, and I'm finished with
25.:

CAPCOM Okay. We have the PI standing by to talk with you.

CAPCOM Byron, do you hear me?

SPACECRAFT I've got you loud and clear 025 (garble).

CAPCOM Hi. I'd like to thank you for performing the
experiment 025, the mass discrimination and reading out the data
for the last performance. This showed that you are nearly
adapted back to t!ie baseline level and I wonder if you could tell
me, did it feel much more difficult than on the ground, or was it
nearly as easy.

SPACECRAFT No. It was much more difficult. We all think we
have a much harder time of determining which is heavier up here*

CAPCOM Well, that^s very interesting to know. I wonder if

you could tell me if this run that you've just done was any
easier than last time.

SPACECRAFT It feels about the same. Owen estimated also- that
only about 20 to 30 percent of them did he feel confident that he
judged which one was more massive.

CAPCOM And how about you, did you feel your run was any
better or not?

SPACECRAFT I really didn't. (Garble) if you want the letters.

CAPCOM I'll find out later. Could you answer me another
question. I'd like to know how your own body weight feels.
When you first went into 0 gravity, I expect very light. Do you
still very light or are you getting more back to normal?

SPACECRAFT Now I still feel like I'm really - - initially felt
like I was totally upside down. I have the feeling that I'm
always trying to float up to the ceiling even though I'm really
not.
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CAPCOM Ah huh. And^ how about objects that you move
around. Do they feel very light or do they begin to feel more
like normal objects?

SPACECRAFT They feel more like normal objects. If it's
something pretty massive, it's takes a lot of attention and
you've got be very slow to move it. Over.

CAPCOM Thank you. That's very interesting. Is there
anything you'd like to ask me?

SPACECRAFT No. I don't think so. I want to apologize for not
getting to your experiment the first day. It was extremely
hectic up here and we were just really coming up on the learning
curve and got way behind schedule.

CAPCOM I quite understand that. If you get a chance to
read out the results of the experiment you've just done, that
would be very helpful to me.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm ready right now if you are.

CAPCOM Right. I have sheet just in front of me if you
could tell me which number the card is.

SPACECRAFT Card number 7.

CAPCOM Okay. I have it in front of me.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll read them out one column at a time
without stopping. Number 1 is Tango Charlie Hotel Uniform Kilo
Lima X-ray Quebec Juilet Tango Quebec Gulf Alpha Tango Charlie
Victor Gulf X-ray. How copy. Over.

CAPCOM I have that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Column 2. Lima Foxtrot Gulf Quebec Charlie
Charlie Tango Kilo Alpha Lima X-ray Mike Gulf Foxtrot Sierra X-
ray Lima Hotel. How copy? Over.

CAPCOM I have that too.

SPACECRAFT On 3^ Tango Charlie Lima Lima X-ray Lima Gulf Mike
Charlie Mike Echo

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 335. Uh, oh. That's completed by, go ahead, I'm
ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay. We'd like to make a modification to the
procedure on page 4-echo, page 9-9, correction 9-1 niner.

SPACECRAFT So.

CAPCOM Okay. We want you to v'^it untill sierra 99 XOl is
in hold. And we want you to do that before you go to step one.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Which book?

CAPCOM Let me give you the rest of this copy. We want you
to wait untill sierra 99 yankee 02 is in hold, before you go to
step 2. And, it is in the CDMS dictionary. And it's on oaqe 9-
19 inthe CDMS dictionary.

SPACECRAPr Okay. You were cutting out partly there. I
believe the only thing I missed was before step 2 it's sierra 99,
I missed the next letter, 02.

CAPCOM It's xray.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sierra 99 xray 02.

CAPCOM Negative. It's sierra 99, the first one we gave
you Owen was sierra 99 xray 01, and the second one we gave you
was sierra 99 yantee 02.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I copy.

CAPCOM Okay. We've got you for about 23 seconds, and
we'll see you in about 13 minutes at 7 +05 with s-band.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days 6
hours 53 minutes mission elapsed time. Loss of signal with
spacelab. Anticipating reacquisition at aoproximatelv 12 1/2
minutes through the tracking and data relay satellite'.
Personally, spacelab and Columbia just beginning their 70fch orbit
of the Earth. And, upcoming shortly, we anticipate some downlinktelevision from the spacecraft. This of activities recorded
earlier, a couple of hours ago on board. We expect some
television from the AEPI camera. Also, some from the Sepac
monitor television camera as well as some televesion from inside
the habitual module of the crew operating Sepac and AEPI. That's
scheduled for 4 days 7 hours 21 minutes of mission elapsed time
at approximately 5:21 p.m. Central standard time. And, once
again, the change of shift briefing with flight director John Cox
now scheduled for 6:30 p.m. Central standard time in building 2,
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room 135 here at the Johnson Space Center. Just about
10

J-/2

Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Within an

advisory of a new time, another new time for the John Cox change

of shift Sriefing presently and finally scheduled f°%^ 6:30 p.m.

central time in the Building 2 Newsrc^m, room 135 at the Johnson

SoSce center. The final change for the John Cox shift briefing

a? 6!3Sp!" central time. AOS through the TDRS system for

spacelab at 12 minutes at mission elapsed time 4 days 7 hours 4

minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAo This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days 7

hours 5 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by now for

reacouisition of signal with spacelab through the tracking and

dl?a^?elay satellite. And, during this pass, we're anticipating

sJal downlinked television from the spacecraft This television

was recorded onboard the spacecraft earlier today.

CAPCOM And, spacelab, Marshall OPS. We've got you on S-

band for 49 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Bill. And, I'm finished with 25.

CAPCOM Okay, we have the PI standing by to talk with you.

END OF TAPE
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PAo Camera was able to look earthward and through

the rim of the earth. Dr. Steve Mende, Principle Investigator

for that experiment reported that he was very happy with the data

that was being received. Owen Garriott reported that the data

that he was receiving from the Emission from the atmosphere was

significantly through one of the filters then had been

anticipated. Following the airglow and shuttle glow operations,

the ASPI cameras was shutdown and the SEPAC monitor TV was turned

around aimed such that it could gather data on the emission ot

the electron beam from experiment 20, the PICPA3 experiment. And

here in the payload operations control center, we anticipate

shortly on NASA select a science report, an update with Dr. John

Padday who is one of the principle investigators for the flui^i

physics module of the material science double rack and with him

will be Dr. Mike Lampton, Spacelab 1 alternate payload

specialist. That's scheduled for approximately 4:30 in ^ust

about 2 minutes. At 4 days, 6 hours, 28 minutes mission elapsed

time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston with you through

Yarragadee for 7 minutes.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days, 6

hours, 44 minutes mission elapsed time standing by now in about

half a minute for reacquisition of signal with the Spacelab

through the Guam ground tracking station. And we have an

anounceroent on the change of shift briefing with John Cox, flight

director now scheduled for 6:30 p.m. central standard time in

building two, room 145. That's 6:30 p.m. central standard

time. Approximately 7 minutes in length, the Guam acquisition.

SPACECRAFT I found it.

CAPCOM I believe this is it.

CAPCOM And spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for

about 6 minutes at Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill, we've got a good copy and I'm in the

middle of doing 25.

CAPCOM Okay roger and we have Dr. Helen Ross who would

like to talk with you on the next pass and debrief with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We all have one unanimous input so far that

it's pretty difficult to do this in space.

OAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead.
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<?PArprRAFT Okav. one quick thing on iso. When I went back to

fhe is^oLel at 6 hours? 30 minutes to iniate the F014 modifier

8?! Ihe^upper ready light was still on from the 1689 combination

l»A hhaf sounded kind of screwy because that should only run

aS^ut'tS seconds oJ so? So I reset in the the FO modifier number

and it start. The ready light went to stai-.dby for several

seconds and went back to run. It's now in standby order.

CAPCOM Okay we copy you now and standby. Yes, thanks fiC

that read back Byron. I'm going to check with experiment 1,

that's sounds a little bit off nominal to me but I want to see

what Marshall says.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it sounds off nominal to me.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Bill.

CAPCOM Yes, after you finish 335, we have a procedural

change to the ECOS crash recovery procedures we'd like to uplink

when you have a chance to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I may see you at 335. Okay that's completed

Byron says and so go ahead, I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd like to make a modification to the

procedure on page 4-echo, page 9-...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM We'll take up to 90* Fire,

SPACECRAFT Well I don't know,

CAPCOM Fire It but oe ready to withdraw manually if
there's the slightest chance of it going to fast,

SPACECRAFT Too late. I didn't quite get to 90. I got to
about 80. a little over 80 degrees and it's still over the edge.

CAPCOM Okay. Can you go up to 90 please?

SPACECRAFT Couldn't get 90 John. I got about 80 or so.

CAPCOM Then what happened. Did it race over?

SPACECRAFT Yes it did. It started over assymetr ically onto
the antispreading barrier.

CAPCOM Okay. Can you withdraw the liquid now please.

SPACECRAFT Okay I'm doing that.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Houston, air-to-ground 1.

iPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Spacelab. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. Just wanted to let you know that we've got
the patches in okay in 2 stages. You have self test messages.
We think RAU 21 is now good for serial data.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, I understand RAU 21 good for serial data
and the other was did you say the patch you are working on is now
in and good?

CAPCOM That's correct. The patches are now in and good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds better.

CAPCOM I will give you back to the guys in the back now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Can I go ahead please?

CAPCOM Go ahead John.

CAPCOM Byron, the next thing is we would like to ask you a
few questions about the movement of the reservoir. Is it jerky,
s the front end plates movement jerky?

SPACECRAFT Say again please?
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CAPCOM Is it

SPACECRAFT John, I didn't copy. Say again please.

CAPCOM Is the movement of the front end plate and
reservoir at all jerky or juttery?

SPACECRAFT No, I don't believe it is. I believe it's smooth
but even at the point 1 millimeter pv*. second speed it injects

fluid extremely rapidly and the fluid bounces all over it John.
Really just barely^ (garble) the stability.

CAPCOM So what you're saying is that the speed rate is far
too high and its design's too high to get the liquid output
reasonably without spitting.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative.

CAPCOM And we'll see»*«

SPACECRAFT I think .

.

. • •

,

CAPCOM We'll see you at 6 12 45.

SPACECRAFT Very good. (Garble) will be in work.

CAPCOM And we'll have John some more.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days, 6

hours, 24 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
with spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite. S-

band anticipating loss of signal through Ku-band here
momentarily. We should reacquire communications with spacelab
through the tracking data satellite approximately 41 minutes.
Upcoming shortly is an orbiter only pass through Yarragadee about

6 almost 7 minutes, and just under 20 minutes we should reacquire

with spacelab through the Guam ground tracking station. During

this last pass, the crew was busy with operations of several
space plasma physics experiments. And, Byron Lichtenberg also

worked with John Padday here in the payload operations control

center on the fluid physics module. The plasma physics
experiments involved in these operations are the primary
experiments where experiment 20. The active package of that
experiment mounted out on the palet used to generate electron
beams. Additionally experiment 2 and 3 were operated during the

pass, earlier on the pass Byron Lichtenberg was busy operating
the monitor tv camera and that was being used to look at shuttle
glow and. then later look at air glow from the Earth's
atmosphere. The AEPI camera ferments locks was being used also
to look at atmospheric air glow. The orbiter was oriented such
that the camera was able to look Earthward and through the limb
of the Earth. Dr. Steve Mendi, principal investigator of that
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experiment repotted that he was ^^^^ U^PP^ ^^^^ '^^^ ^^^^

being received. Owen Garriot reported thac

ENa of'tapI;
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'

CAPCOM -SO be advised that we have VITR nurnber one in

rewind you may hear some fanny noises coniing out, that s th2

reason.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you Mike.

SPACECRAFT And how much more do we have on this (garble)

pass, (garble;

CAPCOM
terminate now,

Spacelab, this SEPAC, Byron, feel free to

SPACECRAFT Okay, wilco.

CAPCOM And thanks very much for your operations this

It iMB • •

up to change a higher (garble) not a thing.

CAICOM we'll process the (garble) later.

raornv! Okav guvs good run, thanks very much, we're going

to be playing thu'dl^a blc. on t.e very ne.t RAU and ha.e a loo.

at it ourselves.

SPACECKAKT Okay.

SPACRCRAFT Seems to me (garble) how many of these tempertures

do you want to cycle through here?

CAPCOM rd like the last 12 to 15, thank you Owen.

Si'ACt-CRAPT I guess these numbers as they come up are the ones

you want, plus 16, 30, -

CAPCOM Okay, I copy.

iPACEC«AFT i'^is 16, 10, 01 (garble)
"fl' i^oTus'u! ""ifi"'

tt«m 16 is plus 24, (garble) is plus 10, 12 is Pl"S 14,

pl^s 19, iS Plus 22, 09 is -49 is that enough?

f'APCOM That's affirmative, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall Ops, SpacelabPS2, (garble) on

^garble) if we nave some more coverage X can give you a coup

more minutes of FPM here befn we go LOS.

CAPCOM Let's see if we can find John.
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CAPCOM I'm on the loop. May I go ahead?

SPACECRAFT Very good John.

CAPCOM Thank you, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM
.

Vou
--^-^^ii./^^re^l^SrSfti^; ^^onHn^^'

S?^?l'w!th^garb!erS'pen:"unti( U jist starts spreading and give

f^lu^ble Slocie the ieighth of the drop and the angle and

contact. If you could do that we—

SPACECRAFT Okay John.

QparFPRAPT Okay that's in work now, I tried to form a dimple,
SPACECKAUi uNciy uj.av,

ic r<=»;»ilv retracting the

plate.

CAPCOM sorry, you've misunderstood. Can you increase the

volume, not decrease?

SPACECRAFT Well I'm increasing it now, I just thought you

wanted to try and form a dimple before.

CAPCOM Okay, fine. The dimple works?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, -ry good I've got about one ce^

maximum height on the bubble fiii^^^^^Jf ' n?ac? ani?e 45
like 40 degrees. There is 1.5 centimeters contact angxe

degrees.

CAPCOM splendid, you can <=^o-
.^Jf^ rt:?fit!

'°

a little further, don't go turther than 60 if xt win

SPACECRAFT (garble) contact able about 60 degrees it's still

staying attached to the 40 mm disk,

CAPCOM I'm copying this as you go Byron, don't go above

60 please

•

SPACECRAFT I'm going to be putting this loop back in now. Do

we still have you Marshall Ops?

CAPCOM OPS still on.

CAPCOM Go ahead (garble)

.
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SPACECRAFT Very good. What do you want to do next ^
oonrxf

CAPCOM
Still do it.

Okayr Id like you to go actually to /d ir you can

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Okay. It's in work.

CAPCOM Okay. You can start withdrawing now.

SPACECRAFT
withdrawing.

I haven't reached 75 yet. I was just on the

Here comes some more out.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It looks like we gonna reach 75 deg.

CAPCOM I'm copying you, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. I'm at 75 deg now.

CAPCOM DO you think it will take up to 90?

SPACECRAFT I don • t know

.

CAPCOM Fire it, but be ready to withdraw manually if the

slightest chance of it going too far.

SPACECRAFT
about 8 - -

TOO late. I didn't quite get to 90. I got to

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT We copy.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3, it appears that the SEPAC
would like to have the TV monitor, the video recorder, and we are
discussing it and they were saying, they would like to go over to

it, at 6, 10, 30. They would like, to over, and use the video
tape recorder. Right now we should

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that.

CAPCOM We should have, keep having the video tape recorder
right now.

SPACSCRA;?T Okay, very good.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is SEPAC on air-to-ground, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead Bill.

CAPCOM When you have time if you'd just bring the MTV down
towards the Spacelab module so that a very small portion of it is

visible in the picture then we will have a reference point for

the beam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)

PAO Payload Specialist, Byron Lichtenberg, reporting,
correction, Owen Garriott, Mission Specialist, Owen Garriott,
reporting getting very interesting readings from the AEPI
camera. The induced admission, photometric camera

CAPCC»i And Byron, if you'd like us to do the video
rerouting or change over, we can take care of that from the
ground, we have command capabilities.

CAPCOM This is experiment

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mike.

CAPCOM Byron, did you want

SPACECRAFT Yes that is what we would like do is set up the VTR
#2 now for the MTV, and were getting ready to switch over here.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, thanks alot, we see you've switched
over there. And we have both tape recorders

SPACECRAFT And we'd like you

CAPCOM Did you want us to do it?
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SPACECRAFT Yes, we would like you guys to, we can figure the

video analog switch for MTV recorder 2 now, please.

CAPCOM Okay, well do.

SPACECRAFT Okay, number 2 is running.

CAPCOM The electronic accelerator has started (garble)

now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good, I've got the TV turned on, I've

got the top of the module insight.

SPACECRAFT I don't know if it's simulation or to, but I've got

a lot of little dots up here, it's hard to tell. If it's the

constants I don't think that shows the beam. We have all kinds

of RAU and 10 messages again, Marshall. I don't see anything at

all with (garble)

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, we have, this is

a string of brief pulses from experiment 20, duration is

extremely brief, but ther are 8 of these pulses per second.

SPACECRAFT Okay, unfortunately I'm not seeing a thing Mike.

CAPCOM Yeah we copy.

SPACECRAFT Nothing is (garble) out the back window.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is SEPAC on air-tO'-ground 1 for

Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead Bill, loud and clear.

CAPCOM What do you see in che MTV monitor now Byron.

SPACECRAFT Mike, I've got the top edge of the Spacelab, and

I'll move it a little to port, but I don't see anything at all,

To be honest with you.

CAPCOM Are you at maximum sensitivity. Iris open.

SPACECRAFT Got the iris at auto, and the sensitivity is high

gain and it's close to max.

CAPCOM Very good.

CAPCaM Byron^ do you see a star background?

SPACECRAFT Alright, that's affirmative, good star background,

and we're getting alot of simulation now that I've got the

sensitivity up at max.
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CAPCOM Very good.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 to Owen, would it be possible

to read some camera temperatures when you have a moment from line

4 on the video monitor.

SPACECRAFT Yes, in just a moment, when I'm through with the

M?0? ^u can wiit, and I've already put the i^^^rument to stop

and (garble) inhibit, because we're out of sunrise here, so I 11

read you some temperatures in just a moment.

CAPCOM That's fine, no hurry.

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, be advised that

we have VITR # 1 in rewind, you may be hearing some funny noises

coming out of that, that's the reason.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you Mike. And how much more time do we

have on this 20 task, is it still firing?

CAPCOM Spacelab this is SEPAC, Byron, feel free to term

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT We do have sunlight on the horizon maybe a little

later in the night it will get darker, but we also have to share

this one TV video display, so we'll be going back and forth with

MTV and apee in order to get our filters in (garble).

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we'll have to caution, that you'll

have to manage your own recorders, since we can't do that from

the ground for anything that you can't send down to us (garble).

SPACECRAFT They are coming on right now Mike, thank you.

CAPCOM Thank you Owen.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 Spacelab, are you saying that

you are sharing monitors with another experiment?

SPACECRAFT That's right, with the MTV, we only have the one

monitor.

CAPCOM Okay, be very careful of not letting the AEPI

saturate, or do something, this is the 2800 filter now is that

right?

SPACECRAFT That's correct, that's what I got.

CAPCOM Oh yes—

SPACECRAFT Beg your parden, I got 3914 in now.

CAPCOM What about a PCA Owen?

SPACECRAFT PCA is in 2800.

CAPCOM Yes, that is beautiful, we can see the magnesium on

one side, and the lack of the darkness on the other, very

beautiful.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think I'll go ahead and cycle them, and you

get you some others now.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Any of you guys getting real-time data down there?

CAPCOM We'll get it, we are — good data flow Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you got video data going down to AEPI?

CAPCOM ' Negative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just the analog data, okay.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) pretty good there too Steve.

CAPCOM This is 6300?

SPACECRAFT (garble) 08? and (garble) one, so that is pretty

bright.

CAPCOM Okay, we don't see the TV, all we see is the PCA

data, and you must be still in the 2800 filter. It's probably a

good move to stay there.

SPACECRAFT Apee do you have any real-time of the monitor now?

CAPCOM We have real-time data, yes Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, take a look at 3914, 2800, it is really a

much stranger geometry than any of the other lines, so it's

possible that that magnesium there is, has some different

structural alignment.

CAPCOM That is beautiful, that's beautiful, now our data

here is the PCA data only, and that wasn't the 2800 filter I

don't believe, oh there it is. Thank you. that is looking

beautiful. That's 2800 data definitely.

SPACECRAFT (garble) . structure

—

CAPCOM We cannot see the structure one, all we have is the

10 by 10 (garble) . And all we can see is that you have got

definitely 2800 and no contamination on the other side, because

It's a 2 channel (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay there is a lot of structure here that is not

visible on any other wave lenghts.

C\PCOM Beautiful, I hope you got the recorder running.

SPACECRAFT We do, and some at substantially higher altitudes,

I would guess a couple hunderd kilometers.

CAPCOM Very nice data. Great.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.
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SPACECRAFT Okay Michael, we've got some really good apee data,
we haven't been able to see much of this from the SEPAC MTV with
their concurrence we'd like to switch over to record aoee on the

recorder number 2, we've only got about 3 minutes left on
recorder number 1, and we'd like to use some of the MTV time on
recorder 2.

CAPCOM Sounds like a good idea, let's let apee and SEPAC
talk about that and tell you what their answer is*

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM By the way, the experiment 20, electron accelerator
will start emitting at 06 hours 11 minutes, about 5 minutes from
now,

SPACECRAFT Okay,

SPACECRAFT Okay, SO then we want to be back on MTV I think*

CAPCOM Yes, i .jess so, let's see what SEPAC and apee say

about that, by the way they also suggest that the b*»st angle at

which you might see the beam itself is that 0 (garble) straight
out the -Z bay.

SPACECRAFT Okay we copy.

CAPCaM This is experiment 3, it appears that

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, so we have now problems of a very flat roc'<,

thrcrucial experiment now is to withdraw the FPM from the rack

withdrawal the" carriage, and manually ust put
\^^tll,r Tmeln

liquid onto the end plate to see what it does. By small, -. mean

2 to 5 CCS, when you have finished feeding manually does the

liquid go on spreading, and is it possible to do that experiment.

SPACECRAFT I'll do it right now, stand by, I'm right here.

CAPCOM Byron, could you go into mumble mode and watch the

contact angle particularly, please?

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I put about 1 or 2 ccs in and I stopped

and the liquid spread out about 2/3 away across the 40mm front

plate, and now it is slowly spreading now, about 3/4..

CAPCOM is the contact angle 10 20 or 30 degrees at the

moment, please?

SPACECRAFT I'd say it's under 10 degrees.

CAPCOM Excellent, we are getting somewhere very quickly.

Is it over the anti-spread area yet?

SPACECRAFT Negative.

CAPCOM Is the contact angle changing when it gets to the

anti-spread area?

SPACECRAFT I don't have enough fluid on yet, stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now it's just touched the anti-spread, the^

edge of it, and looks like it's holding with a contact angle of

10, maybe 25 degrees.

CAPCOM Oh that's splendid. Now could you increase the

volume by just a little, so that the heighth of the drop is no

more than 1/2 cm, 5mm.

SPACECRAFT (garble) in work,

SPACECRAFT That's done.

CAPCOM Make sure that the drop heighth is no more than

Snm.

•spacecraft Okay, that's complete.
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CAPCOM Okay, is it holding at the anti-spread.

SPACECRAFT Yes it is.

CAPCOM Excellent, cen you increase it a little more now?

Just a little more to about .7 .8?

SPACECRAFT That's done, (garble) holding up the anti-spread

barrier.

CAPCOM Excellent, now the next thing is were going to go

into the (qarble) but be very careful not to pull gas m, or air

I shoM sly! could you now^ithdrawal, very slowly, and see if

you get a dimple?

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM You get a dimple?

SPACECRAFT On, looks like we are nighttime now, and we're

aettinrsome good air glows, so I think I'm going to have to

ISitcS^ovSr! 1^ do onl of the other time critical experiments

for a little bit.

CAPCOM Okay, look Byron, that is suberb, you've really

Se^ed us along a great deal, thank you very much. I suggest you

wipe off and close when possible.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this SEPAC on air to ground one for

Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Bill.

CAPCOM Thanks, I'm wondering if maybe we'f®
^Jl^f,

altitude so that we might pick up some airglow with MTV, do you

have a feeling for that?

SPACECRAFT We're looking at it (garble) now, about getting

ready to get cranked up on the MTV.

CAPCOM How about vehicle glow?

SPACECRAFT (garble) question for Steve, jf he ^he line

here. I've rolled up F04 contamination and I'm 3us t cycling

SSJoigh the ?ar!ous^filters of (garble) airglow, does he have any

Other suggestions, over?
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CAPCOM This is experiment 3, Spacelab, we have been

aemnq some digital real-time data. And we have seen that you

^Sst scanned ti?ough the airglow layer, and you were cycUng

through different filters is that correct Owen?

SPACECRAFT That is correct Steve, do you have any other

suggestions?

CAPCaM I believe you are pointing a little too fat
CAPCOM A ^ perhaps if you have some light
I would go into 6300 filter, ana pet.iat/o

Xonn «ii4.ar fnr t-h* TV
on the hSrizon, maybe you should use the 2800 filter for the TV

and for the (garble) if you are getting near to a terminator.

Otherwise, 6300 should be (garble) —

SPACECRAFT Cycle these filters already, and we do have

sunlight on the horizon

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM I undeistand we have a John Paddey standing by, who

SSS?d like to talk to you a little bit about anti-spread

compounds if you have time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just completed block 5, Michael and the

?0's rSSnIng, so 1 second for me to organize my paper work, and

I'll be ready for John.

CAPCOM Terrific, we appreciate your help on that, thanK'

alot.

PAO And that exchange regarding experiment #1, the

TSlaina soectrummet ic observatory in getting that up and running

i???iSt having ?S use the RAU21, which has been experiencing

difficulty.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, Spacelab, we're ready for

discuses; with tie (garble) module, investigators, go ahead.

CAPCOM Terrific Bryon, we're getting John Paddey brought

on active air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM John Paddey, h ?re Byron.

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear John, go ahead.

CAPCOM Good, now Byron, we have, we would like to clear up

JhTunderstanding before coming to the anti-spread. Can I just

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's correct, it's generally ^ '^o™^^!;*
^ . ^

tg«bl^^late, tiey were jumbled on to the anti-spread barrier.

rAPCOM Okay, copy there, now the next thing is, in the

Mechanically and stretch in the process.

SPACECRAFT (garble) the liquid does not jump from one to the

other, but

CAPCOM sorry

co^rFriAPT The liquid does not jump, it will form a bubble,

.bufS'^^dora experiment, the bubble is too big, and will spread

SSL ?he ?e^?ng end plate pri.r to reaching contact over the

rear end plate, over.
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S on ^-^l^^^^"^^^^^
it's oretty rapid, it takes on the order of

SPACECRAFT Yes, it s pretty »

less than a second.

Okay, and When does sp.ead does it ^o^^clearly

beyond the arti-spread barrier of the rear end px

hesitation,
I*, in far«<- norraallv it attaches quite

SPACECRAFT No it doesn't, m fact, normally

nicely to the rear end plate.

CAPCOM SO what we have now is only the front end plate

failing, is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Up to a point, what happens, me describe the
SPACECRAti

T^ust tried v.o do, when were out of contact,
last run that I ]ust criea , somewhat
was able to form a bridge, form

f '=°^^'^Jt''7can-oyd yet and I

concaved, there was a
J^^^'^^^' J^^Til^ ^ got to a Isadora point

slowed the increas to the dimension till i g
^ ^^^^ ^^^^

"SJ^'er^^^ - ^Id'nfdt-oy? of unequal base

diameter*

CAPCOH OKay. 1 c"?? vSuWe'aonI wis'several

SPACECRAFT Well on tl^e
end plate

let tt

don't think until this morning.

^ar.le .Til -ittf ^'.fna -erafl'"t?.^^'uie

Hecbold?

SPACECRAVT I'll try my best, sure.

CAPCOM NOW, the mam P'oblem| are vje want to

S^? problem. We
'«"<'nautd"?s wtthSfawS lid I dim|le o£ first

U roiLrirtb:"aU5%i" ct love tbe entrance or tbe access

Of the hole to the reservoir, is that correccr

SPACECRAFT Correct
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CAPCOM Okay, we have now problems of a very flat drop.
The most crucial experiment now is to withdraw the FPH from the
rack/ withdraw the carriage, —

—

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We also have some messages for either one of you

who has got a littlo time, from Marsha Torr. She needs some work

done on experiment 1 which Involves marking up her Malfunction

1.7 from the 01 Flight Data File page Mal-9. If one ofyouc^n
copy down some changes and rim this Mai for us, we'd appreciate

it. :

:

SPACECRAFT Ok, we've got to get started on this set up before

long, if they're short, well go ahead with them.

CAPCOM Yes, I think that's probably best that you get

started with the manual SEPAK MTV operations and then when you

have a minute, let me and I can read off the work to do on this

Mai 001.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Byron's going to copy, he says here, if you'll

give him a minute^

CAPCOM And we also have John Padday stand ingby who'd like

to talk to Byron at v;hich ever point he has 5 minutes

available. He has some advice on using the anti-spread compound

on the FPM..

SPACECRAFT Ok, that sounds good, Mike. You'll prioritize

whether you want the isol stuff copied first or FPM s.

CAPCOM Yes, lets do the ISOL first, because there are a

couple of time critical steps in that. Ok, Bryon?

SPACECRAFT Alright.

CAPCOM I'd like you to turn to ISOL page Mal-9, that's

Malfunction 1.7 manual turn on and ops. Marsha's deyiced a

workaround for the potential problem involving RAU 21. If yf"^
rValy to copy, I ha?e a few changes I'd like y<^" ^^^^ ^° f^*^
Mai, and then I'm going to ask you to run it sometime tonignt.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Right. At step #2, where there is a long string of

issue multiple commands, we want you to run that box only if RAU

21 equals Oscar Baba. If the RAO is Nancy Oscar Baba, we don t

want you to do that box. Got it?

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCOM And on step 3, we want you to emit that', you

•needn't check the (garble) power light, we're able to see some

data. Right below step 3, can cross out the fjep that says

"After 15 minutes . . " because we know that the detector s
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i already cooled down, so you needn't wait any time there. In step
V 4 the first of the 3 lines, we want you to do only if RAU equals

Oscar Baba. Again, just like in box 2. And finaly in box number

6, the FO's select which we want you to select when you get to

box 6 is XX - 14, YY - 87.

SPACECRAFT Ok, what tins do you want that done at?

CAPCOM Real good, you can key those in any time from now

up until about 4 5 minutes from now, that's to say you can run

this manual turn on. So problem when ever its convinient, but we

do have a critical start time to put in at box 7. We want you <.o

start at box 7 no earlier than 06:30, and no later than 06:39.

That will start that FO running in concordance with our present

attitude timeline.

SPACECRAFT Ok, copy.

CAPCOM Real good Byron, and your welcome to go do that

anytime you can fit it tonight, I understand you have fairly busy

night.

SPACECRAFT Alright. Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Its for Mike Grilli, Owen just pulled up a DPM

display and RAU 21 is not Nancy Oscar Baba.

CAPCaM That

'

That's the configur
have to send those
various subsystems
those ccxnmands have
that Isol has been
box 2, and you can
however do the 2nd
to remember those.

s the configuration it should it be ?n.

at ion we expected and that means you don't
issue multicles. Those multiples power up

of ISOL and' with the being Nancy Oscar Baba,

already been taken care of, that is to say

powered up. So you can just skip that step m
also skip the first line in box 4, you should

line and the 3rd line in box 4. Its important

SPACECRAFT Alright.

PAO Mike Lampton providing some guidance for Byron

Licht^nburg to assist in working around the RAU 21 difficulties.

CAPCOM Byron, we have one other comment on this Mai 1.7.

In box 8, delete that Mai 1.8, we'll not be going there. Since

we won't be running additional FO's, in this particular run.

Just leave it in manual, says Marsha.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I understand. Leave it in manual.



-'X^ s.,„a, «°<-'. By«„ ,1 ""^^

SPACECRAFT
o.c r •

END OP TAPE
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PAO experiments, we are going to acquire again through
TORSS for Spacelab in about 27 minutes, this will be a fairly
long loss of signal period for us. Columbia right over the heart
of Australia now in the ascending node of orbit number 68.
Mission elapsed time 4 days 5 hours 6 minutes, this is mission
control Houston.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we'll see you in about 26 minutes,
with S-Band at about 5 plus 34.

SPACECRAFT Copy.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 4 days 5
hours 7 minutes mission elapsed time. Loss of signal with
Spacelab through Guam. Anticipating reacquisition now through
the TDRSS in just over 25 minutes. Spacelab and Columbia on the
68th orbit of the Earth. Onboard Payload specialist Byron
Lichtenberg during that last brief acquisition discussing
material science operations with the payload control center.
This is Marshall Spacelab operations.

PAG This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days 5
hours 33 minutes mission elapsed time, just about a 1/2 minute
now from reacquisition of signal with Spacelab through the
TDRSS. When we reacquire signal we're anticipating that the crew
will speak briefing with Dr. John (garble) regarding material
science double rack fluid physics module activities, and then we
anticipate that the crew will turn their attention to operation
of some of the space plasma physics experiments. Specifically the
experiment 2 the SEPAC and experiment 3 AEPI. Standing by now
for reacquisition of signal.

CAPCOM Spacelab 1 this is Marhall Ops with you, how do you
copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, that's loud and clear Mike.

CAPCOM Real good Byron, we have some information about
this evening's joint run of the the SEPAC KT^r and apee and
experiment 20 if you are ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay I am ready to copy (garble) go ahead and give
it to me Mike.

CAPCOM Real good Owen, the plan for this orbit in to
(garble) infocraation form the 03 to VITR 1, you'll find there is
XQ minutes of tape there, and you are welcome to use all of it
when we get apee up and running, the second half of the
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i evening. And we're also using MTV of the SEPAC experiments, you
- can route that VITR number 2, and you are welcome to use as much

of 15 minutes of tape on that recorder if you like. We can take

care of the routing from here I'm told, we now have command
capability. We would like you though to manage the start and

atop of the recordings simoly you will know when you have

something interesting to see. VJe'll also be running experiment

20, PICPAB in it's active mode, and what we'd like you do if

possible, when experiment 20 starts operating actively, is to

aearch around a little bit with the MTV in it's manual mode as

before, and again see if you can see any evidence of the electron

beauB.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand that.

CAPCOM We also have some messages for either one of you

who's got a little bit of time from Marsha Terr, she needs some

work done on experiment 1, which involves marking up her

Malfunction 1.7, from the 01 flight data..

END OF TAPE
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PAO Working with the experiment number 3 - AEPi/ Not
using the monitor television out on the pallet, however, using a
black and white still 35 millimeter camera* Correction, a 35
millimeter still camera *^ith an image intensifies'. Using that
also to document air glow activities until the PICPAB experiment
was operated and then he attempted to gather data from the
electron beam emissions. Both Byron and Owen reported that they
could not see the emission from the accelerator, from the
experiment 20 accelerator. During t^/7t pass Steve Mende from the
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratu ies is principal
investigator for experiment number 3 spoke periodically with Owen
Garriott about his progress with that experiment's operation and
from the SEPAC user room Bill Taylor, a co-investigator on that
experiment, discussed its operation with Byron Lichtenberg. Dr.
John Padday, an investigator with one of the fluid physics module
experiments spoke briefly with Byron Lichtenberg about operation
of that experiment. Lichtenberg going to at sometime in the
future go through a prvocedure to coat a portion of the experiment
hardware in hopes of being able to better use the experiment
equipment to gather data on fluids in a zero gravity^
environment. Been having a little bit of difficulty with some of
the fluids spreading over the shaft of the experiment designed
torque and vibrate the droplet of liquid. That discussion was
preempted and Dr. jLadday is scheduled to speak with Lichtenberg
at about 5 hours and 35 minutes during another pass. At 4 hours,
4 minutes - 4 days, 4 hours, 57 minutes mission elapased time
this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're
reconfiguring air-to-ground for the Yarragadee pass, yarragadee
is a UHP only capability. There will not be the opportunity to
talk to Spacelab since UflF is used exclusively by the flight deck
so we're going to reconfigure and for this brief Yarragadee pass
you'll hear the air-to-ground between CAPCOM Mary Cleave and
Columbia Pilot Brewster Shaw. This Yarragadee pass is very brief
in duration, less than, less than 3 minutes long and the audio
may not be wonderfully crisp since it's a very low pass - less
than 1 degree over the horizon. In fact, 9 tenths of 1 degree
over the horizon. We'll be picking up voice from Yarragadee in
just a little less than 2 minutes now at mission elapsed time 4

days, 4 hours, 59 minutes this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston with you through
Yarragadee for 2 minutes.

CAPCaM Columbia, this is Houston with you through
Yarragadee for 2 minutes.

CAPCC»« Columbia, this is Houston checking in with you
thirough Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT Hello Mary. How do you read?
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CAPCOM Read you loud and clear Brewster.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've been hearing you but you haven't been
hearing us I guess.

CAPCOM Okay, well we're just 20 seconds till LOS. Real
short pass and we'll talk to you over the states at 5 plus 42.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you there. I'm busy doing experiment

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And Brewster in the blind, hope
you're having a ball with that.

SPACECRAFT Really funny.

CAPCOM Marshall OPS over Orroral Valley. We'll have you
for about ...

PAD This is Mission Control, Houston. We've had loss
of signal through Yarragadee and we are going to acquire again
through TDRS for Spacelab in about 27 minutes. This will be a
fairly long loss of signal period for us. Columbia right over
the heart of Australia now in the ascending node of orbit number
68.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM This is experiment 3 Spacelab, supposedly the beam
firing has ended, so I don't know whether there is not much point
looking anymore (garble)

•

SPACECRAFT No, there's (garble) my window now that that makes
it too bright to be seen Steve, so I never saw any indication of

any PICPAB powering along (garble) axis.

CAPCOM Thanks Byron,

SPACECRAFT (garble) little, get some earlier air glow grading
pictures, earlier in the night time however.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we have the MTV powered down now.

CAPCOM Real good fellas, thanks for a good one, we
appreciate that, and I guess, we still have 11 minutes of tape
left on that recorder.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And Owen, if you did not perform experiment 25
earlier today. Dr. Helen Ross would certainly appreciate it, if
you could it in this free time that you have coming up.

SPACECRAFT It's already been completed and (garbled).

SPACECRAFT It has already been completed on schedule and
filed.

CAPCOM Roger that. And Byron, if you could before we go
LOS quickly give us a status on that material science double
'iracks/':

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill a quick one, the (garble) is in the
gradient ops mode and I don't know how long this runa, probably
be a good hour or two, (garble) ops flashing HPP ops flashing,
everything else looks okay and the fluid physics module is
sitting here powered down, I'lti awaiting instructions from the
FMPis, over/

CAPCOM Okay, we copy t:iat, and the 300 people thank you
very much*

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

SPACECRAFT And when you get back the next time (garble).
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, we've got you for about 1 more minute

and we'll see you at Orrotal Valley at about 5 plus 05 for a

short pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill, (garble) good, and if you could John

(garble> up and ready to go, I'll try to talk to him.

CAPCOM Okay, I'd like to enable John at about 5 plus 34,

we have about 10 minutes he can talk •.o you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good.

SPACECRAFT When are you guys have in the Last statement

(garble) tape recorder, for another run coming up here in the

next hour (garble)

.

CAPCC»! We'll catch you next pass.

CAPCOM Yes that is for a apee coming up. Experiment 3,

they're going to be running soon.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days 4

hours 53 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal

through the data and data relay satellite with Spacelab.

Anticipating reacquisition of signal through TDRSS in about 39

just under 40 minutes, meanwhile there will be Yarragadee UHF

pass only from the Orbiter, coming up in about 7 minutes. During

the last acquisition of signal, the payload crew spent much of

their time wot king on space plasma physics experiment activities,

several experiments were operated together. Experiment 2, the

SEPAC experiment, space experiment with particle accelerators,

Byron Lichtenberg used the monitor television camera low light

level black and white TV camera out on the pallet to observe

airglow in the Earth's upper atmosphere before turning that

camera into, changing the field of view to observe electron beam

accelerations from experiment number 20. The PICPAQ experiment

provided by the European space agency. That experiment

consisting of 2 packages. One an active package out on the

pallet an electron beam accelerator and the other a passive

package which is extended through the top of the scientific

airlock, we on an earlier pass received some live television with

that package visible out of the airlock. Meanwhile, Owen

Garriott was working with the experiment number 3 AEPI and not

using the monitor television camera out on the pallet, however

using a black and white still 35mm camera.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Getting a very good air glow, I said the ESA 20

beam will be firing in about 6 minutes so we're all set up for
that or will be. We're getting good air glow for all around the
horizon from end to end.

CAPCOM Byron we have 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, our P/CAP shows 4 3.

CAPCOM You're right. I just got corrected.

SPACECRAFT Thanks Brewster.

CAPCOM Spacelab^ SEPAC on air-to-ground one for Byron.

SPACECRAFT (GARBLE)

.

CAPCOM How's your air glow doing?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) okay. I got the horizon belt.

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 for Spacelab. You are going
to come up to this electron gun event in a few minutes. I hope
Owen is ready to take those pictures.

SPACECRAFT Surer he's ready Steve. No problem.

CAPCOM And Byron . .

.

SPACECRAFT Up there looking out the minus Z axis, looking out
the minus Z axis Steve.

CAPCOM Great. Thank you, thank you.

CAPCOM And Byron you should probably be swinging the

camera, the MTV camera over to the ESA 20 beam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're pretty close (garble) until 180 and
until oh about 60 now and I can just get the horizon here.

CAPCOM Say again please, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Said I'm very close to where we need to be

pointing and I still got the horizon in view so we're okay.

CAPCOM very good.

•CAPCOM And Byron you can turn that VTR on if you like all

the way from now till sunrise which is only about 7 minutes in

the future. Still have plenty of tape left.

SPACECRAFT Roger.
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CAPCOM You have it I see.

SPACUECRAPT I have it, yes. Thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelabr this is SEPAC from air-to-ground 1 for
Byron. Do you see the beam? It should be coming in about 10
seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stand by. Pointing in the right spot.
Don't see anything yet. There's our *.irst calibration block.

CAPCOM Yes that's an affirm Byron. All of the modules
begin with a calibration as part of the start up block.

SPACECRAFT Right. (Garble) out of focus on this.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT You said you got his other 180 and plus 90^ right?

CAPCOM Right. Looking up . .

.

SPACECRAFT Okay I'm there.

CAPCOM Looking just over the top of AEPI's gimbal.

SPACECRAFT I think that's a little left of 180.

CAPCOM That's right.

SPACECRAFT Okay (garble). Bill^ can you give us a call when
the gun really fires. We don't see anything yet^ I've got the
AEPI gimbals right here and I'm going just over top of it.

CAPCOM Okay Byron. Thanks for that report. I'm afraid
we're not being able to flow any data on the progress of
experiment 20 so we can't tell you down here how that
experiment's running. You'll probabJy be the first to know.

SPACECRAFT Well I see the electron gun is on and the block
number 5 is going ^ swaying. The cup is running. But I don't see
anything here. A very nice clear TV picture of the aft end
(garble) of Spacelab with a little bit of horizon and air glow in
the background.

CAPCOM Okay thanks very much.

CAPCOM Byron^ we've a suggestion from the 20 team in the
minute or 2 that remains before sunrise. You might try panning
the camera vertically upward towards smaller co-elevations to try
and see if you can see a faint ribbon of light extending off into
the distance.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. You read my mind. I just went to a co-el of
about zero to try and look straight down and see what we got.

CAPCOM This is SEPAC. Very good move ESA 20 and Byron.

SIJW^ECRAFT I. don* t see anything. -

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT I just saw something flash*

CAPCOM Copy. And Byron you should be going into the MTV
off sequence now.

SPJyCSCRAPT I understand. You want me to go MTV ops.

CAtCOM This is experinient 3 Spacelab. Supposedly the beam
fifing has ended so I don* t kno'ii whether it*s not much point
IcM^king anymore Owen.

SPACECRAFT No there's enough ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 22.

CAPCaM We're checking Byron, just a second. Byron, that
tail on that tape, the final 15 minutes had been reserved for
AEPI operations. But we're not sure you know if we're going to
be putting much more on there. So we're going to check with
those people and see what the fate of end of tape is going to be.

SPACECRAFT Okay, real good, appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab, for the 02 people, 03 PR's.

CAPCOM Byron, they're listening in. I don't believe their
enabled yet. Okay, the are enabled.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just give them some (gable) we've got the
tape recorder on and we have some good airglow here, looks very
nice.

CAPCOM That's terrific, our displays I'm afraid has gone
static. The last we saw you had experiment 03 POCC data, route
of each TVR #1, and number in record. Of course, what we want to
capture is the 02 MTV data, item # 4.

SPACECRAFT I did item 4, {garble).

CAPCOM Okay. And Byron, we looked into the data
management, and you can use all the tapes on this reel except for
the final 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy, all but 8 minutes. And Mike I've got
item 4 on recorder set for both of them.

CAPCOM Okay, that's great. It's just that our displays
have quit updating for the time being, so were looking at what is
probably old data. Thanks alot.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

SPACECRAFT And it's a very nice day anc you can really see
nice airglow, nice stars. I'll tell you one thing though for a
future reference Mike, joystick sure would help on these, other
than two controls. Like an analogy like driving a truck by
controlling each wheel separately.

CAPCOM Could you say that again, please Byron, I'm not sure
I got all of your sentence.

SPACECRAFT Okay, able to supervise and quite nicely here, but
it's like driving a truck using each wheel independently, it
really would be nice using a joystick on this.
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CAPCOM It sure would. Those separate knobs just aren't

very convenient way to control something like a camera are they?

SPACECRAFT Not at all.

CAPCOM Have you noticed that the MTV drives are slow in

there action? The other two had been mentioning that.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, it's not like we practiced in Japan. Ifs

take a while to get use to it.

CAPCOM Yeah, okay we copy. Hows the image quaility look?

SPACECRAFT Quite nice actually, we see the stars, footage on

the ground, a (garble) air glow here, ifs real nice.

r&proM Bvron. tnis is experiment 3. Are you running APR

«Hs that Owen' ! thought tha? is what you said a few minutes

ago.

SPACECRAFT (garble) The only thing we've got now is the SEPAC

oSfInd we're looking at airglow and kind of sweeping along

the horizon.

CAPCOM Okay, that's what we expected. I missed what you

said.

CAPCOM IS Owen in the Orbiter or is he is Spacelab?

SPACECRAFT He's in Spacelab, but he's using the image

fnJensifier. Now we've got some lightening and a few thruster

firing, it started lightening.

CAPCOM Okay, I copy.

pj^O Voice of Steve Mende from experiment 3.

SPACECRAFT (garble) to be (garble) Do we have to (gamble)

IreSIt^, do yiS see the horizon out there. '

forward of about (garble) degrees down from the orcal vertical.

About the right front window,

CAPCOM spacelab this is SEPAC, on to air-to-ground one for

Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead SEPAC, loud and clear.

* CAPCOM Are yoj about ready to move the MTV over towards,

you said 20 electronometer?
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SPACECRAFT That's affirm. Yes they'll fire it at 4 43, 67
minutes from now.

CAPCOM Say
SPACECRAFT Were still getting a very good air glow, Brewster,
I said Brewster, 20 beam will be fired in about 6 minutes, so
we're all set up for that, or will be, we're getting good airglow
for all our other horizon from end to end, (garble)

CAPCOM Byron, we have two minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I picked up 4 43.

CAPCOM Your right, I got

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCO* Go ahead, Byron

•

SPACECRAFT Hey, Bill, we've got tape recorder 1 in record and
I guess Brewster is shipping us down some video we should be
having our TV 22 activities, and what I'd like you guys to do, if
you can configure it for the MTV to go over to whatever recorder
you want to put it on, recorder 2 I guess, Mike said earlier,
they you'll be able to catch us as we start the feedback MTV
operations.

CAPCOM Ok, we copy that, and we'll try to put that in
work.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and I've got the camera on down here and
Brewster's got his on up there and you guys have got control of
that.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, we think that's affirmative.
We're having a little POCC problem here right now, Bryon, we've
lost our data, we've got a 370 problem.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I guess we've got it then.

CAPCOM I guess its your show.

SPACECRAFT We do th^ best we can.

CAPCOM Byron, we're going to have to apologize. We
accidently sent up a time execute command which is what VTR 1
going to record, what we realy intended is that you handle the
recorders on this TV 22 run, and also on the SEPAK MTV data,
because thats of course, we're here looking for interesting
Shuttle glow phenomenon for 10 minutes and then of course trying
to find the 020 beam.

SPACECRAPr Roger, we copy all that Mike, and we're doing that
right now, in fact I've started the tape recorder and Brewster
should be shipping me down some video, so in about another minute
or 2 I'll go ahead and reswitch it to our camera and you'll get
seme of our data down here.

CAPCOM Real good, Byron, thanks alot.

SPACECRAFI' Ok, we're now recording some TV from the Spacelab
flK>dule.

CAPCOM Ok.

SPkCBCRAFT It looks like we've got TV set up to tape recorder
2, that looks great, and Mike, maybe you guys can tell us how
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much time you want on this recorder 1 for TV 22 Ops, because
we're obviously out of cine with the standard tape recorder
plan.

CAPCOM Ok, right now we're looking at ^ you can go as far
as 23 minuses, time remaining as part of you TV 22 Ops,

SPACECRAFT Ok^ I've got 13 minutes to do for the MTJ
Operations on recorder number 2^ rigi»-.

CAPCOM That is correct, we have 13 minutes of tape
allocated.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I got a good copy.

CAPCOM Ohf Byron, we'll want the MTV data on VTR number 1.

SPACECRAFT (garble) We'll reswitch to (garble) then. And
Marshall Ops, we've got the PPM's still on, and I cleaned up my
last over**spread, and I guess we're stc.nding by awaiting any
further instructions here on the fluid physics module from
Isadora.

CAPCOM Right Byron, in fact we have John Padday standing
by and he's like to give you a little briefing on the use of
anti-spread compounds in an effort to try and make sure that
additional fluid columns don't spill over the edge of assigned
radii on the plates. If you'd like to talk to him, I believe he
is enabled right now, and 1 don't believe we have a lot of
traffic to go up, is that right Bill. I am enabled. John Padday
here Bryon.

SPACECRAFT Hello, John, your loud and clear.

CAPCOM Ok, now very quickly, first of all, how much liquid
is being lost in all this work?

SPACECRAFT Oh I'd say a good bit, I say we've probably lost on
the order of (garble)

.

CAPCOM And Bryon, when it gets to be nightfall, which
should be pretty soon, we'd like you to start this MTV action.
So may be you ought to hold off on the fluid physics business
until a little later.

SPACECRAFT That's a good idea, standby John, and I'll catch
you later.

CAPCOM ' Ok.
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron, we're

willing to change your VAS for you, for MTV if your done with TV

22. : / ^

SPACECRAFT Ok r now I've already done it, Mike, thanks anyway.

CAPCOM Ok, I see on the scratchpad line, you've taken care

of it.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab. Roger, I still have 28

minutes remaining on VTR 1, looks my 13 minutes of operations on

the MTV, that leaves 15 minutes left, you guys have anything

planned for the other 15 minutes?

CAPCOM We're checking Byron. Byron, that's the tail on

that tape, the final 15 minutes had been reserved for AEPI

operations, but we're not sure if we're going to be putting much

more on . . .

EWD OF TAPE
'
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PAO 4 days.

CAPCOM The DMC is not quite approved that yet. I
we'd originally set that up for our VITR # 2 but perhaps
move that to VITR #1 if you like. Just a minute.

think
we can

SPACECRAFT It doesn't matter to me but my P/CAP shows that TV
22 going on VTR #1. You guys changed it?

CAPCOM Yes, stand by a sec. We're looking into that.

PAO Continuing to receiv
forward bulkhead camera from of ca
very top of the Spacelab habitable
the tail is visible the PICPAB pas
out of the scientific airlock. Th
devices, a dvagnoscic device to ga
active electron beam accelerations
part of experiment 20 that's been
much of the mission.

e downlink television from the
rgo bay of the orbiter. At the
module just to the right of

sive package that's extended
is is one of the passive
ther information on some of the
from experiment 20. It's the

extended out of the airlock for

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS for Byron. Yes
you're go to put that MTV data on VITR #1. That'll be fine.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike. I guess we had a little i.;ix up there.
I was just trying to confirm on the TV 22 ops which is a joint
ops saying that you guys were going to be handling that and I'll
put the MTV anywhere you want it. It doesn't matter to me.

CAPCOM Okay, I see. TV 22 set up. Could you remind me
what that is?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
1.

CAPCOM

"hat's a joint ops with SEPAC and AEPI.

Yes, okay.

Houston, this is Spacelab on air-to-ground 1 over.

Repeat.

A call for the MOCR Houston on standard ground to

Say again Spacelab, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Houston, I just wanted to let you know we took
a look at the HDRR motor current which is only 0.8 amperes and I
.sort of missed what you were saying as you went over the hill but
I believe (garble) we left HDRR ready. Is that what you wanted,
over? '
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CAPCOM That's affirmative Owen. What we were trying to

tell YOU is that we just want you to watch those currents and if

it goes out of limits high we'd like you to mode the recorder to

stop.

SPACECRAFT Okay and what is the upper limit?

CAPCOM 2.5

pan And that concludes our live downlink f^levision

passing over the Hawaii ground tracking station, television

lookinl aft of the forward bulkhead. Visible in the field of

view was the Spacelab habitable modul. Forward of that the

trZstlt tunnel and sticking out of the top of the module out of

the scientific airlock was an experiment package - a portion of

exoeriment 20 which is one of the space plasma physics

^^eJimeSts We're just about 2 and a half minutes now from

reacauirinq signal through the tracking and data relay _^„. , ,

lltellite. Di?ing the b?ief pass at Hawaii Mike ^-J^Pton provided

lome iiformation to the crew on some ^P^-^^^^S^J^je^i^^^l^i^Su^Sd
ooerations with experiment 3 and experiment 2 that are scheduled

for the Spooning pass. The crew was asked to use the monitor TV

fssoc^atedSTiJ'the SEPAC experiment to observe ^^ftie glow and

then to turn it's attention to the firing of the electron beam

accelerator associated with the active Package portion of

«^riment 20 which is situated out °"the pallet. Just about a

minute now from ceacquisition of signal. This is Marshall

Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM And spacelab. this is Marshall OPS. We have you

for about 35 ninuten.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM And SEPAC is standing by on the line.

SPACECRAFT Hello Marshall OPS, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill. We got tape recorder #1 ^

guess Brewster's shipping us down some video so we should be

having our TV 22 activities.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM —setupr okay good, let me check with 300^ that
sounds like a good idea. By the way^ have you been instructed on
how to use that anti-spreading compound?

SPACECRAFT Not the stuff in the tubes, no. The only
instructions we had was for the little metal container on the
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, we're about to go LOS Byron, but we'll picv.

you up again in 13 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAD This is Marshall Spacelab Operations 4 days 3 hours
36 minutes, mission elapsed time. Loss of Signal with
Spacelab. And that was through the Orroral ground tracking
station, we're anticipating reacquisition of signal in just about
13 minutes. This reacquisition will be through Hawaii ground
station, and during that time we're anticipating some additional
television from the orbiter cargo bay. This scheduled to occur
at 4 days 3 hours 49 minutes, or approximately 1:49 pm, central
standard time. During this brief acquisition of signal much of
the time was spent with Byron Lichtenberg describing his
activities with the fluid physics module and the material science
double rack. At 4 days 3 hours 37 minutes, this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days 3

hours 49 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by now for
reacquisition of signal in just a matter of seconds through the
Hawaii ground station. During this acquisition anticipating some
live downlink TV from the orbiter cargo bay cameras.
Additionally, we may hear from Dr. John (garble) who may
assisting with experiment 331. And we anticipate he may be
consulting with Byron Lichtenberg. And we're now receiving live
downlink TV.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we have live TV from the space
shuttle, and we are looking at the Earth.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good Bill. And you guys want us to
turn our TV camera on also?

CAPCOM No, we don't Byron.

CAPCOM Spacelab 1, this is Marshall Operations for Byron
or Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Michael.
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CAPCOM Yes, right, we have a game plan for this upcoming
night time pass. Yes, we have a game plan here guys for this
upcoming night time pass, we'll be using SSPACs MTV in the manual
mode, as we did last night. And because the experiment is the
only active experiment that we* 11 be running is PICPAB, we have
actually 2 parts of the night that we need to discuss. During
the first part of the night, from sunset till 4 hours 34 minutes,
the SEPAC people would be delighted if you could pan around the
orbiter and look for signs of vehicle glow. And you are free to
do that manually with whatever you like on the panel. But
starting at about 4 hours and 35 minutes PICPAB will come on. It
will start it's warmup and at 4 hours 43 minutes the EGUN is
going to be active. That is going to be a 4 minute period. And
they are particularly interested in getting some MTV images of
their own experiment in operation. The coordiance of the 020
EGQN are very close to the stowed coord inance of the MTV on the
romero 5 juliet panel, that is a azimuth 180. And a COAL plus 9

0^ you also have 13 minutes of tape available on VTR 2, in which
to record MTV images, anything that is visually interesting, you
are urged to record. And of course, we'd like to see some of the
E-Beam activity from the active phase of the PICPAB experiment,
and you can start and stop the recorder whenever you like.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good, I got a good copy and all that
Mike. And (garble) TV 22 you guys going to put (garble) recorder
one?

CAPCOM Stand b^

.

CAPCOM Okay the DMC is not quite approved that yet. I
think we had originally set that up for VTR number 2. But,
perhaps we can move that to VTR number 1 if you like, just a
minute.

SPACECRAFT It doesn't matter to me, but my (garble) shows that
that TV 22 going on VTR 1, have you guys changed it?

CAPCOM Stand by a sec, we're looking into that.

END OF TAPE
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PAO motivation stretching, vibrating, and rotation were
among them and it's hope that this experiment will have some
relevant, shed some light on techniques for floating zone.
Crystal growth. Then Byron turned his attention to operating the
space experiments with particle accelerators monitored television
camera, (garble) out on the pallet, black and white tv camera and
he was using that camera to observe and document airglow in the
earth's atmosphere. Additionally, Owen Garriott working with the
experiment 3, AEPI, research team hetf on the ground, was using a
35 millimeter still camera with image intensifier out one of the
Spdcelab*s viewports in order to also document airglow admitted
from the Earth's atmosphere. During the pass, Lichtenberg spent
part of his time discussing his operation with Bill Taylor here
in the payload control center and Gary had - was working closely
with Steve Mende of AEPI. Standing by now for reacquisition of
signal through Guam ground tracking station. Correction^ through
the Orroral ground tracking station.

CAPCOM Marshall Operations, how do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Mike. (Garble)^ Spacelab, how do
you read? Over.

CAPCOM We read you loud and clear, Byron. How are things
onboard?

SPACECRAFT Well, the good news is I got the IHP going again.
That happened a few minutes ago, it's 3:28 so it's just been 4
minutes since it started. As you probably know we have the GHF
ops light flasher and I see that's coming up in about 3 or 4

hours to do another sample change there. We got TD22 set up and
I'm sitting here in the (garble) module with another leakage of
the fluid. When I got up to 15.4 millimeter separation, the
thing (garble) over the edge again and I just sucked it up and
I*ra about ready to clean it up and I'll wait for instructions,
over.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, we copy that you got the IHF going
again at 3 hours 28 minutes at the GHF or is that gradient mode
cps flight is flashing. That - you have 22 setup and that you're
doing SBM and had the fluid jump over again.

SPACECRAFT Affirm. On the IHF the ground (garble) is on
steady now. I was able to put the characters on and get it
started so that's what that time was for.

CAPCOM Oh, that's terrific. What we're doing here is
reprocessing sample number 325.

SPACECRAFT We understand. I wonder if it has something to do
with the fact that there's no convection up here, the reason it
got too hot.
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CAPCOM That's very possible* We got a lot of thermal
couple temperature traces and readouts and we're kind of puzzled
by that but we're going to try this again. This is I believe the
highest temperature of any of our samples and so we are kind of
stressing the system a little bit but we're going to try this run
again and get a lot of engineering data,

SPACECRAFT Roger* Just a couple of comments. If we ever fly
the PPM again or when we do, do you viP*nt - I would really suggest
that somehow we figure out how to opeiate this thing out of rack
and secondly, sit down and figure out a way to make the travel
and carriage with the reservoir and much further, because
everytime you pull it out, and you hear the big click, clunk at
the end of it and the liquid just sprays all over the place and
we put it in and it sort of push it at the far end and it's
extremely difficult to get it in and out smoothly without
spilling the fluid all over.

CAPCOM Yeah, I understand. Evidently when you start the
carriage to pull it back out, the jerk is what upsets the
column. Is that right?

SPACECRAFT I don^t know. This is after the columns even been
you know, you got all the liquid back in. I'm just talking
about, you don't have any liquid fitting right at the front of
the feeding in place there, you know, we filled it up to the
front of it. If any little bit of motion will cause that liquid
to break loose and go flying all over the chamber, so everytime
would I either try and open the chamber or close the chamber, the
fluid just goes bananas, it goes everywhere.

CAPCOM I see. Are you using the fly center strokes?

SPACECRAFT Affirm. And i'm in the process now. I'm backing
out the chamber. I suggest that we try some straining running
fluid or anti straining compound on that rear desk. The front
desk seems to be holding the column reasonably okay.

CAPCOM Okay, good. Yeah, let me check with 300, that
sounds like a good idea. By the way, have you been instructed in
how to use the anti spreading compound?

SPACECRAFT I got the stuff in the tules. Now the only
instruction we had was for the little metal container on
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, we're about to go LOS, Byron but we^ll pick
you up again in 13 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacelab, 214 COMM message we want you to check a
limit make sure that on that high data rate motor current, make
sure it is not greater than 2.5 amps^ if it is we would like you
to power it off, and we're about 30 seconds to LOS. And we'll
see you again thru TDRS at 4^-00 30,

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, Mission Elapsed
Time 4 days, 3 hour, 21 minutes we're LOS thru the TDRS now.
Just to revio^^t the high data rate recorder once more and review
the events that have brought us up to now. The crew received an
uplink message from Mission Control Center instructing them how
to troubleshoot the recorder, to look for jams or areas thru
which the tape was not rolling freely. While doing that Mission
Specialist 3ob Parker discovered one of the top rollers on the
instrument located close to the head was bulky, not rolling
£reely. The Mission Control Center then advised the crew to take
a phill?ps head screwdriver and make an adjustment^ a tension
adjustment point oi. a nest of, what turns out to be a nest of 3
rollers which that bulky roller was a part of. They made that
tension adjustment, the roller then moved freely. A couple
inches of tape were run thru the high data rate recorder, or a
couple of feet T should say, of tape were run thru the high data
rate recorder to test the machine, and the tape apparently moved
thru there with out obstruction. Subsequent to that, the
Spacelab crew ran about 10 minutes of record time on the high
data rate recorder. That data was dumped to the ground, the POCC
looked at the data to check it for quality, declared it to be
good data, and that's where v;e stand right now* The INCO in the
Mission Control Center is not quite prepared to declare the unit
healthy once again, there are more checks that need to be made,
we •re going to look at the voltage levels on the motors, and
other points before we're 100 percent confident the unit is
recovered. But certainly, we look to be much better off, then we
did an hour ago. At Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days, 3 hours, 24
minutes this is Mission Control Houston. This is Marshall
Spacelab Operations at 4 days, 3 hours, 28 minutes Mission
Elapsed Time, with a report on the activities that occurred
during the last TDRS Acquistion of Signal, with the laboratory.
Early on that Acqusition of Signal, actually not thru the TDRS
but thru ground station at Goldstone, we received some television
of the payload bay of the Or biter Columbia and in the field of
view was the habital module to Spacelab, and the last half of the
Spacelab transfer tunnel, thru which the crew travels between
their living quarters on the middeck on the Orbiter and their
laboratory facility. And during that pass, the Orbiter was
passing over the northern United States. Crew meanwhile inside
the laboratory, was busy operating material science experiments,
specificaly Byron Lichtenburg worked with Isador Martinez of
experiment 331, one of the experiments using the materials
science double rack fluid physics module. That experiment
floating zone stability in 0-gravity is provided by Spain, and it
is designed to look at stability limits by studying a fluid
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bridge betweefi 2 discs • And during the operation^ Byron
subjected this fluid bridge to different mechanical portabat ions,
strectching, vibrating and rotation are anioung them. And it is
hoped that this experiment will have some relevance, shed sane
llfht on the techniqiie . » > ;

mm or m?!
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PAO —-Steve Mende, from Palo Alto Lockheed Research
Laboratory, California

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 to Owen. If you've got enough
pictures with the grating, you might want to change some filters.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead St^ve.

CAPCOM The filters sequence we have feed with the 7620,
then 7319, and 5896, these are the first three^

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Operations with a
question for anyone, we notice that you seem to have the AEPI
video signal rather to both, no I*m sorry I'm wrong it just
changed. Are you guys running AEPI?

SPACECRAFT No, running MTV SEPAC.

CAPCOM Right, that's what I thought, okay, I see a
peculiar routing, I guess I will handle that from here.

SPACECRAFT The routing was 7 MTV, item 4 (garble) which to
tape recorder 1 which ran into standby.

CAPCOM We saw that, that looked good, but we don't see
that now.

SPACECRAFT I don't either.

CAPCOM (garble)

SPACECRAFT It's (garble) it's getting light.

PAO Just under 5 minutes remaining in this acquisition
»iffiai tbroygh th# tracking data and relay satillite. Onboard

©ar

r

imt wor k i iif with Stove Mende , of Lockheed Palo Al to
INi«#sjr#li I#aborator ie# on enperiment number 3* This portion of
tll# %iiLp%tiwmnt however^ not using the AEPI camera^

CAI^X*! (garble) for Byron.

SPAClCflArf Air ifht , fo ahead Sill.

CAPCOM Are you still seeing lightening Syro^?

tPACSCRArf Megative^ not any!!iore. In fact* I'm not sure of
the configurations of (garblei is new, the tape recorder went to
standby on me, so^ recording, I'm looking around, I don*t see
anymore activity now.
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CAPCOM Okay, Byron, I would suggest you either just go
ahead and terminate the operations with step 4 of delta tango
-18.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds good,

CAPCOM And Byron, we noticed that VTR #2 is still
recording for some reason. We'll have to figure that out later*

SPACECRAFT Yeah, we'll I don't know what's going to, I'll take
and turn it off here*

CAPCOM SEPAC copies*

CAPCOM Oh I see.

CAPCOM Byron, when you were seeing the lightening flashes,
how many would you estimate you were seeing per minute? Per
second?

SPACECRAFT (garble) I would say occasionally see 2, 3, or 4
within a couple of seconds.

CAPCC»1 Before we had satillites and we were observing
lightening from satillites, the estimate by the learning
gentlemen in lightening profession was that the average
lightening stroke rate over the whole earth was 1 second. But
now that we've had satillites up we can see that been exceeded by
2 or 3 orders of magnitude occasionally.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Okay, we've got the MTV stowed and I've
got the (garble) jetson down, and I'm going to inhibit and turn
back to auto.

CAPCOM Thanks for this impromtive help.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT I think we've got couple of good minutes of the
(garble) with the air glowing, and lightening below and some
(garble) signs of the Orbiter together, so it will atleast be
some interesting shots.

CAPCOM That does sound interesting, thank you.

SPACECRAFT (gable) did you have another question or comment
for me.

CAPCOM Yes, Owen. If the horizon is in complete darkness
it would be a good idea to take some more grating pictures if you
can do that.
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S.^ACECRAPT The horizon is not incomplete darkness it*s roost of
the time it*s has a slight blue ring at the rim of the earth in
addition to the air glowing visible ICQ kilometers up.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Spacelab*

CAPCOH Go ahead

SPACECRAFT Thank you 3ill. Quick question here. We've got a
TV 22 set up to come up there about 335, so it will probably nice
operations, so what do you guys want? Do you want this be
Interior scenes of the module to show Owen and me working at
either SEPAC MTV and the imaging intensifier or what?

CAPCOM Yes

SPACECRAFT Okay, We'll got some fluid physics module out of
it too.

CAPCOM Okay we copy that. That will be great.

CAPCCM Spacelab Houston on air-to-ground 1

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Yeah in regard to that high data rate recorder, we
juat want to tell you that if you get a Spacelab 214 comm message
we want you to check the limit. Make sure that on that high data
rate motor current, make sure it*s not graded in 2.5 amps. If it
is we would like you to power it off. And we're about 30 seconds
to LOS.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Yes Byron, that is right, we have an inoperative
RAO at the moment, so you should just ignore all those missing
data#

CAPCOM

(garble) to IPl?

Stand by 300

•

SPACECRAFT Isadora I'm going to running another experiment for
a few minutes here, so I'll get back to you in a little while,
okay?

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
do you copy?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Copy^

Spacelab, this is SEPAC on air to ground one, how

Roger, loud and clear, (garble).

This is Bill Byron, how are you doing on —
Okay Bill, I got

Say again.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we read you loud and clear, I have the MTV
up and I've got a nice view of the Earth and we're seeing some
lightening down there, but Orroral activity yet.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Can you see the lightening In the MTV?

Affirmative.

That sounds interesting.

CAPCOM I assume that there la no glow available Byron,
because we put the orblter In a position so that the velocity
vector was away from the bay, so you probably don't need to look
for any vehicle glow.

SPACECRAFT
Bill*

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

I hadn't noticed any out the rear view port either

Spacelab and Columbia on air to ground one.

Spacelab here.

I'm here go ahead.
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CAPCOM Yes, we have some good news from you, INCOs just
finished checking out the HDRR and everything looks good^ and
we* re back in operation in it, we're going to give hoh an atta
boy for that.

SPACECRAFT Soon as he wakes up, we'll do that, you bet.

CAPCOM Okay, signing off, air to ground one.

SPACECRAFT Okay thank you Anna, that's good news.

CAPCOM This is experiment 321, did you get the setup ready
for the camera operation and how do things look?

SPACECRAFT That your call Steve?

CAPCOM Yes, this is experiment 3, how do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Okay loud and clear Steve, and I am in the overhead
window in Spacelab now, and I've got some fairly good images out
the overhead window, but it is also kind of a blueage horizon
it's not really a dark horizon that we are looking at out the
overhead window.

CAPCOM That's great, I think what we would like to do is
to take a spectra off the sunlit horizon if possible with the
grading powar off to the horizon. If you could do that, if you
are in the overhead window, that would be an ideal condition for
the 4th coming issue 20 run 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay Steve that's where I'm at.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this SEPAC on air to ground one for Byron
would you please scan the limb?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Say again Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we are scanning the limb, all I see is a lot
of lightening down there now.

CAPCOM Do you see any air glow?

SPACECRAFT Yes, sure do«

CAPCOM If you could scan along the limb from side to side
slowly, we would appreciate it.
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO Experiment 2 investigator Bill Taylor working with
Byron Lichtenberg as they use the monitor TV to observe air glow
being emitted from the Earth's atmosphere*

SPACECRAFT And Marshall Ops^ how much time do I have on the
tape recorder? (garble)

CAPCOM We're looking at?

SPACECRAFT Okay^ I We got some good pictures now of the sun
going down/ the air glow, and a little bit of the (garble)
orbiter in the view too*

CAPCOM Okay, and Byron, we'll turn that recorder off
automatically*

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, very good*

(garble) stop and restart it?

You have pl-jnty of time.

Okay that is good news*

Amaziwg amount of lightening down there.

And SEPAC from PS2.

Yes Byron*

SPACECRAFT We're still getting quite a bit of glow from the
(garble) it's pretty tough to scan it, I've got to stay pretty
much aligned with the nose of the orbiter here.

SEPAC copies*

And Byron, you have 19 minutes of (garble) on those

Okay, it looks like we're losing you —
This is experiment 3 to Owen, how do you copy?

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
tapes *

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO Voice of AEPI investigator Steve Mende from Palo
Alto Lockheed Research, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory in
•California

END OF TAPE
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PAO 26 minutes remaining in this acquisition of signal
with Spacelab through the tracking data relay satellite.

CAPCOM And Owen, we need an enter on your keyboard for
that RAU.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) 52 minutes.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll - you can c,. now.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops with 2 messages
for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, we have a message from the 300 furnace
people. They'd like you when convenient whenever the gradient
ops light starts flashing, to remove both the dummies that are
presently on the IHF cables and plug them on to the reel IHF
connectors and then start the sample that's in there, number .325
with the two denstatement in the resume.

SPACECRAFT OKay, copy that.

CAPCOM The other raessges from the SEPAC people, they want
you to be- sure and shutdown MTV manual ops (garble) before
sunrise which they figure will be about 3 hours 18 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that too.

CAPCOM Thanks alot, Byron.

SPACECRAFT If you guys ace still on the loop for (garble) been
able to get a cylindrical zone here.

CAPCOM Hey that's terrific news. A cylindrical zone. Any
bubbles in it or is it good clear oil?

SPACECRAFT Looks pretty clear oil, traces look good. I show a
little bit (garble) filmy of it. It's 12 millimeters long. I'm
going to try and stretch it some more.

CAPCOM Here goes nothing.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Are you guys (garble) for the resevoir and
the flight speed. I've forgotten them,

CAPCOM Standby. We're checking with the 300 people.
They're as excited as we are here in the front room. This is
terrific.
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SPACECRAFT Let me read you out the (garble) positions 12.4,

the reservoir is 8.4 right now. It's about 1 to 1.5, I'm not

sure. 1 for the reservoir and 1.5 for the front plate.

CAPCOM Byron, 351 PI.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) loud and clear. You're loud and clear

3P1, go ahead for space ops, over.

CAPCOM Byron, 351.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Well, if I well understood, did you ask me about

reservoir speed? Is that right?

SPACECRAFT Roger, I think I want, to raise the 1 on the

reservoir speed to 1.5 on the front plate.

CAPCOM (garble) .2.2?

SPACECRAFT I'm not doing a step right now, (garble). I'm just

trying to (garble) a zone here by keeping up the eyeball.

(Garble) taking out the 225 and 176, that sounds good.

CAPCOM Sorry, T cannot understand. Please tell me in what

step are you?

SPACECRAFT We're trying to go to my cylinder now to step 2.2,

you're right.

CAPCOM Okay, and to reach 2.2 is stand, you're only need

to set the reservoir speed because the front plate speed, doesn't

move. And then for the reservoir speed, you just set .1

millimeter per second.

SPACECRAFT The problem is, you r^ .ember ray front plate was in

12.5, not 2.5. Okay, I'm getting t.iere slowly. Oh, there it

goes again. About 15 , I had an (garble) cylinder and at 15.2

millimeters on separation the fluid jumped off the rearend plate

and spilled all over the c<wnpound3. I'm going to leave it here

for now and get on and do some SEPAC MTV, Mike.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, be advised, we have both the 03 and

the 02 PI on the lines so there waiting for your call.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you and looks like all the data's

missing from the MTV temperature so I'll go ahead and presume
it's okay and start it (garble). \
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CAPCOM Yes, Bycon that's right. We have an inoperative
RAO at the aoment so you should just ignore all those missing
d«ta.

BHD OP TAPE
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CAPCOM (Garble) installed on the ends of the IHP

thermocouple cables and we need a start IHP 2 enter whenever

convenient.

Okay Mike. I got it.

Thank you.

Okay, Marshall OPS. The start IHF 2 enter's been

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
given.

CAPCOM Real good, Byron. We copy. The start IHF 2 enter

has been given. By the way, is Owen still handy? We have

another message Cor him.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stand by one second here. He's taking a

picture for me.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Standing by.

Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Yes Owen. The 03 team thought it would be useful

if you knew the attitudes for the forthcoming 2 night time

passes. On the one that's coming up right away, you'll be in a

minus Y nadir attitude. That may be of some help in getting your

line of sites positioned out of the view port and on the second

pass, the one that's about 4 days, 4 and a half hours, you'll be

in an esa 20 attitude with a minus Z axis oriented towards the B

direction downward. That is to say if you get it to the aft

flight deck and look up through the overhead windows you should

be looking right along the magnetic field line towards the earth.

SPACECRAPr Okay. Thank you. Just for information, it's very

difficult to use the image intensifier for the flight deck

because we don't have any hoods erected there and it is so

acnsitive to light that any sort of reflections inside will

afraid wash out the pictures but we'll try to pick the best

window.

I'm

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

Real good. Thanks a lot Owen.

Spacelab, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM
00 message

Yes Owen, in regards to your question on that PCMlI

We think taat was due to a transient due to your RAU

op and we think the PCMU interface is healthy.

SPACECRAFT Understand the transient but I missed the last

part. That it'll take care of itself?
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CAPCOM Yes it did and the PCMU interface looks good.

SPACECRAFT Good. Thank you very much. That's some good news.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall OPS from the Spacelab for the MSDR •

p#ople on 321 PI. Isadora if you're listening we've got the

plates reinstalled and we're re-zeroing now so we intend to go to

point alpha and start to grow a cylinder there shortly.

CAPCOM Copy.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS for Byron. I'm
afraid I didn't copy that last transmission. Could you repeat
please?

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike. I was just informing you guys that I've
started up the PPM again. I cleaned the plates off, reinstalled
them and we're now zeroing FPM and will be going through a new

point alpha here at 12 and a half (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy that you got it all cleaned up and got

it restarted. Byron, we've just got a message from our ops
controller that the 02 team would like you when you get to this

night time attitude in about 3 hours to do MTV manual mode

operations. There's a procedure on page detail 18 and detail 19

of the SEPAC book. They want you to look around for aurora,

natural auroras and air glow phenomenon in a manual mode. Up
until that time you're go for PWl ops.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy. There's been some RAU skips and 10
messages guys.

CAPCCXf Yes, we're copying all those messages Byron and
we're looking at them.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. Here in the

Payload Operations Control Center we have received information
that the preliminary test of the high data rate recorder which
had been giving the crew some problems earlier had been
completed. The tape has been rewound and now there is being some

data recorded on that tape. Approximately 10 minutes worth of

data after which that data will be dumped to the ground so that

the peopel here on the ground can take a look at the quality of
the data. Owen Garriott reported earlier, just a few minutes ago
as a matter of fact, that the HDRR was running. We have
approximawely 26 minutes remaining in this acquisition of signal
.with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite.

CAPCOM And Owen we need an enter on your keyboard on that
RAU.;

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT eight through the edge of the 40 milliiraneter
(garble) it's pulled in to the edges of the feeding hole, okay,
so it looks like a donut, right by the hallway (garble) liquid
in. That could explain why I got liquid back there before,
because why I got air in the reservoir earlier, because from a
side view, it looks there's a plenty thick column of liquid on
the order of 2 to 3 millimeter thick, when in realitv that hole
is open to air, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Byron we copy, that you've got a sort of
(garble) distribution of liquid around the inlet outlet hole, of
the feeding plate. That's a very curious.

SPACECRAFT That's right.

CAPCCM Spacelab, we lost our video, but the pictures were
really graat.

SPACECRAFT That's good, we're glad you enjoyed them. If
Isadora around, and available, I'd like to know how he would like
me to proceed. I've already tried to establish it twice, I think
we need some more air spread on here, but I'm not sure, I've
preferred his judgement, over.

CAPCOM Well good, Byron, Isadora is listen in and his
thank you and over, he is in fact live air-to-ground, so he'll
back to you as soon as he a suggestion.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM —to you read me. (garble)

CAPCOM Repeat Owen.

SPACECRAFT PRR is ready to (garble)

CAPCOM Oh, that's tremendous.

SPACECRAFT And, Marshall Ops, for the 300 people, had to
tutned around in the cooling chamber was in port 1, and I now
have a IHF stop, which I operated in display, over.

CAPCCMf Yes, you have 300 copies that Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill, it's a stop 110, 110.
CAPCOM Roger, 110.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Marshall, I looked it up and it says
sample temp is high and wants me to restart, and I'm not sure
exactly what they want me to go ahead do a start IFH2 enter, date
enter and all that jazz.
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ayPCC»i : That * a af f i rmative. :

ChWCCm ; :5pac€lab# this is Mairshall^^ O^^^^ at th#f .of you
mhen yoy iiave a minute • We n##d the I j3umiiy connectora instal lad
on the end of t ie IHF the rmocoaple c^feles and we need tli^e start
IHF 2 enter, when ever convenient*

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike/ I got it

CAPCOM Thanli yoay

BHD OP TAP

g
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SPACECRAFT
. 131 BI, Isadota are you down there?

uAPC<»5 • T copy. Clear ,' I have so«» Instruction* for yo«.
first, rlean everything, don't apply an^^apead barrier » andproceed ftons point 0 to a new poiBt A, tfeat should be at 12.5Biliiaeters of separation. Did yc»i copy?

SFACECkAPT I did copy, go to separate 12.5 milinieters. Well,
here is what x did, after it didn't ^rk the first time, I
cleaned it up, started again, I proceeded back to 22. 5 formed a
Sttali bubble and then drove in to contact, and then manipulated
the speed jwitcbes to F.tart bringing it out with a slightly

I

cyi nder and as I cani« out to about a 10 to 12 20-
j

siliiEeter separate to the plate, the fluid jumped over the rear
j
plate again, ev# n though it was a concave cylinder, over. »

I CAPCOM And Spacelab, pe advis«d, we hive live TV frojB the
.

Oroiter. And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, i have a aouple of
... ,d "•ff^ffs of the 03 'team, when l can get them up, I'd like totell them what have planned for the next couple of nights

.

!\CgCRAFT Ready to copy, Mike.

CAPCOM And Spacelab. this is Steriball Op3, we're getting
some excellent liv. video showing Spacelab and the Sarth rolling
by below. :

^
SPACECRAFT Sure is beautiful out there, your not kidding, i

i (garble}

.

CAPCOM
^ Yes, Owen, we've been talking -.n Steve Mende andhere is his recoffimendat ions for the next 2 nifht time oasses. At

about 3 aours, what Steve would like you to do is to take the
hand held image intensif ier to the aft view port of Spacelab or
the aft Orbiter view port, which ever gives you the best view,

j
apd -take some pictures of the air glow layer using the detraction
grading. He suggests putting the grading parallel to the air.glow layer. This xs instead of running experiment 3, which for
the time being is fequired to operate in the LOX, and so we're

I
not going to be running •that this upcoming night. The SS^Alf run

*
at the same time has been deleted. On the following night,

I
starting about 4-1/2 hours of day 4, what we will be running

I experiment 20, that is the ESA experiiaent with electrons, 'and
I what Stei^e Mende would like you to do, you or Byron, is to use
I
the hand herd iiitenalfier^ain with no filters at all and to usevoyer nead view port oil the aft flight deck area and take some

,

^.tures in the .-^ direction, searching for .some florescence
Iwnich might be produced by experiment 20.

:
SPACECRAFT ' Ok, Mike, I understand ri^t now for the first

I

step, I've already made photo's like thaft: with the depression
1
graoient on the image incensifier., The attitude was not always
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optimum so if the attitude is better here at 3 hours it miaht
liZl ^rt S*'^!''

chance out of the aft view port, so I'll takesome more of them, as far as the pass at 4:30 is concerned! Imay be able to do that at the back view port better, its alot
™irf ?"f ' * ^^lity to move mycamera. With a metric camera up there right beside the overhead

t^; tgar'bL')'?' 'oterT'
^"^^ Port for

CAPCOM Righto, Owen, thank you very much, we codv thatand we'll leave that to your descretion, Jhich ever 5ou^JiJk'isgoing to give you the better view.
^

wifc£^n?i^L ^ ^''^"•^ ^'^"^ ^^^'^ (garble) photographswith pic-pac, are you going to have the proton beam on.

.J:**^
°® check, I don't believe they will, just a

:Jjl1ust°£i a''lLcir'on"?Sn!*^
^"""'"^ ^^-P-'

SPACECRAFT Ok, fine, I'll just use my ultra-intensif ier

.

CAPCOM Real good, thanks alot Owen.

JPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab PS 2.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron.

?h?nki^'!hnn^°''; ^i^i'
you guys, Luigi and Isadora

! ^ ^" observation for all the (gamble)

S?ft^ %nr^f'''^*f''"( ^"'^ I iool^i^g at the feeding in

tie rlnS? l^^lt ^V^'"^!'
a donut shaped (garble) of liquid Inthe right to the edge of the 40 mm — right at — pulled into th*>edges of the edges of the feeding whole,^o il loo^s like S SoJH?

END OP TAPE
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•«t>jLrisrRAFT Okav Bil^ and I don't know if caught my last .

IriS^i^sIon.- vl'liie to get some guidance on how to use John

pSdSaJ'J anSispre^d comsK>und. We'll give that a try again.

CAPCOM . Roger, we copy. You need some help on the

antispread compound. And Owen, what was your question on the IHP

furnace? »
*

SPACECRAFT Didn't have a ^^estion.

CAPCOH Oh, your inflight maintenance procedure. Sorry.

eiPACECRAPT Oh thaf^s right. I was expecting to get some IPM

up on ^SfHDRR but you answered that by telling me they'er going

to try it from the ground without that.

CAPCOM Okay roger. We copy. And Byron, you have ajo on

328 operations until 2 56 ar»d then if Owen ^^ ^P^J' J" J^^f ,
iirds if Owen can perform the ABPI

^^.f^»|'%J^3%5.
plus 58, you can continue your operation on 328 until 3 plus J:>.

PACECRAPT Pine Bill. I'll run AEPI.

spacecraft' sounds good Bill. I'm jlist getting my hands wet

now.

CAPCOM Okay good and the PI is enabled on 300.

SPACECRAFT And I'm standing by to find out how to use John

Padday's little antispread compound here.

SPACECRAFT 331 PI. This is Owen, are you down there.

r&PCOM I copy clear. I have some instructions for you.

nrSfClean everything. Don't apply antispread barrier and

proceed from ...

END OF TAPE
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PAO Payload specialist Lichtenberg spent much of his

time working with Dr. Luigi Napolitano on the Fluid physics

module. That experiment free convection in low gravity, and Dr.

Napolitano indicated he was very pleased with Lichtenberg 's

activities and and with the results thus far on that experiment

including the reference to the fact Lichtenberg was the first one

to see the Mar in (garble) convection in space. Additionally r
Dr.

Isadora Martinez for experiment 331 was enabled to work with

Lichtenberg on his experiment. At 4 days 1 hour 44 minutes

mission elapsed time this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is mission control Houston, at the Merrltt

Island oass the mission control center upl inked the message to

the flight crew advising on the check out procedures how to

troubleshoot the high data rate recorder that has been giving

problems to the skylab experimenters, Spacelab experimenters.

Mission specialist Bob Parker went through that checklist, which

was essentially a series of steps aimed at Identifying jams that

might exist In that system and Parker discovered one o^: the top

rollers close to the tracking head near the Instrument was quite

bulky and very difficult to move the mission control team then

went back ard developed a procedure to loosen up that head using

their phllllps screwdriver and a procedure to adjust the tension

n tho head. Parker performed that function and reported that

.he roller now moves considerably more freely. And the mission

control team now Is discussing activating that high data rate

recorder In a method just to move It a couple of feet to

determine whether it is going to move freely or now, or if that

is the entire problem or in fact if that was even a portion of

the problem. So, we are at least well on the way to

understanding that high data rate recorder problem to some extent

and we'll stand by to learn whether or not that procedure has the

effect of fixing It and getting It back in operation for us. At

mission elapsed time, 4 days 1 hour 47 minutes, this is mission

control Houston.

PAO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 4 days 2

hours 18 minutes, mission elapsed time, standing by for

reacquisitlon of signal with Spacelab through the Hawaii ground

tracking station. That acquisition to scheduled to last

something over 5 minutes.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we have you through

Hawaii for about 2 plus 30.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill we got you, how do you read?

CAPCOM We copy you solid, Byron.
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night, none of tie changes that rSLf '
hI^'^I^^

attitude next
activating the (garble) to next lintl L^^L^^"^ ^«
*n update'^to re^lat (iLS^e) SJe??^^* repeated

^^7, Owen." - «Pe* -n starting at 2

^HAFT I don't thinic you sent us up anthing about it

Yes, this should be in the regular PCAP.
SRAQECRAfT Okay.

•K»to»«d. Mende. as soon as they are

^ caxiorator for the IFM on the HDRR.

that.

SMCECRAFT Okay. Marshall, PS2 here.

Vs'^i:: -ii^2! ^"e first

^^^^CmiMMfT —noiabers and the n#«t- h*i t « a.

^1U«J an ov?r thi «ti'"J^r.%"l'Sa%*?l„"r'ov%"rr""'
""^
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CAPCOM suspect there is probably an air bubble in

it. Other wise I don't know where that oil came from, that

didn't subtract right, let me check with 300.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Byron, the PBM people say why not just press on

with nominal Ops and just proceed with that reservoir regarding

it as a full one.

SPACECRAFT Will do.

CAPCOM Byron this is 311 PI.

SPACECRAFT Oh, go ahead isodora, hello.

CAPCOM Hello, I have some minor changes in the page

331A10 of my procedures.

SPACECRAFT Okay, standby for a minute, okay, I'm getting the

end points in now.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Anna.

CAPCOM Yeah, Brewster, we have a change on your attitude

maneuver, at 4 slant 0157 per the POCC request if your ready to

copy.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, what we'd like you to do is change the

omicron from 220, it was 180.

SPACECRAFT Okay, was 180 and is now say again.

CAPCOM 0.

SPACECRAFT Breaking up Anna. Try it again please.

CAPCOM 0.

SPACECRAFT 0?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Brewster, we want to change it

to a omicron of 0.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got you. So it will be (garble) to by

evector 2 180 0 0.
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?S'Su-to-groun?'?f* " Brewster, and we're slgnln, off

SPACECRAFT Okay, i-ve 9ot the cb-'.nge.

«Stiol„>n-„ Marshall Spacelab Operations, we'ie

4 days
2 hours 26 n,"?ule" mlisioS ^Jsoed ttSr'or"^""""'''*'

is^jjiis?- ofluiHf^HS ---- "'"^'^

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Yes, go ahead Byron.

|:S^Srrao„.t°JSlA.''iiJio^,'::f!!j''""°" "er. tor the MSOR

2ND OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT that 108, so I got a (garble) Ops and a flashing
light and a port unlock, and do step 6.23 and 24 is that right?

CAPCOM Stand by we're looking at the data right now, thank
you, Byron just a aiinute, 1*11 be back to you.

CAPCOM Yes, Byron fhat's correct, provided that the
cooling chamber does go to position 1, that is to say that the
line 3 lima indication goes to a 1. If it stays at a 2, then
your going to have to do the 4 0*s then the 4 O's, in order to
make it turn over.

SPACECRAFT Mike you want that 6 sample number corrected, for
HTV now, is chat correct?

CAPCOM Standby 1*11 check on the HTV progress, I'll be
right back with you,

SPACECRAFT Got a flashing (garble)

.

CAPCOM Yes, Owen that will be the 6th sample which is

nuBber 202.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT (garbleO) with you.

SPACECRAFT Spacelab for the 300 system people.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron, 300 listening in.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike, I need a little bit o2 help here with
thm fluid physics module.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT I have a very strange situation here, I've got. Oh,

I don't know maybe 2 centimeters column of fluid sitting in there
liitfa about, oh I don't know, 7 centimeter diameter, and I had
trouble getting the rest of the fluid back in the reservoir.

CAPC M That sounds like a reasonable amount of fluid. I

got pretty large amount of fluid. At this point Isadora would
probably go get his gravy slurper and pull it out of there. What
9X9 your reservoir and front plate settings?

SPACECRAFT Well there are 13.1 and 13.5 right now.

CaypCON I see, so your reservoir is pretty much back to the
•tatting volume, that is to say pretty much full, is that right?
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SPACECRAFT Yes^ that's it, and I've tried to manually stuck it

back in but I hit the end stop of the reservoir.

CAPCOM Yes, do you suspect that there is a bubble of air
inside the reservoir?

SPACECRAFT Well that's what I suspect, I'm not cure how it got
there though.

CAPCOM Yeah, strange okay, let me go with 300 and we'll
ream something up that will get that oil out of there for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab this is Marshall Ops for Byron. The
300 team recommends the obvious move, of opening the chamber and
going in there with a handfull of dry wipes. And absorbing the
remaining oil into the wipes. You'll also n3ed a plastic ziplock
bag in to which put the saturated wipes when your done, and both
of those items you ought to find in the PBM storage drawer, which
I believe is in one of the overhead lockers.

SPACECRAFT I got them.

CAPCOM That

SPACECRAFT (garble) here we go.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we're curious how
Owen*s work on the HDRR is coming along?

SPACECRAFT Hey, I just talked to Brewster about that, he said
the IFM stuff is suppose to come up on the teleprinter.

CAPCOM Okay, fine, yes there is a message that should be
there any time (garble) the HDRR maintenance operation.

CAPCOM Spacelab be advised we're putting the master time
line in hold again and we will recount it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops there's a AV change out on
recorder number 1 at 1:30, just ignore that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I was just about to come to the same
nconclusion. I was just looking at the VGR.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, I am relaying for Byron, he thinks
there are about 1700 springs used on camera bravo, and nothing
U8i^ on camera alpha.
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CAPCOM Roger, we copyi that's 1700 on alpha

SPACECRAPr Negative, just the opposite, 1700 on bravo, nothing
on alpha

«

CAPCOM Slow morning Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got the (garble) physics module clean, I'm
ready to change plates now. Bill and Michael, and I guess I would
like to know, is there anything they want to do about this
reservoir • Should I try to inject some fluid in and see where
that bubble is or what?

CAPCOM Good question, Byron, I suspect, there probably a
air-bubble in it otherwise I don't know where that oil came from
that didn't subtract right* Let me check with 300.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

BNO OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT That didn't take very long for the flow pattern to
re assert itself here Luigi*

SPACECRAFT We were able to film that breakage^ (garble) the
problem is it very difficult to see the (garble) because of the
angle of the camera*

(garble)

1*11 go ahead and start the camera now.

Spacelab this is 328*

Go ahead*

Can you give me exactly the step where you are at?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Yes^ I am at step 8*17 now^ I*m sorry, I'm at 8*19
I have two drops, problem is that the drops are so spread out
that it is impossible to see any tracer motion with the camera,
BO I stopped the camera*

CAPCOM Okay^ try to join the, I have to hurry up to give
room to (garble) so try to join up the two drops and to film the
re£ormlng of the bridge*

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
isailMiriJiient *

SPACECRAFT

Okay, wilco*

And then, when you have done that you can end my

Okay very good, wilco.

IS^ACECRAFT (garble) sorry about the (garble) driving this the
liUigi, the fluid doesn*t seem to want to stay attached to the
^ges here, it just gets too much and jumps right over the anti-
spread barrier, over*

CMiPCOH Even in the, if I understood your problem now, you
have two drops, but they go off at the anti-spread barrier, is
that right?

SM^CECSJ^FT

CAPCOM

mPCQN

^ACECRAFT

Affirmative*

Okay, just try to put them together to rejoin*

(garble)

Spacelab, this is 328.

Go ahead*
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CliPCOM Byron, you can start turning the heater off,
because (garble) and is already late and he*s right.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Well I just filmed the (garble).

SPACECRAFT I'm really confused. My data ops reading said the
front plate at 19.5 and my reservoir at 23.6, but I'm got a huge
bunch of fluid in here, so actually I don^t understand those
readings anymore, and that seems like a physical impossibility.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, whatever you have done with my
#3q>erixiient, it is about time that you stop it, and I give room to
(garble) .

SPACECRAFT Okay, I am in the process of cleaning up new.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much and thanks for what you
wre done, it is an excellent job.

^ SPACaKIRAFT I'm not sure, but I did the best I could.

CAPCOM And your best was very good.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPC^ Byron, when you have finished could you give me
ycMir readings on the frames as available on camera A and camera
B?

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I didn't take any camera A. And I*m
trying my best to reconstruct (garble) camera B, and it is a few
minutes early to get cleaned up.

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCOM And Byron, we need a confirmation that you have
closed the SWA*

«BACECRAFT Well that's the third time to answer that,—

-

IPCOH I'm sorry.
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SPACECRAFT That's been closed for, closed at 23:35.

CAPCOM Copy.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations for Byron, if

your near the IHF, we need some keystrokes of the CCO, we need a

start IHF 2 enter.

SPACECRAPT Okay, start IHF 2 enter?

CAPCOM That's affirm, start IHF ? enter.

SPACECRAFT Complete.

CAPCOM Thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT (garble) got a ground (garble) flashing light and

a (garble) unlock into step 23 and 24, is that right.

CAPCOM Stand by, we're looking at

BSD OF TAPE
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S'fACECRAFT Ok, ver/ goo:], I will :not be able to get a [qai ^}

SO' I .will- ,ha>^€ t.o go step 8,li»,

CAmQQM Ok 1^ fine with me # go 8*11* That*sv6r:? great*

SFACECRAFT Ok, very ' griod, I *m goi ng to uteak t>f pressure here
at constant .volume*

CAFCOH^^ • Excel lent # excellent, i:derful Byron*

SPACECEAFT -I must say however, that there is ^^>methin9 ^s^^ranqe

with the fluid physics module. I have sett 1 ^kjs now ihe fro; c

plate at .49*6 and the reservoir itself,,: at 47*1,; but I have a huge
amount Vof fluid

. in here , so. somewhere^ the : machine* is „ not v.:ehaving

correctly^ ; but. I .think" i .can maice it \,do wtmt ..I., want over *

CAPCOM ,.Okr .
f ine with met: as long; as yo;a

:
can cf^ntrol it,

its .fine with ; me.
,

PAO Dr* Luigi Napolitano discussing the operat n of
his .experiment ..with Or... .Byron Lichtenburg onboard .Spacel.:-

SPACECRAFT I*ve gof to try and anticipate :
a litti^ bette :;, I

Just Hissed a breakage of th^t caniera takes a -second or two^ .

b#tore : it starts, and by that time its too late. So i reforri'^

and
.,
try again. ,

.

.CAPCOM ,. -... Ok, go .ahead.
'

^
. ;

.

PAO' \ An apparently happy Mapoiitano
^

reporting to
iiichtenburg that .you. are the .f ir.3t.,one tcj^ sefc .-t.iie phenoinenon ot
Maringoni convection, in space.

CAPCOM Space lab this is Marshall OM#rations for Byron, i£

your not ,i n .a critical point'- in the FPM.....
,

SPACECRAFT
;

Ok, go ahaad^ Mike, r«ll stop right here,.

CAPCOM : \ f€s^- thanks Byron. I wofider if I can :int--f rupt
your wof i*: with Luigi to take cart of a f%» keystrokes on the
CCO. : We have a work around stop whicn was rep^.^'ted

earlier^ ^
and it should only take you a moment* I^m sorry, on the

IHF stop 1-12m the gradient wiode. You prese^*t ly have
:

sampi^^

.

CJItC^i* y ,

fou present}. y have sai»ple .lusiber 325 installed and
you liave the

:

gradic^nt ops ,^ ight flashing*
;

SJPACECEAFT .
Affirmative, and t nave port .ock lights on.
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CAPCOM Thats right, and also on line 3 Lima, you should
show that number 2 is sho^iing there/ which means that the cooling
chamber is on port 2» Is that right?

SPACECRAFT Af f i rma t i ve

CAPCOM Ok, what we want you to do is first t to turn the
furnace over and then second to get a restart of this very same
sample number 3 25, They keystrokes yca'll need right now are Din
IHF OQOO enter and again Din IHF 0000 enter, and resume IHP
enter*;Can you do that know t please.

SPACECRAFT Complete, Mike/

CAPCOM Thank you very much, Byron ^ you can return to FPM
Ops, but in the next 5 minutes or so, you should notice that the
furnace will have returned to position 1* And when it gets
there, what we'd like you to do is to do 6.23 and 6.24 of the
gradient mode checklist, thats page 600-20, that will get this
IHP sample started again. We're going to rerun sample 325.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I got a copy on that, wilco.

CAPCOM Thank you, very much. Back to you, Luigi.

SPACECRAFT Ok, Luigi, we're back on here, I'm just about to
reform the zone here.

CAPCOi Ok, thank you.

SPACKC -FT Its a pain in the neck without the visualization
iainp. u. , its taking 200 now of the zone reforming.

CAPCOM /ery good, Byron, and Byron, are you listening to
me?

SPAC ICRAF. / Gi. ahead.

CAP 'OM Ok, as I said I would like to also have in a films
as much as yc can the decay of the temperature in the dew drops.

SPACECRAFT , I'm going to try and get another breakage here.

PAO Byron [*ichtenburg working with one of the
#iif^rlments using tr fluid physics module, this experiment free
cciiiir#ction in low g. ity provided by the University of Naples.

Wni^3SCmi^ . /: • stre aching of the zone. ; \

CMCi»!''\' :::':.:'/•
. ok ^:

• a
•^'---^

^''^v^''^^:^^
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SPACECRAFT Looks like we have to start over at both ends —
doesn't take very long for the protoners to reassert itself her
Luigi.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I finally stopped with some sort of a (garble)

shaped figure. I don't believe it's quite a (garbJe) and there

were negative affects of the present minus 100 low potential.

There was absolutely no motion or tracers. I*m in the middle now

of filming 600 frames of heat up which ...

CAPCOM I lost you. 328 to Spacelab. 328 to Spacelab.

328 to Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS^ Spacelab. How do you read, over?

CAPCOM I can read you now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Luigi how do you read?

CAPCOM YeSf I can read you Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay* Very good. Let me give you a quick

description of what happened again. How much did you copy? Did

you get the fact that the cylinder went over the antispread

barrier and ruptured and I did not take a picture of it. It

happened too rapidly.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT 328, Spacelab here.

CAPCOM Yes, I can read you now.

SPACECRAFT Okay did you copy that just before I finished the

cylinder formation it went over the antispread barrier and the

Copy over.

CAPCOM I could copy only partially, only the beginning.

SPACECRAFT Roger, did you copy that the cylinder which was

slightly concave just prior to the full development of the

cylinder the fluid spread over the feeding end plate antispread
barrier and then immediately ruptured.

CAPCOM Yes, I copy. Then what did you do?

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay. Then I turned the heater on and was

able to film some of the fluid motion. The particles were very

visible in motion. They started from the surface, the cold

surface of the bubble and the feeding end plate and went down

towards the middle and out across the disc towards the outside

cdlrciimfereiice of the disc, over.

CKPCm Okay*
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SPACECRAFT And I reformed that/ I did not take an entire 600
fr.ataes

,

though l>acaas€ it_ was steady, state. , l then reformed . the .

mom and took about 100 frames and (garble) so we were about on
schedule for the film budget/ I have then been slowly trying to
nork the column out to a reasonable length and have been unable
to get the fluid to creep back over the ant ispread :

barr ier and
r#£orm to the edges of the feeding end plate.-

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay f the contact angle when it went over the
mntispread barrier was less than 90 'degrees. It was about 70 to

80 degrees^ I now have some sort of a (garble) formed which is

cofif it's concave and I have about a 50 or 60 millimeter
mmpm rat ion • The r e ' s a 1 a r g e bubb1 e # a i r bubb 1e i n there . How

CAPCOM Okay. I'm copying you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I tried the potential plus and minus 100
volts • There was negative motion. We had not affect on the
potential over.

CAPCC3M Okayt okay go ahead. Keep going.

SPJ^^RAfT Okay. Then I next started the heater and X filmed
600 frames in the program mode of the heatup and the particles
come from the rear end plate, drive towards the center of the
fwding end plate, out to the edges and then back along the

outside of the fluid so it's very much as we had suspected. The
(gmrble) convection is very highly visible here. It looks like
point source propagations from the outside edges of the feeding

plate, over . :

C3UKXM Okay. That's a wonderful first. You are the first
OM to see (garble) on the spacer in space.

SPAOCHAFT Roger. It's very clearly visible. I have 600
ttmmm ot good pictures of it and I am ready to stand by and see
what you* d like me to do next/ over.

CAPCOM Okay, did you note, can you try to make a neck.
%€m kmm m shape with the neck like in step ...

SPACBCRATf That*! what I have right/ shape with a neck right
mam. That*® mffirniatlve.

CXPOOM Okayt now if you have It then film it as much as
you can and then try to break it in 2 bubbles and film the break.
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SP^iCMCMAFT Okay, vary good, I will not be able to get a con,

con, con > y#s convtct shape however , so I * 11 hav«j to go to step
anatoiir :;'8* 11 :„

,

CAPCC^ Okay, okay fine with me. Go 8.11. That*s very
fc#at

mfi^^mrt Okay, very good* : i going . . . :

:
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PAO This is Mission* Control Houston, over a UPH
acquisition occui:red at the a Malius Station of the, crew was
advised of couple of teleprinters messages that were being
uplinked up to them* I had to do with a precedure intended to
assist and purging the drinking water of gas hydrogen bubbles,
tha second was procedured to help try recover the high data rate
recorder. It was principally a series of steps intended to help
the crew look for jams in recording system. That procedure is
going, occurring onboard presently aru^ no indication yet as to
the level of success of failure on that procedure. Mission
elasped time 4 days 0 hours 13 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 4 days 44
minutes, mission elasped time, standing by for reacquisition of
signal with Spacelab through tracking and data relay satillite,
anticipating both the S-band communications as well as KU-Band
linkup, which will enable the Spacelab to downlink high rate data
from experiments being conducted onboard the laboratory. During
this acquisition period the crew is scheduled to operate
experiment 25, one of the life science experiments. Owen
Garriott is schedule to do that. And change out a audio visual
tape recorder additionally Byron Lichtenberg, scheduled to
continuing with material science double rack activities. Just
under 1/2 minute now until we acquisition. Presently the
Spacecraft is on its 67 Orbit of the earth.

SPACECRAFT {garble} said he didn't get 16 Bill. I don*t think
BO, because I th-^'nk that Ulf was busy doing something else*

CAPCOM Owen.

PAD This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, with a
correction, the Orbiter presently in the process of transitioning
to the 66 from the 65th Orbit of the earth.

SPACECRAFT Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for
about 54 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill, we've got a real wet (garble), up here,
youWe got the 328 PI, I would like to speak to him if I could.

CAPC(»4 He certainly on the line, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Luigi, how do you read?

CAPCOM Okay/ go on I read you perfectly well.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.
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CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT I got 328 to Spacelab here.

CAPCaM Okay, I'm ready to listen to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how do you read over?

CAPCaM I read it very well.

SPACECRAFT Okay, good. We had the (garble) zone alniost
entirely formed and just near the end^ when the fluid detached
from the ceiling end plate and v;ent over the entire front dis^
over. Immediately ruptured and after that I went ahead and took
soiae pictures of the heating in that ruptured bubble. You could
obviously see that fluid tracer motion^ since then I have been
able to reform the zone. I took 100 pictures of the reform but I

stopped the heating sort of (garble) under ^ so i think the film
TOunt was about right. Since the (garble) zone is over^ I've
been trying to get it too (garble) front end plate with little
success. Finally stopped with a (garble) figure^ I don't believe
it*s quite a (garble) There were negative attacks of the plus
and minus 100 rope potentional. There was actually no motion to
the (garble). I-ra in the middle now of filming 600

BHD OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And 328, we are ready to start step 2.4 now, ready

to start the (garble).

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead

.

CAPCOM Byron, can you describe this (garble) deformation
what is going on?

SPACECRAFT 1*11 try, I can't see anything yet.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I see a few bubbles inside the fluid now.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, it is a master we are

putting in a hold, and it is only a pending hold. And we'll see

you

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy Bill.

CAPCCM4 Okay, we are going to lose you, we'll see you in at

2 plus 20. And the —
SPACECRAFT — I can see the cylinder now.

CAPCCM4 Can you see —
SPACECRAFT I see the charge of particles coming out in the jet

in the middle and they are going out to the outsidr of the —
CAPCOM And we lost you Byron.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

"pAO • This is Marshall StJiwifetab Operations at 4 days and
'5 •tni^ttfs mission elapsed: Mroe. - have loss of signal with

SpAcelab throutrh the taswCKing iind/r4at4«J:.Qlay satellite system,

reacquisition through T^iiSS^'^Ppc^pif'^^lTi'^^ minutes away.

PAO • "
. .!^g|jln§^.tii^- iaatt a^dQii isi^lv«>- -Of signal, payload crew

~— ~ " ' —
r^;::%;-^:-;^dl^i:qnali.7 sfiS^ae '^^^ tj^~« ssjacs: ^!xp«ciaents with, particle
' *

'

' >{>^ffl:cielec,<»taris**^BiSfi?B^i?t^^ liaj tiott^-jwoxked early in the

^^'JM('^^-»ai^lmktion to 'W^nq' t'liat'expsc kmtnt oa'^^ne..,. '
-He had 'exper ienced

a Wt$i.« flii^Jlc^fc'/ '-'^ dedi€faied experiment processor
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a small computer which is dedicated to SEPAC operations to cotne

on line^ and worked with co-investigator Bill Taylor of
experiment number 2, and they worked some procedures to bring
that experiment back on line through the Spacelab computer data
display system. Additionally, as reported by mission control,
remote acquisition unit 21 which interfaces between several
experiment? out on the Spacelab pallet and the Spanelab command
and data management system. Experienced some difficulties and
the crew shut that piece of equipment down. In payload
operations control center indications there are no major impacts
from that for at least until 4 days 3 hours mission elapsed
time* Meanwhile, the payload operations control team here is
continuing to assess that situation* The experiments affected by
that remote acquisition unit to some degree, some to a greater
degree others to a lesser degree are experiment 1, 2, 5 , 8, 13,
and 17. Meanwhile, payload specialist Byron Lichtenberg, worked
with Dr. Luigi Napolitano

END OF TAPE
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PAO minutes remaining on this*

CAPCOM Repair to shakey on from the ground 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wilco.

PAO This is Mar'zhall Spacelab Operations. A Change-of-
Shift Briefing with Flight Director Chuck Lewis, Spacelab 1

Mission Manav^^t Harry Craft and Derrick Mullinger from the
European Space Agency SPICE Organization scheduled for
approximately 10 am central standard time, just about 10 minutes
from now in building 2, room 135.

now and ready to run the reader through the

here at the Johnson Space Center in Houston.

328 to Spacelab.

Roger go ahead 328.

SPACECRAFT
f ilm.

PAO

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCCM Byron, let me tell you if you can listen to me
now. Before we get LOS let me tell you if you do have problems
with forming the floating zone because of wetting properties then
get anything you can get, say for instance a drop, and start
doing the temperature anyhow. Am I clear?

SPACECRAFT I understand you want to do the temperature. Stand
by 1. If we have trouble forming a floating zone you want to do
temperature on a drop. Is that affirm.

CAPCOM No* What I want to do if you cannot get a floating
zone because of problems, you know problems may arise, then just
do the temperature with whatever you have.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
1 6 1 5 0 0.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Yes, that what I understood also. Thank you.

Okay.

And I'm ready to take temperature readings now.

Okay.

Okay, I*ve selected the first reading and I have a

Okay. Tl is rising on the ground too so it*s okay.

The heater •s off right now.

CAPCOM Okay, so you should be coming down now.
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CAPCOM And Byton, you can extend this current run on 328
by 30 minutes. Just be advised to keep about the same time,
about 20 minutes between 328 and 331*s operation. You can
continue till ...

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got the

CAPCOM You can continue to 2 plus 40 to 45. Somewhere in
there, v

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill. Okay that^s good. We got a good copy
and the 300 systems people, the fluid physics module just did
something strange. I hit the zero switch and it started moving
in and it stopped ... I see the problem. Stand by.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab. 328 to Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM And Byron, if you are at step 2.1?

SPACECRAFT We're at step 1.36.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead 328. We've completed step 1.36. All the
temperatures look good and I'm ready to check the heater
operation in step 1.37, over.

CAPCOM Okay thank you but tell me when you are at step 2.1
please. ,

SPACECRAFT Wilco. Okay we started step 1.37 and the heating
has started we hope. And it looks like the numbers have
decreased and so it looks good.

CAPCOM Okay it's quite all right. It's on the ground we
do get the temperature increase so the check is all rinht.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Heater coming off now.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT 328*

CAPCCM And Byron, before LOS comes let me remind you that
2-1 you Should have received a modification for the speed df the
reservoir and you should read now..,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I got that.
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CAPCOM Okay, thanks.

SPACECRAFT It's 0.280. Is that affirmative?

CAPCOM Affirraative.

CAPCC»1 And Spacelab, Marshall OPS. We're going to put the
timeline in hold.

(Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT And 328, we're ready to start step 2.4 now. Ready
to start the (garble) zone.

END OF TAPE
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PAO . . . restoring them to operative use as it did the
last time it acted up. At Mission Elapsed Time 3 days^ 23 hours^
40 minutes^ this is Mission Control Houston. And this is

Marshall Spacelab Operations* Here in the Payload Operations
Control Center^ payload operations team has reported that there
should be virtually no impact on experiments requiring the
operations of RAU 21 for the next couple of hours at any rate,
and they* re looking at possibilities for working around the
problem, they're assessing the situa^ion and we • 11 provide you
witn additional information as it becomes available. There are
no major experiment operation schedule using that RAU until 4

days, 3 hours. We have approximately 20 minutes remaining on
this period of Acquisiton of Signal with Spacelab.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to--g round 1,

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Yes, Brewster, the last transmision was garbled,
want to make sure that you understand the procedure and that you
are ^o to do that high data rate recorder inspection,

SPACECRAFT Ok, we think we understand it, Mr. Parker had
already done part of the inspection. The procedure is more
specific and tells them also to try to turn the roller, so he is
heading off to do that now.

CAPCOM Ok, we copy and are signing off from air-to-*ground

SPACECRAFT Ok, fine, thankyou.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1, your DAP
should be Alpha 1.

SPACECRAFT Its Ok now Anna.

CAPCOM We just saw that I was talking to you Brewster.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I was (garble) Thanks for the reminder.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, a reminder that
the Change-of-Shif t Briefing with Lead Flight Director Chuck
Lewis and Mission Manager Harry Craft . . .

CAPCOM Spacelab, this ir Marshall Ops, just to advise you
that RAU 21 problems are being worked, and the experiments that
will be taking hits are 1, 2, 5, 8 and any of those that use the
horizon sensor.

SPACECRAFT (garble)
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CAPCOM Hello, Bycon, 328.

SPACECRAFT Hello Luigi, I was just about to give you a call.

I just got the reservoir installed and we're just about ready to

go,

CAPCOM Ok, did you get the change on procedure?

SPACECRAFT I got 2 different change's on the reservoir speeds

yesterday.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we do request confirmation that you

have closed the SWAA outer cover.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative.

CAPCOM Thank you. Hello Byron, 328.

SPACECRAFT Roger, 328 to Luigi, ho*' do you read?

CAPCOM Ok, can you tell me exactly what step you are at?

SPACECRAFT Standby, I'm filling the front plate now.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, with an advisory

that the Change of Shift ... Dr. Luigi Mapoletano.

SPACECRAFT . . . 1.20, Luigi.

CAPCOM Ok, I got you.

PAO Dr. Napoletano here in the Payload Control Center

working with Byron Lichtenburg on his experiment 328, one of the

fluid physics module experiments.

CAPCOM 328 to Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT I'll let you go ahead, 328.

CAPCOM Byron, tell me when you are at the check

temperature readings, so I am prepared to check it from the

ground too,

SPACECRAFT Ok, wilco.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, a Change of

Shift Briefing with Pll j: ' Director Chuck Lewis, Spacelab 1

Mission Manager Harry and Derrik Mullenger . . .

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Or the day after tomarrow* The metric camera that
you took off running here, and it is a extremely noisy insulator
you know. Marshall Ops this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead. Go ahead. Space lab.

SPACECRAFT Bill^ I presume that. Bill, I presume chat tape
removal and tape installation that 0015 tape recorder #2, will
now not have to be made, so I can toss that out of my time line
and I plan to use the engine test fire on the next night pass,
over*

CAPCOM Okay, stand by a second on that. Spacelab, this is
Marshall Ops, for Owen. Spacelab, Marshall Ops, on air-to-
ground, how copy?

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, in the blind for Owen, your
call was correct on the AV change out, it is not required.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, please acknowledge on the
scratch pad line if you can copy us.

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear now Bill.

CAPCOM Okay, that beats a scratch pad line anyday Owen.

SPACECRAFP I already had a message for you there, did you see
it?

:

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM And Owen we^ve a message that when the 33 raetriu
camera operations are complete about 5 minutes from now, you can
go ahead and close the outer cover of the SWAA.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I*ve got it in the camera, it has stopped
running now, did you get Ulf's about 10 minutes ago?

CAPCOM We got one question from Ulf, that is the idea that
he suggested of doing a antispread barrier recoding of the 326
hardware, is that what your referring to?

SPACECRAFT Negative, he was wondering why you were taking
pictures of the cloud covered ocean here, not with the metric
camera.

CAPCOM Okay, I didn't copy that question. But I'll get
with 33 and I'm sure we'll get an explanation from him.

CAPCOM And Owen, we suspect the problems you had with
SEPAC and you probably came up with the same conclusion or
related to RAU 21.
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SPACECRAFT Yes, I did get that and I assumed that you did get

that straightened out, there, and also the people (garble)

CAPCOM Yeah, we understand, we have a lot of people to

ta. e a hit on this one. So were working it very hard here on the

gr und.

CAPCOM And we would like to have you not RA 21, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, on air-to-ground one.

CAPCOM Columbia

—

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Yes, Brewster, sorry to bother you, we had an

intermittance sight on that teleprinter transmission and we want

to make sure you got messages 57 and 47 echo.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm just getting them out right now Anna, and

they look complete.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you, Brewster, if there's any

questions, we'll stand by, but we'll turn air-to-ground 1 back to

Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds fair.

CAPCW Byron, we have Luigi standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well let him stand by, because I'm just

getting the plates in now, the front rearend plates, the

polarizer, the filter, that goes over the light sourcer was

really a tough on to get in. It really was a tight fit.

PAO This Is Mission Control Houston, RA21 the remote

acquisition unit which has troubled a couple of the power

experiments earlier in the flight, has been acting up again,

providing skipped messages, and flooding the experiment computer

with fault lines. The CDMS command data and management system

officer here in Mission Control Center has advised that it be

knob turn, non operational essential s'>ut down. It may be turned

on later on to see if a cool down peri^. has the effect of

restoring it to operative (garble) as it did the last time it

acted up. Mission elasped time 3 days 23 hours 40 minutes, this

is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT That's all complete and why you're going to have totoss out the ECAS task. Is that right?

CAPCOM Negative Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm back at the 02 alpha display and waitingto see if anything happens on DEP ready.

CAPCOM Owen, please stand by. We're trying to figure r rf
what to do next. If you have any idea, please let us know.

SPACECRAFT You're breaking up. And we op'd the DEP.

CAPCOM SEPAC copies.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT ^es I'd like to give you a brief report on MadamRodot experiment 326.

CAPCOM Yes go ahead Ulf. 300 is ready to copy. How arethings going?

SPACECRAFT Okay. I have to stop here because Byron wants to™® °y®' <9arble) to run Luigi's. I tried the same run with a
30 millimeter sphere but I had the same problem. And guess Iwanted, I think it is probably really the best thing afterall.
Recoat the old endplates with antispread barrier material and I

« i^^. "^^^ hopefully we find the time to rerun MadamRodot's either tomorrow or the day after tomorrow,

CAPCOM Yes Ulf. Down here we concur with your suggestion
that the best thing to do is to dismantle Rodot's endplate and
try and recoat the sides of the cylindrical surface with
antispread material. Good idea. And Ulf, we have a question foryou from the 102 team. They wonder at what time and what steps
you did your ARU changeout. They are very Interested in the step
numbers that you did so that they can track that and do their
planning here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, changeout with (garble) or with (garble) or3ust battery changeout.

CAPCOM The question concerns yourself Ulf. Your own ARU
un it.

•

SPACECRAFT Okay. I have one (garble) was run since wait aminute - GMT C hours, 40 minutes and 35 seconds and it's time to
get a new one in now.
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CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Tell Chuck Owen that the (garble) I use are real
killers.

CAPCOM Ulf, I have a question from the 102 team now. They
want to know what steps of P06A you ran.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We did 20 head movements with eyes open and I

quit after that because that feels very uncomfortable and I tcled
to do the same thing witn eyes closed for comparison it's a
little easier but it's also not real nice to do so. That is
really not the thing to do now because there are so many other
things and I really don't want to get sick.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that you did do head movements with
your eyes open and you also did some head movements with your
eyes closed. Is that right?

SPACECRAFT The same number. I did 20 eyes open and 20 eyes
closed.

SPACECRAFT SEPAC from Spacelab still standing by. Location
DEP ready.

CAPCOM Owen, this is SEPAC. Could you please confirm that
the only switch on is the lU DEP at this time?

SPACECRAFT Okay Roger. You'll have to repeat again. The FPM
just took off and it makes so much noise I couldn't read you.
Say again.

CAPCOM Could you please confirm that the lU DEP is the
only switch on?

SPACECRAFT That is affirmative.

CAPCOM Owenr they had a hard failure in the RAU, in RAU 21
and so we would like you to see SEPAC at this point to terminate
operations.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand it's a failure in RAU 21 and to
terminate SEPAC ops. Is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you very much. There's a metric
camera that just took off running here and it is an extremely
noisy (garble) you know,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Air-to-ground 1 for Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Could you tell us what's going on. We don't seem
to have any data.

SPACECRAFT I've just dropped the ECAS (garble) to 02 alpha and
I am reloading to try it again.

CAPCOM Copy.

CAPCOM Owen, this is SEPAC. We have things rolling down
here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm repeating the same procedure. I'm up to
DEP ready and I need about 30 seconds before I expect to get it.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, Spacelab from PS2.

SPACECR/i^FT SEPAC I've counted sep timeline siera 02 bravo 02
and it doesn't look like it's going to ever give me DEP ready
again.

CAPCOM Copy,

SPACECRAFT We have the lU DEP back on. We just follow the
nominal procedures just like before.

CAPCOM Owen, this is SEPAC. We don't aooear to be
communicating with ECAS. Please start the indication from
here. We're looking at it.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We also have
Luigi enabled for this pass so go to it Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill. Real good. Quick status report if
you're ready. We'll be a few minutes before we're ready to talk
to Luigi. We changed out the analog video tape recorder number 2
and it was label number 12, okay.

CAPCOM Thank you very much Byron. We copy label number 12
has just been stowed away.

SPACECRAFT Roger and that is the, put in your number 6 tape.
f.t was in the second box. You guys don't need to know about that
really but...

CAPCOM Okay. The number 6 tape in the second box.
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SPACECRAFT Okay and on \;he IHF we have just completed the
gradient sample insertion and start at 23 10 sample 325 and the
IHF is integrating ops mode.

CAPCOM Real good Byron. We're also receiving data now and

300 operations concurs that see good data from the GHF and the
GHF sample 325 and they are starting its cooking.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative and we're just about to get going on
(garble) here when I got my act togetner. Okay SEPAC, DEP is

op*d and I see I have DEP ready no or as you say just no
communication apparently. Waiting for a suggestion SEPAC.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is SEPAC for Owen please. Bring the
RAU down. No op the RAU and re-op the RAU.

Stand by on that Owen.

Okay (garble) give me the RAU number please.

Don't do anything on the RAU. Stand by Owen.

Information is RAU 21 ...

Understand. Understand. I'll delay.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

PAO SEPAC investigator Bill Taylor working with Owen
Garriott on troubleshooting the difficulty to bring the dedicated
experiment processor online and ready to support SEPAC
operations. These 2 have been diagnostic operations* Discussing
troubleshooting procedures.

SPACECRAFT
have?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
like to know.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Marshall OPS, Spacelab. How much AOS time do we

Repeat.

Roger. How much AOS time do we have? Ulf would

We've got plenty of time. 48 minutes.

Okay. 48.

CAPCOM And Owen, you can go ahead and op RAU 21. Do an

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(Garble) nop it, then op it. Wilco.

Negative, do an op on it.
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SPACECRAFT Okay* Just an op. It already shows op but 1*11 do
another one.

PAO In addition to the SEPAC co-investigator,
investigaor Luigi Napolitano from the University of Naples in
Italy is standing by to work with Byron Lichtenberg on another
£luid physics module experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I've issued another op. (Garble) toss out
the ECAS and start all over on SEPAC. Of course, therie'll not be
time enough to raake the TO time now.

CAPCOM Stand by Owen.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is SEPAC on air-to-ground 1 for
Owen. Please nop and then op RAU 21.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall OPS says (garble).

CAPCOM Yes they do.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Owen, you will then probably need to re-op our DEP.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

SPACECRAFT That's all complete and my, you're going to have to
toss out the ECAS task. Is that right?

CAPCOM Negative Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay I'm back at the 02 alpha display and waiting
to see if anything happens on DEP ready.

CAPCOM Owen, please stand by. We're trying figure out
what to do next. If you have any idea, please let us know.

SPACECRAFT You're breaking up and we op'd the DEP.

CAPCOM SEPAC copies.

END OF TAPE
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PAO now in control. Upcoming in the next hour is some
activity with the material science doublerack as well as some
activity with NASA experiment number 2 scheduled. The space
experiment with particle accelerators at 3 days 22 hours 25
minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations. And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations with one
additional note. There will be a science briefing in building 2,

room 135 here at the Johnson Space Center in Houston. This
briefing will include reports by Dr. Rick Chappell, National
Aeronaucics Administration. Dr. Chappell is Spacelab 1 Mission
Scientist and Dr. Karl Knott, the European Space Agency Project
Scientist for Spacelab 1, that briefing scheiuled to begin at
approximately 8:45 am^ central standard time. This is a briefing
in building 2, room 135 here at the Johnson Space Center. It is
the daily science briefing with the Spacelab 1 mission scientist
and European Space Agency project scientist , this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3

days 23 hours 5 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by now
for reacquisition of Ku-band signal through the s-band and Ku-
band signal through the tracking data and relay satellite system.

CAPCOM Columbia r Houston, air-^to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster. This time we'd like to go over to
PES A. You can go ahead and take your primary beep controller
off and primary controller on and that will enable us to protect
tanks Charlie and delta.

SPACECRAPr Okay, we got enough water and bravo to to support
SA, (garble)

.

CAPC(»! That's affirmative, Brewster.

SPACECRAFT Comment to (garble)

.

CAPCOM Brewster, we're going to go ahead handover to Anna
right now and have a good day.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks very much. Bill. Have a good rest,
see you tomorrow.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Comment for Marshall Ops, a quick comment for
Marshall Ops. Unable to get a DEP ready on the SEPAC run.

CAPCOM - Copy, Owen. And Spacelab, this is CIC. Owen, 02
is enabled and we'll just let you talk to them.
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SPACECRAFT SEPAC, i*m unable to get a DEP ready. The best
thing I can think of to do is to toss out the EGAS and start
over* Do you have any other suggestions? Over.

CAPCOM This is SEPAC. That's a very good suggestion,
Owen« And please verify that the DEP if OPT.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) said it is now.

CAPCOM SEPAC copies.

PAO Co-investigator Bill Taylor.

SPACECRAFT ...procedures exactly correct, Roger, as far as I
know and somehow when it came time for DEP ready, it just
remained at (garble) the whole time so I don't have any idea what
the problem was.

CAPCOM SEPAC copies.

PAO Bill Taylor from SEPAC on the loop with Owen
Garriott, they prepare to attempt to run some diagnostics on the
SEPAC experiment this morning. The DEP is the dedicated
experiment processor which is used in the controlling of some of
the SEPAC operations. Garriott and —
CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC on air-to-ground 1 for
Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Could you tell us what going on. We don't seem to
have any data.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I just dropped the EGAS task, 02 alpha and
I am —
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Comes off.

SPACECRAFT Then (garble) tried to do the experiment with

(garble) it started with the 30 millimeter here.

CAPCOM That certainly sounds like a reasonable suggestion,

Ulf. DO you think you will be able to get a value for F30

foxtrot 30 to use for that or should we try and suggest one for

fear from the ground?

SPACECRAFT I think the better is usually is really to do an

experiment and find out where (garble) number is the same as the

one determined by experiment and my basic (garble) also see it to

do it experimentally. If it (garble) do it for the 30

millimeter

.

CAPCOM Absolutely, Ulf. That's an excellent suggestion.

The 300 team agrees. Why don't you do that frequency response

test with your 30 millimeter sphere or indeed whatever size

sphere you can come up with which you can find stably suspended

by surface dention.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll will also try to do the (garble) but

that 30 millimeter and 20 millimeters (garble). If I go to 40

again, then we have the same trouble that the contact angle is m
very, very small and it's the same risk that the material will

always fail and what the (gamble)

.

CAPCOM That's a good suggestion, Ulf. Just a minute.

I've a message from 300. And Ulf, there's a suggestion here that

it might be a good idea to try reapproaching the base of the 326

pedistol with the antispread material. That may be in some help

in keeping the oil drop correctly located.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds good to me. But it's takes no

amount of time and we are running behind schedule anyway so I'm

more in favor of doing it without.

CAPCOM Very good, Ulf. Yes, we agree with your suggestion

so continue as you suggest.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'm (garble) by the way didn't audit anyway.

When I did it it was a 40 millimeter I had it coded but it did

not really work too good, too well.

CAPCOM Yeah, okay, no joy on the antispread substance.

SPACECRAFT (garble) the systems, the comm systems (garble)

protect, ' ayron and then —
CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Byron.
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SPACECRAFT Bob is still (garble). Go ahead Bill, what do you

need to tape?

CAPCOM Okay, we need —
SPACECRAFT Bill?

CAPCOM Yes, at 2230 we need you to do a timeline count on

Sierra 17 bravo 00 and we —

SPACECRAFT Just a minute.

CAPCaM Okay, not right this moment, Owen. We needed it in

a plus or minus 5 minute tolerant.

SPACECRAFT 2230, and give me a timeline.

CAPCOM Okay, that Sierra 17 bravo 00.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) wilco.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Now you tell us are you getting to making any

progress on this continuous CDT alarms that we're getting?

CAPCOM Yes, we're trying to work that right now, we've

been noticing them too. The MCC is working now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's been going - been going on for the last

12 hours or so, (garble) shift I understand.

CAPCC»1 Yes, we copy.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Spacelab, PS2 here.

CAPCOM Standby Spacelab, comm tech needs a loop, CAPCOM

needs to loop.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Opertions. 3 days 22

hours 23 minutes, mission elapsed time. Loss of communications

with Spacelab through TDRSS, Anticipating reacquisi tion through

the tracking data and relay satellite in approximately 42

minutes. Meanwhile, next communication with the Orbiter in about

17-1/2 minutes through Yarragadee. That will be a UHF pass only,

therefore we are anticipating no communications between Spacelab
and the payload control center. Spacelab and the Orbiter

presently on the 64th orbit of the Earth onboard both the red and

blue shifts are up and in the process of handing over between
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science crewmembers — here in the payload operations control
center • The handover is almost complete. Payload operations
director Clark Owen and his blue shift now in control*

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Byron, we have an update on the experiment 326

run. Ulf was asking for a value of foxtrot 40. We can supply
that value now. That value is 0.3 hertz and you'll need that

when you start step 3.2 of the 326 procedure if you'll mark that
down. 0.3 hertz, Ulf might be able to make use of that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got that Mike. 0.3 hertz.

CAPCOM Space lab, XOl.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. We're ready to have you execute that MAL
1.6 now with the data that we gave you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've gone to mode manual (garble) G489 and

i^m going to do another start. The (garble) light is on.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're receiving TM now, thank you.

SPACECRAFT GOCC,. is there something we should have done this

afternoon instead of doing MAL 1.7 block 6 as we were directed?

CAPCOM Standby, Bob.

SPACECRAFT Be the same thing really.

CAPCOM Right, that's affirmative. When that light goes
out we want to place back into AUTO mode.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Marshall Ops, Spacelab. (garble) Bill?

CAPCOM Go ahead, Byron,

SPACECRAFT Roger, Owen. We'd like to know if we can do that

enter on video 2, take (garble) right now to get ahead of
schedule here.

CAPCOM We'd appreciate getting the number on that tape
that comes off, Byron.

CAPCCM And that's affirmative, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. Thanks, Bill. (Garble)

CAPCOM Okay, and I talked to the Spacelab 2 crew yesterday
afternoon. They were watching all of your activities from
Marshall Spaceflight Center and they really send their best and

they wish they were there.
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SPACECRAFT OKay, we'll be appreciate it and they* 11 have
there* s here in the (garble) orettv soon.
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CAPCOM If you want it^ go, Columbia, Houston on air-to-
ground 1. Columbia^ Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia^ go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, good morning Brewster. We were looking at
the data and we don*t like the way the water is boiling out of
tanks C and D, We'd like you to deploy the radiators so we can
ilow that proceaa down a little bit/ Reference page 513 orbi^
op-s. checkl ist •

•

SPACECRAFT Okay, play the rest • I'll get on that.

CAPCOM And Space

SPACECRAFT (Garble). CC we got the standby light on again for
a 001* Does that mean you want me to go and execute/ I think
it*s ,i.a;v

CAPCOM St 01idby.

SPACf'^rRAFT ' 1*8?

CAPCOM Okiy^ Spacelab/ this experiment 1/ we just want to
hav'e you piaca the mode switch back into AUTO*

SPACeCkArr Just put the mode switch on AUTO and leave it
t.hmi0. :;'

,

.

CAPCOM That*i affirmative.

.SPACicmrr
,,
Okay It's in .AUTO .and

,

ready . ...

.CAPCOM : Thank you.

BPhCECvhWT Okay,: Mlk«, this is Ulf speaking*:^: :

CAfCOM
: f#t/ good morning, Ulf. How are you doing?

iPACECKAri rine. l isten, I'd like to go over my (garble)
again but thtit stems to be some confusion. Brian told me that
the praaant frequtiicy for t ,^ 40 millimeter sphere is .3 hertz.

. I disif ttt*

CAPCOM I «#t, okay. This number was generated of course
by lit on th# ground as a suggestion, but we'd be really anxious
to a«# whatever value of F40 that you think is a appropriate^ of
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course you may have measured the frequency response o£ the 40

millimeter sphere and we'd like to know what 40 you got.

SPACECRAFT I tried out the problem is when you come to us as a

(garble) then the (garble) heavy sphere detaches from the

relatively small support phase. And that was my problem, then I

had an overspill over the edge of the small plate on the wheel
side, the reason being the contact angle that small plate is

almost 180 degrees.

CAPCOM Yes, we got —
SPACECRAFT And Mike.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT My proposal is then to try to do the experiment but

with a smaller sphere. Is not with 30 millimeter sphere.

CAPCOM That certainly sounds like a reasonable suggestion,

Ulf. Do you think you'll be able to get a value for —
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM It will be a manual interrupt of the auto sequence,

you might pull your procedure and look at Mai 1.6 on page -8.

PAO Bill Bach is the blue team crew interface

coordinator, he has replaced Chuck Lewis as handover occurs now

in the payload operations control center.

CAPCOM spacelab, this is Marshall Operations, with a

message for Ulf

.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations, with a

message for Ulf

SPACECRAFT Ulf's not on the line right now. He's sitting in

the chair doing his F06A stuff.

CAPCOM Okay, fine. This can wait, thank you Bob.

SPACECRAFT You guys about ready to give us some manual 001

procedure.

CAPCOM That's right Bob. The procedure is your Mai 1.6

and the PI is enabled for voice comm to you, he'll want that done

?n less than a minute, and he's going ready you some values and

tell you at what time he wants it done.

SPACECRAFT On Mai 1.6.

CAPCOM That's affirmative Bob, on Mai 1.6, the manual

interoptive auto sequences.

SPACECRAFT We're not through with our auto sequence at the

present time, we just finished doing 3 manuals that's why I was

suprised.

CAPCOM Okay, I see, well experiment one is coming on the

air to ground and we'll straighten that out with you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is experiment one.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM We have the Mai 1.6 with the data XX = 16 and YY =

89, eight niner.

SPACECRAFT (garble) 16 modify 89.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. And Spacelab, could you check

our DP panel status prior to executing that?
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SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Could you please check our panel status prior to

executing that Mai?

SPACECRAFT We were in auto^ because the last thing it told us

to do was to do the shutdown on, let me find it - earlier this
afternoon ynu had us doing a Mai 1,9, standby.

PAO Correction on the previous statement, if the AEPI

would be pointing away from it's locked position and could not

return

—

SPACECRAFT —block 6 which we two of and then following that,

we went and did Mai 1.8 to terminate manual ops.

CAPCOM Roger that, we recognize we were in —
SPACECRAFT The current status of the power, somebody just

turned on the (garble) but the current status of the panel was

(garble) with all the lights off when we started this thing out.

CAPCOM Okay stand by just a minute, we'll check with our

ground people here.

PAO To correct a previous statement that the AEPI is in

a pointing position without it's backup systems - -

CAPCOM —we got some PCAP updates we need to get up tor

Owen if he is handy, or Byron.

PAO The problem is is that if it is not retracted —

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO On landing it will break off and go bumping around

inside the payload bay.

CAPCOM --okay fine Owen, at 22:40, we'd like you to do a

changeout of the AV2.

CAPCOM And for Byron, after the 325 run that he starts at

22 plus 45, we'd like to have him follow that with a 328 alpha
starting at 23 plus 05.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill I copy that, 328 alpha starting at 23

05. Uif wanted to

—

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Ulf wanted to stay in here awhile and try and

do some more on (garble) experiments, since he had the same

problem I had with it kinda bulging over. That gives him about

an hour to work on that, so that may work out okay.

CAPCOM Okay, that's great, and I'm certainly sure that she

thanks you very much.

CAPCOM And Byron we have an update on the experiment 3?*^

run. Ulf was asking for value of foxtrot 4 zero, we can supply

tha value now, that value is 0.3 hz, and you'll need that when

you start step 3.2 of the 326 procedure if you'll mark that down,

0.3 hz, Ulf might be able to make use of that.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM It doesn't look quite as much like rain this
weekend. Hov;ever the folks out at Edward tells us we can't count
on the lakebed phenominal use until Sunday. And that is the end
of the update, we'd like your recommendation on whether or not
your want that teleprinter on, how to separate the gas from the
water, and other than that I'll sign off.

CAPCOM And Columbia Houston, John it's just a matter of
your own com'",:>rt. We don't say, we don't think there is anything
wrong with drinking the hydrogen, if you think it is going to
cause a little bit discomfort or you feel some discomfort from
the extra gas, then it's up to you to go ahead and separate the
hydrogen as you see fit.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCQM And John, one last thing, does anyone on the crew
have any comments for us on any of this before we sign off.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, that should be coming up right now.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, and there
about 24 minutes remaining in this acquisition of signal through
the TDRS satillite. Currently the Isothermal Heating Facility is
being converted to the gradient mode, meaning that the chill
sleeve is to be installed into the IHF. This chill sleeve is a

moveable sleeve, which provides a gradual coolin temperature
from one end of the sample to the other* There by earning it to
the title of gradient and then infact the function of being
gradient as opposed to Isothermal, which means the application of
one temperature at once to a sample. Also the crew has been
asked to check the film advance for experiment 14. That's very
important that the film is advancing in experiment 14. That's a
title waves of the OH admissive layer. OH being an oxygen-
hydrogen compound. This experiment is to photograph a layer of
the high atmosphere in order to examine the cloud like structures
that have been observed there. The way that the six experiment
is doing, it's with a 6 milimmeter camara. It will take about
2000 photographs during this mission and therefore, for the film
to advance is very important and the crew is checking that. Also
the AEPI is undergoing it's third run. It will again be in it's
locked position. Still some problems on the backup system,
therefore, as long as there problems on the backup system, that
for safety reasons, the AEPI will not be taking out of its stowed
an locked position, and pointed. If that were to happen, if they
were to take it out and point it, and were not able to retrack it
and would have no backup system available to them to retrack it,

then that would persist the safety hazard. If not being able to
get the Payload Bay doors closed, and the arbiter not be able to
return to earth. For that reason, the AEPI for safety is being
maintained in it's locked down position. To maintain a safe
flight. The problems of the backup systems, are still be
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troubleshot in about an another hour and a half or so, the AEPI

team ihtends to give another test to the backup system of the

AEPIr and will know more then.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, good morning.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, how copy?

PAO That^s still (garble)

CAPCOM Yeah Bob, we've got the OlPI enable. He's going to

need a operation that he wants you to perform on his market 2105

and he'll call you about 30 seconds before then.

CAPCOM What it will be

SPACECRAFT Co-op or automatic op

CAPCOM It will be a manual interrupt of the Auto sequence,

you might pull your procedure and look at Mai 1.6 on page -8.

PAO Bill Bock is the blue team, crew (garble)

coordinator, he has replaced Chuck Lewis at

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... as soon as you take the bungees away and then

I feel pretty much rotating around the axis, and the dome stands
still.

CAPCOM That sounds really like good data, Ulf, that's

really good. I have one last thing and thats a message from all

you from the STS-9 crew from the Dl Project Office: (The

message in German followed by the English translation) Followed

the crew performance with great interest, deepest appreciation
and satisfaction, over.

SPACECRAFT Ok, thank you, and (more German, I think). I'll

believe that.

CAPCOM Columbia and Spacelab, from Houston on Air-to--

Ground 1.

SPACECRAFT This is Spacelab, go ahead Franklin.

CAPCOM Roger Spacelab we can hear you, how about Columbia,

can you hear?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, we've got a 213 RAU on, but I think

its gone away, and I think its that RAU 21 route, and we'll

ignore that one too if its ok.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur that it RAU 21, you can ignore

that. John, and also guys in the Spacelab, you can press on with

what your doing, I'm just going to talk to you alittle bit about

the big picture here, and you don't need to write anything

down. We've sent . . .

SPACECRAFT Alright!

CAPCOM We've sent a bunch of maneuver changes for the next

several hours, to the Orbiter crew to accomodate several

things. One of them is the AEPI experiment. I think we've
mentioned t.o vou before that we're going to use the Orbiter to

point the e^- >riment, and that is probably a majority of those

maneuver changes you saw. But we're also going to do some other

maneuvers to get some sunrise data for experiment 16. The

Marshall Ops have just ginned up a fairly good PCAP change which

we're going to sent up at MILA here coming up. And the reason
for that sizeable change is pretty much the same. Alot of AEPI

and experiment 16, also there is some material science double

rack recovery things in the PCAP change. We've also eliminated
the IMU align that's coming up in the next few hours. It was

originally scheduled for 4 days, 48 minutes, we have taken that

out to allow for more Ku-band coverage, so that we can dump the
payload recorder. We'll make up for that with a star of

opportunity align on our call. As you know without the high data
rate recorder, not only are we limited to 1 megabit data
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capability, but we also have lost our voice record capability and
the dumps have to go down on a 1 to 1 rate. Right now we are
putting the finishing touches on a high data rate recorder
troubleshooting procedure that Bob and Owen can work on. If
however, we do not get that recorder back, then we and the
Marshall folks will be looking at the flight on a shift by shift
basis to determine how much science will have to be shuffled in
order to accomodate the slower payload recorder restrictions.
Next concerning the water . . .

SPACECRAFT Hey, Franklin.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, I thought you were finished.

CAPCOM I've got another minute to go, Ulf . Columbia,
Houston, John, its just a matter of your own comfort. We don't
say that, we don't think there is anything wrong with drinking
the hydrogen, if you think it going to cause a little bit of
discomfort - - we'll hold that teleprinter message, until you
think you've got too much hydrogen in the water, otherwise we'd
be glad to send that up as priorities permit. And we're going to
loose you here for about 30 seconds and then I'll be right
back. Columbia and Spacelab with you at MILA for about 9

minutes. Ok, correction on 1 thing I told you, as long as that
payload recorder is running, you are getting voice on it, but its
going to be more difficult to count on voice because that payload
recorder will run for 15 minutes or so, and then when it stops
your getting no more voice. Right now, we should have
teleprinter messages coming up. For you John the attitude
timeline, we resending both pages and the PCAP changes are coming
up for the Spacelab crew. Finaly, for the weather picture is

improving for Edwards, doesn't look quite as much like rain this
weekend, however the folks out at Edwards tell us we count on the
lakebeds for nominal use until Sunday. And that's the end of the
update, we'd like your recommendation on whether or not you want
that teleprinter on how to separate the gas from the water and
other than that, I'll sign off.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Do I do precision 616 step 4.1. Correct.

CAPCOM Yes, that's affirmative. That will let you remove
the sample number 304 and set the IHF up in the gradient mode,
over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

CAPCOM And in addition. Bob I have here a request for
experiment 14. For experiment 14 at 22 hours 26 minutes. We
would like for you to look at a display, 14 alpha and look at the
display values in particular the film advance asterisks for which
would be there for every 16 seconds, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's all garbled PSCC. Give me the time, and
what we want you to look at.

CAPCOM The time 22 and 26 minutes. Look at display 14
alpha, the film advance asterisks and other display values.

SPACECRAFT You want to see the films advancing?

CAPCOM Exactly.

PAO This is the way the experiment 14 gathers data. It
has a modified 16 millimeter movie camera pallet and it will take
approximately 2000 photographs during this mission.

CAPCOM And then Spacelab, Bob we also have a message here
from the PI project office. Standby. CAPCOM needs to look over.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Columbia Houston, air-to-ground

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, (Garble).

CAPCOM Roger, we see spec 224 water pump message. We
think that was caused by the transient when you switched fesses,
very sensitive transducer on that system and you can ignore that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I was planning to ignore it ciuse if anything
if happened, last time when we did something like that, that's
what they told me the last time to so I wasn't going to mess with
it if you didn't.

CAPCOM Okay, John.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) is that an indication on the booster
(garble) written down below 300 and something and when it came
back up, went past 400 and then it went away and that looked like
that just went cross it.
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CAPCOM Roger that. And we'll give the air-to-ground 1

loop back to the GIBS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble) this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) . I have some input on the IHF the
(garble) inlock is ON and the ISO is flushing and we should now
what to do now and how to proceed.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, just uplink that to Bob. It's foxtrot
616 step 4.1 nominal operation, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, is my understanding correct that you want to
change the (garble) valve?

CAPCCW That's affirmative. And that means that we are
back to the normal schedule of operations, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger that. Is there any chance that we can
make up for the sample 3 (garble) purge that (garble) so far
later in the mission.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, that's affirmative. There could be a

good chance. Over. We don't know yet when.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I really should tell you that as far as

I'm concerned we missed one of these manual ISO because we were
busy doing setup of the dome at that moment.

CAPCOM (Garble). And Spacelab, Ulf. Can you also give me
a final report on the dome run which you did? Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob was subject number 1 and I was subject
number 2. He both did it with and without bungees and as far as
I'm concerned my sensations are pretty similar to the sensations
indicated on 35, that is to say, that as soon as you take the
bungees away our field pretty much rotating around the axis and
the dome stand still.

CAPCOM That sounds like really good data, Ulf. That's
really good« I have one last thing and it's a message for all of
you for the STS-9 crew from the Dl project office. (Garble) time
for MSSP follow the crew performance with great interest and
deepest appreciation and satisfaction. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. That's (garble) call again.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 3 days, 21

hours, 29 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, and we anticipate
regaining comniunications with Spacelab thru the TDRS satellite in

less than half a minute, and when we do relink with the Spacelab,
in communications, we'll here some status on, we believe the AEPI
as they perform yet another run of the natural aurora functional
objective of that experiment* Bob Parker is also scheduled to
have begun converting the isol thermal mode to its gradient
heating mode* In converting the isol thermal heating facility
from isol thermal to gradient, this involves • . •

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshal Ops, we're with you for 50
minutes, over.

PAO • . . this involves the inclusion of the chill
sleeve in the IHF.

CAPCOM Ok, Bob, if you* re ready, we have your 3 point for
you over* And Spacelab, if your ready to copy, we have your
several point for you.

SPACECRAFT Several what?

CAPCOM If your ready to copy. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Let me ask you one question, in the A03 update that
you guys want me to make, and you asked me to make It for day 5

which would give it a valid time well beyond tomorrow instead of
day 4 which would be valid for approximately 4 of the 24 hours.

CAPCOM Standby we* 11 get it. One seconds, and Spacelab,
its day 4 instead of day 5.

SPACECRAFT Ok, I understand day 4. Do your guys want to
update on it?

CAPCCM4 Columbia, Houston. Columbia, Houston, on air-to-
ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Ok, go ahead, Owen.

CAPCOM Ok, roger John. Data shows that we're boiling a
little bit too much water. We'd like to switch over to FES
bravo, and therefore also the Charlie and delta water tanks.
We'd like you to FES PRI A off and FES PRI B on and then we'll
just continue to watch.

SPACECRAFT That's done. That baby just pitched it right in.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, standby. Columbia, we see FES
Bravo controlling ok now, and we'll let you know when we want you
to go back to the original configuration. The problem was, we
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were starting to boil water out of Tank A and we didn't want to
do that. Go. And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, if your ready
to copy,

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Ok, Bob, the first thing is we have good news on
the IHF. We're back to normal schedule of operation which means
that in the next few minutes or so some of you can start with
Foxtrot 616 step 4.1, over.

SPACECRAFT You want to do procedure 616 step 4.1, correct?

CAPCOM Yes, that's affirmative, and that will let you to
remove sample number 304 and set the IHF in the gradient mode,
over.

SPACECRAFT Ok, copy.

CAPCOM And inaddition. Bob, I have here a request for
experiment 14, ...
END OF TAPE
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PAO During the next hour or so, (garble) one of wMch
is scheduled to be performed during this loss of signal period.
It too is an experiment to be used in the isotope heating
facility now repaired. The sample which had been jammed in the
port for the last several hours, removed, and the port repaired
and the IHP working in a nominal mode. At 3 days 2 3 hours 54
minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

CAPCOM
1/2 minutes*

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Columbia^ Houston standing by at Yarragadee for 7

Columbia, Houston with you at Yarragadee for 7

Read you loud and clear, Houston. How me?

Read you loud and clear, and we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're in the middle of meal prep and taking
a picture of the activity associated with the same and it is
unbelievable.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
Tuesday.

CAPCOM
this flight.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Understand the meal prep is unbelievable today.

It was unbelievable the first timen we tried it

Roger. Are you referring to Gemini or first time

First time this flight.

Roger.

SPACECRAFT Probably the same way when Orville and Wilber would
do it to back in the (garble) I think.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
coming to eat.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

Trouble getting the guys out of the spacelab and

Well, I bet their ready for that John.

SPACECRAFT They have so much fun traveling up and down the
tunnel, they come to the door, stick their head in and say what's
for chow, and before you could tell them, they go back and start
with science.

CAPCOM Well, it seems to us up here listening that they've
been awful busy back there.
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SPACECRAFT Yt ah . I think Houston's going to be needing
(garble) scientist after this is over with.

CAPCOM We concur.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. We're going LOS. We'll see you
at MILA at 21 52, and you'll have air-to-ground one capability at

SPACECRAFT Okay.

This is Mission Cv col at 3 days 21 hours 16
minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia's now passed beyond the
range of the Yarragadee station in Australia on orbit 63. During
that UHF only pass, we had a brief conversation between the
CAPCOM' s Brian O'Conner and Commander John Young. Just a little
lite conversation regaurding the preparation of the meals.
Apparently Young fixing lunch or dinner for the rest of the crew
that's up and commented that the team members working back in the
spacelab module seem to be enjoying floating in and out of the
tunnel. Here in Mission Control and elsewhere in the center in
flight maintenance procedures are being prepared to hook up
additional orbiter recorders to roeke up for the apparent loss of
the high data rate recorder. And other troubleshooting
procedures will be, will be worked up to help recover that high
data rate recover. 3 days 21 hours 17 minutes. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacelab this is 102.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is experiment 102

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days, 20

ho'irs, 48 minutes, mission elasped time. Columbia is passing out
of range of the tracking and data relay satillite, and we'll pick
up again about 20 minutes, over the Yrragadee station, that's a

OPH station only sight, so we would perhaps just have
communication with the Orbiter. The next opportunity for
Spacelab communications is in about 42 minutes, when we come up
again on the other edge of the tracking data relay satillite
range. Most systems on the Columbia are working well at the
present time, there was some communications during the last pass
with Commander John Young, on whether he or not got all the
teleprinter messages that were sent up, apparently he missed part
of one of the pages, and that will be resent to him. Flight
Control teams aoout an hour away from beginning a hand over here
in Mission Control. The Columbia is about half way through Orbit
#63. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. The F02
experiment, the F02 portion of the 102 vestibular experiment
continues. Dr. Larry Young the Principle Investigator of that
experiment during this last pass was voice enabled to speak with
Ulf Merbold and Bob Parker as they conduct the rotating dome
experiment, and to work together on the experiment. That unique
situation which Spacelab offers, two or more scientist working
together as if they were in the same laboratory, working on the
same experiment and had separate by thousands of miles. Ulf
Merbold was the first subject to that rotating dome and about 20
minutes ago they had changed subjects, and Bob Parker was placed
in the dome, placed as the head of the dome, was receiving the
stimulous from the rotating dome (garble) colors dots patterns
that were inside it. And his eye was also being photographed to
determine the reaction of his vistibular system to the rotating
stimulation. The dome run is of course a life science experiment
on the material science side of Spacelab. The Isothermal Heating
Facility had been set up, and made ready for sample 304, for
experiment 304, and that's vacuum brazing. That experiment
working in conjunction with another closing lined experiment
305. Both concerning vacuum brazing, in this particular case it
was 3 or 4 that went into IHF. Dr. Siegfried, of Germany, is the
Pricipal Investigator of that experiment. The purpose of which
is to study the effects of capillary action in brazing in a
microgravity invironment. When we resume communications with
Spacelab, we will, we* re in status of the AEPI, it is to have
another run. And there will be various other material science
experiments that are going to be conducted during the next hour
or so. One of which atleast will be, one of which is scheduled
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to be performed during this loss of signal period. To a

experiment to be used in the isotherm Heating Facility, now
repaired. The sample which had been jammed inside the port, to
the last several hours are removed.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...one of two.

CAPCOM Okay, that explains the problem you had, thanks.

We'll get that up to you.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Houston.

CAPCOM spacelab this is 102, we're receiving good dome

data, we would like to confirm that you have started the video
tape recorder.

PAO That's Dr. Larry Young, the PIF* the 102.

SPACECRAFT 102 go ahead.

CAPCOM Ulf, we are receiving good dome data. We would

like to confirm that you have started the video tape recorder.

SPACECRAFT (garble) on the Orbiter recorder and let me check
with John.

CAPCOM Very good, thank you Ulf, the data looks beautiful

coming down, thank you.

PAO Ulf Merbold and Bob Parker had been asked to set up

the video tape camera to record this rotating dome experiment.

It will be played back in a video dump at a later time.

SPACECRAFT Okay the recorder's running Larry.

CAPCOM Very good Jlf, thank you. Can you tell me if you

can see that he's swinging his legs so far as to hit the floor of

the Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT We do during nighttime. Are you talking about the

flashes?

CAPCOM I wanted to know if the subject is swinging so far

the his legs touch the floor of the Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT No, he's free floating.

CAPCOM Very good, thank you Ulf. And Spacelab for Ulf, no

response required, the data really looked good from the dome and

we are taking care of 82 from here to record everything. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) Bob now.

PAO The rotating dome experiment continues and Dr.

Young saying about a minute ago that he was receiving excellent
data.
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CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf » this is 102. Or for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Our display shows that you have MSI 3200, does that
mean that you're doing the Parker dome run with dungees at this
time?

SPACECRAFT Yes, correct.

CAPCCm I understand, thanks very much. We got beautiful
data on that last run.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are ready for the next one.

CAPCOM Start recorder.

SPACECRAFT Larry, do you receive that (garble) screen picture?

CAPCOM That's recorded, okay. Okay Spacelab for Ulf, we
running out of coverage, you have to take care of AV2, and you
can go down to time remain to 39 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, cleared for three niner.

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab for Ulf, a little correction in
towal. You can go down to 23 minutes, 23 minutes remain, over.

SPACECRAFT 23 minutes.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is 102, you're getting very good data
once again for the bungee runs, there appears that those there's
less vect ion.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, 102, > a can terminate the tape
recorder anytime now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we stop it here, and we'll take some other
data on roe now.

CAPC(»f Spacelab, 102, very good, when Parker has some time
during your run, I'd like him to get on the air and tell me what
his sensations were. Spacelab, this is 102. Spacelab, this is
experiment 102.

9A0 This is Mission Control Houston, at 3 days, 20
hours, 48 minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia is passing out
of range of the tracking and data relay satellite and we will
pick up again in about 20 minutes over the Yarragadee station,
that's a OHF only site, so we would perhaps just... END OF TAPE
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PAO ...the vestibulai system of the, of the human
body. The rotating dome is designed to investigate visual
vestibular interaction. It induces a roll vection, a sensation
of left or right rotation. The dome is, is a device which is
painted on the inside with various colored dots, various size
dots of varying colors, the subject in this case was Ulf Merbold
who placed his head inside the dome as it was rotated and the
dome was to attempt to induced a sensation of rotation. Dr.
Young was asking Ulf Merbold if he had the contact lens over his
eye, there's a contact lens used in this experiment. It was
graduated markings on it and it is used to help record the
movement of the eye. There is a 35 mm camera at the opposite end
of the dome, more properly described to us (garble) it is at the
opposite of the opening of the dome, directly across from the
head of the subject using this rotating dome and the camera takes
photographs of the eye. And the way that the eye moves gives
data to the investigation team as to how the human body is
responding to the, to the stimulous of this rotating dome. Or.
Young noticed, that, that Ulf might not have been wearing the
contact lens and Ulf confirmed that he had been wearing the lens
for several hours and it had become anconfortable and he had
finally removed it.

CAPCC»< And spacelab from Marshall Ops, be advised you have
32 minutes and total of AV 2 for this run.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, Columbia, have MCC give me a call
please.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCQM Columbia Houston, go ahead. Columbia Houston, go
ahead John. Columbia Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia, over.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, in that message you sent me there's no
mancvuer in the back for 4 hours and 7 minutes or 4 days and 7
minutes, 4 days 1 hour 37 minutes, 4 days 2 hours and 48 minutes
and 4 days and 2 hours and 57 minutes and at that part of the
teleprinter message must not have not made it over.

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT I'm saying Houston, is all the words are written
down but the attitude timeline is not there for those maneuvers.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Over.
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CAPCOM Roger John, we want to make sure you got all the

messages « we got the CAP update message 53 and the attitude

timeline message 52. And message 52 is two pages.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I only got page 1, and I only page 2 of 2. I

didn't get page 1 of 2, that's what I figured.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll retransmit John and I'll give air to

ground back to the gibs and I'll see ou on UHP here at Bermuda
in a minute or two.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what had happen is it just sent us a word and

then it right to page 2 of 2. It never made it to page 1 of 2.

CAPCOM Okay, that explains the problem you had, thanks,
we'll get that up to you.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT causing such a headache. There's no way for me to

keep it on all day long.

CAPCOM Roger. You were referring to the ARU are you Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Oh, I had it on until about 1/2 hour ago but I havf*

a terrible headache and I took it off.

CAPC(M Ulf. How low are you wearing the strap on your

forehead? Can you wear it high and put the CCU unit on to hold
the ARU hat on?

CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf. Will you try to evaluate how
well the contact lense will be sticking.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1*11 do that.

CAPCOM Thank you. Next, I would like you to try to
evaluate the outlasting circular vection after you close your
eyes during one of the dome runs as we discussed in training.

CAPCOM Do you copy?

CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf. This is 102. I would like you
to evaluate the outlasting circularvection after closing your
eyes on one dome run. Do you copy?

SPACECRAFT I copy, but I*m not quite sure whether I understand
what you want me to do. The outlasting circulation, that's what
I understand, but I don't know what it means.

CAPCOM Ulf, you recall that in the (garble) I told you
that it's possible that after closing your eyes, once you have
circularvection in the dome you may get a continuing
circularvection ev^^n once your eyes are closed in weightlessness
and I wanted you to evaluate that. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will do that.

CAPCOM Thank you. Next I will want you to comment on the
quality of the vection and compare it to ground test surpine and
direct and compare it to the experience in the KC 135, both for
the free-float and for the bunge.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Next, I would like you to observe whether the feet
sway so far as to hit either the floor or the ceiling during the
£ree«»float runsc

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try it.
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CAPCOM And finally, I would like you and Bob to tell me
whether there is anything provocative about the dome rotation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine. Let me tell you in this connection
that the oscillation during the alpha 2A was provocative. And,
for that reason we stopped it.

CAPCOM We copy that Olf. Thank you.

CAPCOM All right. Do you have any questions about the
procedure?

SPACECRAFT Not for the time being. We have everything set up
here and it should work.

CAPCOM Very good. We'll be listening for your status.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And spacelab, for Ulf or Bob, no replay
necessary. If you want us to we can start the recorder fo< TB17
if that makes it easier.

PAO That exchange a few minutes ago between 1>t, Larry
Young of MIT who was supported by his collegue Dr. Ch^^tles Holmon
also in MIT. Larry Yound, the principal investigatoi^ and Chuck
Holman on« of the co-investigator of experiment 102 i The series
of estibidar experiments. Several times in the coiirse of this
AOS we had with the crew, there was a reference t<> the dome
run. They were referring of course to the rotating dome used in
this 102 series of experiments which investigate the vesticular
system of the human body. The rotating dome is designed to
investigate visual vesticular in erection. It enduces a role
vection, a sensation of left or right rotation. The dome is

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Space Flight Center. We've passed

out of the Orroral Valley Tracking Station and anticipate now

picking up the Spacelab communcations again in just a little tit

more than 8 min through the TORS satellite. During those bri*.f

few minutes that we had in speaking with the crew, we learned

that they were conducting the AEPI on its second run, the

functional objective number 4, natural aurora and Ulf MerbolJ
reporting that when he was working with the fluid pnysics
experiment number 326, Madam Rodot's experiment dealing with the

suspension of fluid spheres, liquid spheres in space and their

oscillation. Ulf reporting that despite the fact that he ha 1

applied the antispreading material to the plates of the disks

that were used in the experiment that, nonetheless, the fluid
began to spread over the plates, they spread over the edges and

he had to stop the experiment and had to go in and clean the

module with some dry wipe tissues. He cleaned off the interior

of the test chamber and says that he will, now that the chamber

is clean, he will reaccomplish that experiment. We should be

reacquiring communications now any moment with the Spacelab.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Spacelab, M:^rshall. AOS.

Marshall OPS, this is Spacelab (garble)

.

And Spacelab, Marshall OPS. Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay Wubbo. We are set for the dome, we did
(garble) , wo have sample number 304 in the IHF.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
copy?

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Yes, we copy that, Ulf.

Ulf, I think we've got our uplink back,

Okay, standby.

Okay Marshall OPS, go ahead. Ready to copy.

Okay. Got you loud and clear, Ulf.

How do you

CAPCOM And Ulf, we have Barry Young on the loop to give
you some advise and information for Bob and you on the dome run.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

PAO

Okay. Go ahead.

Ulf, this is 102. DO you copy?

Spacelab, for Ulf, this is 102. Do you copy?

That's Dr. Barry Young.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) . How are you?
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CAPCOM Very good. Nice to apeak to you Ulf. First point,
you only need the contact lens in one, of course, for video. I
prefer the left eye but chose whichever one you want as long as
you remain consistent and tell me what it is.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Will do that for you.

CAPCOM Second Ulf, wuld you and Bob try to evaluate how
well the contact lens (garble) with distilled water irrigation is
working?

SPACECRAFT That is really a killer. After 6, 7 hours, it's
causing such a headache there's no way for me to keep that on all
day long.

CAPCCm Roger. You were referring to the ARU, are you Ulf?

SPACECRAFT I had it on now until about half an hour ago, but I
had a terrible headache and I took it off.

CAPCOM Ulf, how low are you wearing the strap on your
forehead? Can you wear it high and put the CCU unit on to hold
it on, hold the ARU

END OP TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 19 hours, 41
minutes standing by for acquisition through the Orroral tracking
station eastern Australia.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through Orroral for 4 minutes
and 50 seconds.

SPACECRAFT
AEPI.

Okay and Marshall, this is Spacelab, we are running

CAPCOM Okay, we'll stay quiet here for a minute, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Ulf Herbold reporting that they are performing the
second run of the AEPI and its functional objective #4.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I had one report on Madame Redal, maybe I can
do that while (garble)

•

CAPCOM Yes, we'd like you do that Ulf please.

t^PACECRAFT Okay, I was at the position with the big (garble) ,

it was really a nice and fat (garble) of low viscosity oil and I

was trying to find the first (garble) frequency. At the
procedure as that, I thought it was (garble) and went from there
to .3 and then to .4 and that .4 of the (garble) was already high
and I was considering to refuse the exitation ampitute when the
whole thing spread again over the edge of the attachment plate
inspite of the anti spreading barrier and I had to stop and I

cleaned it* So my proposal is to do the same thing again but
stop with the 3 centimeters instead of 4 centimeters here. It
appears to me that the attachment area is just too small and that
means the contact angle is very high and the risk is high, the
whole thing spreads over the edge. With the 3 centimeters here
would be much better.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy that Ulf and we concur r. 2 minutes
and 40 seconds to LOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay and my next action before we stop to the dome
is to stop the IHF linking here and waiting for the next sample.

CAPCiM Okay Olf and be advised we're looking at the
downstream activities and the PCAP. Oh, by the way, it*s 304
next. The next sample is 304. And we're also looking at what we
might do to ease up your next hour or so while Bob is likely to
be away and we'll get back with you at the next TDRS pass at
19:57.

:

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll wait for you.
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CAPCOM Columbia, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, John i#t»d like you to d#l0te the two water
dymps scbeauled for 20 t 00 and 21: 55. We' re boiling enough water
that those dumps are not required.

SPACECRAFT That*s what I had figured. 20:00 and 21:55.

ChPOM lofer that and also 3 teleprinter messages coming
up right now «TCMi*ve got a CAP update/ changes to the attitude
timeline and entry block data* You* 11 notice there's quite a few
changes to the attitude timeline due to payload requirements for
chang#s« v:

SPACSCRAPT Is that because the payload is not working or
sometning?

CAPCGM There* 8 been a reshuffling of experiment activities
and you'll see that on the changes in attitudes or the attitude
timeline starting a 3 days, 23 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And 1*11 hand the air-to-ground 1 loop back to the
guys in the back. And Ulf, we're LOS in 10 seconds if you've got
anything for us.

SPACECRAFT No.

PAO This is Marshall Spaceflight Center , we've passed
out of the Orroral Valley tracking station and anticipate now
picking up the Spacelab cc»»unications again in just a little bit
more than 8 minutes through the TDRS satellite. During those
brief few minutes that we had in speaking with the crew, we
learned that they were conducting the AEPI ...

EMD OF TAPE
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SPAC;v.:i>AF'i' iiogor. That's the on.? we will be usino-

bAPCO:! Okay. That's a roliof. That goes cent rally ove

the fee-Jin^ hole, of uoucse, in tiie 'jO •uiilli;n::tci!r pi "to.
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^.PACZ',.:;<A 1* V: -J luicl ? r: L :•.

•

CAPCCvl AVitl, r>yrc:i, junt a 'j^ iof n-.-yor.^aq-.'-^ fror.i 'Mr: rnoiv-^or

i\2CL^. Zvjoin, v/oii'/i bj V'.;*:y hap-r/ I:*' you ch"tck f o-
1

!:t;::e c.

r,PAC..:Oi;A^'':' :<'^'.^^r. I :iur;t report I t^o PP: • <''^"^v?n» T I-

'

pow':^::e oil: for n^.vv/.

n;,o Tbi^ Mi.-:-Ion Co^^V,.:ol, :.!ou-l-.o:u or

shift oriofinM .vit:n STC-l' le;:.-.! rilo-'- cijr-ooLo. Chuc^ 'r-v
;
s bp:;in

C AP Ji;' > v^:.; r :a a 1: La i 3 c Lviv? , <.: iV.; ;'i u 3 1: t<^ 1
' >o'' , j;^ i 1 ^ c:

•

>/ic r n

lor ih2 oao you'v\. L-con .l<.v'>:-;inrj ac ""i u tUn I" i^'l.

CAPCO! And, Sp:iC'^ ; A, "^yroru .V?r>*«^l 1 1':'; Lo h^v- yrai turn

LVidi: L.V ca.M-:?ra V:..ni ' re looV. iny at i t'-'io



CAPCO'I uo:jo .t7 ti::-'? I'} ft:, L:v:i t-o por ioj '7G cri:\
'

c;eo. Hint- alight Iho l>er.r c'-i '^noo to c^ mvj :^ oy 7^ th^ Ir.c. If yo^

can i^noroviso f;o:i:-? way of fi. l^tlnM l:'rr:. cU^w;, -.o-.i 3 0

11. t«..::C ont'j t::ic*,, front ..pi. n liC; • Ov':!" • ,

SPAC-;-.:x:u''i' okay. T ;Ci-:" Tr^l. want the? 1.

CAF^Cc^-: Yaa*-^, t"i>^^ nr,r:'w;t /:}:-; '<0
1 1 ta

;

v;ith t;ia u'Ka-r (n n:blo) '-ja, ana ia: a^aia,; a*. iJi. tla*:* aa with taa

.'larijar :'c:ia:aateV:aaac t''_;l^aci ;A>.lata.

SPAaa.:..: I aaa-r;>t-* -1 . Okay, va.!l 1 '/a ' 11 Lry t^o Hquirl hara

I'm juat doinvj it ;a-;:u)ai ly

.

CA?G0 ^
i y r a h , v; a ' c a ' ; t a 1 1 i' a a it:.

SPAC I lA FT Wi'^ui'K indue -a.: by a aauc:-<-1 roOuct ion of volaa^to,

CAPCO.-- Lot :.'ia jual: conCir.a o-.a thin^ v/ith yon "\y '"^n. '^'"'la

attdcljnant of baat aiac Ir^ "ho f r plata, tM- aaaHar clia:aatar

oar I: a>aari:b: aa on tho f -.l::>lcita, t:a-.^ laraa- a ia'nra.v-r ai^-la of it:

on tna laar p.lata ao t!a;t it a;^o-ara ua-'lar cat v/aen it's viewer"

i a or o i i e . Do you uotl '.; i: r. l : i a •:
\ , O v .

w;r^>AC!,:Crta;"l' Yaa, 1 iav..l ar at aac! t'aat

.

CAPCOa Ta-.)t'a fia'-?. J\rul , o- raa'lly ava ciattiao f-oaa

r.i a I V e I o i * a p i c 1 1: r: a a ow' n h a r e , G i t a 1 1 1 i! L .

SPACiCCHAPT That's gooa. I thin'a it's qoiaaj to go hare.

A^PACSCRAFT Loo:;a goocJ

.

ChPCOA Okay, IJyroa. If you <>acoeed in attaching that

disc, then laayl^a you can 5;tor:e on tapa for iiia one a;.-u:aarti ng
eKpeciinoat of

*
taa" kind that w^e'vo juat ''oen on the rjuiallar end

plate bat usinj the 30 ::ii 11 iaieta r diac. Okay?

SPACCCRAPT Okay, I*m ^vor^y. Could you rov^cat plea , Mike.

CAPCOM 0!cay. IM aakaci yon, if you auvccaocl in attachino

the 30 iTiillimoter special an.l olato in the aa^ry we darcc ibad,

v;oulu you then record on tape for ma and atora one wottinq and
spreading experiment of tha kind wo'vo ju:;t bean doincj.

SPACirFRAFT Okay. Unde'-:>tand , yon asked, v/aat do you want
recojrded on the?

CAPCOM Yeah. We'll ntill be listening to you but v;e can't

^ee it, but liiayba you could just koep it for us on tape for v;hon

you cojue back* We'd appreciate it. Thank you.



S?AC^Ci>;\FT Oi-.-y, hr-L-o'G C . 2 r.in
.

o'' -: v?

CX9C0-A OK.-y.

CAPCO.i It looks like 2 or 3 on tMe

CAv.>30..> Oka;/, Byroa, can you gr. to a :,.:gh-r Co^-ni-ncr/

tnat?

S?ACl:.Ci'.:\FT A lU:tl>- hit. I thi/.V'. thafc'a c.'^nut It, o'-vv-c ?

.

Hs, Mi.<e.

CAPCOM Thafr> th-- limit, is il:. Ok.v/, chat's fine.

SPACLlCIIAL'-r Okay.

CAPCO:i Ok?,y, I think wo' ve oot all we want out of t^at.

SPACSCiiAfT Shall I stop?

CAPCOM Yes, yleasa atop an.:! I think tho next thing then,

ir> to go Oack to a zone Di'-iak.

SPACECPJ-T Okay. Oh, it's nmnino a llttl- slo-.-or t.hir. tia-

-APCO'l That's a baautiful slow ntr.etch you've, got thoco,
'

. - ,,^. .,,1 w,, >-/-, '^i nn '•;h"-a T qive you tha
Byron. Please, wilI. you :..tc.ad oy .....op ./.i.. i j. j».v >

word?

CAPCOM Sto;3, Byron.

SPACEC?^^b'T Okay. '>^e stooped.

CAPCOM Absolutely r^-.ir.tQct, aa^l again wo f59W tha satolllt

I'tcon this tii.ie :noving dn.'n'n.,'aruS

.
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^PhCDCiU^l^'i Yoij ru^vo o.^tt.^r o/:^*". I. nan I o . T can • ^ s-^o it:

chero at iv >v; . I wa-.- ahle ho filv. that tho V i ^r^-^ ca-ir--:-

a li\o, M ii-vO

,

Ci\?COA T.-i-at'D pecfuct , wc^M 1 tj •} !- ;:o:-.i- ^:co'.j slo'v niotlon oC
thcit •Vone

.

CPACiJCivAP'i* Ok:.0/f you ".^-j to rcfoiia?

CA '^CO:-l V;--^r,
f

T th in!; rrt'ivloe ^-'o a fronh r-'-r-'^-^ t '-n tho-::-

cl can i^i'-j off tao r plat'.^ no v;o can look -rt tha naion of Iho
tv;o dfoau this ti..;0,

ChPCOA And .Space"! a.'j -* -*

GPAC;'.CJa\r'a (c;arhlo) ajn.^a hora?

CAPCO:i Sprica.la^), th b'. is "la raiha"^ 1 Cr >a-'aaL i< >ns r-.r: nyroa.

SPACKCRAPT Go alioau i'lic'rv,^ 1

.

CAPCCM .Ri^ht * AccojaUng to c-va* pay loan activi t/ olannorn

,

your uutica for tho a a.;' arn^ ova: sla-rtinq 1 aiaa frona^w and i t ' i

yoar car:.)iaa v^hat yoa'd -.ik-; to d'- Lor tria rea:: of t'-u: <^ay, if y^)'

.
naed to tako a br-:ak, yrai a an C':a.a:inly do t ha': / or taaa the daa
off ri'.jhV aoeia-'j, and vr>u*raa air,'.-) lav'i tea ;v '

do that and i C you'^'

llxa to aAa so:a-a Ld^"^:-. o:<a.nadv.'-nl: a
, v- ^-i * al an i nv L tod to do •

that, *Vva*ra v;illin'j to .'a.i^.'vort vcn: riay vda. v:di v;ay.

SPAC^CUAb^T Okay* I M I atav havca Cor a -ahlla. Thin is a lot

of: fun,

CAPCO.I W'o'ro havinr: fun too, Byron,, and v;!iile you're at

it, will you choc'; that Ld-a electric potential is switched at 0

because wg can aee a cl^^ar al oct roa>tat ic of foct on t'la scroon
down herva,

SPACECRA »^^T Rog a r . 1 1 i G 0 .

CAPCCM That's rcraar:;able 'oocauso it appears to us. d^';aybo

you can check vi.aually up thore that the drop on tho rear plato
has a protuberance right in the center,

SPACCCRAPT It ,sure looks like it doesn't it. Yeah. Yep, I

conflrn chat vinually.

CAPCOM Okay. r:aybe before you co anytninq elne, can you
approach the rear plate v^ith the drop that you have on the
syringe?

SPACECRAFT Okay^ real slowly.



:\?C0'. Groat*

SPACilCP^M^'T Okay, hoio \;:^ at hotiv ;:.joccs.

CAPCOM vrail-.: th^'.t*^J vi'^^i^ ^^i^j I'^/'on, I \;o:'i»l'-^r i you can rr,!!:

the Vinton ontn ono fL'a:.:'> oi r^o^ j''-^-'- (ga'i'^i^') tlv:^ :-'t-ior oiqh
r eno.lLi t ion oictOL'-.} od t/;ii:.

SPr/CTilC O'lay. Sci.y a^jain.

C^VC.O"i you try and got l h i s on th'* Vin.ton , if you
V7ill?

S?ACi:Cit\rr (Garble) • J ' ru sor'^y to do it. You coulf^ try it.

CAPCO:i
.

o:;ay , nyrcM:,

GPACLO.wiPr vlo 30t it.

CAPCOM \ve rjav; 3o:no thinn a'rv">lu tely ro;nar i:;-jbl«''' the .-^

.

Thctnk you very inuoh.

S?ACr::C.:A:''T (Carl-.).l o) :v:H::\ur;c^ I v;a:; - - oka^; ^ v''U lo t v/po-. huny
f lippln J tho sv?ltoIi'^v thouv: I diun * t sec it qnito <^r. v'Oll a:.:

you cii'.-/

CAPCOM Lot MO toll you v;hot \'0 t^.-ro Pov;r» 'lOre. (li:o:i on
tno roar plat :* qro-o a i-iore pton<.')n<icod. cl i 'np?..": t*ho c - cop on tho
syr in^jo <jot cioo ;r to it, ana then it s\)at onao or tv:ico across
tno gap as wo sa:; on STo--;") tb"-n it EinalJy, tiio t'.''.> oropr>

v/ero . attracted to oaG aar>thar, ana joi nod vary abruptly . Can you
c'aeck if you've got translation still on. It i-.iight otill bo
iuoving.

$PAC£CI;AFT Translation' n boen stopped.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay. V7horci \70uld you like to qo from horo?

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, nov; v;o're lookin^;] ahoad. 'Je'vo only
got a couple ol itunutes oT TV time IcCt. Htiring tho T)?r iod v/'ion

v;e can't see you, tnat aiiaht he tho best cbanco to obanqo over
thci disks if you can iyaprovine soao v/ay of fitting thcit diak, the
larger 30 rum disk, onto trie front plate. Over.

SPACEC.vAFT Understand you v;ant to -

'MD O? TAPE
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SPACi::CRAFT ...at today's rear end plat^, Lookinn at your
piston here that tha piston v;hicli is insic'lo the cylinder is a,

does not have a hole all tho \uvj through it. This ir. the only
one that v;e could put on that has a hole through it that feeds
thG liquid throa^h,

CAPCOM Oh, okciy. I see v;here the misunderstanding has

come* The piston 'n tho syringe h.ns attached one end oC it to

the end \diich stays outside of the syringe, a circular disk of

prospect of 3 0 millirae tecs diameter. Nov; that does have a hole
in it because it is fixed on with a screv; to the end of plunger

and it's cut away in order to fit into the reserts in the end

plate. You reaieuiber the one?

SPAC::c:^AFT Well, actually no. I mean I've got it right here
in my nand and you have to fit it into - wait a iriinute - okay,
Mike. I understand. I see v/hat you're talking about but I'm not

sure ho\^ V73 fix that one out of oedistals at all.

CAPCOM No the intention was to fit it over the feed hole

in a 3tantard 40 raillimeter disk centrally over the hole.

SP '\^':Ci(AFT Okay, I understand.

^OA Good. VJe're not sure whether the idea will work,
it nijht be worth a try later on if you have a moment at the end

of tnis run.

SPACi ; hi/iPT Okay. Okay, sorry about the misunderstanding.

CAPCOi Mo problem because we're still seeing very
interesting things. 3ut the advantage of the disk which wo just
Wi;:r : Speaking about is that the age is undercount if you fit it

on t ie right way around. And this might help to anchor the
con t ci o t

SPAC'vdRAPr Yes. As soon as I (garble) , trying to get these
bubolor: out, it*s very difficult. Okay, well - go like this for
a sec and we'll wipe off the disk and I think I can get some more
buboles out where I have it out here. Marshall Ops, Bill are you
'there? '^:; v;^^^:•::'^^:.;;v/.^

CAPCv-i That's affirmative.

SPACivdi^APT Did you get any story on the -/roblem with SrJPAC?

CAPCOM lt*s still the RAU-21, Owen.

:CivAFT Cold sequence and just v/hatever we manage to make
ya. v';^;' ,,tioadway at : all, ^'::V\-

'.'

CAPCOM Okay we'll let you knov;.
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SPACECRAFT Anything else on the old plan, li'<o thos^ sinitors

that you want clone today. I would assurao that you want to wait

another day on thos9 simitors.

CAPCOM Yeah, I * ra sure that's true, Owen, let it>(} chock

that, but it v;ouldn't make since to t-iko thein out now.

SPACCCIIAPT It*s alright to afisume that there'r. nothing on the

old flight plan that wo need to pay attention to, bo that from

now on tnat's all of the updates.

CAPCOM Yes, I'm sure th.it's correct, if it's not 1'13 get

back to you.

Lichtenberg now cleaning off the disk, the fluid

that nad corae out and spread across the disk.

CAPCOM (garble) operation Byron.

PAO During the last attenipt.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Additionally Lichtenberg has been v7orking to remove

tcappad gas from inside the syringe used to feed the liquid and

form' the drop of liquid.

CAPCOM Byron, could you adjust the focus on the can\era a

little, we seemed to have lost focus.

SPACECRAFT I was just going to do that.

CAPCOM That's nice and sharp. Oops, you passed it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM There you go.

SPACECRAFT Clear again. I can do a better job this time.

Okay a bottle.

CAPCOM Okay, we see a nice drop growing on the tip, now

it's spread back.

SPACECR.\FT . Got a pretty gcod night.

CAPCOM That's a fine size drop. It's beginning to spread

oack up. .

.
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S?/vCGC{?.\fT Here v/g go. Yes I see that. Mi electrostatic

ef£ect.

CAPCO.-l Yeah, v-jg sav? that, that was beautifrul. (garble)

f5PACr:CRAFT It Cloated down, it's either electrostatic or it'

inertial ofEect in moving to fast initially.

'-jv^COM Ho, T. "ra pretty sure that the drop v;as defor-iing

before you stooped. Okay, next maybe .
could feed so:ne more

liquid into the zone and we'll do a zone break.

SPACECaAFT Okay. Kov; v;hat.

CAPCOM That's a beauty Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here we go.

CAPCOM Byron, before vou go, it night be interesting to

some 03cillationr> on that zone, just to see iC it has any

standing wage. If you could do a slov; run, with say witn 0..

amplitude.

Eim OF TAPE
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SPACfiORA?T Okay, you want a bicj^jor bubble than that, we can
get quite a bit more than that*

CAPCOM i'Jhat I'ra v^orcied about, is the liquid running back
up the thread on the syringe end,

SPACtlCRAI^^'i Okay. I think you'r.-^ okay, I think v^o can do quite
a bit batter than v/hat v;3 got riyht nov;, but I see v;hat you mean,
okay. The ptv-'^iem is, v;hen v;e spread here it's going it's going
to rupture iniiaeuia tely

.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, it's up to you, if you feel confident
to produce a bigger drop, you might like to use the manual
aajustinent in order to increase the drop volume rather than doing
it v/ith the mechanism.

SPACECRAFT That's a good idea. I should of done that in the
first place.

CAPCOM That's beautiful Byron.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Okay here v/e go.

CAPC0>5 Contact.

SPACiCCRAFT Yes, a little late on the Finnery ca:Tiera again.

CAPCOil Never mind, you certainly got it on video.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Byron, can you hold it there for a v/hile because
it's slov7ly spreading across the rear plate, and that's v;hat I'm
interested in.

SPACECRAFT Sure. Okay, I see, I made a mistake here
Michael. I didn't stop the translation soon enough. I think
we're touching heie.

CAPCOM Yes. I just worked that out. I can see where the
threads are. Okay. You've gone rather close.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, well I was v7onaering, I've got another
clear end plate here, if you want to have a go at that one, or if

you want to use the wetted one.

CAPCOM I think that with a little time in hand, maybe the
best thing is, first of all, to wipe off this present end nlate
and v/e' 11 do a spreading run on a prewetted plate. If you'll
just wipe it off with a Kimwipe so that it's merely moist.
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S?ACa:CilM'T Standby. You'll been getting a (garble) error

me.ssaqe, if you're in a hurry. All 19 Alpha's.

CA-^". ^nar-ile) That wan a be lut: i f ul br-n^. v'- got
_

tiiolc. And X t;iin:< there's a satellite . irop suspend :
iiii'-lc .

^ or

that h'ono

.

SPACECRAFT Ye:"- there is, Mike.

CAhCO:; I can see (garl'lel

SPACECK-\FT^; rovrards the - -

CA.^C0--1 If s travel ing uovnr.ls, I believe, an^ it's about:

ready to rtattaci with the (garble) . V?e saw (garble) . ,

ciDj^ppr <AF"' That's reattached now I thin';. {Garble) . Our

vidXr*- Okay, I'll tr ' and be a little nore creful this noxt

tivn- a.i'l see i £ v/e can ' t have a better run then. Probably, v?e

iv-».".("^ to 'wove b."c-< out so.-, :- more to clean it. I also think,

talking to oven, Mike, about bubbles in the reservoirs, I am

convinced, no'.; convinced also, that the - - 've've got a verv

large bub^rle in there v/hich I think v>o can get out.

CAPCO:i Yes, we jast sav/ th-tt.

CA?;:OM And Byron, those 10 error -.aessages we're looking at

on trie ground.

S?/-iCaCi<APT Okay, Bill.

CAPCOM !l--yi Byron (garble)

SPACCCKAFT Xe (garble) that the bubbles coTne from the

dissolved gases in the fluid.

"A»C0 1 V.'hat v/e Sir./ th->re, Ryon, wa'^. a very clear

electrostatic effect, I thin';. The drop v; :is nulled out towards

the rear pita t e.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay. Uell, it's actually bubbles in there

CA7C0M yeah, v;o see* Mel r>ays it's burpinq.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg.

SPJvCeCRAB^T (Garble) attempt to clean off the plate here. See

if it has babbles first.

P^:^0 The burbling was Lichtenberg attcnipting to get the

trapped ;air;rbubbles,,::--'



S?AOi;Cil.\?'f (Garble) ofE the sucCuce.

T> ''n^-ri M-ivn-^*^ Can v/f'* look ahead a
CAPCOM Okay,

,'^:;^,;^'^2rvVu^^i your i-aptovisod feed
Uttle into thir, run ano I'd Iin^ "^^^^S'^--,,,^,,,!

, hh^f n-irt of
;ia^^ bu*- th:' one which ;vas used previounly v;a.. not

^'^^^r
P

'

;w sy^incje, but the disk which wa. oa top of tno plunder of

the syringe. Do you r<-ac?

SPACICCilAFT Roger. That has no hole m it though, Mike.

CA-OM Yes there is. There's a sraaLl screw hole for a set

sc;^; and it was userl by Isadora in the last run.

SPACSCr^FT Guys, this is the same setup I had for Isadora's

run,

CAPCOM Aff if .-native. Yes.

SPAC^CiUVFT I want to take a look at yours (garble).

M.-.r,n~- th- one that vou've got is providing some
CAPCOM iloantLK.0, th.. o.w

.^tth
great interest down here on the ^^^und,

^J}:^^J^\^^ „^ can go
-hat for the time be\ng, ano i£ thaie s tinv. -L'I^-^ '

ack to the Isadora, Isadora's, Bob Haynes end plate.

SPACFCRAFT This is the saiTie end plate I used for Isadora. The

onfy thi^ Changed is V^^^f;rthfp?^;Sn^rhich" n ide the
Looking at your piston ^^^^^ ^hat the pioton ;hi^^^

^^.^

wrLuirpSt^;^ Th^t^-SL^a-hofe through it to

feed the liquid through.

CAPCOM Ah, okay, now I see where the misunderstanding has

come. The piston - -

END OF TAPa



SPACSCRAFT right now the fluid vjcjuld be, all riqht no fluid,

worrier, for r.ocond.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron we ceo a vory nic- picture of you.

S^ACF.CRArr Okay, I'm roadjunting the TV carnoca hero go you Ml
be able to see a good picture of your experinent.

CAPCOM Excellent.

CAPCOM And Goacelab, v;e that you have that cainera junt

about set up there.' VJe're ready to route that camera to downlink

whenever your ready Byron. Just give us a word and we'll do the

sv;itcaing.

SPA'''^^CRA^T Okay, standL>y one minute here, I'm jur.t doing the

final tune-up. Okay, you can go ahead and switch to that one i

you like

.

CAPCO:i Real good Byron, we're taking care of that change

over.

5PAC2CRAFT Okay, let no go to (garble) stretch and see if that

nolps.

CAPCOM There's our image.

SPACiSCRAPT Okay, we're getting a lot of reflections, but I

don't think it can be helped.

CAPCOM And Byron is that a bubble that we see in the

middle or what?

SPACECRAFT No, that's, hold on a sec, you can seo a very

slight separation there between the plate?., the raise portion is

the end of Hike Haynes' 339 capillary experiment, piston and its

been glued on to the seated end plate or actually stuck on wita

double sided s*;:ckv tape and that's just a protrusion of plastic

once I form the bubble and back it off, you'll see what I mean.

CAPCOM And ...

SPACECRAPr There is a slight gap there between the plate and

the raise center portion of tb3 plastic.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, be advised wo may have some S~band

dropouts but we should stay with our K-band.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Mike I'm standing by, v;hich set of setting

would you like me to use or do you have a new set?
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CAPCOM I still inter cupt i ng v/hat I s-^o in tho oicturo
Byron, can you tell me v;hat il; on th:?, on the front y)lato,

SPACHCRAin* Okay, on the front plate is your.s, a p:\rt oF your
syrinye that lias a hole in it from your 339 ex:)nrinont, you can
see the threads and you car; see the little raise portion in the
front.. .

•

CAPCOM Okay, I understand nc^w. '*:ell first T^c" ask you to

back off v/ith the front plate if its, sorry, to increase the
plate separation if that's possible, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're coming back out. Ana that's about 10

millimeters ago.

CAPCOM Okay, hold it there.

CAPCOM And Soacelab we're yoing to put the na5tc:r in hole"

to do a little bit of naintenance on it, so don't become alarm.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, lets see what v;e've qot now, I wonder
if its possible to increase the size of that r1rop by feeding it

slowly,'" you might need to feed very slowly by riakinq a

differential moveraent that's the plate and reservoir.

SPACCCRiAb'T Okay, now you want to make a drop, there's no drop
there yet.

CAPCOM Okay, understood.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay we're starting the (garble) will be

going to drop now. There's a (garble) which I didn't expect to

have.

CAPCOM That' isolatation is fine, that helps us to check
the actual sementry of the drop.

SPACECRAITT Okay, our go and start it then.

CAPCOM It should be on 5, 5 rpn.

SPACECRAFT Roger, 5 rpni. (garble) go a little faster than

that. I'm just getting some bubbles out here.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, I can see tV-e drop beginning to fornt

now. Byron some advice that might...

SPACECRAFT It's slowly going to spread over this.

:apC0M Yes, it spread back but it might...
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SPACEl'RAPi' (gnrhle) right okay. '-'hore in no :noce r-eparation

here so v.'e don't actually jet unOtr t'.v3 plate.

CAPCOM Ri'-jht.

CAPCOM Yes, we all vote v;ith you on that one Byron, we'd

all liko a littl--^ more separation there.

SPkCiiCiihv'T I'ra not sure what ha:>pen there, because I had

(garble) anui ;._'ve aireiuly touched.

CAPCOM Okay, I see sojie liquid on the rear plate.

SPACr.CRAU"? Yen, sorry about that.

CAPCOM f^ot to worry, we're going to see something

interestinj when you bring it up to contact, I'n sure.

SPACECRAFT Oh, well yeo. Okay, stand by a sec. Okay, v;ould

you lik^ L;o;ne more.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron I think thf-.t's ready for contact nov;.

SPACRCKAt^' Okay, you want, you v?ant a bigger bubble than that,

we can get quite a bit more than that.

CAPCO.M What I'm worried about is the liquid running back

up the thread, on the surriu-ye end.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I think you're okay, I think we can do quite

a bit bettor than v;hat we've got right now, but.

END OF TAPE
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.

"Iiif' is ::it:;^3iori Control, •^-^•loton. Ev^'-v'thing ' s

quiet Oil tno flight OecK of Columbia. ;i:>r-v'as n call on air-

to-q round durinq that par>:5 whero the -trol Center asked tho

flight deck to turn off some flooo li;: . > in the P?yloan bay to

pronot- cooling of RAU 21 in advance o, somk; noce tcstinq of that

uni-t. Apace froia that there's bc-n n. rlyuiincant ::ctivity or

dialo9u:2 between the Control Center and Columbia, ^ethinq readv

to shut down th-j MOC of the inisoion operations computer for a

brief oeriod h:-ice. There's a pheno-nenon in the computer or a
_

coatiuana in there, a spuriour, command which has had tho effect ot;

qoboling uo comouter maiuorv and a conservative n-o^sure to na ce

sure there's adequate inevuVrv renaininq for several ^eys nore of

fliqht tiiiie. The MOC will be shut down ano re;::et bac>s to an

earlier mission elapsed ti.ie. That will cause the loss of soT^.e

Hsoiays here in the Control Center for a fairly brief nerio^^

^it ai^rt from a minor inconvenience won't represent any impact

on the mission. At mission elapsed time 8 days, 7 nours, 23

minutes, this is Mission Control, Jlouston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at R days, 7

hours, 52 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for

reacauistion of signal thru the TDRS in 3^c,t over a half

mtnSte. During this pass, the crew scheduled to be working with

continuing their work with the fluid physics experiment. Also,

another ooeration of the SSPAC diagnostic package, and at tiat,

and a massive experiment. And, perhaps during this acquisiton wo

may get some downlink tv of the fluid physics module activities

sch-4uled to be live. First part of the pass however may be

occupied with data transmissions. Standing by nov? for

reacquisition of signal.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, Marshall OPS thru TDRS for about 40

minutes.

SPACi3Ci:<AFT Hello Marshall Operations, Spacelab up here and we

read you loud and clear. Bill.

CAPCOy. Thank you Hyron, and we have Mike Elaines standing
by.;:

y-v:::;^ \
,

SPACi^CRAFT Okay, very good. Well, I'm all set up, lot me give

you a quick (garble) about Owen's SliPAC. He tried to set it up

and run it, and it was totally unsuccessful. He kept getting the
RAU skip and couldn't get any communication with SEPAC.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and experiment's 327, PI, Dr. Michael Haines,
how do you read? Over,
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CAPCOM Read very vaiII^ Bvkom. GlrAf"' to haac you.

SPACrXRAFT Okay, very good Mike- vre're all sot up for vour

exper iiri.jnt . I hav3 just r(}power':?c uo the ?TM and I have the
plates v/ithin about a lOth of a rallLirAOtec from touchir^g and I'm

ready to baci; it up anu start a drop.

CAPCOM Oicay, Byron, befoio you go on that, I'd like to

relay a i.essas^- to you froiii the '^pn engineers, Mr. Jarrato and

Mr. Luprene. Tney are both rather concerned about the long

periods in v/hich the FP:J ir> being operated in it's present

mode. I'm sure you understand. As a r>cfegu:ird, they ack you to

make the followintj check. VJould you chcc:; v;ith your hand the

surface temperature of the electronics box v;!uch is located undo

the rear left side of the FPN in it's extended position. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It's not even, it's just barely warmer than

it's surrounding metal racks.

CAPCOM Okay. I'd asked you to make that check
periodically, and also the cover of the lanp housing which may
get rather hotter which is on the too :nid left hand side.

"^.APCOM And, Spa-^elab, v/e're ready to flov; live tv wheneve
;ou give us the v;ord.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Great. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT And, Mike, I understand the concerns about the

equipment and v/e'll keep our eyes on it and our hands on.
Fverything feels very cool now.

CAPCOM That's right. Keep cool Byron. Okay. Can you
hold off on the wetting until we get a tv picture which I think

is eminent.

SPACECRAFT Sure, Oh no, where did that fluid, oh, that's

okay, fluid. Vie v^ere worried for a second.

CAPCO:-! Okay, Byron. V7e see a very nice picture of you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and

END OF TAPE
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v.-' rn!i''.- '^ur-c we cot that, vrhola stvory '^traiqht,

S?ACr:CRA5?"i' OX ay.

n-nv thi-, i-. the sequence you want vou to op RAU
CAPCO.l O.^ay,

...^ .4 want the oanel depth
21, wa want you to op tno lU depta, ..no j^nt - . .

on.

SPACHCRAtT OUay, veiriCiod.

. =r,^ c^mr^ «-hin if v;<=' qet into troublo, back
CAPCOM O^ay, and

-^f'^..^-^' ^ tomnerature change
out o£ it, buc it may wor^ o<vay,

^^"^'"V Z^, 7 ;K;,r

?hat you nace in the cabin is supposed to lowot that RAJ

tG'.nps Celtuce.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see if there is any difeecence.

p;^0 Bill Bach providing so-ne instructions for..

qPACECUAFT ... 20 minutas ago wc had a very nico pajr, right
ACt.>-i^<vi i

. ! r.-,r^ nf rout''- v7o flv back

^ast five years,

CAPCOM Oh great. And we understand on that pass that you

were taking sotne 33 pictures also.

SPACECRAFT I'm not quite sure, soraewhore along that route.

CAPCOM Yes, okay, v/o ccpy that.

t-hAt rf'^prence by Owon Garriott to the pass
PAO

,

.And t?^*; 4 that they've flown between
down the Mississippi Valley, the

'^^^^J;;^^ ILrs referring to
Houston and Huntsville for tne past ^^y^^^i^^^'^'^' 'f^tnq in

Sll^t^^efuffla^aLfft^^tLTa^s^l^^.T^n^
the

?t ¥a llt^^^a^^^ ruU.aiSe;'?rJ/en C^riott

instrument.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we're going LOS, we'll see you at

about 7 plus 55.

SPACECRAFT Okay sounds good, we'll be set up for some live TV

here for 327.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.
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pj^O Thi - ic Marshall S-:->r.celab 0-j.i rat ions aU 8 days 7

hours 13 ininutea, raission elapse:] ti;Tie. vie have lor.r. of signal

with S >acolab thcouyh the trackinq an-^ data relay si- c:?! li te.

Antici^atinq reacousition in about ^.0 minutes that'll che

nrst timithat we will reacquire with Space lab fro.n the payload

o--ratioas control center as it's the first onnortunity. There

ar- no ground stations between hero ?.nd the next tiu^e acquire

signal. Durir.j the last pass, Dt. Isadora Martinez enabled one-

again, spoke briefly with the crew about ooeration of n s .iui..

physics experiment. v;e did not receive the television that we

had ori.jinallv anticipated, during thxs pass, but as wo_ indicate.

at the beginning of the pass, that was questionable ac oo;,t.

•>Iow-vc-r, during our next acquisition oF signal, we are once again

aSucip^ting downlink television, this of tne fluid onysics

nioduie operations underway in the Space laboratory au .his

time. Additionally, Owen Garriott receiver sonie '

Bill Bach, crew interface coordinator for an unconim operadon

of the soace experiments with particle accelerators apparatus

mounted out on the pallet, several ^"^tru.nents actuaUv

associated with this, however, the one that will be narrated i.

the diagnostic instru:.3nt package, and ^
^

'
^ "^^^

observe natural environnental conditions. And, it rs a pa^siv.

exoeriment, there are no active SP.P^C operations scheduled. 0

days 7 hours 35 :uin.ites, mission elapsed tirae, this is Marshall

Spacelab Operations.

p^Q This is Mission control Houston, everything is

quiet on the flight deck of Colun^bia, they're was a call on air

to ground one during that pass where the control center asked tae

flight deck to

END OF TAPE
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G'>ACr:CKAf'T ... thi:3 cxr.oriment?

CAPCOM '/as-

q^>ACi'!'KA?T Okay, very cjoou. Son- vory i Titr-rnr.t inq nhcnonena

when I r.tooped th^ plate. '..'c havo rofinito hux.oinq on': ^orr^

aurinj this' cvlindr ical ac-alocat ioa oc the (garble) rotation,

aowGlwciy go ahaoO and Cil-n what happens when we stop just to show

you.

CAPCOM Thanks. And f.'pacelah, CAPCOV. needs the loop.

CAPCOM Spacelab, ;iou;:ton on air-to-^rouncl 1.

SPACKCKAFT Go ahead, llour-ton. Sp-icclab h'-ice.

CAPCOM KD'^er. We're tryiu'j sonie RAH 21 ops anrl you can

help us decrease- the heat load by turning dos-n some of the

lights. We appreciate it i f you could do that.

r>PACKCR.v;.-'T Okay.

CAPCO; Okay, that's it. And it's back to Marshall Ops.

SPACliCUAfT Okay.

CAPCa4 v :
• ^ • Byron, 51 ?I.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead, Isadora.

CAi'COM (Garble) with the cloanin'ji •••e would like tor you

to switch of f that FPM pov/er in order to leave it so'ne breath.

SPACECRAPT Good iaea. Mouston, f;pacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Rogec. vjhat 've can do i£_you like is turn the

temperature uo in the module a little bit. v?e' re really pretty
chilly in herb, that may halo your hi;at load also.

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECR^'iPT Okay, v/e'te sitting on the cnbin temps setting a

now.

CAPCUM Okay, give us a rainute to look at it and wo copy a

cabin teaip of ;5.; -. -

:

CAPCOi-i Spacelab, Houston,
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SPACi::CRAL'"r Go ahoad, Ilojr.ton.

CAPCOM Roger. Raisinq the toT.n in the r.o-lulo vil.l holn u

a little bit, w- v;ant you 9>'yc to ctay co.^for table but (ciarble\ .

fv>w pointo on that te:ap sot v/ill probably holp us a bit.

SPACFICRAPT VJell, we've b'-en really chilly in here n-.o'-.t of the

mission. It's been pretty warm in th.- Orbiter though.

CAPCOM Okay, roger we copy. ?\nd thankrf,

SPACRCRAI'-r Roger, we'll go up to G and see what hanoens then.

CAP^'OM And Soacelab, we way be losing you hero for a

temporarv data Ccop. And Spacelab, Marshall Ops in the blind.

Vf-'r« on' a tail clo-./n attitude and we vron't be able to co-amunicat

with\ou here maybe l:or the rest oe the pass. If you copy, you

can acknowledge if you have ti:ne. And Spacelab, Matsaall Ops, w

may acquire temporary lock so how copy?

SPACECRAFT Read you loud cind clear there Marshall 0ns.

CAPCOM Okay, have a quickie for Owen. There's a SKPAC

operation scheduled, at 7 plus 35. I. think possibly your PCAP

Shows it 4 minutes, it's really a 15 minutes operation. Two

;nodules you can run it for the PCAP.

SPACECRAFT Bill, tell me again, which PCAl'? You talking abou

a now (garble) on a teleprinter or the old ?CA??

CAPCOM Your old one, Owen. Should be in your old —

SPACSCii/vFT Let rae look at that.

CAPCOM Okay, let's make sure we have the same data.

SPACECRAFT Bill, is there any change on the 217' s that are

showing there?

CAPCOM There are no changes, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds fine. No problems.

CAPCOM Okay, and you know you got to do all the DEP

hopping and stuff that we've done before?

SPACECRAFT Let's just kind of review that. That DSP off and

raa;<e sure that the (garble) probably OP 21 again on general

principles.
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rAo,-o.i Yes, let us make Gute we got all that whole story

straight. It changes hourly. And Spacelab, Marshall 0?s. Cor

Owen.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM 0:<ay, this is the sequence, 'vc want you to OP —

Ec^D OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Sounds like a good Lhincj we've qot tha video th<»ro.

SPACEr,AU Roger. The interesting thing is that it doesn't

sUm to be any type of hyr>terosis or, e::cept when focra a (garble)

(qa-ble) shape and than let it r,it th-ce. Tho liquid noor^n't

neern to vn their a-.;! off of the wetted surfaces around the end

plates that v/e'd like to see.

CAPCOM Byron, 331 PI.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCO^l I v^ould like you to start 5 roT. ISO rot.^.tion to

check for the edge attachment oP the new (garble)

.

S^ACiiCIlAFT Okay, I'm sorry, you said 5 rpm and then I missed

the rest of it. 331 PI please repeat all after 5 roin, ISO

rotation.

C^PCOM The point is for you to verify that this sharp

liquid edge at the end of the fitting end plate and for that

purpose, I suggest that you start at 5 rpm ISO rotation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 1 understand, we have 5 rprn going here.

CAPCOM Either way, I think you could leave the 5 rpm all

over, because it cannot damage the '/.one and it will help a lot to

(garble) field afterwards.

SPACSCPnAFT Okay, I copy.

CAPCOM Did you think that (garble) color are still

attainable with the present configuration?

coAPPronv'' I think we need to make some new end plates. Y'^"

Sio^^ve eSd piStes that have actually a very sharp shape, so

than rather conning across 90 degrees that they ^^^^u ally double

back to tae inside, so that you have a ^uch higher
JJ^J^^f^^ls

i^ tho liquid tries to go over the edge. It would also 1 g^e^.'

be nice to have some so?t of (g^^^le) wetting thing, . njaybe ten^^
with a metal plate built upon it, with a bubble cut into the back

of it, that might help.

CAPCOM Byron, yes that sounds like a terrific idea, just

this early this morning we went through a potential redesign in

which each enc5 plate has a pedestal standing on it with a sharp

edge to disk to give a precise contact line in various contact

angles.

SPACECKAFT Roger, I think it's possible to do that Mike. I

mean I had a nice cylinder up here with 90 degrees of contact

angle on the front edge of the disk. The problem is as soon as
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tact to C :aode it v;ent around the odgo and saw 0 doqr'^o contact

angle anc! said I'm going this way.

CAPCOM (laugh) VJe copy Byron, right.

SPACECRAFT Well I think that's all I can do here, so T thin'v I

will go ahead ano start cleaning up ny kind o£ oil.

CAPCOM J3yron.

SPACECi^AFT Go ahead 331.

CAPCOM I would like you to prepare for 327, Mi'<e Haynes

with the existing fit end plate. Of course, once it has been

cleaned and it's' a special rare plate to be able to have TV

dovmlink at 7:50. I'm coming (g^irble) .

SPACECRAFT Okay, was that 750 or 715.

CAPCOM 750

SPACECRAFT Okay, I tiiink we can get it cleaned up in an hour

here.

CAPCOM Roger

SPACECRAFT Okay, it seens to help, Isadora, if you get the

bubbles out of the fluid to fit it. That was a very good

suggestion on your part.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT I guess I will be quiet for a few minutes until I

start the clean up. Even though this is a 5 (garble) fluid with

tracers, I don't see any sign of tracers today. Ah yes, there
they are, you just need (garble). Okay there fine. Would Mike

Haynes be (garble) to me using the 5 set of (garble) fluid with

tracers with his experiment.

CAPCOM Yes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. That's a very interesting

phenomonon when I stop the plate. ^Je have a definite humping out

here during this (garble) acceleration, actual rotation so I'm
going to go ahead and film

END OP TAPE
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ChBZOH '

:,,
;'

,„,. . .Okay copv , , 40;
;

pictuc c-n • Supor .

S£>. . ::::CR;. fef), o'l /ns . - . 1 1 wa'" t ea 1 1 y cleat ou t there. Just

CAPCOM Tliat's t- : r i L i c news ron. Clad you* re cvjttinq

soine G 1e :' we a t : ta r a no o' lie r - 3c n a > I o
, p og r a in

,

t h i s . m i n us
„

Z na.ui r a tt itud.e • VIo uv^^'^ have • other . .revs
;

schedaled for ; oat th

observati. -1 paoLocj r aphy , Pasf >vor "urop - a no ^ bol ^
.: Not:

America xo..:«ing; irp 'foe . tlieprad; ti-.'^'-r-, to ao yso^: leaVv^ .
thorn; 'few •

pictures too.

S?ACi::c.<AFT Yoi^ ^.t. 0'.\
.
-3^ th 'o ::hoi/' !->e about 1 00 left

right?,

CPiPCO'A I boliev-^-' you havv abtn-" 100 1 Ct right no,h:V-hich

will' be great.

SPACSCitAF'C Ok . Okay, 1 *!r. r.-v.y aqai for 'he flui<" phy^' =

:>iOple.

CAPCO>r 'hay, 3r
'

' he-; - nnd T V 1/1
.

get .
th :>rn in touch ,vd. th h

you.

CAPCOM 331, Br on 3 \ -^I.

SPACr:CRAr.r yos Isadora. 3 31 wo ^^iad you loud anrl v^loar and

did you copy my coramoat a few r. inut^^: ?.qo :ihrut the fluid smtting
over the feedincj ncl plate duriirc t:v? C !node rDt^tion of, over?

CAPCOM yes 1 copied. Did it went the vfhole the disc or

it just detached on one side.

SPACfiCRAPT Oh no. It ^3ta£:ted, initially I guess, it's hard to

tell waare it's atLacned but it started to flow over thr* edge o*'

t -le firot set Miko ilayne^ ^ r:yringe (garble) and very slowly
0 >'4ed back ai onto the f-* ing end }>rnt I noticed at once
that J had xost my :ylindr \l shape > i Gtop >oa the rotation
and dtvy/e in a little bit ^ the r-^ser/ior to put someinore fluicJ

i. there and t as I star to At up again I saw what v;as

happening f-o "I., eo.:tinued^;^ and finally ended up, ,

*^ith a br ox cm col u ran and l\ui i:^^ a" h it 3 mill imeters away :f rem
rejoin ing •the "a :Gola::,-ns . h^'Ho I

^ Ic): ivhhhl i ie both ' ends .of the;'; fluid
i: i'or *.jn ov% r both lates. Scv 1 th^iink v;e * r e p
•efiectiveiy fini..hned wit^^ th^ ' un, '/er-

CA'CU'l Okay, try a. id film .n ' Vid<?:; t;;oe during cover
of tiie dro^.sp the ho ;jing ta* h h-?r> .--"^n so d

, f x/Mjlt to ach i evo
;

1 n al 1 /.the att p'Hpt,.s p
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c;pACECRAPT Okay, I will do that. Mso, b-. aciviserl that we did

not have tho liqhling sot up as it was in you-: procedures due to

?he television -aniera here. What I have is the r.eridi.n zone

closed mci n green dot for background illumination on.y._ The

can.-a Settings, however, are per yoar instcnotions whicn is T

believe a Lhutt^r angle ol: 110 degrees and C frames Por second of

the (garble) feed and an (garble) of ?4. f-o when you go to

anJlyle your filn you might be aware of that v.hon you process it,

over.

CAPCOM copied. I chink this is not a great nrohleiru

SOAC?'r'^.^FT Okay, I ".'ill ^^tart the tape recorder. Drive the

both of them together until we get concact.

CAPCOM And Byron, I noticed you're recording.

SPACECRAV; That's affirm Mike, okay?

Real good. If you have somethinq ^^"-^jting to show

us we .light be able, niight be able to arrange rux-ne real tiir.e

down Lin,; this pass.

SPAC-X.JAF-T Okay, v.-el 1 the only thing exciting would be the

..,^t to on television too. Okay, we're at

2 .nilH...ters now. 1 milU:.eter an! I'., about ready to go to

(garble) .node hero. Well th .t ha.:>onn in a hutry. ^kcty, it s on

s.. TV riT--i bu- it*:-, not on the novie film again. It looxs

/:t^'^. aL;a:^t Juried the g...e. Look, like there :.ay have been

sotive electric static effect there,

CAPCOM ayton, 331 PI.

iJPACECiUPT The one thi;ug, rof.er go ahea<; Isadora.

CAPCOM J'-ist to ask you If the liquid is still attached at

the 9ci'-i'?s5.
•

SPACe^CRAI'T I'm sorry. Say again please.

CAPCOrt 13 th* Uqui.- attaeJhed to the edges of f t" system

(garblb) plate.

qp#-ECR d-q-i' ivo. The liquid, it's hard to toll.
^p#..,i.L,.(

tr-H of linuid t'. at has

spilled uv....r onto the acLu.i roar rrvl olate '

liquid now au:^.ch9d. ft, .o-As I-ke vre have sort o£ a John

Padday oatcnoid-ty :->:•; shape Hitting t'lore.

CAPCOM ' H^.iRi , I cGoy .
:
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SPACECRAFT Okav, and thora was a warning. I 'Jtill didn't get

that in (garble) mode. It happened extremely rapidly.

CAPCOH SouKls like it's a good thing we have the video

there.

SPACECR^Pr Roger. The interesting thing in that there doesn't

seem to be any type of (garble) or effect when you form a

catenoia type

E^JD OF TAPE

I

!
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vJAPCOn {Garblt3). Copy.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, 30 seconds v;e*l.l sec you on S--band at
round 621 and be advised tliat we may have a little trouble
locking up before v;e get to MILA at G:30.

SPACECRAFT We copy, Dale. We'll see you then.

CAPCOM And we also hope to flov; -^ome real tiirte vidr^o down
here and have a look at your column at that tinie.

SPACECRAFT I hope I Gtill have it.

CAPCOM Yes, if you still have it, lets hope.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 8 days 6
hours 5 minutes, mission elapsed time. Loss of siqnal v/ith

Spacelab through the Guam ground tracking station. Very brief
pass however during that pc;ss we learn from payload speciliast
Byron Lichtenberg that apparently that make shift apparatus
developed for the fluid physics module is v;orking well. Me
indicated that he did suspended a liquid zone as large as the
instrument would allow. ;?e*re anticipating reacquistion of;

signal now through the tracking and data relay satellite and just
mder 15 minutes. Anticipating both s-band communications as
well as the capability to dov;nlink high rate data through the ku-
band when v/e reacquire signal. At 0 days 6 hours G minutes,
mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 8 days G hours
18 minutes mission elapsed time. Columbia out over the Pollution
Islands and the high point of its ground track at the present
time, orbit number 134 and were about a minute and a half av;ay

from acquisition through the tracking data relay satellite. This
is Mission Control.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 8 days 6

hours 19 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by now for
reacquisi tion of signal with Spacelab through the tracking and
data relay satellite and something under a minute. During this
acquisition of signal Byron Lichtenberg scheduled to be
continuing with his fluid physics module operations. And there
is a possibility that during this acquisition toward the end we
may be receiving some unscheduled downlink television. Nothing
defininate about that, it's just a possibility.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops through TDRSS
for about 40 minutes.

SPACECRAE*T It*s beautifully clear up here.
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CAPCOM And Spiicelab, Marshall Ops, v;c^ got you for about '17

minutes, hov/ copy?

SPACfiCRAPT Oi^ay, lUll, I read you loud and clear, f'hanciby a

couple of minutes, okay?

CAPCOM Okay, I ju!:t advise you that v;e nay have a little

bit of a ratty data pasr> but hopefully, we can copy your
transmission c »a Isadora still enabled.

SPACECR/vFT And Marshall Ops, Space lab,

CAPCOM Go ahc^ad*

SPACECRAFT Okay, you can just log dovm there for the netric
cauiera. Vie took about 6 pictures here v-/herever we are v/hich is

52 north 120 left*

CAPCOM Okay, and we copy that, Ryron.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And while we* re standing up here Bill, we
got (garble) news for the 331 and the CFPM people. I was able to

get a C-niode occulation started about 12 rpra which this
oarticular column length is 48 millimeters and what happened was
as soon as I got the (garble) going, the contact angle at the

earth track (garble) gem became greater than 90 degrees and the

fluid started flowing back along the DF (garble) along the
(garble) end plate. Excuse ine, the feeding end plate.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron we copy at 300 is listening.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Byron, 51 PI.

SPACECRAPr Standby for a few minutes. Okay, Marshall I think

we took about 40 pictures or so during that pass.

CAPCOM Okayr we copy. 40 pictures, super.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, it was really clear out there. Just

gorgeous.

CAPCOM That^s terrific new, Byron. Glad you're getting
some clear weath<?r and some reasonable photography in this minus

z attitude.

END OP TAPE
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PAO physics experiments.

CAPCOM Cmicron 18 0 DAP vernier. Remarks yav/ plus 0.

Finally r in the time 9 days^ 0 hours, 2 minuter^ select DAP B4 and

that's the end of message.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me see if I got this. At 8 days, 23

hours, 46 ninutes v;e*re going to do a track target with target 2

and v/hat v^as le body vector?

CAPCOM 3*

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Brcv/ster, copy body vector

equals 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Target 2 , body vector 3. In parenthesis 90

coma zero and that*s going to be off an omicron of 180. The DAP

will Le Al auto vernier. It's a minus %LVX velocity vector

attitude and the LVLH will be roll 130, pitch 0, yav; 0.

CAPCOM Good readback Brewster. We're going LOS. We'll
sea you next at Guam at 601.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Guam at 601 and at 9 days, 2 minutes we'll
go to DA? B4.

CAPCOM Good readback Brewster.

SPACECRAFT Okay,

PAO And this is Mission Control, Houston at 8 days, 5

hours, 53 minutes. VJe've had loss of signal with Columbia
through the Yarragadee station- We'll have a brief acquisition
over Guam. Should be in about 7 minutes. And that's a fairly
short pass of a little less than 4 minutes on orbit 134. This is

Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 8 days, 6

hours mission elapsed time. Standing by nov; for acquisition of

signal through Guam ground tracking station. At the present
tin^e, Spacelab and the Orbiter Columbia beginning the ascending

node of orbit 134 and onboard Spacelab Byron Lichtenberg working

with the fluid physics module conducting an experiment using some

makeshift hardware that was put together and apparently
working. They have finally been able to do their first run or

their first attempt to suspend a liquid zone in the module. To

be sure X said that right, this was their first successful,
completely successful attempt to suspend a liquid zone in the

fluid physics module. The problem earlier was some spillage of

liquid over the edges of the plates used to attempt to suspend
that zone.
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PCOM And Spacelab, f-larchall 0?S. We'vr> qot you ^or
oat 3 ininut'js thcoucjh Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall. You're co.aing through lou-^ and
clear Bill. Got a cuic'c question for the fluid phyics rr.oduli^
people.

CAPCOM Go.

CAPCOM Byron, 331 PI,

SPACECRAFr Roger Isadora. v:e have a column 48 millinetf-rs in
diameter. Very nicely cylindrical shape and I wonder v/.ier-^ you
want me to go from here. This is the maximum we can aot v;ith th'=»
current PPM set up.

CAPCOM Did you say 48 millimeters of the disc separation?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOH And XN'hy did you say that it is the longest
attainable separation?

SPACECRAFT Because we have John Padday's end plate in one, end
plate in one side and i-like Haynes's plastic cylinder in thf» of-her

-le so v/e're back at the f?rtherest end, over.

v.APCO:i I understand. Did you go for the soinning to try
to do ISO rotation in stability?

SPACECRAFT Okay, not yet. I was waiting to get into con^act
with you and see which way you wanted to proceed.

CAPCOM Can you repeat please?

SPACECRAFT Roger. I was waiting to come into voice contact to
see how you'd like to proceed. Understand you'd like to spe^^d up
ISO rotation until we get near the, see most instability or the(garole) ,

*

CAPCOM Yes. This separation surely will have a, see most
stability and this is the way I would like you to proceed, yes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good. I will do that and it will bo onvideo tape as well as on your movie camera film.

CAPCOM Copied.

around 6 21
Spacelab, 30 seconds. We'll see you on s-band

OF TAPE
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p.prov, ... CASPAN voice ami Ku-bancl data. During the

iS^t Acquisition of Signal we cecievocl some downlink television

ear^v on n ti. pass, however while we had anticipated son^e video

Suni/of pr'recorLd video v;e v;ore unable to got that during much

of the oasnSut toward the end of the pass we were able to once

anai reaSauice live downlin". television from the Spacelab

SiL! And acutally we were able to ^-'^,--,-^-1^^'^^^,,.
Owen Garciott shutting down the -nircor heating fnciLilit,/. Ann

-vron Tirht^nbecq working with the ^luid phynics nodule.

lltZlT, inoie:;ent nq a work around to sone difficulty that had

S^^n exoerienced earlv on. In some of the fluid physicr,

oJoeriments^h^ liquid tended to spill over the edges of the disc

Sanng i? vei; difficult to accoranlish those experiments Here

in ^h^ Jayload Control Center the research
^^^^'^^

J''''^
^^""l^

Material Lience double rack working with the alternate Payload

Sp-cialist developed kind of a scotch tape fix and put a

orocidure together to use sovae other parts, voiced it up to the

crew and By?on Lichtenberg inpler.ented it and we were able to see

?he succ^^ssful results of that work around operation. Able to

ioSk in?; the fluid physics module and actually observe conduct

onhrexperiment 331 ihich is one of the many --P---^^^^

use the fluid physics raodule. This one provided by Spain. Its

the floating zone stability in 0-gravity expeirment and Dr.

isLo^a Martinez, Princiole Investigator was in the user room and

:?p?;g talk Byrin Lichtenberg thru the '-"t truly -^'ccess ul

operation of that particular experiment. At 8 ^^'"^y-"
-
J^^"-^'

ininutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab

Operations.

And this is Mission Control, Columbia is out over

tSe south Indian Ocean, and we're about 3 ^^i'^^^^es away from

oickina with a UHF pass over the Yarragadee station in

^is^ a?ia! shoufd have sone communication wth the pilot
Australia. We should have sone ^o"''^"^^';";";,"''^ Station so w«

on the Orbiter continuing to functioning well. No particular

ornhiPinq heina worked here in Mission Control. Fiignc

ControTler^ 5?imariiy occuping themselves with the planning
Contcoiier.. priiiKaiiiy . j^^^,. s.,a».ion nnrJ th« other proc(
Sc2wities''fg^?he SacSiaS d the other procedures

?hariu! becLe necltsary tornorrow at this time when the crew

prepares for entry and landing on Thurscday morning, at deorbit

on Thurseday morning. Deorbit burn occurs on o^bit 161 with

landing on 162 and actual touch down time at 7:58 am Pj^J-fic

Time. About 2 minutes away from acquisition, 8 days, 5 hours, 44

ininutes, this is Mission Control Houston,

CAPCOM Roger, we'll also give you a total of ^.li";^

because there is also an input down on line, around line 40. so

we'll start with line 37. The track target equals 2. DA? Al and

the remarks will be LVLH-roll+130. Lino 38, body vector 3(90,0)

DAP AUTO, remarks -ZLV XBV pitch +0. Line 39, "^^^"^^^
^„

vernier, remarks yaw+0. END OF TAPr.
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CAPCOM look into the FPM or not?

SPACECRAFT Sure, okay, we have, hol<l on a sec, it's right

here.

CAPCOM We can take care of the routing from here, but of

course we can't do your setups. 'VUis if. a very exciting no!n-?nt,

the fact that you be able to fill these cylendrical suspended

zones for the first time there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I*n not sure which camera it is, it's a--

CAPCOM Well we are gettin'j module interior video right

now, so were pretty sure v^hich camera it's not.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg *:3itting up the television
caiuera, to look into the fluid physics nodule.

CAPCOM Okay, and Byron do you have the diopter on that

camera?

SPACECRAFT That's affirnative, nill.

CAPCOM Great.

SPACECRAFT fie had it right side up first. I think we just

lost our second pump.

CAPCOM Yeah we copy on the second pump.

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, if you get the
camera set up before we go LOS we can start the recorder for

you. If you don't get it set up, that's okay, but vre would
appreciate getting some magnetic video tape recording of you
drawing this suspended liquid zone.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mike that sounds good. As you know v/e have
about 15 tapes still left here, and—

CAPCOM * And our count

—

SPACECRAFT ---sounds like a good idea.

CAPCOM At our count you have atleast 14 tapes available
for whatever use. I think your presently routed from that camera
to VITR #1, is 48 minutes a tape on it, and it sure seems a shame
to bring back unused magnetic tape.

SPACECRAFT That's a fair image now, if you can switch. How
poes that look guys?

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab, v;s're send up a command switch
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uvec to that ca:.)era ;;o can r,ey. -/hat you- fu-einr,. 'i-y, thero

it is. WO(iasr £ul ! I iy'Ton this is----

SPAC.ilCUArT 0'<ay, i^re you r?ncly for sonso riotc?

CAPCO.-i 1 would liko you to have a five (garble)

oscillation just to check foe tho (garhle) sy.ametry.

S'-'ACl^CRArr Okay, well it'c not exactly r,ymnetry. ?lore v.-e

go. A3 ^ou c.i sea I v^aa not able to get that other plate

through on exactly syr.utotry.

CA^CO"! Don't worry too much. 3yron thon tha main point

is* without allowing foe the braikage, try the ISO rotation

step. At this increase both speed slowly, but of course without

allov/ing for blinking

SPACECRAFT I'm Borcy I missed part oC what you naid^ th«re,

Isadora consider the IHO rotation yu say ?.nd you wuia li.<o to

grow so.aemore.

CAPCOM Yes, go to ISO rotation.

SPACECKAFT Okay.

•"APCO-1 Anfl Spacelab were about to go LOS, but your

Recorder is running, and that was a really terrific show Byron,

we're delighted.

SPACECRAFl' Okay, that's super Mike. VIo'U I'll continue to

try and start some more. And I'll put it on taps wnat I m

doing.

CAPCOM Real good, and there's lots of tape, so keep th*!m

;rolling.

SPACECRAFr Okay, wellco.

CAPCOM And will see you at 6+02 at Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECimFT Okay, and for the tape recorders I've got the same

place setting as 23.8 and 20.8 right now, and I'm going to 33.0

and 29.0, feed the point 2 on the front and point 19 on the

reservoir right now.

CAPCOM Real cood Byron, we copy those numbers, real good.

SPACECltAFT Okay, (garble)

PftO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 8 days 5
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hours 40 iiunutes mission elaispod time. Loss of signal vnth the
tracking and data relay satillite with Spacelab. Anticipation of

reacquisition through TDUS in about 49 minutes, anticipating both
S--Band voice and KU-3and data. During the last acquisition of

signal we received somo down link television. Early on in the

—

EMD OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Steps 1.1 through 1.5.

SPACECRAFT Yos, I'll do that, as soon as I get drifit to one

side o£ the Spacecraft to the other.

CAPCOM Or if you liice, I can just read you the steps, it's

not very complicated.

SPACECKA?T Oltay.

PAO Mission Specialist Owen Garrlot indicating that

Mirror Heating Facility' has been shut down. And sto"?ed in it's

launched landing position.

CAPCOM And Spacolab this is Marshall Ops, for Owen. Could

you please read us the status of the lamps on the ICS panel

that's the instrument cooling system at the bottom of the, okay

the (garble) good.

SPACECRAFT Press high is off, pump 1 is on, volt is lit and

pump 2 on is lit,

CAPCOM Okay thank you.

3PACEC1^FT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay thank you very much.

CAPCOM And Owen, could you go down to the ICS panel at the

bottom of the MSDR and tell us which lamps are on there, we're

just not flowing data is all, and the 300 team wants to know this

shutdown status, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Marshall Ops, Spacelab is here, we're

going up to a 13mm ... stand by. . (garble) and lamp 2, interupt is

on.

CAPCOM I got the fact that the pump 2 lamp was on, I

didn't catch your other part of the transmission.

SPACECRAFT The other part is the ESS Bus light is oh.

CAPCOM Okay, I copy the essential bus power ifi on.

CAPCOM And Owen, we have a final remark about this, they

do not want that MHF furnace open, it is to remain tightly sealed

until post landing disassembly.

SPACECRAFT Okay, any particular reason?
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CAPCOM mil, as you may bo aware, it was an off nominal

thermally driven anutdovm, because of this evidently because this

cooling probleni and they'd just like it to remain scaled, no

further openings in the r4HF are scheduled.

SaACECPAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, Spacelab here, we're (garble) a

ciUnder now and w^'re out at about 15mm long. ^And it s slight

concaved so everything looks like just fine. The Problem I had

before fo^tb- 321 PI was that I didn't when I glued the (garble)

oFMiU Haynes, it's just a little bit off center, so even though

it lioks centered in the film camera it's not real)./ quite as
_

centered if it would look, I have a little bit of lateral shift.

CAPCO-'l Okay Byron, we copy your transmissions, do you find

it reasonably straight forward to maintain the zone slightly

concave?

SPACECiiAFT Yes, reasonably, (garble) I just adjust the speeds

a little bit, and it's just very slightly (garble) 85 negree

contact angle.

CAPCOM That's extremely good news. The FPM people ate

iery heartened by that. You may of hit on a method for growing

cylinderical columns in weightlessness, by keeping tha. contact

angle a little bit less than the apparently critical value of 90

degrees.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCO:-i

SPACECRAFT

Okay Roger.

Okay there is a BOrnm column, should I try for more?

Byron, this is 331 PI.

Go ahead.

CAPCOM Well, you can freelance the lateral shift, just

(garble) on the rear end plate and the point is that I would like

to have cylinderical columns, and if at all possible, that raeans

90 degrees of (garble) at the disc.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand, we'll get there eventually, I

iust wanted to know if you'd like me to go longer, I think I'd

like to keep it concave until I get to the point where I want to

be, and then slowly try and make it cylinderical, over.

CAPCOM
will work.

Wonderful, I think this is feasible, and I work it

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I'll try for a little more here then.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron, I wondet

do you have a camera sot up, so we could have a loo'< into the PPM

or not?

SPACKCRAFT Sure okay, yeah, hold on a second. Let's try

again.

CAPCOM VJe can take care of the routing from hero. But of

course we can't do your setups. This is a very exciting nionienr,

the fact you'll be able to built these cylinderical suspeneded

zones for the first time there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm not sure v;hich can^era it is.

CAPCOM Well we are getting,.

END OF TAPE
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K

q^>r.rK(:RAPT (Garble). O 1 all --^t U7n-w /.n— 'm

k-rv to 3c any ideas 'ou ave 1 oro, I'll ..ore t
,
a

haA)':/ to ta';e. You"l to ma'<c i'.. .
ylmdo.- ficst;

CAPO.Xl The pro'odur • U co U" tV nonin :
pro. .euro jf

331 and tn- only thin is : ^.at y-"-! ' •'•''^ cr-, to .-.u.,
..

-

is the rolatio. -.hio between (v U'bi - an tr->n \f 'hi
-

'

cylinder witn thase 30 n,iU i:..r.tc:
. s M

.9, so, ror c/lindrical -.ong,:, yo . D^'st >r,.:er {-ja

position, and- charli., any fr -t plate .or,ition_ann .
re.o. .oir

shouL- road the -'^^amc figuc-, ...tltinlv by .9. Oxd -'cu co, ?

SPACECHAFT Ok.iv, T UKlGr'..aad aultirO.y -y .
^'

.

CAPCOM V Roger. Stand

3PACT-:CRAFr
,

Oka/.

CAPoTI The proceaure is to drop then to attache i.t, to t--

front t > the rear plat ^ an.i establi-,^ a cy^inuri il^one anrl go

IroU point U to point that-s to :v,a ;c a low cylimlr;:^al .. me
-0 3dy CO nillirr.-iters and lirnb. .;

.P.CECRAF- cay, underntand u? to 80. We- 1
noe what we can

CAPCOM And we We ^jot you on live,

SPACECRAFT Rog. r ,
okay,! have che 331 bravo (garble

)
in which

(garble) ha3. about i^ "O, 100 frames at f le.:t.

CAPCOM '^kay , well for me don ' t wor ry about the (qar ble) .

SPACECr;\FT D;-.ay.

, c^a- T -^}^ a ' nf-> tt i no 1 ivf* V i deo again EroTi
CAPCOM oKay, Spact ! ao, "ve re yt.. w L - u-j X L .

V j

the module interior.

c'VACF^R\^-^^ Ot-av, ^>il<e. OKay, well f e fi:id r.y>ill-'~ ov-r th^

miSfe disk, tLliacbl.) take a look again .md try a. clean it

up and start over .^gain.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy, '•<y con. 'Vuaaks. Rvron, this is 331

PI.
; :

SPAC£CRM"r Rosier, go .head.

3APC0M (Garble) I under stood (gar' To) over to .g irM<-).



SP, 'ECUA= hat*: v^f f - civ.at j ve, ^vor.

, v^.pc....-'. Tmcl ' mak- contact tv .•'<.• a'jni". [q^. n--^ you

saat hi& xin. Uii (go" >lc)

cioACi::'' Jur S..ginniM. to i .rm :-io v^onc, .nm'- T ws tryl-.-i

so.aethr, a Uttlo c(--c:e;:, oncav--^, exca->e -n-.

p. -OM oHa . , wel. th- -'unt . it you that -^=1 cn-.not,

co^ii^ed noec meo'. --»nd :...t to .;ast.o too xurh tint- if V - "f-;

feerther.- is w.. out 'ith this cyUmlrlcal I

will 'ga'hx^^) to Tnai:tain dir.-ct .,v.ther trial {g.r':--n).

0.-;ay, n w got so le a\o^ • ti:a- here.

CAPC0J4 :

Ok iv,'
;

P7,0 voic-.. Of (qar:u.e: Mart nor, ncincinU invc-> i gatcrj

on one <f th. flux., physic, mo-.ulo - ^-^^ -.r Un^ ^yro.

Lichten' -•ccj on mo.U icatioa to the 00. rntior: of xnycc .

- ;>e r iuien ts ,

l '^C/CRhl .' (^;arblc) "UIF.

..^PCC.» Rear gocl, cm-^n. Wc copy that you've done th^

; se- th... ^G.; acuurn gas nyatem vhich w^'d 11.:. you/o .0 nov.

"or' any ' vL" that you have tho time. That naoo 900~1 =tc.:>. x.l

through 1.5

.

EuD OF '-'APE
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CAPC^M dovm to the module*

SPAC v:RAPT For 10 minutes, about 10 minutes.

PCOM And your TO is at day 8, 05, 10 MET,

SPACECRAFT V7ell, that's less than 10 ninutes frora nov;.

There's no wa^- to get it set up that fast.

CAPCOM Okay, Ue're sorry. We just got the merisage. Okay

Owen. Let*s have you slip those times by 5 minutes.

SPACi:CRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And Spacclab, Marshall OPS to Owen. Let's back out

of this SEPAC run. The RAU 21 is giving us some problems.

SPACiCCRAFT I We already done that Bill about 10 minutes ago.

After accumulating something over 63 messages mostly relative to

RAU, 0 5 messages however,

CAPCOM Yes, we can see the 10 messages and the DEP 5. Yes

that RAU just running a little bit warm and I think that's

(garble)

.

SPACiXRAFT (Garble) .

CAPCOM Yes, v/e copy.

SPACECRAFT Long since been lost from a false summary page.

CAPCOM Yes we copy all those lOs,

SPACECRAFT There were some DE? 05s probably unrelated to

everything that fill up the false summary page here,

CAPCOM Yes, just disregard that DHP 05, Yes, v;e were

trying to reinitialize the link.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations for

either of you guys when you have a minute or 2 free.

SPACECRAFT Mike.

SPACECRAFT Mike.

CAPCOM I got part of the transmission.

SPACIXRAFT You go ahead if you had a message for us,

CAPCOM Yes I do. The message is that because of the

recurrent noises in the pumps of the instrument cooling system of
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the M3DR we*ce yoing to terminate operations on the Curnaccs of
the MSDR and I have a shut down procedure for MHP and VGS v/hich

we can carry out anytime that you have 5 or 10 minutes free or I

can read it to you and you can carry it out in LOS,

SPACECRAFT Stand by a moment. Just go ahead and 1*11 do it

here Mike,

CAPCOM Yes, okay. The first thing ir>, is the MHF reacheo
its bottonr position. That is it's traveled to the bottom of its
usual range of travel.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there is no drive and it looks like it's very
close. It*s maybe a very short distance from the bottom.

CAPCOM Yes, okay. That means it's completed. It's a

normal shut down. You see it reached a stop number 3-20 when the
water temperature in this coolant loop rose to a 45 C limit and
so it put itself to bed and that's the condition in v'hich we also
believe it to be. The steps which v;e'd like you to do are the
GHF^ excuse me, the MIIF shut down steps v;hich you'll find on paqe
foxtrot 400-36. The step numbers are 9*4 through 9.10.

'PACECIUFT Okay, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Owen.

SPACECRAFT Mike.

CAPCOM Yes, if there's any doubt in your mind if the
furnace has reached the bottom of its travel where just rotating
the hand reel will lock it against the stop, what you can do is

do a start MHP enter and a halt MHF 31 enter v;hich v;ill

electrically drive it all the way to the bottom.

SPACSCl^PT You cut out there Mike. Would you say again?
Start an MHF enter then what else?

CAPCOM Yes, start MHF enter and then halt MHF 31 enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll just try that: but it looks like it's
pretty close.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks a lot Owen. That'd just make sure.

SPACECRAFT Marhsall OPS, Spacelab. (Garble)

CAPCOM Yes, go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger. VJe've got the 5 (garble) tracer fluid into
the FPM and standing by to chat with the fluid physics module Pis
here.
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CAPCOM Okay, they aro enabled Byron. They can talk to

you,

CAPCOn Byron, 231 PI,

SPACECRAFT Okay, 331 ?!• Spacelab here/ VJe've been able to

mak9 a nice cylinder v/ith the (garble) tracers so removed it and

I have the 5 (garble) trctcer in now an." I guens Stand by.

Okay, and I'm all set up nov; and I'm re jdy to go bo any ideas you

have Isadora I'll be more than happy to take. Would you like to

make a cylinder first?

CAPCOM Well the procedure is to try the norainal

procedure oE 51 and the only thing is that you will need some

changes in the figures.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days 4

hours 27 minutes, mission elapsed time. Standing by now for
reacquisition of signal through the Guam ground tracking
station* Under way on Spacelab the crew should possibly at this
time be conducting fluid physics module experiments* This pass
should be about 5--1/2 minutes in length.

SPACECRAFT Attention. It seems to be quite fine. I've fluid
all the way up through the (garble) and (garble) 0 point now.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. Anticipating
some additional television from Spacelab. At about 0 days 4

hours 49 minutes, just a few minutes from now, 2:49 pm.

CAPCOM 45 seconds and we*ll see you at 4 plus 48, with -

through s-band.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOn ...through S-Band.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 8 days 4

hours 34 minutes, mission elapsed time, loss of signal through

the Guam ground tracking station. Anticipating reacquisit Ion

through TDRSS in about 14 minutos. During this upcoming pass

we're anticip-'-lng some both recorded and live dov;nlin'< from the

Spacecraft, fluid physics module activities on the tape recorder,

and then live downlink from inside the habitable module. Again,

that is scheduled for 8 days 4 hours 49 minutes, or approximately

thereabouts. At 8 days 4 hours 34 minutes mission elapsed time,

this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO And this is Marshall" Spacelab Operations v/ith one

additional comment, during the last brief acquisition of signal

through Guam, Dr. Isadora Martinez, representative of experiment

331, floating zona stability in zero gravity, using the fluid

physics module was enabled and spoke briefly with the crew. This

is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 8 days 4

hours 47 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by now for

•eacquisition of signal through the tracking and data relay

satellite. Anticipating both S-Band and Xu-3and acquisition.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations receving live

downlink TV from the Spacelab habitable module of Byron

Lichtenberg, working with the material science double rack fluid

physics module.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we've got you

on S-Band for about 43 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay roger Marshall Ops we copy, and we just now

got a RAU skip 11 message, I guess we'll let you guys take care

of that dovm there.

CAPCOM Okay we copy, RAU skip 11.

SPACBCHAFT That's affirm. And I've got some good news for the

fluid physics module Pis.

CAPCOM Okay, they are standing by 3yron, and we have live,

we will acquire live TV when you let us know it's okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO —hours, 34 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Thats affirm. Ana I've got some good news for the

fluid physics .-nodule Pi's.

CAPCOM Okay there standing by, Byron, and we will acquire

live TV when you let us know it's okay.

SPACECRAFT Okav, you can turn it on.

CAPCOM And we'd like to have you 0? RAU 11.

SPACECRAFT RAU 11 Okay it looks like it's (garble) I don't

see an air message.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm ready to go ahead and talk with the fluid

physics module Pi's a litle bit if I could.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron, you might tell Owen that we're

going to try to get in a SEPAC run if lie can cone down to the

module.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think we just lost you, you said to get him

^ SEPAC run and then you stooped.

CAPCOM Yeah, it's going to be in about 5+10 Owen, we've

got a run for you.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops Spacelab how do you read over?

CAPCOM We copy you Byron, how us?

SPACECRAFT Okay, well you right in the middle of saying

something about SEPAC, and then it sounded like you dropped out

and thats how wo lost you for a little bit.

CAPCOM Yeah, your broken, and I'm not sure how our

transmission is going to hold. Tell Owen, we want to run

everything on SEPAC just like the previous run, and we 11 give

you a new GMT, how copy?

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy that loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, we're not having much luck on your co-nra, just

let us know if you copy the new GMT time of 3 4 0 stroke 2 1 ;
0

0 ; 0 0

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, how copy?

CAPCOM And Spacelab Marshall Ops how copy?

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops how copy?
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';gpACSCUAPT Real clear: Bill, how do you raad me?

CAPCOM Okay Ov;en, let us give you a GMT time of day 340,

hour 21 minutes, and 10 seconds, corcection 21 minutos cortection

21 hours 10 seconds.

SPACECr<'\Pr Try it one more time since it's exactly that time

Eight now. We got 21:10 Owen, —for 10 minutes, —yes 10

minutes.

CAPCOM And your T 0 is at day 8, 0 5 1 0 MET,

SPACECRAFT Bill that's less than 10 ninutes.

E^^D OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, the ether is coming.

CAPCOM Okay I thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there a couple of bubbles inside and you wil
hopefully see, see the convection pretty quickly. That's about
the best we can do on the given circumstances. Okay, I*m not
sure whether the near video system allows you to see the motion
is starting.

CAPCOM And Ulf, could you ...

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM ... catch some of the spectron illumination?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I can try. Okay let me see what I got with
little better focus.

CAPCOM Ulf, what can you see from up there?

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM We start seeing them moving nov;. Try to focus it
little better.

SPACECRAFT That's what I'm trying Luigi.

CAPCOM Really good right there Ulf. That's nice. Well
centered.

CAPCOM That's excellent Ulf. Excellent. Great.

CAPCOM Just leave it right there.

CAPCOM It's usually the ...

SPACECRAFT I'm afraid, I'm afraid you won't see much of the
tracers but they are really moving around I can tell you. Oh,
maybe if I lock the end at light. Wait a second.

CAPCOM We can see them too. Don't worry Ulf. It's a

great job.

SPACECRAFT It's not particulary fast but it moves and all
your, all your camera system here I didn't spin through so far
but I will take a couple of frames. I think it will be pretty
clear. Let me try if I shut the illumination, to shut a little
iown.

CAPCOM But don't worry you did a wonderful job, Ulf, as
always.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, now I will show a little bit what it is like

if you rotate.

CAPCOM That's righte Start some rotation. That's it.

Great.

SPACECRAFT POCC, Spacelab. What filter combination do you

want to use for this thing, (garble).

CAPCOM Ulf it's a wonderful view from here. That's great.

CAPCOM We'll check with AEPI.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here comes the rotation of the sun plates.

CAPCOM Very good. It's excellent from here. That's
great.

SPACECRAFT I want to, watch out what happens if you rotate
them. The thing starts to grow neck because the centrifuge and

the (garble)

.

CAPCOM That's correct. (Garble). That's correct. That's

a very important demonstration and recording and observation.^
And you know this is the pattern of the floating zone. This is

enlarged the portion of the floating zone in the middle
furnace. That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM It's the fluid is different of course but this is

(garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Again now I'll go ahead I guess a little (garble).

CAPCOM Yes, yes. Watch out, watch out.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I stopped it. Did the oscillation and if you
like I go ahead and take a couple of frames with the 60
millimeter camera then we are ready to break it if you want, if

you like.

CAPCOM Yes, can you rotate just the rear plate? Only the

rear plate?

SPACECRAFT I set it out a little in the area. I'm not quite
sure whether I pulled out that (garble) rear plate out. Can give

it a time, just a second.

CAPCOM Yes, okay yes. Please do.
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, we've a message for Bob Parker. The
filter combiuations which he needs is first of all for the camera
filter — 4200.

SPACECRAFT

C/'PCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
better.

Okay, let me see whether I can fix that.

And for the PCA filter...

Again Mike,

. . . 2800.

That's, that's ...

The block on the camera there Mike.

... very good, excellent. Couldn't do anything

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOiM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, if your going to

jse that camera number 1, for this MPM run it will have to have a

aiopter lens on it, in order to be able to focus m close enough

to do a good enough job on Luigi's (garble).

CAPCaM (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And Ulf , that diopter is in Lima 1 echo.

SPACECRAFT It's already stowed Bill.

PAO The instrument being discussed, the diopter, which

enables the TV camera to monitor activities inside the fluid

physics module during conduct of experiment activities.

CAPCOM Byron, this is 026 wing spreader.

SPACECRAPr Okay, read you loud and clear 026, and we just

finished Owen's pressure readings and it looks quite good, the

other two guys have had good readings also.

CAPCOM Thank you very much, that's a great thing, but

Byron, did you make sure that nobody was talking during the

measurements?

SPACECRAFT (garble) talk to the ... Mike, (garble)...

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see the video image?

CAPCOM No, we don't see anything yet, we still have the

other camera on.

SPACECRAFT Let me switch it over.

CAPCOM Okay, keep it there.

PAO Now receiving TV from inside the fluid physics

module.

SPACECRAFT Okay, do you see the view inside the experiment

from the fluid physics module, it's not very much separatee from

each other, what you see on your screen is coming from above is

the oil I injected a moderated volume of oil and you see how the

oil spreads immediately over the front plates, the vacuum forms a
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bubble which is limited in diameter for 60mm it creeps all over

the plate, and that is the same which is caused by the oil film,

the (garble) are ready.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf^

SPACECRAFT I will separate...

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM Yes, never mind getting it higher, just try to put

th^ heater on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, v;ell any second now, we'll separate it just a

little to make things a little easier (aarble) ..

CAPCOM Never ....

SPACECRAFT Okay, I changed th*=* illur^ ination now, in order to

visualize the (garble) convectio

CAPCOM Ulf? Could you move the....

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Yes, that's great now, but Ulf, now the first

objective is to see the thing moving. Never mind (garbl*-; never

mind if it is big, the thing is motion now, the key word is

motion.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll try to do my best for you. Focus a

little

CAPCOM Okay, now you can put the heat on, that's great,

it will look great from here.

PAO Voice of Dr. Luigi Napolitano.

CAPCOM Ulf, could you put the heater on now?

SPACECRAFT Okay, the heater is coming.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there are a couple of (garble) and you..

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT^ ^.'/Okay'i^,

'APCO:: And :-;paceiar), Mar-'Ui .11 C.;;-;:, we'vt: '-ji):- you on ll-/-^

TV.;';;;';' ;

SPACECRAFT .
. .Okay , /that sounds gooa 'B

• CAPCOM \' ;OKaY-
"

CAPCOM Spacelab this is riar^ihall opr., thankr> v^orv h^u^m for

• that run on 19 • Bob, , ev idontly the .reason
,

for .the lov/ counts .on

your grauhic disp.lay, it ./.is simply the (act thnt 'aoth-^--^r ri^tin-

was not particularly co-"Op?ra t i vo in ternin of. nat'iral e it^cc r on i c -

fluxes today*

SPACiiCHAFT Nice to fool v/ith mother nature, you q-.r/s knon*

that*

CAPCC3M .

:
/

-

^

. CyeahV./we copy -Bob, :thanks

/

PhO Artd-'^' this ^'Is^'lia • 1;
ive ,:

dovrnl ink t'.^ 1 ev i f; ion , from the aabi table module f^f t Spac^^cra %
or S;>acelah, /ML f^-^ur ncionco cr ewme:i^bei*s in the i .

-o-.-itory.

Byron Lichteii^ :u^g ari'-l Owen Garriott jurM (qarble) oir of the

r ig h t of ' the . f eld . o f ,.y i ev; , ,

doi ng lood wo r k , act i v i t i e s V ..

.

Bob
,

. Parke. * s been .work inq exoer iment Ic-V, one of th3 Soace .plasma ....

pnysici. experiments. \n6 i::.! Mei:L. vLd v/o^'king v;ith th fluid :

physics module V

CAPCi J-paceiub, t^A^i is :-.,.rshall Oporatioi:; for eChet
Owen or Byron/ We have experine^^ 2o standing by, v/r>u1,cl like a

few words" with -you,. concer.nlng • your venus pressure-
.

. .
;

measur einents

.

CAPC0>1^ :
^

- - Mar.sbill Ops ^or e-th^^r Byron,
Owen'/ : v^le have^^ o-^jadinb by, to chat wi-^ you for a

minute.

SPACECRAFT ;
Okay, Mike ctand by a sec, we* re tiq'^t in th^^

middle of a (garble)

' CAPCOM
:

.

,.V:...
.... Sure/ standing, by ...

SPACCCRAFT Okay, (garble)

/CAPCOiv:^ .-
,

Go ahead .Ulf
,

,--C ;

.

SPACECRAFT
witn ,

Luigi.
Okay, I *m basically rea^y for th-^'- FD^: experiment
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ChPCO: : Pea 1 good U 1 f ^ we cony . • w-: ha v n h\\ i m i 1 .uii i nr]

by here, ile*s puncli i, n^^: onto
;
the: 1 ine :

r ight

^ PCOM Spac o I a b this i n 328.

SP/iCECHAFT (garble)

CAPCOM 'And someone close to the camera, on the front tone,

if you cor/uj just tip it down ibout 5 deg rees 1 1 sure
.

wouli he'-^>

CA^-^^CiK4 Thank you Bot...

CA,prOM Space! lb lirjuston, ai r^to-qrouncl 1 .
;

(gar ble)

Spa :e'^ we'd like you co implement the cold case f ix for come
out o: La cold case attitude/ the heat attitude;

FACECmrf ;:::Okay,: we' 11 do. ^

CAPCOM ^ ^Thank ^ you. ; Bob /

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Operations for Ulf.

SPiiCECllAi^T
,
Go : aheed . ,,, :

-

CAPCC : Yes, weWe configured your VITR #1, it's a captured
data tiom t/. f K;:d physics module, when we go TX*S/> a

aUf.ute:> fro;n no^, out wliat v;e'd like you to do is turn off VITR
#1/ \<hei: you* corAplet-?d capturing^ Luig i Vs video,

'

SPACCv.EAF (garble)

SPACE *RAFT v^t POCC l*ve finally succeeded in locating I think
is;, ab<-ut 13 separately It tt/I-: .

electrons in yr ing, #l , (garble) . ..

Little;. errer-Ty,'-;-
,

eAPCOM Okay, Bob coj^y/ evidentually nature's not giving
us .:'very miicrr.f''^l-^ct:j''^on;''f I\:rK-tou^

SPACECRAPr "

.Roger, that,,/ 1*11 :leave the. .run,: there on./for a /, /
little %#.rit i..e for yo to loo- it,

CAPCOfe'l Y^-*»'ih, Bob we cop./, we might get a few more
electrons, you reaver know,

.P.M)-^ ; /.^ 01 f .Merbold now work n.q .with... one of the "module /....'^
; /,

television caneras. i^ositioring it n fiont of the fluid physics
;iBOd.yl.€» .."/:';

SPAGECRAFr Okay, we*ve got a v^ ry ni c pressure (garble)

SPACI^CRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, if your ioin<j to

that cameta #1, for the F3M run, it will have

END OF TAPS
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CAPCOM ... and finally the third objective is ...

CAPCOM We copy, we'll work that with the PI, stand by.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Bob, we're
wondering, v/e*re not getting live data at the mon^ent from the 19
experiment, but we wonder what's the status of 19 experiment
power, which you'll find at item 1 on the 19 alpha display.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I got the power on, cover's open and voltage
is high and cycling.

CAPCOM Okay, and have you selected a ring number equal to
8, or what? VJhat is the ring number that you presently setup?

SPACECRAFT Let me check and see which one I was picking on
now, I've picked on several.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAPr . . and some dots along the bottom.

CAPCOM Dots along the bottom, I think that...

SPACECRAFT ...looking..

CAPCOM I believe that means, you got no flux is all, ring
number 9 ought to show you your calibration spectrum which is
done with a mode 2.

SPACECRAFT The calibration curve worked.

CAPCOM I see, okay so the K02 calibration, you did get
that broad hump feature is that right?

SPACECRAFT (garble) get that again, just fine. I went to
rings and energy instead and, like an energy 40 somewhere in the
middle, I ...

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for Bob. Yes, we
understand you got a nominal looking calibration curve, but you
don't get any electrons with any of the rings or azimuth sectors,
is that right?

SPACECRAFT (garble) Is in primer spec 13 Mike, it's set.

CAPCOM Yes, Bob, 19 suggests trying various azimuth
sectors, that's all they can think of right now.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, do we have a go for TV
in the module?
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SPACECRAFT There's nobody here that's got him set up yet.
Byron and Owen just left and we're trying to get this stuff done,
so they'll looking off in all sorts of different directions at
the moment,

CAPCOM Okay, we copy Bob, thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab, F-Iarshall Ops, for Bob. The 19 team is
now getting s ^.^^c Ku-Band data and suggests that you try for the
alpha sector number one, and for bravo channel number 3.

SP. ECRAFT Okay, I've already got one in, let me try 3.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAPT Yes I said I guess what I'm really wondering is if
I*m going to run it or if the (garble) going to run it.

CAPCOM Yes, we're talking to 19 right now about the game
plan for this upcoming run.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Yes, good morning Ulf. *:ow*s everything?

SPACECRAPT Everything's fine. I wonder what Luigi wants me to
do for his run this time.

CAPCOM Okay, we have Luigi standing by and he'll be with
i"ou in just a minute as soon as we get some of this traffic out
of the way concerning the upcoming 19 run.

PAO Dr. Napolitano about to be voice enabled.

CAPCOM Bob, we'd like you to run FlOO procedure on
experiment 19. That's a manual run.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy. That's in work.

PAO Experiment 19 is the low energy electron flux
experiment. It's part of the space plasma physics series of
experiments onboard Spacelab.

CAPCOM Okay Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We've cleared
most of our traffic out of the way and I'd like to turn air-to--
ground 1 over to Luigi Napolitano who will be working with you
Ulf and here's Luigi.

CAPCOM Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT Hello Luigi.

CAPCOM Hello Ulf. How are your? Good morning. And how
• • •

SPACECRAFT Good morning. Good to . .

.

CAPCOM ... and I copied your remarks and let me explain
what I would like to do. Now the first objective is now to yet
some TV coverage of marangoni flow. This has been changed at the
last moment. I've been told to have this opportunity so this is
first objective. The second objective is to get aa tall a column
as possible no matter whether cylindrical or not in order to have
high (garble) number for marangoni flow. And finally, the third
objective is to rotate only the how do you call it, the rear
plate, only the rear plate, by increasing speeds and to record
the effect. Did you copy me?
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SPACECiyVFT Okay, yes I think so,

CAPCOM Okay, Thank you. And so you have your, the same
settings for the speeds that you had last time and okay then you
know better than I.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try what v;e ^ an do here.

CAPCOM And let me also add to you that you have to use th

film 328C for camera B. 328 charlie for camera bravo. As you
know as you told me there are 600 frames left on that film. Did
you copy me?

SPACECRAFT Yes, but I think it was Byron's magazine. I think
I used A and B.

CAPCOM Okay, for camera A it's 28A and again for camera B

bravo is 328 charlie.

SPACECRAFT Okay^ got you.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

PAO As Ulf Merbold continues to work with the 328

experiment and Bob Parker with experiment 19. Shift handover is
beginning to take effect here in the Payload Operations Control
Center.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston with yoi^ on air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM Columbia, with you ...

SPACECRAFT I was just wondering if we could do this maneuver
little earlier. Is that possible?

CAPCOM Columbia, Flouston stand by a sec. I'll check.

SPACECRAFT Run it by them John.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT 328 I'm here. I'm setting up your gear. I'll let
you know. Otherwise you block me if I ...

CAPCOM I would like you to^ you know I forget, you, of
:!ourse, you have to use five (garble) with tracers.

SPACECRAFT Again Luigi.
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CAPCOM You have to use, of course, 5 (garble) with

tracers. I just want to remind you. I'm sure you know that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 5 (garble) with tracers.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, just be advised we're going to put

the master timeline in hold temporarily so don't becomed alarmed

if you notice it.

SPACECRAPr Okay, POCC I'm not getting anything on 19 team.

Nothing.

CAPCOM We copy. We'll work that with the PI. Stand by.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS for Bob. We're

wondering, we're not getting liva data at the moment from the 19

experiment but ...

END OF TAPE
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(garble)

PAO Anticipating reacquisit ion of signal nov; with the

Spacelab any moment, at 7 days, 22 hours, 24 minutes, mission
elasped time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations,

CAPCOM And Spacelab Marshall Ops, good morning and we have
you for about 53 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, good morning Bill, how are you
doing today?

CAPCOM Oh great, Byron* How are you doing?

SPACECRAFT Oh, just fine thank you, just fine, it's lovely up
here. And Bill we decided to run OFD and got the old event
table, old problem again, do you want to take a look at that
please?

CAPCOM We will.

CAPCOM While we're looking into that Byron, we've set up a

possibility of flowing a little bit of real time, when we come up
on KU-Band, AOS in about 15 minutes. And provided that you guys
can manage it, at a non-interference basis, what we hope to do
is, we're asking Ulf to do a PBM run with Luigi, and we're even
going to be able to down link some of that as real time video
from the FBM and show Luigi what his liquid column looks like.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sounds pretty neat.

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, please be

advised that you can disregard the event table old message which
you have on your display.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thanks you.

SPACECRAFT He told me to never disregard that table old
message,

:

CAPCC»1 Just a transient Bob.

SPACECRAFT And Marshall Ops, be advised we're just a little
bit behind on the blood draws, but it doesn't look like there's a

whole lot of pressing things, though we've got that 2 out of 4

sticks

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, that you have done 2 out of your 4

sticks so far. Hope the blood work goes nnoothly. Can advise
you that your 19 operation is reasonably time critical, because
it coincides with us, a particular attitude that we need. The
rest of your activities are not so time critical in this pass.
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SPACECRAFT POCCi I think that's a red teams, 19 activity isn't

CAPCOM That's an affirm--

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM We have assigned tha 19* activity to you Bob, the
red team activity*

SPACECRAFT Yes, and I should report that the, Byron has done 2

of his 5 sticks today.

CAPCOM Right, we copy, 2 of the 5 sticks for today.

SPACECRAFT This is only the 34A message Marshall?

CAPCOM We're looking at that Byron, and we'll let you know
if you need to do anything, for the time being just disregard
that and we'll get with the 34 people. If anyone is ready to
copy, I can give you the camera setups that we'd like you do in

preparation for Ulf's run with Luigi. But if your, I imagine
your real busy right now, if you can get to it sometime in the
-lext part of the pass, we'd be happy.

SPACECRAFT Actually you can go ahead right now, we're going to
be delaying the blood here for a couple of minutes.

CAPCOM Okay, real good.

SPACECRAFT Trying to get my nerve up.

CAPCOM (laugh) Real good, Byron, yeah. There's a camera
right now, mounted overhead, and what we'd like you guys to do is
change out it's lens and mount it on the hand rail, in a

position, where it computers ends the fluid physics module.
We'll be using the camera that's presently overhead, for the
FBM. We also believe you have a camera in your forward end cone,
gathc'ring in a wide view of the work going on in Spacelab and I

understand from TV Ops, that they would like that one mov^, a

little bit more leftward. That is to say, it's angle right now
is not quite right to capture the FPM activity. That may need a

little bit of repositioning.

SPACECRAFT Well if you saw it right now, you would agree that
it*s angle wasn't quite right to catch anything, we'll have to
reposition it entirely.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, we copy.

SPACECRAFT POCC, have you got us a supported timeline we need
to run for this 19 operation, or do I just run 19 Alpha?
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CAPCOM Bob, we'll check that.

SPACECRAFT SL this is (garble) 1.

SPACECRAFT What I really wonder is thj MGL going to run it, or

am * going to run it?

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, I'm afraid we missed

that last tra r-.mission, could you repeat it?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I said, I guess what I really wonder, if I am

going to run it or if the, (garble) going to run it.

CAPCO^^ -eah were talking to 19 right now, about the game

planned for this upcoming run

END OF TAPE
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PAO ..55 minutes, mission elapsed time, mission elapsed
time, this is Marshall Soacelab Operations,

PAO This is Mission control Houston, another hour until
reacquisi tion of Columbia through a UHP station at Madrid
Spain* During the just completed pass at Indian Ocean station,
John Young commeneted that Columbia doesn't care for this hot
test, said she shakes, groans and rattles like a ship working in
heavy seas. Young earlier had completed flight control system
checkout, says that there was 3 degree error in the rudder pedal
portion of that checkout. But he though that the system would
compensate for that error and that was concurred by the people
here in mission control center. Change of shift briefing with
the off going flight director. Flight Bourgeois will be at 10:30
am CSTf following the Science briefing in the JSC news room.
Current orbital numbers for the Spacelab and Columbia
combination, apogee 132, 2^ perigee 125,1, period of orbit 1 hour
29 minutes, 21 seconds. One hour even to next acquisition of
Colubmia at Madrid, next orbit. At 7 days 21 hours 57 minutes,
mission control Houston.

PAO We have about 3 and a half minutes, a little bit
more than remaining in this LOS period before regaining
communications with the Spacelab, and just to catch everyone up
on what red shift has been doing since chat last wrap up briefing
of the red shift, that was done about 2 hours ago, since then the
red shift has finished out the 201 vestibular experiment , Going
through all the various functional objectives of that, the lenior
VOR and get our VOR, (garble) the caloric, they also have
experiment 322 working, it's presently heating the sample that's
inside the MHF, they performed a gear change on the MHP and a
film adjustment, and the current time during this LOS, some blood
work is scheduled to be done, and those 101 experiment 101
(garble) sun flower leaves are supposed to be clipped and placed
in those (garble) and stored with the blood samples in separate
vauum containers in the freezer portion of the orbiter. That's
what*s been happening on the red shift, since the last wrap up,
and about a 1 minute 50 seconds remaining until we reacquire
communications, when we come back we anticpate learning from Uif
Merbold what the status is on his work with experiment 328,
That's a fluid physics module experiment, Dr^Luigi Napolitano
is the principle investigator of that. It's entitled free
convection at low gravity, and Ulf will be working with that for
perheps the duration of the acquisition of signal period that
we'll have v/hen we come back. This next AOS is scheduled to last
about 50 minutes or 55 minutes. The purpose of that experiment
328 by the way is to study the flow in temperature fields that
are due to surface tension driven action that is induced by one
or more disturbances, Dr, Napolitano is the principle
investigator with the University of Naples, Italy, Dr,
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Napolitano's experiment by the way, is the only fluid physics

experiment which heats the disks that go inside the module.

Anticipating reacquisition of signal now, with the Spacelab now,

any moaent, at 7 days 22 hours 24 minutes, mission elapsed time,

this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... pinch off the plants so that the guys picking
up the blood stuff on their shift could put them in the

freezer. That would be great. He, understand he's done that

before and knows how to do it. And we'd like the ones in the red

and black box with the elongated tops.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Be aware that I start alr-ady to decork and

let roe check v;hat we have left here.

PAO And our next television available will be satellite

playback of the vestibular studies that we saw live awhile

back. That playback coming at 7:45 am central standard time

approximately. That's about 2 minutes from now.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 7 days,

21 hours, 51 minutes mission elapsed time. We have about 32

minutes remaining before we pick up the tracking and data relay

satellite on the S-band and reestablish communications with

Spacelab once more. During this last AOS, the crow was

continuing on with its 201 series of experiments. We learned

that they had finished up the angular VOR series, the VOR

functional objective. Bob Parker mentioning that they had done

the Z axis more incorrectly the first time but they did it

correctly the rest of the times that they carried it out. The

crew also adivsed the Pavload Operations Control Center that they

had stopped the diffusion process of 322, 333 - the crystal

growth experiment - as requested by the Payload Operations
Control Center. That is a material science experiment which

interfaces directly with Spacelab systems. The crew also advised

the Payload Operations Control Center that they had carried out

the gear change for the Mirror Heating Facility and they had

adjusted the filament. Ulf Merbold remained the subject for the

continuing series of 201 functional objectives. He was the

subject of the caloric portion of 201 and we even got some live

downlink for awhile showing Ulf in that experiment. At one ooint

Ur. Rudolf von Saumgarten was voice enabled. He's the principal
investigator of the 201 vestibular series. Dr. von Baumgarten of

the Johannes Gutenberg University of VJest Germany. At the
present time in this LOS period the crew is scheduled to be

carrying out blood work. Taking venus pressure and blood
samples. Byron Lichtenberg is, from the blue shift, is scheduled

to be taking those samples both from Bob Parker and from Ulf

Merbold and just before we went LOS the red shift team of Ulf

Merbold and Bob Parker were advised by Chuck Lewis to make sure

that they had carried out the, the pinch and stow operation for

the 101 Hellanthus Annuus experiment. 3y snipping off the leaves

of those seeds that were planted on the second day of the mission

ana raakincj them available for those vac containers when the blood

sample drawings were being accomplished so that all of it could

oe taken and stored in the freezer. About 28 and 1/2 minutes

remaining until we reacquire communications with Spacelab, At 7
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days, 21 hours, 55 minutes mission elapsed time this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations,

PAO And this is Mission Control, Flouston. Another hour
until reac juisi tion of Columbia through a UHF station at Madrid
Spain. During the just completed pass at Indian Ocean station,
John Young commented that Columbia doesn't care for this hot
test. Said she

END OP TAPE



SPACuCiUvF'i^ Cor'roct . /l ^ ^ir^eixn • vi^'j. ' cei in r/i ly
.

.nnve a.; piccu co
;

ot.,

S.i /lab in your , in /our brc:nn luit t^v-;^-b-. no c:ocr(»
)
ation

betv;et?n let's lay th«> p>r;iLion of your ::o.;y and T'Oacelab. Tt'n
irnpo/; 5 i ble . (Ga r bio } .

CAPCOM Lot me asK you ca j c. :''cUl.ion ^1 quer:t:iori then lllf.

If you v;oul(l ii.iagine \:i\.h eyes clofv"^rl la.^ i uaje v/h:'ch you have o1

Spacelab to be upside doA^n^ do yoa thiak vuu can rnan'ioo that:. I

mean, would tha cor res^Jond to what yoi; r^^ 'lly sco if you Cloat
t he r e upside dov/ n ?

SPACr:C)An?T Yes, I t.iin:-; so.

CA'Cia.l Looks like you got a litlla differ on': t'lan I a^a

i)ere, Tl^anks very much for all these f '<v:r.-n'^a t^^. , over.

SPACECr'AFT^: . Okay

SPAC:'CRAI'T V7eMl t.:J.k to you ra-'KC on Ih-: qroi:ad it yoa ".aant

.•to. /:;•: . ';',;'.

CAPCOr* And SpacelaV) while v;e've not about f nunuter. left
before going over t'le hill, we'd like to eh:it v?Uh von a little
bit about the P/CAP cornin'j up so we don't aui-prine you.

SPACECI^AFT (Garble). Ycu .shouldn't do that to u-; Chuck.

ChPOXA Vie ' r e go i no our ben t

.

SPACCCitAFT Is there any chance ^ is ther- any chanc:^ to talk t-

von n. or one of his guyn.

ChPCOA Ulf, did you say you wanted to talk to Dr. von H?

SPACSCiiAFT That's affirm.

CAPCOM Yes, stand by for a minute.

CAPCOM Soacelab for P>ob. Ju::;t brfo.flv, we're eoinq to Ic
•. you . go ahead -with., the \ blood .'work on schedule as poi.. your,; request
there. Ue thou-jht t'.i/it's i;hat you'd to do a^.; long an it v.'a

already plar.neu and oc'v;-*, -'a-' re lookin-.^ no.; f or: run for
_

UlC of the 32 8 expcr ioent of . tJapoli tano at a bo at 22 pi un 25

and we've cleared out tie:' rent of that ?v>ur and a good oortion o

the next one for that. An'l we'll have caver an e froui about 22 25

jn . I n o r d j r f o r i i i, : a to d t h at, w e ' v j r u r / -'^ -.1 1 1 \ 1 f o x t r •:>

3

procedure over into your colur;n which ctara . at al>out 22 i)laa ^0

.. and .• • • . • •

•

, ,

•

•
• •

.

•

.

.



SPAC:: :i!AP'r W.ii. t: a rt^i.iuLc, w::it a ::tini^tp. :iobi it. !lold it.
S t <, > :> i t: . Q k a y ^ y,^ , s f

- ;^ >-
^ , > ^ | ^

CAPCO;i Okay Ulf . 22 25 yon can run 320 Napolit nno.

SPACi-CuAPT Okay

.

CAPCOM Until 2 3 30.

SPACECRAFT Got you.

CAPCOM Anr] at 22 40 to 2 2 50 3ob can run the 19 attendod
operations.

SPAC!:CKAFT Okay, roger.

CAPCOM And we'll see yoK\ tae next pr\:i:: rxnd wu^'ve got Dr.
von Baiungacten on the loop for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Ulf, {garble) PI 201.

SPACKCKAFT (Garble) th-osholdo on (garble).

CAPCOM Well I'm vecy glad too. I think everything falls
in place. We h:Ave acoustic feedback. r.vcrything falls in place
now. Even we know v/hy ...

SPACECIUFT Marshall OPS, are we still with you.

CAPCOM Yes, we rearl you Ulf. Apparently we'vD got a
problem down hero. VJo'll go?t back and see if we can repeat this
a little hit later. ?>ut we're going LOS in 1 and a half n?inut:es.

SPACKCRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

CAPCOM Spacolab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACii:CRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Just one :c^oro if you would guy;. Prior to the
blood worl;, if Ulf could do a pinch off the pi^^nts sr> that the
guys oic:;ing up the blood ntuff on their shift could -njt ther^ in
the freezer that would b-^ great. He undoes tabids, !)o':. done that:
before and knows how to do it.

iSiD OF TAPC



CAPCOM (garble)

SPACi^CRAFT Yeahr I had the :>^.ynical fixture v-/;l and roll,
tiie 5:»noatio;i of yeo, v'h:^'i you Gtarl a loc)t->. It*.; a norl of
anotlior loon, it spins, out rollr, and y^.-vls at tlVv^ i;anie tiM^:*,

then. ;

CAPCOM Okay, \;o copy, Ulf, thank you.

SPACF.CRArT Okay. that's v;hat T u:sa to cj'^t, hot I don't think
I*ve gotten the last couple oC tiiaos I've done it.

CAPCOM And Spacclab, flarr.hall Onn hero, thr.nks yon qiv/Hr
that you did put up v/ith me throughout t-iir; 201 period v/hicli wari

pcotty difficult.

SPhCviCiihPT (garble) think of that?

CAPCOM Spacelab, riarGhall, arivinod v;e r j:uovv:d Al'^^ha 2-
lioxiCOf and don't need to hava you put that bac!; iru

SPACECRAFT v:o have 7 dayr. 21 hours, and you've^ dor*o took it
out at Alpha 24 Roraoo (g^irblc) anymore?

CAPCOM That's ( g a r 1 > 1 c ) I don't t h. i n k o u nd o r 5s t a n d

.

SPACKCRAFT And 332 and 333 has that (qarble)

CAPCOM Very good we copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Ulf told you already, that v;e looked also
towards 21A. I was sitting under the (qarblo) v^ith the cliloric
on my (garble), I reaJ/ly didn't understand v/hat v;a3 going o>), hut
it all looke^i pretty normal.

CAPCOM Good--

Except the i:CnS, it's obviously not in good shape.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT (garble) G, 10 sequence as far as the life
scientist could tell.

CAPCOM Spacela') M/.ir shall jur;t a v;o]:d of cla r i f ic:at iof i on
the Alpha 24 ronieo ECAS, for sonie reason it's beginnii^q to r.;t(-p

the disk all tne way around, it's gone 360 and if right nov; t'ne

PI v;ould like to have it for the end, so we'd like to iur>t leave
it vhere it is, and not put the Alpha ?4 ro.ueo back in, leave it

^^ou t . .

SPACECRAFT Ok^y, I understand. Just that werc> going to mer^s



the old (car; o] »

CAPCOM By trio way, not icod v.\? kin^l of \7ontlor(?rl v?ho you

v^?oro using for Uerr (jurLVLo) uo thci:e. He snr- did a Vv,^t^c:r job

thv:n we ciicJ at th- PCfC.

SFv^Ci'lCi^XPT I r^aici tnis Iorr:i, lon.^ (-jirtale) is roally noocl,

VMtch us do tiie ch'inyc (qarble) vnth ono finger, alni03t. It's

!iot only almost , if thiny:; g-L out oC control, pc^r t iciilcul v v;it

the tran.iiilar used, it's pretty difficult to do. Get your body
bcicK oil coutrol.

CAPCOM Copv tliat. copv thcit IJlf, and rtctually i^ you

have a minute, Vd li:;-' to e labor at*- on the question, on the

inaq:? of Spacelab v;hich you have, if V'>u, or v^hich you can

iinagine if /o\.i cio-r:- your evos, over.

Si:^ACKCRA?'r Okay.

ChPCOA The (]U'>r.tion vku: , thjt il yen: If-f'". around in

S^vacolab, and if yoa th^-i clnst your ay--, whotJi-r tho ini:ae V:\nt

you imaain;! is, loaintainn t:>a or ior-La t ion , or v.'hoth,iu" or

ocioatatic-n iuscrll: (ioea not in/r^e any ::?nr.e, ov-r,

V/ell, /ou Spacelaa, and v;heri yuu clor.a y^^''^"

eyes that laoaas you Know whan you inova all tlio tiiae. It is

almost i'r.oo^;r:ible to position you nl.auionary. And woll, after 5

seconds you ior,o all references, you doti't knov whare tho rolls

are, you are by tha way prepared to hit somethiny, but you have

no idea wnat.

SPAC£CRA*>?T I think thr: best: co:nn^*:'nt about that Wubbu, is that

when I was turned into, iny back as it were, at Iq, (garble) VOR,

and threahhold, I was a!)Sol ult.vly convinced that I was sitting
bo t h upr i 9 n t i n Spa ce 1 a i)

.

CAPCOM Okay, I do understand, so it means you have no

mental picture of your env iroe.raent , w'-. icti is good enough for you

if you have your eyes clonal, is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Correct. ,

SPACUCKAY^" I definitely harl the picture of Hpacela!), in your

br a i n , bu t the r e * s no co r r e ] ;i t i on I m:* t wcri.: n tht

*

ErU) OF TAPC
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CAPGOM And .Spacela!^, M.irsiiall Oijs for r.ob, th*i b^st at
this point v/ould bo to lower the visor' and do a calibratioii ar.
is, over*

SPACECRAFT As is, okay alright.

SPACKCRAL'T (garble) feather, up, fcathor, down, feather.. POCC
tne eiecLrodos that vias lost v;as nur;ih>LM:" 5.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, number ^i, and al.-^o could vou qet un
one more up and dov;n, over.

SPACECRAFT One more up and dov:n. Okay balance, feather, up,
feather, dov;n, feat)ior.,.

P'''^^ The coinntands tliat you h-^u: boiny called out from
Gpacelab, center right, center lei:t, etc. arc calibration
coriimanus from the operator to the :aihjer:t an t'ioy cali Karate the
FMIH. The calibration eatabl isher> li:T:U:s oC notu.ral eye
movement

•

CAPCOM And f.pacelab, varr^hall 0,v;, for Ulf and -^o'). VJe
nave here Profesuer von lliiunvja r ten on tVio loop for you.

CAPCOM Ult and Hob?

SPACECRAFT Stand by,

CAPCOM This is PI 201, v;e definitely recall a very strong
(yarblG) during this fitatic phase of caloric st imulat ion v;h ich
reverseci it's direction wh':^'n changinq t^ie (qarhle) thin
definitely proves that the coiaiaon opinion of the convection
hypotne.sis is the rea.son for (garble) v;o even believe that irianv
many text book.i have to be changed, and we would like to tiiank'
you for a very qooJ accomplishment even at this state, v?hen you
already very tired.

PAG That's; Dr. F^udolph von Baumgarten,

SPACi^ICItAFT VJait a minute, J Ccine on a little late, can you
give the inf oriaat ion (garble).

CAPCOM Let m^.^ say again, wo recall a very strong (c^arble)
during the static phu.;e, of Caloric .:a i ;uulat ion, thi ij prov'^3.

S PAC i:C ]<A FT Ok ay

.

CAPCOM It i>ro^;eG that the conv/ect. ion hypothesis of calori<:
(garble) can not explain this pheno:r>na, h^"*ve to look for another
explanalioii and inosL of the text book.s of phyr, iol ogy ann (garble)
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which describo thiOi '.vluch very cci -.t"-'.)- nly hy (q:. )

wrong oxplanation so far.

SPACi:Ci<.\PT Okay, r-o vs'tite the nev; to::t: hooka,

CAPCOM Okay, you help nie with that.

SPACECRAFT ..on laine the first day, there wa:> vc^ry little
(garble)

.

CAPCOM At that fitn very well i)i place, becau^.-e ?>o!>

(yc-irble) on the ground (garl>le) and also UlC (garble) pjcko«'l up
in the course of th :> laissjon, the ni:;Girv-j lirik v;ould jurt b-
gained to have (g^iri^le) with Bob, (-tjjjrblo) end ot n^isfiion But
we (garble) performance in T3ob*s £-:er.;r^ion.

SPACECIL^FT That seems like a good idtv:^ if v^e do anolhcr
(garble) raeasur emeiit on 3ob, if v;e have the ti'":u*, becaiiso v;- did
all the (garble) r;;::asurii]ent on the (jLT-urid on "lob, and it i^; a
little bit, (garble) because there is no infot r.ia t ion available o
Bob than oa me

.

CAPCOM Okay, v.»e would like it vcrv much, bul* v;e are told
there are no 201 exaer iineniis allov;ed on the extra cU;y.

SPACECRAFT What is allowed on the extra day?

CAPCOM Ulf, we bad].y need your sensations, whether you hai

any yav;ing or rotating sensations.

SPAC3CRAPT Yen, I have the physical mixture of yaw and draw,
tiie sensation is yes, when you start a loop, it's sort of,
another loop.

.

Em Oi^ T vPK



to^iay* AfLor cu:loric tri:'r('*r: no pri-^^oca': i vc no oVir>r
act. i V i ty , 201 *

C7iPv:uM And that*^'^- 'riv'iativo rr:>:), M'^ h^'J>> od'- I i t ion

1

shv>rt test v;nh';li ifi X 5 1 i v;!ivr.* wo v/onli'< 1 .i ko to ^,:.MVf> tho
report ilo:ti UI.i' \.';ietior It-* .jot any tiltifvj ioru '^'^ur. ir>

on Iy j a 3 1 a bo u t 2 uu n u t s , ov c.^ r •

?AO 1 1 is ex po <^ t o o by t 1 ^ i n v o r- 1 i n j tor s o f t

e X p e r i it-
»

• ^ t t h a t t h e s u ! ) j ..^ c V o C tl\i r; c pe r i r.^.
: : r\ c w i 1 1 t. oc i v c , v; i. 1

1

pcrcoivo a scn.nritioa ot r>oiy tilt.

CAPCO,: Arid Sp.ivo.'la'r , for no^i. Ca.i yoj give IH f th:?

mesr^ajo that thora*r. o-jautiful rino.; in t^) : ,C',;:ir>s Alp:> and v^eVll

try to (^jar bin ) ,

S PAC A /T (tlarblc) !^C)C^\ Yon v-'a;\t to c-:r;>1 ain to no v.'hat •<:;

this ot-ijc t)iii.oj yon hc^vo U;) yonr ^olonve,

CAPCO^: Yon n>ob, t*.a idea l.n tlio f ol lo>-.' i nyo An you knov;,

if yoa \n\l bn :»!Ove:^ ens ..v n acce In*^ r a t i on in tiin X (.iir>n:tion on
ear ta you ' va jot a tiltln j nonna^oln»n, a oi to^j i n<j .sovination* And
the qnastion n«av; is v;hethor if yon do that no there* v^hot'ier

thorn* i; absolutoJy no pita'.iing soanation or v-'nother chore**-; still
somo pitchinj f^oniation loft, over.

S?AC;:CRAFT About that again. If I do what on oatth?

CAPCOM Max X accoleration back and forth you cjot a tiltiny
sensation, none o/er»

SPACilCnArT You don't gat that linoar VOll up hero though • We
knoj tnat. V'e vary seldon qot it linoar VOR 'vith the
acceleration wo can giva lioro.

CAPCO/I Okay Bob, I do ...

SPACCCKAPT (Garble) ,

CAPCOM ... 1 do undorstand it wan junt the qunntion
whetner daring tlie linear VOR you !iad the nax acceleration in the
X direction, over.

SPACdihlAl^r '^Miore is no quention like that in the X

directory. 1 >^ v 1 3 go i n. g to 1 i near \K) \l tod a y

.

CAPCOM YeJ wo cony that Bob*

r>PACn;Cj;APT I've oean that I think raontly in Y

CAPCOM Houston, Columbia on ai r~to--ground 1 over.
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a cc e 1 e r a t i o n n a b .1 to get \ i c o a n 1 1 ( q r -d i o ) .

CAPCOM Brv:iak, l)reak. Columbia, ITour.ton, no ahoan.

SPACECRAFT (Ga r ble

)

EPACi^CKAFT RogciT^ v7e'vo got a 3 oc'ocoe bias an our rud'^lc^r

pedal thecQ ard I tl)in'< t'v3 automatic syster.) v/ill hanOlo it

okay, I»t--t us i;now if it won't.

CAPCOM Roger, copy 3 degree biar. on tho rurlder p?dal *

We'll look into it,

SPACECRAFT POCC, was thai: merely an item for di.scu^:sion or diO
you want us to do sorr.^.^ touting.

CAPCOM Bob, ue juot ni scui:.5:eF; ['hiz anii v;o agrc"^. It

doesn't i.vuke sense to conti:iuo anoilvM- X motioa to ]oo'n at this
tilt sonsation. II; yf-)u aro r>ver v;itn tnis caloiic v;c arc:

basically done v;i th the 20 1 for toF^.^y.

S?ACFCr:AFT Okay, yos. bon* l:, v; - just Cc-jt » t get Lhat goor^

an accelo ration v;ith the as yon i.-jow,

CAPCOM Okay, Bob and also bo reminded that v/o do noed a

calibration on tbo end of this run, ovor.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and soi^etiTie 5 or 10 ninutcs before
tomorrow's run you guys will let us kno^; v;e*r'* zupposQ<t to the
201 toraorrov;?

CAPCOM We're not oven clear hov; much v;o*ro goitiq to do but

it v;ill not be very inuch an.l v/e are just looking into it, over.

SPACECRAFT V/e just, v;hile V7e woro nutting the Ti^OG back on
just pulle^i the electrode oil: POCC. So I don't tliink w*: can do a

(garble) calibration.

CAPCOM Yes v;e copy that and we do need another calibration
so v/e are just v;aiting for that, over.

SPACECRAFT You guys v^ant: a nev/ elect: rode on and how do T know
I get it in the ^aiae place?

CAPCOM And Bob, v;e could probably not cony you
completely. Did you remove the au(Uo e i.ectrodes or v;as it just
one electrode we went oEf?

SPACECRAFT I was trying to refastrri 1 electrode and it pulled
OIL to my tiand.
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C/iPCOM Okay, stand by Bob.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Mcirshcill 0?r> for Bob, Tho b(
ti)if3 point v/ould be to lower the visor and do calibration
over.

SPACitlCRAFT

mi) OF TAPS

Okay, as is. All right.
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CAPCOM ..•its v/idr o:>Gn, wo have a pro!>lorn here to seed
(garble) on the^ on the PJ'.Hl over.

PAO MastaginouG is a kind of .loft to right jiimoinq
movorn'">nt and right to IcEt its a jirnpinq n^ovr-::iK>n t in th^ eyes
that coiaos fro;n var iou5r k indn of st i.p.nlat ion such as the on9
occurring now, with th<^ oac tuber, and the v^arni and cold air,
which are the cooling tha vostibular organr^ of the inner earn an^'i

heating thom as well, one? side or the other, causing an inbalanvr
in trie teraper atures . These temper aturei> are following a cycle.

SPACi:CR/\^^T (garble) 15 44.

CAP^^ >:i Yen, we copy that and nob, we are ready to float TV
if you are ready.

SPACivCRAl'T Okay, I've forgotten v;hich TV, at which one is.

But one is the general view.

:>A;> We're standing by for so:ne live downlink of this
Cal'^.u- ic experiraent

.

SPA(:j:CRAFT --again, reninu that if tha eyes are not completely
open, we have a proble.a getting tli^^ l)riautif:ul nystag.nous whic!) we
see ivi Uif ecstatic face over.

SPAC ;C;t^^FT I'm clear guy

—

PAO Those temperatures by the way, flowing in UlC
Merbold ears began at body temperature and then they ctarted
lowc i ng the let t air temper a tu re to 2 0 degrees eels iun . V7h i le
the, c^r rather 30 degrees Celsius. VJhile the air in the right
air is raised to 4^* degrees. Plus tliOMC temperatures are
stabi li/.ed, Ulf Merbold is then moved in cycles of the X axis, 10
cycl at 3 seconds a cycle, and then he renorts any sensations
foil r.ving that. There's several more adjustment in to^tpera tur es

that follow, with each adjustment followed by the same number of

cycl i and time per cycle. (garble) Once the left enr has
received 30 degree air, the right ear 44, and those moveinents

.•, tu ke
.

place-'-

CAPCuM —v;here's he know that.

Si'Av' '^MAPT (garble) he just knew that, that left (g^irble)

that iy^all.\:\:'::r;\:-\/-':y'

PAO Then the left ear is lov/ered 20 degrees celsius.

SPAC ;JHAFT.
put a then

102, then I think you must have the lense, then I

the lens I just put in, (garble)
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p,!>,Q v?oan tho left ear coi:,~'S cTown lo 2 0 cf Isius th'=!

rig'it Gi.r regains at d-^grpos. 'iMi.>n thoy lowoc the loft ear to

IL- ci>?9recs anti the- right ear remains at 4':.

GPAC)2CuAi-"r Okay, 4-1, 20.

p/iO You can liear th-? tempc'r ature>-; b3inq c'tllea out now

by noli Parker, who ir, operating the exper iin-n t . Onco thoGe

temoeratures have been reached, then' the process is reversed, the

left ear te.iiperature is raised to 44 ;;--g!:oe3 and the right is

lowered to 20. This reversal is giv-^n a ina:'imum of 3 "iinutes

before the X axis i-novoiuents are begun. But following this

reversal of temperatures, the tenipor^Jture on the right eai is

lowered 15 degrees, while the lefL ear ccr.iains at 44, And m
each case the' subject reports any sensation of notions.

SPACBCRAPT You have to undecst-und that this iu end of the

activities they have to chloric, no provacative and no other

activity, 201.

CAPCOM Any that's negative, Hob, we h.-ve on- i tie.
i
il

short test which is X aiotion, u'iierr- we wnal'i l ike to have

KND 01'" TAPi-:
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, we get good data on }^nR, over/

SPACfiCKAFP (garble) Get those thinqn out of your ^^aro
please.

-

^^^C) The crev; is now workinq on tho chloric oorKion of
tne 201 experimant. Ulf M-rbold is the subject and has tuV-stitted in his right and left ears. One blowing warm air, on^blowing cool air. ' '

CAPCOM And Spacela'
, Bob, we need a repe.^t of th^^calibration, over.

*

SPACECRAFT Okay. 7, balance, go. Left, 7, up, bettor downbetter. Happy now? PL2C? •

'
oozi. ,r

,
ao.^n,

CAPCOM And Gpacelab Dob, the up/down part was not qood
yet. Over.

SPACECRAFT Let me look at the EOGg. Move them uo/c\- m U3C,
let me check the (garble). How does uvV^^own look now, qronnd^
(Garble)

CAPCOII Yes 5>pacelab, we have now the up and down i:OG over

SPACECRAFT Okay, you have it now. Okay, one more (qnrble)
race. Center. Balance. iUqht Center Left Center Uo
Center Down Center.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this was a good calibration, over.

SPACECRAFT By the way we checked that 21 alpha 2 hours or so
ago and the actual output data seemed to be cor respond inq to a
610 mode v;mch seemed to be what we v;ere supponod to see.

CAPCOM Very good. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) Okay.

CAPCOM And f.pacelab, Bob. To tell Ulf to think about the
nice snow in the Sv/iss ALpa if you could.

SPACi::CRAFT Can't hear anything they're saying right now to mo

PAO About 37 minutes remaining in the AOS par^s and the
crew continues to work with the caloric portion of the 201
experiment. Right now Uli: Merbold is fitted v;ith ear tubes an:]

in one ear is being blown warm air and the other cool air. He's
seated in the body restraint system. He's wearing a helmet.

CAPCOM And Spacelab. Bob, can you ask Ulf to start with
thousand and go dov/n with 17, over.
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SPACi^Ci<AFT I could ask him that.

^^O Ulf Merbold :\lr^o liave a nu.n;>er nhy ioloq i cal
:nonitorinr] devices att-ic'ied to hiir». Ur^ hcin eloct.roocalo^'irao'iy
eloctrodas near his eyen. He hD.'z a bU>oc^ volunip irals^ rs';'nr>or

attachad to him and a ronni ration monitor. And hin eye movements
are bein:j ntf>nitored by that ^vnlR, the evo movrrnont and infrared
device inside the hel::i.^t. We mig^jt v»aat to point out that no
patterns or targets are used in thic video di£'play on t!ie

helmet. It's only the right eye the Ki'.lR

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS, Bob. Can you af;k Ulf to do
his eyes wide open? VJe have a problein here to see the nystaqinous
on the EMIR I over.

PAO Nystagi.ious is a kind of loft to riqht jumping
n\ov*5ment and right to left ...

END OF TAPi:



an-julc* r VCR. We
Vic £ .* in r.'^.vl up tho

SP/.CLICiOv/T pick up batc:*ry.

CAPCOM And, SoacelaV), Bob. S'.y again. You v.'ero broken
up.

C''^V\C^:^'l[^^:"i' Ok'tv. 'VOCC. Wm: do yc^ read nov;?

followinci i nEoLi.: ;ti^>n. FirLU., the ston^r^^e o'' ^ho 33 c, mora , the

metcic i,: trrM'-i at t:ho ond t:ii^ day h^tn boon r.ov^d uo,

tnorefo;:^;, .mt in th-ro t^- bjoo^i dticiv; and thc^rofore h-v-

arrany..-Mi ;^ 30 rninut. ; •.re.-r; ^/hi-h ntatt-i at 21: 30 which i.. ^v in ,. ;

; y

about;: 4(1 iru,.iVute:^;.v/iu,ah th-n
.

af tec., completiny the ?0I
;

art i V I t i - ^e for to ' . Over .

:]:^fiC/y i' J' M Thifi is S{)acel»tb» v;ouUl you qivc

.Culuiftna '."t c/ili ^^n ^ ) r-tu-QavAmi oiri please?

i:A;PCX'):i v'^t-;', ' ^':7uMl|^,'ColA!5nbia; .ifoiuiton.';:: ,We
:

just '.'got ^uplin!-; back.;;.;

'\Y:0-A ''a r e qo toi /VI' i» ?i t'rii; i y •

,
,

Si'ACECKA^* Ok;.r~/,

(Vyy:u:i )kciv, and ^Jpacelab, rsriishall Opn fou Hob, \/c:'vfj...

ar v-^ y- >j I her i-^ ;^

r :Vv 's/ivATi' Mcy: ibis i. k Sfjac; lab aro you the to?

fa^y:0.; Y Ua/), a aoaolo ot things we just , keep Ulf as :a

rubj'-a'., ana the na>:t tianq ia this 33 cainera stowaqa Cor . ;

" tonl h , v'"^ tnat up;- m^we in th*:^ area the: blood cb:av;/ and
rti-iTc a ./-^ cr-^. ^'d abouV. a minuta bcoakr vdiich sta.d-.: at

2L:"^0, ^:.-\(::! is .I'-^'d. jftr.. all the 201 Stuff has been completed.

SyA'Jiy j :-->lcs {ou i.b'-' blood d'-'.tw guys are already up and I

t^unk !:,-yMa r -ad / to dru// biood 0:1 i^^cticdule, hungacy alra^^dy.

bdnCi'iCHA I' i: w 'ra^itand i.h(i 33 stawage, did you copy the

.(garble) VOH?

'CAPCOa. VK: cay-Y that yr: completad the (garble) VOR, is

^^that :' cor rect? t; :.-„: a:
,

•

rrpACEC^:APf Ulii fon nopy tmt the z axis was incorrect the
first tiuia, t!ie ^^acciiid time we did them aotrectly in the same

order an aocfiiijily done.

capCOM ilHmy, yes^ Esob, va- copy tliat one.
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ci o t u i c-n o ? 1 3 2 2 , 3 3 . A n '-'^
i C h u c k ! ! •:i ...i n no t: h ? r i :>* : >o r t nt thinq

he wanteci to trilk wL»v>ui: as lio w.?nt; r>vi:r '.it 1.1, w-? didn't copy it,
e k

e

\
> L co r

>
y i n ''j o \

\

0 , I > ;.. 1 1 no t t h C: oth r ,

CAPCOM Okay, (qorbh:) other oru?, was to do was thi* qear
charj-je of tho MiIF. *

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

S ?AC rlCRA '^'1*

CAPCOM

SiViCECRAl-

r

CAPCOM

3PACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECfiAFT

CAPCOM y^':':',

SPACECRAFT.

Vr^ar , okay ov*ar chann?, ."ilri<]!"it that v/as dono.

That v/ac cioa*:.*, and v/ar> it alGO ^td justed?

(garble) . It 'v/as.

Excel I'mU job,

VJe * r t> r e a d y f o r ( q a r b 1 } a t t h i r; t i no

.

Good, -iOD,

^Yes?,,-.;,;:

1 1 v;ar> " - l^-i it •

(garble) PC?

Go ah -ad T^ob,

I tho'iyht yoii aaid somalhing.

Yes, 1 s X i d t -
> a t w a s o x c «

* 1 1 e n t , ov o r .

Ok^"iy, v;c*re rr^ady to proceed v;itli the {gar!:)le) .

Roger •
,:'

(garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay^ let ur> vei i fy on-- thing bofore we start the
: (gar ble) s

,

UJ t ,;to :be the ,
f^ubjoct -for Calor ic? ,^

CAPCOM.;:; >:\;That »:S

EPACECMPT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, v;e*re ready for APU shutdown, over.

CAPCO^'i Rc^ger, Coluinbia, Houston, ctand by.

CAPCOM Columbiar Houston, you're go for APU shutdovm.
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5PhCi:CK\FT Okay, v/e'r3 goirKj to shut, the APU clowru

CAPCOM Roger that. Okay and vSpacelab v/eWe got
on EMIR over.

SPACECRAFT Understand qooJ EMIR and (qarble) .

•

END OF TAPE
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PAO Golect: qear: number I tor the MHP. Thero are 2

gears lor Lho MaF and v?ac!i gear pt<yjio^^s a ra)iM3 of sooecls Cor

the :viOvcMri'-}nt of the facility, that houslncj sht>lj. that moves
accoss tnc^ sainple and givo:^ it a d:i rect ional hoatinq. Anri, tho

cro/; was also advl^:ed to s^hut dov/n e::pc^riment 332 aiv.l 333 v;hich

is the crystal cjrc^v/th fcoin .solution under micro-qr avi ty
conditions. That experim-nt, perforruing 2 different oxpariments

on crystal yrov;th from riolutions in the lov^ teinporat are
thermostat. Crev; asked to bring that one clovm Bince it has

reached a point of conclusion. And, lastly the crew v;as askec to

perform a pinch and stow operation Cor the Helianthus Annuus
expor iinont*, the dwarf sunflower gro^/th experiment. This pinch

and stow operation ii> related to needs t!)at arc planted on the

2nd day of the mission* And, these seeds grow to a certain
degree and sprout leaves. These leaves are to be pinched off and

then put in what is known as vacut ai ner r. . Thene are containers
which%ire really intended for storage of blood r.araplos, but it

has been determined that those vaoutainers are also valuable in

storinq these leaves and thzce leavej vnll be put in the

vacutainers, these leaves that have grown from these seeds

planted on the 2nd day. Ann, the leaves stored in these

vacutainers will be stored with th- olood saraples that are also

kept in other vacutainers. They will all be stored in the^

freezer onboard and ^these leaves fro:a th:^ 101 experiment will

later be studied on Eartli when the rninsion hc^s concluded. They

will be studied for the purpose of harmonical analysis, Tliose

are the highlights of what has occurred thus far on the red sliift

with only a few hours reir.aininq beifore the blue shift co:nes in

and relieves red shift for about 12 hours. At 7 days 20 hours

and 36 minutes mission elapsed tirp.e with about 10 1/2 ininutes

remaining before we reacquire communications with Spacelab. This

is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO And, our ne;U: spacecraft tv will come down live on

Orbit 128- The life science, spacifically the vestibular studies

that tne crew is now doing. The downlink will come at 7:07 a.m.

Central standard time and we'll late have a satellite playback at

7:45 a.m. Once again, that downlink live approximately 7:07 a.m.

Central standard time. That's about 22 minutes from now.

SPACECKAFT (garble) and all the crew can grab (garble)

SPACECiUvFT Marshall, Spacelab.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS* V?e hear you,

we're AOS for about 53 minutes. Over.

PAO That's Wubbo Ockels.

SPACECHAPT TOCC. VJe^re hack with you. We finished up the

'^angular',; VOK;./,^.'
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SPAC£CRAl--'T It'3 a hatter

END OF TAPE



PAO . . .do'.vn, we cilno sav Uli *:orbolci v/orkinq \nth h^io

101 exoei:.inv3nt, the lleliant'nus Anrv^u'> nr. fitjain v^:i:; c\\oosir.r]

plants from a particular: rotor and 'tutting tliom into dcirk box for

a ntop .notion study. By a cainera, into th^ d-irk box, all
of it of course* uono in inirarod bi^causo t!"i cou'jhou t t\k\z misr.ion
these plants have not beoai exposed to light. The exoo- irn'?nt 11: a

study of the efCoct of gravity upon the, upon this nntational
drive of plants. We v;ore given at one point, dutin-j thin Red
shift izoi^ dov/nlin'c of mirror heating ""'^cilitv and v;o -jf^re

yfitnos^^es to the saniple as it, th.; Sil.jon sample of eAooriraen':

321, as it brokci <ind following the breaking of that s.r^nlo by the

heat, the cool dov;n operation began. The crow has also bi-^en

perfor:ning a great deal of vefstibular exper irrr^nts . For the I'^c.t

several hours they have becMi forming th*:? 201 experiraenu b'^ginnlng

v;ith the subjective vertical, which was to roplac^^ the

optakinetic portion of the scheduled experinant. but of courr.e

that cannoc be carried out because optokinetic requires the

patter, ii playbacl; of the video tape player, v;hich has not '>i!en

functionlnj since the early part of th<? mis^^ion. So thr^ crew
perforaied subjective vertical in v;hich they tried to center up a

cross on v/hat they perceive to be the vertical, the bo'lv vertical
of tneruselves, u^inq the joy stick. Also perforaied or.c i 1 .1 oocia

,

they, v/hich is the experiiivent v:hic»i deals with the precept ion
that sliiikes one's head, a stationary object, that one is lookin^i

at also begins to move. They also performed linear threshold and
linear VOR vestibular (:ji.rble) get a reflex. They were ard.e to
go back into the mirror h:^ating facility after it had cc-oled down
and to insert t^te la-ot sa^uple that*s for exrKM'iment 32.?, the
growth of CadmiUiH Teleurid..^ by Travelling !Ie:^ter Method, That
experiment is the last of the exneriments to 90 into l"he minor
heating fr^cility, the sa.nple which is placed inside thf! main
shaft for experiment 322 is toxic and a part of the j^rocedures in
v/orking with the laain shaft for this mission is that the last
saiiiple to go in, this toxic sample, v;ill remain in the nirror
heating facilit/ even after the experiraent was over and the
sample has been cooled do.vn, it would remain inside the facility,
until after the Columbia has landed. The crev; v^as also v;orking
with T^02, in effect of the function of F02 of experiment 102 that
other series of vestibular exper imnnts, that long vestibular
experiments which is, which has been p aced among the 2 01 series
as well because it borr<:>v7s or relies on some of the equipment.
The F02 relies upon some of the equipment of the 201 experiment
in carrying out some of its (garble) and just when we were going
LOS the crew wad advised to selec-: your n»!mL>er 1 for the mirror
heating facility. There two gc:r>rs for the mirror lieating

facility and each gear pruvioes a rimge of soeeds for...

END TAPE
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PAO early on in tho r'r^l :^hift» 'i'li^ att::>.it ion v;a::;

focusocl upon the mirroi lK:?ating facility in Vtitious re ^Icinnin-'j

activicies specifically the 321 expor; iraent ^ the Eloatl'iii zone
growth ol silicon v;as activated and ultimaboly that sanvle that
v;as ooing heatcid v;hich r.iicccMisful during a previotir. blue
snift run. This second sample reached a certain point in the
heating process and then broke. The mirror hoatinq facility wan
then shut down for that portion of the experiment an»l v;as cooled
to a point where the sarriple could be removed and was made readv
for later on in the shift when another sample v;ould be put int*

it. Also early in the red shifty Dr. Juan Vreeburg of exoeriment
330 v;hich is a fluid physics experiraent in the material science

area of the series of experiments onboard Spacelab. nr. Vreeburg
was voice enabled to speak with the crew and v;ho had run a

special kind of fluid physics experiment and it was done entirely
outside the fluid physics module. Unlike Dr. Vreeburg 's

experiment 1^330 in which is run inside the niodule as are the

other fluid physics experiments. In this particular case. Dr.

Vreeburg had Ulf Merbold take a small cylinder, it v;as a small
glass cylinder, transparent cylinder, he had Ulf Merbold put a

little oil in it to coat the sides of the cylinder and then he

had him put about a half a cylinder's worth of water into it and

had hija seal the cylinder and then shake it about in the

microgravity of the spacelab. And the water and the oil mixed

and did a variety of things there in microgravity that were
suprising to so:ae at one point. In fact with the very end of
this special experiment that was done right in the working area

of the module rattier than inside the fin id p!iysics module. This
cylinder finally displayed the water forming at that either end
of the cylinder with a gap in the center. During this time that

Ulf Merbold v;as v;orking with this cylinder, there was live

downlink coming into the oayload operations control center and
Dr. Vreeburg was able to see exactly what was happening with the

cylinder and was talking with Ulf Merbold step by step. And it

was an example of again of Spacelab providing a situation in

which 2 scientist can work together on an experiment. Although
they're geographically separated by an enormous distance. That
had pointed out that although Dr. Vreeburg was not in space, he
could work with Ulf Merbold who was in space and was working with
that experiment in microgravity. The crew also performed
experiment 28 which is tne 3-diTnensional ballistocardiography
experiment. They were able to perform it with both subjects,

both Ulf Merbold and Robert Parker doing that experiment. Wc
also saw Ulf Merbold v;orking with the 101 experiment, the
helianthus annuus as he again was choosing plants from a

particular rotor and putting them into the dark box for a stop
motion study by a camera looking into the dark box. All of it,

of course, done in infrared because throughout this ...

END OF TAPE
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PAG The pinching is, the pinching still opor v^i^t iv':>n is

one of the, one of the last things dono in this serins of rays in

which the crcv/ \\^s been v^orking with the 101, the (garble)

sunLlowci: seedlinqr., the leaves arc, are, the leaves are pinched

and cuid the plants are stowed. The crew is aclvir^ed to continue
the angular VOR during this TiOS, angular VOR is that, that

functional objective which has normally followed the F02 portion
of the 201 experiment, in the angular VOR, the su^oect, the

subject changes the linear excel ieroraeter which had been held in

place on the bite stici; in his mouth tor the linear threshold
experiment but he takes off the linear excellerome ter and he

attaches a anyular excellerometer and in this part of the 201

series of experiments this angular VOR, the subject keeps his

eyes open and the eye movement is registered by the eye movement
and infrared device the EMIKH, the helmet and he's instructed to

keep quiet during each run of the exf^eriraent and then gives a

verbal reooru after the run. There are four runs, there are four

runs in all. The subject is given 10 cycles of motion in ?

seconds per cycle and the Z escentric mode. 10 cycles of 3

seconds each in the X escentric mode, 10 cycles of 3 seconds each

in the X escentric mode and 10 cycles of 3 seconds each in the Z

escentric mode. For the X centric and X escentric modes the

subject is lying down in the body restraint system cliair, in the

X escentric mode he's lying with his feet at the swivel noint and

in such a position t!ie axcess is below the true X axcess that

runs from the back to the center of the subjects head, thereby by

being off center or escentric of the true x axis. In the^

escentric the subject lies with his head in the swivel ooint so

that the swiveling movements are around the true axis. In the 2

escentric mode the subject is sitting uo in the body restraint
system chair and is arc around a point just forward of the true Z

axis which runs head to foot from the center of the head. In the

Z centric mode, his head's at the swivel point and he*s again
sitting up in the body restraint system and in the Z centric
mode, he swiveled around the true Z axis. About 34 minutes
remaining until we reacquire communications with the spacelab
through the TDRS, there is a pass coming up in about 10 minutes
over Yarragadae but that is Un? only. v;e don't expect to have
communications with the spacelab until v;e reacquire the tracking
and data relay sat aiite, a little over 33 minutes from now. At

7 days 20 hours U minutes, mission elapsed time, this is

Marshall Spacelab Operations. Still about 25 minutes remaining
in this LOS period, before we regain communications with Spacelab
and it might be good to take a moment just to, to look back over
the red shift that came on, we're leaving the blue shift some
hours ago. Early on in the, in the red shift, tension was
focused upon the mirror heating facility and various replanning
activities, specif ically the 321 experiment, the floating zone

growth of silicon....

EtlD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Soacelab, Hatshall AOS in one minute
J'^^''

Sou a ren^indGr the 2 main items 3o;., that we're looking at aro

^Se gear changing and the .top diCCusion. We'll see in about

20:47.

SPAClvCimFT Say again the 2 main items thece, Chuck.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
again.

CAPCOM
332333.

Gear change and the stop diffusion.

Okay, only one of thoGo came thru Chuck, Say

Gear change, change gears and sto? difCuuion on

CAPCOM
and geai

Once again, Spacelab.

change.

In the blind, stop aiffa?;ion

And we V. once a,ai n ^^^^^^^^^^l^
the ?Pa?-l'^^„=''

'^f.^f^.fL ?e9ai; ^o"iCn5 catton thru th. TDRS.

^iarSu fng^hfS '^I.^. IL cr«« continued to wo.U with th=

201 exoeriment. The life

the series of experiments

The crev/ was v/orking with
concerni:>g the wrap up of

portion of 201. Which in

secies with Dr. Young being voice enable^l.v.i

talking v/ith them as they proceedoo thru it.

srience'-. vestibular experiraent, sift

with various functional objectives,

-loocif ically with functional object-. ives

linear VOU as well as beginning the F02

truth falls under the 102 vefJtibular

h the crev; and
In the midst of all

that, during the AOS, -the crow'v,a. al=°.««vl=ecl thnt "^^V
J^^^^^^''

it must do a gear select. It must take a gear number 1. It m.ust

have gear number 1 operating in the mirror heating facility.

That facility has 2 gears, each gear much like an autoi^.obile wit i

gears, each gear provides a range of speed to the housing shelly

of th4 MUF as it travels up on the path of the sample m heating

it The crew is also advised, that in addition to selecting gear

number 1 they would also need to adjust the height of the

filament, the sa.T.ple in the MHP. ^nd, that they were to do a

pinch and stow which is in effect of closing out, uP

ooeration for experiment 101, the Helianthus Annuus
«^PJJJ"'f"t

The pinching is, the pinching stow operation is one of the last

things done in this series of days in which the crew has been

working with the 101, the dwarf sunflower

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... v.»hat also has to ba done is that tho goar

select has to be clone on the MHP E select to one. Be rerninded

that about 18 minutes after the E select, you have to adjust the

height oE the image of the filament on the saraple. And there are
2 othec things when you're ready to copy, over.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM We have to stop to diffu;^ion of 332 and 333. And we

nave to also do a pinch and stow of experiment 101.

SPACECRAFT We have to what?

CAPCOM We have to do a pinch and stow for experiment 101.

SPACKCRAPT You guys didn't know any of this until ju53t now?

CAPCOM I guess the easiest is just to finish off angulf.r

VOR, v/ell the gear select has to be done now and 18 minutes
later, 18 minutes later, the adjustment has to be done off the

height of the furnace. There's no resu:^^ at that time or no ops

lamp flashing so thafs what you have to set your own timer

for. The rest you can do within after the angular VOR is

finished, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Bob.

SPACECRAFT To go.

CAPCOM Bob, these are shopping lists items we're laying on
you here in the middle of the LOS.

SPACECRAFT (garble) in the middle of trying to get some
angular VOR down with some (garble) stuff.

CAPCOM That's first priority.

SPACECRAFT Then when v/hat do we talk to when v;e come back

AOS? (garble) PL2C Houston, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT IS any of what you're telling us any different than

what's in the procedure here?

CAPCOM You mean about the angular view arm book?

SPACECRAFT About the amp (garble)

.
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CAPCOM Oh rxOf it's the saiae as in the procedure Boh, it'

just that yo;-i should do the gear select to 1 now and be aware

that 18 minutes later, you'll have to do the adjustiaent of the

heightr over.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM There's alot of noise in the back and we're
wondering if you copied the right call on the temples,

SPACECRAFT I didn't, you kept dropping out but what your

saying is that you don't want to change it^ but we got 117 and

183 in there now so v/e don't need to do anything right?

CAPCOM That is not correct. Okay, John what we v;ant you

to do is (garble) page 4-4, use your temples on that page for :he

G2 through G8 vision, which are 104 and 162. Over,

SPACECRAFT Houston, I can't read anything you're saving.

CAPCOM Columbiar (garble) spacelab (garble)

CAPCOM (garble) anglar motion yes.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston on air to ground 1

SPACECRAFT Go ahead over.

CAPCOM Okay, John, you're much better now, hov; me?

SPACECRAFT Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, what we want you to do on the temples is on

page 4-4 of the orbit ops during the G2 through G8 transition, v/e

want you to use the 104 and 162 formats and then after the STS
checkout is complete, when you do 4, page 4-5, we want you to use

117 and 183, instead of the ones listed on that page.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine, thank you.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT The noise I think is the box in the helmet.

SPACECRAFT Is that all the messages Houston?

CAPCOM That's affirmative John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine. Okay, got that spacecraft. Okay. Can

you hear now? (garble)

SPACECRAFT POCC what's the (garble) 2B?

^SfACicaAPT : :(farble);;:\:':

CyiPC0i4 Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Bob, if you have a

»iiTtt*fee: wow. ' :: ::>
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SPACrlCRArT POCC.

CAPCOM Yes Bob, you need now a luinute and we can tell you
a little bit about what to do on the next period of LOSo If your
ready*

SPACECRAFT I guess so.

CAPCOiM Okay^ point 1 you can continue and finish oCf the
angular VOR curing part of the LOS, what also has to be done is
that the heater select has to be done on the MHF, V select to 1,
be reminded that about 18 minutes after the V select/ you have to
adjust the height of thf* image of the filament on the sample.
And ...

END OP TAPE
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SPACilCRAFT Ult".

CAPCOM Wubbo this is Larcy, I'm just letting Bob run along

with it, he knows the procedure and he presumably will infocin us

when he's done. If we run up against the timeline, we'll switch

over to the 201 for the regular VOK.

SPACECRAFT Left, up, back, center. POCC, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Ves, go ahead Bob. •

SPACECi;A5'T Ready with the balance and calibrate (garble)

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, center balance. Alright, center, center,

left. Okay left, right, and left, and left, right...

PAO Bob Parker has finished F02 and now Ulf Merbold is

r»?adying for this experiment. This portion of the 201

experiment.

CA*>COM Spacelab for Robert, this is 102 Younq, you just

keep thr» target cross and carry through thy 3 oscillations a«

scSeduled and then you can turn it over to a last calioration and

proceed with the 201 angular VOR.

SPACECl^FT Say that again Larry?

CAPCO'l You can do the 3 oscill-^t ions as per the

instructions and then a final calibration and turn it over to

angular VOR.

SPACiiCRAFT Okay.

p;^0 Angular VOR is that portion of the 201 experiment

which normally followG the F02. Thcj angular VOR portion of the

102 exooriment is raucn like th.j linear VOK portion ixceot taat

angular or asrking movm-ients ot the body rustcaini'i sv^tea at s

eiaplo/ed.'

CAK^OM Bob's goiny to 110,20, we're goinq to aa-; mh.

SPACBCRAfT POCC,' do you copy?

CAPCuM Meyat i v 'J 1 1 , say a-ia i n .

CAPCOJ>i Here It c«^v5i>. Ua«aton v.:i; I asr ji^r-i'i''

will you 9ivc ColuRilHa a call |>l ,,-»';.t;

,

get Johst on «u* itt qtMf'ii cm>-9^

4 r .
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.'.>-'.'i-.;iv.:i?Ar'T *>l;ay, l^'irry, fch.nt: in the P02B. And, now we chancjQ
-•.a'j;'h.s-.'l.s if V>a- i;,; the idea.

("lai, afr-i i;!aat,ivo. That's af eirwative.

t'.V «'";-"/. \/-.; dici Ih.- .10 cycle.'; 3 seconds 1.6 and l
Gv'..:> -i-i. „\iii ,i ,„ i ivil-n

. On? .noc'o-ici i n nUeady cycles. Sorry

CAPCO.M Stand by on that question. V;a qet to this a little
later Ulf:.

CAPCOM Spacelab, 102. Tlie information is th^at the subject
in tiic ansTular VOR to be carcied out alter the second F02n.
Should be tlK;! BSl.

SPACECH\FT Okay, so thon v;o change haro and I .r,ay in thr> PRS
from the F02B and the angular VOR.

CAPCOM Right, and Ulf Vcould you coni'irm that vou have
removed your contact: lens.

SPAC.:CKAFT I havon'i; nut tho;o in yot.

CAPCO:-! Well, that'r; even better. You're ahead of us once
acjiiin. Dr.

:SPAGECMFT::. Larry,: tlila': is

CAPCO.M Go ahead Ulf, this is Larry.

SPACIJCHAFT Okay, T have just the 2 contact lenses which I
found in the PCOC and I cotnpart?d them to each other and none of
the 2 have the visible white mark oa it.

CAPCOM Repeat please. Did you say one has a visible mark.

CAPCOM SpacGlab, this is 10 2. Did you

SPACiiCKAFT None of the two lon.sos have the visible mark.

I unc?erfitand. Oinit the lenses and carry on.CAPCO.M

About 27 nunuto?3 remaininrj in this acquisition of
signal period and Ult MerbolU and Bob Parker continuing with the
P02 portion of the 102 exper iinenty

.

iSND OF TAPIJ
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SPACECWvFT This is Coluiabia radio check, over.

CAPCOM Okay vlohn wo road you but there's a lot of noise in

the line, V7c'ire v^ondering iC you copied the last call on the
tlf f ies.

SPi\Ci!lCRAFT I didn't, you kept dropping out but what you're
saying is that you don't want to chiinyo the tilCle.o. We got 117
and 183 in there now, so we don't need to do anything, right?

CAPCOM That in not correct. Okay John, what wo want you
to do is, we'll call the checklist on page 4-4 and use the
tiftles on that page for the G2 to GA position, (garble-?) 104 and
162, over.

SPACECRAFT Houston, I can't read .anything you're saying.

END OF TAPE
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SPACKCriAFT The r.v/itches are nov; on. ACt.

CAPCOM Sp^CQlab for.

SPACECRAFT Okay now go ahead Laccy.

CAPCOM All riq/it. Ves Ulf, wo (garble) wo vou feol that

there v/ero no vicible marks on your (garble), Dob Is to bo the

first subject, will you plea.se confif".

SPACiDCKAt'T That's right because he \ms, Dob v?as already ;ln the

seat for the linear threshold and the linear VOR, so we left hj.m

in.

CAPCOM Ulf/ that's fine, but if you would remove your

contact lonH before you enter the seat, we may got.

SPACECRAFT I don't have mine in yet.

CAPCOM Okay, then if you don't r.ee any white marky on it

then just disregard it, don't use it.
,

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's a, hey I need a calibration. _
All right,

okay, (garble) calibration. Center. And. Center, rioM:,

center, left, center, up, center, down, center. Okay that sounds

good and I need you to clock, the calibration clock. No I think

you need, feed me that clock. Yeah, yeah. Okay now, wc got to

get you 10 cycles.

CAPCON Space lab.

SPACECRAFT ...make temperatures.

CAPCOM Break, break, Spacelab.

SPACECRAFT GO ahead.

CAPCOM Spacelab Cor Ulf. There is no point in doing the

isocillation until we are receiving, I did not realize that. Ulf

carry on with the (garble) , will be received, go it and got it

and we'll look at it in pofst light analysis.

SPACECiiAFT Okay, if I go mode (garble) 2 then Bob will

obviously loose his targets first, but I understand you want to

leave the calibration cross on all the time?

CAPCOM We want to leave the cross on all the time. The

calibration cross on all the time, that's affirmative. Me re

running behind the timeline now but at no fault of yours, so

; please proceed.
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SPACBCPvAFT (garble) enter to qot the (garble) clear again,
back to caliber yet. Yeah I knov;, I knov;. W.-^at did they clo,

send up contact lenses that weren't any good? Or are the other
ones, bothr and were we suppose to know to check all our
lenses? Left,

END OF TAPE
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SPACHCRAF'f I don't oee a thing.

CAPCOM IC you do not see any white markr> in it then it

will not help vntht the EMIR recording and we had be.st remove thf

lens and carry on with F02B without it. •

SPACIICRAFT Okay, I moen that was (garble) that we should tako

all contact lenses o£f, how many hava we got and I moan what does

it mean SGlec>, , nelect the minus how many?

CAPCOM Ulf, there were 4 I'lMIR contact lenses for you and 4

for aob and you could select among them. Clearly the white marks

are not adequate on all and if there wore any of them which were

satisfactory, I would prefer that the ones with clear white marks

be used . Ulf ...

SPACiiCRAti"r But you change contact lonsoK without white marks

on them, Larry? I toll you what we have Bob already in the

seats, we swing the (garble) and you take care and look through

the tlL-ilR and then look and fioe whether that is okay or not. vjero

the lensea no damn good?

CAPCOM you can toll Robert that I hear his comments in the

background and we'll di:;cuar, it at Dryden, Fine, wf.'ll look at

the EMIR (garble).

SPACECHAPT Okay. (garble)?

CAPCOM Ulf, no not yet.

SPACECRAFT Then let's drag on and if iff. necessary, we'll

change it. (garble) This was a EMIR contact lens before
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Spacelab foe Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM We need co-no information (garble) for tha markings
(garble)

,

SPACiflCRAFT Okay, (garble)

CAPCOM Spacelab, (garble) F02, we are still not receiving
(garble) .

SPACECRAFT (garble) , I have to reposition Rob. Okay, can you
hold it. For the 300 syatems people, we have an increarse in

noise so I think it's the (garble) cooling system.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf, you can switch off pump

2.
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SPACKCllAFT Okay, f?tand!)y. UlC's right up bore. Okay, I

switched pump 2 off «nd 5 pump to interrupt <.\nd the mice is gona,

CAPCOM Yes, we copied that Ulf, good v?ock and Larry is
still in a loop.

SPACECRAFT . (garble)

END OF TAPE
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PAO and then Bob Pcorker v;ill give r lor bo Id a niovement of

10 cycles at 3 seconds each oE what is callocl maxiinum arnplituclo,

that'8 the length oC trtivel which chair, it's as far as the chair
will travel, that the operator can laake it travel. 10 cycles oC

3 seconds each o£ that ruaxiinurn araplitude. and then 30 cycles at
1.6 seconds of iriaKimum amplitude. Then, 30 cycles at 1 second
maximum amplitude. And, during thir. Geriorj or :m)veiaentn which
together are called F02i3. UlC Merbold will be reportinq any
sensations that he feels in terms of his orientation. We have
about 3 1/2 minutes remaining before we reacq\nre conrnunicat ions
with Spacelab at 7 days 19 hours and 9 minutes mission elapsed
time. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

SPACKGRAFT (garble)

PAO We're awaiting reacquisi t ion of communications with
the Spacelab now.

CAPCOM A d, Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. V/e are with
you again,

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) 1 don't know what he is saying.

SPACECRAl^T (garble) do you read me?

CAPCOM We hear you loud and clear Ulf, and we're ready to
engage Larry Young for this particular experiment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I had to pick up a new battery and one more
question to Amir . Heating facility , okay, it appears to be the
lower left (garble) screw foe the MHF is not fully engaged,
(garble) try again. It's already up and down.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf. Just open the latch fully and then
close it again. As we turn

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay* That worked. All set and we are
ready for upload 2B.

CAPCOM Well done, Ulf, and you will see a gear ops lamp
sometime, but we will give you a key v;hen to go ahead and do the
gear change. Now we concentrate on F02B and Larry Young is

enabled.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the gear position lamp is lighting now.

CAPCOM And , you can ignore the 16 air message.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Ulf, this is 102.

SPACiiCRAFT Okay, 102.
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CAPCOM Hello, Ulf. Have you solectod the c^.ntact lens
that has the best marks, tho best v;hite marks from among the
several that are up there?

SPACECKAyT Negative. The {garble} because you gave ur. one in

the PCOC and that's the one v;o are using*

CAPCOM I understand. But, that kit in the PCOC contains
several lenses. Did you, were you able to select one on which
the white marks were most clearly visible.

PAO That's Dr .Larry Young of MIT.

SPACECRAFT No. V/e just assume you gave us good contact
lenses.

CAPCOM I understand. Can you see the v/hite marks on the
contact lens?

SPACECHAPT The contact lens is already inserted in nob's eye
and I checked it. I don't see a thing.

CAPCOM If you do not see any white marks in it, then it

will not help with the amir recording, and v^e had best remove the

lens and carry on with F02B without it.

SPACECiiAFT Okay. That was told to us that we should check all

contact lenses. But, how many have we got and I moan, what does
it mean select?

END OF TAPE
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c'APCOM Now in tho MHF, woMl neoci soro.-^ co^niTiuniccit.ion nov/
with each othoc ho !joe v;hothec we cc\n set the imane b' o'^r, bcforo
wa havG to start with P02B, over. " " - -

•

SPACiilCRAl'T Okay, i:ogcr thv^t, (fjarblo)-

CAPCOM Okoy, Ulf, v/e can for<jet about the rinq and
continue with, with the setup and start of: the MHF, pleaoo inform
me

SPACECRAFT Okay, what I need to do is to qet thr> rta^a in andtnon (yarblo) Ul and then I can rr.snmo it.

CAPCOM Hegativo UJf^ negative. Aftr^r vou do (r'>rUin\ i-k^op3n and close (garble) hofore you hit ?h^U3uL^o^o^
SPACI^LMMPT YeL., I keye.; already tlv. onen cuv:! the closo strffin tho procedure. ^1^^^.^.

CAPCOM That i'K>und^.>, that sounds qood UlC and jnnt k^v m-wnen you give tho resume. * ^

SPACiJCKA^'T (garble) still missinq yav; which I n-ed to do icthe data xn MhH% 1111 and tho data in MllF 0001 enter and th^^n thr*

CAPCOM Rooor, v;e copy. And ulC V7e*rc a Cow neconds Eroin
LOS, v^e see you bacK in about 10 minutes over.

SPACI5CRAFT Ro<3cr that.

CAPCOM And Ulc, it' you still copy, at that time, v;e go
ahead with F023.

SPACECRAFT Ok.iy, 21),

CAPCOM Thank you very much lor all tUe linear VOU wg got.

PAO VJe've once aqain lofit communication with thi3

spacelab, ao we enter an LOS period for about S and a halt*

minutes now and v;e*ll bo: plc!;ing rJioir. back up at that timo
throuyh the tracking and data relay ^';atellito. Durinq the last
few uunutcs v;hc>ce w<j had cornmunicc.t Ion the crow was a.-viried by
vvubbo 0Gl;elj5 to interrupt the 201 o*.: per indent momentarily to set
up the mirror heating fcacility experiment nu/nber 322. They were
asked to do thi,c before starting F02-:.^ F02B ir» i. functional
objectivv^ of this 201 GKpo.i i!r»ent whic!i actuallv is a oart of
experiment, NASA oxporintent number 102 of the vest^bul^r
exper indent for which Dr. Larry Young of >\IT if; the principal
investigator. He ir> assuring the equiv^irten!: of experimeiit 201 to

/gather anglat eccentric data for his oxperiuiont. For functional
objective 2li v;hich is scheduled to begin in about another 10
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minutes oc so, Ul£ Merbold will be the subject and v-^ill wear
contact lens with special calibration mar kings on it, in addition
to the helmet which was seen in the clov;nlink a f ev/ minutes ago.
He will be seated in that chair like device, its kno.*;n as the
body reatraint nystem and he'll bo configured for the Z escentri::
u\ode at the C-axis which runs froni head to foot to the exact
center of the head. It is instead placed just forward of the
suojects head. That body restraint system will be p3aced just
forward of Ulf Me r bold 's C-axis, And therefore the term
escentric mode, escentric meaning off of center. Ulf Merbold
will then be rotated back and forth in an arc around this
escentric axis. During this particular run, the monitor in the
helmet which is over the left eye will show a fixed gray spot
that Ulf Merbold is to state at. He's instructed to keep cjuiet
as he undergoes this experiment, and then Bob Parker will give
Merbold a movement of 10 cycles and 3 seconds each of what is
called maximum ampatude chat's the length of travel...

END 0? TAPE
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i*AO ... while the target crosses first fixed and then
the target is turned off. And Bob Parker will be given 10 cycles
at 5 seconds each in which he is to indicate stand stills.
That's the point of change of direction in the back and forth
movement and heMl indicate stand stills by moving the
joystick. The crew is also advised to begin setting up
experinient :i22, the final experiment of the mirror heating
facility. Once that sample goes into the heating mirror heating
facility, i: '.nil not come out until after the Orbiter has landed
because of the toxicity of the sample. It is meant as a safety
procedure for the crew. We have about 35 minutes remaining in
this LOS period. Meanwhile, the payload operations control
ccvntcr continues to analyze the remaining days of this mission in
terms of organization, order of experiments, the change about of
experiments handled largely by the replanners who are found next
door to the immediate payload operations control center
camping. The replanners are next door to the nayload ooorations
director, the crew interface coordinator, Chuc'k T,ev7if3 who voices
up instructions and procedures to the crew. At 7 davs, 10 hours,
38 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Soac^Jab
Operations.

CAPCO:] Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we have you AOS (garble).

:.SPACECilAFT Okay, we are doing the linear with (garble) .

CAPCOM I understand Ulf and ...

SPACECRAFT If you want US to retype it or (garble) then we're
willing to do that.

CAPCOM Negative now, can you tell me whether you did set
up the experiment 322?

SPACECRAFT Just a second, let me quickly copy that run. Okay
Wubbo, come back to 322, do you copy?

CAPCOM Yes, I copy.

SPACECRAFT I completed the following thing. I picked up a
sample and throwed it in the MflF and what I did v/as (garble)
322,2. I think that is what you meant v;ith bravo and there's one
problem here in the prooeduro, there's one r.tep, replace,
restrain the (garble) adaptor. I found the ring but I'm not sure
whether it's the right thing. I tried to put it over it, but it
doesn't seem to fit.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, v/e copied, does it mean that you did not
perform the rest of the steps and they are in standby.

SPACSGRAFT DO you Still have the video up..
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CAPCOM Negative Ult. And Ulf, can we ask you to stop the
linear VOR and concentrate now on the MHP. We'll need oonie

communication now with eachother to sea whether we can set the
imago F up before we have to start v;ith F02B, over*

SPACECMPT Okay, rcger that*

ENO OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble) no aensation.

SPACECRAFT Did /ou Copy, no sensation,

CAPCOM we copied Ulf;.

s^-mmMFT did; 10 mctm- i ,^^^

SPACECRAFT (garble) sensation in g*>'-ting real bad (garble).
NO not really, l think a couple Ot' times you (garble) but no
stnt-ation,:

: ;

:;i^GECRAFT;^^^:^:^. 1^

CAPCOM Going LOS, we'll see you through Orroral about 18
-

: }

jP^O Wg have once again slipped into a LOS period but v;e
expecting up GOinmunications with Sp^Q«;lab sfectly. Our next
scheduled acquisition will be with the track inq and data relay
satellite

, ;
that^';S:: •tn; *lk>U:tJ^^ ^'-iB-; a :pass-in:^^abolvt^

20 minutes over the Yarragad*>Q ground station but that's UHP
only. So during tho next AO minuter^ of LOS while the fjoacelab is
out oE communicat ions with the payload operation?? control center
Sjore in Houston. The crew is exwectod to continue on with the
201 Gjjperifiient serier,, the crew had ju:^t finished the linear
:thre;sool:d:v^ port ion
dov^nlinkc'd livo to un. And the crew is now beginning itr, linear
YOR^, -;t:h£tfe/ acronym; :v^^^^^

forvthis:. experii^ont ivt,; Rofe-: Parker ^,is: the S:ub:j'ect:: andV^:^ in
'

again wearing tho uelinet. Althouqh in the first procedure of
this functional objective, linear VOR there is no target in tho
video :r,onitor of. tha helmet. Ulf Merbold will be moving Bob
Parker m all thcee axis as in the lin';ar threshold except that
the, except that Bob Parker is given 10 cycles at 3 seconds each
ami 10 cycles :at l; second «^ach;, ;that ;i.:; dilterent romA lineac:
tiiCot;!)Old .-/here it was 30 cycles at 3 secondn each. There is a
next pcocedure a£ tec that , v^hleh each:: oil ther^e moveraents^^^^^^
repeated except that Bo^^^

cross and he'll report any apparent taction of the targot. If
tnere is a porcx'ption of that target cross while the target cross
is fixed, then the target cross will be unlocked allovnng it to
move by conp-.ands ftrom the joystick and here Bob Parker will try
to ego center the target, that is he'll try to center the target
cross on hiutself by using the joystick to control the movement of
the ccoss. Again the seiine motions are repeated as before, 10
cycles ot 3 seconds each and then 10 cycles at 1 second each.
That' taE-get.: Gro:$8^:-^^ as ;.«e:>^aaidv Only;^ if^:there"^
percept ion; o:€^ :::ivotion :whlie/:';the target crossv^is^
the very first procedure of this Xunctional objoctive^.^ If nob
Parker liowever, does not perceive motion while the target cross
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is first fixed then the target is turned off. And Bob Parker
will be given 10 cycles at 5 seconds each...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) and we will be allowed to tetke the
(garble) telelight out of the furnace, hopefully*

CAPCOM We got your message, Ulf • Sure.

SPACECRAFT Am I going to be the subject for running your
DOR * s , Bill? Am I going to be a fwubject at all today?

CAPCOM And S.o:.-elab, (garble)

SPACECRAFT when are they going to tell us that?

CAPCOM (Garble) for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Wubbo.

CAPCOM You did understand that we would like you to set up
and start the 322 which takes about 10 min in the next LOS
period. Over.

SPACECRAFT Wait a minute. We v;ere talking about 322. Okay,
Bravo, yeah, in the next LOS period. That's correct.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you very much

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're coming to linear rear . Are you? And,
before we do that , I Ml get you another calibration.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) . Certtec, Center , Right, Center, Left,
Center, Up, Center , Down, Cx^nter . Okay, I think that was a good
calibration. Do you agree on that?

CAPCOM Yes, it was a good calibration, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

.CAPCOM And Ulf, what is interest ing here is the fact
(garble) sensation or other sensations were crossed by the
(garble)

.

SPACfiCRAFT Yeah, we'll talk to Bob. Don't v/orry. Bob,
(garble). Now? Oh, I turned the thing off. (Garble). VJhat we
do is we do X Y Z with more info, and then we go change the rotor
(garble) . Okay, no sensations. Did you copy, no sensations.
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CAPCOM We oopied, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we do 10 cycles 1 sec.

END OF TAPE
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PAO the experiment for the mirror heating facility
experiment. Growth of cadmium telluride. It is the last
experiment for the mission.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, are you still with us?

CAPCOM Yeah, we are back here Ulf. And, if you're still
ready to copy, I will continue with about 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
lines. Over.

SPACECRAFr Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCCXM Okay. For procedures on page F-400, page 32, and
before resume st6p 7.7, open 133556. Chock readout 061014,
close,

SPACECRAFT Go ahead

CAPCOM zero close 077770. Open 133566, check readout
0611, correction 014. Close, 077770. This completes this r.tep
over,

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me read you. Steos for, under 34,
before step 7.7. Open 133556, check 061014. Cloce 077770. Open
133565, check 061014, and close 077770.

CAPCOM Read back correct except it page 32. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, except stop 32. Wait a minute. You write
the same (garble) into 2 different adapters. Is that correct?

CAPCOM Your re.nd back correct. Yeah, that is correct, and
we suggest that you continue with your linear VOR into the LOS
period. Plowever, find about 10 pinutos time to perform thio
particular procedure. V7e'll be back with you then at 19 hours
and 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that. And, now the MIIF (garble) is
flashing. Do you want me to do these keyboard entries before I
hit the resusH'i or what is the step 3.7.

CAPCOM That does not mention (garble) The extra
information that you still need from me is that the (qarble)
should be 322.1. 322 decimal 1. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. 322.1, okay. Which is what material. That
is the clastic stuff, is that right? Cadmium tollnride?

CAPCOM It is indeed cadmium telluride, and good look with
your linear VOR (garble)
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SPACECRAFT Andr there's no chance to try another silicon
(garble) before you go before wo qo to the cadmium telluride.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf. I guess so we have one good experiment
of 321 which I congratulate you with.

SPACECRAFT Nell, that was done* But, what about. the cadmium
telluride. That will be it then.

CAPCOM Yeah, we get back to that later Ulf. We're getting
into a little time bind here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I assume then people change their minds
and we will be allowed to take the cadmium telluride out of the
furnace hopefully.

CAPCOM We got your message Ulf, sure.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ..*to indicate motion by moving up forward at the
mon^ent of perception of motion. For perception of direction he
moves the joy stick left and right, the only tv;o possible
directions.

SPACECRAFT Okay is that good enough for the detection of
motion? And we go to the detection of direction.

CAPCOM Yes, we concur Ulf, very good.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Bob changed his hand stuff so you can see a
little better on the video. I see, you v;atch the monitor aren*

t

you? If you* re near simulation. A lot more further then doing
it in the (garble) . Bob is that good enough, or do you want to
get some extra points?

CAPCOM VJe have good data Ulf on this Y axis, you can go to
the next.

SPACECRAB'T- Okay, you got to see. Good, Good, of Z, ray seat
towards you. 2 axis to detach to (garble) up motion. Give you
clear simulation, first.

PAO Now carrying out the third and the last axis the 7,

:.;'a:xi;s''^w^;;^';;9

SPACECRAFT Again, nov; comes the real test.

PAO For this Z axis movement Bob Parker again uses the
joy stick to indicate preceived motion by moving it Corv;ard at
the moment of preceptioa of motion. For precept Ion of direotion^i
he will move the joy stick either toward his head or toward his
foot.

CAPCOM Ulf, we are particularly interested in the small
movements , the very small ones.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay the ne>:t thing is the detection of
direction. To the feet please for calibration, Bob. Okciy, f i

i.

the joy stick (garble) okay. If I move you to your feet, flip it
towards me, okay. Marshall Ops are you there with us?

CAPCOM Sure we are.

SPACECRAFT I think that should probably be good enough for n.

CAPCOM Pvoger Ulf and we have to break you hero for about a
minute or two because you need to uplink some information which
you have to copy before we go LOG in about 13 minutos. So if
you* re ready to copy.

SPACjfiCRAFT Okay. Lot me just lend Bob. Okay Wubbo go ahead.



^
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CAPCOM Okay Ulf, this is for set up of experiment 322 the
ample.

PAO 322 is the experiment number for the mirror heaing
facility experiment. Growt'. of Cadmium Telluride. It is thd
last experiment for the (garble).

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO Bob Parker is now grasping the joystick device
which he will use to indicate bin perception of motion,

SPACECRAFT Ready,

PAO And perception of direction*

SPACECRAFT As I understand, eyes closed, right? Okay, eyes
are closed,

PAO As Bob Parker is moved slowly back and forth, he is
first to indicate to the operator , Ulf Me r bold when he first
perceives motion, not direction, just motion, the sense of
motion,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Yes,

PAO That was testing in the k axis.

SPACECRAFT Okay PLZC, is that good enough for you?

f iCAPCOM That looks really good, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT How about direction? V?hich arc we doing Ct^^.t, y
or (garble), retry, (gitblo), okay, (qarble) indication of
direction, <

.
:iy, Eyes still closed, right?

CAPCOM And Spacolab Ulf, we got really good data foi:

x*B. We're satisfi^^d with this one, can you go to the next axis.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we*ll go to y then. First thing we're going
to do is detection of motion.

PAO For this one ay: is movement, Bob P{n:kor has n:>w
turned sideways towards Ulf .Mecbold. Parker is again uoiny the
joystick to indicate perceived motioti by moving un forv;ar<1 at th^
moment o5 L^orception of motion. For perception of direction, ho
.moves the joystick left and right,

EMD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Ignore that message.

Me r bold is repairing a cable which hooks uo the
electro oculargram.

SPACECRAFT {garble) is on the channel and its now beautiful,
its a problem with the long EOG, (garble) we had that already at
diy 1

.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, that looks really fine and we're looking
forward to see you going back and forth (garble) and linear

v:(gar:bl6) *
: : ^ '

:

PAO Electro oculargram electrodes are fitted around the
eyes. Thoir a set of six electrodes go above and below each eye
and one each to the loft, of the left eye and to the right of the
right aye. Those eloctroden measure the electrical activity of
the musclus around the cyen. Ulf Morbold still working at that
cable. Orco this linear threrihold e:iperiment begins, the subject
Bob Parker will be asked to report two things, for each of the
axis that ho will be moved at. He'll be asked to give perception
of motion and then perception of direction for each axis he's

Sl'ACRCKAVT Center. Right, center, left, center, up, center,
dowh:,;Vc@nter:» •

:
: ; ^•V>:\ '

/

::SPACtCK/vM:^^;:v looks; ;g6odv

Okay. (garble)

CAPCOM And Spacclab for Ulf, Kwit.ch please over to inodeo
:.4,;.w<?: still; :inca

'iMi:':of";
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SPACECRAFT Wubbo we (garble) configured of the video systems.

CAPCOM Sure that's what we do, we got it.

SPACECRAFT Okay read them, (garble) ground stops. Say

again. The calibration beats, Down. Center. Right. Center.

Left. Center. Up. Center. Down. Center. Can you do the

left, right another time?

CAPCOM And Ulf, we need another balance before the

calibration.

SPACECRAFT Say again Wubbo,

CAPCOM We drifted away, we need a balance and then

calibration again, over,

SPACECRAFT Okay, they want another balance. The center

please, balance, okay go left, right. Right. Oh, no there's a

problem with the (garble). But I will fix that thing a little

immediately then you have it back. 12345 okay, (garble) I do a

little inter flight maintenance of the helmet,

CAPCOM m copy Ulf and tell us V7hat the problem is with

the helmet.

SPACECRAFT We lost a little handle there to open to eyes on

the rise side, but it's just a screw which came loose, I screwed

in and that should fix it.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay Marshall we got it fixed.

CAPCOM Thank you Ulf.

SPACECRAFT How was the EGG (garble) on the ground?

CAPCOM And Spacelab Ulf, wo have a problem witht he

.horizontal EOG VG no signal, can you check that one?

SPACECRAFT Yeah that's the one I'm working on. I don't have

it either, for up and down. That works, and the whole problem

with the whole problem (garble). He's out of the harness.

Again, (garble), right, left, right. Okay, we don't have

(garble) signal either here. Now lot me see, there's tv/o

possibilities, either we have to (garble) or v/e try the other

cable. The cable's sitting right there. Okay, Marshall Ops we

. are trying the other EOG harness.

mo OF TAPE
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PAO through the tracking and data relay satellite on B-

Band. And, the crew is in addition to doing the 201 experiment

is also planning at some point, very soon, to be carrying out the

last of the 4 experiments of the mirror heating facility. That's
experiment 322, the growth of cadmium telluride by the traveling
heater method. With that particular experiment, the sample which

is of it's nature, toxic, is placed in the mirror heating
facility and is left in there. It is put in last, it is the last

of the experiments to be carried out, and when the sample is put

in, it remains there even after the heating performance of the

MHP has been carried out, and the sample is not taken out until

after the Orbiter Columbia has landed. With the insertion of

this sample, therefore, for experiment 322, this will mark the

final experiment, and the closing up of the mirror heating

facility'. The question remaining is finding the precise space

and time to place that sample in experiment in the mirror heating
facility for experiment 322 without interferring with the current

objectives of the 201 experiment, the vestibular experiment
that's also going on right now. Just a little over a minute and

half now before we regain communications with the Spacelab. At 7

days 17 hours 38 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

PAO And, our next spacecraft tv is live downlink of the
• vestibular studies. That comes up in about a minute.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through Tms for 49 mitiutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we had a little (garble) down here. There
was a big bang about 10 minutes ago.

CAPC0»'4 We copy you Ulf. Give a little m.oce detail on it

please.

SPACECRAFT (garble) It certainly is. Particularly if you

could from inside here like we do, (garble) Absolutely none. I

think it's the coolest place in Spacelab.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf. Ready for tv

for 201.

SPAC/3CR/\FT Okay.'

CAPCOM And, also Ulf, can you tell me. Did you do the

linear threshold on Bob already.

SPAC3CRAFT Yeah, we have done the procedures.

\ CAPCOM Okay. Very good.

PAO Now receiving live downlink.
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CAPCOM And, Spacelab, be informed that we have really nice

pictures of you here down.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We just lost a little part of the element

here on this here. I'm not sure which camera is on probably the

camera, I don't know, probably that one.

PAO Bob Parker is the subject for this experiment

still, wearing the special helmet wi<:h the monitor for the left

eye and the eye movement infra-red device over the right eye.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Wubbo, we assume that the ground configures

video systems.

CAPCOM Sure, that's what vie do have. And, we got it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OP TAPE

J
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PAO He also was asked to perform oscillopcia with the
helmet off. Tiiis is the portion of the 201 experiment where by
the Game oscillopcia of body movements are performed except with
tho helmet off, Bob Parker then concentrated on a target at the
aft end of the Spacelab module. The 201 experiment has we noted
earlier has had quite a bit of time set aside for it^ several
hours tQ come in fact, and when we return from this LOS period,
the crew is expected to be at least readying if not already
involved with cao next portion of the experiment. And we have
about 21 minutes remaining before v;e reacquire communications
over the Orroral Valley at 7 days, 17 hours, 5 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations, This is
Marshall Spacelab Operations at 7 days, 17 hours, 25 minutes
mission elapsed time and about a minute and a half remaining
before we reacquire communications v;ith the Spacelab through the
pass over the orroral Valley. Several minutes ago, the crew was
scheduled to have completed confirming the solar pointing of
experiment 21 which is measurement of the solar constant. That's
an ESA c :per iment part of the solar physics series of
instruments' onboard Spacelab. The experiment 21 is to measure
the absolute value of the solar constant, that is to say the
total solar irradiants to measure that solar constant v^ith
improved accuracy and to detect measure short term variations.
It's believed that variations of the solar constant have to do
/with variations in the weather and climate here on the earth.
We • 11 have several minutes over the Orroral Valley in which to
speak to the crew. About 2 and 1/2 minute:^ and should he
entering that period right about now,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through Orroral for UlC , we've
got a fast one for you if you're ready to copy, please,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, wr^'re sorry about the miscue on the

Guam, V7e had it on ours and it got deleted. If you would take a

look at foxtrot 400, procedure 322-32, it's the MilP amp pool
procedure and we've got some updates for you,

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, I read.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd lixe you to do stepr; 1 through 10, 7,1

through 7.10,

SPACECKAFT Standby. Chuck, say again the page number.

CAPCOM Foxtrot 400/322-32.

.SPACECRAFT Okay I got it,

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, this is a short Orroral pass, we're about

to 90 LOS, leave that procedure open if you would. V?e'll get
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back with you throagh TDRS at 17; 41, We've got some patches to
'i t-'i'^^;'' •;';it

:
tl^en>^-':;'^^

SPACECRAFT Okay,

Who We've pa ;r>ed out of the Orroral Valley ground
station, area of coverage. We .should b<? picking up the TDRS in
about 10 rainutej;.;. This is Matsh'^ll Spacelab Operations at 7

days, 17 hour.-r i?;-' minutv^.s in m^' ;ion elapsed time, A little
aver 4 iriinutos to go beforo we i-Kjain con^i^uaica tiions v;ith the
Spacelab through the Tracking and' f:)ata Relay Satellit?:^ on
h^nd. And the crew in addition to doimj the 201 experiment i

aXao planning at some point very soon to be cairying out the las
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SPACfiCRAPT V^ubbo, ate you still thoro?

CAPCOM Yes, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Can do the cycle inbetv/eon already on Bob, in
order of use the tiniv'>?

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, You could but it could he conflicting
vnth the otneu activities, but I v;ould 'iay, do v/hatever you think
is feasible.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

PAD This ii; Marshall OPS at 7 days 16 her. 59 rnins
ndBsion elnpoed time. V?e hav3 lost ccKiimunicat ions v;ith the
Space.lab but should be reacqiuring it a^-; v;e pass over the ground
station at Orroral Valley. That pass in coming up in nbout 26
it.iautei anrl 40 seconds. And, v;e*ll bo reacquiring the TORS in
about hO ^ninulofj. During thir, acquir.ition of r,iqnal, the crow
becan ii:'n 201 cxpcriuiont. The voBtibular: exnoriraent. UecauGC,
how(>vor the vti.loo tar>o player is non-Oivr^r ative^ the video taoe
pla.^.M: v;?iicii ^oin.^ dayfi 'iqo w^')uld not function brryond a certain
poini:, <\\ni h:).: not \ni\c\:ioA ^ince. That video tape plavnr
pr.*vide-'; po-'-ra.: 1") th':- niohlLor, the lo^t eye monitor ilor the
;heI:f.ot thai r\ v/^uil tVu^ r^iibjoct. So, the £i\:i:t sche(h^led part
oi Ihio 201 o'ipvi: iiu:^i\t ruvi v^^a; what -o.;^ Kno\m an r)ptokinotic
nlijaulaticKVG, C)pl:ok>'v-tic j.^ t insula t ion hQv;ever iequire;> uho of
th- vid(M; ta;>e pidy.M to provide patt-^^rnJv to the :3ubjocl: aa he

into the Is; ft e /o yuo \ i i(>r . It v;an instead substituted for

e^per iu'.-nt \n vrricii the sub-'^-ct trief,^ to line up a target with
h)n body vect Icb;.. . i^v use oif a joy sticH d:^vioe. The crew alno

t;hat p'...M;--^cpL i-i.'-i th.;t; :^:.Maet i occur tv^v-a a periion moves hi3 head
ua<>i: Un 'mv\ v/hon hc^:; lookin•^! at i\ ntatu>nocy object^ and
the TH-at i -r-^z-'cy or.^|:cL *";uddcf-al/ alsc) app'r^arf--. to bo Tn>vin9* In
t-h.^i- ,r)^tio\. o.C (i.-, ;i i.l'^.vpci a, in thai no-vion of th^* 201
o;<pv'i: '^iV-*i.t:^ la-i f.hisir r , hh? cs'^c i Mope 1 a potMon^ -lol^ Parker v;a^^

]\xo h:^>= 3e(- a;^.'''' r^T^^"^- anu'-;-;> cind dovn, and i:iaa/llv h^^ ^nu^od and
• a-yaa^i ^^'a ^ ".l'^':;: <,aj:5|.<^ afid rjiv-Aitedf -^-hI t^ii,-^ :'.f'veral

tiiHjn. ta • ])o''ri'.w of h 1
'-i hodv, all thtci.' axof;

;iicr;*-':;rifit 1 , ii ..^.>a f.-^'Ving at tiia la-.-.r^/^^t h-i t'h'i ;ho:j • t^ . :\ga ,

tf^ai. f.P p:Jofv^-7 l'a:,^-'t -'V'^ t^^ n*:--': the rar>niw>r 'a this c^m ^ .,

a'-. . aol -ui. p'^Lc^'f^;^ lu.::; f:%> ha^-- - a ij?ruf^ r^^^ing c-^^ hy rh-

v,.'% > ta oiay;M'. -p.^ .a^i'M' , cm 'M r>i>aa,a ca^'i b'"' i; i/i v/i tha^< i: *-h^:^

v'^r; ^Mi.v'rpij 1']") r :, i ag hi: h'.-.l aiu\
^

f.';)r:fa L/*; .^r i

-rM_^.,^P; ^^-^^M !-
• -,a^"' i ^ :r^^«v-'* -

^
, m ^ hv^ v;hil-'% ):'>uv] l^f-aa f

a^^p. i la.' ii :r/ i:iia i/jngt'h of vrav.^'?! of Ui^; ai'.a r'/-,.- had
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the threshold where that perception v/as no longer seen. Once he
reached that threshold, he was to maintain it ipor 5 seconds. As
we said, he did that in all three axis of body movement. And,
there was another portion added to that in which the uayload
operations control center, the 201 investigation team' here in the
POCC asked Bob Parker to also do a pitching movement forward in
addition to testing the 3 axes of his body movement. He also was
asked to perform oscillopcia with the helmet off. This is the
portion of the 201 experiment whereby the same oscillopoir, the
body movements are performed except with the helmet off. Bob
Packer:

END OF TAPE
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SPACECiUVFT Okay, 1745, that is almost an little hour from now.

CAPCOM That's correct. And by now only repeat the part
without helmet, only the part and be advised that wo really get
very nice eye movement data you down.

SPkCECRAPT Okay.

CAPCOM And you can ignore those tv;o error messages.

SPACECRAFT Okay. They want to repeat this** thing without
helmets. VJithout helmets, Yep. Okay then, do another
calibrvition. Center, Center , Center . Okay we start on yaw*
Okay. Speak to the (garble) , go ma:? speed and then go down to
special EK or something. Okay. Now the last down in yaw, and

now lots try roll. Anythirig? Nothing? Okay then (garble).
Okay, pitch. Eyes closed pitch.

CAPCOM And Ulf, lot Bob concentrate or stare at the
imaginary target doing this eyes closed motion.

SPACECRAFT Okay, please imagine the targets and stare at it

during the eyes closed. Iraagine th^.^ (garble) and star- at it,

leyes closed, (garble) . Okay* By the v/ay Wubbo wc have t'le MHF
'lamp flashing, the ultra lamp Clashing, if: I can help with it,

let me knov;.

CAPC0>5 Yeah, thatM.l probably be later, weMl see you in
about also 50 minutes at Guam and you can inform me about what t

do*

SPACECRAFT Okay. Did you have the eyes closed, yaw. Okay,
co;aplele. Give another calibration. Center, tight, center,
left, center, top, center, down, center. Okay.

CAPCOM Good calibration UlU* Perfect.

SPACECi<AFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay Spacelab for Marshall Ops, rjflf, youMre about:

two minutes from i.OS and we got good data froii the osoillaps

here, remind that we don't do the ciubject change. Hob stays th

subject and we Ml get them started on the linear special ot

1745 • You have . •

.

SPACECiiAFT Okay, rogor.

CAPCOM Yeah, you have a 21 set up at 1705 and wo Ml get
• back to yo-a about 17X5 through Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. IVO'i, 21, is that.
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CAPCOM NO 2.1 Is a little earliec Ulf, 1 said 1705, over.

SPACECRAFT I'll probably do experiment 21 at 1705.

CAPCOM Yeah that's concern, I'm sorry

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay and Sparelab Ulf, rtiH have time to copy.

There is also a installing move of exj^eriment 322, which is going

to take place in the same spot til, we have til 1745.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Yeah, we'll give that information at Guam, over.

SPACECRAFT Just. Wubbo are you r,till there?

CAPCOM Yen, go ahearl.

SPACECRAFT Can v.'e do special in between already on nob, in

ordei to use the time?

CAPCOM Yer, Ulf you could, but i 1-; could bo conf Xlcl ing
_

with

;
the other activitiei;, but I v/ould cuiy do whatever you think is

feasible.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.
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CAPCOM Then juGt go from here to the next step which in
the oscillopsia, the same but then without the helmet, over,

SPACECKAPT Okay, will you give us some tirre to do s^rae more
specials?

CAPCOM Yes, you havu and Ulf, just boar with us a little
bit, we try to keep you mind and v;e give you a little changes
later on and yaide you through this whole thing, if that's okay
with you?

SPACECRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM And Ulf, before taking off: the helmet, we need a

calibration here,

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) now stand up* Keep the ))alance.
Center, right, center, le1:t, center, up, center, down. It feels
good to me. I see there's a (garble),

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, that v;a3 a good calibration, over,

SPACii;Cf<A?*T That v;as a good one or not a good one?

CAPCOM It was a good one,

SPACECKAfT 01c ay, thank you. Okay, we did another one, \ve use
the (garble) part and the aft co^im as reference here,

CAPCOM Roger Ulf and probably so;no time later in the
mission, you can find the time to take one picture of your
position as to find a reference poiixts, over,

SPACECRAFT Sure, Okay, that was the calibration and it looks
like the (garble) part of the aft comm and we stopped tl^e

oscillopsia on t!ie yaw.

CAPCOM Just wait a minute, Ulf. The up down part of the
calibration was not good yet,

SPACECRAFT Okay, let's go ahead and do the calibration
(garble). (garble) please* Oscillopsia, okay, (garble). Did
you go, did you go (garble) , (garble) anything? Okay* Now
(garble) , No oscillopsia on rau and Inirely in yaw, Mow comes C
and that is nothing that what we all know. Okay, nothlnq is in
Z, cockpit, (garble) of the (garble). No oscillopsia on
pitch. Mow eyes closed please and pitch. Okay and eyes closed
in yaw. Okay, any comments? Okay if you would rather try other
calibration? Okay, Okay, these, 7, no calibration, center.
Okay, v;as that any better Marshall Ops?
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CAPCOM Yes Ulff that was good and now what we'd like you

to do, you could repeat this once more but in a few minutes or 5

minutes, we are going to loose you. Be aware that you have to do
a 21 (garble) conf romation and then Bob is going to continue to
be the subject so at 17:45, that's a break of about half an
hour • He will start for being the subject for linear threshold
and also for linear VOR. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 17:45, that is almost in an hour from no*^.

CAPCOM That's correct and by now only repeat the part
without helmet, just the last part and be advised that we really
get very nice eye movement data here down.

SPACflCRAPT Okay.

CAPCOM And you can ignoro those 2 error messages.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Houston.

SPAC3CRAFT (garble) Okay, go ahead. Okay, that's complete.

CAFCOM And Spacelab, Ulf no reply necessary, you can

whenever you are ready continue with the (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Alright, Houston, I can do that. You're broken up

there Houston, say again. Okay, under^itand. I know v it trom

the last tivae we did it. Okay, we go into (garble).

CAPCOM We copied it Ulf

.

SPACECRAFT (garble) POC, I don't think...

SPACeCRAPT Go ahead. Okay, Houston, that's what I've been

doing and comparing them and they look pretty good.

CAPCOM And Spaoelab, Ulf, bo advised to go to mode 03

please,

SPACECRAL-T Okay. Okay, you want ur> to do another calibration

.V^T: .guGSS . Z/: :v

/spacecraft Okay, Ifouflton, that's what I've been doinn, I

haven't taken the stufri: above or below but the autonuitic stops

nave been coinpa cod very v;oll with the (garble), with the, with

the required reading of F8, we've been getting FB350 right acrosn

where we nit. Is that enough? That's the calibration (garble).

SPACECRAFT I don't see why I can't use the other film, there's

250 'frames in it and only 30 in the Other and it would save me a

lot ol tii5>e (garble) picture of the cawf^ta (garble).

SP/vCECRAFT Left, center, up, center, down, center.

SPACECRAFT Okay, looks good tome. Okay, and... POCC?

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, calibration okay?

SPACECRAFT Yes, it looks good.

PAO About 14 minutes remaining in this pasc, the crew

continues to run the 201.

SPACECRAFT Okav, (garble) special. Okay, lots go to roll
_

then. Okay, now its the left hand roll, now coiac) C, yes it is,

anything?

i SPACECRAFT Nothing.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) • Marshall Opfi, we are 201*

CAPCOM Yen, Ulf, v;e have here good data, v;o have tv;o

additional thin^js v;e would like you to do or three actually. It

is try (garble) during pitch motion.

SPAGECIiAPf That's what we are doing now. And pitch si'/.e

closed and yaw is that what you want U3?

CAPCOM Yes, first hia eyes opn^n Ulf, and then try with
^7;;:;':^'e'yij's'^^: .''rv':^

SPACECRAPT Okay, we did. Me did pitch eyen closed Cirst^ and
then eyes open. (garble) pitch eyes open first and th^n eyes
closed and first hie right, nou* the yaw eyes c1ogg<U

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And from all of: thorn ho had o5;c i llopcria , v;hcn he
had closed you can*t ^ee anything*

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACECJ^AFT And it,^j the same for me only In yaw eyes ooon hero,

\we got or.cillopcia

.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPAChXRAFT Okay, we are done with that, except you want us to

repeat a thing.

CAPCOM Stand by £or a sec hero Ulf, we*rc running a little
late so why don't we not repeat it and just go from hero to, to

the next step which ir^ the OBcillopcia the sanic, but thon without
the helmet over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, will you give ub some time to do nomo more
(garble)

?

CAPCOM Yes, you have and UlC, juBt beac in with us a

little bit, we tried to ...

END OF TAPii



?CAPC0^1•:
^ Yc»u

:
can :/igno:N ::t;hat-\ mossa^jtj ^ Ana ' fehat. •cxne . •

SPACKCRAPT Hoqer that. Okay. We aro roady for the flrijt
calitjration and wo thc>^^ 83, Wat's with (gafble)

CAFCOH^. ; We: copy;; ' •^

SPACiiCMFt Okay. Gets you acrosa hece. And, please (oarhlP)that' s balanc.-n Now, (garble) calibration. Okay, Chuck.' Did;yQU ttt; :m0(m:- cmibx&Uon data.:: : ; ::; r- -
'^i'-

.

SPACKCHAFT Okay. How's the {garble). In it also acceptnblo.

CAPCo^s
: ; ^ yQs,; tbe; igar bie ) \i a good

:

;:

•SmeiCRAFT:;:::^ now:-: |g^a.cble)^::"'^

^f^*^
^nd, tfiO orcv/ continu'vn t'> C trrv ou^- cnr-i nop- inThe onoillopfjin portion of thir» :;oi ir.K'nfc. V/hi }f? the ?01*

expcriitiont. teaui won i tor.-, th-^ dowu I !>-,'< of data, monitoflnq
amori'j other t!un93, a tv sccocn showitv) th';? cy«T> !)i>inq pickoci up
)by the aimir. , 'i'lio eyo aiovciuent inCra-^o'l tlevicv^

^^^iPAQiCiJAF-^ ,;V::::^^

CAPCcXj Okay, Ulf. You cnn dic.oonfcinuo with t?iir, iliiriuinua
:: :-:v ::-: '

:

CAPCOM you wore just finiching up v/ith tho chGckout,

CAPCOM Thon, t!ie next ir; illumnioun iin©.

SPACECRAFT Roger tha.

i*AO The cr;ew iji now comp] etino it's oncillopflia an-1
moving onto the illumniouo line or^por in'.ont portion.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay. You close your ,GV(-a and you witn a
(garble) . i will then

CAPCOM And, okay Ulf:. no infor.v.o.^ to switch ov<fC to inclc;

iOl. Ovor.

SPACfSCRAFT Okay. NOW, the e/o your target'.
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PAQ That^s the eye of Bob Parker who is acting as
subject for this series of expn* riments. The illumnious line
experiment is sometime^:; referred to as aubjoctivc vorticle. Rob
Parker will try to line up a target with what he persieves to be
in line with his body vorticle.

SPACECRAFT (garble) and, the left one, this is everybody's
(garble)

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Ulf,

SPACECRAPT That is not the correct understanding • I think you
meant that we should align it in reference to the space
coordinates. But, that is almost impossible.

CAPCOM That is why we said to change that, IJlfl. We would
like to discuss this suspect a little later to more detail* Rut,
for the time oeing align with your own body feeling of what is

down,

SPACCCRAB^T Copy Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob, Like that:. Okay, when nob flips the

(garble) then that moans that*s Lhe alinement.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACfiC.<AFT Okay . And

,

SPACECRAFT LOud and -^ear, Hour>ton.

SPACECRAFT Aline please. Okay.

END OF TAPS
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CAPC0f4 Columbia^ Houston^ on air to ground 1, Columbia
Houston, air to ground 1,

SPACRCRAPT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, John^ we're just talking to you through
Santiago, we're having trouble locking up on TDRS but we should
be on it in just a minute. We just wanted to let you knov;.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, (garble)

CAPCOM Correction...

SPACECRAFT ...down getting lunch.

CAPCOM Okay, iTohn, I've got a correction to that, we're
having probleras on TDRS we may not get it bo v;e ju^^t v/anted to
let you know on that. And in addition to that the onboard
systems look good.

SPACiXRAt^'T Yes, I've been watching then, thoy sure do look
good, this thing is really super. It's beautiful. (garble).

CAPCOM And Spacelab this in Marshall Ops for UlC and Bob,
no reply necessary, v;e havo a problerr; with dovmlink of AMIER,
which should not change the plan just continue with the luminous
line and so on, it could be that v;e \;ant to not do the
oscillopcia but then do the linear threahold on 3ob, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that, but we are all set for oscillopci
and you are saying now that you don • t want to do that now?

CAPCOM You were already r?n'idy for oscillopcia?

SPACflCRAPT Yes, that was what we had in mind to start with.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT iMaybe its a mistake...

CAPCOM ' Yes, that's Cine, but we'd like you to do the
threshold in5itead.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPC0:4 Standby Ulf, (garble) stand by for a second,

SPACECRAFT (garble) threshold make a decision.

CAPCOM Just standby Ulf, v/o're checking whether we get
MilER down, over

.
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SPACECRAFT Okay/

CAPCOM And Spacelabr Marshall Ops be advised, we do have
the downlink capabilities so we can just continue an originally
scheduled with oscillopcia ovar

SPACECRAFT Okay* Marshall we have 19A experimerit power
(garble) message 40*

CAPCOM We'll work it Ulf. And just for information the
oscillopcia data we got on the ground from the last time were
very good, we got some (garble) nice gains of the VOR, which is
different from on the gtound, over*

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacolab, Marshall, no rosponf,>o necessary, you can
ignore the 19A power status, you may get a 13S pal power status
message , if it occurs you can ignore tliat too*

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Ulf, I dicTn*t know v;hother you got
those changed, the oscillopcia Ulf, th^> (garble) what to have it
done standing all over, did you get that one?

SPACECPAFT (garble) I understand you want us to do oscillopcia
standing all the time, is that corcect?

CAPCOM Yes, that's affirmative.

SPACHCKAFT Okay. We* 11 do that , we have one problem here, the
(garble) valve, its pretty chilly in spacelab, we all are
protected some, it doesn*t make any sence to put the air pressure
on,

CAPCOM (garble) respiration valve and also forget about
the (garble) Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no (garble) okay, good enough.

CAPCOM And Ulf, no reply necessary if you call out the
steps than I can add the three stops that are in your real time
and it will a llthle easier, over.

SPACEC m\FT Okay. ( g a r ixl e

)

CAPCOM You can ignore that laessage, and that one.

SPACiiCRAFT Roger that. Okay, wo are ready tor the first
. calibijation and we start wi th A3r that's with the POCC.

CAPGUM Roger, we copy.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, give you the cross here and...

END OP TAPE

1
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SPACri:CRI^:FT
,

. V it would probabl? be a qood ^d^a to repeat: ^

'

CAPCOM I think cou]fln't r :,: :^ jTiorcu Tho -^tobloms we
have here Ull^ i:') t!wt v;i-- havo cx ce •'v^. ict o*' timor: v;ece A\o

varioiui Pis witi) there ov;n oqixirnnonL ana rcqaestG and v;e at tbe
mot;Vif!t don*t .ee no i r/.- ^ to ,unpM.nv^nt v;hat /ou'ro askimi for, if

howev--'C you ;^e- tho t,uui /our. r>cll. th^n it will be ^reat,

^i^ACiiCPAl'^T "oil y I incr n what ari: ^loinq

with thi^: o:);j:K:liVo Vi^rtic^:.' * 5;omothin':i \lk^^ th't, vhat in to

my feelin^n/ to bo vatr/ hoaesl, i waste o[ tine b'?c?au;--? there in

no cortical.

. iq!it ()Ow i'-; ev:li .-iO ^ / i n^oicr.^.; i i^g » y..,u ; t h/\ !• if- v ' -^Ux;^'^

...your eyen, y.»u ] >'>e :h^^ ? ci' -u: '.'.t:^"^ c^f: vortic.iJ "'lii/ii y^'^u h ,^1 f''-'*"^:it ,.

the Cpuce l-'i), over, ii> t "lat col?'oc1"V

BPAi 'ORA'^T a hj.c) vMiyi Ih^ cy-r; <.-,v-a''-, it':^ ^i-i^ ' to (y.^i

^•o'ne^,-'.'; j: Mii 'not ^^-mre^ v;:heth'(n:;.. yc:>u; liau, video- ancly' (gai:l)Ie) 'y

•

n^^AL..:"!^Ahy 0':av^ I ^- vaJk a!..o.'a:l \/;.^a ;-:(?Mas th- ^»
.

' >n

brtO;r ^ ne I' ^.^c l.^-ra. floov i -^a .u-^a.oia?/ * ' ao
I • say vJi.,. iay la:^'t O), lit. I a-j ^. i''r>L.

CAPCGM ,. 0*;ayr 'i ^a y.>a n • , an^. :
' a'^at a^''.:i>;-i I

ha. /a iB^ i you cJ^'a--* r^n ayea^ lifj'--^ do '--aa ii.a, i'/j tuaa
Spaaf J ab, L'V;:a »

.SPA^: -OicAi^T ^ iaaa^) Vi^.t 'nrjc^niaMou c o/.ipJ ' e y \a IVn 'a^a^: (*!'jaca''a,

Chi'CiM.:. \\t){ild i ^ raya-^ H' Vi^u al.aa^'^ -/.aa.: -.a;^::,, da-. -a. H ^'^/y^...

.tiny dj^r^^reac'. t'o < '"lira;: ^-'C .Sya > laD a.y;i-ao dc/./n -r in -"/a a : y, .y

ruiy f i.r ..i Uy\\: v >?

. .^;P/ '^ii^Ciy^y-T i^^^o^ I Inhik ay*^-, oa'--aad, oy-'^ ; ^*!r>nra:"f; in hhi'^

cn i ^^/^an^^ni .'-^ wor% an v^-' ^vi'aa 'i-'ja > 'li^:; ^-ly ,
ai

.

can a. 'V thi:., vy-n !;T)>)c.a.; 1. ah ^aa a .fK-i., t)Ca'aa..'^ ?i»a b^-'i:.'' *>'a.t

vraa^^ bul ^hal tic^eaa't. ,a'^:ui th-. : t: alava; a:

CAPCt'al Uk^/ Ulf^ a^,: alMOfU: wC^S , the u^laa "i a i:i.^-'a- I'a-^ •Jniau-

iif Hyci'^rjlab, you ii^uKiiU-' la:^ u!i ^aa Pynvar^ at ^ a^!ia la r a ,

aa :an

apul, it- into *nlhc^' c^r ' ntaayciDi -'.aar, .

Ka.\af:(;!^yas.' oh v;an.^ -ill-) ay-a a^aaai i iv)-^*'- any {'^arwb-: i>
^

J i.ho iiua-; ' of Spaca-; 1 - h,
,
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PAO And v^-^ pan,;-Hl out (^'f; rnns*o of tJie nur?m r]rotm"^"1

station; havTf lost .^^ain teBiporci^ ily coianiiinicat icvri:- with t'ne

:;pac:''-:lab, but will be picking it up ajfnn in a Li tile lenn then,.;

la mir/atOL through the tc^.-^tking ^'Uita afid relciy natolUte, Doting
tiiat bi'ief pan^J over xGuam^ thei*c^ was continuing ciiBcunsIon
belv/oen iilf Merhold ann nob Parser v^ith the Payl(\-id Opor^itionn .

Control ileutet . Both o^: the roiS'^tiv^e merit of the^ souie of the,
exorc'i^es t 'lat rc^ne of the functir)ns th.a: they i\r(^. v^xp^ctcK*^ to he
oairrrying on;/ Juring the 201 experiment • Much tine han been
allocated tor. the 201 v^Kstibulai: cxpetiMer.t durisKj trrt s red
shift, accot-incj to the r-iyload Crew Activity Plan, Olf Merl)oid ...

and Ro::)*M^t Vnri'-t, ir;yolv(,Hi in the 201 oxpc^timcrP; throuqh the 21
ho a r , 40 'ii i n ii t c» po i n t , Abe ^ a t .1 6 -1/2 liii n u t « ? 3 a v;a y he f o r o
reopairriny co.r./vunicat ions v/ith th?} Space 1 ah. ht 7 dcv/.s^ hour^>^

51 irdnutc.> mi.^Mion eli.puod time, this i ^%irt}hc 1 1 r^-^.-.tcola!^^

Ope. t ioti;-;

PAO: This is '4--'shali f>r) icel<:j' ^ : .
i t i. onn w->'re

h,,^>:pec i: i ng p\ck up co)!rjunx<'at i on?; v;iLh t!iv^ U^icnl.ib tlicc^rr-! li ^'ho

T''y<S •: t . / ^u"^ .';>nd now *

CA:;''Ci)M Coliur;)ia, ]'o\j:aUju, air to q.^^o'i u'"! or/:'/^
,
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PAD The diBcussion between Bob Parker and Wubbo OckelB
concernod the video teipo player • Tluit video tape player became
noiif uncfcional several days ago very earlier in the inission and if
that tape player provides varioLu; patterns to that left eye
monitor in the helmet. So that the various .vestibular
experiments can be performed as the subject perceives these
patterns and then tries to orient himself while he receives the
input oC those pattern?^]. Hov/aveCi with the video tape player in
operative con\\tion, thor.e functional objectives v;hich reply up^on
the video tape player cannot be performe<i. And Bob Parker was
askinq the payload operations control center of the exact nature
ol: the (garble) experiments that v;ould be carried out toward the
end of this hour and throughout the next which is tlie scheiailed
time for the unstowing and setup and for the carrying out of
experiraont 201. The optokinectic portion of that experiment,
spjv.: i f ioally optok i nec i c while neated. Th.at nortiori of the
expec iiiient in going to be repl.aced becaur^e that i r; one portion of
201 that relies upon the video tape player in rarpplying patterns
to the subject. Further pcocedaren will continue to be voiced up
to the payioad crew as we reacquire coioi.nuncationr** VieMl hav?)

corarnunicat ionr> back again in a little i-tore than B Tninute;*.

Tiiat's 7 driyi:^, 15 hoards, 33 minuteji mission elapood time^ thir, Ig
Harcwu'^ll Spacelab Operationn.

ICAPCOIA And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, v;o*re with you through
Guam for about U \ninutea.

SPACfiCKAin* Go ahead. PL'^C, did you guys get tlie teler>:. ii^ter

ineru'Uige up?

CAPCOM Say again P>ob, you were l)!:okerw over.

GPACKCRAFT Teleprinter mesGago on the way up?

CAPCO/1 Yea, you have a nesnage on the way up and it should

be to your eyen any mouietrt. It gives you h sub^^titute prooodnro
for alpha 3 and it givef; you i:.o:ae remarkr, for the F0:^3 run, over.

SPACECl^AFT Okay

CAPCOM And alno mh , no: we have you here, I will givr:: you

an idea about the ching-.M:; war; expected of procedure. The alpha 4

is cUangeci, t!ie oaci j/iop;:i a I . I will t]ive you co^vr: T.^-pL^rko

right on tiine when wo r^lart lor that: fL^till if; about an h^^u;: away
fro:a now. The al£>ha 5 is the* saiiic^ now i\r, the alp'ia 4 bu\. th^Mi

v;it«*iOut a helM^jt r.o we have a little niore 0;;cinupcia \%'ith^>ut a

he]]»iet. And then lahe^ on, we actually aluior^t nr> c'laiXKv: c^Accvt

for the (garble) will u».:>t take place* Triore is a little
o >e r ijT«:M) whorr^ v/c* w^jut to ;<oo yor. till: r*r:'n;.;:; t i on if ytJii mova

-back and forth in cxoe-;:-; acc^cl ^:^r a t ion in the x over.
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SPACECRAFT Okay* Okay, you guys have no intontion of doing
threshold on me or (garble) on me, is that correct?

CAPCOM As far as wo figure it, we should have on you the
threshold and probably only the linear (garble) we don • t have.
Probably the, we hope that we can still got that in somewhere,

SPACECRAFT WubbO,

SPACECRAFT When are you going to do the threshold on me?

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECi^AFT Wubbo?

CAPCOM Yes, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT I think we both feci that the threshold is probably
the most interesting thing to do and (garble)* Ivo have that one
uieasurcraent done on both ol* us and the reru.at is a little hit
conflicting* Bob diduH* get anything and I did and it v;ould bo
probably a good ideix to repeat it.

CAPCOM I think that we could not agree mote. The problem
we have here Ulf is v;e have a certain .sot oC tim^'i where thero <iro

various PI *s with their ov/n equip.n^nt artd request and ve

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We copied that and try to line it up, what you call
you body vertical.

SPACECRAFT Yes, The other time it was very specifically with
the respect to the Space lab verticals, tv;o days ago when we did
this.

CAPCOM Sure, but if you say that you cannot do that, then,
I mean, it doesn't make sense, isn't it?

SPACECRAFT I was out fielding, and we u'ere late in getting
back, John, and I said okay we'll try tnat today and so it with
respect to our EGO vertical . The thing we were wondering about
was instead of doing the A3, the Opt ikenotlc, why we didn't do
like a threshold the (garble) VOK on me?

CAPCOM Okay, IMI ask that question* Lot me..

SPACEC^^FT That's part of the message.

CAPCOM Yeah, let me ask you anothec one Bob* That A3 in

were you have your body still and you rotate your head which
gives you a certain channel implauco or channel sensation through
..which you are probably inrluanced if you assess you vertical of

/your body. There's another proposal where ^ which could be done
probably a little later, where by some meanrr. we keep the hat
still and move the body, such that you only havo input from your
sensors from your neck,, but no (garl)Io) input:. You think th'U:

v;ould be feasi!:>lc and from a sciennific point of vievr it'd be

very inter est ing

.

SPACKCHAFT How we goitiq to fix the helmet? You guyn have sorae

idea on that?

CAPCOM V^ell we start think in^] about that. And we go LOS
Bob.

S'PACECRJ^FT ntart thinking about that, righl:*

CAPCOM And Bob, we'll have you back at 15 hours and^J
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Mar.'jhall Spacelab Operations at 7 days, 15

hours, 28 minut^^s mission elapsed time. V?e have about 13 minutes
in this LOS period before wo reacquire conuauaicat ions with the

SpaceJar) over the Guam tracking stnt ion. During this A0r> period

that we just went out oE Ulf Metbc^id was wor!:ing v^i th t:ho mirror
^heating facilities sped t: ically oxooriment 323. He had inserted
a Silicon rod sample and v;as attempt ing to create a floating
cell. However the sample broke and Ulf Mcrbold have ^r^aced the
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mirroi: heating facility into it^s cooling mode. Once the sample

has cooled , which will be approximately half an hour from now, it

can be removed and eome decision will be made at that time to

whether or not to reinsert another Scimple. Coming up shortly
with the crew is beginning of expor iraent * 201, that*s one of the

Vestibular experiments* It is among the life sciences
experiments and it's entitled Effect of Rectilinear
Accelerations, Optokinetics and Caloric Stimulations in Space,

it's investicjt ting the vestibular functions of the inner ear,

particularly the audio organs. The exchange between Bob Parker

and the, Wubbo Ockels, the alternate payload specialist v;as in

regard to the several of functional objectives of this experiment

201 which calls for the subject to have the helmet on, the

special helmet with the two devices, one of which goes, or the

two eye devices one of which goes over the left eye and is a

basically a monitor which shows images r which the loft eye

observes. The other being a camera over the right eye which

records the right eye*s rAovement. The discussion between Bob

Parker and VJubbo Ockels concern the video tape player. That

video tape 'player became nonfunctional several days ago, very

early in the mission and...

END OP TAPK
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CAPCOM •••inside the SAL is 14*2 and in the module is
14*8.

SPACECRAFT I'll go equalize and will see what it doos,

CAPCOM Okay, at your convience«

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just went to equali!;?e and I can hear some
air coming in. it, it may have just cooled down, I trust , been
watching the trend on it?

CAPCOM It could have been a temperature related problem
that (garble) mentioned, so it looks okay nov;.

SPACiSCRAPT I'm going back to clo5$e, we'll take it and t:hen we
can take another look at it. I assume that^s what you want
right?

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, you can go to close now^

SPACECRAFT And sometime I assume v;e are going to do a
deactivation of the SAL alright and didn't see it on either my
flight plan, or Owca's flight plan*

^.i:APCOM Okay, well let me find out aboot ti)at. And
Spacelab, Houston, that SAL d^act will be part: of the f?AL, the
spacelab deact ivatioiu

SPACECRAFT Yes, i keep forgetting that, thank you* Forqot
that in the sim too.

PAD Ulf Morbold has placed the mirror hoatUig facility
in its cool dovm operatiori. It will trike about 45 mlnut.'^M^ for
that sample to cool and then it can be removed*

SPACKCRAFT Ma r sha 1 1 (Jps •

CAPCOM Go ahead ULf*

SPACECRAFT Okay, and what can we do nov;?

CAPCOM Well Ulf, we're.**

SPACKC.RAFT I think as far as the MS is conC':^i*ned , wo have to

wait until temperature is done*

CAPCOM That's affirm and we'll havo sotiC instructions for

you which we're v;ocking up right now be I: ore too long.

) OPACi'^CUAFT Okay, (garble) let ask you, is ther.'e a little
tape on the recorder left on film the (garble) of th.: water dirop.
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'CAPCOM Standby. Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf, you can use
15 minutes, 20 minutes actually on AV2,

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

SPACBCr^APT And meanv;hile POCC, v;ithout being a pest, which I

guess I am, we're suppose to start 201 in about 25 minutes, and
we haven't heard anything about what were going to do.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops , Bob, yes we have it,
and if you're, well you don't need to copy it, it's very simple,
its day 7 and you just start as scheduled with steps Al and A2
which is set up in checkout and the first change to the procedure
is in step A3. You will find a change coming up at Guam in about
20 minutes which is message number 125. In addition there is one
request and that is to tcy to put the elootodes on relatively
early if such that they can set, over.

SPACECRAFT I read you that. You guys sure didn't got it up
any too early^

CAPCOM That's correct.

, SPACECRAFT We've knov;n that this is going to happen for seven

CAPCOM V7ell I didn't.

SPACECRAFT V7o broke the video tape 7 days ago or G.

CAPCOM (garble) Bob let me ask you^ that h3 step, that is
optics kinectr. is going to be replaced by what thoy call (garble)
line experiment, are you familiar with that?

SPACaCJlAFT Yes, and we were a little late in getting back to
you about that the other day but this is that subjective vertical
thing v;e did the other day, right?

CAPCOM B^xactly, yes. Yes, you got a new procedure.*.

SPACECRAFT And our co.nmentS; our commont.s to that were that
when you take someone and close his eyes and rotate him (garble)
angle here, in 2;ero*-g, has no down, and its just no v;ay, no
way of indicating a down. If you tell him ho'r> at 45 degrees
that he can rotate that align at 45 degrees to v;hat he p!:ocoe<ls

to be his vertical, but to tcy to establish with respect to the
spacelab vertical, its certainly that indirect method and we
didn't think that had any meaning.

\ CAPCOM Okay, we copy that and try to align it up with what
you c a 1 1 you r body v e r t i c :i

.
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"SPACECRAFT That *s the other part of it v/as very specifically
with respect to the spacelab vertical, 2 days ago we did this.

CAPCOM Sure but if you say, you cannot do that. •

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... I give to you (garble) MHF31, is that okay?

CAPCOM That's positive.

PAO And the silicon sample has bcoken.

CAPCOM Hello, can you still hear me?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I can.

CAPCOM well, it's really a pity that is melting through.
It looked quite good as far as 1 could see.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Well it's really a pity that it's melting through
because it looks so good as far as I could see where my screen
is.;: v;:

;:; : , ;

v;^

SPACECRAFT Yes, I think that the problem is that the surface
tension wants to form a contact angle of I don't know, a 11 or
how many degrees and that takes a little liquid away from the
melting zone and there's a tendency for the zone to become
smaller for that reason. And the only way to avoid that is to
/keep the power really low and make the zone short. I don't know.

CAPCOM Yes, that's why I told you to turn the power down
but let's not ...

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's what I did. But be adviaed I turn it
on as instructed but I thought we started already and was on too
iong>::;:

CAPCOM Hello Ulf, can you still hear me?

SPACECRAFT Yes, sure.

CAPCOM Yes, I want to thank you very much for this
experiment 1 if even if it was very short. I thank you much and
I wish you a very good way back home.

SPACECRAFT Hey (garble)

,

CAPCOM Go ahead, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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CAPCOM Ulf, you can go ahead and start MHP at this time
but do not open the door.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And also if you have just a moment, could you come
back to this camera and pan it left so it's looking straight down
the module.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Okay, that was to start MHF.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM Loud and clear, ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, what can I do for you?

CAPCOM Well, we've temporarily lost the TV, Ulf but what
we were asking is if you could move the camera until it points
right down, the middle of the module.

SPACECRAFT Oh sure.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, with a note on the SAL.

SPACECRAFT To go.

CAPCOM Roger Bob, we're registering here about a .6 delta
b in the SAL between the inside and the outside. And that is
between the SAL module and the Spacelab module. And we'd like
you to take the SAL vent valve to equalize at vour convenience
until the pressure goes back to 0, the delta b* goes back to 0 and
then go back to close.

SPACECRAFT My airlock pressure is showing, did you say .6 or

CAPCOM That's a .6, what we're reading is inside of the
SAL IS 14.2 and in the module is 14.8.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'll go equalize and we'll see what it does.

CAPCOM Okay, at your convenience.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just went to equa ' ze and I can hear some
air coming into it. It may have just cov^led down, I ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... a couple of times.

CAPCOiM (german) condition

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) would like them off. I'm slowly
increasing the (garble) settings.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf. Do remember what Byron did was very
dangerous so the zone was too high in the beginning, it ehouliv
not exceed 1.5 times diameter.

SPACECRAFT Okay. What (garble) reads now 3.7 and the display
data is 110240. I read you only the first 3 digits.

CAPCOM How about the condemenat ion of the (garble). Is it
like on Earth (garble) experiment so far?

SPACECRAFT Yeah. Very similar to that. Like that.

SPACECRAFT I think it's getting slimier at the surface. And,
I would say it's a little less than the diameter.

CAPCOM Yes. I agree. You need to up it a little more.

SPACECRAFT It is now 1106 at the center console. So that
brings it up to 390 (garble) and the display data is 1116.
Okay,, that is (garble) 4.1.

CAPCOM That' still to low, the zone.

SPACECRAFT Yeah. Here comes 4.3. Okay, now it's thru. See
what it did.

CAPCOM The high is still too low.

SPACECRAFT Still to low? I would think it is 1.5 times the
length. Okay. If you advise it to go higher, I'll do that.

CAPCOM Yes, you should go higher.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's 440.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT And, centeral console is 1145, Okay, it's
definitely pretty long.

CAPCOM It's okay. It's long enough now, I agree. I think
we could start with the resume. Did you check by hand ...

SPACECRAFT Now, I have not hit the resume yet, not yet. And,
I do it r ight now. I go for it.
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAPr

CAPGOM

SPACECRAFT
to rotate.

CAPCOM
seems to be too high.

CAPCOM Make sure

Did you check by hand that rotation is free.

Yeah. I tried that It ^ot^•»te5.

Okay. Thank you.

Okay. That was the resume. Here it goes. Starts

Hello Ulf. You should turn the power down the DEP

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
diameter.

SPACECRAFT

'

CAPCOM
can see.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
(garble) MHF 321. Is that okay.

CAPCOM That's positive.

PAO And, the silicon sample has broken.

END OF TAPE

ok. 390

that tho growing (garble) had an inch increase in

Okay. ... Okay. We are down at 1116.

Fro.fi my picture, (garble) is increasing as far as I

(garble) Come again.

Yes. I've seen. It's marching thru here.

That was too much power for it. Okay. I guess the
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CAPCOM ...going to be running it from the ground.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I understand they're running, but its just we
were hopeing to be able to use the P-cap to look and see how
things are going.

CAPCOM Copy that.

CAPCOM Yes. Yes, I have it here now.

SPACECRAFT And Marshall Ops, we got the (garble) light here.

CAPCOM Roger, we have good video Ulf, we see the filiment
in the picture.

CAPCOM Ulf, can you here me, this is (garble) PI 321.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Ulf, (garble)

SPACECRAFT Goo.i, (gamble)

.CAPCOM (garble)

-^'^ SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, lets start, there's no melting so far, is
that right?

SPACECRAFT (garble) all is okay, everything is fine.

CAPCOM Ulf, did you see the excellent shots that Byron did
a few hours ago?

SPACECRAFT Yes, I was also here when he did his (garble). I
looked over his shoulder. I will show you his (qarbie) . Okay,
let me, let me describe that (garble) data out here.

PAO Dr. (garble) tl of 321 is now voice enable to speak
with Ulf Merbold. Dr. (garble) is with the University of
(garble) in West Germany.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for the (garble) voltages 056130 is that
right?

CAPCOM Break, break, Columbia Houston. Break, break
Columbia Houston.

j SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

\
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CAPCOM Roger, John, we want you to stop v/hat you're doinq

on the alignment right now^

SPACECRAFT Okay, why?

CAPCOH Okay, John, I'll give you an annv/er in a rii'uiie,

but we want you to do not execute the item 16,

SPACECRAFT Okay, you just caught rae in time, :)Ocuuf>i I vmn

just to hit the executo button.

CAPCOM Roger that, and stanch by 1*11 get yor^ an un^ . ,

and explanation,

SPACECRAFT Do you want me to go to t? ^ noxt ^^tttitUi" .
<^ver'?

CAPCOM Just Stand by John,

SPACISCl^FT (garble)

CAPCOM Yes, can hear you lou*> aru:! clear .

SPACeCi^Ai'^r Okay, (garble)

CAPCbM,^ At. the ..TJioment thin picture? is not: , tk>i:: very clear.,

but I think lis enough.

SPACECRAFT Okv.y, (garble).

CAPCOM (naririe) 300 op:.

SPACECRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM .pon* t:,mova the camera, leave it riqfit, U ' ^uimmta

:iB at th'i B tiiive*: .

;;S:fAGECRAM^^ Okay,,

j?AO,, . ..
.

That in^itrucf; ion not tf) move the camera came itym
. (garble) tiie KSA manager, the materials .?.:icienc^^^? double* rack., .

;CAP^^^^^ l.)i:eakf Columbia, ilou:iton* On the lf4U

alifiv*.'*' •
.

SPACECR/iFT Go aliead ov#r .

Chl^CfM Roger John, the ptohlam was th^^t you tried to do
the align before the IMU's were sei.ected but w^^ are happy with
what you* re doing right now, so go ah^-^acl and continue,

SPACBCRAFT Hey I know that, I went bacK and reselected them,

was going to do the alignment.
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CAPCDM Roger, John. And Columbia Houston, you arc? go to
torque the iMUs.

SPACKCKAFT (garble)

CAPCOM :

• (qmbU)

SPACECRAFT (gatblo) I'm slowly increasing the POCC sotting.

CAPCi.)M yes, Uif, remember what .jyiron did was very
dan-jorous so the Sun was too high in the beginning, should not..

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 7 6ayn, 14
nours, 33 minutes mission elapsed time. We are just slightly
less than 2 minutes away from reacquiring communicationB with the
spacelab through the TDRS* And our next television will be live
downlink of the mirror heating facility coming up mission elapsed
time of the 7 day, 14 hour, 35 minute point. That works out to
about 12:35 a.m. central standard time. That's about 2 minutes
from now. That particular experiment that will be worked with in
the mirror hf^^ting facility will be experiment 321, the floating
zone, growth of silicon. Dr. E. Eyer is the principle
investigator of experiment 321. During the blue shift, he was
voice enabled to speak with the crew. There is a possibility
that he'll be voice enabled on this run. And we're standing by
now for reestablishment of communications with the J>pacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops through TDR/^ for 50 minutes.

SPACECimFT Marshall Ops, go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, wondering how you guys are doing and we're
ready to flow video on your cue

,

SPACtCCRAFT Okay, we got the video already set up. Rut we do
not have the ops light flashing.

CAPCOM Copy.

PAO Mow receiving live downlink from the Spacelab.

CAPCOM wSpacelab, Marshall, Ulf the data on the ground
looks good. You should have a flashing ops light before too long
and if you got a minute, we'd sure appreciate if you'd take the
camera that we're looking at you on through now and nan it left
just slightly. That's TVTl.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, that's a tine shot with the
camera Ulf and it looks like it'll bo another 4 minutes, 4 1/2
minutes on the ops light.

SPACECRAFT DT, we got a ISO message of DEP 05 and we also have
a task management 00 message about 2 minutes ago.

CAPCOM We see them. We caused the task management. We ' r

e

checking on the DEP 05, Bob.

SPACECIUVFT And sometime you guys are going to practice ?01,
fiight?,,^'':''

CAPCOM That's affirm. Yes, the DEP 05 message was called
by ISO, it's running now.
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SPACECRAFT We can associate those tv;o by now. V7e get when we
look over the panel and fjee a DEP that ISO is running, we said,
"Okay, that explains that.**

CAPCOM Rog

.

SPACECRAFT One thing you might mention to the 201 guys which
is a little but late, we admit . We forgot to make a point of it
2 days when we did this was that the subjective vertical pans of
(garble) was just as far as we could tell it, 2 of us just made
no sense whatsoever in zero-g and v;e didn't know really what to
do with that test at all since there is essentially v;i th eyes
closed like that and rotated at some arbi tuary angle • No real
sense of word on this.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll pass that on.

SPACECRAFT They might have some better instructions or they
might have a different idea about how to use the time.

CAPCOM We copy that Bob, and you can ignore a 21 pointing
fail message when it occurs shortly.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO We are now looking inside.

SPACECRAFT ... we were looking forv;ard to watching 21 change
(garble) and all that sort of stuff.

PAO We are now looking inside the mirror heating
facility.

CAPCOM And for 21 Dob, be advised that if they have a

problem with that during this upcoming run, they're going to be
running it from the ground.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I understand they're running but it's just we
were hoping to be able to use the ECAS look and see how things
are going

.

CAPCOM Copy that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOiM This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 7 days 14
hours 33 minutes Mission Elapsed Timo. Wo ' re just slightly less
than 2 minutes away from reacquiring communications with the
spacelab through the TDRS and our next television vill be live
downlink of the mirror heating facility, coming up at Mission
Elapsed Time of 7 days 14 hours 35 minute point, that works out
to about 12 35. .

.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAPT Great. Are we still on realtime now?

CAPCOM We* re looking on the payload bay camera right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, 101 team offers their
congradulations and thanks for all the good work you've done on
their experiment.

SPACECRAFT Well^ I must say the plume selection wasn't always
very easy because of some reason they didn't really grow as

nicely as they do on Earth. Some were real crooked and strange,
but I tried to find the best ones.

CAPCOM Copy that, and anytime you get a flashing ops light

you can do a MHP resume.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and thank you.

CAPCOM And you' 11 be ready for adjustment then.

SPACECRAFT yep.

CAPCOM And we' 11 be ready for a nice shot of the liquid

zone in the next pass, we'll probably have coverage starting at

14 + 35.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal

through the tracking satellite a minute or so ago, next
acquisition through the satellite in 41 minutes. Hour and a half

away from Orbiter contact through UHF station at Ascension Island

on the next orbit. The change of shift pr-^ss conference with out

going Flight Director John Cox will begin at approximately 12

midnight Central Standard time in the JSC news room. At 7 days,

13 hours, 54 minutes Mission Control Houston*

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 7 days, 13

hours, 58 minutes mission elapsed time. And we received some
live downlink from the Spacelab as the crew was working with the

101, the Helianthus Annuus experiment. We saw some shots of Ulf

Merbold carrying in the plant carry-on container, the peacock.

That is the storage container with which plants are brought back
to Earth towards the end of the mission when Ulf Merbold is

finished working with those plants during the experiment time for

a particular day. Vie have about 35 minutes before we regain

acquisition of signal with the TDRS. At 7 days, 13 hours, 59

minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

/END OF TAPE
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PAO some live televis
control center • However, they*
SEPAC and the AEPI experiments
to low data rate which is the r

minutes ago, the crew was sched
in the mirror heating facility,
The sample looked fine and they
of the mirror heating facility
on*

ion of the payload operations
re still checking to make sure the
will not be effected if we switch
ate used for tv. Also, a few
uled to have inspected that sample
that sample for experiment 321.
were to hit the resume function
so that experiment could continue

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS*

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)

PAO If we are able to receive live downlink tv during
this ballistocardiography experiment, it's suspected that Dr

•

Felix Strallo of, co-investigator of that experiment will be
voice enabled to speak with the crew while they work with the
procedures,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, We finished our high rate
dump and can flow tv if you guys think it's a good idea*

SPACECRAFT Go ahead with that. We have on plenty of tape, for

2 of us* We did it on me and on Bob.

CAPCOM That's good news

.

PAO And, Ulf Merbold confirming both subjects, Ulf
Merbold and Dob Parker have finished the Ballistocardiography.
VJe now have live downlink.

CAPCOM That ' s a nice layout.

PAO In the foreground in Owen Garriott from the blue
shift who is apparently cleaning up a few things.

SPACECRAFT (garble) finished with that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Chuck. Me are on with that. I would like to

get ahead and do 101,

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

We concur.

Okay. We have to pick up the PCOC here..

PAO That^s the plant carry on container , the PCOC. Ulf
\ Merbold is readying to do experiment 101, the Helianthus Annuus
mutation experiment.
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CAPCOM Spacelab foe Ulf. If you get a second Ulf, we'd

love to have you tilt the camera around so it looks more in the

direction of the life sciences rack.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We're getting real good video

down here and bo advised we may be switching over to the payload

bay camera's in a few minutes.

PAO About 13 minutes remaining in this acquisition of

signal period and the crew is continuLig to v;ork v/ith setting up

the experiment 101, the Helianthus Annuus experiment,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS. We're about 4 minutes from

LOS. V^e'd like about 2 of those before we go over the hill to

talk with you a little bit about the next hour which will include

some mirror heating furnace activity for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Say again, Houston to Columbia.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPG.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT I'm finishing 101, but I have to (garble) this here

module becauno the (garble) in the PCOC ace made such that the

oil stuff floatr. out again and again.

CAPCOM Okay. Wo copy that. You've got until 14:30 Ulf on

that if you need it.

SPACT.CRAPT I won't need it. I'll be done in 5 or 6 minutes.

CAPCOM Okay. That's fine. Be advised we've got you for

321 beginning at 14:30 and we'll be configured for realtime

video.

SPACECRAFT Groat. I resume there is timeline.

CAPCOM we're looking on the payload bay camera right now.

END OF TAPE
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PAO 3-dimensional recording looks like that, are
very difficult on earth because of the influence of gravity, Ulf
Merbold will perform a series of breathing exercises and physical
exercises using a bungie cord that he will pull on the dov;n on to
exercise his arms and his respiratory system. After which, he
will told to remain stationary for several seconds, he v/ill

f reef loat in the module while readings are taken by Bob Parker

•

Ulf will have a miniature tape recorder recording ti.ese , some of
these, some of these motions and rosp'.; rtory movements and so
forth. Some of this data will be recorded on that tape
recorder . That recorder is strapped to his right leg. We've
entered the AOS period now and we* re waiting for the CIC to call
up to the Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, AOS for 51 minutes.

SPACECRAFT And we're with you, we're just setting up 28.

CAPCOM That's great , be advised Bob, we've been talking
with the 28 Pi's and they think you guys have been so quick on
doing 28 that if you have no objection, they'd love to have it on
both subjects if you could. There seems to be plenty of time.

SPACECR/vPT We have a rau skip 11, Houston.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT A couple Of rau skip 20 's just after we went over
the hill and we had a one rau skip 20 and wc did a (garble) and
got a second one for messing around.

CAPCOM We're looking at them. We'll take care of them
down here. Bob* Also Bob, we're set up for realtime TV here.
We'd like to get an overall shot of you on your cue.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think it was 2, I think 2's still set up
where it was. I think it's still on even.

CAPCOM yes, that's fine, v;e'll go ahead and flov; video
then, TVC2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got a TVC axis 01 and a timeline 0

Charlie*

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we're working on the rau skip
21 messages down here and relative to the realtime TV, that was a
miscue on our part. We're flowing high rate data at this point
but you can put it on AB2, if you'd like.

SPACECRAFT That 2x has gone bananas.
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CAPCOM Looks like we're causing those dovm here. Bob. And
we're causing the timeline error messages also Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Say again.

SPACECRAFT You said something funny.

CAPCOM Oh, Spacelab, Marbhall for Ulf. Now is a good
time for the resume MHP enter. Well done.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations and once again
we are attempting to reconfigure for live television from the
Spacelab as the crew carries out experiment 28, the
ballistocardiography. For a few minutes, we expected to get some
television, that had to be postponed because there was some high
data rate coming dovm. And when data is being received at the
high rate, it conflicts with downlink of television and we have
to wait til that high rate is completed. We are told it is
completed, we are now trying to reconfigure for live TV, About
36 minutes remaining in this AOS period and the crow is still
working experiment 28, the ballistocardiography. We're still
hoping to get some live television, the payload operations
control center , however, is still checking to make sure that the
SEPAC and AEPI experiments will not be effected if we switch to
low data rate.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM MHF enter and verify that it starts. You can do
the inspection later

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The off slide is present, I can do that now
if 300 people agree to that

•

CAPCOM No, negative. Don' t do it yet.

SPACE'^R^FT Okay. I am standing by. That will be 3M10. 1310

CAPCOM That • s affirm. The remainder of that hour for you
Ulf beginning at 13:35 as per the PCAP onboard is experiment 101
with the PCOC.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Very good.

CAPCOM We're about a minute and a half from LOS. We'll
see you again through TDRS at 13 : 00 and we'll be looking for some
video a little bit later on. We'll give you some more
instructions on that later.

SPACECRAFT Okay. How much time can I still use for this
Vreeburn container. I used about 10 minutes now.

CAPCOM Yes. You've got 20 more minutes left on the
recorder

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I got 46 minutes on the recorder and I think
I'm done with 10 more minutes.

CAPCOM That's fine. Thank you very much

.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Chuck. I'm sure they're aware of it, but
sometimes the 201 folks are going to tell us what we're going to
do for 201 today.

CAPCOM That's affirm Bob, and Wubbo's working that.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations 7 days 12
hours 50 minutes mission elapsed time. We have approximately 9

minutes before we regain communication with the Spacelab through
the TDRS satellite. We had a brief pass over Hawaii for about 4

minutes. \<le saw the crew working in the module, and some payload
activity crew plans v/ere voiced up to them by the CIC, Chuck
Lewis who informed them that in the next hour, at the beginning
of the 13 hour point of this day, they v;ere to begin the certain
experiment 028. That's experiment 28. The Ballistocardiography
which is done in 3 dimensional mode. Ulf Me r bold will be the
subject of that experiment. And, after that will be the, Ulf
Morbold working with experiment 101 which is the Helianthus
Annuus mutation experiment. He is to perform the day 7 checklist
of that experiment. Ulf is required to examine some plants and
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move them ftora the left roter to a dark box for further study in

infra-red. While those instructions wore being voiced up to Ulf
Merbold, the acronym PCOC, the plant carry on container which is

used in the 101 Helianthus experiment. Occassionally the acronym

is used in conversation about experiment 101, the acronym HFLEX
is sometimes heard. That stands for HPLEX, Helianthus flight

ej»periment. Hi^LEX for short. About 7 minutes remaining before

we acquire communications with Spacelab, At 7 days 12 hours 52

minutes, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. We have

about 1 1/2 minutes, remaining before we reacquire communications

with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay satellite, and

when we return, the crew is scheduled to begin experiment 28

which is the Ballistocardiography exper iment. That's one of the

Life Sciences experiments. Ulf Merbold will be the subject for

that experiment and he will be wearing that back-pack that is

fitted with those various accolerometer s . Three of them in fact

loacted in a small disc that's on his back attached to the

harness he's wearing. Those 3 accelerometers give readings of

all three axios, therefore, give a 3 dimensional
ballistocardiography in ZQto gravity. Throe dimensional
recordings like that are very difficult on Earth because of the

influence of gravity. Ulf Merbold will perform a series of

breathing exercises and physical exercises using a bungie cord.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...mixed and then divided. Water was separated at

either end of the cannister and rushed on downlink, live downlink
television. We are told this is due to the difference in surface
tensions and the nature of the surface tensions are the two
products of oil and water . Dr. Vreeberg 's fluid physics module
experiment by the way is the only experiment of the fluid physics
experiment to use its own CO fluid containers of varying degrees
of volumes. Another reason that Dr. Vreeberg is using these
containers rather than deploying the normal method of running
liquid through the, through the disks that are located inside tne

fluid physics module is that he is trying to understand the
behavior of fluids in stowage containers. About 23 minutes
remaining now until we have that ground station pass over
Hawaii. At 7 days 12 hours 19 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time,
this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAD This is Mission Control Houston, everything kind of
quiet on the flight deck of Columbia during that pass, there was

an acquisition of signal over Botswanna, John Young from the

flight deck had been doing some low light level TV video
recording and mentioned to the ground that even though the

orbiter is in daylight, that its still possible to, to select
stars visibly and there's a very good chance that we'll he able

to acquire IMU alignments with high (garble) even when the

orbiter 's in a fairly constant daylight situation. Next orbiter

acquisition of signals in about 36 minutes. We have (garble)

that the orbiter AOS will be in about 19 minutes through the UHP

facilities at Hawaii, Mission Elapsed Time, 7 days 12 hours 23

minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, through Hawaii for 5

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, we have through playing with Jon
(garble) experiment here.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, and we'd like to bring up some video if

you guys approve that just to watch you in the module through
this Hawai i pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, please do that. And I'll fix the recorder

off by a half an hour, 46 minutes left on recorder 2.

CAPCOM Copy that. And Spacelab we have some information
on the replanning for hour 13 when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT I'm on my way down.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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CAPCOM Okay, for hour 13, beginning at 1300 hours, we'd

like you to do experiment 28, 028, subject is payload specialist

and you can do that until 13 pluj 27. Correction 13 pit 5 33.

SPACECRAFT Got that.

CAPCOM At 13 hours and 10 minutes, Ulf, you sViould need.,.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCaM At 13 hours and 10 minutes it will be time to do a

resume on the mirror heating furnance for the inspection phase.

SPACECRAFT I understand that that will interfere with the

28. Marshall Ops?

CAPCOiM Yes, stand by Ulf, we're getting that for you.

p^O Receiving live downlink again now from the

module. As we pass over Hawaii.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, Ulf all you need to do is the

resume MHP enter and verify that it starts, you can do the

(
inspection later.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I mean that the off light is second, I can do

that now if the (garble) on that.

END OP TAPS
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SPACECRAFT •••the interface from the water to the air inside
looks like a shaker mirror^ as you can see its pretty much
symetrical around the wall of the cylinder and we have it also
split into two almost equal volumes here and if...

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we lost the downlink for about
a minute Ulf, sorry about that, but we've got you back now.

SPACECiWFT Okay, what I*m doing here is the rotate a little

wait a minute you lost the image.

CAPCOM Yes, very good Ulf.

SPACECi^AFT (garble) is, it makes the curvature of the spheres

a little, increases the curvature of the, of the spherical
interfaces and it looks more like a bowl, the interface. It has
a curvature of, a positive curvature of the axis and then another

one at the wall of the cylinder such that the contact angle
remains basically unchanged.

CAPCOM Well that's a very good observation Ulf. That is

the objective to let it load freeiy and assume its natural motion
although it may load out of the TV camera if you describe as you
did, its very good.

SPACECRAFT Let me try to show it another time, the problem I

have here is to keep it in focus of the camera.

CAPCOM I understand.

SPACECRAFT The eye is an amazing machine, it follows
automatically.

SPACECRAFT DO you see , you see the DAP (garble) the (garble)
01 message?

CAPCOM We see it Bob.

SPACECRAFT Check that.

CAPCOM It wouln do very good if you could get it moving in
view oi the camera.

SPACECRAFT You can see now (garble)

CAPCOM Very, very, good, that's an instability, don'

t

touch it.

SPACECRAFT Now it separates again, we have now again, two
almost equal volumes of (garble) of the cylinder and we've got,

(garble) the axcess of the largerat inertial. That's the old
experiment which Owen Gar riott did already 10 years ago.
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CAPCOM Ves, I know* It still is, fills a few,

CAPCOM Spacelabf Marshall, 1 minute to LOS, we'll see you
again through Hawaii, at 42 and it sure has been a good show.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll keep that cylinder out here, maybe we
can come back to it, otherwise I request some advice what to do
know*

CAPCOM Okay. (garble)

SPACECRAFT Let me quickly show you, let me quickly show you a

high (garble) number.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Spacelab, Marshall, AV2, AV2.

Okay.

PAO And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 7 days
12 hours 17 minutes mission elapsed time, and we've temporarily
lost the communciafcions signal with tht: Cpacelab. We ' 11 be
picking up the TDRS satellite again in about 41 minutes, but we
will have communciaLion in less time than that, about 24 minutes
or so when we pass over the ground station at HvWai i . During
this acquisition of signal Ulf Merbold worked with Dr. Joh
Vreeberg who is principal investigator of experiment 330, a fluid
physics experiment using the fluid physics module, however, in

this case the experiment was conducted outside of the fluid
physics module. Dr. VreebGcy asked Ulf Merbold to take a small
cannister and fill it partically with oil and then half way with
water, seal it and then move it about different ways and then the

oil and the water mixed and then divided, v;ater wan separated at

either end of the cannister as rush on on downlink, live downlink
television. We are told this is due to the difference in surface
tensions and ....

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Yeah. We have some information in regards to some
SOW temp measurements. We'd like to tell you that you can delete
the SOW temp measurements at 7 days 12 hours and 30 minute* We'd
like to verify that you did take a set at 7 days 8 hours and 30

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stand by on that.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. We're standing by.

SPACECRAFT 7 days 8 hours and 30 minutes.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAB'T I don't see that in the checklist at all here. The

main problem, Houston, was no one every told me what SOW temp
measurements to take. The only ones that defined of a general

overall was on the outer shell and the SOW temp measurements that

show up from time to time sort of imply you open up the SOW and
look inside it and take some temp measurements. And, no one's

ever told me where to take them.

CAPCOM Yeah. We copy that Bob. There was some confusion
down here on all that also, but you're to delete those SOW

measurements at 12 hours and 30 minutes and only take the

measurements on pages 8-7 and 8-8 of the Spacelab OPS check.

Spacelab OPS checklist.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We thank you.

SPACECRAFT Now, they somehow call out these measurements, and
they never defined where the hell they were. Sorry about that.

CAPCOM And, Bob, could you verify once again whether you
did or did not take a set of measurements at around 8:30 in the

cab when you gob the SOV? in.

SPACECIUvFT I have never taken a set of measurements inside the

SOV; because no one has ever defined in G to 9 months of my
requesting it, where to take tbo^e measurements. The only
measurements I've ever taken, t.*^ measurements that are on pager:

8-5, 6, 7, 8 and so forth, the OPS checklist.

CAPCOM We copy that Bob. Did you take a set at 8 30.

Or somewhere around that time. I think the time might have
changed slightly.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Talking about last night, or yesterday,

my last night, your yesterday morning or this morning at 7 days 8

hours 30 minutes which is when I was, that's v/han I was getting
up, I don't know, hang on, let me see if Owen took a set. Owen
said he did not and didn't feel he was ever asked to. As I said.
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the only measurements that we know anything about taking is those

that ace in the cabin temp logs. There's no definition anywhere

to take SOW temp measurements even though that PCAP keeps calling

up and we keep asking where, no one ever tells us where. We've

never taken them,

CAPCOM We copy that Bob, maybe to clarify this, could you

tell me what measurements you recorded on page 8-7 for hot test

number 1 temperatures.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for hot test number 1 at 7 days 9 hours 10

minutes, we have SOW interhatch which is on the outside of the

inncrhatch of 23.0 degrees. And the SOW shell at the location

indicated on page 8-9, of 23.5 degrees.

CAPCOM We copy Bob. You did what we thought you did, and

then, the only measurement we show would be the hot test number 2

which will be at about 7 days 22 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll make those.

CAPCOM Thanks Bob. Sorry for the confusion.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Is John Taylor still available.

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECRAFT The question is, do we still have realtime video?

CAPCOM That's affirm,

CAPCOM Ulf, do you read me.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I do.

CAPCOM Ulf, I would like you to give us a very slight DAP

so you induce the small oscillation and then let it float free.

Okay. Very good, very good.

SPACECRAFT It wobbles from one side to the other. It's quite

amazing. And, the interface from the watot to the mside okb

I'ke a shaken mirror. As you see, it's pretty much symeti. i -l

around the wall of the cylinder, and we have

END OF TAPE
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About half fullr Ulf/ it doesn't matter that much,

Don*t worry about that now either • Jon, did you

It looks beautiful Ulf , very nice (garble)

•

Is it. Is that about enough, or more?

A little bit more, if you will*

A little bit more, okay. That • s full, how about

Looks very nice. (garble)

(garble)

.

Very good.

Okay, that • s what we've got here.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
s0e that*

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
that?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Oh, it looks very good too 01 f. And I think you
did a wonderful job, it's a very tricky business (garble) to
exchange this liquid and you performed it without a hitch. Very
good. If you shake it, can you tell me whether you see little
oil drops in the walker?

SPACECRAFT Yes we do. Yeah v^e do, there are little oil drops
inside.

CAPCOM
isolated?

Do then tend to agilagate or do they remain

SPACECIiAFT Now wait a second, let me shake it awhile. Can you
change over to the other TV camera. That is TV2, I think.

CAPCOM Okay, yes, then we can get a good look. Okay Ulf
standby and we'll get that other earner a turned on for you • Ulf

,

do I check this almost (garble) from the oil?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Jon it is a discussion. Come back.

Do you think that the oil can (garble)

.

(garble)

CAPCOM Can you tell whether the oil can function as a
tracer material for a flow inside.
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SPACECRAFT They float inside. And so far, I don't see any

(garble) going on.

CAPCOM That's excellent.

SPACECRAFT At least t'or awhile it will be good.

CAPCOM Very good.

SPACECRAFT Can you see it?

CAPCOM Yes, I see it very well, and I think it has almost

a 90 degree contact angle. Can you identify that?

SPACECRAFT The contact angle here is, well on the one side all

most north of 90 degrees,

CAPCOM Yes, how even is the surface. Are there any

capillary waves on the surface or have they dumped out already?

SPACECRAFT Say again Jon?

CAPCOM Do you have smooth free surface or are there some

capillary waves on there? Spacelab, Marshall

.

SPACECRAFT It looks smooth. Yeah, go ahead Marshall.

CAPCOM It's a little bit out of focus Ulf, if you'll pull

it back towards you a little bit we'll have a good shot.

SPACECRAFT Let me quickly put it on the monitor here.

CAPCOM That's groat, thank you. That's excellent Ulf. Do

you think the free surface has an equal curvatuie everywhere?

SPACECRAFT (garble) Jon. The surface here looks almost like a

mirror. It is a clean interface. It is symmetrical around the

axis of the cylinder. And we got now also.

CAPCOM Ulf, will you try to devlde the liquid to top half

one and the other half at the (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll do that. Okay, we have two parts, they

are not of equal, let me try another time.

CAPCOM Okay. Spacelab, Houston on air to ground one.

SPACECRAFT 27.
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CAPCOM Yeah, we have some information in regards to SAL
TEMP measurements, we'd like to tell you that you can delete the
SAL TE.MP measurements at 7 days, 12 hours and 30 minutes. We'd
like to verify that you did take a set at 7 days, 8 hours and 30
mlnuteSv: :

: :

END OP TAPE
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CAPCO^S ...you close the cylinder using tho Allan key, then
you shake v;ell and the remanonce of oil will form a dispersion of
small drops that act as tracers. And then phase 5 of (garble) is
formed and the PI is waiting then to continue.

SPACECRAFT Again, we copy everything* That was, was much
easier* Okay, we* 11 do that for you,

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf and I will then standby to support any
communication if necessary.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

PAO And the crew is now about to conduct a fluid
physics experiment outside of the fluid physics module equipment
'itBeift:;:'

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, we have a video signal

.

CAPCOM Beautiful picture Ulf, we can see you holding the
cylinder right in front of us.

SPACECRAFT Let me ask you one question though, let me ask on
(garble) regression on tho bottom plate of the cylinder here,
there are three metal pieces each of tho three has two poles with
fluid ins id a and. . . (garble) the Allen nuts here, here, hero, but
we don* t know if an Allen key which fits into them because the
smallest one we got and it doesn't fit into the, into the key.
Is there any other way to open the cylinder , without really
ruining it?

CAPCOM Standby Ulf, we'll fix it.

CAPCOM Uif, do you read me?

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, there should be a small Allen key that
fits the scrov;s in the container , in the stov/age container

.

SPACECRAFT In your stowage container?

CAPCOM Affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll take a look for it.

CAPCOM Ulf, this is 300 ops,

SPACECRAFT 300 ops go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, the Allen key is really small, you can't even
see it, see this key, very, very small.
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PAO That the voice of (garble), he's the manager of the
materials science double rack.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are trying hard to find it.

CAPCOM Ulf, if I remember right, on the other side..*

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. This time we found it.

CAPCOM Yes, sir, that^s okay.

CAPCOM Very good Ulf. Ulf, does it work alright?

SPACECRAFT (garble) we got all the pieces dismantled here.
Okay, all the metal parts are gone and I have to get out the end
plate. Do you still read (garble)?

CAPCOM yes I. .

.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Ulf.

SPACECRAFT (garble) to get out this end plate quickly?

CAPCOM You can use it with some adhesive tape that you put
on the top and you pull it off, don't push it, but pull it off,
with a piece of adhesive tape,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll use (garble) gray tape, fine, or we'll
use that silver tape that is... we are trying to put it a piece of
sticky tape on it and pull it off.

SPACECRAFT Not anymore I guess.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, no response needed, we've got
you with realtime TV until 12 hours and 16 minutes and Bob, in
answer on your temp log, we'll have that for you at your call.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'll worry about that, that's if I open the

hatch, I'll adventually open the hatch and do something to the
SAL before we go (garble) I'll let you know when that is.

SPACECi^FT Marshall Ops, are you still there?

CAPCOM Loud and clear Ulf.

SPACECRAFT How much water do you want to get into it?

CAPCOM About half full, it doesn't matter that much.
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SPACECRAFT Don't worry about that now either.

SPACECRAFT (garble) did you see that?

CAPCOM It looked beautiful Ulf.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay? go ahead (garble)

•

CAPCOM Okayr as soon as you get the Allen-key ^ that's the

small Allen-key that you can use to loosen the screws In the lid
of the cylinder container* Do you read me?

SPACECRAFT Okay, Allen-key 6 will open the cylinder container?

CAPCOM Right and it should be in container L9EPBM2.

SPACECRAFT Say again the number*

CAPCOM L9EPBM2*

SPACECRAB^T Okay, let's take a look* We have to (garble)*

Okay, we got that*

CAPCOM Then you should empty the cylinder container but

you should not clean it.

SPACECRAFT V7ant to use the same cylinder container again?

CAPCOM Yes, you should empty it but not clean it. And

then you should fill the cylinder half with water instead of the

silicon oil*

SPACECRAFT And what do you want us to do with the silicon oil?

CAPCOM Put it in the back and stow it away.

SPACECRAFT stow it away, (garble) it was something like that.

CAPCOM Okay and then you close the cylinder again using

the Allen-key.

SPACECRAFT Okay, close the cylinder with Allen-key, okay*

CAPCOM And then shake valve* Then you should shake it and

lamnents of the oil will form into shperical small drops that act

as a tracer. Do you read that?

SPACECRAFT Okay, we read that that you want to leave some

small drops of oil left in the container **•

CAPCOM Yes, that's why I said empty the cylinder but do

not clean* Then by itself, some oil will remain in the

cylinder* And then *..

SPACECRAFT And Still in the container, there are at least 50

cubic centimeters of oil.

CAPCOM No, I don't think it's that much.
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SPACECRAFT Let me ask you the question, do you want us to uso

the single cylinder, (garble) #3, 30.1 or the double cylinder?

CAPCOM The single one. That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Single cylinder, okay.

CAPCOM And at the end, you should have an meniscus rather

than a bubble in the center which you have now. You should be

able to get all the water on one end of the cylinder.

SPACECRAFT We have a little trouble to read you. Could you

leave it to Wubbo, Chuck Lewis for some reason, their comm

systems are better than yours.

CAPCOM Okay, affirmative. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Ulf.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, are you calling us?

CAPCOM Yes, no. Yes Ulf, 2 things, one is we're ^eady for

realtime downlink TV and the other is I'm going to read back that

note which vreeburg left to make sure you copied it, over.

PAO We are now receiving live TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we started to copy but it was very static. I

had trouble to read him, so help him.

CAPCOM And Ulf, we then going to downlink TVC2 if that's

okay?

SPACECI^AFT That's fine.

CAPCOM Yes Ulf, step 1 of this Vreeburg experiment is you

get the (garble) cylinder container which is the part, 330-1

which is the one . .

.

SPACECRAFT We have that. We have ...

You get the Allen-key to loosen the screws in the
CAPCOM
lid.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Then you empty the cylinder but do not clean. Then

you fill the cylinder half with water, then you close the STS-9
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cylinder using the Allen-key. Then you shake well and the
reininants of oil will form a dispersion of small drops that act
as spacers. And then (garble) ...

END OF TAPE
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- CAPCOM stanaby Bob.

SPACECRAFT Seems to me we can do one or the other, but not
both,

CAPCOM We copy that. We're working it.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS. For your record, we hit the resume
for the MHF, crystal number 321 bravo.

CAPCOM Copy that. Thank you,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Ulf, we'd like you to delay the inspection phase of
321 bravo until 13 hours 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger,

CAPCOM Chuck, which of Vreeburg's things are we talking
about so we can at least start settiiig them up.

(^} CAPCOM Standby. Spacelab, Marshall.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, go ahead.

CAPCOM V7hat v/e're doing is the 330 operation for Vreeburg
and we've got Yon plugging in right now Ulf. We've got a little
change in procedure here and he's going to talk to you about.
And, while he's doing that, we're going to make sure we're
together on the tv.

SPACECRAFT We seem to have something 4 0 set up here. A tid
bit piece of a general field one in the background here.

CAPCOM TB04, thanks.

PAO Dr. Yon Vreeburg is PI experiment 330. That's the
experiment being planned now for this, being set up for this
hour. It's a fluid physics experiment, (garble) fluid physics
module.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS (garble) take off 321. What sort of
film is used for that one. I think it is 50 (garble) is that

;:: \ A Correct'?:::v: :

-

SPACECRAFT Forget it. (garble) forget it.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Ulf. we did not copy.
Can you say again.
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CAPCOM Forget it Wubbo.

CAPGOM That one we copied.

SPACECRAFT The question was what sort of film we should use.
V?e figured out it*a (garble)

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that.

PAO Expecting Dr. Yon Vreeburg, the PI of experiment
330 to be voice enabled within the next few minutes in order to
speak directly with the crew in working with that fluid physics
module experiment* ,.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Vreeburg what do you want to use, the C
iga in

CAPCOM Ulf, you were distorted. Can you speak less
.loud* • Q.9m. .

'
' „•,'•.

SPACECRAFT Yon Vreeburg what do you want sphere or what
ilefften:ft^^^

CAPCOM Standby, we got Yon Vreeburg on the loop. One

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Olf.

CAFCQM DHay# 01£# we*vc got Yon Vreeburg ready to talk to
yoy arid wh^fe^n he going to gi,va you some instructions about is an

i^ailieta. $Of^ ^ou might be able to just turn that camera a few
^e|rees ufifcil |t can take a picture of Yon*$ containers and he'll

now.;^:'^;^,:/,,:'-^

CAPCOM Olcty, Ulf. Do you read me?

ah:eid:*:,.''^''';''''^

CAPCC»4 Okay, Ulf. The procediire is as follows. It
involves a changeout of the liquid in the cylinder container*
And, to replace it with water* Can I read the procedure to you.
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PAO That *s Dr • Vreeburg.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Stand by* We* 11 pick up something to write
on. Okay Yon. Go ahead now.

CAPCOM Okay. First you get the Allen key, that's the
small Allen key that you can use to loosen the screws in the lid
of the cylinder container. Do you

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...(garble) and as far as the TV is concerned,

standby on that, weMl clarify it when we come back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations and we have

after a 4 minute pass over Hawaii, past out of range of that

ground station and expect now to be picking up the S-band on t'

-

tracking data and relay satellite in about 3-1/2 minutes to

reestablish communciations with Spacelab. During that brief pass

over Hawaii, there was a discussion between CIC Chuck Lewis and

Ulf Merbold as to the replanning of the PCAP, the Payload Crew

Activity Plan, and experiment 323 was to hav«2 begun so but that

was changed to experiment 321, the second sample for experiment

321. The experiment 321 being the Floating Zone Growth of

Silicon, that is a mirror heating facility experiment. Dr. Eikem

Eyer, the University of Freburg in Germany, is the principal

Investigator. Expecting to reacqire communications in about 2-

1/2 minutes now, that's 7 days, 11 hours, 17 minutes mission

elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations. And our next

television will be a VTR dump of the mirror heating facility,

pre-recorded acitivity another experiment inside VHF. That comes

at the 7 days, 11 hours, 20 minutes point, that's about 9s20 p.m.

Central Standard time, that's about a minute from now.

PAO We're now looking at a replay of some earlier

video recording taken inside the mirror heating facility during

the heating of that first sample inside the VHF for experiment

321.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops.

got some

SPACECRAFT POCC.

CAPCOM Okay Bob. If you're ready to copy, we'v

information on the next 20 minutes or so.

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, we have wiped the slate clean on this hour

except for a run of 330 John Vreeburg, this is a run that is

being rerun at this point, we would like to do it if we can, with

video coverage of the chamber, we've got a dump right now,

starting now and continuing until 11:35. Wo can give you

realtime video to coverage that starting at 11:35. If you guys

can get one camera setup for the chamber, and one overall, we can

get this (garble) off and I got some changes to the procedures

DO all that in 10 minutes?

Oh no, we've got until the end of the hour.
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SPACECRAFT Do you want us to have all this ready to go In 10
minutes, ah*

CAPCOM If you can do it, if you can't we'll do something
else, you call.

SPACECRAFT We still have various things from the STM, that'll
take us, you know. See what we can do.

CAPCOM Okay*

SPACECRAFT Go ahead,

CAPCOM Bob if TVCl is looking at an overall shot, we'll
leave it where it is and all you got to worry about then is the
camera looking in the chamber,

SPACECRAFT But that's the one we're setting up right now for

the Silicon crystal.

CAPCOM Okay then, TVC2, where is it?

SPACECRAFT TVC2 right now is, standby, let me figure out which
cable is whom here, TVC2 right now is going to be a general
shot, (garble) at the moment, but it's going to be a general shot
for the, for either one of these things,

CAPCOM Okay that's fine and we'll be looking for the data
then, the science on TVCl,

SPACECRAFT But that's what we're setting up for the Silicon
crystal right now,

CAPCOM Standby Bob,

SPACECRAFT I seems to me that we could do one or the other,
but not both.

CAPCOM We copy that, we're working it.

END OP TAPE
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PAo ...chef, wires so sora*» television of the rotating

dome experiment. The rotating dome experiment is actually a

functional objective within experiment 102 the vestibular series

of experiments. Two other functional objectives from that 102

series was the hop and drop and the nastagrtious dumping. During

the blue shift they did have some television showing the

supply has taken the maximum number of pictures possible and the

FALST was, was shut down today. Also experiment 33, that's the

metric camera, the high resolution mapping experiment completed
its operation as well today. Those ace some of the highlights
that occured during the blue shift, as we mentioned the red shift

is now in place. VJe have about 19 minutes remaining before we

reaquire communications with the spacelab. At 7 days 10 hours 51

minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab

Operations. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, we are

standing by now for reacquisi tion of signal with the spacelab, as

we make a brief 4 minute pass over Hawaii.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, AOS through Hawaii for 8

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Bob, this is spacelab for Marshall. I

(garble) .. .don' t (garble) experiment 323, there are two (garble)

available, the ond with SMS is already in the first one, which
one does the PI want me to use?

CAPCOM Standby. Spacelab, Marshall, for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Ulf as you can imagine, we're doing some rather
frantic replanning down here for this day and at this point we

would like you to not do 323, we're planning for a run of 321

bravo which will begin at 12 plus 35. And we'd like you to
install 321 bravo instead of 323.

SPACECRAFT Okay,32 1 bt«vo , thittad Of 32 3 . that.
Okay. Okay.

^;.CAPCCM4^^":•;^ Andr-Spactlab Maf sh«^

:;;spacecmpt:':^ J^^^^

CAPCOM Okay, Bob had ask«d ii^ut the SEPAC battery charge

/JPACiCIUVfT^^-:-^

v-batlit|es:'-'Out-^^"t^
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CAPCOM Roger, that, thank you and Ulf we're going to be

trying to catch up on our replanning for this shift and as soon

as we come over the hill, on TDRS at 11 plus 20, we can probably
spend some more time working these P-cap- changes with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Also just to clarify the comment relative to

realtime TV, before we lost you earlier, for the 321 run, which
we just talked about, we would like to get some real time TV of
the inside as you did it before in the furnance and another shot

an exterior shot of that. We plan to enable the camera at about

11 35, delay that, stand by. Spacelab, Marshall, we're going LOS
through Hawaii, we'll see you again at 11 20 and as far as the TV
is concerned, stand by on that, we'll clarify when we come back.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations and we have
after a 4 minute pass over Hawaii passed out of ...

END OP TAPE
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^ .
:•• experiment which has a constraint of havinq thf>payload bay pointed toward the sun. But it was verified that theRCS tests would not interfere with that mission rule so they wentahead and successfully completed the hot fire test in the RCSAnd mission elapsed time is 7 days, 10 hours, 43 minutes and

*

Itri
of signal for the irbiter in 27 minutes

PAO
u

And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations, handoverhas been completed here in the payloSd operations control Sennetwith the red team coming in to replace the blue shift. Tom RecioIS now in place of the payload operations director. Chuck Lewis
llu! !!5^!?!? ^'^"'P*^^'} the crew interface coordinator And

payload specialist, Ulf Merbold had an opportunity to discuss theChanges to the payload crew activity plan, the PCAP. And UlfMerbold spoke with Dr. Michael Haynes, one of the princiole
experiments down in the fluid physics

TttllV P'^-.J^r®'' discussing with Ulf the fluid ohysicsexperiments that are coming up, particularly 339 which" is theexperiment for which Dr. Haynes is principle investigator. Andsome of the approaches that Ulf Merbold can take and seeing ifthis experiment could go as intended. There had been inyesterdays red shift a bit of difficulty in forming up theliquid column for 339. And so they are going to give it anothertry during this shift. As the blue shift no3 completely deoartsthe payload operations control center, we could probably take amoment to mention some of the highlights that occurred during thelast several hours during the blue shift. Several times duringthe blue shift, many of the Pi's were voice enabled to speakdirectly with the payload crew and they worked, the crew workedmuch of the life science experiments and material science
experiments today. In the material science discipline, the crew
implemented a workaround for some difficulties that had beenexperienced with the material science double rack and its vacuum
and gas system. That's one of the common systems of material
science double rack that supports the various facilities that go
into the rack. That workaround was developed by the experiment,
by the 300 experiments team, the 300 series experiments team in
the payload operations control center. One of the highlights in
fact of the material science discipline experiments today was
Byron Lichtenberg working with or. Michael Haynes at the
University of Bristol in the United Kingdom. Lichtenberg and
Haynes worked together to do an improvised fluid physics
experiment. That was done outside of the physical structure of
the fluid physics module that gees in the material science double
rack. And toward the end of the day. Dr. E. Eyer of experiment
321 was voiced up on his experiment, #321 that goes into the
mirror heating facility and while that sample was being processed
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In the mirror heating facility, we had some television from
inside the mirror heating facility. That's the first time that
we've had TV from inside the MHP* Other television that was
downlinked during the blue shift was some television of the
rotating dome experiment* The rotating dome experiment is
actually a functional objective within experiment 102r the

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We have deleted the 322 which was at 12 hours 30
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Copy that. Be advised all thru mission I kept
complaining that I didn't know what the (garble) was. I still
see it here. Someone ought to tell me what I am to suppose to
measure with the (garble) at 12:05.

CAPCOM Roger. Okay, Bob. On hour 13 on top of page for
the PS, we've deleted 332 333 and 322.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Also, on your column, we have deleted 322 and the
VFT at about 13:55.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand sometime you are going to give me
a call to go back to a cold case right.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Ithatv:

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Standby.

I saw a message about that someplace.

Yeah. The cold case is at 7:22 or something like

We'll get back with you.

Yeah.

CAP tells me 7:22:30.

22:30 Okay. Okay. Go ahead.

At 14 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Now we didn't do the 322, 332, 333 stop
diffusion. Do we do the 333 32 power off.

SPACECRAFT (garble) bout 30 minutes.

we'll get an answer on that one.

Okay.

At 14 hours. Bob for the MS, we've deleted both the

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

^^ACeCftAFT got up this morning. Okay, Chuck.
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SPACECRAFT At about hour 14.

CAPCaM Standby.

CAPCCM4 On hour 15, Bob, for that PS, we've deleted the 21

Foxtrot 2 and the 334 which was to begin at 15 + 05 and complete
at 15 + 30.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Alsom, the VFT 4 decimal 2 decimal 6 was deleted
from your side.

SPACECRAFT Okay, We just finished the hot test early, I

gather, huh?

CAPCaM Yeah. The hot test maneuver was on time. Bob.

We'll finish this when we get back with you. We're about to go
LGS:^:;;;^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay. 5 hours is far enough ahead, we'll, talk to

;;;you:::later.;^

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble) do you have anything else for us to do.

There's not much on the SEPAC left.

CAPCOM Yeah. We're working on that. What we'd like you

to do is maybe get ready for some realtime of the mirror heating

run that 's coming up. We'd like a shot from inside the furnace

and also one overall if you could set that up for us.

SPACECRAPr (garble) what you are talking about.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We've just

completed a pass through Indian Ocean station and went through

about Commander John Young, now on duty in the flight deck or

Columbia having relieved Columbia Pilot Brewster Shaw, who is now

in exercise period and prepares very what will be his evening in

space tonight. Commander Young complete and RCS hot fire test

onboard the vehicle. There was some concern before that test

began whether it might violate constraints of experiment number

23 and exray astronomy experiment which has a constraint or

having the payload bay pointed toward the Sun. (garble) was

verified tM^^^^
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SPACECRAFT I really enjoyed doing that experiment today, I was
glad I had the free time and we're able to get the mechanism up,
I can't wait to see that film because I think it'll give us some
pretty good results, over.

CAPCaM It seemed to us to be a very forceful example of
Vhat Spacelab is all about. The laboratory of improvised
science. Thank you very much. Good night,

SPACECRAFT Thanks, roger, see you all tomorrow. POCC,
:
Spacelab.'

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Do we have a PCAP replanning thing coming up for
the Red shift today, we don't see anything yet.

CAPCOM Yeah, there should be one there.

SPACECRAFT Okay, read you loud and clear. You thinH there's
one up there already Chuck?

CAPCOM We just heard that we're going to voice this up to
you a«d we can da^

SPACECRAFT Standby just a minute, I'm not yet ready. Okay
Chuck. Hey Chuck, how are you.

CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall Ops, you call?

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead with those replanning. Okay, we
v:iire:;^:.bOth :here,

CAPCaM Okay we're starting at day 11, and...

SPACECRAFT 11.

CAPCOM ...and we delayed the 323 ear position for Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Hey Chuck, are you saying that we have 11 days now?

CAPCOM Negative, I'm looking PCAP day 11.

:-^s|ACiK:^Rp^..i^:::^^^^^

CAPCOM My mistake Ulf, hour 11.

;:8|AiiiiAiflii'£^^^^^^
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SPACECRAFT Wait Chuck, I've got a quick question here.

;CAPCC»4.:/^;;-

S1»ACECRA# I waa^^^^^^^^i^

today I was suppo which I

have not don«r Not^ up to m«v Ydu guys have
a siiatur on thAt, roaybe you wan^^^^^^^^^ to do that later?

CApGCM Okay lot • s see if we can work that while we • re
going ahead with the rest of this PCAP change.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops I changed the tape yesterday when we
had the malfunction. When the video and op light was on, and we

are on (garble) 4 and standby, I'll give you a quick footage
reading, that should solve t

CAPCOM Yeah, we remember that Ulf, we're get with tho 101

folks and make sure they still want to do that, if not we'll
•v; leave :

it
;
wber^^^^^^^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay. We are on (garble) 2 and footage counter
\.veeads:;:272:^^^^^

CAPCOM I copy the footage counter, say again please the
,;::tape.v V;;X^

SPACECRAFT 272 on counter 4, and that means there's plenty of
:';tap<^;:\ief;t. :V

CAPCOM Copy that, thank you. You guys ready for some more
,y:;pqAPr;:::>;^

CAPCOM Okay also on the PSl side. The 323 sample
observation is now beginning at 11 hours, 40 minutes.

CAK;(X4 The minimum EGAS available for that entire hour is
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CAPCOM Standby. Yeah it still shows on my PCAP Bob, looks

like wo still have to do it, if that's not the case we'll get

back with you, and we'll make an extra effort to check it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Hour 12.

CAPCOM Hour 12, minimum ECAS is also 11.836, ah, 838,

SPACECRAFT You don't mind if we run both TLN and TLM at the

same time apparently, ah?

CAPCOM Standby on that one Bob, and on that same page.

SPACECRAFT I know.

CAPCOM we deleted the 322, which was at 12 hours, 30

minutes.

SPACECRAFT Copy. Copy that. Be advised that all through

mission kept complainiig that I didn't know what the south temp
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CAPCOM Standby, We're looking into that John.

SPACECRAFT Say again, Anna.

CAPCOM Yeah, John, We're looking into that and get right

Uack to you.

CAPCaM Ulf and Byron, this is Mike Haines again. I ce .

coie in for a short minute. We're nearly at the end of these

has the recovery system, the fan recovery system been used, if

no? it would te useful to try the system out before the end of

;,;:;thi;roi.$sio^^

SPACECRAFT Mike, can you just wait a minute. We are doing the

end over here. We'll come back to you.

CAPCOM Okay. Standing by.

SPACECRAFT Heh Mike, we are done here. We are back with you.

CAPCOM welcome back Ulf and Byron. Okay, well we're very

nearly at the end of this list of questions and we're still

i debatinq vour answers in fact in user room 2. Luigi has a

qSesuSn direct for vou. He's interested in ^^^'^^ ^"'^

Would like to know wnether it's possible to get them on tv.

What's your view on t^is?

SPACECRAFT I think if we used the right lighting in the

background, we could get them some good tv on that. Mike, Luigi.

SPACECRAFT I agree. I think the tv JV^tem we got up here is

extremely good. There's very very low light l«^th/'^l!MM ^
problem is the probably the resolution of these fine (ga^^i^iA^n
But, I am absolutely confident that a light level is good enough

CAPCOM Okay. That's great news. I just might comment

^«-^-:thil'^^''i^t^s^^

appreciated that very much. One further point we would ask you

) fhatik you, Vm m% sure whether I've niissed any.poin^j'
>^ IS! in thi ones that t wa« MR«d to #sk you. I just a$k y^^u now

iiMlti«t you Have «ny q««#tip^^^
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SPACECRAFT (garble) questions now. Is there anything we can
do (garble) get some data now in the situation we are in*

CnPCOM Sorry, Ulf . You were broken.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The question was, what if there's anything
we can do to give you some extra points, some extra data
points. Over*

CAPCOM Okay. That's a kind thought. I think if we can
find the resources to mount this kind of rescue operation^
combine exper ir • , then we should all benefit with some data.
So, we'll work , getting something put together and try to find
the time slot in which it can be done.

SPACECRAFT There's at least one thing I would like to express
here. For upcoming missions, we have to (garble) tools to clean
the end plates (garble) from scratch. The problem we are left
with is that the plates we have here are all wetted with oil and
whatever we do kleenex tissue or all this material don' t really
remove the oil entirely.

CAPCOM Yes. I know that oil is extremely difficult to
remove. I don't know whether you can manage to scrounge from
anybody else on board, or any of the other experiments, some
alcohol wipes , because that might be an improvement. Over

.

SPACECRAFT Well, I did that also with alcohol wipes but even
the alcohol wipes do not remove entirely the oil. But, what they
surely removed is the anti-spreading barrier.

CAPCOM That raised a laugh in the room.

CAPCOM Okay. We're all very happy with this conference.
Thank you both very much and we also thank you very much on
behalf of all us to both of you and also to Owen. I think he
made some suggestion during this afternoon's run, and have a
happy mission. Thank you very much. Bye-bye.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mike. Remember that I didn't get to do any
of the cylinder type of formations this afternoon, so we've been
putting cur input into the replanting process here to kind of get
some time for you guys. But, ya'll ought to go pounding on the
doors a little bit and make sure you get fair share of the time.

CAPCOM We^ll be doing that. Thank you.

SPACECIiAPT Okay. Very good. Well I'm about to go have dinner
and go off shift, so I really enjoyed doing that experiment
today I was glad I had the free time and were able to get a

mechanism up. I can't wait to see that film because T think it

will get some pretty good results. Over.
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CAPCOM It seemed to us to be a very forceful example of

what Spacelab

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I realize we are running short of 16 mm film.

CAPCOM Okay/ yes, I wanted to ask you about reserves

^

first of all, of the three different oils^ (garble) starts with,
(garble) starts without and (garble) . How do you estimate the

reserves?

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry repeat your question about the three
oilSf please.

CAPCaM Okay, I'm inquiring about the reserves in the

reservoirs of the three oils, I suppose you could estimate this

from the number of kimwipes you've used in moping up operations,
but what, I mean is, do you recond that any of the cylinders are

nearly empty by now?

SPACECRAFT I don't really know, like nobody can look inside

the reservoirs but we might have lost oil in the order of 40 50

cubic centimeters, maybe, maybe a little more, but less than 100
I would say.

CAPCOM Okay, that's good news...

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Okay, that's good news, of course we can't ask you
the weigh the reservoirs unless you do a 100 (garble) with
them. You have already mentioned the...

SPACECRAFT As far (garble) Mike, can you repeat that, you are,
there is a lot of static noise on the (garble), we didn't catch
you.

CAPCOM So the point was simply that, its a pitty that you
can't weigh the reservoirs unless you choose to do a Helen Ross
with them.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I'm not hearing.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT I'll tell you one thing Mike, that if we wanted,
Mike if we wanted to do it, that the 100 center scope fluid
retraces is by far the easier one to use, Its a little more well
behave shall we say and that might be our first fluid of choice
to try and carry out the protocal to see how it works, over.

CAPCOM Yes, we've noticed that you had better behavior
with 100 (garble) but the problem with it was I believe it

appeared to contain no tracers.
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SPACECRAFT That's aCf irmat ive^ that's affirmative, but so
what.

CAPCQM Okay, so what the point is that would rule out any
(garble) investigation. We'd have to think about that one»

SPACECRAFT Well I mean (garble) it is pretty hard to tell up
here, but it might be that there are still sufficient cases to do

if no (garbl-^ on the ground when you have all means of
microscopes and so on and so forth that you are, we don't, I

didn't see (garble) but so what, you can use all so many things
except for (garble) convections.

CAPCOM Okay, point taken. Of course, we have considered
the possibility of using another fluid and the majority vote
amounst us is for the silicon oil despite the problems that we've
had but this was not a unamious vote, some of us would perfer to

use water with a soap solution, using this to create bubbles as
tracers, does the crew have a view on this. Is it possible to
refill a rJeservoir in zero-g, what do you think, over?

SPACECRAFT Well, that is a question as all the other questions
related to fluid physics, you never know, you have to try that

Mike.

CAPCOM Okay, we've noted that comment, thank you very
much. Can I ask you some more questions about the present state
of the FPM, what state are the end plates in, I imagine they must
be rather messy by now?

SPACECRAFT Everything is out, I wouldn't say messy, we've
cleaned off the normal end plate but you're talking about inside

^he PPM, we've tried to keep it as clean as we could but I think
there's a thin coating of oil all over it.

CAPCOM That's including the inside of the chamber,
presumably. Yes?

SPACECRAFT Yes, that's affirmative.

CAPCOM We should be certainly be interested in finding out

whether you'll have any joy with today's inprovised disk and
finding out whether silicon...

SPACECRAFT Break, break.. Houston, would you give the flight

deck a call please, flight deck would like to hear from you.

Houston, this is spacelab, the flight deck would like to have you

give them a call on S-band.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, on air to ground one.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, link up would be better to do the

ICS ops are over TDRS so you'll could look at It, what do you

think, does it interfere with anything you've done.

CAPCaM Standby. We're looking into that John.

SPACECRAFT Say again Anna.

CAPCOM Yes, John, we're looking into that and get right

back to you.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT 44.

CAPCOM Roger, we copyr 144, Spacelab, Marshall for Byron
and Ulf, if you*re ready, we'd like to bring up Mike Haynes to
discuss some of the fluid physics concerns with you. And it

looks like we have some time here until the end of this pass if

you'll do that, we'll monitor and as soon as you're done, we'll
start thinking about something else.

SPACECRAFT (garble). Break, Houston, 145 ascending might be a

good (garble) also.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

We copy that Spacelab.

That's 00 (garble), it could have (garble).

We copy that and we'll relay that to PAO.

SPACECRAFT We haven't had much time at all to look out the

window (garble)

CAPCOM We copy that and we're doing our best to accomodate
that request.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Go ahead Mike.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Mike Haynes, good morning to you Ulf and

good evening Byron.

SPACECRAFT Good morning Mike or good evening, whatever.

CAPCOM Yes, it's a little hard to tell. Okay, we'll we
copied the earlier remarks of Byron with great interest. And
despite what he said, I think we can all agree on the ground here
that the fluid physics has much better time in the last 2 shifts
then we did in the earlier part of the mission in which we thank
you both very much. And I think one lesson that we've learned is
the value of (garble), are you reading me?

SPACECRAFT Roger, loud and clear Mike.

CAPCOM Okay, this improvised approach seems to be paying
off and we are considering proposing dependant on results of all
kinds, some kind of improvised, combined FBM experiment, we're
trying to rescue operation which may provide data in place of the

data that's been lost through no fault of yours. And we've been
having a ground conference on this and only FBM Pi's are here
around me now but we'd like very much to got some crew

involvement too so we've been lucky to get a little time to talk

with you and we want to get some input from you and some advise.
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over

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well, we're here, I guess you'd like some
advice from us as to what you think we could do and I take your
suggestion earlier Mike that we could try to use your, part of
your syrznge and John Padday's end plates and try to form a

cylinder, I think that would be the first thing because so many
of the experiments that they've done forming a cylinder, either
looking at Luigis (garble) convection or Ezadores' (garble)
limits c-mode oscillation, vibrations, what have you. So that
should be probably one of the first priorities and then we can
worry about just exactly what we do with it if we can finally get
one,

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds fine. We have a general plan in
mind which would involve the following steps: Firstly, forming a
drop on one end plate, then contacting it with the other and
using spreading and then thereby forming a zone. So that's the
first part. Then having got a zone there, we can vibrate it,
rotate it, rock and roll it, shake it, and generally impose
stress on it and possibly thermal stress if this is possible with
the heating arrangements we have and if (garble) particles are
present. And then following that, we could rupture the zone and
that would leave a captive draw on the rear plate which we could
vibrate on behalf of Madame Redot. At the end of all this, than
we would rejoin the two halves and investigate the curious
phenomenom which you observed of resistance through rejoining.
First, can X ask you whether in your experience, have we missed
anything interesting in this list or have we included anything
which you think is impossible or just not practical feasible.

SPACECRAFT I think that sounds like it would be something good
to try. 1 don't think you list too much, I think that's pretty
much covered it. The only thing I would like to do is to go back
as I said earlier and repeat some of Juan Vreeburg's experiments
and maybe time, put them on video tape also. I realize we are
running shor of 16mm film.

CAPCOM Okay, yes, I wanted to ask you about reserves.
First of all, of the three different oils, 5 (garble) with, 5

(garble) without and 100 (garble). How do you estimate the

reserve?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And, do you think we could look at the one that's

coming up over Santiago, and then make the comments relative to

that one.

CAPCC»I SAO ssays he would prefer that if you don't mind

doing that.

SPACECRAFT That would give the red shift at least a little

more time to look at it.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll stand by to get your answer after you

look at it. For your info, that will just be one page. It will

be the 2nd page of the message we upl inked to you,

SPACECRAFT Okay. Understand. And, that's the essentially the

first part of the extension day, right.

CAPCOM Yes. That's affirmative. Also, if you have any

comments on the end of mission on weather briefing in which Mary

gave you, we'd be interested in hearing that. Also, your answer

to message 122, the blue flight day A birth message number 2

which was sent up over Aurora.

SPACECRAFT We have that. 'We have the message that is.

CAPCOM Okay. If you can give us an answer some time after

you've had a chance to look it over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And, the consumable status I gave you yesterday,

Brewster, there's been no change to that. I, finally, 2 items,

the people in Calgor/ have seen you 3 nights in a row and they d

like to say hello. And, for John, the crew of John W.Youn
}
send

their regards from pier 2 on 32nd street in San Diego harbor

where you can see as you're going over.

SPACECRAFT Fantastic.

SPACECRAFT Thank you a lot Anna, and we'll get back to you

with the comments after we've had a chance to look at the revised

proposed summary timeline.

CAPCOM Okay. That is the most important thing and we'll

be waiting for your words on that.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Anna, just let me tell you what the fields man is

talking to the red shift on the timeline was that they would like
'

to get some (garble) of particularly over Europe so they could

use the metric camera. And, I didn't see anything in the flight
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plan day that allows them to do that. And, I think, something

like that, if the weather's good would be a good idea.

CAPCOM Okay, John, we'll look into that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia.

CAPCOM Go ahead Columbia.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Did you hear those comments from John.

CAPCOM We copied (garble) verticle over Europe for the

metric camera. Was there anything else.

SPACECRAFT The fact that what they discussed Anna, was doing

something like that in preference to the 201 type thing and maybe

doing 201 the next day.

CAPCOM we copy John, and we've been working that for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you. And, Anna, from the Spacelab.

We have some inputs into the POCC side just a minute ago, which

you may or may not have copied,

CAPCOM We didn't copy all those, but they say they're

going to be working that, and we'll get your inputs from them.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Anna, this is Ulf speaking.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, for the metric camera, I think (garble) one

for one would be particularly interesting because it runs through

apain, France, Germany, Switzerland, all types of European

countries and that would be a really good use of the remainder of

the film.

CAPCOM Okay, Ulf, We copy that and we'll look at that for

you.

SPACECRAFT Also for the other shift, (garble)

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, Marshall OPS. A question for Ulf.

Which orbit were you indicating. 101 is I guess already gone.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Orbit 141. One Four One.

; CAPCCM Roger. We got that.
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SPACECRAFT Then there's one early in the morning to pick up
the east coast of the U.S., that would be good to look forward

CAPCCW What time were you suggesting, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Hold on a second. It looks ) ike REV 144.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy. 14 4.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for 3yror and Ulf. If you're
ready, we'd like to bring up Mike Haines

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ••.using the (garble) and equipment, okay?

SPACECRAFT Yes, its sort of a (garble) deal with Owen, I've
talked a little bit to Ulf about how we might go about doing it,
Mike (garble) Mike Hanes briefed me a little bit earlier today,
but as you know we had a devil of a time trying to get any type
of fluid columns you know that we've planned on for a diameter
and have not yet been able to grow a cylinder.

CAPCOM Yes, I know, thanks for your suggestion, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I might add that the, you guys probably
heard that I had a very sucessful run with Mike Hanes, his
capilliary experiment today doing it manually, just turn the
module, taking some 16 mm film of it with our module movie
camera.

CAPCOM Looks like you're collecting a (garble) signs up
there.

SPACECRAFT Yes, this is really kind of fun, we've had silicon
oil all over the module and there were lights and cameras and all
kinds of different clamps set up and I believe it worked.

SPACECRAFT Houston in the MOCR from Spacelab, the SALS are
now repressed. And Marshall Ops, Spacelab for the 025 pi,
another performance has been performed.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, we copied that SAL is

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Byron, can you give a start image
of enter, to have the image P continuing into its loading
position, after the stop?

SPACECRAFT Okay, sure can. We're just standing by until we
got any contact here. Wubbo on the (garble) on the fluid physics
module, we also got more DAPs from Mike Hanes that we could use
also, we've never, there's not a whole lot of film left, I feel
sure that video might come in handy.

CAPCOM Sure, we understand, and you have special
suggestion on how to set up the video for chat? Over.

SPACECRAFT Sure the way we had it set up the other day, we
just take the camera with the color lens and a 1 diaopter lens on
it and then just stick it right in there. If you really wanted a
good view we could once the film's gone, we could beam out the
(garble) camera.
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CAPCOM Understand Byron, that's probably good to transfer

this information to the next crew over.

SPACECRAFT (garble). I guess what I'm trying to say is that

we've gotten a lot of people, all of their non»iral runs plus some

more, and there's quite a few exper imentors that still really

feel like we've kind of haven't been totally sucessful (garble).

CAPCOM Yes, Byron, we hear you say, we copied it all and

we'll work oi» it.

CAPCOM Byron, one more reminder, after the handover

briefing from the MCC, Mike Hanes would like to talk with both

you and Ulf, so you might stick around for just a ^ew minutes

after that.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
ahead.

CAPCOM
Columbia,

SPACECRAPr

Okay.

Columbia Spacelab, on air to ground one.

This is spacelab, Houston, this is spacelab, go

Yes, we copy, we're standing by (garble) for

Go ahead Anna.

CAPCOM Okay, we just had a handover message here, a

couple of things they want to mention, first of all there were

minimal changes to the CAP and attitude timeline for red flight

day 9 reference message 120. The only other change they can

expect is we'll sometime be bringing up IMU 2 prior to the SCS

checkout and we'll get a note up to you on that. For everyone we

want to say there was a good job on the Presidential
teleconference and everyone was very pleased and you should have

atta boys are pouring in from around the world. This is all

through the fourth consective shift with no new failure summary,

since we don't have any new problems to report so Columbia's
performing like a champ. Most important we'd like to get your
ccwnments on the extension day summary timeline, if you'll

reference message 119, we already have a change to that in work,

which you'll be getting uplinked to you ever (garble). FAO is

working very hard to reduce the time shown for the MS and PS by

about 50 percent and we'd like to have any comments you might

have on that.

SPACECRAFT Anna do you think we can look at the one that's

coming up over Santiago and then make the comments relative to
that one?
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CAPCC»1 FAO says he would perfer that if you don't
doing that.

SPACICRAPT Ttiat would five....

"NO OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And you'll be happy to know that the video image
was spectacular.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's good news. Second comment, I guess
for the replanners, I feel kind of bad about Jon Vreeberg*s
experiment the other day, it was taking the wrong S stop and I'd
like to get a couple of hours in there sometime and repeat his
experiment on some video tape, please,

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT I'm not sure what it's going to be* One other data
point for the Hop and Drop harness people, after 3 days in a row,
I don't think my shoulders are going to hang out for another day
of hopping and dropping.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT The objection they might want to include will be an
hour or two for some internal photography that we haven't had
much time for, some of it's called out for it within the
experiments bui: there's a lot of things that might usually be
documented. I think we're out of (garble) photos on the flight
deck, but we still have a lot of 35 mm stuff that we could
usefully take both inside and outside the spacecraft if there v:as

some time alotted for that Chuck.

CAPCOM Okay we got that too Owen, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the other thing. Chuck we've been talking.
It'd be nice to get some dedicated ZLV attitude here so we can
make use of that metric camera cell movement in the next couple
of days. In addition to that, if you do schedule metric camera
ZLV, it ought to be times when the meterologists are fairly
confident there's going to be no cloud cover.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Oh and Chuck one comment, I guess for the 102
people. We had a teplan note the other day to try and take the
nighttime photos of the hopping and dropping and we tried to set
that up but to no avail because the interior light is so dim in

here that we're down to a shutter speed of about 1/8 of a second,
which means we're not going to get very many frames per second
and also the 105 lens wasn't suitable. I had to go even to the
35 and it still could not create enough light, so we haven't
taken any of the photographs, it's all on video of the hop and
drop, over^
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CAPCOM Roger. And Spacelab just to give you a little, a
quick rundown of what we plan to do the first part of this
pass. We've got the fluid physics folks up and anxious to talk
to Ulf as soon as he's available.

SPACECRAFT Break. I'd wait Chuck because the Red team's not
on the headsets yet and they'd be the ones roost interested in
this information.

CAPCOM That's fine, as soon as they're there, Owen, we've
got plenty of time, we think in this pass. And just the other
thing we wanted to mention is that the MCC is probably come
online about 10:00 to give you all a guick handover summary.

SPACECRAFT PMCC you say? (garble) . PMCC Chuck?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. And Chuck I know that there's also a,
there's a plan on this radio if a combination of Mike Haines and
John Padday's hardware to try and still grow a cylinder using
sort of a clear substance of (garble) and we'd like to go ahead
and try to do that, we, I feel pretty bad, we still haven't
gotten too much for the fluid physics folks here during the whole
mission.

CAPCOM Good point. Spacelab, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Yeah, you're last desire, would, was that to form
cellinicle zones and if so for what was it, Isadoro's and
Napolitano's, or do we understand you wrong?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think the plan we talking to Mike Haines
earlier today to use the plastic (garble) serringe from his
capillary experiment along with John Padday's rear disk and those
two things have pretty good attachments and set those up on the
(garble) and the reservior and just try and form a cylinder. And
once we get a cylinder, then I guess we probably do something
like Isodora's experiment since we can't do much cheating which
would rule out most of Luigi's.

CAPCOM I understand, so it's basically the (garble)
expiration using the Haines and equipment, okay.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, it's sort of a, it includes step (garble) how
we might try and go about doing it, Mike Haines briefed roe a
little bit earlier today, but...

EN0 OF TAPE
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PAO And, during the last acquisition of signal, we
received some live downlink television of the first inside look
at the mirror heating facility while silicon crystal was being
grown.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through Goldstone. Be handing
over to TDRS before too long. Catch you for about 53 minutes.
Good morning to the oncoming red team, and we've got a quicky for
you right at the beginning of this from SEPAC for whoever is
available, either Bob or Ulf. We're going to enable SEPAC and
let them run through in realtime, a quicky. We think they may be
able to get some additional data that they need just coming out
of the hot test. And, if whoever is available give us a shout,
we'll have SEPAC >«-ibled.

SPACECRAFT Okai', Cbuck. I believe you just, we came up during
the middle of your conversation. Did you ever hear from Spacelab
before.

CAPCOM Negative. We just made you an AOS call, Owen.
Good morning.

SPACECRAFT Didn't hear your AOS call, you just came up talking
in middle of conversation somewhere.

CAPCOM Sorry about that. We got you for 52 minutes,
Owen. Good morning to the red team, and good evening to you.

SPACECRAFT Good morning to you Mr. Ed. I was trying to read.

CAPCOM And, we're looking for Bob if he's available Owen.

SPACECRAFT He's not on duty yet, he's around. Floated into
the module Chuck, but can we go ahead and take care of it for
you, what's up?

CAPCOM yes you can Owen. It's a quicky the SEPAC would
like to do prior to or just after going out of the hot test, and
if you've got about 10 minutes, we can enable SEPAC and they'd
like to ask you to do a couple of things on the panel for them.

SPACECRAFT Yes. When do they want to do it. Just in, right
at this moment or a little later in the shift,

SPACECRAFT Yes, in realtime Owen, rdght now.

SPACECRAFT Sure. . Let's go.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is SEPAC. We'd like to just get one
tainute with our lU DAP on so we can get temperatures coming out
of the hot test. We need lU DAP on now and chargers enabled.
We'll wait one minute and turn them off.
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SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
speed data.

Okay* They're both on right now.

And^ roger. . We have lock, Owen,

Okay. You have what?

We have data flow. We've got HRM lock on high

SPACECRAFT Fine, roger.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab. This is SEPAC. We are thru with
the test, we see MTV is at 77 degrees Celsius, and we still don'
have a good RAU.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, should I turn them back off.

That's affirm.

Roger. And, Marshall OPS, Spacelab.

Go ahead Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Chuck. I (garble) is there. The 321
people. We have some very good news for them.

CAPCOM Go.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We completed the crystal growth quite
successfully. Went all the way to the end, and Ulf looked at it

and we jumped up and down and slapped each others hands. But, i

looks really nice up here. It's all on video tape, and one note
for the systems poeple, we did get an MHP shutdown of stop 321
which is the standard (garble) temperature high, but that was
about 2 or 3 minutes into the final sample inspection phase.
Over.

CAPCOM Right. Copy that Byron. And, you'll be happy to
know that the video image was spectacular.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's good news. Second comment, I guess
for the replanters. I feel kind of bad about Yon vaber's
experiment the other day was taken the wrong S stop and I would
like to get a couple

END OF TAPE
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PAO •.earlier on^ actually during the loss of signal
period between acquisitions through TDRS^ that of the nastagmous
dumping experiment provided by Massachuttes Institude of
Technology. Additionally, we received the first television
during the mission from inside or of the inside of the mirror
heating facility during an attempt to grow a single silcon
crystal. And during this operation, Payload Specialist Byron
Lichtenberg on orbit manipulating the silcon rod inside the
furnance and Dr. (garble) in user rooiu 2 here in the payload
operations control center in constant communications with
Lichtenberg as he grew the crystal, working very closely with
him^ making suggestions as to how he could best manipulate the

crystal which is actually pushed up, the rod is pushed up slowly,
the heat of the furnance is critical and must be adjusted the
series of numbers that you heard being provided to Lichtenberg
for different heat setting for the mirror heating facility.
Additionally, while all of this was happening, the rod is being
rotated very slowly within the furnance and a very critical
procedure and a very excited Dr. (garble) here in the Payload
Operations Control Center as he not only spoke with Lichtenberg
but observed the crystal growth operation. Additionally, here in

the payload control room the, many members of the POCC (garble)

also watching very closely, this first operation of the crystal
growth, alternate payload specialist Mike Clampton, who had been
training with the crew as a backup crew member and has been
providing guidance both to the crew and to members of the
(garble) throughout the mission, on the science operation
watching very closely and visibly excited about this crystal
growth operation Indicating that this Is one of the things that
spacelab Is all about. The ability for a researcher here In the
payload operations control center, more than a 10^ miles beneath
the spacecraft, can work directly with an experiinent onboard the
spacecraft during the conduct of his experiment. Seven days 9

hours, 2 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, this Is Marshall Spacelab
Operations, why don't you do*..

PAO This Is Mission Control In Houston, elapsed time Is

7 days 9 hours 37 minutes, we've had a very long LOS period with
the cr biter, we're coming up on a UHP pass through Goldstone,
we'll acquire In 4 and a half minutes and It'll be a very brief
pass of, of just over two minutes long and then we'll go Into
another very long LOS period again, not picking subsequently
until we get to Botswanna at about 45 minutes from now. But of
course the orblter retains the capability to communicate with the
MOCR on air to ground 1 In case there's any urgent situation,
(garble) acquisition coming up, this Is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 7 days 9

hours 39 minutes. Mission Elapsed Time, standing by In just over
a minute for reacqulsltlon of signal with spacelab through the
tracking data and relay satellite, here In the payload operations
control center, handover Is now underway from blue to red teams
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and onboard the apacelab, handover still a short time away.
However r its been a busy day onboard spacelab for the crew,
spending much time conducting both materials science and life
science activity. However, it's been a fairly good day for
them. The crew accomplishing quite a bit in both areas. And
during the last acquistion of signal, we received some live
downlink television of the first inside look at the mirror
heating facility, while the silicon crystal was being grown.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOiM Okay, the diameter of the growing crystal has to be

increased first, then you can start again turning the temperature

up. Now you should turn it up quickly, otherwise it will stick

together.

SPACECRAFT (garble) what is the contact angle?

CAPCOM The contact angle should be 11 degrees. You have

to turn i ,: the power now, a bit more. Okay it looks very good

again now'. Be careful. Do not turn up further, I think it'b

diameter starts decreasing again.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Toll me when we are coming to the

transition from the small to the larger diameter.

CAPCOM Yes you have to keep the molten zone very small in

height for the moment. Make sure that the diameter of the

growing crystal increases before you turn the power up,

SPACECRAFT It's coming up now, we see it.

CAPCOM Keep it lower, the power, keep it lower for the

moment. But it still seems to be a single crystal. And

Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have some excellent news for

you crystal growing people, the water temperature outlet, inlet

difference is well within bounds. In fact our cooling system

seems to be working perfectly on this run. So we think we re

going to get a good solid rod on a real nice run. Byron turn up

the power now.

SPACECRAFT Roger, it's coming up.

CAPCOM Observe very carefully, the growing crystal and the

diameter must not decrease any more. Byron, I do not have any

video picture any more, so you could explain me how the crystal
looks at the moment.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it looks very good, we're coming into the

second part of the zone now. And Ulf and I both thinks it looks
good.

CAPCOM Okay Spacelab, before we go over the hill, we want

to tell you that you need to stop tape recorder one at the end of

this run. And you probably got..

SPACECRAFT Bill we haven't got it.

CAPCOM ...you're probably going to
message when we come out of the hot test,
is working okay, they're using

get a experiment 21
but just disregard, 21

non ECAS timelines. And here's

SPACECRAFT Okay, that sound very good.
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CAPCOM And Dr. lorr thanks you for a spectacular run.
Thank you very much, it was very critical to grow this crystal in
the beginning, but I hope they will manage it now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes it looks reasonably good here, thanks.

CAPCOM Be careful that two parts of the crystal do not
grow together, so keep the zone as high as possible, but observe
carefully the diameter of the growina crystal. It should never
decrease.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 7 days, 8
hours, 58 minutes mission elapsed time. A loss of signal through
the tracking data and relay satellite with Spacelab,
reacquisition in about 41 more minutes. No ground stations
between now and the time we reacquire through TDRS. Barly on in
that pass we received some downlink television of the experiment
102, that television recorded early on the, actually during the
loss of signal period between acquisitions through TDRS. That of
the nastagma dumping experiment provided by Massachuettes
Institute of Technology.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... but I don't think we've quite melt it through
y6 ti •

CAPCOM NO, it's not yet melting through. I would suggest
to adjust the height of the melting zone to 1,5 times diameter.

SPACECRAFT Okay and we copy. I show a time reading now of
(garble) .3.

CAPCCW For me, the melt looks asymmetric at the moment,
could you confirm that?

SPACECRAFT Roger, we think it's symmetric also. yes. Okay
asymmetric or symmetric,

CAPCOM NO I think it's asymmetric,

SPACECRAFT Asymmetric, okay.

CAPCOM Could you please give me a short report if the rod
looks clean around the melting zone or if there's a certain
contamination on it.

SPACECRAFT We have the same type of light grey contamination
that we've had on the ground, over. Ulf is making observation,
they think that we only have one filament going but it's notclw, we have kind of a change angle on the mirror, okay and
we're showing now .6 on the potingement.

Ch9C(M And Spacelab, our data on the ground indicates that
both filaments are operating.

SPACBKrftAFT Okay, that's good news and we are melted through
now, we can rotate the sample.

CAPC(M Byron, can you tell rae something about the height
of the melting zone. I cannot see it very clear on my screen
here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, right now, (garble).

CAPCOM Well, (garble) too, it's quite long.

SPACBCRAFT It's set between 1.5 and 2 times the diameter

•

Ch9C<M Okay, 1.5 is okay, so you could skip the resume, I
' tbink.'

'

SPJMSI^RAfT Okay, we're ready to go, here we go. That's half a
rotitioi^ «nd (garble) to travel. ^^^^

^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

CAPCOM Can you see the crystal rotating?
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SPACECRAFT (garble), yes, it's rotating.

CAPCOM And our data on the ground confirms about a 19 to

20 degrees delta.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Well, do not turn the potingement off for the

moment, keep it like that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, we're back at 3.4 now in the

potingement.

CAPCOM Byron, it may be time to move the TV camera upward

a little bit, the image is climbing to the top of our screen but

of course, don't bump anything,

CAPCOM That's perfect.

CAPC^ Byron, as soon as the crystal is growing thicker,

you can start slowly to turn up the potingement a little bit but

before it's growing thicker.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copy. (garble).

CAPCOM But Byron, I think you can start now to turn the

potingement up a little bit.

SPACECRAFT We're up to 3.78, 3.5 now. We are coming back to a

bigger diameter. It was forming (garble), it is getting bigger

again.

CAPCaM This is the very critical stage before the diameter

starts increasing.

SPACECRAFT No, we are far away from the condition of the

diameter. It looks like we have maybe a twice the link of the

diameter now.

CAPCOM Keep the potingement on low, it's very high in the

moment. It looks bad, I think it looks very bad, turn it down

fast, turn it down fast. Okay the diameter of the growing

crystal has to increase first then you can start again turning

the potingement up. Now you should turn it up quickly.

END or TAPE
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CAPCOM .••your MtIP ops larap is now flashing, and if: you
like you can think about setting the heeiter power up and trying
to form a molten zone, we're just finishing now the dump of your
F02A| from VITR number 1 and that will done in about another 2

and a half minutes at v;hicti time v;e're going to sv/itch you over

to real time downlink from the camera v;hich you've fixed to the

M3DIU

PAO And we're just to conclude our video dump of

experiment 102 and nastagous dumping* Once that's completed, we

should be observing...

SPACECRAFT (garble) copy?

CAPCOM Real good Byron.

PAO Should be. .

.

. • .melting.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, we've got Ulf here to so I think we

could use some expert advice.

CAPCOM Absolutely, can never have tv;o many chefs when
you're cooking soup.

PAO And once we*ve finished the downlink of the 102

experiment, we should be observing the inside of the mirror
heating facility for the first time during the mission during the

processing of silcon sample. That sample provided by Germany.
And Dr. (garble) is enabled to speak with the crew during that

CAPCOM And spacelab, v;e show from our data that you are
now starting to raise the (garble) setting.

SPACECRAFT That's make, that's firm.

CAPCOM Real good. Of course any comments you may offer
will be greatfully appreciated, we're about still 1 minute from
routing real time video.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it'll still be alittle bit, take your time,
I'm going to take my time, reentering the temperature up here.

CAPCaM And Spacelab, we uplinked a little v;hile ago, about
on the X025, if you had a opportunity, we would like for 0C2 not

to do 25. And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, we just had a temporary
voice dropout, how copy?

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear Marshall Ops.
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CAPCOM Okay ^ Br yon ^ we'd like to scratch off the 0C2 on
that X025 run*

SPACECiVU^T Copy.

PAO And once this video dump is completed, v^^e're

anticipating first view of the inside oE tho module, live view of
the module and the mirror heating facility and then we should be
taking a look inside the facility,

SPACECRAFT Okay, it looks like we're ...and for the people for
the ground, we can see the reflection starting to melt at least
on the surface right now,

CAPCOM And we have live TV nov^?^ Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Yes, we can confirm, we've finished the playback of
your F02A and have switched over to one of the cameras, the one
that's in the aft end cone and we're looking at you guys. We
also see your camera set up on the handrail and maybe we will. .

.

SPACECRAFT Or switch to camera 2.

CAPCOM Why don't we switch to camera 2 and have a look at
your Golarcon crystalls sitting in the mirror heating furnance in
orbit. We'll take care of that routing.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

PAO And materials SQience. team here in the payload
operation control center watching preparations for conduct of
their experiment on orbit.

CAPCOM Yes, we're getting an excellent image of that
heated silicon rod and we see both filments Illuminated, and a

reasonably symetrical illumination of the silicon rod, Dr.
(garble) will be coming on air to ground right away to discuss
that with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good, we don't think we have a total
melt (garble) yet, so we're standing by, we're taking it slow.

CAPCOM Hello, Bryon, this (garble) speaking, can you hear
roe?

SPACECRAFT (garble) we read you loud and clear, I have Ulf

CAPCOM Well I wish you good luck for the mounting of the

silicon rod, and so far the picture looks very good.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, we confirm and I don* t think we've quite
melted through yet.

CAPCOM No, its not yet melting though, I would suggest t

adjust of the hight of the melting zone to 1. 5 times diameter,

SPACECRAFT Okay, and wc copy*

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT T is -49.

CAPCOM Jloger, copy, -39.

SPACj^CRAFT It's -49er.

CAPCOM 49et,

SPACECKAFT Richard, il2, this tini- around reads +32.

CAPCOM Okay, copy.

CAPCOy Spacelcib, this is Marshall Operations Cor Byron.

SPACECiiAFT Oo ahead Mike.

CAPCOM Yes, vf& have a co iple other things. The 300 team
fi.:|ur''3 that we're not quite dy Lor that flashing ops lamp hut
we an gottuvj pj v tty do ..-, th,..y i irnu-o perhaps another 10
i«inut.,'i;. T.vi b.avo a mes;j i ?

- from Ho3''a Rosr., approved by
everyb.>dy that if at the en-f of ''yui- /ork day, you feel like
doing a run on experiment 25, b^nh you and Owen and even Brev;ster
if he's v'UIing are urged to uav* try at it.

SPACfiJCKAFT Okay, wo copy.

CpcOH And Spacelab, juBl di sr - .j,:,i-a the 13 error niessagef^
that's bein-j coni.uianded from the ground.

SPACECRAFT Yes Marshall Ops, Spacelab here and we've got the
picture* of the silicon rods sitting there readv to qo on TVcamera 2 v/iienever you guys get ready to dump it.

C^PGOM Okay, we copy. That's real aood news and w*»*r«going to take care of stopping this playback and trying to route
a little bit of realtime so that we can bring down an image of
that glowing silicon rod. Can you confirm that you have theflashing ops lamp.

^

SPACECRAFT No, I cannot confirra thnt. It's on ste. iy.

CAPCOM I see, okay. So it's not yet quite time to begin
the (garble). In that case, we'll just leave the recorders
playing back you're previous run and v;e'll standby for that
turn-ce to decide that it's time for you begin the manual actionmd chut point, we'll switch over to some realtime. still
nave about 26 minutes in this pass so there's no real need to
'
very yet. As far as we know here, tlie furnace perforraanc© is

j.'ominal which is a roal good sign. Evidently those pat. hes that
you guys keyed in for us are working.

'ACfiCjJAi • Hoger. Hello Mike, this is Ulf.
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CAPCOM Standby Ulf, Capcom has a loop.

CAPCOM Ancl Spacelab, this is nouston vnth one more comment
on the SAL with the change in the retract time, we would like you
to go ahead and take the temperature measurement survey just
prior to the SAL retract which v;ould move it back with the same
amount of time that we moved back for SAL retract.

SPACECRAFT So you don* t want me to do it now. I was just
getting underway to do that but I'll delay that until just before
the SAL retract.

CAPCOM That • s affirm Owen, thanks alot . And now we'll
give you to the guys in the back.

CAPCOM We understand Ulf is up, good morning, this is
Marshall Ops.

SPACECiyvPT Hello Mike.

CAPCOM Good morning, did you get in a run of F04?

CAPCOM And Spacelab, you're probably going to get a MTU
RTC CHG 01 message, just disregard.

SPACECRAFT We understand Bill. If we v;ere making those
changes ourselves , I think we would have got the same messages
and I guess since your doing it from the ground, we'll just see
your , the results of your actions the same way. .

CAPCOM That's correct John.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, *W Mso TiWe a message for you from
^

the timt-line people. In the future at about 9 hours and 23
minutes , We'd like you guys to count the following timeline,
sierra 9er 9er, thomas 01. It's already loaded in the buffer 2

and it' s already at entry 2, excuse me, we would like you to
count it at entry 2 and that'll be at b hours, 23 minutes just
prior to our mari6u^^ to a inertial attitude.

SPACECimFT Citay, count fierra^ 9er , tango 01 at entry 2 at

tvm,0 9 hours, 23 miriutes and how tight is the time schedule?

CAiCOM That's an aff irm. That'll get a ^^c

prior to a ^neuver which
,

.w#',ve got sohaduled
"
at 9 hours.,,. 26 ,

miiiiit#s. That'll five us just ii little bit of margin there.

SPACECfiAFT Just a couple of minutes margin, that's what I want
tO; ,know»

GAfCOM' Spacelab, this is Marshall Ods. with some good ...

news* Your WdW ops lamp is now tiasninq and if you like you can
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think about setting the heater power up and trying to form a
multing zone* We • re just finishing now the dump of your F02A
from VITR , .

•

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We can get at least a couple of minutes of that
down as you bring the temperature up,

SPACECRAFT Okay, because we got the cameras set up with the
color lens and you put on the (garble) without any sweat.

CAPCOM Okay, Bryon DMC tells me that we will able to get a
little bit of real time TV down, simply because you guys were
rather careful not to overuse the VI"'':^ number 1 when you were
recording the F02A. What we* re doing right now is dumping down
VITR 1 from your set up of TV 16 preparatory to the 102 f62A run,
in fact we're looking at that right now on our monitors and we
also have Dr. (garble) standing by here who will be able to give
any information and any help that he niight be able to during your
sample heat adjust.

SPACECRAFT Alright, we copy.

CAPCOM And we've got you on live TV.

SPACECRAFT No kidding, all ready?

CAPCOM All ready.

I / CAPCOM We did get a very brief amount of live but that's

I
because we had misread it our (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT It happens to the best of them I see. Mike would
you do me a favor, if the guys have the command capability for
the (garble) if they can put the TV cameras to the monitor, I'd
appreciate it.

CAPCOM ^ Yes, we can do some routing, we co^^^

camera 2 to monitor A^ is that what you asked for?

SPACECRAFT Yes^ it you could.

CAPCOM Yes, we can do it, we Ml take care of that. And
giving handover to CAPCOM.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Houston on air to ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, because of this changes in the SAL ops for

the hot test that we were working around earlier, we would like
you to delay the experimental table stow until 7 days 9 hours and

25 minutes, which is also the end of the hot test attitude.

SPACECRAFT Sounds fine Mary, we'll do that.
/ \
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CAPCOM Okayi thanks alot^ no pcoblcii at all. And we'll
get oCt* of our loop now.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for Owen, if you're
available.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Yes, we'd like you to do that hot test procedure
for experiment 3, the APPI people would particulary like to know
what temperatures 12 and 15 are, according to that procedure, it

went up on the teleprinter message.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'll do that and give you a call in a minute.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron, we just
finally got Ku-band data and the MSDR is doing great, v;e have all
our temperatures readouts and everything looks really nominal for

this upcoming MHF run.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's good news mike and we'd like a little
bit of clarification I guess we if start out with the TV and then
go to the robot camera, when I stop the rotation stop is that

right?

CAPCOM Let me check with Dr. (garble) make sure that '

s

just v;hat he wants, of course we don't want to upset the sample
in any way and Dr. (garble) is here in the 300 ops room.
Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops. Spacelab. .

•

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Marshall.

CAPCOM Right, weVve com^ to a deci^
(garble) agrees, he'd probably # he'd rather have video, than have
the robot camera pictures for this run and so if you could
proceed with setting up the video camera to pear at that 45
degree mirror instead of the robot that will allow us to route
the video signal either realtime downlink or to the video
recorder, that's our moot flexible option and that's what we'd
like you to set up. No robot for this run.

SPACECRAFT Okay, sounds good. Number 12 temperature of APPI
is plus 30 degrees.

CAPCOM Okay, copy 30 degrees. And Owen did you also cet
temperature 15?

SPACECRAFT I'll give it to you in just a moment. T is minus
49.
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( ,i CAPCOM Roger, copy, minus 39.

SPACECRAFT It's uinus 49.

CAPCOM 49.

END OF TAPE

'dm
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SPACECRAFT were.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT One other good piece of news is I checked the

recorder number, 1, maybe I didn't have the power switch turned on

before, and it seems to be working Cine now.

CAPCOM Good news. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Check when I dropped my head the rotation stopped

immediately as it does on the ground, v^hen I brought my head

back up on the first time, I had a slight (garble) as to whether

I was rotating a little bit left or right, sort of wobbling back

and forth. On the second run, when I brought my head back up on

the count of ten I had a somewhat upward pitching sensation, but

still very slight. And, no other comments, I believe.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy all that. Were there any problems with

local eyesable sense queues the module today. You were

turning.

SPACECRAFT Sounds are not a problem. I was going to comment

on that too. But, as far as, there is a few little light leaks

around my blindfold, but it's not enough to make any

difference. It just sort of like scattered light beams around

and I don't think either sound or light made any difference to

roe.

CAPCOM Copy that. How about during the constant velocity

portion of the rotation. Vie notice some pitching of the BRS.

Could you f««l that and did that- produce any (garble) sensations?

SPACECRAFT I think the velocity portions that (garble) didn't

hurt, were very smooth. The oscillations though were not quite

as smooth. And, particular the long period runs suprisingly.

It's a little difficult, we were trying to rotate, at least I was

rotating Byron from an upside down position on top of the module,

and I guess Byron is doing the same. It's a little difficult to

make that rotation slowly without applying extra torch to the

BRS. And, so the long period oscillation was a little bit more

wobblely than the the steady state rotation.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy all that. I guess we knew that we'd be

at the limit of performance. That's great guys, thank you very

much and see you at Dridan.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Roger, (garble) put son.e comment on when we

started and stopped the tape recorder and changed the AIU on the

portable tape recorder.

CAPCOM Very good, Owen, Byron. Thank you.
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SPACKCilAFT And, I do have one apology to make,
probably noticed on the tv, I am not wearing ARU.
got a splitting headache, and as I noted on the
and I haven't had any restricted head motions, :

probably have a pretty good baseline of data in

As you
I've really

tape, we (garble)
;o I think you
5 and 6.

CAPCOM Rog. Yeah, I want to thank both you and Ulf for
toughing it out with that thing t VJe knov; you have had
occassional obiems with some discomfort. If you feel up to
weai^in.j it again, I guess the important thing is try to go for
wearing it during the operations which occurs symetr ically in the

beg inning and the end of the mission so we can make some
comparisons about the kinds of movements that occur dur ing a
stereo- typed operation. Do you cc /,

SPACECRAFT Roger. We copy,

CAPCOM Good. See you later. Have a good flight.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg seen storing away the, or getting
out the body restraint system. This video is recorded earlier
today.

CAPCOM Space lab, this is Marshall OPS. We're still not
getting our Ku-band data here in the POC, but we wonder if there
were any stops or faults dur ing this heat-up phase, preliminary
heating of the MHF.

SPACECRAFT Mike, we've got a problem VTS, and I think that's
probably that vaccuum (garble) let me pull it here. !Ioldl on a

CAPCOM
number is»

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
one.

Real good Byron. Have a look and let us know which

Okay. It's 007.

Yeah. That's the usual one. We can disregard that

SPACECRAFT Okay. Yeah. And, right (garble) steady MHF ops
on.

CAPCOM Okay. Real good. If you peer into the 4 5 degree
mirror I imagine you can see the sample in there. The 321
silicon rod. And, I'm sure you've inspected it for
cleanliness. The lamps should be coming up in powe r , and we
expect, according to our timings, that any moment now you should
get your flashing ops for manual heat and adjust and resume.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Copy that* You cjuys going to have raaltlme
tV| do you want me to set up the tv Cor this?

CAPCOM Standby Byron^ I'll chock with the data management
people and see If we can get at least a couple of minutes of that
down as you bring the temperature up*

SPACECRAFT Okay, cause \;e've got the camera set up with the
color lens and you can put on a (garble) without any swe^•

CAPCOM Okay Byron,, DMC tells me that we will be able to
get a little bit of realtime tv down

END OF TAPE
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PAO • , • CKceller ator s . A ?3earch tr^am hetc in the*

Payload Control Center spoke with lue crew about tho oporations
with that cxpin^iinont Ouiinq the hiqh test primarily juut to got
the exporifBcut turned on to take nomo temper at uco roacUnqs of the
eKperinent while the paylond bay v^nn oriented tov>'ard5> the Sun*
At 7 days, 7 hour 26 ninuten mission elapsed time this is
Marshall Spacelc\b Operationn.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston* We*re in a fa^'^ly
long LOS period, v/e lost signal some time ago at the Merritt
Island land station and it'll be another 40 minutes before we
acquire air to ground again. Everthings quiet aboard the Orbi ter
as well as quiet here in the Mission Control Center* The Plight
Director during this LOS period got a briefing from the weather
officer cmd was essentually told that there's a front eipproaching
the west coast, they expect the front to cross through Kdwards by
Wednesday. Although that time is marginal, that front may cause
gusty winds, they expect that the front, v;hen It passes by
Edwards will have a couple of days of clear weather , but they're
of course not able to tell how much water that front might leave
behind as it goes by Edwards, And th? crew has been advised, or
is being advised of that weather promanificat Ions, that's very
indefinite projection yet Cor entry date. At mission elapsed
time 7 days, 7 hours, 20 minutes this is Mir.r.ion Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we're 1 minute
away from acquis it ion of signal through the TORS system and
anticipating some previously on scheduled TV, attempt to downlink
some TV during this pass. Columbia's on its 119 orbit of the
Earth. Mission elapsed time presently 7 days, 8 hours, 4

minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Spacelab this Is Marshall Operations through TDRS,
how do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Michael we copy loud and clear, over.

CAPCOM Real good^ how's everything going?

SPACECRAFT Through with F02, (garble) in cycles.

CAPCOM Real good, we copy you're through with F02A, hope
you got a bunch of good runs, and wonder how things look over at
the MSDR.

SPACECRAFT Things look study at the MSDR and no flashing OPS
yet.

CAPCOM Okay we understand, it shouldn't be too long though
before you get your flashing OPS lamp.
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SPACECRAFT Do that ^ and if you have a couple of minutes to
Chuch Omens therei we can give him a quick report F02A.

CAPCOM Okay, we're going to bring up Chuck Omens, who I'm
sure will have a few questions about the F02A run. And we're
going to take care of dumping your VITR number 1 for you. Okay,
can you give me the dumping (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT We're dumping now.

CAPCOM Space lab, 102.

SPACECRAFT Say that again.

CAPCOM Can you give me a dump?

SPACECRAFT Roger, yes roger, we copy you loud and clear, are
you ready for a dump on the dumping?

CAPCOM We ready, Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, okay, the initial sensations after the
dumping were that the sensor yaw went away very rapidly when we
dumped and at least for me when I brought me head back up I had
just a very very weak sense of rotation, it was less charm then
we had on the ground. The first rotor , okay the sensation of
first rotation we marked with a push of the event marker and Owen
is tunning around 30 seconds after we stopped, I'm not sure what
my times were.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT "^^ One Other good pTeee o!<ay, one other good piece of
^

news is, I checked the recorder #1, maybe I didn't have the power
switch turned on before and it seems to be working fine now.

CAPCOM Good news thank you.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ..Byron told me the same thing you did.

SPACECRAFT Dumping to the right, dumping to the left, and then

one in each direction, without dumping, is that correct now

Chuck?

CAPCOM That's affirmative Owen.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marsh .U Operations, we're with

you for another 5 minutes, but after we've gone LOS, you're

welcome to use the entire tape on VITR number 1, there is a full

55 minutes there for recording any of this TV information that

you like. We'll be able to dump as much as .you can record on our

next pass.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

p»0 The next step of the exoeriraent, Lichtcnberg is now

being rotated to the left, and the little white pouch that he s

wearing around his waist is an event marker, he's able to

indicate when he stops rotation, and also when he pitches his

head forward. And, as in the first run, 5 seconds after stop of

JotatiSnrLichteSberg will pitch his head forward to ^is chest

hold it for 5 seconds anci then move his head errect and hold that

position for 50 seconds.

CAPCOM And, Spacelab, we'd like to have you start your

tape recorder number 1. Disregard, we've already got it on.

CAPCOM Spacelab, 102 for Owen. If you have time to repeat

the one where that bearing broke out, please do so.

"
CAPCd>r^^^^^^^~^'

1027'^ " the "bUnd for Please

repeat the run In which the BRS bearing broke out if you have

time. No need to acknowledge.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I did get your signal on
^,^^^1^ is

thought you were watching me, so I got that. A"*^'
^J®.

there is no foot restraint on that side to help catch him.

We lost our video down here.

And, Spacelab, we'll see you at (garble)

CAPCOM Yeah, looks tricky

so you're on your own.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Okay. I thought (garble)

SPACECRAFT That's fine.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 7 ^ays 7

hours 23 minutes mission elapsed time. LOS with Space lab through

tracking and data relay satellite. Anticipate reacquiring again
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thcouqh TDHS about 41 1/2 minutes. Should have both S-Band voice

communicationr. as well as high rate data down trom the Spacecraft

thfough the K-band. During this last pass, we received some

downlink television of experiment 102. The nastagmus dumping

portion of thit experiment, and Dr. Chuck Oman from MIT war, voice

enabled, and worked with the crew as they went through that

exoeriment. It's another vestibular series of experiments and

this particular experiment is looking at phenomenon known as

nastagmus, aud it is motion of the eye that when an individual is

rotated, apparently the vestibular system tends to attempt to

steer the eye to enable him to see. This occurs even when the

eve is closed. There is a phenomenon that when once this

rotation starts, for the first several seconds, this nastagmus

iiil oScur and then it will tend to stop. However, once the

rotation stops the naotagmus reoccurs again. In on®. g^^^Y^ty, it

th^ subiect just holds his head still, ultimately this will tend

to damp oSt.^ However, if the subject almost immediately pitches

his head forward, it tends to stop inimodiately . This experiment

is designed to take a look at that phenomenon m ^J^JJ
gravity

environment. Also, during this pass, BUI Taylor of the space

experiments with particle excellerators research team here in tne

payload control center spoke with the crew about the operations

with that experiment during the hot test primarily DUSt to get

the experiment turned on to take some temperature

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM for your water dump which is 9:30, we're going to
I

go back to normal on air control and then dump to 0.

? SPACECRAFT I don't see a water dump at 9:30.
I

t CAPCOM Okay, sorry about that, we'll check on it, stand
t by, ^

^ •

I

I SPACECRAFT Not that we shouldn't do one Mary, I just haven't
t seen one there.

I CAPCOM Okay, we're checking on it for you. It was changed
I

and moved back from 10:30 to 9:30 and we're trying to find out'
where (break) for you and v;hat we^ro doing in this set up, we're
going to dump to zero, to try to get the gaB out of the tank,

SPACECRAFT Okay, SO you want me to go ahead and go to high
temp on the red?

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster, and we're sorry on the cap up
date, we didn't say anything about that, and it might have been a
problem, but we're checking.

SPACECRAFT Okay, but did you want to go high temp anyhow?

W CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we're there.

CAPCOM And Brewster, thanks alot we'll give you this loop
to the guys in the back.

SPACECRAFT Okay,

PAD While Lichtenberg is using his seat belt

—

CAPCOM Number 2 has some very nice live TV down here*

I CAPCOM Byron, when you do the dumping runs, we'd like you

SPACECRAFT He can't hear you Chuck, he cannot hear youi he
oesn't have his headset on, so you tell me if there's any

change.

CAPCOM Sure, just tell him to make a note of what happens
to his sensation when his head goes down and he brings his head
back up. Does his yawl sensation increase? We'd also like to
know if there's any problems with localizable sound cues. Copy?

I ("\ SPACECRAFT It's (garble)
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CivPC0'-1 iMS2, '02, aloo wo'cl lixe /Oi> if /ou have ! ime i do
a repe.-a- O! s; !p 3 o. your checklhit foi rotation to thi le£t,
with no pitcluag h?.'ad movendt, c; ^,iy?

SPaCi-x;raft Stc-p 3 it* cepeat Cor a riyiit cotatio i vnt h nc
pitcuing he* I :novem-'»nt , ;•<> you .Vcint to --"(o it to tho left-?

CAPCOM i'eah< v;o war- 1 to cor.!*? out of thir wit h tv;o run
wit., no p ;^ ' hoc.d movontsot, o; j to t'tH' rigSt and ti -n on>' o
Ic f t , copy ,

SPA<.u-:'.:j.Ar-"p Two runn, me to the riqht v; j t h no p i tch i nq and <.ti«
to the £t wi;.h no

;
itCiWi^fj.

'I

Th'si 's riff irm, hnd on both of lS>osa tuns, Byron
shoui.5 Dush the butt- .>n wr.on his pont-rot.i iiory nenfiation
disapiH'ars. And thijs ' i-, call u.j if yr tt hav.; f/roMomG.

GPA'..f:;i'HAFT O'ay, arc yon go >.q to watch? Hey vnic cal ibr,- 1 ion
IB coifiplete, EOG calibration.

CAPCOM Copy.

i^AO Lichtonboivi now rot t i «.vi ?u-: the bl md f >ld v/hioh
he'll, v/ear during thio exparii:; r,t. ih; ' ; just comol. te.i - he
caliarni ion vUoce he look.'s at a ^: 1. ibcat : •. point' and t a mover
his oy(?y loft, right, up and dowr. into the center to ga . n
cal3i->ration of t.h-? oloci- • o.i ; and ^ho dat a coniino fcom ! ho&o
elc rtrodes around hir. eyeu. it's a preliminary stop to actually
doing tho oxporimeac. And iri i.h ; oxi i;r inien ',. , t h'^ subiect v;^ ars
the acceleramoters unit; on front o/ i for.-^hf^ad ^ >s^eid of ' ' '=>

beck. Byron nov inr;talliiu3 the blind Cold. LicSit nbery bein'"
rotated about 120 d.-jrees per r,ocond, firct to the ; iqht, thi<>
rotation goes on i-?;: aV>out 60 soconds, w'.jich tim.-> t£u» sy tcm willbe stopped as quickly ac possible.

CAPCOM S:>acelab 102, did you guyr, <)..t a calihr ition in theatt end cone beiore we slartt;d tiiis run? 'j'h-uik you.

Spacecraft we did. do you want that ci;i,r>ing on t? c> first r.in
or did you want to do without dumpituj to bevj.n with.

CAPCOM No you did it fine. We saw Byron a little bit late
on the button push, but that's okay.

SPACi:CRAFT_ {qarble) Byron told n,- the same thiiig :.hat you
did. Dumping to tiie right., dumping to tho left, ar.d then one in
each direction without du;upiiif) is that rori.oct, now luck.

CAPCOM That's afiirmativc, Owen,

END OF TAPK
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SPACECRAFT ' .VJe can't, coivd!: the (qa?: -rlo) ' withoiit 'the •

(qarble)

notes i\o we havL- to do it by .'^r>t im;-: t ion /

SPACBCRAi'^r If* s .been ;on; the 'Wall here, tot days ' arid
,

i tJ> *
we

can't: find' if,.

GAPCOM, Owen, Chuck Oman psss:es up ; to
,

you *

,

SPACECRAFT '

. .
Qmt back t,o you*

CAPCCm' . thinks it mig.ht^be. in the bar, on. the bar, on

the
.
ass • 0k4y we copy yoo f.ound ,it..

CAPCOM Sp-acelab, ,

this is mtnhnli OPS... We still show.

flashing opfi.lamp oH 'the. MOF. Oid you .give the rosvime and IE •not

could you do it please?

•S'^CECftArf' .'Yt'S^. vy^e" did gi've it an MHF resunie. 54 72. Want'

another o^ne

•

CAPCOM Yes, I juess, I. guess need another one Owen* Thank

.you very much.

SPACECRAFT {Garb.1^0- I didn't put tho enter after it so, I

now have • given it a. double 54 72, Should I erase that and do- it

0vet ., foi: you?

CAPCOM Yeu, I think we need enact syntax* (Garble)., yes

we're still seelnq a flash.

SPACECRArr ley Mike, .

what do you want to do to erase the two

54 72s?

'CAPCOM Okav , I * 11: check wi th ,300 to^'^^ee ' which^' button "it IS"""
"

that d.eclares a given entry invalid.. Owen, what we need is an,

error and a rapc^at, .1 believe there » s but ton there calLed

etror* Yes^ oka.y* We see you nodding*

SPACEC..SAFT Okay, and you want resume MHF enter.

CAPOOM . / mm, need resume MHF enter. That * s, cor rect* ,

SPACEGRAPT Steady ops.,

CAPCOM Hey, real, good Owen • Thanks very much. We,Ml log
,

fe,t>e .time.

..CMCm ' S.pacelab, 102 for Owen*,

SPACECRAFT
,

10,2*
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/ CAPCOM Owen, just checkinq. Want to make sure that you

W both have reviewed message 107 v;hich I think is in your flight

data file from the last uhift.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll have to go look up 107 and vie ...

PAD Voice of Chuck Oman here in the science monitoring

area. One of the experiment' 102 principal investigators, Byron

Lichtenbecg strapping into the body restraint system.

SPACECRAFT Chuck , your microphone has alv/ays been bad

everytime we've heard you talk. You're a muffled voice. It's

possible you ought to change with somebody who's got a better

mike there if you're going to be talking and also can you give us

a clue as to what's on 107. We don't remember it.

CAPCOM Roger, Ov/en. Stand by one.

SPACiiCRAFT That sounded a little bit better that time.

CAPCOM Spacelab, 102 for Owen. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Clear

.

CAPCOM Good. Message 107 is essentially asking you to

{ indicate when the questions are - Does post rotational head yaw

W continue when your head goes down on the dumping runs. Copy.

SPACECRAFT I missed part of it Chuck. Your transmission is

much better now. That's a better microphone and that's something

to do about post rotational yaw but I'm sorry I missed part of

it.

CAPCOM Okay, I'll read it again when you're ready.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg in the process of wiring up the

electrodes around his eyes to measure eye movement or nystagmus

during this experiment.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT <garble) Houston?

CAPCOM Roger, this is Houston calling Columbia on air-to-

ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mary.

CAPCOM Roger Brewster, we'd like to get you set up for

water dump here so we'd like you to take your rod controller out

temp to high now.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, then what are we going to do?

CAPCOM Roger Brewster , well at the normal dump time for

your water dump which is 9:30, we're goincj to qo back to normal

on the red controller and then dump to zero.

SPACECRAFT I don't cce a water dump at 9-30,

CAPCOM Okay, sorry about that, >/*=>• 11 check on it

.

Standby.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ..stowing some of the fluid physics hotdwafe in one

of the stowage drawers..

CAPCO.M Sp.icelab, Byron that's a great picture, but my

heart stopped when I saw you leave my balls floating in mid air.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I didn't know what to with them, I had iny

hands full, so I thought I'd just leave them right there.

CAPCOM They behaved very well.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a question on how this gets stowed. I

think I understand.

PAO Owen Garriott beginning to set up for the 102

experin-ont, he has the body restraint system, that he's beginning

to unstow, that is similiar to a legless chair, in which the

subject sits. That chair, or body restraint system is actually

a part the European vestibular experiment equipment, however it's

shared here with the NASA sponosred experiment..

SPACECRAFT . .without our blood work kit here, wo had to use a

syringe and a needle to get the fluid out of the FTM reservoir

and then transfer it into your syringe.

CAPCOM I think you've performed miracles in ingenuity,

congratulations, thanks a million.

PAO During the experiment that Garriott's setting up

for at this time, one crewaiember will sit in the body restraint

system. .

.

CAPCOM And spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for Byron,

anytime between now and the 7 o'clock resume of the MHF, you're

go to press the oump I interrupt button, in order to cut in the

second pump. We're going to do this MHF pump with both water

pumps running.

PAO And the subject is outfitted with electrodes around

his eyes. That data will provide information on eye movement as

the chair is rotated 360 degrees. On Earth there is a tendency

as an individual is rotated, even with his eyes closed, for the

eyes to attempt to adjust to that rotation by attempting to track

in the opposite direction. If on Earth however after that

rotation' is stopped, the individual pitches his head .. this

phenomena tends to damp out after a few seconds, however, when

the rotating motion is stopped, it tends to return and gradually

damp out, however, if the subject were to almost immediately

pitch his head forward, that tends to stop this eye motion.

Investigators want to look at this phenomena m a zero gravity,

environment.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for Byton* VJhile
you're here in the a£t end cone, it you could pitch the aft
camera downward about 5 degrees, that would got the overhead
lights out of the view of the camera and give us a better picture
of what's going on,

CAPCOM That*s real good, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT (garble) any hands?

CAPCOM That's pretty impressive- Byron,

PAO Floating through the field of view a few seconds
ago, one of the reservoirs which hold the fluid, used in the
fluid physics module, Lichtenberg stowing another one of those
reservoirs in the stowage drawers at this time. And Byron
Lichtenberg stowage a second fluid physics reservoir in another
of the stowage containers.

SPACECRAFT You guys ready for some (garble)

.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, the 300 team
says you can go ahead with that resume MIIF at this time.

u
SPACECRAFT Okay, it'B in work.

CAPCOM And we see it's in work.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg practicing ring toss with the
body restraint system.

SPACECRAFT Momentarily replaced the (garble) .

.

SPACECRAFT " We can't count the (garble) do it per my
estimation.

SPACECRAFT (garble) we can't find it.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Momentary dropout.

SPACECRAFT For Mike Haines.

CAPCOM Mike Hainos. I'm not sure (garble) enabled.

SPACECRAFT Yos, you got through, Mike^ We got it set up here
and we* ve been able to go through the (garble) without 3 to 4
times. Do I need 2 good ones in here. The camera ran pretty
steadily, it's 2 frames per second and v;hat you'll have to do
probably use the where the plunger is screwed in to - where the
threads on the plunger is so revved in, it's probably your best
mark because the edge of the piston is not visible. And v;e got
several good runs where it took up to about 2 minutes before the
lense breaker to form, over.

CAPCOM All that sounds absolutely great, Byron. Thanks a
million and incidently, all the official gravity has created some
interest down here too.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Marshall Ops for Byron. v?e have some good news.
Evidently your 321 sample set up is -v/orking great. You can
expect to have to give your next resume at about 7 hours. We'r^
also getting real live TV from Spacelab modules and its looking
just terrific. We see floating around in there and if you can
give the MHF it's the next resume at about 7 hours, you'll be go
for your first silicon rod melts at about 8 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copy, Mike. And if guys can see, here's
the setup from my (garble). In the portable photo flood light
and we've got Mikes apparatus set up and a couple clamps and 16
millimeter camera above it with the eye piece so we have a very
nice viewing set up and all I have to do is first go in and take
a look at the (garble) and then come down here and very carefullv
adjust the fluid by a flick of the fingernail or so.

CAPCOM We've got a beautiful picture of you, Byron* I
just wished that I was there with you.

SPACECRAFT We wish you were up here too, Mike. We just
(garble) I think you might have some good data here.

CAPCOM Splendid.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) are you satisfied with this data or do you
want to try something with the applications test?
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.
Receiving downlink telf^vi sion froin i'vid'> m-.nabitable modulo of Byron Lichtenbery working with tho

CAPCOM And ignore that 19 error message, Spocolah.

, .

Working with Mike Haines experiment 'rh-,»-something of an (garble) that wan put together 'K'^o thepayload control center. "

CAPCOM And Spacelab, thio •arshall 0ns i^o'min on you guys, we're getting a real goSS iookrye^ th.n?^Byron. Getting a real good look at Mike Haines setu^.'
SPACECRAFT Sound good and for Mike's future reference thi'-, i^.film magazine number 72. That (garble) ASA 400 film.

"

CAPCOM That will be film magazine number 72.

CAPCOH I'll be right there (garble).

CAPCOM And SEPAC for Spacelab. We're ready to do a
turnoff now. We'd like the lu DEP OFF and charge you inhibit.

CAPCOM Thank you very much, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Through with the application test now?

CAPCOM And Owen, we'd also like to have you remove the
ECAS on SEPAC.

~' Owen Garriott just finishing some SEPAC
housekeeping data gathering, primarily to look at the SEPAC
instruments on the pallet.

CAPCOM And Owen, one question from the 01 PI. Did you
photograph of the Shuttle glow last night?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Okay, we thank you.

Byron Lichtenberg in the process of dismantling the
experiment developed by Dr. Haines, following the completion of
that experiment activity.

CAPCOM Spacelab this is Marshall Ops. Although you people
all ready have a flashing OPS lamp for the MHF, we don't want you
to give that resume until about 7:00, nor we don't bring up the
heat too early on that furnace. So if you hold off til about 7,
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that'll center things nicely for the following AOS pass and v;e*ll
havt Or, loirr ht^^re*

SPACECEArT Okay.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg res towing some of the fluid
physics hardware in one oZ the stowage drawers

•

CAPCOM Space Icib, Byron it's a great picture ^ but my heart
stopped when I saw you leaves my balls floating in mid air

•

SPACECRAFT Are you telling (garble), I didn't know what to do
with them, I had both hands full so I thought I'd just leave them
right there,

END OP TAPE
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p^O life scientist experiments with another segment oC

experiment 102. This being the nystagmoua dumping experiraent.

we should reacquire just under 12 minutes. This is Marshall

Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 7 days 6

hoars 31 minutes, mission elasped time. Standing by now, just

under a minute 1/2 for reacquisit ion of signal through the

tracking and data relay satillite. We're anticipating both S-

band communication as well as high rate data through the KU-

band. And during this pass, the crews scheduled to be doing some

life sciences operations, with experiment 102 the nystagmoua

dumping portion of that experiment. Presently the orbitcr at the

apex of its 118th orbit of the earth.

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, we have you for

about 49 minutes through S-Band.

SPACECRAFT Okay fine, Byron is working on SPM still and I'm

just maybe nystagmous exchange and about to get that thing

started.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen, we copy, we also have 02 enabled. If

you have some questions for them Owen, and then also Chuck Omen

is also enable on the 102.

SPACECRAFT Okay» if we could delay just a little bit on

getting started with SEPAC here, it may not take too long to get

the MHF started again.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

CAPCOM Just keep ignoring these RAU skip messages.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT Okay, the MHF as been resumed and I'm ready to tall;

with the SEPAC PI.

CAPCOM Go ahead, this is SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT any suggestions on what was wrong with the depth

not ready.

CAPCOM We're showing the depth ready yes, and experiment

OPS Owen at the present time, do you have it running Owen.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Very good.

SPACECRAFT (garble) I never rolled the SEPAC task cap and it's
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still showing depth ready no.

CAPCOM We're shov. ' ng depth ready yes down here.

CAPCOM And Spa' dab we have live TV in the orbiter by and

we'll be looking at y^u in just a moment.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, SEPAC, would you go to chargers

enable.

SPACECRAFT {garble)

SPACECimPT Bill, (garble) camera 1 is set up if guys want to

turn that one on.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, camera 1 is set up,

SPACECRAFT I (garble) the set up Cor the fluid physics module,

looks great. In fact I still don't see any depth ready.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen we copy that you don't have depth ready,

on 02. Spacelab this is SEIPAC, could we have chargers enabled
please.

SPACECRAFT (garble) when you asked a moment ago, I immediately

enabled chargers, and no change on my display.

CAPCOM Oh, it's the same down here. Okay, were interested

in doing lU depth Owen, occasionally so that we can get our

temperatures and our batteries voltages in the HRM data stream.

SPACECRAFT Mike,. .the lU dei>th .
is. on and chargers are enabled

. .

at this time.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations, we've

been receiving some downlink television from the Spacecraft,

momentarily drop out.

SPACECRAFT (garble) for Mike Haynes.

CAPCOM Mike Haynes, I'm not sure that I'm enabled.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, you got through Mike. We've got you set up

here and we've been able to go through the entries (garble) about

3 or 4 times—

-

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM • •opa for Byron, you •re go for.

•

PAO And CAPCOM Mary Cleave , here in the mission control
center, UHF only available at Yarragarlee. Acquisition of signal
will be in 3 minutes duration of that pass will be 6 1/2
minutes. And during the TDRS pass there is some difficulty
getting good S-Band lock, and the INCO here in the mission
control center , quite frankly can* t figure out why there wasn't a

good signal if.idway into that TDRS pass, they switched to the
Bermuda ground station and they got a good signal from Bermuda
indicating the orbiter systems were (garble) so presumably, the
problem is located at an antenna pointed at Whi te Sands , and they
are just going to carry that as a debriefing item to discuss on
the conclusion of the mission. We Ml have AOS with the orbiter
in 3 minutes, at 7 days 5 hours 55 minutes, mission elapsed time,
this is mission control Houston,

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston, with you over Yarragadee
for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAB^' Hi Mary, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too Brewster, got anything
for us?

SPACECRAFT I was trying to (garble) a flow, I want to look
down towards the 950 a little bit more, and sure enough, it takes
off in the wrong direction. It * s a real strange system.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT When-- we get good^-eoverage again ^ and you can watch
it, I think I Ml try and ease it down there a little bit more.
But it seems like when you activate it it takes off in the wrong
direction first, and then finally ends in the right direction.
But I havenM reached that point yet on the second try.

CAPCOM Roger, and EECOM would like to take a look at that.

SPACECRAFT I bet he would, I'd like him to look at it.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we'll be calling you on air
to ground one over Guam, cause we have something that you and the
guys (garble) listen to together on this update (garble)
computer . And that would also be a good time, if you wanted to
set it up, (garble) look at it.

SPACECRAFT Over Hawaii?

SPACECRAFT Over Guam I mean, is that what you said?
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CAPCOM That's aEfirraative over Guam, and that be 6 plus

12, that's our next pass,

CAPCaM Columbia, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,

we'll see you ovot Guam at 6 plus 12, starting on air to ground

one.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, see you 6 plus 12 on air to ground one.

p^Q This is mission control Houston, we've lost sigr.ul

through Yarragadee, we'll reacquire in 7 minutes, through Guam at

which time the mission audio will carry the air to ground one

transmissions, which is going to include an advisary from the

mission control center to both the Spacelab and Columbia crews.

Mission elapsed time 7 days 6 hours 5 minutes, this is mission

control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 7 days 6

hours 12 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by now for

reacquisition of signal through the Guam ground tracking

station. That pass about 4 minutes in length. Orbiter now on

the ascending node, orbit 118,

CAPCOM .,air to ground one.

SPACECRAFT Spacelab is with you Mary,..

CAPCOM Okay, we have just one little note on the

experimental computer time switch, you were briefed on the MTU

fix that appears in the CAP, and we just wanted to let you know

we're going to start working that here over Guam, so you will

probably get some messages, as the EECOM switches the real-time

clock V ,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM is to improvise

SPACECRAFT It's after, I*m not sure thov^e , howovor, they
might have corno about the same time I wrote tlv: task in in the
manual fonn*

CAPCOM Okay. Whau we'd like you to do is take a look at
the G2S page and let '

s

, it you could read us off a lew
tejnpecatut'e£> -hiit*d be helpful • We don't have the KCIO data down
.here* ,

,

SPACJ2CRAPT (Garble) • The data is misning on 02S.

CAPCOM Say again Owen.

SPACKCRAFT Data Is missing^ just Mike on the 02S paye over.

CAPCOM Rog. I don't think wo know what that inoan.s.

SPACiiCRAi'^T Sorry y if we don't have any data the letter M for
MiKe a? ooars and so we have no data tliat nhows up on 02 sierra
page, 'M^r

.

CAPCOM We understand. Thank you.

CAPCOM And vSpacclab, this is Marnhall OPS for Bycon.
you ' re go for saraple changeout and starting 3 21.

CAPCOiM And Spacelab be adviseo that missing data is

because of the RAU problems v;e're having. We* re scratching our
heads and hopefully we'll get back with' you on the next pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll just have to — probably toes out SSPAC
then and pick it up again on the next rev because there's no way
I can proceed without getting the RAU and there's no way to
communicate.

CAPCOM Yes, back out of the SEPAC and go ahead and do the
AEPI Ov/en and we'll be back with you

.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 7 days, 5

hours , 51 minutes mission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
through the tracking and data relay satellite witi Spacelab.
Anticipating reacquisit ion through the tracking and data relay
satellite in approximately 41 minutes and v;e here in the Payload
Control Center anticipate reacquiring again, however, in the
meantime through the Guam ground tracking station in just under
21 minutes on rev 118. During the last acqusition of signal, the
Spacelab continued in the hot test attitude and solar physics
experiments mounted out on the pallet were in an attitude in
which thoy could gather data. Most of their data scheduled to be
gathered during the last few days of this mission as the Orbiter
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ball^o and the r^yringc

CAPCOM Okay, 1:' * :> a v>on<lcJ Tul jo!), >V/ro-n 'rhank yon

very much and I hop-^ O'ot som- joy. it nor^siblA that I

just have a v;oro in y^^^iu. oar vv^hi lo you r c domg tlj.ilr

SPACLICkAFT Sure, qo ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, the idea that v;c havo in mind is to improvise

and (gatble) foe the FPM Uf:iina the circular disk which is on the

top of the syringe which you're using now and in order to that

you'll need soine'moans oC fixing it to a 40 millinietcr front

plate. Maybe you got some doublcr>idcd tr^pe that you can ur;e and

pierce a hole in the iidddle of the feedi^ipe. If you're able to

that , then there is a 30 millimeter rearplate of John' n 329 30

milliiaeter plate which you can use for a rear plate. The

(garble) has 2 30 milliraeter disks and you will stand a chance of

growing a cylindrical zone and if you can, then we'd be very

interested if you could grow the longest por,sible cylindrical
column,

SPACECRAFT Okay, but now you're okay, I understand. I could

use your front plate with the reservoir, 1 don't understand that.

Qh ^COM Yes, you would have to use a flight (garble) I

su,>: '>-c* But the point iz that (garble) dir,k on the top of my

syriiigc io up a count and might have a sharp enough edge to

secure the edge, of
,
the maniscus* .

.
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ilPhCi^CKhif'i: Okay, ^:>ut, how do r <iot t;h:. fluid in there? ^i=nn\,

the prcbloia^ Mikc^.

CAPCOM 01\ f sou r y , J. ut i .'^ r eaci yoii . I t.hon^j \\ I you :3vi i cl you
havo a re^.'CMrvoi r .

S: AC.v':RAr'i' well I dn a leseivoir I s^'id i€ I ur.e yoU'-r: nr; c\

front, platOi (G<jrbl'?) '^j.'^l l\)o fluid fr».>'; V),' r vox r t!\ro\uj!i

t h o ho 1 e in y o\i r r> y r j n o e •

CAPCOM Okay, you need to q^t so:ao cloublo liidod sticky tape
and s o i. t t c> s t i c !; t h e ( cj a r b .1 o ) d i g k t c> t Vi c e a t: c o f 1: l i o 4 0

milliiaetor dusk and then pierce a hol.o Ihr-'oiigh t>\.^ middles UGinrj
tho screv; liolo in my disk as a n-v^w Iccdho.lr.

.

SPAC*vCRAFT Oh, okay^ vary c3.ovor no^\ I unclear. vand

,

CAPCOM Okay, I'ra suro it: yon. look nf it: youM. } nOv? v,'!icO

moaiP. And il: you nood it, I can (\ivo yon a ratio ol: fror/: nI<0:o
to j:ear pla.to i>ociiliori in ordor to gtov; l,h*a 30 millirneter
cy3. Indricai zone* You sr*iOuld u;;o a ror.l plate -

Sy^ACECRAPT (Garblo) . That*;; o!:ay, thvt nurahorn are really
(c^w:!)l e) iiiv/iaore afid i t' • s ea^>y just t:o look at it and vA-^.tch what:

! i u [)p c
* i I s i. r J J K \ j I i a I . t i i [> i. c*c o acoo i: kHh cj 1. y

.

CAt'COM Okay^ I aoroa, that'n Cine.

SVACi'lCRAF-^T Marstuall Ops, from Spacelal). I got the lU n::P ON,
I did checl: that the DKP v;aa OP and I'm not gatting a DEP ready.

CAPCOM Me copy. And thanks for going (garble) you* re
ef Cot ts (garble)

.

CAPCOM Spacela!>, this in Marnhall OpG Cor Ov;en. We're
going to enable the SKf^AC people and they have some quontions for
you concerning v;hat you might r.eo on display 02 Sierra. V^e

understand you are going to got that DKP ready mensage and v;e

suspect it*r. a RaU coxanunicat ion irj our problem.

CAPCOM SpaCGlab, this is SEPAC tor Owen.

SPACi^lCRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM First , Owen. Are you saying anything on your false
summary page? It looks like these GMLIO errors and a DEP
ini t ializing error

.

SPACECRAFT Well, yes we have 3 10 errors and a DEP 14 error
that occurred about 4 4 minutes 4 9 seconds after . I'm not sure^
those however

, they might have come up about the same time I

wrote the task in the manual form.
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CAPCOM OKay, what like ycni to do i;^ take y look ;:t;

the 0? il pay

tlN'D OF TAr^i:
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SPACECl^PT Okay, quick upclatcr; for Miko llaynes here* We*ve
got

CAPCOM Byron, Mike Haynes,

SPACECRAFT We've got some fluid in here Mike but we still have
yes we still have, there's still a bubble in the syringe.

It's really difficult to work with • I've got the apparatus
together and we go try and set you up a light now to camera ari
see what v;e can do,

CAPCOM Okay, I think the best thing is to go with the
bubble. We can live with it. Good luck with the photography.
I know quite a few people who will be very pleased to see my
bowls in orbit.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacolab, Marshall OPS for Owen.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Bill.

CAPCOM Yes, you probably haven't started on that message
116 yet but we need for you to make sure that you chock that the
SEPAC DEP is op'd before you start into the procedure. That's
oscar pappa.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll do that. Make sure it's op'd and no I

haven't started because the SAL is just about down to the point
where I can extend the table again. I '11 finish that and then go
ahead v/ith these 2.

CAPCOM Okay we understand Owen and we'll be monitoring
what you're doing down here on the ground. We've got good data.

SPACECRAFT The 19A is throwing power status message in

addition to all those RAU skip messages Bill. You're probably
reading them just as fast as we are.

CAPCOM Yes, we're working those Owen.

CAPCOM We see them Owen. Gosh. We also have message from
the experiment 21 group that if and when you get a chance they
would also like to know if their item 17 is enabled. They hope
it's enabled so that there EGAS can be driven by the STL.

SPACECRAFT Stand by. 17 sequence load roads inhibit.

CAPCOM Okay, could you please toggle that to enable?

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM Thank you very much Owen.

SPACECRAFT Houston in the MOCR from Spacelab. We're ready to
begin the outer hatch extension here again.

CAPCOM Say again Owen.

SPACECRAFT We wanted to let you know we' re up to the opening
of the outer hatch and the extension <

f. the table again.

CAPCOM And you got a go for that Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Brewster. We're down here and Owen's
(garble) to unlock it. Okay Brewster, here he comes. Okay,
v/e're open Brewster and the table will be coining out shortly.
Okay, here comes the table. Table's out.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We imagine
you've ignored the 17A error message.

SPACECRAFT That's true.

CAPCOM Yes, we don' t want you to do anything on that and
Owen we have one more change for that message 116. We have an EM
timeline sierra oscar 2 india zero zero.

SPACECRAFT And that's the power lino for the SEPAC CFO.

CAPCOM yes, that's for the hot test configuration for
SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and you also mentioned to me that you wanted
the lU DEP on I believe. Standby here just a moment.

CAPCOM We want you to make sure and check that it is op'd,
Oscar pappa.

SPACECRAFT That's right. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Owen, that should be. Correction, that should
be an S zero 2 india zero zero.

SPACECRAFT Sierra zero 2 india zero zero, with me Bill? With
roe Bill?

CAPCOM Yes we are Owen,

SPACECRAFT You said Sierra zero 2 india zero zero.

CAPCOM Sierra zero 2 india zero zero.

SPACECRAFT Roger.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Marshall OPS, Spacelab PS2 here for the
material science people, Mike Haynos.

CAPCOM I'm with you Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike, we've go ...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM •.copy that and we'll give you back to. • .

PAO ..minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 7 clays 5

hours mission elapsed time, standing by now for the reacquisition
of signal chrough the tracking and data relay satellite. This
will be a 49 minute pa^s, and been reported that we may not
acquire right on time.

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, we've got you at
Bermuda for about 7 minutes*

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for

about 7 minutes through Bermuda.

SPACECRAFT Okay Billy.

CAPCOM And we got some traffic for Owen when he has a

chance.

SPACECRAFT I've got a minute here before I have to go look at

the SAL again.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd like for you to do message number 116,

that's for experiments 2 and 3, for prep for the hop test,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I think we got it up here, is there, I'll

take a look at it in a moment, I've already looked at it, but not

recently.

CAPCOM And Byron, we have Mike Haynes enabled.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, I just wondered v/hether you had any
comments so far on the 339 trial.

SPACECRAFT He's got his hands full of silicon oil and spoons,
and quite a few other items.

CAPCOM I can understand.

SPACECRAFT I'm still working on trying to get fluid in this

little syringe Mike.

CAPCOM Is the air bubble the problem?

SPACECRAFT Looks like he's got some there.
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CAPCOM Okay, Owen we're just relying on yout (garble)

skills.

SPACECRAFT Okay Marshall, Spacelab here for Mike Fiaynes

.

Mike, I've got a syringe of about Smm of your (garble) fluid, and

I'm about to try to put it into your other syringe because it

seems like we've lost all of our oil out of there.

CAPCOM Okay Owen, I understand filling one syringe from

another, that is a good idea.

SPACECRAFT It's the only one I can think of. You should of

pulled out your (garble) procedure.

CAPCOiM That's just about what we're following.

CAPCOM And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops, wonder what the

status of the MSDR facility is?

SPACECRAFT It's all up and running Mike, everything looks

good, and the UHF is ready for me to change the sample out.

CAPCOM Fantastic. That is very good news Byron. _
Sometime

when you have your hands clean and have a chance to do it, you

are go for exchanging the MHF samples, and starting number 321,

that'd be particularly swell if you could get that done somehow

before 7 hours, because if you do, it's pumping down and baking

out will complete in time for some real-time TV downlink of the

silicon sample melt, which of course we'd all be excited to

see. Also, your cautioned that if you can't got it done by 7

days 7 hours, you may as well just hold off on that till a little

later, when we'll try and arrange some downlink for it. , „ .

SPACECRAFT I can get iv before 7 hours, but won't be able to

do it for a while though.

CAPCOM I understand, thanks a lot for help Byron, that's

real good news.

CAPCOM Byron, Mike Haynes, if 1 could just have a word

with you, it doesn't require a reply. What we had in mind for a

follow up for this, if you have time for this 1 hour time slot,

would be to use the little plastic disk on the end of the plunger

of my syringe of the one you just filled, it's held m by a small

brass screw, and it has an undercut H, and it would probably make

quite a good end plate, 30mm end plate for the PPM (garble)

experiment.

SPACECRAFT Mike, I'm sorry, I didn't copy any of that, I'm in

the middle of trying to transfer fluid here, stand by please.
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CAPCOM (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay a quick update for Mike Haynes here, we've got

CAPCOM Byron, Mike.

.

SPACECRAFT We've got soT.e fluid in here, we still have, there

is still a bubble in the syringe, it's really difficult to work

with, I've •>t the apparatus together, and

END OF TAPE
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SPACECHAPT Okay, I undor:;t,?.nd, th'> problcia have ir. thot
syringe doer; not ru^ein co hciVv-* very nujch oil icTt in it, I'likc*

CA PC!OM OK a y r I wo u 1 d <] u <• s s y u v;c> u 1 d n r\ c di scm e t b» i ; u; 1 1 k e ^

S cubic centimeters, but v;ork vntli v;h.it you'vo not*

Sx'ACECRAFT Yeah, lot's see---

CAPCOM Or cilternatively if you want tc; rcrfill the s/rir-* •

which might: be a tricky opcr.^tion, and I wouldn*l rccomn-.'nd it,
but the (garble) oil ava ii able to you

.

S}?AC£CRAFT Okay, which oil do you use?

CAPCOM 5 cent i-":->trokc , lentigo oil, with or without
traces, no niattcr.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I copy that.

CAPCOM Okc-iy, now that'r; great:, fitid if: you oet a cliru.ce to

get on with that during the LOr>, then 1*11 wcii t for an update* th

next time we he-ar f:iou\ you. 'i'hank very much ind:>.ul, and go^:Kl

luck*

SPACECRAK'i' Thank you, Milu», we Ml k<^op you inCormod.

CAPCOM Fan tar; tic

SPACECRAFT VJe cam CR update, the V ' ((jar bio) run is on and
things are looking good. Al] the initial up and closes are
verified Mike.

CAPCOM Terrific, that's very good news, Byron.

SPACECRAFT The Status side of where we fill it 21 of kneecap
does not seem to be responding to any time line commands. It

seems to stuck in RAV state number 9.

CAPCOM We copy RAV state number 9 for experiment 21.

CAPCOM And we Ml see you 15 minutes through S-Band, and
the data may be a little bit ratty.

SPACECRAFT All right.

PAD This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 7 days 4

hours 45 minutes mission elasped time. The loss of signal
through the Guam ground tracking station with Spacelab,

CAPCOM If this turns out to be successful, then we have,

one small, one further small task for you to do.
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CAPCOM you can i>:^ in r>o.'S i i: ioru v/?Hire you can viev/ it in
profile along the r>ph^r<,M'i wilJi back I i oht Irvcj arid with soine
Guit:iblc )u:)at)ij of: record Iriq^ eii:h<^.c can::;:: a or Vi.*U. I don't: know
v/lia t- you * ve cjo t a va i lab J o .

SPACfilCRAPT We^vc fjol a 16 iaill i omar^'cev cuid VriU Doponrl-^ on
v/hich you thiiik would give you better {q/.ejb\a) v(n:.'}, probdbj.y 16
mi ] liamme ter , but the problen is chock on the eApo;:;urc.

CAPCOM Yeah, that * s correct. hut it v;oul«i cor ta inly give
better deninltion^ and l think vs'o can accept r.omo lottitede in
the exposure, for the nake ot yoiny to cjet soine pictures;. What
we reolly need in sou\e nincjle shots,

BPACECUAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And you ensure tliat the tieJd of \-iew incliuloc; not
oiily all i'ouf spheres of the as.serably, bi;r<: also the inter ena of
the Gyrinye plunger* I neeJ to know v;hero the plunger and the
syringe i3 ot ecich .sphere okay?

SPACilCRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM Spacelab this j i-; Houston ^:.jn air-to-ground one.

SPACiJCRAFT Alright^ go uhv:\(i.

CAPCOM Roger, for Owen cibout reprenrn the .SAL, vk? see it
represGed now, we'd like you to go ahe^d and open up enter hatch,
and then ret rack it to the module, nuri remove th.or;e launch locks
pinn, though, we would like to get it ce-extentod during the hot
test.

SPACECRAFT • (garble) I'll just continue with all the procedures
until I can get it bcick to re-extended in the (garble) port is
closed.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks v;e copy that. And we'll give you back
to the guys in the back.

SPACECRAFT Okay*

CAPCOM Okay, Byron, and then after than you should proceed
in the normal way. The objective is still the same to go two or
more times around the Hysteresis loop and to locate percisely
both of the irreversible spontaneous jumps of the meniscus, but
what were going to need of course, is a great deal of manual
dexterity, I*m sure you got it, just to manually move the syringe
plunger, first of all, inwards, in a series of small straps

,

something in the order of 1 milliammeter , I suggest. And then
having gone up one side of the loop and then to v;i thdrawl in
similar small steps, and I suggest that you at least once.
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CAPCOM Miko, we're LOS.

CAPCOM Okay, didn^t realize.

PAO And duritig that, pa^^^^ through Cuaia, much of thv.
activity wan with the £luiJ physicir. nvodule* Uyron Li c'atonbc^rq on
orbit working with Pr. Mihe Haynos, here in the Paylno/i
OpoiutUnvs Control Center, to conauct an oxpor iriK?rit , that he h/ci
been developiny^ This is an expr t iinoi , or atleast a
modification to an experimont, that had originally \>>Qn cl .>sinnocl
for the misBion, not, it's one that has beoii kind of evolvincj
here in the Payload Control Center, ovc-c the past couple of
days. Do!nonstration oE the flexibility of I>;)acelah c.nu of having
scientist and ropi escntat i v*^s of scientific qro^^P of
investigators in orbit. Enable to week the U)nn di.-t/iix^'^

relation with ttieir coll<vf\ques hcie on tho around. 13 I/?
minutes roMiaininq before r eacquif^ i I ion of sigiial. At 7 oayn 4
hours 47 rainuten, mission elaspinl tViao. This is Mr:;r:>ha}l
Spacelab Ope rat ion:.;

»

EN^D OF TAPK



PAO • • , t r a c 1: 1 r ? c s t a t loa h ) a

p

o i x i i,-. :j t e 1y

CAPCOM Spacclab ir clot.ec] for 5 scciM^rl^: L()S- VJ..'*Il tr/l.k

to you :i i n i:h roaa h Guam t: 4 4 0 .

SPACECP.AFT Okciv, we M 1 check an it. Thank you.

PAO Mission Control, :,>ust.on. We've lor>t .sigPial

through Varraya^n'O, Toi>ic:-; of dir:ous.'Lon during that pass v.'eto

the uplinkcd pi:o:>c)fials l:or the additional clay;, the CKtonsion day
of the fliglU:^ and the apparent d i s.:ipp»;3ai;£iPtc:e ^ or the c^opeararK-o
of 2 extra liours in their crew activity plr.n thr.t are i^anclieduled
as to acitivitos and th^-.» TIG tin;?, time of in'/nition Cor the
ueorbi. t burn ir> repot: tod c\h beinq 9 drivs, 23 houvs and 3 minutes
mission elapsed time. Thot v/ould occnr ovi \ov 16]., T\\ot TIG
time cKp.iin i.s Mic:.H.on elai>:Jod tiiac 9:23:03, TViat's !)Cir-:N.l on
averacjo rnancuvecs between now and th;)t tiiM'-: and^ of ccajrse^ i^;,

certcnnJ.y subject, to soj.;;? c^iange aod tine tuninj Cts thut tirnc
c^ppro:ichv^^ « The Cap^nlo Co.rirnLUi icu3.o<. also p,r:k(:vi }Mc\:yter Shrw to
be su>:e that th'ii ,^ift U ;:u::t^ or the f^tt vir\7 port i:; r;lor::ed.

Thai WD:":; the port throujl) v/liieh th j downlin,': 'iV phol<.>";;:a];hy t^y

the 5JpciccIab ct ev; wpr^ ptCectod and 7:or thcM:uM.l condi t i c;n:^'.

,

par ticnlar] y whcii the vr li if ; le ' in a top i':v:\ uttitu^^r L.uch ar; it
is nov;. They kee't) that v/ii.dow cV:.>.\ed jure t:i prc^vcKt iioatinfj
inside the cabMi, or in:,; id- tliC rvD. celnb. r>o Shuttle \:ili be
as53uro, i:ea:.n^.nr irjvj thcU. that v/indo,.* ciloned in the Ixick of the
Spacer I.:- !j» Wo * ] 1 acquii.i;* oieiuel ct'eein in G ironutes thre^ucjh
Guam . We ' 1 J. record C i gu i e rr> r i^p.ioe- 1 nb a i r -to- y c ounu Ten: that
pass. Mi?jr>iori clapncd t iin^- is prer-ently 7 rh'^yi^^ 4 hourr>, 34
niinute?;. This iis Mibsion Controj , Houston.

PAO This it\ I'Vii.shDll Spc; eelab Oper c:t ions • 7 dayr., 4

hours, 38 minuter, mission eiapscd time* St^nidinq by nov; Eor
r eacquira tion of signal through t>'^? Gucun ground tracking station
in just about a minute. ,Spac€^lab oi\ orbit ]]6. During this pans
we anticipate thot Dr. Mike Ilaynon, one of the invest iqators on
the fluid pliysics inodulei will bo co-iimun icat i ng v;ith the crew and
thiri in regard to an experiment thr.t he has been developinq. An
experiraent that ntay not require, bowovot , while it being a fluid
physics experin;ent, may not require the use o£ the module for its
operation.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We have you
for 5 minutes through Guam,

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill. Got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Mike Haynes is here to discuss with you his
nent operation.

CAPC0.4 Spacelab, Byron. Mike Haynes.



out inl:-:nt. i onr. about, 33 9 wis job ir; t.-' a LI '"!..;;) t. t^j \:\\n Ih;.)^-

capill/Kcy tjxr)*:.' iraont ou 'is i ii^..^ th-". '"^'M. Aiu'l i al^.o !t-^ard yoLr-'

remark that tb:jre*r :;n aii bul)lj'ie la thc^ ^•>y i: ln<:(». 1 thitik \:o can
cope v? 1 l;h th :-i t: . VJc ^ ve son t yoii a cr ew uo l on th i s bu I i t

3vic3erit:).y hasn*t: gotten through the? r:>yntv/.ri clown hot:n. So I v/ill

juGt bci''*Lly • un throucjii the proceciuro. Yor* laay ncotl a note pad,

SPACrlCi^FT Okay*

CA^^^COM Do you havs'e note pod?

SPACi'X:RAFT VJait 1 rocond please.

CA\'COM Okay, the fli'ijt ntop 1::^ to oitiior tcy to o^ckI air
from the 5iyri i^;}0 oi: If th^t is not f'OsriibJ.o in r.crrro mav!'^** you
ca?i indi.ico .t>o:u^}' artifioial q and v.e.t the- bubble up to the plunqor
end of: tho bov;^ get it remote froro tho hol^'"' and then it probabilv
v;ort*i matter. The naxt step ic to t.ak^:^ tb-^-' r>f>h-:»rf? ar.j-onbly v.i)bs^h

may r.till bo atlr.rhed to relate A. If it i;;n*t, t!i?n \ >a should
attach it to pd.ati? A aad mariually thread tlv? nyr.ingo b-o..* into the
cpliOLe a.sGempVy, into th:;: hole thcit takes it:,

SPACECRAb'T Okay, qo ah^:ad.

CAPCOM Okay^ tho next thing is to .attempt to velcro or
otherwise tix tho asse.-nS^Iy in any convenient position where you
can view it in profile along tho spheres v*ith back lighting and
with some suitable moana of: recording either camera and/or VTR.
-I dori*t know what: you* vti got available.

SPACriCRAFT I*ve 16 nullimeter and VTR. It depend:;, on which do
you think v/ill give you better resolution. Probably IG
in ill line tor but the problem is ...

END OF TAPE



CArCCW go to >.t:cp 3, 3t(>p 2...

i>AO And t.uo oncj iiv:>o r GirnluT.T (cjai-ble) £ r cproneu.-'.ta i ve

of r hiioij, 2.1 one oi: 3 no.lar phyaic-; gxp-r im.-n ir.s btMiuj

concJuctcJ ou thia wlssion provided fs.x.va fc rouble chootinq devices

£or an apporont stuck sliutJ-cf on that expc-r imont . That*r> an

exi>'.>i:iraent that is desiqnod to rnc;asu;:e the solr:>r constant;,

hopetullv th? absolute value of the conntant with ctpntoved

ciccuracy'. Ai^d also that instrument: is designed to look at hand

measure short ter.i^ variations in the solar constvint. The

instrument ir, provided by nelqiurn, principle investiqator f:or

that instrument is Dr. Doniinick Crornnielynck . Next acqui.-ition of

f.iqnal is throuqh yarraqadeo, and therefore we anticipate no

co.iMAunications between the payload control center, and the

payload <•) e-.; onboard Spacelab, ar: it is a IJHF pa;;£! only. Our

ne>:t corr.niKU cation .should be on orbit IIG, at the Guam qnpund

trac'Krnq ;W:a'cion, in apyjroxiraav.fily lr> inmu uo.-^ . / <- !> >'

minuter,", i,ti:;.sion elapued ti):vn, this in Karr.ha"! 1 npacelr;b

Ope rat i cnf.:-

p/iO Thi;. is Miar.ion control ISour.ton, M.insion '.in iio in

confjqur<d to pick up the Ud''" pasB o^; m: Yarraesdee here,

acqulnit'on in about* 1 minute. Yarrr.ciadee is IhH;' only, there

vn.il be no Gpacelab ii i r to cround, so v,'o'll liGton '.-.o tt.e tirqht

crew tall; to the rai ronton <'ontrol cente. here. During the recent

UiIF pass, there have been (garble) to ronCirm con^-nunicntions

capability oiid at one point Columbia Piiot Brewater Shaw that he

heard some banqs and creeks and groann in the Orbiter which he

_

nas attributed to the thech\al heatinq of the luel ... Or .n tor in

the too »un attitude does absorb aub.-.tat ionally more boat to the

airframe, then when tri.?noal protcctiofi nystcsn in exposed to

sunlight. We'll have voice nioiuentar i ly at 7 dayn 'J houry /'6

minute.^., this is iiui^i^ion control Ilouoton.

CAPCOM Columbia, thin is iiour.tfrn with you throuqh

^arragadee £or 5 iriinuter-:.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Mary.

CAPCOM You too, Brewster.

SPACECRAFT And ws did receive the page 3 through 5 of. that

message, and v.'e're in the process of looking at it.

CAPCOM Okay sounds good, we're here to answer any

questions

.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, I got your numbers for the

TIG, predicted for 161 and a deorbit TIG time of 923 03, youc

orbit is predicted to be 124 by 130, but that is all based on

average maneuvers.
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SPACEC^::\i'"i' Oka/ rev 1J> 1 is the 'jMC i^-v 9 cu;yG 23 hourr; c nd 3

niinul.es ai^l 124 by i;>0, cjo'- you.

CAPCOM Coofl reciclbacl;

.

SPACECRAFT Thctnk you,

SPACECRAFT Mary •

•

CAPCOM Go ahead Drev.'stci%

SPACECRAFT iUcjhl: off the bafc, so:aet:hing catches our eyo, you
have the liand over toniorrov; raorning fconi the ted to the blue
shift, at U dw^ys and 0 hourc, and our current cap shoves ft at 7

days 22 hours, v/horo do tho extra 2 hours corar\, and what our
people suppocod to do on thor.io extra tv;o hourn?

CAPCOM Okay, v»eMI chock on that foe you.

CAPCOM Co] urab i a , th i 3 is Uourj ton , V> r cws te r , we * d 3 1 ke you
to verify that you have thv. aft viewport in tho back cloocid, and
that's back in S}^acolab.

SPACECRAFT Mary, you broki: up^ say again plf»a^;e.

CAPCOM BrewGtor, v/e'd like verification tliat tho aft
viev;port back iii Hpacelab is cloced v^e*rc 5 :->cconds LOS, v/c'll
talk to you again throug'n Guam at 4:40.

SPACiJCRAFT Okayr we'll chock on it thank yon,

PAO This is mission control HouBton, we've lost signal
through Yarragadoe , topics of dir^cuGsion through that pacs v/ere

the uplinkod proporialfs for the additional day, the extonsion
day. .

•

END OF TAPE



CATCOM Zero '

-

CAPCOM Talk about it.

SPACi^CKAb'T (Ga r ble ) i .-pr osh wovj .

CAPCOM And for Byron, you*ro about: 3 mi nutji'f, till LOS fnid

we're g ivincj the loop back to C.iC

•

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you, Mary.

CAPCOM Space lal>, ESA 21.

SPACECRAFT Co ahead, Dave, 21, Spacolub Iv^co,

CAPCOM Byron, I*d like you to qo In '/l MAb 4 In the JM/tp

for •21,'

SPACBCKAFT Okay, (yarble) I yot it.

CAPCOM Okay. At ntep 7 c^a yow conrn dftr th^^ situation
that v/o have tlie leCt sliutter stuck cJoG?ci* And p^rrform tl;o slep
2 operations.

SPACECRAFT Ycr, I can do that hut it'n really the right
shutter that's stux:k clor.ed, not the left oiio.

CAPCOM We're indicating thi r» one i s

.

SPACaCPvAPT (Garble) left one opened up the lar^t (garble) a few
minutes ago here, I think the problem is Vv'.o're getting th^» right
RAV state.

CAPCOM Yes, the PI would like to go to state 610 which
uses thir> sequence (garble) .

SPACECRAFT Vvell, you aid it in 610 and it was cycling back and
forth in ECAS and the right shutter was stuck closed.

CAPCOM Can we do that , Byron? Can we just - step 2 and
use the sequence T?

PAO Voice of —
SPACECRAFT (Garble) I missed it, you arc broken up, say again
please.

CAPCOM Just a repeat^ can wo try that step 2 instead -

treat the cases the lett stuck closed^ set the sequence to T
instead of C?

SPACECRAFT Did you say bravo or delta?



CAPCOM Delta, delt-u

j;PACtJCRArr Okay, copy v;ilco.

CAPCOM Thank yoii, ?,yron.

P^*0 Voico of: Ciaiiiui {Garble) the K .ropoan Sj^oco Aooricy
enyineer were presenting expc i: iiaon t 21, one of the solar pliysics
expet:imonts

.

CAPCOM And Spacolab, v;o have* you lor about 20 more
secorKl;^, wo* 11 see you cit Guam fur 4 plu^j 40.

SPACi!iCKAPT Okay.

PAO This is March.in. Mpa^ro np^u at lon^; 7 day^. 4 hounr.
lU niinr.te:-. H-isnion t^'^-rprefi til^!e^ I<o::.fj of si inal t lirou'jh li.'i

trr.cking cU*la anc] r^rL/iy :;atellitr:, Dut AVKi th^:. .1;r>t acqu i.?. j v i.c>-i

of; ciqnal v;(^ rooeive nu;;i;:- do.;!;! i iil: te3^ virviofi o( tout: of
Spacolab p:.]i<^t throuqh i!)e a^t vievvpo?!, of the h^hltablo
inoclule. T-iat tour quicP-d by p. y - r.:ui Lp oirHist, T^-vioa

r^ichtonberg provicJeo t.h:..t the rrcriptiOi) of portion^; of vaciour.
Gxpei" imerit nnranted oat on th^t pallet t^'.-L v;e?:c vir.iblo thtrouqh
tho relatively ^imall viov/pori. vnndO'V/* Aud i t, i rv^^j, ] y ^ the ct^jiv v;as
provided with a pr uoofi'ir i.t ti> w^..>i*k atvoun"' nornc d 1 1 L' icalt i er. that
hcive boon exp^rianoed with t!io Vdouum n:if3 nyntom of tho ma tor inl
science doubl^-^rack, that Bystom u^ed to draw a vacuum on 3 of the
instruiuent?T^ facilities actually, and that doublerac\ series of
cxpcr i]aentr> apparatc^, Tho pcoblora appacmtly according to the
enqi!)cering team here in the payload operation:^ control contor
faulty sv^itch that cc>ni,rolG one of the soasots and they've boon
working to d^:Vclop a so£tv;are patch around to correct that
problcifu Following that operation Licti t* nhorg was a.sked to bring
the material science doubleraok back on lino and r,ot up
experiment 321 in the - 321 is an expcrimont that v/ill use che
mirror heating facility so he was a:.^kcd to net t!iat up in the
mirror heating facility^ however, not to f;tart it at this time
because the science tcarn wants to document that experiment
activity on the camera. That experiment in a floating zone, a
growth of silicone experiment. Additionally, during the last few
minutes of that pass^ European Space AgiMicy engineer (irahro Bidus
representative of ESA experiment 21, one of three solar phycics
experiments being conducted on this mission, provided some
troubleshooting guidance for and apparent stuck shutter

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ..OG, clof.e 000:>4a, orv-n 043006, vr^rify 077?:>7,

clone 00240, v;hon you've (ion-^ tha-:^ thc> no>ct i:iting i::; to t)?rfoi:!n

the VGS f-^etup, according to foxtrot 10f/-8, whon you * vo done tlvat^

step 5 is to v;ait for the VGry ops .'llyht, on. hna iJie oixth ntop
is to rjo to the CCO and enter tho t'oLiov;ing k^^vntroken, bec^juse

at this point, you'll be rctady to codi. Iqoie the M-h** Cor

operations with sainpie 321, we're cjettinq Vun rainaco f'>ot np to
get you a silicOM rod run. Are you rc^ady to copy the:;/-

keystrohen?

SPACECRAB^r Go ahead.

CAPCOM Real good Byron, they're as follov;ti: open, 04 6062,
verify 0D02C1, clof>- 000240, open 04GOG4, veriliy, 000207, clone

000240, open 050442, verity 000600, c] ogo 007777, open Ol)0!),10,

verify 000714, cloGe 007777, we're ctV^o-t done, the next r^tep is

to open 0bJ 660| veiify 04000, and clo^;'J lOOOOO, At tr.i^> point

the CCO ought to be configured foe op>-vatloriS \jith nanrol.o 321,

silicon cod experiments, and at tlvis pf)ii'it v,'hal you ou^lit to have
in a VGS ops light on, may take a little bit of tirno to b^aorne

fully operational, but this i<> tha no:<t step. Okay# v.a h-\^/e a

mcsoaye not to start 321 uracil Purtljor notice, but lot lua jur.t

complete these stops. I'll got you all the way dov;n to tliia

point. V/hen you have the VGr> ops light on, go to the CCO and key
start MliF enter, and that should initiate it's travel tov;;.ird the

load unload point, you may alno at th/>t time, key in 3tat:t cry 3

enter, v;hich will cause the cryostat to rer»umo it*s activity, and

the final step is to r,wap out the naiuple 323, install 321A, which
is the first of your silicon rod e::per iinents • 'J'hat san^plc we

believe is stowed in Lima 8 echo, and your procedure paqo in 321-

A 24, that'll help got thic oilicon experiment back on the track

.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Okay Mike we copy that, it'll be in work bore.

Mike we started on step 3.8 here, and on stop 3.9
here waiting 7 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
minutes?

CAPCOM

We copy Byron.

VJe're about to go LOB here I guess, a couple of

Spacelab, thin ir, Houston on air to ground one, we
have an annwec for Owen on the SAL, if you •re ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay go ahead Mary.

CAPCOM Roger Owen, since you did say you had the launch
locks in place, we would like you to go ahead and repress at this
time.



SPACECRAFT Okay, 'that' nH:}a?)S r/nu^ i:V 'leavfy it,, ,insidc:^. or ' hav.r^

.you deC'idecS; yet,. v;h:ethei." OC' not yc:)iv,,v^ant to t^:^ike/ theiii c>iu: and

.extend?., •

Still going to talJ< about,, it.

SPACECKAFT
,

Fine^ , I Ul l^epreSB .now .
,

CA,PCOH .
. And for Byron^^ yoti.*£:e about

,

3 minuter, to LOB^ am:
^we*„ro ,<jiving the loop to , the CXCs. ,.

SPACi^CH/iFT Okay, t!iank you Mary.

CAPCOM
,

.

,
Spacolab, . K0/\ 21.

,

SPACECHAPr . .

'

Go^'alvead. RS.i\'21," Bp':tC^^1.3b he-c.

CAPCOM
,
Byron, ,l|}ce'.yoir to ^o-to 2,1. Mai 4,^ in tlulT.F

for" 23 .

END Or' a^\Pi":
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SPA(')::c:RAPT big!) rr.soli)tif>n i:Mp-. of the ^troa.

ChVCO'] 0:.-rr^ Hincy^ Kir 'oi r>u>M? it qoon back on arui novi* v/:v?it

coruUtion the thing C':>u.e;^; up iru

SPACECRAF'l" Okay, i i. co:iV'^s .up back oiw

CAPC'OM Okay, wo conCinn it back on, and we're nhov/iruj UAV
statue ;

SPACRCKAFT That's a lioyativo, T shov.' RAV state ninor,

CAPCOM :

. 0,kayi , \

SPA(^<;01:a.^T VJe're c\bout to *^ivn*tcl), v/ait u minuto it just

CAPCOM Okay, thank you veiy muc)u

SPACKCb'AFT Okay, T show tb^* loit shutl-rr carno clo::ed^ v;hich

conCirmecl PJWI rtate but tho ir:?ca?-' c^liov;:. a RAV r-tatc ninc^r,

CAPCOM Well By^:on, wo'rv^ as pin< r:l^^.ri <;;r> you, and I'm going

to let tho 21 tecim abr;oib these facts for: a little v/hiiCr come up

with a plan to work around, what everts Qoing on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, is thin noniiual for the ECAfS to be in a wait
state: hoX0?v :

CAPCOM Stand by Hyron, IMI £ind out* Yes, that's
aflinnative, evidently that ought to bo in a wake «tate right

""how*.
.,,„,. .......

SPAOCCRAFT Okay, VJas that a thrurster firing? Marshall Ops,
Space la

CAPCOM Yeah, go ahead Byron.

SPACECf<APT Okay, Mike I just wanted, while were waiting hero
for 21 give you an idea of what's been going on with the fluid
physics module, over

.

CAPCOM Okay, v;e have some paper here indicating a forth
coming FPM run after your lunch. Involves an experiment that
Mike Uayncs has devised. In which he expects you to take the

little three ball assembly out of stowage and do some experiments
filling it up with oil, not using the module itself , just sort of

a free floating fluid physics e:<per inent , only we haven' t seen
the details of that yot. So I guess I can't really brief you on
it, although this would be the perfect time to discuss the
details . We'll see if we can round up Mike Haynes and have him
brief you.
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SPACIICIIAFT Okay, \k/M1 th.^^t:'.^, kind o£ confum'aq, bocause on

our roplannecl request, on mcr^iUtqe nujai)r?t 115 Alpha, I Beo T*m

Buppose to be doing a 320 run v/hicli I hulievc i.s Luigi, cit 4

hours 45 minutes to 6 hourn 10 minutof>* I.Uit: bcnoro V7e talk about
that, Ulf ha.i1 Miko Haync's OKporiment in the fluid physic^: morlule

and we had that power cJov/n pi'oblem; v;e v;crc> finally able to

unscrew it and brinq it out and we now have the 3 ping pong l)alls

with a syringe, but' be advlGed that tho syringe does have an

airbubble in it, V/e've been able to get :aof;t oC it out, but
there's still some air left in it.

CAPCOM Yeah, Okay, Byron we copy. Now the run that wo had

originally asj^ignod to Luigi, ho*G backed down on that and

decided that Mike ought to get that run, so that explains thlr^

last lainuto substitution ol: invent igatoi . I don*t know v:hat to

do about that bubble. I'm sure Mike laicjht have Gome suggestions
as to how to handle that, 1 think what he would like to do is

just a fairly siraplo capilarity run, with his little three ping

pong ball.s mod ule*' removed fro.i the FPM. But I'd rather he

discussed those plans with you, and were going to round him up

r ight away.

SPACKCHAFT Okay

.

CAPCOM And 5ipacclab this is Mar.shall Operations, we still

have you for about 3 minutes, and, I'm sorry, wc still have you

for about 10 minutes, and although Mike Haynes is on his way over

here now, I could read up to you the procedure that's going to

bring down the MSDR and power it back up if your ready to copy
these steps.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Great. The first step is to go to the power supply

panel of the MSDR and switch off the motors supply and switch off

the relays supply. The secor.l step, you can do that now, or you

can write these down, the second step

SPACECRAFT Done.

CAPCOM Thank you, the second step is to perform MSDR step

up procedures according to foxtrot, lOC-6. The steps you'll need

are 3.8 through 4.11. The third item is to go to the CCO and key

in the following keystrokes, which 1 will read to you now. Open,

057370. Verify 000000. Close, 000010. Open, 043004. Verify

103006. Close, 000240. Open, 043006. Verify, 077227. Close,

000240. When you've done that, the next thing is

END O? TAPE
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SPACKCHAfT ... on tho l(vn: side or Lho pallol:. TKh: larqo
Wijite box thai: you seo at the far end of the palK:>t is {.ho'
induced env j roniaen tal contami notion morn tor which is a vav iaty of
(lovicob to look at the envi ronraoit around the 5paco S^huti le
either induced by oli; q').sing^ that ir; particler/ that covao from
the Space Shuttle itsolr, oc .lookin*,? Cor various phv^no.v.onn in the
nccir tiold oi: the f.pace Shuttle. The ninall prol^e that yoi.i r;oe
sticking up just in tront of the IKCiA is part of t)ie SKPAC
experiiiv'^nt, r..^r»ther oxpociruOiit thc^t in involved v/ith mear.ucinq
the interaction of electron and ion beam?^ v;ith the eartli^s upper
magnetic fields and the upper atraoshpero. And finally, aK>nul/the
last thing we'll be able to sec out of t))e payload bay if) not
vc^cy di£.tinct, I'll zoom the camera back in a minute but it ir»

t'riu cinteniUi to the inicrowave's 5>cattero:not:c t . Lot nu; '/oo^i J^ack
out a second. The v;hite soai-what heuiiL^pher icctl chapped o)yi*-ct
here in the foreground is the ara:enr\a to the 034 inicrow^ve
iicat toroni.jter device \/hich is uced to riieasure variou;> pib-MUHirjria
within the ocean and alf'o the c.:irth, c:.;pecially Kurope er.id this
device wc.g built in Geriaany and it is uned priumrlly to obr.erve
portionG of t!ie earth that aie gcaer<ri;iy cloud covi»red nu^-'* as
Europe and to make rea.sonably detailed and rear.o*iab3y ht^h
resolution inapc. of the areas through looks ot tlrLnys likr croo
u.sago or crop growth, lend usi^qe and v/hat have yuu. nov;
going to rvdng back f^lowly to the tail and we'll just qet o one
last view of the pal].ct here before we Ml end oui 'tour of Uio
pallet. It's very difficult with the i;ua coming in to 9iv^' a
conGtant oxponuro and the television caraera's Viaving i^ot:\:yj\> -.t of
trouble,

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations, By.:o:. t'nat
w»as a terrific presentation. V/ent very nr.ioothly and it ha.;
outstanding photography.

SPACECUAFT Okay, very good Mike. Well we thank you and we'll
go back down and do whatever we can to get these solar
experiments back in shape.

CAPCOM When you got that camera r^towed we have a few
things that the 21 te^im would like you to do for them, dust a
few keystrokes at the DDU.

SP/\CECRAFT Okay, Okay^r we're standing by the DDU Mike,

CAPCOM Real good Byron. The first thing I'd like you to
do is to remove the timeline sierra 21 charlie which is pre : -ntly
resident in the exper imerit coniputer meirory.

SPACECRAFT Okay, they're on. No 21 timelines in memory.

CAPCOM Aha, that may be part of the problem. Thank \ • >u
very much Byron. The next thing that the 21 would like you to do
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is to call up the 21 diiiplay, 21 rapha, and give it an item 1 to
cycle the power to of:f.

PAG Now coceivinq ii live picture from outnidv''

SPW:eCR/M^T Okay Hike. That's complete.

PAO ... the habitable module*

CAPCOM Okay and the third thiriu they want you to do here
is to give it another item 1 to see iC then the power comes on^

oscar nancy.

SPACECPvAFT Roger. It is on, one Fir nancy.

CAPCOM I see- Okay, thank you* I'm g^ing to check v;ith 21

cause no.T\e thing Bounds a little ott iiorainal.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let mci tell you v;h.:it we hciv':i now. W:^ havr* a

sequence charlio rad GtaLe rjine but the left shutter is liov; open.

CAPCOM Okay^ thank you very rr^uch.

CAPCOM Spacelab^ tiiii-i in Marshall OPS foe Byron again.

SPACECUAB'T Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yos, do you confirm that the only STL that •

presently resident is sierra niner niner tango r.oro zero counting
at step ninor.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I confirm that.

CAPCOM Okay, so we're getting rOviGonablo data down here
and thote seems to be a little problem with the 21. Could you

just stand by on 21 till we've figured out a gajuo plan please.
Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and you saw the latest one which is a right
resistant outer limit.

CAPCOM Yes, we* ve just logged that one in. Message zero
niner

.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS again. For Byron. The 21
team would like you to give it another item 1 and see if the
power goes off, oscar foxtrot foxtrot.

SPACECRAFT Roger, it does Mike. Power goes off.

CAPCOM Yes, okay. We confirm that down here too. The
idea was to reinitialize the hardware again. Now that we've both
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confirmed that it*rj o£^ could you qivt^ it afu>ther 1, osccu.

nancy. Make sure it goes back on aad nee v;hat conrliuion Ihu

thing comes up in.

SPACECRAFT Ok^^y, it co;nes up back on.

CAPCOM Okay, we confirm it brck on an^ v^o*re fihovn.ng rad
state . •

.

FMD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT for your call on that*

CAPCOM And we're going to sent up a vector: alBO, at Dakar,

you'll see that uplink.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT 16A power status, Marshall.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy that 16A puv?er status message, and

also another RAU skip 21 Byron, we're going to take caro of those

if we possibly can, thank you. And we can also can confirm we

have the SAL outer hatch closed and locked.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good. Everybody ready for TV 29.

CAPCOM You bet we are.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you guys have command capabilities for

switching the cameras?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good, well we'll go ahead and start our

(garble). Take a wide look at the orbiter, (garble)
unfortunately it's pretty dark down there, and Its pretty tough

to see what i3 happening lK>ck on the Earth, v;e*re on the wrong
part of the orbit.

CAPCOM Can you point the camera down a little bit more
Byron, that's it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I war> just (garble) first.

CAPCOM And Byron.

.

SPACECRAFT Okay first, ...

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I was just saying tho first instrument that

we'll take a look at is the imagining structure for (garble)

observatory. You can see in the picture, one of the doors to the

spectrometer is open, so it's actually, looking at the air glow

or looking at the (garble) sun, and this instrument comes from

Dr. Marsha Torr from the University of Utah. Going to move over

next to show an instrument if I can get over here. This large

box doesn't look to imposing, but it*s the home of a device

called the magneto plasma dynamic arcjet which is . .people in
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Tokyo Japan iinder the principl.e investigator Dr*,,. upper
atnmziMieco and v;e c^n ur.e othc^r ecjuipmcnt on the p«-illet to take
a Ic/r^k at thi;, arc jet, thic beam of ionn, and the interaction of
tills ion beam in the upper atmosphere, I MI swing down a little
bit and look at the next instrument which is upp^.?r atmospheric
obsc cvation in it, and I • in going to have to zoom out a little bit
to see it. Okay the inntr ament we' co looking at nov; is the
Atmospheric Emission Photometric Imagining experiment from Dr.
Steve Mende, ^rom Lockhood and Palo Alto California, and this is
basically a low light level television camera with very
sophisticated t liters and devices on it to record the auoroa
borealis, (garble) we've been doing a lot of work with this,
looking at the Earth's atmosphere along the horizon, along the
limb of the Earth*

CAPCOM And disregard the error messages on 16 and 19.

SPACfiCRAFT Okay

.

CAPCOM And Spaco3lab, this is Marshall Ops^ your
photography is terrific, we're getting excellent views, and a
very nice description of each exper iiaent Bryon.

SPACECRAFT Okay very good, it's pretty difficult to hold this
with one hani, because I keep having to push my transmit button,
but I'll do the best 1 can. The small block of ice you see here
is the only part of the experiment coming from France, called
PICPAB, that is currently visible, this is another experiment
looking at the interaction of the Earth's magnetic field, the
upper atmosphere, and (garble) we've injected into the upper
atmosphere, this is one of the instruments to record some of the
observations, or some of the phenomena that occur in the upper
atmosphere as we inject these beams down the magnetic field
lines. These small flat plate objects that we see about in the
center of the screen is the cover of the 023 experiment, v.»hich is
an X-ray astronomy experiment, and it is very difficult to see
now, we're riglit at the bottom of the viewport window, I'll
slowly swing over to the left, and we' 11 only be able to observe
a few small items here on th*^ left side of the pallet. The large
white box thai you see at the far end of the pallet is the
induced environmental contamination monitor which is a variety of
devices to look at the environment around the space shuttle,
either induced by (garble) particles that come from the Space
shuttle itself or looking for various phemonena (garble) the
small probe that you see sticking up in front of the lECM iv- part
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of the.SKPAC expar iment , another oxpc"' i'lnent: , that is involved
inccisurina the interaction of electron and Ion biMm witli the
Karth*3 upper magnt^tic field and the upper at:rnor3[)here^ htm}
finaJly about, the last thing v;e'll bo able to .oce out of the
payload bay, is not very tUstinct, 1*11 zoom the camera back
there a minute^ but it in the antenna to the microwave

END Oi? TAPE
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CAPCOM And they're scratching their head hero for a

second

.

SFACKCRAPr Okay, but I think I should be in a alt shift case

30 and not a wait 8 30.

CAPCOM Repeat

.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I said I thinK 1 f^-'-uld be

CAPCOM You're dropping out Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by a sec. Owen's got some stuff for

the MOCR.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Spacelab.

CAPC0:4 Roger, go ah^^ad Spacelab.

cpAPPPRM.'T Ronor, iur.t checked with the red f/niet and it turns

oufwS^n fho taWe ;as r.tr.ctod with the experiment oarUer

i wa<3 conf i.-'ured for return ond the l-:;unch lockn v'ere put ^n

- p].ace? ihereCore, I can't crank the table out at thxr. tx^e and

what I'll have to do is to reprer.s, open it up, len^.o^^e -ne laun..

lock if you want it out for the hot teat. The other alternative

which would be to :.odily the flight plan and l-'^;ve 1 1 ^'^^

this hot test period. So I'll «tand b" for your call on tnau.

CAPCOM And v;e copy the RAU skip ...

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM we copy the RAU skip i^essage and the PCr-lMU

Message. And Spacelab, be advised we'll take ca.'e of tho.e la.t

4 ercoc messages.

CAPCOM Break, break. Owen ftovx Houston. Vv'e'd like you to

c^ose the outer hatih and lock the outer hatch and then we'll

talk to you about it a little later.

qPACFCRAFT Okav. Okay Marshall. Bill, I've got the message

116 if^ou want to go ahLd with your corrections to it, over.

CAPCOM Yes, if you turn to look at the first paragraph.

After PGF item 9-6 niner

0

CAPCOM We have Ku-band.

CAPCOM Let's disregard Byron. We now have live TV and

we're looking at you on TV now Byron.
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SPACECRAFT You'C€' looking at Owen. Wait a couplo of minutcct
hare until v/c get the outer hatch closed rmd then we'll Etnrt the
TV 29 here.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

CAPCOM Real good Byron. We copy that. Mavbe we could
read up the few corrections to message 116 while you're waiting.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. After that PCF entry we want to add an item
10 space 0 enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay. 2 linos below that where it says Gystem
swit.ch manual and that should read iris.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand that.

CAPCOM Okay, and paragraph 2 at the end of the line it
says 0 2 0 tango. That should read 0 2 delta tango dash 1 3.

( } SPACKGRAFT

CAPCOVi

SPACECRAFT

PAO
Spacecraft.

Okay.

And those are all the corrections v.-e hava Byron,

Okay. That's fine. VJe goc them.

NOW receiving live downlink tolevsion from the

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill. We'll closing tho outer hatch nov.- so
It'll be just a couple more minutes.

PAO Owen Garriott cranking the outer hatch closed.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, be advised t*iat we've put together a
brand new and we hope effective MSDR procedure for afterTV 29.
We'll be voicing it up to you.

SPACECR7*pr Okay and Mike I've got a couple of puqgestions to
make here. Rather than add on the 9th day, I'd say "rather than
add on some additional FOs for the 102 F05 and F04 and things, I
think we ought to spend some more time on the fluid physics
module and the MSDR.

CAPCOM We agree and *..APCOM gets air-to-ground 1.

^ SPACfiCR/.FT Houston, that's complete. The SAL Is back in lock.

i .fjkmi^^ *i|
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CAPCOM Roger Owen, wc* copy that and Bcewstec on air--to-
ground 1»

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Bryan*

CAPCOM Roger. We're going to try to got teleprinter up at
Dakar here so since it's a 2 line station we will not talK to you
right away on UHP. We' 13 give you a call after the teleprinter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

CAPCOM And we're going to send up a vector also at
Dakar. You'll see that uplink light.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OP TAPE
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SPACEICKAFT Roger, (garble).

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) sequence Charlie instead of Bravo, right?

CAPCOM And that 'a right, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Byron we have a little fix for those command

fail errors on 21 A if you'ce ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, go to dicplay page 21 alpha.

SPACECRAFT Got it,

CAPCOM Do an item 54 space 4 and follow that with an i tcnn

S5 and that should take care of that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, but you know that shutter really was • really
is closed.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy that the shutter really is closed.

SPACECf<APT Okay, but what I did war. to modify 021 mike 01 out

of sequence of Charlie and I counted a Charlie 03 buc (garble) is

in a wake state right now and r.o no sequence bravo, the rest
stated nine which is encouraging but I haven' t seen a twitch to

the 5 yet.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy and the 21 Pi's looking at that.

SPACECRAFT Right. (Garble).

CAPCOM Spacelab, this in M^rr.hall Ops for Byron. VJe're

not presently receiving Ku-band data although we expect to get

some and the 21 taam says, just standoy with that condition on
experiment 21, there's going to be lots of tiroe during this hot

test In order to get the equipment up ;nd working.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston in the mocker from Spacelab. A

question for you Brian.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, go ahead.
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SPACECHAt'T you rofor rod me oar lioc to pages 7-2 activate

SAL. How much of that did you want me to complete? I checkod

all the gauges and tomporatures and I've also enabled those

alerts. Was there anything else that you wanted no to do on page

7-2 and 7-3 before running the SAL and extending the tspace?

CAPCOM Standby, Space lab, Houston, Owen, you are in good

shape. You don't have to do anything else on page 7-2 or 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've got the door open right now and I'm
ready to crank the table up.

CAPCOM Roger,

SPACECRAFT Houston, I got the door open but the table

extension seems to be too difficult and I don't want to put

anymore torque on this table drive handle until I chock to wake

sure there is nothing constraining that taMo from rolling on out

the way it should, so I'm going to have to delay the table
extension for av;hile.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT Marshall, Spacelab, you guvs have any live video

yet?

CAPCOM Ko we don't and this pass is going to rua to 4 plu.-s

17 Byron so ya'll can hold off - may get some good data this

pass, we sure would appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Owen, just standby here, Owen is going to check on

some stuff, he needs to get thc^.t out for the SAL VST temp test,

so —
CAPCOM Okay, while we got a second here of breathing room,

we did pass up a 1 page teleprinter message number 116 and what

it has to do is the configuration of experiments 2 and 3 durrrtg

the hot test.

SPACECRAFT We got it.

CAPCOM Okay, there are some errors on that page and wo

will read those up to you a little bit later. We do not want you

to ampliment this particular TPR until we tell you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill. While I got you, let me ask the 21

people. I checkod this particular timeline and the timeline is

accounting through cycle number inbetween 8 and 9, give it a 5

and 9, the right (garble) stay at a 9 and my ECAS is in a weight

state, weight 030 and I wonder if they want mc to give it item 5

to sea if that left shutter is going to come open.
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And thoy^ce scratching thoir head liece for a

Okay, but I think I should be at a (garble) not a

CAPCOM
second.

SPACECRAFT
weight 830.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Repeat.

Yes, I think I should be (garble).

Okay.
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CAPCOM And Space lab^ Marnhall Ops, v;e qot you for 47
minutes throuqh TORS.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill we got you, wo* re just f inii.hing up on
21, we got the right (garble) closed,

SPACHCRAFT Houston, Spacolab, the SAL is now down to vacuum,
and we're ready to open the outer hatch and (garble)

*

CAPCOM Roger that,

CAPCOM And if you have a 19A experiment pov;or status 40
message r please ignore,

SPACECRAFT We got that a long time ago Bill, and we ignored
it, power's off.

CAPCOM Okay that's create

CAPCOM And Owen, you probably got Brev/5:;ter 's message
through CAPCOM , that we need Owen to do the switching on 29, and
we do have .

.

SPACECnAPT I wasn't sure v;hat you meant, you mean push back
and forth betv/een the two cameras?

CAPCOM We want you to sort of choreograph this, v;e want
you to shov; Byron going up to the window on camera 1, and then
when he puts his camera and points it out the: window, we want you
to turn on c.Kiera 2,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM We have 4 commands this pass through K-Band, and so
INCO is unable to help us.

SPACECCUiFT (garble)

CAPCOM And when wo go LOS, we want you to turn on tape
recorder one*

SPACECRAFT Tape recorder one, on,

CAPCOM That's affirmative,

SPACECRAFT We're not going LOS for another 20 minutes.

CAPCOM No.
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SPACECRAFT And Marshall, Spacelab, do you guys have live video
now?

CAPCOM We're not getting live video yet Byron, but wti did
expect to get it.

CAPCOM We would like you to turn on recorder number 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM That is when you are ready for TV 29.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 50 you say you don't think you're going to

have live video, is that right?

CAPCOM About 50 50.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well listen Bill, we'll wait a few minutes
and see if you guys get any live TV, if you don't then, we'll
just take our time, and do it on the take.

CAPCOM That sounds greest Byron, great suggestion.

O SPACtlCRAPT And a comment foe the 21 people, we began that

command film message and confirmed the shutter stuck closed, so

we followed the Mai procedure on th£.t one, and when I looked up

the second timeline, we are 21 Mike (garble) realis'.od you guys

either put it in Charlie or it was already there. So, what we'll
try to do is get a ,

.

CAPCOM Okay,

SPACECRAFT It is Charlie instead of Bravo, right.

CAPCOM And that's right Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO altitude of this period. It doesn't appear to
be anything (garble) associated with (garble) procedure
verification* We* 11 get air-to-ground again in 10 minutes,
through Hawaii , a very brief pass of 3 minutes duration, and a
fairly low elevation for about 4 degrees over the horizon.
Mission elasped time, 7 days 3 hours 7 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we're a little
more than 10 minutes away from the next television downlink* XL
will be a live downlink of the Spacelab pallet being viewed out
the aft end of the laboratory. At mission elasped time, 7 days 3
hours, 27 minutes. Through the tracking station at Goldstonc, or
stand by for a second, that downlink will be through the TDRS
system and occur at central time at 1:27 this afternoon. We'll
be AOS to Hawaii in about 3 1/2 minutes, and that TV downlink is
going to occur at mission elasped time 7 dayn, 3 hours 27
minutes. Mission elasped time presently 7 days 3 hours 14
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 7 days 3
hours 17 minutes, mission elasped time. Standing by now for
reacquisition of signal tlrcough the Ha;caii ground tracking
station in under 1/2 minute. And during this acquisition signal
onboard Spacelab Byron Lichtcnbcrg scheduled to doing some
television camera set up in the module. Owen Garriott scheduled
to be continuing with verification flight test activities. These
involving the scientific airlock Cor these activities for the hut
test of Spacelab now underway.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, no air-to-ground
occurred on air-to-ground 1 during that Hawaii pass, it was only
a pass of 2 minutes in duration. The change of shift briefing
with elite Plight Director Chuck Lewis, will occur at 2:00
central standard time, in the Johnson Spacecraft, Johnson Space
Center Newsroom, building 2, room 135. The panel of the change
of shift briefing will include Chuck Lewis, elite Pliqht
Director, Harry Craft, :iif;sion Manager for Spacelab 1, and Derek
Mullinger, Head of SPICE. That again occurs at 2:00 local
time. Moreover there will be a satillite playback at 3:55 p.m,
central time, this afternoon, showing the conversation between
Ulf Merbold, Payload Specialist and the German Science Minister
and the European pass which occurred earlier this morning. That
satillite playback again, that playback will occur at 3:55
central time. We'll have acquisition of signal in 4 minutes
through the TDRS system. At mission elasped time 7 days 3 hours
23 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 7 days 3
hours 27 minutes, mission elasped time. Standing by now for
reacquisition of signal with the tracking and data relay
satillite, as Spacelab and the Orbiter begin the ascending node
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of Orbit tll6* During this paas were anticipating a live
downlink television^ between, correction, of Payload Specialist
Byron Lichtenberg^ providing an out the window tour of
eKp@ci»ants th#t have be^n optrating out on the Spacelab pallets

^

just after the habitable module*

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Pot Owen, we're goinfj r.OS.

PAO This Is Mission Control, 7 days, 2 hours, 51

minute.'; mission elapsed time. VJo are expecting to havo a Change-
of-Shift Press Confcrcrjce at apptoxiraatoly 2 p.m. central time
with the offgoing Flight Director Chuck Lev/is, spacolab Mission
Manager Harry Craft and Derek Mullinger head of SPICE. That will
take place in building 2 press conference room, room 135 here at

the Johnoon Space Center. Plight Dirr-ctor Chuck Lewis noted a

little earlier that he does not expect to have updated weather
information which would give us a definite yes or no on what the

weather it going to be like for entry either on the nominal end
of mission tiroe or the the one day extension. That information
he does not have, he does not plan to have that available until
probably late this evening or even tomorrow as the weather does
appear to be a little uncertain out there in the California
landing site. This is Mission Control.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. 7 days, 2

hours, 58 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for

ceacquisition of signal with Spacelab through the Orroral Val3ey
ground tracking station . And during this ocquistion we may
receive some traffic between Mission Control and either the

Orbiter or spacelab.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston with you at Orroral for 4

minutes.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston on air-to-ground 1 at Orroral
for 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Spacelab loud and clear

.

CAPCOM Roger Owen. You still have the same problem with
the SAL that you did when we left you?

SPACECRAFT I don't know if that's any problem. I think that

that equalizes the petition that it was supposed to be left in

when it was last (garble).

CAPCOM Okay, stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you were concerned about the LBDs and the
heaters. The only heater that is on is the field flange aft.

All of the switches are in auto but all of the LSDs are out
«xoept foe seal flange aft and that LED is remaining illuminated.

• iiNicjiCftAt^ ^^^^^
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston.

SPACECR/tFT Go aheiid.

CAPCOM Roger Owen. Equalize position is okay for now.

When you're ready to depress the SAL we'd liko you to pick up
with the next step on pa9C;'7-4r vent valve cloaod. Press on with
that procedure before you depress the SAh.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston ^ are there any other procedures or

temperatures or parameters that you want read out or changed on
pages 1-2 and 7-3 when we activate SAL. That all looks okay to

me and I'm ready to go ahead with the depress if you are.

CAPCOM Roger Owen. V^e•d like to verify vHiat page you
were on when you equalized the vent valve.

SPACECRAFT' I didn't equalize it, Th^^t's the way 1 found it

when you asked me to take a look, when you asko. me to look at

page 7--2 and took a (garble) on activate SAL p qe 7-2. And I

presume it was left in the equal ik:ed position ±^t>c time the hatch

or the SAL was pressurized on the red shift. I presume that was
when it was done.

CAPCOM Roger, and reference page 7-11 procedure for the

depress.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. That air*-to-

ground 1 pans through Yarragadee was doiainated by the Mission
Control Center hero in Houston as they kind of walk through

procedures with Mission Specialist Owen Garriott on
depressur izing the scientific airlock in advance of deploying the

experin: table for some hot testing while the payload bay is in

an extr nne thermal attitude for this per iod. There doesn •

t

appear to be anything anomalous associated with more procedural
verification. We will get air-to-ground again in 10 minutes
through Hawaii.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston^ in the mocker, Ihif; is Bpacolab, over^

SPACECRAFT Houston, Spacelab air to ground 1, over.

CAPCOM This is Houston, go cihead, Owen,

SPACECRAFT Brian, on page 7-2 on .he activate SPh procedure I

asked to check that the SAL pressure jauqc valve is open and the
jet vent valve closed. The vent val/i iti actually in the
equalized position at this time and ic. can not also be rotated to
close at this moment,

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. VJe'll get right back to you.

CAPCOM And sorry, we don't have any information on the 19
error message, we'll be back with yon here —
CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, ah Spacelab, Houston for
Owen* We're goin^ LOS, we'll havt; to <|i?ft to you on this at
Orroral and Orroral will be at 03 13*

PAO This/.is, MarM^ail Spacelab Ope at 7 days. 2

hour.S: 4 5, minutes mission... elapsed, time. Losb .of nignal v^ith

.Spacelab
. fe:hrough: the: tracking .and.... data ral^y, ,.sat€;:.Il.i,te*

Anticipating reacquisition through the Orroral Valley q:ojnd
tracking station and just under 13 minutes rUid during that pas.^,
receive some downlink television recoicl'^d or$bo^rc space.! :->

earlier this televirion of experiment 102, the rolatino oo:,ie in
which wa were able to view not only the nabjeci as he a,%.'Ciarc^d

into the dome but also the r€*actton of his oyer, to th*^ raotio.% o(
the dome. Dome covered with serie*> of colored vpoti^ an*' iho^e
spots were reflectc^n in the caKiera wh?ch wa3 doc*uaer/w\rt:-i vhc* eye
motion* Visible was a sliyht twitchinri or o-wCul^.r crA.mlc:
rotation as it'E ottlcially lmo#n and that mcitic^j i% vJy^ r^v.um •

oC the eye attempting to track tJie motion or t-n^;> ilonm, Ml ot
this part of tH^: eKp^trinicnt look at how i^an^B bal^nc; r-^rCte:f.

^dai^ts to the s^ero gravity envitonaent and whst othe-c cue-, o'.h^r
than inner ear cuei. are inv^^lv^d in ability to m^iiui^An hit.

balnnce on Earth and perhaps^ ^^Iso in i^t^uc^ lookb;fj aliio 1/.^^ kiii^i

at in addition to th^ Inri-tir Qtt ey^i*, mmlnq &t vistK^i a^-ti 4nd
also (garble) carts. And tO'^iu'd the m^i m thmt w** t^^QtiVi.

Bome live fetlevisloA of. 3:/ron l^icht^n^^^r^ci ij«iOA^*t:rat Ina the
O^rafeloii of th# ovei:h#ft4 ^tc-w^qt lorr^er-t; ii% t'^e m^'iala* Vh^m

dtp^mSiii^i on th% i^nciicalai cs.*%^ii:^fi.tnit*i of a 4nd ttmf
mtm in iwditlon to othi^r loc;t#f^ t^-^t *f« in:^*t4l,U^4 kh^
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f i. iM'^r 'i'hi n i:- Mciif-iall Soacelah Operations. This is mission
controi. ; Colimu^Ja (garble) low point of its ground tracks 57
rK!cp"e(-*:.i ..:f>*'th iatitudo. The rec:;-^nt communicat ic>n betwoon mission
coal rol a.iti iait:r,iC'M opoc i 1 i t , Ower, Gnrriott, contoring around
v:ont i*iural:ion oi tin* equci i v.ation valvv*5 in' the scientific
aitiock. f'Iiv|ht- coatiollern arc stuJ/ing Garriott*c question
aJ'M3ut the; cor-f igiif cdiion of tho^se 'valves ,

' Spacelab is' in,; the hot
tent attiiJh\^^i h ot the vcritication flight test requirem^^-^nts

to GOO ho'-y it f^rfoi. (-.ib un^i'^r varying chortnal conditions much
th^'* Orn?L(/. ji^^ on tr.n->r oiiQh l,y Spanr^ Siuittle flights, putting
them in vari^^Mf,; a 1: J c ad:'^L! relative to the sun ar^^l warming C€'!rtain

par au»-; cf^jjiurj ot;Mn;^5 vjnd f.^''C-:ing how t" ' respond, . We're
aboac }.0 mijiute:^ av/.v/ f:iom the next acqu 1 on v?hich will be
through Orroral* That will be Spacelab comirtunicat ion no UKP
therer then a brief pass over Hawaii before we pick up the TDRSS
again in about 38 minutes, this is mission control. This is
Mission Control 7 days 2 hours 51 minutes mission elapsed time.
We are expecting to have a change of shift press conference at
approxiuiately 2 pm central time with the of fgoing flight director
Chuck Lewis . Spacelab mission manager flarry Craft and Derek
Mullinger ahead of spice. That will take place in building —
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Fpacelab, this iv, Marshall Operations for anyone
who might be avai Icible . If any of you guys has u free moment,
we'd like you to looK out the aft viev/porc, anO try tojudgo
whether experiment 19 co/sr {b coen, cioced, or in an
intermediate position. Our data down here makes it look like its
in an in-!>;tween position, that is to f.ay, not quite fully shut.

SPACECItAFT Okay Mike, stand by a see

CAPCO.M Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Thanks Brewster. Looks like it's closed Htcm here
Mike, it's at least 99 and 44/100 percent closed.

CAPCOM Real good Byron, I appreciate you having a look for
us since wore? coming up on the -Z solar attitude, the 19 team did
get their cover shut, and they ju3t visual confirmation of
that. We'll tell the 19 team.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I can't tell if its really locked or nol.,
but it's over (garble) .

.

CAPCOM Okay we copy, I'll get with 19.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall Ops, you're going to get one
of those 21 command fail mo scage a about every 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay for how long?

CAPCOM We're looking at here on the ground Owen , and as
soon as we find the problem we'll take care of it.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, for Owen, we'd
like you to do an item 1 on display page 21 alpha, do it twice.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marr.hall Ops for someone who
can copy a quick one.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM We're dumping recorder 2 right now to the ground,
and we're getting ready to switch to TV05 before we go over the
hill, if we don't get switchback, if we happen to get an LOS
early or something we want you to use recorder 1.
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SPACECRAFT Recorder 1 for 05.

CAPCOM That's afrirmative.

SPACECRAFT We're not set up for TV05 yet, so we'll go ahead
and do it, just let us, we'll go ahead and turn it on.

PAO Nov; receiving downlink live television from the
orbiter cargo bay of the Spacelab hah^' table ^noaule. This
following the pre-recorded science da La television of experiment
102, the rotating dome.

SPACECRAFT Je don't see anything Brewster down here.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we're monitoring now , your TV from
the payload bay, and seeing some beaut itul sites again.

SPACECRAFT Okay that's good Bill, and we're just about here
with the TV setups.

CAPCOM Okay we copy.

PAO And now receiving live TV f ro.n aft cargo bay
camera, in the field of view is the nucrowave experiment.

SPACECRAFT Anytime you guys want to switch in here, we'll show
you some sites of us opening an overhead locker.

CAPCOM Okay we copy Byron.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we have live TV, we can see you
working overhead

,

SPACECRAFT It's just like (garble) Bill, we got a 2lA command
fail every 3 minutes.

CAPCOM Yep, we copy Byron, we know it.

SPACECRAFT I was noticing the overhead lockers, how handy this
201 cage is, just ctick your toes in there. Gets real easy.

CAPCOM Yes, maybe we'll have to fly that on every mission.

P^^O Byron Lichtenberg running through a stowage
exercise using one of the .

.

SPACECRAFT You guys want any more lockers?

PAO ...one of the overhead stowage lockers.
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SPACECRAFT Okay hero is the other overhead stowage locker,

sorry about that cable.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
perplex J ng.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCCM

SPAGfiCKAFT

And we copy that. They're

Just got a 19A pov;e r status message, that's kind of

Yes, we'll look at that.

Houston in the MOCR, this is Spacelab, over.

Houston, Spacelab on air tr. ground one, over.

This is Houston, go ahead Owen.

On page 7-

END OF TAPE.
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SPACECRAFT from hero the.

CAPCOM And Space lab, thin is Marshall OPS for Owen
again. Now v;e recocjnizo v;here thcit confusion comes from. The
Cytound has also been commanding item 16* Conlc3 you please Ov;en

give us one more item 15 v;hich ought to leave us in the high
sensitivity mode*

SPACECRAFT It's good and I should ^'unk, I doi^'t soc anything
saturated so we probab3y ought to i^jtay there in high sensitivity
without PICPAB or SCPAC. Scheduled to roll out 19 in about or in

a few minutes here* Do you want to take it up at that time or

leave it in there longer

•

CAPCOM Stand by we'll check. And Owen the metric camera
is of course now up at the window but tilted because of that
safety cover. VJe're just going to leave the thing up there at

the window making possible time for some future operations. So

no need to stow that yet during this shift. V?e may need to stow
it next shift or the sift after. V7c»ll let you know on that.

CAPCOM And Owen leave 19 in*

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

The whole camora you mean.

And Owen Ictiv

Roger , leave 19 in.

That ' s af f irmat ive.

PAO Continuing to receive prerecorded downlink
television from Spacelab. This of the rotating dome
experiment. Subject here is Byron Lichten!)erg and he is wearing
a special contact lens with landmarks on it to enable the

researchers to study the nystagmous or eye motion. This eye

motion created at the eye attempts to track, to track the

rotation of the dome. Also visible in the closeup of the eyeball

is the reflection of the spots on the dome visible being

reflected in the subject's eye. And that concludes this dovrnlink

of experiment data video collected earlier on the rotating dome

experiment, experiment 102. One of the series of vestibular
experiments being carried out during Spacelab 1 mission.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1. No need to

answer . We' re going to have a late AOS at Dakar due to

teleprinter^ Dakar is a 2 line station.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Byron,

SPACECRAFT Yes , go ahead Dill*
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CAPCOM Yes, we've found you some extra elocttodes.
The'/'er in romeo 10 poppa. Thoy are the KSA medi-trace KOGn.
And the ones in the foil pouches and thoy have a little strlnq on
thenu And they are part of eKooc iinent 030 find PI for: 030 has
conr.ented to let you uco them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wo copy that.

PAO And we're receiving some additional downlink
television am Spacelab. This television also of experiment
102, the rotating dome . Byron Lichtonberg as the r-^ubject.

SPACECRAFT And Marshall OPS, Spacelab. Be advised the inner
cover's on the SWA now.

CAPCOM Okay and copy and we thunk you so much Byron. And
Owen, we'd like to have you turn off exoeiiinent 19 at this time

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations. You can
disregard the cxperiinent 21 pointing fcvil message. VJ'e're looking
into that now but we dvO have somn conf inr\ation that you're very
close. You can also disregard t!ie cxperinvcnt ...

SPACECRAFT Mike, very ...

CAPCOM ... 21 coiiUTia nd f a i 1 u r e •

SPACi:;CRAFT Mike, we're very close to what?

CAPCOM It's you're very close ...

SPACECRAFT Disregard 21 alpha but ...

CAPCOM Yes, you are very close to the minus Z solar
attitude that you guys i^hould be at.

'SPACECRAFTS Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operation:"^ for anyone
who might be available. If any of: you guys has a free moment
we'd like . .

•

EwD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ..get these other experiments; finished here, and

then get at them in a fev; minutes.

CAPCOM Yes, we copy that Owen, and cjo ahead. 'iut v?e do

need it done before the hop test attitude.

PAO And while this activity io going on on-orbit, here

in th.2 payload operations control center, team mombers from

experiment I'J research team, looking --t data from their,

experiment. Operated on-^crbit..

SPACKCIU^FT Marshall Opts, Spacelab, how do you read?

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I've been standing by waiting on the MSDR

folks and Michael, find out where we go from here. The cryostat

ops and ops position lights are on steady, no I asriumo that was

is probably okay.

CAPCOM Okay, and we're talking to 300 here, juoL a second

Byron.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is HarRhall Operations for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead Mike.

CAPCOM Yer,, right, I've jur.t been talking v/ith Mel Brooka

and the rest of the 300 people, they have hnd a look at the data

they recommend that what we do at this point is go through a

complete shutdown and start up, you shouldn't do anytVnng right
now. Mel is putting together a couiprehensive pcocedc.re which id

going to bring it back down, and bring it bock up into a know

condition. Evidently the patches v«/hich we attempted didn't have

exactly the desired effects, so we're going to have to work that

in the future. And Byron we have one other communication from

the experiment 19 people. At this time, they would like to go t

a calibration v/hich you can do on the display, and they then

after 30 seconds, would like you to go into the low fjensitivity

mode, and then after 30 more seconds, would like you s?o to the

high sensitivity mode, if you could do that now please, or if

someone could do it.

SPACECiiAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I'll do that, and if they're looking at the

data right now, the electron (garble) is interacting (garble)

energy (garble) around 12 so, we have to stay stretched out

across the full energy spectrum to see them both.
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CAPCOM Okay Ov^en, we copy, thankJ3 very mucli for youi'

report*

PAO And we're nov; receivincj downlink TV of oxpr-r iTnont

102, the dome portion of that expv?i: imc-nt: , recora^d earlier

onboard. Owen Garriott was the stlyjc'Ct for this partlculaT:

operationr and we're viev;ing Garriott peering into the dome, and

then from the other caraera looking at a shot of his eyebv^ll.

CAPCOM Spacelah, this in Marshall Opercitionn, we are now

receiving our playback data of the split screen TV 17 setup of

the dome run. And 102 team is absolutely doliqhted with the

image quality* The iris of the eye is evidently almont perfectly

centered in the split screen set up, and v;ere also getting the

postural effc'Cts at the same time. Also the 102 people, would

like to remind you that you are go for ui^ing both Byron and Owen

as subjects in the F05 activities whenever you can fit tht-m in

today>

SPACECRAFT Okay Hike, I*m all done, and the r>tuff is all

stowed now, c:n:1 .?o're also out of electrode kits.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, thanks very much.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is ^U^rshall Opcrationr? for anyon^o

near a DDU. We'd like you to give th^: 19A CCAS c^n item 16 enter

to toggle into the high sensitivity mode if you could do that now

please.

SPACECRAFT Okay I just showed the geometric factor ar> high

right now, and I'll give it an item 16 v/hich will probably toggle

it to low,

CAPCOM Okay Owen, we copy, try that iteni 16.

SPACECr<AFT I tried item 16 about 3 or 4 times, in the last

several minutes, and it remains on my display as high, 1 am

unable to whoops, it just ^low changed to low.

CAPCOM I see, well we do have perhaps a lit tie confunion

concerning which geometry factor is currently in effect. VJe'll

check back with the 19 people, and let you know how that is

going, thanks for trying that toggling for us. By the way Owen,

the TV 17 transmission is excellent, we're receiving that

playback now.
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marr.hall Ops, for Ov;on

again. Now we recognize v;hero that confusion comes from, the

ground has also been commending item 16, could you please Owen,

give us 1 more item 16, which ought to leave un

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM . . . but we hope that you can get . .

.

CAPCOM Roger we copy 10 drops.

CAPCOM That's tc?rcil;ic Bycon. We copy. 102 copiers. And

we're delighted. The only real constraint againr.t dropping

during MSDH operations start soraothinc] like 45 minutes aftor

we' ve' Initiat-d an MHF sample raelt and so we don't really have

any consrrainc against you yet until we get thosf; furnaces up and

running.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall OPS again. Could you repeat?

Did both subjects do hopping and dropping? •

PAD This is Marshall f.pncelab Operation-,. 7 days, 1

hour, 52 minutes mission elapsed time at acquistion through

Hawaii ground tracking station. Lnr.tcd a little longer than

originally anticipated. Came up a bit early and lasted a little

lonoer. We have jur:t under a minute no-A? prior to reacquis.^con

through the tracking and data relay satellite system. Onboard

spacliib the crew sotting up and perhaps oven in the progress at

this of working experiment 102, the hop and drop portion of: it.

Additionally, they're going to be doin-;!, continuing with fr.o!ne

work with the vacuum gas system oi the material science double

rack. Apparently a switch in that syatoni that dr/.-ects the

attention of a vacuun sonsoc hac been cauf:;lng sonie problcrar; and

here in the Payload Control Center the experiment 300 team has

been v;orking up a coftwaro patch to try and v.'ork around that

problem. Also on the off r.hif:t lil£ Meri)old still up ano m the

habitable module. Standirig by now for rcacquiDition throucjh TDlXh

for about 51 minuter.

.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, thia is Marshall OPS. How copy?

CAPCOM And be advised in the blind we are off the tall so

comm is going to be ratty here for a while.

SPACjiCRAFT Okay Marshall. How do you read Fpacelab, over?

CAPCOM Yes, we read you but Byron be advised this is going

to be a ratty pass.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. We have lock

again. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Spacelab, we're reading you very, very broken.

Very weak.

CAPCOM Okay and we'd like for you to check on the fiWA to

make sure the safety shield is installed on the inside SWA

window.
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CAPCOM wSpacelab^ v;e neccl the safety shield installed on
the inside of the SWA v;inclow» Do you copy? And Spacelah, we'd
like to have the safety shield installed on the SWA v;indov; i£ you
have a chance. There's some potential for some thernial problems

.

SPACECRAFT Talking about the inner, inner .shield ricjht?

CAPCOM That's correct. The inner t^hield.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill have you (break up) to see if it's very
warm* Would that help?

CAPCOM Yes, there are rome potential thermal problems that
our people are concerned about Ov/en and that's the reason for
that.

SPACECRAPP Lot me just check to see if it's warm and may avoid
having to get the thermal shield up there.

CAPCOM No, they're telling mo here that we prefer that it
is installed.

SPACBCRAIT VJell, we've already cot the cover on top of it of
course.

CAPCOM Yes, wc understand all tliat Owoju

SPACECRAFT You mean the safety cover.

CAPCOM Yes.

SPACECRAFT The safety cover on the inside of the window?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. We want it installed. We
understand your concern.

SPACECRAFT Well, you understand now we ju.^:l: got a hand up
thereo The temperature is room temperature. Nothing out of the
ordinary and you want us to swing the metric camera out of the
way in order to install a safety cover?

CAPCOM Yes, that's affirmative. That's to prepare for the
hot test*

SPACECRAFT Well, if it'u only to prepare we would like to get
these other experiments finished here and then get at it in a few
minutes.

CAPCOM Yes we copy that Owen and go ahead. But we do need
it done before the hot test attitude.

END OF TAPS
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CAPCOM By having you tellinq lu) which heater LSD liqht is

on. Ratioru^ie for that is that tho r..:^al flanq/-^ left number one

temp has been 2 to 5 dog r eon lower Dinn tho other r.eal flange

teir.ps, ana our data shovjs a hoater hn^.i been on continuously, we*d

like to dotGrmine svhich of the heatorn in on, over*

SPACIJCRAFT Okay rine^ I'll do that at 7 3 hours, and that is

still one hour away, and I Ml take care of it then.

CAPCOM Okay thanks and I'll hand the air to ground one

loop back over to the Marshall Ops folks

•

CAPCOM And Spacolab, this is Marr/nall Oporations for

anyone,

SPACECRAFT Can you delay on some of that MSDR r.tuff until we

get the 19 op up and running right?

SPACECRAFT Hey Mike, thiG ir> UlC speaking

•

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf

.

f'lL^ACKCRAFT Okay, I'm hero in front oi: the m.Dli I'm trying to

coniplete Mike Haynos, if I can help, I*:a raore than willvncj.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, we copy, in fact, we're trying to

schedule another run for Mike Hayiies a little later on in this

shift. But we hope that you can get some rest. And not rjtay up

all night

SPACECRAFT Yes, I will do that. But we are in a lost

situation with Mike Haynes, when I hit that switch that at the

MSDR we lost the fuel settings. 7\nd that war; (garble) on the way

to screw his fuel assembly and I'm not trying to recover froM

that.

CAPCOM Yes, we understand, and in fact, r^iike Haync-s also

figured that out and has v;ocked up a procedure v;hich involves
doing his capularaty experiment out of the fluid physics laodule,

instead of inaide, he has a plastic iTiOdel here, and his figuring

out caiBera angles and thing;:* But 1 think my advised vrauld be,

just try and get some rest if you can, we'll see if we can fit

that in a little bit later.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM We also have a teleprinter message for you

.

Concerning the forth coming (garble) test. Some of the

investigators v/euld like soitie housekeeping chocked every now and

then, and on the teleprinter message, you* 11 find some activities
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to do» at your leisure, but preEerrably during AOS whrncvor tira.-

permits; durintj tlv? hot tef?t. You can have a look at this, afttet

you are done with your 102 activities, were int.', : ost'-.i in knoxvin:?

how iho3o qo, Alsu, at the bottom, please- J c v.; ^ y rsu that you

read the special note, which is at the bottoin of th<^t tcl<!pr i nter

message, we're very interested that you load that corfstully.

Yes, and the OC rcrcinds me that thesti hot tests, temperature
checks are run dm ing AOS, in order that we can have a look at

the engineering data ftoa the expeci-.uentE.. VJe're of cour'iQ

interested in tirdiag otx. what temp ^' atures we have out on the

pallet during this tost.

SI>ACECRAFT Roqer Miko sfe. copy, Byron's here and I'm ready

tt the WJOR counsel, and I just ha quick question tor you, we

have not sent anything like the CC tart (garble) ccyo enter

whatever, so if you want to take it from the top there I'd be

happy.

CAPCOH Yes, Okay, Byron, we were a little guprised that v?c

did not get that VGS system ops lajsp on, is that correct? Can

you tell me the status of VGS right now?

SPACECRAFT The (garble) is ops and the ICS pump numbsc one is

on. (garble) light on, and that's it.

CAPCOM I see, okay, the VGS ops lamp is off then, is that

right?

SPACECRAB'T Affirmative.

SPAGEGRArr (garble) I'd like to make ojve comment. About 3

hours ago Byron pointed out that had only one water pump

runninq arid that' was pump 2, 1 was trying to fix the problem and

I mi'i'st have caused that problem with the VGS, but I hope we can

recov#r from that.

CAPCOM Yes, ulf we under stanfl . We can probably work

around that, for some of the hi'jh power MHF uns, we will be

trying to use both puropu together in order to get more water flow

through the MHF and minimi ;:c the temperature difference. And the

300 team will be looiclng into that soon as we get some Ku-Band

coverage, and they can flow data to their GSC. We'll work up a

procedure for you at that time,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And one other item you may get a 21 error message

05 parameter out of limits, disregard.

SPACECRAFT Okay we got it as you called, thank you Bill.
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CAPCOH And alsoi data nuty be ratty at the first pact of
this next ground pass, so we'll probably see you in ^tbout 10
minutes throu^jh S-Band^

SPACECRAFT Yep.

SPACECRAFT We going LOS over (garble) ?

CAPCOM Yes, anywhere from 2 to 10 minutes.

SPACECllAFT Okay, we did 10 drops on each of the 3 g levels for
Doug Watts experiment*

CAPCOM Roger ^ we copy, 10 drops.

CAPCOM That's terriiic Byron, we copy, 102 copies. And
we're delighted, the only real constraint against dropping during
MSDR operations starts..

END OP TAPE
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PAO On orbit —
CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops , we have you for I

minute and 40 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Very good, we have 4 more steps for you on the

material science work if you're ready to copy, Owen.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Real good. First of all after you've gotten all

the keystrokes done, we'.' like you to verify that you have the

VGS op's light on which signifies the complete runup of the turbo

pump and everything. The second step is, at CCO, GN start MHF
enter which will bring the MHF's startup travel towards the

load/u.-»3oad position. The third step is at the CCO, i'-tart cryo 3

enter and after a while you find that the MHF will unlock itself,

you'll be able to swap out the partly processed 323 cactridge for

the spare 323 cartridqe which is also stowed in LIMA 0 echo. The

procedure you'll need' is on page 323-lB and that'll get the MSDR

back into work. The other message we have for you is —

.SPACECRAFT Mike, let's hold up here a minute.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble) here for a minute. First of all we do not

have the VGS ops light on. The moRt we have is the TMD, thermal

molecular pump ops light on and I have keyed in all of the

keystrokes that you sent me up before. So do you want us to stop

and look at it at that point or not?

CAPCOM Okay, standby. It may take a bit of time before

that VGF ops lamp comes on. I'm not sure, I got to check with

300. But I did have one other message for you and that is that

the AEPT update which is your (garble) table for day 7 needn't be

keyed in exactly 1 hour 30 minutes. You can slip that to 1 hour

45 or whenever your comfortable with it. It's nontime critical.

SPACECRAFT And then do we have those DEP updates?

CAPCOM There onboard. They are your table of (garble)

updates for day number 7.

SPACECRAFT Pine, thank you.
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CAPCOM
Hawai i

,

Okay, and we * 11 see you at 1 plus 4 6 here at

SPACECRAFT (Garble) was that correct?

CAPCOM Negative, copy. Wo lost you, Byron

•

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Ope,: at ions 7 clays 1 hour
29 minutes mission elapsed time. Loss of siqnal through the
Or roral Valley ground tracking statiOi; . As the Orbiter moves
toward the end of - towards the equator on the end of its 114
revolution of the Earth during that brief pass of just over 1

minute. Crew interface coordinator Bill Bock provided some
additional guidance- for the crew as th^^v doing some
additional material science doublcrack . c tl.nties br inoing a

portion of that lack back online and on ; ur next acquisition of
signal, approximately 14, just under IS minutes away of that
acquisition of signal, scheduled to be through the Hawaii ground
tracking station just after we cross the equator on the ascending
node of orbit 115. 7 days 1 hour 31 minutes mission elapsed
time. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. This is Mar she. 11
Space Operations at 7 days 1 hour 44 minutes, mission elapced
time. Standing by now for reacqui si t ion of signal through the
Hawaii ground tracking station just under a minute from nov;

.

\That pass shoulJ be approximately 5 minutes in length . Onboard
/Spacelab crew will be

CAPCOiM

SPACECRAFT

Space lab , Hous ton

.

Spacelab, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger , I have a note for you on this SAL activation
when you're ready to copy

.

SPACECRAFT VJe copy that, Brian.

CAPCOM Roger , an MET of 7 days 3 hours and 5 minutes, we'd
like for you to perform tlie activate SAL procedure, page 7-2 of
the Spacelab Ops Checklist prior to conducting your VFT SAL
operations . And when you do that we would like a report of the
SAL heater status by having you tell us which heater LED light is

on. Rationale for that is that the seal flange left number 1

temp has been 2 to 5 degrees lower than the other seal flange
temps and our data shows a heater has been on continuously. We*d
like to determine which of the heaters is on, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine. I'll do that at 7

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacolab Operations at 7 days 1

hour 11 nutes, ntission elapsed time. We have loss of signal
through . ; tracking and data relay satellite system. Anticipate
rcdcquibi tion of signal in approximately 41 minutes. Our next
acquisition betv;een the payload control center and Spacolab about
just under 15 minutes through the Or roral Valley ground tracking
station on orbit 114. During the last pass the crew was busy
with experiment 102^ primarily working the rotating dome portion
of that experiment. During that time, both Dr. Larry Young
principle investigator from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Dr. Chuck Oman, one of his co-investigators were
enabled, and were talking the crew through some modifications to
the experiment. These modif icati "»^s designed to gather some
additional data for the life sciences community. During this
late mission operations of those vestibular experiments. It was
reported during the pass that it appears that results from the
experiment are extraordinary, then from Larry Young.
Additionally Byron Lichtenberg provided some information on one
of the other components of the 102, the position awareness
experiment, that experiment designed to look at the crew's
ability to proceed the position of their limbs in weightlessness,
conducted both prior to going to sleep and post sleep, as this
experiment was developed because on former space missions crew
has occassionally reported that they had awaken in the middle of
the night and been unaware of where their limbs were positioned,
or at least their limbs apparently positioned in a different
place than they thought they were. Lichtenberg reported that
during the conduct of the expor inent, he had no problems in

determining where his limbs were, however he did indicate that
one night when he was about to fall asleep, he felt his hand
touching something, checked and realized it was his other hand.
That data point for Dr. Ken Money a Canadian investigator who has
proposed and been sponsoring that experiment, being carried out
on this spacelab mission- Toward the end of the pass, the crew
freed themselves from rhe life sciences experiment activity to do
some material science double rack work. And, following that
their going to return to the life sciences experiments, and
conduct another series of hop and drop activities. At 7 days 1

hour 15 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations'.

PAO And this is Mission control Houston, Columbia now
nearing the low point of it's ground t'r-ack 57 degrees south
latitude, and is three quarters of the way through orbit number
114. Spacecraft in a 131 by 126 1/2 nautical mile orbit, taking
a hour and half to circle the Earth. Next acquisition is about
11 minutes from now over the Orroral station, and then we pick up
again ever Hawaii in about a half an hour. Orbiter systems
performing well, we've had no system problems in quite a long
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time, difficult to rernembGr when the last system problem was

»

Everything on the Columbia wor kino pretty much as it should, not
much to handle in the way of troubleshooting for the flight
controllers here in mission control . 7 days 1 hour 16 minutes,
this is mission control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Verify 0 0 0 7 14, Close 001771, Open 0551
4 0, Verify 0 0 0 16 3, close 000 1 7 6, open 055212, and
verify 0 0 0 10 0, close 000146, and the followinq steps
will cause the cooling gas to get changed out • One gar> instead
of the other, open 0 5 16 6 0, verity 040000, close 1000
0 0, then I've another block of steps it you are ready to copy
them which you can proceed right on with. Open 13 3 6 3 2,
verify 1 7 7 7 7 7, I We also received a mc-^sage that I was wrong
a little earlier , if any of these verifies fails, they don * t ' "nt
you to proceed, rather stop and troubieshoot whatever the problem
is. Continuing along*

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand Mike.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you Owen. Continuing along,...

SPACECRAFT How many more of thene do we have?

CAPCOM It looks like 12 more.

SPACECRAFT Good.

CAPCOM Stand by a sec. Okay the next string here is,
close 0 0 1 4 4 Or open 13 3 6 6 6, verify 077220, close 0

0 10 0, I*m sorry, I read that wrong, that was a close 00010
o. „-:

SPACECRAFT Okay, say again, 0 0 0 10 0, is that right?

CAPCOM That's an affirmative Owen, sorry I stumbled
there. Only a few more, open 13 3 6 7 6, verify 077220,
close 0 0 0 10 0, open 133712, verify 055220, close 0

0 2 16 2, open 133722, verify 055220, and finally
close, 0 0 2 16 2. That's that.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike how soon should I start these?

CAPCOM Okay, and as soon as you get the furnace setup,
we'd like you to do a setup on hop and drop and let Byron be the
subject until 1:40.

SPACECRAFT Okay and so by setting up the furnace, you mean
proceed with all of these keystrokes, and then go into hop and
drop?

CAPCOM That's affirmative*

SPACECRAFT Can we start the keystrokes Mike?

CAPCOM Yes, you can start those anytime, the furnace
should be ready for all this input.
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Furnace is number one priority.

Okay.

And we hopo you got that VGS Ops larcp on.

And we havG you Cor about 5 seconds , we have you.

.

(garble) .

.

We only have a VGS . .

.

(garble)

Ops only on a VGS.

Repeat.

10 Ops on VGS. (garble)

Okay understand, you have TMP Ops lamp on.

And v;e'll see you at Orroral at 1 plus 27.
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CAPCOM . . . subjects and the

SPACECJiAPT Regarding the tiiuG history of this adaptation I
think that might be as useful an additional as I can think of.

CAPCOM Owen, we copy. Well I'm going to have to use one
of your guys to do some MSDR work if I may now.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Mike.

CAPCOM And Owen, v;e would like to have the other one made
aware of the fact that Helen Ross would like to see if we can
work in an additional 025 which would require a half per man.

CAPCOM Okay Owen, if you're ready to go to work at the
MSDR I have some keystrokes I'd like you to type in and get these
experiments running again. Are you ready?

SPACECRAFT Keystrokes.

CAPCOM Right. First I need an open 0 5 7 3 7 0 enter.

SPACECRAFT I took mo a moment to find your new open there so
open 7 3 or 3 5 7 what's your next digits?

CAPCOM The final 3 digits are 3 7 0.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Yes, that open button ought to have coordinates of
3 4.

SPACECRArT I've got it. So I've got open at 3 5 7 3 7 0.

CAPCOM Thank you very much. You may enter that and please
read out what you see on line 8 of the CCO display.

SPACECRAFT balls, 6 balls.

CAPCOM - 6 balls. Can you confirm that what you opened was05737 0?

SPACECRAFT I read open 3 5 7 3 7 0 enter.

CAPCOM Okay, that's not what I intended. Let me, just
stand by a second. I'll try to work around that, see if we have
a work. Okay Owen, let's try this. Try open 0 5 7 3 7 0 enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And please read out line 8.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. I read 6 balls.

CAPCOM Real good . Now enter close whose coordinates are 4

4 0 0 0 0 1 0.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

Now open 0 4 3 0 3 6.

Okay.

Now please verify what you see on line 8.

0 3 0 0 3.

Did you say 1 0 3 0 0 3?

Affirmative.

Thank you. Now close 0 0 0 4 0 3.

Okay.

Real good. Now I'm going to read you sor.ie steps

5 I'd like you to write down. Vfe have a 2 to 5 minute wait while
we wait for VGS, VGS ops lamp to come on. If you have a pencil
I'll give you some numbers to copy.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

Say again.

Ready to write. Go ahead.

Really good. Open 0 4 6 0 6 2. And verify 0 0 02

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
6 1.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
2 0 7.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
(garble)

.

Go ahead.

Close 0 0 0 2 4 0. Open 046064. Verify 000

Okay.

Close 0 0 0 2 4 0.

Okay.

Open 0 5 0 4 4 2. And verify 000600.
Okay. Do you require a readback on this or
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CAPCOM I don't believe so, I don't br^livo so. We're just

modifying very slightly the CCO rfieauurement cequonce and t

believe if any of these verifies does not verify you can proceed

with it anyway. It'll juct slightly change the sequence at which

the measurements get read. I've a few more of these to go. The

next one is close 0 0 7 7 7 7. And open 050510.
SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Verify 0 0 0 7 14.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Close 0 0 7 7 7 7.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Owen, have there been any issues related to visual
vestibular reaction that occurred to you that you'd like to look
at particularly during the LOS periods?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) think about it. But the first impression
is negative.

CAPCOM And Owen, I take that \ w-c feel reasonably strongly
that it is not worth the time to repeat F04 with you as a

subject, is that firm?

SPACECRAFT Af f i rma t i ve

•

CAPCOM Ulf, Chuck Omen and Larry Young from the science
monitoring area discussing their series of —

SPACECRAFT (Garble) 030 position out of the medilog and

(garble) medical* I don't know why it wasn't working in the

other position. 030 seems to give appropriate outputs*

CAPCOM Very good. Even if we see this in the I30G switch

and just try upper and lower on the monitor box and see what you
.get..'',', .

SPACECRAFT Byron said he did that and it*s working alright
now. It's on the recorder number 3.

CAPCOM We copy, congratulations. Okay, gentleman, I'll

let you both carry on as subjects and the data will tell me what
dome runs you're running, you try to document it as best you can

and do this up to 0100 at which time you should turn to, I

understand it, to the MS?R work.

SPACECilAFT Okay, we copy that, and we're ready to (garble) .

CAPCOM Okay, if you get a chance to report to me —
SPACECRAFT In fact, I'll give 2 pushbuttons and reform the
ones that (garble) played back inbetween?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Byron* And Byron, if you get
the chance to troubleshoot recorder number 1, I think that would
give us some feeling for whether we were getting data on off this

morning.

SPACECRAFT Okay, weUl get it later.

CAPCOM Copy.
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SPACECRAFT There were 2 pushes on the button. The donie is

starting. (Garble) is 5 0 5 2 30 and the second one is 0 0 5 3

14. And the dome is now producing what should bo upper voction

for me, I don't feel a whole lot, Larry.

CAPCOM All right, copy.

SPACECRAFT And about 12 inches away from the dome.

CAPCOM Copy, 12 incheE5. If we went through this whole

dome run, is this dome on number 5 your doing, Byron?

SPACECRAFT It shows dome number 4, Larry.

CAPCOM That's fine as long as we k.iow what it is. Let's

go through the whole 6 minutes.

And for the records here in the science monitoring

area, Ulf, Larry Young and Chuck Omen sharing the air to ground

loop. And with them monitoring the data is co-invsst igator Doug

Watt.

SPACECRAFT Larry, I didn't get any vertical vection at all on

(garble) floating horizontally i'ra going to try and get some yaw.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, quite easy to get good yaw vection.

CAPCOM Copy, good yaw vection here. Now we need a little

bit of how far you're away from the dome you arc and what speed

it is. We can read negative - we can read —

SPACECRAFT (Garble) dome. Okay, I'd say about 15 inches.

Goes to the end of the dome run, looks like it is possible to get

good yaw vection when your free floating but not quite so easy if

you have your seat held down somewhere.

CAPCOM Okay, wo copy that, Byron and so does 102.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 102 as far as for the hop and drop and shock

it seems to me that the question to the answer to that depends

alot on what the data looks like on the ground and since we don t

have that to look at you are in a much better position to answer

that than we are. As far as things that we might say onboard,

the sort of subjective coarse of adaptation to weightlessness

would seem to me something we might comment on but that wouxd

could be more easily done I think in a carefull debriefing

postflight with the stuff that some people at any rate are
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putting on tape recorders plus your questions and our ansv/ers
post flight regarding the time history of adaptation^ I think
that might be ar useful on a (Garble) • That's all I can think
ofv

CAPCOM Owen^ we copy. We're going to have to use one of
you guys to do some MSDR work if I may now,

END OF TAPE
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SPACeCKAFT Since wo alread/ had it down here, we didn^t need
any aing else, so if we had it seen it we would of given you a

call*

CAPCOM ,
Spacelab for O^^en, this is 102, go ahead,

SPACECRAFT ..Okay, roger , .got you loud and clear,
,

iiow* (garble)

CAPGOM
,

Otay, I guess we'ri^^' rea^^v to try a little bit of
looking at v^ertic^^e (gai->le) and what I'm most interested in is

any (garble) so would ^ for mxamplB, if you run thro^ugh ..a

complete 6 minute ^lome rur. with ^ ' of you insi^''0, in the normal
fashion .as the subject, eyeballs ^^jing recoicled^ The other one,

in the mid. isle look.in,g at it anci r^^cording SOGrw
,

No%r, w.hat we

neod to have' to, do is, press the but ..on at ch« ?.^ecrinninf of ,each

dome r^win, u^c> that we c'^a sync the (garble) tape recorder I'OG with
the dO'M^ runs w?hicn al^o havo GM' ^ When you pubti the but on. yoii

should read, current GMT from t!t.' wall clock onto your tai^c

recorder • Do you copy?

SPACiCRAPT . We co,py.

SPACECRAFT' Okay Larry^. going to be in the dome free
floatir I, and Byron in a. .out to get checked^ out on the

,

fgarbl

^

and we' got . 8 • s 1 1 i pe s on " the dome , . a^nd we * r e set up to i n i. 1 1 a te J n

just a minute or two.

CAPCOM Very .good.. . When this ,
is all fini.sh.td, would you

.Bind', taking a couple of photographs of tlie dome w.ith the stripes
on it, so we know how things atood^ and h:.^ve Byron estimate how
lar away from the dome he was Landing so we can get a rough
calibration. Also have him calibrate his EOG by looking in the

ii#iiai w,ay ,at the ^aft end^ {garbl^^

SmeECflAFT I don't see camera handy, if we find one fine,

but all it amounts to is wc^^ve put an extra stripe in between
each of the velcrd strips and (garble), so there is really not
much to it*

CAPCOH;.- Okay, that's fine Owen, carry on.

,SP,ACEC,RAFf , Okay,^ ..for Chuc Omaii and
,

the
„
(g,arble) people, I've

.got the, electrodes on, arv-. c-^^erything wired up, tape
^
recorder

number 1 is running, and . t'- :ir i Lur box is plugged in, but I

do,n:* t see any (garble)^ hot i?.oi)i:M[ or vertical.
,

,And then in the

030,: position and ,I ,(g.arbla) switches .on .the monitor box, over.

CAPCOH . ,Okay, ,and you are using recorder ,

number ,one,
correct?
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CAPCOM Okay, let's go to recorder 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay, say again Chuck?

CAPCOM Go to recorder 3^ Call me back when you get it on,
I've got one other thing for you, it will take a minute.

SPACECRAFT (garble) putting in a good signal, he was doing the
experiment job?

CAPCOM You were stepped on Byron, please repeat?

SPACECRAFT Was Ulf reporting a good signe^l when he last used
the medalog?

CAPCOM We infer so Owen, they reported successful
completion, I assume they used the test box, but we don't really
know. We didn't get that much of a debrief, things were pretty
hectic this morning.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we still got no signal here.

CA?COM You got batteries in the thing?

SPACECRAFT The tripe appear ^= to be running.

CAPCOM Okay-

SPACEICRAFT No EGG signal.

GAPGQil Okay, I suggaot we go to recorder 3, for this
afttirioon's operations. And as we use the recorder, as we reach
th0 of A run, wt have to find 3o:iie way of marking the end of
a operation. The way to do that, is to just pull the plug on the
hdtiieas going into the reooLder for about 15 to 30 seconds, we'll
be able to pick that up pretty well on the playback. That way we

cm separate one subject for another, for example.-

SPACi5CRArT We understand that.

CAFCC^ ftyron, m$ O^en, if you rail to get the (garble)
recordin^'j goirrg at this r>oif*l:, the other m^thon you could une in

scayificj in split screen^ sea if it is |:x)ssible to have otxp of: the
TV oaniemB point>:''i1 at tne £acf3 o£ th^t subj^ct w'ho's H,>okin<3 cit

the rotating dOAie. th^t may b^^ an i./apossible Hhot to get at.

CAPCOM But i-ir.^t, proceed and soa if recorder 3 will do
,fc:he jHSrb * ,
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SPACECRAFT The second screen Larry can see the profile of the

fellow looking at the side, but he will certainly bo unable to

see his eye moments,

CAPCOM Right, and I don't imagine that there is anyway to

move it to enable that, is there Owen?

SPACECRAFT No WCy.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen, have there been any issues related to

visual vestibular interaction that have occured to you, that

you'd like to look at it, particularly during the LOS periods?

END OP TAPE
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>CAPCOM vertical vection upward and dov;nward of the

different speeds. Byron, this is 102, (garble).

SPACECRAFT (garble) only uncertainty about position relates to

the fact that you are, when you are blind folded or cannot see^

your, you cannot obviously cannot determine what your senses o^

orientation is. And if you just got attitude, then you don't

know your attitude, by whatever amount you (garble) it out. And

I don't, in my opinion, think that it would be worth another

subject to go through that.

CAPCOM We copy that Owen, we also are anxious, would be

anxious to try to get additional data on the 2 drop experiments,

and I would like to go and ask each of you, how you would feel

about participating as a subject in the additional hop and drop,

or an additional drop and shock.

SPACECRAFT Doesn't seem to be named just so.

CAPCOM Say again.

SPACECRAFT (garble) say what ever you fellows want.

CAPCOM Okay, well get back to you, we're looking at the

details. Finally, looking well dov/n into late in the dav, when

we have a F02A, just after lunch, there's a considerable amount

of time following that, and we will be following that, and we

will be giving you detail instructions about repeating some of

those runs.

SPACECRAFT What were fixing to do, is to put some silver

stripes on the dome which will have better contrast then the

black, however, I'm not inclined to think that this is very

likely to induce any sort of vection, Larry, because it only will

(garble) a very small part of the field, and the majority of your

visual field is going to be fixed to a Spacelab wall.

CAPCOM I copy that Owen, and your probably right. One of

the things that we would suggest that you do, is stand fairly

close to it, in the order of 1/2 meter, and block out your

peripheria'l vision by putting your hands up by the size of your

eyes. That is just cupping, making a mask with your hands, do

you copy?

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Spacelab, your broken up, say again.

S ECRAFT Wellco, I understand. And Larry while I'm putting

the electrodes on here, just a quick debriefing comment for Ken

Money, during his experiment I didn't feel any strange sense of

orientation, but the other night, I was just about asleep and I
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realized that my right hand was touching soinothlng, and then when
I tried to see what it was, it was my left hand. So, (garble)
run into a little bit of support to (garble) experiment, but the,
during the formal, during his formal portion experiment, I didn't
notice any significant problem determining my limp position*

CAPCOM We copy,

CAPCOM 102 Cor Byron

•

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Byron, we wanted also to explain what the other ESA
3 recorder #1 is doing in the Spacelab at this time. Did that
get explained to you?

SPACECRAFT Ulf took it off^ and it was sitting here for us, is
all that I understand.

CAPCOM Okay, the reason we took it off, Harry has noticed
that, that recorder is identical to the recorder 3 that we use in
the F02 Alpha, with the exception that it has a 3 times higher
gain on the EOG system. And we thought that it should be brought
into the Spacelab for use in any EOG recording on Owen, since
sometime his EOG gains as far as the microvolt degree of eye
movement tend to be low. You copy?

/

SPACECIV^FT Okay, copy your recorder number 1.

CAPCOM Roger

•

CAPCOM And Spacelab, be advised, were going to have about
1 30 second drop out, in about 20 seconds.

CAPCOM For about 30 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill.

PAO Here at the Payload Operations, Control Center, Dr.
Larry Young, and his co-investigators for experiment 102.
Debriefing, the crew on several of the phases of that
experiment. The crew just finish, or just having finished
several dome runs, with the rotating dome experiments. These
experiments designed to investigate the functioning of man
balance system in a 0 gravity environment.

SPACECRAFT Since we already had it down here, we just didn^t
need anything else. If we hadn't (garble) RAU, v;e'd have given
you a call.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... vector of 20 minutes to (garble) before 1

o'clock. It is to say sometime in the next 30 minutes. And then
I'll commandeer one of you to get the MSDH up and running.

SPACECRAFT 102.

CAPCOM Yes, that sounds good. Michael we're still looking

for an alternative time to do the MSDR. But that one you
mentioned still wo.ld work. We - Okay, Dyron and Owen are you

both there?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Right, this is a, this is an opportunity to go and

fill in any pieces that we have missed or ideas that either you

or we would like to explore on the dome. One of the ones that I

explained to you earlier Byron and just repeated to Owen is the

vertical vection standing in the mid aisle looking at the dome as

it rotates. Now one subject can bo in the dome doing another

dome run which would help add to our free float data and the

other one of you looking at it from the side can make

observations of the differences in vertical vection upward and

downward of the different speeds. Are you able to go along with

that?

SPACECRAFT Larry, yes. I did that while Owen was in the dowe

and I didn't get any vection whatsoever. A little bit of

nystagmous I could feel on my eyes but the stripes, the velcro

stripes are spaced just too far apart to really get any vection.

CAPCOM Wait, I copy. Do you have any tape available that

you could use to increase the stripe's spacial frequency?

SPACECRAFT Yes, we could put some qray tape on it I guess.

CAPCOM You'll have to be able to take it off to

disassemble it but short of that I don't see &ny problem with

;that,

SPACECRAFT Do you think the gray tape will have enough
contrast? -

CAPCOM If the lighting is adequate it should Owen and

while one of you is doing that the other could attach the ESA 30

recorder so we get some measurements of the vertical
nystagmous.

SPACECRAFT Larry, Owen's taking a look at the dome right now

before we put the tape on. I've got it running. One comment
that I can make from my last runs was that I experienced almost

no dropouts during any of the runs. The sensations were pretty

, much the same of 50, 40, 50 to 60 percent vection and it was, you
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know^ whole body Spacelab motion. The^re was no paradox of
(garble) either free floating or with bun^i-*^. (Garble) vecticn
either.

CAPCOM (Garble) thank you. And once again any major
effect of, summar ijiing major effect of bungees.

SPACECRAFT I don't see too much effect of bungees and they
reduce the sensation of vection just a little bit but it's not i

significantly big difference.

CAPCOM Byron, do you think at this point in the mission
looking back on it that the tactile cues generated by bungees
would be of any, would be of any use in treating space adaptation
syndrome.

SPACECRAFT Yes I do Larry. I think it helped during the first
day when I was kind of standing there quietly with, that's
actually, you know, the second day - mission day, flight day 2,
with Mel Reschke's experiment that seemed to help alleviate for
awhile if you would just stand there in 1 position and not feel
like you're floating around.

CAPCOM Okay that's, that's very good. You are, Owen's
looking at the dome I understand and you' re going to consider
putting on the EOG electros for us.

SPACECRAFT Sure, I'll put on the EOG electrons Larry.

CAPCOM Byron while you're doing that you can let your
brain work. You know about as much about vestibular adaptation
as the people down here in the SMA. You have this opportunity to
pursue ideas on your own that you might have thought of. Either
discuss them with us or go ahead during LOS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I'll be thinking. I think we've covered
an awful lot of it.

CAPCOM Right. (Garble)

SPACECRAFT' (Garble). Go ahead Larry.

CAPCOM Byron, looking ahead. Som.e of the other things
that we're considering trying to fit into this really vast amount
of time that's opened up are a repeat or a run of the F04 using
Owen as a subject. Taking about a half an hour to do that.

SPACECRAFT I don't know. I haven't seen the data. I guess I

can let Owen comment a little bit on what he observed from me.

CAPCOM Byron, this is 102.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) is that the only uncertainty about

position relates to the fact that you arc ...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM to do to fill it. One of the things to do is when

you are the dome operator , you can place yourself in the mid

aisle and face the dome so that it - as it rotates, the velcro

strips, moving either vertically upward or downward in your field

and then I'd like you to observe and comment to us on any

assiroatry between feeling of vertical vection if they should

occur. And also you might put your finger lightly on your upper

lid and see if you detect any assimatry between up beating and

down beating the stagmus. Do you copy, Ov;en.?

SPACECRAFT (garble) but we'll have to do later and alao I'll

talk to Byron about it.

CAPCOM Yes, Owen, we've been informed by APS and CIC that

there is a significant block of kind being made available to 102

to extend our experiments during today and want to di&cusH with

you, this specific one that we're planning and extending but the

immediate one will be extension of time on the dome experiments

for of the order of 20 minutes to half an hour so there iu a lot

of time to explore now.

SPACECRAFT (garble) to occur. We're under (garble) right now.

CAPCOM Right. The things that we will do first on the

dome runs are first - tried to have you do the procedure that I

just described, stand and look at the dome from the side and tell

me about vertical, any sensation vertical motion that you get for

the upward and downward strike motion and see what your - any eye

movements feel like just feeling you.: lid. If its easy, we're to

do, v;e'll ask you to go and obtain an ESA 30 medilog recorder EOG

electrodes and go and place that on to be able to get son^e

records which you (garble) with your tape recorder of vertical
eye movements facing the dome. Either you or Byron could do

that

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have the 30 medilogs up here but we'll

wait till this dome run is complete and then get on with the

setup for other stuff.

CAPCOM Okay. Can you tell ns how the TV is looking on it?

SPACECRAFT Okay, the TV is looking fine on the split screen,

we're missing just - well it comes right to one edge of the iris

and we really a part of the bar beneath his eye but we see the

full iris and I think you'll have no trouble with an analysis

because (garble) is good.

CAPCOM That's fine. Is Byron wearing the contact lens

now?

SPACECRAFT He is wearing his contact lease and they (garble)

very visible.
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CAPCOM When looking at the ones that were downlinked

yesterday, they were clear thcit those contact lense marks were

very visible and even in these split screen the analysis will be

all right. The problem primarily seemed to be one of movement of

the head, RAU 1 of 2 tv cameras so that the (garble) box intended

to slip out of the f ield-of-view.

SPACECRAB'T Okay, that's pretty close.

CAPCOM Owen, let me chat with you about plans for the

other 102 activities.

SPACECRAFT If you'll wait here just 30 seconds, Byron will be

through with his last of his 6 sequence. He. just finished his.

Marshall Ops, spacelab for the 102 PI, go ahead.

SPACF^RAFT Go ahead and tell us what you want to do now.

CAPCOM Okay, Byron and Owen, Michael can explain to you

the fact that we've gotten some additional time and we' 11 want

you to use it in ways that you and we jointly think best to

extend the science on these FO's.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Operations for Owen or

Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM yes, hi. As you're probably aware this metric

camera, the installation and removal of stowage isn't necessary

nov?, since several more days in the mission and we still have

some film left and the rest of this pass, I thought we'd divide

between this MSDR work around. We want to get it started and

back on schedule and also Larry to work any additional 102 work

or debriefing that he'd like to do with it. How do you guys feel

about that.

SPACECRAFT Good as any.

CAPCOM Real good. We do have about 10 minutes of work at

the MSDR which we'd like you guys, one of you guys to be able to

do for us during this pass, but we don't want to glitch Larry s

work either so leave it to Larry to pick a good 10 minute

interval so I can talk steadily to one of you,

SPACECRAFT We're finished with the 102 and then get on the

MSDR.
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CAPCOM Sounds like a good idea. How about we plan on

finishing the 102 run before 1 o'clock that is to say sometime in

the next 30 minutes, then I'll (cjc^rble) to one of you to get the

MSDR Up and running.

SPACECRAFT 102.

END 0? TAPE
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PAO ...satellite in just about 2 ^\^f

ge?Ung Orbiter UHF communications, this is mission control

Houston.

Q This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, standing by

r^ri, for reacauisition of communications between the payload

ctnttll ceSterSid spacelab, during this pass we're anticipating

?hat ?he crew will be performing the rotating dome experiment,

wili e^De?iment 102 provided by the Massachusetts Insticute of

?ecLo^ogJ dcsigned\o look at the adapation process of mans

balance system in a zero gravity environment. f"ticipate that

DrLarrv Young of MIT, the principle investigator will be

en;blld L wS?k with the creS. And this is one
f'^P'^^J^^^"^^^^^^

ccewmember Byron Lichtenberg is also one of the investigators.

CAPCOM And spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for

abuot 54 minutes through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill, I read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, wo do need a verification that the SWA

outer cover is cloaed.

SPACECRAFT Verified.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, and we have the 102 PI enabled. And

he's standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we just finished the third run, Owen's

bungees.
,

CAPCOM spacelab, Byron, this is 102, would you repeat?

Would you repeat the last transmission?

CAPCOM Okay Spacelab, Byron this is 102, I understood that

you just completed the third dome run, did you copy?

CAPCOM .
spacelab, Byron, this is 102 do you copy?

CAPCOM And spacelab, Marshall Ops, Byron, I *^ate to keep

pestering you about this, we need a verification that that SWA i.

locked.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bill it's locked, how do you read?

CAPCOM Yes, we copy you now, we had a little temporary

drop out, we way have a few of those for th). -. pass.
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SPACECRAFT It's closed , you also wanted to check and make sure
it is locked?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by. Okay it'c, in a latch, and I

presume that means, and it's also locked, no the camera's in
lock, but the SVSTA is in latched, it doesn't happen to be able
lock,

CAPCOM Okay, we copy Owen, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Okay 102, we've initiated the bungee run with
Byron, and comments on my own (garble) ?

CAPCOM We copy Owen^ go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the vection has been still, I would estimate
40 percent, just like it has been forever. The principle
difference between here and the ground, is the counter rotation
that occurs for a few seconds after the dome rotation stops. And
you can see that of course with the joy stick. As far as the no
bungee run is concerned, there is the opportunity to sort of
imagine self rotation. Somewhat more easily than it was either
on the first day, or on the ground . Although (garble) is still I

would say almost identical to what it has always been.

CAPCOM Very good, Owen. Have you had an opportunity to
stand in the middle isle facing the rotating dome and look at
vertical sensations or vertical eye moments by feeling them?

SPACECRAFT No, I was not familiar with that request, perhaps I

missed it, would you say it again?

CAPCOM Alright Owen, I passed up some detailed discussion
with Byron that probably didn't get to you. We're interested in

the, we have alot of time available to us now, and I • 11 be
discussing with you what we do to fill it. One of the things to
do, is when you are the dome operator , you can place yourself in

the mid isle and face the dome, so that as it rotates, the velcro
strip .

.

END OF TAPE
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(garble) Do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger r wo copy, Ray.

CAPCOM Right, now since Byron, since this is probably the
last time the dome will run and the renults really seem to be
extraordinary, I would like you to go through a final run of the
other things I have been risking all week , namely bungee strength
and bungee influence, Soe how it compares with earlier in the
mission* We're having very good data down here in tho SMA, so we
see whac the joystick looks like, and feel free to use the dome
option tuns to explore your ov/n scientific interest

•

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM
beginning?

SPACECRAFT
up.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
possible*

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
listening*

CAPCOM

Okay, do you have any questions for use, before

No, just take us a few more minutes here to get set

Very good , I'll leave you alone.

Marshall Ops, this is (garble)

Go ahead, Ulf.

Okay, Bill how are you?

Fine Ulf, that was a good press conference.

Okay, I would like to talk to 300 system people, if

Ulf, we only have you for about 18 seconds.

Ah, too bad*

You can relay message if you like, they are

And we'll see you on day 7, at 15 minutes, and TV17
is connected to recorder #2.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 6 days 23 hours,
33 minutes, mission elasped time. We've just had loss of signal
through the eastern edge of the range of the tracking data relay
satillite, orbit 113. During the last TDRS pass we have the
teleconference involving President Reagan, and West German
Chancellor Kohl, with the Spacelab crew. Following that we had a
press conference, questions from European News Media from several
European locations. Spacelab crew getting back to work, in the
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mnJule, have had handov^'r about l^v..^ time the pr.r^^BS

conference and telecon ferc-rico from the blue i tc t)vt' revi teB.m,

Comiiiander John voung. Mission Spec^ialis , Bob r-arker, and i^ayload

ppeci<aiBt, Ulf: Merbo3^., er iing t\^^ir 12 nour-! ^"^^^ work- hnd they

are preparing qo to slet.p in abou*- another 1/
-
hour oi: an

hourl The blU'.- team is about to get to work, laoi.^^^.ntari ^ /, with

their daily ylannitv^i activitieai, thai vrill b^e getting lu'iderway

shortly* This is riis^uon Control '-^^ton.

PAO -This it. Marshall Kpa^^jio/., i)perations, we have about

41 Tfdnutes ?"-amaininq i^.^til we reacquire sivmal with Si^acelab

through th^^ x^cucl 'Vi 1 data .i^L^y r^.tillitc, Puring ihe la.%t

few minutes, pr i<>r to lot>s of sig tal tne cre-.^ received ^ome

reports on r,onv.» of the a^-tivHies thai have ><'0n going on. The

crew waM given thank you tf^^m the motricj ciirnnti^ folks, ^the crew

had yesterday, repaired a ti.Uu pack that had apparently jammed

th . day before and indicated they were so hm*p that they wt*ce

going t^' let the crev/ urvC the* rest of the phot*">oi*^"iphf5 At their

own discretics-i for the re.st of: the frames cit their own •liscretion

towards the end or t;v-^ mianion. Additionally the crev; learned

that the Car uli av io Lei space telescope, instrumerit .^rovided

by the Univw.rsity of. California, at P^erkley. ntvi mountod ov.,i on

the pullnt had co:tu;leted it's opet at: i-'^ns duririg tbc night, that a

co:;'/ i nat lc>a cai i*' teleGCOi>e designcti to lookout ul travi(^le t

erriU;sio!)s trorn various astronomical sources with greats

sonsitivity then previously posBible. Larry Young, a priiK.:ipal

irivestlgator for tho Mansachuse ttr. Ij-u;titute of '"rechnology

,

e^periineui- 107^ provided noir^e instruction for v/h^^^t con>arcntly be

the last op-*Oition of his rotating donie inr^.t rumonl . 6 days 23

hours 36 ainuter::, mission eiasped time, thu- i Marshall r^y>aceTab

Or'>erat ions *

PAO Thiii is Mission Control !ion<;t<„:i, c>t 7 djyf> 13

lainutes into the Spacclab 1 mission. ColaruDja has jur.t (M-^'^ssed

trie equco 4 r on the SM and sending node of orbit 114* And^wc^re
about to come within o.ai.jo of the tracking data relay satillitc

in just about 2 minute:;. We'll have Sp. celab coirnTiuni cat ions at

that tine and in about 6 1/2 minuteiv v;e'll be parojinj ovr-r the

tracking rit^'itions in the '^:ont inental U»3. and be gettin orbitei

UHF communications.

END OF 'fAPE
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S^msCRhfT . . . tne earth's atrnGSiphtre.

With you again on Euccj--Nf't, (Music)

VhPCOa A^i • Columbia, Houston. We're back with you for

about S minutes tcfore TDI^ LOS ani v.'a'il be taii;ing next to you

on UHF Ift the Columbia at lOS,

SI^ACJiCRAPT Okay, Bryan, See you there.

CAPCOM Epacelab, thia is Marshall Operations. That ^was a

rcif-l good confereenee you guys and we have sotae mesacigen arvd we

also ace go foe 102 P03 operations and we have the 102 team^

standing r^y arid we alr.o have some raetisarjes f-roin V.'ubbo and the 33

teaff! when you guys arc ready to copy.

SPACECRAPT Okay Mike. Stand by a sec. We're iuBt about on

the flight deck herd. V?e've got to get the 105 millimeter

iens. We'll be with you in about 2 minutes, okay?

CAPCOM Real gi»od Eycon. We copy.

CAPCOM And Space lab this is Marshall OPS for Bob and UlC

and Byron and Ov^en, over.

CAPCOM Okay Mike. We're back in here and we're not quite

ready to copy yet on the 3 3 stuff. Ir. fact, let me get - I guess

we have £!onie operations coming op here on our shift right?

CAPCOM And Space lab. Byron, you don't need to copy. You

only need tc listen for about 3 or 4 seconds, over.

jPACECiiAPT Okfiy go ahead Wubbo.

C^PCOM And I also would like that Bob and Ulf and Owen

will hear this. Can you tell thefli?

SPACECRAFT I can tell the®, yes

CAPCOM - Are they listening Byron?

SPACBICRAFT I laean they're not all in the head, they're not

listening cause they're not on their headsets. They're down in

the raiddack. Want them back in here?

c, COM Well, sure, we have you a little present from the

33 sci#«oe team and I sure would like if they can hear it too

over,

r.PAC5^CRAFT Okay, well. Stand by a sec Wubho, Coming. Okay,

Wubbo. Go ah^fSd.
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CAPCOM Okay. The science team of experiment 33 is
extre*nely content with the scientific material v;hich has been
collected and they express their gratefulness by giving to you
the crew the remaining pictures which are about 140 to uce for
your own purpose and in your own purpose and please do that after
day If over.

SPACECRAFT Sounds good to me.

CAPCOM And also the FAUST team would like to express their
thanks for an excellent run. Their final run was a set of
exposures during the Shuttle glow and all 47 pictures on the film
have been used and that means that all commands were correctly
received by the FAUST experiment because they got their signals
from the end of the f^lm.

SPACECRAFT And you guys are going to go out tomorrow already
and publish them, right?

CAPCOM Well, we do have a couple of AP J letters that are
going out this afternoon. We are now enabling the science
monitoring area because the 102 team has soir.e comments for the
set up of TV 17 for the forth coming dome run^^

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Byron and Spacelab, this is 102. Do you copy?

SPACECiy^FT Loud and clear. Go ahead Larry*

CAPCOM First, congratulations to all of you on a stellar
performance and now back to work. First Byron regarding TV for
the dome, we received excellent results on the split screen from
the red shift last night and we would like you to perform exactly
as you had on mission day 1. That is begin with the split screen
of the free floats for you and Owen. Then go to the single view
of the eyeball for the harnesses and finally if you have dome you
can do the other experiments with head movements in the option
runs. Do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

CAPCOM Next, we have one additional observation we would
like each of you and you and Owen to make during the dome runs on
the part of the operator. The operator should place himself in
the mid aisle facing the side of the dome. As the dome rotates,
you will see the velcro straps moving upward or downward
depending upon the rotation sets . I would like you to observe
any assymmetry between the feelings of vection for upward and
downward movement of the stripes and Ryron you might wish to
place a finger lightly on your upper lid and see if there's any
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obvious assymmetry in upward and downward opt Ikinetic
nystagmous. Do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copy Larry.

CAPCOM Right* Now since, Byron since this is probably the
last time

END OP TAPE
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(garble) Question to Ulf Merbold, What do you
tell yom: wife and your children when you come back about your

'

eyiimrJ/^ncBB in the spac^^? And do you have any Christmas i^^resents

to bring them?

S?ACECK/\F'f BOf I didn't have the time for Christmas presents
so far. But I hope the life scientists allow me to go shopping
%^ith at ieask for 1 afternoon to bay ."jmething for them* And
what I win tell them^ v;all that v;ill be a very long story, I

think. That keepu im at least, busy f-* .: noth^r week*

XREtiAND Can I ask Ulf Merbold, of much talk of the space
sickness, what have you learned about weightlessness that is
90od? And maybe you might demonstrate something that you enjoy
doing in weightlessness,

SPACECRAFT Well weightlessness, is a very nice thing to do* I

mean look at you, you sit here and it's a lot of fun and on
what you learn about the, or the question should be what can you
le«?.rn from weightlessness, and we learn a lot about materials
because we do not have gravity, mixes with liquid materials all
the time, due to convections* Such that we can grow single
crystals in a much better way up here, and we. are do the analysis
of the materials postmission and then work into the answer.

ROME For John Young. Do you find any difference between
your first mission and this one.

SPACECRAFT Well I'll say, we've come a long way in 20 years.
This is a super vehicle from start to finish. It's just,
Columbia's just worked perfectly. The Spacelab has done just
what I sort of hoped it would. It's demonstrated that human
beings can live and work in space in a delightful environment.
They can work 24 hours a day, we've proved it. I think it's a

great step forward. This is totally different than what we
believed back in the early days of space flight. We didn't think
people would even :iucvive in space very long.

According to what happened recently to Russian
Astronauts, do you feel safe up taere?

SPACECRAFT Well, I assume you say this is almost like home.
Let me make another remark, after two day^, using ground, you
could spend the rest of your life in such an environment. It is

really comfortable*

Thank yt u very much.

SPACECRAFT Think of the money you would save on pillows alone.
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NETHERLANDS For Ulf Metbold. Vlt, you've had a few years of
additional training for Spacelab, and you've had additional time
to think a lot about living and working up there* Were there
never the less any real surprises, things that you had not
ejcptcttd?';

SPACECRAFT Yeah^ the surprise is it is much better than I

thought during all these years. It is really a lot of fun to be
here and see all of the earth. We do not have much time to enjoy
just the beauty^ but I can tell you it is so spectacular and
fantastic that it would have been worth to Work for 5 other
year^, just to fly for one week,

BRISTOL For Radio Television Lexumbourg, Is it possible to
know where you are now^ Which part of the earth do you see, now?

'CAPcoM'';\'

SPACECRAFT It will take Ulf just a minute to call up another
display from our computer to tell us exactly where we are at this
particular point. Brewster , what does Dr. Spock say? He says
were over the Mid right now.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Ulf and Byron took to this spaceflight just like
ducks to water . They are fully adapted now, and 1*11 tell you,
they really are enjoying it^ just as much as we all are. It is

delightful up here. I can just look out the window and see,
right now we have a continuous sunset, pretty soon we Ml have a

continuous sun, before we were getting a couple of sunsets and
there were sunrises every revolution. Can see practically the
whole Earth. And I really like this to work in, its really nice.

JAMBS WILKINSON (BBC TV News) The Russians frequently
criticize the Space Shuttle Program because of its military
implications and its true, alot of the payloads will be for

military purposes. I would like to ask John Young, how would you
reassure the Russians that the Shuttle doesn't represent a

threat.

SPACECR/.FT We think the Shuttle is the biggest and best
example, or one of the biggest and best examples that we have in

this world (garble) that we possess. You know, just because you
put something up into space, doesn't mean your going to go to war
with with. But this vehicle itself^ and the Spacelab, and the
equipment that it represents, represent a heck of a capability, a

demonstrative capability, and 1 believe its as big a deterrence
as anything we could do.

(garble) According to your experience, do you
think chat Spacelab could be a good basic module for an orbital
station in the future.

SPACECRAFT We do not understand your question, would you be so

kind to repeat your question.

According to your experience^ do you think that the

Spacelab could be a good basic module for the future or the
future orbital station?

SPACECRAFT As far as we can tell, yes. It has worked and
performed so fine, so well, that I think you could put a couple
of Spacelabs together, and could use the Spacelab as an element
to build a permenant space station. And that ^70uld be a great
thing to do, because then we would have more volume and more
potential to do scientific experiments. And it is certainly a

very important thing for the future to have a space station in
order to investigate the atmosphere and the Earth environment and
do astronomy and go on and so forth.

HAGUE This is Martin Bulf for Netherlands (garble)
Television^ We have one piece of clearly Dutch equipment in

Spacelab, that is the airlock. Are you satisfied with it?
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SPACECRAFT Yes, that is affirmative, the scientific airlock
has worked extremely well., We have deployed 2 aiffecent
experiments for I would say 12 to 15 different experiment
observation opportunities. The airlock has performed flawlessly,
it is very easy to work with and represents, I think great leap
forward in the ability to do science here in space.

HERMANN (garble) (Belgian Radio Network) Hello to you up
there, and os^r best wishes for a safe return. I have a question
to anybody who likes to answer. A lot of repairs have been done
during this flight, and that obviously saved several
experxmentSw But how much time for experiments did you loose to

make those repairs, and does this prove fou astronauts are an
essential part of such a complex space flight.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we think so, that people in apace are really

an intregal part of doing operations in space. As you pointed
out, the fact we can do repairs to various pieces of equipment,
and bring them hack to an operational state, I think leads us to
the conclusion that people are really necessary here in space to

do experiments.

END OP TAPE
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... contribute to further development of the

science and technology in the interest i^ind the service of peace
and mankind. And family and nothing that's probably - the most
important I'd like to express my best wishes for all your
families and I hope that Frau Merbold ar^d her children and the
wife and children of your team, there are bept wishes of them as

well.

REAGAN (President) Well, thank you and Commander Young, John
young, do you have anything you would like to say?

SPACECRAFT We certainly appreciate you taking the time to come

and visit with us. We have certainly enjoyed talking to you
about what we're going to do in space and w6 think it will be a

great benefit and great significance and we're delighted that you

and the Chancellor have shown so much interes', in the space
program.

REAGAN (President) Well, I think Chancellor Kohl thanks you and

thank you all of our astronauts. God bless you and Godspeed on

your journey home,

USIA We begin our EURONET Press Conference with a

question in gerraan from Bonn. Might I just say to all of our

participants there could be a slight delay between your questions
and the answers from the astronauts.

BONN This is the first time that the German journalist

is able to ask a questions to Gerraan scientist working In the
Spaoelab. For my first question In German. (Translation) Ulf

Merbold, what has most Impressed you In space and how Is the
cooperation with your American colleag''.es?

SPACECRAFT (Translation) The cooperation with the American

colleagues is so excellent that It couldn't be any better. And

what mostly have Impressed me Is the beauty of the Earth. If one

sees the Earth from a height of 350 kilometers. It has such an

estatlc value that you can not describe it with words. The

sunrises, sunsets, clouds, oceans and deserts, all of this is

fantastically beautiful.

USIA We'll take cue next question In engllsh from the

Spacelab European Information Center In Cologne-Porz and then

followln our regular rotating order. Go ahead Cologne.

Olf, I would like to ask you a question (garble) by

some (garble) on means of press center of Spacelab In Cologne.

Of course it's too early to know the result of Spacelab
experiments but please tell me which experiment you personally

regard of the one which can have in the next future, more chance

to have direct benef its on Earth to the way we live her e

.
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SPACECIUPT This is Byron Lichtenberg, and I think it's very

difficult to single out any one particular experiment to say that

it will make a great change in the way we live. I think the

possibilities for material science and processing of the

pharmaceuticals in space, probably have the most immediate direct

effect to help the lives of humans on the ground but anytime we

do research and technology and learn more about our environment,

our Earth, and our own bodies, is bound to help us in the lono

run.

Hi everybody up there.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

Our interview. Our question from Italy is very

simple. What can you tell us about this part of Italy flying in

Spacelab with you?

SPACECRAFT I'm not sure whether I got your question but I

assume the question was whiit can you tell us about the Italy

ICONS onboard Spacelab. Well the most - the biggest ICON that

flew the Italians doubles the spacelab structure and I can really

tell you that Spacelab as an entity has worked very fine so

far. We have no problems with it, it is very comfortable up

here. It is not noisy, it Is clean, it is a perfect

laboratory. Give us all means and tools to do our experiments.

DAVID CHASSER (Independent Television News) Greetings from

Great Britain. Would you mind, Ulf, giving us a wave down

here? Could I ask John Young how was his rookie, Ulf Merbold,

has been adapting to space and how well the mission has gone.

SPACECRAFT Ulf and Byron took to this spaceflight just like

yets do • 'V
;

., :

BHD OP TAPE
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CHANCELLOR KOHL (Translation) Yes, Thank you very much Herr
Merbold for this brief introduction which of course is most
impressive, has been most impressive for someone like me who is
not an expert My most important question is to you, how do you
feel? How do you manage?

SPACECRAFT (Translation) We all feel very great and it is of
course for me a great honor and recognition to be able to fly on
this miasion together with John Young , and Owen Garriott , and all
other Americans, it has until now been a great mission, and I
believe that our experiments have been going well so fac.

CHANCELLOR KOHL (Translation) Millions of your countrymen, Mr^
Merbold are thinking of you, and wish you and your crewmembers
all the best^

PRESIDENT REAGEN And I have one question--

SPACECRAFT Thank you

PRESIDENT REAGAN . • if I could, what do you see as the
greatest potential for the use of Space?

- SPACECRAFT Mr. President, I see, it is a place where humanity
can live and work and make things better for people on Earth.

PRESIDENT REAGAN Well, I'd like to take this oppor :unity to
congratulate the entice crew. You're doing a fantas ic job, and
we're proud of you. Your energy, creativity, and your courage
are an inspiration to us all. It is hard to believe when looking
at the highly sophisticated project we've just witnessed, that it
was just over 25 years ago, that the United States launched it's
first satellite, a 31 pound cylinder Shaped projector, named
Explorer One. Shortly after that, NASA, The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, was created to make sure mankind got
every benefit possible from the exploration of space. Our
investment in Sjpace has been an exceptional bargain. By-products
now touch our lives in so many ways. This hookup as well as the
calls everyday of millions of people around the world, are made
via communication satellites. Weather and navigation satellites
guide us, and help us protect ouir lives and property. The high
tech spin offs of our space effort are to numerous to list. The
experiments on this Shuttle mission will add to the treasury of
human knowledge and be put to practical use, improving our lives
right here on Earth. This mission is also a shining example of
internation cooperation at its best. The Spacelab we've juat
toured was a gift to the United States from our European
friends." Building on that good will, this is the first time a

\ I citizen from another country has joined one of our space misislons
as a member of the crew. It is an exciting first. It must be
particularly exciting for our German friends. Chancellor Kohl, I
just want to tell you that it is such an honor for us to be
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vlLtZr t '
nothing that can't be accomplished.

^ people of the world, with the use of technoliav
til decaderaaV^'chanL??S^^f

and peace, neve? ?Lg!naS?e f
thoughts!

Chancellor Kohl, perhaps you have some parting

CHANCELLOR KOHL Mr. President, I would like to thank you vt^^vmuch for your kind words, i thank you primarily for the fact"

pS?tic?D-.?r?n ?Ma"L*^''® ^Se^'f ^"'^ countryman to
^2 ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ "^t^eat honor fo^ the Germans

eS?ire cf^wT'^JLff Z^^^l ^ '"^^^^ ^^"^^ congratulate the
?S^n??« and on the excellent scientificresults which they have been able to achieve. This is in fact aneffort which for this peace has been made possible by thecooperation between Europe and the United States, and we do hont*

LnnLf"J"'^\^^'^
aimiliar, that it will 'be cSfracte^izef

£L?^?r'^f^^''"
between the two sides of the Atlantic. Herr

rlli^rir' r
y®"*^ crewraembers our best wishes for a happy

sllenJific resift«'i?irK^'r
^hat we hope that your"^"^"^

all us Jh^h^L?^^^
be impressive, and I hope for the sake of

tiLfi ^^^^ ^^^"3 f^ack from this mission willindeed contribute to further developments of science andtechnology in the interest and the service of peace and

TmSnijf;^ ^ ^^^""^ probably the mostimportant, I'd like to express ray best wishes to , . .

END OF TAPE
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CHANCELLOR KOHL the time of the Tr icentennial Celebration

of Gerroan-Amecican relations. Remembering the time when the

first Germans came to the United states, I'm especially happy

that our countryman TJlf Merbold is aboard the Shuttle at this

time, wo hope that this joint enterprise will indeed lead to

further successful cooperation between the United states and the

Europeans in the area of space research and I would like to tell

you, Mr. Merbold, and your crew members that I hope you will have

a healthy and happy return to your families.

SPACECRAFT Mr. President and Mr. Chancellor, we're delighted

that you could visit with us today in the Spac3 f! i;ttle Columbia

and visit with us in the Spacelab. We're standing, well floating

in tha Spacelab right now and I'd be very pleased to introduce my

fine crew. They've performed in a totally outstanding manner

throughout this mission and I expect big things scientifically

(garble) to come from the results. The Pilot is Major Brewster

Shaw, He's up on the middeck right now along with Mission

Specialist Dr. Pobeit Parker and Dr. Owen Garriott. Back here in

Spacelab with me is Byron Lichtenberg, Dr. Byron Lichtenberg and

Dr. Ulf Merbold. Byron will now give you a short tour around the

Spacelab,

SPACECRAFT Guten Tag Bundeskanzler . Good morning Mr.

;presldent.;
;: ;

CHANCELLOR KOHL Hello Mr. Merbold.

PRESIDENT REAGAN Good morning.

SPACECRAFT We'd like to take a little bit of time to tell ycu

a little bit about the science that we've being doing here

onboard Spacelab. I'll give you a brief tour from this end of

the Spacelab module. We've been doing several experiments in

many dlffereht disciplines. Some of those usen equipment that is

mounted in a pallet outside the back of the Spacelab and we

control these through control panels here in the Spacelab, Other

experiments ace done inside the module using equipment here and

on my right we have a rack of dedicated life v lences experiments

which we dO! experiments in plant growth and . variety of

experiments in the adaptation of the human being to

weightlessness. We are particularly interested in looking at the

vestibular system, the inner ear, and how a person adapts to the

weightless environment of space flight. Other experiments we do

utilize a scientific airlock here in front of me and we have

several experiments from Europe that we have put into this

airlock and deployed into space. The first one is an experiment

to investigate the earth's magnetic field lines and what happens

when we Inject a beam of electrons into the earth's atmosphere to

create aritificial northern lights or aurora borealis. There's

another experiment called the very wide field camera which comes

from a -h Aeorospace Laboratory to take ultraviolet pictures
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Of the stars. Both of these eKperiments have performed extremely
well and we have been able to deploy then? into space repeatedly
to t^ke measurements. I'd like to turn It over now to Olf and
he'll continue the tour of the Spacelab* Thank you air.

SPACECRAFT I '(3 like to say that, for Ulf that German-American
relations have never been better aboard Spacelab* They're great.

SPACECPv^AFT Good morning Presid^ut^ Gruess Gott Herr
Bundeskanzler , I might take a move over to one of the facilities
here which we have onboard to process all sorts of materials^
single cirystalSf n;i*w alioys^ and I think that is particulary
important for application, V}^ miqht be able to craate new
semiconductors for the elecnroaic industry, v^e have one
experiment heie to create new materials for turbine plates such
that airplane engines could run at higher temperatures which
would save a lot of fuel and so we are trying to do a lot of
things to make life in the future^ easier an& better^

SPACECRAFT And if you gentlemen have any questions, we*d be
certainly glad to answer them either here on the the middeck^

/ PRESIDENT REAGAN I don't know whether the Chancellor has any
>fuet:t;ionsv;';^^^ ^

CHANCELLOR KOHL Yes, thank you ...

END OB* TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we're still working it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there's the picture

CAPCOM Okay we got a picture.

SP/iCECRAPT (garble)

mi^H^l 1 ^V""^
(garble) We've got a picture now on themiddeck, It looks pretty good except Bob where you have your head

It s a little lighter down there, we can see you better.

SPACECRAFT Bob's always in the dark.

CAPCOM (garble) we can't touch that one.

CAPCOM Okay, we're getting good TV now. both on t-ho

S^f^fS^^"^
back and forth betwein middeck and SpaceJab^Io we're

^ nvfLnn?!^
''^'^ '''' aboS? th; next

^ five minutes you can expect some comm checks.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

WaahlLf^n ''^^f
waiting for the comm checks from

?hf?St I'fl fTV2\', ''''''' - intercomm.

CAPCOM Loud and clear John, how about Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Byron, here's 1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1 on transmit.

CAPCOM
^ Roger, loud and cl«ar, and Ulf.

SPACECRAFT This U Ulf, 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0, how do you read?

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear Ulf.

CAPCaM And Columbia and Spacelab from Hou<5i-rtn t-h« r.«m™

^ oa^ent.
got a 900d picture ot. the middeck, no
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PRESIDENT REAGAN he's from Washington. Chancellor Kohl is

with us all the way from Athens, Greece. Along with you
astronauts hovering in Space with me here in Washington, and the
whole world listening, this is one heck of a confernce call.
Seriously though, this Spaceshuttle mission represents the

enormous potential available to mankind. This Spacelab In which
the experiments are being carried out was designed and built by
the European Space Agency. The Federal Republic of Germany and
other European contributors can be especially pioud of this

achievement. It is fitting, that on this, the German-American
tricentennial, a German astronaut is part of the shuttle team.
The shuttle is demonstrating that technology can be used to bring
people together in a new spirit of enterprise and cooperation.
To better their lives, ensure the peace of mankind. I know
Chancellor Kohl agrees with roe, that this shuttle mission, with
this German and American crew, represents the highest aspirations
of our two peoples. Chancellor Kohl, this is a great day.
Perhaps you could give us your thoughts on this marvelous
occasion. :

CHANCELLOR KOHL Thank you very much, Mr. President. It is a

terrific experience for us to be able to talk together this way,
and to talk' to the crew as well. Above all I would like to send

{ my best wishes to my countryman, dear Herr Me r boId. I would like
to take this opportunity to assure you and your colleagues, your
team members, that I and all countrymen in Germany, have with
great excitement and pride, been following your flight for days
now. We are proud indeed that your participation in this highly
successful experiment is at this time, demonstrating in such an
impressive way the close ties between Europe and the United
States. And that it shows once again, that we Europeans are in

fact able to hold our own in terms of technology of the future.
This U.S. European shuttle mission is indeed a convincing proof

of the closeness between Europe and the United States. President
Reagan has already pointed out, that it is an exceedingly happy
circumstance of which of course we are very much aware that it is

possible at this time to have a German Scientist, a European
astronaut as a member of the crew at this particular time. At
the time of the tricentennial celebrations of German American
relations.' Remembering the time when the first Germans came to

the United States. I am especially happy that our countryman,
Ulf Merbold is aboard the shuttle at this

END OP TAPE
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i>AO that to take place in about 20 minuter,.

PAO m are about 9 minutes away f.tcm acquisition
through ths Tracking Data Relay Satellite, (garble) onto orbit
n timber 112. Thxn is roissiorj control.

; ;

e#^lling^:»«3'i^^^ alr:;;tO:; ground one

0o you want m<t to continua reading?

:

^

• All -Ifttfef . ^ -
• ;Tft1 s has ^ m 0mt^ deal;: ^

of syfRfoolic • valus;

for oui; r€lar:ions. I am pleased and happy that the successful
cooperation and the linportant contribution Europe Is waking*..

V-(ton#r.;.;v :/^ v:,; ^ ;^r^:^
l

PA3 Mission control Houston, 6 days 22 hours 34

minutes, .standing by for acquisition through tracking data relay

::|BAC:iGRAi;:T^^^^^

C&PCOM Columbia, Houston with you TDRS for 58 minutes . f

SPACBCmf'f R**aa :you. -loud': ^Rd^^6 v; -.-v:-^,--^;;:^ '^z- ;-->v-;?'5^^^^

CAPCOM Okay John, as soon as wg have consniand capabililty
|

on Ku here, we're going to awitch to the camera on the widdeck,
|

and of course have comand of the camcaras the whole paos, |

Ivut we need to caeck that camara out, the first 10 minutes H

h.re. And also, during thc^ first 10 minutes of this pass you can
,J

;;::
SPAeBGR/iK'J*: : ::v:^ ; I :s:ilpt#fced: thate

CAPCOM had another thing John, when the Chancellor of West
|

Germany speaks during the beginning part of this, you may hear
|

th« voice of & fecsale translator. And we neg looted to tell you i

r^bfe^':;supfci^5ed*::':^ ::V-:::.:>-V::'/:^;^^ |:

SPACSCmFt Woulcn't suprise me, it might sqprise Brewster.
|

;ciiC©M-i:

t
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SPACECRAFT I thought they were going to check it out
themselves the first* 10 minutes.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston t John v/e got a picture there
for about 2, 3 seconds on the middeck^ it looked pretty dark*
We We lost the picture now, we'll let you know how it comes back*

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Columbia, and Spacelab Houston, we've got a
good picture on the Spacelab module.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT ...looking young people.

CAPCOM Columbia, •.

SPACECRAB'T Command is the word they told us.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, we want to verify where you have
the middeck camera plugged into, flight deck or rniddeck? And
John, we'd also like to verify that that camera is in the command
position.

SPACECRAFT It's verified in command*

CAPCOM Roger, and is it plugged into the flight deck or
the middeck?

SPACECRAFT It's in the middeck. You wanted it in the middeck
didn't you?

CAPCOM Okay, stand by, we're having trt ible getting that

SPACECRAFT Okay, it just turned on Brian, do you read ug on
the middeck now?

CAPCOM Owen ^ I read you, but I have no picture on the
middeck yet.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we left it in dommand, I think you just
turned the camera on and the picture is coming up at this time.

CAPCOM Roger
J,
we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT The aamra ia on, but our monitor is also just
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CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SfACECRAFT

END OF TAPE
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Okay, bore's the picture.

Okay, we got a picture,

(garble)

.
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PftO 339 Dr. Michael Haynes, and the Tact that as Ulf

Mecbold went over to the double rack he accidently powered down

the double rack and the eternal computer, shutting down the

mirror heating facility, afj well as which contained a sample of

experiment 323. That Scimple once a heat has been applied the

expe;;iment for that sample had to have been carried through to

completion, otherwise the sample could not be used, the sample

cannot He re-'-arted in the mirror heating facility, therefore,

that sample had to be taken out, however, there is a backup

sample which it is hopeful the, it will replace that sample and

experiment 323 will get underway once the material science double

rack is powered up, and, in turn power of the miti .i. ^-eating

facility.

ATHENS (Greek)

PAO The very wide field camera was also successfully

placed on the experiment table of the scientific airlock, was

exposed to space, and then was retracked and the scientific

airlock was secured. Towards the last of this red shift, Ulf

Merbold and Robert Parker, as we mentioned before were expected

to be carrying out these scheduled functional objective for the

(garble) position of the 102 series of vestibular exper im^ints,

but instead they were preparing the module

CAPCOM This is Houston, (garble) radio check. Over.

PAO for the call from the President, which in expected'

CAPCOM Athens this is Houston, radio check, over.

PAO within a hour.

CAPCOM loud and clear,

ATHENS Let roe listen (garble) transfer, (garble) Mary, a

good day.

PAO . At 6 Jays 22 hours 21 minutes, this is Marshall

Spacelab Operations.

ATHENS (Greek)

CAPCOJ! Hello, Athans this is Houston.

ATHENS (Greek)

CAPCOM Hello Athens, this is Houston, radio check over.

ATHENS (Greek)

U.S. I. A. This is the United States Information agency, in

Washington D.C. , transmitting by .satillite over the program audio
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circuits. -D.C, transmitting by satilllte over the program

audio circuits.

IJAO Thia is Mission Control Houston, fit 6 clays 22 hours

25 minutes, mission elaspea time. Wg v^ill be standing by in

about 20 minutes here for the beginning of teleconf fSrence with

the crew and president Reagan and West German Chancellor Kohl,

with the Spacelab Columbia crew. That- will take place through a

network of satillites, and ground linea and we will also have

questions from European press from various center in Europe.

That will take place in about 20 minutes.

PAO We are about 9 minutes away from acquisition

through the tracking data relay satillite.

END OP TAPE
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ATHENS (Greek)

CAPCOM Hello Athens, this is Houston. Radio check , over

.

ATHENS (Greek)

Hello Athenw, hello Athens this is Houbton. RadioCAPCOM
check r over.

ATHENS

CAPCOM
Over*

ATHENS

CAPCOM
check over.

((Greek)

Hello Athens, this is Houston CAPCOM radio check.

Okay. (Greek)

Hello Athens, hello Athens this is Houston. Radio

Hello Athens, this is Houston. How do you read me?CAPCOM

ATHENS (Greek) I don't hear anything Cor the time being

but perhaps in a few minutes, we'll get technician. The
• electron ips

CAPCOM

ATHENS

CAPCOM

ATHENS

Hello Athens, this is Houston. Radio check.

(Greek)

I hear that follow there. Greek audio.

Can't hear you.

Hello Athens, this is Houston. Radio check, over.

(Greek)

Mike I think I had the earphones. I'll cut it

off. Is it okay?

CAPCOM Hello Athens, this is Houston. Radio check,

over. Athens, Houston. How do you read?

ATHEN^S (Greek)

CAPCOM Hello Athens, this is Houston. How do you read?

ATHENS For the time being, the sound is good enough. It's

all right.

CAPCOM Hello Athens, this is Houston. How do you read me

now?
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ATHENS (Greek)

PAO In continual of thiJ wrapup bhat we we^^ a

moment ago, we were diacuasing the situation with the material
science double rack in conjunction with thd work of experiment
339, Dr. Michael Haynes, and the Cact that as Ulf Morbold wont

over to the double rack h-3 accidentally poweced down the double-

rack and the internal computer. Shutting down the Mirror floating

Facility as well which contains ...

iSKD OF TAPS
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(garble) that experiment 3r>3^ and thai: experiinent
Vf'ill probably continue ar> attended*

X>AO VJlf;h the blue shift now coming in to tenl^J^^-<^ Rick*s
shifty It might bo good v'it this time to appoint otit sorue of the
things that have occurred since our Ictst midshift rap up, v;hich

we did several hoarB ago* Folloi^/iug that iiuclchift rap up,i we haci

a science backgi'ounder ^ by Dr* Frank Su' 'nan^ who is Principal :

Investigator of the r^spiracor^ NASA eKp^^riment 7, That*n a

circacUan rhythms investigation experiment, in fact v;e had an
opportunity when Dt\ SnlvAr^onf voice enable to speak directly v;ith

Ulf Merbold, about the expociment* Dr Sulzroan asking Ulf Merbold
how the experiment when^ how it ir> going so far« Ulf Merbold
reporting it*B going very well* Merbold has made several
markings on the tubes, ^ihowing the gro>;th patterns indicating tho
progresB and the fungas grov;th of the eiapirator. Dr* Sulsjman,
congratulateci Ulf Merbold,- on a good job, and Dr« Sulzitian Beamed
pleased about th^ results thus fat* h couple of hourB ago Dr*
Michael Haynes, of University Bristol, United Kingdom, Principal
Investigator experiment 339, the Intorfacial Instability and
Capillary Hysteresis experiment, was voiced enable to speak with
Ulf f4erbold as Mc^rbold Wc\s working with that experiment in the
fluid physics module. That is cm experiment involving soever al
partial spheres which are injected v;ith a puncher with several
cubic centililet^ra of, fluid* In this oxpetimunt which studies the
fluid pattern^-!; in porous materials. Early on, in that experiment
as the plungr^r was being threaded into the spherical aro^^ of the
forward plate, Ulf Merbold noticed so^ae fluid leakage that was
occurring to early in the experiment. That fluid flow in

ultimately exposed to occur, but it was occurring to early in the
experiment, Ulf Met odd noting that to Dr* Haynos, who suggested
that Merbold should check alignment settings, and to check out
data at the material science double rack, to confirm the
alignment problem, however, as Ulf Merbold went to the MSDR he
apparently accidently hit one of the power svatches, and
temporarily shut down the internal computer of the double rack

v

The double rack at that time v;as interfacing with the inirror

heating facility, which had with that sample experiment 323, and
as the double rack went dov/n, ::o to did the mirror heating
facility in terma of power. The sample which was within the
mirror heating facility was—

-

(in Greek)

CAPCOM Hello Athens, this is Houston, go ahead

•

ATHENS (Greek)

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston. Bob, the lights in the center
of the ceiling there are atfecting our TV ops a little bit.
Wonder if you coulcJ turn the center lights ogf.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). You want a little bit of middle ground
light. We can turn a couple that ace a little bit closer to the
camera that you might zoom past.

CAPCO.M Roger Bob. Sounds like a good idea. Why don't you
':;: -::glve: i t"; a;^:try.-

^

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston. You're lighting looks good now
Bob. Like you to leave it like it us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And at this time we'd also like you to verify that
]

all the (garble) heaters are in auto.

i
SPACECRAFT I think I turned them off. (Garble)

CAPCOM And Spacelab and Columbia, Houston. We're going
I

TDRS LOS. We'll see you next at 22 55. Correction, that'll be

SPACECRAFT Okay you v/ant (garble) 35. (Garble) heaters gone

CAPCOM Roger Bob. We copy.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. 6 days, 21
hours, 53 minutes, Wq have had loss of signal through tracking
data relay satellite. Pick up again in 41 minutes. Orbit
#112. Columbia' passing out over the Arabian peninsula aiic* during
out last pass we had some communications checks with tae USi ^.nd
the people setting up the equipment for the television coming up
shortly at about 8t45, the Teleconference with the science crew.
President Reagan and West German Chancellor Kohl followed by the
European Media questions from various press sites in Europe. And
the preparations are being completed for that linkup to take
plc\ce in a little bit less than an hour. Orbiter systems
continuing to look good and the Columbia is in an orbit about 133
by 127 nautical miles. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days, 22
hours, 5 minutes mission elapsed time. We have t.bout 29 minutes
remaining until we reacquire communications with the Spacelab
through the tracking and data relay satellite on S-band. During
this most recent AOS period we were expecting the crew to begin

\ ,
;the F04 functional objective for the 102 series of vestibular
experiments. That's the awareness 6f position experiment. We
had a couple of the investigation team members standing by to be
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voice linked up to the ccew but the crew became very busy in

preparing the rooaule and some of the technical equipment for the

pj:esidentic\l Press Conforence which is scheduled to come up

within the next shiCt, the blue shift, which is taking place

now. Blue shi£t members coming in and replticing red shift

members for the next 12 hour shifrt. The material science double

rack manager has indicated that the mm appears to be powered up

and it's in its initial sequences of being restored fully to its

up and runni»>'j status. Following the accidental power shut down

by Ulf Merbold. And we anticipate that other experiments will be

underway following especially the Mirror Heating Facility

experiment which accidentally was shut down along with the MSDR

power. A backup sample will probably be inserted into the Mirror

Heating Facility and that experiment will continue and that's

experiment 323 and that experiment will probably continue as

intended.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And Si>acelab Houston..

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, over.,

CAPCOM Roger, for Spacelab, we would like you to take the

SAL control panel signal awitch to ON*

SPACECRAFT Trying to check up on me, Okay.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, good show Bob, v^e see it, and at

this time ws're going to turn it to ground 1 for Marshal Ops.

Thanks again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now wait, do you want me to read—— Signal
on us or take that back off again?

CAPCOM Spacelab Houston, we would like you to leave ths

sign<4l power switch ON,

SPACECRAFT We need a 402 for that.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, it's in work.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops, ue're happy with what ever

TV configuration that you've got there. And it might even be a

good check on the TV system, we're ready to flow TV if you are.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) wo can still see.

CAPCOM Roger

SPACECRAFT Test 1,

CAPCOM Spacelab Houston, for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Here a go.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, we'd like you to turn the SWA heaters
:;^-o|:f ^fo

PAO The crew is currently trying to set up cameras for

PAO The crew is also trying to work in addition to

setting up those cameras, they are trying to work in the F04

-^funcftiortal:-

of experiment 102. There is some question at this point, whether
they have in fact begun that experiment, it does take some time
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to set up and we don't knov; whether or not they have in fact

started that experiment In.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Spacelab on air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM This is Houston, go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT Why don't you let the INCO take a look at the run

of. our TV here, and see what he wants to do with some of the

lights here in the middle. I'm not sure that some of those
middle lights shouldn't go off. But why don't you let him try

and see whfit he can do with his magic,

CAPCOM Okay, stand by.

CAPCOM Okay, Roger, Bob, we've got you on the screen now,

I think it's you, but we do have ingoing control of the TV.

CAPCOM The camera looks like it's a little tilted, r.aylje

20 degrees.

SPACECRAFT Which ones do you want tilted?

SPACECRAFT Test 1, 2.

CAPCOM A little more in the same direction.

SPACECRAFT The thing I'm worrying about, is all those lights

sort of in the middle ground there,

CAPCOM Roger Bob, rotation looks okay now, we'd like you

to pan the camera slightly to the left at this time.

SPACECRAFT Eight people are going to be back in the back,

beyond where Byron is right now,

CAPCOM Spacelab Houston did you copy the request to pan

the camera to the left?

CAPCOM * Spacelab Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. It will work.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, I would like you to pan the camera very

slightly to the left, that will be to the port side.

SPACECRAFT Are you talking about TV CI?

CAPCOM ' yes, that's affirmative Bob, TVC2, slightly to the

SPACECRAFT Is that okay?
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CAPCOM Negative, go a little more to the left.

CAPCOiM Good show Bob, that looks good, we're working on

the lights right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thofe are some blue ink spots.

CAPCOM Spacelab Houston, Bob, the lights in the center of

the ceiling there are affecting our TV OPs a little bit. Wonder

if you could turn the center lights Oili? But

—

END OF TAPE
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operations^ involving extension of the expv-^r iment
table out into space, and that is retracted after that's over^
And the airlock then secMared. We^re over the continental U.S.^
Orbit 112, Ht 6 days 21, hours, 24 minutes* This is Mission
Control*

CA:^C0M Spacelab Marshall , it your ready to flow TV, we* 11
switch them on,

SPACECRAFT TV Cor what?

CAPCOiM TV 18.

CAPCOM Real time.

SPACfiCRAFT Of what?

CAPCOM Of where does it position?

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by, because among other things, our
TV's arc set up for the presidential thing as well.

CAPCOM And also MarBhall Opa (garble) to Spaicelab for Bob,

be advised that we need to close the cover of the SV?A. 33 has
stopped now, right?

SPACECRAFT Okay, we 'done with the metric camera for a while.

CAPCOM Yes for a while<r but leave the camera over there,

because we will have some surprises after this for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, vlohn we just went over.

PAO The crew has been advised to close the cover of the

SWA. That's the Spacelab Window Adapter assembly.

PAO The Spacelab Window Adapter assembly is that are

near the high resolution window, where the metric camera is

placed for^ his photography.

(garble)

PAO Give you some very interesting facts of what they
do up in space. In Washington.

Test 1 2, it's real good. 2^ U.S. I. A. studios in

Washington*

CAPCOM Columbia, stand by for a comm check from the White
:::Ho'ase-v

SPACECRAFT Standing by.
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U.S. I. a. O luwbia, this is a test f:rom U.S. I. A. studio's in

SPACECfiAFT Read you loud and clear.

U.S. I, A. CoLUHbia, this i':- a tent from U.S. I. A. studio's in

Washington, how do you read ra

.

SPACi:CRAFT Read you 1 "aa and clear,

U.S. I. A. Sot;ads like you ate gettir it fine. Col jmbia

SPA CECRAFT Not real, I v/<ii: , Btano by.

^SPAGEGRAFT Okay,
^ v ; ^

U.B.I. A. Good motrnisig, thi i3 Ci'i^ nc-fv/s, callisiC] fit-.,.-, -.l.e

O-.-al oft ice of tlu-) Dhite i.touae, CBS nowa from the* Oval of: i.ce of

V?hiU<a i: .5Ui;,e, do you h-\:'>t: us?

SPACKCRA!.'T (g^itblc) to S-p.-u.elab, dAimhi!., wo hoar you

• loud and clea;- .

U.S. I, A, And thank you very much, \ .> .looK to.rward to bcacincj

your renuirk v/ith the Preakient in a li^ ule v/hilc;. Thank you,

CAPCOM Columbici Houaton^ good sbov?, comm check sccma to

hav* gone v;g11. I would liko to let you >r»ow th&t no ttiw 3 burn

is .requ-; red, and we plan to see you nc-^t ti4K.>uc|h TDRS at 22 35.

And we liave one more nott for you,, 6t;.4-nd by,

:VfPA^:seRAsl'f:V^^^^:;^^

:;:h#f dco|>p@d;::'^

UAl'COM That's affirmative, Jo;m, aw^ stand by for one more

CAFCOM Rogec, for .-Jpac^jxab, . 'ould lik-.- vou to take the

Shh cofvtrol .>;:.nel signal switch to .0 , ;;
;

;

SPAGBCRA-FT 'l'hc;t checked up on xu- , okay.
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PAO and the portions of 102. which is high movement-s

in the (garble) dumping , and ocular counter rolling. And Dr.

Money

—

CAPCOM Closeup,

PAO — of the Defense and Civil Institute of
Environmental Medicine in Canada, having primary interest in this
(garble) functional objective which i- being carried out now.

SPACECRAFT We're ju&t about to put the hatch on, about 5

minutes

.

PAO In this awareness position portion of the 102
experiment, Ulf Merbold is expected to be the first subject.
Basically, the experiment runs something like this, Ulf Merbold
iS going to be restrained, he's going to be restrained with
straps to the Spacelab, and six targets are going to be placed
around the module. After a period of study with no motion, Ulf
will then bo blind folded, and after 5 minutes, he will describe
his body, and the position of his limbs, and the point of the six

targets, he'll also do that at 15 minutes after he's been blind
folded, and again describe whore his body is, the position of his
body, and he'll poiiit to those C targets that he was studying
before he war. blind folded. That's the first part of th-

experiment, he is tightly restrained with the straps but, in the

secoad portion then Ulf Merbold will bo, those straps will be

loosened, and he'll perform the experiment one more time. The
principle, the person with ptrincipie interest in this functional
ob;|ecfeiv#:,:*:v c :

CAPCOM ..Marshalx, be advii.ad that if you guys would like
us to start the recorders down her«, we can do that on your cue.

::SMcic:Mff^:i'^

PAO Dr. Ken Money who han a principle interest in this
fuij' fcional objective .should be voica enabled with the crew in

about another 15 jninuti^'**

llACECiAff

PAO He has rccjuested not to bo voice enabled until that
time, ^;o dJiow law c;rew to go «head witii the exoer iits'/.-nt . And

conoentrato upon the various ptoceduces v/hich they are car tying
out, without distur i>.aftc-e

.
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PAO Also at this time, shift handover is beginning to

take place with the blue shift coming In now. To replace each of

the positions in the red shift. The blue shift will be taking
over for the next 12 hours or so.

SPACECRAFT Okay, POCC we got through that one too. Caught us

by suprise almost.

CAPCOM Spaoelab, Marshall, did you call Bob?

SPACECRAFT I said that's another good one, almost caught us by

suprise, we were just getting the inner hatch back on when the

thing went off.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Spacelab on air to ground one.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston, air to ground one, go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT (garble) SAL has been secured.

.

CAPCOM Roger Spacelab, Bob we copy the SAL has been

secured.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Houston, it looks good to us down
here, X • 11, go ahead and hand air to ground one back to Marshall
Ops,

PAO This is mission control, during that last
communication on air to ground one between mission control, and
the mission specialist Bob Parker, Parker reporting that the

scientific airlock was secured, closed down that follows the
scheduled scientific airlock operations involving extension of
the experiment table out into space. And that is retracted after
that's over. And the airlock then secured. We're over the

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... AVI.

pj^O AVI is tho camerci that was not functioning

properly.

SPACECRAFT I can't uadccstand v/hat you're saying. We'll talk

about that when we get home.

CAPCOM Just want to understand did you get full video on

that ruu.

PI^O The crew apparently switched to AV2.

SPACECRAFT Video, we've got video only on (garble) I believe,

CAPCOM Okay, copy that. A message for Ulf. Could you

ask him to give his recorder he said 30 recorder #1 to Owen

for possible use in the next F02A and he would not use that

recorder in the ESA 30 sleep experireent tonight. Over,

SPACECRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM Good. That's it.

SPACECRAFT This is Ulf speaking. I'm happy to do that but I

mean that is a question here to talk, you have to discuss with

CAPCOM Yes we have Ulf and it's all set. Harry's happy

to do it and you have one last box to wear, over.

CAPCOM Ok&y thanks guys. We'll leave you in peace now to

get on with F04.

CAPCOM Yes.

SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, MSDR is up and running end the KEFLEX

problem was simple. There was just the time to change the tape

and that ttas anyway on my P/CAP. That was the only problem, we

were running out of tape.

CAPCOM Copy that. And

SPACECR. And there's now tape full and full in HEFLEX.

CAPCOM And Ulf, did you happen to get a footage counter

reading before you changed the tape?
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P'ootage countec of the old or of the new tape?

The old.

I think it was 860.

8 6 zero.

Yes.

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT It was at least in the 800s that's, that's foe
sure. When I checked it it was totally at the end of the, of the
cassette. There's that tred tape at the end and that's where it
:wa3,;: ;

-

PAD Ulf Merbold responding to a question by Dr. Chuck
OzRan.

SPACiaCKAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM We'll Stand by on MHF work. We will get to that
later. We have to proceed now on experiment 102 and we'll inforia
you later about what we need to do with MHF over.

Chuck is, is 300 systomo available?

Stand by Ulf.

And Spacelab for Ulf.

(Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger that,

PAO Some discussion there about how much tape actually
recorded F02A earlier in this red shift when the video tape
recorder #1 aboard the module began to malfunction and the crew
switched to the second video tape recorder . And the 102
experiment investigation team standing by. Dr. Larry Young , of
course, is principal investigator of the overall 102 series of
vestibular experiments. Dr. Charles Oman also of MIT, the co-
investigator and the one of primary interest in the F02A and B
portions of 102 which is eye movements in the stumping and ocular
counter rolling. And l r . Ken Money

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Columbia, Houston air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Roger, i7ohn. We v/antcd to take a few minutes while

you quys are all up and give you a little tag-up, and let wo just

start by just saying that Owens HAM radio communication over
Australia was a big succeas, well recieved here and we extend our

congr adulations to you. Just to let you know also that we're
working on a pad for the trim 3 burn, and if we don't get it up
to you by the end of this TDRS pass, we're going to ask Brewster
to monitor UUF during the Presidential television conference.
Specif icaly that will be over the states at 22:55 and possibly
later at Madrid at 23:11. Also there will be- a voice check from
Washington, air-to-ground 1, at 21: 30, and you can expect that as

well Any questions before I go on and give you a quick news
summary?

SPACECRAFT Do you want everyone on cornm for this, over?

CAPCOM That's affirmative John.

SPACECRAFT How about in the back? (Garble)

CAPCOM Roger, John. Let me give you and everyone in the

Spacelab congradulations on the mission, its going very well so

far, I wantto give you just a very short news summary, what's
going on in the world, to keep you guys in touch. In Beirut,
this is the UPI, press release. B'rom Beirut, Lebanon, American
war planes bombed Syrian positions in Lebanon for the first time
Sunday. Two American jets were downed, with one pilot rescued at

sea, and returned to ship, and two in Syrian hands. Following
the attack were two othar barrages in Beirut, killed 8 Marines
and killed 2 others. President Reagan said Sunday, that he
ordered the massive OS bombing raid on Syrian positions near

Beirut in response to an unprovoked attack on US reconnaissance
aircraft yesterday. President Reagan said the attack was needed

to protect Americans in Lebanon and vowed to do the same again.
From Houston - Two handyman Astronauts fixed a broken furnace and

a mapping camera aboard" Spacelab Sunday as the crew prepared to

sleep in constant daylight for the rest of the flight. The
Astronauts also prepared for an unprecedented hookup for talks

Monday with President Reagan and West Chancellor Helmut Kohl.
That's the extent of tho news I'm going to send up to you John.

At this time if there are any questions that any member of the

crew have on the upcoming Presidential Teleconference, why don't
you go ahead and give them to us now and we'll try and answer
them for you. Over.

• SPACECRAFT I don't think we have any.
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CAPCOM Roger John. Wo copy and you can expect the voice
^

check at 21 30, We'll go ahead and turn air-to-ground 1 back
over to Marshall OPS,

CAPCOM And Columbia ^ Houston again on air-to-ground 1.

Fuel cell purge for 2100*

SPACECRAFT You want a fuel cell purge at 2100.

CAPCOM Correction John, The 2000 fuel cell purge. We
don't see it down here* You can go ahead and do it anytime,

SPACECRAFT Okay*

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall* Be advised that for this run
of FO'i, PI is on the loop and ready to talk to you and also you
can expect some real time TV coverage. Looks like we've got the
whole ku pass from 21 plus 22 until 21 plus 52 and we'll be
calling you about that time to make sure you're ready to flow
real time TV,

CAPCOM Spacelab^ 102 for Bob,

SPACECRAF^T Spacelab, say again,

CAPCOM Bob|. this is xl02. Got a couple of questions for
you while you're working setting up the targets on F02 alpha*

PAD That's Dt, Charles Oman of MIT,

SPACECRAFT Go ahead,

CAPCOM Okay Bob* We copied that you tigers had been able
to got through 2 alpha this morning* Made us real happy. How
much video do you think you got on that one?

SPACECRAFT Say again*

CAPCOM How much video do you think you got? We were
concerned about a comment that was made about AVI*

PAO AVI is the camera that was not functioning

SPACECRAFT I can't understand what you're saying* We'll talk
about that when we get home *

CAPCOM Just want to understand* Did you get full video on
that run?
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SPACECRAFT Vid^so. We got video on . .

,

{ END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PAO This ia Mission Control at, 6 days 20 hours 44

minutes. Loss of signal through the Yarragadee station, orbit

111. Everything going well along the Columbia and we will have
acquisition through TDRSS coming up shortly.

PAO This i3 Marshall Spacel-o Operations at 6 days 20

hours 54 minutes mission elapsed time. Were expecting to regain

communications with Spacelab when we reacquire the S-band signal
through the TDRSS satellite in about 3 minutes 46 seconds. We're
expecting Ulf Merbold to at least be continuing to work on the

material science doublerack internal computer which momentarily
was shutdown. VJhen Ulf Merbold apparently accidently hit one of

the power switches. And we will learn when we reacquire
communications whether in fact he has got that back up and

running through the procedures that were voiced up to him by

Yurgin Shurin" the MSTR manager from F.SA, and once that has been

done, whether or not he has continued wUh other experiments that

are scheduled to be run by the MSTR. There wa.s in fa-:t one
sample in the mirror heating facility at the time that power
switch was hit. It was a sample for experiment 323. That's the

experiment entitled (garble) crystal by the traveling heater
method. Dr. K, W. Bense with the University of (garble) in

Germany is principal investigator of that. That particular
sample that was in (garble) the mirror heating facility had begun
to be heated and when the power v/ent off the material science
doublerack, it also shut the power off. The mirror heating
facility, since the mirror heating facility is of course,
Interfaced directly with the common systems of the mentioned
here, MSTR. However, that sample has had to be removed and they
will have to use a spare sample to replace it. Since in that
particular case, once the amount of heat that had been applied to
it had been absorbed by thstt sample. The sample could not be

restarted so therefore, a spare sample will be reinserted. Once
the power is back up and the mirror heating facility which is a

procedure that will follow the bringing v\ of the material
science doublerack. (garble) spacecraft celevision by the way is

live downlink of the one or two functional objectives, a full

four of spacial awareness often commonly referred to as (garble)

of position. That comes to 6:58 am central standard time.
That's just a few moments away at 6 hours 20 hours 57 mintues,
mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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CAPCOM Roger, John, we wanted to take a few minutes while
you guys are all up and give you a little tag up and let me start
while just saying Owen's hand radio cornraunicational thrust
failure was a big success, well received here and we extend our
congratulations to you. Just let you know also that we're
working on —
END OP TAPE
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PAO he was voice enabled with the principal
investigator Dr* Michael Haynes of the University of Bristol,
And in the midst of working with this fluid physios experiment
which involves a very close alinement of axes of two plates
within the fluid physics module. The axes appeared to be
slightly off and there seemed to be some drainage of fluid too
early into the fluid physics module and Dr. Haynes and Ulf
Merbold discussed this. And Ulf Merbold went o^'^r to the ^

material science double rack panel which is the panel which
commonly serves all of the elements that are within the MSDR and
not only the fluid physics module but the 3 furnaces as well -

The isothermal^ the gradient and the mirror heating facility.
But apparently in going over to the MSDR panel to check some
readings he apparently hit one of the, one of the several power
switches to the material science double rack and momentarily shut
down power just long enough to bring the internal computer down
of the material science double rack and having done that he
linked up with Dr. Yergen Shiran who is the Manager of the
Material Science* Double Rack who will be voicing up procedures to
bring the MSDR back up. He was going through a number of
procedures and Ulf was (garble) them and proceeding to carry them
out and Ulf Merbold had some final commentary with, some final
exchange with the principal investigator Dr. Haynes just before

I ;
he went to LOS. We anticipate when we return with comimunications^ through the TDRS satellite that we will learn more about the
situation with the MSDR, At 6 days, 20 hours, 26 minutes mission
elapsed time. This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. In the
meantime, during this LOS period Bob Parker is scheduled to be
once again running an operation of the very wide field camera.
Placing it into the scientific airlock and opening the inner
hatch and moving the wide field camera out into exposure to space
and then later retracting it.

PAO This is Mission Control. We're about 20 seconds
away from acquisition on UHP.

CAPCOM ... with you through Yarragadee for seven.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston with you through Yarragadee for
7. How copy?

SPACECRAB^T Loud and clear.

CAPCOM You* re likewise John.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. Message for you John. Just to
let you know that the second page of your P/CAP was teleprinted
onboard at Or ror at last.

M SPACECRAFT Okay, I had 2 pages already. I'll go see what»s
down there.
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CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. John, we sent page 1 up at

Santiago and page 2 was sent up at Ocrocal at 19 9 and there are

only 2 pages so if you've got 2 you've got them both.

SPACECRAFT I believe I've got them both.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston. We are 1 minute LOS. See you

next Mila at 21 19.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM LOS, but I iLust you will be able to improvise
something if need be. And thanks a

SPACECRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM thanks, alog.

CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall, just a reminder for Ulf , you
don't have to worry about the tape change out that was originally
scheduled at this time for experiment 101, so your clear to work
on the MSDR until 20, 25.

CAPCOM Ulf, (garble) just once more.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mike.

CAPCOM Just one very quick one, if when you get back to

339, you consider that at least 1/2 a turn of thread has engaged,
then it will be .quite feasible for you to continue the run as it

is. If it's not engaged however, then when you come to withdraw
it, (garble) you'll simply pull the syringe back from the

sphere. So you should perhaps check on that before you go ahead,

w SPACECRAFT (garble), I have to wait now till we have the

system back, I was just going to show you the amplitudes but it

was setting at 0. Then well I then (garble),

CAPCOM Okay, well tough luck, well let's hope that, I'm

sure you'll get something out of it,

SPACECRAFT Okay

PAD And so that brief exchange between Dr. Mike Hanes,
Michael Hanes, of the University of Bristol. And the United
Kingdom, Dr. Hanes is the Priciple Investigator experiment 339.

Ulf Merbold finally getting to the initiation portion of that
experiment. There are essentially, two different parts to that

experiment. Ulf Merbold reporting some difficulty in initiating
the proper procedures in working with the fluids for that
experiment.' But continuing towards the 339.

CAPCOM Spacelab Marshall 1 minute from LOS. We'll see you

at 20 hours and 58 minutes through TDRS ready for F04, 102 F04.

Good luck with the MS (garble) and be advised that we're getting
a VTR enOP light down here sometime during this LOS. You might
want to look at the footage counter for the 101 experiment.

. SPACECimPT Okay, we'll do that.

PAG This is Mission Control Houston, 6 days 20 hours 16

minutes mission elasped time. Columbia passed out of the range
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of the tracking data relay satillite^ Very little communication
on the Orbiter systems in the last pass. Things continuing to go
well on the Orbiter supporting the Spacelab operations* We're on
Orbit #111. About 18 minutes before we come up over the
Yarragadee station and 40 minutes before we pick up the tracking
data relay satillite again* This is mission Control

.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days 20
hours 22 minutes, mission elasped time* We have about 12 minutes
remaining before we reacquire communications with the Spacelab*
I checked that about 35 minutes remaining because the next pass
in 12 minutes will be over the Yarragadee ground station and
that's UHP only* Which we don't anticipate using. Therefore
we'll be waiting until reacquisi t ion with the tracking and data
relay satillite, which is in about a little less than 35 1/2
minutes * During this last pass Ulf Me r bo Id continued to work
with the (garble) experiment # 339, inter facial instability and
capillary hysteresis. That's one of the fluid physics module
experiments. Ho had beens scheduled to begun work with that
sometime earlier' in this redshif t period, but had not gotten to
it yet. And so had first begun working on it v;hen we came back
into the last AOS period. He was voice enable with the principle
Investigator, Dr. Michael Hayne, with the University of Bristol
and in the midst of working with this fluid physics experiment
which involves a very close alignment of axes of two plates
within the fluid physics

END OF TAPE
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SPhCiuCRAif - go ...head."^-

CAPCOk^ Have yo^^ i;;v;lUjhed on again the :;witch? That^s a
ceo?

.PAci-;rrt^ ^ W ^ 1 1 a minute. Whereas r.he rco? W?^ Ich awttch wire

you talking ib«.^at/

.< /vrv:OM r':)e v*iti ;ou huve svyitchecl off./

SPACFCRArr / I Bwitt b 'd ^ver^ ':naq at the CCO. The only
thin<i which Is t^unnin<j i. n'^i iCf^^

CiWCOm Okaf* You ha/e to tt rain 3wS cches you hit
:thc.>o hav-'^ to be the ON pv^aitioa

SPACECRAFT Here t-onias the, fcue (garble) molucuXar pixmp comeE -l

dowru Once ag^KK. wuiah ciwilc-' has to be in th-^ ON j^)osition?

CApCOM All tha switche^ on the - that's 'rhc CCO on the
left - - right bottom '-.ide. There a^^'e five f..'/itcbes.

E^^'ACKCRAFT Okay. They aie all cm.

CAPGOM''^ \, ,Okay. l'hat*s coirrcot*

SPACKCRAB^-f Thc:/ ate all on and vie have six .LED's.

CAPCOM lv^',f and they must all .be on.

SPACKCBAFl* Th'.:^y 'u-:e all on.

CAPCOM Oka/« Please reload the .iAP.

SPACECRAFT Okay. IMl try again^

SPACECRAFT Okay* We have the main po'/cr supply on^ electronic
^^^^Pply <^^'i* 0^^>ay^ nov/, do we ne^'-— to v/ait 7 min^ Jurge^n? That is
the question here. Electronic supply off:, main power off, and
walt^.'.;;i'' min*

CAFCuM: 'v^^ What is showi ng . the CCO line B?

SPACEICRA^'^T Line is blank*^

CAPCOM Okay« " Then switch off and wait 7 min« Blectronic
supply off^ main -pi-mex cff^ and wait 7 min.

SPACECRAFT"' Okay.
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C^PCOM UJe» 300 Ur'S,

CAPCC'M -'nue with step 310, p..4ge - -

.:?ACEC«AF'r '^.Jarlv )

SPAC-XRAKl' One hundt-ei' l:-.

{ ^vPLvM ''>nQ -111, vii-' 1 that's correct.

St-H-'EcRAFT Oinay. I have hat.

CAK'.QH Spa--:elab, Mai:-h.-ll for Ulf. We'd like to clear the

loop for i wir.ute •

v> let the KOCR talk to the flight deck.

CAPCOM {.;,: ac- lab, Houston aic-to-groimd 1.

ChlH:on Si'acclab, HovBion.

SPACECRa:^T This is >pacr*lab. Go ahead F»;anklln.

CAPCOM Ro:„er Spacelab. Just a reminder to turn your

condensata t.mk hee^-.er off, and we also have a mtasage tor the

SPhCECUkF'i Okay, Yf In work.

CAVCOM And ''Jolurobia, Houston.

C \PCQ I Rojer John, just a reminder on an item 18 for your

SFhCEC'i^hrs (-marble) appreciate it.

. 3 ,.»!! t,..,v..v CI ! »-™.f.-..-."ir''"«i'-n'^ 1 back to
CAPCO?i Koger^ '-Jdu ww^xa ui^i-ii <.i... .. v.^ -^i,— _ -

.-

^Sar^>hall OP'' Thank you.

Ch¥COn Ul£# this is 300 OPS.

SPACBCKAFT Okay. '£ou can go ahead.
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CAPCOM Okay, don't,, |>lease don't forget to start the
:cyrosta t wlth>:a:sS ta 1

1'
'card-;^^

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPIiCECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACfiCRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Do not start it, or start it?

St ar t : cryOSta t 3 •:ente r ;

But the system is dead right now.

Yeah yeah, yeah yeah. After the system is up.

Okay. I'll do that the first thing.

Okay. 4 more min and then I'll go again.

Spacelab, 339.

Michael, we'll be back with you soon, hopefully.

Yes, if your just waiting for that 4 minutes, just
wanted to say good luck with the rest of the 339, because we
should be LOS, but I trust that you' 11 manage to improvise
something if need be. And thanks a lot indeed.

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Okay
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SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll do that quickly. And, thece was one

thing the UHV upii} limb was already thrashing for about 2 or 3

hour s . We uppe*-'! ...

CAPCOM Was the UHV (garble)

SPACECRAFT Let ine go ahead then

CAPCOM Yes, go ahead and be on standby.

PAO That exchange between Yergen Surran, ESA manager of

the material science doublerack and Ulf Merbold.

CAPCOM This 300 OPS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM You have not to reload. If you can switch on

(garble) in the time frame of 6 minutes, you have not to

reload;.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, we'll try

CAPCOM However, main power switch and electronic supply.

These two switches.

SPACECRAFT Well, I have them already off.

CAPCOM
again.

Okay. Switch on again. Go ahead and switch on

SPACECRAFT Pardon me?

CAPCOM Main power and electronic supply only.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Both on again, ... Okay. Okay, main POwer

is on, electronic supply is on. Now, okay, (garble) we have that

problem (garble) Okay, that is all on. Supply (garble) don t

have to wait 7 minutes here or do we do that?

CAPCOM No negative. Check on your DDU if you can see

something.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have on the central console on the

(garble)

CAPCOM on DDO

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me see. We have an MCR power status

) message number 41. Time is 11 hrs 55 mins 32 sees.

CAPCOM Thank you.
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Ulf.

What is showing the last line. Line 8 under CCO.

It's empty.

(garble) start a reload.

Okay, Time to reload the thing.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay. Okay. Here comes the load. Okay, I

got a message here. DAP OA message. That is because the DAP is
not, okay. I better go back then. Well the DAP isn't up, so I

have to up it

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
CCO.

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

;
Yes. : : . \

And, start them all (garble)

Okay. That's complete. It's up Itself.

Ulf, this 300 OPS.

Yergen, go ahead.

Have you switched on again, the switch. That's the

Wait a minute.
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CAPCOM I read three/ niner, niner.

SPACECRAFT That's alright. Let me take a look at the note or
it looked like.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have 3 rings and they are equal in
diameter

.

CAPCOM Did you say 3 or to expect 4?

SPACECRAFT Oh yes, we have 4, that's right we have 4.

CAPCOM That's better.

SPACECRAFT And they are real nice. The center hole in the
middle is a (garble) nice thing but it looks pretty symmetrical.

CAPCOM Okay, that's great news, Ulf. No, I don't
understand then that you have successfully flooded in the syringe
or is the oil getting to the (garble) by another route.

SPACECRAFT Well wait a minute, let me, switch on the camera
again. Okay, what I think is what happened is that the threads
did not fully hit the opposite side emd we did not reach the
final position of the syringe in respect to the (garble) . But we
had started already to inject oil into the assembly so my
assumption is that it is off surface the align then is somewhat
the edge of the, well they sprayed off the (garble) assembly and
that caused the injection of the oil. Let me see how I can help
it.

CAPCOM Okay, I understand that Ulf and 1 think I know what
the problem is. It's because of decreased friction between the
plunger and the barrel of the syringe knowing it has no o-ring.

SPACECRAFT Yes, okay. If you would go ahead and if they
would, mind check the- little more oil, what would that mean?

CAPCOM Yes, but before you do that, would you just check
that the lateral shift is set at 0. We don't have a readout down

SPACECRAFT Okay, I can give it to you. It is 0. I'll give
you a (garble) STM. Oops, ahh geee. Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM;:'

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have a problem with the (garble) system
here. Can you bring (garble) on the line?
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CAPCOM Standby,
'

CAPCOM (garble)

SPACECRAFT Hey ;garble) , I'm in trouble. I was trying to hit

one o£ these quick buttons that (garble) display of the lateral

shift for Mike Haynes and freefloating as I am, I hit the 54

(garble) switch and I lost everything.

CAPCOM Say again, what did you hit?

SPACECRAFT Below the assemble console, there are these

switches, 5 switches and one is called 54 (garble).

CAPCOM I copied. We have to set on him as (garble) and

run it up again, as set up again.

SPACECRAFT Ah, fuck it.

CAPCOM But do not restart the MHP.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear. Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM G9 ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, is (garble) available.

CAPCOM Yes, I'm (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I'm sorry for that but we twist around

here all the time to keep myself in position and (garble)

.

CAPCOM Ulf,. you have first, the first thing you have to

perform. Shut down MSDR completely. All switches to the off

position and then we start recording and we start again MSDR.

SPACECRAFT Okay, by the way we have already for ... Okay, go

CAPCOM And the first thing you have to do is to restart

the (garble) . (Garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll do that quickly.

CAPCOM (Garble) with 3 enter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll do that quickly. There was one thing

here, UHV ops lamp was already flashing for about 2 or ...

END OF TAPE
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PAO Okay Ulf I heht you very well.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike, to make sure that we don*t screw up
here^ I have one question, if you look through the mirror into
the external chamber of the SPM on which side is the (garble).
The fourth (garble), the one which is (garble)?

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, the correct indication for that is with
the red index mark, upper most on the front plate.

SPACECRAFT I'm talking about the rear plate, Mike,

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, you should replace disk A on the rear
plate until the black line is at dead center.

SPACECRAFT Okay let me check that.^ Okay Mike, it is pretty
clear , I think I did it the right way. The answer to my question
is, if you look into the mirror it is on the left side, it is

towards the split where the light of the side eliminations come
in. That's where the 4 sphere should be in, or located.

CAPCOM Thank you ULf, you raised my blood pressure for

just a moment because I was unable to visualize the thing from
that orientation, but if the black index mark is at top, dead
center, then that should be correct. While I'm on could I just
offer you one quick word of advise on this one. In the light of

the earlier FBM experiments, where we seemed to experienced over
spreading with this one may be the reverse. You may have to wait
some time for the liquid to reach (garble). And what I would
like you to look for, is during the growth of the 4 nodedote
rings, they are equal in diameter , they should all be the same
size when you' re growing the early stages of the experiment.
Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll do that. Okay Mike, I'm ready and I go
now back to 4b. 8 for the front plate.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's set. 1 think it is not B critical

CAPCOM Can I check ulf that you have camera D ready to
photography the threading up operation?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Yeah, I'm ready.

Great. Good luck.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are 43.8 and I have one more question to
you for (garble) . You set up front plate position to 37.6 and
its speed to . 266 millimeters per seconds, you set up the camera
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and I assume that the rotational speed Is left to a +5 RPM, is

that correct?

CAPCOM That is correct, step one .44.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM That of course is clockwise.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, okay that is clock. Okay Mike, I'm ready, I

start the camera and stop translation and rotation

simultaneously. Let me check all the numbers another time.

CAPCOM Ulf, from my hand, you could make one visual

observation. The serringe thread should be in place at the start

of the accepter the thread.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay here is goes. Mike there's already oil

coming out.

CAPCOM Okay, hold them. Can you give me the pl?te

position please. Front plate position.

SPACECRAFT Wait a minute. Okay, plate position is 399.

CAPCOM I read three niner niner.

SPACECRAFT That is correct. Let me take a look out so I know

what it look like.

CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...with Columbia on the ham radio setup. The
quality of it was quite good and clearly understandA'ble on
communication between Owen Garriott and the ground. We did make
copies of that conversation on tape. Columbia now out over the
Pacific and we're about 5 minutes away from picking up through
the tracking data relay satellite for Spacelab communications,
about 30 minutes av^ay from aquisition through UHP site for

Orbiter communications. This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Mike Haines.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Loud and clear Ulf, how me? Spacelab, Marshall for

about 38 minutes. Our uplink is a little bit shakey Ulf, but
we'll give it a try. Spacelab, Marshall for 37 minutes,

SPACECRAFT (garble). POCC go ahead.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Just answering you call.

CAPCOM Okay, we're just giving you an AOS call Bob. And
Spacelab for Ulf, Mike Haines is ready to go on the line if you
need his help,

PAO Mike Haines is the Principal Investigator of
experiment 339 the Interfaclal Instability and Capillary

^:::v;V';;;Hyijei:e:

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Is Mike Haines available?

CAPCOM Yes he is. Michael Haines h'^re.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I set up for his experiment, but before I

start to screw the serringe into the GMIS, I like to ask him one
question.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, I here you very well.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mike. To make sure hhat we don't screw up
here, I have one question. If you look through the mirror into
the (garble) chamber . .

,

('
i END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Olf , How did* it go?

SPACECRAFT (garble) Is that the PI or (garble)

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf. This is Frank Sulzman.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Frank. Your (garble) and I'm at the present

borderline. In average, they are about 3/4 of way through the

juice.

CAPCOM Ulf, could you see distinct bends?

SPACECRAFT Yes. Oh, yeah. We did see bends, particularly if

you look through the tubes and used light tube as a background.

Then, on the other, or whatever that is, you see a real race.

CAPCOM Oh, that's terrific Ulf. Thanks very much.

SPACECRAFT You're welcome. If you look from the top, then

it's not quite a bend. Thon, there are lots of (garble) all over

the tubes.

CAPCOM Yes. We often see that on the ground.

.SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Thanks again.

CAPCOM Break, break. Columbia, Houston. Break, break.

Columbia, Houston for the CDR.

CAPCOM Break, break. Houston calling for the CDR.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Over.

CAPCOM Roger, John. We would like you to cancel the

supply water dumps scheduled for 19:23. We'll get back with you

on what we want to do about it on the next pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay. 10-4. Water dump for 19:23. Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACEC.UFT Okay, Houston. You want the condensate dump from

Spacelab still, though.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Bob.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We're LOS in a little bit.

See you at 19:25 through TDBS.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, be awac^s we have again an SIU data for flight
orbit here (garble)

.

CAPCOM Copy that.

PAO And, we have again entered into a LOS period.
We'll be expecting to pick up communications with Spacelab in

about 8 1/2 mins. and during the brief pass we just had, we were
able to listen to a brief exchange between the PI of experiment

7, Dr. Frank Sulzman of the State University of New York at
Binghamton as he spoke with Ulf Merbold on the progress of the

Neurospora experiment. As Ulf Merbold was marking the growth
patterns of this fungus with a, that's noted with a very definite
circadian rythm. Ulf Merbold even finishing up quite early on
that experiment. And, reporting results Dr. Sulzman. About 7

1/2 minutes remaining now until reacquisition of signal. At 6

days 19 hrs 17 minutes, mission elapsed time. This is ^:arshall

Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 6 days 19 hours

17 minutes, mission elapsed time. In the resent pass over
Australia, we had a small amount of communication with the

commander John Young about cancelling a water dump. Most of the
communication with the Spacecraft through Mission Control came in

the form of what Owen Garriott referred to as a backup comm
system. The hand radio we had a link established directly from
Columbia, and Owen Garriott and his hand system to hand operator

in Australia, Ken Berra. And, also, along on that conversation
was astronaut Joe Kerwin who is a science representative for the

U.S. there. That communication was patched in via telephone from
Australia into Mission Control hare and we were able to monitor
that on one of the inside loops here, inside communication loops,

and also recorded that conversation. Believe the U.S. ambassador
of Australia was also communicating with Columbia on the hand
radio setup. The quality of it was quite good and clearly
understandable on the communication between Owen Garriott and the

ground. We did make copies of that conversation on tape

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - with Bob Parker given it manual help in
advancing and taking up on the reel. The very wide fuel camera
was placed in the scientific airlock and was extended. Stayed
out in space for about an half an hour and then was brought back
inside the Spacelab module, and the scientific airlock was
repressed* The Ballistocardiography experiment was also carried
out and functional objective 2A of the 102 experiment was also
conducted, P02A being the eye movements and nystagmus dumping
experiment. Toward the midpoint of this Red Shift, the metric
camera operation was carried out once more, this time with 80
percent overlap instead of the baseline of 60 percent. Bob
Parker noting that an 80 percent overlap definitely requires two
jpeople to perform the manual operation because of the speed
involved. There is one frame taken every 5 seconds, as opposed
to one frame every 10 sec as in the routine operation. And then
toward the last of this Red Shift thus far , there was the live
hookup between Cologne and the Spacelab in which the West German
Science Minister spoke directly to Ulf Merbold congr atulatiny him
on an excellent flight and following that Ulf Merbold gave a tour
of the world as we flew over Europe in the Spacelab. Our next
television event is a science backgrounder of the Neurospora
experiment, one of the live sciences experiments with Dr. P. M.
Sulzman, the principal investigator giving a description of that
experiment. That comes up at 5:00 o'clock am Central Standard
Time. That science backgrounder should come to us any moment.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. We're standing
by for acquisition in about a minute through the Or coral Station,
Australia. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall to Orroral for 5 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Go.

CAPCOM Okay Bob, wondered whether you'd been successful in
getting through before lost your nighttime.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM Wondered how you ' re doing.

SPACECRAFT We got AEPI running here. Nothing very spectacular
this time . I think it depends a lot upon which way the Or biter *s
pointing

.

CAPCOM Okay, and Spacelab for PSl, and Bob^ we'd like you
to close the shutter door and do a calibration , please.

SPACECRAFT Close again, okay, closing it one more time.

CAPCOM And t>^^n you can turn the experiment off.
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C i

If you*ce really just doing a calibration this

That's affirm.

That wasn't clear to us (garble)

.

Spacelab for ulf.

Standby, He's coming on the line.

Okay. And you've got about 30 sec to sunrise, Bob.

Okay, and boats are in before you sunrise these

(Garble) this is Space lab.

Hello there, Ulf. Wondered how you were doing with

I 'm done with it.

That's good, and we've got the PI on the line

SPACECRAFT
time, huh?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
days.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Neurospora.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
here. If you'll stand by, I'll get him enabled.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That sounds great.

PAO Standing by now for Dr. Frank Sulzman, the PI of
the Neurospora experiment, number 7.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

END OF TAPE

Ulf, how'd it go?

(Garble)

.

Is that the PI of Neurospora,

Yes Ulf , this is Frank Sulzman.

Ok.ay - -
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PAO
^

Also is E7u\dot:QS i^^artine^^ the cO'-invest igator of
cxporimeni S2l, corrc^cLion 341 wor, voice ^:nable<i and r.poke with
Ulf Merl>old v'ory oarly in the ^-^i^^^i^J^ cibout: 331 cominy up during
this red shift. About an houi: dfter the red sriift had begiin^
there was some live downlink of observation of possible shuttle
glow« This Is a phenomonom that ha?-] beo.n obi;;orved on previous
f:ll<jhts and there v;ere a number of inients that wete going to
oe monitoring thlr; shntt.'le glow opHXMrtani ty * A number of
experiments^ v^e^re going to be observing all at one time«
Experiment #1^ the ISO, the imaging npect rome tr ic observatory^
experiment #2, the SKPAC, the f ar \il tr a violet space
tolcscopo^ #14 the v/aves in the OH einis5>ive layer ^ #17^ the lyman
alpha emission exper i laen t , #22^ the very wide field camera* We
h<id severdl minutes of dovnilink on that and we v.^ere shown v<ir lous
scones or shots of the tail r^ection of the Orbitor. V^e caw a
shot of the re<ar caiaera which is used to give us rvcenes like we
just saw a few minutes ago when Ulf Mcr"boid wa:^ dcBcrlbing thr^

earth that he saw glowing. Vfc saw various star fields. At one
pointy there was a slight glow coming off the shviltle but there
was sortie uncertainty whether that was actual shuttle or
whether that v^as a little bit of rainlight. We also had :;ome VTR
dump of the AK)?! experiment that had been coiid-icted several hours
before during the blue shift. Wanted to ob:;ierve .some airglow ..nd
we also saw a VTR dump of the emergency t^gresf^ te^; t wh ; ch vn\B one
0 f t h e t e t s b ch ed u 1 ed d u r i ng 1 1 \ I 3 m i s i o u . A t. e s t t o s e e 1 \o

w

quickly the crew could abandon the nK>dule, the Spacelab module in
the vr^ra- of an emergency, Al.so trjcre w^ta a great deal of 102
that Was i'jonnncvjHi

y experiment 102, that series of vestibular
exper im/^-^uts in which Dr. harry Younci as the principle
investigator* The rotating dome //a*; perfoimcd on both Bob r'arker
and Ulf Merh^^ld .ind we were giv^^n come live downlink oi th..i a
split screen v/it.r, \lh^k. pr/rrticular duwnl ink of Boh Parker ahoww < a

the left riand siae of the ncreen and a close up of his ey-,^ taken
from the canv.uj inrside the i.oi.afing dome niiowif-g hln (^ye witii the
i!ontact lens ^i^ted over the i?ye with it: <%.i 1 ib-> <i M <iri m<'. .klng5>*
Luter on iji the Nn^i-iion in the red :;hit-, :^'.:za^-'ior - flariiue'/, • o-

1 nve^rt Igator of 33 1 w^ej aq^'in voi'- -a e(;.c-)Io(^ and f^^^oke with Ull
iMerbold for a quite a long time giving him ^ h^i r.oecial proccflu- ~'fS

to can.cy out «:a'id tryiivj to foin', up that liqulG' ^'o.lumn. The
metr5>.! camera was a.lr>c run and :ince its repair i

^ fym y* ^^^^day i ri

i hi' iMake r/rn£t darkioom vrl: h the film beir^g f:<iken u^it <>f ^ he
black and v/hi-Lf^ iaag<^^/in*e and the lag^zine hUvM^g b^.a;. ^<ami -d
a« I repaired i.ad i>ut 'dr!k in tliii cAWu-^t -^^ Tho mv^ i ic i:t^:ii(»ra

^

;iiK:e^been pertoi.uing vra-y v,'-0 I with Bob i^^rker jiving it manual
Ip in afb/ancing and takinq t\p r<a the reel. The very wide field

Ca-fi.era v^as placed in the scientific airlock and was extended.

Emj OF TAPE
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PAO ... V . And l'.hat was ^ome live dov/nlink from, the Spacelab^..

from tho Shuttle, lilt Merbold giving us all a tour of the Earth,,

and in the Payload Oper^itions Control Center Mrs; Ulf Mexbold> :

his wife (garble) is with us, she*s wearing a headset and; has

^

been ft>llowing with ^reat interest the coromunication iinkup^^

her husbcuid with the West German scientist minister (garble) and
she^s bo.im enjoying the tour of Ecirth from a long way .up,, along
with thi! t:QBt of un«

C/\PCOM Spacelab, Marshall, weMl be LOS in about a minute
cind 50 seconds, we'll see you again through Orroral about 1908,

1S)09 and for anybody in Spacelab, we* re a little concern about
Ainm, wf!-/:e not' seeing any data down here you might take a lot at

it 'for^ijs^, teefore/we/go over the";hxll.;

SPhCRCRhFT Say again what vou*re concerned about Chuck.

CAPCOM MFDR Bob, we* re not seeing any data down here and

we* re not sure whether it's our problem or whether there's a

problem with the 'MFDR*

SPACECR.,/T Okay, it looks like it*s working,

!APCOM Okay, thanks alot* And Germany, this is Marshall
h<-re in Houston, do you read me? I know but I think we still

huve a link with Germany, Yes, go ahead. And Kalone, this is

Ma r sh a 1 i Ops i n Hou s ton , over.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 6 days, 18 hours,

13 Jiino.es. Columbia beyond the range of the tracking data relay
:atcllite anri on the last pass we had the conversation between
/•SA p-;/load i>pe^' ilist Ult Merbold and the German Science
Minist Hines (cjarble) . The audio from the Europe, and we had

; ae li - televiuir^n coming down from Spacelab, the tour over
Kuiopo and thv. ea^itern Atlantic narrated by Payload Specialist
rff Mori>oUU Colb ibia'g on orbit 110, and te Orblter 's systems
ar '

I
V / well, no problems of any significants to track and

thi . .- :e latlvel quiet here In Mission Control this early
morning* ^ is i'l Mission Control .Houston>

Fi\0 Thiu IS Marshall Spacelab' .Operations, at 6..days, 18:

hour 5, 48 minutes mission elapsed time. We've temporary ^ lost our
comrn^ -ac^"^ tio;.;-:, with Spacelab at this LOS period but anticipate
reacs ii e on ch .amunicaL 1 ons in about 20 minutes when it will be
passing over the Orrora. 'station. And we expect to be picking up
the tracking and data rei y satellite in about 35 minutes. We're
somewhat past the nit poiu^ in this Red shift* Ulf Merbold and
Robert Parker have be^tn on r'soir shift now for about 8 hours or

more and during this ^^b ^ f t t^^^rm f^r the crew has been working
with a varity of; exper iih^^nts l^irly (garble) in the shift. Ulf
Merbold was speaH,.inq with Dr.. Luitji Napolitano, who is the
Principal Investi 9al:or of experiment 328, the Free Convection in



my'
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Iiow Gravity exper i/aent , tha1;'s one of the experiment's employing
the fluid physics module. Also Isadora Martinez, the Co-
Investigator of. experiment 321, correct 331 was also voice
enabled.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Wa*d 'love to'^ have 'you, pan' 'the' aatmta to-viarcl;, tha''

SPACECEAFT:V', Okay* T uill ^ try ^to, dO''''t'ha't'':f,o,r: 'yoa*
'

Qli,^^
, tltat ^: was'

the wrong direction* Okay, here comes the Earth* And, you see/
let. me point it ciov/n all tho w£ty* Okay. Maybe you can siK^ how
Cast we go, That*s a right angle l«3no and you see the imormDaa
spCM3d, Ok^f|. I see tho third lens on our right* K^^urahall^ lat
mo see* 0|ay, Igarhlt) Okay* I think now we hch^ lirtlo bit
of the Eurli^an coastline hore« That iihould be Great Britain*
Yea, it is the British Island and on eight Bide heroi oh^ ^.^ait a
minute* No, that's Ireland. VUs are Just crosolnc} the into of
Ireland ''^^and' tier

t
'; domes England.* ••,'

"„ [

''•

CAPCOM' • iJlf''^: ; we * re;' really
,^
enjoying' tlm show do'wn ' har.ci '*

•

;Altd;^\\l'.^ ':/th4,nk\- w0;*''X.0^'..: a.l'X luO'ky' /th^ /W0ll'th#r ill'; SO ^9^^*^^d^

SPACECRAFT Yeah,, we ara really lucky* We see some land
;thare'^'" .'•'/yoahV. tha't'l0''^th0":Coastlina;of^En'gla^d/;X I
think we see the mouth of the Thiames River* But now thare io
another 'aloud:'^^ There's a nice cond cloud* We liave f,;een

,

many of them*

CAPCOM But, lilf,

SPACECRAFT , Condensation clouda created by liigh flyincj
airplanes and; here'' come'*' s'. th(^ coastl'i.ne of Hol/land' on the

,

left
side*:, Let MBa. turn it 'Over * And^ wo see all tho nice islanda.

CAPCOM'''/ And, iJlf. Yo/ur colleguc?'. WubbO
'
Ockela' is, standing

here':.t0O'. You might .want^ to sa^^' ^hello.to: him*

SPACECRAFT Oh, hey Wubbo. I show you Holland* I hope you can
recognize; tt^: :

,

CAPCOM' ",.,;',•
• We'llr i't''^. alt 'tha clouds' ,and.':'it looks very' .

'

familiar to me*

BPAGBCRArT. ;V
,

;;
^ is^ no. That is the first indication

o£ Winter in Germany* We are crossing right over Germany here
and let me see. It is very beautiful up hare and I ncQ cilready
parts of the Baltic Sea. Already behind me is the Rhine River
and I see the little mountain atoas in the middle of Germany.
And, I guess it won't take much oi: time until we run into
Poland. It really is fantistic. Okay, here come clouds and I
would think we stop at that moment.

CAPCOM Well, v;e thank you very much Ulf, Wo really
,i5n j.oye,d ''.the ;:§:uld.ed:,';;

^
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(IPhC&ZRhFT f hope yon could recognize .somov/hat on the^ on your
talj^vislort Hcty.:€m, It in cectainly' easiat to ^:ee It by eye than,

CAPCOH Okay^ Ulf* Thank you vory much* And, I guess
that's aliH> why I would tlosito next time to aae it mysel!: up , ,

'

I^AO And^ that was <^K>me live downlink from the Spacelab,
(j:om the Shiittla* ulf! Merbold giving 1*3 all a tour of the Earth,
and in the Peiyload Operations Control Center^ Mrs. Ulf Merbold^
Mb wif:«3 Brlgcft, Is with ua* She* a wearing

mo or TAPE
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(garble) •
^

MERBOLD (garble) the coinraander of the Columbia, and he was
talking to !ne and that I* should convey his best wishes for the
success of the flight. That was the German minister for
technology and research. Okay,

Thank you very much.

MERBOLD (garble)

(garble)

MERBOLD (garble)

That's regard to the command.

MERBOLD Thank you.

You're welcome.

I'm so proud to be able to say just a few words to
you I we Americans are especially glad and especially proud to
have you v;ork with us Americans on this marvelous spacelab. We
want to congratulate you on the experiments that you We been
performing and now the success that you* re having, we're very
proud of you, we wish you further sucess in your work and a very
happy landing.

MERBOLD Thanks a lot sir , but let me tell you that it is

certainly a priviledge for me to be on that very exciting
mission. Together with distinguish people like John Young, and
Owen Garr iott.

Thank you very much and good luck to you and say
hello to my American friends and colleagues.

MERBOLD I will do that, thank you.

Thank, thank you very much.

CAPCOM PSl, Marshall Ops, Ulf you can go ahead with your
narration now.

MERBOLD Okay, ju3t a few minutes ago, Columbia passed over
the mouth of the Ammazon and we're on the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean, but it will not take much time until we've past over the
coast line of Europe and I will then try to describe and show the
little bit v/hat we see from up here from our orbit at 250
killometers in height, we are flying with 28, 000 killometers an
hour , so it takes us only 90 minutes to go once around the entice
world and because our (garble) is 57 degrees, we are very lucky.
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that is the reason why we see all continents between the 57
degrees northern latitude and the 57 degrees southern latitude*
That means we rsee maybe 85 percent of all countrys on that
(garble) and its certainly very exciting, I think, I'm not sure
what media signal you show now, I have one camera up here which
shows the shuttle, cargo bay and the tail of: the ship. You see
the spacelab sitting in the cargo bay and you see also the
horizon of the Earth , with nice cloud layers and if I look out
here with a very beautiful blue scene around the horizon. Let
me, • •

CAPCOM It's a beautiful picture down here, Ulf

•

MERBOLD Okay, we have a little computer here up on the

flight deck and it tells us that we are pretty close to Europe
now and we can if the weather permits, I expect to see Europe any
minute. Okay, now let me see, that should be it. Okay, vnat
gives us a another, another view, you see the spacelab sitting in

the cargo bay and you see the tail pointing to (garble) clouds
and I'm trying again to find out, well I can already see
something, its very beautiful to see the Earth from up here, it

is very nice blue and shiny planet with a lot of bright, white
clouds and on the other side there is the black (garble) you
never see it the same way from the Earth, you have to go into
space to s<ie the same (garble) •

CAPCOM Copy that Ulf, and if its possible, we'd love to

have you pan the camera towards the Earth.

MERBOLD Okay, I will try to do that for you, well that was
the wrong direction. Okay, here comes the Earth and you see....

END OF TAPE
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SPACKCRAFT - upstairs In John's and my cabin, and everything
is set, ready to go,

CAPCOM Okay. And we see a beautiful picture, Ulf . We're
about to call Cologne*

SPACECRAFT Yes* We are not quite there. Right now we are
crossing the Atlantic Ocean* We have just passed the mouth of

the Amazon River , but as everybody knows, we are really moving
fast and it doesn't take much time to make it all the way to
Europe*

And Ulf, we're coming to the aft flight deck camera

Okay* Please go ahead*

And Cologne, please give Columbia a call*

Cologne, Marshall Operations* Please give Columbia

CAPCOM
now.

sp/^ck;craft

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
a call*

CAPCOM Hello Spacelab* Hello Spacelab* Here is Cologne,
your POCC's calling* Ulf Merbold, are you there? For Ulf
Merbold onboard of Columbia , Ulf, I am together with Minister Dr.
Reisenheuber and the United States Amabassador Mr * Burns* Dr.
Reisenheuber will speak to you* Okay?

SPACECRAFT (German)

REISENHEUBER (German)

SPACECRAB^T (German)

REISENHEUBER (German)

SPACB:CRAFT (German)

REISENHEUBER (German)

SPACECRAFT (German)

REISENHEUBER (German)

SPACECRAFT (German)

REISENHEUBER (German)

SPACECRAFT (German) John Young, the coiruftander of the Columbia
and he was talking to me and said I should convey his best wishes
for the success of the flight and was the German Minister for
Technology and Research. Okay*
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REISENHEUBER (German)
'

SPACECRAFT (Gerwan)

REISENHEUBER (German)

SPACECRAFT (German)

REISENHEUBER Best regards to the Commander.

SPACE:CRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Dr. Merbold, I'm so proud to be able to say just a

few words to you. We Americans are - ~

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... then on step IS, use high voltages that equal

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Yes, that coram check, I'm upstairs and John, nice
but crowded cockpit for that European press business. And I have
brought up rny little wall unit here. I'd like to find out
whether it all works up here.

CAPCOM We hear you loud and clear Ulf and I have here a
little information for you. First, you have 5 minutes where you
can talk with Minister Hizreason Hurbert. That is starting at
18:20. After that 5 minutes, you start narrating the pass over
Europe.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fantastic.

CAPCOM You have to select a field of view on a payload
bay. The TV switching will be done from the ground.

SPACECRAFT John has already set it up.

CAPCOM Very good and then I would like to continue with
the work on, for Bob for AEPI before we give it back over to you
at 18 hours and let's say 17 minutes. And Spacelab, this is
Marshall Ops for Bob. Be advised that we have about, still about
5 minutes left to give you this information on AEPI.

SPACEI.RAFT Okay, I hope we can get it all ...

CAPCOM Okay, if you're ready to copy. It's just a few
things.

SPACECRAFT Back to the answer to my question about how I do an
AEPI count, whether I need to have the voltage raised or not
raised?

CAPCOM Bob, you raise the high voltage shutter to 2 and
you also check that the shutter is closed and the (garble) switch
is on for about 5 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll try to do that.

CAPCOM And ...

SPACECRAFT Marshall, that is another comm check.

CAPCOM Ulf, you're loud and clear, let me finish off with
Bob here. Bob, the camera filter should be 6300, exposure time
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Or PCA filter 6300. And this completes all the instructions on
AEPI As reference you can ur;e item message 27 or checklist-8
and 9, over.

SPACECRAfi^T Okay, see what we can do. You guys might try and
get these up a little further ahead sometime though.

CAPCOM We got it.

PAO
^

Mission Control , 6 days, 18 hours, 16 minutes
mission elapsed time, we're standing by to shortly begin the
conversation between payload specialist, Ulf Merbold and
Hizreason Hubert, the german science minister . We* 11 have audio
from Ports Vaughn, Germany, the ESA press center and we'll have
live television down from spacelab. This is Mission Control.
Thor.o procedures being voiced up by Wubbo Ockels to Bob Parker in
regard to the AEPI*

CAPCOM Marshall Ops,

SPACECRAFT (garble)

.

CAPCOM Ulf, we'd like confromation that you're ready to
flow TV.

SPACECRAFT How was the comm check?

CAPCOM Comm sounds very good, Ulf

.

SPACECRaBT Okay because I changed it to (garble) and I'd like
to verily whether we sensitivity such that everybody

CAPCOM Now let's stick with push to talk, you're breaking
up occasionally between syllables.

SPACECRAFT Any bettejc?

CAPCOM Yes, we missed the first little bit of that, Ulf,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got back to push to talk then and make it
easy on you.

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds fine and could you confirm that
we ' re ready for video flow.

SPACECRAFT Upstairs in John Young's cabin and everything is
set, ready to go.

CAPCOM Okay. And we see a beautiful picture Ulf, we're
about to call Klone.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we are END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab/' this is Marshall Ops we*ve message
for Bob first then you qet message number 21, and then I have
something for Ulf. Spacelc\b this is Marshall Ops we are AOS and
I have a message for Bob, whether he can get message number 27
and then a message for Ulf, over. And Spacelab, this is Marshall
Ops we've a update for Bob on message number 27 and a report for

Ulf* And Spacelab this is Marshall Ops with a update for Bob on
number 27 and information for Ulf , over.

SPACECRAFT I think Ulf's up on the aft flight deck getting
ready for his TV and you better start out by telling me what
message 27 was all about because that sounds so long ago I*ve
forgotten about it

•

CAPCOM Okay. There's an AEPI manual ops and if you* re

ready to copy I can give you the changes now.

SPACECRAFT Say again the subject,

CAPCOM An' AEPI experiment 03, manual operation.

SPACECRAFT Standby* Okay I dont' see any sign of 27, but go
ahead w.e' 11 start.

CAPCOM Okay Bob, start around time 1900 to set up the
experiment for a calibration for during that dark pass which is

starting at 1906 . Report the calibration on AV2, do a tape
change out after you finish.

SPACECRAFT You going to take the (garble) aCer I finish?

CAPCOM Do a tape change out of AV2.

SPACECRAB'T Tape change out after the CAL.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. And Bob we may loose you, but

I continue on checklist -9, I have some updates . Step 11, use
F04 and then on step 15 use high voltage check ^-2.

SPACECRAB^T Marshall Ops?

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

END OF TAPE
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PAO passed out of' rango of the Guam station had about 9

minutes of communication with the Spacelab, and during that brief

pass there was a test hookup of communication line from Klone to

the Spacelab through Houston. A test of the line for an upcoming

call between Huns Risenhueber , the West German Minister of

Science calling up to the Spacelab Huns Risenhueber who will be

talking to Ulf Merbold, him.'velf a West German cit /.en.

PAO This is Mission Control , Houston, 6 '^ours, excuse

me, 6 days 17 hours 35 minutes mission elapsed time. This is

Mission Control. Just a reminder the Change of Shift Press

Conference with the off going flight director Larry Bourgeois,
previously scheduled for ibout 4:00 a.m. has been cancelled.
Although Orbiter systems are performing very well, and there's

virtually nothing to talk about here in Mission Control as far as

any problems to be worked. Columbia, out over the Eastern
coastline of Australia at the present time. Be passing very cloe

to the Orroral station, but we won't have any contact there. The

next acquisition through TDRS in about 15 minutes, and next

Orbiter AOS through with UHF unless we decide to go off S~Band

will be 25 minutes over the Santiago station. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO And, our next televesion event will be a live

downlink from Spacelab. Tne communication between Ulf Merbold

and the Science Minister of West Germany, Huns Risenhueber who

will be in Klone in the time of that telephone hookup. That's

coming about 4:18 a.m. Central standard time.

END OP TAPE
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••• if the (garble) yet, no real concern .ixpcessed
on the part of either the Spacelab crew or the payload operations
control center at this time in terms of the scheduling. "At 6
days, 17 hours and 19 roinutes mission elapsed time, this is
Marshall Spacelab Operations.

This is Mission Control, Houston, 6 days, 17 hours,
25 minutes mission elapsed time. We're about a minute and 20
seconds away from acquisition through the Guam station on orbit
109,

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through Guam for 9 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay we're with you and F02A is finished.

CAPCOM Okay great and Bob, in that case, we'd like to try
this voice check again and if you're ready for that, I'll give
Klone a call and he'll respond and give you a ring.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Klone, CIC, give Columbia a call please.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston, comm control, go ahead and
attempt to .uplink.

SPACECRAFT Hey comm control, they were pretty broken that
time. I read you loud and clear, how do you read us?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, Bob.

CAPCOM Klone, CIC, please give Columbia a call now please.

CAPCOM (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Yes this is (garble)

.

CAPCOM Morning. Morning Ulf, this is (garble). I'm
calling from the TV studio at the European info center for your
flight at (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Hey, how's it going? Tell us.

CAPCOM It's beautiful, we are very proud of you. They're
very proud of you and all our gang is here including the Dl gang.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble).

CAPCOM We are watching you very careful and wo are very
proud for what you did for us.

SPACECRAFT It's a very nice flight here.
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CAPCOM Altight.

SPACECRAFT We (garble) to youc hous«! and thir.i-.ing out there,

there's a lot ot snow. That'd be good skiing weather.

CAPCOM Alright we are standing by for you to come back and

you'll get your skiing and you'll get your (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's nice to hear,

CAPCOM Alright this is (garble). How do you read us?

SPACECRAFT Perfect, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Excellent, we had you on TV, on this metric camera

business live here for one hour.

SPACECRAFT Say we had to work hard on this tarf^ot.

CAPCOM You did an excellent job on all those instruments.

SPACECRAFT That camera is not running (garble) in these days.

CAPCOM Alright, we are in a TV studio now and setting up

for the (garble) interview with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, we hope that we receive you as loud and clear

as we do right now.

SPACECRAFT Fantastic.

CAPCOM I do (garble) for you. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5^ 4, 3, 2,

1, for TV studio at European Space, (garble) DFE Klone.

PAO And we've paused out of range of the Guam ground

station, had about 9 minutes of communication with the Spacelab

and during that brief pass, there was ...

END OF TAPE
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PAO responsibility for that being Dr. Charles Owen of
MIT* Because of the time that they had taken with that function--
al objective, however, and because they were coming up on the
time schedule for operation of the metric camera, the second part
of that experiment being the changes of subjects, Bob Parker had
performed that functional objection and Ulf Merbold was scheduled
to beqfin. That was delayed untill some future point. They were
discuEsing perhaps doing it after the metric camera operation.
However, experiment 339 which is interfacial instabality and
capillary histories, that's one of the fluid physics module
experiments that's scheduled to be occurring right now. That is
something they will have to schedule around as well. Ulf Merbold
did report a problem in the video tape recorder number 1 which
was scheduled to be used to record the activities of that func-
tional objectives. They were having some malfunction and they
switched over to video tape recorder number 2 to record those
activities. Because of the amount of film that is left in the
metric camera, quite a bit left, because the fact that the black
and white film magazine j ammed some days ago, and much of the
photographic targets have been missed until the repairs were, on
the camera, were made during yesterday's red shift when Wubbo
Ockels and Bob Parker, together, thru a long distance link up
with Bob Parker in a make-shift arc room in the orbiter sleeping
area and Wubbo Ockels on headsets talking him thru the proce-
dures. Until that repair of the metric camera film magazine took
place, much of tlie mission has gone by without being photographed
and so there's a great deal of film left and the metric camera
experiment 33 investigation team has said the crew can take
pictures now with 80% overlap instead of the nor>.al 60% overlap
as called for in the experiment. Just before we went LOS, Ulf
Merbold called down to the payload operations control center that
they had taken in his words some very beautiful pictures of the
Earth > And, he had expressed a great satisfaction over how well
the metric camera operation had gone. Bob Parker in mentioning
80% overlap is something which makes the operation of the metric
camera a definitely 2 man job since the metric earner a ^. although
it is operating, in the sense that it does photograph and some--
what advance on it's own, it does still require a little help
from Bob Parker or Ulf Merbold in turning the take up reel manu-
ally to help the film get thru the film chain. We have about 9
mins. remaining until we pick up the Spacelab again. Over the
ground station at Guam and at that time, we'll learn more about
the status of the hold on the mas timeline and expect the crew
will be getting on with the rest of the scheduled activities of
this red shift. Exp 339 as we mentioned is scheduled for this
time frame and the crew is running perhaps just a few mins behind
schedule but is yet no real concern expressed on the part of
either the Spacelab crew or the payload operations control center
at this time. In terms of the scheduling at 6 days, 17 hrs and
19 mins mission elapsed time, this is Marshall OPS.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT •.that 80% is a difinitely a two man job*

CAPCOM Say again Bob?

SPACECRAFT Mari^hall Ops^ this is Spacelab,

CAPCOM Yeahr go ahead Ulf^ loud and clear now,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we (garble) and we have Munich, The weater
was good.

CAPCOM I think that's great Ulf.

SPACECRAB^T (garble) is definitely a two man job, I hope we
don't have too many more of them.

CAPCOM You only have one more of them, and that will be
one which is. •

•

SPACECRAFT Frank, did you copy?

CAPCOM ••.much shorter. Spacelab, Marshall, we caused the
air and be advised that sometime around 17 hours and 9 minutes,
we're going to hold the timeline, hold the master and recount it,

we'll take ,care of it from down here and you don't need to do it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks alot. Did you copy that^ We got the
Alps and Spain and Africa and everything.

CAPCOM Yeah, we copied that Ulf. It sure sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Did you copy that, that 80% business is

definitely a two man job and I hope we don't do too many more of
them.

CAPCOM Yes we copied that too. And to inform you Bob, the

only run that is left, is the last run which is left on 80% is

2100 and 21 minutes and that's a 2 minute run. 2 minutes only,
over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we can hack that,

PAO Both Bob Parker and Ulf Merbold describing the
success of this last vector camera run. They said excellent
photography over Africa and various other parts of the World.
Bob Parker did mention that because of the. .

.

CAPCOM It looks like we'i:e having trouble with the
commanding down here. We^d likfa for yo^ to count the master when
it halts at entry 47. And do it now.

SPACECRAFT Right. Got it.
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CAPCOM That •s fine, thanks alot*

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days, 17
hours, 12 minutes mission elapsed time. We've lost contact with
the tracking and data relay satellite, but we'll be picking up
the TDRS satellite again in about another 40 minutes and we do
expect to have communications once again with the Spacelab in
much less than that, in fact about 14--1/2 minutes, when we, when
the Spacelab passes over the ground station at Guam. During this
last acquisition of signal Ulf Merbold and Bob Parker were
engaged in performing the functional objective 2A of the
vestibular series of experiments under the number 102. 102 NASA
experiment series of vestibular studies, and they were involved
in the (garble) dumping portion of that experiment, principal
responsibility of that experiment. Principal responsibility for
that being Dr. Charles Oman of MIT.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...metcic camera stowage.

GAPCOM Copy, that.

SPACECRAFT Starting meanwhile to set up C39.

PAO Ulf Merbold reporting that they have completed the
F02A^ with one aubject^ but they are delaying the second part or
rather the second subject because they want to set up for the
metric camera operation which is scheduled for this time. Also
scheduled for about this time is experiment 339^ the interfacial
instability and capillary hysteresis experiment, that •s one of
the fluid physics module experiments.

SPACECRAFT Yo.

CAPCOM Bob in preparation for the activity with Ulf's
overflight of Europe, they want to do a COMM check between Europe
and here and from here up to you guys and if you* re ready, we'd
like to enable them to go ahead and give you a quick call and
verify the link.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

(garble) your voice check with the crew, (garble)
Columbia.

(garble) calling Columbia, you^re loud and clear.

Say again, calling Columbia, you • re loud and clear.

POCC, they were loud and clear to us, apparently
they didn't read us though.

CAPCOM Yes Bob, we copied, we read you loud and clear and
and just such that you understand what's understand what's

going on this 33, the XI is on 80 percent, first picture will be
taken at 16 50 and this is different from originally scheduled,
originally only part was 60 and part was 80 percent, we have more
pictures now, so we can (garble) go 80 percent all the way, over

.

SPACECRAFT Guess the other loop is alive, in the background
you are very garbled this time Wubbo.

CAPCOM Yes, I hear that too, well its all 80 percent Bob,
all 80 percent at 16 50.

SPACECRAFT Understand

•

PAO Wubbo Ockels advising Bob Parker to run the metric
camera with 80 percent overlap instead of the baseline 60 percent
overlap.
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(garble)

PAO 80 percent overlap can now be, can now be afforded
because the metric camera had not been running earlier in the
mission because of the film magassine jamming. Now that that
problem has been resolved, the metric camera can complete the
rest of its, its mission, over the targets remaining and 80
percent overlap is now possible because of the, the large amount
of film remaining for the targets that are left.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Marshall Ops, Ulf, we are sorry,
this was apparently the first lunch which was scheduled during
your flight and we got use to the fact that you did not have any,

SPACECRAFT Bob, has (garble)

.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, no responce needed for Marshall, you
are right over Munich and you're taking a beautiful picture.

SPACECRAFT I tell you that 80 percent is (garble) a two man
job.

CAPCOM Say again Bob.

END OP TAPE
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PAO uif Merbold confirming that the crew is carrying
out the mistagma stopping portion.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM We would like you to continue even though there may
be a problem with VTR 1.

jr

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble).

PAO This functional objective is to be recorded.

CAPCOM ... trouble the first comment about the VTR, Ulf,
if you could amplify on that at your descretion, that would be
great,

,

PAO Should the stagma stopping portion of 102 is to be
recordfjd by the video tape recorder 1 aboard Spacelab. Ulf
Merbold is reporting some malfunction of that at the moment but
has been advised by the payload operations control center to
continue on with the functional objective 2A despite the problem
with the camera, no with the tape recorder. There are 2 video
tape recorders in the spacelab module.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops.

CAPCOM Loud and clear Ulf.

SPACECRAFT HOW much time do we have left til the metric camera
stops running?

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, the metric camera starts running at 16
hours and 50 minutes. That's in about 20 minutes. Be advised
that this going to be a 80% run so it's each 5 seconds for one
picture, over.

SPACECRAFT We have 20 minutes time until Bob is needed to run
it, right?.

CAPCOM Yes, that's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try again with a -recorder. Can we also
put It on recorder 2?

CAPCOM Standby.

SPACECRAFT Me being the subject, we are done with Bob.

CAPCOM Okay standby and yes, that's an affirmative. You
can go ahead for recorder 2, over.
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PAO Ulf Merbold is going to use the other video tape
recorder, VTR 1 and it's the VTR that is malfunctioning. While
the payload crew continues to carry out the nastagma stopping
portion of thia 102 experiment. The principle investigator, Dr.

Larry Young of MIT is monitoring as the experiment precedes.
Both he and Dr. Charles Omen of MIT are monitoring. Larry Young
is the principle investigator. Dr. Omen is a co-I. About 33

minutes remaining in this AOS pass through the TDRS. P02Ar the
functional objective of nastagma stopping of the 102 series of
vestibular experiments still going on. Dr. Charles Owen of MIT
who is a co-investigator for the entire series of the 102
vestibular experiments has primary responsibility for this
particular functional objective of nastagma stopping.

SPACECRAFT Wubbo, how come that you killed our lunch break
today?

CAPCOM Loud and clear, Ulf.

SPACECRAFT The question was not how do you read? The question
was how come that you killed our lunch break?

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT
.

Hey Chuck

.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT For the sake of the metric camera, we arc delaying
the second part of 2A. We are ready for the second subject but
we might run into trouble with a very wide field camera, metric
camera, I'm sorry.

CAPCOM Copy that.

SPACECRAFT (garble) meanwhile it's a setup of 339.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, we're about
2-1/2 minutes away before reacquiring communications with the
Spacelab through the TDRS satellite, we had just a very brief
pass over the Guam ground station & few minutes ago and had very
little conversation with the Spacelab crew, there was a brief
mentioned by uif Merbold at the very end of the AOS period over
Guam. He said that he ha* received an error message on
experiment 34 and had initiated a malfunction procedure to clear
that up. Bapically all that was, was that the experiment that
the mictowavt; promote sensing experiment had gone beyond its
point where it was to be shut off in its heating mode. The
remote sensing instrument has a heater, anytime the experiment
equipment goes below 5 degrees centigrade onboard the pallet, the
heater automatically switches on but it must be manually cut off
and the heater was still as the temperature risen to above +5
degress cellsious. Not particularly far above it, 2 or 3 degrees
and the error was sent, Vlf Merbold shut the experiment down,
shut the heating mode down. That experiment 34, by the way is,
it has an active and a passive mode and it is currently still in
its passive mode where it is just receiving the radiation from
the Earth and monitoring. We just passed into the AOS period
with about 49 minutes of signal acquisition, we anticipate
either Chuck Lewis or Wubbo Ockels to momentarily voice up to the
crew.

^

;

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through TDRS for 44 minutes.

SPACECRAFT (garble). Marshall Ops, we have (garble) to do the
FO^^, Standby. But be informed that the problem with the VTR 1
on the display, it was...

Ulf Merbold confirming that the crew is carrying
out the stagma stopping portion.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM We'd like you to continue even though there may be
a problem with VTRl.

SPACECRAB'T Okay, roger we are.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days, 15
hours^ 40 minutes mission elapsed time. We have lost contact
with the Spacelab from the tracking and data relay satellite*
However r we should be picking up the Spacelab in again in about
13-1/2 minutes when we pass over Guam* During this last
acquisition of signal the crew is rather quiet it was presumed
that they wore working experiment number 28, the Ballistic
Cardiography experiment, which measures the reaction of the human
body to movements within it* The instruments that he wears and
the he wears the backpack for those excellerometers that we
described record body excellerations and vibrations that are
associated with his heart activity, his respiritory movements and
also the volentary motions of his limbs when he carries out those
exercises with that bungee cord that we described* When we do
pass over the Guam ground station in about 12-1/2 minutes, the
crew is scheduled to be involved in the P02A functional objective
of the experiment 102, the vestibular experiment. F02A is theeye
movement and the stagma stuffing portion of the 102. Ulf Merbold
is scheduled to be the subject for that. A little less than 12
minutes now remaining, at 6 days, 14 hours, 42 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO And this is Mission Control Houston. John Young

,

by himself in the cockpit of Orbiter Columbia has come across a
bonanza in the form of many rolls of 35 mm color film surplus
from a completed experiment back in Spacelab and he inquired of
the ground how he should set the exposure for that film, whether
they use the auto mode on his Nikkon 35 or go to manual since
it^s somewhat higher speed then the film that's being used in the

(garble) 70 mm still camera. The experts here in the Control
Center are coming up with an answer on how he should manage that
film. He's doing the tourist bit from 130 miles up. Next
contact with Orbiter is in 10 minutes also through Guam on UHP.
At 6 days, 15 hours, 44 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston*

PAO Just a few minutes away now from acquiring
communications with the Spacelab as we pass over the Guam ground
station. We should have about 5-1/2 minutes.

CAPCOM ' And Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops. We have you
for about 4 minutes of via Hawaii and 1 or 2 is engaged.

SPACECRAFT What is he engaged to. Is this something new?

CAPCOM We're here Bob, give us the status when you get
time. Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we're 30 seconds from LOS
and we'll see you again 20 minutes from now.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, okay (garble) that and be aware that
we had heat off message for a 734 and we executed the malfunction
procedure related to that.
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CAPCOM Roger, copy, the malfunction procedure for heater

34 off, over.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PAo This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, we're about

2-1/2 minutes away before reacquire communications with the

spacelab through the TDRS satellite. We had just a very brief

pass over the Guam ground station.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - the experiment 28 investigation team currently
standing by. The exercise strap that the crew uses, by the way^
for experiment happens to bo a bungie cord. The bungiOr the same
bungie from the equipment for experiment 102 ^ the vestibular
series of experiments. And the experiment 28 investigation team
continues to monitor experiment 28.

SPACECRAFT Marshall 01 : . Do you read us?

CAPCOM Loud and clear ^ U)f. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Why did you Stop the metric camera run? It's
beautiful weather* We are right over Maseilles and you should

SPACECRAFT Hurry up.

CAPCOM Yes^ (garble).

SPACECRAFT What is that?

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Ulf. The presenuly scheduled runs
including the major run over Munich use most of the film^ Ulf*

SPACECRAFT Is that an hour and a half from now, or is that
this run?

SPACECREFT^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^O^^^^

half*

CAPCOM The Munich run, Ulf, is at 16:50. Over.

;:SPAeEcmFT;''-y:;, mm:.:^''^^:mpf-:
.'•)'•

: PAO,' ,

: . :The,, metric: camera stopped

,

the end of its scheduled run. It was stopped by the computer.

CAPCOM ' Spacelab, Marshall. We're about 2 minutes from LOS
'/v^^riind :J,us •th0re,*„s .a-' teleprintet message' in

:

support, of ;

the 102 F02A run, It*s teleprinter messae 107 with some
piooedura updates.

•;.:v:.,/:-s^^^^^ got .
that ..one this :

,:/•^:\v;,,::mot:n,iB^^^^^^^^^ ;tet;':;iiie:;,'see

SPACECRAFT That's your 107, got it.

CAPCOM That's affirm. We'll see you through TDRS at 16
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SPACECRAFT Roger.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days, 15

hours, and 40 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We have lost contact
with the Spacelab from the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite?
however, we should be

END OF TAPE
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lO^^SSf^^'L../'*.?-^^'' ""''t"^
g^?^''' '^P"^ ^ second, a minute,

Jh/Tnn;hi^r^
""'^^

J 'J^ i
^^"^ ^^^^^'^ ^^'^ ^^^^ ^"'^"gh to breakthe (garble) a second time and I put that also on film.

CAPCOM Perfect.

SPACECRAET^ v^So I did basically what you told me and we arerutmincj out of time here.

CAPCOM Par feet, you can close *ym,

nPACECmrs Okay, I frri cleaning up.

."'^^ Merbold reporting he's finished his work withUse 331 expeinnent and he's going to clean up using specialkiiuwipea to clean up the residual oil that remains on the discs.

m/ACECRM'T PLZC, Spacelab.

™
,

22 minutes remaining in this AOS period andthe cruw lii schedale i ixt this time to have been performing the
tia, lihtocai dicujcaphy at least to be setting up for
t}aiiiHtoc{n'-:iUu,iifHihY, that's experiment 28.

CAPOOrf iipacelMb, Marshall, we'll take care of that 34Aecior mc:!3civjfi! tor you. ' - lav. j'*^

camft^ifr'ih.
''^''^ ^^'^^^ thought maybe you would whan you

, ^. . .

Kxperiment 28 is as we said presumed to be going onatwuS: tni5> timo. The purpose of this particular
tjaiiietocardiocjraphy experiment is to record a 3-dimensionaloaiuscooa/ 'Jiogram in wai ghtlessmess. Boo Parker is going to befcne tirst suoj«ct and h«» 1,1 be wearing a backpack fitted withsmall accoierometers and then an electrocardiogram. All those
».sc4d& are connecting tt. a miniature tape recorder that he wearson h>n right leg. And on his back will be a small disc which
.<ii.li contain j accelerometers in all 3 axis. This (garble)

S?r!u?ir^!:^'%^^?*'*'®^?^''™f-*'''® 3 axis. This is what willprovioe the 3-diiriefiglonal ballistocardiogram.
Ballistocardiograms at'i useful indicators of cardiovascular
,

=
= ' tor.aance. Tha S-diiMtmsional r.:aordings have been tried on

ea.o:n^ nr^r, cttey a£« very difficult to do under the influence "of
'

9rav..c,y. h,. sco in a AOS period at this time but not hearing a
^,5«f5

the crew, It'c presumed that they are busily
v«>i:« u.

.1
tue ::>.i.iriment 28, the ballistocardiogram experiment. As

i.50o 9o«^' through the b4llistocardiography expefiment, he
piix. toim,*^ i» «et'i«!» of brtiis thing and physical exercises while,
fuf^ "^'*f

b^av-pnak thai Wc'.s perviously described, the one with
tftuac <^^jcelemtmtetB, the electrocardiogram. Once he completestfi'iw act;< v i,;u-is, asssumes a stationary stance and, fceeHoats
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tor a number of seconds While he is doing that, the various
respiration and heart activities, the various physiological
functions of his body are recorded. Yesterday we had some live
downlink as the crew performed the experiment 28 • We had
pictures of both UTf Merbold and Bob Parker performing the
exercises with the equipment that they were wearing* The
exercises of consisting of pulling up on a flexible strap. The
experiment 28 investigation team currently standing by. The
exercise strap that the crew uses by the way for experiment 2^..

happens to be a bungie cord* The same bungie from the equipment
for experiment 102, the vestibular series of experiments.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... the very wide camera which is making a general

ultraviolet survey of the celestial sphere cannot remain for a

great length of time and exposure of space, it becomes too cold

and has to be retracted back from space through the scientific

airlock with the hatch closed.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Marshal', we've got the- data setup

dated now so you can use AOFC anytime you want.

SPACECRAFT Say again PLZC.

CAPCOM The data set is updated, you're clear to use AOFD.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you. Yea. I'll Be there. Bob, I want

to show you off, I don't want to show up there. Okay. (garble)

little more than a «. uarter of an hour, we'll fly over Europe and

that will be the good one because we followed the east coast of

Spain across the {garble), that is the right orbit to do

something. Okay. Hopefully the weather is good, that would be a

great thing.

PAO And we've received confromation that the very wide

field camera has been retracted and the scientific airlock has

been best.

SPACECRAIfT Marshall Ops, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Loud and clear Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I have a brief report for Ezadores.

CAPCOM Okay if you'll standby, I'll make sure he's

listening-

PAO Dr. Ezadores Martinez about to be voice enable to

speak once again with Ulf Merbold,

CAPCOM Okay Ulf.

PAO ' On experiment 331.

SPACECRAFT Yes Ezadores.

CAtcQM:;;;-^ yoU':\- -r-v

SPACECRAFT One second . Okay Ezadores, I'd like to tell you

the following thing: I have variated a little bit the critical

seat for (garble) and I figured out it is in the order of .45 m.i

CAPCOM Copied.
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SPACECRAFT I put it on film that I did it for .4 mm a second,
,45 ram a second and .5 mm a second.

CAPCOM 'perfect,

SPACECRAFT After that, you see how the liquid comes out of the
feeding office. And after that, I went to the breaking and
(garble) unfortunately it was a big one in diameter because the
liquid creeps immediately over the entire place and I cannot k.-»ep
the diameter small to limited to 40 mm. It goes to the edge
because these plates, pardon me? Say again.

CAPCOM (garble)

SPACECRAFT Yes, these plates are already prewetted and the oil
knows there is oil and it goes and anyway I (garble) the front
plate at 30 mm and the reservoir at 10 mm. That disturbs the
water (garble) arid then I went from that setting, that constant
volume door, 50 mm for the front plate and 30 mm for the
reservoir with a speed of 0.4 mm a second. And on the way, the
column broke.

CAPCOM Kow let's see.

SPACECRAFT And do you have it on film, I took 300 (garble) in
(garble) when breaking was immitent,

CAPCOM Perfect.

SPACECRAFT And then I reestablished the zone, you can see that
also on film and then I brought up to 45 mm and 25 mm for the
same volume and that is just below the stability or still stable
but it has grown to unstability. And then I turned on the rear
plate with 10 rpm a second, a minute, 10 rpm's, sorry with a reb
of 3 and that was good enough to break the (garble) a second
time. And I put that also on film.

CAPCOM Perfect.

END OP TAPE
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PAO The dimethol cellocone which is the fluid used in
various (garble) in the fluid physics module and stowage the
module back into the material science double rack. That dimethol
cellocone, by the way, the fluids that's used in the module comes
in different vescosities, they are 3 different reserviors that
are used in the module and the reservior is chosen just as the
particular disks for the experiment are chosen. The disks and
the reserviors fluid differ from experiment to experiment. The
module has 3 viewing ports, by the way, one for the person
working with the experiment, in this case Ulf Merbold, and two
other ports for motion picture camera. These cameras photograph
the experiment from the front and from the side. We are star ding
by now for reacquisition of signal from the Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through TDRS for 50 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Pine, POCC.

CAPCOM Unclear Bob.

SPACECRAFT Doing pretty well. Hey John, I'd like to talk to
you about MOCA on air to ground one for a minute.

CAPCOM Okay. Standby, I'll get him. Here comes CIC.
Columbia, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I was wondering if we were going to do this
trim burn, I kind of need to get the load up here and get
started and get my props straightened out on what it is and
everything.

CAPCOM Okay, let me find out for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got in the CAP at 1500 hours.

CAPCOM Standby John. Okay John, the answer is that the
trim burn, if we need it, will be moved to 7 days, 0 hours and 20
minutes, but we're still evaluating whether or not we need one.

SPACECRAFT' Okay, say again that time?

CAPCOM The time Is 7 days, 0 hours, 20 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you E'ranklin, t didn't mean to bother
you, but no body told me. And Houston, Spacelab, over.

<3AJPC0Mv;:-; Spacelab:.

SPACECRAFT Franklin, I was thinking this morning, you know,
all this thermo problfem people hai^e b<*cm concerned about in
keeping the 3R loop a little bit cooler and all that. We've been
running the temperature here in the Spacelab at one thing ever
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since about day one or day two without ever trying to change it
and it^s perfectly comfortable^ although it*s probably slightly
on the chilly side* And I wondered if by raising it a notch or
two we'd help the situation up by just making it a little bit
warmer r and dump a little bit less heat into it perhaps?

CAPCOM Roger , Bob^ we would appreciate it if you would ^ so
go right ahead

•

SPACECR?iFT We* 11 raise it a notch and a half here from 5 to
6*5 and we'll see how that does. If it keeps it not to warm
we'll just let it stay there.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, that • 11 help the thermo problem for us
too.

SPACECRAFT We just never thought about it, it just set the
temperature and let it be, and it's been on the chilly side, but
no problem.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy.

PAO We're standing by now for a resumption of the
communications between the Payload Operations Control Center crew
interface coordinator and the Spacelab. During this past LOS,
the crew should have specifically Bob Parker, should have
completed work with operation for about 20 or 25 minutes in

working with the very wide field camera. Placing it at the
scientific airlock and deploying it into space and (garble) it to
space and then retracking it. The very wide field camera which
is making a general (garble) survey of the cellesiolsphere cannot
remain for a great length of time at an exposure of space, it
becomes too cold and has to be retracted back into the, back from
space* .

.

END OP TAPE
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P/.O And, Bob Parker , after having done the experiment
in a tethered mode, is untethering himself so he can free-
float. I suppose I should say partially free-float. He does
maintain some control by keeping his head centered by using his
teeth to clamp down on the bite stick. Dr. Larry Young whose the
VI of this experiment wanted to have these 2 men perform this
experiment both tethered and untethered to the deck of the
Spacelab. As long as each of them remained tethered to the deck
of the Spacelab, they had a tactful queue of which way was
down. But, once untethered, they would of course remove that
tactul queue. About 10 minutes remaining in this LOS period
before we regain communications with the Spacelab throijgh the
TDRS satellite, Ulf Merbold still working with experiment 331.
Ulf Merbold is of course working with fluidd now from the
reservior in the fluids physics module and is attempting to now
force fluid through the center of the disc and little by little
does he, at what point, the fluid will finally detach from that
disc. The first portion, or the intended part of that experiment
in which he was discussing the experiment with Dr. Issador
Martinez who had been voice uplinked. The experiment called for
a liquid column to have been made between those 2 discs. The
experiment called for the column to be about 40 millimeters in
diameter and about 130 millimeters long. But, Ulf Merbold kept
having a little problem with the fluid leaking over the edge onto
a backplate behind the discs. Despite the anti-spreading
material he had applied, and the column wouldn't retain it's
shape. So, Dr. Martinez asked Ulf to just skip that and to go
onto a more detailed portion o£ the experiment. During which Ulf
would be pumping out the liquid from the reservior in the fluid
physics module out through that center hole of the disc. And,
little by little, seeing how much it would take before finally
the shape that he was achieving with that fluid ultimately
detached from the disc. The experiment takes quite a while to
perform anyway, and quite a bit of time was set aside in the
payload activity plan for the experiment. Well over an hour in
fact, about an hour and a half. We're getting close to the point
now where Ulf Merbold is scheduled to be shutting down the fluid
physics module, cleaning up the dimethal cilicone which is the
fluid used in various vescocities in the fluid physics module.
And , '

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... 8 minutes mission elapsed time. We've passed
out of range of the TDRj; satellite but we'll be picking it up in
about 40 minutes from now and during this last acquisition of
signal, Ulf Merbold continued working with experiment 331 and Dr.
Ezadores Martinez who is a member of that investigation team was
voice enabled to speak with Ulf and to give him various special
instructions in working with that experiment which is studying
the stability limits of fluid bridges between two equal discs.
The discs of course are the discs for . the fluid physics module
which is 1 piece of equipment in the material science double rack
that can take a variety of different kinds of discs. And a
variety of different kinds of fluids that are used for the discs
that are place therein. The fluid of course being pumped through
a central hole in one of the discs and therefore by forming a
liquid bridge, a fluid zone between the two discs. Meanwhile,
Bob Parker went to do another metric camera run and it was again
successful. The experiment 33, the investigation team asked
Chuck Lewis to send up their thanks and congratulations. Our
next television event will be a playback of that rotating dome
experiment that comes about 12:10 a.m., that's about 2 minutes
from now. As we mentioned before, Bob Parker continuing to work
with the metric camera. The metric camera was to nave done this
last operation a few minutes ago completely automatically but the
metric camera which has had the jammed black and white film
magazine has been repaired to a degree where it will now operate
but with a little help. Bob Parker has to manually turn the
takeup wheel so that when the photograph is taken, it advances.
It does advance but not as well as when it was working perfectly
and it does take a little manual help from Bob Parker to advance
and takeup on the reel, with the baseline operation tor that
metric camera was to have taken photographs of high (garble)
photographs of the earth for mapping purposes at about a 60%
overlap but since there is now a quite a bit of film left because
of the time l^^st in the early part of tha mission, because of the
film jam, nc^- :or the remaining targets to be taken quite a bit
of film and the experiment 33 team would now like to have Bob
Parker take photographs at a 80% overlap. Right now, we're
seeing once again the downlink of a playback of that rotating
dome experiment. Bob Parker, the subject, in this case, he is
seen tetheted to the deck of the spacelab. And still wearing the
contact lense with the special calibration markings, we're told
by the experiment 33 investigation team that with 80% overlap, it
is, in the metric camera with 80% overlap, it is possible now to
achieve a stereoscopic series of photographs of the targets, of
the mapping targets. On this prerecorded downlink. Bob Parker is
the subject and partially obscured from view is Ulf Merbold who's
job of course as operator is to run the rotating dome in one
direction and then the other. Prior to this recording, Ulf
Merbold had himself in the the subject. And Bob Parker after
having done the experiment in a tethered mode is now untethering
himself so he can free float. I suppose we should say partially
free float, he does maintain some control like keeping his head
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centered by using his teeth to clamp down on the bite stick.

END OF TAPE
.=1
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PAO About 14 minutes remaining in the acquisition of
signal period and right about this time Bob Parker is Gcheduled
to be operating experiment 33^ the metric camera experiment*
That was to be completely automatic originally ^ but now the
metric camera reqires a bit of an assist, it does advance buc it
does manually require the takeup reel to get the excess film
after it has advanced through the shutter mechanism* The metric
camera is placed at the high quality optical window of the
Spacelab module and that window specifically designed for clarity
for such experiments as 33* Spacelab 1, by the way, provides the
first opportunity to take photos up to the 58 degrees north and
south altitude and' return them to Earth About 8 minutes
remaining in this acquisition period, currently we* re receiving a
replay of the rotating dome experiment that *we recorded over the
Hawaii pass about an hour ago. Shown on the split screen again
is Bob Parker who is in a free floating position, he is not
bunging to the floor, which is the normal case of that
experiment, there are bungees which holding in a foot restraight

,

that is immediately below that rotating dome. And on the right
hand side of the picture you can see the reflection of the
rotating dome itself with its various patterns , tne color dots
inside the dome, you can see the reflections of those dots and
the eye. You can also see the contact lens with its special
calibration markings.

CAPCOM Okay, Spacelab, Bob, congradulations on a great run
for 33, 33 back room would like to pass you a bottle of champaign
if they could.

SPACECRAFT All right 1*11 talk to Larry about that and see if
he'll let me have it.

CAPCOM And one mora thing Bob, the SEPAC folks have been
seeing an lU DEP on signal on the downlink and wonder if you'd
check that for them, and if it is on tell us that that*s right
and please turn it off*

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's right and I'll turn it off.

CAPCOM * Great, thank you*

PAO The lU DEP is the interface unit dedicated
experiment processor.

CAPCOM Listen, Bob, Marshall Ops here, one question on the
33 run. You did it now with a 60% overlap, which is one picture
each 10 seconds* How easy is that, is it feasible to do it with
the 80% overlap, which is one picture in each 5 seconds, over.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I think you could do it either way.
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CAPCOM Okay, we are going to have then for also doing it

with 80% overlap on the next passes, which include the pass over
Munick, which was the primary objective of this film, over.

SPACECRAFT (garble) you guys stopped (garble) you missed a

great set of Country coming by right now.

CAPCOM We'll check that, I think, we should, okay thank
you Bob. Spacelab, Marshall, we're going to be about 2 minute*.

early on this LOS, which leaves us about a minute or so and we'll
see you again through TORS about 14 + 46. And Spacelah for Bob,

if you feel like taking some pictures why don't you go ahead.

SPACECRAFT That's okay. You think, can give me some
afterwards:. :^

PAO This is iMarshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days, 14
hours and 6 minutes mission elapsed time. We've passed out of
range the TDRS satellite but we'll be picking it up in about 40

minutes from now. And during this last acquisition of signal,
tJlf Merbold continued working with experiment...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM We're doing it now.

SPACBGRAPT We notiged.

PAO Bob Parker reporting that the metric camera
operating well, getting some good photographs. Bob Parker
reporting looking forward to landing date when - -

CAPCOM Also Bob, just a remind i *, we assume you got the
message 109 which referred to the condensate dump at about 19:23.

SPACECRAFT 19:23 for condensate dump. Roger. Saw that.

PAO Bob Parker reporting looking forward to landing
date when those metric camera ~ -

SPACECRAFT Pretty spectacular when it happens.

CAPCOM I bet it is.

PAO When the metric camera film ca.crfettes can be
offloaded, and studied.

CAPCOM While we've got you here, you might turn to hour 20
and look at the 101 time period.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy that,

CAPCOM Okay. Downlink's a little scratchy. You may be
hearing roe okay. Need to make a note in the PCAP there and
remind Ulf that we do not want to change the tape for the 101
runs scheduled at 20 hours, 10 minutes. That tape change will be
rescheduled during the next replnnning cycle for day 7.

SPACECRAFT Okay. SO, I scratch that change tape.

CAPCOM That's affirm. And the reason for that has to do
with the extension day.

SPACECRAFT' Yes, the one problem with that extension day is I

think we ate ail the sunflower seeds yesterday afternoon, so I

don't know what we can do about that.

CAPCOM Yes. We copied your comment earlier and we've been
working real hard figuring out how we're going to recover from

SPACECRAFT Might be some brocolli seeds left over from some
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CAPCOM I think that covers it, Bob. The only other note I

had in here was a little pen and ink change to note that during
the P04, tha 102 F04, the PS is the first subject. I think you
probably have that already, though.

SPACECRAFT Wubbo gave us a series of those to work for the
•:<garble):Vp^

CAPCOM .
Okay. Looks like they're several opportunities for

recording on AVI during that period too, and if you like, X can
give you the tape remaining, but I think you're probably going to
;-bQ,: aware:,of V::: that at; the tiTOe.:;^;; y;::^;;^

SPACECRAPT We '11 iust real time that

,

CAPCOM And, Bob, jus
you could give us a summary quickly of how many dome runs each of
y<3U::did;v that last: one*-'

SPACECRAFT Ulf did two standard ones. I did two standard
ones, and did the one with variations same. We had movements and
:alsO;eyeS ;closed. ^ : :

-

CAPCOM And 102 copies, and offers thanks.

CAPCOM And just a reminder, you've got a 33 operation
coming up in about 10 minutes.

SPACECRAPT Roger that.

PAO An exchange for several minutes there between CIC
Chuck Lewis and Bob Parker. Toward the last, Chuck Lewis
reminding Bob Parker that he has another metric camera run coming
up in just a few minutes.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And Ulf, don't bo wocrieci about that, that's just
as it should be and it's a good call, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Ulf, if Bob's aiTOund, we'd like to talk to him

about a few things if you're going to be busy doiny the food
physics for a minute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, he's there. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yeah, we're anixous to here how 33 went for you

Bob.

SPACECRAFT Piece of cake, worked just as 1 expected,

CAPCOM That's good new. Also, we've not really been able

to coordinate the PCAP chanyes as well as we'd like, because
we've all been pretty busy. We wonder if we did get the message
to delete the- AV2 changeout back about 1310 or so.

SPACECRAFT I got a message not to do the AV changeout, right?

CAPCOM That's affirm, that's great.

SPACECRAFT The otVier advantage of this method, of doing 33 is

that it gives me an excuse to sit at the window and watch the
world go by.

CAPCOM Copy that. We hope it looks good.

SPACECRAFT And tell Larry we've got some interesting results

we'll talk to him about it when we get back down at Dryden.

CAPCOM Okay, fine and 33 OPS says thanks alot.

PAO ' Experiment 33 is Metric camera.

SPACiECRAPT Is (garble) okay again?

CAPCOM Standby,

PAO For the last few minutes, Dr. Isadora Martinez of
the experiment 331 investigation team has been voice enable to

speak dix^ectly with Ulf Merbold as he works with the fluid
physics module on that experiment. The purpose of that
experiment is to examine the stability limits of a fluid bridge
between two equal disks that are subjected to different
mechanical pceturbations, such as stretching, vibrating.

CAPCOM Ulf, (garble) is okay until 1445, after 1446 the
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ G
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ a
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

PW> . A few moments ago Bob Parker reporting that his
work with the metric camera while UlfMerbold was working with

^^^^^^^^^^
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' Here comes the: doine. •

fS^°we could "le'?h^^!;lu^^^^^ ^= dome began to
have my oongra?uLuS„i to bojrof'you-^^

'^^

SPACECRAPT /Thank you, ^
•

any of yoiir reactions from your runs ThSf'.,!||rds and other guestions::i^2|el^^^ m^^,^



it dpesn*^



fhO » . . strapped to the body ha rness as they looked

ihside the rotating do^^

|o to batway ^^ w^^

buhfees as we 1 1 as to ireraove the head , the subj eat S wer e to

remove t he if heads from the rota ting dbme at certain po ints y and

af ter being a timw^

V€!Sfcibuiar stimulus from the^^^^^^

and ieft, they were to take their heads dut to^^^m

yarious waye: and then report the sensations that they^^^^^^ One
of the sensations that Drv Young was looklhg for was the
paradoxial sensat ion that the body is tilted as well as
rotating. All of this inforraatibn being llstehed to and worked
with by the various user rooms, and of cour^^

operations cohttolc^
mission. AAaong those peo
act ivi ties of this raise ion ate the replahners who take the plans,
as they are now knowh^^^^^^a

crew activity plan, aftd then^^^u^ as
experiments are shifted about, as activities are moved about
based upon the various factors of time remaining in the

mission. Anomalies that may be occur ing in some of the
expe riments that requ ir ?^ the moving up of scwne expe riraents , th^

moving back of others, a-h** plannera are the ones are who sift
through this information and' replan accordingly. We'll be

picking Up Hawaii in abdut 10^^

we antlcipMe SOTO some television downl ink , showing
the crew working with the rotating dome expeciraents. At 6 days,

12 hours, 3€m
Spacelab Operations. ^

PAO^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
be coming down,

as mentioned befofe, was that rotating doiift^

ejcpected about 10:54 p.m. central standard
^:l^a:-^hbucs, :-:;S4

than 10 seconds away station
tracking region anticipate reacquisitio;/ of signal any moment now

^wi;feh :;:the:'S|>aceia

GAP<iOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^v^^^^^^

S]?ACECRAFT? Okay , (garble) there nbth ing golngi on right now

,

^'swltch^it- ;'c«i^-



Ort the ielt la^^^^ U cigHt is the iraa

;irislel6: |the';:i:



AIR/GROUND TI^NSGW

SPACECRAFT Do you think i

^:'capcom:;^^:::;:::^^^^

':'SPAGEGRAFf

'

CAPGOM She's got it. And/ Spacelab, we«re^^
AVI rtOWi You cah have it for the d

: SPAGECRAPT
:

'
•

;
Okay ,

CAPGOM And Spaoelabf LOS.

CAPGOM Spacelabr Mar shall . We i. se6 you at Hawaii at
Vvl2i;54: with ::real-: time TV.-- : ;

-

PAO And th is is Marshali SpaCelab Operat ions at 6 days,
12 hours, 28 minutes Mission Elapsed Time . We 've passed out of
range of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite and we' 11 be
picking up communications with Spacelab in about 25 minutes when
we pass over the Hawaii ground station. During this previous
acquisition of signal, we were able to receive quite a bit of
television , bo th live and video tape . We received some live
aov*nlin>« of the Shuttle glow pbser^^^ are a
nuratjer of ex£ieriiiients that wil^^^^^^^^^^

glow. The Orbite^r^^ traveling in a tail first position
toward the path of travel because in the past observations of
previous flights, Shuttle glow has been db^
aceas of the Orbxter and, of courser^^ t of the
ptbiter i^ith the engines is a prim^^^
during this observation of Shuttle gldWr there was the activation
Of several space plasma physics ex^
expe riroents . The imaging spect roroetric observatory was involved
tn this shuttle glow observation
and also the PAUST telescope , the Par bltraviolet Space
Telescope* That' s experiment 5^ Experiment 14/
th<i oxygen/hydrpgen layer . Experiment 17, the Lyman Alpha
fxperiroenfc, and experlfne^^ Also
during this last acquisition of signal, we had some prerecorded
downlink df the AEPI exper iroent that was studying the air glow of
the Earth • s hor izon. That was done about 4 hours ago.We also
had a voice enable with Drv Larry Young of MIT wh
principal irtvestigator of the vestibular exper iment, number
102. Dr. Larry Young was voice enabled^^^^^^

and Bob Parker in the various ways he wanted the rotating dome
eicperira^nt to be carried out^ now
during tiiis IiOS period

crew to



1
1

STS^9 aIk/GROUND

ao it with bungles, stra^
nsiaeth^ rota ting

END OF 1?APE



STS-9 AIVGROUND TWN&RIPT t778.^

savin, v.
W04m >,eB 1

PlQse your ^ygg ^^IJf^t^a^

your %es^^^4^ ^^'^^uiar vectlon v^^^ Pbserver eyos are cXpsed

the op«o„ .„„^ ^?,^-?^-'' «X that ^^t^^^^^

^^^^^

0.av, we.xi t., ana
^

•

C*"?CQM okav
"hat «e can do.

pactlouiar atf»rf?<i ^ "ouW like boHh „e

that is, where YOU Lev 2' °°°""«n<Je of pacadSSfo«?"P°"f^'

spacegraft- okav^--
1

' wi' ^

threshoia we bah caiK to you about fch«*. ^i. that in the

^^^^^^^^^^ W^^^mmm

CAPCOM ' V"^^^^-



S*S-9 Alft/GHOU

momenta jr 1 ly let; loose of the bite st ick wh loh he nominally holds

th his ihouth^^^ w
Kavraing UlC to just i for a raomcnt , auirlng the exper to t^ke

fis head, the clartp^^^^^^^o^^^

5ust r611 his head in vari^
that he Celt* ^^^ e -with

:-the/':ctew ;he;(:mentlorted;:s

CAPCOM Copy that , Okay, we • re wotking the RAU s k ip 14 ana

::-W^^'l4^-'cheok:^;:the,:CTI0 yQU/;;^^/:;;^^;;;: ;

•

SPACECRAFT

GAPGOM

SPAeEdRAB'T?

CAPCOH
get back.
PAO

(•'^arbio)
/

•Sdy-agaih.;': •

.you' rfe-:llk^^ffly;:: fat

I '11 have to get an explanation of that vfhen you

^..^ One Of the things^^^^^^^^ in his

Uplink with the ccew wa^ thi s ternj ved t ion. And this par t icula

r

use in reference to the rotating doiue is a description of roil

vection; The rotating dome is used in th is exj?er iraent to

visually induee roll vection, which is a sensatiort of left or

right rotation how the s rotation, even though the

subject is Standing upright and peering into the rotating dome in

a: • StaMirigv^-st iit^^^

' 'Ha rshall>

^Go';aheadv-;;;:v

;/ioid ^ybu:;ftake7i

::%at'^s^affirm^v^

; you have;:: big: (garble)

Sht's got it. And $pacelab

SPACseftAP5?

CAPCOM

gPACEGRAB^

:CAPCbM';:j

SPACEGRAFT

cpmm . , . .
^ .... ..

AV"-i:.''hbw>\;you •

END OP TAPE



IVlR/0nOWND^^^^^^^^T^^ 12/04/83 PAGE 3.

'f-m:-^ The wife of ai£

Merbbia; the pyibad sis^oialiHt is

m km
Pay loadl:^;SpftGta

PAO ^^^^^^ operation

of the rotating dome experiment* Thu experiment in which Ul£
Merbolcl will be the firat subject, and he will place his head

ihKide a dorae , which , as it • s hatne impl i es , rotates A video

camera At the opposite end will be recording his eye movements
£or the stagmoas reactions as the dome rotates one way and then

the :
other*;.,

\

pAO-' Ahdr'::that;^«\^ '
'

- : y

GAPGOM UllV^^^^^^^^W^

a £ew tHings I would iike you duririg the 4th

..coflsing: •doitve :t\j^:i /--'^^
\: yr>-:\^

PAO^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ D of MITr Pi of eHpertment 10?.^^^^^^ N^^
^©nabied /to;- speakV:dlj:ecti with' :; the;, crewf ; ;;; ;-; ; .:

,

GAPGOM Accord ing to the ti ffie that th# blue sh ift took, you

should have aimple^^^ t At leaet
Ortbe because there is no tiroe out for film changes /and I would
encourage you to do that. And> in p4rtiGular> I encourage you to
contihUe running dome runs thto period Of 12 t53 to 13

;'wben';:fc;here;::.::is; ^ a:

SPW5BCRAPT Okay . that w11 1 be on both beirtg tbe subject . Is

'GAPGa4^' >-;:;•';
-^^^

opportunity to run at least one dome run with yourself a

subjlect aleb. The dome run options 5 and 6 are always without

burxgie cords v^^^ H^^

SPACEGRAFT Let me get It^^^^^^c We start with rtie being

the subject arid we star t without bungle cords .
one

with bung ies and leave the bung 1 es to Bob , and he takes them off

and then
^^

w^

yaw. Theiir afterwards, coawaent to me on the effect that that has



do it beca^u

an t^pt io)^^^^^^^^ l e things
end; y

phO^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ that sensation o^^^ right

obs#^^^^^ eyes iSurincj

whert you ha
eortt inue^ turning af t#r your eyes are olosecJ * Do that as yoii did

;:,;t^hat:-:;eatller:^

CAPCIOM Sp^^ want me to r^^

to d
^^^^^^^ y^

effeci o



I
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CAPCGM We suggest th

spacegiv^pt;;-:':;:^^^^

CAPCGW At 15 hours an^ is

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bob. Wai t a minute , that one day we rtart h1

at 1 5 hpiicd , ^o you want that Bob goes fi i rst and I go second

,

I <!APG<»4 That *a r ight and with 21 hours .and X9 m

SPAG^CRAf^ Oka/r I go fir

CApCCm Yes, all in all Its probably for you the best way

I
t<> really assess this i you want to do it different that's

I dkayv^^^ though if either you or Bob
I cannot attend the camera when it^ 8

I
timer stop/ otherwise 1 t will jam again , over,

f
(

y SPACECRAFT^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1^ one or the other Of US can get to it.

I is that oorreot? 12, 26,
I 13, 49, 15, 19, 1650 and 2119, Is that correct?

CAPCOW^^^^^^^^^^ readback correct, over and
:^hoptev'you:;;;5^t-:a

I SPACECRAFT Okay* Okay, I have 6ne request^
1^^^ i^^ (garble) to 15 hours as a sort
I of (garble) t would be very happy about that , normally it takes
i twici as w

CAPe<:^ Okay, Spaceiab, Marshall 0|^s^ for u|
no problem^ fOu can go^^^^ o^^^^^

• sipACECRAFT , Thank you. C:

PA0 About 20 minutes reroain ing in this acqui si tion of
signal period and while the AEPi investi^ to
akjhitor thel cur tent prerecorder dump of a AEpi experiment
performed about 3 and a half hours ago, the, m^ahwhlle the^

fipacelab craw is reading to perform one portion of the vestibular
txptriment number 102, s

3i tliiat'i Ih© rotatl^r^^

in whtc?^^^

tiQfti:::M-:':vi^^

tiillbild--''^



STS-9 JVIR/GROUHD^^^^T

layo r aha payload

SfAGISCiU^FT Okay, Hou
ituff fot ttt# payload guys r^^^^

PAO And how w6 are se
dump:.;of ';• the"^

^^•;:SPACEGMf1?:''"-:^:^^

-CAPCOMy

gPACECEAfT Okay, we are settlnq up the (garbXe) ©ysfeero for

this tprit Screen trahsmlssion and the

that in real time or do we record it onboard?

Have you got your , have you got your stuff down

there;, '^4-ts:- all- --^

8PACEGRAFT Okayv let me take^^ a

CAPGOM Okay ^ and SpacQiab for aif/ that will be recorded

on API and awitohed to real tIwe at 12 hours and 55 ininutes

.

:,:Over;.

SPACEGRaft i '11 g ive the (g arble ) i tt playtng back right now.

SPACECRAFT In fact that's on payload/^^^^^^^^^^Y^^

: ;doh.^»t:3:think:-our: caweras:

pj^ Currently in the payload operations control center,

the wife of Ulf Herbold/the Pa
PdGG and i

END OF TAPE



i

I
-I'

I

I

f I STS-9 AtR/GROUND TRAHS

CAI»edM instea4 of til f for t he PCAP, that 's a PCAP
dha what we' ce goihg to tcy to do is g^t jsome realt irae

':::Z:]r/6t-'^^^ /looking' ^at;:a:/:split,;so

dp^icatlort so that he gie^^^ overall view of the subject,
Will oceuc dut^^ MUX

SPACECRAFT Okay V KUH 1 and I2t 5 3 ,1 under stand . Let me ju^t
:;gb: check- ' that :^o

CAPCCW That's affirm. Also, there hias been a message sent
up. 1 1 ehanges the TV17 setup * You can ignore that one v .

*

PAO yie ate^^^ looking at a pre-reoorded down (garble

)

of AEPI exper iment . This is recorded a quite a bit earlier aii

the AEpl was observing the air ^^^^g^

•;,horlzdnrd£,\the:v^Ea:r

CAPCO«

:ypAo;::^-,;;-':::;;

SPACEGRArr

CAPCOH

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

That • s:;af firm.;

Now rece ivihg thi s V'TR dump f rpm the SpaQelab

,

Okay/ Marshall Ops, We^*^^

:Gopy::'thait,:'v:;

And the 3¥ cover is open.

•That''s. greatv;;-^^^

SPACECRAFT Aifid> Marshaily be informed that I worked already a

little bit on these (garble) to save ecrae time^ but^ I

copy in too well # so if h^^

c^|K>ftunity'^'

PAO ^^^^^^^^ T^
;-|»htft.-about::^;3^^^

CAPCOM /Okay, Olf, eta
we 're jumping AVl now and as soon as that ' s finished you can put
tb«-:':do*oe:':run::;ori:v:;itv

SPACECRAFT Okay. That' s what we plan. .

.

PAO Ift the meanwhile , the AEPI Invest igation team Is

cicsely tt<^»i toring the video dump of the AEPI experiment in the
Payload Operations Control Center User's Room. A little leas of

37 minutes remaining in this AOS and we're still continuing to
receive the video tape recorder dump of a prevlot^e AEPI
experiment in which air glow was being observed f;hr<>ugh the
•hoil^zCn^-'bi:;:'^:th

live downlink of the Shuttle glow observation. Theie is still



||, STS-9 AIR/6R0U^^^^^^ 54 12/04/83 PAGE 2

some uncertainty wHethet

•lriforjaati0n^:-on- ::eKper ^

.

SPACEC :;^GG:^ahead;:wubbQ,» :>;;^r::::;^/ \v: '

^

CAPCOM Okay> Bob. On the first run at 12 hputs 2?^ Ulf

•bould be the first subjectr and you^^^^^^

IS. Ixperiment 28.^^^^^ ^^"^ can work it.

Ah^ ,^ort Ihe last r is dur ing Ken (gar ble) awareness

exp^r tment? we suggest that Ulf is the first
_

subject, and you can

llso work it. The additional Information which I have to you is

there was a run originally scheduled at 18 hours and 2 nlner

ihlnutesr that is canceiled. An

SPACECRAFT okay , Wubbo , I • © in £ ron t of the (garbles) . Start

%PCOH^^^^
'.gubjept/^^^

^;/;;::^:^'':::;'^8PAaB^ :Okay.

At 16 houri liftd 19



STS-9 AIR/GROUND Tiy^

SPAGBGRAPT?

CAiPCOM

SPACEGRAPT

CAPCOM

Okay . You want ^^^^^m^

I think that would be a great idearOlf. Go ahead.

^

:dkay7- and "we'll t

And i Ul£> be awarev we »ce star ting to get some

^suMlght on^: the:;yehiql

SPACEGRAFT Okay. If you are concerned, then I enable the MTV.

'::'sPiWECRAPT\-';:\:-;::Oka

CAPCOM Okay, and i^i Spacelab for Bob to continue on 13.

/If; ^ you cannot- attend -^tO;.-

VSPACEGRAPT- ' ^: S tandby :;Standby

.

SPACjECRAPT
What that ii.

CAPCOM

SPACBGRArr

CAPCOM

SpACECRAPt

^^'cAPCok:;^•:;:^

:;SP|iGBGRAFT>::;;;:;;^

SPACESCRAPT^

eApGOM

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) . I see a str ucture her e , but I don' t know

We don* t know either, Ulf. -r:

'

pkayi Here com

And if you decrease:;^^/-;/

^(Oar'bie)^-/'::^:^

^Very:::goOd, •'uif:.-,:;::yery-^

::^::{Gacblej\/ ::\;;

How does that lookr^^^^^ i^

^^|lice;-Jobr:;t)lf . Very good.

That's as far as i can gd.^^^^^^ T The

oiily thing 1^^^^^

^:;<y^PGOii:'S:''^':-:^

:^^^CApCO«'::-''.:^:-^^



v'cow^ie --o i; i-t tie :ii:«nksv:: ,
Ic^e-^ jpeEhaps;, dr'if1 1 ^;-'0l:;£; /there » .

:

aaiinuth around to the other Bide because w*; didn't see much

::a3,i: th#:r 4'fis% afe®ni.f ,v

CApeoMx'v--':^-/^::- uic#': thi^:«:-' i:s-\^^^^

•:smei^c^ipf-I?;-? : : x « ij.-
: do that • ,

; fi'ACECimr'j? Okay, and 22 's in the Sail olofi*ad.

CAPCOM And, Ulf # SES>AC thanks you for the TV show the a.

A^jsreciate 1:1 very /mich.^ It:.;:loc>ked^;very^.iht0tea^^ ^shQuSxili:

;:i(Ni- #xf«f;t:': :ah#rtiy vto he::'fett::ing^--p

^^^«siwl3nk^::::l,iii*ii ::|r^ fehe-':j?at>|yiet':6ut/:ih



8h<5u 1 a tiry scanni^n again

»

SPACBGRAFT Okay, so you want me to go back to coelevation 70,

Qfi^com
'

^^^^^^^^^

Wf^:0M^ me to go right to the ne^^^



SlAGEGRAPf^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ T s t;he best vff can^

^iApijCM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ana you (jan go to

if y|>u wantr^
::c6el>'"v.therev::'-

:i4tt.iev.:bifc:vW

aipe€»l Spac0lab for Bobr next o^

Hiiriiitea for one 3 minute attentiony And the last one is at <3ay

SPACECRAITT I see th^^

SFAClCftAFT That was the airlock tight ho*f. Okay, I go down

8PACEGRAFT (garble) V . . In aalmuth and I would think about

SPACECRAFT Sometimes these bright pressures, what Is that, do



is..,.
I

i.

-I

ittt there and

CAPCOM

Okay-, And.

:

BSD OF TAPE

^1:



three then a 62 ph 3 a 4 00 On 4 and f in ish up With 3 seMf at6 one

thitr ybu will I for the
Steps* A have c<>inpl€E ted it>-c
of f and enalble the laoiiitQr 36 ni

;':;r;efflove:;,th!e:::B^^

spA^EcSAf^ okasr* t

,
»<>nitbr;:::pt

Shuttle ground, I re(guest^ video signal
tmtlnq:.{- -::

'^^^^^

experiment* We will ge^^^ you.

^^SPACB(|Mf^

;W*plti»i:;:;§o»^

PAO This realtime downlink is hopes *-o be able to show
•::i|i;:;Shtt|tle.:alr,^

f|©w whtcir has
j,lve television that's just wentiohed is expected to come down at
about 9:34 p.m. That will be SEpAC and AEPI, Jointly, those 2
;:i3tp«rrlinih^^^

anticipate during this acquisition oC signal period a prerecorded
auiBp Of tht emergency EQRS test which was performed. That was a
scheduled test in the PCAP for this mission to determine how
quickly in an emergency the Spacelab crew could leave the module.



<5iMi hoW the upii

::; and-'^We' re'^'getting ' shor t ;on:;ECAS
:

;

SPACECRAFT Okay,1 under stana you guys aie apj>arently^ ..^ .

.

rewindihg vmi.^^^^^^^^^

SPACKRAPT Okay. We didn't Know whether you, we Xost you, so

MliM^:';'<ip^iA3Piil^



Which was notidea through the

shift Byrort LiGhtenberg repotted^^^^^^^^^t^^
saw som^

vecy very bright ale glow with th^

this past blue shift the so-called shocK ana drop .experii^^^^

that's experimeht 104, one of the series of experiments was

performed on Bytbn Lichtenberg. Tha
Byron was hang Ing from a T-bar in the module with ^tet

attached between a body harness he wa^ wearing and. to ^ the decKoc
the spacelab module. Needles were ihserted into his legs and

very mild electric shook were giveh^ as is pa

Of the shock and drop. That i s to raeasure reflexes Experiment

20 was also rurtv That's the^^^^^^

particle beams , also known as the piCPAB. Again par t of |ha

secies of space plasma physi
the blue shifts At 6he p^^^

procedure in assisting for data for experiment 8 the acti^

cavity raaiOnetervT^
constant, the total solar erridia^^s an

timev As the blue shift was handing oyer to the red sh

ah iiour ago there were 3 ex^^^

the Space Plasma Phys ics area, the AEPI, the SEPAC , and the

PICPAB, The SEPAG had fired its (garble) gas plume. The

intention was for the piCPAB to fire an electron beam through it^

and the AEPI was observing and monitor in

analystsV^ Also during this first ALS period of the red shift,

Lulgl Napolitano was ?olce enabled and spoke with Ulf Merbold on

the discussion of experiment 328 for which Napolltano is the

principal investigator and br.^^^^ I

experiment one of the co-Investigator was also voice enabled, as

weU as Dr . Gary Swenson of the^^^^^^A^^

^^^^

;:;:;:;spi^c^iab;:^^



STS-9 AXR/GROOMD TRANSCRIPT t771j 339j03:13 12/04/83 PAGE 2

SPACECRAFT Okay, so we start out with ^l-second fJPOf^^^^J'
then a 60-second on 3, a 400 on 4, and finish up with 3 aeparate

E8P PB" TAPE



hours, 13 minutes Miss ion Elapsea Tirae . AppcOXimat 9 romutes

fM^lning before we reg the spacelab through the^

pass over Hawaii. And about 17 minutes remaining before we pick

^ commuhications as wel^
ahd data relay satellite; Shift han^^
operations control center is^^^

in place and the blue shift teara^^^^^h payload

operations control center to get some test and they'll be

teturhthg in another 1

P<X;C; For the red^^

the paVload operations director. Chuck Lewis is now true
;

interface Coord i riatbr i n place of B 1 11 Bach . . And Wubbo OcHelP i

s

in place now in the alternate paylo replacing. Mike

t^inpton tf the blue shift.

^

over 12 hours ago r the inetric ca^^
Bob Par Heri the mission sped allst with in siructlons be ing

voiced Up step by step by Wubbo Ockels, as Bob parker went^ into

the bunking area of the orblter, and made a make shift dark room

and t<x)k but the film and the n^^^^^^^^b

black and whi te f ilro magazine back into the module, for _ ^

,

examination. It was found during that
film roag/izine could be partially repaired, it does adva

the take up reel on completion has to be manually operated and

the metric camera is now usable and Is expected to be able to

complete the remainder of Its scheduled photography. Also during

the blue shift, there was a fair amount of SEPAC and aepi, space

Plasiaa physlcs activl ty . As well as some materials science

activity. The wirror heating^^^^^^f

has power coming to it. BryohLlchtenberg was able to P

the iftirrbr heating facility experiment 324.^

crystaliatioh of the silcoh a

was also able to use exp^
facility, that sawple gbing irj that^^

aefttGondubtoc crptalsr^^^^^^^^

Goctez was the principal investigator of the very wide field

olftira waa^

Ibr i sucessfiii ru
ibe wide fu#l camera
ABPi, that experiment had some unexpected good data, from an

aicglow which was noticed through the Earth lira, later on in tne

^fbi^lfshift^^^^



some Itind of pcobXem to say the leas tv This oteelJln

40 Jap ed^e ol the feed irig plate la the main cause of failure and

the ahtispreadbatrter doesn't he
xBy::pic0aeh'^t;- theme i';'kview;;of;,t^

iiACSCRAfT!'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^

(

I iot^^^^^^^^^

:r#|i<|'-;'j^u^-

^

the

;:'|2i-;e:jtpe|ii^

tot have here some ihfor

iftuph b^tter than I sa<3or a and also Lu 1 g i . Bo tti conutt systems aC«
pttttt^ bad.

; /'^"v' -

;:;that:;,v0a8e;.;:,v

it^i|i#ii:^'-^he^:k:outer'-ha

;Sp^celabr^

CAPCOM
start with

:v;:;^^|iiliKiA^

S^ACBCBAPt

Roger. Ready to copy.



froia both thr tr

band and UHt reaijectiv
Indian Ocean StatidrtoJ the did^ at whl jh Garrlott • s haw

radio would reach > and aXso ascer^^^^

tetevlsion pass haS^^^^

like a bunch of college kids in a^^^^^^^p^^^

his call as to whether he groups h^
there* s sCinewhat H^ roomr or cr aroS them all 1 flight

deck; Next oar Statibh
thrciugh the satellite also i^h

oh Ku-band, and a
epntroi>:^:iJoUit



Rtskt^ReRAPi' okav . There are two hoses whIch coifte out f ?oib the

fit^Ste-M the^SttP coll^

oft both

:3i4et::;m^:l:-4Q-'^^

iijx*,-^^:the --l^

^;vit::'^^:'::vety;:.g

meaatildia^ht and^^^ t^

CAPGC3M

PAO
Sheran.
rack.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

T^^ between uif MerboW and Uragan
.

Sherah is ES m material science double

CAPCdrt IMid SpaceiabV

:^OkayV:^-fo-j,ahead^^^^

CAPCON ;'ll;|j;':|5l

He's out on the module right now, he'll be right

And this SEPAC for Spacelab with information on the

;;|hutfel||g||^



Sls^i A|i/^R<WilD ^ ft 1768j 1 Oa t 3 8 1 2/04/8 3 PAG| 2

::33|>;:-:'o.3;;^ho»^^

SPACEGRAFP okay/ we hav« t

:t:hat.:':

CI^COM Roger> but you can do a manual search as well , If

you wish.

:<aiKa3M-;: isV30:0'VC%S^«:^:--:v:;^

SpJUJBCRAfT Standb^^ one, 300 oi?s sw itch

.

|Jiflee:?;;:||



«S'es«'n?Ul irtSls S^tperiment, so I'n attaia we'll have some

Sl^d "'problem* to say the le«
!r;.^.d5e°or"i;e'fee3i«^"plat^

Mr



una ^^^lat causes ' a rejiX disastec bscau^e then you injact all 4,1^*^

•i<iltitis'-:-W^-;iw^^

"
if yow ean* fc ceflilv s«<if - it I>eaau3€j we have: the; robot -

camtra:; on

:

.•ife:-;;':ctK::liJ:'::,^^

'

^

-tSfeft : sttfip $%::4Mn* t look ^:liqmM: to ni#:. •

:

^^ii:i^i'->:^irM3'^ydu-^^



{aascble) . I will t«k.; it sna measure the temperature outside of

^^'^:t^tc>-^tt^e'---tac'k



llkii j^^^^ or part of

• ::iol :tia:ifir.

CAPCOM

;iifubl>o,:::af6^-:-^

CAPCOM Yes I an*

328B*



M^^9 M

camera A and I isisked

iall yei there is f ilm
lUldV for caiaefe^

•^r#lB#idf:tiie;

^^liicifai iiive

;:;;.fi.f;;::Mer;bol.ds^

S:lliat:^^;%i^:::bee



SPACBCHAFT Sure looks pcetty dark out there, I haven't seen

:i;hece^^^?;:--:;(fW

^i»ei^l:'-eVen^-#^^^

yirttec<iiti^h|::
-:ty<Bn:;'::tl||o«^



§ ihe 22



SPACBCRIiPT PXawlftSs darkroom, I tell you.

I
:l

ill-

.
I

I



to see the beam just above the end of the electron gun, if yo can
;;:;§iMi;'«.taf

?:-iasteC'-::^:if-<i::^^^^^



SpACfSCRAPT You'll wait Until these tuns ace over, won't you,

^i^"h^l|i^'Oi^::b^^

:::|he:::iep^"^it|-

:::-4!>R;(the:;:0.aier

^^^^^^

: ;'inye«tifationl^teia^^

Clw?C0M^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
caaera

uiitii
it gets bciihter ana b

s;:V<il,tagii«^

::::i:iit«triliftt>i;S



51

1%

A

Si



firing. So we're seeing nevitralization process taking place

l"|'tie|ev:-^::'£^





II-

1.



|«ci Ail the syst^
pjair andinaile^

::At^'::tv^:'<layti^^^^

hEt 51 aln Mission Elai^^

Sisisnai through th
lyi^ll s^c fiol. During thi^

ioarile) cJc^Bments^^^^^^^B

autoBisitically the^^

tJiei ianuaU^^
•Viup©otr'::has

to b€ itai-t^^^^^^^

:V;'dlo;::'have:':^^

:;:y:vHr-,:;:^:cotf

f gPih^ai find t^



8*8-9 AIR/GROONP TRANSCHIPT t7621 339i0iaS 12/04/83 PAGE 2

propose to follow thii same f iller sequence In the cameca that

'mtim^&'-oti- th^ earl-ier'-: run-'' ^indvJoir :'ttt# .PCIV,- w©:va ; l©ayer:t?:he' J577
I eiit<ii::'''in'':fof '.tVje^^:: £ir si : two- icaiifca-ltlfctr vand 'fchtn::;we,*4.'taaKt^

.

^^gpAGECRA'FT:^:;^-:;' Okay/ 'A

.CH##n:- -^n4' I'-^have- :ana.^^'wW*t:-W0 thinly .wif li^ €^t>oi^-:\:0/::-

thing '^oein't^^seera-^^ ^

::yop^:^:^last''^l:urtSr

cdrieern'woald' be- '-t

mo or TAPE



hours^ 9 Mrj«t6s> Mi of signal

with Spacelab fchrouglv the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite,
acHeauie^ to reacquire signal
minutes^ That will^^^^^^te

sfcatibiis within cange of Spacelab or the OcW^^^^

ha^e uftPr cotrfectioni that have S-bahd capability be^ and

Mr reaGquigtioh witb the TracKing and Data Satell
the i^ist ae%uisition of signal r C
series of opet at ionii with several spac^e^^

^xperireeht^ ®xperira#nt 3, the^^^^A

diiring the opei-ation ot^ t experiroent, Byron tichtertber

resorted to co-ihvestifatoi:, Gary Swihsohr her
operati<3ns c6ntj:6i center was noticing some real bright

air g^^^

of work with ABFI during that pass and indication that they were
teceiving good night glow data*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^A^

Gomplimerited Byron Llchtertbe^
rUrt w^^^

Williaiissbn was enabledi providing periodic guid
and their ope
progrfi^s of that oparation 1^
AlisC during tehe pass, there was double rack

ac t ivi ty . tit* Akeroe Ire was debr iefed on one of the exper itnehts

with wh ich lie was associ ated axper worked with
Byron Licht6nberg as he bagan Setting up experiment 323 in the

mi r ror heat i ng fac i lity . One report from Roger Williamson

,

dur ihg the pass , indicating that it appears that the neutral gao

plume^ the release o0 nitrogen gas^^^^^^^^^^^ experiment 20

op^cationsj where electron beam was accelerated from that
insttumeht. initial indications
does indeed help in neutralizing the pes
the instrumentation during ah electron b^
the end of the pasSf br .^^^ t^
who ivad come into the module a bit ear ly^^ t

f In id phys i gs roodule expe rimeht that Merbold completed dur ing the

last shift Her<^ in the payload op shift
^ mndmm is now uii«erway'v'-- ' Payload • operations director, Clark ;v ;,

:

:

•

(mm\ and his tear V tielhg briefed by the offgoing team headed by
I'aylodd Operations Director, Clark Owen. And want to be sure
that I i ndica ted that it was Tom Receo of the Red Team as payload
operations director , M and his ^^^^t

Clark Owen and the Blue shift are handing over. About sa^^^^m

• uritil^ re^cgirisitioh of^ s:ighai :;Wi th'---:spaceiabv"^;^^ that^ time, o the:: ;V
:

Rc ' :shiCt :'S4rsQuld; be in;:;conttol ^here-;i-n:r

control center and v;*3 should be aipproaching shitt hahdw
:«»rbtt*::V-:::At'^

^f'liar shall:^ipicei

: |jcqula it ion ' o fi
^ -ppace 1 ab'-' :^



mm

Cucrenfc^ api^ee> and 128.5 pe
'The pfciod Of

END OF TAPE
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WIS a very in tecjesfelng phehoiaenii ^ t^^^^ h really to compreiss the
tM seroi'-ipheres o
s» s?pne sind (ga a zohe» The oil for acroe while did ho
really want to get in touch w other and, well, that* s all

:
:;l;|»v-.,sur e, and theh; :

I;; lean i t up. j

raot'e;
: thihg:^

::;CAPGOM;^:;;;"::^:^

^?;lelt.:::v;::v::;>^^

SPACEGMFT Oh/ I didn't^^^^^^^^r^

iraroeav hut i^^

Itimes lef t on
the numbers; By the wa
let iiJe tell yb^^ magazine

;,BravO:^waev;:^on•>^

;;cAPcoM;;;:;:;-;::;::^

CAPCOM-' V;:;^

:::Capcom::;^::-:-^::^

CA^COM^^^^^^^^^^ U
very/ very inuchr^^^^^y know your getti rig up so ear ly to talk with
;me/::^;;i:-i:>;re41l

SpACECRAPt Oh, that's no^^^^^p^^

realiy rouch , much longer tHah ahticipated to do a decen t ASTM
experiinont because things do^^^^^^n

the pcocedures. It seems td^ r^^^^ problem
and that tsi whenever the c<?htact angle ^^^^^^^c

liquids have a tendehcy^^^^^^t^

plfttes because over the
aid for thit reason w^
hire and had tg^^M
:.|iedihgv-oi:-^
;it8«UiBe^ ,on::'thi

CAPCOM Olf f iUst bhe WOr



SPAGEClUiP*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 6 the batterr <Jha

ii ping |6 let iJir^^^t^^

:::GApGOH, -^-^

^::SPACEGBAFi:^^:':

GAPGOM^^^^^^^^^^ ^
that will brings

;;:^spACBC^iy^PT:;,

vvCapgok;;';;:--

GAPGOM And Spacelab , we • ve got you foe about another 30

sec and we want to congratulate you oh just an outstanding
^

exe*plorary job today and we ' 11 see you at about 9 plus 50> . and

coccfction on that, the Red^^^^^^S^^

:;--GAtGOK::>^>-'^

houta, 9 ainutea Hiis^^^

wifeH Bpaciiai throi^
i.o:$ohid:ul#^;:::;M^



.SfACBCRAf.f •

SPACiSCRftPT And Michael # good morning

.

b«c?ausa::;i:»u:t9i-::: wa^
Owen caIled roe In

eAPCC»4^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Gn your run of the f luid phy
rttodule q£ liUigi's expeciiRent you people^^ h
e<^un icatlon , and iha t ' s a shaise because Lu i g I had been s tand Ing
;;by :fQr':;S<^e:::;t dl:scu0S:: with;-;^^^^ that:":

;

;ruh» :^:0ut:'we^:^^ •rlfh:t-::nov?#-v::;and"::he

::heVd:-;iiHevtort

spACBCRArr

;CAPCOM':^:i--:^-:.^

SPAGECRArr

:;S|tac^eslab: :this;'-:is-

•:ye8:r;::fchis^:::.i$:^

done with «y^^ ©
Could you tell we what you haye

§PAGiCRAPr yes , It start«d off W i th a big mess Luigi, and for
i«3i»e ceaaon w
thing Wiidrivin speedy

SfACEGRAPf

:iiiii;8fvie^:iMi,8s

;.;^::,:jyi^«win^^



PAo Ghange of sh iftM teUng upconiing at 7 s GO p .m . .
.

oehtral in the js<l new
t>r there abouts^^^^^^^i^^^^^^^

Hdustoh*:

SPAGEGRAFT . .Vit^^^

up ana then I Started f torn scratch
rapid injection (garble) ^^^^^^i

ISiowlng your advise I took^^^^^^

570 (garble) c)il for t the run. And I washable, to

create llMly a (g^
the 60-»ift diameter of the eeedtng plate b<?caus^^

waa obviously already pre^wetted by a pre^
the bii oreeped
of th^ column of was almost as big as the feeding e^

anyway I got some which, ^ a
Sylihdricll and I got beau^
Purtherraorev I did all^ t

rbtation and finally brought the (garble)

•;he«Mr:L'^oh>:;::ihd-^

GAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ H
thl s:^;: is;;;::3'28 v: ;

Spacelab ,
•

this Is
.

8PAGECRAE^^^^^^^ T^^^^^^

GAPGOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

:;ybu::-did-:is

SPAGECiUVFT YesV I

the sound finally broke. I got^ t^

X tried to merge the (garble) and there was^

phehoroehon^^^^ I
•;:6ilvand^-':that-:^^^

END OF TAPE



SPAGECRAfTP Oka
PckJAlv fodus beating 6f^^

middle> tlte caW^ra ts on^ I
2^8y and Eeading
we 're back in the t^ar pQ^ition , gea speed c)f X , so we should be

•:r<fady-

:

'to:^

the solution (gsirbie) n
:;:hO;::0riiicks::.;?irid;^

SPh<^S^^ that be fore * And
*he:-:empie;r;is^^

::CAP<:OM-';/^'-:-y

;SPAGEGfUv|^:::-;^

CAPGOM Ah^^

.^is-^^bll •::,i:n/^^^^^

:
SPACECiyvBT

I;:'.:^^

^^'CAPGO^^f':^^ ':i-,-seer

SPAGEGfUVPT^ W^^^ talk to

GAPCOM Wel
last Shift of Ulf> he did a ru
<juesttbns that hi wanted
would W nice to get ui

SPAGEGRAPf Okayr^^^^^

:^ii;.";:-i;;v;-;^^

GAPCOM Okay, real good, thanks* And Byton r^^^^^^w

watGhing that M pool heat upr would yo^
SBPAC people about the next few tuns^^^^^^^^^^^f^ some
Information about a Shuttle glow PQ, which re
Team lEwre than yo
|oriie Of thingB going bn> P
::«co«in<|i;:::;ttp

i?AC9CRAPT^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

;,<:H#eft;^!sv^

:gapc:(»«:v::^^^^^^



GAPCCW ^^^^^^^^^

Change in the P~c^

GAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ theiT in place eh ccHning iip

tight after tha t , we wouxa like to do qucP06, which will do a
checkl ist*4 Us ing model nuinbei: 7> a gmt of 3390211 and 0

0

second^. The exception^^^^^^i^

and FCF61 is 3 . 0 .^^^^^^^^

alpha, and on the control panelv we ne^^^ . The
MTV we wouid likt to
,:artd;;-Obel;: of ;-::70^^^^

SPAGECiElAlT^^^^^^

:you.^wMfr:^'^tQ:;-do-^^^

;IOi::iO:^iv;ahd

spacegRapt Fine,^ -^^^^

from how and on tha t par ticuiar riini I've gbt copy on all that
;yba:';8ald

CAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ R^^
105 Shuttle glow WeVll do F013 passive
experiroeht^ using our d the J)GP and MTVi and
::we.'-ll:-;get::

/$]?ACEC!IUi|^;;:;;;^^

ttest?';;;-^;^^^^

:'GAPG<^-"':'.':;;'\

;SPACECRAFT;=':^^^

^ENp^'Op/'iTAPEi^



:Ch^c!^<Mi:-:^^ d leave thev once yoq eye
then I'd just let tha^^^^^

us. -y

CAPCOM So Byrp^^^

;PeA^:::lpr-;;the:'^^^

SPACECRAf^ dHay> sfeiirtd^ the 2600> you say you want
;;.tov;;go;::back:^:^t^

,GAPGOi^^:;::•^:Vv^^^^^

there; ^^^?^:::'i*eave:v

SPiW^E^RAfT,:^^

:^CApC0t'--^.;^::;c^

SMCECRAFf Qlca

:;i.nteh<3s::-;to;;^^

see any si^hal in the s

SIpACEGiUVFT^^^^^^^ 5
esett'lhg/yyouv^vj^

•.CApGOM:^^-;;::;;;-:^^

•hlghe:!'*:::::

SPAGEGRAfiTP 6ka7> I'P g
;a'v;:itjt,t.i^el;;bl^

:CA|coM^;::::;;-^:

;SPA<S^RAST?.;"^;

^;gap«^PM^^:::-'-;S

SPACECRAFT 8 lOoks^^

op soiite

:;«;:;;lirie.v:|ii^

^;cAPCJOH:^::^::^^^^^^^



GA1»C0*4

bright narrow

teriainator 80 r

SPACEeRAFT

GAPCQM Thank you much ,^^^^^^ t

mhcmmPT M<yg&^^^^^ thatv cary^ it's really a s
pull us out of the locks , 1 tHInk i f you ha^ a gr eat instr vimeh

t

:.we;-:Could-^:^

h^ve. And Sp«kcelab> w^^

',wtth;:you^;r;:^;^

;vOkay r::;B 111,:;'^

Okay r^' undeE'stand .

^

;
:Byt'Onv^'^::this::--:i^

:iRogec/:::Okay>i:7:

dkayv r juit w^^

the procedace, thiii neans to adjust the Cocus 6£ the lamps just
to^^^

;'iie*:i:|:'::^oihg'it^

SPACECRAfT?

CAPCOM

CAP<jQM

SPACECRAPI?
:p2:3>-:::;:-:^:::;s:;;:-:.

iCA^oit-vy,::^^



additional gui<3«nce t



the fllanients* Andr as we rae

it^sheighfch shrank, sd
olyltSI that it was abo

:^;cyi:i<3an:;:-'sphe

sIgecraft well
think maybe the next tinie w^^

the roa^^^^ i

::*^vec,i;^:'v

^fAGfiCRAE^ Ahdl^^^^^^^i^^^

;;;We:!:il>;::tak^

;'-;OPjfVeE<:RAFT;;:

pAo Aha a aebr^^t^

3p Plr Grystax^t^
f^clXlty.

SPftGECRAI^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ T

::::GAPGoe4::;:-v:::^^

•t^-SPA«2EGiUVft-A

'-GAPGC)M-:::-:^

#ftCECAAFT^^^^^^^^^

::::!;guys:-:X:i:ke^:^

shelter d<^r b^

::^.SPi^EeRAf^-:-::;:^^^

:-^-;ipAeiG^^^

^^^^^^



12/04/83 PAGE 2

SPACiCRAPT Okay. X unae^t^
we^v6 gob some and

:you;^;'*?;ithA-^tiie^v^^

;bpKcegraft-^^^^

SPACiGlWVE^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 0^^

froiu the surface p£ the Ear th^^^^^f

maxlinu»f I 4onlt^ k

;CAPCOM-c;;.i^:^^::-^^:^^^^^^ ;eould;:'you;:::con^^

;see::;:any;:jstars^:

;,:SPACECRA|1P'^r:;":-"^

••reasonably-: gpodv'-^^

:GAPe<^>---:'.:-::,-^^

^:SPAGBCRAP*:-:-::^^'rc^^

Qaryv";:^^

SPACEGRAfT^^^ O^^^

GAPGOM ^^^^^ 0^^^ th . Very^^ 1 in the 630 0 In PGA.
What I'd ilke^
:;there;: ;£or';^:;:ther-^

SPACECRAPT^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

;;at-:;3/:-^onx::72^

vGim?coms

€0i mpt



01'S-9 MR/aROyilD 1^^^ 12/04/83 PAGE 3

SPACECRArr Okay r Gary. At §300 with the camera, I gat a high
rollage of 6 and you can a»e a little bit ot ale gUm but It

.lodka illte the camera Iss Stat ting to (garble) on the hole tube,

;^^ci;^';li. really vifv:t^^^^ ,:.0\?et:.:r:,;\..-.^^^

up; to ::''9^t
;

thev^cawera,:;;^:^^^^^

2«0d, th^rt ira iusfe let the tW fil
with ;-U8:. v.:;::;;;:;-^^

END:,.0|':VfAPE;::'^'^



AIR/GROOND TRAN^^^

SPACECftAFT Okay* It looks good to roe on OFD here BUI,

CAPCOM Yes, we copy, W«' ve got this, that • s a tcansient
disregatrd. ;

SPACBCRAPT (garble) n

.CAPGOH;

PAO And her e in the Payloads Operations Cohtrol Center
Dr. Doug Tor r amd his exper iroent 1 fcearo stand ing by f<>r data Erom
thelc experintehty which is scheduled to be operating during the

SfiPAC and AEPI operations

.

CAIPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ A^ this is SBPAG. We can* t do KGP
irth ibit th i s ::;tiwe ^ ; , :

^

SI»AdECIUVFT Right . Marshall ops, ^

people and^^^ t on?

CAPCOM Okay, hold on we' 11 try to get hiro.

SPACRCRAPT w^'ve got some good news . And Marshall tor the 300
MPTR folks while you' re looking for ^^^^t^^^ PI . We put in sample

323> changed the film in the^^^^^^^^G^^^

for step 313 to happen. We' v^^

dayi^ 08 tioufS> 0$^^^^ W
;:8#lectoe;;lo^^^^

:;cAiPCCi|i:^-;'^

;:sau»ple^;':tiiat::;;;^

SpAcecra?i?^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

iJif came in and looked at^^^^^^i^^ and confirtBed that we hav
::orty:it>;';so:;;he:'^

CkBCiOH • :^ iEiOOks I ; ^ the'-su r f acs;: :: and .shiny'?;
;: v;

iSPACECRAflP^^^^^^^^^ very clean and Shiny. There
:-sefi»ls--tc5:rbe-a::-ii

::th^^'-^^:th8lde-:;:iur^^



STS-9 AIR/GROUND •rRANSCRIPT t755j 339: 00:26 12/04/83 PAGE 2

CAPCOM And how is the diameter of the spherea^^^ compared
: With • the

; d tame te.':;;Of . the-:;(gacble) . :

SPAeECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPAGBCRArT

CAPCOH

1' ;w6uld.- say:;aboutv;;l',:^

Okay / copied 1 1 * thank you very much.

And Marshall, £rem the Spacelab

.

Go ahead ;Byton

SPACECRAFT Roger Bill r^^ w
thing. it; per/;the::::PCAP7:",;; - •^^/

CAPCOM

SPACBGRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

^^That' s;- af f irroative.:-

Okay> so it's in MTV data up to the OrbiterV right?

That 's affirm. MTV goes tp the Orbitecv

^ Okay r ^,very
;

good , ^

•

• AEPI
,

goes: 'to VITR' 1.

SPACECRAJ^::;..: v :: :Okay v'er y.. 'good
.

'

CKPCm And SEPAC analog goes to VITR 2,

CAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ H^^^

£SPAGEGRAFT^';v;>;;:;:^^^

GAPGOM I Wish ir^

(SJtperiraeii^t^

run.

SPACECRAFT
pretty good gross. I

sphere but w were at
we::::::n6w;-/'haye^:::a'^^::^

CAPCOM

Roger , ypu' t^^

think we wduld have wip^
maximum i'ower on^^^^^^t

(garble ) in there and i t l<?<>ks vefCy

Byron/ could you telx me
remember where
J;he focus of th^s M^

SPACBGiUiFT Oka^> t
top of the f ilament an<3 as we melted the rod, the bubble gr^W iaut
:i:t-'s- tteight'-;^^:»-i:i:^>:^^^

END OF TAPE



STS-9 AIR/GRO^

tfi:^o^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

S)?ACBGRAPT (Garbl^r It work^^

sure that the DOS are nd^^

cAPCOM0kay> exception n
going to uplink the new extra day timeline at about hout 7 a
we' 11 need to get your inputs on day 7 hour 9.

SPAGEGRAPT Ybu waht the inputs 5 day 7 hour 9 , is that r ight?

CAPGOM That's afeirraative,^

SPAGEGRAPT In other words, about 24 hour s from now?

CAPGOm That's qorrect^r

SPAGBCRAFT And Bill ^ whatever Olf just pointed out is we havS
extra iittage P saa^
roiy hiive a we can run s^

GapGOM Xes, By^
noticed thit you Have a ^^^^^^^h^

w^'re also thiftki% abdut sb^^
(*#«11 certalniy keep t^^

:-we':re:;:coiftihg

CAPGOH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

vbidebheck for this pa^
^Matshaii::::g^':,::::d

:
SPAGEGRAPT'::^':-:

GAPCGM^^^^^^ H
some interesting appli^^

^SP^GEGfM^B^;:;-

CAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ A^^^
regular Scheduled FO and
inhibit HBGM the contro
alpha of thbiae pararaete



STS-9 AIR/GRbUND^^ T

SPACECRAFT Roger ,j: was ju$^^ starting to load th 02 a task

when you called, which is now loaded to run it into ruanual ops

mode but X and run it the regular way »^

ranyway;:vycti ''pre^

CAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ W then all you have

to do ate change those inhibits

,

SPAeECWVBlP VeahV i Vll do th^

&nd (garbXe) tiroeline^^^^^^^^

^GAPCOM^v; ' And that :ae f1r» ;

PAO In addition to the SEPAC and AEPI ex
Opecating this passy also the experiie^nt number 1 Imaging
spectrum metric observatory scheduled for another operation and
what we began to say earlier was that Dr . :jOug Tour the
coinvestigator for that experiment, from Utah State university
indicated that the last pass provided them with some real good

data. They saw it real titte on the Ku--band downlink high rate

data from the Spacelab, and then they show indications where that

data looked real good.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, this is SEPAC for^^B^^

SPACECRAFT I'll be doing the running this time , Roger, go

:ahfad.\?':-;S

CAPGdK Okay I we ' ve copied^ ^^^^t^
like to ask you to d^
time . i t will run AOTO if yoil wish and track the magnet ic field

line iookl^g for
;cali;,.Hv^^

SPACECRAFT (Garble ) star ted tonight, Owen let (gar bled ) f ield

line and see (garble) and^^^^^^i

rtoV:; {garble): ''/man^

:C;VPGOM:::':::::;:;;^^

SPACECRAf^^^^^^^^^

GAPGOM'':;- Yes. ' We Copy^ thos%-:ytWO message s.

;:|:^CEGRAFT:;v:;:^;^

':SPAC£CRAFT-:\:^^

CAPCOM^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

transient disregard,

END Of TAPS
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';-^CArcOM7\.- >^

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days» 8
hours, 15 ininutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for
reacquisition of signal through the TraGking and Data Relay
Satellite wi th Spacelab in just under a minute and a half during
that acquisition anticipating some additional joint SEPAG and
AEPZ operations experiments 2 and 3 « And here in the payload
operation^ control center irt the su^ xront room,
or control room r team of replanning engineers and support
personnel are busy putting out the next 12-hour timeline. This
crew is constantly busy in the back room^ the front room is
dealing with the real-time operations of the mission on the
current 12~hour shift. Polks in the back r^ are busy taking
replanning requests and processing them, working them into the
upcoming 12-hour shift timeline. During the upcoming run, or
upcoming acquisition AEPI is going to use its pallet-mounted
camera to look at the dark limb of the Earth, attempting to
document the phenomenon of night glow, emissions of light from
the atmosphere during darkness, and SEPAC is going to continue
i ts operations with the magneto plasma diagnostic arc jet

,

however, no electron beam firing attempts are planned for this
operation. Standing by for reacquisition this should be a
relatively long 51 minute acquisition through S-band, however,
we' re only anticipating about 18 and 1/2 minutes of high-rate
data from the spacecraft through K-^band . One additional note,
experiment 1> the imaging specttomett observatory, which

: operated ;::during

GAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ M^^^

::you;vcopy?:::;\^:-

:::spAGECRAiT;::;:^^^^

:;;capGOM- ^:'V'"-:/;^
;/ clear^vSpaGeiab. •

PAO Experiment 1 investigator team indicating that they
•got some :-reai:-^'good';^ data;:;:.-...> .;.J"v

-

CAPGpM Probably d^^^^

PAO . . .during their operation during the las

t

acquisition; of ,-signal ./-^'^'^^^^^^^

GAPCOM Yes, and Spacelab , this is Marshall Ops with some
interesting news about a, info which many investigators have just
got together on. WeVre going to be doing a Shuttle glow
mperiiaent involving experiments 1 to 5, 14, 17, and 22 at 6
days ,11 hour s, 35 minutes . We 're put t ing together the fc imellne
:r:ight:::;now:; : to>;accomm^

:^SJ»AG|GRAPT^^^^^^^



i

i-

I

i

CAPCOM Art4 I • m litformed^^^^^ tape numbei: wduld be very

CAPCOM

sMnscRAfT

•CA?C0M'::y::X::;^^^

;iBeasai-9#? : 'v

END OF fAPE

Thank you very bhjic^ Art<i 4 Id y<>u get our

i
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PAO with both that eacllity and mir^^^

Cacility. AddiUlonaUy he recommended that the crew spend some

time doing some additional fluid phys lea module experiments. He

indicated that those experiments require a bit more tlme^then_ had

originally been planned for them. Owen Garciptt, indicated, that

he had no real other Suggestions. Dr. Mel Reschke, tcom^Johnson

space center, spent some time debriefing Lichtenberg, and
,

Garriott on the 104 experiment, the drop and shock experiment.

Indicated that if he didnH see them again on the last day, ne

would see them In the desert, and that *«ff *^e'^«f "fs to c^st_^

landing base lined data collection. A series of life sciences

test that will be conducted beginning immediately following

landing and lasting for 7 consecutive days with a possible _
additional of collection on the 14th day following landing. This

series of research activities designed to look at the astronauts

readaptatlon to the earths environment following their nlne^pr 10

In this case, space flight. One of the crew members ^responded to

that comment by Reschke, saying you can knock a few days oft the

dryden stay. Also the crew was given a go ahead to change
,

samples In the mirror heating facility. Removing the experiment^

23, 24 sample, which has completed It's processing and Installing

sample 323. 324 Is a crystallization of silicon drop sa"|Pie
.

.

provided by Germany. 323 also a German experiment In the growth

of semi-conductor crystals. And finally, the crew was provided

with some guidance from both Dr. Mende and Dr. Williamson on, up

coming plasma physics operations with experiments 2 and 3.^ At

this time the Orblter is scheduled to go through an attitude
^

change^ to orient it, to four cylinder pointing. .A purposei of

the reason for this change is because of the RAU 21, tne
_

troublesome remote acquisition unit, which tends to expert

difficulties in receiving and t ransmitt ing between cer tain

experiments on the pallet and the Spaceiab^cpmputer . tends, to

experience difficulties when it gets ove^
cool orientation, now for some time

Control Team has decided that this would^
it towards the sun and enable, or turn the Spacecraft tpwards the

sun, and enable one of the so

#8i a NASA experiment to operate while the RAU Is cool. Some

concern that during the hot test which Is coming up towards the

end of the Mss ion the RAU tempera
problem with operating that experimenter

^

active cavity radiometer, it's provided by the

laboratory, it is a NASA sponsored experiment designed to
^

measure the total solar radiants or the solar constant and to

loOk at its variation over tim^
stated, state of the art accuracy. It's be

variat Ions in the solar constant could have great impact on our

Weather and researchers are very interested in measuring^^^^^^^^^

constant and to determining whats itVs yariatlons are. m
another 32 minutes , almost 33 minutes prior to reacquis It ion

through TDRS. At 6 days 7 hour
•time th Is Is

' Mar shall^^'rSpace lab: :

Opera tiOns,.;,:^

'
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CAPGOM And WO for you to go XTLM If you get
your time itne OO^^^^^^^m

repeating SOPrf

CAPCOM And Spacelab if you copy^ we'll see It at about
8+12 through TDRS*

PAO^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ is Marshall Spacela
hpursi 35 minutes r of f ignal
through the t raok ing and dat a reiay sa t i 11 i te . Anticipa1 1ng
reacquisitiori with Spacelab at approximately 41 minutes i this
being a relatively long loss of ^^^^^^^^s no ground
stations r with capability to commuhicate on s-^-Band between now
and reacquis it ion through TDRS. During the last acquisition of
signalr the crew spent a great part of there time operating, a
set ies of compleme apace plasma physics experiment sv They
operated experiment #2 /the SEPAC experiment using the neutral
gas plume/ releasing burst of nitrogen gas. Also using their
monitor TV system, their little light level black and white TV
camera/ to attempt to look at beam emissions of another space
plasma physics exper imen t • That being exper iment 20 / phenomonon
i nduaed by charged par t icle beams • The active package of that
expriment mounted out on the Spacelab palle
was used to generate several electron beam
Additionallyf exper im^^

imag ing experimehts, was ope ra ted , however > it was not the came r a
mounted c>ut oh the
still 3| miW
expertwent tha^C^^^^

scheduled to operate automatic
ahd that was th
experiment f^^^^^^^^^i

That ex
and dynamic^
hppM^^
about the important relationship be the sun*
That's a serie
are stacked togeth
out on the^^^^^^^p

used to look at the inter^^
the atmoBphere or the
that experiment ope Mende> from Lockheed Pa 1^^^

Alto Re^
ehabled and^^^^^w^

Roger Williams
acceierators/ sBpAG* follbwing that^^^^^^^e

crew was asked for their i

to be accompi ished the one day extens ion ^ now planned for the
Spacelab missio^^^

priot ity^^ o



1

i
1

the isofehecmaX Heating^^^^^

because that facility h power

problem occutcet wit
facilitVi Addltio he recommenclea that the qrew spent some

time doing a<3<Jt^^^



CAPGOM for alpha wh

normal tnitallation procedure, ^^^-l^^tep 3. 1 to^^

Vust the steps for installing sample 323, the aropialr *5 J^,.,

to^comple te steps 3.U and 3. 12 of that ™« P^n J^l^utes 2Jd
in about 9 hours and 10 minutes, to 9 minutes we d_

sample heat up. Got th^^^

SPAGECRAFT Okay , m got

breaking news for the next

at about 8r40?

that ^ do you ^uys have any (garbie)

AgPi lEPAC op^ coming up

CAPdOM Ohay. we'll g^t^^^^^t^

T^rt have a number of OCR' 3 on that and we will be having voice

imm^wlth th?Pl 's.

SPACECRAFT Okay / cause (garble) ^about 7^"'-^'^®
?tart^

and then we lose you Until just a few •«in»^tes_before^it star^

going again so we'd like to get ahead start
^J^^^Jf^

while you' re thinking , for MSCI P^oPi*', ^he Image^ (garb^ .is at

it's utmost travel/ it's not at the b^^^^^ that doesn t

:xeally::\inatter:: too :
much

^

CAPGOM Okay> we have
\:C<»mments.;'-:--::;--v.:^^

sfAGECRA^
Stuff in before r^S we 'd^^ a

that did that {garble) exper
••;-cXue.::::';;,;-

CaMom^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
trying to service aboM^^^^^

P^we're goi#to h^^
::-^:have;^-:the-:AEPl^^

CAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 0^
air-S-ground. He^ldb

^^:-:wi'll;bev^y^

GAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

41 and it Should be the- execution
th is is a run in which we are 3-Ooking at^ theJar k 1 Im

.

and use^

objective select 4 camera filter 55^

:;:fi:i-ter;-is:^0S:

:v',:SP/«:;EGRAf*r

^';CAPG0M'^';-'-

^:;:;::;$^agecMfT;';;;:^



CAPCOM Excellent, there is also going to be a run exactly
the same as 06 10 06. At day 6 hour 10 and 6 intnutes and use the
same £6llow up sheet as what I've just given you for th<B same
tuhv it's this swe Hind

SI?ACECRAPT Roger * We copy that also . Okay , intorma tion from
•SBPAG.;::: :,; o^:;;;;

-

CAlpecw And spacelaibr this is SEI^

WfiCmp0
:
vRoger .

:

ChPCOH weVre goiny to run iBodiile^^ -

Spacelab, SEPAG. We have your module number 14 which will be
done at 339 00 43 00 and we're running with exGeptibnro^
-echo''00.: V '

-^^

SpACBCiUVIT W^^^^^ Roger r thank you.

GAPCOM '
' And we •Wouid;^ like —

SPAeECRAPt (Garbled

CAPCXW^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

:before -.^ Oft:; the;:^;c

^^dAPCOMi-;:^: -i'::^^

:,y<>u::;^to:'^^^

^•CAPCiiH::::':^^

timelirie-'-^OO'^^^^

END OP 1?APE
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CAPGOM , . . the lni|)tesslon on/ if you have the ti^m^^^^^^

answec '/thr ee-'or ; -four^^

SPACECRAFT One of the subjective conwent, and that
ptessure on the bungee seems significantly stronger tod

they were a litle tighter / but o^^ hand, it could ba
that we're just less used to it after 7 day^r and it seemed like

we were haying to puii^^^u^ reach up to the f'-baf.

CAPCCM OkayV well that was one of the questions I wanted
to ask you, is what that felt like. Also, I'd like to know what

you fel t in terms of the speed of the d rop between the
particularly what you felt since you got the drop on that first
day. IS there any difference in what you perceive to be the
speed?

SPACECRAFT yes/ we were dropping at i thought, significantly
faster velocity and hit the deck with, maybe not as much as we
would have on the ground where we would have been accelerated
constantly, but still with significantly higher velocity than we
did on the first few days, AS a matter of fact, it surprised me

and sur pr ised Byron both on a couple of d rops , as to the velocity
with which we hi t the deck. And so we had to adjust ourselves a

11 ttle bit to get reaccommraodated to that.

CAPCOM Okay, is that why we watched you miss your foot one
y\tiine:;: there;r;--ahd:^

^

'••;s?AC|CRAB^:

G^PCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ y
::::baGkwardf :se^

SPACECRAFT Y<iS,l^^
little fastet than 1 expected
-;siippery:;-as; ;ybU;;;-^^^^

GAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ both you and
Byron, maybe relay By ron* smes your impression of

what it fait Mke^^^^^^^^

;r;thiit^:-weight:::::on;:;:;the

v:;SP'ACEC-RAF^-'::'/:r-^^^^^ big
surprise the first time, instead of floating i

all of a sudden it' s like being shot of a cannon. It's a

vety sui*pr^^

:::atm'S\^a-^v:iittl'e:;''b

::;harness':.'-.:v'The'''b

diff icult to stand up and to^^^^^^g

releasing ine#anisiii.^^^^ T^
were trying to go pretty much as rapidly as we could, but I felt



after 15 or 18 axrops that, th
fdj: awhile r it was getting fret ty tiresome.

CAPGOM Yes/ I can undeEfitand Irdw that feeling^^^^^^^^

hapi>«n * I guoss it's important to note whether or not Owen
real ly felt that way the £ i rs t tliae he dropped . I th ink tha

t

tha:t';:sh«i#»:>ai^

ttight havl tJeen a little bit tighter in the straps this tiitie tc^,
:io-Vi-t:'s;:;pcol|ito^^

eAi^cOH dkayV I 9U«s^ fehfi^t^3 really about ai
riG|v I really cla want tiS thiink you «^
irii:vi:;fi: we^doi^ 't see-:: ^
ouf/:itst;."day>-''^ agalh:;:we;'/l:iv::s^^

[Mwmmmf'S! '

: ;Sure : Mel you ;catv ^even ' kri^ock a few: •days:: o|f
.

;:of- 1^^^^^

\Dcy;de'iji^;-Sta<)%/

CAPecJM Okay , ipacelabr this is Mar shal^^^ sGtm mF

si?Ae!iaRAFf;':v'-^^^^

mffCOH ^''^'-''> Mai qoo<^^^^ sample/ 323. /:

;

' ;

fhat's sn (garble) aampley and right now, if you're near the CCO,
what you ean do Is give us a pump 2 interrupt at the ICS panel,
I?t>is ifili ahutdo^n^^^^^^fe one pMftP

:. now: on : Moawse:'': there :woh,* be' ;par tvcularly^high;; power
this experiiB^nt;, can .yoM/dO-ithat'-now/ple^^

'•SFAGECEAf'J? y^^mtly-- ' youMi: have- to vWai
t

^ /a::- inirrUt

e

: t :'have to go
,

v

§m-t'th«s tools attd':/take : the; front p^^^

can ' t f*it to tht pump swt toil , 11 there Vs other stuff you want to
.voi<j« uj^:vgo::;mh(|ad,;}I'^l^^

Gm<XM- - :• cjkay: lijie.'-^^^

:now> • 1 * 1 1 : Jas*^' give : you the/: oth^r,' •stepa;, ^ ^'they • 're not .very:-
;

coiapjtoafeed. Abe 't 7:30, S-hat is to say in a few minutes from
m *«v tl^^^ that will
ffe the mf off of I s bottom travel point. And sometime
Wmmii'- $ tW •#^Mock " -mm-- 8 s ^i0:':we^d^- 1 iki/'/you": t<)" -verl^

to iight^^^^^

:|blch;:you^':V^;:ii,:-.i^^



to ybuc^^ n^^^

that's just steps £o. Instailing sample 323, the (garble) ....

iHE) OF TAPE

Hi



SPACECRivPT , > . there h^ve been a couple of br ight f lashes

,

:

we ::;;feel ,;t:hose
;
.are :th^ firings , ove r

.

CAPCOM Roge r r thoae a re c<>nf i rmed thruster firing s , a re

GPiPCm K'r
^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Spaeelab, we • re wonder i fit ever got very da

;;::pAGf|.RA|^;:-:K

;:-still>,::a: lo^

Chmm ^ 0^
\a.ble::;:.tO; usf ^

SPAGEGRAFT Once I got away^^^ the module, I had^^^^^l

all the way upr

:And:/Byron: :,.^v^ ^,j:::/yf^

;::^PAGBc:RAs^;^-;;^i;^

GAPGOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

/M'TV;: /sh ut dow-n.,

^

:;SS>AGEGI?Af1?;
:;;

.?A0 :

;

^

:
Dr.

;
Roger Will iamson of the^y^SEPAC research , teari* • ;

:

here in the paylo^
•:;|j:iGhtehber

: m^^^
space experlroents with p
ope rafetih .'v: V

.

SPACEGRAFT i . ,

jftinwt thfr ax i$,^^^ i
:;;W|S:kvi:s:i ble

:

:'Wer e
likely vernier thrusters rather than anything associated with the
:beaw>";:.oye;r*

:::G||GOi;:;K



iPAp During the SEVAC op0cation,^^^ i

release neutral gas plumer nitrogen gas ^^^^^^

grouhdr telemetry was that that was^^^^o^

noticed a pressure wave here on the ground. A<3^itipnalX^
monitor TV^ c in an at*^®"*^^

beain firings from experi^^^
:physi <^s ex)?er iinen

GAjpd<»! And spaoelab,
etanding by for a debrier*^
iike to hav
extended mission day v^^^^

'a:8i^'''^t.O: 'se-ev^

SPACEGRAFT^^ 0^
and pick up the IH? bperations r ir^^^^^w

missed about half of those samples. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ A the MHF

act iV i tiesyt' 11 probably take a 1 ittle more rewiring down below,

but We can do that. And the second^^ t
some wore fluid physics module I think we have cjuite a^ b

fi im left, and we would al so put some oh video, ifeel those
people hav€) been kind of Shorted ^^^ i a real mess

to try ar^dr you can' C^^^^^d^

hour s'Vto "really ^

GAPGOM Okay > we thank yO

SPACEeRAPT I really^^^d

since we're out at night time, there's not a lot we can do with

the other physical sqiehoes.^^^^^^^^^^ A^
areas ;4rt^:which V ^

:;GAPGC»i:::
-^^^^

CAPGOM Go ahe#d, tbis is 104. Spacelab^ this is 1^^

::the:;::§MA.:.::-;^^^

•sPivGEG'wvpT;':^:''-

::thls^-:rurt'^-;-a

,:GAPGCM;;::-:::-:a^

^SpAGiEG'iEilAFT--

'

Viur Ve-w\'^'>\- leplaced:^^

prittpgobdv S^
we did a points each on each of the drop and shock viewpoints.



CAPGOM Okayr bW^rir^^^^v^ everything that
you were able to get for us today. We
being able to break that d a

little later on, 1 do h
to get your iropresaion on, if you have the time to answer 3 or 4

SPACECRAFT Oiie Other siibje^
on the bungee seems significantly stronger today, maybe they were

;'-sk'illttl^:'::tight:$r^

:;::lu$t' •h<)t-;::u^

END OF TAPE



one of the coinv^stigatprs. T —

-

CAlPeOM Spacelab

^^^^^^^^

^^^^^

?u;Wiii :::be

to you.
:

' yfev'

^

inhibits down bete, M
l:^-v::v:,:::;:iit ;::ther;fe;::wbfert;:youv:;^e

^^^^^

:;::^?>C::;;;::ietwiM^^



^

m_

1

1'

I

I

I

STSr9 AIR/dftOt;

MaceCIUVFT Okay, we got^^^^^

The only pro^^ still giilte a^^^^^^^b

<3utsia^ of the^^^

which M
Okay ^ An

:^C)k4y-,/;:::we;^-:^

•'M|rshillfl:-;ft^^

GAPGOM
:;?eltag$..::::^,;;:;,

llAGlCRAFf

CAPCOM

running strictly b

SPAGEGRAPT;;"^

Go aheaa> SEjacelab I thl s i s Mar ghaXl Operations.

:';;;MarahaM- rOps'/

Spacislabr this is Marshair^^^^^O^

Yejihy go ahea^^^^B SpacelahV experiment: 20 is
We

GAPGOM

SPAGBIGRAFT

GAPGOM
OOpy?

CAPCOM And $paoelab/ Mrsha
yOu. PIGPAG^^^^^l^

•SPACECRAS^;:-

CAPCOM And Spacelabi he advis
operating and is ero

:-ahOfcher:::'::?-^^^

:\SPA0ECRAI^S^^^^^^^^^^

GAPCOM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ A^
the MtV Bianu^

:;<:hahfing'-az

::BPACECRAff^-«::>

^May^r't^hanH:^:;^^

^^CAI><^OM:::-v^

down here of the order of magnitude on the gas release. Looks
:^^^opi;i;:;^^



$1

I

CAPCOM
they?

I
I

I

I

i



^manual

EASA 2 0 fir 1 ngsat the same t Ime . We tecdminend got ng to h?^g

h

iodk and see

SPACECI^^P^

SPACECRAPT O^k^^^^

gpacaiab^

CiApCOM S
safeu

|l>ACECIl^^^
::;:.wh<iie:::;::;^

CAP<;<»l ^



. s

SPACECRAFT

GAPCOH

iPACECRAP^^

fAd^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^

piroce

rtitrogen g
i|>aoe plat

#lect ton m i u s 1pit r o r 80^ 0 o£ ^ 1 eomon em 1 a a ion sohedul e <3 h e r 0

atteit^pt tng^^^^^^^^^^^t^ gather d
an autornatlo
to b^^^^ u^^^

Plasma Physic
spectrbmetrio
tiriivitatty
husband
;paile t*^^h\ounted

CAPCOM Spaoelab in the^ b

END OF TAPE



ms^9

SP/veECRAFT ^ . . the tecrui traert t curve now, and the M way look

s

like it should, the H way is very scatterea. It goes «£> and down

and up and down a ii ttie , it • a vmy low, and 1 1 does not have a

well defined peak. Butr I don't know of
V iewpoint 3 looks a little bad , but it looks f ine Oh the M but

:ioW;:::oh;;:H.;;::::::,y^^^^ ;needs:^to;: be;:;:repeate^

GlipeoM-^

viewE)Oiht that really 1
;'0'ie\*poih:t;,::-^

;d;i|£e:rence;.-:^Jvv

with Spaceiab throup th
anticipati ng^ : reac^qu i|i tloh':

•SPAeBeiUiFf::;^:::^^

CAPCOM Gwen we want y^

::SPAGECR^PT:',:::-'^^

;GAPCC»l^';;:,'r.:::;^^^^^^^^^^

CApccm":^: ;^
. Go:uidr;ydu -yrepea t?

i^:;
v-;.;::-:

;

PAD This is Mars spaeelab Operations, we had
eorivmuniqations with ?pacelab a little longer
hetev tMa last pas because . the

efew was busy conducting e iment 104v Owen Garrio
report/however , he was perforrtiing the recruitment curve on

tpon, Which is a series of stiro

ptiOr to the actuai drops;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

the readings tha t he was ge tting with pr i nciple i nve s tig ator , M 11

Resckie, in the science
itiihutes until rea^^^
Satellite systeHi. At 6 days^

:;al:apsed'::;.tiii^^^

i>X0^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
operations at 6 days, 6

hours, 44 mthu
r^ac<|U^iMtion <^

Siit^liite. bttiring^^^^^

both SEPAC and AEP
representatives of their teaim scheduled to be enabled 'co talk to

• ::ihe;-?cr f»w V ^-thr0^
i'#haini;e»':-4h

pass, w« anticipate some coiwnunications between Mil Resckie* the



i04 PC crew about the ©xperlm^^^^^^

about his experiment which they just complete
:;:^:^::;::about:^^

^^^^^^^^^^ «li give you a <3tji^

recrultineHt cur
better i<>'t)king cur
dr<>p^ th^K^^^^S^

^ copy, OwenV And ^^^^0 some tralf ic for

SEpy? and

CAPGC)M 6kayr thia Is a joint (gar

AEPIV in which W^wil
like to look through with image intenslf
winaow usihg 63^

SPACECRAp
:-what:::^ycju^:,sa^^

;CAPCOM^;;:^^C^ Thank:;'

::cAPCOM-::-^'i

SPACieRAfT r was Juit gettiW^^^

;cAPaoM'^-7::^

;^§:pACE©W^S^-;r^-^

:::CAPC<M/'^

manually using cheoklist-4,

•;lNi>'::Oi':;iA^s|':



ChPCfM and Brewster one more^^^ g Did the

i>8clli«t ion feel like^^^^^^^^t^^^^

ml yoii have to be^^ t

Aha this one^ there was no quest Ion abovit the f^ct that tne

vehicle was osc
;it-;feit:--iiKe>^ h'^-^:::;:'--

:

^^Vbave^-*':'C^

•;•|otv;:i;t;^^here*:^ V

CAPCOH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^

location for you and

Vwe>re 20 aecortds^^^^
^
6t 23, but we • r e probably going to use part of that pass tot

telepr inter . I £ we don'
;::':^hi6:;-:8

SFACEC^PT Okay r and don t worry much abo^

The tiroe • s already gone by> I just couldnVtfi^ out where i%

^:was>:

^;
• iheokV'on ;i;t.:-;^

•/•ihey'-fe^^go^^

^^^^^

il^iter Shaw ro^^
the ship and the MOCR team con> Inues to look for an answer to

digital autopilot awltc
©liflguratio^^^

J' and produceu an oacillatlon, but the ECCW reports no in^^^f^*?"

Sf t£»t# i



hours, 19 minutes this Is Mission Conttol Hbuato.

W^JOnc^ pass

f°f*^*^f'?^<5», it goes up an4 d<j^^^^ down a ilfetii* hi f



Okay^ Brewster^ 900a comment , that will help ua.

aapCOH Columbia, this is Houston, we just wanted to check
tanA if you hiui any coonents on the canm check that we did

^tiiij^'::ili#p:a»^

ii|i;i|i|:si|iii^

i»5



iiiii

pjliiiilpp

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^



i^iiiiiili^^

StACBCRAPT HOW w« have a better position now and the atlmulus

l«v«3. is up to 4.4 and this curve - that figure drop looks very

CJUPCOH Okay, we copy, thank you.

PAO (Garble) here in payload operations control center

or actually the science nonitoring area here at the Johnson Space

Sl^MSCRAfT (Caeble) locking into it now, lfe*s two good runs in

/ VCAfCOM Byron, we didn*t get a landing tiae on that last
^ ' one so you can ask Owen if he can make a flatfooted contact,

BPhCWC»M7 Okay, we got a lot of (garble) and no H anymore.

CJUKTON We copy that was viewpoint 1.

"^^^^ 1^ iscio will jitair* *he tw xmm^t M»^§
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•na we'll n««d foe you to shut it off with 6 six minutes left and

w*Xl see you ««3aia »t Guam at about 6 plus 20.

$FACI5C»APT Okay.

This is Marshall Spacelab Opertions 6 days 6 hours

1 minute mission elaped time. Loss of signal through the,

tracking data and relay satellite. Anticipating reacquisition

through TDRSS about 42-1/2 minutes. Meanwhile upcoming Orbiter

only pass OHF. Onboard Spacelab the crew spent much of this last

pass conducting experiment 104, (gvcble) science experiments or

the vestibular experiment provided by the Johnson Space Center in

Houston. Principal investigator Mel Reschke have voice enabled

and working through the experiment with the crew onorbit. Owen

Oarriott was the subject and during this experiment much very

similar to the hop and drop experiment Which was conducted

earlier today. Vhe only difference is that a very small

electrical stimulus supply to the back of the subject's knee

during the drop and the resulting wave pattern is recorded. This

experiment like many of the others designed to look at the how an

individual's balance system functions and 0 gravity *n<3 ^ow the

function of that system changes as an individual adapts to the

saro gravity environment. At 6 days 6 hours 6 minutes, mission

{J elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

pjlO This is Mission Control Houston, the next

acquisition of signal will be through Yarrag-dee. OHP station in

western Australia which is OHP only accordingly we'll just get

Orbiter air-to-ground over that pass and we'll JfoconE^^ur**

mission audio to enable monitoring of the conversation CAPCOM

Mary Cleave and pilot Brewster Shaw. Yarragadee^comes up in

abou' 5 minutes. Should ^et a good strong signal pass. It s

qoim to be about 7 ralrn* es in duration. Mission elapsed time 6



PAO 'V0ic« of H«l it«sl(e> principal investigatoir Cor tha
3.04 axparinant. That harneaa anablea Garriott to aiippoet hia
woigtit Croat tha handXa and not by hia arnia.

CftPCCm Spaoalab, thia ia 104 i!roa tha SMA.

CiAKEQH wa juat irant to confirm that 0«;an*a haal ia going

C9t»cm Spaoalab, 104^ C inohas off of tha daoK ^Ith

CIUPOOM wa copy that ByrOn, wa'ra watching you on TV.

;::-iitoita:;;raii|^

PIPCQN ipaoalab, thia ia Bouaton on air to ground 1.



Mort Alnut«« and I* II turn back ovar (garbla)

•

Thli i« Wagaar In (garbla) Qarmany, oan you

fm*f thara, Owan faali thaca'a a llttla bit too nwoh foroa
iiaea, thara*8 raalXy, t cai^ juat baraly gat that handla in,

CilTCQN Ha copy liyrivn. Ha can probably let up just a
littla bit of slacH. The landing tiroes that we're seeing are
ranging from about 240 to about 400 millisaconas depending on his
lag position now.

StACBCRArr Mow we're seeing very strange data here. Hhan Owen
;:iii?^-::':--^^--igaj?bli :. i tr::aae»s :-i iia'^'-ther :^a-^^^-akcafift^curwe-.'; ^i*i":tha^r^--^ -

iflfli;:.:ittw»: ;ihifi«-^' \^.^a^

;:jii|llittci^
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... 6 ifttnutes of tape at the end of thia one, on

wiilch we can oatoh the rereainlng information from appinian C back

S9ACEGRAP7 Okay, right, we copy Mike, all but 6 minutes of it

for 104 end the rest for (garble) C pack. And if the 104 PI is

there. Just in observation, that it seems to make a large
difference when Owen has kne© locked, or whether tt»s slightly
bettt. And I think that has been the cause of some variability of

Pli^ And this Marshall Spacelab Operations continuing to

rfoeive live downlink television from the habitable laodule, the

$0aoeiab, with Byron tichtenberg and Owen Oarrlott continue with

thei^ life sciences experiment 104, the drop and shock experiment
proviiled by the Johnson Space Center. The payload operations
odntrcl center were in the facility adjacent to the payload
operations contr^^l center, the science monitoring area. Dr. Mil

SPACiBCaAFT Okay, Marshall Ops, Spacelab here, we»re going

ahead and redoing the recruitment curve now, with the knee
locked, The first value for viewpoint 8 will 2.6, for viewpoint

7 will be 2.5, viewpoint 6, 2.3, viewpoint 5, 2.1, viewpoint 4,

'\;i.;:0#^;;;;itaiw^

PAO And {garble) monitoring the onboard activity from

the seienoe monitoring area here in Houston.

SPACICRAPT Okay, repeat viewpoint 4, 2.05, viewpoint 3, l.dS,

PAO At this time, a small electrical stimulus being
: lipi^i^d^:: 4o^.^^ : oiir;ibtt:« $iMm v -fpof

:

• ^thi:::Mf1^^^^

<?f stimulations, the subject keeps his knee locked and then for a

'^^i«i«^:^series^#:n^^^

this prior to the actual drop portions of the drop and Shook
eiperlatent. And the crew has visitor during this experiment



3»?« Xo^8 about Ue aama, ana the H la draeatlcally reduced now,

CKKm Okay, Byron, «« co?/* that's typical of Owen's

SPACECRAFT I know, but thla Is even saaXler than typical I

think. II: looks like there may be some (garble).

OUPCOM X oertalnXy hope so, it's interesting, thank you.

8PACBCBAFT Okay, we • re going on to the (garbXe) for the drops

PAO And the crew Is finished with the recruitment curve

on subject Owen Garrlott preparing for the actuaX drops now.

-i^Xki*^::v^'^:ih:^^

back and mar ahu^ ItseXf down which Is, I ^uess, the same

:::;:ti9^rf|iiJe

CAFCOM yes, Byron, we copied that, and watched the

shutdown. That was a bulXdup of heat In the '
'^^^i'

and we've been tracking those temperatures, actuaXXy they're only

very sXlghtXy above nomlnaX. And the furnace is in a aaf®

condition, and also the sample Is In good Jjape. So you

shouldn't worry about that until It ocanes time to change out for

the nest sample which wlXl be 323. And when
?J

|23,

:S|i^*;Xl'^eipXii^^

the T-handX# to the harness, which Is used to bungee hla to tne

:f:-'X.|i::vSjiperi8^^



aVhCWOmrt l h«a to reauc© th« <gairbU) tp 200.

PAO receiving llv« downlink television ftor» Inaide

ClkPCOlt Wt have live TV and we're going to do star checkout

i ) awhOSCfthft Owen aaya they're going to do it again.

SPACSCrsiorT Owen say« he hopes the SPCT is not watching.

eMCm gpacelab this is Hoaston. we'd like you to standby



SPACECRAFT Roger, that •a affirmative. Right.

TelX Dr. oartiott that in 1953 I covered th«

coronation o£ King Hussain when he was 17 years old in Araian. I

covered that for the christian Science Monitor a long tine ago.

SPACBCRAfT Okay, Dr. Qacrlott Is off the line right now, he*ii

subject In a life sciences experiment, we can relay to him.

Right. Well It's going to be a big day for ws dcwn

here toaK>rrow when all this hook-up takes place. We hope It

won^t Interrupt yoyir routine too much.

^^^^"^*?%^eiiitil^:^^^:^^

Right, I do see you. You're much more weightless

sitting In for the President. You're going to hear now an old

(gsrble) tape.

8PACECRA)?T Okay roger, we're standing by.

Columbia, did you hear that tape, and how was the

;:;!^«lity#:;:i;oy^^^

SPAC^RATT Yes, we could hear It, It was certainly
i^ifi^gr»|«i^at^

31 minutes remaining In this pass. We would like you to turn off

:fsj?ji(g|R|3r^^^^

CAPOOM And 104 standing by In the SMA.

getUng eeal'-tls^ ^>williik so yo« need not run the recorders ^or



Q



through the Guam tracking station. Anticipating reacquisition of

tignal with Spaeelab In about 15-1/2 minutes through the Tracking

and Data Relay Satellite. During that brief pass, very little

coramunicatiort with the Spacelab. Crew in^the process of
,

,

prSaring for experiaent 104, the drop and shock experiment. _ And

thi^^orew is in t

the sublect • s leg. Coarounications dur ing that operations
r

^i«cK_

of cOBffliuhicationS during that operation
'^^f

. f^^^^^
Ofcbttei peidrttly on the ascend

Pars,

Data R^lay SatellitS in approximately 1-1/2 minute. During this

acquisition of signal there is a possibility that we will receive

some live downlink television from the Spacecraft. And during

paft of that pass, there is a possibility that we will receiving

lided of the drbji a^^^

soheduled to be performed partially, at least,
^""^ J-^f ^f"^®.

.

acquisition of signal. ,
Standing by now for reacquisition through

CJtPCOM And Spaceiab, this is Marshall Ops, we've got you

:;-rt<>r:::abou

#i«rting to brln^

press aparatus in motion in about 4 plus 23.

we're just going to call them to your attention, ^i^^
Point is,

when vou' re doing the re (garble) and curve, if you start at the

highest viewpoint number and work downward, what you need to do.

il^w6 d6*»*i (M^^^^ u^^^^^
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:©W?eoil-:- A. : ct . s#«ing:^ ^:-il»at cm: the fgixuii' .
^

^
Tli«> Jiti* l5

wy ci««n sn^ looks vttry «ooa dowa h«!r«. Th« ««cof»d point if
attri!i9 th« Clcst pttn «wi «ay 1, fof f^mm, m4n*t

tli#: lCDS, am we ju«t want to. ccmfie*- th«t,.th« .K:»S -is^^ Is

mtt: ta Z' double dot, ,
tht# is :1#4.. /Byron, .If fp\i wiX.d

ir«id «s
,

nov7, .
w« w0«|(3 IiIc«.'to oo^fie* that;.th.e: iC-DS luminal 1

^^iOSCRArr . -.BilJ.., I»*«'9<»t t^ri>3.«), c»ng« 'fcoa 1,4 to, 2-.2 ow
the ' St iiNiilus tt*m vwry .toofjli

.

'
to . f ind ; t^. ibiiximm igathim) .

•rjUSBCSlAPr s^oc, th« «ntir« r«i^« of t»e •tiaiul«» froU
;:|liteah©ld^':-- a^^a .;:iiiiii»i«i; ::W/ go^;;:v|^i?o"i:::l::.

.

.2.:

to fo. The thr««K>i« «# fU the view^iitfee.
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ThU is mission control, Houston. Je've lost

«ion«l throuah Yapcagadee, During that pass, capcoa, Mary Cleave

Jif?JkJ M« information about water dump from tank bravo to

SfiifSJeSSter ShSw! Shaw also reported, as you heard, some

Si^SLaSriSufhS'sensed in thejehlcle, at whioh oc^

Tray
rutr\r%A 'Phfi 2 svstems officers who would m

iSSiSSbfr S? s'JSteS'iSich migh? tlllll any kind of oscalation

tSJ^hiclS, our propulsion systems officer, who of course,

iSSin?; tS; SutSs 5f the i<>%fs^isi3.%ftL*ftight^meavering system engines during aJl^PSfffJ^? .^5
«Jftear hare reported that no jet firings and no

55S«S"iS«y activities in the propulsion systems. The second

officer? is a GNC, guidance navigation and control

iho^rUsponsible for all inertial navigation systems,

lltZ^B rSdio na^gation systems, and radio navigation aids,

ahidi have pcodueed the o»ealatlon that Shaw ''I*"*" 1^"'

Sfie, he atd aention that the oaoalitlon »a.
"•^.•"'Jf

iuSock. we'll continue to llaten to •^'e "alog here in tne

-oj.^ii?o:n-..?srt;!2V.:.ls"«^^^^^^
Stttes duration Of that signal. je U r. abou^^^^

mission elapsed time is 6 days, 4 hours, 48 minutes, tnis

uissioii control r Houston,

CAFCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops. We've got you at Guam for

SPACiCRArT we're electroding right now. Bill, be with you.

SSlSi? ioi incll»ali<^
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liU »ci«nc«8 exp«riaent, that being experiment 104, the <5rop and

ihock MPerlmfntrwy slralliar tp the hop and dpp, «xcept^an

JSSttlSil ftiSus il provided to the baok of the knee, during

55l» pactiicular rwearph activity. Arid the ciew does no hops,

oipCOM And Spacelab, we have you for another 20 sej^onjf '

#id we'll »ee you in about 15 minutes through S-band, at 5 plus

fiio This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6^ days, 4

Sottts, 56 minutesi juiaslon elapsed time. l^ss of signal through

^Siam tracking station. Anticipating "*^e<3;i»itlon of signal

Situ sSceiab in at-r.ut 15-1/2 mintues through the Tracking and

pa Slay satellite. During that brief pass, very little
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SPACECRAFT Okay, wecopy, 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6.

pjtf) This 1» Mission Control Houston, we»c« going to

snabls air-to-ground 2, over mission audio to facilitate hearing

th© CAPCOM Mary Cleeve, and the flight deck, Columbia pilot,

Brewster Shaw, during this pass over Yarragades, Yarragadee's a

OFH only station, so we will have exclusively opportunity to talk

to the flight crow. Thete will be no air-to-ground for Spacelab

during this pass. Should get good signal strength, Yarragadee

will be in a elevation, will see the Orbiter at a elevation,

aaxinum elevation of 5 degrees over the horizon, and the duration

of the pass will be just about 5 minutes. We'll have acquisition

through Yarragadee, in five minutes, at mission elasped time, 6

days 4 hours 33 minutes. This is Mission Ccr^col Houston.

CAPCOM Columbia, this Houston ^ with vvi tUcough Yarragadee

;jo|;:;.4s;«intt^^

SPACECRAFT Hello, Mary.

CAPCOM Howdy Brewster, got some supplied water dump info

for you when your ready to copy.

CAPCOM This is a scheduled water dump that's scheduled for

e05, 43, we'd likS you to take tank Bravo, to 10*, nominal

procedure. Your dump duration should be about 20 minutes, and

your dusv window is 68 minutes, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, at 5 43 dump change bravo to 10 percent, got

SPACSCRAFT Okay Mary, how about having the folks look at there

that would indicate some kind of damp in»t«5iiijro5,?"yJff;^
fIke thati^^^^^^^^

1^^^

SPAOKfltAPT The activity that was going on the Spacelab at that
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CAtK^OM We suggested they aay be eating too much of Rita's

SP^.CSCRAFT Got you, oKay.

CAPCOM Columbia, this is Houston, and first look at that

data, we did have data there, and they can't see anything on a

first cut, but they will keep looking.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I know you think it was ray imagination, but

it woke John up. So I think It's real.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that It Is real,

CAPCOM And Columbia Houston, we would appreciate any extra

Information that you could tell us about it.

BPACECRAPT Well I don't know, I'm on the flight deck and I was

just kind of floatinq over to C3, here with ay^hand
I

felt the vehicle isolate, seems primarily laterally about 2 or 3

oyoles, «nd it felt like 2 or 3 hertz.

BPAOSCRAPT No it wasn't a real big (garble) but you sure could

ieel It, you could feel it as the vehicle was moving.

CA^OM Columbia Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS. We'll talk

through GUAM, UHP 4+53 and when we get the TORS acquisition

«t 5411, we'll be doing a COM check on air-to-ground one.

iPACBCRAPT Okay, It looks like GOA« l« going to be a real low

CAPCOM We agree, but we've bad some luck getting you on

SPACBCRAFI^ Okay, sounds good, we'll give It a shot,

pj^ (garble) over the program audio circuit.
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SPACECRAFT ... been checks pc balls and it's all good.

CAPCOM Thank you.

SPACECRAFT There's a calibration. It looks good.

CAPCOM it looks excellent down here too Owen.

PAO And aboard Spacelab Dr. Byron Lichtenberg ...

CAPCOM we're going to. lose, I'm going to lose you in a

couple of minutes. I'd just like to say a couple of things. One

is that vou produced a, what's known in the trade as a typical

iSt of data, in other words beautiful. And I'd like to thank you

and Byron for your efforts throughout this experlraent. Secondly,

I have a question from Larry Young. Can you recall trte order of

ihe dome ?uns that you did yesterday. We think it f^jOuld^bejou
free, Byron free, you with bungees, Byron with bungaes and then

you free and Byron free. Is that correct?

SPACECRAFT Just a mowent. Let me tell you it was 1 4 2 3. In

• •

.

SPACECRAFT Well, I was free and then Byron was free with

CAPCOM Okay, we copy 1 4 2 3 5 6. Thank you.

p/U) And Llchtenberg completed his first set of Ig hops

and in the process of his Ig falls now.

SPACECRAFT If you'll give me a call before you lose us so I

PIIO And we've lost downlink television from the

Spacelab. ' Approximately a minute and a helf now until we ...

CAPCOM And Spacelab, we need you to start your recorder at

pj|0 Just over a minute until we lose voice with

It

I
I
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CAPCOM Okay; And we'll aee you at Guam at 4 plus 54.

PkO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations. 6 days, 4

hours, 29 minutes mission elapsed time. Loss °« s}f"*i^''i^^„

spacelab through the tracking and fat^ "i^y ^^^fi^ J^^^^Jfi*"*
^acquisition scheduled about 41 f^"f
Srough TDRS. However, our next communications with Spacelab

should be through Guam. Meanwhile there is scheduled an

;^Si?lSion tSJSugh Yarragadee for the O'^^i^*'^- ^Sf
aciulsltion of signal, we received "J^^^^^^^L^
JtowSlink television of the set up °o"2f|hat «Se?lmSSt!^
•xperineut 102, the hop and drop portion of J^at experiment.

SxPriment, thi hen? and drop Is an experiment that' s been

provided by Canada and It falls under the 102 umbrella of the

MasMChasetto Institute of Technology «xf«4«««*^;v
. I**«i,..h«i*r

exoSrlment designed to look at the functioning of the vestibular

JJStiirthe system that enables man to keep his balance in a 1

Itl^ili inJiJoSmSSt, in a 0 gravity ^^^i'^^**"*"^-
,^^5^"tmfhSS

that system function changes and then over a Pftiod of time how

it «3apts to 0 gravity. The «xp«i«»««t i^^^'^rL^'i'.. SS^dfe
a sir les of hops followed by a series of drops from a T-handle

( ) Jnd eleotrical activity in the subjectU leg
J^f^^S^J^J^J^""**

that InCocmatlon along with the video data Pr*>vi^e? the

SSb^aJd cSJriS was observed here in the Payload Operations

f^n^r€%l Cmntitt bv the ©Kperiment r«s«arcn tea»e Ana i,t:

SSSJ?id^?Sl tSJ JSlencrmonitocin« area
? ^fj^*^^"!

tSSre ia an elated Doug Watt, Principal i";««tJgator in the SMA

this afternoon after receiving thet data as well as the video

dati froS Spacelab. 6 days, 4 hours, 32 minutes mission elapsed

This is Mission Control, Houston. We're going to

enable air-to-ground 2 over mission audio to facilitate ...

Wm Of TAPB
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CAPCOM It looks great Byron.

SPACSCRAfT .Thnae last couple, Doug, were especially to you

CAPCOH Thank you Byron.

PAO And as Owen Gacriptt Is perforining his experiment
onboard Spacelab, here in the s» lance monitoring area in ttoustor.,

Or. Doug Watt is at this moment reviewing the data as it is being
tcansaitted directly from Spacelab and being displayed on a strip
chart in the science monitoring area.

CAPCOH Byron, for Owens sake, you can tell hire he is

PAO Owen Oarriott passing the 3S mm camera to Byron
Liohtenberg to document the last of this hop and drop activity.

SPACBCRAPt Marshall, Spacelab, I'm going to take a couple of
flash pictures here of Owen hooking it back up. Is that going to

CAPCOH Standby on that Byron. As long as the flash is not

diceeted diretstly towards the lens. That flash didn*t bother

BPAC8CBAFT I'll be going for (garble) Marshall, so just

CAPCQN Ok, Byron, we copy. And Spacelab, CAPCOH is going
:^:to:-iive-«:^-»ei:s

PIM) Crew in the process of changing subjects now,

CAVCOM we copy, Brewster, and we're waiting for Spacelab.

tir cheek ||»
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DOS k«tyboacd looking aft. And we*re going to looking £or lip
oinc checks at that time using both oameras 1 and 2 and your to
give a long count and we'll let you know when we*re complete with
that teat. Do you cqpy?

SPACl^RAFT I copy, but I didn't have a place to write it down,
I'm without a pad at the moment, but I think Brewster probably
copied in the side deck.

SPACECRAFT Yes, I got it written down. 5 plus 24 air to
ground 1 experiment DES looking aft.

CAPCOH That's affirmative Brewster, and did you copy our

SPACBCRAPT Probably not.

CAPCCil Yis, I was just going to tell you that we would be
giving you thin message on air to ground l and that we would then
see you through Yarragadee at 4 plus 38. I'll be handing over to
Mary and we have our water dump note we'll give you at that time.

8PACBCRAPT Okay, I'll look for that over Yarragadee, thank you
very aaoh Anna and have a nice afternoon.

CAfCOH You too Brewster. Signing off air to ground I.

CAPCON Go ahead Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops.

SPACECRAFT Did you need us to manage the tape recorders at
•11, or are you going to handle that?

CAPCXtM Okay, on the tape recorders, when you go LOS we
want you to imt anything that you are going to record on AV 1.

CAPCOH ^ Spacelab for Owen, 102.

OUPCOM Owen, did you check the harness adjustment?
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CAPCOM Thank you,

CAPCbM it Xooka excellent down here too Owen.

Mi
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PAO oonputer that the drop has been coinpleted,

Botrevec, the data ia actually taken during the fall portion or

the drop portion. By the time his foot touches the floor the

experiment ia completed over or that portion of the experiment,

SPACBCRAFT What we see ia that hhe data looks real fine from

^\h#r4^:y::>^''

CAPCOH Byron, looks great down here too. Could you ask

Owen to try and land a little flatter on his left foot though

cause 8<»aetl»e8 we* re not getting a foot (garble) signal.

SPACBCRJUfT Okay* llarshall, you guys had. on the (garble) here?

iPACaCRAFT And a quick report for the (garble) material

science people the (garble) is wax- down before we started doing

the bopping.

CAPCON Okay, Byron thank you very much.

PAO «ie»e fall with the 9 bunches attached to hif

;;:h|tne«».::ii|f

SWkCSSCBhFf (Garble) Owen wanted to point out that the ground,

sptittd (garble) 135 when we have subjects horlsontal.

SPAOK^RAPT This is the end of the Ig drops now,

PAO those 9 bungees designed to simulate a 19

SSttlotT (garble) lhat it was actually less ""J
eai»l«tes the firat series of hops and drops cycled 30 hops

fS3«#ed % 15 dropa or falls. Garriott and tiofttenberg^now ^
r«iioving I of the bungees to reduce the g foeces^on the noS«^f

lalls and Gacriott will tepeat the same feties of drops or
^
hops

IMir diri»f»i f«ill^

t&rottth his «y«?X« of m^* now preparing £2f™If^h?irilk
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CAPCOM Okayr Byron, just a reraindsr when you finish P05
don*t forget you'll be doing the rescue experiment next so don't
start stowing things away and secondly, Mel says that it is very
important to start with Owen as the first subject.

SPACECRAFT We copy, (Garble) I hear you guys talking (Garble)

starting the tape recorders or (garble)

.

CAPCOM Byron, we*re taking care of those.

SPACECRAFT Okay, real good looks like we got some real time
here until another 10 or 15 minutes, hugh?

CAPCOM Yes, that's how it looks, Spaeelab. And you'rs
looking good. We're getting excellent video data.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) data looks good too.

CAPCOM And Byron, if we go W3 and yuu continue taking
video, yes, TV data, we want you to keep it on AV 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy, AV 1.

CAPCOM Also the 300 team reports an excellent run that 324

SMiple is now fully cooled down and ready for you anytime It's
convenient to give it a resume.

IsIm^cjw^^^

PAO And the electrical data from the subject's leg

muscles not only being routed to the onboard dedicated experiment
pcooessor In the life sciences doublerack but here on the ground
on the payload operations control center, or. Doug Watt, the

ptlneipal Investigator for that experiment is also able to
monitor that data. 8e did indicate that he was receiving It

aboQt 20 seoonds following the actual drop but Indicated that

that was not a problem. And that cosiqpletes the second series of

hoott and drops, tlchtenbecg and Garrlott now removing another
•el of elastic bands. Only one set of three remaining, this will
redoee the- downward pull to approximately that of a 1/3 gravity

SPACECRAFT This really looks like some kind of (garble)

.

iiiiiiiliiilii^^
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PAO ... Control Center,

JCAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall OPS. I wonder if one of

you guys has a minute and can aim the camera that's in the aft
end cone a little more towards the port. We're not picking up

the drop station. We're picking up leslie okay but not the drop

:::;;;:;9tat;;iont

CAPCOM Break, break. Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground

SPACECRAFT 3o ahead Anna,

CAPCCm Yea Brewster, we show some bubbles going to the

8BS. We*d like you to take grad controller out temp to norm and

then immediately cycle SES A off then on.

SPACECRATP That's done.

CAPCOK We copy. Signing off air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM And that's very good Byron. That's perfect in

PAO And as the crew continues with setup for experiment

103, the hop and drop, Byron Llchtcnberg was at the life sciences

, double rack, the station from which he'll act as test operator
) for the experiment. Owen Grrriott in the process of getting into

thm harness and elastic cords at the drop station. Minutes ago
Liohtenberg completed setup of a miniosilloscope on the exterior

of the life science double rack. It's part of the preparations

8I»ACBCRAPT Okay, for the 102 pec^le. All the bungee marks are

still set okay and Owen's harness is hinged up to the lines. If

yoii*ll record on the, on your log I'm going to transfer the ARO

CAPCOM * Okay, Doug is standing by.

CAPCOM Yen, thanks Byron. Why don't you copy?

PAO Liohtenbetg just completed Installation of the T-

iiiiiaie and is n*3* heli»i^
iftfl the belt moiiftted an^llfier and tape recoi:<5«r» to record the

li94iX#r«tiQii 4mtm disriiig both hc^ and «*1I«. Thia experiment

#iM 6*^ eoiiiai^^ oycWt^ t isytlet^^^^^^ te^inwtnt th« |lr*t cyel^
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SPACECRAFT Marshall OPS, we'ra just about ready here.

\ PAO ... attached to the floor.

CAPCOM we copy Byron and 102 has live air-to-ground so

you* 11 be talking to hla.

SPACKCRAPT Okay.

CAPCOM spacelab, 10?.

SPACBCRAPT Roger, go ahead 102. We're doing a calibration

CAPCOM Okay, that's excellent. What happened when the

£con bungeea let go.

SPACBCRAPT Oh, it's a little clip that's put on there. The

other guys keep changing the wire cannisters out and don't get it

s«*at#«:':if<»pei

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

PAO During this first portion of the ®xP®'^i"»5"J,^ -

operation, Garriott will begin with 30 cycles of hops followed by

15 drops from the T-handle.

SPACaCRAfT Recorder reports that it is subjective responsss.

?^ itfeels like the bungee is stronger than they were on

fiapcai Okay, we copy that, we'd expect that. Okay

:K we've SSJ^iboutTlS or 20 second
»«Si;St??u/*

here but the hopping just came up now and it looks beautiful.

;;::^;SijaClCR^

seju»CRAFT Owen reports that he is much »ore comfortable.

ft^fSch easlerto tSlerate today than it was either day 0 or

CAPCOM Good to hear that Byron.

UPACICRAFT Hold on. Okay, somehow we just had the BCDS go

m Oofing th« drop portion, <5«5ri«>tt indicates his
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PAo ... :;he lower pottion Is one of the Spacelab

iSSaie owras **hlch Is being set up Cot the hop and ^top

ajtpettment. Byron Lichtenberg Dust out of the field of view

running some cables for that . . . ;

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops, we have you for 49

minutes. How cop'^?

PAO Alao visible in the field of view, toward the

center of the field of view is the material science

rack. And on the left side of the rack, exposed is the mirror

hSSung^acUlty. To its right is the ^^^^^
^J^**

Is partialy stowed, tichtenberg continuing to work with set of

CAPCOM Jttid Spacelab, Marshall Ops, if you copy us, give us

i^humbs up. Ok, II have Negative dowSlink, we just assume your

PAO Byron Lichtenberg Indicating .that he ^s^i^^ceiving^

commanications frcxa CIC ^ill Bach, here in the

ro«fcroi canter. And now receivin video frwn foward bulkhead

mSSnlSd cISe" of^?he sjacelab habitable module in the payload

SPACECRAFT Marshall, spacelab how do you read, over. And

Marshall, Spacelab, how do you read.

CAPCOM we read you loud and clear, Byron. And we have

Doug watt and the SPA here at Houston, standing by.

SPACECRAFT Ok, very good, we just realised we have change

camera lens here.

FAD And we're again teceiving television from inside

the habitable module. Owen Garrlott «tr«i^^J*»th«^roS^i^h will be a»ed to Indicate *»if t«**^«»^^?5,«^,Sli2i2?a
fail during tfem hop and drop pocfcion ©I th« 162 e^rlments,

eeii«ftfd fta*^ t-handle from
*|*J.Sf!*firi««irfted Sat

^ ^i^i<i» r«s*i ftjtla suspend* tlit subje®* tne gjow
J^ii ei^tiiitnt

i**aas« feite t«handle, and the subject wtll be P»llfd to tn* -

||i^*di!ng |oS?iois%f ^

i% muiscle wiU^ SL^bmeter
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•ccelerometet package that Llohtanbarg if/27«T««^« ^rtot
••iiypp-ipaeijtx^^
::ii^th||>:;;||^^^^

CAPCOM spacelab, thU Is Macshall Ops for Byron, Jfjts
not too Inconvlenleht we would like to switch on overhead

lights 2 and 6, that's down whete your working. Thats Romeo 2

;:::ailidifM5^

SPACBCRAFT Marshall C^s, Spacelab,

CAPCOH Go ahead Spacelab.

SPACBCRAPT Roger. Are you guys getting good tv there?

CJLPCQN We're getting excellent focus, but it would help

SS^tenslty di»h at the far end of the tuoaule if
nS*i^i''.fSr

Si the overhJad lights 2 and 6. Those are on the starboard side.

CAPCON Thank you very much. Ok, and the one right next to

it will be number 6.

SPACECRAFT Its already on.

PiVO Owen Garriott installing electode at the back of

his knee. This is monitor the electrical activity in the leg

muscle in both the hops and the falls.

CAPCOM spacelab, this is Marshall OP^v Wonder if one of

voo^ys has a minute and can aim the camera that is in the aft

lod loL a little more towards the port, we're
fi^^i^^^****

drop station. We're picking up I*eslie Ok, but not the drop
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Ro&rKCR&PT ---Perhaps that it was, not qwlte fully engaged and

f SiH you anrof the LAD lights' both befo.*e and after the
^

ateS was retracked, before the experiment retracked, howHiach

6? that lighted tAD Information would you like? Over.

CAPCCM stand by, I'm checking. Owen, he just wants to

know whether they are on or off, there status right now,

SPACECRAFT (garble) they are clear In status, the outer hatch

SSSSfught 4S7preisure''below 50 mlllbar light Is on as It has

Sen all the way along. So (garble) latch fe^^w*' -

hatch stable fully extended the other 3 LAD* s are all off. Ara

aU thrughts, the LAO lights Indicated properly during all o£

the operations, over.

CAPCOM we copy that, and thanks for the ftatus. Were
handing off air-to-ground 1, and going back to UHF.

GAPCOM And Owen, we have Doug Watts standing by, we have 2

«ore alnutes, or about 3 more minutes,

CAPCOM And we also have the (garble) team.

CAPCOM Spacelab, 102 from the SMA.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Owen, we don't have very much time. I would like

to explain a little bit of our harassment of you, about the

bungee adjustment. We've been having some P»^fl^^^jiil.^S^aSta
•Siieratlon trace. Including complete loss of

JS*'"
ofone subject, one run. The results f^^Jf ^^SSSeeraSd ?he
Htleast one good run where we know that ^<^h *^l»«,*>""gf*V
S;rness straps are adjusted to the ''^ich Is wby^f^*
itlling you about It. If you

<>^»y'^«»,Sf:*,^i^^if?i^;SS please
ndjustlng the harness to the marks on this run, "i^J-^y;;

f***?* ^
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8FACSCBAFT « quick comment for the 300 p«opl« before we 90

CJ^COK Real good. 300 team standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the MHP i« turning and moving, and there's
just, scHBe soft of terrible noise ccmlng from it, but it's going
slowly, (garble) cameras on, and functioning and we*ve got a
(garble) over.

CAPCQM Hey, terrific, we copy that you have that sphere.
We^re really <ilad to hear that.

SPACKCRAPT And we're at the (garble) voltage of 16330.

CAPCOK We copy, 16330. Bow does the cleanliness of the
iri||pi«sFfI-:;:liH^

8PACBCRAFT Looks just fine Mike.

CAPGOM Okay, enjoy your lunch.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, I *a trying to choke it down here in the

CAPCOM We also enjoy seeing your T-shirt there, Doug
Watts standby and we're getting some live video.

SPACECRAFT Both sides her^, Marshall.

PAO Byron Uchtenberg, wearing his hop and drop T-
iblit,;:;:^::;

CUfOCM That's recorded for posperity now, Byron. lUhmnX

~:^mm piovldei^:^^M» ^:re9«^:feed':;in£^iutii«»f};. tor.' tiMi: '
.

...

iiiiiiliifi-fliloi^:
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th« activity on the nlrror heating facility bf th« matttlal

SQlence double rack. Llchtenberg, wearing his hqp and drop

•hlrt, and ahould shortly be beginning the

experiment, one of the phases or one of the parts of experlaent

102, a series of vestibular experiments. Anticipating

reaoqulsltlon of signal through the tracking and data relay

aatllllte system, in approximately 4 minutes, just over 4

minutes. This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations,

CAPCOM Spacelab, we have live TV.

PftO Wils Is Karshall Spacelab Operations, now

CAPCC3M Spacelab this Is Marshall Ops, we have you for 49

FAO *w receiving unexpected live television from the

habitable module, visible In the field of view on

Mrtlon Is the, one of the spacelab module cameras, which Is

being set up for the hop and drop experiment. Byron Llchtenberg

Juat out of the field of view running some cables for that

CAlK:oit spacelab this l» Marshall Ops, we have you for 49

minutes, how copy?
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PAO ... »lr glpw.

(Garble).

The silicon looks quite cold, over.

Could you repeat It please?

Rogec. I repeat the silicon looks quite cool,

Ok«y, thank you.

And we have you Cor 15 seconds. WeUl see you at

;oSPA<a5C|AP*^^^

CAPCdM

SPACaCRATT
;::;:OVeF:*:^-::"^

CAPCOM

fm^sm^W
3 plus 29.

8PACBCRAFP Okay, very good. I'm at 8,5 while in the pod. I'm

going to take it up a little »ore. We're still sitting at 1.2.

CAPCOM Just wait until you cannot see any welting process

•nynore and then you should start the furnace motion.

8PACSC8AFT Okay, roger. We copy. (Garble) 16 3 3 0 0

pao This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. 6 dsys, 3

..hours, 15 minutes mission elapsed time. tK>as of »^9nal through

/She oiroral groun*5 tracking station. Anticipating reacqulsltlon

of signal with the Spacelab in W"^;?*";*^*^?, and a h^^

inutis. That acquisition through the Hawaii ground station.

Ottring this brief pass. Or. Aklm Byer of ««P«i»«»i "4 the

Crystallisation of Silicon experiment was voice •'»*bled and

woftc^d with Dr. Byron ^•i<'*»tenberg onboard the Spacecraft t^^

emmet oc to i^tate « portion of the emper imeiit

il«itl*9 » dfOt 01 J*^^|f*4|?fc^^2ia^ if
fioMiiiii in the »tr«o« iio»felii« «»oi|}«y* *^
J^^p^^l »0«<^ mm imt|3^ «f^fo«Wir«,«»f^

'mmmm, ii- i^iilwi^ ii|»»to«: tto *^^iff«t'^

1*^ i**^ I^SS^ 17
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r««cqulsit<m of signal through the Bawaiit; ground tracking

I
station. Orbiter just beginning its lOOth orbit of the earth on
this nission of SpaoeXab 1 and the orbit situated approaching the
20 degrees north Xattitude at this tine. During this acquisitioh
of signal we're anticipating some live downlink television frora

the spacecraft ot hop and drop activities. That's a portion of
experiment 102, a series of vestibular experiments, NASA
sponsored and under an umbrella of experiments provided by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This particular
experiment is actually a Canadian experiment and we anticipate
the principal investigator Doug Matt will be enabled to discuss
the expariment with the crew. This experiment one of many to
strudy the causes of space adaptation syndrome and we're now
;;'ilk?iiyinf -/^ii^

CJUK:om And Spacelab, Marshall OPS. We've got you for 4

:^;itttutfii';:^iirtd-^

SPACBCftAPT Okay, it looks like we got the TV number 2 set up
Nfor the wide shots. Don't have the other ones set up yet and

X I've got some words for Houston on that MALF. Houston, Spacelab,

CAPCOH Yes Owen we're getting the HOC online here.

r CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Yes Anna, the HALF that you directed me to cleared
up but the OOU and we have got the (garble) up and running on
both computers the way they're supposed to be. As far as the SAL
is concerned, the only thing that might have been out of
cKmfiguratlon was the outer hatch engage latch. It might not
liave been fully all the way up and so I repressed that and it
dtia't change any tsb lights but perhaps that was not quite fully
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PAO Xiockheed, Palo AXto Research Labocatories* that
\ftxpecaent «»as aXso operated as iHice experiments 19 and 20*
/Nineteen is a low electron flux experiment provided by the
Republic of Gernany and experiment 20 is a phenomena induced by
charge particle beams experiment provided by the French.
Experiment 20 was used to generate an electron beam and
experiment 19 is a passive experiment looking at the return from
that* Also experiment 2 was used with the magnetoplasma
diagnostic arc jet. That facility that releases ionides argon ga
and that was observed by the experiment 2 monitor TV camera has
bright flashes* The experiment 3 operation was looking at
airglow being emitted by the Barih*s «it:mosphere through the
Earth's limb where the camera was point through the Earth's
linb. And ASPI principal investigator Steve Hende reported some
interesting and some unexpected airglow data from that experiment
operation. 6 days 3 hours 2 minutes mission elapsed time,
Marshall Spaoelab Operations

.

PAD This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 6 days, 3
hours, 9 minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for
reacqiuisition of signal with spacelab through the Orroral valley
ground tracking station on orbit 99.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marhsall Ops. We have you through
Orroral for about 4 minutes*

. SPACECRAFT
|;byt3;;::;;::;:;:^

:3;^CAPCqM^^:;;;N

r«ad? Over

,

Okay, Bill. (Garble) the other 3 or 4 Pt standing

:,r.lie;:::!certain dp« ; - -There; 'ready-'-vto^-'taik ;

:

Okay^ very good, 324 PI in spacelab, how do you

::^TSiil::/i^^^

j;-;(iai:;;

10 and IX if r*c|uitad onXy^ only blocks 10 and XX*
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\up in time because we didnVt have time to fool^with it ''^•tever

Mat last busy period so I'll go through this^hers when 1 can and

fl also have tharinformation for you on the SAL anytime when

CAPCOM We're ready to copy and yes, we saw that Owen,

SPACECRAFT Wait just a moment and let them get this

experiment work completed because (garble) microwave in a £ew

':'iinttti|*:::?^^

CmOH Hello, Byron, this is 324 PI. Could you give me a

K||irp;::Statu^^^^^^

SPACECRAFT Roger, we have W?i?>,*^j;*,h? if?!;^^*'*
the (garble) setting is 700 and the (garble) looks like it s

sittlS on top of a^solid flat
if^'^J^^i'^J.J^rtl^ooks

(oarhle) continuity in the contact (garble), so 1 think tt }ooKn

plJiy good, l"m going to go ahead and give you a resume unless

you want tae to try and make it a little larger , over

.

CAPCOIf Byron, could you please repeat how large this

sphere of the (garble) in a moment?

SPACECRAFT I would say it's about 1.2 (garble) diameter of

-:the:'RltfI>^

CAPCOM Okay, I think you could increase it a ^,ittle bit

SPAGKJRAFT Okay, go marginal, over. We JaitiallJ

the top of the ROD to the top of the (garble) the t^^?5^J»« . .

(garble) is about 2/3 to 3/4 of the^way^below the Ij^bj*) ^

#l»lt wi^^^^^

iili^iillliii
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Ckf€XM And thank you very much Byron for your good
operations.

CAPCCM This is also thank you on behalf of the ABPI team*

89ACBCRAPT Okay, I'm glad we finally got sv)mething here for
you Steve, that you ban look at too.

CAPCX»f Ye»» thank you Bryon, Byron, do you have a moment
to take aoDse else on the forthcoming (garble).

SPACBCfiAPT Roger, that*d be a good time to do it,

CJUPOCXi Okay, we will have an operation starting at day 6

ClUKXJM Break, break Steve, can I get one word into Byron

CAPCQN Spacelab, Marshall OPS. For Byron, you now have
your HErF ops lamp flashing and so after we've gone LOS you are go
for step 2.17, gear selection and potenti<HReter adjust for the
silicon sample, thank you.

CAPCOM Okay Byron, this is at day 6, 07 and 14 minutes and
I I*d like you to, this is a joint run with SEPAC and I'd like you

f not to run the ASPI but run the image intensifier through the
minus Z window while SBPAC MPD arcjet is firing. Use 6300 filter
and use 8 second exposures. Shoot the film continuously during
8IFAC operation. Did you copy?



iiPEOxlliateXy XI «tnufe«*
trScking station. n«sently the Orbltec and Spacelab are on the

deacendina node of otbit 99 and <3uring^the last acquisition of

signal while that came a bit Xate due to some difficulties In

eatabllshlng communications with the laboratory we did receive a

considerable amount of live downlink fc«ievl8lon beginning with

a6s«^ television Of the crew ftetting up for th spa<5« plsspa

physics experiments that were run during the pass. ActuaXXy,

Ivron Lichtenberg began with a demonstration for the material

science team of the phenosaenon he observed during part of his

eatpet tment 330 operanions hare toda^*^^^ T^ w*| P^^^t^^^
eSeriSSiit he was doing for Dr. Jon Vreeburg of The HetherXands

iad iftdi
showed how Wh*nLichtenbe^
bubbl*s, ^here were sever ax^^^^^^^^^

cyitiidet ahd ths d bubbles reformed

.

ihtb a Single bu^
tines for the experiment 300 team observing here in the ^ayload

Operations Control Center. Then the crew turned their attention

to the space plasma physics experiment operations, Dui^Jn^l

particular series of operations t

particle accelerators, experiment 2 provided by the Japanese, wss

operated. Experiment 3 the AEPI experiment which is a European

i space Agency/ correction. No that Is also a NASA sponsored

experiment provided by the Lockheed Palo Alto Research

tSborator ies. that exi>eriBient ^ w^ operated as were
.

ixpetlmeirta 19 and^

;:cpr^i^fd:fi#::;i^^^
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pj^ In th» dontrpl center. Dr. Steve Mende and his

,
:-tei*arM;:^d*i^^^

^ raPCOM . . . wist be seeing the limb at 2800, and It Is

ooTqulte clear at the moment to me why there is such a^i-tinct

^ble Uyer, but we are looking towards the sun,

Se iagnesiuii layer above, and maybe the oaone layer below. It

iS a^ittle unclJar why we see 2 layers. This was experiment 3,

SFACBCRAFT «oger, Steve, we copy, and we've got the (garble),

PAO Steve Mende reporting he's getting some unexpected

data on this downlink of atmospheric air glow.

SPftClCRAPT Roger, we see the same thing. Any changes you'd

cauKMM negative, Byron, i t
!ff f^^^'lJ^J^^fL*,^,

wither filter, because that might be too bright lookinj towards

tb4i horizon there.

8PACBCRAFT Roger. Spacelab for the SBPAC people. Marshall

ops, Spacelab here for the SEPAC.

Go ahead, Spacelab, this Is SEPAC.

SPACECRAFT Ok, your PO's up and running. Bill do you want us

to bring the MTV out of the (garble) now?

CUPCOM That's correct. To asmlth 190 COBI. -25.
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89hCBCBMf^ Ok, iift'r« getting eone gco4 electron precipitation

PAO Bill Taylor reporting that MPD arc jet ia visible,

SPACBCRAFT Ok, your looking ^it about the same thing you w^re
looking at before. Bill* Your going to have to crank for the
payload bay doors back there. If you guys can see the ^fFV» all
we've got is the aft bulk head of the Orbiter.

CAPCOM Spacelabf please put that at COSL of 0.

SPACBCRAFT Its coning straight up.

PAD Bill Taylor, Payload Control Center, asking Byron
to redirect the MTV camera so that it is pointing straight out
the top of the payload bay.

8PACBCBAFT And S6PAC, did you guys want the GPS panels to
inhibit in back during these experimental ops or not.

CAPCOH So Byr<Mi, thank you anyway. Now if you will put
the MTV back to asinuth 180 COBL 90, stow position, please.

8PACBCBAPT Ok, do you want to take a look at your BPA gun, or
are we just about off-sequence here.

CAPCOM No point in looking at EPA.

SPACl^HAPT Good. And Marshall Ops, Spacelab here for the ABPI
people. Steve, do you have any requests, any of those (garble).

CAPCOM ffould you, this is experiment 3, would please make
(garble) it off before sunrise which will be in about a minute?

'J^ :||p4tiOi»:^^^



iMwe vout calibration ciitve uf ther«. Tha i^t^i^tftc »«t tnat:



lllejlia li»«n yoii Isn xepe«e that swij^tbo^ ^frj^SL*?



i
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Monitoring tia^lint 802 india 000.

SflWIlCBAFT (garble) 000, Bill,

SPjlCBCiU^ aoho 802 echo 00 in an enabled timeline.

CAPCOM Kegative. India (garble) timeline, India.

PAO Byron l.ichtc'^bdrg running the fluid physics

^'^:^'^|^i<^i:t**iii^^^^^^^^

*:hili:::':iii:-'

CJ^PCOM And Spacelab for Byron. He* re getting terrific

live tV of that cartridge there, if you could lowr the^ ,

out of the field-of-view and get an outstandina image qualitv.

Okay, that beautiful, thank yoa very aiuch. And Owen, we'd liKe

Owen, we want you to OP RAO 21 if you haven't and we »ay loose

OCMB, this is sort of a bad pass for us. We nay have you for 10

i:i«lrf^:.sioe|^

tsAO Continuing to receive live downlink television,

experiment for it's upcoming operation*

CAPCOM Go ahead and reOP the RWJ again if you're copying

Spaoelfib. We've got a look again Spacelab and we're watching you

;5::^(^i;;'Vi^|eft>^^^

CAPCOM This is experiment 3 for Byron, when you have a

i!ii<WiMint*s

:liPi^;iCiiii

CAPCOH Okay, Byron. We would like to start a little

"S-:iiiltii,::;::'t^^

W9«ild like to uplink sometime when you have moment from (garble)
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CB>^f0St» hsA Sffme^XAb, thin is Marshall Ops. lf«r«
iiv:£er«st«d Ih XMrnifig nbtoh o£ you two 9uys will b« tuntilhf the

CAPCQpl fl|Mic»l«br SSPAC £oc Owen. Could you inhibit HBC

BV^CBCShFS hXid ^*^u nesn inhibited on the panel as well as in
''l^fiie);:;^^^^

CA9O0N yes# we want you to toggle that after the FO prep

real (garble) and we think we got everything inhibited at this
tiaWf better (garble) or so if there's any (garble) Istt us know.

ChKSm JUid Owen, we*d like for yoo to OP that MM again,

PAD (k»ntinuing dowhlink video of the crew preparing
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 1^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ W



ililiipli-i^

iiiiili

lil^jliiiiiii

Hi



8p«<s»l«bi lUirshall Op», for 47 »lnut«s w« «ay not

CJ^TCQN W* r«aa you loud ftiMS clear, »yron. lf«'r« not »u?«

tliit you copy u», how about, you copy ua» yet Bycon.

nv^CXCRMT Brewster do you have ccmtact up there?

P»D t» Mission Control Bouston. We»re having a

little difficulty raising the ship on air-to-ground X, because of

weak 8-Band signal strength. Could be a product of a hign

TnSllSaJlSn tSt the Orblter is at SifJ^^Hr^^LfluSbii'Sf

'

antenna pointing, or atmosphere conditions or any

clrcu«stinces that alght Inhibit the high quality MjJ^'w.r.
sUnal. But It doesn't appear to be any (garble) where "^^^^..^
fifSted and the IHCO herein the Mission Control Center. ^(garble)

trying to get a good lock on the signal. Mission elasped tl»e is

$ Says Thws 15 minutes. This Is Mission Control Houston.
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CAPCOIf ... inK or something and apply that to the end of

the oontalnee. 9ut okay» that was sonething much (garble).

SPACBCRATT Okay, roger. I looked at the sphere as^well but

was unable to generate any bubbles so to speak ot. The spherical

hou we»ra oolng to heat It up but I'll try and think of^soaethlng

of the bubbles coming back together so hopefully we'll have some

CApCOW Oh, that's really good news Byron. Thank you very

|cwiiii*i*5iiii

up? if you get live downlink I'll give you one or two shakes and

:l|«>u;^:iah:s^^

CAPCOM Great Byron. Thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Marshall OPS, quick about the SBPAC ops end

ASPI ops upcoming. Bill, question for you.

CAPCOM Yes, we're going to have the Pi enabled. We're .

going to lose you In about a minute and we'll be back with you In

:V;:'|b(#:ut:;:;^^^^^^^^

SPACiSCRAPT Just a question If there's any changes If the 225

, runs on AEPi SBPAC cause we don't believe we've got any on the

Irliiapr-iiiti^

CAPCOM And Byron, you can proceed on with experiment 25.

PUP This la Marshall Spaeelab Operations. 6 days, 2

hours, 3 minutes mission elapsed time. Loss of signal tn'fjf"
the Hawaii gtound tracking station. Anticipating reacqulsltlon

of signal this time with TORS In Just over a minute and • halt.

During that acquisition Dr. Jon vteeburg of
»«J}2«;i„£;fS*S;^his

laboratory in The Netherl«inds debriefed Byron Llchtenberg on his

liouid solid systems in 0 gravity environment. When we reacquire

•ilSal SyioS Hehtenberg olfered- to provide * *8««>««<^'ffi}22i2Lr.
phenomena they've been discussing if we acquire a

Ksiigiii=fe»tot



'^''''''iiii



Bawaii groimd tracking station in about 15 X/2 ttinutes. This is

ii''::i<ia#4i4feii>n-'o^

iiaiioir*"-^-iMI

/iiii4ftiii--viii»rav^"

«tiilotii»i''^^tftai^^^l^im^

filtacr in an att«»pt to gather information on nagnasiua ions in

:lHi^%irth»:sga€«oip
lia-iiitai'^^^^ihit^-^

|ipri:ii'»:t:S|^^^

sg|ifalt:^lor::>

^vi|^|jpii«int^

4

.;::(^;;:aiifai:fc^^

;«ta^|:-::^o*t--^^



ttBOtint of bubbles, as soon I atopg>ed, they (garble) generally one

CJ^PCON Okay, yea and that's understood. Another question.

Is whan you release the container to have it free Jloj^ij?

««id you didn't see any motion, or any affection the f"bbla

•otion. Did you see any residual motion on the container itseic,

f:5i|;;i:-:meihr

the motion of the container whatsoever, whan the bubbles were

the film gradient when you something that is needed already, xme
a (garble) or romething, and apply that to the end of the



fi#ility^ had exfirl^^
isohtiil IcOblefliir^^^^^^ A

iioi tbi cce^ that U

Insulted in 4isc^

ilitrijBient lts«lf^^^^^<^

il5 video ayncbco^
Spac^iab system
#5ii:tiiienti expe^^^

SnSSul eSs^r imlttfc^^^^^ a

liifmncad by the wa^ the layin| on^of th«
.

Mil S^Mpla^^
Irirta^at^^^^^^

5Scl hae been opefatirig^^^^^
^ bcieSly to thank^t^^^

V**? Sell* DC
Oarliott M
days/ I hour, 28 minutes mission elapsed time. This is Marshall

^:^^:;::|piee^lak>',

coiiiihu^
Sly^SHf^ pais w^^

t-iias a fair

titife runway 17 at idif

lli siandii^^^^

the extension dayi Eape<3ially R^
;:-::-^!lli$|edmii«»^itf

;:'::;5::Coii|ioi>^

lllliai^t^^^
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•tation «a th« Or*>lt«r and th© Spacelab lapve toward the end of

their fSth earth orhit. Onboard the spacecraft the crew Is _
iecheduled to be finishing MP with the ?<»n«uct of experiment 25

SPACBCRArP .ley, do you want ua to turn off the 22 power in the

CAPCOM That's afifir»ative. And guys we'll see you at

>«) This is Marshall Spacelab Opet'ationa. We have loss

of signal through the orroral Valley ground tracking station.

That a very brief pass of just about a »inute and 10 seconds, A

iSlet pass: only &»B»«nicatlon between CIC Bill Bach and the

crew was a question from Owen Garriott actually requesting

clarification of a natter related to experiment 22. Hext

* • e

BHD OP TAPS



'^f
- 'An<j" pat" bci^f ^/exchang©.^- between ^

; f:rpfes^or •

;

-Courle:®;* .r'-;

French experiiii#nt n^
tliankiM Owen Qiicridtt veiy lauolx, for his oper^tions^^ i: iq!:x:

rieSrert<3# to Co^«^

: : ttumyeE Itfs ' soi^t' of a; joke,: ;it n«tura|ly^ pt^^ci^^h^mmc
:' -YOii press :.^a{ip l «fit«t uf:>, ,

.So if :,yoa,.llke,:, It'S;: step ^212:.^.-i./^»
:. ^



rfchfbugh TWRSv i
liitlclPttint ca^
mirtutes thEQagh the qrr^0^^^^^

tracking station
iidili the c^^

aatertal science expec^^i

opecitions of anothe
laSuie. Tha
poiiowing the end Q
<)beratioivs Contioi
on how that opeci^t^^

Ixiier irtent is jJestgft^^
ayst^Ms in the near weigh
t»ti>i/i.dea by the N
Setheri^
he was here tn the Payi^

tbO tirteV^^^^^i^^^^^

iadiiitV baok on it

:^^Mr«an::-::e:it^f:iiiie-ttt^^^^^^

facility had exj^iriert^^^^^^^



CIsPiWBGilAiT A^^^^^q^^ the MSPR peoplei^

the inst
:j;;;:vs;:;;:.:|h:^

47 pictures, oc that they didn't set the camera properly?

( Ulke it is. We'll scratch our head a little bit longer, but just

K:*:;:"^k;'Mfee:riai:^:-sci

loo teai here in th«^^^^^^i^^

laj^t to scae of ticto

:.::E-sS::^:ipieelab^

;';^:€:--:;:v'<ayw^ Ok',":that^S:--Jus^



a^Jtlect ioiriavao



tile stcuctufe te^^^



ifjiiiiiiiiiili^
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CAPCOM Okay, we copy AEPI data and do you know about how

SPACBCRAFT Oh It was about I'd say 4 or 5 minutes

CAPCOM Okay, we copy. Thank you,

8PACBCRAFT Did he give you a time remaining on that tape
recorder or can you guys get it?

CAPCOM Okay, we've just rewound the w«pe and we wanted to
know what we ere going to gat when we dump it*

8PACBCRAFT Okay. Question for the MSDR people on the robot
eamera. We've got a VTS fault also but a question on ...



here. I'll be back to you wUh that information, as soon as i

happened, is somfehow a Cfommand came in to turn it on, when the
tt^ei; iWit^
::ba6k:;.;;of f:,^

'h«ye^^:^bee'rt^:::doing':::^ it;;;;:-

nay ^iist hi

'io|«::;tiiie;#:;;:;^

;::-hottr;«::;and;i-

•::tl»*v-»CM

with iyton Li
#hl«h is still not in^^^^^^^^^^^

thit fjipiriaw^
'ar<s:::':ihceigardv::

;ut|ti:l:-:its-;':nee<3

Lichtenburg^^^^W
iMBiy«iral usili^
double rack* H#* a cemoving a^^^^^

pr^vlously^^
difficuiii^ w^^

biKre appiitentiy^^^^^^i^

ooaCica that the reason that those lights ace on^ ace just a left



oif , i3»^cau$e tlta it back lo «le#p

3f<^ in a aidieritw^
the noaia

eon4itionin9» k««^in9 22 oooXed iihiXa its in tha «iclock.
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CKPCCM sp«celab, this is Harshall Ops, for Oven, tea,

:i ie^e a neswge from the 22 team, ana pcior to extending 22 Into

aoace at about I hour, 10 winutes, they do want you to do a right

serial, and I r.appose that the right serial message is the swae
^

one yoi hsve onb^d, but I'll read it to you anway. Its command

right 37100002. The 22 team also says that they would also like

io So this exposure on time, that is not 30 seconds «fly; Sf»«
of our previous runs have been going a little early on purpose.

SPACBCRHyr Ok, on time, and I'll g«t this command right in.

ChPCm Thank you very much, Owen.

mo or TAPS



1^1 list o«v, th*^^^^

to My th^^ aiii

1^ Vdlua© I of fc^^

iive io thrba#i th^
:j:<i^t-lion|:^i*»l

::ithat>ptj

:--io''^-;fot-^



illt light hand
nial-the bacK t#all oe^^^^^

liPcdnnfedtdc wHiih is

laJi-lPt^

iiifeedr^^ is t\jn thtough the

• lll'^A"-expetiaeftt^^::a6mm on^^
teSbve sample lM> whiGb has^

thtfd change, the th

fehe foltcwihg page^^

iike you to ptess, e
ICS piitei^ we^»^

ae^hd*.^ >^
liidet to i»eovi

de|:ta'':te»^^

Cot that activity

:;||rq«i; the;;::l:i

Cjirctw^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^

::pdint:'.:ia:..^«:V:Start:-i
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^ CAPCOM Hey, good news, okay, thank you, Bycon,

''^

SPACBCRAFT Mike, just another question on 33 here. Conf irn

Cor the, I have the switches set up now, power is on, motors and

standby, auto and P number /T is in auto. Confirm that Is the

way you guys want It, because I have camera, RCO, where t have

506 lights on.
,

CAPCOH Okay, I understand you have those lights on. I'm

going to get with the 33 team and find out the details of their

cycle InstrutJ^ion table. Ours in perhaps a little bit outdated

here, I'll be back to you with that information, as soon as I

SPACBCRATP Okay. .

6N0 CP TAPE



biibbie^ and there
vSu let it go

fhe o^^^^

Ail Se liquid iit^^ OT^^

vity carefiiliy ?rehecite^^ o

:-:^:;b»sbbie:-:;jfi^

{galblelateatic electric
80 I couldn't really do afcef 3

ilth an electrif ied^^^^c

iiid reie
ef ietjts of the c
think there's just too 1^^^

Itiat are generated by the^^^^^^l

juiit";t<»: ^

y^\;y«>«"very>a^

^radtent and i'ai^

;::;':tt;:::in^;:tH^



SPACBCRABT (Garble) now I feavp a quest ion fot nous ton (gar b2e)

••apaGeiab;' aic-to-^

SPACIC^FT A little while ago you asked us to txxxn of f^the^

ppwet^^ to the subsequent GDO whi^h w

ojcdec to conserve power. When we do that, it turns out that OP

iiibiyStein DOO to both the subseqjient Momputer aR<3 the ex$>erimen

t

<3^^ut^ otaer to dp

thi p^
jiiife clear Dbo ar^
will say, power adequately rather than turning the power ODO

:.;keyb0*ra^Vswl^^^

SPACECRAFT Marshall C^s
problewV I have a qu

::-CAPCOM':^\::;^;:^

«ttitu4er there' s 33 operatioiis scheduled here pretty soph, and
do 5^ wah^

Si^itth and ilvM Ihai*^
i^jr^^^^y^^^

the 6m |>psition ah
;::;:iigh|S::-:;p^

••:r-CAP<;^^

^'-'CAP<:0M'^^^

W^opii^t&t^ artd^^lhstructidn-table^r
hPrtihal laundh doesh' t^^

tight away sithou^^^



liki fo#fou to he

CAPCOM y^s, in answer to your question on the DDO we would

lllce to have that^^^^ p^

wi«S like fot you to power it off* We understand that you're



STS*9 AiR/GRC^

WM5 t^lJi is Mission
iel ta9U{»B between Mission Cdnferol^^ a the Orbiter flight

<iteok . m exchange of a ign i f icant i nfor fflation ^ Just ver i fying
thet good coaiitt links existed between the Orbiter and the OHP
stat ions at Madr id and Indian Oaean, Handover has occur red in

the Mission Cohtrol Center and on the flight deck of colurabia.

Mission Pilot Brewster Shaw havin^^

ol duties in the flight d^^
Center Plight birector John Cox an«3 his Orbit 2 Teai have assumed
ibelc^eitiohe in relief of the offgbJng teaot . The Change-bf *•

Ihift Preaa Conference and^^^B

bireotbr Chtick Lewis and with Mis H«pry Craft is to

bccttjc oh^ t^ in the Johnson Space
Gehter Newsroom, building 2 135. we'll acquire signal
through TORS in 35 ininutes* The next UHf pasS fbr the Orbiter is

in 41 minutes mission elapsed time. 5 days, 23 hoiirSr 51 minutes
this i^^^

Vio This is Mission Control, Houston. Columbia on the
descending node of orbit 97. Presently over the southern portion
of the Indian Ocean. Just as a note of interest/ the Oribter iS

in daylight now, only about 15 or 20 minutes but of every hour
ahd 30 minute revolu
bf seasbnai changes of the^^^^g^^

the oebitet
#ili cbhtinbe^^

20 hourt when the orbiter 's in
will still bVer f ly the shadowed «»ife of the ear th but in such a

ishher fcbat the vehic
be in cobstab

t

vehicle's in shsdows will CO
tile 5 days/ |3 hburs/^^^^^^5

:ab^«itbh/:;-:-;:'K

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 6 days/ 2

6

ninutes m^siort elapsed time, stan^^^^^^

signal with si>acelab through t^ and data relay
sateiiite in just unde
we have some traffic for the crew from the Payload Operations
Control Center adjusting some <, = the material science operations
to get the m^^

bperating again and ct-lw^

22. Additionally, some life sciences operation scheduled with
,:masi :,:di SccijaBina^

GA^fCmv^^V-
for-ibbttt v5:4 :::mih«t
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hoar s , 44 IBInw
cOfWiunidatione wit-h Spacelab through the tracking and datt relay
satellitev Antiqip»€ing^ e of signal with the
Spacelab at about 41 and a half minutes again through tdrs.
IDuring the last pass Vlf , correct lOhr WubbO^^^ (^^^ the
Payload Operations Control Center worked with Bob Parker aboard
Spacelab in atteroptlng to perform some inflight maintenance on
the black and wh i te earnera packrfi Im pack, for the metric earner «i

which is experiment 33 >- an aerial survey camera that is being
used Oh this mission to assess the feasiblity of using this type
oi technology in gatherin the earth's surface for
making better maps of the surface of the earth, The problem
which <>ccur red yesterday was^^^^^^^^^

Packer using so©e procedures that? were de^
<gfround during the^^^^^^^l^ the grd«n4
by both alternate Payload Specialists. Parker used these
prooedures to dismantle the I iiim pack^^^^^i^ darkroom in
the middeck of the brbiter. that darkroom some
sleep restraint and a curtain and then do soni« work with the film
pack and then he reloaded the film pack with the same film.
Brought it back into the module and tested it oiit* the
film has been freed there is a little difficulty in getting the
takeup spool to keep up with the film advance. However, Parker
reported aftet running some tests that apparently by
assisting the takeup spool along they will be able to continue to
|use this film pack now to take pictures ^^^^^w^ that about
-1/2 Of the number of
pack hot been repaired H they will be
able to use the
sone 9i>od news fo the eJtpe riraeht 33 tearn here in the Payload
Operations Control Center ,

^^^ M^
worked sc»Be experiments ih the Space Piasm^^^^

orbiter attitude was^^^ s^
facilitated operatioh of SEPA^^^ 2 ahd the SEPAC
research team here in the t
teiiijpted to exercise
of some difficulties they have b^
iiectroh beam acclerator^ ind
diagndstiG arc|et was operat
coarounicatthg thrbugh the
Of the heatirtg eiemerit f

expeciro^ht 3 was a
general purpose ope those operatiohs designed^^^^^ t
at a number of thiripv^^^^^^^^^ t^^^

accelerations- ;but'ais





finally figured <?wt^ ii<i^^^

like you to connect that to , l*t jne sift r VlfR na«ber 1. In fact

Wf^l<l 4oiiif that^^^^

roiiitliig fofe you

:^c«^y;^^:aii::'Of::;

they took away the^^^e

:-;:here: to;;v^-;'hii«^ /Cosipiete. f :; ;:
::A;'V:

CAfCOM Byroh^ we've learned frciB the SEPAG im
needn't route SEPAC analog anyplace. All the information they
want from this test is BSiO data for tfoubleehootih^
Ycondition of their tCf

I
routev:tEPAe:5:il^

:::ipAi|CiiAirp

/SiAC^It^

;;::iS?/w:ecr^



CAPCOM Right. Me need the MTV switch swltchea to enable

Srtd eo^
;J^^•:.:then^;::;We^

llj?^ciu^i1' OKay* ^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^

;:|eif;:^:evt^

::cApeoM-;:'

there.

CiupCOM tea, syron, you're getting Wha should. T^^^

SBPAC team confirms 6>ar good data and the^^ be

working th HPD mode at^^^ l^
^:there?v;-:;::::^

GAPCSaW Proa the^^^^^

lookittg back at ty aft bulk

;;>;crahk::';*iah^^

;::'CAPC0H-::^':-^

:|;erattks-ivy

pl^y that'^her^

intd nianual^^^^^^^g

o-;:yOu:;;<3an-:^^dQ;^

lo^iS^AClGRAFT



the -^i^^^^

3?^And we also see that w« have VITR nunbet I on record and

that's where we're capturing happy data.

looking around the pallet and seeing what's wki^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ g^^^^^



^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

stand by Byton. We'll check with SEPAC,

:-iBi^tii6»:.":-^^

CAPCCW Real good. All AEPr wants to do is t

their equlpraent in the locks usln
which is their general purpose containination PC. And the time at

which they want to begin their run^^

^lihutesv They sugge^
^t an exposure time of 08 and PCA filter of 5 5 7 7. Ana tnen

Steve Heiide notes that if the SE^^^^^^

realirf
Theft 10 lititoes iiitec, I'w^^^^^^^^i^^^

iifcel: i this is a fu
ftiniites* Thev also h6M^^^

lilise suilltivitsellct
:lt;rGaimer^^

•^eAPCOM-^^^

':'irpde^s::::if;:^^^^

oh- 'inhibit

::'Ok|yV'^-':tl»A^

::Pkay':BrV6hr

;<yiPC0M,:::n:::^
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ipfehint «l8eV By
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lisaii th*t yow^^^^^^^c^^^ take airi indef Ittttely 1^

to^switch the 6?^ switch on the ro»eo 5 luXlet pinel to ihh lb tt
auvl then swi toh 1 1 b|c to endbXe^ WOuid you please do that now?

y<*« to c

4l«flay it^ It^

ICpcOM ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 8 that stop number pleaie Byron * is it

you fOi>y that it^ i^
siti^up th^

::::tun;::inaefInite^^^

:-little-:aiSt6rte<a*^^^^

CAPCOM 1 think that's a gre
vfery good«

:::b«int^:*n<|-:-work'





^'-m^^^^^^^ Hey ; tec r i Cic Syr btt V How we heyIng some mesaagee

C5dii0e^nlf\^ SSPm par t of the cun , i f yp« ' te ready to copy

th<>se^ thle is elearly^^ j

; ::tea4iy ,^ ;g Ive^: me -a:; ehout;.

:

85*^:^ jwicdnd secies of pictutes

iiot auo^



;«<>::; w« ve': «»t«bilSh«d "^^^

S^ACSCIUirr (garble) hap|>ens to 33r is

ktbiii*'::;::.;::;:

dlMWJBCiUMre^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^

ioiMthing got btoken inside. Xet me ask you a questidhr can you

asMss how many pictures you can take before you have to stop the

ciui^ra, «n4 1^^^

^<mf<^ Ybtt can give just a release, for one
Ipidtttrc^ and try out to give just a few, like 3 or 4, and try to

tIgJiten theii the takeup reel op aanually , over

.

'5aui^r''-'-MrvO heat<Br;:':ctij:r^nt--^at-^

tliilBysteiiji^h^

s^::^iK*k;::|ith:-|
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feeling that if sowethin^^^

Id, fc>i: th« fclife be
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CAPCOM And the Input that your going to need in step 2 is

the type message which I can read to you now. it's type A-"

SPACeCRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Ready to copy.

SPArsCRAPT (Garble) just give me the model number TO time and

the inhibited timeline,

CAPCOM Right. The model number is 11, the TO time is 338-

I5t38j00. Sieca 02 inbia 00.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCOM Next, we do have PCS changes before FO prep start

which WAS as Collows. The first PCS change is item
fJ^a'??.

«
.

enter, item 10 space 0,1 enter. Also do not select smow, >.hat is

^;-:;:::'ni|ilf^;^

SPACECRAFT I COpy.

CAPCOM Okay, the second PCS change is item 5 1.6 enter and

the third thing is to inhibit exception monitoring as follows.

Item 15 EBA then item 16 INH, then item —

/SPACECRAFT Am I (garable) , just give me the 5th joint

I inhibited, that aught to do it.

CAPCOM Real good. The things we want inhibited are BBA,

HVC, MPD, PWR, VGP, MTV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy. You want the echo bravo aipha,

(garble) to Charlie, Mike poppa delta, poK>a whiskey romeo, delta

DBP poppa, mike taylor victor.

CAPCOM Okay, before the SBPAC run, aiso I have a note

here, we should op RAU 21 Just before you start the SEPAC run.

1^ jiglltt penei, If* ne«d to«
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CAPCOM That's before PO prep start message.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand.

CAPCOM And a final few notes Is 3 minutes after the PO

prep start message at the RSJ panel. We need the GPS switch set

to inhibit and then iiraied lately switched back to GPS enable.
After a few seconds we»d like you to repeat that switch to

Inhibit then GPS to enable. And we also have a caution here from
the SBPAC team that you* re not to do that GPS switching when the

HVC»« aw 1 through 6 are turned on by software.

SPAC^RArp Okay, you were broken on that 1, Mike, Say again

auKX3M Okay, that was just a caution .that you*r^ not to do

that switch clicking when the high voltage converter switch Is 1

through 6 or turned on by software.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Lets see and make sure I understand, before
the FO prep start BBC to Inhibit (garble) after the prep start
run GTS to Inhibit then back to enable.

CAPCOM That's affirm. In addition to th<s HVC to inhibit
we also wanted the monitor TV to inhibit*

SPACECRAFT Okay, that (garble) needs to be switched on first

and then back to Inhibit or just leave then In Inhibit?

CAPCOM So, I think you can just leave them In Inhibit the

whole time and yeah, I think just Inhibit will be fine. We'd
also like you to do a couple other things.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM When you get your T»0 message at the RSJ panel,

could you please switch the MTV to enable and be sure the MTV
c<mtrol switch is on AOTO* hn4 when you've got that done, wt

have a couple another things. We'd like to GPS switch to Inhibit

and then right away awltch it back to enable. That Is recycling
the GPC condition. This is part of a software and hardware

dould y^ y«t try it again. Tbat l» switch CBPS to inhibit then

fceli^M swii^h it baqk to And if ^smeiwe's ay|U«ble
-4^- .liiii: ^*;-l©i^-':iii'-d ^ a,3tito.':be: intejr«stlng. ln-l*afnlng;:: if

,W. , ,

;
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viewport or else on the MTV screen when it's dark. They're
really interested in finding out if we're getting any power to
the heater at all during test of this sort.

SPACBCRAFT Roger, I understand, x'a sure we can do that.

CAPCOM Okay, terrific, Byron. Now we have some messages
concerning the SEPAC part of the run if you're ready to copy
those. This Is clearly going to take 2 or 3 crewman but you guys
seem to be able to handle that sort of thing.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I ' 11 tell you what, t 'm going to get the
BCAS in and you're talking about the ABPZ part of the run, I

CAFCON y«B, I mean the jsecond part o£ the AF-PI part of the

SPACECRAFT Okay* juist give me 1 minute here, okay?

CAPCOM Yes, sure, right. Whenever you're ready give me a
shout.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the second series of pictures of 33 was not
successful either In having the take up reel turn.
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CAPCOM And Spac«lab, Marshall OPS for Bob.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Bob.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Byron.

SffACBCRAPT Roger, go ahead Bill. Bob's right In the middle of

ohanglng the £ll» iBaga«lne. Go ahead Bill.

CAPCOM t0», we understand. That readout on the TPR

Mssage is llaa 7 yankee. That's where the sync signal comes for

SPACBGRAFT Okay, ll»a 7 yankee. That's the yellow panel there

down at the bottom which has the rack air valves In It.

y#i^#coii:;^

8PACECRAPT We'll put It In work and by the way, it's a

Phillips head screwdriver arid not a torque tool.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1. Missed the

liOS call. We'll see you next at Madrid 23 22.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this Is Marshall OPS for Byron and for

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead Mike.

CAPCOM Yes, rl^ht. About that lima 7 yankee panel, too

ave surprised that video sync through our HBFtBXBS on that aide

Sf SpacSlab but If we could, could we aak you to put that aside

Cor the tine being and get a joint FO started. We've just

learnad in the last few minutes that

Sis Spcoilng night time pass which Is about 20 minutes from now.

i^T^^ P/ca^^iv What I gueaa we'd Oi?fa toj^ t« to get

^^f^SyiTa^ wi^^^^^^^^ few note. Jf'^^'^J^
• -ftlia-'iM*'©^^ -.ea^^^fl4«i*t .dikta,: 'f lit. will;, bt,,

liii fci^ »ad: I cm ifim .y^ jE^e:::timeS; rights n^^
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^ SPACBCRAPT Okay, I»» go ahead and copy for Owen, Stand by

CAPCOM Sure will Byron. Thanks a lot,

SPACECRAFT CSCC's takeup reel is not running properly.

CAPCOH Bey, that is^good news. That sounds really good.

Bow laany pictures will you take?

SPAClCRArr segative, negtative. It's not running properly.

CAPCOM Oh, it's not running. la it not running at iall.

8PACSCRAPT It*s running very intermittently. The film supply

reel runs properly but the takeup reel is running very
tnteraittently. Maybe once or twice out oC 5 pictures.

SPACECRAFT It seens to be running much £aster than the supply

CAPCOM Okay, stop the camera then off.

CAPCOM And I have these messages for Byron or Owen when

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll be with you. Just one sec please.

SPACECRAFT And if it's any help it should be noted^that the

film cover red dot does not quite close properly on this

CAPCOM Okay Bob. We copy that one and we have a question
ft^H^-w»i^>^^':y^^
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CAPCOM Okay Bob i.nd then you can try again to start the

SPACECRAFT Okay Matahall ops, Spacelab here. PS (garble)

::::^5-;:;;:;^rea#^

CAPCOH Real good Hyson, Bere*8 some notes first of all on

the upqoHiing 8BPAC run. The run is to be done using page

oheokiist 4 «hioh is nanual OPS without STi:«. The ...

CAPCON Tha input that you»re going to need at step 2 is

CAPCOK Ready to copy?

SPACECRAFT Oo ahead and give me the TO, just give »e those,

the model number, TO time and the inhibited timeline.

CAPCOM Right. The model number is 1 1. The TO time is 3

:;:iiBi:^^<>F::?TjiPi

I
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CAPCOM Ovar. (garble) The next thing 1 need is a close
0, 7, 2 , 0 , 2, 7.

SPACBCRAPT 0, 7, 2, 0, 2, 7.

CAPCOM CocL'ect. I should now check to see 1£ you have unv
OPS lamp flashing?

CAPCOM Ho UBV lamps. Okay, Just a second Bob. Okay, Bob
the M*t thing we need is a staet UHV, enter.

SPAQBCRAPT Okay, start usv, enter, (garble)

CAPOOM W9y, real good. We have indication on our data
flcHf, tha PSV is working, what's the status to the tlHV OPS lamp,

SPACBCRAPT (garble) ON.

CAPCOM A good, that agrees with out data, thanks alot Bob.

PAO That procedure designed to bring one of the
Baterial science single experimejnt back on line.

SPACBCRAPT Alright now, I'm back on the headset, sorry about
that, I just didn't have a headset back here. We're running
aborts Anything else for me Mike?

CAPCOM Okay, stand by just a moment. Spacelab this is

CAPCOM tmm Bob, we condsider here that the best test would
b« ^;<r> >to ahead and put the magasine which you have now, on the
<>iiW£:* -'aiid^:.|tt^^

SPACBCRAPT Okay, do you want to do this manually, with 33
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CAPCOM That'8 affirmative, however, I have a much bigger

tool, than you have out there, and th*» camera here is not fully

loaded with the film, we cannot really see whether you should be

able to turn it. The camera however, should be able to turn it,

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll try that again, (garble) and turning

the and aeedlng through, I was jast pushing on the take up reel,

»• long as I was holding the locking bar down, and It was

garble) off of the supply reel* unlesJa there Is something jammed

up with thpse rollers, themselves. It ought to be working.

CAPCOM Go ahead Byron,

SPAC8CRAPT Okay Bill, Ulf and I are here looking at the 101

now procedure. And you guys (garble) L7 yankee, Cor the 101

which Is at Spacelab rack, you know the rack air cooling valve

:;;;p|^

CAPCOM Byron, there's a little disagreement here. I

VJ believe the panel that they want Is above the pSf» I'm not

absolutely sure of that. And we're going to check that out with

the lOl people, and see If that's exactly what they want,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Hike, (garble) POCC, I put this on, I'm

having to turn the drive mechanism on the camera about a 1/2 turn

olockwlse to match up with the position of the same (garble) on

the drive, having to turn the drive, here on the magaslne about

1/2 turn clockwise to match up theposltlpn of the drive here on

CAPCOM Okay, Bob I think that's okay, but stand by here,

normally the camera will lateh automatically In the end drive
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SPACECRAFT ... it ojppeared to that the twin rolUrs, the

Dceaaure rolls is the reason I couian't release them was that

they had I actually count of 14 rolls of film wrapped around

thJL so after we^ut those off in the^light, it^was a simply

jMitter as Wubbo suggested to go back and reload it. It has now

CAPCCW Bob, do I understand that you alread reloaded the

:::|:ifa0le:;^^^^^^^^^^

CAPCOH Do X understand that you reloaded the film in th«

SPACECRAFT That is affirmative, 1 took in,
f
f

^JJ^^??^;*
% and shut it thru and shut it thru and taped it on to the pick

5p Spool! Jtod then rolled it about 10 turns. It appears to be

working ok.

CAPCOM Ok, Bob, and could you do a simple check with the

looking device at the drive shaft on the magazine to try if

turned that counter-clockwise, whether you can move the film,

!|jpfta!^Rki^:;'^

PHO Bob Parker inidicating that he had managed to free,

or apparently free the stuck film and reload the magazine.

SPACECRAFT (garble) counter-clockwise as I look down at it,

::|-|g|t?^li:ifl

CAPCOH «iat's affirmative, and do it several times Bob.

PAO How running a check by attempting to . . .

CAPCOM Ok, guys i think you did a marvelous Job there, you

::|i»id^::ii||^

)
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^ CAPCOM Ok, and Spacelab for Bob and Olf , be advised that

you havo to leave the shaft in the position indicated on pa9e 33

:::::;:;:;::':.:;deit

SMCBCRAFT Did you cqpy though it only turned about a half a

turn ot a turn and then stopped.

Ch3Ki<M Ok, Bob, we copy, you say you do half a turn and

CAPCOM Ok, wait we qot to try you the same thing, over.

And 3je>«oelab, this is Marshall Ops for Byron.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Michael.

CAPCOM Yes, while we're waiting on wubbo to pick up that

tool, wo* re trying that same film advance activity right here on

our own magaslne here in the POCC. Wonder if you could go the

II8DR, central control consol and give us a few keystrokes. Now

that we've done the troubleshooting on the* IHF power supply, we

want to put the UHV back into action and wha^t I'm going to ask

you to do is just give some keystrokes, if you'll go over there

.::^::5-pliis|i;.:

SPACfiCRAFT Ok, Standby a sec.

CAPCOM Sure, no rush

SPACECRAFT Ok, Mike, go ahead, go slow, ok.

CAPCOM Ok Byron, the first thing we need is ai% open 102444

SPACECRAFT Ok, open 1024444.

CAPCOM That's what we want, can you read back the line 8

mid then when we verify it, ask you to give you an enter.

StACtCRAFT Sure. Ok, you've got 10 on the bottom line, we're
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\ CAKXm It«iil 9ood and you can ent«c that, the next thlno t
Ii**<l-;,t8,,:;a^^^^^^^^

102442;

CA^OK 1?hank you very nmch, you can ontet that. The next
tbiiig X nead is a oXoae, 072027.

072027,

I
'I:

W
If:

ft
If:

I

•11
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SPACBCftAFT 5 23 27 i« still « good n«neuv«r / corr«ot7

CAPCOK That* 8 a£ficii and that's what wtt sa«d to hlii this

$FftC8G»Mir Okay so «y n«xt iwinauv«r is at 22 38 which is^an
^

ln«rtlal manauvar. Than following ona aftar that will ba at 5 21

CAPCOH that** affirnativa. And Brawstar s got anothar

•-^<3liiil§a:::th

pjlO This is Mission Control at 5 days, 22 hours, 25

ninutas. Columbia has pasaad bayond tha ranga eC tha Yarragadaa
tracking station, Wastarn Australia* And wa'ra about 20 winutas

bafora out naxt contact That will ba through the tracking data^

yelay satallite Anothar 38 minutes before our next UHP site and

, that would be over the Nila station. This is Mission Control.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations. 5 days, 22

hours, 45 minutes mission elapsed time. We*re standing^ bi^, for

ceaoquisition of signal with Spacelab through t!;a tracking and
d«ta relay satellite, both S-band communicat ions and K-band data
from the Spacecraft in just under a half a minute. Spacelab
approaching the end of orbit 96. Swinging up toward the united
States. Onboard Spacelab Bob Parker scheduled to be continuing
with maintenance operationa on the Spacelab metric camera film

pack and the crew should be finiahlng their daily planning
activities, the blue shift. And here in the Payload Operations
Control Center the blue shift has assumed control from the red

:;|ibiit*^
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Ckfcm Okay Olf and probably you could help hi« also with

BVACaCftJUrT okay, dob is opalng back with.tha iM^aslne hart*

SPACtCiUUrr »lth any lack wa can gat lots of pictaras of clouds

CAPCON naal food Bob. Yes, mayba wa'll gat a lot of

plcturas of clouds toiBorrow. What»8 the state of that

stagasina. Wubbo and I and everybody here are anxious to hesr how

it ifettt with that film replace«ent business.

. SPACICRAFT Ba'll tell you when he gets to Munich.

CAPGOH (liaughtar) . Okay, we copy.

gPAClCRAPT (Qsrble) . As you «lght well imagine Kike having

probably done this yourself, it's even wore fun up h«c« *nd with

sleeping bags flopping all over you and spools rattling around in

8PAib|iCitAPt you were supposed to clean your bunk out first Bob.

BPJibKBAPT Oh, I dtdn»t read that step but the

appeared to be that the (garble) the pressure (garble) the reason
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i>ft,0 About to cross the equator on the descending node

of that ocbit out ovec the Indian Ocean. In recent comiiunication

<f»rtn^ the last TOBSS or during the last 08P aites of the TDRSS

pass, there was some communication about equallaing the pressures

and the usage in the 3 remaining usable cryogenics storage tanks

for liquid oxygen and hydrogen that are used as fuel cell

eeaetants. The tanks 4 and 5 have been emptied so far during the

flight and a little eacllei. on this flight control team shift,

they closed those down, shut the heaters off in them, and they

will be usim tanks 1 through 3 for the liquid hydrogen, liquid

oxygen usage for the remainder of the mission. There was also

scaw discussion about powering down a data display unit keyboard

for anerfy saving reasons and Orbite" steros generally are doing

very well. Jifc«>ut the only problems be handled here du^-ing the

nlqht have been some minor troubleshooting J'tems with Spacelab

yafcams that continuing the observation of the performance of the

r«pote acquisition units data handling hardware in the Spacelab

systaas and similar items, 5 days 22 hourf 10 minutes, this is

Mission Control Houston. This is Mission Control Houston at 5

4«ys 22 hours 21 minutes, we're coming up on acquisition through

Tarragadae, a OHP only pass could have some communication with

tha Orblter hare but it's a very low elevation pass maximum

alavation 1 degree.

SPACBCRAFT Houston, Columbia, through Yarragadee, how do you

read?

CAPCOM Roger, Brewster we've got you loud with a loud

background noise. We think there's some interference plus we got

a vary low elevation pass on Yarragadee this time.

8PAC1K:iapt Okay, are we going to do a trim burn?

Cf^PCCM That's a negative* We have postponed the trim burn

to 4 days 15 hours 40 minutes and we'll have more on that later,

SPACBCRAPT Okay.

CMPCOM And Brewster, if you got your attitude timeline

out, I've got a couple of things I want to make sure we're in

sync on. Page 5-22 first.

SPACBCRAPT Okay, that's a good place to start. I've got some

questions here myself.

CAPCOM Okay, let me give you my one thing and then fire

tarn your questions. The DAP change that is listed for 5 days

2339 shbula be cancelled.

SPACECRAFT Okay, dc«i't go to DAP B8 then, at (garble)



I

mm---9 kiR^mxxm w tToai 33tai»ot la/ot/es page 2

CKKXm 3litt*s sfficai. Cto «h«ad with your gu«8tions ana we
got about a ninuta laft.

SPACiCBAFT Okay, what'a tha naxt aaneuver right after that?
What's the tirae of the manauvar?

CAPCC3M Tha iiaxt nanauver is 6 days 0 hours 20 minutes.

mkJECmrt Okay, so we - John had written in a target 2 body
vector 5 4S 353 3S3 into the slot at 6 00 20 is that not good or
not? ^

CAfCOM Kagativa. if i were to put that in any slot, i
would 9Ut It In the 5 23 29 slot because that slot has been
eaneallad and the 5 23 27 maneuver should take its place,

BWmmWT Okay, 5 23 27 is still a good maneuver, right?

CAJ?C^3II

last pass.
That's affirm, and that's what we read to them this

SMCICRAFT Okay, at 5 23 27 Is a DAP Al and that's the target

nm Of TAPE
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CAPCOM And Spacelab, be advised we're going LOS in about
30 seconds. Good rooming, you guys.

SPACECRAFT Mike, we'll see you when you come back over The
camera is out and we*re already to go on 22*

CAPCCM4 Real good. And we're getting TV right through the
end*

CAPCCM Okay Spacelab for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Heyi that's good.

CAPCCM Spacelab Cor Bob, be advised that your procedures
are up there/ Ul£ has them, over.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations, at 5 days 22
hours 4 minutes, mission elasped time. He have loss of
communications with Spacelab through the tracking and data relay
satillite. Anticipating reacquisltion through the satillite in
about 41 1/2 minutes. The next acquisition with the Orbiter,
however, is a UHP only pass through Yarragadee, which will have
c«wunications between the flight deck and Mission Control
Center. No communications anticipated between Payload Control
and the Spacelab, during that pass. During the last acquisition
of signal, we received some television from the habitable
module. We , onboard the shift handover apparently underway as
all four payload crewmembers are up. Three of them at this time
in the module. All except. Mission Specialist, Bob Parker, who
is in the middeck area of the Orbiter working an attempted repair
on the metric camera film magazine, that's the black and white
magailne which experienced sc^e problems earlier in the
mission. That magasine is apparently is jammed. Here in the
Payload Operations Control Center, the KJCC (garble) and the 3,

33 research team, have had their heads together over the past two
shifts, in an attempt to develop a work around for that* That
work around was tested here on the ground with the alternate
Payload Specialist, and onboard Spacelab at this time, the crew
is attempting to use the procedures develop on the ground to
correct the problem with the magazine. That involves setting up
a makeshift darkroom on the deck of the Orbiter, removing? the
film if necessary from the magazine and then transporting the
magazine to the Spacelab where it can be looked over in light and
also where television of the magazine can be transmitted to the
Payload Control Center in attempt to determine specifically what
the problem is. Here in the front room, Wubbo Ockles, alternate
Payload Specialist, has a iKickup of that magazine and has been
nforklng vith Bob Parker as he goes through the procedures, this
enabling Ockles to attempt to simulate any difficulties that
Parker may be experiencing onboard. Also onboard Spacelab, the
Payload specialist Byron Lichtenberg in the module setting up for
experiment 22 operations. Continuation of those operations that
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began yesterday on the blue shift. Ulf Heibold working with the

fluid physic wodttle at the mater iai science double rack, doing
soMMi ajpfarent clean up operations following use for that
experiment eguip«ent tc conduct investigations pre 28. Upcoming
here at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, is the dally
Spacelab Science Briefingi with Or. Charles R. Chappellf Mission
Scientist, and Dr. Karl Knott, he's the Project Scientist. That
briefing scheduled to begin at 9i00 a.m. central standard time,

building 2, room 135 here at the Johnson Space Center. 37
minutes until reacguisition of signal through TDRS with Spacelab,
at 5 days, 22 hours, 8 minutes, mission elasped time. This is

Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO Tliis is Mission Control, the Columbia, on Orbit '1

about to cross the eguatcc on decending note of that Orbit, out
over the Indian Ocean. In recent ccxarounications during the last

TDRS pass, or during the last OHF sights of the TDRS pass, there
was some conmunicatlons about equili zing pressures and the usage
in the 3 remaining-

—

BHD or TAPE
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CAPTOM Okay Olf, and I just wondered whether Bob had just
a second to listen.

SPACECRAFT Yes Wubbo, well I'm trying very hard at the moment
to keep from having to cut the filni. I've got the takeup reel
out but there's a iam deeper within the magazine which I haven't
figured out a way of working around yet.

CAPCOM Okay Bob. You know about the, you found the bar to
release the brake.

SPACECRAFT I found the bar but it doesn't seem to be releasing
anything. No,

CAPCOtf Bob, if you push that bar away' from you with your

thumb towards the wall of the magazine it should release the
breaking action of the 2 rolls through which the film is going
to.

SPACECRAFT OPS, Spacelab PS2.

CAPCOM Good morning Byron.

SPACECRAFT Good morning Mike

,

CAPCOM And good morning from the red team. We're still
here.

SPACECRAFT Good morning Chuck. Row are you all doing?

CAPCC»< Just great. We had a super day.

SPACBCRAPT Good. I'm about to run 22. Are there any changes
caning up this next observation.

CAPCOM Affirm. First of all we'd like the 22 operation to
take place about 30 seconds early just as we were running that
last shift. That 30 second's evldentl/ a helpful delta and the
second note which we just got frcMn the .12 OPS team is that they'd
like you to power the whole experiment off at the end of the next
exposure. That is to say about 22 hours and 30 minutes. 'Riat's

for some thermal conditioning. They'd like it to run a little
cooler than it presently is.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wilco,

PAO Byron liichtenberg now on duty in the habitable
BMadule* Has a personalized uniform shirt ...

/CAPCOM And Spacelab . .

.
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SPACECRAFT Wubbo, how much, how much complication (garble).

We're not getting very far on this locking bar.

CAPCOM Okay Bob. Say that again. You were broken up.

SPACECRAFT Ju3t tell me relatively easy to rethread the film
if we have to cut it.

CAPCOH Yes Bob that's affirmative. That is relatively
easy especially because you've ...

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay go.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to cut it. It's clearly wrapped

around the rollers down here as well and the, and this locking

bar isn't getting anywhere,

CAPCOM Understand Ulf , Bob. Just cut it and take it back
to the spools and put it i'n the sleeping bags. That's it. You
can go with the empty magazine towards a lighted area to look at

it.

PAO Wubbo Ockela here in the Payload Control Center

working with Bob Parker as they work through the trouble
procedure, troubleshooting procedure on experiment 33 's film

nagasine, the black and white magaiine. Ockels has a mockup of

that magazine here in the front room of the POCC and can simulate

any of the activities that Parker is attempting on orbit.

Meanwhile inside the habitable module, Ulf Merbold working with
the fluid ^ysics module and Byron Lichtenberg, Owen Gar riott

also, inside the laboratory module.

SPACECRAFT Marshall we just got a 23 shutter open message.

CAPCOM Yes, we've copied that Kessage. We're going to

tell the 23 team and try and handle that from down here Byron.

SPACECRAFT Pallet hatch is ccMSing open.

PAO Byron Lichtenberg wearing a personalized crew

uniform shirt - and unofficial hop and drop shirt. That
reference to the 104 experiment, one of the life sciences
experiments being carried out on Spacelab 1 mission.

CAPCOM And Spacelab be advised we're going LOS in about 30

•econds. Good aorning to you guys.

SPACECRAFT Mike we'll see you when you come back over the

hill. Caioera's out and we're already going 22.
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Rttal good ana we're getting TV eight through theCAfCOH
end*

CAPCOM

SPftCBCRAPT

CAPCOM

BtiO OF TAPE

Okay Spacelab for Bob.

Hey that *B good.

Spacelab for Bob be advised that your ...
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SPACECRAFT Houston, I'm not (garble) Spacelab, they're all
busy changing the film out in the bunk, and 2 out of the 3 of
theai are at least up here, I think the other is maybe enroute.

CAPCOM Ok, John. AlA we wanted to do is pass a word to
the Spacelab crew, that we would like them to turn the subsystem
DDS Off by using the power DDU keyboard switch on the DOS
itself. This will help us to cool down tha fceon loop back,
there and also your trim ...
8PACBCRAPT Ok, Brian, this is Owen (garble) speaker mike and I
heard you there, and I will turn off the subsystem DDU.

CAPCQM Roger, Owen, and you can turn it back on when you
need it, but we just would like to keep that off when your not
using it. And also for John, the trim 3 burn is cancelled.

SPACECRAFT Really, boy that must be a good orbit.

CAPCON Roger, I shouldn't have said cancelled, its been
postpone. We're looking to another trim burn at 6 days, 15
hours, 40 minutes, and we'll have more on that later.

fPACECRAFT Ok.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, if you don't have anything
more Cor us, I'll turn the loop back over to the Gipps.

SPACECRAFT Nope.

P*0 Payload Specialist Olf Merbold now also returned to
the module having retrieved a teleprinter message from the
silddeck and is returning to continue his work with the Rater ials
science double rack fluid physics mod'i'.e.

CAPCOM And Spacelab, for Bob, if you have a second to
listen.

SPACECRAFT Yes. Over

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We have message 97.

CAPCOM Ok, Olf, standby, I just wondered whether Bob had
just a second to listen.

SPACiK^RAFT Yes, well I'm trying very hard at the moment to
keep from having to cut the film, I've got the talke up real out,
»Mt there's a jam deeper within the magaiine which l haven't
figured out a way of working around yet.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCCM* Roger, we see it. Spacelabe, Marshall for Ulf. If
you're ready for tv, we'll turn it on down here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you got it,

CAPCCM Thank you,

PAO And even as this troubleshooting procedure is about
to begin with the live downlink, ch if handover is right now
taking place with the blue team coming in to replace the taa
te«a. He now have live downlink,

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1, Give us a
call on UBf please.

SPAC^RAFT Houston, Columbia on air-to-ground 1, over.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1, how do you
read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, I was getting a lot of noise on
the UHP either from you or somebody else, it sounded like a
perfect jam to me.

CAPCC»4 Roger that, John. I'll continue with the changes
to attitude timeline page 5-22.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now, I don't have any changes on my timeline
on 5-22, except at 6 (Garble) minutes ic's changed because 5 day3
(garble) 15 minutes. Good select DAP Al, I don't have any
ohangea (garble) that so maybe you (garble) all those changes,
over.

CAPCOM Roger, John, What we'd like you for to do is
dalete that select OAP Al callout that you have for 52358.

SPACECRAFT' Okay, I'll delete it.

CAPCOM And finally, we'd like you to add a new maneuver
for 5 days 23 hours 27 minutes and that maneuver will end at
52342. And the track option is target 2 body vector of 5, pitc

i

45, yaw 353, omicron 353, Al auto vernier, ^'ationale for this
ohange is were swapping an AEPI attitude for a faust attitude at
payloads request. Over,

SPACECRAFT Okay now I got through 5 days 23 hours and 42
minutes, Wliat do I do after that, over.

CAPCOM Roger, then you will pick it up frota there with
notBaX timeline that you've got on page 5-22.
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SPACECRAFT Okay^ so the 6 thousand 20 minute timeline is the
same as before?

CAPCOM That's affirmative^

SPACECRAFT Okay r fine.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1, John
got some more words for you on 5-22* Columbia, Houston on ai *~

to^ground

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, over.

CAPCOM Roger, John, after incorporation of message number
90^ the first page of that message makes two more changes to page
5-22 of the attitude timeline. You mentioned you didn't have any
other changes down to the bottom of the page but we show —
SPACECRAFT That's not true* Whoa, whoa. I got 6 hours and 56
minutes select op Al and then do that maneuver at 656322244348-
1/2.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur with that.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And one more thing for you, John, on cryo
management*

SPACECRAFT Cryo management, okay, go.

CAPCOM Yes, sir. We'd like you on panel Rl, we'd like you
to turn the cryo H2 tank, 3 heaters 2 to off and the reason for
that is for better balance of the cryo H2 amoung the tanks, 1, 2,

and 3.

SPACK:raft Okay, from the H2 tank heaters, tank 3 heaters to
OFF phase 2.

CAPCOM Roger, and after you've done that, we think your
configuration should be 02 tanks 1 and 2 to AUTO, and H2 tanks 1

and 2 to AUTO and all the other tank heaters OFF.

SPACECRAFT (Garble).

CAK^CM Columbia, Houston, on TDRSS air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston. The air noise on the UHF is

that away, maybe it will work.
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CAPCOM Okay, ir«'re LOS UHF now, aohn. Our next «.itc will

be Yarragadee at 2222 and I'll hand the air-to-groimd loop 1 loc^

back to the (Garble)

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Chuck, I think I should go over to wrap the
ends around (garble) right now, is that true?

CAPCGM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Well, let's, thats the affirm update that I can get
on that (garble) data.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and then go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Just to repeat. We need light 6, 8, and
9. We*d like to set up the camera about 4 feet off the floor
looking at the floor, we'd like you to focus on the floor maximum
zoom in. And we need to use the color lens assembly. So you'll
have to get that and install it. Stowage location, Lima, 7

November.

SPACECRAFT Okay. One question, at what (garble) will that be?

CAPCOM Say again?

SPACECRAFT What (garble)?

CAPCOM Romeo, 4, Keylow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCC^i You can use, if it will help, a shoe, at maximum
extention The right shoe.

SPACECRi^FT Okay, (garble)

CAPCOM And we'll stand by here to help you with that if

you need it. We plan to get dcnrnlink video as soon as we can,
and we'll be locking at Bob frcan TV2 from the aft end.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and that will be all In respect with the
troubleshooting of 33, is that right?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT (garble) 32 is already basic, TV 2 is already in
the aft (garble) or basically there. And I'll set you up TV 1

th^tn.

CAPCOM Thanks alot , and as soon as we can get the down
link video is fine.

SPACECRAFT What is your estimite for tha?
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CAPCOM We'll get back to you on that Ulf

.

SPACECRAFT Please check also with 300, what the mirror heating

facility is, procedure* coald be to get us back cm line.

Ciy?Caw Okay, we will (garble)

SftftCECRAFT ;garbi«) 3, 2> 1.
^

CAPCW Roger, «fid now we ne#<3 to clear the loop so that

Wubbo and Bob can continue on their troubleshooting discussion.

SFiiCECRAFr Okay.

GAPCOM M»d wmxe f««dy fax the video downlink.

SPACECWIPT Okay, I»ll »et it tip for you.

SPACECRAFT It will be fifteen minutes atleast before I»» ready

to bring that ca»«ra back la there. I think.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let we then finish that one.

pjy5 3mA the Payload (^rations Control Center now

awaits the live down link, so that the troubleshooting can

cotttinue as Wubbo Ockles and lob Parker together attempt to

repair the janaoed fila aagatiae. Wubb© Ockles, working with a

set Off. procedures and with a duplicate of the awtric caarara.

only a few feet behind ht»# a box like a|^arattt« with 2 ciccular

telack and wisite disk on it** si4e. llhlch, identified for those

«rtK» are serving the Payload <^peraticw»s Control Center to video.

SP1W3K:ri^ Marshall Ops?

CAPOQH GO i^ead.

SPAe3K:RAFT We have the tfOttbla with RIO 20 on this (garble),

tight now, atid (garble) once before 2 ainatea ago.

CAPCQK Roger, we see it.

CAFCS» ^oelab Marsfeall for Olf , if your ready for TV,

we* 11 t«2f« ii. on down here.

mtvCKCmiav Oliay, you cm.

GAP6QII mts^ wm*

t«» iHfiHi g« ^a *i©abl«»^^ pt«i€saaitt«» atol «®
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SPACECRAFT ... when I find this locking (garble) which is
probably, which would be up on the far end of the magazine from
«e down below the takeup spool, you do not want me to break the
£12ji at that point?

CAPCOSI I'ffl sorry. I use the word break wrong. It's a
locking (garble). It locks the motion of the film that's only,

you push it then it releases that lock, over.

SPACECRAFT Free the, okay you want me to free the film, okey.

CAPCOM Exactly. If, if you are not successful, if you are
iK>t successful, then we want you to take the film out and I'm
going to tell you how to do that. On the right side for you if
you sit there you locate a wire level which "you can pull towards
you and then drop in a detent to the right. That is to release
thm spool, either takeup or supply spool. You take out the
Stilly spool and cut it with the pairs of scissors free from the
m^atine. And use some gray tape to tie down the film on the
spool and put the spool in the sleeping back, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, do the same with the takeup spool. Try to
get as much film on the takeup spool as possible. There can be
B&me science on it. Cut it, wind up, put it in the sleeping bag,
over.

SPAdCRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Then roil up sleeping bag. Make it a more or less
light tight au^d get back with your empty magazine towards
Spacelab and close the (garble) door behind you as to avoid lots
of light in there. After that we go to talk this more, over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, then when we see why it's Jam, then when we
put it on the light we'll look and see exactly why it's jaimned.

CMPCOK Yes, you've got It and .,. would suggest you just go
•head and start doing it and take your headset with you and
whenever there are questions in the dark we'll try to answer
it. I have the same camera magazine here with me and we'll do it
in (garble) , over,

SPftCiCRAW CHtay, okay let's give it a try.

$90 Al9td those are the procedures for troubleshooting
llH JlNkttie^w in the black and white magazine.
1Mbi# €ko%«l,a htm lirocight a duplicate metric camera into the
:i|iiliiNii::v:l|^ : .it-, is; positioned only: - a: -few

'

'iiiliPliiitllli^^^^ :ite will "be talking Bob Parker'
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through the troubleshooting as Bob Parker goes to the middle bunk
area and converts it into a temporary dark room.

CAPCOM Bpacelab, Marshall for olf.

SPACECRAPT Marshall, go ahead.

CkPCOM Okay Olf I've got an explanation for you of how tc
set up the TV camera in support of Bob's troubleshooting
activities when you have a chance to copy it down or to listen
up.

SPACECRAPT OkA. , wait a second. We'll pick a pencil.

CAPCOM Okay, I'm standing by.

SPACECRAPT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Olf, what this is going to do is to locate
camera 1 underneath the onboard monitor on a handrail so that it
can look down at the floor. We will ask Bob to place the camera
on the floor, that's the 33 camera, and TV CI will then be able
to view the Inside of the camera so those of us on the ground who
want to look and, look at whatever Bob finds can see it. Yes
It's the magazine Ulf.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM First of all we need to make sure that lights 6, 8
and 9 ace on.

SPACECRAFT Walt a, let me interrupt you here just a second
Chuck.

CAPCOM Standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay Chuck. 1 think I should, I should go over to
AEPI and run ABPl right now. Isn't that true?

C!5PC0M Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Well, that's an (garble) update I can do that also
later.

GAPCOM That's affirmative.

Sfacbcraft Okayc th«n
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CAPCOM There's a screwdriver for that to turn thost^
screws outward, all four and then you have unlocked the cover.
Copy?

SPACECRAFT Okay, where ara these four screws, these somewhere
near the center of the sides.

CAPCOM Yes, they are right underneath the cover. You
will probably have time to look into daylight to find those.
This can all atill be done in light condition.

SPACECRAFT I mean, well there's lots of screws on the
cover. There's a back cover, front cover.

CAPCOM I talk now about the l>lc; netal cover which covers
the back of the magazine through wbi<^h normally the film is put
into the camera magazine.

SPACECRAFT Okay, on that cover, back cover, I see any number
of little wholes that may have screws in them, I don't know. I
see one at the forward end, say again.

CAPCC»i Okay, let me describe. If you look at the side of
4 the magazine, you see the black and white wheels and if you go^ for the black and white wheels towards that metal cover, to a

little bit to the side you will find a little entended screw
which a large screwdriver will fit in to, which you have to
rotate.

SPACECRAFT Start that all over again. Okay, you got a very
large red things with dots besides them.

CAPCOM Exactly.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Got you. Very large screwdriver. Okay.

CApa»I Great. Okay then we go to place the magazine in
the bunk in lengthwise about 3 inch clear of the back wall. You
use some tape to tape it down for a reference. Here we want to
have the supply spool end forward, towards the nose of the
shuttle.

SPACECRAFT Supply spool forward in the orbiter?

CAPCCSl Exactly. And then, we want to minimize the lights
In the alddeck in the airlock and get you in the bunk with your
knoes to the floor and you're back to the ceiling such as you can
position yourself by pressing your knees. Over.

; SPACBCSaFT (Oarbit)

.
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^ COM Then you close the bunk door wait about a minute
f hree to get dark adapted and check the light penetration if
iiat's all there is, small light leaks are okay, then you remove
the cover by taking the tape off, check to see you have the tape
on the cover, not on the magazine, over*

SPACECRAFT Say that again*

CAPCOM Remove then the cover and be sure that the gray
tape is with the cover if you take it off. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay got it.

CAPCOM Then you check the film status on the spools. If
supply spool will be closest to the you, the take up spool will
be furthest away. Then furthest away from the —
SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM Say again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want me to partially remove the supply
spool. Correct?

CAPCOM Negative. Not remove it, but just try to move it
- or look at it or feel with your fingers whether we have a jam
or lots of film or so.

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPCOM Then we want you to locate the locking bar, that
Is betwen the take up spool and the farthest wall of the
magasine. You can get your fingers between the takeup spool and
the wall farthest away from you, go down and find a bar which you
can push, that pushes away a breaking bar, that breaks the
film. Then attempt to rotate the takeup spool, and try whether
you can make the whole thing turning again.

SPACECRAFT I find this marking bar, which is far away with
the upper far end of the magazine tt<m me, down below the take up
spool, you do not want me to break the film at that point?

CAPCOM I^m sorry. I used the word break wrong, it^s —
BMO OP TAPE
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l»AO . . . in a kind of make shift dark room in the

Shuttle Orbiter and to try to determine once the film is removed
to try to determine what caused the magazine to jam. If it can
be repaired, then the film can be reinserted and the experiment
can continue. The metric camera has 2 film magazines, as we
mentioned up it is the black and white that magazine that has
jammed. The other film magazine containf.ng the color infrared is

operating properly. The next television we expect is i.ive

downlink of this metric camera troubl*^ shooting, and we're
expecting at about the 5 day, 21 hour, 40 minute point. And that
works out to about 7:40 am Centeral Standard Time. And that is

about 1/2 an hour from now. Just a few seconds now before we
reenter the AOS period over the TDRS satellite. At 5 days, 21

hours, 9 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations.

CAPCOH Spacelab, this is Marshall Ops for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Got you, (garble).

CAPCOH Yes Bob. We have you a quite lengthy procedure for

you to work on the experiment 33. We were not able to link it up
in time in about a half hour from now the procedure will propably
get up. If your ready to copy, I will talk you thru.

SPACECRAFT That doesn't sound to me like that is going to work
out,

CAPCOM Well, it took me 10 minutes to talk Joe Engle thru
and we have 10 minutes now, we can probably can do it to.

PAO (garble)

SPACECRAFT (garble) real time, or just talk to me and let me
write it down.

CAPCOH I will first talk you thru and you write down, and

then I will be on standby to talk you thru to do the actual
operation.

SPACECRAFT Ok, and meanwhile 001 isol hae got a problem with
aome checksums and a message time out.

CAPCOH Roger, we copy.

PAO Wubbo Ockels is re€£erring to . • .

SPAC^nut^ Ok, lets tsy.

PAO . to try a 10 minute talk thru in a simulation
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CAPCCH* Ok Bob, First what we need Is a screwdriver, (8

wm\ , a pair of scissors, gray tape, and a window shade of the
Orbiter at the roiddeck. Standby Bob. Ok Bob, what we want to do
is, we want to get the film out of the magazine and use the
middle sleep bunk as a dark room. So we take the tools and the
magazine to middeck, and there we are going to prep the middle
bunk in the following way, do you keep up with me?

SPACECRAFT Yes

CAPCCM We cover the vent of the middle bunk with the
window shade of the Shuttle.

SPACBCRArf OK

CAPCCM We unhook the head end of the sleeping bag and push
the sleeping bag a little to the side to get a work area on the
top end, we check the bunk for loose objects, we prepare several
strips of tape and stick it temporarily on the top end of the
bunk, or on the rear end, where ever it coordinates. That is the
front. Over.

SPACBCRAFT Ok,

CAPCOM Then we look at the magazine, we put 2 parts of

fray tape to secure the magazine to the body, then we can unlock
he magazine cover with turn screws. There are 4 turn screws

b#iieath the cover on both sides, 2 on each side* You use a screw
driver for that, to turn those screws outward, all 4. And then
you have unlocked the cover;, copy? •

SPACBCBAFT Ok, where are these 4 screws?

eWD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Columbia, Houston
Yacragadee.

CAPCQH C3lurabi a , Hous ton
Yarragadee.

CA.PCCM4 Columbia, Houston
6 minutes.

witli you for 9 minutes at

with you for 7 1/2 minutes,

with you through Yarragadee, for

CAPCCX4 Columbia Houston, the ground folks tell me that
were getting good uplink, but we do not hear you. I have a pen
and ink 2 item change for ATL message number 90 that we sent up
to you. And I'll read that to you in about 30 seconds.

CAPCCN4 Columbia Houston in the blind with a attitude time
line update change. Message number 90, page 3 of 4. Line number
26, body vector 5, parenthesis 315.7 end of parenthesis. Line
number 27, omicron 173, over.

CAPCOM Columbia Houston, going LOS in 30 seconds, we'll
see you next at MILA at 21:40.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston » 5 days 20 hours 54
minutes, mission elasped time. Columbia passing out of the range
o£ the Yaragadee station, western Australia, orbit 95. No luck
in raising direct 2 way contact with the crew on that pass. It's

a OFH only station. But ground personnel reported that we had
good uplink to the crew, so they should have heard our readup
frcw Mission Control here. We'll be picking up again for the
Ssmcelab c<»iaBunicaton8, over tracking data relay satillite in

about 14 und a half minutes. On our next Orbiter communication
on UBF assurainn that we don't chose to go in early in air-to-
ground 1, would be through the MILA station in about 35
minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days 21

hours 6 minutes, mission elasped time and we have about 3 1/2
minutes, little less than that, before we reacquire
oonrounications with Spacelab through the TORS satillite. And
when we reacquire communications it's expected that alternate
Payload Specialst, Wubbo Ockels, will be readying to voice up
seme procedures to the Spacelab crew. Which will enable them to

attsmpt a repair of the film magazine of the metric camera
•xperiment 33. The magaasine containing the black and white film
in the metric camera, jammed sometime ago, fairly early in the
ttisftlon. Thero was a, some troubleshooting to repair it, but
that troubleshooting was as yet unsuocesaful. And so another
attaint will be made to try to r«ROve the film, in a kind of mix
shift dackroon in the shuttle Orbiter and to try to determine one
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the film in removed, try to determine what caused the macraaine to
jam. It it can* t—

•

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... to adivse the crew that the material science
double rack needs some attention. But because of the various
experiments that have been moved around during this shift, some
have been postponed, others moved forward and with this new
schedule the material science double rack bell and the crew
attention alarm kept going off and it was becoming a little

irritating to the crew and they asked for some guidance and they
were told just r.erely to inhibit the bell, the crew attention
alarm, and to proceed as normal in ca ying out the experiments

that had been rescheduled. Experiment 321 which is one of the

Mirror Heating Facilities experiments, it was to be the first

experiment to go into the MHF now that, now that the power to the

MHF has been restored. It was to have gone in at the 20 hour, 10

minute point but it was discovered that the MHP had begun to
overheat to the point at which it was preparing itself for the

sample. It was not high enough to do any damage to the MHP and

it was not, it was not as high as the temperature needed for the

experiment itself but on the heating curve it was at a point in

temperature higher than it should have been at the point in time
when it was noticed and so the MHF automatically shut itself

down. There is troubleshooting going on at this point to get the

MHP back up again. An approach will at this time will be to, to

change the memory in the material science double rack so that the

MHF will be brought down within a nominal curve of rise of in

temperature. And it is expected by the 300 operations
investigation team to eliminate this problem so that the MHP can

continued its operations. During this LOS period that we are in

which will last until about the 21 hour, 10 minute point the wide
Cield camera is scheduled once again to be deployed through the,

or rather extended through the outer hatch of the scientific
airlock and extended into space. This will be the fifth run of

th« very wide field camera experiment 22 since the beginning of

this red shift nearly 12 hours ago. As previously mentioned that

the reason for the periodic extension into space and the removal
back into the module, the Spacelab module itself, and the closing

of the outer hatch of the scientific airlock is primarily to keep

the instrument from becoming too cold in the environment of space

to which it is exposed. That is expected, that operation of the

very wide field camera, is expected to be carried out within a

space of about 20 to 30 minutes. At 5 days, 20 hours, 35 minutes
mission elapsed time this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston with you for 9 minutes at
Yarragadee.

GAPCCM Coluirfsia, Houston with you for 9 minutes at

ta£^cagad«e.

CAfCOM * Columbia, Hous;.c>n with you for 7 and a half
minutes, Yarragadee.

BHD OF TAFE
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, you're go for the LlOH
char.geout on AV2.

I already did it on AVI.

That's good. Thank you.

I always follow directions.

Good for you.

Well, at least some of the time. At least once and

SPACECRAPT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAPT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAPT
a while.

CAPCOM
here

.

CAPCC»4

CAPCOM

SPACECRAPT

CAPCOM Roger, John. On the upcoming TV 34 setup and TV 34

operations, we have a conflict there with the upcoming IWH to fix

the metric camera so we have decided to delete TV 34 altogether
and you cm scrub that from your CAP.

SPACBCRAPT I already set it up, but you see, the way we do
stuff anyway, it's not done the way people imagine it would be

done. The Spacelab crew changes out in the Spacelab and the

Ocbiter crew changes out on the flight deck and the idea of doing
scMiething where you're orchestrating back and forth from camera

to camera is really not practical anyway and we wasn't going to

do It that way anyhow, so we'd have gotten something but it

%rouldn't have been what they were looking for but it's just not

practical. »

Punny thing. We just said the same thing down

Go ahead.

Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

Go ahead. Over.

CAPCOM Roger that, John.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall. We're about a minute away from

IiOS. We'll see you again at 21:10. Before we go. Bob, could you

give the SBPAC a warm feeling and let them know that you got

their battery charge off, please.

We did it,

M tlie tl«e ao^duled.

That's affirmattve.

Great. Thaiilce a lot. We'll see you at 31 plusi 10.
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 5 days, 20 hr,
27 min Mission Elapsed Time* We've had leas of signal with
Columbia and Spacelab through the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite, The Columbia now on orbit 95 up at about 45 deg north
latitude, and shortly, we'll be swinging down over the continent
of India, Some of the conununication during the last pass with
the Orbiter crew, specifically, Conunander, John Young, and
referred to some attitude hold changes, teleprinter traffic that
they had sent up and the flight control team's decision to cancel
one of the television setups and displays which would have shown
crew handover* Commander Young noting that he had already set
that camera up, so it*s unclear as to whether we'd actually get
any television from that. The Blue Team is getting up about this
time and will be starting their day shortly, and we* re due to
have handover at 22 hr, or about an hour and a half from now,
from the Red Team to the Blue Team. This is Mission Control,
Houston,

CAPCQM This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 20
hr, 29 min Mission Elapsed Time, We have about 40 min remaining
before we pick up communications again with the Spacelab, During
this last pass Bob Parker was changing out the carbon dioxide
absorber unit and the crew was advised to inhibit the crew
attention alarm on the material science double rack. Whenever
the material science double rack sensing tha^ there is some
action to be taken with a particular experiment that it had been
programmed for, it lights up a bell, it lights a light and rings
a bell to advise the crew that the material science double rack
needs some attention, but because of the various experiments that
have been moved around during this shift, some have been
postponed, others moved forward and with this new schedule, the -

END OF TAPE
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?k!^2?» o, ,

.^«t's try to keep that temperature down to avoidthe RAU-21 skips. If you do get RAU>21 skips we will reop theRAU one time from the ground, if it recurs we will leave it offuntil we come up to the next SEPAC requirement. Once we go LOSand you get any RAU-21 skip messages, go ahead and reop it onetime and see if that works, if you get a recurrence of the skipthen forget about it and we'll talk to you next AOS. Over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have some (garble) recently because we'retaking some movies.

CAPCOM Roger that. And for John we have just at the end

?L*'^!wi*!Lfl*^''^!l P*^^ ''P 3 teleprinter messages,the next attitude timeline change an IPM for experiment 101 andentry block data. Over.

SPACECRAFT Nope, didn't. That's affirmative. Hous . ^n pleasesay again, over. f =

^t^^^ I. ,

/ogef' John, we sent up an IFM for experiment 101on the teleprinter and that's for the Spacelab crew. We also

llTt SSrSSdfpissfo^i:^!''"*
'^'^"^^ ^"''^^ ^^^^^ ^^''^ «^

SPACECRAFT Please repeat that, you're blocked out by UHP,there's an ACP channel that you get to listen to when you comeover Europe. ^

CAPCOM Roger, John, we sent up 3 teleprinter messages atBermuda. Attitude timeline change, IFM for experiment 101 thatthe Spacelab crew needs and the lastest block data, over.

SPAC^RAFT Okay, I got it, thank you now.

CAPCOM Roger that, and.

SPACECRAFT
. No IFM, no IFM for 33, for experiment 33, ah?

CAPCOM Bob that's in work, we're trying to expedite it,we 11 get it to you as soon as we can. And I'm going to turn airto ground back to the Marshall Ops folks.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, for Bob.

SPACBCRAFT Go ahead, POCC.

CAPCOM Okay, a little lnter»itt«iice on the downlink. Bob,IK^ yoia'ce hearing n«. Son^tine between now and 2100 hours,
!f
• « 50 f«t you to change out AV2. No particular time, as
lonf a« It* » done prior to 2100.

SPACEGRAFT FOCC, go ahead.
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%^

CAPCOM I copy now Bob. We'd like for you to change out
AV2 between now and 2100 hours Bob.

SPACECRAFT Understand AV2.

SPACECRAFT I was tempted to put my LiOH change out on that,
but I didn't dare. You guys still going to have a 33 thing for
me come 2100?

CAPCOM Working hard on it Bob, Wubbo's gone off working on
it and if you want to put the LiOH change out on the, go ahead
and put the LiOH change out on the tape Bob, if you'd like.
Spacelab, Marshall. If you copy Bob, you can put the LiOH out on
the tape. Bob you're GO for the LiOH changeout on the AV2.
Spacelab, Marshall, you're GO for the LiOH changeout on AV2.

SPACECRAFT I already did it on AVI.

CAPCOM That's good, thank you.

END OF TAPE

CAPCOM That's affirm, anytime before 2100.

u
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SPACECRAFT ... on the five, there will be (garble). I noticed
also tha in the 1 undet (garble) there were no traces visible so
(garble)

^> havA momentarily lost the downlink, expect to be
recoverinj it fairly shoctly. Still with an AOS period for
anot her 29 and r'2 m lutes.

CAPCOM iSi «c lab. Mars lall, coma check. How do you read,
OLf?

SPACBCBAFT Read you lou*3 sna clear, how me?

CAPCOM uoud and cleat jif and we nee J you t:o continue
after the item a>out tracer; in the lOO c snter ^tokes ol

SPACECRAFT Ther* were no visitle traces m the 10?
cent itstok-^s v»il.

CAPCOM Okay nd :/ou were about te tell ;s lome acti a that
yci took at thai: po.. sit.

SPACF.:RAFT Sa,- again, Chuck.,

i
^' Ch: -:m WeU-e !';st sta ^dii. i by, Uli:. Hpm:sUor Ma;, ha.. ^

io^-K^ like wa got th»,;, oomiTi h ck .•.ad got a note £or Bob on y a
next 22 run.

SP-^CECl^APT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCC; Djb, in this run, also war c you to begin 30
leoottd^. «;arlier whici, would put he start tirae at 12 days, 50
liiautes 3C seoor;s3te

,

SPACaecAfT Oleay, copy :hat*

CyWPCOll , Sptt lab, * shall, you can ignore the 16
«Mip«riae-nt p^er f.ta-,us sage..

GPLK^OM Sp«cel:tfc i^B h i, we managed to inhibit the MSDR
oarew attent, ..n alarm th.it f-o the MSDR and there by cut off

ringias in /our aars, .
't : .t ig t it you raigl^t know. Have tc

imm at tae -^ps iic"at, Du*; . uq; , you'f"? pret-sr to ha^e that
th.^ all the h^ ' \ of S .il he aim.

m^amWf I^et tt-^«t;. -% w
,

h..%ve a stop h#re
ttat I ^-^o-::. iifHierataud wHy the?,- ^^v:id?
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SPACECRAFT 321.

CAPCOM Copy, 321.

SPACECRAFT Not really.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Houston. Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.
Spacelab, Houston. Columbia, Houston on air-to-ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston,

CAPCC»4 Roger, I've got a message for both the Orbiter and
Spacelab if you're listening. Columbia and Spacelab, Houston.

SPACECRAFT GO ahead. Go ahead Houston.

CftPCOffi We're looking at the temps down here and we see
that the spacelab freon loop heat exchanger out temperature has
gone up to 72 degrees. That seems to be the magic number for rau
21 skips. So we're going to try to help the problem by cycling
the WI off for 1 hour and 20 minutes and on for 10 minutes each
pass, for each rev. You and the Spacelab can also turn off any
unneeded lights and DDS's as seems appropriate to you. Let's try
to keep that temperature down to avoid the rau 21 skips. If you
do get rau 21 skips, we will reop the rau one time from the
ground. If it recurrs, we will leave it off until we ccsne up to
the next SBPM: re-giiirement. Once we go LOS if you get any rau 21
skip messages, go ahead and reop it one time and see if that
works. If you get a ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll make a little marks of that.

CAPC<»! And Bob, if you would, could you gi.ve us the
location of tne cameras currently, we're a little confused after
we did some real time there.

SPACECRAFT In TVC 1?

CAPCQM Both of them if you would.

SPACECRAFT Can't find (garble). The ones that the TVC 2 that
the aft and looking forward, it's not turned on and TVC 1 is
getting ready to PD3. Looking down at the (garble) cannister
changeout.

CAPCOM Thank you that's great. And Bob, in answer to your
question on the deadband, we've talked it over with FAO, we are
in, in the narrow deadband, and they claim that its really no
saving in gas to switch it at this point.

SPACECRAFT Alright just trying to help,

CAPCOM Appreciate the thought.

^ Bob Parker is preparing to set up TV cameras for
recording of change outs of the spacelab carbon dioxide
absorbers. Change out is scheduled within the next few minutes.

CAPCOM Spacelabi Marshall, it looks like we've recovered
the coouB, Ulf, we need to let you know that you have until about
20 hours and S minutes to work on fluid physics and we expect the
iaagt F ops light to be flashing around then or perhaps a little
•arliec. And Olf, while you're still th«r« at the fluid physics
nodule. Dr. Hapolitano is here waiting on the loop if you have a
problea,

StAGBCilAF7 , 8pae<ilab let >M quiGklyV*. copy?

cmcm Iiit«r«ittently, Ulf, tcy again.

SPAdCHAFV Can you read ae?

CAFGCM Loud and clear, how me?

SPACBCRAFT Okay, Chuck, read you okay, when I was doing the
(gairbl«) of the fluids physics nodule to start from zero, the
wmL9 thing noved past the real plate, but for some reason, th*,
I guess a little (garble) hears. The, try (garble) for the front

f\ plate hit the viewing aid which I Installed on the left side of
V/ th« fluid physios nodule and because I was running with high

speed, th«re was iiseedlately an injection of at least 5 or maybe
even 10 cublo centlnet«r of oil, (gazble) but I noticed also that
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in the 100 (garble) oil, there were no case visible so I'm notset for (garble) ...

END OP TAPS

u
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PAO - - to space once again in a little over an hour
from now. In addition to retracting the (garble) camera tot
temperature, It is also retracted as a secondary reason for
protection £rora possible contaminants that could be floating in
the area that is external to the Orbiter. Ulf Merbold is still
scheduled to be working on experiment 328, the free convection
and low gravity experiment. We anticipate when we reacquire
communications with Spacelab some status on that fluid physics
experiment. 4 min remaining until reacquisition of signal at 5
days, 19 hr, 32 min Mission Elapsed Time, this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

PAO We have now entered an AOS period and are awaiting
CIC Chuck Lewis to voice up to the crew during this approximate
50 min AOS period.

SPACECRAFT Is it a movie or TV?

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

SPACECRAFT We could each come prepared with some viewgraphs.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through TORS for 48 min.

SPACECRAFT We're with you. POCC, you might wonder about
whether we need this tight deadband which I assume you guys have
put as a requirement on the MOCR, the 22 deadband that we're
still in for the next hour or so, when we're not using 22, we're
just sitting here in daylight. You guys want to think about
that?

CAPCQK Sure will.

SPACiCBAFT Might be able to stay up here 11 days at this rate.

SPIM^AAFf^^^^^^^^ 1^^ is PSl.

CAPCOM Rea^ you loud and oleac t7X£ but we are about to go
ovor th« tail. l?e iaight be InternitteA^^^^

CAP©3ll Spacelab, Marshall. £rf>o)cs like i#e'v>a got an uplink
back, at laaat for a short time. I need to talk to Bob for a
minute.

Sj^i^a^ftAFT Go ahead.

CAK:(XI Bobt SBPAC tails us that there'll be a 100 percent
charge before too long, andxthey'd lilce you to turn off the
battery charging at 20 hr straight up rather than 6 days even.

SPACBCRAfT Okay. I'll make a little aark for that.
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CAPCOM And Bob, If you would, can you give us the location
of the canteeas currently. We're a little confused after we did
some real time there. .

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM It be locked as per your spacelab ops checklist
procedures on page 7-15. Over.

SPACECRAFT As far as I know it always is, I don't know, say
somebody got some concern?

CAPCOM We show it closed, but not locked Bob.

SPACECRAFT I don't understand that because it's always
latched. Unless they mean that putting the SAL (garble) in back
up into the latches, you mean locked, locked, maybe not locked,
locked, but it's always locked.

CAPCOM Stand by just a second Bob. Spacelab Houston, Bob,
we're looking at the procedures and we'll get back with you as
soon as we have a more specific instruction for you.

SPACECRAFT Yes, the only thing I can think of is perhaps its
talking about the, the gaging of (garble) the actual lock pin
that locks the latch as opposed to just the latch that locks the
outer cover down. Which is what I call lock, lock.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, what we want to have done is the lock,
I

lock, as you just described.

SPACECRAFT Alright.

ChPCOH And Spacplab, Houston air to ground one, we've got
a message for John.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston , go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, John artd we need to boil water through the
FBS «Q we can make it to thm next water dump, we'd like you to
put a pan^l 1.1 on your r^d controller out temp to high please.

SPAClCBAFT , Okay, going to high on the, on the outlet
' fc:«»per«ture.

C^COM Roger, thank you.

SPACBCRAPT Gtot it,

P*0 We've past out oi Itie range of the Orroral Valley
ground station with about 8 minutes to go before we pick up the
TORS satellite and establish communications once agair with the
spseeXsb* During this brief 6 minute pass over the Orroral
Valley, sorae discussion with Bob Parker over the blocking of the

/
very wide fuel camera experiment, that is to say the locking of

\; the, of the scientific airlooR, of the hatch, which the very wide
field caaera wns extended through. That was the fourth run of
the very wide field cuiera during this red shift, it was placed
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into the scientific airlock and extended out into space jnf
^^en

las retracted and the hatch was close. The reason that the, the

wide field cawera is extended into space and brought back in and

?hll is done periodically, the reason that its done that way

rather than just a single run for hours at a time s for

orotSction of the, of the experiment, experiment 22, the v;ids

VitlTlll^tl The very wide field camera upon exi>osure to space

fifLriength of tlme^ejond about a 30 or 45 minutes ^becomes

verv cold The cold cold affect the delicate instrumentation of

the^c^e?;. It is designed to fit In the scientific fir lock and

is not designed for long duration exposure to space <.nd it Is

therefore brought In periodically and extended Into "Pace „
pe^lollcaur NOW thit the very wide

^^l^^f„«?";«|;/'3?t^ei?uL
has been retracted once more. It will remain

»4»>i^^tf nnUi tt is ready for extension back into space, cnac

Siii cSae shirUy; it ?fscheduled for, for being ^ove^V out Into

Spice SSce again and a little over an hour « "^^^
^it

to retracting the very wide field camera for temperature of
,

it

is also retracted as a secondary reason for protection from

possible contaminants that could be..»

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...up again in about 25 or 26 minutes and that
would be over the Orroral Station in Eastern Australia. This is
Mission Control Houston.

^AO And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations and during
this last pass, the crew was working specifically, Ulf Merbold
was working substantially with the fluid physics module
experiments. Following his completion of the 101 experiment, Ulf
Merbold began working with experiment 330, one of the materials
science experiments for which Dr. Jon Vreeberg of the National
Aerospace Laboratory of the Netherlands is principal
investigator. Dr. Vreeberg, not available at the moment, at that
moment the experiment was begun to be voice enabled with Olf
Merbold, and so Dr. John Padday who is actually principal
investigator of another experiment, experiment 329 Capillary
Forces in the low gravity environment. Dr. Padday stsped in for
Dr. Vreeberg of the experiment 330, Coupled Motion of Liquid-
Solid Systems in near zero gravity. Dr. Padday was voiced enable
for a number of minutes with Ulf Merbold but time became short,
the experiment began to run into the timeframe set aside and the
payload crew activity plan, the P-cap for experiment 328, the
experiment of Dr. Luigi Napolitano entitled free convection in
low gravity. So experiment 330 was postponed and it will be, the
completion of that experiment will be done at a later time and as
we, we loss our signal with the Spacelab, Ulf Merbold was still
continuing to work with 328, it requires a fair amount of time to
complete according to schedule Ulf may be working with that
experiment through abQut the 19 hour and 45 minute period. About
23 minutes remaining when we reaquire communication at the ground
station at 5 days 18 hours 57 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this
i» Marshall Spacelab Operations. This is Marshall Spacelab
Operations at 5 days 19 hours and 20 minutes Mission Elapsed
Tims, w« have less than half a minute to go before regaining
conaaanication with the spacelab through the Orroral ground
station. Will have about 6 minutes to be with Spacelab, in the
laeantiae the crew is scheduled to be working again with the very
wide fleid .canera on its fourth run for this shift. The very
wide field camera is placed irf "-he scientific airlock.

CAPCOM Marshall Ops AOS ^through Orroral for 6 minutes.

PAO And extended into space.

SPACECRAFT (garble).

CAPCCM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT (garble) we have a little problem here with
Luigi. .

.

CAPCOM Say again your problem Ulf.
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CAPCOM Spacelab Houston, air to ground 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Bob, I've got a note for you dealing with
your SAL outer hatch lock procedure when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by. Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Yes, its probably is nothing you need to write down
in great detail Bob, it's just that whenever the outer hatch is
closed, we'd like to recoiwaend that it be locked as per your
spacelab ops checklist procedure on page 7-15. Over.

SPACECRAFT As far as I know it always is, I don't know,
(garble) got some concern?

CAPCOM We show it closed but not locked Bob.

SPACECRAFl' I don't understand that, because it is always
latched.

END OF TAPE
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PAO The purpose of that experiment is to study the flow
and temperature fields due to surface tension dirWen action
induced by one of more disturbances.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

This is Spacelab.

Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT This is Spacelab. I have one question in {garble}
magazines, film magazines.

CAPCOM Yes,

SPACECRAFT There is one roagaaine left at camera A. Does that
mean that there is still sufficient film in this magazine or is
that by mistake.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
all right?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM Before you LOS, I want to tell you that at step
8.3, you have also to modify the aft P position to 50 and the
t««t of tf^ition to 45. DO you read a«?

SPACBCRAF7 We read 50 for Sun plate and for the rest of y 45.
Is th«t ocircect?

No, No. That's sufficient film already.

We used magazine 328B for camera Bravo. Is that

That's all right.

Roger that. (Garble) already unpacked.

Spacelab, this is 328.

Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Correct. This is at step 8.3.

8.3 50 and 45.

Correct.

Spacelab, Marshall OPS for Bob.

Go ahead.

CAPCOM Bob, we're putting the finishing touches on a 33
troubieshootin!j procedure for you to perform sometime around the
21sO0 period, iind in order to clear up that time for you, there's
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some 16 mm and 8 mm and 35 nua phtography of material science that
you might be able to take care of now to clear the way for the
other activity at 21:00. .

SPACECRABT Okay.

CAPCC3M Also, we're 3 min from IX)S.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM We'll see you abou 19:21 through Orroral.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Ulf.

SPACBCRAPT Go ahead Marshall.

CAPCOM Ulf, we need you to change the experiment number at
the ceo to 328.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Will do that for you immediately.

CAPCOM That's fine. Thanks a lot. We'll see you at
Orroral.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 5 days, 18 hr, 54 min
Mission Elapsed Time. Columbia passing out of the range of the
Tracking Data Relay Satellite. Out over the Soviet Union at the
present time on orbit- number 94. Commander, John Young,
occupying himself with keeping the Orbiter attitudtfs the way that
the experiment's people would like them to be. Orbiter systems
themselves are running very well, very smooth and no problems for
the flight controllers here In Mission Control to have to keep up
with in the early morning hours today. He will be picking up
afaln in about 25 or 26 min and that ild be over the Orroral
station in Eastern Australia. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CWCfM . And this is Marshall Spacelab Opertions, and during
this last pass the crew was working, «pecifically Ulf Merbold,
w«s working subQtantially with the flald physics module
experiments. Following his completion of the 101 experiment, Ulf
Merbold began «K>rking with experiment

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM You know where this is stowed?

SPACECRAFT Yes I do.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Is that all (garble)?

CAPCCMM Yes, that's all and then you know the aim, the main
aim is to establish the bridge, never mind if it's not perfectly
cylindrical. We have had sorae troubles with the wetting.

SPACECRAFT Yes I talked to Byron and Byron talked to me and we
all have the same problem. And the contact angle comes close to
90 degrees and things become very unstable.

CAPCOM That's right, right, excellent, yes. So Ulf, use
your judgement, you know, go by hand, whatever you want.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I will try to do my best for you.

CAPCC»! Yes, hopefully my new data will not have any
problem with my new data.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Oka'y.

SPACECRAFT Okay, then let's go ...

PAO About a little less than 17 minutes remaining in
this acquisition of signal. Ulf Merbold is continuing to work
very quietly with the experiment 328. Dr. Luigis Kapolitano was
speaking with him and guiding him to several of the steps a few
minutes ago»

C^OM Spacelab, 328. Spacelab, 328. Spacelab, 328.
Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT I read you.

CAPCOM Are you already with my setup or no?

SPACECRAFT (garble) , we are working on yours.

CAPCOf Spacelab, this is 328. Spacelab, this is 328.

SPAC1K:raft how do you read? 328, do you read me?

CAPCCm Yes, I do. What step are you on?
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SPACECRAFT Have you read the one In stop and the end plate.

CAPCOM Okay, (garble).

SPACECRAFT Not yet. (garble).

SPACECRAFT Padday, this is ...

PAO About 7 minutes remaining in this AOS period and

Olf Merbold still continuing to work with experiment #328,
entitled free convection and low gravity. Dr. Luigis Napolitano

still voice enabled and listening and monitoring as the
experiment is conducted by Olf Merbold. The purpose of that
experiment is to study the flow and temperature fields due to

surface tension driven, action induced by one of our
disturbances.

SPACECRAFT Padday, this is Spacelab.

CAPCOM Spacelab, this is 328.

SPACECRAFT This is Spacelab, I have one question in (garble)

END OP TAPE
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OAPCOM Than 3 ajt r.

.J^ACECRAPT That' s affirm.

iJ-H*^*^ f^""'
osc llopcia € P3rim«nt involves the

^^ ^S'.
objects Place, at thi at

the rSca l<^i el;..:^"'^'
<^XBcus8ing .^'th r Parker there

CAFv ;M

PAO

Uni ^^ert

( larble)

^.at's

{garble

He i PI

P .'ace la-- 328,

qi Nai-cl j tari''-* again, .

uieat the fipacel 300 228.

ex ciraer J 28. Dr. apoiitano the

SCRM- pj 32B. thJ is Spacel.r «. ^re oki a i-n fi.Atht: >p ta on our proc are.
oki^g to find

SPACECRAFT

APGQH

SPACBGRAPT

CAPCOM

SPACECSJ^'
second, •

CAPrc**

SPA:;iSCflAPT

CAPCOM

SPACBCRAfT

CAPCOfrJ

SPACECEAPT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Spe jela 328.

This is Spacela ho-. !o yc rea< ?

I rear you ai. Can j give it to you by voice?

Siire.

Okay, step ^1, an you re,., ue.

Standby, I'rs looki-*^ int ymn ste^ 21. cm©

Okay

Okay, sf.ep 2}, qo th*.t.

Okay, you ^-'ortar-t the fi mt pXatt proc^^Jure to 50.

Okay, its done.

And then ^he speed to 0, . repeat, s?.«ed tc- 0.22.

Say again please, 32*

I*a sorry, no, «peed is .21.

Speed is 22, got that.

ftessrvior pu«ifciori ,Ji5,
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^Ac AF- o i^yi. got position ^Ith speaa .2?.

Cl^P^^^Cm That's right,

SPACSCRA. s.r/ again, the speea for the front plat©. It

appears ti me ':nat you picked a small speed for the front plat'^.

CAPCOl ^ • ight, your right, the reserviot speed is 017,

CAPCOM '"^^^ s r ght. Now Olf, li ten, there is also

another p^^lnt. foi should omit step 31.

SPACECRAFT "Kay, 31.

CAPCOM To 37.

^PhC&LUAFT To 37>. okay, - he old page?

CAPCOM Yas, and then atep 51 to 57, the old page.

SPACBCRAPi C -ay, 51 to 57 (garble)

CAFCOM And then final list, finally you omit 71 to 79.

•r is is wherever there is the electric Eield.

SPAGSCRrcT I went to 79 is deleted.

CAPCOT; ¥es. fiow one more thing, when you use the century

stokes 100, yes. Are you reading Bie?

SPACBCJUIFT Yas, loud and clear

.

GAl»COM Okay, so you shake very vigorously the 100 century

stokea, but it you don't see traces, then you have to go back and

utf the 500 century stokes. Do you read me?

SFACBCSArr Okay.

Ctmxm Okay.

SPACSCKAFT I understan^dh you want me to shake the reservior

^#ith the 100 century stokes.

CA1»C0M te«.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, copy that.

CAPCOM Then at step 43, if you don't see the tracera, yoii
nave to stop end retrieve the 100 century stokes and use unstored
reservior 500 cent i stokes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACI^RAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay.

You know where this is stowed?

Yes I do.

Okay.

That all Luigi?

Yes, that's all, and you know the realn aim is to
establish the bridge. Never mind it it* a not oerfectly
celindregual . We have had scane troubles with the vetting,

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT John thiit doesn*t hurt our (garble) you can do
whatever you like

•

GAPCC»4 Okay^ without any rotation^ could you search for
the first oscillation frequency^ I should suggest at point ?•

SPACECRAFT Certainlyr we will do that, starting at point "7/

third floor ^ (garble)*

CAPCOM It would help if you could describe what you see*

SPACECRAPT Okay, we'll do that, but first we have to set it up
John*

CAPCOM How^s it going Ulf?

SPACECRAFT Fine, we are almost there^

CAPC<»4 Ulf, it looks as though we're approaching Luigis
328B which I believe starts quite soon* This experiment is
obviously taking a lot longer than we expected and it seems to me
fair that we should perhaps close it down and try finding another
spot if possible, otherwise, .1288, will not start on time and

^1 maybe compromised.

SPACECRAFT John, that's what I, what I thought from the
beginning* 10 minutes, that's the time you need to set it up and
then there's not much time left to run the experiment*

CAPCOM iVm very sorry Ulf, I didn't realize, I rang up
Young and he said 25 minutes would do the experiment, I suggest
we close off and get down to 328B. I've got Iiuigis right by me
here* Thanks very much Ulf, I*m sure what you've done is well
appreciated*

CAPCOM Spacelab, 328.

SPACECRAFT Lulgis, (garble)*

CAPCCW Hello, Olf, how are you? Good work, wonderful guy#

SPACECRAPT Yes, you bet*

SPACECRAn^ Did you receive my modification for the step 21?

CAPCOM I have to look through a whole pile of messages, we
got* And will tell you in a minute.

/ PAO That's Dr. Luigis Napolitano.

CAPCCBI Spacelab, for Bob*
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SPACBCRAPT (gacbXe)

Sft?»« changrfir^r' """'"^ ** ^^^^ «

SPACSCRAFy Okay, go ahaad.

i^wi— ^^"^ ^" ^^'^ minutes 30 seconds ar.d thatincludes the 30 second early start on this one.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand 11 15 30.

2hiS?*«.„
That's aefir« and that's, replanning request 22 003Which nay be on a TAG fessave but you don't need to know that3ust as long as you get the GMT right.

SPAClCRAfT Okay.

TSi both, tni?«d'';t1. J? « -I"-

SPACECRAFT Okay.

^ minute one of these times
JSlS^i^''. y**" * «S«fination of the two outer
?2i?Sf*?

that you used on the aft and cone for the
irihi ^ ^"^^ *=® the folks in Huntsvllle,
iLi SlJrI2-fr^4 •"'^ acurately determine what the

^» "'^"^ those points if we can find then on our

iJ iSfc Jfi. *^f**
fbere you were standing which we assumeis Just aft of the center isle bracket. » »u««

^»«*^ the center isle of that cage
2?^fch!*ii5;Kf*f* it the essentially the elgeso« the

^'•11 ;«c«8e «e of the citcular end of the end
'

g2;:*u.'tSifpSSitiSLr^*''
'"^

SfScillopcif;?;nrTS!;;j:^
«.«d those ones for

SPACSCRAfT That's affira.

iJhii^* *f*"^*^
®* oscillopcia ejci»crinent involves the

IS?!!
objects, so«a targets placed at the aft

BHD OF TAPE
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ChWCXm one of tha appropriate timas and that's what
weVd like you to do and we'll try to keep you Informed on when
those tiroes are*

SPACECRAFT Okay, I might be ahead of time f we did the top of
reinspection and the MHF is really in great shape • it works
perfectly* There's only one thing we get from time to time
(garble) fold and the Cgarble) Is 007*

CAPCOM Copy that* Okay Olf, no action necessary on that
one* That sure sounds good*

SPACECRAFT Okay and right now, an SIU data fog light on, I

hope that is what this is* System is at least working.

CAPC(»! Yes/ we concur r Ulf »

SPAGSCRAFT PLZC, Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go' ahead Bob*

SPACBCHAPT Yes/ I hate to be the one that suggests this but in
looking over the flight plan, I see plenty of time for me to do

U r02A but I really don*t see anytime for Ulf to do that with me.

CAPCOM Yes, we're looking what we might juggle around for
you. Bob*

SPACECRAFT Maybe we could try it tomorrow.

CAPCCM Yes, that*s <me possibility we* re looking at*

CAPCOM Spacelab, 300 PI here in the form of John Padday,
are you hearing me?

SPACECRAFT Hello johh*

CAPCOM The {garble) experiment, I 'm (garble) self evident
but yes, just want you to measure, not record on the camera, the
(garble) frequences of steps 41, 63, 66, and 78 for the spherical
cavity and for the annual container of the steps indicator in the
procedures. But 1*11 read them out if you haven't got them.

SPACIKJRAFT John, that is too much information at a time*

CAPCC»« Okay.

PAO Dr. iJohn Padday has been voice enabled to speak
with Olf

.

CAPCCil ... then is to at such oscillation frequency with
STS-t AIR/GROOHn TRAttSCRIPT tetOj 338? 10:08 12/04/83 PAGE 2



the spherical cavity in jx>aition, is this in the SPN?

SPAC^RAPT Okay, we have the end plates already set but I'm
standing by to fin^ JUt what container you want me to do first.
And (garble), you want me to do this sphere, is that correct?

CAPCQM If that is in the PPM, yes.

SPAGECRAPT I'm (garble), standby.

PMJ Since Dr. Juan Vreeburg, the principle investigator
of 330 is not present, John Padday is going to sit in for him.
Dr. Padday is himself a principle investigator of another fluid
physics experiment, one that during this shift was run. The
capillary forces experiment #329.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, we got the sphere.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT DO* you know by heart whether that is running with
viewing aid or without?

CAPCOM Repeat please.

CAPCOM With viewing aid.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll take them out then,

CAPCCM Spacelab, Marshall with a brief note, we're going
to be maneuvering to a solar attitude here in a few minutes in
order to give experiraeat 008 some data and then #8, experiment 8

will also be caaraanding at that time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, roger. John, that doesn't (garble) to us^
you can do whatever you like.

CAPCCXf Okay without any rotation, could you search for the
first oscillation frequency? I should suggest starting at .7.

SPACECRAFT Certainly we'll do that, starting at .7 search for
(garble)

.

END OP TAPE
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PAO •.thosa are toxlo and they are placed inside port
ampuals for safety^ The quart ampual samples are heated in a
vacuum and therefore they do not require the presence of a gas
such as arogon* This activation of this experiment the 321
experimentf will be started up at about the 18 hours and 30
minute point following the inspection of the sample. In the
celicon sample that's used in this experiment^ it will be heated
to about 1450 degrees celcious and under micro-^gravi ty , that
should produce crystals with considerably fewer micro in (garble)
then Earth grown materials. Ideally the crystal should be freer
from (garble) since there will be no gravity driven conviction to
cause flexations in It^ Plexuations tn temperature and in
concentration* Any remaining in (garble) should be due only to
marogonlc infection, which again is infection that's driven by
surface tension^ Approximately 11 minutes remaining now until we
reacquire communications with Spacelab, At 5 days, 17 hours, 52
minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab
Operations

«

CAPC<»«

SPACECRAFT
Spacelab.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
point*

SPACECRAPl'

CAPCOM

Spacelab, Marshall Ops, AOS TDRS for 49 minutes.

All right sir. Sounds great, Marshall Ops this is

Oh, Ulf

•

Marshall Ops, how you read?

Loud and clear Ulf.

Okay Chuck, What do you want me to do for Young,

We wonder where you are in the procedure at this

Are you talking about young or about the MHP?

I'm talking about Young, 3307

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I've got 10 minutes time and I didn't get any
more specific information what to do, that's v;hy I *m standing
by. What do you want me to do, set it up or what?

CAPCOM Standby.

PAO During this AOS, Ulf Merbold is scheduled to be
working with experiment 330 in the fluid physics module. That's
Dr. Jon Vreeburg's experiment, he is principal investigator of
that experiment entitled Coupled Motion of Liquid-Solid Systems,
he's with the National Aerospace Laboratory in the Netherlands.
The purpose of that experiment will be to study liquid motions as
part of a wider investigation of liquid solid momentum transfer
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mechanics for spacecraft attitude control purposes* This
experiment is the only one of the fluid physics expetiments to
use its own sealad fluid containers* The containers are not
always full. The reason that Dr. Vreeburg is using his ovrn
containers rather than employing the normal pethod^ o^^^ running
liquid through the center disk opening is that h4>'s trying to
understand the behavior procedures in storage containers.

GAPCOM Spacelab/ Marshall for Olf. Olf we hope that
youni be continuing on with 330 and we*ve got John Padday here
on the line ready to help you with 330 and in general what we're
doing throughout here is letting you continue with 330 and as you
need to break off and work on 321 at the appropriate times and
that's what we'd like you to do and we'll try to keep you inform
on when those times are.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I might be ahead of time. We did the pumper
free inspection and the MHF is really in great shape. It works
perfectly. There's only one thing we get from time to time, the
VGHS full and the whole idea is 007.

CAPC<»! Copy there. Okay Ulf^ no action necessary on that
one, that sure sounds good.

SPACECRAPT Okay and right now an SIU data full's light on, I
hope that is what (garble).

mm OP TAPE
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PAO - « During this brief 5 min pass we had over Guam,
the crew discussed setting up experiment 321, That is a mirror
heating facility experiment. It*s a material science experiment,
one of four experiments that are using t e material science
double rack*s mirror heating facility which now has power being
supplied to it and has been prep*d for the last couple of hours
for the first sample to go into It, The crew was asked to give a
resume to the facility at the 18 hr, 15 min point after sample
inspection. That experiment 321 is known as floating Eone growth
of silicone* It *s purpose is to distinguish between certain
kinds of influences upon crystal growth in microgravity that are
combined and ate indistinguishable from each other on Earth. The
influences of buoyancy in Marangoni convection which is
convection driven by surface tension are always combined on Earth
in silicone crystal growth studies* This mirror heating facility
which has finally appeared to come online and now that we have
EK^wer supplied to it* It's a facility that has two ellipsoidal
mirrorSf mirrors that are oval shaped ^ concave. Each mirror has
two lines of focus and two of those four lines, a total of four
lineSf two lines of focus for each mirror, so four lines, two of
those four lines meet between the two mirrors and where those two
focuses meet, which is usually called the facility's common
focus, where those two focuses meet is where the sample is
located* They are twin halogen lamps. Each one is located at
the remaining focirs line of each mirror. You'll remember, we
said it has lour lines of focus and two of those four lines meet
between the two mirrors and that's where the sample was located,
whereof the remaining two focus lines, where each of those are
loca - where those other two focus lines are located Is a
halogen lamp. Those twin halogen lamps provide a great light
intensity which is controlled by a photocell mounted in the
furnace shell. The sample can thereby be melted by the heat
generated from the light, the concentrated light of these halogen
lamps* These processes are all recorded by a video camera that's
installed behind the window and as Ulf Merbold proceeds on with
this experiment, he will be able to observe the experiment
through a second viewing port. Experience has also shown with
this facility, however, that Ulf Merbold is very able to view the
experimeat by simply watching the video, the video monitor of the
camera that is recording the experiment. The interior of this
furnace can evacuated and pressurized with various (garble) from
the passes. For eKample, argon. Helium is also used, but helium
is used primarily for cooling. Argon is used in the heating of
the silicone rods that are placed inside this facility* Argon
provides a more uniform heating environment. It also serves to
suppress the impurities for which silicone has an ifinity and
tends to draw to itself. There are a quartz ampoule samples that
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are also used. These samples are toxic and are, therefore,
placed inside quartz ampoules for safety. These quartz ampoule
saniples are heated in a vacuum and, therefore, they do not
require the presence of a gas such as argon.

END or TAPE
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CAPCOM Spacolab, Marshall through TDRS for 49 ninutes.

SPACBCRAFT Okay, we're with you,

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, we apologize for the mix up in
coMaunications on the SBPAC run, we hope you straighten it out on
your own.

SPACRCRAPT (garble)

CAPCOM Say, again.

SPACBCRAPT Well we redid it without the subordinate timeline
that way we got, I had to describe a mix results, what happened
was everything ran fine except it would not accept my PCP change,
I don't knw why, we got data management 02, each time we try to
do that.

CAPCOM copy.

SPACECRAFT And it just wouldn't accept it, so we ran with a
(garble) equal to 1.0. Whether its for that reason or not, I'm
not sure. The MTV picture we got, I wouldn't really describe the
picture so much as just the occasion you can see the flash light
up when the. beam went off, the MTV obviously did fire, its just
that there was no image, no real image on the screen.

CAPCOM Copy, that Bob, and it sounds like the back room is
pleased. And we can hear them clapping all the way up here.

SPACBCRAPT Marshall Ops, this is PSl.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Chuck, I got the camera on irresponsive
message for (garble) and I started over from scratch it lost a
few minutes but I got a marvelous picture finally showing the
lens.

CAPCOM Copy. And Olf, we're wondering how the focus
looked on the screen?

SPACECRAFT Well, what I'm saying is (garble) is good quality.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. Spacelab for Bob, we'd like to
know if iou used the MTV to look at the beam and if you had a co-
h of sero?

PAO A moment ago. Bob Parker confirmed that he had a
i sucessful firing of the (garble) plasma dynamic arc Jet, that was

the instrument needed to fire that ionized plasma in conjunction
with the AEPI experiment, it had been software problem that
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they'd been working with and hey did get that corrected and It
fired succeasfully, and is r. d by Chuck I.ewi«, there was a iot
of, a lot o£ claiming, a lot applause ccHsing £ro« the
»oni toeing area In the Payload Operationa Control Center in the
science user ro<» where the SBPAC invest iqation tean is
situated. Olf Merbold also confiriaing that he had gotten aone
good night glow photos £or the AEPI (garble) experiaent.

CAPCOM Spacelabr Marshall, looks like we may be back with
you. Spacelab, Marshall, AOS, we think through TDRS, and wonder
how you copy. Bob, or Olf.

SPiM^BCBAPT I*s also loud and clear.

CAPCON Okay, we had one question for Bob, if he's got a
ainute to answer it.

SPACSCRAPT Say again.

CAPCOM Bob, we're wondering whether you were able to
follow the bean with the MTV and whether you had it sitting at
co-L ©f aero.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCC»i And Bobr we'a like for you to use their checklist
-4^ manual ops procedure with the same t-zero as the PCAP.

PM) The is Mission Control Houston , 5 days, 16 hours/
12 minutes mission elapsed time. Iioss o£ signal through Guam on
orbit 92, during that pass in the OHP conversations with the
Orbirer and Cosmander John Young, some changes in attitude in
maneuvers were passed up to Command Young relating to experiment
operations in the Spacelab. Everything seems to be going well on
the Columbia, all systems looking good at the present hour and
we^ll be picking up over TORS on about 18 minutes and our next
acqisition for Orbiter UHF communications in about half an
hour. This is Mission Control Houston*

PAO And this is Marshall Spacelab Operations, 5 days,
16 hours, 13 minutes mission elapsed time. And during that brief
pas35 over Guam the Spacelab crew was discussing with the Payload
Operations Control Center, the scheduled run of the AEPI running
in conjunction with the SEPAC. And we did experiment a loss o£
signal just as that conversation was continuing. During this LOS
period that experiment is suppose to be underway. The ABPI is
NASA experiment number 3. It has run jointly with the SEPAC
before, the SEPAC of course, the space experiment with pat icle
accelerators. It performs active and interactive perturbation
experiments, on the Earth's ionosphere (garbJo), the AEPI being an
atiiKdspheric mission, photcHiietric imaging experiment observes
faint optical missions associated with natural and artificially
induced phenomenas in the upper atmosphere. It is one of the
complimentory experiments in the space plasma physics grouping of
experiments aboard Spacelab that is used in conjunction with
SEPAC to monitor beam injection experiments. 5 days, 16 hours,
14 minutes mission elapsed this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 16
hours, 29 minutes mission elapsed time, we're about a minute and
a half away from reacquiring communications with Spacelab through
the TDRS satellite. And during this period of time we're
expecting the AEPI experiment to be going on about this time.
The Atmospheric Photometric imagfng experiment still in its
locked down position aboard the pallet is going to be looking at
the night glow as the Shuttle Orbiter is turned in an attitude
whereby the AEPI can see that, so it can study the various
chemical reactions going on in the atmosphere after it has
adsorbed a radiation during the daytime and then emits it and
cc^bines different chemicals at night. It creates, what is know
as a night glow, it is not possible to see it with the naked eye
on Earth, but the sensative of the instruments of the AEPI can
pick it up from the Shuttle Orbiter* The experiment will be
running in conjunction with the SEPAC experiment which during
this time frame alotted for the experiment is expecting to be
firing unionized gas plume, which may, parts of which may return
to the Shuttle and form a glow around the skin of the
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^ooaunicatlona and see how the experiment h?<3 aone. We'.--- iu^^tnow entered our acquisition of qiars^i r-.r-^iA a \ 1
by fo. crew Interface ioo?Sinftot^.^hirr'e^^

we^ce standing
voice uplink of with the IpaSIIab J?e2^ " ""^^^ ''^^

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through TDRf: for 49 minutes.
SPACSCRAFf Okay, ye 're with you.

ttlT^' ^^^^ apologize tor the nix up in

onloSr'^'owi?"^
°" ^^'^^ straighteneci it o«t

SPACECRAFT (garble) owes me one

CAPCOM Say again.

tlS^li^. without the seboraenant

BHD OP TAPE
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PhO Mission Control, *loaaton^ 5 daya^ 15 hours, 53
minutas mlsston elaps'isNa time* We hi*ve esserttlally coiapleted the
handover ttm. thm off--going flight control team of Larry Boagouis
to the flight control team of Chuck Leiiis* A review of
spacecraft's systeis^a activities during the previous shifts shows
that siost orbiter systems are in very good shape and very little
to report in the way of any problems being worked* The
verification flight instrumentation recorder which had been given
some trouble eariier has been worked on and appears to be able to
be used for on entry day* And they're very few changes to the
normal crew timeline* Columbia now at the height of its ground
track out over the Soviet Onion , about 57 degrees north
lattitude, 100 degrees east longitute, orbit 92* We'll be
passing over the Guam station in about 11 minutes* This is
Mission Control*

GAPCOrt Spacelab, Marshall through Guam for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Stoger, I've got one small problem* The timeline
bloated this mild #9 came up with a T033$O1000 which of course
isn't really workii^g guite right*

CAPCOM Okay iSttend by Bob*

SPACECRAFT , But it has started now, I don't whether it's
running or not* (garble) for me and tell me where you want to
abort this and do it without timeline*

CAPCc:»4 Bob, we'd like you to op the rau and the DEP and
then run*

SPACECEAPT (garble) the DBP, 05 error message, time is 338, 8

hours, 6 minutes, 18 seconds*

CAPCOH We copy that Olf*

SF ^?K^RAFT And the rau and the DEP are both up Marshall*

CAPCCM Eoger* Spacelab, Marshall, the DEP 05 message is
normal you can ignore that*

SPACECi< rr I think it refers to ISO, we'll forget it then.

Ch^€k:n affirm* Spacelab for Bob, do you have a DEP ready
yes?

SPACECRAFT Tha *s right, we've got a DEP ready yes but the key
0, standby a minute* But key 0 is about 336 days instead of 338
daysr

CAFCOM copy*
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SPACECRAFT I got it, I was 30 seconds, I got a message 30

seconds to key 0 already. I'm not sure what it's doing. I

wasn't talking to you guys, I just dump into it without support
from the timeline.

CAPCOM Bob, just to confirm the STL, your counting is
sierra 02, Charlie 00.

SPACECRAFT 002 Charlie, 00. Did you say Ou or 02?

CAPCOM 02.

SPACECRAFT Ah, that's the problem. Want to start all over
again? Now 60 seconds to off.

CAPCOM Okay Bob, that's affirmative. We'd like you to
restart with the sierra 02, Charlie 00 and keep the same PO of 23

minutes, same TO of 23 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand sierra is 0, Charlie is 02.

CAPCOM Negative. Sierra 02, charlie 00.

SPACECRAFT What's the last number, 0 or 2?

CAPCOM " 0.

SPACECRAFT That's just what I just started and that's what
gave me the 336 days.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Say again, dv> you want me to restart or not. Chuck?

ChPCCM Standby Bob, we're looking at it.

SPACECRAFT The timeline I called was sierra 02, charlie 00,

CAPGCMi That's correct. We think that it had the wrong
time in it and standby. And Bob, we'd like you to use the
checklist-4, manual ops procedure with the same TO as the PCAP.

PAO l%is is Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 16 hours,
12 minutes nission elapsed time. Loss of signal through Guam on
orbit 92. Ehiring that pass and the VSSF ...

mo OF tmn
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CAPCOM - - a SEPAC on News Room 7 loop.

CAPCOM SIBPAC on News Room 7 loop.

SPACECRAFT POCC, we just got a (garble) from 06* I don't know
what you guys are doing down there.

CAPCOM We see it, Bob. We'll work it.

SPACECRAFT again, RAO forwarding problem here. RAO skipped
14 at 7 hr, 35 min, 39 sec.

CAPCOM Roger. Ws sc^ that. We're about 2 min from LOS,
and a reminder Bob that for your next ABPI run, you've got a
message number 93 Alpha with some instructions for you. We'll
see you back again at 16:05. And Spacelab, the RAO skipped 14
message you had was okay. We fixed it on the ground and you can
ignore it.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

SPACECRAFT You talking about Olf's ABPI run at 16:10?

CAPCOM That's affirm. That's Olf's. You've already got
yours for SEPAC. Our problem. Thank you.

SPAC£K:raft okay. I don't think we have that message down
here.

CAPCOM We copy that.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 15
hr, 49 min Mission Elapsed Time. We've passed out of range of
the TORS. Be about 42 min before we pick up the satellite again?
however, we expect to be over a ground station in about 16 rain or
so. That will be the Guam station. During this last acquisition
of signal, we were given quite a lengthly bit of live downlink of
the Spacelab crew as they performed the 3-dimensional
Ballistocardiography at weightlessness experiment. That's
experiment 28, and during that time, one of the coinvestigators
of the experiment. Dr. Felix Astrollo was voice enabled and spoke
directly with the crew as they performed that experiment. The
experiment Involved wearing a backpack with several sHall
accelercmeters which measured activities in all three axes. They
were also the subjects. Both subjects, cob Prrker and 01

f

Merbold, were also fitted with an electrocardiogram and all this
inforaati<m was being fed into a mineature tape recorder which
they wore on their right leg and they performed a series of
breathing and y^ysical exercises with these instruments recording
various bodily accelerations and vibrations. Just as a pistol
recoils when it fires, the human body reacts to each heart beat
of little movements. Ballistocardography is then a method of
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recording l:h»s« p«r Iodic motions aa a seci«0 of waves. This
iftlneatare tap^i cecord«r iiocn by both oif Herbold and Bob Parker
%rere rscordiug th«s« various vibrations and the heart Hovesant,
the respitory movwMiits, these involuntary vibrations as itell as
the voluntary «K>tions of these two Hen irtien they s^rfor«ed those
exercises which were pulling up and down on a strap, h
oonrparison oS the data ttiat's recorded here witn tests of these
saae two awn back on Sarth will possibly useful for assessing
cardiovascular adaptation in aicro gravity. Expecting to pick up
the Guan station in about 13 »in. At 5 days, 15 hr, 52 sin
Mission Blapsed Tiaie, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 5 days, 15 hr, S3 nin
Mission Elapsed Tine. We have essentially csnpleted the handover
fron the offgoing flight cmitrol teas of Larry Bergouis to the
flight control teaa of Chuck Lewis. Review of spacecraft systeins
activites during the previous shifts shows that most Orbiter
systeas are in - -

BMO OF TAPB
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CAKXSM i9arbi«) will be cowing op. and just enjoyed talking
to you And hava a good lunch. Next OHF pass will be Guam at
16 s 05

.

Bob Parker also wearing a set, a miniature tape
recorder which records bodily acceleretions and vibrations
associated with this heart activity. As well as hia respiration
and Botions of his linbs when he perforas those exercises.

CAPCOH And Spactlab for Ulf , we'd like to hear your
instructions if you don't mind pressing your push to talk.

SPACBCHAPT Okay, we're done with the third part and we come to
the exercise. ,

The saall disc that c«n be seen on the back of Bob
Parker's back as he wears that instruaent. That disc contains
the acceler<»setec« which record these activities in all three
axis. ^By recording in all three axis, it therefore provides a
tnree-di«ensional ballistocardiograa. Meanwhile the experiment
28 investigation team monitoring these activities very closely.

SPACBCRAPT Hey Chuck, is Judy still around?

CAPCOM Say again. The TV is still on Olf.

SPACECRAFT As she can see how Bob can work.

CAPCC»I We're very impressed.

SPACBCRUFT I am.

The miniature tape recorder can be seen on Bob
Parker's right leg. Bob Parker has now stabilixed himself
immediately following the exercise period as is required in the
procedures.

SPACECRAFT Okay Bob, the next thing is 15 seconds
breathholding on my mark. Mark. Okay the next thing on my mark
is 15 seconds of relaxed breathing. Mark. And the next thing is
15 seconds isometric cross angle on my mark. Mark And the last
thing is 30 seconds crouched fold press. Mark. Okay, that's
it. Marshall <^s, for the 28 people, Bob's heart rate was
certainly about 90, i would guess {garble!. The problem with his
exercise is It stretches slot of the muscles but only a few of
them and does really so much (garble) to our system.

CAfCOM We copy that Ulf and thank you very much. We
expect to see that on wide world of sports one of these days.

8PACBCRAFT Oh.
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CAPCOM Spacelab, this is X028.

SPACiBCRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPOW We just want to thank you very much for your strong
engagement In the perfoimance.

SPM:ik:RAFT your welcome and once again, it is really no
difference whether you move slowly around in the module or
whether you try to stabilize. I think if you really want to
stabilise in this (garble) unless you cause more artificial
acceleration then if you just let it go.

ChPCXM We realize that while watching it thoroughly, thank
you,

PAO SEPAC on newsroc»n 7 loop. SEPAC on newsroom 7
loop.

SPACBCRAFT PL!:*:, we just got a (garble) and 06. I don' t know
what you guys are doing down there.

CAPCOM We see it Bob. We'll work it.

SPACBCRAFT . Say again, rau 40 problem here, rau 14 at 7 hours,
35 minutes, 39 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger, we see that, we're about 2 minutes from LOS
and a reminder Bob, that for your next AEPI run ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT • * oust 30 seconds of crotched, just holding your
breathe crotched* Okay, thatU it.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall^ that was a good show both from
the science and the pao^

SPACECRAFT Thank you. Good* Yeah, we've got the (garble)

•

CAPCOM Spacelab this is X028.

SPACECRAFT Go.

Chl?C(M Okay/ we would like to have you stabli2;e as much as
possible and if you can stretch your legs during breathe holding
it is very important. If you can of course.

PAO That Dr. Felix Strollo.

CAPCC^! Another thing that we would like to know if you
have reached the desired POD tray, more than 120?

PAO Dr. Stollo is cool investigator of experiment 28.

SPACECRAFT We get a no that. Just to make one comment on
that. I think the stabilize, well that's a good idea, but it*s
no difference in comparison to a floating to as we did right
now. POCC, with regards to what we we*:e talking about this flow,
whether or not we were having two subjects or not, we did that so
far ahead that that if that is still your request we could
probably slip that in right now.

CAPCCM That's affirmative Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Roger. Give us a ff^w minutes to change
around here, we* 11 try that.

CAPCOM Okay and we're so happy with the realtime TV, we're
going to let you keep it up there until we go LOS, which will be
in about another 20 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Keep those cards and letters coming.

CAPCOM Oh they are. Spacelab, this is X028.

SPACECRAFT One by.

ChPCOm Columbia, Houston on air to ground one.

SPACECRAFT Affirm.

CAPCC84 Columbia/ Houston on air to ground one.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Columbia on air to ground one.
Radio check, over.

CAPCOM Roger, John, you're loud and clear. We couldn't
hear you over Ascension. We have a couple of messages here for
you before we leave the shift and I'd like to pass them on to
you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead*

CAPCOM Okay the first one is tanks 4, 5 are now empty, so
we can now go ahead and activate those heaters.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wait a second. Okay the heaters are off on 4
and 5.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy and the next one is a change to your
future option. The maneuver that you had selected for 1612.

SPACECRAFT Yes, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd like to define a body vector of 5 and
we'd like to define that one as pitch of 90, yaw 350, and that'll
give you elevate roll of plus 10 degrees, everything else stays
the sane.

SPACECRAFT Okay, can you see wl at I'm doing here, I'll change
it right now.

CAPCOM rioger, we'll look.

END OP TAPE,
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SPACECRAFT Okay, w#«re ready with ballistocardiography
whenever you guys, we* re sort of waiting for you guys on the TV,
I guess, more than anything else at the moment on the ballisto.

CAPCC*! Okay, standby

•

SPACECRAFT Or we can do that when you're ready for TV or we
can talk some irore about this SEPAC run as you like.

CAPCOM Okay, I think the, the only other thing we need to
do with the SSPAC is if you didn*t fli?d the message 30A, we could
go through those steps

»

SPACECRAFT Is it a manual or a auto MTV7

CAPCOM It's a manual.

SPACECRAFT Chuck, this is Olf:

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, answer the question, what is the idea that it
looks like 330 because you gave me 10 minutes time to do it in
and I think that is about even enough to set it up* And you
(garble) would come back on that/

CAPCOM yes, if you look at the next page Olf, you've got
til 18s25. You've got lots of time.

PhO Now receiving live downlink as the crew sets up for
ballistocardlograhy.

CAPCOM Good realtime TV. We're looking at Olf with your
backpack on hanging on the handrail.

SPACECPAPT Okay, a miracle, a miracle. I just found message
30 alpha. Okay, ... want 28 now? PLZC? Marshall Ops, this is
Spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead Ulf.

SPACEC^iAFT I'm ready for 28 whenever you are.

CAPCOM Okay, we're ready.

SPiUZBCItAFT We're going. Okay, let's go then.

SPACECRAFT And Mark, hold your breath for 30 seconds.

PAO And we're expecting to have a voice enable If one
of the CO-Investigators of experiment 28 momentarily to speak
directly with the crew.
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SPACECRAFT My mark, 15 seconds of (garbla) . We're going to

pause for (gatrble) . And my mark of 30 seconds of normal
breathing.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, which camera do you want to use, 201?

CAPCCm Going to use 2, Olf

•

SPACECRAFT Then 1*11 turn that way.

P/0 Olf Merbold now performing a series of exercises as

called for in this experiment. While he does this, heart
activity, respiratory movements and voluntary motions of his
limbs all recorded. The backpack that Olf Merbold is wearing is

fitted with small accelercMseters and a electrocardiogram lead

connected to a miniature tape recorder.

CAPCXm Spacelab, Marshall, no response necessary, we're
going to put 8<»iie patches into the experiment canputer that will
experiment 2 and 8 with the rau 21 problem. You may get rau 21

skip message. You can ignore it and for Olf, you look greatl

And we*re looking at Bob sitting, standing, floating right next
to you and it's a perfect picture. Hi to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay on my mark, your going to hold your breath Cor

15 seconds. My mark, 15 seconds of relaxed breathing. Mark. My

mark, 15 seconds of isometric with your ankles crossed,
pulling. My mark, 30 seconds holding your breath crossed. Okay,
that's it.

EHD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM That's good to hear and the PI copies. In answer
to your qyestion about Ballistocardiography , Bob, evidently the
shorthand method we used to write the RR was a little confusing^
and you* re absolutely correct. The 028 PI would appreciate
Ballistocardiography on both subjects.

SPACECRAFT Do we have the time - - I don»t that we have the
time to do it though. That's the one thing that I was wondering
about.

CAPCCM Okay/ We* 11 smoke that over down here and get back
with you on that one

^

SPACECRAFT We've got the SEPAC one coming up very shortly
after I've finished with Olf here and then I*ve got a couple of
hours^ but at that point, there's that SEPAC ccHBing up at 16j00*

CAPCOM That's affirm and I've got some changes for you
when we get around to updating the PCAP. You can just wirite them
in the PCAP*

CAPCOH We would do that now if you're done.

SPACECRAFT I'll do that because I 'm done (garble) * I'll do
that while Ulf is putting on his sensors.

CAPCOM Okay. Standing by*

SPACICRAFT Standing by.

CAPCOM Okay. Going to hour 16 for that SEPAC run, this is
going to be a change to an airglow experiment which is model
number niner

«

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy that.

CAPCOM The subordinate timeline is Sierra O 2 Charlie O 0*

SPACECRAFT Okay. Will that have the correct GMT and
everything in it for T-O?

CAPCOM That's affirm. The T-O is still 23 min.

SPACECRAFT Copy that. The same T-0 as the old one.

CAPCOM That's affirm, and the exception HK^nitoring
subordinate timeline is Sierra 0 2 Echo 0 5*

SPACECRAFT Okay. Copy that.

CAPCOM And they would like PCF 61 equals 7.0.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. 61 equals 7.0.

CAPCOH That's affirm. And just a reminder, Bob, you guys

have been watching for a DEP ready yes and cycling the ID DBP

switch. They want you to continue that activity for this run.

Also, there will be ^

—

SPACECRAFT (Garble), Go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, you can also expect an MPD firing during this

run and there will be £!ome MTV activity for which you should have

a message number 3 0 Alpha.

SPACECRAFT I guess I'm not aware - - that roust be an old one,

huh?

CAPCOM Yes. That's an old one, Bob,

SPACECRAFT We'll go see if we can find it.

CAPCOM Okay. I've got it here in front of me if you

can' t.

PAO Sow receiving scwae playback of the rotating dome

experiment. The rotating dome experiment, this time with the

contact leris with special markings.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We got you again.

CAPCOM Okay. Just wanted to know whether the power

switches got turned off on 201 in the rack unit.

SPACECRAFT They should be, yes. Standby. Let me take a

look. Yes, they're off. Any reason to think they're on?

CAPCCm !Jo. I guess they were concerned about it before

and just wanted to double check.

SPACECRAFT All right. Okay, we're ready with

Ballistocardiography whenever you guys are. We're sort of

waiting for you guys on the TV, I guess, more than anything else

at the noment on the Ballisto.

CAPCOM Okay. Standby.

SPACECRAFT We can do that when you're ready for TV or we can

talk some more about the SEPAC tun if you like.

CAPCOM Okay. I think - -

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO It is also useful in displaying the target in the
left eye nionitor and therefore Ulf Merbold will continue wearing
tho helmet during LOS, but HeMARE will not be received because we
are out of cMisiunications with the Spacelab« However ^ while he
wears this helmet there will be a cross in the monitor and Olf
Merbold will perform a series of movements in this oscillopcia
portion of the experiment. A series of !iK)vements much like
before^ but he will use the joy stick to try to maintain what he
perceives to be in the target as it moves and tries to maintain
it in a vertical line. When we return from LOS, when we
reacquire communications the crew is expected to give a report on
how that portion of the oscillopcia experiment went* At 5 days,
14 hours/ 41 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Marshall
Spacelab Operations.

PAO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days/ 14
hours, 56 minutes mission elapsed tme. A little over a minute to
go before we reaqui re communications with Spacelab and our next
television will be a pre-recorded VTR dump of the rotating dome
experiment and then we expect also to have a live downlink of the
ballisto cardiography experiment which is going to be carried out
during this next pass, that's scheduled for the 5 day, 14 hours,
57 minutes time, that's just about right now. Expecting to pick
up the commune iat ions with Spacelab in just a few seconds*

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshara through TDRS for 48 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Marshcill, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay and Olf, or you or Bob, whoever 's got a minute
we've got the remainder of the PCAP changes to chat about during
sometime during this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'd like to ask one question on this contact
as to my doubt on the (garble) on line and what is now the idea
to ground, not, I'm talking about the mirror heating facility
which we got back and what will we do with it.

CAPCOM First of all, everybody's ^really happy about that
and they're working on a revised plan and if you'll stand by for
a minute I'll check on their stat^j:**. Spacelab, Marshall for
Olf. Just a remainder we've got Ballistic cardiography coming up
at 1500 and we'll be looking for realtime TV supported by TV 14.

SPACECRAFT Roger. TV's all set up sir.

CAPCOM Okay, that'f. fine. And the TV is at 15 + 34.

SPACK:raft Okay.

CAPCOM I think rather than go over the PCAP changes now
Bob, if we can have a little time after you're finished with 22,
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say ag.ln your question Bob.

SPACBCHAFT Ar. «« goln, to do two Bubjeots on 287

oh.ok oTttli:'' '^'^ « you want ru

didn't I Buat ha« been ml«aien? "

22 went!""' ' " 9lve us a quick status

SPACECRAFT - 1 r ^
to be going jus? gr^atf ^° too optomistic, but 22 seems

CAPCOH That's good to hear An<4 t.*.^your question about theballastic'
PI copy. To answer

shorthand method we us^ to w?ite tSf "^^"^
f?*"'

«^i<3««tly the
and you're absolutely correct tL Sfft^Sr**" f^little confusing
ballistic cardiograpgy'^S'^S^h subjScLf appreciate

lii^^tS^. ti-'
> aon't know if we have the

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Marsri^ll Spacelab Operations^ at 5 days 14
hours^ 34 minutes Mission Elapsed Time* We have approximately 22
minutes remaining In this LOS before we regain communications
with the Spacelab through the TORS satellite and daring this last
rather lengthly acquisition of signal, we learned of the repair
of the mirror heating facility, the MHP, it turns out that the
short which had been so troublesome in the comiiK>n supply syste^a
was found to be between the ISO thermal heating facility and the
comion power supply but it was configured in such a way that it
somehow effected the mirror heating facility through various
troublesh<x>ting procedures, we crew was finally able to work
around that short and to get the mirror heating facility operable
again* The mirror heating facility is expected to begin taking
its first sample, very shortly. Also during this last rather
lenghtly acquisition of signal, the crew was working with the
(garble) portion of the 201 experiment. There was a great deal
of emier that was sent down to the payload operations control
center, that is data ccHoing from the eye movement and infrared
device which is the infrared camera above the right eye of the
subject whenever he wears the helmet that is associated with this
experiment* Over the left eye is a monitor which the left eye
looks at, that monitor is the one which shows targets and when
the video tape player is operating also shows patterns of
movement* Of course the video tape player is no longer
operating, .has not been for, for several days in the mission and
the video monitor shows targets, it has the capability to show
targets but no running patterns. The monitor which shows targets
does not require the video tape player which as we mentioned is
not operating. In this (garble) experiment Olf Merbold was the
subject, it was decided that Ulf Merbold should be the subject
for this experiment because Bob Parker has already undergoae the
experiment and it was desired to have a second subject. A
different subject to study for this experiment. While we had
AOS, the emier was put into effect. The infrared device is such
that in order to record the results, it requires a very high data
rate and it can only be recorded here on the ground, it can not
be recorded in the spacelab. Therefore emier is used only when
we are in AOS and once we are in an LOS, other forms of the 201
experiment other portions which do not require emier are carried
out. The crew did carry out three runs of the (garble)
experiment which the helmet on, they ran through them rather
quickly, the CIC, Chuck Lewis told them that they were very far
ahead of scheduled and could attempt another run if so desired,
they did and just before we went LOS, the, the crew was asked to
perform the experiment again during this loss of signal period
without the helmet. Or rather with the helmet but without the
emier because the helmet despite the fact that we are in LOS, the
helmet is also useful in displaying the target in the left eye
monitor and therefore Ulf Merbold will continue wearing the
helmet during LOS but emier will not be received because we are
out of communications with the spacelab, however, while he wears
this helmet, there will be a cross in the monitor and Olf Merbold
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t#lll perform a series of movements In this (garble) portion of
the experiment. A series of movements...

BNO OP TAPS
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SPACECRAFT (garble) r okay we got a pitch with eyes closed.

And now yaw with eyes closed. Any reports? Okay, since we know
oscillopsy with the helmet. Okay, give you one more time a

balance spreader. Center, calibrate, center, right, center, up,

center. Okay PLZC, we»re now going to proceed with the

subjective vertical.

CAPCOH That's fine Bob and we'll be looking for your

vertical cues.

SPACECRAFT Say again.

CAPCOM And we'd like you begin with a calibrate.
Calibrate cross only.

SPACECRAFT Okay, center, center, right, center, left, center,

up, center, down, center, how was it this time?

CAPCOM That's fine Bob and now you can go to mode 3 and
b<jgin,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, be advised LOS in ...

SPACECRAFT Onderctand but understand you don't need EMIR.

CAPCOM That's affirm, you don't need EMIR. And we did not

hear the mark. Bob.

SPACECRAFT Again.

CAPCC^ Please repeat this with the mark if you would, we

missed the mark.

SPACECRAFT The mark for what?

CAPCOM The mark for the vertical Bob.

SPACECRAFT Blue, alright.

CAPCOM And before we go over the hill Bob, we'd like the

electrodes cleaned with alcohol wipes, alcohol wipes please.

SPACECRAFT Plan on using them again?

CAPCOM That's affirm.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Next UHF station
to acquire Columbia and Spacelab foe the eomiRandec in the front
cabin of Columbia will be another hour and 4 minutes fr<Mi now at
ascension. During the previous orbit, John Young had some



difficulties getting a panel open for changing out some filters
in a DEU cover display electronics unit and he suggested actually
cutting the screens to get in behind the panel because the nuts
were slipping on the back side of the screws. He estimated that
it tKHild take an hour to get into the panel as opposed if he
could cut through the screen which he proceeded to do after
getting Bill from MMC. There will not be a change of shift press
conference with the current flight director , Larry Bougouis at
2:00 a.m. central. To repeat, that press conference will not be
held. At 5 days, 14 hours, 18 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

PAO This Is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 14
hours, 34 minutes mission elapsed time. f7e have approximately 22
minutes remaining in this LOS before we regain coomiunioations
with the Spacelab through the TDRS satellite and during this last
rather lengthy acquisition of signal, we learned of the repair of
the mirror heating facility, the MRF ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACBCRAPT ...we'll start off with the helmet again?

aSd^Slibration^^*^
helmet off and beginning with a balance

SPACECRAFT Okay.

K??-.^*. w**-^ ***y® requested to do a third run with thehelmet off as before in the second run, the reason being is thatwe re juat about out of time on the acquisition of signal, wehave about 8 minutes remaining and the eraier, the eye movement of

the data.
requires an acquisition of signal to downlink

SPACBCRAPT The, start off with, center, balance, center.

Calibration being carried out again.

nttl \^ "^^^^ y***- Scheduled, okay this is scheduled.

opSX:
"^ot a roll. Rescheduled, (garble) z. (garble) eyes

Merbold is the subject in this run.

SPACECRAFT (garble). Okay, eyes closed and fixed. Okay, eyes
lilltr

O'^-y' accelerate. Right center, lift,
hlik In ^I^J'tH^t'' ^T"*'

'^^nter. okay, we'll put the hilmet

vJS for'/Jfhff?^*";
center, okay, now we'll proceed withyaw for (garble). Got X now we go to z. Now we go to pitch.Okay, now we go to pitch with your eyes closed.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Upr better, better, down*

PAO You hear those ccMnmands, now.

SPACECRAFT Down, better.

CAPCOM Okay Spacelab we* re happy with the...

SPACECRAFT And we* re going with the yaw standing open first.
A little oscillopcia, if you find some, through it down in the
threshold and mark the threshold. Okay, that's threshold now.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall we have beautiful signal to the
ground.

SPACECRAFT Then we go on to roll osoillopcia. No
oscillopcia? No. Can you get a threshold? I get a threshold.
Okay now we get a Z axis. Okay, nothing Z axis, right? We got
to go to pitch, eyes opened. Okay a little hit on threshold.
Okay, now we yo to eyes closed and pitch.

PAO There are some 8 line graphs that are recording the
various data. As the experiment is being carried out it ccHnes
from the BOGs and the excellerometers.

SPACECRAFT Okay repeat after that, now we go back and repeat
the whole thing.

PAO Various physioloical devices.

SPAC^RAFT Delta, yaw. Threshold.

PAO Electrodes are attached to the top and the bottom
of the area of the eye, above and below the eye and then to the
side of each eye, a total of 6 electrodes.

SPACECRAFT Threshold then yaw, then roll. Okay now comes Z.
Okay notthing in Z. Now c<^es pitch. Okay here comes
threshold. Okay now comes eyes closed pitch, the eyes close
yaw. Okay that's enough. POCC, Spacelab you still with us?

CAPCCW4 Sure are Bob, the data on the ground is beautiful.

SPACECRAFT Okay and you can see I *m is a little more
oscillopcia// I guess then I use to be anyway.

CAPCOM Okay and lets try.

SPACECRAFT (garble)
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CAPCOM Okay. It looks like we're way ahead of schedule,
if you guys feel up to it, another run through would be Icing on
the cake.

SPACECRAFT Do you want to do that or do you want to worry
about the vertical reference? POCC. POCC you want the
subjective vertical or do you want the oscillopcia.

CAPCOM Standby Bob. Spacelab, Marshall, Bob. They're so
happy witht he data they've got on the first two runs they would
really like to have a third one.

SPACECRAFT All right so we'll start off with the helmet on
again, correct?

CAPCOM Wi*-h the helmet off and beginning with a valance
and a calbriation.

SPACECRAFT Okay. With it off.

END OF PILE
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SPACECRAFT Okay I believe that completes the helmet (garble) ,

Byron«

CAPCOM Okay Bob that looks good and would you ask Ulf to
quantify the (garble) that he saw whether it was 1 target with or
less?

SPACECRAFT (garble) i£ possible, thet is to say, let*s say 90
degrees and I can make (garble) in the order of 1 target,
(garble) • Do you copy?

CAPCCM Copy 01 f and did you use the accelerometer on the
bite stick?

SPACECRAFT Accelerometer (garble). Yes.

CAPCOM Copy, thank you.

SPACECRAFT You copy that PLZC?

CAPCOM Roger, I understand.

SPACECRAFT Alright now, we'll take Go ahead PLZC.

CAPC<M4 Just confirming Bob, we copied that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now we take the helmet off and hold it and do
it against the back wall^

CAPCOrt And Spacelab, Marshall-

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Wonder if we could have a final calibration ...

SPACECRAFT (garble) for this calibration, the helmet stayed
off already, we're putting it back on.

CAPCOM Okay,

SPACECRAFT (garble), complete, how* s that?

CAPCOM Looks fine, thank you*

SPACECRAFT Is is okay? I have to use (garble). Okay we* re
going to proceed again this time, (garble) yaw, eyes open again
calibration (garble). Can you get the calibration, ground?

CAPCOM Could we have another one Bob/

SPACECRAFT PLZC, get the calibration?
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hS^^lt again?'^''*'''^
negative, we couldn^t hear Ulf, could we

subject of thirex^;f;^eni\?d*L^"2i i« the
the subject wearrSrSeJie? eie ^01 in which
before the actual •X0erli?^fc'n^^?i«*^^^'?*'^*'" ^« carried out
monitors the eye a^vS^StrthnSf^Sr^S^i!; '

.^^^^ ^he operator
moves his eyes at the coManS «f

detector. The subject
Of natural JoveSInt of JlS^Syesf

°P«--«tor to establish limits

SPACECRAFT Op, center, down, center.
PAO you can hear those commands now.
CAPCOM Okay Spacelab, we're happy ...

SPACECRAFT And we'r*» nr.4«« ^
first. " to wear the yaw standing open

END OF TAPE
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PAO The target spot he's looking at is in that monitor
over the left eye in this helmet that's he's now wearing for this
experiment.

CAPCOM

SPACBCRAPT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Spacelab, Marshall for Bob.

(Garble) payload 1 for (garble)

.

Order the second test.

Go ahead POCC.

Bob, was that first pass run roll or yaw, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're starting with yaw and we're restarting
because I didn't have the Orbiter VT on. Okay, and we're ready
to start now. Go ahead Ulf.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Bob Parker performing head movements again.

Okay, now we go to eyes closed pitch.

Now we go to yaw, eyes closed.

SPACBCRAPT . Okay, POCC. That completes the first half. Now
we'll go back and repeat the same thing before we take the helmet
off.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Yes, we'd like a balance, please.

(Garble)

.

How's the AMIER?

AMIER looks great, Olf, and we'd like a balance at
first opportunity, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay. (Garble)

SPACECRAFT Rog.
balance, POCC.

You'll want the full calibration or a

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

Just a balance, Bob.

(Garble)

.

Now we go to roll.

(Garble)

.

Now we go to z.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay. Very fast. All right. Now we'll go to
pitch, eyes open.

SPACECRAFT Byes open. (Garble) the eyes open.

SPACECRAFT Yes, but then we'll do a pitch, eyes closed
afterward.

SPACECRAFT Okay, pitch. When I go really fast/ I can take it

a little. (Garble).

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

SPACKJRAFT Okay. Eyes closed pitch.

SPACECRAFT Now we'll do eyes closed, yaw.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I believe that completes the helmet and

oscillopsy, air/ground.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob. That looks good, and would you ask Olf

END OF TAPE
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CAPCON SpaoeXab, Marshall could you tell us the amier
setting please.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
alpha 5.

SPACECRAFT
infrared. .

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

PAG

The setting is bravo 5, for the enier.

C bravo 5, We'd like you to alpha 5 please,

Bnier is the acroymn for high movenent and

And the accelerometers signals look good.

Okay, you see the acclerometer okay?

That's affirm.

Give me Y. Here comes Z.

The payload operations control center, specifically
the science user room. .

.

SPhCSCtXKFS ...roll on joy stick so it you're watching for a
joy stick rotation, its coming at you.

CAPCON Roger and roll is okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now we'll give yo the (garble) balance, okay
check (garble) balaiKie (garble) . Okay, and ground, do you hear
Ulf

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
read?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

We're getting good amier signal now Bob.

And you're hearing his voice, correct?

That's negative, can you relay.

Okay, stand by I'll try and set that up again.

(garble) How do you hear Olf now?

Negative.

Be reads you POCC, as far as I'm... try again.

Marshall, Ops this is PSl, 1, 2, 4, how do you

I read you loud and clear Ulf, go ahead.

Okay, fantastic, bow are you?
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CAPCOM Just great.

SPACECRAFT Was the EOG calibration satisfactory for you?

CAPCOM We need one more calibration on the EOG Bob, if you

please*

SPACECRAFT Okay, one more calibrntion please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble). Right/ center, left, center, up,

center, down, center.

CAPCCX4 And could we have a up aown again please.

SPACECRAFT Center, up, center, down, center.

CAPCOM Okay, that's fine.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that means that the long EOG is also working

today.

CAPCOM That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's great.

SPACECRAFT (garble) Marshall Ops here, (garble) right. Let

no (garble) frequency.

CAPCCM (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Skylab, to Marshall (garble).

SPACECRAFT Okay, John would you turn on the (garble) VTR?

PAO Bob Parker was just then performing movements to

his head from left to right.

SPACECRAFT Okay, to your left (garble).

PftO The amier recording the movements of his eye.

SPACECRAFT (garble) on one stand by.

PAO The amier is that device over the right eye. The

target spot he's looking at is in that monitor over the left eye

in this helmet that's he's now wearing for this experiment.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Bob,

SPACECRAFT Payload one (garble).

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Ulf and 174362.

That's an affirmative.

Okay, that has been ended.

And then close with six zeros^ six balls, over.

Close with zero, go ahead.

Okay, then Olf, you can continue with starch MHP

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
enter and if time continue.

SPACECRAFT Wfubbo, Wubbo, hold it, your instruction wasn't
lily good >t *?as close and then 000000, is that correct?

CAproi

ihut is -jorrect.

It's compi »te

.

m*i h n Jl€, start MHF enter.

Sfc-AcgCRAfT Okay start MHF enter. That's complete. We have an
mm stop licfht <m display. Stop, idea is 302.

CAPC 'H

We copy Ulf, And...

M'fshall Ops?

5fes Olf.

SPACECRAFT Want me to Stop 302 and start, is the power switch
on that. And that i« two, I .witch. Wubbo go ahead*

CAPCOM Make sure that ^ou look at page F400-12 and step
1-3 to 1.8 and then get on with 201.

SPACBCFfAJPT

FiwO

okiy, I'm &- 400-12. Now go ahead.

Okay, 03*" and per 'orm steps 1.3 througi* 1.8, over.

1*3 through .8, okay, will do that. Okay

Okay, Ulf thank you and please continue 201.

Oikmy wfll do that.

ftee •n<^iraif l;«tw««n altertiate PayXoad Sii«cialist
Sfui^fep mkMl4 0if mtboMLf voicing oontiitoinf
t£mk^9^ooUm pt#ae<$iir«s £or that e mrnmi pomt itt^ply foe
mitt&i t^mim XmiUtf and .tli« tsOL tlicEao' :£«#iliiy.
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CAPCOM Copy.

acquisition of^^fg^^rperiod IS'^k'^" re«.aining in this
finish up with tir?ro5wesho^?fna L^^K** '^^^ instructed to
once they have carried out t^^Ji «.« Problems andon experiment 201, the §sciUopcirSS???irof ^^^^^^ -'^^ ^""^

xv»fc.i,id portion or. experiment 201.
SPACECRAFT Okay POCC, the lost is found.
CAPCOM Th£' 's ar«j.f o u
see if v.e can find you l^^e tii^ef""^

^^"^^"^ the PCAP and

SPACECRAFT (garble) PCAP.

we're looking for a little .ore time for you Bob

bf?ffSf?Lt? ^-^'-^ the I'iOH cannisters, will you

CAPCOM c

to 14 . 35 whefjo; hf^rto's^afr^v <^<>"tln. . up
time after that for stowage. ^ lots of

SPACECRAFT Right.

CAPC(^ Sp^celab, Marshall we have (garble)

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

s^tlf^^s, pxJ.l'r''"- you ten us th. (garble,

SPACECRAPT The s^ttln. Is bravo 5 for the ehib.
««»M copy, bravo 5. we'd like you to alpha.
BSD OP TAPE



1ILT~ ''''' ^^^^ ^

ffrUe??''L've*^>;jrdolng."' '° "'"'^ '^^^^ «t same 30 seconds

CAPCOM stand by.

SPACECRAFT it's onio c - ^
table. " « ««°<'"d3 aftar sunset according to the

CAPCOM Negative, Bob, 05 U aa per F-cap.

ifJffSlo e«j;2r'5h'*?;ru»:: ^""^"^^ told »e to

their happy wijr;h.'J"U"o?"al«^"there.'^"*'"'^ '"^

SPACECRAFT Th« ..kes sense to ,e too.

SPACECRAFT And MareKan
working real great? " ™^9ht be telemetry, the 22 is

CAPCOM We copied Ulf.

SPACECRAFT We 3,,,,^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^

CAPCOM And the ground data looks okay, uif.
SPACECRAFT (garble).

read Off the fmer^^SfIj^os^jfhave It on the ground her^^^11. °" ^^isplay, we don't

ii^^^ndaiisj' -a?rs?us,^sr^s? i?f^isuij^^-Si^f-
CAPCOM Roger, copy, grating at 500 over.
SPAC3KRAFT The gratina nov«s i« ,

business. Counting^dSSn! 499.' «P«n«'

CAPCOM »P«««l«b we're golna LOS »

( SPACECMFV 00 you ...a «,r.h.ll.

CWOOII 8"" Wf, but „ .hoald b. MS.
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the TORS satem?e°irjSI^2 TitllJtr. "^'^^ ^« Pi=»^ing upDuring the last several ain^tesi^end^ "^'^ ' ainutes.^
^

ground station of Hawaii/ 2e were P?««i«9 over the

SLclSa^?r?^*^ ^o^^^i^g wUh the wi?^'??r^^* downlinkplacing It in the scientifi?, icieStifli they werethe caaera at the space. We even ^^i f
*irlock and extending

the camera shown from »A « I Y®" some photograohv of #-Kz» ^«
bay toward tSnpflJJb'^IJl'r '°Ith'';?

'^^'^^"^ ??^'^?he1anl;d°'space. Approximately e^inutw reL?S?n°*"*''* extending iJJo
of signal with the soacelah ,J fejaining now until reacguisitionMission Elapsed Timer?hifis LLSST? P aiSS^Is
is Marshall Spacelab Operations fnS i^.^^*''*^*** Operations. Thisthe spacelah hy the Tr^t^^Jt^;^

^Ssl^l^f^ile?^^^^"^
CAPCOM Spacelah, Marshall, through TORS for 52 minutes
SPACECRAFT We ar« .

"xnutes.

thing, we had RAU l! skio m!Lf (garble)
. There is onean SRU datft (g„Sle) .

""^^^^^^ and consequently the Ms2S shows

CAPCOM copy uif, and we'll get back to you
SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM e
minutes before a?arUni ?or^?i^ ^^"^ "If- We have two^or a Short Proce'd^l^L'^h'; ^SLlf:roJer''

''''

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okav «Kai.Okay, what we need is an open 174362.

-ore than one? ^" ""^^ « 1= ""t (gatble) is 1 open ot

It is only one open on. closed.
SWCKCi^PT

0..y, x.ll ao it in reel tl... open.
CAPCOM 1743

SPACBCMFT 17

«62 "-"-ck the Whole nui^er.

«IJ*a'^l„ ' ""• open 1743 end i .t.a,d the l„t part,

*.9.«<-e, 62, end ..^ h«k th. ^i. „^,.
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SPACBCFAFT Okay, open 174362.

CAPCOM Th«f 8 an affirmative.

SMCBCI^PT Okay, that Is h.a been ended.
=*POa< And then oloae with 6 „ro.. « ball,, over
BMD OP TAPS

I
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las a rA«.,«a-
of^e'^P^i'nent 22, the wide field camera. There

crew to
investigation team for the Spacelab

miS^^i^ Pi!*f®.°^°?® ''^^ curtains of the aft window of themodule. That is the window that looks out on the oallet and t-h«h

lolcefab^SL:??''^
is enough iigiJt insfde^?he

^

Pf^s^ns through the aft window to perhaps have
ta ttt ^?^t J^^^^'^f^^nce of the view of the FAUS telescope ? And
fhJ?* f^'-^^^u^

"""^ ""^"^^^ ^" aft window. During th!; redshift, there have been 2 runs thus far at the very wide field

?ri^J.*"^ t''''^^^
scheduled for this shift!"" It's coming up

55 ^inSte ^iXt'^'^Siu?'?!* ("I" scheduled to began the hLrfDD minute point. About 34 minutes remaining in this LOS period
p!ss ov^r llTTJl^

^^''^
F"*"

satellite. Of 18 minutes before we

tSere It 5 davf
and reacquire for a few minutes

fMa L 2 u ' 47 minutes mission elapsed time,this is Marshall Spacelab Operations,

television wn?^if
Marshall Spacelab Operations .nd our next

Hawaii l?%n«i , L^P*f^^?^ crew activities. As we pass overHawaii in 3ust a few minutes, we'll be on orbit 90 And we'llhave that downlink at mission elapsed time of 5 dais 33 hLll ^minutes point, that's about il:05^.m. centrfl^^^Xdird^?^^^
'

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall Ops AOS Hawaii for 7 minutes.

vo2r^?S?oL.^^f°^
hear your (garble), loud and clear. For

i^nL^J f extending 22 and we have the K5connector of connector, sorry, P5 connector connect us to J5.

Se'rflooking ?Sr'soie'T;!
"'^^^ ^^^nk ,0. very much and

awttch^ri-h. ^r»l^ if I understand Yurgen correct, he wants me to

whiteve? it T^^^^.-S*'^''''?
quickly and switch it off again or MHP,

?akl anwii ?Li
selector switch ts now at MHF but before Itake action, I'd like to get that confirmed.

CAPCOM MHF Ulf , MHF.

SPACECRAFT MHF, and he wants to get it on, right?

And also the hoater power on the heater supply.
CAPCOM
Olf

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, MHP is on at the power supply.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf.

SPACECRAFT (garble), wait a minute, ws have th«» i»n.»e ™
It IS successful, we can use it. Greatl
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SPACECRAFT
"

h.v. (,„bl.,/ "^"=''«^ Po»er supply off because I think we
capcqm
.oca View o„ ^'irL^'lVltt '.Ih^t «•« .ettin, ,
SPACECRAFT Oh fantastic, hey.
PAO w *

out ,b„,e Space..h%«--'„^| -W^^^^^^^^^^
the^ca.e.a e,to„.ea

SPACECRAFT PLzc a terrlfici
30 aeconas e.r^^i tj^i^^^^^^ stact this one at the sa.e

^'^^^COM stand by.

SPACECRAPT Tf lo ^ ,

table. ^"iy 6 seconds aft-r st,n«a^atc.r sunset according to the
CAPCOM Negative Bob. OS-I' .a"^-1-^ as per pcap.
SPACECRAFT Okay, i ...

END OP TAPE
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inaiAt^ JZ ,
cocrect connections various wirina

eJ^?i««S;S??*'*fK^"PP^y; readying ?or
^

his head sovarai t T""-"-
xeEt eye. He will move

that ta™? ?^ ;h
v«»^ious directions while staring at

down the tcavel, linJ'the ^1^°"J^l^"^ "1" 'hen slow

larap aia mm
yi-<»vii:y, was aole to mix pheres as

phefes could^o? hJLr* discussed that soSe of thse

s£rn\'%i°w
hrZ!!«K ..u ^ ^^^^ which the fluid is f^owlna

BNO OF TAPE
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experiment, sJud°?hlt^hl^?2H'*^K^i^"^*^ spheres, Madame Rodof s
built them to 20 miUi^etlr Jnd 5f»ff?f'*f ^«»f ^P^eres had
diameter. He then as caliL ? ? "^^li^eter sizes in
Plunger to the 30 millimeter anL.f f^Pe'^iwent applied a
however, to, the fluid of ^LS^hI^ J*"**^

the snhere
the disk, ° sphere to spill over ihe'side of

SPACECRAFT (garble) spacelab.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okav ^t-^^t-^A ^ ^
might take tell the IJ? fofks nif^*^f°^^^ thought I
remaining, i don't know whether L?"^^^*'?''® 22 electrodes
or just this day and a?o?her dL f ^"^^^^ ^ more days of this
electrode both Jf us.

^""^ ^" ^^^"^^ -whether Jou wanton

whufwe're walti^g,''jusi VLtnf .
°" that Bob,

turn on the TVC 1 cime^a bef^e L com2^n""*^^°u' ^^"1*5
- 13 05, we'd sure like tn ^Zl^Z the Hawaii pass at

through that plss^i^l iLTyfu ITn u'lh'Htlr til "L's
'"^

SPACECRAFT Okay.
P'^ss,

CAPCOM Okav h^k
want the electrodes on p<;?" ^ ® electrode question. They onlv
aluminous line'

"^^^^ they don't need them^fS? ?he

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this is PSl.
CAPCOM Loud and clear Ulf.

thf^«We) of'^Jhi M^iS? »y««"r ''hat is the step of

CAPCOM Stand by.

CAPCOM Yea,

SPACBCJRAFT Did thaw i «n
to build a (farble) cLl:'\^^yir^av:^iT'^ '-^^'^^ -^'l-
Oicbifcer inside maintenance ueooi- ^" **"tch with the
-•owieotors m have.

People to see what sort of the

CAPCOli Olf, we...

SPACECRAFT (farble)



I

Z^r'''~
'^^^^^^ ''''''''' 12/03/33 a

Sl^SnfiguraJ^^; ^'"^^ «HPv to the power supply, the

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM ...IHF.

That's (garble)

.

SPACBCRAPT P5 to J5 and P7 to J7.
CAPCOM Negative, not P7, just P5.

SPACECRAFT P5 to J5.

CAPCOM That's cor olf.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

y Short tl«e, anf^hen^JiuSh^'Sfff'' «<^"«ole for a

SPACECRAFT Again but «h-r,^ u

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Q
you again throug^Si;aif[f?i^5c^Li^ minutes, we'll see
22 run up co»in|. Win'brii^„?^^«?^/i;|» you good luck with the

SPACECRAFT Again. (garble).

hJSrs 39 "inutirSisLSj'BUpief 5 days 12
coaaunications with SDao-iih IJ?

Tl««, we have loat
However, we hope to

through the TDRS satellite.

this last pass troubleahodtinS cSntiiSS-; "wantime durinq
power aupply to the iso thermal heating facility'

**** *^***t oomioofi

END OP TAPB
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tried tS attach tSe largest aSSere tL^^S'^"*"^*?'' "^^^^ ^

plunger, the oil spilled ov«r^Sf '>i^® J° spi^^J^®' took a
Plate, so that iaif'iil^rL^^It^Jj, ^sslSir''

^"^^"^^

Si^h'^he smalleHpJe?e; ^J^/^^^
^^^at imply that you had success

SPACECRAFT Again, Chuck.

2he?^ when yortr??|-to''att^^h "^'^^ ''^^'^ 30 nm
wSrked okay. plunger, but the 20 mm sphere

SPACECRAFT Yes. I did thA ^ ,

without plunger! then I was tr^?««
5^°"*" Plunyer, and the 30

took a Plunglr to do kit^ wl^h^i?^
connect the 30 nun sphere,

the plunger^SL ^he sS^fSee o? ItTl' ^^e sa»e «oa,ent whin
wave to the surface «n5 fSf 5*^® sphere, that causes a kind of
exceeds tSe stab?Utr?i^U anf «*"?^%*' ^"P^'^*^ P^^^e
due to this excitiifL iJf spilled over. That is just
the plungi?.*''''^''**^^^" «hole thing gets in contact with

CAPCOM Roger. Copy that.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Olf, 326 PI.

whoJf^g go?'in'1o::r;t'wJth\'hJ °" '"'^
postaission.

contact with the plunger so you can analyae it

CAPCOM Spacelab for uif, 326 Pi.

•That* 8 Dr. Kaynes again.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

iit» BMU thing'
"'o^Pfcon*- ""yb. Chuok Lnlm r.p«.ts

I'll *»k him.
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efteota of g-jttt« on the dJon 2f -Jother you observed any

because the dumping oil in the /aSrM!* probablj
It's impossible to^keep U riaht^oJ iSl TJ"^^

^^^.^^^^

plunger hits them, the anLr* L ^ f that
for I short period of tiS« IJd

<'^^^ is asymmetrical
the support ItaJrge^a iery*jfrge\ec^^^^^

°"
running along the sohere lL ?h!^

because there's a surface wave
the sur^ace"2ng^e^%'^^h%^"^nt^'ct Tnllt'' l^./^^^^^^^^y

li-lt of

"^^Ti axis, anr;t?n'one°^;strSr P^-^"
the drop «ai free and unJethered S^'/Lf^J*?^^*^ ^^l' ^'hen
Observe any effects"ofTjufer? being moved, did you

SPACECRAFT I don't read you. Mike. I'm sorry.

SSfeffects ofTji??eJ?^gu?f Jitte??"

SPACECRAFT Negative.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM Copy.

ps'"^."don.?^i?!o:'i:Ayt'S?„i '«sft'iiniJ%H"''«?'^^nuid^pHy,ic. «.d,ue, so ?^?!"?ie.:iJ lllo^Ul^'rUT^ol'lt

CAPCOM Copy, uif. Thank you.

CAPCOM Spacelab for rn f i-^e r
you to reconnect the MHF connector * * * request to ask

_30« spheres, h.a balit "rJrSS-^'J^^lo'SS^SjeS'Jn^Sf:;:^.,

8HD or TAPE
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cJ?ried out in''5Sou?"Si?h:r%r^f^^2 scheduled to be
gets the reporting iyJ?^^*'"ta2l?ihoH*\?'' ^^^'^ Bob P«ker
recorded on televlsiSffLtirspaSSfab ?t*i??f^J^J'k*^'^

^«
downlinked in real«-lm« t« ru?*^ T ?: ^^^^
will weara helJIt ISich SiLlr?^^^*?^*'^"'*"'^' ^^b Parker
While he is «ea?iig thiS hlLer?.?^*'^"'*^ '''' this experiment.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall for Bob.

SPACBCRAPT (garble)

here^Sob. What*'Se're'dol2«'?o
and explain your question

a number of*^?iprwS!cf{S?o Je1^i;gl ? Zitl'llTcl ^^^'^^Vyou to close your mvmn mrkA ^4 1 ^ auring pitch. We want
eyes «a do ySr^J^^^nS* ?hf"wiHriSj: tlL'IVpec the oclainal. It's iuat .n i/„ ^ • J helmet as
to repeat those 3 steps^SIJh ?h2 h^Ji^?

''5'" "
second time. Then we want Sou ?o Si« ;„ '^J** ' ^""^ "^'"S it a
usin, the ion, eoc clbirLr^.^afILr:nSrr'n.S?i^i;' "

!IS|'^S§'1a...°5S?i„rLe'°l^tL\"tSL%"/°'' '°

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

we^rfs to'rti:^::u^:r'n^^ z'^*^' --^^
that, Se'rl going to do fai^Mff*^??!;*^*."'^ *" addition to
the new 8tep%:3!l is Sith oi^eh Zilu

P'^*'*^' ^ ^^th
pitch with eyes closed a^d 15 5 l^*"^

^^^^ ''P®" 5.3.2 is
Correct? ^ closed and 5.3.3 is yaw with eyes closed.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT But there's 3 extra steps to it.

CAPCOM Affirm.

L'JS-^fJTth. Se-L^a'^d' ^°s:'wrt-ss„rt'h:'h.^°e"i"--
-

CAPCOM That's correct.

.ubjSSn," "^^^ 'he .ubleotiv,

OkfOW 2 .objMt, It you can g,t It don. l„ tlm,.
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lifts
^^^^ ^« the (garble) a long befo-"14:10, is there any particular reason for specifying 14710?

^ff?** ,
Stand by. Spacelab, ihall for Bob. no

yoS finiJS '?SefJjri.'?^ those in sequence as

su?c iSu S;d!?!JJ^M*'? ""^ * clarification just to makesure you understand we'd like you to do all of the steos twioAwith the helnet on and with the helmet off,
^

?hI?^S?^ct?
""^^ (garble) should be done twice, is

Ch^m That's correct.

^r?ff^!t^K « question, I would assume the subjectivevertical they want, the EMIR but EMIR disappears about 14:12.
CAPCC»! That's not crucial.

SPACECRAFT Okay, EMIR is not crucial. Okay.

l^f^xoerim«n?"L?^?I '^he illuminousexperiment before you run out of time, that's okav. we'll
illLlll ^r<^nf'''''

*=»»*^f«ter and you can ignore 0? e^o^messages, ISO's commanding.

«*^tT'th«°J:?: •ieotrodes just in o«e

CAPCOM Copy.

"p. -".^ Marshall Ops, this is PSl.

w.^FCOM Loud and clear Olf*

fni^f??!. information, for Madame Redofs
IS as roilowsj i was able to fill the second time the small

SfS'^oh??!**!!.'® rJ^fr^*' (9arS^ a^d thfsaSTfor a30 mm sphere determined the rest*s frequency and ...

&M0 Of TAPB
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SPACECRAFT This is even one of ouc favorite targets.

aPACBCRAPT Right,

SPACECRAFT ... I need that dap again/ thank you.

^^2 ^ ,^ While the secona round of nx'^^oE iiaent 22, the vary
wl<3e field canera goes on in conjunction h POas, the
expeiTiment 22 investigation team Is follow-ug very closely thedaca that is coaing down frow that experiment.

SfAC9G»m That POCC in, we still need to talk to you about
ttie 201 run,

GM&m Roger.

CAPCOH Spacelab, Marshall, for Bob.

SPACBCJIAF? Roger / go.

CAPCOM Okay, Bob, I've got a little bit of review on this
Oscillopsy run, I can either go through that now, or if you'vegot speciJic questions, we'll try and answer them.

SPACBCJ^rr^ I'd sather just ask you a couple of specific
qaestions hare. One, understand that PS is the subject and notthe MS, and question is, do you want us to use the long lOG

2, ^ recollection was on day 1, we decided that the long
SSS-'*^^*'*!*!!* f*'^?^

as well In they should and thJ shirt^oa«« yvre better. That's the first question. Tbe second^eytlwis is, what's the destination of is it going down
tJ Ik;*!'

ve don't have to worry about handling it? And
tbe^JMrd question is, I gather we're doing, in the standing
position, we're doing botn the yaw and rolHng oacillopsy as
S;f?l*i,.r " ^ osciUop#i», aSd then a addition,

«nS iiSriiAjS^?** ^ understand, with eyes closed in pitchand eyes closed in yaw, is that corrict?

CAPCOM Standby. Spacelab for Bob, answer to the TV
destination, it's going to the Otblcer recorder, and we will
conCifiire it, you control It.

mmmMXT Oadecatand, yow will aonfigare and control it,
fight, but we're, I'll have to tell John to turn On the VTR,

S^!^***7 *^iiek, do yoa want w during the whole
•e«si0ii# both Qsctl\opeia aiKi verticle, subjective vettlele?
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?*0 Bob P.rk«r is setting up the TV f^r
SPACBCRA^ 0.ay.

the TV for experiment 201.

the 201 folks on i/ f^*^ and we'll aet « r

SPACBCftAfT Thank..

umbrella nimber of oJf*^^^ * series of exoerlmfSiS
Portion of the

8K0 OF TAPB
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CAPCOli Stand by, we'll get tight back to you.

PAO Bob Parker Is doing the second run of experiment

22.

SPACECRAFT For your record I took 200 frames for the (garble)

.

CAPCOM I've got 200 frames/ thank you 01 f.

SPACECRAFT I'm now trying to make the, see a little larger.

CAPCOM Okay, I would guess that this is the Intention of

(garble) because there is a slight inconsistency in the going on

to Rtep 8 at this point, you're dealing with a 40-am sphere.

guess that she want's you to make it as big as it would be safe

to persue.

SPACECRAFT I don't read you very good. Is that, I understand

that the 40-mm sphere is an impossible thing because it will

overfill 2 or 3 contact angles.

CAPCOM Yes, we feel the same thing, so I think you should

proceed with discretion and go to the largest sphere which you

think is safe, over.

SPACECRAFT I'll do that.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, for Bob - an answer to your

question on the window. Bob. It's a FOAST requirement and they

would like to have the aft window on Spacelab curtained since

they're cunning jointly with this 22 ran,

SPACBCRAFT Okay, the aft viewport on Spacelab.

CAPC^ Affirm.

SPACBCRAFT That's Closed.

PAO FOAST is the far ultraviolet astronomy telescope,

it's experiment number 5, a NASA experiment. It too is a wlae

field of view Instrument that's located on the pallet, and it s

operated by the crew from the Spacelab nodule.

8P#iClCRAFa' I notice that the (garble)

0 CAPCOM Say again Olf, l didn't get all that.

SPACECRAFT Awporage for (garble) was 0.12 ima.

CAPCOM I copy 0.12.

Spj^BCRjurr 0.12.
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i^APCOM Okay Ulf, can you please give me some estimate of
he size of the sphere which you have at present. Is it still 18

«im or have you increased it's volume, over?

SPACECRAFT Yes, (garble) roughly 30, maybe 27, 28 mm diameter.

CAPCOM Okay, I suppose that'c as far as it's safe to go,
over

.

SPACBCRAPT We got oscillation it looks safe.

PAO Ul£ Mecbold discussing the various sizes of spheres
that he is creating with the disk in the liquid sphere
experiment. Ilie far ultraviolet telescope, bi' the way, is
working in conjunction with the wide field camera in this next
run of th^ wide field camera that's going on now, and the
investigation for the PAUST has asked that the aft windows be
curtained in order to block the light that may interfere with the
viewing of that telescope out on the pallet.

CAPCOM Spacelab for Olf 326 PI.

SPACECRAFT Mike, go ahead.

CAPCOM mf, I'm following on the V0U what you're doing

^

and looking also at the cluck and I think we only have another 5
minutes left for this run, so if it's possible for you to proceed
to the 4a8h part of the experiment, I think that this would be
apprec ted by Madame Rodo* , over .

SPACECRAFT Okay, I will film that one here, and I will try to
get in touch with the (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, that's great, good luck.

SPACECRAFT "Wiank you.

CAPCOM And Spacelab for Bob, for your information,
experiment 22 says it looks like they got their exposures and
they're on target.

SPACECRAFT This is ni»i ther one of my favorite targets.
Downside, I need that DAP again, thunk you.

END OF TAPE
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S«?^2!f«- 4 ^^^^'^^^^ * ^^^^ ignore any error messagesfor experiment 20, soaietime around il + 56. We're going to be
anr!?fi2^iJ?' ^® ^° ^^'^y command a passive package/
SSssSges!

"° connected they're going to get some error

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, and if you don't have anything
?; ^'^ y*''' ^^'^^ ™e up, we didn't catch, copyit, because you were so broken.

'

Sf5^?? ^ \ °i!*y^
question Bob, was really for Olf, but we

tttll^ ^J^**' y**" <^he answJr and thit was

poS« supplj?^
^"^^ connections reconnected in the

f^fff^^K, /°'.^^t
question really cape is to how to take the

ilSSMi^iJ?irLr"L?S ^^t f**!p- ^"^^^ like sort of a rubber
^''^ ^^^^ P^"» ««t into, that appears to beglued to the shelf, not clear how to get that out of the shf.lf.

Cii lOM Okay we copy that and...

SPACECRAFT This is Ulf speaking.

CAPCOM Then get back. Loud and clear, OLf.

ff^nSS^^J ^l!*^'
^^"""^ * P*»^*=' ^^^^ « ring which goes

nlnf -nH JSI" ^'^f*
Uolator which in a way, contains all the

thS oiSs? tI ml 2iSf*^i*'L^\*'*'*" connected to

hrL„ I f!^
the brown pact or is that inside? That

wSf?Li*?i*i!'>*' ^i^'li
^^"^ I'm not sure

it 1« a good idea to let say disnantel the cables behind
b?Ln only option we have, biSauS! thSDrown isolator is glued in the shelf.

CAPOm We copy Ulf , standby.

SPACECRAFT Sometime Chuck, we need to talk to you guys aboutthe nev 201 procedure, make sure we understand itt

CAPCOM Copy, spacelab, Marshall for Bob.

SPACECRAFT Yes. Go head POCC.

^b, if you have time while 22 is running
OPSm|K>uld like for you to reconnect the nrf connector to F5,
SV*..i" original configuration, and then they'll look at

r**f^
^" the ground. And in the meantime forSlf,

qSe!t4o«f*on 32«!''® ''•^^ have any

SPACECRAfT Okay, I have two things, it is a bad idea that m

300
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ace doing two things at the sane apot here. !•» standing right
in front of the MSTR and I think as soon as !•» done here we'll
ceaune the connector work. And the second and last thing I have
(garble) 18 milliaeter (garble) and I determined one (garble) as
being to hard and I'ai now ready to film the decay of that free
oscillation.

CAPCQM
Olf.

•PACRCRAFT

Copy Olf, we concur. Spacelab, this Is 326 PI, for

Go ahead Mike.

CAPCQM (garble), correction it's not John Paddy, it's Mike
aalrMS. We're gettlna data on the VTO, we've got you at the
iiOR«nt Showing an oscillation frecfuence of 0, and an anpltude of

copied your notion of going on studying the decay and
this is fine. Thank you very «uch Indeed.

SPACBCRArr

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay.

That was Dr. Michael Haines again.

And POCC, Spacelab.

6o ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT l»ve been checking Into that 22 flight data file
and can find no reference to It but I keep being bothered by a
suspeslon that we were su^se to have the aft windows of the
Orbiter closed to It, but 1 can find no nentlon of It In the
flight data file. Can you verify, one way or the other for that,
foe us? '

CAPCOM

PAO
22.

Standby, we'll get right back to you.

Bob Parker is doing the second run of experiment

SPACECRAFT For your record, I took 200. r.

BHD OF FILE
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pjlO This is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall through Hawaii for one minute,

and Olf, if you're running 326, Mike Hanes is on the line and has

a change for you, Olf

.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Good morning Olf. Speaking on behalf of Madame

Rodot, she would like first to confirm that you're using the low

vescosity that is 5 centl strokes through it. Is that correct?

Over.

SPACSCRAFT Mo. We operated the 5 centl strokes installed

here. That Is too late now Mike.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf. That's fine. Then, the only other

instruction from her is would you limit the amplitude to an

/ obsolute maximu' of 0.45, 0.45 millimeters. In fact in the

V earlier run, th*.t 0.15 we observed quite violent oscillations, so

you should be very careful on the amplitude. Over.

SPACECRAFT (garble) with the same amplitude, or what was that?

CAPCOM The remote concern, the amplitude of the

oscillation?* of the 20 millimeter sphere, and Msdame Rodot s

advice is to limit this to 0.45 millimeters. In fact, In the

earlier run, 0.15 produced an almost uncontroll oscillations, do

you read? Over.

SPACICRAFT About 0.45 Is this larger that 0.15.

CAPCOM That is correct. Madame Rodot's adyioe is that

this should be the absolute maximum. But, «Y^«<5]'i««'^" ^ "ifJi
Interpose It, would be to be very cautious with th« drops. OKay.

PAO That was Dr. Mioheal Hanes of the University of

Bristol In the United Kingdom briefly voice enabled to speak with

the payload crew In the Spacelab. Dr. Hanes speaking on the

behalf of Madame H. Rodot, of the (g*tble) Center for ScUn^iJi^^
Research In France. Currently Olf Merbold Is carrying out Madame

Bo<Sot*s experiment of oscillation of semi-free liquids spheres in

space. This Is experiment number 326 which employe the fluid

physios module. Or. Banes was speaking on behalf

/ f1 of two other experiments In the fluid physics series, of the

V. expofiMints onboard Spaoelab.

fi«> This is Marshall spaoelab Opefstlons at 5 days 11

hours 40 •Inutes »lssion elapsed time. A little
*>i?^^«.ii;*'»

1/2 imite resialning before ife teao^ilre coswunloatlewis with _
gpaoelab through the TDRS aatelllt*^ ittiea we come back up, we'll

rind Olf l»rbold working with i^^
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rest of threxSirimentB o^fv «^ Jf
"^"•l ''^th the

att««pt8 to 08?illlt2 Lh^fli^J"?.**^?!' '^^^^^ experiment

After the spherL aceTcSed fJSi ?he i^fnS
^^"^

the hole into the dlL Jk!«\k ^J?^*^
reservior, through

osciuauisi? 'it ha;:'pSS::d'iSo"tSe');si"?r':^d'°for uplink from Chuck LeJis!
trend, expecting now

CWOM SpeceUb, Marshall AOS for about 56 »inutefl through

SPAC8CRAFT Okay, Spacelab, we're with you.

gefuJe reconnec?!inr«;d/n: IT tSS"^*
whether ui^ was able to

guy. are S?;r;r?h?f? da?a LJ°?h£?''" ^y^^^^' ^''^ ^'^'^

they are looking ' ^"^'^"^ anxious to know what

^^'^ unreadable. Try again in a couple of

CAPCOM Copy

CAPCOH
^?^°Sob. JusfHote'tfinUJi'- '^'^ ^ ^^^^ «it:h you
20. SoS;tiie*ir;uSS U ; inSI^^Lf^^ for experiment
ECAfi ia rtrt^r^ r« I. r their going to be oomaandina toEGAS 18 going to try to connand the pass

^^wnanamg to.

OF TAPS
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9lSe the. so..'S?oSnri?ih"Si;??Ji^°''^«"' ^SoSe IT'""" "
Ourlna thim i»a¥ ^»

ww^i^xyxng power to tnose furnaces >

th. routing a^^^???^^of*?S.^%"i?lS:St"°S'n'Jhin;rJ

f

th. vid« tiJ i^iS^L''!™!*.?!!*"' P^for'-a earlier and
the eve lookid fJl

ulatagmag movement i i the eye as
ieJiJJ oi^5?S iSeJdrjhS^JlM"" S" "y the Rotating
maid,. The d«;: i°!f!.'?9

ao.e. They are painted on the
spun one way and thiJ .nofh!f f "O"* Is
raatrA^A K„

another. And the movement of the eve Is

CSafeJ^Sm^S? ZtVllr^' PhoilgrJ^hy for

f^d"ivrSi*i;?h?2nSJ^"Sjn"""l

ot«, lnterl!S*SoS?^?or,"h"k SiSl.'tgSJ'S.'"'
*°

It's moujitod by the cr«w aSi h^^L fi^* Spac«lab module,
in ultraviolet wa!J S^ll "^2** pictures of the sky
at the .nd of thniaJili Xn ??f%f?''''?^"«***« studied
ApproxiaMiteiv «n i/i !i

when the filja is returned to e#rth.

^Oii^?I i jnnina%*^2?i Merehall through Hawaii and Olf / if
fSi

"'^^"^ '•^•^^ ^-y*^** i« the line and has a cLnge

SFACJCftAFT GO ahead.
BHD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ... for both the RA and the deck.

SPACECRAFT Got it.

CAPCOM And we're coming up on LOS, we'll c,et the rest...

SPACBCRAPT Whether or not. . . These are just punches of
wnether or not Fous is piggy backing, right?

I'« not sure on that one. Bob, we'll have to getCAPCC»f
back.

SPACECRAFT How did your real-time TV come out that time?

CAPCOM Okay, John, let me give you an explanation, here.
attitude that you set up, which was what we

'^^^ht at the end of the warm and theantenna display, that's the point where the Ku-band is not locked
in. So I guess the bottom line is that we didn't get it. So,sorry to isake you rush so much for nothing.

SPACECRAFT No problem, at least we could do it.

CAPCOM Okay, John, thank you very much.

CAPCOM And Columbia, Houston, we're about 1 minute to LOS,we re going to try to get you afc Hawaii at 11:37, however, that'sgoing to be a 15 second pass, so if we don't get you there,we'll pick you up over Botswana at 12:19.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is mission control, Houston. Loss of signal
SS'^SiS rif*

Ocean station, at the outset of orbit number
89 for Columbian Spaeelab, Scheduled television, live televisionOf meal preparation on the middeck was no joy during that TORS

S^J!:.??^"!!; ^7^"? antenna was just outside the margin of
JSLI^ "l«y' because of spacecraft attitudl.curing Indian Ocean pass. Franklin Chang passed up some

nanagement of the cryogenic hydrogen tank heaters for tank sets 4ind 5. The next opportunity to talk with Orblter will be likely
5^^*^ minutes from nowl, the upcoming Hawaii

^AO is Marshall Spacelah (^rations, and
fKff****^H^*^*** i* in ^«ttlfe In some troubleahootina aetlvity

fI. i
«lrror heating facility. Some hours ago, therewas a short In the power supply which gives power to bo«i of
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those material science furnaces and the troubleshooting has
continued with procedures being foised up from the payload
operations control center, as the crew continues to dissemble

SL*"***
"ftetial science double rack, which continuesto give them some problem with suppling power to those two

furnaces. During this last pass, Yurgen Shewran, who is the ESA

instructions*
science double rack manager, was sending them

BHD OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead, over.

yaw seXeS?"?of ^^ur future

!|«b?^'l,ca«?oS"a\'??t\rf"ur^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
won't «ake so many mlsJailsf oJS?!

^^'^^^
^ probably

CAPCOM Roger, John/ we understand/ sorry about that.
SPACECRAFT POCC, Spacelab.

CA?COM Go ahead Bob.

SPACECRAFT Do you want both TVC X and TVC 2 up for this new

CAPCOM stand by. tvc 1 Bob.

L SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

^M??ng if youWe'gofa^?CAp!'" '^""^^ '''' °" "^""^ <3aily

pSfgo^^ad."'^^' ^^^^ Okay, where were you.

CAPCOM stand by Bob. okay, we're looking at hour 13.
SPACECRAFT Okay hour 13.

ov^^n the no?Jroo?Lr?el^?ivfL*. ^""^ "^"^^
57.10 plus or «inuro???

to the 22 run. The targets are

SPACECRAFT Okay that.

CAPCOM Also, -6,40 plus or minus 0.5.

SPACECRAFT We got that.

86.08.''*'* ' «"9htly down a couple of

^PACBCRAPT Okay 86.08.

CAPCOM Th-fs amra and negative 21.»4.
SPACECRAFT Okay, got that

.

CAP<^ At, 13 j^^^^ minlmutt aKS 7.38.
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(f«rblei on PSi^^^'" ^'^^ 201 run at 13 pi^s 25 is non

autej^et to v«rt?laL '^"^ both of as for the

CAFCC3K St^fi^d bfv wk^^ ti
in the m«an time cla 97^0 «>« that one Bob,

'^ocry m^ut ..: prla* ddinllnk, <sonH have to

downliuk. 8"«""S up Bob, .tandby until « ,et . good

<j..we, hour 1«.

CAPCai Bour 14 th.f8 aftlr«tt„.

WSCBCWlfr All rtgnt.

C*PC»,
.^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^U^ OXay, b-t .o« .b.„ X ,ot eo oat eo *. tb. «

Bia. contlnae, b«k to bainitJ SSi H ?»n?"4?J«f
sj*CECB*iT Okay, -,ar. oi( will d„ tb. pr«op.n .t.r i

not«8 ooiunn.
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backing right «"ggeat (garble) is piggy.

- not .u„ on that on. Bob, h.v. to <„t
It© OP Vh»M
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SPACBCRiiFT Pot that you have to disassemble, standby.

PHO Here again, Sherran is manager of the material

science board.

SPACECRAFT (garble) this is Olf speaking,

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Byron is at the end of his 5th, if you don't

«ind, I'll take over for him.

CAPCOM Okay, Oil, that's (garble). Ulf, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT I.oud ami ::lear

CAPCOM Okay, have a new step now. I want to connect,

the (garble) connector directly to the power supply. That means

you have to interchange P5 and P7, but unfortunately they have

another code. You have to disassemble connector P5, remove the

shell.

U
8PAC1CRAFT What?

CAPCOM Remove the shell of this connector and connect to

P7.

SPACECllAFT Okay, for verification. Disassemble P5, remove the

(fftrble) of P5.

CAfCOM Okay, standby just for, Olf, standby. Ulf?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, go ahead.

CAPCOM Connect P5 to J, sorry, J5 to P7. P7 is the

connector, the socket on the power supply. You have to connect

the harness P5, J5 to P7.

SPACECRAFT Okay, once again, you want to connect, connector P

5

to the second, correction, P7, correction, P7 to the jacket J5.

CAPCOM SO.

SPACECRAFT Is that correct?

CAPCOM The other ;fay. J5 to P7.

^ACaiCiiAFT JS to Pt, now what Is the connector? is J the

v;-'C!oniii#fcoE;::or;i^

CAPCO! Is tii« connectcK^^^o^^ And P is a
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SPACECRAFT P is the tecepticle, and J is the connector. Okay-

CAPCOM Yep.

SPACECRAFT Again, I did the (grable) , I look down into the MSG

am and then I see a connector called (garble) P5 and another one

called, one second, P7.

CAPCOM That's correct,

SPACECRAFT (garble) Stands for block, and p seems to be the

connector. .

CAPCOM Yeah. P5 to J7 at the power fiut>t.ry.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand. Connector ?5 to recepticle

J7.

CAPCOM That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll work on that.

CAPCOM And Olf, the problem is a,, there's another code.

¥oa have to first disassemble the connector.

S)PJU3!CRAFT Okay SO I disassemble P5 in order to connect it.

CAPOJN That's correct.

SPACBCRAF7 Okay, yoa're (garble) before we start to (garble)

,

i suggest that we, Byron suggests to which of the MHIS, IHS

lieater.

m»cm Yes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's done. \

#JM3 Instructions going back and forth between Hergan

Sberran up to the payload crew.

GABCOM Columbia, Houston on air to ground one.

mmeCBAFT go ahead, over.

' msfom soger, John, we'd like you to check your future

i^ioii yaw, iiwleoted for 1116.

'

M«^:,::-'timik'fm mmMtm, mx^ if yoa oouid flv«
; 3^iili;>SiM^ i«r%liefv .gh«M;» y .
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CAPCOM ...required, and the other suggestion is just to

turn off equ»' lent when it's not in use so that the heat wili not

be du]B£>ed ii. the H20 loop unnecessarily.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see what we can do. Houston, we're set-

up to give you real-time TV on the downlink,

CAPCOM Okay, John, we'll go ahead and take that. And

John, just a iuestion, which cameras do you have set up for us?

SPACECRAFT Camera (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay understand.

SPACECRAFT We had to get flight deck cameras of people eating

CAPCOM I concur John, and I got another item whenever you

have a minute on the IMO align coming up,

SPAOEK^RAFT Okay, what do you want to do?

CAPCOM Okay, basically we want to delete that alignment at

X0»49 and take the star ....

SPACECRAFT Say again over.

CAPCOM Negative.

SPACECRAFT What did you say over.

CAPCOM Roger, we just want to delete the maneuver to the

next IMO alignment at 10:49 and instead we want you to take the

etere of opportunity that are already selected, number 36 and

nuMber 59.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Columbia, over.

CAPC(»f Roger John, loud and clear. Did you copy my

message on the XMU alignment?

SPACECRAFT Yes, do you want me to stay at the present a itltude

and go to OAP A, or do you want me to go to the other atti ude on

the tiaeline and then go back to, what do you want me to du,

over?

a^cOM Okay, here's what I want you to do. Delete the

iMiiuever «h^^ at 10«49, pick the stare

mmm9 M mnA B9, eeleofc 0A» Al et 10t 4f/ as «oh^^ «na then
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CAPCOM Spacelab, Marshall, we've got the loop back now and

Bob for your information, it looks like we had another excellent

aucceasful 22 run, and thank you for your effort.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

(garble)

Say again Bob.

Don't thank me until we get the film back,

Spacelab PS2 here for the 300 people.

They're listening Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good, we're standing by Chuck. We've

done what th-sy ask so far, I've read off the rest of the
instructions to Ulf , and we'll just be standing by to see whether

they want us to do some laore or put the connectors back on and

whatever.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

<:apcoh

Byron, this is 300 Ops.

Go ahead 300 Ops.

Can you enter please DTA 056174 and enter

SPACECRAFT Okay, we did that and I'm reading 004, oh it just

changed hold on. It went to 015300. That's 01, it keeps jumping

«round.

CAPCOM

PAO

SPACECRAFT

PAD

SPACECRAFT

PAO
power supply.

C^ay, thank you.

That exchange between (garble) ...

That's 003300,

and Byron Lichtenberg.

025300.

As troubleshooting continues on the ISF/MHF common

CAPCOM Byron can you try to change the connectors,

interchange the connectors J5 and J7? They have a different

eode. For that you have to disassemble, just stand by ...

9m (garbXe) is manager of the Material Science

^garble) , thin is Olf spealting.
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CAPGCm Go ahead.

EI© OP TAPS
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SPACECRAFT ... from th« loop Byron has something in respect

to the MGR.

CAPCOH Roger.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, PS2, how do you read, Chuck?

CAPCOH Loud and clear, Byron.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if we got th«» ?dQ systems people standing by,

I»ve got some information on theii inflight checkout and

aintenanca on the MHPI AHF heater supply.

CAPCOM Standby. They're listening Byron, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, very good, we took the heater power off,

c«K>ved the front panel, disconnected Joilet 5, Joilet 7,

•witched the heater on, did the open and closes and l*m reading

out data 056176 and I'm getting values 001777 and alternating
with 1400.

CAPCOH Byron, say a^air*,. please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, reading out the data entry number 056176, I

have values at, start out with 20 and it osolates between 1001400
•ltd 001777.

CAPCOM Thank you.

C&PCOM And Spaoelab, we're ready for...

CAPCOM we're ready for real time TV from yoa guys on your

Qua.

SPAClCRAfT Okaf, and what ia the re«on for that?

SfACSCRAFT TalHn2 real-time TV from PAO (garble).

CA^OH Yea, It's TV 26, Olf r »eal period In the mlddeck.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's right, I understand.

SPACECRAFT Shows us eating.

CAPCOM Columbia, Houston on air to ground 1.

iPACBCItAfT Go ahaad, Houaton.

^-iml^&^'''- '-'^ ^ ll©fat, j^a, wa»r aet up heta for tha iw 26
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SPACECRAFT That's negative, of course.

CAPCQM Okay, we understand, that*s » negative.

SPACECBAPT Yea, I can have It set up pretty quick, but we're

not ready right now. I didn't know it was so supposed to be

real-tine TV.

CAPCOM Okay, John, in the meantime, we got a... Roger,

John, in the meantime I'd like to talx to the Spacelab, is Bob

around?

SPACECRAFT Give rae about 30 seconds to close the SAL here.

Franklin.

SPACSCRAFT Okay, he needs 3C seconds to close the SAL.

CAPCOif Okay, copy that, John.

SPACECRAFT Houston you may have noticed there wasn't enough

tine in the timeline to set up that TV.

CAPCOM Okay, John, we understand.

SPACECRAFT If it would make you foel any better, we can dump

the meal prep.

CAfGOM Standby, John.

SfACEGRAFT Okay, Franklin, I'm ready to talk to you, I got the

SJU:, closed.

CJWfCOM Okay, Bob, first of all, good morning, and J«^y*»

sitting bac/k here In the viewing room, she sends a kiss and a

^iiiig. ^.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, same,

CAPCOM Okay, and now for the boring stuff. «

couple of suggestions that might help you guys with the ROW 21

pc<^lem, it looks like the problems are related to temperature,

so we would like to keep the pallet freon loop »s cool «s

possible. And a couple of suggestions are to minimize Spacelab

lighting as much as possible, and we recommend lamps number 6 and

number 11 maybe left on continuously, and all
^^'^l;®;^®;;* „

«oald be on and off as you required. And the ©t^er suggestion is

5u8t to turn off equipment when it's not in use so that the heat

nat. lae dua^ the H20 loop unnecessarily.
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SPACECRAFT Okayr say again, the (garble).

CAPCOM Right at ascension 48, declination -30.5.

SPACBCRAPT Harshall Ops, this is PSl. We lost you.

CAPCOM Okay Ulf, loud and clear. Right, ascension is 48,

declination -30.5.

SPACECRAFT Op 48 and -30.5.

CAPCOM That's affirm, there's a target change, the new

target is 408.

rikoroM A clarification on that target change Ulf, the

I iust ?ead you was for the (garble) auto operation in

confunctiSn with the 22 run and you'll find that xn the notes

coluan about 1/2 way down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the target coordinates given for^the 22^^
•xperiment in the PCAP are 45 instead of 48. And declination

-30, it's pretty close but it's not identical.

c*pcoM That's correct and the ones that I just read you

S^f^rect anTthe target change refers to the (garble) auto

operation in the notes column.

SPACBCRAPT Okay, so the only numbers ^ave to change is

r«ally the right ascension. Everything else stays as written m
PCAP.

CAPCOM Also for Information, be advised that experiment

aO*» active package will be running at the same time.

SPACECRAFT Okay I'll write that in the notes.

still continuing to receive the
^he*

«p^ial markings for targeting and measuring.

SPACECRAFT Okay (garble).

SPACBCSlAFT Okay Marshall, ate you still there?

CAPCOM lK>ud and clear Olf, we're ready for the next page

if yott are,

5 »ii»ittt .
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SPACECRAFT Okay, roger.

CAPCOM And Bob's 22 run can continue until 12 hours, 3

minutes.

SPACSCRAPT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And break PLZC, I understand that 05A dome loeasages

is a standard one because of the (garble) 21. Right?

CAPCON That's affirm Bob.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead Chuck.

CAPCOM Okay, Olf the minimuai ECAS available at .\2 hours is

5.228.

8PACSC8AFT We fot that.

CAPCON Okay, now the 201 run, at 12 hours, 30 ninutes Is

now in (garble) run on the ptyload specialist.

SPACECRAFT (garble) subject.

CAPCON That's affirm and we're going to do it on, we're

going to do ballistocardiography later on the MS.

SPAClCRArr Okay.

emsm And weVXl talk to you about that later.

tt^ACBCSAFT Roger.

CAPOON There's a teleprinter message that explains that,

it's teleprinter message 86.

SPA<»CRAfT 1f««, I got the notes up but I l»J^«?'*^.f•fji^^j^*^***
mmsMge so far though, is it on it's way or is it already up

CAPCON I believe it's already up and we also want you to

4cKie the BOO electrode during this setup which will ^e*^*^^^^
iSJe for^ extra time which they think will help with the BOG

-data.

mmmmWT okay, now we got the^iwissafe
SSriiCL^''

going on the loop, Byron has something in respect with the wci*.
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CAPCCm hauA and clear Byton.

SPACECRAFT Okay if we got the 300 systems people standing by,

I*ve fot some information on their inflight checkout and

aaintenance on the MHIP heater supply.

BHD Of TAPE
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CAPCOM ... be alacnaed at them and unless you need to

know what they are ahead of time, don't worry about it, but if

you do, we'll read them up to you.

SPACECRAFT Understand, we just have the same timeline but a

different target, right?

CAPCQM That's the same target. Bob, slightly different
exposure sequence.

SPACECRAFT Instrument coordinates and the entire coordinates

to agree or shouldn't I expect them to agree.

CAPC(»! Standby. Yes, they should mgtee, Bob, the RA and

the deck that we just read up to you are correct, and you should

see them agree.
.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the (garble) and deck that we just read up

are not the ones that the timeline's producing, is that correct?

8PACBCRAFT Modified timeline W, have a new coordinance in it

or not?

CJUPCOH The timeline is patched. Bob.

^ACBCRAFT The timeline is what?

CAPCGH The timeline has been patched.

SPACECRAFT It*s Okay, thank you, thank you.

JFIO Row receiving a VTR dun^ of the rotating Acme

^rtion of the 102 distributor experiment series.

CAPCQM Spacelab, Marshall, be advised, we're looking at a

TV dump of an eyeball down here, and it looks fantastic, you can

•van see the dots on the done as it rotates.

SPAOlOtAFT Okay, that's good news. Chuck.

CAPCQM And Spacelab, the 102 PI tells me that he's 4 feet

4>ti the ground.

SPACECRAFT That's good.

f«0 fhis is Marshall Spacelab Operations and the |>erson

iHio's eye we are looking at is said to be that of Owen Gamott.

«fMS»»IAlir mf^0Mill Opm, this is PSl, good aocning.

::,:^limfsm\ •Oood-'aWfBiitf-' to- y©« .
:
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we are updating the P-cap, and I have the

first session.

CAPCOM I'm ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble) and it short run from 1750 to 18

hours, that is for 10 irinutes. I think that does make sense

because that's the time it takes you <-o pull out the MT and

(garble). What is the idea?

CAPCOM Missed the first part of that Olf, I understand

you've got a question on the 330 run at 1750, but we've had a

little comm dropout in the middle.

SPACECRAFT Marshall Ops, this PSl, the question is, whether

that makes a lot of sense to run the test for 10 minutes, because

that's the time you need to set it up, and then there's no time

left to do soms science.

CAPCOM Yes, Ulf, the run extends to the next page, 18 plus

25.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm not as far as that.

CAtCOM Okay, if you'd like, we can go through page by page

hmtit anci w«*il update it along with you.

SPALlKSRAPT ISiat's great, let's do that.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll continue on there and if the other guys

iMied to bt««k through us, we'll let them.

CAPCQH Okay, we're starting at page 11 here, Olf, and you

«ight sake a note up in the upper right hand corner that you ve

90t 5.22 of BCAS available.

SPACBCRAFT 5.22, okay.

^P^ON You've got a 326 run for you, beginning at 11 plus

15.

SPACBCRAFT Yes, I have that already marked in the P-cap.

CAPCOM Okay, and Bob is going to be running 22 star as per

itit 22-€ and he'll use an RA of 48 and a deck of -30.5.

mM^CSSCMMn ottayf say again coordinance.

CJli^ Mfht a«c»jii«ion 48# declination -30.5.
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CKBCm ,.32923 the middle diagram describes exactly what

I nernn .

SPACBCRAPI Okay, ifcandby one minute here, I'm still trying

ChPCm Spacelab, Mas ftall , for Bob if he* 8 on the headset.

8PACE-JRAPT do ahead ..

CJUPCCM Okay Bob, a sopy items foe this r xt run of 22 for

you. There's been \ char.ge in th* coordi uatea for target

foxtrot, you can e ,>ect to see a r iht ascension of 48, and a

d«crenatioi> of -30,5. And they'd so like .you b-gin the

sequence 30 seconds eatly as you'va been doing it previously at

. 25 minutes 30 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay andeittand.

CAPC^ ^nd -/OJj'vs AOt total (garble) this bouv of ..38.,

SPACF- mPT Okay.

CAPCOM And we cart uontinue' tne (garbie) with lAf /wiien ha

comes OT

S"''-:ecsa.ft Vih&n Byron gets off ha'Ii be on.

IPAOiCR/Ff Macsnall 0^x«, ipacelao here for 329 PI.

CAPOW 32f f r here.

««lfiK5»Arr ay lokr, lookli*§ at o^ge 23 it didn't resemble

«ny of tbooe siins^es, it *.aA, acme are like che top one, of

,*sqiMrs«# tbc top m» is ^uite « naggerated, over.

^^msm Okay, in that r biwfe you any indication what

mick mm ia PtAa'^ion the rear end plate? Just say,

<#«t-i ai>»iit half ©r <spaart€£. or tb-. se quarters.

fHllfiaCTiyW '''--ay* a>-ou:. a thica > a quarter.

Ik you Byrtm. >« iook, the rest now depends on

Sgf^ri'i,^ ieuidr.'t have """^i* ^periment wtthou€ the

seller'/ mm tns.t aif did. Tog€t!:-,-<»f ^ .ey .seem;^ to na/e done 3U8t

Hfeat /lii^t*^ 'ii. wh%t 7 exi.?«c- ^ Hope the data show

lie -teir*? »ctc.«*.lf weasured ft'^**'- r^g to get at. i

'- ^aitk ^m eno^a^i botn of y«H., -
^

th« f^fchets

)ii#«i,l . c«/#f and fj^Jft fiow.

l^»l|C^. -.ttAFi- jKog^js Juaj- - ^OS«i * vn..;/-- :jtnc,.. ^ .

iatve to ^^iAM* ts, 'loamwUeze iQ t^^ ,rt:»«rvetr tht c# * &:ti.u S'.«t-
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bubbles because I brought the, at the end of the run, rejoined
the two columns and brought the front and rear end plates to
almost the same position and still had, I'd say, 10 cc's worth of

liquid in them.

CAPCOH Okay, well I'll bear that in mind. At the mcMnent I

think I'm correct in saying that we have nothing planned yet for

the 5 cc liquid, S (garble) liquid, but if we have bubbles, we

can easily cope with them by spinning them out.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Marshall Ops, Spacelab, for the 300 System
people. Chuck, you might be able to help on this one.

CAPCQM 300 Ops.

iICRkPT Roger 300 Ops, PS2 here, on the OHV the ultra high

V i!B experiment. We have gone down through a threshold of
000.10 and we still continue to get UHV stop 505 over.

CAPCOM Okay, I copy. Can you repeat please the threshold?

8PACBu:rAFT Roger, the last one we did was 000010.

i CAPCOM I copy.

PAO That exchange between (garble)

.

SPACRCHAST ...I'll get on ^rfith the power supply maintenance.

CAPCOM Go ahead with the power sui^ly please.

PAO That exchange between (garble) the manager of the

Mai'ti. Science Doublerack. ..

.

m^fom Harshall for loh, mm you run this 22 ... we'll
|Mr«stMitbiy expect same sequences tliat you haven't seen, don*t be

mMm&i at th«^, unieas you need to k«0w vhat they ace ahead
^§ time, dcai't «©rry about it, but if y<sii do we'll read thea up
to flitt. :

#PAa^SIUIFT As I understand we just have the same timeline, but

a dlffeterit target, right?

warn m wi

i
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SPACECRAFT The Red team's not quite on station yet, but they

will be here shortly, they've been around, looked around, see

what's going on, they'll be here shortly.

CAPCOM Okay, Owen, nice to hear your voice. Understand

ycu had a pretty good day today.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, pretty good, pretty good. Charles how you

doing tonight.

CAPCOM Just fine Byron, how are you?

SPACECRAFT Not too bad, is John Padday still around.

CA^CQH y«« I an. Yes he is and listening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we're just cleaning up his run now, can

report total success.

CAPCOM Be '11 be glad to hear that.

SPACECRAFT Couple of minutes and I'll give you a full debrief,

but let it be said that there is no potential effect whatsoever,

J 1 and we went straight to, not straight, but through the different

%J> points to hotel 2 without breaking, so I had to stretch the

cabnoi even further before I got a rupture. Over.

CAPCOH Okay. We copy. Can I ask a question? May I ask

^tiestions?

SPAOe^SAFT Go ahead John.

mmsm''' Ofcay* first qwstion. Is, irtieii the sons broke at

WW thero a satelilte drop, wry small one, you may not evan

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ 21.7, it

['-'-'^^ maoA 1^ you tali »«.
,

X . seoond question.

^-^ '^^^^^ma^^ <2iw» y<»tt tell »e what happans at shape 02 and

^ tliat'* ;|ohn Padday, PI of 32t. .

^Piia^iiyp On poiiit P2 it looked very fliie, I siean therew a
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cadnoUe, there was actual symmetry, there was no aging, there

S5a So heaping or fitting. The only thing that we noticed was a

^ssible, it's very difficult to tell how much liquid goes to the

«Tid of the, the front end plate.

CJUPCOM I j«8t suggest that there is
JiL-tKeJ«^ anina? In other words in waiting to see wnetner

?i2 KiiS^lSled^oSfwai f?IS th: neck towards the edge of the

plate. Did any of this occur?

SPAOSCRAPT There was negative aging, «V*^^^!!^.«ni«L was
•Inutes at each point, or 3 minutes at each point and there was

So aging. Hhen the sone ruptured there Jfja *J«y fjflj^^
Mtlllite drop that bounced back and forth between the two If.rger

SrSs about 3 times and finally came to rest almost exactly in

the middle of the sone of air.

CAPGOM Wi*t are, thank you Byron, what are any air

babbies, small or big?

«PACBCRAPT I didn't see any air bubbles in the liquid.

CKPCm Thank you, oh that's great. How can you just tell

«e what the shape looked like. G, gamma 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay it, g-2, it looked sort of like a cadnoise,

obviously it was I little bit sadder, but just your standard,

normal, good old (garble) shape.

^a«£*CM Ah. can you tell me where you thought the nodeoides

.2;h:rtL pi.*., U jo.t .ua, out .Idy
«r ««s there of sort of a point of continuity.

^Mceii Did It look as though you bad a thin film ^wj^Jj*^

a ttack with a
^

P^^^
the neck of

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^

m can yow go into « procedure to page 32923, the

iSSu diagram dascribes exactly what 1 mean.

^1^^ Okay standby just one minute here, I'm just trying

wm or TAPS
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PAO Owen Gar riott spent much of his time operating
experiment 22, the very wide field caiaera* And at the end of the
pads, Roger Williamson, a representative from the SBPAC
experiment, experiment #2 debriefed the crew on a previous
operation of that experiment that a troubleshooting operation
designed to look at the apparent problem with the electron beam
accelerator heater* Just ts the pass ended , CIC» Bill Bach let
the crew know that since they had trained for some time in
Bunsville» AJ.bama for this mission they might be interested in
the score of the Alabama/Auburn game in which Alabama was
defeated by Auburn by a score of 23 to 20. However the crew
famed ignornnce to that rivalry. And alternate payload
specialistf Mike Lampton provided a recommendation work around
for the difficulties with making a peanut butter sandwich on
orbit. That work around developed by one of the alternate crew
interface coordinators. I>ebbie Onderwood suggested instead of
using velcro on the sandwiches, they just use the peanut
butter. Put peanut butter on both sides of the bread and use
that to hang the sandwich* 5 days, 9 hours, 3*4 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Marshall Spacelab Operations.

PAO And this is Mission Control, Houston, during the
just ccmpleted satellite pass, there was one exchange on
air/ground 1 between the capcom. Franklin Chang and Brewster Shaw
who's minding the store in the front cabin of Orbiter Columbia.
Shaw was instructed to change the routing of the oms propellent
between the 2 tanks and the aft (garble) . This so-called oms
innerconnect and managing the propellant and that was about the
extent of any contact with the Orbiter crew during that
particular pass. Apogy and parogy standing at 130.5 and 129.1.
As Orbiter and Spacelab near the end of the 87th orbit in
space* Next orbiter contact will be Goldstone in approximately
38 minutes. At 5 days, 9 hours, 26 minutes, Mission Control,
aouston*

PhO Tbis is Marshall Spacelab Operations at 5 days, 10
lioufSf X ttinates mission elapsed tinet Our next spaceeraft
television will be a live downlink plus a preiteootded video tape
reoorder du^ eoncerning the meal period whieii the crew will go
"tlicoiigh plus the rotating dome experiment, that 10 vestibular
iDxperiiMnt ciMiing up at mission elapsed tine of 5 days, 10 hours,
14 ttiRutes« That^s about 8$ 14 p*m« central standard time. And
that *s about 3 minutes from now. Anticipating picking up
xeaoguisition with the reacijuisition of signal with the Spacelab
in just a few "seconds*

CAPCOH Spacelab, Marshall C^s, we* re with you for 53
minutes and good morning to the red team. Good evening to the
blue«

8PACBCKAFT The red team is not quite on (garble) but they will
be here shortly* They*ve been around, looking around, seeing
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i»h«t'« going on. T»i«y'll be out here shortly.

CAFCON Okay Owen. Nice to hear your voice. We understand

you had a pretty good day today.
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